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Devoted to .the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

$2.00 a Year.

5 centa a copy. BOSTON, 8 MAY, 1885.
Volume XI.

Number i.

VICTOR SWING SADDLE.

EASY TO TAKE LEATHER SEAT OFF. EASY TO PUT LEATHER SEAT ON.
EASY TO ADJUST TO ANY TENSION. EASY TO RIDE.

YOU WILL LIKE IT. BETTER SEE IT.

PRICE, WITH NICKELLED SPRINGS, $6.00.

DvErman "Wheel Cn. - - - 173 TrEmnnt St., Hnstnn.
Gall and. Examine or send for Catalogue.

The YALE BICYCLE
weighs less than many bicycles which are advertised as " Light " Roadsters,

but it is nevertheless a

Full ROADSTER BICYCLE,
having a one-inch tire on the front wheel and three quarters on the rear. The bearings are balls all round, the front bear-
'"8s being triple. The tangent spokes are not brazed where they cross each other, and in this and many other respects
the Yale will be found the superior of the many imitations which have sprung up since we placed the great original on this
market in 1880. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY,
Manufacturer's Institute, Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.

4'- SINGER'S

S-f-—fe?^—4-3-

ir> 3 < s

* CYCLES *

*>
$gm-

-4-^.

EOIFIOATION".
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork — Front, new elliptic, hollow.
" Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Hubs— New pattern steel flanges.

Spokes— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

Felloes— Steel, hollow.

Tires— %-inch front and J^-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring— Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel— 17 j£ inch.

Finish— All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY.
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy Running, Well Constructed, Rigid, and Free from Vibration.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.
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PRICE LIST

OF

The American

Challenge.

PRICE LIST

OF-

The Ideal.

^\ STANDARD FINISH.

—-_J 50 inch • - $72.00

\T# 48 "
• - 66.00

\-jf 46 " 60.00

Of 44 « - 5LOO

V 42 " • - 42.00

38 " - 35.00

:E=>iexc:E:s

:

HIGH CKK-A-IDE ^.T X-OTXT X=>I2ICE!SI

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
THE AMERICAN SAFETY,

and IDEAL BICYCLES,
MAlsUFACTURED BY-GORMULLY «fc JTEFITjEIfcY,

222 and 224 North Franklin Street CHICAGO, ILL.

"*- -
RIDERS!

SEND FOR ODB

32-Pap Illustrated

Up.

DEALERS
THESE ARE THE

BICYCLES
IT WILL PAY YOU

TO HANDLE.

42 inch - - $76.00

The reach of a 52 or
54 inch Bicycle.

44 inch

The reach of a 54 or

66 inch Bioycle.

46 inch $80.00
The reach of a 56 or

58 inch Bicycle.
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THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER
* < IMPROVED FDR 1BBS. 3-

CAN BE READ FROM THE SADDLE AND USED WITH A HUB LAMP.

PRICE Sio.oo
Its form remains the same, but the works have been entirely

remodelled.

Its action is more positive, and the troublesome springs are

done away with.

Now ready for bicycle, tricycle, and American Star.

THE BUTCHER AUTOMATIC BICYCLE ALARM

Is the Cheapest and Best Automatic) Alarm in the Market.

Price, post-paid, $2.00. Send for Circulars.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley Street - Boston, Mass.

Amesbury, Mass, Feb. 3, 1885.

Butcher Cyclometer Co., Boston, Mass.

:

Gentlemen,— I have used the Butcher Cyclometer for one whole season, over the rough and sandy roads, in this section, and making trips

time and again, and always has the instrument registered alike.

I would advise everybody to use one, as there is a deal of satisfaction in knowing and seeing while riding, just how far you have been, or

to calculate the distance between places, without the necessity of a dismount. It is absolutely correct, and does not rattle.

I would not sell mine for twice the price of a new one, if I could not get another. Very truly yours, A. F. GREENLEAF.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailort to tht 'Cyclist? Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

Tlie sole Agency In riiilaUelphia and. vicinity for the

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER -

RACER.
AMERICAN RUDGE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. tOlTIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the Co-

lumbia bxycles, Sanspareil, Rudge Light Roadster,
Kacile. Victor Tric\cle, and all high-class machines;
repairing, nlckelhng, and enamelling promptly dune.
Dealer- in second-hand wheels. Send for printed list.

IAMMON'H LUGGAGE CAKKIEK, the cheap-
J est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

Mav be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land. Me.

1EAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
J — Gold L. A. W. badee pins, £3.50 to $10 each

Send (or circular to C. II. LAMSUN, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

'I HE CRESCENT B1CY< LE HOSE SU "-
I I'ORTER, with patent llirator clasp; the latest

and ben article oi the kind ; cyclers who are using ihis
supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of fifty

cents by WALTERS BKOS.. Prospect, N. V.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.
Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for /1.15. Agent for
Columbia. JOHN WII.KINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, III.

Harvard.

VICTOR.

YALE.

Club.

BICYCLES,
Tricycles.

THE BEST MAKE
SEND
FOR

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P.

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE,
Single and Tandem.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

CLUB
TRICYCLE.

Fac ILE.

BICYCIiB RIFLES AXTD SHOT CTT1TS.
Just the thing for touriDK trips and sport along tbe.rosd. Write for Catalogue

and Circulars and say what you want. P< O. Box 1108.

AI1KAM O. POWELL MANAGEn.
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HARWOOD S"

SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwood's Detachable Safely Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $1.00
Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20
No. 2 Nickelled safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " '• Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Stindard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,
Worcester, IVTaas.

GrZElSTTTinSTiE] '^HUMBEHSI »?

Box 385.

Bells! Bells!!

Peerless Sop tells,

SIMPLE,
EFFECTIVE, CHEAP,

GOOD.

No. 8, 1 Hammer - - - 75cts,

No. 9, 2 Hammers- - - 85cts.

s.fl, and T. Stop

The King of Slop Bells.
Surprisingly Simple. Nearly
equals our Automatic in

effect. No Rattle Hut of
the way. stopped by Shift-
ing Handle, .-ure to Satisfy
in Every Respect.

No. 10, $1.25.

'Iiicjcle Maim,

A Bell For Tricy;les.

Equal to the

A.TJTOMATIC
For Bicycles.

One or a Senes of Strokes
at Will.

No. 7 S3. 50.

Automatic Alarm.

THE X-L NT AND UN-X-LD
ilCYCLE BELL.

Saks extending to other
Countries. Ci pied by For-
eign Manufacturers The
Most .Succes-ful Bell ever
m.idc. Destined to become
the Standard Bell of the
Wheel World.
Nob, i,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, $3 00.

For Particulars send for Circu'ar. Order by Num-
ber or make of Machine. Sent by Mail upon Receipt
of Price.

HILL & TOLMAN - - Worcester, Mass.

CO
w
o
>
o
55

o
<
o
r
m

THE "HUMBER TANDEM."
FOR TWO RIDERS HAS NO EQUAL.

IT IS THE.FASTEST MACHINE-MADE,
AND IS A SPLENDID HILL CLIMBER.

LIGHT TRICYCLES, 60 TO 70 LBS., FOR LADIES.

THE BEST ARE THE CHEAPEST, and the largest makers conclusively prove
by IMITATING them that they consider the BEST MACHINES are the " Humbers."

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
SOLE LICENSEE TO IMPORT AND SELL

HUMBER BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
In ttie United. States',

3 ARLINGTON PLACE - - - - EAST ORANGE, N. J.

Lists on application with Stamp.

SPECIAL NOTICE.— The public is hereby notified that genuine Humber Bicycles and

Tricycles are made only by F I umber & Co., at Beeston, Nottingham, and bear their stamp on

the neck. .4// others are INFERIOR IMITATIONS.

GEO. R. BIDWELL & CO.
2 and 4 East 60th Street, New York,

Columbia and Rudge Bicycles and Tricycles

WHEEL GOODS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Send for our Instalment Plan and Circulars.

"Health Upon Wheels"
NOW IN STOCK.

50 cents.

ATKINS'S ROADiBOOK,
15 Cents.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. Q BIRD & CO.,
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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NO STRANGERS

!

Bicyclers, you all know these men.

THEY SAY nf the "SZTCTDR BICYCLE

:

"It is the best Bicycle I have ever ridden."- GEO. M. HENDEE.

"I never mounted its equal; it is simply perfect."- L. H. JOHNSON.

"The wheel is all that was promised, and even more." -HENRY E. DUCKER.

"For a roadster it has no equal."- FRED RUSS COOK.

"It is the best -finished piece of machinery I ever saw." — GEO. D. GIDEON.

"I have no use for a better Bicycle."— E. C. HODGES.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY,
VICTOR BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

179 TREMONT STREET, - BOSTON.
tiW" Please call or send for Catalog.=C2

NEW MODEL LIGHT ROADSTER STAR.
The new model is vastly improved in workmanship, and has been greatly simplified, and made stronger and stiffer,

while the WEIGHT HAS BEEN REDUCED SOME ELEVEN POUNDS in the 48-inch size. Sample now on
view. No Catalogues can be had till later, and applications for same must be accompanied by two-cent stamps. All applications

from outside of New England must have enclosed five cents in stamps, or no Catalogue will be sent.

The New Columbia Machines constantly in Stock. Also the American Challenge and
Safety and the Ideal. Petite Tricycles for Children, $18 to $30.

Having specially fitted up a Shop and engaged one of the best Bicycle Mechanics in England or America as head of the deparl-

m.nt, we are prepared to do the finest and most intricate repairs en Bicycles and Tricycles. Cranks or Stars at reasonable rates.

Special Terms to Agents where they send all work to us.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES TO LET BY THE DAY.

Out of town parties may enjoy a Sunday or Holiday on " Boston's s.indpapered roads," at a small expense. Our list includes new
Experts, 48 in. to 54 in., and new Ball-bearing Tricycles of improved model.

TERMS, $2.0 3F>X3fV JD-A.Y INV^.R.IA.Bri'r XJNT ASVANOXS.
Itl-:i'EHKSCK8 REQUIRED FROM STRANGERS.

W. W. STALL, ( irfim&* ) 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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IE- C. HODGES & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates: —

One year, in advance $2.00

Six months " 1.00

Three months .60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 if sent to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

ABBOT BASStTT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 8 MAY, 1885.

DIRECTION BOARDS.

Shall it be Danger Boards or Direc-

tion Boards that we erect ? In casting

about for work in which the League shall

engage itself it will occur to the mind of

the thoughtful man that either one of the

above interests should engage the atten-

tion of an organization formed to promote

the interests of wheelmen. Both are

important. Which the more so? While

we do not wish to depreciate the value

of the former, we must cast the weight of

our opinion in favor of the latter. Any
person who does much touring, must be

convinced of the utter insufficiency of our

guide-board service and the need for an

improvement. The distance given on the

average guide board is about as reliable

as a statement of Mr. Ananias. Speak-

ing for the Massachusetts Division, we
will say that they have started on the

work of erecting guide-boards and have

the boards already for distribution, but

they need the co-operation of clubs to

carry on the work. We hope to see

Massachusetts take the lead in this work,

as she has in many others, and that she

may do so, wheelmen should co-operate

with the division officers, and put out the

signs.

Treasurer Terry does not agree

with Secretary Aaron in his opinion that

the League can accept fifty cents as pay-

ment of dues from those who join the

League for the short term from June to

January of the present year. He
says :

—

"The leading editorial in your issue of 26 March,
takes a position upon the subject of the dues for the
next League year (to end 31 December, 1885. should
the changes be adopted bv mail vote), both damaging
to the treasury, a d, as I believe, erroneous in law.
Rule 32 (cited from edition of 15 February, 1885) pro-
vides that ' each member sha 1 pay—, on or before the
first day of June, in each year — , the sum of ijSi.oo

'

That seems to be explicit. I find nothing there about
fractions of a year, nor about ' tight and one-third cents
per month,' neither has it ever been the practice of the
League tu deal in such fractions The language of the
proposed revision (see article V., sect. VII.) is not
essential y different. We are not dealing with calendar
years, but with our own fiscal years; and I fail to see
where injury is done to anvone bythe ptoposed change.
Each member will have the benefit of the whole p: sent
riding season for the dollar that he will pay next J une,
and that is practically all he wo'ld fairly get were no
change to be made. Next year, i\ ' e sure, he must pay
five months earlier, but he may remember that he has not
to pay again in the umm-r, so that his loss is only five

months interest on one dollar, and many an old mem-
ber may offset against this his own dilatoriness in ptst
years when it was much nearer to September than to

1 June, when the proper League officer first saw his

money."

Mr. Terry further says that the view

above taken was that openly expressed

and assented to at the officers' meeting

where the change was made. In this, we
think he is right ; but we believe the

matter was not well considered in the

light of policy. Had it been, we believe

some provision would have been made for

a change. The matter will be decided

by a mail vote of the board of officers.

The Legislature of North Carolina has

passed a law allowing the turnpike com-

pany to dictate what style of vehicle shall

be allowed on their roads. The president

of the company, who is an enemy of the

cyclist, is also lieutenant governor and

speaker of the Senate, and it is through

his influence that the law was passed.

We are told that the local clubs have ap-

pealed to the L. A. W., but have received

no offer of assistance, and they are now
so discouraged that they are on the eve

of disbandment. A prominent lawyer of

Wilmington has given as his opinion that

the law is unconstitutional, and, if carried

to the United States courts, could be

broken.

Glancing over the files of an English

exchange the other day, we came across

a suggestion looking to the establish-

ment of an Order of Merit, for the recog-

nition of the services of those persons

who promote the interests of the sport.

There are, as any observant mind will

at once see, two distinct fields for labor

in the cycling world. The first of these

may be termed the physical, the other the

mental. With respect to to the former,

we find workers therein, working with

wind and muscle upon the racing path, to

further the interests of the sport and

those of themselves at the same time,

and in gaining the latter in the shape of

medals, cups, and other trophies, they

glean a reward for the former. Not so,

however, with a portion of the laborers

in the other field — the mental. This

division is by no means so well defined

as the first, including, as it does, all those

who, by the exercise of their mental

faculties, further the sport and pastime of

cycling in any way. To this class belong

inventors, editors, authors, and legisla-

tors, as well as several others. Of the

first, we may note that the results of their

efforts are to be seen in the improvement

of the steeds we ride, and the sport and

pastime of cycling is benefited by the

increase in results obtainable. The good

done for cycling by the editors and

authors of our especial literature is well

known, and we need here do no more

than mention the fact ; whilst the effo-ts

of the last and far larger class is widely

and strongly felt. This class of workers

includes our club laborers, the bard

working secretaries, treasurers, captains

the officials of the L. A, W. and the

C. T. C, and similar kindred bodies,

who, by holding the reins of the sport

itself, guide its progress, and keep it in

its legitimate channel. The first division

— the inventors — have their neward in

the commercial results accruing to an.

invention of practical utility, whilst the

second are likewise rewarded by the

pecuniary results of their litenary ven-

tures ; but the last, and perhaps most

hard working of all, have no certain re-

ward, or even the shadow oi one hanging

in view, unless we except the " name "

and honor, they obtain: by prominence in

legislative matters. Now, to hint for a.

moment that our cycling organizes and.

legislators desire any pecuni.iry reward

for their labors, would be an insult, and

1 we do not intend to do so ; but that some

recognized mark of distinction would be
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highly valued we strongly opine. At the

tournaments which have become such a

feature in the cycling world on this side,

the directors and the officials do a deal

of work for the honor of the thing, and

find this their only reward, while the

racing men go home laden with prizes.

The establishment of an Order of Merit

would be a graceful thing, and would give

the L. A. W. an opportunity for the rec-

ognition of services that too often go

unnoticed.

CORRESPONDENCE
[This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-
bility/or opinions expressed* and reserving tke right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason 0/ gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.

\

Buffalo.

Editor Bicycling World :— Our
L. A. W. brethren need not be surprised

if they find a caution in the official pro-

gramme of the meet, to the effect that they
ought to put on their heaviest underwear,
and bring their winter overcoats to Buf-
falo next July. Some five days ago the

temperature "took a drop" away down
below the forties, and there it has stayed
ever since, causing us to shiver and
growl, and wonder once more if we are

ever going to have spring again. His-
tory records that on at least one occasion
open grate fires were necessary here on
the fourth of July, to obtain even tolera-

ble comfort. We hope for better things

this time, but ugh ! such a raw, chilly,

miserable wind is blowing off the ice-

fields of Lake Erie as I write.

By the way, our entertainment commit-
tee have been shaking in their shoes not
a little lately about that same programme.
A disastrous fire visited the printing
establishment which had contracted
to do the work, and for a while it was
feared that not only all that had been
done so far, but all prospect of complet-
ing the task was destroyed, and that it

would be necessary to begin all over
again. But we learned later that enough
had been saved from the wreck to enable
the proprietors to carry out their contract,

and the programme will appear in due
season, as originally designed. It will

be an excellent advertising medium, for
some thousands of copies will be sent all

over the country.

The Buffalo Bicycle Club is about to

take the most important step in its his-

tory up to this time, by providing itself

with a habitation. A special meeting
was held on Tuesday, the 21st, to con-
sider the subject, and the trustees were
instructed to rent a suitable building on
the best terms they could make. A very
advantageous bargain in regard to furni-

ture was also laid before the members,
and it was voted that the trustees should
proceed in their best discretion in this

matter as well. A number of good places
are already in view, and the prospect is

that the club will be well housed and ele-

gantly provided before the first of June.

It is probable that one of the first effects

of this new move will be a considerable

increase in the membership, for there are

many unattached riders in Buffalo, and
new men are constantly adding them-
selves to the cycling fraternity, to all of

whom the Buffalo Club will now have
something definite and tangible to offer

in the shape of advantages. Long live

the Buffalo Bicycle Club!
Bicycles must be selling at the rate

of nearly a dozen a week now. This
augurs well for a big " boom " in the

trade as the season progresses. Bull &
Bowen are receiving repair work from
points as far off as Emporia, Kansas,
and are selling sundries to parlies in Salt

Lake City. They have lately turned out

some most elegant painting, — the ma-
chine looking as well as a finely enamelled
English machine.
W. S. Bull is hard at work on his road

book of Western New York, and hopes to

get it out in two or three weeks, or in sea-

son to be useful to tourists who intend

to come to the L. A. W. meet on
their wheels. There are two or three

parties of wheelmen who we know intend

to do so. This is after all the best way
to come when the distance is not too
great. At leaft a part of the trip ought
to be made on the road, for there is much
beautiful scenery in this part of the

State, and you can't travel twenty miles
in any direction without striking a rail-

road that will bring you in here if you get
tired of wheeling. p. x. Q.

For the Dogs.

Editor Bicycling World :— Noticing
your article, " Cave Canem," in the Bicy-
cling World, 17 April, I think I can tell

you of a way to rid your self of the
trouble mentioned in a less dangerous
way than the law provides. I have a
small eye and ear syringe, a rubber bulb
holding about two ounces. It has a
metal tube throwing a fine stream, over
which I fix a rubber cap when not in use.

I carry this in my pocket, filled with
ammonia. If a canine jumps at me
while riding, I take this from my pocket
and give him a small dose of ammonia.
It teaches Mr. Dog a lesson which he
will never forget. I used this instrument
last season, and in no case except one,
did the same dog attack me twice ; he
did not get a good dose the first time.
I think if some wheelmen, who are con-
tinually bothered by dogs, will use this,

they will find it very effectual.

Respectfully,

N. H. Van Sicklen.

Down South.

Editor Bicycling World:— For three
long months have I been looking for the
region called the " Sunny South," and
now to my sorrow it has been found, and
is rather too sunny, warm, nay hot.
With the mercury ninety in the shade
to-day, my thoughts wandered to the

Garden City, and the refreshing breezes

of Lake Michigan. The nights, how-
ever, are delightfully cool, and now as I

write, the cool evening breeze feels quite

a contrast to the boiling hot winds of the

day. On paying this city a flying visit

last week, I made enquiries regarding
the number of wheels in operation here,

and was informed that about one dozen
bicycles were owned and ridden here.

My first visit was paid to a gentleman,
who informed me, he was an ex-bicyclist,
'• sold it," he curtly replied, in answer to

my inquiries.

The gentleman further volunteered the
information that there had been a club
in Augusta, but for want of enthusiasm
it had died a quick " die." Mr. George
Frank Boyler, was the next gentleman
found, and George proved a much better
informant and enthusiast than No. 1.

Says Mr. Boyler: " Yes, we have about
a dozen wheels in town, and they are
nearly all of the old Standard and Mus-
tang order."

I was tendered the use of a rickety
50-inch Standard, solid backbone, and
forks, and was informed I was on the
finest wheel in Augusta. Quite so, I

believe them ; for the three boys who
accompanied me in a ride to the Fair
Grounds, were mounted on Mustangs,
with, I should say, about a two-foot
tread.

I beg pardon. Yes. I actually saw
a real live Victor, this morning, just in

by express ; first good wheel to make its

appearance. This city, in common with
most Southern cities, is very slow, and in

my mind, several years behind the times,
slow to "catch on" to anything so im-
portant as bicycling— too fast for them,
I suppose.
A most amusing thing occurred re-

cently while we were giving races in

Montgomery, Ala. The people, to a large
number, had assembled on the grounds
to see the races, when a heavy thunder
storm came up, and came down so heavy
that racing was out of the question.
"Well, Prince, what will you do?" I

asked. " Oh, I guess we '11 postpone,"
he replied. The rain continued with un-
abated fury, and the gatekeeper left his
post and sought shelter. This was the
signal for over two hundred " nigs " to
swarm into the grounds, observed by me,
but unobserved by the champion. '-Well,"
I said to Pnnce, " You stand by the
gate and give tickets to the people, as
they pass out, for the races to take place
two days later." Off goes Jack, and
stuffs his pockets full of tickets, while
Frank X. Mudd and myself smiled
wicked smiles, in anticipation of the fun
in store for us. The majority of the
white people passed out first, when the
" gang " of nigs swarmed up. " Stand in

line," yelled the mile champion. " Stand
anywhere," shouted the black rascals,
who had come in for everything. Stand
in line they would not, and they swarmed
around Prince, until he suspected a game
was being played on him. A big nigger
came up, " ticket, please." The same
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man went around Prince and made the

same demand. Prince had noticed a

scar on the nigger's neck ;
and said to

himself, " that 'nig' got two." A third

time the audacious rascal made the

demand, Prince recognized him, and

with a powerful blow with his strong

right, landed the black robber one on the

neck which knocked him over several

of the small fry, and sent him sprawling

into the mud. He did not wait to ask

any questions, but made a bee-line for

the city. No more tickets were required

that day. Prince swears he will never

give tickets back to niggers again.

The recent editorials in the Bicycling
World and Springfield Wheelman's
Gazette, on professionals, recommend
themselves to every thoughtful, intelli-

gent bicyclist. The L. A. W. should

open its doors to professionals; then and
not till then will we have peace in the

ranks of wheeling. Bicycling in the

South will not make much headway until

the quality of the roads is improved.

Verily this is a land of sand, and wants

stoning down. The Savannah Bicycle

Club sends Mr. Prince and myself an
invitation to a " stag party." What's
that? Do they hunt stags on bicycles in

Savannah? Thank you, gentlemen, but

but we never practised running through
fences on our racers, so must respectfully

decline. Spokes.
Augusta, Ga.

(
25 April, 1885.

Massachusetts Maps, Gratis.

Editor Bicycling World :— Your re-

cent allusion to this subject reminds me
to say that one special feature of my " X.
M. Miles on a Bi.," will be the " free

advertisement " (size, scale, date, price

and publisher's name) of all the maps
and atlases which I can learn particulars

about. Several pages of fine print at the

ends of my New York and Boston chap-

ters, whose proofs I have just been cor-

recting, are given to this subject; and I

there make special mention of an excel-

lent road map of Berkshire County,
which will be mailed free to all who send
a request to the Berkshire Life Insurance
Company, at Pittsfield, Mass., whose ad-

vertisement is impressed upon the mar-
gin, but not obtrusively. This map's
scale is about two miles to the inch, and
not only are the "main roads " specially

designated in red, in contrast to the lesser

ones, — but the school-houses, churches,
cemeteries, and railroad stations, are

shown by special symbols.
Inferior to this, but still a very good

map for wheelmen, is the "Essex
County " (ten cents, scale one and a

quarter mile to one inch) ; while the

"Worcester County" (twenty-five cents,

scale two miles to one inch), though
poorer, may be fairly recommended.
Both of these, as you have already an-

nounced, are mailed by "The Digestine
Company," Lynn, Mass., at the prices

named ; though, unless the managers of

the concern are much less enterprising

than any other patent medicine advertisers

I ever heard of, they will forward the

maps gratis, to any address from which
they receive a postal card request. The
advertisement of their "remedy,"
stamped on the cover of each wrap, is not

a disfigurement.

The publishers of the above are C. H.
Walker & Co., 160 Tremont street. Bos-

ton, who also issue new pocket road maps
of the other counties of Massachusetts,
not already named, except Middlesex
(ready May 15), and Norfolk (now in

preparation), at a uniform price of

twenty-five cents (fifty cents if colored),

though Hampshire and Hampden," are

on a single sheet. The scale of this and
of ' Franklin " is one and a half mile to

one inch ;

" Bristol " and " Plymouth,"
two miles to one inch, and " Barnstable,"

three miles to one inch.

I do not know of any other State whose
entire road system may be studied by a

similarly cheap series of county maps.
The new wall map of Connecticut (two
and a half inches to one mile, price

$6.00, J. B. Beers & Co., 36 Vesey street,

N. Y.), is to be re-issued next year, for

pocket use, in three sections at fifty

cents each. Other publishers of pocket
maps, having a scale of not less than ten

miles to the inch, will confer a favor by
sending to me their catalogues, or written

descriptions, at the University Building,

Washington Square.
Karl Kron.

New York, i May, 1885.

New League Officers.

The result of the recent League elec-

tion has given us the following officers,

by States :
—

Maine. — Chief Consul, Frank A.
Elwell, Portland. Representative, Lewis

J. Carney, Portland.

New Hampshire. — Chief Consul, H.
M. Bennett, Manchester. Representa-
tives, Archie L. Jenness, Rye; C. D.
Batchelder, Lancaster.

Vermont. — Chief Consul, C. G. Ross,

Rutland. Representative, J. W. Drown,
Brattleboro'.

Massachusetts. — Chief Consul,
Henry E. Ducker. Representatives, A.
D. Claflin, Abbot Bassett, and W. I.

Harris, Boston; F. P. Kendall, Worces-
ter; John S. Webber, Jr., Gloucester;
George Chinn, Marblehead ; Dr A r'

Kendall, Dorchester; W.
Brockton; Joseph L. Pindi

H. S. VVollison, Pittsfi'.lu

Greene, Holyoke ; F. E. Haw
field ; Sanford Lawton, Sprin

Connecticut. — Chief Co...,...,

G. Huntington, Hartford. Representa-
tives, Dr. T. S. Rust, Mericlen ; W. M.
Frisbee, New Haven; E. J. Morgan,
Bridgeport ; W. A. Hurlbutt, Starnfo

W. T. Williams, Yantic ; L. L. Hubbell,
Danbury.
New York. — Chief Consul, Edward

F. Hill, Peekskill. Representatives,

E. W. Adams, F. A. Egan, Knight L.

Clapp, John C. Gulick, and George K.

Bidvvell, New York; W. S. Bull, C. K.

Alley, and George Dakin, Buffalo;

F. B. Graves, Rochester; Joshua Rey-
nolds, Stockport

; J. G. Burch, Jr., and
A. H. Scattergood, Albany; I. Reynolds
Adriance, Poughkeepsie ; A. E. Fauquier,
Mt. Vernon; J. W. Clute, Schenectady;
Robert Hibson and E. A. Caner, Brook-
lyn

; H. D. Brown, Weedsport.

New Jersey. — Chief Consul, G.
Carleton Brown. Elizabeth. Representa-
tives, Dr. Edwin Field, Red Bank

; G.
N. Buzby, Camden; W. H. Parsons,
Newark ; Dr. Elliott W. Johnson, Jersey
City; A. R. Denman, Roseville ; Dr.

J. A. Bolard, Millville ; Dr. W. G.
McCullough, Trenton

; Dr. J. H. Cooley,
Plainfield.

Pennsylvania. —Chief Consul, Eu-
gene M. Aaron, Philadelphia. Repre-
sentative, Fred. McOwen,C. D. Williams,
E. L. Miller, Geo. D. Gideon, and H. K.
Lewis, Philadelphia ; Col. Geo. Sander-
son, Scranton

; J. G. Carpenter. Wilkes-
barre; H. E. Bidvvell, Pittsburg; Dr. J.
F. Richards, Williamsport ; H. K. Whit-
mer, Reading; H. S. Winterstein, Beth-
lehem

; J. V. Stephenson, Greensburg

;

D. K. Trimmer, York
; Rev. Sylvanus

Stall, Lancaster.

Ohio.— Chief Consul, T. J. Kirkpat
rick, Springfield. Representatives,

J. H
Boger, Findley ; B. F. Schultz, Kenton
J. D. Pugh, Jr., Cleveland; J. R. Dunn
Massillon ; Maurice Moody, Dennison
W. H. Miller, Columbus

; Frank M
Smith, Portsmouth ; Walter H. Aiken
College Hill; W. B. Harmony, Sidney.

Indiana. — Chief Consul, L. M.
Wainwright, Noblesville. Representa-
tive, John W. Clark, Columbus.
Michigan. — Chief Consul, C. H.

McClure, Marshall. Representative, Hor-
ace N. Keys, Ovid.

Illinois.. — Chief Consul, John O.
Blake, Chicago. Representatives, Hur-
ley B. Ayres, Chicago; H. G. Rouse,
Peoria; J. M. Thrasher, Elgin; A. E.
Thompson, Rockford.
Wisconsin. — Chief Consul, A. A.

Hathaway.
Minnesota. — Chief Consul, S. F.

Heath, Indianapolis.

Iowa. — Chief Consul, Charles D.
Howell, Winterset. Representative, Geo.
H. Hamlin, Grinnell.

Missouri. — Chief Consul, E. M.
Sensenv. St. Louis.

u>o. — Chief Consul, Geo. F.
Denver..

CV>f <

'

' Fr<nV "

I
: T All.

Salt I

Kentucky. — v hit i Cousi
M. Anderson, Louisville. Representa-
tive, Horace Beddo, Louisville.

Louisiana. -Chief Consul, A. M.
Hill, New Orleans.

Districtof Columbia. — Chief Con-
sul, E. T. Pettingill, Washington. Rep-

ntative, (leo. E. Emmons, Wash-
ington.
Maryland. — Chief Consul, J.imos
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Thompson, Baltimore.'Md. Representa-

tives, J. Kemp Bartlett, Jr., and Edwin

J. Mabbett, Baltimore; Charles E. Fink,

Westminster.
The largest votes cast were : New

York, 46S for J. G. Burch, Jr., of Albany;
Massachusetts, 396 for H. S. Wollison,

of Pittsfield. Pennsylvania cast a very

small vote.

American Division C. T. C.

Business Meeting and Reunion at

Cleveland, O., 18 and 19 May. General

Committee of Arrangements—Charles H.
Potter, R. C, Chairman; Alfred Ely,

S. C. ; F. B. Stedman, President Cleve-

land Bicycle Club; H. D. Sizer, Presi-

dent Cleveland Tricycle Club ; F. T.

Sholes, J. D. Pugh, Jr. Reception Com-
mitttee—Alfred Ely, S. C, Chairman;

J. H. Collister, F. P. Borton, T. S. Beck-

with, F. W. Bowler, J. Q. DeKlyn, F. P.

Root, M. M. Janes, E. P. Hunt, H. W.
King, W. D. Chapin, C. A. Paine. C. W.
Norman, Frank W. Douglas, E. W.
Palmer, Jr. Committee on Hotels and
Accommodation—Fred T. Sholes, Chair-

man ; B. F. Wade, George Collister, A.
E. Sprackling, Theodore B. Stevens,

Frank Meade, George Fosmire, H. A.
Spear, A. W. Walworth, George T. Sny-
der, W. C. Rudd, F. H. Palmer, A. C.

Bates, F. J. Drake. Correspondence and
letters of inquiry should be sent to Chair-

man of Committees, at 99 Superior
Street, Cleveland, O.

The programme will be as follows: —
18 May. Informal gathering at Cleve-

land Bicycle Club headquarters at 10

A. M. Business meeting of American
division, 3 p. M. Theatre party at Opera
House in evening.

19 May. Short run to Wade's Park in

A. M. Annual spring races Cleveland Bi-

cycle Club in P M., and promenade con-
cert of Cleveland Bicycle Club in evening
at which visiting C. T. C. men will be the

guests of the Cleveland Bicycle Club.

Maine Items.

Mr. GILBERT L. Bailey, of Portland,
has secured the agency for the Kangaroo
and Royal Mail bicycles.

Five Columbia Light Roadsters and
three Victors have been ordered by Port-

land wheelmen, and the merits of the

two wheels will be thoroughly tested on
the Moosehead, Mt. Desert, Tour.

Geo. E. Dunton, of Augusta, has been
appointed L. A. W. consul for that city,

and will gladly furnish any aid or infor-

mation required by visiting tourists. Mr.
Dunton will be remembered by the mem-
bers of the Kennebec tour as their guide
to TogUt and Waterville last summer.

Mr, Sanford Lawton, Secretary of
the Springfield Bicycle Club, and Mr.
W. C. Marsh, member of Springfield Bi-

cycle Club, will participate in the Moose-
he. id. Mi . Desert, Tour.

Till': Portland Wheel Club will shortly

call a special meeting to consider the

offer of a capitalist of their city to build

them a club house for a fair interest on
money expended.

This club has increased rapidly of late,

and for along time felt the need of suita-

ble headquarters, the lack of which has

been a serious inconvenience to its mem-
bers, who have noticed with envy clubs

of smaller towns than Portland, enjoying

the privileges of pleasant club rooms.
The question of a new uniform will also

come up at this meeting.

George E. Cain, of Lynn, will enter

the race for safety machines, at the tour-

nament of the Pine Tree Bicycle Club,

23 July, at which time the Moosehead
tourists will be in the city.

Mr. C. H. Lamson, of Portland, re-

ports a very lively season in the bicycle

business, so far. His new cyclometer,

like all the rest of Mr. L.'s inventions, is

one of the best of its kind, and will soon
be on the market.

The members of the Pine Tree Wheel
Club, of Bangor, had their first run of the

season, Fast Day, 23 April, on which oc-

casion they went to Orono. They had a

good turn-out and a fine time.

Members of the Kennebec Tour of

last summer are sendidg in their names
for the Moosehead, Mt. Desert, tour, and
anticipate much pleasure in again meet-
ing one another, and renewing friendships

so pleasantly begun at that time.

Mr. F. H. Johnson, of Brockton, who
was on both the " Down East " and
"Kennebec" tours, will "bob up se-

renely" on the Moosehead. " Jinson "

intends to know Maine before he gets
through with it.

The Big Four Tour.

One hundred andl twenty-five men
have pledged themselves for the Big
Four Tour, and the list is full. There
is talk of increasing the limit to two
hundred.
The contract for making the medal,

which will be given to the winner of the
road race, has been awarded. The metal
will be of gold, and valued at $60. It will

be inscribed: " Big Four Bicycle Tour
Association Century Road Race, Chi-
cago, Boston, Buffalo, New York, Co-
bourg, to Kingston, Canada, July 10,
1885." It will be sunk in the centre with
a heavy rim.

Ain^.ij; uiose who have already signi-

fied their intention of participating as
members of the Boston division are the
following: E. G. Whitney, captain; A.
D. Peck, Jr., lieutenant ; H. D. Corey,
quartermaster, all of Boston ; C. W.
Howard and J. W. Vivan, of the Charles-
town Bicycle Club; W. E. Stone and
John C. Estes, of Concord, N. H. ; VV.
I. Harris and Gideon Haynes, Jr., of
Boston; C. A. Joslin, H. A Chase and
E. Burdett, of the Leominster Bicycle
Club; G. H. Orr, of Toronto, Canada;
E. L. Sawyer, of Fairbauld, Minn. ; L.
C. Kittson, of St. Paul, Minn., and
others.

The New York Division Investigation.

The committee appointed to investigate

the trouble in the New York Division,

have reported as follows :
—

It seems to them that ex-Treasurer
E. J. Wheeler should be severely cen-

sured for not resigning his office or ap-

pointing a substitute before leaving for

the West, to be absent two months

:

knowing, as he must, that these duties

would remain undone, much to the detri-

ment of the N. Y. Division and the

L. A. W.
Again, he was grossly negligent upon

his return, Nov. 10, 1884, in not sending
all tickets to their respective owners,
keeping a list of the same, which in the

case of new members could have been
verified by the weekly list in the O. G.,

while in the case of renewals, they come
direct. to the Treasurer. The fact that

the position was honorary made it all the

more binding.

Mr. Sanford, Secretary of N. Y. Divi-

sion, has also been grossly negligent in

not answering the demands for settlement

made upon him by both the former treas-

urers, Messrs. Brown and Kidder. Un-
der the L. A. W. law, as we interpret it,

he must report to the Division Treasurer
7>ionthly the number of applications, and
a check for the corresponding amount,
and yet he acknowledges six months to

have passed between two of his reports.

We find also, by his own acknowledge-
ment, that he wrote not one official letter

to Mr. Wheeler at anytime. Such official

letter, registered, containing his report
and check, would have exonerated him,
and have been perfectly safe.

The fact of his retaining for the space
of eight months $5.00 rebate, due the
New York Club, during which time re-

peated demands were made upon him for

it, we consider a case of willful neglect.

In view of all of these facts, the commit-
tee recommend that the proper officers of
the New York State Division request
Mr. Sanford's resignation at an early

date.

The committee would state that all re-

ports have been made demands met and
tickets issued, and that the affairs of the
New York State Division are now run-
ning smoothly ; and we would further rec-

ommend that future chief consuls should
have a more intimate knowledge of and
control over the affairs of their divisions
than has been shown in the past year.
Fraternally submitted,

Dr. N. P. Tyler,
Dr. G. Carlton Brown,
F. P. Kendall,

Committee on N. Y. Div. Case.

On the Adjustment of the Tricycle.

By F. Warner Jones.

From the opinions expressed, and the
various positions taken by different riders,
it is evident that the adjustment of the
tricycle has escaped that degree of atten-
tion which its importance demands, and
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especially from the manufacturers. As a

rule, a tricycle having been bought, the

novice has to find out for himself how to

ride it, and it therefore cannot be expected
he will place himself in the best position

for bringing out the points of the machine
or his own powers to advantage, whereas,

if instructions were sent with a machine,
the purchaser would at once be able to

make at least a lair start. I have seen
machines sent out for tall persons with

the pillars some inches too low, and vice

versa, and I am sure many intending tri-

cyclists have given up in despair, merely
from not being correctly adjusted. A
remark recently made to me by a most
experienced rider, " that on riding a new
pattern machine it always took him a few
days before he could properly ' fix ' him-
self," shows that the subject requires

great care and attention. The difference

between a correct and incorrect adjust-

ment is, that in the former all is ease and
elegance with the least expenditure of

power, whilst in the latter a great portion,

or even all the power, is wasted, and the

muscles cramped and strained. By sitting

very low and far back the pressure against

the pedals results in no progression at all,

the front wheel merely rearing off the
ground.

In ordinary adjustments, the rider con-
tinually shifts his saddle and pillar, etc.,

until he arrives at what he thinks the best
position, and it requires a most intimate
knowledge of the machine to perceive

how one little variation negatives another,
and to be able to rectify any error. By
understanding the effect any alteration

produces, a practical rider will be able to

recognize the necessity of a machine in

the first instance being correctly adjusted
to himself, and then on purchasing, such
mistakes and disappointments as fre-

quently occur will be prevented, since all

the adjustments a rider may make him-
self will never counteract the effects of
errors in the relative adjustment in the
parts of the machine itself. Every cyclist

has at times met with a specimen of mis-
taken adjustment, and although the fasci-

nation of the art is so great that the rider

jogs along seeming happy and contented,
yet it is evident that unless round shoul-
ders and bandy legs are to be increased,

a little more attention must be paid to

the subject.

I at first intended to discuss the adjust-
ment of the rider only, but I feel it im-
possible to thus limit my remarks, because
before a rider can hope to be properly
placed on a tricycle, the machine itself

must be approximately suited to him. It

is unnecessary for me to make any
remarks as to material, workmanship, or
weight (though, en passant, I should like

to call attention to a very able article in

The Field, of November 15, touching
upon the weight of tricycles). I come,
therefore, to the form of machine, as this

requires alteration according to the re-

quirements of the rider and the road.
The principle to be attended to, is to

carry as much weight as possible on the
larger of two wheels (bicycle); if two

equally-sized wheels are used, then

equally between them (the "Otto"); if

one large and two small ones, or two
large and one small, then always place as

much of the weight as possible on the

larger wheel ; and as the amount of

weight is generally regulated by the posi-

tion of the pillar, the first adjustment
necessary after fixing upon the style of

tricycle is, where to place the socket to

carry the pillar ; and, therefore, following

this rule as to distribution of weight, the
pillar of the "Rotary," "Salvo," "De-
von," etc., should be exactly over the

axle, and on the " Humber " type as near
the axle as safety will allow. In putting
on pace or power, however, the rider is

brought more forward, at the same time
increasing the weight and resistance of

the front wheel, which is a loss on the
loop-framed machine; whilst on the
" Humber " type the weight is brought
still more over the large wheels, thus in-

creasing the pace of the machine.
Having now defined the position of the

pillar for the level, this position is en-
tirely incorrect for hilly roads, and
although, if a swing-frame be used, this

position of the pillar over the axle is still

correct, with a fixed seat it is necessary
to make an alteration for hill and general
work. Thus, on an incline of, say, one
inch in nine, the centred gravity of the
rider and machine is thrown about four
inches behind the perpendicular from the
point where the wheel touches the ground
(not behind the axle only). If, there-

fore, such roads are traversed, it is better

to divide this four inches and get the best
medium position, placing the pillar, say,

two inches, or even more, in front of the
axle

; and without a swing-frame, I should
most certainly fix my pillar about that

distance in front of the axle— indeed,
some machines, the " Premier," the
"Special Matchless," etc., do fix their

pillars even more forward than this, and
for hill work they are most especially

suited, and to be recommended.
The next adjustment is the crank, for

which one will hold good for every type
of machine. For easy riding on the level

the rider's weight should chiefly or wholly
rest on the saddle, and the legs should
be fully extended, in order to avoid a
cramped position, and also for a reason
I explained subsequently. In adjusting
the crank it is a necessity that it allows
a proper clearance from the ground and
likely impediments, and having settled

that at, say, three or four inches, the rider

has to decide in what style he prefers to

ride. There are two entirely distinct

methods of riding. The one is that in

which the rider sits low, with the crank
well in front of him (most rear-steerers

are thus adjusted), and the other is that
in which the rider sits high and well over
his crank. The former is comfortable on
the level, but when any gradient has to

be ascended, or fast work done, the whole
of the power is derived by a muscular
thrust of the leg, assisted by strenuously
pulling at the handles. The other de-
pends on the amount of weight only that

the rider places on the pedals, and this

form is not so fatiguing, and is now con-
sidered by far the better plan, although,
if this position be too upright, it is at the

expense of straining the back and losing

the ability to properly back-pedal, besides
the unpleasantness caused by slipping

forward on a decline. The original

"Rucker" front-steerers were types of
this class, the pedals being only 6| inches
in front of the pillar, and the old "Me-
teor" pattern back and front-steerers

were types of the former class, the pedals

being fixed about eleven or twelve inches
in front of the pillar.

In order to arrive at a proper adjust-

ment, what is required is that on a level,

with the weight fairly on the saddle, the

crank should be fixed so far in front of

the rider that when the foot is at the 'top
of the stroke the power and pull be just

commencing to act on,tbe crank. By this

means, when at half-power the crank is

also at right angles to to the rider, and
therefore two objects are attained, viz.,

the leg at half distance meets the crank
at ri^ht angles, and also the power is

communicated throughout the whole dis-

tance of semicircle. Ankle motion also

gives a little more distance still. For a
tall man this distance should be eight and
a half inches in front of the centre of his

saddle, and since the saddle should be
fairly over the pillar, the best position in

which to fix the crank may be taken as

eight inches in front of the pillar; how
far in front of the axle has nothing to do
with it, the crank adjustment being only
in respect of the rider— this being the

best adjustment for level riding, at an
ordinary pace ; if the country be hilly or
great speed be required, the saddle may
be placed further forward on the pillar,

say one and a half inches; this throws
more weight on the pedal, but is not so
comfortable.

Any rider can measure his present
position, and then shift his saddle for-

ward and a little higher, and then back-
ward and a little lower, and I think he
will find the distances I mention to be the

best for average work ; but in trying this

experiment he must remember shifting

forward puts more weight and resistance

also on the front wheel, therefore it is

only a test of comfort, and only relatively

of power.
The adjustment of the pedals is the

next consideration. Correctly speaking,

a six-inch throw is suited to a man six

feet high, and five inch for a man five feet.

In general practice a six-inch throw is

used, but a five and a half inch for a man
under five feet eight inches is preferable.

Central-geared machines allow of a

proper adjustment of the pedals.

The saddle adjustment is the next con-

sideration. The saddle should be so

fixed to the spring that there is no tilting

forwards or backwards, but the saddle

should spring (airly up and down only.

Except in resisting a shock, a rider

should be able to sit fairly on the saddle,

and on letting go the handles he should

still be sitting upright, and with ease and
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comfort. The saddle should now be

adjusted to the pillar, so that the centre

of the saddle is exactly over the pillar.

Great care, therefore, should be taken in

fixing the spring to the pillar, so that the

saddle may ride fairly on it in this posi-

tion.

The pillar adjustment is the next point

to consider, and for generel purposes the

following method is sufficient :
— The

rider should stand on one pedal when it

is at the bottom of the stroke, and then

he should raise the pillar until he can just

fairly slide back on to the saddle, which
should be then in the position to sustain

most of the weight when the muscle of

the leg is relaxed. This position gives

full play and expanse to the leg, and at

half-stroke the foot is at right angles to

the pedal. The rider can deviate from
this adjustment if he pleases, but unless

on a rear-steerer the advantage of riding

lower, and at the same time necessarily

further back, is not, in my opinion, to be
compared with the upright position, and
it also tends to produce round shoulders.

Having now enumerated the various

points of adjustment, I may state that the

pleasure of tricycling greatly increases

with a correct adjustment of the rider and
machine to each other. To ride with

comfort, the whole body should have free

play, and balance itself on the saddle only,

and the rider and machine be as one ma-
chine, and no support should be required

from the handles. Properly adjusted, a
rider should be able to let go the handles
and still ride on with his feet, placing

power only on the pedals, and not at all

interfering with his upright balance on
the saddle. Thus adjusted, a rider and
machine form a most graceful picture, and
frequently the remark of " a pretty rider

'

is made by those who, without knowing'
anything about a tricycle, are yet alive to

the atti actions of lines of beauty and
grace.

The summary of my remarks may be
thus expressed :

—
The larger the wheels in cycling, in

comparison with the others, the more of

the weight they should carry.

For looped-framed front-steerers the

pillar should be fixed about two inches in

front of the axle of the large wheels
;

exactly over the axle is better if the rider

studies comfort and slower riding, and
the roads are level ; or, if a swing frame
be used, the crank should be eight and a
half inches in front of the centre of the

saddle — a little less for a short man.
For racing, or rough, hilly roads, seven
inches gives more power, but is not so
comfortable.

The rider should sit high, so as to

freely extend the legs. A little lower
scat, and placed further back, is also

comfortable for level riding only.

The position of the front wheel should
be about thirty-two inches in front of the

axle. To allow these adjustments to be
effectual, any further distance allowed
the pillar being more in front of the axle,

and vice Vttsa. The dimensions I give

are the best for general work. The dis-

tance of the front wheel regulates the

steering, and, if properly adjusted, the

rider, when sitting upright, should only

rest about six to eight pounds on the front

wheel, but if it is a hilly district, then ten

or twelve pounds will be better, because

the rider then sits further in front of the

axle, which is advisable in riding hills.

A loose shoe is a misery and loss of

power. The ball of the toe should rest

fairly on the pedal, and the shoe should

fit fairly tightly.

The width between the pedal is of

great importance. It should be exactly

the width of the hip joints. Narrower
than this, the foot does not press evenly

on the pedal, and the rider becomes
pigeoned-toed, besides losing the power

of a direct thrust. I was informed last

week by an old tricycle rider, who rode a

long distance on a " Kangaroo," that the

inside muscles of his leg were afterwards

fearfully stiff. The pedal, being rather

wider than the hip joints, caused the foot

to meet the pedal on the inside edge of

the shoe, thus unfairly compressing the

inside muscles. In this case a slight

paring of the shoes towards the inside

edge would remedy the evil, and also

give more power, or the rubbers may be

eased down on the inside. I merely offer

this as a suggestion, as I note the pedals

are too wide for most riders, and this

slight attention will rectify it. Very
slight paring is sufficient. The true cor-

rection is the length of a perpendicular

bisecting the chord of an arc drawn with

a radius of the leg from the hip joint to

.the foot, and the chord being the distance

that the pedals are wider than the hip

joints. This is very slight, but quite

sufficient to affect the muscles.

I would advise those riders who cannot
satisfy themselves as to the correctness

of their adjustment to place a weight
behind them, until there is only about,

say, seven pounds on the front wheel. In
many cases I have found the extra weight
a very great improvement, though of

course the machine was incorrectly built

in the first instance. Still, the rule holds

good that the success of a tricycle de-

pends as much or more on the balance
than the weight, and therefore, a proper-
ly-adjusted machine allows a margin of

weight for increased safety in construc-

tion — a much-to-be-desired end in a
country district.— Tricyclist.

CURRENTE CALAMO

By an unfortunate typographical error,

the Massachusetts members of the

League have elected one Dr. A. G. Ken-
dall, of Dorchester, to be a representa-
tive. We know of no such person, but
wc hope that the president will appoint
Dr. //'. G. Kendall to the position, if

there is any difficulty in connecting him
with the vote cast.

It is gratifying to know that the war
going on in England between the
N. C. U. and the Athletic Association

is not to be repeated in this country.

The N. A. A. A. A., has adopted the rac-

ing rules of the L. A. W., and these will

govern all bicycling events held at meet-

ings under athletic club auspices. The
two societies have joined hands, and will

work together to regulate racing, and to

protect amateur athletes.

Mr. H. S. Wood, of Philadelphia, as-

sisted by Secretary Aaron, has compiled
for the Philadelphia Division a most
complete and comprehensive road book.

This is one of the good works of the

League, that help to justify the existence

of that body. The book in question cov-

ers the roads of Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, and points the way for long tours

beyond the borders of these States. It

includes roads of Long Island and Staten

Island, and through routes of New York,
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Isl-

and, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia.

One hundred and ten "routes " are laid

out of the most desirahle roads between
distant points. They average one hun-
dred miles, and eleven towns to the

route. Among the long routes are those
from Boston to Buffalo, New York; and
to Pittsburg, Pa. ; from New York to

Pittsburg ; from Port Jervis to Cape
May; from Staunton, Va., or Washing-
ton, D. C, to Lake George, N. Y. ; from
Long Branch to Pittsburg, via Philadel-

phia ; up east bank of Hudson River
from New York to Albany ; from Mon-
tauk Point, L. I., to Pottsville, Pa. The
recorded routs and include 8,oco unre-
pealed miles, and about 10,000 altogether.

There are six maps. They include the

reported roads of Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Staten Island, etc., and the "rid-
ing districts "of Philadelphia, Orange,
N. J., etc., also routes from ferries to

Prospect Park, and East New York.
The character of the roadways and their

relative fitness for cycling, are shown by
different ways of depicting them; thus at

a glance, the character of roading on any
proposed tour can be foretold. Each
map has its scale, and having been pho-
tographically reduced from large and ac-

curate tracings may be considered to be,
reliable. The maps contain nothing that

would crowd them unnecessarily and
cause confusion, but only towns and
other landmarks on the routes, that are
likely to be of use to travellers in finding
their way. They are very clearly printed
considering the size. The book contains
much else of value, and is well indexed.
It is printed on thin paper, and has one
hundred and forty pages. It will be a
valuable aid to cyclers in Pennsylvania,
and New Jersey, and the compilers have
conferred a boon upon cycledom.

We have received the first lot of
" Health upon Wheels," which are now
ready for delivery. The editor of the
Cyclist says of the book :

" We have re-

cently persued with a good deal of inter-

est, and with much advantage, Dr.
Gordon Stables's latest addition to cycling
literature, entitled "Health upon Wheels,
and we recommend its perusal by every
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THE AMERICAN RUDGE
MANUFACTURED BY

D. RUDGE $c CO. - - - Coventry, England
The only First Quality Bicycle listed at a Low Price.

The great popularity attained by this machine during the last two years, together with the large number we have sold, convinces us that

the AMERICAN RUDGE has filled a want long felt by a large class of American riders; namely, a firsl-class, thoroughly reliable,

easy running and carefully built all-round roadster at a low price, and we can unhesitatingly say that there is HO other low-priced
Machine on either the English or American market that will compare with it in either quality, Work-
manship, or finish. Purchasers will please bear in mind that this wheel is built from the very best stock to be obtained, and that

it is not a second-grade machine in any sense of the word.

SEND FOR
1885

CATALOGUE

SEND FOR
1885

CATALOGUE

BEARINGS. Rudge Unequalled Ball to both wheels, exactly like the Rudge Light Roadster.

FORKS. Elliptical ; hollow to front wheel ; solid to back ; very rigid.

HANDLE-BAR. Curved, solid ; same shape as fitted to Rudge Light Roadster.

HEAD. Long centre Humber ; similar to the Andrews patent.

HUBS. Gun metal, nickelled; well recessed to admit narrow tread.

TIRES. Seven eighths full to front wheel, three fourths to back, of first quality rubber.

SADDLE. Lamplugh & Brown's, or Brooks's, long-distance tension.

PEDALS. Heavily nickelled parallel, fitted with extra strong pins.

SPOKES. Direct; 80 to front wheel, 20 to rear, giving the wheels immense strength.

A few shopworn and second-hand machines in stock at low prices. Send for list.

SOI/E XT. S- AQE1MTS,

STODDARD, LOVERING S CO.
Nos. 152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

HELIABIjE ^VGrJ33\rTJ UTA.NTBD.
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EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS OF THE "KANGAROO."

Its Popularity Fully Assured! In Great Demand!

A BICYCLE ANY ONE, OLD OR YOUNG, CAN RIDE WITHOUT FEAR
OF INJURY. HEADERS IMPOSSIBLE!

The demand for these Safety Bicycles has steadily increased with us since their

first introduction to America, while now it is severelyjtaxing the capacity of the

manufacturers to meet on time. At a late date the factory was three hundred

behind its orders. We have also as agents had trouble during the past few weeks,

since the bicycling season has opened, in importing them fast enough. Such con-

tinued clemam' is good evidence of its merit. We are receiving one hundred, and

invite inspection at our warerooms.

We claim The "KANGAROO" to be the only true Safety Bicycle. The
" KANGAROO " is the only Safety that has been subjected to any protracted
tkst. The " KANGAROO " has always been fitted with a large back wheel.

The " KANGAROO" is the machine originally planned, and has been copied
AND IMITATED I?Y NEARLY EVERY OTHER MAKER.

The angle at which the Saddle is fixed relatively to the Axle is the chief factor

in determining the " Safety " of a bicycle — or in other words, estimating the possi-

bility of an upset. In this most of the so-called Safety Bicycles are deficient.

Many of them have no more right to the appellation than the ordinary bicycle.

The mere fact that a wheel is small does not make it a safety.

Send stamp for circular, or call and examine.

WIYI. READ * SONS, 107 Washington Street, Boston,
SOLE BOSTON AGENTS.

?P sviktCsSfiaB

JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers or PRESSES AND DIES
Now Machinery DesiRnod and Built.

BICYCLES aid TRICYCLES
REPAIRED,

Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

iin. The Bicy-
cle branch of our butineu is in charge oi Will

s Arwm.i., telephone No. 1035,

holds the following Road Records of the world:
Ten miles in Oh. 33Xm.
Twenty miles in ln . 15m . (2i miies actually)-
Fil'ty miles in 3h . 15m (51 mUes aotUaUy).
Twenty-four hours covering 266 X-4= miles.
Seven days covering 924 miles.
The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in nV hours. It hasmade more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and all-tlie-uear-round,nothing in market can approach it. «g> Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - IS PARK PLACE, HEW YORK.

YOU CAN BUY A
NEW

LIGHT ROADSTER, FULL ROADSTER OR RACERn
or

1

^rT™iCiaSS'Pall
JP^

aingf- 1?ollow Forks
>
etc. Nickel, Paintor Enamel, Sound and Perfect, but very slightly shop worn.

For Less than the price of a good second
hand, low class wheel.This ,s an opportunity to get a wheel for little money. Do not loose it. Only a limitednumber for sale and they areBAKGAINS EXTRAOEDINAEY

O T ni »r»
r
M
C8
wCr^lVe PriCC "8t aMd «"e"«on this paper.

S. T. CLARK S CO. - - BALTIMORE, MD.
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rider, from the "heroic weakling" of

sixteen or so, whom he describes as

pluckily overstraining himself to keep up
with his club, to the man of that age
when men are supposed to be either fools

or physicians, and which the doctor states

to be an age when the frivollers of the

past should begin to study their health, if

they ever mean to do so. Many interest-

ing facts will be found in Dr. Stables's

book, and what is more, we are told

therein why such and such things should
not be done, which is always desirable.

Thus, every rider has been frequently
told that, arriving hungry and thirsty at

an inn, he should not eat for twenty
minutes at least. Dr. Stables tells him
why he should not do so, and thus en-
sures belief in the sensible direction.

Hence the value of the book." Our price

by mail is fifty cents.

Frank E. (Tuneful) Drullard has
given up being a cowboy, and has re-

turned to Buffalo.

The orchestra of the Ixion Bicycle

Club is as follows : B. Cruger and B.

Moses, violins ; G. A. Mannebach, flute
;

James Shelton, cornet; and O. K.
Moses, piano and leader. #

The Indiana legislature adjourned
without considering the anti-bicycle bill.

The last issue of the " Youths' Com-
panion " contains an interesting cycle

story.

At the annual meeting of the Can-
adian Wheelman's Association the secre-

tary was instructed to endeavor to make
with the League of American Wheelmen
a mutual agreement as to the two organ-
izations respecting each other's laws and
decisions, especially as they affect ex-

pelled members.

The Pennsylvania Division officers will

send the new road book to every person
who renews his membership to the League
and pays $1.00. Then if the officers de-
cide that the League dues are to be $1 .00.

the lucky member will get his book for

nothing. Otherwise it will cost him fifty

cents.

The report which is being circulated

to the effect that Thomas Stevens has
abandoned his trip around the world, is

not true. He gave up his trip in New
York under his old management, but re-

sumed it again under the auspices of

Outing.

An opportunity seldom afforded will be
given on Monday next to purchase a

new tricycle at a very low price. Six
Humber pattern tricycles made by James
Carver will be disposed of to the highest
bidder by public auction. These ma-
chines have never been used, and they
are made by a manufacturer of the high-

est reputation. Any person in want of a
tricycle of this pattern should attend the
sale.

We are American agents for Iliffe &
Son. See list of periodicals in another
column.

Lynn is talking of a bicycle track on
the base ball grounds.

" I '11 tell you, Sarah," observed John
Grab to his better half a few evenings
ago, " them college text-books is awful
expensive." "Why?" remarked that

lady. " Well, I just got a letter from
John when I was down to the store, and
he says as he wants a $1.50 for a ' ge-

ometry 'and $10 for a 'cyclometer.' I

don't think a cyclometer ought to cost

more than a geometry, do you, Sarah?"
" I don't know, John, but I reckon it

must be a little harder study."

EXOTICS

At the Sportsman's Exhibition in Lon-
don, the Aluminium Crown Metal Com-
pany exhibited a bicycle and tricycle

composed almost entirely of aluminium
alloy. The color was somewhat like

nickel and capable of a high polish. The
saving in weight was not great, owing to

the alloy, and the cost was not much
above a steel machine finished in nickel.

"Violet Lorne" acknowledges the
reception of a Springfield carte-de-danse
and souvenir, and is a little puzzled to

know what kind of a dance a " Portland
Fancy " is. We should be pleased to

have the honor to show the young lady.

At the Bucks Petty Sessions, on 28
March, Henry Dreye, of Eton, was sum-
moned for riding a bicycle between an
hour after sunset and an hour before sun-
rise without a lighted lamp. The defend-
ant submitted that he had lighted his

lamp before starting on his journey, but
that it went out as he was riding over
stones, and that he had not had time to

relight it when seen by the police. The
magistrate held that the rider should im-
mediately have dismounted when his light

went out and attended to it. Fined 5s.

and costs.

The vicar of Ripley has extended a
kindly invitation to cyclists who go on
Sunday runs to the Anchor at Ripley, to

attend service at the church in the after-

noon. He promises to arrange the hour
to suit the convenience of the wheelmen,
and promises to be no longer than twenty
minutes with the service.

The ten-mile professional champion-
ship at Leicester, 18 April, resulted as
follows: R. Howell (1), 334Sf : F.
Wood (2); F. Lees (3). This was the
rubber race, Howell and Wood having
won two races each previously, and it

gives the championship and the trophy
to Howell.

The Irish Cyclists' Association held
their first public race meeting at the

Royal Dublin Society's Grounds, Ball's

Bridge, 4 April.

John Keen rode his iron steed twenty
miles against three horses, ridden by Mr.
Woodhams and changed at will, at the
Crystal Palace, London, England, 6
April. The horses led for over two
miles, when Keen assumed command,
and keeping the lead eventually won in

ih. 9m. 38s. by about a mile and a

half.

There was opened in London recently

a cycle stable, which the manager an-

nounces has accommodation for 1,500 bi-

cycles and tricycles, that will be received,

stabled and cared for by the day, week,
month or year, at most moderate
charges. The stable has every conven-
ience for riders, and includes a practice

room.

The Trade.

The urgent necessity for a rink in the

city, of which we spoke last week, has
been so impressed on the Pope Manu-
facturing Company that they have re-

opened their old rink

A Washington rider has invented a

safety step of a new and original pattern.

The step has a concealed spring in it

which is released by the pressure of the

foot in mounting, and this causes the step

to swing upon a hinge, and lay close to

the backbone out of the way.

Batchelder's Cyclist's Record Book
is meeting with a large sale.

H. D. Corey has gone to St. Louis, in

the interest of Stoddard, Lovering & Co.

Mr. A. P. Dunn has retired from the

firm of F. P. Edmans & Co , Troy, N. Y.

W. W. Stall has converted his back
store into a riding school, and a very

lively scene is enacted here each night.

Novices are put through preliminary

practice, and old riders amuse themselves
with fancy riding and polo.

Heath & Co , of Minneapolis, Minn.,
for the accommodation of St. Paul wheel-
men, have established a branch in St.

Paul for the sale of cycling goods. S. S.

Wolcott, at No. 27 East Third street,

has been appointed their agent.

W. W. Stall has issued an interest-

ing catalogue of thirty- two pages. Friend
Stall addresses his readers in the terse

language for which he is famed, and tells

them the whole story regarding his goods
before he lets them go. He makes the

following prize offers : A new model
Light Roadster, full nickel finish, will be
presented to the Star rider winning the

one-hundred-mile race of the Boston Bi-

cycle Club for 1885. Time limit, eight

hours. Valuable split second timer, to

Star rider who shall hold the one-hun-
dred-mile road record of America, at the

end of the season, provided it be within

eight hours. Records made in one-hun-
dred-mile race barred from this pri/.c.

An elegant gold medal suitably engra\
will be presented to the Star rider break-

ing the twenty-four hour record, and
holding same at the end of present year.

RACING NEWS
Washington will furnish a new man

to the track the coming season, anil it is

thought he will make it warm for some of

them at Springfield. He is young yet,

being only seventeen years of age, but
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he has made a half mile on the track in

1.27, and five miles in 1535 Look out

for him.

Minneapolis 23 April. — Fully 2,000

people assembled at the Washington rink

to witness the five-mile bicycle race be-

tween Charles Frazier, of Smithville, N. J.,

and Grant Bell, of this city. Both men
were in excellent condition. At 9.10 the

start was made, but Bell, after going a

short distance, fell from his machine. Fra-

zier, with great generosity, refused to take

advantage of this, but dismounted and
returned to the starting place. When
the word was given Frazier jumped
ahead, and for the first three laps he held

the lead. It soon became evident that

the Star racer, which he rode, was not

suitable for rink use, as the rubber tire

was much too small to enable him to turn

corners closely. This, of course, placed
him at a disadvantage, but by spurting

clown the side he managed to keep well

up with his opponent. On the sixteenth

lap the lire came off Frazier's wheel,
which caused a fall. Jumping up quickly,

he mounted another machine, but Bell

had by this time gained a full lap. From
this point on the race was most interest-

ing, as the men were close together.

Both would spurt on the side. On the

thirty fifth lap, Frazier, by a magnificent
burst of speed, passed his opponent, and
for the next three laps the race was a
close one. Frazier, however, could not
hope to make up the lap, and Bell won the

race in 17.14. The Daily Journal says :

"Throughout the race Frazier showed a
great desire for fair play. On several

occasions he unintentionally fouled Bell

on the corners, but on such occasions he
permitted Bell to pass him on the side.

Mr. Frazier has made himself exceedingly
popular in Minneapolis, and he is sure of
a pleasint reception should he ever come
here again."

Pittsburg, Pa., 25 April. — Annual
L'ames of the Keystone Athletic Club.
Half-mile bicycle race for boys— R. C.
Porter (1 ) ; F. W. Albree (2). Two-mile
race — J. W. Pears (1), 12.28; E. S.
Stiffel (2).

New Yokk. 25 April. — Games of the
Manhattan Athletic Club. Two-mile
handicap — first heat, A. B. Rich, scratch

(1) S.59V; IV M Harris, scratch (2); C.
1'. Jones. 75 yards (3). Second heat, H.
S. Cavanagh, scratch (t), 8.49I '; S. E.
Gage, 60 yards (2). Final, II. S. Cava-
na^h (1), 843^; A. B. Rich (2); S. E.
Gage (3).

Within sixty days Chicago will have
one of the finest bicycle tracks in the
country. There is no longer any doubt
about it. The boys have taken the mat-
ter into their own hands, and will guaran-

large portion of the necessary
funds, while the I alance will be provided
by a number of firms interested in bicy-
cling. The new track will be laid just
inside the wall of the new Chicago base
ball park. It will be eighteen feet wide
on the stretches, twenty-five feet on the

turns, and but four laps to the mile. Not
a known improvement in model tracks

will be omitted in making it.

The dates of New Haven Bicycle

Club's tournament have been settled for

5 and 6 June, and the events decided

upon are as follows: Friday, three-mile

record, ten-minute class ; one-mile open,

one-mile handicap, two-mile without

hands; one-mile three-tenths class,

twenty-mile Pope cup. Saturday, one-

mile State championship, five-mile rec-

ord, half-mile boys' race, two-mile handi-

cap, one-mile intercollegiate, one-mile

club, twenty-five mile championship of

the United States, half-mile consolation.

The members of the Manchester Bicy-

cle Clnb are making extensive prepara-

tions for their annual spring race meet-
ing, which is to be held 30 May.

The Harvard Bicycle Club last spring,

at the suggestion of the faculty, held a se-

ries of invitation races, but some of the

persons invited to compete did not prove
acceptable to the faculty. This year the

club has been advised to hold only col-

lege races, i. e., races open to the college

men. At the last meeting of the club
the whole matter was left in the hands of
the directors and executive committee.
It is understood, however, that if enough
entries can be obtained the races will be
held. Invitations have been sent to

Brown and Yale. The former will send
two representatives ; the latter has not
yet answered.

It is rumored that Leeming will bring
over H. O. Duncan to Springfield this

fall. The one-mile professional race for

the championship of the world promises
to be the racing event of the year. The
contestants are expected to be Prince
and Uolph, Americans; Howell, Wood
and Lees, Englishmen; and Duncan, of
Montpelier, France, a "Scotch French-
man." The latter won the fifiy-mile

championship race at Leicester, Eng-
land, 4 April. In the twenty-mile race
the week before he and De Civry were
beaten by Howell and Lees, who made a
dead heat. At Wolverhampton, 8 April,
Howell won the one-mile championship,
closely pressed by Duncan and De Civry.

The New Orleans Bicycle Club will

give their first annual meeting at West
End on 7 and 8 May. The following
programme has been arranged. First
day, 7 May— One hundred yards, slow
race; six hun Ired yards, heats; mile
race, the man coming closest to three
minutes and fifty seconds to be winner;
two-mile handicap. Second day, 8 May

—

Mile race for the State championship;
ring tournament; quarter-mile heats;
six hundred yards hands off. The event
will conclude with a grand club drill by
electric light. The club will offer some
elegant medals as prizes, and have placed
these and other arrangements in charge
of a committee, composed of C. H. Gen-
slinger, A. M. Hill, E. P. Baird, W. W.
Crane and C. M. Fairchild.

The arrangements for the Cambridge
fifty-mile road race on Decoration Day
are completed. The course will be as

follows: From Harvard square, Cam-
bridge, take North avenue to Day street

;

through Day street, College avenue,
George street, and Main street to Med-
ford square ; thence Salem street to

Maiden, continuing on same street to

Saugus ; from Saugus follow the horse

car track direct to the City Hall in Lynn
;

from Lynn take Essex street direct to the

Essex House in Salem ; from Salem pro-

ceed directly over bridge to Beverly;
from Beverly take Cabot street, following

the horse railroad track, and take the

first right-hand turn beyond Kittredge's

Crossing, which is the first double-track
crossing, and proceed over this road
about i£ miles until checker is met,

which will be the 25-mile point. Re-
turn to be made over same course to

Harvard square. Contestants will be
checked at Medford square, Medford

;

Hotel Boscobel, Lynn; Essex House,
Salem ; at Beverly ; and at the finish.

At points where a question may arise as

to which road to take, an arrow, painted
orange and black, conspicuously posted,
will indicate the right direction. Start

will be made promptly at 8.30 a. m. Gold
and silver medals will be awarded to the

first and second bicycles finishing, and if

a sufficient number of tricycle entries is

received, a gold medal will be awarded
the winner. Gold and silver medals will

be given to the first two members of the

Cambridge Bicycle Club finishing, with-
out regard to their position in the open
events. An entrance fee of $1.00 will be
charged, and entries, to be made in

writing, will close with H. W. Hayes, 22
Shepard street, Cambridge, on Thurs-
day, 28 May. Mr. W. W. Stall, of Bos-
ton, offers two special prizes, under the
following conditions: If the winner of

the race is a Star rider, he will receive a
split second timer. If the winner rides

a crank machine, and finishes in 3b. 30m.,
he will receive a Butcher cyclometer.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

At a meeting of the Massachusetts
Club, held Tuesday evening, it was voted
to remain with the League, and League
dues will be paid from the treasury.

The Cheyenne Club entertained the
Laramie Club at a hop and banquet, 1

May. We were invited, but could n't get
there.

Moline (III.) Club. — Organized
25 April. Officers : President, F. G.
Allen, vice-president; W. E. McCrea

;

secretary and treasurer, E. H. Sleight

;

captain, George Dunn ; lieutenant, J. D.
Cady. The club starts with eleven mem-
bers

The Capital Club will go to Norfolk
on Decoration Day.

The Cincinnati Bicycle Club held a
" smoke," 2 May.
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The secretary of the Toronto Club has
furnished the following interesting par-

ticulars : Total number of members,
162, of which 71 were elected in 1884;
12 members only have been lost, one by
death, one resigned, and 10 for non-
payment of fees ; number of club runs
in 1884, 22

;
parades and drills, 30 ; total

mileage at runs, 403; average per run,

22$ miles
;

greatest distance covered
in one run, 140 miles, from Ottawa to

Toronto. The total number of prizes

won in 1884 was 49; of which 28 were
firsts, 20 seconds, and 1 third.

Yellow Springs (Ohio) Club. —
Organized 13 April. Officers : Dr. J. M.
Harris, president; J. Baker Rice, vice-

president ; Prof. G. R. Hammond, sec-

retary; Will E. Carr, treasurer ; Will G.
Rice, captain; D. C. Duncan, bugler;
Guy Humphrey, color bearer.

The " Ideal Bicycle Club " has been
formed in Philadelphia. Its members
are boys, whose ages range from eight to

fourteen years.

Mlle. Emoa Nevada visited the

house of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club
Friday afternoon, in company with her
private secretary and several ladies.

The prima donna enjoyed a ride around
the wheel-room on a sociable tricycle,

and expressed a wish that she was in a
position to become a tricyclist.

East Boston, 29 April. — The Mav-
erick Wheel Club and the Maverick
Rifles (Company L, 1st regiment) of East
Boston, united in giving a very pleasing
entertainment at the Paris rink. The
rink was crowded. The Star Bicycle
Club, of Lynn, began the exercise with
a club drill, in which a series of very
difficult evolutions were accomplished
with a precision and grace that evoked
generous applause. Little Millie Smith
followed in a pretty exhibition on tiny

wheels, and, the audience demanding her
reappearance, she supplemented her skat-

ing act with some very clever dancing.
Master Frank E. Fowler demonstrated
how easily the most difficult tricks could
be accomplished on the steel steed. An
exhibition game of polo was introduced
between teams selected from the Maver-
ick Rifles and the Chelsea Rifles. East
Boston Company won three goals to their

opponents' one. Ralph A. Hahan and
Andrew Rollins, both members of the
Maverick Wheel Club, contested a one-
mile race on kangaroo bicycles for a gold
medal. Hahn won in about four minutes.
An exhibition of polo as played on bicy-

cles, by two members of the Star Club,
and dancing, brought the entertainment
to a close. Capt. Frank H. Brewster, of
the Maverick Wheel Club, had charge of
the programme, and success rewarded
his efforts. The Chelsea Rifles and the
visiting wheelmen were royally enter-

tained by the Maverick Wheel Club and
the Maverick Rifles at the Webster
House during the evening. The wheel
club is to utilize its portion of the receipts

in refitting and enlarging their new quar-
ters in Ritchie block, Maverick square.

Capt. Harrison, of the Boston Club,
has issued the following call for the first

tally-ho and bicycle run of the season : The
first tally-ho. club run of the season will

take place 29 May, starting from the club-

house at 4 p. M., assembling at Hotel
Wellesley, and returning Saturday, 30
May, ad libilu?n. Places on the tally-ho

coach may be secured in advance, of R. J.
Tombs. As an effort will be made on
this occasion to secure a satisfactory pho-
topraph of a typical Boston Club run,

and as there will be no other tally-ho

runs until autumn, it is expected that a
large represention, both associate and
active, will be present.

The Albany (N. Y.) Club laughed
over a minstrel show, Wednesday
evening.

The Massachusetts Club received lady
friends in camera last week.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

American Division.

Frank W. Whston, Chief Consul,
Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dues for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the State consul of the State in which the
applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as
appointed, is:—

Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bittinger, 60S Harrison avenue,

Leadville.
Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, 31 Chestnut street,

Boston.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W. V. Oilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio.— Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — V. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Khode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.
In States where no State consul has been appointed,

such applications and letters of inquiry should be sent to

Chas. H. Potter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,
Ohio.

A special sleeping car will leave Boston, on Satur-
day, 16 May, to convey members to the annual meeting
of the American Division of the Cyclists' Touring Club,
which is to be held at Cleveland, Ohio, on the 1S1I1 and
19th of the same month.

Applications for Membership. — (Unless protest

is received within ten days from date of this publication,
each of the following applicants are considered provision-
ally elected) : Henry Smith, 79 Chapel street, Albany,
N. Y.; W. M. Harris, Opechee, Houghton County,
Mich.; O. Smith, Princeton, liureau County, III.; C.
C. Tukesbury, 170 Newbury street, Portland Me.; W.
R. Pitcher, 169 Newbury street, Portland, Me.; C. H.
Geiisliugcr, 116 Gravier street, New Orleans, La.; J.
S. Ross, cole Building, Nashville, Tenn. ; H. G. Mil-
ler, 34 George street, Meriden, Conn.; Miss C. L.
Freeborn, 3505 Chestnut street, St. Louis, Mo. ; J. O.
Hunicke, 414 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

Appointments.— Consul for Delaware, Ohio, Dr.
L. J. Mitchell; consul for New Orleans, La., G. McD.
Nathan, 173 Common street.

Canadian Division.

Application blanks can be obtained by forwarding
a stamped addrened envelope to the Canadian chief
consul, Horace S. Tibbs, 16 Union avenue, Montreal.

N. B. — Consuls wanted in every city and town in

Canada.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

C. E. Pinkerton.— Thanks for your kind favor.

C. H. Potter. — Must deny ourselves the pleasure.

I. R. Adriance.— Thanks. We hope to continue
in the lead.

B. B. Aybrs.— You have done well and will reap
your reward.

Rider. — The machine is not too heavy for you. A
man of your weight should avoid lighc machines.

X. G.— The largest size machine which should be
ridden in a race is one on which the rider may raise him-
self clear from the saddle with pedals at the lowest
point. The smallest one should allow the leg to be just
straightened, with toe level with heel.

F. S.— The racing board does not take road records
into account.

Tourist. — We are told that the road between Buf-
falo and Niagara is very bad. Sand at one end and clay
at the other. Be it wet or dry, one end must be bad.

H. G.— See Atkins' road book.

Tri. Rider.— Get a Cripperora Ranelagh Club.

E. M.Aaron. — Thanks for confidence. We have
the matter in hand.

FIXTURES

18 and 19 May:
Annual business meeting of the American Division

of the Cyclists' Touring Club at Cleveland, Ohio.

23 May :

Races by Ramblers Club, of St. Louis, Mo.

27 and 28 May

:

Tournament of Louisville (Ky.) Wheel Club.

29 and 30 May

:

Race of the Yale Bicycle Club at New Haven,
Conn , including the twenty-five-mile champion-
ship, L. A. W.

30 May :

Illinois State Division L. A. W. meet and tourna-
ment at Chicago.

Race meeting by Springfield (Mass.) Bicycle Club.
Tally-ho run ot Boston Club 10 Wellesley.

Koad race of Buffalo (N. Y.) Ramblers.
Ixion road race to Yonkers (N. Y.) and beyond,

fifty miles.

Fifty mile road race of Cambridge Club.
Annual meet of the L. E. C. VV. at Beverly.

Races of Wiiliamsburg Athletic Club at Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Races at Manchester, N. H.
Races at Providence, R. I.

Run of Portland Club to Boston.

17 June :

Tricycle picnic in the woods at Readville, by Boston
Club.

18 June:
Races of Trojan Wheelmen, Troy, N. Y.

20 June:
Races by K. C. W. at Brooklyn, N. Y.

30 June and 1 July

:

Tournament at Utica (N. Y.) by Fort Schuyler
Wheelmen.

1 July

:

Third Annual Meet and Races of the C. W. A. at

Woodstock, Ont.
a 2nd 3 July:

Annual meet of the L. A. W. at Buffalo, N. Y.
One mile bicycle and one mile tricycle champion-
ship.

3 and 4 July

;

Race meeting of Bartholomew County Wheelmen
at Columbus, hid.

4 July:
Races at Boston, Mass.

6 July:
Big Four Tour starts from Buffalo, N. Y.

10 July:
Big Four road race, one hundred miles, Cobourg to

Kingston.

17 July:
Down East tour,

ao and 21 July :

Ohio Slate Division, L. A. W., meet and tourna-

ment at Springfield. Half mile bicycle champion-
ship.

1 August

:

Tricycle road race by Boston Club.

3 August

:

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, England.
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13 August

:

'1 ournament of B. C. W. at Pittsfield, Mass.

37 and 28 August :

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile

bicycle championship.

1 and 2 September

:

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

8, 9, and 10 September

:

Tournament ai Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-

cle championship.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[A dvertisements inserted under this head, not ex'

cecding four lints, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

©"MO FOB S100 —A 48-inch H rvard, full-

tjPJLrriW nxkelled, has never been ridden', 52 and
56 inch Kuckrrs, hollow rims and ball pedals, $90 each,

cost nearly double, tandem bar for same, with springs,

%to', 52-inch Harvard, all bright, A 1 order, $80. L. H.
JOHNSON, East Orange, N. J.

BICYCLES BARGAINS — A new lot 48-inch
English, $25; 46-inch Standard Columbia, $30; 48-

inch Standard Columbia, $35; 48-inch Standard Co-
lumbia, liall bearings, $50; 50-inch Standard Colun.bia,
ball bearing-, dropped bar, $65; 52-inch Standard Co-
lumbia, bill bearings, ha f-nickelled. dropped bar, good
as new, $70; 54-inch Standard Columbia, ballbearings,

I65, newly painted; 5o-incli Expert, $80; 52-inch Ex
pert; 54-inch Expert, ball pedals, S95 ; 54-inch Stanley,

$80; 52-inch full-nicKelled British Challenge, #85 ; 48-

inch full-nickel led Star ; 51 -inch Star, $60 No price list.

Machines not sold on instalment*. Call and examine
our large stock. R. J. BUTMAN & CO. Specialty
in second-hand.

FOR SILK.— 54-inch Harvard Koadsler, painted
black throughout, gold slri[ ed, rubber hand es, and

long handle bar, " long distance saddle," in thorough
condition, has always been used ligh ly, ball bea ings to
both wheels ; price $yo ; a bargain ; can be seen at

Boston Hic)clc Club, 87 Boylston street, care J. O.
DALTON.

1)ONT STAR FOR SALE.— R. J. BUTMAN
& CO. Specialty in second-hand, 74 Tremont

street.

TRICYCLES FOR SALE. -R. J. BUTMAN
& CO. Specialty in second-hand, 74 Tremont

street.

BICYCLE- WANTED IMMEDIATELY.—
Address RIDEK, this office.

HCDGE TANDEM TRICYCLE FOR SALE

.

nearly as good as new. bend for particulars to
HILL « TOLMAN, Worcester, Mass.

FOR THIRTY-FIVE CENTS IN HOVTAGE
stamps the American Bicycle Company, of Spring-

field, Mass., will forward to any address a pair of the
crescent stocking supporters, which are the best.

t^'R SIXTY-FIVE CENTS IN STAMPS
the American Bicycle Company, of Springfield,

Mais , will forward you a good sensible tool bag.

F'OR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, new last Sep-
tember, used only five times, comparatively as good

as new; price $140. I'KANK NOLAN, Springfield,
Miss.

POR SALE. — One 52-irch full-nickellcd British
1 Challenge bicycle, in excellent order; it has tool-
bag, tools and bell, a bargain; $100. LEWIS RUS-
SELL, Box 335, Springfield, Mass.

L'OR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled American
I Club secondhand bicycle; this machine ha> ball
bearings to both wheels, and is in excellent conditi, ml
cost new, $152 56; price *no. AMERICAN BICV;
CLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

\\' INTBD.— One thousand men to buy lhe 1885
I » pattern, Warwick self-adjusting saddle ; trv one and
ynu will ride no other ; price only fj. 2s. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

SEND STAMP TO AMERICAN BICYCLE
Company, of Springfield, Mas., and receive a 1

May catalogue of second-hand bicycles.

F''>R I*A LB. — One 54. inch all bright American
Star bicycle, with rocker pedals; this machine is

new, and has never been removed from lhe original
crate; price *8o. ALBERT CHAPEN, Spi

ifOR SALE. — A nice lot of second-hand Acme
bicycle stands; sent by express to any address on

receipt of $1.25. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— Nickel-plated spoke grips; sent to

any address on receipt of thirty-five cents in postage
stamps. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

SEND 81.00 TO THE AMERICAN BICY-
CLE Company, of Springfield. Mass., and receive

a $2.00 hand tool bag, which is slightly damaged in being
made.

SEND 81.00 TO THE AMERICAN BICY-
CLE Company, of Springfield, Mass., and receive

one pair of heavy all wool bicycle hose, sizes 95, 10, ioJ,
and 11 ; the blue and black are ribbed, and the plain are
brown.

\ NY ONE THINKING OP PURCHASING
r\ a bicycle will find it for their interest to write to the
American Bicycle Company, and state what size they
require, also kind, and about what they want to pay.
Springfield, Mass.

1HE AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
of Springfie.d, Mass., have sixty second-hand bicy-

cles and tricycles in stock, which are for sale cheap for

cash.

COR SALE. — 52-inch Shadow, nickelled with
S. Harrington's enamel, ball bearings to both wheels,
tool bag and tools, spoke grip, lock and chain, with bell

;

in excellent condition; price #100. A. O. McGAR-
RETT, Springfield, Mass.

F'OR SALE CHEAP. — One 52 inch Harvard
bicycle, in good order. For full particulars address

JAMES O. BRKCK, Springfield, Mass.

CEND TWO-CENT STAMP TO THE
O American Bicycle Company, Springfield, Mass., a d
receive a catalogue of second-hand machines.

L'OR SALE. — One 52-inch, bright and painted
V Special Challenge ; this machine was new last sea-
son, and is in good shape ; it has roller bearings, tool
bag and tools; price #75. W. Y. BRUCE, North
Wnbrahain, Mass.

SEND SIXTY-FIVE CENTS IN STAMPS
to American Bicycle Company, Springfield, Mass.,

and they will forward you a nickel plated bicycle lock
and chain.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERIM & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

"IF I
could not get another, I would not take $5.00 for the
Cyclist's Record Hook you sent me last week. 1 can
keep an accurate and complete record of my riding with-
out trouble." So says lhe secretaiy of a prominent
club. Every wheelman should get a Record Book.
1 hey are a necessity to those who value a record of their
season's mileage and the particulars of each trip. If
you contemplate but a single journey awheel, it will pay
you to get one of the books. Fifty cents.

C. U. BATCH ELDER,
Lancaster, N. H.

Rust! Rust!! Rust HI
Entirely removed from Nickel-plate, Steel, etc , byAcme Anst Kradicator. Try a box. Fifiy cents,

post paid (two-cent stamps taken). Special terms to
dealers. .Second/land Bicycles, Lam: s, etc.. cheap,
•Experts," '' standards," •• Rudges," and others, all

K?£» ?,".?. Pf1"8 - Enclose stamp stating wants. C.11ERBER r DIAMOND, Box 2434, New York City.

Spring Race Meeting
OF THB

SPRINGFIELD

BICYCLE CLUB,
ON

HAMPDEN PARK,

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., May 30th, 1885.

PROGRAMME.
3 Miles. Handicap.

i
" Safety ; wheels not over 40 in.

2 " Novice.

1
" 3.10 Class.

5
" Open.

1
" Exhibition. Geo. M. Hendee.

4
" One-Legged Race. (One

Pedal removed.)

Entrance fee 50 cts. each event, returnable to all

starters.

Races under the rules of the L. A. W.
Address all entries to SANFORD LAWTON, Sec.

Entries close May 27.

AUCTION SALE
OF

6 TRICYCLES 6
BY

LEWIS J. BIRD & CO.
General Auctioneers,

216 Washington St., cor. State St.

BOSTON.

CONSIGNOR'S SALE
OF

Six New "Cairo" Tricycles,

HUMBER PATTERN,
MANUFACTURED BY

JAS. CARVER, of Nottingham, England,

AT

Chambers, No. 27 Boylston St.

On Monday, May 11, at 3 o'clock, P. M.

These Tricycles are nrnde of the be«t material, and of
the most exquisite finish, troni 42 to 48-inch driving
wheel, with solid spokes, geared from *6 inch any siis up
to 60 inch ; have ball bearings and ped.ils ; l.amplugh's
best saddle and val.se ; handle bar, brake handle cranks ;

all nuts and screws plated; oilier parts finished with
Harrington's Patent Enamel ; oil can ; three steel
wrenches; mud guard to hind wheel; lamp bracket,
and p. tent continuous biakjs.

**~ '??' e P, ?<t've- The machines to be removed at
once. The Tricyc'es can be seen on application to the
Auctioneers, 216 Washington Street.
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CYCLISTS' ROAD BOOK

BOSTON AND VICINITY.
'

Shows all the fine rides in the vicinity of Boston.
All important points reached. livery local rider and
every visiting wheelman should have one.
f.>ee i5 cent*. For sa e at the Bicycling

World office. J. E. Savell, 13 Walnut Avenue, Otit-

»*£-,andof the author, A. L. Atkins, 17W. Walnut Park.

DipYPI CC We sell Columbia, Victor, Facile,

Dl U I ULLO American Challenge, Idea), Otto, and
other well-known makes, ranging in price from $& up-
wards, on the instalment pan, making no additional

chaigeexcepting interest. Second-hand Wheels Bought.
Sod and Exchanged. Freights equalized. Every
wheelman should have our large illustrated catalogue of

Bicycles and Sundries, describing many novelties, and
be posted concerning our instalment plan. Friends
may be induced to purchase who would not otherwise.

Gko. W. Rouse & Son, C»OY DAVUChlTC
9 G S reel, Peoria, 111. Cflol rAllflLlllO.

WATCH
For the Announcement of the Arrival

of the

QUADRANT TRICYCLE.
The Best,

The Fastest,

The Lightest,

The Strongest,

And the most scientifically constructed tr cycle yet
made! also the

Facile Bicycle,
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington Sc , near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Licensed by the Pope Mfg. Co.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is aho much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!
Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sp.-rm, and is soid at about the price of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

49* Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hei ce Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having ihem. If he does not keep them, 1 will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or m ire of Uil,
expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mou tains, on receipt of the price. "S3B,

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

THE LATEST THINS Iff CYCLO ETESS.
EXACT SIZB.

LAMSON'd PRACTICAL CYCLOMETER
For Bicycles and Tricycles. Weight about two ounces.
The action is realI if positive, and the Cyclometer
cannot fail to operate at any raie of speed on any road.
It is attached to a spoke, and operated by a neat cam
on the inside of the right fork, which works a lever on
the back of the Cyclometer. On the end of the lever
is a small rubber-covered roller, so that ihe action is

noi.-eless, and the cam arrangement is such lhat the
little roller does not project between the spokes far
enough to hit the fork, and is entirely out of the way.
The Cyclometer is easily put on by any one, and is out
of the way of a hub lamp, is dust and water-proof,
strong and durable. No springs that can get out oi

order. Made by a practical watchmaker, and every
Cyclometer warranted. Registers ui> to ten t/i iisuml
miles before commencing again at zero. The dial is

easily read, and the Cyclometer is an ornament to any
wheel. This Cyclometer will soon be on the market,
and every effort will be made to make it perfect. Orders
taken ana filled in turn. In ordering, give size and
make of wheel. Made by C. H. L,.4MS*>A, de-
signer and patentee of the L. A. W. Badge, m nufac-
turer of Lamson's Luggage Carriers, the Acme Tire
Heater, etc.

201 Middle Street .... PORTLAND. ME.

ETHEf

Perfect Hygienic

BICYCLE SADDLE,
NOW ON THE MARKET.

{Patented March 17, 1885.)

No metal frame or tree. Springs at both ends com-
pletely compensating all jar and jolt. No pressure on
perinaeum, and no danger from bicycle riding with this

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle made. Thor-
oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Finest

material ever used in a bicycle accessory. Furnished

only in full nickel. Ket.iil price, #6.00. Liberal dis-

count to the trade. Ask your dealer to see it. Orders
filled promptly. Send for descriptive circul .r. Manu-
factured only by

T. J. KIRKPATRICK, SprillEfislfl, Oho.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. CHJMH,
Dayton, Ohio, for large Illustrated Price
IList of Nkw and Second -Hand .Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES tnRen in ^xch.iii'-e.

RIfTCI.ES Repaired and Nickel Plated.

The Acme Gas Burning Tire Heater

Patent applied for.

Manufactured and for sale by

C. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle St., Portland, Me.

By far the most convenient Healer for use in cit es
and towns where illuminating gas is used. Handier
and less expensive to use than an alcohol lamp. It is
safe and alwi\s ready, gives plenty of heat, and
(being constructed on the " Bunsen " principle) it

mixes air with ihe gas, making combustion perfect, and
does not smoke up the rim.
Each Heater is sent out packed in a perforated tin

box, which in combination with the Heaterwill serve at
home as a miniature stove for heating Water, Irons, for
Soldering, or any other purpose where a small heater is

required.
gg~ Full directions for cementing on Tires accom-

pany every Heater. Such a Heiter is indispensable in
a repair shop, and a necessity to every rider.

BICYCLE CLUBS ATTENTION!

Wheelman's Official Score Card.
COPTRtGHTED 1883.

FOR 8EASON 18S-5.
We are prepared to make arrangements with any club

giving Meets or Tournaments in ihe United Slates. We
have issued our Cards at all the principal Meets and
Tournaments held in 1883-84. We pay liberally for
privilege.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
Far Reference: Storldard, Lovering & Co., 152 to

158 Congress St., Boston, Mass. ; The 1'ope Manuf'g
Co., 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

HENRY GOODMAN & BROS.
4112 Main St., Hertford Co»n.

ARPILL'S

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For touching up or entirely re-enamelling

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
Hard as Marble. Dried Instantly, without

any unpleasant smell, and produces .1 Jet lilark
enamel surface in One Operation. It is thoroughly
impervious to wet, cold, or heat, Will not crick, and is

noi liable to chip off. Any iiiir can apply it. A
suitable ltine.li given with each bottle
Price, 75 rents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.

STODDARD, LOYERING & CO,

152 to 158 Congress Sf., ltoston.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
-+V- ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,-"--

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclisis' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely

illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-

larged.

oontents.
page.

Introductory Essay 5

ANALYSIS OF THE MACHINE.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
Hearings 34
Frame(Forks. Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63

Seats and Saddles 72

Steering Gear 83

Driving Gear 91

Brakes 133
Koot-rests ,. .

.

142

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. . . 144

A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 3 50 Tricycles, all at present

made 175
Manumntive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociables 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price 372
The Machine: Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 383
A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1883 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Kastest Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Kides 402
Hastest Professional Times 403
Sociable R- cords 404
Directory of Manufacturers 405
Addendas to several Sections 407

Thbrr will be no edition of this work in 1885.

Seventy-five cents by mail.

Wr have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882

and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskine.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with

many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice

and management of tricycles, with sugge -lions on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H . L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
wh ch no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling. — By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Whrbls, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Heahh
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables — Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. 1 he England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the R» ad.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Trainine. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cvcle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clollnn... Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Bonks for Cyclists. The
Abu-e of Diugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives— Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
cleariy piinted book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side

and leturn routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct poinis. The road distances are given, and also the

usual condition of the road bed for each sireet, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attract ons, the points of

interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding

plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturrney. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diarv, club directory, racing records,
resume" of events of the past _year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five Cents.

Christmas Numbers. — The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-
taining reading matter. " Our Camp." the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling. — This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.— A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-
lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to IX., omit-
ting Vol II. which is out of print. A complete history
of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $11.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'eyeing journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Photos of the Newport. Boston, and Chicago meets
of the L. A. W., fifty cents each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters by its own special correspondents— none bein
given at second hand. Nooiherpapercovrrsthe ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest In size,

but has by far the largest circulaiion of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Murmey and C W. Nairn. $2.75 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.
Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsnmeh printed,

-

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-
tive and amusing ; it takes off the manner and actions
of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes
aie periodically offered to its readers, and it is ihe
acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.75
per year, including postage.

The Whrel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Kach month is inc'uded a full-page por-
trait of a cvcling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. $2.75 per year, including postage.
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T ZE3I IE

UNITED STATES BRANCH
OF THE

MACHINISTS'
(LIZMZITIEID)

WILL BE OPEN MAY 8th

-AT-

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
boston,

WHERE THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN "CLUB" CYCLES
WILL BE ON VIEW AND FOR SALE:—

Bicycles.

American Club,

Universal Club,

Club Racer,

Club Safety,

Club Semi-Racer.

Tricycles.

Club Tandem,

Imperial Club,

Sandringham,

Ranelagh Club,

Two track.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

& Universall

Improved for 1885

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4 00.

THE NEW'SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved. Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot be worked <iff whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Ask your Dealer Jor thtm, or send for Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILL.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
NEWARK, N.J.

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES,
Lamps, Carriers, Star Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles

»nd Bicycle Parts for both CRANK & STAR.
DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Hall

Type
Writer.

The latest, simplest, cheapest,

and most complete Writing In-

strument. Challenges C"mpan-

son with others in every point.

Every instrument warranted

and sent free to any part of

United States on receipt of

price, $40.

Principal Office:

853 BROADWAY,
New York.

Agencies in all Piincipal

Cities.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all machine?.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE.

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landy, Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,
and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comfonable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prichs : Japanned, ?3.oo;
Nickelled, S3. 75. Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada
Special Terms to Dralers.
Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

INT. "ST. TOT CO.
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

14 Howard Street - - NEW YORK.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barley's AI'JCSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. Iti so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, S3. 50; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. G. BUBLEY, BOSTON. Brighton District, MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
We beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non -delivery of their orders for

THE AMERICAN

Long- Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our facili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and

soliciting a continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL <& BOWEN,
(Successors to Bull & Haynes)

587 & 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Licenced hy the Pop* JU'fff. Co.

ORICEBT.
Every Pnrt Detuchitble*

Top easily removed and new one can be put on with-

out trouble. Spkings can be taken out and others of

any sized wire, 01 any length, bend or shape, c in be
made and inserted in a few minutes by rider himself.

Front spring drops Irom perineum, and takes up sag

of leather produced by yielding of rear springs. For
crank and Star.

L,. W. COPPER,
CLEVELAND - - - OHIO.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new Jiat-scated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A " Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville. Burlington Co., N. J.
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FOU TE3BNTH EDITION.
The fifth year of my agency for the

Columbia bicycles is drawing to a close,

and I wish to renew my contract with you
for 1885. I have been much pleased with
your mode of doing business, and it is

with extreme satisfaction that I call your
attention to the fact that in not a single in-

stance have I been called upon to replace

a part defective in material or workman-
ship.

1 have never received a wheel from you
that was not exactly up to specifications,

and my customers always know, when
they place their order for a bicycle or
tricycle, that they will get just what they
order, and often find improvements that

were not anticipated when the order was
given.

I have been able to do nearly all the

repairing that has been necessary on the
" Columbias " in use here. Very few
come to repairs, and those mostly .in the
hands of beginners. Duplicate parts

have always been received promptly, and
invariably fit perfectly.

I have ridden three of your machines
myself since I became a rider in 1879.
The last wheel I bought for my own use

was a full-nickelled " Expert," which I

have used constantly tor three years on
all kinds of roads, at home and abroad.
Have ridden it over two thousand miles

this season. It looks like a new machine
to-day, and is as rigid and runs as well as

on the day on which I took it from the

crate. Your nickelling and enamelling I

know to be superior to that on any other
machine I have ever seen.

The '• Columbias " are the most beau-
tiful wheels that run on our roads, and
from the first have been the favorite mount
in this locality. In fact, few riders here
will have any other.

I have just put one of your Swing
Springs into use, and cannot see any-
thing that it leaves to be desired.

1 have written at greater length than I

intended ; but when I get started in sing-

ing the praises of the "Columbia" ma-
chines, I never know where to stop.

However, I have not said one half as
much as you and your work merit.

Yours truly,

C. W. EDGERTON,
Captain, Fort Wayne Bicycle Club.

Nov. 29, 1884.

In recommending the " Expert Co-
lumbia" bicycle, I would say that during

my nine years' experience, in which time
I have tried most of the best makes, I

never had one give me more satisfaction

than the " Expert " of 1883 make. It is

the best road machine that I ever

mounted, and I also used it in some
races which I won.

JAMES M. HARPER.
Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 5, 1885.

I have, during the past season, from
May 9 to Nov. 18, inclusive, ridden one
of your "Expert Columbia" bicycles a
distance of 3,120 miles, putting my ma-
chine to many severe tests over some of

the rough roads in which the locality

abounds. I have not expended any-
thing for repairs. My wheel is perfectly

rigid, and bearings in fine condition. In
brief, my bicycle has been a source of

satisfaction, and I believe the best prac-

tical roadster on the market is the ' Ex-
pert." Yours truly,

D. EDGAR HUNTER.
Beverly, Mass., Feb. 12, 1885.

Within the last three years I have been the owner of four

bicycles and two tricycles. Two of these machines have
been Expert Columbia bicycles, and the other four machines
of different English manufacture. I regard the machines of

your make superior to any others that I have owned ; and for

honest, thorough workmanship, it is my opinion that the

wheelman will make no mistake in securing as his mount one
of your Columbias.

STEPHEN TERRY,

Hartford, Ct., April 28, 1885.

Treasurer L. A. W.

I have used my 58-inch " Expert" bi-

cycle constantly during the past year, and
can conscientiously say that it now runs
easier and smoother than when purchased
of you. Although two sizes larger than
other makes that I have ridden, it is,

nevertheless, much steadier, and I con-
sider it far superior in all of its parts to

any other machine now manufactured.
LLOYD MOULTRIE,
Of Garden City Bicycle Club.

San Jose, Cal., Sept. 29, 1884.

Having ridden something over 3,000
miles last season on a 54-in. " Expert,"
over all kinds of roads, without the
slightest breakage, I take great pleasure
in recommending it to all wheelmen who
want a mount in which strength and
durability are combined with beauty.
The workmanship and finish of the

" Expert " is, in my opinion, perfect.

Yours very truly,

S. H. SAKGEANT.
Newark, N. J., Feb. 21, 1885.

I ride a 50-inch " Standard Columbia,"
and I find it a very strong and service-

able machine.
It is just the wheel for a beginner. It

will st;ind more hard knocks than any
other wheel of which I know.

Yours, JAMES K. LEWIS.
Honey Brook, Pa., Jan. 1, 1885.

I have owned and ridden in the last

two years two bicycles: first, a 50-inch
' Standard," then a 52-inch " Standard,"
and have been highly pleased with both.

As for the "Expert," I think it the finest

and best-made machine I ever saw.
Very respectfully,

J. A. GLEASON.
Tipton, Ind., Jan. 3, 1885.

I purchased a 50-inch " Standard
Columbia" bicycle in the spring of 1882,
and soon conquered the unruly animal
After using it a year I sold it at a good

price, and bought a 52-inch machine of

the same make. This bicycle has given
the best satisfaction in every way, having
been driven over all kinds of roads, in all

sorts of weather. I have found it equal

to all demands upon it, and after using it

two seasons consider it practically ?«•

good as new.
The only objection I have to \*

it will rust, as any ordinary m?
This necessitates frequent -

rubbing, and much care to

Labor thus bestowed is r

unmixed evil, by any nv
higher-priced machines
nickel or enamel. id, the front bear-

Last summer, acccny other respects

other pedalists, I madea t original on this

to Annapolis, N. S.,and
up the country. We met
rocks and sands, but* IV T \/^
machines equal to all d L\ \^\ I '

and had a very enjoy -**-*-" •*•

Bangok, Me , MaBB.

LE,
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EXPERT COLUMBIA BICYCLE,
FOURTH SEASON.

STANDARD COLUMBIA BICYCLE,
Eighth season.

COLUMBIA THREE-TRACK TRICYCLE,
THIRD SEASON.

COLUMBIA
LIGHT* ROADSTER.

FIRST SEASON.

s
E
A
S
o
N

O
F

1

8
8
5 Two-Track* Tricycle.

FIRST SEASON.

I have ridden one "Expert Columbia" over 3,500 miles on country roads, and

have never had any repairs of any description whatever to make upon it.

With its standard of rake, and your vibrating suspension saddle, I consider it

unequalled for safety and long-distance riding.

It is always in perfect order, if properly cared for, like any piece of machinery.

From the practical results, which I determined by subjecting the different qualities

of steel from which it is constructed to the recognized standard of Government tests,

I am free to assert that you may justly claim that the " Columbia " has not its equal in

quality of material and finish ; all of which is shown in the tabulated results in your

possession. I am, very respectfully,v
F. J. DRAKE,

Lieut, and U. S. Inspector of Material.

Boston, Mass., Nov. 17, 1884.

I Imm

.SB.

1

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SENT FREE.

£THE pope imzzfo-- 00.
8

Office - - - - 597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
AEnch Houses: 12 Warren Street, New York; 115 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

"9

,t our Chicago Branch is the largest bicycle salesroom in the world. It is 36 feet front by 155 feet deep, with a riding

dimensions.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.

C->



Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

$2.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 15 MAY, 1885
Volume XI.

Number 2.

PULL YOUR TIRES OUT!

If you can pull them out

THEY ARE NOT SAFE TO RIDE

!

The YALE BICYCLE
weighs less than many bicycles which are advertised as " Light " Roadsters,

but it is nevertheless a

FULL ROADSTER BICYCLE,
having a one-inch tire on the front wheel and three quarters on the rear. The bearings are balls all round, the front bear-
ings being triple. The tangent spokes are not brazed where they cross each other, and in this and many other respects
the Yale will be found the superior of the many imitations which have sprung up since we placed the great original on this

market in 1880. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY
Manufacturer's Institute! Huntington Avenue^Boston., Mass.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.

-6-1* *Hr

SINGER'S

•S-4—J^-Sp@4^@^g-

1T> ^""eT

* CYCLES *

-£-f feGT^ -3-

SPECIFICATIOX.
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork — Front, new elliptic, hollow.

Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Hubs— New pattern steel flanges.

Spokes— Xew pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

Felloes— Steel, hollow.

Tires — ^-inch front and J(-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring— Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel— 17^ inch.

Finish— All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH ----------- $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY.
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy Running , Well Constructed, Rigid, and Free from Vibration,.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.
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PRICE LIST

OF

The American

Challenge.

PRICE LIST

The Ideal,

STANDARD FINISH.

$72.00

66.00

60.00

54.00

42.00

35.00

HIGH O-R-A-DE AJT IL.OT77" PEIOBSI
THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
and IDEAL BICYCLES,

MANUFACTURED BYGORMULLY <fc JEFFERY,
222 and 224 North Franklin Street CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE LIST

OF-

The American

STANDARD FINISH,

42 inch - - $76.00

The reach of a 52 or

54 inch Bicycle.

44 inch - - $78.00

The reach of a 54 or

56 inch Bicycle.

46 inch $80.00

The reaoh of a 56 or

58 inch Bioycle.

RIDERS!
SEND FOR OUR

32-Pap Iltairatej

DEALERS
THESE ARE THE

BICYCLES
IT WILL PAY YOU

TO HANDLE.
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THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER
* IMPROVED FDR 1BB5. »

CAN BE READ FROM THE SADDLE AND USED WITH A HUB LAMP.

PRICE Sio.oo
Its form remains the same, but the works have been entirely

remodelled.

Its action is more positive, and the troublesome springs are

done away with.

Now ready for bicycle, tricycle, and American Star.

THE BUTCHER AUTOMATIC BICYCLE ALARM
Is the Cheapest and Best Automatio Alarm in the Market.

Price, post-paid, $2.00. Send for Circulars.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley Street - Boston, Mass.

•-^=HK-«o

Amesbury, Mass, Feb. 3, 1885.

Butcher Cyclometer Co., Boston, Mass.

:

Gentlemen,— I have used the Butcher Cyclometer for one whole season, over the rough and sandy roads, in this section, and making trips

time and again, and always has the instrument registered alike.

I would advise everybody to use one, as there is a deal of satisfaction in knowing and seeing while riding, just how far you have been, or

to calculate the distance between places, without the necessity of a dismount. It is absolutely correct, and does not rattle.

I would not sell mine for twice the price of a new one, if I could not get another. Very truly yours, A. F. GREENLEAF.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclist? Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the Co-

lumbia bicycles, Sanspareil, Rudge Light Roadster,

Facile, Victor Tricycle, and all high-class machines;
repairing, nickelling, and enamelling promptly done.

Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send for printed list.

IAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
J est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-

five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-

land, Me.

I EAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
1J — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each
Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

THE CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SU >»-

I PORTER, with patent aligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,

and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of fifty

cents by WALTERS BROS., Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1. 25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, IU.

The sole Agency in Philadelphia and. vicinity for the

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER -

RACER.
AMERICAN RUDGE

Harvard.

VICTOR.

YALE.

Club

BICYCLES,
Tricycles.

THE BEST MAKE
SEND
FOR

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE.
Single and Tandem.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

CLUB
TRICYCLE.

Facile.

BICYCLE RIFLES AND SHOT CT71TS.
Just the thing for touring trips and sport along the road. Write for Catalogue

and Circulars, and say what you want. P. O. Box 1108.

A-BRA-M G. POWELL. RIA.PfA.GEn.
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HARWOOD S
SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwood's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

"f various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $1.00
Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20
No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No- 5 " . .

" Kudge 75
.Prices or remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,
Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Bells! Bells!!

Peerless Stop Bells.

SIMPLE,
EFFECTIVE, CHEAP,

GOOD.

No. 8, 1 Hammer - - - 75ots,

No. 9, 2 Hammers - - - 85cts.

o-EisrTTinsrE ":e3:tt:lv£b:eksi"

I. and I. Stop

The King of Stop Bells.

Surprisingly Simple. Nearly
equals our Automatic in

effect. No Rattle. Out of

the way. Stopped by Shift-
ing Handle. Sure to Satisfy
in Every Respect.

No. 10, $1.25.

Tricycle Alarm.

A Bell For Tricyles.

Equal to the

.A.TJTOMA/TIC
For Bicycles.

One or a Series of Strokes
at Will.

No. 7 S3. 50.

Automatic Alarm.

THE X-L-NT AND UN-Z-LD
BICYCLE BELL.

Sales extending to other
Countries. Copied by For-
eign Manufacturers. The
Most Successful Bell ever
made. Destined to become
the Standard Bell of the
Wheel World.
Nos, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, J3.n0.

For Particulars send for Circular. Order by Num-
ber or make of Machine. Sent by Mail upon Keceipt
of Price.

HILL & TOLMAN - - WorcesteMIass.

CO
W

O
>
o
5

o
<
o
r
m
CO

THE "HUMBER TANDEM."
FOR TWO RIDERS HAS NO EQUAL.

IT IS THE FASTEST M ACHI N E5 M ADE,
AND IS A SPLENDID HILL CLIMBER.

LIGHT TRICYCLES, 60 TO 70 LBS., FOR LADIES.

THE BEST ARE THE CHEAPEST, and the largest makers conclusively prove
by IMITATING them that they consider the BEST MACHINES are the " Humbers."

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
SOLE LICENSEE TO IMPORT AND SELL

HUMBER BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
In the United States,

3 ARLINGTON PLACE - - - - EAST ORANGE, N. J.

Lists on application with Stamp.

SPECIAL NOTICE.— The public is hereby notified that genuine Humber Bicycles and

Tricycles are made only by Humber & Co., at Beeston, Nottingham, and bear their stamp on

the neck. All others are INFERIOR IMITATIONS.

GEO. R. BIDWELL & CO.
2 and 4 East 60th Street, New York,

Columbia and Rudge Bicycles and Tricycles

WHEEL GOODS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Send for our Instalment Plan and Circulars.

"Health Upon Wheels"
NOW IN STOCK.

50 cents.

ATKINS'S ROAD BOOK,
15 Cents.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INS'l'ALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Biey-
. ele on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. Q BIRD & CO.,
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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IMO ANGERS !

Bicyclers, you. all k:ncrw triese men.

THEY SAY nf the "SZICTDR BICYCLE

:

"It is the best Bicycle I have ever ridden."- GEO. M. HENDEE.
"I never mounted its equal; it is simply perfect."— L. H. JOHNSON.

"The wheel is all that was promised, and even more." — HENRY E. DUCKER.
"For a roadster it has no equal."- FRED RUSS COOK.

"It is the best -finished piece of machinery I ever saw." — GEO. D. GIDEON.
"I have no use for a better Bicycle."- E. C. HODGES.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY,
VICTOR BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

179 TREMONT STREET, = BOSTON
S^= Please call or send for Catalog1

. =-f22

NEW MODEL LISHT ROADSTER STAR.
The new model is vastly improved in workmanship, and has been greatly simplified, and made stronger and stiffer,

while the WEIGHT HAS BEEN REDUCED SOME ELEVEN POUNDS in the 48-inch size. Sample now on
view. No Catalogues can be had till later, and applications for same must be accompanied by two-cent stamps. All applications
from outside of New England must have enclosed five cents in stamps, or no Catalogue will be sent.

The New Columbia Machines constantly in Stock. Also the American Challenge and
Safety and the Ideal. Petite Tricycles for Children, $18 to $30.

Having specially fitted up a Shop and engaged one of the best Bicycle Mechanics in England or America as head of the depart-

m nt, we are prepared to do the finest and most intricate repairs en Bicycles and Tricycles. Cranks or Stars at reasonable rates.

Special Terms to Agents where they send all work to us.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES TO LET BY THE DAY.

Out of town parties may enjoy a Sunday or Holiday on " Boston's sandpapered roads," at a small expense. Our list includes new
Experts, 48 in. to 54 in., and new Ball-bearing Tricycles of improved model.

TEniVtS, $2.0 FSR X3-A.-K- I3M"\7"AJFt:EAT=ETrK" IKT AUVAKTCE.
REFERENCES REQUIRED FROM STRANGERS.

W. W. STALL, ( stIli^VuV, ) 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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IE. C. HODG-BS & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates :
—

One year, in advance $2.00

Six months " 1.00

Three months 60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 if sent to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D. Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 15 MAY, 1885.

NORTH CAROLINA CASE.

The North Carolina case should de-

mand the earnest attention of wheelmen

in general, and the League in particular.

It is another one of the many cases be-

fore which the national organization has

laid quietly down and confessed itself

able to do nothing. If the League can

do nothing in an emergency of this kind,

it should tike in its sign and no longer

profess to protect wheelmen in their

rights. We are willing to give credit to

the League for all that it has done, and

it has done much ; but we are surprised

that those who direct the government of

the institution cannot find a way to bear

down upon those who invade our rights,

and inflict upon us such outrages as the

case in point. The Legislature has

passed a law allowing the turnpike com-

pany to say what style of vehicle shall be

allowed on their roads, and the composi-

tion of the directors of the company is

such that this is known to be a direct

blow at the bicycle. The best legal tal-

ent of the State has given an opinion

that the law is unconstitutional, and a

test case is only necessary to carry the

matter into court and prove this. But

the wheelmen of North Carolina are few

in number, and not rich in pocket, and

they cannot fight the case. It has been

their proud boast for many years that

they were backed up and protected in

their rights by a large, rich and influen-

tial organization of 5,000 wheelmen, but

when they call upon this organization

they get no response.

If the League can do nothing in cases

of this kind, it will have a hard task to

justify its existence. We are in want of

a Moses to show us out of the wilder-

ness. Who will lead the way ?

If the League cannot find a field for its

action in protecting the rights of wheel-

men in the small states and the outlying

districts, where shall it work ? We do
not need it in Massachusetts, for we
have all our rights, and if they are at any

time invaded we can handle the matter

ourselves ; New York does n't need it, for

with the New York, Citizens and Ixion

clubs they have a strong working force.

Pennsylvania can take care of itself, and

Ohio has demonstrated her ability to

protect herself in a case very similar to

that of North Carolina. It is in the out-

lying sections where the wheelmen are

few, and where the people have not

waked up to new ideas, that the League
should do its work. From such places

as those has come the cry for help, and

so far the only answer has been the echo

of the calling.

It is no answer to the above, to say

that it is a " kick against the League."

We are willing to give the League credit

for all that it has done, and it has done

much; but we do not propose to claim for

it any credit for protecting the rights of

wheelmen, when its only action is send-

ing a circular to State officers, or a pro-

test to the legislature. The committee

on Rights and Privileges, should point

the way to better and more effective work

than has yet been attempted or accom-

plished in the direction indicated.

Nor can we see why competing for
money should prohibit a man from be-

coming a League member. The League,
or a portion of it, viz., its Racing Board,

can continue to legislate for the racing
fraternity, by separating the amateur
sheep from the professional goats in all

contests under League auspices, or rules

that will not interfere with Dr. Blackham,
or the editor of the Official Gazette, or in

fact, with three fourths of the members
of the L. A. W. But let some other pen-
alty than the forfeiture of League mem-
bership be devised for unruly amateurs.
Let them be professionals, and be con-
fined to professional races; but do not
exclude them from the real, bona fide

benefits of the League.

—

Editor Official

Gazette.

The above, from the editor of the Offi-

cial Gazette, was unexpected and unlooked

for. The proposition to admit profession-

als to the League is receiving advocates

on all sides, and, if we read cycling opin-

ion aright, thej measure will be carried

through at" Buffalo.

CORRESPONDENCE

[ This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-
bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology .~\

Amateur v. Professionals.

Editor Bicycling World: — The time
seems to be ripe in America for throwing
down the boundaries between the ama-
teur and the professional. The arbitrary

line between the two classes is a farce.

If it is not a farce why does it not exist

in cricket? In that sport the amateur
and the professional play together, and
there is no loss of status. Why should
there be a difference between the two ?

I for one don't know, unless it is that

they think it is more aristocratic to run
for cups or medals and the true love oftlie

sport than to honestly avow that they
receive any benefit in the shape of money.
Now, sir, taking the amateurs; how
many are there who would not like to

exchange their trophies for money? And
how many do do so ? In my little experi-

ence I could name a few, and as such is

the case, why should the difference be
made ? I think if rules could be made
to combine the two, it would further the

interests of true sport. For instance, at

amateur meetings, if a check could be
given with the plate, would it not, in

many instances, keep the said plate out of

the hands of mine uncle, the pawnbroker,
and do the winners good in many ways,

if only to pay their expenses? I know a

case of an amateur, who would have run

many more times last season if he could

have spared the cash ; for although he

won many valuable prizes, he was short

of money ; of course, this is only one
case out of many I could name ; but if he

had had an influential friend, or, in plain

English, a betting-man to follow him at

race meetings, perhaps he would have
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fared better, and would not have required
a money prize with his plate.

A. M. A. Teur.

Direction v. Danger.

Editor Bicycling World:— In your last

issue, you " plump " in favor of direction

boards, in preference to danger signs. I

think you take an erroneous position for,

of the two, the danger boards are of more
importance to the travelling cyclist than a
direction sign, which, at best, is but a
mere convenience. It is very seldom
that he would be so far removed from the

habitations of man that he could not
inquire his way, but he will frequently
come upon a steep declivity, where a

warning might, perhaps, save him from
disaster. A sign that will save the neck
of one wheelman is of more value than a
hundred boards that simply render it

unnecessary to inquire his way of a
resident or a passer-by. I do not wish
to depreciate the value of direction boards,
but why should we not have both ?

x. y. z.

Is It Perfect ?

Editor Bicycling World

:

— In the is-

sue of the official organ, L. A. W. of 9
April, appeared a leader commenting
upon a letter " from a League member "

(Mr. Bond) to President Beckwith, and
to which leader I wish to take some ex-
ceptions. I may introduce my bill of
exceptions by stating that I am a mem-
ber of the L. A. W. , that my fellow wheel-
men have honored me with a position in

ihe board of officers of that organization,
and that having passed through the novi-
tiate's period, I have a few scars and a
surgeon's bill to show my initiation into
the ranks of amateur wheelmen, as one
who sees in the '* spider wheel " health,
pleasure and utility rather than a gath-
erer of trophies and shekels. As an
amateur wheelman and a member of the
L. A. W., I take great interest in the
affairs of the League, and am always
ready to lend my limited influence to-
ward all things which tend to place the
organization on a more permanent basis
an J increase its efficiency. In this I know
that I represent the sentiment of Wyo-
ming wheelmen in general, and the writer
of the letter above referred to, in partic-
ular, as he happens to be a League mem-
ber in my Territory and a fellow-officer in
a local club, and one who, instead of be-
ing the fault-finding grumbler the iso-
lated quotations from his letter would
lead one to infer, is an enthusiastic
wheelman and a loyal member of the
L. A. W., — unless loyalty means an
utter blindness to its imperfections and
opportunities for advancing the standard
of the organization, and increasing its

field of usefulness. If the latter be the
case, you may inform the board of offi-

cers that there is a traitor in camp, for in
this respect my opinion is in common
with Mr. Bond's. With all due respect
for the honesty of the contradiction by
the editor of the official organ, the asser-
tion made by Mr. Bond, that the majority

of the League members do not receive

value in benefits from the L. A. W., is

true. True, there are reduced express
rates and free transportation for wheels,

as the result of the League, through
some of its officers ; but the benefit in this

is not distinctive, and accrues to a non-
League member to just as great an ex-

tent as it does to me. Hence it is not an
argument for my joining or retaining my
membership in the League. True, there

are League hotels which are a benefit to

the minority of the membership of the

League ; the touring few, despite the fact

that the majority of the membeiship is

located in the Middle and Eastern
States. And it is all the more an inci-

dental advantage, because what has
been said of transportation may be truth-

fully said in a more limited way of the

hotels, i. e., the benefit accrues also to

the non-League members in frequent

cases, and hence, within limits only, is

this hotel reduction a distinctive benefit

to the member of the L. A. W.
With the two classes of benefits just

ennmerated, generally end, or to them
maybe generally reduced-, all arguments
for the League of American wheelmen—
reasons for the organization of a society of

5.000 members and an annual expenditure
of as many dollars. To me, however,
there appears an advantage much more
general and important, and one which is

working out most of the good which the

League is accomplishing in the advance-
ment of the cardinal objects of its organi-

zation, now almost lost sight of, the pro-

motion of the cause of cycling and the

ascertaining the rights of wheelmen and
protecting wheelmen in these rights. I

refer to the fraternity which the League
creates, the feeling of fellowship which
welcomes and entertains, makes new con-
verts through social relations, and sends
out foreign missionaries into the far

countries. The winged wheel is an
"open sesame " to the hearts of count-

less good fellows, and something of a
social guarantee as to the character and
standing of the wearer. There may be
more than this in baggage cars and ho-
tels for some of the members of the

L. A. W. in the larger Eastern cities ; but
it does not so appear to the candid and
careful observer in the country, and par-

ticularly is this the case to the member
in the West. The large clubs of the
East are in the position of the fellow who
had the bovine by the horns, and of

course, are content; but the "member
from the West" is in the hapless condi-
tion of the chap who had hold of the ani-

mal's tail, and is being switched all over
the pasture. He may shout his " whoa !"

but no attention is given to his cry. He
don't think it good policy to let go, and
yet he cannot find any fun in holding on-
Certainly the Eastern membership rep-

resents the majority of the League ; but
an organization which assumes to be na-

tional should be so in fact. On the the-

ory that " might is right," perhaps it may
be proper to say, " We have a League
hotel here in Philadelphia, and you fel-

lows from Wyoming, it is your own fault if

you do not come here and take advantage
of the L. A. W. The Pennsylvania Rail-

road will carry your wheel without extra

charge, and it is your own fault if you do
not ride on it and take advantage of your
League membership ; but, as a matter of

good policy, viewed as to its ultimate re-

sults, ought not the League of American
Wheelmen to offer some inducement to

American wheelmen in general for sus-

taining the organization by membership
and support?
The objects of the League, as set forth

in its constitution, are broad and thor-

oughly good. " (1) To promote Ihegen-
eral interests of bicycling; (2) to ascer-

tain, defend and protect the rights of

wheelmen
; (3) to encourage and facili-

tate touring."

In the first division of this declaration

of principles, the L. A. W. can take

credit for nothing accomplished as an or-

ganization. Some State divisions, a few
local clubs and enthusiastic individual

members, have accomplished all that has
been done in this direction, and these

being contributors to the League treas-

ury, the credit for the work is claimed by
the L. A. W., which has devoted neither

time nor money to the work, except by a
concession of one half dues to the divis-

ions. " What is yours is mine ; what is

mine is my own."
In the second division of the platform

the League has signally failed ; and now,
as a matter of fact, this portion of the

proclaimed duties of the League is utterly

overlooked in the management of the af-

fairs of the organization.

In the third and last division of the ar-

ticle only, has any creditable success

been accomplished, and this is owing
less to the organization as such, than to

the personal efforts of one or two enthu-

siastic devotees of the wheel.

The foundation upon which the

L. A. W. is based is broad and deep and
firm enough, but the superstructure is

sadly out of repair. The walls are

shaky and the roof is caving in. It will

do for sunshiny days when we do not need
it ; but when the storms come it offers

us no protection And now, because Mr.
Bond and many others are in favor of

putting the structure in good order so as

to make it of general use, he is, and they

are, accused of a lack of enthusiasm, and,

by inference, a lack of intelligence ; and
he, as an officer of the League (which
official position he never has held, and
does not now hold), of a neglect of offi-

cial duties, a childish " you're another "

sort of argument. The point in issue is

simply, "Js it perfect?" If it is not,

then it is capable of being made more
nearly so, and this improvement is

what the " kickers" are striving for; and
in view of the facts, every member of the

League who has its interests in view must
in some degree be arrayed on the side of

the " kickers."

Fr»nk II. Clark.
C. C.for Wyoming.

Chbyrnnr, Wyoming, 30 April, 1885.
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Niagara to Buffalo.

Editor Bicycling World: — Your
paper of yesterday gave a wrong answer
to " Tourist," in saying (p. 17) :

" We
are told that the road between Buffalo

and Niagara is very bad—sand at one end
and clay at the other." If you had turned

to your issue of 3 June, 1881, you would
have found a long report of mine, which
says :

" Mounting at the canal bridge on
the outskirts of Niagara, I went south with-

out stop for sixteen and a half miles in two
and a half hours, having the wind against

me all the way, and being slightly

sprinkled with rain during the last half

hour. Most of the road is of very hard

clay, which was rather rough ; and
beyond Tonawanda (where the bridge

almost caused a dismount) there is a long,

but not very steep hill, which is the only

grade of importance between Niagara
and Buffalo. If, instead of taking the

sidewalk after crossing the canal bridge

at Black Rock, I had stuck to the high-

way for afew rods until I reached Forrest

street, the first turn to the left, I might
have gone clear through to the City Hall

in Buffalo, twenty miles, without leaving

the saddle." The distance which I did

make was the longest "stay" on my
record, up to that date. Under favorable

conditions, I think that the road between
these two points may supply extremely

smooth wheeling.

A letter reached me this morning from
a non-wheeling subscriber of my ac-

quaintance, who assured me, last year,

that, when he took a pedestrian tour

from Glasgow to London, in the sum-
mer of 1883, he did not meet a dozen
bicyclers in the whole distance ; and
that he saw less than a half dozen,
during a fortnight's stay in Lon-
don. As the gentleman's veracity is not

to be questioned, his testimony seemed
very surprising to me. His present let-

ter tells such a different story that I am
tempted to quote a paragraph for you,
thus: "While in Norway, last summer,
we saw bicycles frequently ; more seldom
in Sweden, and only once or twice in

Russia. But when we came back to

England, it seemed as though nearly

every one could ride. On a carriage-trip,

one Sunday, from Leamington to Strat-

ford-on-Avon (say eighteen miles), we
met forty-seven bicycles and tricycles, by
actual count. The latter seemed more
social and more popular, and several

couples were amicably riding together."

I shall be glad to have you announce
that during the last half of this month, I

may be addressed at West Springfield,

Mass. I am going up there partly in the

hope of gaining new vigor by a brief taste

of fresh country air, and partly in the
hope of hastening the pace of my prin-

ters by personally applying the verbal

lash to them. The total subscription

enrolment for " X. M. Miles on a Hi.,"

this noon, is 2,814. Karl Kron.
Washington Square, N. Y., 9 May, 1885.

[Our remarks regarding the road from

Buffalo to Niagara were based on state-

ments made by Buffalo cyclists, and on

the statements made in the following,

letter. — Ed.]

Editor Bicycling World;— As one of

a party of eight members of the Ran-
dolph Bicycle Club who took a trip of

three hundred and fifty miles through
Western New York, last summer, I can
say that Buffalo affords splendid facili-

ties for the League Meet, and all who
attend will receive a most cordial wel-

come. But if any wheelman has already

begun to indulge in a dreamy reverie of

a " run along the banks of the beautiful

Niagara to the mighty cataract," as sug-

gested by Mr. Bull of Buffalo, in your
issue of 6 February, he should rouse
himself at once. A more unridable,

humpy, lumpy, stony, measely road than

the one to Niagara Falls from Buffalo,

along " the banks of the beautiful

Niagara," via Tonawanda, was never
seen, even in the troubled nightmare of

the wheelman whose last header was still

made visible to all by streaks of court

plaster.

Don't you ever try that road with a

bicycle. Take the cars, take a horse, an
ox team, a stoneboat, go afoot and cross-

lots, swim down the river, and any one of

them will be bliss unalloyed, compared
with riding it.

A run to Aurora and a visit to the

great stock farms would be far preferable,

for the road is magnificent and the scen-

ery along the Cazenovia is very charming.
Then if you wish to see Niagara, take

the cars. It is a good plan to carry

your wheel with you to Niagara, how-
ever, for by so doing you are independent
of the hackmen. W. W. Canfield,

Capt. Randolph Bi. Club.

Randolph, N. Y., 9 February, 1885.

The Cyclists Touring Club in America.

{Special for The Bicycling World, by " Faed.")

The C. T. C. in England, Ireland, and Scot-

land.—Foreign Members.—France and other
European Countries.— American Visitors to

Europe. — The American Division Apart
from European Touring.— Advantages En-

joykd by American Members. — The Gazette. —
The Uniform.— Sentimentalism versus prac-

tical Value. — Five Hundred Half Crowns

Remitted to London.— What the C. T. C.

Might Become in America.— Raise the Sub-

scription and Keep Half of it for American

Purposes. — Self-Govbrnment.— Mr. Henry
Stukmby's Views.—What Mr. Shipton Thinks.

— Mr. Lacy Hillibr's Ideas.— Tub C. T. C.

Waits for Mr. Weston to Move in the
Matter.

The Cyclists' Touring Club, founded
at Harrogate, in August, 1878, has
achieved such wonderful things in the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, that it is highly. desirable to fur-

ther extend its usefulness abroad, and
especially in the United States of Amer-
ica, and other portions of the American

continent where 'cycle touring is practi-

cable.

The ways and means pursued by this

mammoth club are so familiar as to need
no recapitulation here, my object in the

present paper being to point out defects

and endeavor to suggest courses by
which the success that has been attained

in its mother country may be repeated by
the C. T. C.'s, American division more
particularly, possibly as a prelude to fur-

ther developments in other countries for-

eign to the English.

From a skeleton statement of the club's

organization, published in January, com-
piled and corrected to 31 December, 1884,
it appears that the club possessed a total

membership of 16,625, of whom 15,519
were resident in the United Kingdom,
and 1, ro6 in foreign countries; America
having the lion's share of the latter, as

534,— or nearly as many as all the other
foreign countries put together, — sub-
scriptions were Transatlantic.

As compared to the benefits derived
by the home members, these 1,106 for-

eign members obtain but slight return for

their subscriptions ; and although the an-
nual fee is but trifling in amount, there
will sooner or later arise a time when the
sentimental enthusiasm which now leads
the foreigners to remit their half-crowns to

London will wane, and except by the ac-

cession of new recruits, the foreign divis-

ions will probably drop out of existence.

Already, indeed, the large division in

America is threatened with dissemination,
and practical men cannot but recognize

the justice of the contention, that a purely
American Touring Club would be infinite-

ly more useful, and consequently more
popular, than the present branch of the

C. T. C.

France should be the country in which
the members obtain more practical ad-

vantages than any other foreign division,

inasmuch as its proximity to England en-
ables French cyclists to tour in Great
Britain more readily than any other;
also, France is the country to which
Englishmen resort most frequently when
cycling abroad ; but although France has
fifty-two members, I find that the German
division has one hundred and seventy-
seven, and Austria has eighty, from
which it would appear that the race-loving

Gallic wheelman is not so fully enthusi-

astic on the subject of touring as are the
cyclists in the two neighboring countries
named. For the present, however, I

propose to leave the continent of Europe
out of the question, although all the for-

eign divisions must necessarily be more
or less affected by the same considera-
tions as America; and by confining the
matter to the American division, with
over five hundred members, the problem
can be simplified.

As far as concerns the class of Ameri-
can members by whom the division was
originated, members who are able to en-
joy the full privileges of the club by tour-

ing in England, no fault can be found ;

but it is unlikely that any considerable
portion of the five hundred are able to
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obtain the benefits of the splendid organ-

ization in the mother country, and if the

C. T. C. is ever to become more than a

sentimental "fad" for American cyclists,

its work must be extended to the Ameri-
can touring ground. Already, I am
aware, this has been commenced in a
small way ; but the task of promoting
touring in America cannot be accom-
plished without funds ; and the American
division of the C. T. C. cannot prosper

so long as its members' subscriptions are

remitted to England. Leaving out such
of its members as are able to go to

Europe, the only return which it receives

for this annual remittance of five hundred
half-crowns consists in the reception of

the Monthly Gazette, and the privilege to

wear the uniform ; both of which are

questionably advantageous, since the

Gazette deals with but few topics of value

to American tourists, and the uniform, or
imitation of it, can be purchased outside

the club. Sentimentalism, therefore, is

evidently the dominant factor in inducing
the five hundred Americans to subscribe

to the C. T. C.

Nobody will question the assertion

that a touring club organization would be
eminently useful in the United States, in

Canada, and in other portions of the
American continent where cycle touring

is practicable. It is also highly desirable

that the C. T. C. should retain its inter-

national character, in order that mutual
advantages may accrue to each nation by
co-operation. The problem is, how to

enable the men who are ready to do the

work in America to achieve their object

without severing connection with the par-

ent society. It must be obvious that the

head centre cannot be expected to affiliate

an American branch gratisj and yet the

subscription is so small that any appreci-

ably less remittance to headquarters
would be insufficient to pay the costs in-

curred. The real solution would appear
to lie in the direction of an increased sub-
scription, on the part of Americans, to

such an amount as would enable a sub-
stantial sum. to be retained for the work-
ing of the American division after re-

mitting to London a proportion sufficient

to defray expenses. The Gazette printing

and postage would probably be covered
by half a dollar per annum, and other con-
tingencies would be paid for by the profit

made in London on the supply of uni-

forms ; so that if the American division

paid an annual subscription of a dollar

per member, one half thereof would be
retainable for the practical extension of

the club organization in America. On
this basis, it would be feasible for the
American division of the C. T. C. to

spend $250 per annum in "domestic"
extension for promoting touring, without
actually being a drain upon the parent
body in England.

Apart from the financial feature, we
must regard the administration of the

club in its legislative aspect. Here
there need be no trouble. So long as

the qualifications for membership are

the same, the amateurdefinition identical,

and the broad policy in both countries

alike, the American division can be in-

dependent, and its business will not need
ratifying by the English Council. Its

elections can be entirely conducted at

home, by means of an official organ,

independently of the usual conditions of

candidates names being published in The
Gazette. The delay entailed by the

ordinary method of election will be quite

needless, with a capable council to watch
over the interests of the division, and The
Bicycling World's gratuitous assist-

ance in publishing official notices. The
division can be made, in fact, tantamount
to an independent club, but enjoying the

advantages of affiliation to the parent

club, whereby tourists of both nations

will be able to cooperate when touring in

each other's country ; and the American
division will always have the precedents,

advice, and assistance of the parent club

to back it up, as well as retaining all the

"sentimental" benefits ofmembership in

the international association.

On this subject Mr. Henry Sturmey
gave me his views in response to my in-

quiries :
—

"... I was one of the first councillors

to take any note of the rapid progress of

the club in the States, and was some two
years since appointed on a sub-committee
— consisting of J. L. Varley, Frank Wes-
ton, and myself— to work out and draft

a scheme for the effective working of a
centre there, if we may so term it.

Nothing, however, has been done, as

when Frank Weston went back it was
with the understanding that he (who was
very strong on the matter) would send us

his ideas to start with ; but this he has
not done.
My ideas are, and I think Frank Wes-

ton's too, that a scheme somewhat simi-

lar to the local centres system of the
National Cyclists Union, should be de-

vised, not only for the States, but for

Australia, New Zealand, and the Conti-

nent; each should have its branch of the

C. T. C, which, whilst being complete in

itself, would yet be a part of the parent
institution at home, and owe allegiance

to it. This system should be put into

operation, or rather, should be permitted
to be put into operation, when a certain

number of members had joined in any one
colony or country ; say, for example, five

hundred to start. They should have
their own council, separate rules, differ-

ing, however, from those of the main
institution only in such matters as the
peculiarities of the country demand, such
as hotel and consular arrangements. The
uniform should be manufactured in their

own country, as also other articles of mer-
chandise in which the club has been
dealing lately. I do not, however, agree
with making it so much a commercial
body everywhere as it has been made here;

only so so far as to keep matters under
the control of the club. If only a por-
tion of the subscription is transmitted to

headquarters it will scarcely be insufficient

to pay the cost of sending The Gazette,

and I take it that is about the only advan-

take foreign members get from the club
in many instances. Perhaps a subscrip-
tion of a dollar in America, one half

being remitted home to the parent body,
would leave a small margin, which would
be sufficient. The colonial and foreign

branches would have full power to do
what they pleased, with the sole condition

of adhering in the main to the objects and
general principles of the C. T. C. Of
course honorary officers would be neces-
sary, for I think it would be a long time
before the dimensions of any branch
would run to the luxury of a paid sec-

retary. . .
."

Mr. Sturmey's intimate acquaintance
with the inner working of the club, and
his constant communication with its ac-

tive officers, lends to the above expression
of opinion all the force of a representa-
tive utterance. I question, however,
whether it would be financially advan-
tageous for foreign branches to have the

uniform material specially manufactured;
since it is probable that the first cost of

the English make, even when increased

by customs duties, would probably fall

short of the expense which would have
to be incurred by manufacturing and
securing the exclusive use of the ma-
terial.

I have had- the good fortune to enlist

the assistance of the secretary, Mr. E.
R. Shipton, who has very willingly stated

his views on the whole question as fol-

lows:

—

" I have long recognized the apparent
anomaly under which our foreign divisions

labor, and have therefore waited with
some little anxiety the report of the com-
mittee appointed to deal with the whole
matter. From a fairly intimate knowledge
of the working of the L. A. W. in the

States, and of kindred societies upon the

continent, I have been led to believe that

the prestige and influence of the C. T. C.

would secure for it, as a general rule, a
more enthusiastic reception, — with more
tangible results to accrue than some of

these bodies are at presentable to obtain.
" Much discussion has recently arisen,

even on this side of the water, with re-

gard to the question of our foreign mem-
bership,— and it seems to be admitted
that its extension must be dependent, to

a very great extent, upon what return the

club can make for the investment re-

ceived.
" If the quid pro quo each member of

the C. T. C. receives may be computed
upon a purely financial basis, it will be
self evident that The Gazette alone is as
much as any subscriber can reasonably
expect to receive for the trivial sum of

half a crown, more particularly when
is taken into consideration the fact that it

is sent post free, and virtually placed in

the hands of its readers. It has, how-
ever, become the fashion to clamor, not
only for the privileges already contained
in The Gazette, in the material saving
effected at hotel headquarters, and in the
gratuitous supply of route information, but
for tangible as well as visionary benefits

of every other description.
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" In justice to our foreign subscribers it

should, however, be placed on record that

they are in this respect far less exacting
and more grateful than their English
brethren. Nor is this attitude altogether

without an underlying reason, for in

many instances the postage to our foreign

subscribers, taken in conjunction with

the first cost of The Gazette, exceeds by
from fifty to one hundred per cent of the

actual contribution made by the member.
Support of this nature is in one sense
highly unsatisfactory, inasmuch as it

brings with it a severe monetary loss

;

but it has always appeared to me that

pending the presentation of some worka-
ble scheme, with perhaps, an increased
subscription, it were better to lose from
a financial point of view rather than for-

feit the international support thus con-
tributed.
" I am of opinion that a great future

lies before the C. T. C, in the United
States in particular, if only an efficient

corps of workers can be obtained to de-
fine some feasible method adapted to the

peculiarities of the country.

"The esprit de corps is already provided,
but organized, systematic procedure is

wanting, as also are the sinews of war.
" With these short comings rectified,

and an inclusive subscription agreed
upon, the American and other divisions

might be subsidized and made to contrib-

ute a workable balance to headquarters,
while at the same time retaining sufficient

for local wants. I have been the witness
of not a little voluntary work in connec-
tion with the club ; but it is to me a
source of continued surprise, as well as a
regret, that the whole of the labor and
expense incidental to the introduction
and working of the programme of the C.

T. C, in the States, has been borne by
volunteer officers, whose only reward ex-
ists in the knowledge that their efforts

have met with no small amount of appre-
ciation.

1 When, some three or four years since
I, in conjunction with Mr. H. Sturmey
of Coventry, represented the English in-

terests of the L. A. W., we conjointly
devised a reciprocal scheme whereby
membership in the L. A. W. should
entitle the holder ipsofacto to the bene-
fits and privileges of the C. T. C. when
on a visit to this country, and vice versa.
The premature alteration of the amateur
definition in the United States, however,
dealt the project its death blow, and I do
not know that at the present time of day
I am in favor of recurring to the princi-

ple for which we then contended."
It will be observed that Mr. Shipton

has an appreciative opinion of the value
placed on The Gazette ; but as a disinter-

ested observer, I do not think that very
many foreign cyclists regard that publica-
tion as so absorbingly interesting as to

be worth subscribing to.

If The Gazette was made a readable
record of noteworthy tours on wheels, it

would be better worth the attention of
people all over the world ; but at present,
touring is neglected in its pages, and the

bulk of its contents consists of corre-

spondence and discussions on official

developments in England, tips for tyros,

and lists of candidates for election, none
of which are of such interest as to

deserve world-wide perusal.

I have vainly waited several weeks in

the hope of ascertaining what Mr. Lacy
Hillier thought on the matter, consider-

ing that his recently acquired position of

representative councillor for the States

would make his views valuable ; but it

appears that he has so many athletic

irons in the fire as to preclude the devo-
tion of any time to the subject.

From what I have said, and from the

opinions I have quoted, it must be plain

to the reader that there will be no opposi-

tion on this side to the development of

the American branch of the Cyclist's

Touring Club on a basis of practical in-

dependence ; and the matter rests entirely

with the Americans themselves, who can
make the C. T. C. organization in Amer-
ica of practical use and influential pres-

tige as soon as they like. Mr. Frank
Weston, as chief consul, holds the trump
card in his hand, and can play it at his

leisure. Here, nothing can be done We
could not, if we wished, do anything to

develop the club in America ; we can but

wait for local movement, and I have not

any doubt whatever, that the council will

most cordially indorse any plan which
the American representatives may bring
forward.

Notes by the Way.

As I was down on the Back Bay a few
days ago, and had some moments to spare,

I thought it a good plan to run across
and see what the Coventry Machinists'
Company was up to in its new place on
Columbus Avenue.

Accordingly, I walked along Berkeley
street to the avenue, and then a few steps

brought me to a beautiful new, marble-
front, stained glass building, with all

the modern improvements, and 1 found
myself gazing at the locus of the first

English house to open a branch under
its own management.

If anything more than the number
were needed to assure me that I had made
no mistake, the machines in the win-

dow, resting imposingly upon aground of

some handsome, crimson stuff, convinced
me that I was right, while, no sooner had
I opened the door than I was greeted

with a hearty welcome from Mr. Gaskell.

I congratulated him upon the fine

appearance of his store, and its advanta-

geous situation, and then proceeded to

cast my eyes about to see what there

was of interest to the readers of the

World.

The first machine that attracted my
attention was a Ranelagh Club tricycle,

and well it might, for a more graceful,

business-like looking machine I never
saw. To those who are not familiar with
it, may say that it is a central geared,
double driving front steerer, with this

peculiarity : a gracefully curved handle-
bar, when turned, moves a couple of

steel rods, attached to the head of the
front wheel. In fact, they work just like

the tiller ropes of a wherry, or the reins

used for driving.

This machine is built light and is in-

tended for those who want to go along at

a round pace and keep within hailing

distance of their bicycling brethren. It

was first built for Mr. White, the com-
pany's manager, for his private mount,
and was not intended for the market; but
it proved such a success, and its appear-
ance created such a demand for it, that

the company added it to the list of its pro-
ductions, and to-day it is one of its most
popular and successful machines.

Right opposite the Ranelagh was a
splendid looking tandem. The readers
of the World are familiar with the de-
tails of this machine, as it was described
in detail last fall, so I need say but little

about it. I noticed, however, one im-
provement. Instead of putting an L pin

through the backbone of the rear half

and weakening it, two slighter pins are

used, which pass through a standard
clamped to the backbone. In my humble
opinion, the Club is the neatest and tin-

iest looking craft I have seen, and with a
couple of good riders on it, ought to make
things lively for those who try to keep
up with it.

There were other tricycles, but they
only need a passing notice. Every one
knows the Imperial Club, on which Nixon
did so well when Webb was after him.
The Sandringham, of the Humber pat-

tern, and a two-track machine are simply
first-class machines of their respective

types.

In bicycles, there is an equally good
assortment, but one first-class machine is

so much like any other of the same
grade, that one must go into details to

discover any difference. I can, however,
mention one machine that is wonderfully
good for the price. One hundred and
five dollars for " a ball-bearing, hollow-
forked, steel throughout," etc., etc., bicy-

cle, is an offer not to be sneezed at,

especially when the workmanship and
finish of the Universal Club is consid-

ered. And this reminds me to say a word
on this subject.

In carefully examining the Club ma-
chines, I could not help noticing the care

and attention that had been taken to

secure accurate fitting and superior finish,

and I hope every one who can will drop
into 239 Columbus avenue, and see if I

am not right in saying that the " Clubs "

are finished, fitted, anil put together

better and with more care than is usually

displayed.
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One of the arguments dealers and mak-
ers of American machines have advanced
in favor of their own goods, is their inter-

changeability, and the fact that any
part could be replaced, and the cost of

repairs lessened. Be this as it may, it

will not apply to the Coventry Machinists'
Company, for it is to have in stock com-
plete parts for every machine, and will

be prepared to see that its customers
don't suffer because they ride English-
made cycles.

I have already devoted all the space I

ought to this company and yet I have not
told half I might about its store and its

contents. The best advice I can give is

that you go up, have a chat with Gaskell,
and let him tell you all about the ma-
chines he has, and if you are sorry you
went complain to the editor for not clip-

ping this short.

As I was riding out of town the other
day, — shall I confess and say it was
Sunday,— with Mr. Saben, of Stoddard,
Lovering & Co., I saw coming towards
us a tricycle, that is, it had three wheels.
It was made of wood, painted a bright
vermilion, and propelled by a muscular
mechanic, who looked quite lost between
the driving wheels, which were at least

five feet in diameter, it was a sight calcu-
lated to make one feel tired. It shows,
however, that the tendency of the age is

towards the adoption of anything that is

an aid to locomotion. I wish, however,
that fellow had a machine fit to ride on,
as his certainly was not.

When I saw this unwieldly cart, for
that is really what it was, I was on my
way to Dorchester to inspect the new
quadrant, and ride it. I was enabled to

do this, and was much pleased with the
running of the machine, though it was
not adjusted to suit me, as I prefer to

ride more vertically than either Mr. Lee,
the owner, or Mr. Fourdrinier who rode it

out from town. The long wheel base,
large steering wheel, combined— with
lightness,— the machine only weighed
seventy-five pounds, made a mount that

ran easier than any tricycle I was ever on

;

but as I only rode it a mile or so, I could
not judge of its merits under all circum-
stances.

I see that there is some doubt in the
minds of many, whether VV. G. Kendall
has been elected a representative from
Massachusetts on account of a typo-
graphical error where the letter a was
used instead of w in his initials. There
should be no question, for it is well set-

tled that as a general rule in regard to the
use of initials on ballots, " the name must
be considered as properly written or
printed on the ballot, provided the return-
ing officers understand thereby, beyond a
reasonable doubt, for whom the voter in-

tends his vote." Certainly no one can
doubt who was intended by si . G. Ken-
dall. Take your place, doctor, and see if

you cannot put some life into things,

and give us some useful legislation.

I had a brush with the doctor and
Saben, on River street, and was left

By the Way.

The Trade.

That there was an urgent necessity

for a rink in the city is amply demon-
strated by the number of learners at the
Pope Manufacturing Company's rooms
since their opening. Two instructors

are kept busy from seven in the morning
until six at night. It is noticeable that

the greater part of the beginners are busi-

ness men of mature years, who will make
valuable additions to the ranks of wheel-
men.

Dealers who let machines are hav-
ing considerable trouble with parties

who forget the laws of meum and teum,
and dispose of the machines they have
hired. Mr. Stall has a case of this kind
in hand now. A man hired a machine
and pawned it. He then sent the pawn
ticket to Mr. Stall, and asked him to take

it out. Mr. Stall immediately took out a

warrant for his arrest.

Mr. R. Heber Hodgdon has entered
into copartnership with Mr. R. J. But-
man, of Tremont street. The firm makes
a specialty of buying and selling second-
hand machines.

The members of the heavy fraternity

in the wheeling world who incline to the

tricycle, often find it difficult to mount the
machine from behind, and are forced to

climb in from the front. Mr. Atkins has
sent us a step which he has made to go
on to the bottom of the saddle post. With
this attached the rearward mount is easy,

for one has but to put his toe on to the

step and the road to the saddle is not diffi-

cult. The step is easily removed when
the seat post is to be taken out.

Following out a suggestion made in these

columns a short time since, Mr. Atkins
has designed and made a clip to go on to

head of a bicycle and carry the number of

a contestant in a race. The clip is an
admirable conception and well fills the

want for this sort of a thing, for the num-
ber can be read from a level or from
above, be the judges' stand in either place.

It can be put upon the market to sell at

a reasonable price, and if there is a de-

mand for it, Mr. Atkins will bring it out.

Race committees would do well to pro-

vide clips of this kind for their meetings.

EXOTICS
Wood and Howell have arranged a

match for ,£50, for a ten-mile race, to be
run 16 May, at Leicester.

The N. C. U. had a queer case to decide
the other day. The executive had before
them the case of a rider who had sued a
sports committee for a prize wrongfully
withheld. The committee paid the
amount to the rider's solicitor, who duly
handed it over. It was then suggested

that the rider should be disqualified for

receiving cash. The executive decided

that to disqualify the rider, under the

circumstances, would be merely to hold

out a premium to any committee who
might be dishonest enough to withhold a

prize until sued. The executive there-

fore decided that they would not dis-

qualify him.

A Birmingham jeweller had, on his

his own authority, prepared and issued a

badge for the N. C. U., and registered

it as his own property. The secretary

was directed to intimate that the Union
had issued no badge whatever, and that

any badge issued is totally without

authority, and in no way recognized by
the Union.

Seventy-eight wheelmen were pres-

ent at the first special cyclist Sunday
service at Ripley.

A race is to be run at the Alex-
andra Park track on similar lines to the

lap races run in America last September.
The race, which will be confined to second
class men, will be run over three miles,

and the one who has led the most limes

at the conclusion of each lap, will be
the winner ; in the event of a tie, the one
who passes the post first at the end of the

race.

The Buxton Ramblers will introduce a

new style of race on 30 May. The event

will be a five-mile handicap, limited to

about twelve riders, of which number
four will be on scratch, four on the 150-

yard mark, and four on the 300-yard.

The N. C. U. thus defines machines:

—

The following machines are eligible

for cycle races held under N. C. U.
rules :

—
1. For bicycle races, any two-wheeled

one-tracked machine carrying one rider.

2. For tricycle races, any machine
three or more wheeled, two or more
tracked, carrying one rider.

3. For safety bicycle races, any two-
wheeled, one-tracked machine carrying

one rider, and fulfilling the special con-

ditions laid down by the race committee,
or promoters of the sports.

4. For tandem bicycle races, any two-

wheeled, one-tracked machine carrying

two riders.

5. For tandem tricycle races, any three

or more wheeled, two or more tracked
machine carrying two riders, seated one
directly behind the other.

6. For sociable tricycle races, any three

or more wheeled, two or more tracked

machine carrying two riders seated side

by side.

7. For double tricycle races, any three

or more wheeled, two or more tracked

machines carrying two riders.

Note.— No machine which cannot be
included in one of the above classes,

may be used in cycle races held under
the N. C U. rules.

Any rider desirous of using a machine
in any class of other than one of the

patterns now ordinarily recognized in

that class, must obtain permission ot

do so from the executive of the N. C. U.
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THE AMERICAN RUDGE.
MANUFACTURED BY

D. RUDCE * CO. Coventry, England
The only First Quality Bicycle listed at a Low Price.

The great popularity attained by this machine during the last two years, together with the large number we have sold, convinces us that

the AMERICAN RUDGE has filled a want long felt by a large class of American riders ; namely, a first-class, thoroughly reliable,

easy running and carefully built all-round roadster at a low price, and we can unhesitatingly say that there is no other low-priced
Machine on either the English or American market that will compare with it in either quality, Work-
manship, or finish. Purchasers will please bear in mind that this wheel is built from the very best stock to be obtained, and that

it is not a second-grade machine in any sense of the word.

SEND FOR
1885

CATALOGUE

THE BUDGE.
Stodd&rd, Lovering & Co.

lies ton, Hftea.

SEND FOR
1885

CATALOGUE

BEARINGS. Rudge Unequalled Ball to both wheels, exactly like the Rudge Light Roadster.

> FORKS. Elliptical ; hollow to front wheel ; solid to back ; very rigid.

HANDLE-BAR. Curved, solid ; same shape as fitted to Rudge Light Roadster.

HEAD. Long centre Humber ; similar to the Andrews patent.

HUBS. Gun metal, nickelled; well recessed to admit narrow tread.

TIRES. Seven eighths full to front wheel, three fourths to back, of first quality rubber.

SADDLE. Lamplugh & Brown's, or Brooks's, long-distance tension.

PEDALS. Heavily nickelled parallel, fitted with extra strong pins.

SPOKES. Direct; 80 to front wheel, 20 to rear, giving the wheels immense strength.

A. few shopworn and second-hand machines in stock at low prices* Send forllist.

SOLE XT. S. AQE3MTS,

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
Nos. 152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

REIilABLE AGENTS T^TiVlvrTED.
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EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS OF THE "KANGAROO."

Its Popularity Fully Assured! In Great Demand!

A BICYCLE ANY ONE, OLD OR YOUNG, CAN RIDE WITHOUT FEAR
OF INJURY. HEADERS IMPOSSIBLE!

The demand for these Safety Bicycles has steadily increased with us since their

first introduction to America, while now it is severely taxing the capacity of the

manufacturers to meet on time. At a late date the factory was three hundred

behind its orders. We have also as agents had trouble during the past few weeks,

since the bicycling season has opened, in importing them fast enough. Such con-

tinued demand is good evidence of its merit. We are receiving one hundred, and

invite inspection at our warerooms.

We claim The "KANGAROO" to be the only true Safety Bicycle. The
" KANGAROO " is the only Safety that has been subjected to any protracted
test. The " KANGAROO " has always been fitted with a large back wheel.

The " KANGAROO " is the machine originally planned, and has been copied

AND IMITATED BY NEARLY EVERY OTHER MAKER.

The angle at which the Saddle is fixed relatively to the Axle. is the chief factor

in determining the " Safety " of a bicycle — or in other words, estimating the possi-

bility of an upset. In this most of the so-called Safety Bicycles are deficient.

Many of them have no more right to the appellation than the ordinary bicycle.

The mere fact that a wheel is small does not make it a safety.

Send stamp for circular, or call and examine.

WM. READ * SONS, 107 Washington Street, Boston,
SOLE BOSTON AGENTS.

holds the following Road Records of the world

:

Ten miles in Oh. 33>im.
Twenty miles in lh. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually).

Twenty-four hours covering 266 1-4 miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles.
The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7K hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and all-the-year-round

,

nothing in market can approach it. ;85T Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney 15 PARK PLACE, HEW YORK.

YOU CAN BUY A.

HEW BICYCLE
LIGHT ROADSTER, FULL ROADSTER OR RACER

Strictly First-Class, Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks, etc. Nickel, Paint
or Enamel, Sound and Perfect, but very slightly shop worn.

For Less than the price of a good second
hand, low class wheel.

This is an opportunity to get a wheel for little money. Do not loose it. Only a limited
number for sale and they are

BARGkA^HSTS EXTRAORDINARY
Send for descriptive price list and mention tbis paper.

S. T. CLARK & CO. - - BALTIMORE, MD.

JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PRESSES AND DIES-
New Machinery Designed and Built.

REPAIRED,
Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on commission. The Bicy-
cle branch of our business is in charge of Will

S. Atwell, telephone No. 1935.
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R. Cripps was the winner of the Sur-

rey ten-mile trophy. Undoubtedly the

feature of the meeting was the wonderful
performance of Engleheart, who started

in the ten-mile scratch race on a Kan-
garoo safety bicycle. Mr. Engleheart
not only gave the crowd (an extensive

one) plenty of amusement, by plugging
away on his small machine like a minnow
amongst the tritons, but he rode admir-
ably, coming in fourth out of the whole
field, he being the only rider of a " safety

bicycle ;
" and although Cripps, the Not-

tingham flier, lapped him once, he was
only half a lap — /. e., a furlong— be-

hind the second and third men in the

entire ten miles. The Kangaroo he
rode was geared to 57, and although he
travelled outside the line of bicycles,

thereby increasing his distance for a good
part of the way, he finished fresh and
happy, and had run five ordinary bicycles

"off their legs," that number of starters

having failed to finish. The result must
be looked upon as a great success for

the safety, the Surrey ten-miles scratch

race being one of the events of the season.

Speechley, who was looked upon as a
probable winner, stopped at seven miles.

Sanders Sellers will race again, but
only to retain his hold on the challenge

cups at present in his possession. In-

cluded in these is the Hermon challenge

cup, presented by the famous Preston
North End Football Club, valued at

over ^50.

The prizes to be presented at the

sports of the Birchfield Club, on 16 May,
will be valued by the National Cyclist's

Union valuer, and the amounts officially

certified. This is the first club to take

this highly commendatory action.

Recent Patents.

The following list of patents, recently

issued, relating to bicycles, is furnished

by Henry W. Williams, Esq., Solicitor

of American and Foreign Patents, 258
Washington Street, Boston:—
No. 314,633. A. E. Wallace, Hartford,

Conn., assignor to Pope Manufacturing
Company. Velocipede. An Epicyclic

balance gear.

No. 314,701. W. D. McCoy, Orange,
N. J. Bicycle saddle.

No. 314,859. H. H. Jones, Lancaster,

N. H. Bicycle.

No. 315,003. John C. Cline, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Velocipede.

No. 316,026. Richard Heeley, Bir-

mingham, Eng. Rim for velocipede
wheels.

No. 315,094. Geo. T. Warwick, Spring-

field, Mass. Velocipede wheel.

No. 315,304. E. G. Latta, Friendship,

N. Y. Bicycle.

No. 315.743. Seth Curlin, Covington,
Tenn. Marine velocipede.

No. 316,009. Wm. Clemson, Middle-
town, N. Y. Bicycle.

No. 316,047. Geo. W. Marble, Chi-

cago, 111. Bicycle.

No. 316,061. David H. Rice, Lowell,

Mass. Bicycle clutch.

No. 316,146. C. G. E. Hennig, Pat-

terson. N. J. Tricycle.

No. 316,649. H. J. Pausey, and C. T.

Crowden, Clapham, Eng. One track ve-

locipede.

No. 316,702. Thomas Warwick, Bir-

mingham, Eng. Bicycle saddle.

No. 317,377. John A. Kirke, Washing-
ton, D. C. Social attachment for bicy-

cles. A detachable monocycle, pivotally

connected with the backbone of the bicy-

cle.

A Massachusetts Tour.

The Massashusetts Club has deter-

mined to hold a four days' cycling tour,

commencing Wednesday, 17 June. The
route will be along the North shore, and
will be substantially as follows :

—
Wednesday— Starting from clubhouse,

Salem (dinner), via East Saugus, Lynn
and Swampscott; Gloucester, via Bev-
erly Farms, Manchester and Magnolia,
spending the night; distance, forty-one

miles.

Thursday— The famous ride around
the Cape, coming back to Gloucester for

dinner. In the afternoon, ride to New-
buryport, via Essex Ipswich and Row-
ley, spending the night ; distance, forty

miles.

Friday— Portsmouth via Salisbury,

Seabrook and Hampton (dinner, Rock-
ingham House) ; Newcastle, to Hotel
Wentworth, visiting the beaches, and
back to Portsmouth; distance, under forty

miles.

Saturday— The party will break into

two parties. One will take the early train

to Newburport, arriving at 7.55, and then
wheel to Boston, via Ipswich, Wenham,
Putnamvale, Danvers, Peabody, East
Saugus and Maiden, probably dining at

Peabody ; distance, fifty-one miles. The
other party, the tough riders, will ride

the whole distance, seventy-four miles.

The whole route will comprise a riding

distance of one hundred and seventy-

three miles for one party, and one hun-
dred and ninety-five for the other, the en-

deavor being not to make distances, but
to have a comfortable and enjoyable time.

The trip will be over fine roads, with pict-

uresque scenery. It is expected that

the members will turn out in large num-
bers, including not a few tricyclists.

Their Favorite Tunes.

" Spokes " writes to an exchange, as

follows

:

" It is strange, but not an unnatural
fact, that, in all athletic professions and
contitutions, every man has his own
favorite ' air,' and music often tends to

develop extraordinary powers in ath-

letes, especially in a test of endurance.
In bicycling, professionally, we may as

well commence with the leader, John S.

Prince. Everybody knows John's favor-

ite tune. Every little darkey in Wash-
ington knows that when the band strikes

up ' Yankee Doodle ' there is going to be
some fast pedalling done, especially if it

is on the last lap of a race. The time of
this popular air is considered fast time,
being rapid and inspiring. Harry W.
Higham's favorite is ' Marching through
Georgia.' It took 'Harry' quite a time
to catch on to Sherman's march, and
often I have heard Harry inquire, ' Is

that ' Marching to Georgia ?
'
"

" W. M. Woodside, the Irish lad, can
pedal quicker when ' Wearing of the
Green ' is played than any other time.
In a six-day race the writer often hated
to hear that Irish air played, for it meant
plenty of hard riding and fast at that.

" W. J. Morgan, known as the ' Sena-
tor,' can ride faster and better when the
Welch march, ' March of the Men of

Harlech,' is played, and it is a proof of

what I say regarding inspiring music, that

the last mile of a six-day race was made
faster than any other single mile while
the favorite air was played. Woodside
made the fastest mile in the Chicago,
October, 1883, six-day race, during the
last night, making it in 3m. 18s.

"John W. Wilson, known as the ' Bos-
ton flyer,' can ride fast when ' Merrily
we Roll Along' is played, and other men
whom I could mention can testify to

their appreciation of some favorite air.

Charles Rowell, George Noramac, and
Patrick Fitzgerald, George Hazael, and
others of the tan-bark, have their favorite

music. Long may the band flourish."

CURRENTE CALAMO

Mr. Elliot C. Lee received last

week, a Quadrant tricycle. It has forty-

inch wheels, is very light, has a large

front wheel, and the quadrant steering. It

is now at the Boston Club-house.

W. B. Everett, Esq., has gone West
on a business tour in the interest of his

firm.

Mr. H. D. Corey returned to Boston
from his Western trip last Saturday.

President Beckwith has appointed
the following committee to draw up the

necessary formula to present to the annual
meeting in Buffalo, on 3 July next, look-
ing toward the adoption of rules estab-
lishing and governing an annual tour or
tours : Burley B. Ayers (chairman),
Chicago, 111. ; Frank A. Elwell, Portland,

Me.; George R. Bid well, New Yoik; II.

S. Livingston, Cincinnati, Ohio; W. S.
Bull, Buffalo, N. Y.

The cloth for the new League uniform
can be had for $2.00 a yard.

The following is the record of a bicy-

cle owned in Fort Wayne, Ind. This
bicycle is a Standard Columbia, of the
1S79 pattern, and was first owned by C.
W. Edgerton, who bought it new from
the Pope Manufacturing Company. It

has been sold ten times, and over twenty-
five men have learned to ride on it. The
following prices have been paid for it

:

£92.50, 580, $50, £50, 550, ?4o, 550, $25,

#15, $30. Total, 5482.50. One ni.m lias

owned it and sold it three times. It now
languishes in a junk shop.
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It is said that Maltby now removes
pedals and cranks, riding and balancing
on the bare hub with hands off the tire.

Ernest and Walter Rideout, members
of the Bay City Wheelmen of San Fran-
cisco, Cal., recently had a trying experi-

ence on a trip to the Yosemite. They
had to swim three streams between Da-
visville and Sacramento, and were caught
in a snowstorm in the mountains on the
19th, and were almost frozen to death.
They were glad to strike the train at

Stockton on the home trip, as their ma-
chines were somewhat disabled. The
entire distance covered was three hun-
dred and sixty-nine miles.

We have received a long letter from
W. J. Morgan, denying the imputations
cast upon the character of the profes-

sionals by the Bicycle South, and saying
that he has called for a bill of particulars.

The paper is bound to make good its

words by facts, or else retract them.

The first tour with bicycles across the
Santa Cruz Mountains ever made by San
Jose (Cal.) bicyclists, was made last

month, by Dan Thornton and Al Hyman.
They made the trip by way of Los Gatos,
visiting Soquel and Camp Capitola and
Santa Cruz. They left San Jose at 8
a. m., and encountered two heavy hail-

storms in the mountains. The descents
on the other side for bicyclists are some-
what steep and perilous, but they had no
accidents whatever. They made no
attempts at quick time. The trip occu-
pied 8£ hours, but actual travelling time
was six hours.

The Elizabeth (N. J.) Wheelmen have
laid gutter crossings at many of the
street crossings in their city.

Messrs. Zacharias & Smith are
teaching a man with a wooden leg to
ride the bicycle.

Rumor tells us that Mr. E. P. Baird is

having a good time at New Orleans. He
has got into society a good deal, and es-
pecially among the old French or Creole
families. He frequently appears on St.
Charles avenue with his bicycle, riding
alongside of a certain young woman on
horseback.

J. S. Dean, Esq., has been appointed
resident attorney lor the Coventry Ma-
chinist's Company

Wer'e going to tell you all about that
whistle that is to be blown by the rota-
tion of the wheel in a short time, brother
Wheel. See if we don't.

George Chinn, Marblehead, Mass.,
publisher of the Wheelman's Handbook
of Essex County, will send a copy of
that book free to any address on receipt
of two stamps for postage, until the cop-
ies in hand are disposed of. Those who
want a jjood roac] DOok of Essex County
should avail themselves of this opportu-
nity.

Treasurer Terry wishes us to cor-
rect the impression conveyed by an ad-
vertisement in our issue of 8 May, in

which he was made to sign a testimonial

to a manufacturer in his capacity as

treasurer of the L. A. W. While he
stands by the testimonial, he does not
wish it understood that he uses his offi-

cial title in this way.

Many of our contemporaries are dis-

cussing the propositions made in an is-

sue of 1 May by members of the League
looking to an improvement in the man-
agement of League affairs. They are
not altogether satisfied with the ideas
put forth. We had hoped to present a
fuller expression of the ideas of leading
Leaguers, but they would not write, and
we were obliged to use what we received.
Of the ideas advanced, many of them
were good, others were impracticable,
and several were not worth considering.
We prefer to let the ideas stand or fall

on their merits, without word from us.

A one shilling handbook, upon "The
Tricycle in Relation to Health and Re-
creation," is about to emanate from the
English press, under the authorship of
Dr. B. W. Richardson, the well known
scientist.

'T is a pity, but 't is true, that Boston
has n't a single first-class racing man.

—

Wheel. The writer would do well to

look over the country and find the first-

class men that could give a start to Gas-
kell, Corey, Ahl, Burnham, Norton, or
Haven. Norton, for instance, holds a
record of 2.41, which is the best record
held by any American amateur.

We have made arrangements for a
series of articles on fancy riding, illus-

trated with diagrams and cuts, and they
will soon be published.

The auction sale of Carver tricycles
drew a large number of wheelmen to L.

J. Bird's auction room, on Monday last.

The first machine was knocked down to
M. D. Gillett, of Springfield, for #90,
and the others went for $80, $81, $79,
$79. $78.50. A central-geared machine,
made by St. George's Machine Company,
went for $72.50.

Robt. Neilson is training O'Melia,
the roller skater, in the six-days skating
race.

Gaskell says that in the present state
of the makers amateur question in Eng-
land, it looks as if he had better stay
with us.

At a meeting of a certain dental society,
last week, one of its members, in an arti-
cle on exercise, condemned cycling as a
mode of exercise. The reader was some-
what surprised when another member of
the society opposed his cycling argument,
and gave the society an impromptu lecture
on the benefits of bicycling as applied to
physicians, and completely floored his
adversary.

Robt. Bonner is having a sulky built
for Maud S., with wheels on somewhat
the same principal as a tangent wheel.

Ralph Baker and Fred Bickford, of
Somerville, started on a sociable tricycle

for Providence, last week. They left

Somerville at 11 a. m., and riding

through Medfield, Foxboro, North Attle-

boro, and Pawtucket, arrived at Provi-

dence at 6.30 p. m. They remained at

Providence all the next day, but on the

following day took the train to Middle-
boro. From there, they wheeled to

Brockton. They found the best roads of
their run between Bridgewater and Brock-
ton. Leaving Brockton at 8.30 o'clock,

Friday morning, they arrived in Boston
at 11.30 o'clock.

A Washington street clothing house
is attracting customers by placing a full-

nickelled Expert in its show window, to.

be given to the customer who guesses the

nearest to the number of seeds in a
squash.

The League races at Buffalo will be
run under the auspices of the Buffalo
Club and the League conjointly. An ar-

rangement has been made for sharing the
profits, that is acceptable to all parties.

Wm. W. Crane has succeeded to the
editorship of the Bicycle South.

We have a few sample copies of the

Cyclist, Tricyclist and Wheel Life which
we will send for examination on receipt

of stamp for postage.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

Midtjletown (Conn.) Wheel Club.—
'Officers elected 5 May : President,

Henry C. Ward ; secretary, Wm. P.
Post ; treasurer, Howard A. Sibley

;

captain, Fred L. Calkins ; first lieutenant,

Hayden Goodrich ; second lieutenant,
Arthur Rutty ; bugler, Wm. J. Hogan.

Berkshire County Wheelmen. —
Annual election, 5 May. Officers elect-

ed: President, E. H. Kennedy; vice-

president, Jno. N. Robbins ; secretary,

P. W. Jones, re-elected ; treasurer, H. S.
Wollison, re-elected; captain, H. G.
West; first lieutenant, C. C. Kennedy.

The Dayton (Ohio) Bicycle Club has
voted unanimously to join the L. A. W.
in a body in June. The following officers

have been elected for the ensuing year :

Wm. Callender, president ; Chas. Moore,
secretary and treasurer; Chas. Hardman,
captain. The club is more thoroughly
banded together this year than ever, and
prospects are that bicycling enjoyment
will not lag. The club was handsomely
entertained by Mr. A. W. Gump and
wife, last week.

Cheyenne (Wyo.) Club. — Officers
elected 4 May : President, H. B. Rice,
captain, Fred Bond; financial secretary,
Frank H. Clark; bugler, Geo. F. Inman.
Mr. Bond enters upon his third term of
official service, while the business of the
financial secretary's office has been man-
aged by the same member since the
organization of the club in November,
1882. The club numbers twenty active
men. The club is on a sound financial
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basis, and is now arranging for large

and centrally located headquarters in one
of the principal business blocks of the

city, to be fitted up with billiard table and
other attractive features tending to make
it a pleasant resort for the membership.
On the evening of the 1st of May, the

social event of the season occurred, under
the auspices of the club, being a social

hop given by it in honor of the Laramie
Bicycle Club, which was represented by

five members, and their ladies and friends,

to the number of about twenty. The
affair was enjoyed by about one hun-

dred and thirty of the society people

of the city, and was a very swell

affair. Souvenir programmes were used,

and an elegant lunch was served at

midnight. The local club exerted itself

to make the visit of the Laramie boys
and their friends a very pleasant one, and
I judge from the comments of the Lara-

mie press that this effort was a success-

ful one.

Since the middle of February, until

recently, the wheeling has been excep-
tionally fine ; but recent spring showers
have kept the tracks in a too rough condi

tion for enjoyable riding, and for the most
part, the wheels have been housed by
their owners. 3584.

The Massachusetts Club derives a

sufficient income from the use of the bil-

liard and pool tables, and the bowling
alley to pay all the running expenses of

the club house; pleasant little parties of

ladies and gentlemen can be found there

every evening.

The Charlestown Bicycle Club will ob-

serve its third anniversary by a dinner at

the Quincy House, 30 May.

The fourth anniversary dinner of the

Springfield Bicycle Club was held in Hotel

Gilmore Wednesday evening of last

week, and was a great success. Invited

guests from the Meriden, Worcester and
Hartford clubs were in attendance.

Charlotte (N. C.) Club. Officers

elected: L. E. Quinn, president; O. F.

Asbury, captain ; W. L. Pharr, sub-cap-

tain ; Albert Durham, secretary and
treasurer.

RACING NEWS

Memphis, Tenn., i May. — Three
days' tournament, under the auspices of

the Memphis Cycle Club.

FIRST DAY, I MAY.

Five Mile Professional, — W. M.
Woodside rode over the course alone.

J. S. Prince, W. J. Morgan, and J H.
Polhill were entered, but failed to appear.

Time, 22. s-|.

One Mile, — S. G. Whittaker, Boston

(1), 4.02; S. W. Hampton, Jr. (2), 4.11;
A. D. Mewborn (3) ; Jno. Stout (4). A
walk over for Whittaker.
Five Mile, — S. G. Whittaker (1),

2I -3°i; Jn0 - S. Rogers, St. Louis (2),

One Mile, Club Championship ,— S.

W. Hampton, Jr. (1), 4. ill ; A. D.
Mewborn (2).

One Mile Tricycle,— P. N. Myers,
Covington, Ky. (1), 530; S. B. Huber(2).
Half Mile, Boys.— R. Crawford (1),

2.55 ; Frank Hill (2), 3.03.

Two Mile, Amateur, — S. G. Whit-
taker (1), 8.io|; P. W. Stone, St. Louis

(2), 8.11*.

SECOND DAY, 2 MAY.

Three Mile, Amateur, — S. G. Whit-
take <i), 1 1.28.1 ; P. N. Myers (2), 1 i.28f.

Half Mile, 2 in 3. — P. W. Stone, two
straight heats (1), 1.38^, 1.31^; S. G.
Whittaker (2).

An exhibition of fancy riding by C. H.
Smith and Miss Minnie Rouchelle.
Fourth Mile, Hands Off. — V. N.

Myers (i), .59 ; Jno. Stout (1), 594.
Half Mtie Boys,—Joe Robertson (1),

2.1 \\ ; Jno. Willins, Jr. (2), 2.12.

Two Mile, Tricycle, — E. P. Baird (t),

9.30I; P. N. Myers (2), 9.34.
One Mile,— P. W. Stone (1), 3.25I

;

S. G. Whittaker (2), 3.25I.
Fourth Mile, Boys. — Jno. Fargason

(1), 1.07; Miles Standish (2), 1.7^.

THIRD DAY, 4 MAY.

Two Mile, — S. G Whittaker (i),
6.45I; W. F.Gates (2).

Tricycle Race for Girls, Fourth Mile,— Laura Hall (1), 2.02; Lizzie Dunn (2),
2.02^.

One Mile,— P. W. Stone (1), 3.18;
P. N. Myers (2); 3.1 84-.

One Mile, State Championship,— F.

W. Wilcox (1), 3.29; S. W. Hampton
(s), 3.20I

; A. D. Mewborn (3).
Fourth Mile, Boys, — M. Standish (1),

1.00; J. Fargason (2).

One Mile, — A. D. Mewborn (1), 3.44

;

S. W. Mallalieu (2).

In addition to the above, there were a

number of athletic contests. The pro-
fessional races were given up on account
of the non-appearance of the profes-

sionals.

Whittaker, on a Royal Mail, took a
large number of the prizes at Memphis.
He had no track record at home, but is

a strong road rider. Stone, the younger,
of St. Louis, also captured a large num-
ber of the trophies.

Memphis initiates a ladies' race on
tricycles,— the first of its kind in Amer-
ica, we believe.

The professionals did not show up at

Memphis, and the only professional race
was a walk over by Woodside.

The ten-mile professional race was
declared off like all other professional
events. W. M. Woodside was on
the ground, and claimed the right to

go the distance for the prize of $100
that had been offered ; but he was
not permitted to start, the president of

the club announcing that he had not
complied with the conditions of the race,

having failed to post his entrance fee of

$5. Woodside entered protest, and says
he will sue the club for the amount. The

club did not want to weary the crowd
by letting Woodside ride ten miles alone;
but to compensate him for his trouble in

going to Memphis, they offered to pay him
$100 for an exhibition ride of one mile
each day. This he refused, demanding
$150. Morgan, Prince and Polhill had
entered with Woodside for this race, but
neither of the former put in an appear-
ance.

New Haven, 6 May. — Yale spring
contests. The two-mile bicycle race was
an interesting exhibition of fast riding.

C. Adams, '87, following the inner curb,
was given 220 yards start. L. B. Ham-
ilton, '86, Yale's fast man, rode on the
extreme outer edge of the track, and in

one mile had taken the lead. The referee

then shouted to him that, unless he
gained a quarter of a mile more from his

competitor, it would be no race. Hamil-
ton settled down to work, and in the
second mile easily gained the quarter-
mile necessary. Hamilton covered about
two and one half miles in 7m. 15s,
against a heavy wind.

Augusta, Ga., i May. — Five miles,— John S. Prince (11, 1652; horse,
Little Ben (2). Half mile, — W. J.
Morgan (1) 1.26; horse, Belle (2), 1.25*.
Half-mile, amateur,— Frank Bolder (1).

1.32; John Johnson (2), 1.36. Attend-
ance, 2,000. Fair track, strong wind.

Philadelphia, Penn., 2 May.

—

Y. A. C. C. games. One mile, — Joseph
Powell (1), 2.23; Geo. Webber (2). Two
mile,— Geo. Webber (1), 6.52.

The Harvard Club will not hold a race

meeting this spring. It was voted re-

cently by the club to hold a meeting,

and invitations were sent to the bicy-

cle clubs of Yale, Brown, and Phillips

Andover Academy. Every member of

the Harvard Club was asked to enter

in one or more events. Only two
Harvard men, and one member of the

Brown Club signified their intention of

entering. It has therefore been decided
to give up the meeting.

The officers of the fall tournamei

the Springfield Club have been dec |

upon as follows :
—

Chairmen of Committees: Re
tion, Wilbur N. Winans ; Racing Bc.„.^,

Sanford Lawton ; Press, A. R. H Foss
;

Hotel, J. H. Foulds, Jr.; Railroad and
Storage, H. J. Winans ; Tickets, W. C.

Marsh; Music, H. N. Bowman; Treas-
urer, Charles A. Fisk ; Advertising,

Henry E. Ducker.

Officers of the Day: General Di-

rector, Henry E. Ducker ; Referee, Ab-
bot Bassett, Boston; Judges. V . W.
Weston, Chief Consul, C. T. C, Boston;
C. H. Potter, Cleveland, Ohio ; C. A.
Hazlett, Portsmouth, N. H.; W. H.
Miller, Vice-President, L. A. \V. ; Starter,

Charles E. Whipple ; Clerk of Course,
D. E. Miller; Scorer, George S. Miller;

Timer, O. N. Whipple; Police, W. H-
Jordan; Park Headquarters, W. H.
Selvey ; Club Surgeon, Dr. H. E. Rice.
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Ground was broken last Monday for

the new quarter-mile track at the Chicago
Base Ball Park.

Members of the Newburyport Bicycle

Club are arranging for a twenty-mile bi-

cycle road race, to occur on Memorial
Day. The course will probably be from
Newburyport to Ipswich. Gold and sil-

ver medals will be offered, and entries

will be received from club members only.

The Racing Board has established the

fifteen-mile championship of the L. A. W.,
and located it with the Illinois State Di-

vision to be run 30 May.

The Springfield Club has decided to

substitute a five-mile race of the 16.30

class in place of the one-legged race at

its tournament on Decoration Day. We
think this a wise change, and one that

will commend itself to racing men.

In the junior and freshmen athletic

games, on Tuesday, a two-mile bicycle

race was on the list. The only entry
was F. L. Dean '88

; Dean went over the
distance, however, giving an exhibition

ride. He rode in excellent form, and,
after making a beautiful spurt on the last

quarter, crossed the line in 6m. 39 4-53.

This beats the best college record, 6m.
48s., made at the Columbia College
games in 1883 by 8^s.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

American Division.

Frank W. Weston, Chief Consul,
Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dubs for the first year $ i .00 in advance ; annual dues
after first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the State consul of the State in which the
applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as
appointed, is :

—
Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 60S Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bit'.inger, 60S Harrison avenue,

Leadville.

Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,
Chicago.

Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, 31 Chestnut street,
Boston.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W. V. Oilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio. — Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — b. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street. Providence.

Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,
Milwaukee.

Wyoming- Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock
Springs,

In States where no State consul has been appointed,
such applications and letters of inquiry should be sent to
Chas. H. Potter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,
Ohio.

A special sleeping car will leave Boston, on Satur-
day, 16 May, to convey members to the annual meeting
of the American Division of the Cyclists' Touring Club,
which is to be held at Cleveland, Ohio, on the «8th and
19th of the same month.

Applications for Membership. — (Unless protest
is received within ten days from date of this publication,
each of the following applicants are considered provision-
ally elected): E. H. Barnard, 247 Washington street,
Boston, Mass.; U. G. Walker, 2586 Broadway, Cleve-
land, Ohio; M.H. Witcomb, 261 Walnut street, Hol-
yoke, Mass.; W. J. Wyley, 161 River street, Troy,
N. Y. ; G. S. Coutie, 29 North 4th street, Troy, N. Y.

;

F. F. Gage, 176 Norfolk avenue, Boston, Mass.; A.
S. Pratt, Main street, Randolph, Mass.

Canadian Division.

Application blanks can be obtained by forwarding
a stamped addressed envelope to the Canadian chief
consul, Horace S. Tibbs, 26 Union avenue, Montreal.
N. B. — Consuls wanted in every city and town in

Canada.

Sign-Board Fund.

The following subscriptions to the sign-board fund
have been received by me :

—
Abb >t Bassett, Treasurer.

Previously acknowledged $5l-?5
W. B. Everett, Boston 5.00
W. G. Kendall " 2.00

R. G. Leypoldt, New York 2.00

Total $62.25

TO CORRESPONDENTS

H. D. W. E.— King of the Road.

V. Lillibridge.—We are satisfied to wait.

Oil.— The Downer Kerosene Company make several

lubricants from Petroleum that are very good. Their
mineral sperm oil is highly spoken of.

A. G. Mang.—We will do the same.

A. A. — (1.) No riding is allowed on Boston Com-
mon. (2.) Apply to W. I. Harris, Glooe office, Bos-
ton.

S. T. Clark & Co.— Copies were sent. We now
forward duplicates.

C. J. Keene.— (1.) No; same size. (2.) It is a
success. (3.) Not so good for racing; you should
have a very stiff spring or none at all for racing. (4.)
No.

E. L. Adams.— We cannot send copies for review.

C. E. H.— Have entered name. Many thanks for
invitation, but it is impossible.

J. A. B.— There is no preparation to touch up
nickel.

FIXTURES

iS and 19 May :

Annual business meeting of the American Division
of the Cyclists' Touring Club at Cleveland, Ohio.

22 May

:

Races of Capital Club at Washington.

23 May

:

Races by Ramblers Club, of St. Louis, Mo.

29 and 30 May :

Tournament of Louisville (Ky.) Wheel Club.

30 May:
Illinois State Division L. A. W. meet and tourna
ment at Chicago. Fifteen mile championship.

Race meeting by Springfield (Mass.) Bicycle Club.
Tally-ho run of Boston Club to Wellesley.
Road race of Buffalo (N. Y.) Ramblers.
Ixion road race to Yonkers (N. Y.) and beyond,

fifty miles.

Fifty mile road race of Cambridge Club.
Annual meet of the L. E. C. W. at iSeverly.

Races of Williamsburg Athletic Club at Brooklyn.
N. Y.

Races at Manchester, N. H.
Races at Providence, R. I.

Run of Portland Club to Boston.
Twenty mile road race, Newburyport Club.

5 and 6 June :

Race of the Yale Bicycle Club at New Haven,
Conn., including the twenty-tive-mile champion-
ship, L. A. W.

17 June

:

Tricycle picnic in the woods at Readville.by Boston
Club.

iS June

:

Races of Trojan Wheelmen, Troy, N. Y.

20 June

:

Races by K. C. W. at Brooklyn, N. Y.

30 June and 1 July :

Tournament at Utica (N. Y.) by Fort Schuyler
Wheelmen.

. Julv:
1 hird Annual Meet and Races of the C. W. A. at
Woodstock, Out.

2 and 3 July :

Annual meet of the L. A. W. at Buffalo, N. Y.
One mile bicycle and one mile tricycle champion-
ship.

3 and 4 July :

Race meeting of Bartholomew County Wheelmen
at Columbus, Ind.

4 July:
Races at Boston, Mass.

6 July:
Big Four Tour starts from Buffalo, N. Y.

10 July

:

Big Four road race, one hundred miles, Cobourg to

Kingston.

17 July:
Down East tour.

20 and 21 July :

Ohio State Division, L. A. W., meet and tourna-

ment at Springfield. Half mile bicycle champion-
ship.

23 July :

Races of Pine Tree W. C, Bangor, Me.

i August

:

Tricycle road race by Boston Club.

3 August

:

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, England.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[A dvertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

Y\TANTED.— 48, 50, 52. and 54-inch second-hand
II bicycles in exchange for new ones; Columbias

preferred. A. N. SHAFFER, 84 S. Hamilton street,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

FOR SALE. — Coventry Convertible tricycle (soci-

able), practically new, or will exchange for single

tricycle if equally good salable make; also 52-inch

British Challenge bicycle. G. Lr PARMELEE, 8

Chester square, Boston.

POK SALE.— Victor Tricycle, 1S83 pattern, $95;
T 50-inch full-nickelled Expert, ust d nine months, with
Duryea saddle, McDonnell cyclometer, and perfection

alarm, $11 5. GEO. W. ROUSE .\ SON, Peoria.

FOB SALE. — Two new English wheels, half-

nickelled, with jEolus ball bearings; a 50 and 52-

inch for £75 each. Address P.O. BOX 382, Rochester,
N. Y.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.— Call and ex-

amine our large stock; no price list; machines not

sold on instalments. BUTMAN & CO. Specialty in

second-hand, 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES TVANTED.— At once, to meet de-

mand for second-hand wheels. Received on con-
signment. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

1~OR SALE. — 52-inch Expert, full enamelled, run
part of one season; only? 100. R. H. HODGDON,

Spring street, Somerville, Mass.

F
OR SALE. — 52-inch British Challenge, neatly

new, gold stripe, ball pedals; $95. Address J., 69
Walnut street, Somerville, Mass.

170R SALE.— 54-inch Harvard Roadster, painted
- black throughout, gold striped, rubber bandies, and

long handle bar, " long-distance saddle," in thorough
condition, has always been used ligh ly, ball bearings to

both wheels; price $90; a bargain; can be seen at

Boston Bicycle Club, 87 Boylston street, care J. G.
DALTON.

|)UDGE TANDEM TRICYCLE FOR SALE.
•^ nearly as good as new. Send for particulars to

HILL & TOLMAN, Worcester, Mass.

FOR THIRTY-FIVE CENTS IN POSTAGE
stamps the American Bicycle Company, of Spring-

field, Mass., will forward to any address a pair of the
crescent stocking supporters, which are the best.

F'OR SIXTY-FIVE CENTS IN STAMPS
the American Bicycle Company, of Springfield,

Mass , will forward you a good sensible tool bag.

F'OR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, new last Sep-
tember, used only five times, comparatively as good

as new; price $140. FRANK NOLAN, Springfield,

Mass.
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FOR SALE. — One 52-irch full-nickelled British

Challenge bicycle, in excellent order; it has tool-

bag, tools and bell, a bargain; $100. LEWIS RUS-
SELL, box 33s, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled American
Club secondhand bicycle; this machine has ball

bearings to both wheels, and is in excellent condition 1

cost new, $152.56; price $110. AMERICAN BICY;
CLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

WANTED. — One thousand men to buy the 1885
pattern, Warwick self-adjusting saddle ; trv one and

you will ride no other
; price only $3.25. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

SEND STAMP TO AMERICAN BICYCLE
Company, of Springfield, Mas?., and receive a 1

May catalogue of second-hand bicycles.

FOR SALE. — One 54-inch all bright American
Star bicycle, with rocker pedals; this machine is

new, and has never been removed from the original
crate; price $80. ALBERT CHAPEN, Springfield,
Mass.

L1OR SALE. — A nice lot of second-hand Acme
J? bicycle stands; sent by express to any address On
receipt of $1.25. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— Nickel-plated spoke grips; sent to
any address on receipt of thirty-five cents in postage

stamps. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

SEND S1.00 TO THE AMERICAN BICY-
CLE Company, of Springfield. Mass., and receive

a $2.00 hand tool bag, which is slightly damaged in being
made.

SEND $1.00 TO THE AMERICAN BICY-
CLE Company, of Springfield, Mass., and receive

one pair of heavy all wool bicycle hose, sizes 9$, 10, 103,
and 11; the blue and black are ribbed, and the plain are
brown.

\ NY ONE THINKING OP PURCHASING
/» a bicycle will find it for their interest to write to the
American Bicycle Company, and state what size they
require, also kind, and about what they want to pay.
Springfield, Mass.

'I HE AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
I of Springfield, Mass., have sixty second-hand bicy-

cles and tricycles in stock, which are for sale cheap for
cash.

FOR SALE. — 52-inch Shadow, nickelled with
Harrington's enamel, ball bearings to both wheels,

tool bag and tools, spoke grip, lock and chain, with bell

;

in excellent condition; price $100. A. O. McGAR-
RETT, Springfield, Mass.

COR SALE CHEAP. — One 52-inch Harvard
I bicycle, in good order. For full particulars address
JAMES G. KRECK, Springfield, Mass.

SEND TWO-CENT STAMP TO THE
American Bicycle Company, Springfield, Mass., ard

receive a catalogue of secondhand machines.

FOR SALE. — One 52-inch, bright and painted
Special Challenge; ihis machine was new last sea.

son, and is in good shape; it has roller bearings, tool
bag and tools; price $75. W. Y. BRUCE, North
Wilbrahain, Mass.

SEND SIXTY-FIVE CENTS IN STAMPS
to American Bicycle Company, Springfield, Mass.,

and ihey will forward you a nickel plated bicycle lock
and chain.

BICYCLES!

"IF I

Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO,,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

could not get another, I would not take $5.00 for the
Cyclist's Record Book you sent me last week. I can
keep an accurate and complete record of my riding with-

out trouble." So says the secretary of a prominent
club. Every wheelman should get a Record Book.
They are a necessity to those who value a record of their

season's mileage and the particulars of each trip. If

you contemplate but a single journey awheel, it will pay
you to get one of the books. Fifty cents.

C. D. BATCHELDER,
Lancaster, N. H.

Rust ! Rust ! ! Rust ! !

!

Entirely removed from Nickel-plate, Steel, etc., by
Acme Rust Eradicator. Try a box. Fifty cents,

post paid (two-cent stamps taken). Special terms to
dealers. Second-Nand Bicycles, Lamps, etc., chead,
"Experts," "Standards," " Rudges," and others, all

sizes and prices. Enclose stamp stating wants. C.
HERBERT DIAMOND, Box 2434, New York City.

The Boston Bicycle Shoe.
ENDORSED BY THE BEST RIDERS.
This shoe is not machine made, but strictly hand-

made flexible shoe, of the best English, French, and
American stock. Warranted to last from April to No-
vember for riding purposes. No rubber to come off, no
pegs nor nails to hurt the feet. Laced low to allow of
adjustment. Cut high, but nicely fitted to keep from
slipping. Each shoe made on a last specially modelled
by us. Racing Shoes, with soles one-eighth, quarter,
three-eighth, one-half-inch thick, weighing not over ten
or twelve ounces. Made in any color to match uniform.
All shoes patented. Price list and rules for self measure-
ment sent on application.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
158 Summer street, Boston.

Spring Race Meeting
OF THE

SPRINGFIELD

BICYCLE CLUB,
ON

HAMPDEN PARK,

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., May 30th, 1885.

PROGRAMME.
3 Miles. Handicap.

i
" Safety ; wheels not over 40 in.

2 " Novice.

1
" 3.10 Class.

5
" Open.

1
" Exhibition. Geo. M. Hendee.

5
" 16.30 Class.

Entrance fee 50 cts. each event, returnable to all

starters.

Races under the rules of the L. A. W.
Address all entries to SANFORD LAWTON, Sec.

Entries close May 27.

OUTING
FOR June is a notable issue in its attractions to wheelmen. There are three hand-

somely illustrated papers on direct bicyclinginterest, a strong article on "Women
as Cyclers " ; a variety of short and vivacious articles in the "Outing Club 1

' on
various phases of wheel experience ; several strong editorial articles in the same
direction, and a full monthly record. The frontispiece is a striking drawing by
Edmund H. Garrett, of two wheelmen among the Dutch, illustrating the interesting

paper, by Dr. George F. Fiske, entitled " Ten Days in Holland and Westphalia "

The leading article is by Joseph Pennell, the artist wheelman, and bears the title

"With the Veloce Club to Ostia." It is strikingly illustrated by the author. The
third paper in the remarkable series, by Thomas Stevens, descriptive of his transcon-

tinental tour, shows increased interest, and has four notable illustrations, drawn by
W. A. Rogers. The fact that Mr. Stevens has already started from London on the

wheel in pursuance of his journey around the world as the representative of Outiny,

gives additional interest to the record of his adventures thus far.

Besides the strictly bicycle matter which Outiny for June contains— and it would
be cheap at a quarter if it contained nothing else— there are fresh instalments of

Julian Hawthorne's Novel, " Love, or a Name." E. C. Gardner's illustrated sum-
mer resort narrative, "A Modern Tramp"; "The Flag of the Seven Upright
Ones," and " Doc Clayborne's Last Shot," which is a thrilling war sketch, by
Thomas Kirwan, and has an impressive full-page illustration, drawn by W. T.
Smedly. " The Three Games of Whist " is another strong paper on this scientific

e;ame, by a leading authority. Mr. Henry A. Clapp's paper on Edwin Booth i.>

some Non-Shakespearian parts, is one of the most careful and interesting dramatic
papers that has recently appeared in periodical literature. There are strong features

of interest for Yachtsmen, Canoeists, Tennis Players, and those concerned in other

recreations ; and the whole number is so filled with the spirit of recreation and the

enthusiasm which moves the wheelman and his out-door friends, that the twenty-five

cents which it costs is a matter of no consequence at all, compared with the pleas-

ure which its persual will afford.

Outiny is for sale by all newsdealers, or may be obtained by sending the price to

the publishers, 175 Tremont Street, Boston. Price twenty-five cents; #3.00 pet-

year. Outing and The Bicycling World will be sent to one address, one year, for

$4. Subscriptions may be sent to the office of either periodical to secure the first part

of " Across America on a Bicycle," and three other serials. Subscriptions should

begin with the April issue.

THE WHEELMAN COMPANY, 175 Tremont St., Boston.
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CYCLISTS' ROAD BOOK
or

BOSTON AND VICINITY.

Shows all the fine rides in the vicinity of Boston.
All important points reached, b.very local rider and
every visiting wheelman should have one.

Hrii-e IS cents. For sa e at the Bicycling
World office, J. E. Savell, 13 Walnut Avenue, Out-
r'«£-, andof the author, A. L. Atkins, 17W. Walnut Park.

BICYCLES
We sell Columbia, Victor, Facile,

American Challenge, Ideal, Otto, and
other well-known makes, ranging in price from $S up-
wards, on the instalment plan, making no additional

charge excepting interest. Second-hand Wheels Bought,
Sold and Exchanged. Freights equalized. Every
wheelman should have our large illustrated catalogue of

Bicycles and Sundries, describing many novelties, and
be posted concerning our instalment plan. Friends
may be induced to purchase who would not otherwise.

Gho. W. Rouse & Son, CIOV DAVUCIUTC
oGS'reet, Peoria, III. LAO I fAIIVlClllO.

WATCH
For the Announcement of the Arrival

of the

QUADRANT TRICYGLE.
The Best,

The Fastest,

The Lightest,

The Strongest,

And the most scientifically constructed tricycle yet

made; also the

Facile Bicycle,
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER .... MASS.
Licensed by the Pope Mfg. Co.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!
Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
fnest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sperm, and is soid at about the price of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

AGS" Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having ihem. If he does not keep them, 1 will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or mire of Oil,

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. "SH

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

THE LATEST THINS IN CYCLOMETERS
EXACT SIZE.

LAMSON'i PRACTICAL CYCLOMETER
For Bicycles and Tricycles. Weight about two ounces.
The action is really positive, and the Cyclometer
cannot fail to operate at any rate of speed on any road.

It is attached to a spoke, and operated by a neat cam
on the inside of the right fork, which works a lever on
the back of the Cyclometer. On the end of the lever
is a small rubber-covered roller, so that the action is

noiseless, and the cam arrangement is such that the
little roller does not project between the spokes far

enough to hit the fork, and is entirely out of the way.
The Cyclometer is easily put on by any one, and is out
of the way of a hub lamp, is dust and water-proof,
strong and durable. No springs that can get out of

order. Made by a practical watchmaker, and every
Cyclometer warranted. Registers up to ten thousand
miles before commencing again at zero. The dial is

easily read, and the Cyclometer is an ornament to any
wheel. This Cyclometer will soon be on the market,
and every effort will be made to make it perfect. Orders
taken ann filled in turn. In ordering, give size and
make of wheel. Made by C. H. JUAMSON, de-
signer and patentee of the L. A. W. Badge, mnufac-
turer of Lamson's Luggage Carriers, the Acme Tire
Heater, etc.

201 Middle Street .... PORTLAND, ME.

:the;

Perfect Hygienic

BICYCLE SADDLE.
NOW ON THE MARKET.

{Patented March 17, 1885.)

No metal frame or tree. Springs at both ends com-
pletely compensating all jar and jolt. No pressure on
perinaeum, and no danger from bicycle riding with this

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle made. Thor-
oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Finest

material ever used in a bicycle accessory. Furnished
only in full nickel. Retail price, £6.00. Liberal dis-

count to the trade. Ask your dealer to see it. Orders
filled promptly. Send for descriptive circul ,r. Manu-
factured only by

T. J. KIRKPATRICK, Sprinefleld, Ohio.

BEFORE YOU BUY & BIGYOLE
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. GTJJIP,
Dayton, Oblo, for large Illustrated Price

I List of Nkw nnd Second -Hand Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES taken in exchange.

iilCTCLES Repaired and Nickel Plated.

The Acme Gas Burning Tire Heater

Patent applied for.

Manufactured and for gale by

C. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle St., Portland, Me.

By far the most convenient Heater for use in cities
and towns where illuminating gas is used. Handier
and less expensive to use than an alcohol lamp. It is
safe and alwa\s ready, gives plenty of heat, and
(being constructed on the " Bunsen " principle) it

mixes air with the gas, making combustion perfect, and
does not smoke up the rim.
Each Heater is sent out packed in a perforated tin

box, which in combination with the Heater will serve at
home as a miniature Stove for heating Water, Irons, for
Soldering, or any other purpose where a small heater is

required.

9S" Full directions for cementing on Tires accom-
pany every Heater. Such a Heater is indispensable in
a repair shop, and a necessity to every rider.

BICYCLE CLUBS ATTENTION!

Wheelman's Official Score Card.
Copyrighted 1883.

FOR, SEASON 1885.
We are prepared to make arrangements with any club

giving Meets or Tournaments in the United Stales. We
have issued our Cards at all the principal Meets and
Tournaments held in 1883-84. We pay liberally for
privilege.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
For Reference: Stoddard, Lovering & Co., 152 to

158 Congress St., Boston, Mass.; The Pope Manuf'g
Co., 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

HENRY GOODMAN A, BROS.
462 Slain St., Hartford, Conn.

ARPILL'S

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For touching up or entirely re-enamelling

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
Hard as Marble. Dries Instantly, without

any unpleasant smell, and produces a Jet Black
enamel surface in One Operation. It is thoroughly
impervious to wet, cold, or heat. Will not crack, and is
not liable to chip off. Any one can apply it. A
suitable Brush given with each bottle
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.
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THE

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO.
(LIMITED)

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTON,

RANELAGH CLUB.
PRICE, $180.00.

The Fastest and Most Comfortable Machine Made.

CLUB TANDEM.
Convertible.

All persons are warned against purchasing Tan-
dems which infringe our patent.

The "CLUB" Bicycle, Greatly Improved.

The "UNIVERSAL CLUB," New this Season.

CHEAPEST MACHINE IN THE TRADE.

Price for ^O-Inclr ----- #105.00.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND PARTICULARS.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

Bifurcited & Universally Adjustable Saddle

Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened.

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot be worked off whether in proper adjustment or

not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Ask your Dealer /or them, or send for Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, Ilili.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

J5.00; Nickelled, $6.50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

Hall

Type
Writer.

The latest, simplest, cheapest,

and most complete Writing In-

strument. Challenges compari-

son with others in every point.

Every instrument warranted

and sent free to any part of

United States on receipt of

price, $40.

Principal Office:

BBS BROADWAY,
New York.

Agencies in all Principal

Cities.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE.

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landy, Jenkins, Brooks, Kck. Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,

and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, J3.00;
Nickelled, $3.75. Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada
Special Terms to Dealers.
Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex , or stamps.

KJ . "ST. TOTT CO.
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

14 Howard Street - - NEW YORK.

Patented in England and the United States.

Bnrley's ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. It 1 so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to
be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.
Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, S4.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

P. CI. BtJELEY, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
We beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non -delivery of their orders for

THE AMERICAN

Long- Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our f.icili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and

soliciting a continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL <& BOWEN,
(Successors to Bull & Haynes)

587 6l 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Licensed by the Pope JU'f'g. Co.

OH.ICKE X*.
Every Fart Detachable.

Top easily removed and new one can be put on with-
out trouble. Springs can be taken out and others of
any sized wire, 01 any length, bend or shape, can be
made and inserted in a few minutes by rider himself.
Front spring drops from perineum, and takes up sag
of leather produced by yielding of rear springs. For
crank and Star.

L. S. COPPER,
CLEVELAND - - - OHIO.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, e requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms b wheel that will not buckle.
A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving 1<\ of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all
Bicycles; while Its positive action, quickness In steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed,
For further particulars address,

11. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. J.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN, . J> A.TT a)

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book. — B> Henry Sturmey. Describes e\ 1 < machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the va'- ns parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. I'rofusely

illustrated. New edition for 1884, reviser, and en-

larged.

oontents.
page.

Introductory Essay 5

analysis of the machine.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20

Bearings 34
Frame (Forks. Head, etc) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63

Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91

Brakes 1 33
Foot-rests y 142

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. .. 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made 175
Manumotive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociables 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price 372
The Machine: Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 3S3

A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1883 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fastest Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Rides 402
Hastest Professional Times 403
Sociable K cords 404
Directory of Manufacturer- 405
Addendas to several Sections 407

Thhkk will be no edition of this w.ik in 1885.

Seventy-five cents by mail.

We have on hand a few copies of this wo k for 18S2

and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskine.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with

many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricycling for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
iheiroi nee. This want is now supplied, ana
in Mi b book will be found hints on the cl

,uk1 management of tricycles, with sir n dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H . L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
wh ch no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
bonk can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to. Bicycling. — By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
FM.y cents.

1 ealth Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,
M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dlii u " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Phvsician. Dyspepsia.
Err- rs in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables — Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to ihe Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abu e of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Kilter. Price by mail,
Fifty cents.

Road Hook of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
dearly printed book of convenient size, contains forty-
eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side
and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the
u-ual condition of the road bed for each street, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads
crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on run Theoretical and Practical
Construction op the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-
ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle av a machine. Illustrated with two folding
plates of diagrams. Fifty 1

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edit
(.'. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-

Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,
um

. and much other
cycling information ition for 1884, We will

close out at twenty-live cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-

taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.— A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. JS1.00. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to IX., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history
of 'cycling in America, 52.00 each. The set, $11.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

^4.50 each.

Photos of the Newport, Boston, and Chicago meets
of the L. A. W., fifty cents each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. £2.75 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,
on superior paper. #3.00 per year, including post..

Wiieki. Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its 1

to ali

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prises
is, ami it is the

acknov paper of the day, $'-75
per year, including postage.

Tun Wiinn, World. — Companion magniine to

the Cyclist- Each month is included a full-page por-
trail of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. ?2.;s per ye.u , including postage.
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IFTE3BKTTH B3DITION.
Having just finished my third season's

riding on the " Expert " bicycle, I

thought it might be pleasing to you to

have the result of my experience, which
has been exceedingly gratifying to me.

My first machine (a full-nickelled 54-

inch) was received June 8, 1882, and
during that year I rode upwards of 712
miles; during 1883 I covered 1,270 miles,

and up to May 15, 1884, I covered 405
miles, — a total of 2,387 miles. At this

time the machine (with the exception of

the rubber tires, which were pretty well

cut up) was in first-class order, and for

use as good as when it left the shop.
During this time it had only been to the

repair-shop once, to have the wire guard,

which had come loose, brazed in, and my
total bill for repairs while I was riding

this machine was but fifty-five cents. This
is certainly cheap enough. I sold this

machine and got a new "Expert," — this

time an enamelled machine, — and since

May last have ridden 956^ miles. This
machine is in perfect condition, and has
not cost me a cent for repairs. I am a

careful rider, and ride for pleasure and
the benefit of my health. I have never
tried to make a record ; but I ride all

kinds of roads, and we have some pretty

tough ones around here, which will test a

machine thoroughly. My rides average
from five to twenty miles, my longest
being just under sixty miles. After such
experience, you may readily believe I

recommend my friends, when they want
a good roadster, to buy an " Expert," for

I don't think they can do better.

In the club to which I belong (the Pa.),

and of which I have the honor of being
president, there are thirty-five or thirty-

seven " Experts," and I know of none of

them that is not giving satisfaction ; and
when we are on the road I can assure you
that " E." rarely brings up the rear.

I have written to you thus fully, feeling

that it would be gratifying to you to know
that your effort to make a machine as
nearly perfect as possible is meeting, not
only with the success it deserves, but with
the appreciation of all riders who have
been fortunate enough to select the •' Ex-
pert " for their mount.
Wishing you continued success and a

prosperous New Year, I am
FREDERICK McOWEN,

Pns. P.m. Club;
TrtaS. Alexandria Coal Company,

Philadelphia, Jan. 5, 1885.

Ten days ago I received a new " Ex-
pert," through your agent, D. L. Davis,
and I am more than delighted with it;

and, as I am a professional man, having
had chances to examine most of the
different makes of machines, fully be-
lieve the " Expert " to be the best ma-
chine in the world. Yours truly,

T. 0. ANGELL, Jr.
Salt Lake City, Oct. 18, 1884.

In reply to yours of the 26th inst. will

say I am more than pleased with my ma-
chine (54-inch "Expert"). It is very
rigid and easy running.

H. D. BOSCHKEN,
Secretary and Treasurer

Garden City Bi. Club.

San Jose, Cal., Oct. 1, 1884.

Like many new bicycle riders, I thought
that I must have an English machine. I

purchased one, and after a time, was in-

duced to ride a friend's " Expert." I sold
my English wheel just as soon as I could,
and ordered a full nickelled " Expert."
This I have ridden over two thousand
miles, and have not paid out one cent for

repairs.

I find that it rides easier, coasts far-

therj and stands the usage over rough
roads much better than any of the many
English wheels by the side of which I

have ridden, or upon which I was ever
mounted.

I have yet to find the wheelman who is

the possessor of an " Expert," who has
any desire to exchange it for any other
make. W. L. RATH BONE.
Randolph, N. Y., Dec. r, 1884.

I have bought three of your " Colum-
bias," through Mr. C. W. Edgerton,
your agent here. The first was a
"Special," which I gave to my brother;
the second, one of your first "Experts,"
and the last, an " Expert" of your latest

pattern. If I were in want of another
wheel, I should buy a " Columbia," as I

consider your bicycle superior to any I

have examined, in all the points that go
to make up a first-class mount.

H. J. MEYER.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Dec. 1, 1884.

I have used a "Standard Columbia"
for three years, and, excepting the tires,

which are slightly worn, my Columbia is

as good as ever; the bearings have no
perceptible wear, being only" fairly pol-
ished, and I have paid nothing for repairs
during that time.

I can recommend the "Standard" as a
strong, reliable machine for all kinds of
roads.

C.J. McLAIN.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Dec. 2, 1SS4.

Ten days ago I received a new " Ex-
pert," through your agent, D. L. Davis,
I am more than delighted with it; and, as
I am a professional man, having had
chances to examine most of the different
makes of machines, fully believe the
" Expert" to be the best machine in the
world.

T. O. ANGELL, Jr.
Salt Lake City, Oct. 18, 1884.

I made up my mind that when I had
ridden 2,000 miles on my tricycle I would
give you a description of what I had done.
I have ridden it in all kinds of weather,

—

when the thermometer has been down to
zero, and up to ninety in the shade, — on
every conceivable kind of road, over
gutters, cobble-stones, in slush three
inches deep, on the ice, and now I have
at last ridden on the top of a gas-holder.
I rode up over curbstones six inches high
with ease, by lifting the steering wheel
high enough to clear; in fact, I begin to

think that I can ride it over anything. In
a rough calculation I have estimated that
I have carried about a ton weight in pack
ages during the time that I have been
riding. I have never had occasion to
tighten the adjustment of the bearings
but twice, and there is not a loose spoke
in the whole machine. During all this

distance there has never been a time when
the tricycle has not been in condition to

ride, with perhaps one exception,— I

neglected to oil the differential gear for
nearly two months, and it tightened so
that I had to overhaul it ; but fifteen

minutes' work put the machine in shape,
and to-day, after riding 2,000 miles, I

consider the machine to be practically as
good as ever. Taking into consideration
the rough riding that I have done on it,

the tricycle has stood the test remarkably
well. The power gear that you sent me
I consider an indispensable addition, and
would not be without it. I would advise
every one who purchases a tricycle to

have the power-gear attachment; it is of
great assistance in pushing through stiff

mud or snow and up grades, or over rough
places. In fact, I would not consider the
tricycle complete without it. Hope I

have not made this letter too long; but
when I get started on the suject I hardly
know when to stop. I really think I

could write a whole book on the use of
the tricycle.

W. H. MILLER,
Vice-Pres. League of American

Wheelmen, Pies. Bi. Club.
Columiius, Ohio, Jan. 7, 1885.

Send back my "Doctor" (Columbia
Tricycle) as soon as you can, for " he "

has given me more health and happiness
than all medicine and physicians I have
ever taken or seen put together, and it's

no less than two thousand dollars I have
spent on these.

EDWIN B. TURNER.
Elmira, N. Y.

A forty-eight page book of testimo-
nials and our illustrated Spring Cata-
logue will be sent free upon application.
The Pope Mfg. Co, Principal Office.

507 Washington Street, Boston ; Branch
houses, 12 Warren Street, New York

;

115 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

AL.FREO MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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PULL YOUR TIRES OUT!

If you can pull them out

THEY ARE NOT SAFE TO RIDE I

The YALE BICYCLE
weighs less than many bicycles which are advertised as " Light" Roadsters,

but it is nevertheless a

Full ROADSTER BICYCLE,
having a one-inch tire on the front wheel and three quarters on the rear. The bearings are balls all round, the front bear-
ings being triple. The tangent spokes are not brazed where they cross each other, and in this and many other respects
the Yale will be found the superior of the many imitations which have sprung up since we placed the great original on this
market in 1880. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY
Manufacturer's Institute, Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.

& ^ pt^1 < s

4> SINGER'S

**

& > C^^> > ^

* CYCLES *

^-te^-i4

SX»E30IF, IC-A.TIOKT
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork— Front, new elliptic, hollow.

" Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Hubs— New pattern steel flanges.

Spokes— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

Felloes — Steel, hollow.

Tires— ^-inch front and J^-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring— Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel— 17^ inch.

Finish— All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY.
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy Running , Well Constructed, Rigid., and Free from Vibration.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.
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PRICE LIST

The American

PRICE LIST

•OF-

The Ideal.

^^ STANDARD FINISH.

——___JI 50 inch - - $72.00

\\# 48 " - 66.00

\\# 46 " - 60.00

vOr 44 " - 54.00

)Jr 42 " - 42.00

i 38 " - 35.00

" PEIOB& '

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
THE AMERICAN SAFETY,

and IDEAL BICYCLES,
MANUFACTURED BY

OOXfcMTJLLY <fc JEFFERY,
222 and 224 North Franklin Street CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICE LIST

OF-

The American

^e* ^
STANDARD FINISH.

42 inch - - $76.00

The reach
54 inch

of a 52 or
Bicycle.

44 inch - - $78.00

The reach
56 inch

of a 54 or

Bicycle.

46 inch • - $80.00

The reach
58 inch

of a 56 or

Bioycle.

RIDERS!
SEND FOB OUB

32-Pap Illnstrated

DEALERS
THESE ABE THE

BICYCLES
IT WILL PAY YOU

TO HANDLE.
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THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER
* IMPROVED FDR 1BB5. *

CAN BE READ FROM THE SADDLE AND USED WITH A HUB LAMP.

PRICE SlO.OO
Its form remains the same, but the works have been entirely

remodelled. ^3U»
Its action is more positive, and the troublesome springs are

done away with.

Hfe^ Now ready for bicycle, tricycle, and An.erican Star.

THE BUTCHER AUTOMATIC BICYCLE ALARM
Is the Cheapest and Best Antomatio Alarm in the Market.

Price, post-paid, $2.00. Send for Circulars.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley Street - Boston, Mass.

.^^Cs^.

Amesbury, Mass, Feb. 3, 1885.
Butcher Cyclometer Co., Boston, Mass.

:

Gentlemen,— I have used the Butcher Cyclometer for one whole season, over the rough and sandy roads, in this section, and making trips

time and again, and always has the instrument registered alike.

I would advise everybody to use one, as there is a deal of satisfaction in knowing and seeing while riding, just how far you have been, or
to calculate the distance between places, without the necessity of a dismount. It is absolutely correct, and does not rattle.

I would not sell mine for twice the price of a new one, if I could not get another. Very truly yours, A. F. GREENLEAF.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to tht 'Cyclist? Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the Co-

lumbia bicycles, Sanspareil, Rudge Light Roadster,
Facile, Victor Tricycle, and all high-class machines;
repairing, nickelling, and enamelling promptly done.
Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send for printed list.

T AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
ly est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.
May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

TEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
Vj — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, #3-50 to $10 each
Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

'I'HE CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SUP-
V PORTER, with patent aligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of fifty

cents by WALTERS BROS., Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.
Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for #1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash avc., Chicago, III.

Tlxe sole Agency in Pniladelpliia, and vicinity for the

LIGHT ROADSTER -

RACER.
AMERICAN RUDGE.RUDGE

Harvard.

VICTOR.

YALE.

Club.

BICYCLES,
Tricycles.

THE BEST MAKE
SEND
FOR

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P.

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE.
Single and Tandem.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

CLUB
TRICYCLE.

Fac ILE.

BICYCLE RIFLES JLXTD SHOT GT72TS.
Just the thing for touring trips and sport along the road. Write for Catalogue

and Circulars, and say what you want. P. O. Box 1108.

A.1*RAM: G. POWELL. MA.NAGER.
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HARWOOD'S
SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwoofl's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $1.00
Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips JO
No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " " Kudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,
Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Bells! Bells!!

Peerless Stop tells.

SIMPLE,
EFFECTIVE, CHEAP,

GOOD.

No. 8, 1 Hammer - - - 75cts,

No. 9, 2 Hammers • - - S5cts.

f), and T. Stor

The King of Stop Bells.
Surprisingly Simple. Nearly
equals our Automatic in

effect. No Rattle. Out of
the way. Stopped by Shift-
ing Handle. Sure to Satisfy
in Kvery Respect.

No. 10, $1.25.

Tricycle Alarm,

A Bell For Tricy.les.

Equal to the

AUTOMATIC
For Bicycles.

One or a Series of Strokes
at Will.

No. 7 S3.50.

Automatic Alarm,

THE X-L-NT AND UN-X-LD
BICYCLE BELL.

Sales extending to other
Countries. Copied l>v For-
eign Manufacturers. The
Most Successful Bell ever
made. Destined to become
the Standard Bell of tliu

Wheel World.
,

Nos, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, #3.00.

For Particulars send for Circular. Order by Num-
ber or make of Machine. Sent by Mail upon Receipt
of Price.

HILL & TOLMAN -- Worcester, Mass.

GKEILT-CrilLTIE '
{HTJMBEBSI"

May 12, 1885.

Mr. L. H. Johnson :

Dear Sir,— I w ant to thank you and Mr. Douglas for advising me to buy
tire " Plumber Tandem " Tricycle. Before purchasing, I sought to learn all

that I could about tricycles. I spent some hours in the examination of a
book which describes upwards of two hundred and fifty different tricycles and
sociables. This examination convinced me that the ''Humber" had several

points of excellence possessed by no other machine ; but, as at that time,

there was no "Tandem" in the country, I had to depend on the printed

description and on your advice to buy the " Humber."
A few days after I took my first ride, I attended the " Meet " of the North

of England Wheelmen, at Harrowgate, Yorkshire. Probably every style of

cycle made in the United Kingdon was on exhibition, and many were repre-

sented on the race-track. There was a favorable chance to compare all makes
of tricycles, and to note their speed. I was soon convinced that the
" Humber " was the fastest, safest, and strongest tricycle in all England.
My tricycle is not merely a machine for exercise. It answers all the pur-

pose of a family carriage. The best testimonial I can give as to its utility is

the fact that on last New Year's Day I rode it from house to house, and
between the hours of noon and six o'clock called on nearly all my parish-

ioners. I could not have done more had I taken a horse and carriage.

Very truly yours,

WM. F. TAYLOR.

THE "HUMBER TANDEM."
FOR TWO RIDERS HAS NO EQUAL.

IT IS THE,FASTEST MACHIN E5 M ADE,
AND IS A SPLENDID HILL CLIMBER.

LIGHT TRICYCLES, 60 TO 70 LBS., FOR LADIES.

THE BEST ARE THE CHEAPEST, and the largest makers conclusively prove
by IMITATING them that they consider the BEST MACHINES are the " Humbers."

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
BOLE LICENSEE TO IMPORT AND SELL

HUMBER BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
In tlie United States,

3 ARLINGTON PLACE - - - - EAST ORANGE, N. J.

Lists on application with Stamp.

SPECIAL NOTICE.— The public is hereby notified that genuine Humber liicycles and

Tricycles are made only by Humber & Co., at Beeston, Nottingham, and bear their stamp on

the neck. All others are INFERIOR IMITATIONS.

GEO. R. BIDWELL & CO.
2 and 4 East 60th Street, New York,

Columbia and Rudge Bicycles and Tricycles

WHEEL GOODS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Send for our Instalment Plan and Circulars.

" Health Upon Wheels
"

NOW IN STOCK.
50 cents.

ATKINS'S ROAD BOOK,
15 Cents.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. O. BIRD & CO.,
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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NO STRANGERS

!

Bicyclers, you. all know these men.

THEY SAY Df the VICTOR BICYCLE

:

"It is the best Bicycle I have ever ridden."- GEO. M. HENDEE.

"I never mounted its equal ; it is simply perfect."— L. H. JOHNSON.
"The wheel is all that was promised, and even more." — HENRY E. DUCKER.

"For a roadster it has no equal."- FRED RUSS COOK.
"It is the best-finished piece of machinery I ever saw." — GEO. D. GIDEON.

"I have no use for a better Bicycle."- E. C. HODGES.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY,
VICTOR BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

179 TREMONT STREET, - BOSTON.
&|p" Please call or send for Catalog-. =CS

NEW MODEL LIGHT ROADSTER STAR.
The new model is vastly improved in workmanship, and has been greatly simplified, and made stronger and stiffer,

while the WEIGHT HAS BEEN REDUCED SOME ELEVEN POUNDS in the 48-inch size. Sample now on
View. No Catalogues can be had till later, and applications for same must be accompanied by two-cent stamps. All applications
from outside of New England must have enclosed five cents in stamps, or no Catalogue will be sent.

The New Columbia Machines constantly in Stock. Also the American Challenge and
Safety and the Ideal. Petite Tricycles for Children, $18 to $30.

Having specially fitted up a Shop and engaged one of the best Bicycle Mechanics in England or America as head of the depart-
ment, we are prepared to do the finest and most intricate repairs en Bicycles and Tricycles. Cranks or Stars at reasonable rates.

Special Terms to Agents where they send all work to us.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES TO LET BY THE DAY.

Out of town parties may enjoy a Sunday or Holiday on " Boston's sandpapered roads," at a small expense. Our list includes new
Experts, 48 in. to 54 in., and new Ball-bearing Tricycles of improved model.

TEn»a:s, $2.00 PER. J3.A.Y IKTVAHIA.BIjY I2XT

REFERENCES REQUIRED FROM STRANGERS.

-A-D"\7"A. 3XTOE.

W. W. STALL, ( K&mfa ) 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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X*-va."blJ.sli.ecL ©-very Friday

IE. C. HODG-ES & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the fallowing rates: —

One year, in advance J2.00
Six months " i-oo

Three months 60

Special Club subscription received at #1.00 il sen to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D. Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 22 MAY, 1885.

That the bicycle has arrived at or very

near perfection in design, all will readily

admit, and it but remains for some genius

to tell us how to produce platinum so

that we can make a machine to weigh

but one third as much as the steel wheel,

and at the same time be much stronger.

But the tricycle still presents a fertile

field for the work of our inventors, and

the perfect machine has yet to be built.

The tendency at present is towards the

wheels of the Greyhound type, which

have the steering controlled by the bicy-

cle handle. These wheels have caught

the public favor, and manufacturers are

showing them in various forms. The

first impression of the wheels with this

steering is not favorable, for the rider is

hemmed in between the handle bar and

the saddle post, and in case of an acci-

dent it would be hard to jump out. This

same objection was raised when the front

steerers came in, and the advocates of

the rear steerers used to exclaim against

the " hemmed in " position of those who
preferred the front steerer ; but long

usage has shown that men do not often

jump out> of a tricycle in motion, be it

front or rear steerer, and with a due exer-

cise of care on the part of the rider, a

sudden exit is seldom if ever necessary.

We believe in the bicycle steering, and

we think the machine of the future has

got to have this feature.

America can boast a better record

for a mile than can England ; but

we mustn't crow much until we put

twenty miles inside an hour, and lift the

twenty-four hours' record a little higher

above the two hundred mark. This year

will see both accomplished.

The racing board has done a good

thing for the fast men in making the

average time count for a record instead of

the slowest. We have seen great injus-

tice done by taking the slowest time.

Among the many points in cycling

which were once thought all right, and

are now voted all wrong, none is con-

sidered more so than foot-path riding.

This is bad in an individual, but doubly

so when indulged in by a whole club.

Where a community accords all rights to

wheelmen, it places them under a moral

and legal ©bligation to respect the rights

of others. Sidewalk riding is against the

law, and wheelmen should not prac-

tise it.

We were shown a letter the other day,

which was received by a well-known

wheelman from the owner of a valuable

race horse, who bitterly inveighed against

the bicycle, and remarked that it should

be excluded from the highways, saying,

inter alia, that bicyclists were a set of

snobs. We looked at the date to see if the

communication was a recent production,

for we thought the day for these opinions

had gone by, and as it was not ancient,

we concluded that the writer must have

been at the Rip Van Winkle business.

If ahorse is so timid and skittish that

he is unable to pass a bicycle in the high

road, in the year 1SS5, he is unfit for the

road, and public safety should demand

his retirement. We do not think it worth

while to reply to the charge that all bicy-

clists are snobs, for we see nothing in the

machine to bring about such a change in

those who use it ; but we think we could

preach a very pretty iittle sermon on the

noble animal that has a tendency to bru-

talize all who come in contact with him.

The Springfield Gazette thinks the new
racing rules, in so far as they endeavor

to purify amateurship, cannot be enforced.

Perhaps they cannot, but the League has

inserted the entering wedge of a policy

which will lead it to throw all its influ-

ence in favor of pure amateurship. It

can do no more at present than exert

an influence, but that influence will edu-

cate riders up to a point where they will

be willing to sustain the organization in

enforcing what it now can only recom-

mend or try to enforce. Now let the

League take the stigma from the profes-

sional, and the classes soon be separ-

ated.

A correspondent who, we think, overshoots the mark
by a good deal, in the course of a letter on the admit-
tance of professionals to the L. A. W., introduces th«
following paragraph : " The admittance of professionals

to the League, means the descent of the organization
from the position it now occupies, as a body sustaining
cycling, down to that of one supported by grasping
men, whose sole aim is to coin money without regard to

the methods; deserted by all true wheelmen, finally to

die an ignominious death."— Athlete.

ThE correspondent pays a tribute to

the number and the ability of the profes-

sionals, which should make us wish to

include such a large and powerful ele-

ment in the League; but his statement

is illogical and unsupported. There are

examples to prove the contrary effect on

the admission of professionals ; none to

prove the truth what the " correspon.

dent " advances.

And now Providence comes forward

with a wheel that is to revolutionize

things. Of course it is the production

of a carriage builder, and has mammoth
wheels. The last mammoth-wheeled tri-

cycle we saw was so fast that the police

would not allow it on the street, so the

builder said. It is now on the scrap-

heap.

CORRESPONDENCE
[This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling \ the editor disclaiming all responsi-
bilityfor opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by rciison of griUuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.

]

Buffalo.

Editor Bicycling World:— Another
gentle snowstorm, with its soft, feathery

flakes, delighted (?) us List Saturday, the

9th. Don't you wish you were coming
here on the 30th ?

It is now pretty certain tluit the Buf-
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falo Club will get into suitable quarters,

and get settled by 1 June. The regular

monthly meeting was held last evening,

and some important amendments to the

constitution were adopted, among them
one raising the dues from $5 to $10 a

year. This does not apply to present

members, however, as the annual dues
for this year have been paid. New mem-
bers, who apply before 1 June, will also

get the benefit of the present constitu-

tion's the amendment cannot take effect

until ratified at the June meeting. It

is confidently expected that the member-
ship will be largely increased as soon as

the club has a home. p. x. Q.

East Greenwich, R. I.

Editor Bicycling World:— A kind

and sympathetic mention of the writer,

in a recent issue of the World, in rela-

tion to his being stationed on Cape Cod,
necessitates, to my many wheeling friends,

this note. After reaching South Yar-

mouth (a delightful place and people),

and unpacking, the offer of a transfer to

East Greenwich, R. I., thirteen miles

from Providence, was received, and, for

a variety of reasons, has been accepted,

and a second move in two weeks was
made. Correspondents will please no-

tice the change of address. I had some
opportunity to find out the quality of the

roads in that part of the Cape, and wish
to say that, for some distance there-

abouts, the main roads are of loam and
clay, and not altogether of sand. Of
course East Greenwich is a vast improve-
ment in a very important respect ; a
continuous ride to Boston is now possible

when graver duties will allow.

S. H. Day.
xi May, 1885.

North Carolina.

Editor Bicycling World : — Seeing
nothing of note regarding bicycling doings

in this section in your paper, and know-
ing that you have many subscribers in

this and neighboring towns, I thought

a few lines might be of service. The
Charlotte Bicycle Club is of four years
standing, and at present time has twelve
members. We have also about a dozen
unattached riders. Many of our mem-
bers of the years gone have left us for

pastures new. Our streets and roads
are nothing to boast of, but many pleas-

ant rides may be had in this vicinity.

Our club elected officers at annual meet-
ing in May, and starts out on the new
year with bright prospects.

One of our promising racing men, Mr.
Will Pharr, met with a serious accident

last fall in his cotton gin machinery, and
came near loosing his left arm, which
disables him from racing the coming
season. Messrs. Prince and Morgan,
the champion professionals, opened nego-
ciations with us recently, and we suc-

ceeded in getting them to visit us. The
people all through this section look on

John S. Prince as invincible on wheels,

for he has, up to the present time, de-

feated all the horses that have been
pitted against him. They give us a fare-

well series of races on the 20th; this will

be their third days' race here, and we
expect lightning to strike something that

day. He goes five miles against five

horses, fresh horse every mile, and it

will certainiy be a race from the word go.

Our club, in company with Prince and
Morgan,went down to Columbia, S. C, by
excursion train Thursday last, and a gay
old time we had. The Columbia boys
met us at the depot, and escorted us in

grand style to the hotel. Races were
given in the afternoon, at the fair grounds,
and the champions had a large and en-

thusiastic crowd to greet them. We
have found Messrs. Prince and Mor-
gan to be perfect gentlemen, as well as

fast riders, and we bespeak for them the

patronage and encouragement of the

wheelmen in whatever section they may
chance to visit. We know their presence
with us will prove a great benefit to the

sport we love. I will now close, and
trust these lines may be of interest, as

coming from a section that is not often

heard from. T. T. Gilmer.
Charlotte, N. C, 16 May, 1885.

MANUFACTURE.

The Humber Automatic Steerer, or
" Cripper."

MADE BY HUMBER & CO., NOTTINGHAM,
ENGLAND, AND IMPOKTED BY L. H.
JOHNSON, EAST ORANGE, N. J.

The Humber tricycle, first introduced
in 1880, demonstrated the many advan-
tages of bicycle steering for tricycles,
over the conventional "spade" handles
placed at the side; but it is only within
the past year that Humber & Co. placed
this boon within the reach of ladies by
applying it to the front-steering tricycle.

The Humber Automatic Steerer is so
named from a simple arrangement of
coiled spring and wedge collar on the
steering rod (patented), by which the

steering wheel is kept in a straight line,

unless deflected by pressure on the han-
dles. This, unlike some imitations, is

not affected by any weakening of the
spring. It is called the "Cripper,"
from a well known English rider of the
machine.
The specifications of the automatic

steerer are 40 or 44-inch driving wheels,
geared to 48 or 54 inches, respectively;

18-inch steering wheel. Tires are of

f-inch red rubber in hollow rims, 52 or

56 No. 1 1 direct spokes screw into gun
metal hubs. The frame is a simple T,
consisting of vertical saddle-tube, bend-
ing at the axle and dropping at an oblique
angle to the pedal bracket. At the lower
end, the steering wheel backbone is

attached, while a curved tubular brace
stiffens the upper end of the steering rod
"jacket pipe." The handle-bar is of
tapered steel tubing, bent back at the
the end, and is twenty-six inches long.
A powerful strap brake on the axle is

applied, through an ingenious connec-
tion following the frame by a horizon-
tal lever on the] handle-bar. Hum-
ber's noiseless chain, bicycle cranks
and pedals, and adjustable ball bear-
ings to all wheels, and crank shaft are
fitted. The machine is thirty-six inches
wide, and weighs, complete, as shown in
cut, sixty-one and one half pounds. It

is finished very handsomely in enamel,
with fine gold lines and nickel-plated fit-

tfngs. The price is $195. It will be
furnished to order, with solid rims, and
enamelled throughout, for $180.
The Humber Automatic Steerer is

already a great favorite with expert lady
riders, and with gentlemen who prefer a
front steerer to the regular Humber.
Not only is the machine under more per-
fect control than with ordinary side
steering, but the position of the handles
affords better pull and greater com-
fort in riding. Mr. Johnson has the.

Automatic Steerer in stock, as well as
the Ladies Humber, a central-geared,
open front, light machine, of a more
conventional pattern.

The Trade.

We take pleasure in calling the atten-
tion of our readers to the Quadrant tri-

cycle, of which J. A. R. Underwood is

the sole United States agent. We can-
not do better by our readers than to fur-

nish them with a copy of the following
letter written by " Faed " to a friend in
the country :

—
My Dear Frank, — It is a pleasure to

answer your inquiries about the New
Quadrant. I am thoroughly delighted
with the machine. During the past seven
weeks I have ridden it over 1,400 miles
without its requiring repairs costing a
penny. I, of course, except the straight-
ening of the frame necessitated by my
dive into the ditch at Henlow one foggv
night. I never picked up a trike so
thoroughly well made ; the work through-
out is A 1, and the materials must be

I
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O K to stand my rough riding. The ma-
chine wants a bit of learning before the

action becomes quite familiar, but I think

that riders who have never ridden either

the bicycle or the Humber pattern tricy-

cle will find the Quadrant much easier to

learn than the Humber steering, whilst

for all it is a vastly more comfortable tri-

cycle, there being an entire absence of

strain on the arms such as the Humber
pattern entails. It is very speedy on the

road, as the position is the same as on

the Humber ; but the weight is better
" poised " upon the axle, and ?io legpower
is wasted in steering. In this latter re-

spect it resembles the Cripper ; but the

Quadrant possesses the unique advantage

of its large and rigid steering wheel ; I

also find that the perpendicular steering-

post of the Quadrant renders the guid-

ance easier, preventing the zig-zag ten-

dency when pulling at the handles, which
is so objectionable with machines having

sloping steering posts. In rising hills,

there is no tendency for the front wheel

to lift, although I am so well poised on
my axle that I can at any time lift the

front wheel, so that it jumps over sewer
gratings, bricks, puddles, or similar ob-

structions on the road; this sounds para-

doxical, but it is solid truth. At first I

was afraid that the patent bottom bracket

was too light to bear the strain, but it

turns out to be surprisingly rigid. I ride

the machine everywhere, geared up to

sixty, and have done some of my best

road work upon it, one of my most re-

cent journeys covering one hundred and
fifty-four miles in sixteen consecutive

hours. I don't trust makers' weights,

but have tested it myself. It scales sixty-

four pounds completely equipped for the

road, including brake, lamp, gong, tools

in pouch, log, cradle spring, and saddle.

Yours faithfully,

A. J. Wilson.
These machines can be seen by calling

on Mr. Underwood, and we recommend
all who can to take a run out to Dorches-
ter.

—

Adv.

The Ranelagh Club has "caught on "

with Boston wheelmen. The Coventry
Machinist Company sold their whole
importation at once, and cabled at once
for more ; but there is such a run on the

machine that it is doubtful if any can be
delivered before August.
We saw the new Butcher cyclometer

the other day, just from the works. It is

a dainty little instrument, and we believe

it will prove trustworthy.

North Carolina.

The "Nomadic" professionals, as you
aptly term them, are just now enjoying

themselves hugely in the " Carolinas,"

thanks to the enterprise of the Charlotte,

N. C, and Columbia, S. C. bicycle

clubs.

The public have eagerly patronized

bicycle races, giving us the largest

attendance of any places visited in the

South.
Mr. T. T. Gilmer, of the Charlotte

Bicycle Club, Capt. Asbury, do., and
many others, take the Bicycling World,
and read it closely. Mr. Gilmer says,
" I look for it as regularly as I look for

Sunday."
The Charlotte Club have shown us

much that is interesting to travellers

around their city. The gold mines and
their working was shown us last week,
also many famous springs, the purity of

whose waters Carolinians never tire of

singing their praises.

The principal street here is paved with

gold, or in other words, macadamized
with golden ore taken at random out of

the bowels of the earth. The tracks here

number two, one of which was con-

structed especially for bicycling, and is

six laps to the mile.

The other is a half-mile, and but for a
slight up-hill grade, would be fast for

racing.

The Columbia, (S. C.) boys are ardent

admirers of your paper. Mr. Berry, the

leading bicyclist, says " you hold the

fort in bicycling journalism, in Columbia.

Our races on the 20th, here, will prac-

tically close our Southern trip. Then for

East and glory.

Regarding the bill passed in the legis-

lature of the State aimed at bicyclers,

there is a great deal of excitement.

North Carolina, and, indeed, South
Carolina wheelmen, are deeply interested

in your last two issues of Bicycling
World, through the interest you mani-

fest editorially regarding the closing of

one thoroughfare in Wilmington. N. C,
to wheelmen.

Speaking to Col. Charles R. Jones,

editor of the Daily Observer, of this city,

last week, regarding the matter, and
showing him your editorial on the ques-

tion, he doubted the genuineness of the

report, that the road in question was
closed to wheelmen, for said he, I know
Mr. Charles Stedman, president of the

Wilmington and Coast Road Company,
and can hardly believe he has gone back
on our bicycle boys. Col. Jones has a

son a very promising rider, and of course
is going to look into the matter.

While in Columbia, S. C, on Thursday,
I met Mr. J. R. Wilson, a member of the

Wilmington Club, and asked him for

particulars. Mr. Wilson said, " Yes, the

report, is true ; the company in question

have closed the road to wheeimen." Mr.
Wilson further stated, that it was his

belief from personal knowledge, that

politics was at the bottom of the affair.

It seems that the president of the Wil-

mington Club is the son of a very strong

political opponent to the president of

the road company; hence the hate shown
to wheelmen. Mr. Wilson further stated

that the riders of his city had repeatedly

offered toll to pass over the road, but in

eacli instance had been turned away.
The road in question is eight miles long,

and of couse is in fine condition for bicy-

cling. The bill was smuggled through

the legislature, and should be repealed

and kicked out. The League, Mr. Wil-

son says, has been appealed to and

have done nothing up to now to right

them, and show the Carolina Road
Autocrat his wrongdoing. I hope in this

instance the League will show its author-

ity. Spokes.

St. Louis.

St. Louis wheelmen, who are in train-

ing at the track in the amphitheatre of the

Fair grounds, have certain difficulties to

contend with in the arrangements of Buf-

falo Bill's "Wild West." The cowboys
are diligent in their rifle practice, and as

they persist in the belief that they are

still as free as they were on the reckless

frontier, bullets often whizz uncomfortably
near the bicyclists, or sing about their

ears as they wheel about in their endeavor
to beat the record. They have interested

spectators, however, in the Indians, who
deeply contemplate the strange machines,
and give vent to approving grunts. Cola
Stone caused great excitement among a
group collected about the camp fire, by
riding by on one wheel. The Indians

sprang to their feet in astonishment, and
followed his progress with loud encourage-

ment. He tried to induce one of them to

mount, but he said that a pony was good
enough for him. Percy Stone, a brother

of Cola, is looked upon as a coming racer,

and it is thought he will soon beat his

big brother.

St. Louis now has three thoroughly re-

liable and pushing dealers in wheels, viz.

:

The St. Louis Wheel Company, the Sim-
mons Hardware Company, and the E. C.

Meacham Arms Company.
A bicycle race is the first event on the

programme of the sociable of the Knights
of Honor at the Fair Grounds next Mon-
day afternoon. The prizes are a gold

medal, pair of ball pedals, and a nickel-

plated hub lamp.

The tandem sociable is the coming
favorite. Last week Arthur Young and
a young lady went to Baldwin, some miles

beyond Manchester, and returned the

same day, making the trip over fifty-

miles, neither much fatigued by the ride.

—Spectator.

Notes by the Way.

If I were a dealer in bicycles and tri-

cycles, that is, belonged to that shekel

gathering class denominated as the
" trade," and wanted to create business, 1

would invest in a goodly numberof copies

of "Health Upon Wheels.'' Having
done so, and judiciously inserted between
their pages in a tasteful manner such an

advertisement as would create a favorable

impression of myself and my machines,
I would lie in wait for the maimed, the

hall, and the blind.

I \ iky asylum for the unfortunate,

every retreat for the afflicted, every hos-

pital, every resort of invalids would have

placed within their walls or confines a

copy. Let the weak and sick know tint

on a sociable or tandem they cm regain

their health and strength, and yet

much or as little work as their phy-
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siques can with safety and pleasure stand,

and the sale of doubles would be im-

measurably increased. Let the suffering

dyspeptic, making himself worse by con-

stant dosing, know that a tricycle or bicycle

will bring him back his appetite and di-

gestive powers, and every dyspeptic that

deserves to get well will be found on a

cycle of some sort.

If I were in the business I would do
what I could to decimate just such un-

fortunates as Dr. Stable's book contains.

I would do all in my power to educate
the public to restorative powers of nature

and the value of cycling exercise over

all others. I would meet the pill mixer,

the quack and the patent medicine man
on their own ground. "I would see if it

were possible to convince the public that

the royal road to health and happiness is

not through the mouth, down which one
can with impunity pour the concoctions

of the pharmacists.

We have given the public races, we
have given it parades, we have given it

tours. Every one knows that the cycle is

fast, and that boys have no end of fun

taking runs into the country; but we
have not educated the people to a thorough
understanding of the physical benefits to

be derived from an intelligent use of a

wheel, and this should be the aim of

those who are most benefited by every
accession to the ranks of cyclists.

In reading the little work I have men-
tioned. I ran across these words: "Tri-
cycles are made to suit any given height

;

they are made to measure just as ulsters

are, though I do not care for those that,

by lowering or elevating the seat, are said

to be suitable for either short or tall

people," and was pleased to find that it

is gradually becoming an appreciated fact

that tricycles as well as bicycles should
be chosen with care.

It is economical, and, no doubt, con-
venient to possess a machine that can be
ridden by a whole family, and, of course,
the makers prefer to have all their cus-

tomers satisfied with one size ; and some
even recommend one pattern for all sorts

and conditions of men and women. It is

cheaper to turn out cycles by the hundred,
with one just like the other — on the

ready-made clothing system — and the

results are about as good — so far as in-

dividuals are concerned.

Fortunately the condition of the

trade is such that one has more than one
make to choose from and is not compelled
to put up with the notions and ideas of

one manufacturer or go without. This
fact, however, is not appreciated by many
riders, and the amount of ignorance dis-

played by some people in choosing a
mount, is appalling. I was in the ware-
rooms of a cycle dealer the other day,

and was shown a tricycle reserved for a

friend of mine. The machine itself was
a beauty, it was a good pattern, well

made, splendidly finished, but was light

enough for an experienced feather weight,

while my friend was a heavy novice.

If a man don't know what he ought to

have, he should consult some one who
does. This suggests a new field of em-
ployment. If a man of means wishes to

decorate and furnish a house, but lacks

the knowledge and taste to do it himself,

he goes to some one versed in such mat-
ters. We have professional shoppers,

and ladies often purchase dry goods by
proxy. So if one not well up in horse
flesh wishes to purchase a horse, he gets

some one with a knowing look, a cigar

and a fierce mustache to look the animal

over and pass judgment on it ; but the

veriest novice will without hesitation

choose a cycle, and nine times in ten get

something entirely unsuitable to his con-
dition and uses.

He:ie is a chance for some one to be
an expert buyer of machines. To pur-

chase for a small remuneration a machine,
suitable for the one who is to use it. At
all events there should be more intelli-

gent buying.

I enjoyed a glorious run the other
day on a club tandem with Gaskell.

The machine ran beautifully and stood
up to its work in the most magnificent
style. Though I have tried all sorts of
machines, give me a tandem for real fun.

For speed, safety, comfort and sociability

the tandem carries off the palm. We
were able to leave everything in the way
of cycles, and horseflesh.

By the Way.

207 1-2 Miles.

Fred Russ Cook, of San Francisco
has made a very creditable ride on his

Victor bicycle, and if he can substantiate
his statements, he will take the long dis-

tance record for America. He is sup-
ported in what he says by Mr. George
H. Strong, of San Francisco, and by sev-
eral others. .Cook started 2 May from
San Francisco at 1.30 p. m., and rode to

Gilroy, eighty-one miles, in seven hours,
arriving at 8. 30 P. M. Left Gilroy at

9.30, and rode in the dark to Milbrae,
sixty-four and a half miles, arriving at

6.15 a. M. Left Milbrae at 7 a. m., and
rode to San Jose, thirty-four and a half
miles, arriving at 10.30 a. m. Left San
Jose, and arrived at Belmont, twenty-
seven and a half miles, 1.28 p. m., making
two hundred and seven and a half miles
in twenty-fours, with two minutes to

spare

The Church Awheel.

The following is the time table and
route of the Clerical Wheelmen's Tour
through Canada :

—

Wednesday, 5 August. Niagara Falls,

International Hotel. (. Drummond-
ville. International Hotel. (Guide Book,

p. 49.) 5. St. David's; 6. St. Cath-

erine's, Welland House. (D.) 10. Jor-

dan
; 4. Beamsville ; 6. Grimsby; 10.

Stony Creek; 7. Hamilton, G. B. page

50); St. Nicholas Hotel. (S. L. B. D.);
Whole distance, including the bridge,

fifty miles. Thursday, 6 August. Ham-
ilton, (G. B., page 51). 5. Dundas; 20.

Gait, Imperial Hotel. (S. L. B.) Whole-
distance twenty-five miles; total from
Niagara Falls, seventy-five miles. Fri-

day, 7 August. Gait, (G. B., page 44.)

10. Ayr; 5. Wolverton ; z\. Drumbo;
7. Innerkip. (D.); \\\. Woodstock,
(O'Neil House. "(S. L. B.) Whole dis-

tance thirty-six miles ; total from Niag-
ara Falls, one hundred miles. Saturday,

8 August. Woodstock, (G. B., page 43,

38). 7. Beachville; 3. Centreville; 2.

Ingersoll ; 6 Thametford; 13. Lon-
don, (G. B., page 36,) City Hotel;
Whole distance, thirty-one miles; total

from Niagara Falls, 142 miles. Sunday,

9 August. London, i^Read Exodus,
20:8-11.) Monday, 10 August. 6. Lon-
don, (G. B., page 39) ; 5. St. John ; t.\.

Bire ; Elginfield
; 3^. Lucon ; 2. Clan-

deboy ; 6. Centralia
; 4. Exeter, Cen-

tral Hotel; (D.) 13. Brucefield ; 6.

Verna ; 6. Bayfield ; 12. Goderich,
(G. B., page 40.) British Exchange.
Whole distance, sixty-six miles ; total

from Niagara Falls, two hundred and
eight miles. Tuesday, 11 August. God-
erich, (G. B., page 40.) Short runs.

Wednesday, 12 August. Goderich, (G.
B., page 40); 8. Holmesville : 4. Clin-

ton; 9. Seaforth, Queen's Hotel. (D.)
6. Dublin; 6. Mitchell; 5. Sebering-
ville ; 6. Stratford, Albion House (S.

L. B.). Whole distance, forty-four miles
;

total from Niagara Falls, two hundred
and fifty-two miles. Thursday, i3August.
Stratford, (G. B., page 45); 8. Shakes-
peare; 11. New Hamburg, page 82; 4.

Baden. (D.) 7. Berlin ; Waterloo;
Breslau; 12. Guelph, (G. B. page 51.)
Wellington. (S. L. B ) Whole distance,

forty-two miles ; total from Niagara
Falls, two hundred and ninety-four miles.

Friday. 14 August. Guelph, (G. B.,

Page S3) 8- Bristol Arms ; 17.

Georgetown; 4. Norval. (D.)6. Bramp-
ton; 9 Cooksville; 16. Toronto, (G.
B, page 52); Walker House. Whole
distance, sixty miles; total from Niag-
ara Falls, three hundred and fifty-four

miles. Saturday, 15 August. Toronto,
(G B., page 52) ; short runs. Sunday,
16 August. (Read Exo !us, 20: 8-11).
Monday, 17 August. Toronto, (G. B.,

pages 55, 56.) 2. Leslieville ; 2. Nor-
way; 4. Half Way House; 3. Scar-
boro Crossing ; 3. Highland Creek

;

3. Rouge Hill; 2. Dumbarton; 1.

Liverpool Market; 3. Pickering; 6.

Whitby, Royal Hotel. (D.) 4. Oshawa
;

9. Bowmansville
; 5. Newcastle; Ar-

lington Hotel. (S. L. B.) Whole dis-

tance forty-seven miles ; total from Ni-
agara Falls, four hundred and one miles.
Tuesday, 18 August. Newcastle, (G. B.,
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page 56.) 5. Newtonville; 8£. Wel-
come; 3^. Port Hope; 7. Cobourg,
Arlington Hotel. (D.) 8. Grafton, (G.

B. page 57); 3. Wicklow; 5. Col-

borne ; 8. Brighton, Clarke House.
(S. L. B.). Whole distance, forty-

eight miles. Total from Niagara Falls,

four hundred and forty-nine miles. Wed-
nesday, 19 August. Brighton, (G. B.

,

page 57.) 10. Trenton; 12. Bellville,

Dafoe House. (D.) Shannonville, (G.

B., page 58.) Milltown ; 25. Neptune:
Huffman House. (S. L. B.). Whole dis-

tance, forty-seven miles ; total from Ni-

agara Falls, four hundred and ninety-six

miles. Thursday, 20 August. Napanee,
(G. B., page 58.) 10. Odessa; 5. West-
brook; 4. Cataraqui; 3. Kingston,
British America. (D. etc.). Whole dis-

tance, twenty-two miles ; total from Ni-

agara Falls, five hundred and eighteen

miles. Friday, 21 August. Boat among
the Thousand Islands to Brockville, and
return to Kingston. Saturday, 22 Aug-
ust. Kingston, (C. B., page 58); 3.

Cataraqui
; 4. Westbrook

; 5. Odessa
;

10. Napanee, Huffman House; (D.)

25 Belleville, Dafoe House. Whole
distance, forty-seven miles ; total from
Niagara Falls, five hundred and sixty-five

miles. Sunday 23 August. (Read Ex-
odus, 20: 8-1 1.) Monday, 24 August.
Belleville, (G. B., page 57); 12. Tren-
ton ; 10. Brigton ; 8. Colborne

; 5.

Wicklow; 3. Grafton; 8. Cobourg.
Whole distance, forty-six miles; total

from Niagara Falls, six hundred and
eleven miles. Tuesday, 25 August. Boat
irom Coburg to Toronto. Wednesday,
26 August. Boat from Toronto to Niag-
ara. Wheel to Drummondville, arriving

there either Tuesday afternoon or Wed-
nesday forenoon, as the tourists may
elact. Then across the new Suspension
Baidge to Niagara Falls; total distance

on the wheel during the tour, six hundred
and twenty-one miles — not including

short runs. Exeunt Omnes /

The tour has been projected by Rev.
Sylvanus Stall, of Lancaster, Penn. All

cycling clergymen are invited. The
whole distance will be six hundred and
twenty-one miles. A hand-book, with
full particulars of the tour, has been is-

sued.

A New Wheel.

If early some fine morning, ere long,

the residence of some of our level,

smooth streets, should see passing swiftly

by, a strange-looking object, resembling
a pair of immense wheels with number-
less spokes of steel rods running from
the tire to smaller wheels, instead of to a

hub, while between the immense wheels,

in a sort of a cradle, sits a man enjoying
his ride, without much motion or much
exertion — if any of our residents should
see something of this sort passing swiftly

by early some morning ere long— they
need not be frightened at all. That man
will be Mr. Mason S. Peck, and that

strange object will be his new patent ma-
chine, on its trial trip. Mr. Peck has

long been one of our citizens, and is a

carriage painter by trade, having a shop
on Ship street. This machine he has
been at work upon for a year or more, and
it is now nearly completed. He calls it a
" Decicyle," from its having ten circles,

though he inte.ids, when it is completed,

to paint on the sides, " Ezekiel's O
Wheel," from the vision of the Prophet
Ezekiel, as related in Ezekiel x.: "And
when I looked, behold the four wheels by
the cherubims, one wheel by one cherub,

and another wheel by another cherub;
and the appearance of the wheels was as

the color of a beryl stone. And as for

their appearances they four had one like-

ness, as if a wheel had been in the midst
of a wheel. ... As for the wheels,

it was cried unto them in my hearing, O
wheel."
A description of the " Decicyle " will

give some idea of it, though it must be
seen to be thoroughly understood. It

may be said here that Mr. Peck has a
patent on his invention, or on such por-

tions as he claims as his invention. In

the first place there are two wheels, about
eight feet in diameter, the tires or rims
of best steel, being twenty-five feet and
two inches in length. From each of
tires or rims straight steel rods or springs,

eighteen or twenty inches long, extend a
smaller wheel, directly inside the outer

wheel while bent steel rods or springs

nearly twice as long as the rods above
mentioned, extend diagonally to a still

smaller wheel, perhaps a foot outside the
line of the other two wheels. In this

smaller wheel is a ratchet wheel, working
on the inside, connecting with the crank
which furnishes the propelling power to

the decicyle. Here, then, are six circles

or wheels, each three acting indepen-
dently, which may be called the running
gear of the machine, and each of them is

set up two or three feet apart. Any
movement of one of either three is im-

parted to, or rather is a portion of the

whole three. Making the spokes of the

wheels of steel rods or springs gives

strength and lightness. There are four

more wheels or circles, an inch or two
less in diameter than the inside of the

second wheel described. These are

arranged in pairs just inside the second
wheels, the two of each pair being far

enough apart — two or three inches— to

allow a number of flange rollers to run
freely, and on these flange rollers the

second wheel runs. This allows the

second wheel (and of course the outer

wheel and the small wheel with the rat-

chet) to turn fast or slow without mov-
ing the inner wheels — in fact, running
upon them. These inner pairs of wheels,

which are of course just as far apart as

the two trios of wheels — two or three

feet— are connected by a frame work no
heavier than is necessary for strength.

Fastened to the frame work of these

inner wheels, and hanging within a foot

of the ground, is a sort of a cradle, in

which sits the man who propels the ma-
chine. This cradle balances itself, and
is connected with the running-gear of the

decicyle only by the flange rollers resting
between the inner wheels, and the only
object of these inner wheels, flange roll-

ers, etc., is to attach the cradle or seat to
the running-gear with as little friction as
possible This accounts for the ten
circles.

The manipulator of the decicyle can
easily balance himself in the cradle and
work the machine

; but it is easier to do
this by sitting on one side of the cradle.
This would throw the cradle off the cen-
tre, and to remedy this, Mr. Peck has put
an arm at each end of the cradle, in the
end of which is a smaller roller, so that
the cradle remains level, however much
the occupant moves about. This cradle
is large enough to hold two persons com-
fortably, and is provided with hampers
for provisions, etc., in case any one
wishes to go out for a day's ride, or a pic-
nic, or anything of that sort.

The manipulator seats himself in the
cradle, and by turning the crank, starts
the decicyle. This is not very hard work
on level territory, and some idea of the
speed that may be obtained can be gained
from the fact that one turn of the crank
carries the decicyle twenty-five feet.
Mr. Peck, however, is not aiming so
much for speed as for comfort and for
easy propulsion. But it is not necessary
to turn the cranks — there are two, one
on each side— completely over, as the
ratchet wheel allows the cranks to be
worked only so far as desirous for
use. There are brakes on each wheel,
so the machine can be stopped quickly,
and as for turning, it can be easily turned
in a place no larger than its own size, by
breaking up on one wheel, or rather on
one set of these wheels.

This new invention is not yet quite
completed. Some improvements, sug-
gested as the work progressed, are yet
to be made. But it has been often tried,
and found to work easily over the shop
floor. How it will work on up grade, and
various other questions will have to be
settled by and by. Mr. Peck expects to
get power enough to carry whole families,
and expects that electricity may yet be
applied to the decicyle, and make it a
convenient, speedy, and favorite mode of
travel. Our citizens will watch with in-
terest its appearance on our streets.

—

Providence Bulletin.

Tun employees of the Boston cycle
trade have organized a baseball club as
follows : Captain, A. L. Atkins, first

base ; catcher, E. R. Benson ; second
base, F. A. Hentz; third base, R. G.
Reazley; centre field, E. P.J. Morton;
right field, H. Lienhard ; umpire, F. N.
Bosson; all of the Pope Manufacturing
Company; pitcher, H. M. Saben, of
Stoddard, Lovering & Co. : short stop,
W. Webber, of William Read ,S: Co.

;

left field, Gideon Haynes, Jr., of \V. B,

Everett & Co. It is probable that teams
from members in the Boston and Massa-
chusetts Clubs will be organized, and
some lively games are looked for.
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EXOTICS
Fred Wood is out with a letter sug-

gestingthat the N. C. U. arrange a series

of contests at the one, five, ten, twenty-

five and fifty mile distances between the

English amateurs and professionals in

order to find out in which ranks are the

best men.

Mrs. Allen, the Birmingham lady who
holds the twenty-four hours record, is

contemplating another long journey this

summer, when she expects to get near

two hundred miles in the day.

Mr. Isaac W. Boothroyd, of ,; Fa-

cile " fame, has ridden from Brighton to

his home at Greenwich, fifty-two and a

half miles, in 4h. 38m. without a dis-

mount, of course, on a " Facile."

On the same day of the Keen testimo-

nial (2 May) a twenty miles international

safety bicycle championship was con-

tested at Leicester. There were eight

contestants, all of whom rode Rudge
safeties. The first mile was made in

2.55, and the whole distance in 1,3, 51.

R. Howell was the winner.

The match between Howell and James
is off. In consequence of ill-health

James is reluctantly compelled to forfeit

to Howell. He trusts, however, before

the season is over to have a one-mile

match with Howell on the same terms, or

if Howell intends journeying to America
this season, he will wager him £25 he

beats him in the great one-mile champion-

ship at Springfield, in September.

Out from Boston.*

BY KARL KRON.
* This is to be reprinted as a part of the ninth chapter

of " Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicycle" (12010., 400pp.,

gilt top, heliotype frontispiece, price $1.50), which
Kail Kron intends to publish next August, at the

University Building, Washingt >n Square, New York.

The introductory part of the same chapter appeared in

the Bicycling World of 26 August, 1S81. The Dum-
ber of dollar subscribers pledged in support of the book,

11 May, was 2,817.

Pemberton Square, in Boston, may
properly be taken as the terminus of the

smooth roadway of the State of Massa-
chusetts, and I recommend it as the

objective point to be kept in mind by any
one who plans to begin or finish a bicy-

cle tour at the capital city of that ancient

and honorable commonwealth. It is an
eminently respectable little enclosure

(perhaps 25 or 30 rods long and about as

wide as Broadway), with a macadam
roadway surrounding the central strip

of grass and trees, which are protected

by an iron fence. Red brick houses,

mostly devoted to lawyers' officers, shut

it in quite solidly ; and as the outlet of its

southern end (westward, into Somerset
St., and so, by a turn of a few rods to the

left, to the head of Beacon st., just east

of the State House) is not opposite the

outlet of its centre (eastward, by a short

macadamized descent into Scollay

Square), the explorer of Pemberton
Square always has the uneasy feeling of

* The remainder of this chapter is now for the first

time published.

having got himself into a cage or cul-de-

sac, at whose entrance he carelessly failed

to notice the warning, " No thorough-

fare
!

" This mistaken impression is

heightened by the extreme contrast

which the scholarly quiet of the place

presents to the rattle and roar which
characterize the adjacent plaza called

Scollay Square. That stone-paved
opening is the terminus of Tremont St.,

a main artery of the city, stretching west-

ward for 3 m. or more (and, practically,

also of Washington St., which runs nearly

parallel to it) ; and, as the tremendous
horse-car traffic through those and other

thoroughfares converges and concentrates
about this point, Scollay Square is a
place where the car-drivers and teamsters
ceaselessly rage at one another,— roaring

out their robust curses and merry jests

from morning until midnight, — and
where the car-conductors continually do
cry. In strange contrast to all this rush

and tumult, is the profound repose of

the decorous little Pemberton Square,
which I have before described as situated

but a few rods away, and which I have
thought worth describing to wheelmen
because its name has long been familiar

to them in connection with the Bicycling
World, whose office has been on one of

the floors of No. 8, at the north end of

the square, since Oct. 28, 1881.

On descending thence to Scollay
Square, the tourist is immediately con-
fronted by the Crawford House (where I

have secured a very decent night's lodg-

ing for a dollar, on two or three occa-
sions), and if he wishes to patronize a
more pretentious or expensive hostelry,

he may find the Revere, the Tremont,
Parker's and Young's, all within 40 or 50
rods to the left or right. The City Hall
and the Court House are close to the two
last-named ; while Faneuil Hall, the Post
Office and the Custom House, as well as
many of the theatres, museums and other
places of interest, may be found within \
m. of the square ; and nearly all the
steamboat-docks, ferries and railway sta-

tions are within h m. of it. The great
brick building which serves as a terminus
for the railway from Providence (the
Albany road's terminal is a quarter-mile
to the East, and both lines lead also to

New York), and which stands a few rods
from the southern side of the Public
Garden, may be reached by riding west-
ward from Pemberton Square along
Beacon St., as far as it forms the northern
border of the Common and the Public
Garden, and then along Arlington and
Boylston sts. (respectively the western
anil southern borders of the garden), a
distance of about 1 m., without dismount.
The massive clock-tower of this building,
whose dials are illuminated by night, is

notable as a landmark that may pilot the
tourist to the house of the Boston Bicycle
Club, hard by (No. 87 Boylston st.) or
to the still more elegant mansion (No.
152 Newbury St.), built by and for the
Massachusetts Bicycle Club, and said to

be the most substantial structure of its

sort in the world.

The finest boulevard in the city is

Commonwealth av., stretching in a
straight line from Arlington st. (the west-
ern border of the Public Garden) to the
street called West Chester Park (i m.),
and at right angles to each of them. It

is the second street south of Beacon St.,

(the north windows of whose north-side
houses overlook the Charles River); and
just below the avenue is Newbury st. and
then Boylston st. — these five thorough-
fares being parallel to and equidistant
from each other, for the specified mile.

This is distinctively the fashionable
" Back Baydistrict " of Boston, reclaimed
in recent years from the marshes which
used to be flooded by the river tides,

and it is now pretty solidly covered
over with the most ornate and expen-
sively-built houses in the city. Dart-
mouth st., which is the third western
parallel of Arlington st. (border of Pub-
lic Garden), forms the eastern side of the
great Hotel Vendome, which fronts
northward on Commonwealth av., and it

also forms the eastern side of the New
Old South Church, which fronts south-
ward on Boylston st. The rear of this

church is close upon the rear of the Mas-
sachusetts Bicycle Club house, which
fronts northward upon Newbury st. ; and
one block eastward from the church is

Trinity Church, fronting on Copley
Square (a favorite rendezvous and start-

ing-point for club runs), adjacent to

which are the Hotel Brunswick, the In-
stitute of Technology, the Museum of
Fine Arts, and the Natural History
Museum. All these buildings are within

\ m. of the clock-tower, before recom-
mended as a useful landmark for the
visitor's guidance, and this may also serve
to show him where Columbus av. branches
off southwestward from Boylston st., for
that avenue, after about \ m. of Belgian
blocks, offers nearly 1 m. of asphalt sur-
face, to West Chester Park, up which he
may turn, right, to Commonwealth av.

Dartmouth st. also affords a smooth con-
nection between this and Columbus av.,

near the end of whose asphalt a turn-may
be made, left, through East Chester
Park, and then by way of Albany, Swett,
Boston, Columbia, and Washington sts.,

out of the city to Milton Lower Mills,

and so to Quincy, Brockton and Taunton,
or to Pawtucketand Providence. Chest-
nut Hill reservoir, however, is the best
objective point for the stranger to steer
for when he first wheels out from Boston;
and the best route thither, from the end
of Commonwealth av., is the direct one
which is supplied by Beacon St., leading
over the so-called milldam. Brighton
st., which is crossed at right angles just
before entering the reservoir (whose roads
allow a circuit of 2\ m. of ideally smooth
macadam) is almost exactly 5 m. from
Pemberton Square.
My only visit to the editorial rooms

before noted as overlooking this square
was on the afternoon of the day ot my
landing in Boston, Sept. 10, '83, on the
return from a tour in Nova Scotia. I

then gave careful study to the various
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THE AMERICAN RUDGE.
MANUFACTURED BY

D. RUDGE & CO. - - - Coventry, England.
The only First Quality Bicycle listed at a Low Price.

The great popularity attained by this machine during the last two years, together with the large number we have sold, convinces us that

the AMERICAN RUDGE has filled a want long felt by a large class of American riders ; namely, a first-class, thoroughly reliable,

easy running and carefully built all-round roadster at a low price, and we can unhesitatingly say that there is no other low-priced
Machine on either the English or American market that will compare -with it in either quality, Work-
manship, or finish. Purchasers will please bear in mind that this wheel is built from the very best stock to be obtained, and that

it is not a second-grade machine in any sense of the word.

SEND FOR
1885

CATALOGUE

SEND FOR
1885

CATALOGUE

BEARINGS. Rudge Unequalled Ball to both wheels, exactly like the Rudge Light Roadster.

FORKS. Elliptical ; hollow to front wheel ; solid to back ; very rigid.

HANDLE-BAR. Curved, solid ; same shape as fitted to Rudge Light Roadster.

HEAD. Long centre Humber ; similar to the Andrews patent.

HUBS. Gun metal, nickelled; well recessed to admit narrow tread.

TIRES. Seven eighths full to front wheel, three fourths to back, of first quality rubber.

SADDLE. Lamplugh & Brown's, or Brooks's, long-distance tension.

PEDALS. Heavily nickelled parallel, fitted with extra strong pins.

SPOKES. Direct; 80 to front wheel, 20 to rear, giving the wheels immense strength.

A few shopworn and second-hand machines in stock at loiv prices. Send for list.

SOLE XT. S. -A-GKEINITS,

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
Nos. 152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

RELIABLE ^VGrUUTS TTA-INrTEr).
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ROYAL MAIL AT MEMPHIS.
At the late May Meeting at Mem-

phis, eight of the twelve Amateur
races were won on Royal Mails.

We invite examination of this high

quality wheel before purchase. We
confidently offer the 1885 pattern

Royal Mail, which varies in many
points from the 1884 pattern, as the

Finest Light Roadster in the market.

Although receiving by every steamer, we
have been severely taxed so far this sea-

son in keeping up with our orders.

WM. READ * SONS, 107 Washington Street, Boston,
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS.

holds the following Road Records of the world:
Ten miles in Oh. 33^m.
Twenty miles in lh. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually).

Twenty-four hours covering 266 1>4 miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7H hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and all-thc-yvar-ronnd,
nothing in market can approach it. $&- Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent anil Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

YOU CAN BUY A.

HEW BICYCLE
LIGHT ROADSTER, FULL ROADSTER OR RACER

Strictly First-Class, Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks, etc. Nickel, Paint
or Enamel, Sound and Perfect, but very slightly shop worn.

For Less than the price of a good second
hand, low class wheel.

This is an opportunity to get a wheel for little money. Do not loose it. Only a limited
number for sale and they are

Send for descriptive price list and mention this paper.

S. T. CLARK & CO. - - BALTIMORE, MD.

JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PRESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES Hi TRIMS
REPAIRED,

Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on commission. The Bicy-

cle branch of our business is in charge of Will
S. Atwbll, telephone No. 1935.
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suburban wheeling routes which had
been marked upon the large map hanging
from the wall, and I procured a copy of
the Bicycling World of August 31,
containing H. W. W.'s brief report of
the roads leading to Providence and
Warren, R. I. (63 m.). Two other tour-

ists were my companions, next morning,
as far as the reservoir,— our route being
the indirect one through Brighton, — and
before they took leave of me, at the point
where the road dividing the two ponds
of the reservoir has its outlet on Beacon
st., their united praises of a certain hate-

ful "take-me-too belt" were beginning
to have the deplorable effect of unsettling
my just prejudice against it. At 10

o'clock I started on, taking the first turn
to the left (Hammond st.)on the brow of

the hill which I ascended westward from
the reservoir road, and going by this

street and then La Grange st. to the store

in West Roxbury at 10.40 (5 m.). There
I turned to the right, and, in a few rods,

took the left fork in the road (Centre st.)

to Memorial Hall, in Dedham, at 11

(2^ m.1; passing under the railway just

above the station called Ellis (i\ m.),

and stopping for dinner at Norwood
(i£ m ); whence I rode to the post-office

in Walpole (4^ m.) in 44 min., which
was just double the time taken by
H. W. W., who, however, reported the
surface in superb condition.

In ordinary weather this track (about
16 m.) between the reservoir and Wal-
pole could be ridden in either direction
without dismount; and, on the present
occasion, in spite of the deep dust caused
by six weeks' drought, I did hardly any
walking. The direct road for Provi-

dence from Walpole leads through
Wrentham ; but I, in obedience to the
guide before quoted, took the road for

Foxboro', and then 1 m. out, where I

ought to have turned to the right, down
the turnpike, I mistakenly kept straight

on for 1 m. Turning here, I walked 2

m. along a bad road which would never
be ridable in any weather, and finally

reached the turnpike again, in North
Walpole, whence I rode 4 m. to Foxboro,
and, with some detours, to the central

park in Mansfield, 31 m., finishing there
at 6 o'clock a day's record of 35 m.

In lack of any regular hotel, I spent the
night at an odd sort of public boarding-
house, whence I started at 8 A. m. of

Wednesday, in a threatening mist, which
soon became a light rain, and reached
East Attleboro' (8£ m., though W.'s rec-

ord says r)£ m.) in [| h. ; thence through
the manufacturing villages of Dodgeville
and Hebronville to Pawtucket (8Jm ), in

i^h. Here I halted an hour for dinner,
in the midst of a heavy shower, which
had not ceased when I, being already
pretty thoroughly soaked, resumed my
journey. An hour later (3 m.) I took
brief shelter at a church shed in East
Providence, and soon afterwards got off

from the proper track and tramped
through the woods, on one of the cross-

roads, for 4 m. or so, without getting a
single chance to ride. Following this

came 6 m. of riding, the latter part of it

on a smooth shell surface, to Warren, at

4 o'clock ; and then 4 m. of sidewalk
wheeling, with only occasional dismounts,
to Bristol, making 34^ m. for the day.

There was no rain during the final hour

;

but it fell pretty steadily during the night,

and at times in the following forenoon.
The sun shone out at 1 o'clock, and the
rest of the day was bright and hot, in

spite of two or three short showers. Be-
tween 3 and 6.30 p. w. I traversed 19 m.,
ending at the 6.80 Hotel Dorrance, in

Providence. The sidewalks of Bristol I

explored for 3 m. before beginning the
return journey, and the best part of this

was the 8 m. of shell road between the

Barrington bridge beyond Warren, and a
certain point opposite Providence, where
I turned to the left for the hotel, which I

reached (3m.) after much trundling on
the sidewalks. Though the rains had
made the roads heavy, they were all rida-

ble, and I was only \\ h. in doing the

8 m. The scenery of this route overlook-

ing Providence bay and river is attrac-

tive; and, if I had kept straight north-

ward, instead of crossing it to reach the

city, I presume I might have had these

water-views all the way to Pawtucket,
about 5 m. above. Bristol is a sleepily

respectable old town, near the end of the

peninsula between Providence Bay and
Mount Hope Bay, and is distant 5 m.
from the very lively manufacturing town
of Fall River, which lies upon the eastern

shore of the latter. A ferry used to con-

nect Bristol with the northern end of

Rhode Island island, upon whose south-

ern extremity, about 10 m. below, stands

the city of Newport ; and the present
keeper of the lighthouse, at the old ferry

landing, about 2 m. from the centre of

Bristol, occasionally plies his row-boat
for the accommodation of a casual trav-

eller who wishes to visit the island.

My own wheel entered Newport by
boat and left it by train, on the occasion
of its single visit there in 1880; but the

train journey, which was on the first day
of summer, ended quickly at Taunton,
and I thence wheeled to Boston (40 m.,

9.30 A. M. to 8 p. M.), with four compan-
ions, who were the first ones I ever
toured with, though I that day completed
my 1 ,000th m. Through " the swamp,"
6 m. from the start, we did much walking
or slow riding for 3 m., and then, at the

hotel in Brockton, 5 m. beyond, we
rested 1^ h. for dinner. At the Robert-
son House, in Quincy (13 m.), we also

halted \ h. for cooling beverages, and
quickly again at the Blue Bell Tavern,
about half way to Milton Lower Falls (4
m.) ; whence our course led through
Roxbury (3m.) to the hotel in Brighton
(5m.), where I spent the night. Cobb's
Tavern, in Sharon, just beyond South
Canton (a favorite objective point of the

Boston Bicycle Club), is 6,| m. from
Milton Lower Mills, and Mansfield
is about the same distance beyond
Cobb's. "These roads as far as Mans-
field are excellent, much better than our
country pikes," is the report of a Paw-

tucket man {The Wheel, Feb. 6. '85),

who took that route homeward from
Boston; "and from Blue Hill to Cobb's
they are like billiard tables, giving us the
pleasantest part of the run."
My route to Pawtucket, from the Hotel

Dorrance, in Providenee, on the morning
of September 14, was 5m. long, and lay

through Westminster st, to N. Main st.,

whose car tracks I followed to Olney st.

and then up-hill to the macadam of the

Swan Point road (1^ m.), the sidewalks
being generally ridable without need of

dismounting at the curbs. After going
up-hill to the left through the centre of

Pawtucket, I turned to the right at the

top of it, and proceeded along the side-

walks to Valley Falls Bridge (1^ m)-

The sign '"8 m. to Woonsocket " was 1^
m. beyond here, and I followed the side-

walk to Ashton, and then the road, a
gradual ascent of 1 m. or more, to the
church on top of Cumberland hill (51
m.),— having been 3 h. in doing the 13I
m. The descent was sandy, and most of

the next 3 m. had to be walked, to the

region of the bridge, followed by 1 m. of
riding to a central point in Woonsocket.
After this came 1 m. of rather poor road or
sidewalk, of black sand or loam, to Black-
stone, on a little stream of that name,
whose dark and dirty waters have an
outlet at Providence ; and I was told

that the river road running alodgside it

all the way to that city was continuously
sandy. The only header of my four
days' tour was had here, while trying to

ride along a narrow ledge between a
deep rut and the bushes, just before
reaching Blackstone. About 2 m. be-
yond is Millville, where I bought a ticket

for the train which I was told would save
me from 6 m. of sand; but, on learning

that a quarter-dollar would be exacted
for carrying my bicycle that distance, I

refused to submit to the extortion, and
so plodded on. After 1 or 2 m., the road
gradually improved, and I reached Ux-
bridge {id\ m. from the start) at 2

o'clock, and halted briefly for lunch. The
railroad station in Worcester {\%\ m.)

was reached at 5.20 p. M., and no walking
was required on the way,— the final

third of it, from Millbury in, supplying
the smoothest stretch of the tour,

—

Northbridge, Farmersville, Fisherville

and Saundersville haviugbeen previously
passed through. Taking train to Spring-
field at 6, I rode thence 4 m. into the

country, making a day's record of 49 m.
Two months before (June 16-17, '83), I

wheeled from West Springfield to Pem-
berton Square, in Boston (103 m.), — my
first day's ride (5 a. m. to 6 p. m.) ending
at Spencer, 44 m. from tbe start. The
first dismount was caused on the sand
plain, 7 m. after starting, and 2^ m. be-

fore I reached Indian Orchard, where I

stopped for breakfast at 6.30. At Jenks-
ville, 1 m. beyond (where I recommend
tourists to cross the bridge, 1.. and take

the route for Ware, in spite of what my
report says against it, in BICYCLING
World, of 26 August, 1881), 1 turned to

r., and, after crossing the railway, kept
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alongside it through the sand ; following

which was 1 m. of clay or loam, continu-

ously ridable ; so that I reached North
Wilbraham, 3|- m. from the bridge, in

just 1 h. White sand, alternating with

short ridable stretches of loam, was the

rule as far as Palmer (5^ m.) and West
Brimfield (s\ m.), though I managed to

get over each section in about 1^ h. The
hilliest and sandiest track of all was in

approaching the last-named station ; and
beyond if I encountered " road repairs "

for i£ m. Progress then became pleas-

anter along the shaded banks of the Chic-
opee river, whose waters plashed mer-
rily over the stones; and the ridable

stretches were more frequent to West
Warren (2 m.) whence I rode all the way
to the hotel in Warren (2^ m.), and
rested there 3 h. for dinner. " Resuming
the wheel at 3.30 o'clock, I found decent
roads to the fork, (2^ m., near the hill and
pond) where I, two years before, unwit-

tingly turned towards Ware. I now
recommend that route as rather less ob-

jectionable than the one just described.
The distance between this pond and the

bridge at Jenksville is 23 m. by either

road, and each one of them contains more
miles of unridable surface than any simi-

lar stretch of the entire route from New
York to Boston. Next in number may be
ranked the bad miles which the tourist on
this track must conquer between Milford
and Meriden, in Connecticut.
The smoothest spin of the afternoon

ended at the pond in East Brookfield (7
m. from the last-named pond), following
which came a big hill and several smaller
ones, ending at the Massasoit House in

Spencer (3^ m.) ; and when I started

thence, at 5.30 o'clock, next morning, I

was forced to do considerable walking,
here and there, by sand, or loam in the

form of deep white dust, or gravel which
had been carted on by the road repairers.

I surprised myself by riding to the top of

the big hill in Leicester where the
churches are (first on the east sidewalk,
then on the concrete of the west one,
and finally in the roadway), and also to

the top of the following hill, where stands
the brick church, — for a short shower
had by this time made the surface heavy.

Just as J stopped for breakfast at a res-

taurant, a little beyond the public square
in Worcester (1 \\ m. and z\ h. from the

start), the rain began again in good earn-
est, and it was still drizzling when I re-

sumed my ride at 9.20. Turning north-
ward at the railroad station. I soon
climbed up the big hill on which stands
the State Hospital, descended thence
across the causeway of Lake Quinsiga-
mond, climbed another hill and so
reached the fork (3} m.) where one sign

points to " Shrewsbury 1 'j in.," and the

other says " Westboro' 6.1 m." The for-

mer route is preferable, though it slopes
continuously upward for about 1 m. from
this point, and it is the route by which T.
Midgleyonce rode straightaway to Bos-
ton without dismount; but, as I had tried

it when riding in the other direction, two
years before, I thought I would explore

the Westboro' route, and so I plodded
straight ahead, up one tremendous hill

and many smaller ones, sandy and diffi-

cult at best, and_some of them too stony
even for riding down,— until, at 11.40,

where a cross-roads sign said " North-
boro' 3 m. to the 1," 1 turned off to the

r., and found good riding to the railroad

station in Westboro' (10 m. and i\ h.

from the restaurant in Worcester).
Thence I wheeled continuously,— not
stopping even for the road repairs on the

down-grades, — by a winding and hilly

road, to the hotel in Ashland, 9 m. in \\
h. Resting there a similar time for din-

ner, I rode to South Framingham (3 m.
in \ h.) and thence without stop (3f m.
in-25min.) to the drugstore in Natick.
Mounting there at 4.30, I stayed in the
saddle till 5.35, when I met some wheel-
men at the water trough of Chestnut Hill

Reservoir (11 m.;, and after speeding
once around it with them, I took a detour
out through Brighton, and finally reached
Pemberton Square and the Crawford
House, at 7.45 o'clock, with a day's rec-

ord of 59 m. I sailed the following
morning for Portland, — there to join the
party whose week's adventures " in the

Down East fogs " may he found detailed
in Chapter XX.,— and I remember that

several of my short day's journeys "in
the procession," over roads of equally

good average surface, tired me far more
than this solitary Sunday jaunt, which
was more than double the length of the
longest of them. The air was clear and
bracing, with bright sunshine, after the
forenoon's rain ; and the afternoon's
roads were rather improved by this. I

think that from Ashland (23 m.), and
perhaps even from Westboro' (32 m.). I

might have ridden to Pemberton Square
without a stop. After getting near the
top of the hill at Newton Lower Falls, in-

stead of turning 1., to obey the sign
"Boston 10 m.," I kept on, r., to the
summit, " Boston 9m." ; followed the
telegraph poles until I reached the sign
" Beacon st." in the woods, and then
continued along it, up some steep but
smooth hills to the reservoir.

CURRENTE CALAMO
A Wheel's a Wheel for a' That.

Is there for a painted wheel
" That hangs his head and a* that ;

"

The foolish man, we pass him by,

We dare ride one for a' that

!

For a' that and a' that,

Our wheel 's unbright and a 1

that

;

Full nickel's but the stamp of pride,

A wheel 's a wheel for a' that.

What though we ride a painted wheel.

With rusty cranks and a' that;

Give others bright and shining mounts,

A wheel 's a wheel for a' that.

For a' that and a' that,

The nickel's bright and a' that

;

Hut painted wheclsjthough e 'cr so dull,

Will ride as well for a' that,

You see yon nickel wheel so bright,

With rider gay and a' that;

Tho' hundreds pause to praise its worth,

It 's but a wheel for a' that.

For a' that and a' that,

His cowhorn bars and a' that;

If ruts should happen in his way,

He'd tumble off for a' that.

Full nickel's not the sign of skill,

Of easy grace and a' that

;

For painted " bikes " oft carry men,

Who pedal mount, and a' that.

For a' that and a' that,

The nickel's nice and a' that

;

But we 've seen men with wheels of paint,

Do stand-still feats and a' that.

Then let us pray to haste the day,

As haste it will for a' that

;

When painted " bikes " and rattly " trikes
"

May welcomed be for a' that.

For a' that and a' that,

It 's coming yet for a' that

;

When cheaper mounts the world about

Shall cycles be for a' that.

Feed. E. Smith.

C. R. Dodge is looking up a cottage
on the South Shore.

F. E. Belden, secretary of the Weed
Sewing Machine Company, has been in

town the past week.

H. L. Spencer et «/., of the Paw-
tucket Bicycle Club, run to Wellesley,
from Boston, to inspect the Boston roads
on Sunday.

It is probable that three of Boston's
cycling clergymen will participate in the
clerical Canadian tour.

Consul Sewell, of Roxbury, reports
that, riding out to Brockton, he found the
Holbrook route, as recommended by the
Cyclists' Road Book, in excellent condi-
tion; but that, returning by Randolph, as

recommended by Consul Kendall, of

Dorchester, the riding was very rough
and poor.

Scene. — A street in Dorchester.
Dramatis persona: Two cyclists, an
express wagon, one large Newfoundland
dog on seat of same, and a large hamper
filled with straw, in the wagon. Action :

Horse, meeting wheelmen, gives sudden
jump forward in fright, and jerks dog
over backward off the seat. Dog, with
wild howl of astonishment, stands on
his head on edge of basket for one mo-
ment, and then disappears in the depths of

the straw. From the depths of basket
issue howls, barks, and a shower of
straw, while exit bicyclists, in hot haste.

Mr. John W. Carter, of Carter's

Ink fame, has joined the little army of
Kangaroosters.

Henry Sturmey has mailed blanks of
specifications for machines to all Ameri-
can manufacturers, with a request that

they be filled and returned, for insertion

next year in his " Indispensable."

Lawrence Land, of Roxbury, while
riding in West Medford, on Sunday, was
run into by three drunken men in a
buggy, and his machine badly wrecked.
Mr. L. had the drivers arrested, and on
Monday they were brought before the
local court at Maiden, and fined some
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$40. Mr. Land was pretty badly scraped
by the wheels on his face, and had both
hands injured by the fall.

Some one got a leg and arm broken at

Salem, Sunday, but who is not known.

The cyclers in the neighborhood of

Wyoming, Penn., have built an ash path

nine miles long, from Wyoming to

Kingston.

In publishing the list of League offi-

cers elected, we gave the name of J. M.
Thrasher among the representatives of

Illinois, in place of J. H. Koch, of

Peoria, who was elected to that position.

The Springfield Gazette has come
out in a pink cover. Pink paper, true

love, the girls used to say. Make the

application.

The Revised Bible is issued. The
following change will please Thomas
Stevens: Authorized — Psalm lxviii. 4;
'• Extol him that rideth upon the heav-

ens." Revised — '-Cast up a highway
for him that rideth through the des-

erts."

A Neponset rider has invented an
automatic bell which is rung by the press-

ure of a central toothed wheel on the

tire, producing ten distinct tones on the

bell.

Few wheel poets have met with the

success in verse construction that " Ninon
Neckar " has, and we hear with pleasure

that he intends to put his poems into

book form. Those who have read his

contributions to the World will be
pleased to see them grouped in one vql-

ume for presentation. The book is an-
nounced for 1 November.

Karl Kron makes Pemberton Square
the cycling centre of Boston, from which
all tours should start.

Mr. Webber, of Wm. Read & Sons'
cycling department, got badly bruised in

a collision on Beacon Hill, Saturday last.

A party of wheelmen were coasting the

hill led by a Kangaroo rider, and had
taken a lively gait. When nearly down
the hill the Kangarooster turned sud-
denly inward, and Webber, who was close

behind him, struck him, and was thrown,
falling heavily. He sprained two wrists

and badly bruised himself.

A noteworthy scheme for some-
thing greater than the circus has been
devised by an enthusiastic man of money,
and is liable to take form at any time.
Henry E. Ducker has been offered a
large salary to run the thing, but has de-
clined for the present. The scheme is

to organize a travelling tournament under
canvas, to include all possible athletic

sports. The best wheelmen, runners,
jumpers, gymnasts, the champions of
every kind, were to be called from every
part of America, Europe, Asia, and
Africa, for these games. They would be
the '' world's Olympians." The travel-

ling expenses and cost of outfit would be
much less than those of the clumsy circus,

and the attractions much more worthy.
Mr. Ducker's wide reputation, and his

devotion to such matters, were doubtless
counted on largely in the project.—
Springfield Republican.

RACING NEWS

New Orleans, 7 and 8 May. — An-
nual races of the New Orleans Club.
The short races took place on the shell

road along the revetment levee. The
long races were on the shell road be-

tween West End and the city, starting

out of sight and finishing in view of the

spectators.

Quarter Mile, Boys. — A. F. Andrews
(1), 51s. ; H. A. Marshall (2).

Quarter Mile. — C. M. Fairchild (1),
44s. ; E. P. Baird (2) ; A. M. Hill (3).
Slow Race. — George Miller (1).

One Mile, Time 430. — E. P. Baird

(1), 5.45; C. H. Genslinger(2).
Two Mile Handicap.— E. P. Baird,

scratch (1) ; A. M. Hill, scratch (2) ; W.
W. Crane, 250 yards (3).

The day's sport concluded by an exhi-

bition of fancy riding by John Stout, a
deaf mute, on the Star machine. He
executed some pretty and difficult move-
ments.

SECOND DAY.

Quarter Mile. — F. M. Ziegler (1),
44|s.; John Stout (2); A. P. Keaghey (3).

One Mile, State Championship, —
E. P. Baird (1); A. M. Hill (2) ; G. McD.
Nathan (3).

Ring Tournament. — The ring tour-

nament took place on the shell road, on
the revetment levee, and proved an excit-

ing feature. In a run of one hundred
yards there were three rings, suspended
Jrom posts at intervals, and this run was
made six times by each contestant. The
riders had wooden lances, with which they
tried to snatch the rings from their places.

It required keen sight and steady arm, be-

sides expert management of the wheel.
Lieut A. P. Keaghey. although unfortu-

nate at first, closed with some brilliant

riding, several times taking all the rings

in succession in full tilt. He won the
metal with a score of nine rings, Gen-
slinger eight rings, Miller five rings, Na-
than, two rings.

Columbia, S. C, 14 May.— Half
mile,— Horse (1), 1.28; VV. J. Morgan
(2). Three quarter mile, — W.J. Mor-
gan (1), 2.23 ; W. Maxwell, 100 yards,

(2). J. S. Prince contested a race with

the horse " Columbia Boy," and won.

Brooklyn, 16 May. — High school

games. Half mile race,— Fred Crane
(I), 1.46J.

Denver, Col., 5 May. — Colorado
Wheel Club races. One mile,— H. G.
Kednedy, on a Kangaroo (1), 3.05 ; J. A.
Alter (2). Five mile,— M. N. Donald-
son (1), 15.43 ; F. E. Kimball (2). A
club drill and fancy riding by Kennedy
filled out the programme.

Charlotte (N. C), 15 May.

—

Three miles,— John S. Prince, scratch

(1), 9.28; W. J. Morgan, 200 yards (2).
One mile, — W. J. Morgan (1), no time
taken; horse (2). Half mile, — J. S.

Prince (1) ; running horse (2).

Cambridge, Mass., 16 May. — Har-
vard College Athletic sports. The first

event on the programme was the two
mile bicycle race, in which F. L. Dean,
'88, had a walk-over. Last week he broke
the best previous college record in this

event, lowering it to 6.39A. Saturday,
his riding was magnificent. He settled

down to a record-breaking pace at once,
and kept it up steadily for two miles.

He completed the distance in 6.28, beat-
ing his own record by n|. His time, by
quarter miles, was as follows : —

M. S.

Quarter mile o 49
Half mile 1 37
Three quarters 2 25
Mile 3 13
Mile and a quarter 4 02
Mile and a half 4 51
Mile and three quarters 5 39^
Two miles 6 28

New York, 9 May. — Columbia Col-
lege sports. Two mile race,— E. A.
Hoffman, Jr. (1), 7 . 7\; S. E. Gage (2);
D. H. Renton (3).

The first annual spring race meeting
of the Louisville (Ky.) Wheel Club will

be held on Friday and Saturday, 29 and
30 May, 18S5, on the grounds of the

Southern Exposition. The track is a
four lap clay track, with easy, raised
turns. The races will be as follows

:

First day,— five mile, scratch ; one half

mile, novice; one mile, time 3.21 ; one
half mile heats, best 2 in 3 ; one quarter
mile, boys under 14; one half mile, 2d
heat ; trick and fancy riding by Prince
Wells; one half mile, 3d heat; one
quarter mile, dash. Second day.

—

three mile, open ; one half mile, riders

of 1885 ; one half mile, hands off ; one
mile, open ; trick and fancy riding by
Prince Wells; one quarter mile heats,

best 2 in 3 ; one quarter mile, boys under
14 ; one quarter mile, heat 2d ; one half

mile, consolation ; one quarter mile,

heat 3d.

The three mile League championship
for 1885 has been located with the
K. C. W, of Brooklyn, to be run 20
June.

The Racing Board has decided to

entertain propositions only from League
clubs for the location of championships.

Three prizes will be given in the

League championships at Buffalo, if

there are five starters; if but three start-

ers there will be but two prizes ; and if

there be but two starters, only one prize

will be given.

Till', spring races of the Capital Club
will be held at Athletic Park 22 May,
Gold and silver medals will be awarded
in each event. The following events

have been decided upon : One mile
novice ; one mile championship of the

District of Columbia; one mile, 3.20

class ; half-mile for Capital Club mem-
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bers ; five mile for Flint cup, open to

Capital Club members ; half mile for

boys under fifteen years of age ; three

miles, open ; three quarter mile, open

;

two mile, handicap : two mile, for Wood-
ward & Lothrop cup for Capital Club
members.

In place of the two and five mile cham-
pionship usually run at the annual games
of the N. A. A. A. A., a three-mile race

for the amateur championship of America
has been substituted. The games will

be held in New York, 6 June.

Tricyclers will be allowed an hour's
start in the Ixion fifty-mile road race on
Decoration Day.

Prince was timed for 1.17 for one half

mile in the race at Charlotte, N. C, but
we think he can't establish the recoid.

The annual meet of the Indiana Divi-

sion L. A. W. will he held at Indianapolis,

Ind.,June the 8th and 9th. The meet
and tournament will be under the super-
vision of the Indianapolis Bicycle Club,
who will make strong endeavors to have
everything pleasantly arranged for visit-

ing wheelmen, and make the meet a

grand success. Monday, 8th, 3 p. m.,

races at Exposition Grounds. Monday,
8th, 8 P. M., fancy and trick riding, and
club drill contest at Meridian Rink. To
conclude with skating. Tuesday, 9 June,
9 A. M., business meeting at Meridian
Rink. Tuesday, 9 June, 3 P.M., races at

Exposition Grounds.

The two-mile State Championship of

Maine has been located with the Pine
Tree Wheel Club of Bangor, Me., and
will be run at the tournament to be held

23 July.

The Memphis tournament was not a
financial success.

Whittaker will go to St. Louis for

the Rambler's races.

Another race will be added to the
St. Louis Ramblers programme. The
E. C. Meacham Arms Company donates
a $75 shotgun for a prize in a two-mile
race, open only to riders of the Rudge,
the agency for which the company has
has recently taken.

Chas. Frazier, of Smithville, N. J.,
has joined the professional ranks. The
rumor that has been circulated in the
papers to this effect, is confirmed by a
personal letter to us, in which he states

that he has left the amateur ranks, and
has sent his resignation to the League.

A meeting of the Manchester, N. H.,
Bicycle Club was held a few evenings
since, and the following appointed a com-
mittee to arrange for the annual spring
races at the driving park on Memorial
day: John N. Pearson, Moses Sheriff
and S. C. Kennard. The following
events and prizes were decided upon :

Half mile, best two in three heats, first

prize, silver cup ; second, perfection
tire heater; third, club monogram. One
mile clash, first prize, Lamson's cyclom-
eter ; second, one year's subscription to

Bicycling World
; third, duplex whis-

tle. Five mile handicap, first prize, silver

cup; second, Don tool bag ; third, duplex
whistle. The entries are to be made to

the secretary, F. O. Moulton, and will

close Friday, 22 May. There is every

indication that there will be a large num-
ber of competitors in all the events.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

Rockingham Club, Portsmouth, N.H.
— At the sixth annual meeting, 12 May,
the following offieers were elected: Presi-

dent, C. A. Hazlett ; secretary-treasurer,

H. M. Tucker; captain, G. E. Philbrick;

first lieutenant, S. G. Kingsbury; second
lieutenant, C. A. Holbrook; bugler, W.
W. Mclntire.

Beaver Falls (Penn.) Club. —
Organized 7 May. Officers : President,

W. H.Leigh; secretary and treasurer,

S. H. Dawson; captain (formerly of

Massachusetts), Thos. Midgley ; lieuten-

ant, Ed. Craig; bugler, R. F. Randolph.

East Hartford (Conn.) Wheel
Club. — Officers elected : President,

L. S. Forbes; secretary, C. B. Ripley;
treasurer, S. A. Pratt ; captain, H. E.
Bidwell.

Connecticut Club. — The annual
meeting of the Connecticut Bicycle Club,

of Hartford, was held last Wednesday
evening, and the following officers

elected for the ensuing year : President,

Stephen Terry ; secretary, W. F. Colton
;

treasurer, Charles A. Rogers ; captain,

Chas. E. Chase ; first lieutenant, Robert
F. Way ; second lieutenant, E. C. Quig-
gle ; club committee, the president, treas-

urer, captain, and E. F. Belden, Alexan-
der Allen, S. O. Prentice and J. Gilbert

Calhoun. The annual dinner was held
after the meeting.

Middletown (Conn.) Club. — Offi-

cers for the ensuing year : President,

H. C. Ward; secretary, William P. Post;
treasurer, Howard A. Sibley ; captain,

Fred L. Calkins ; first lieutenant, Hay-
den Goodrich ; second lieutenant, Arthur
Rutty ; bugler, William J. Hogan.

Philadelphia Club. — At the annual
meeting of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club,
held at the club rooms, 60 North Thir-
teenth street, the following officers were
elected: President, George E. Bartol ; sec-

retary and treasurer, Horace A. Blaki-
ston ; captain, Ewing L. Miller; bugler,
Harold R. Lewis ; lieutenant, Charles B.
Warder, M. D. Club committee— Presi-
dent, secretary and captain, ex-officio, and
Messrs. G. M. Streeter, Wm. Morris and
R. T. Middleton. The club will retain

its membership in the League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen," and be represented at

Buffalo next July, on the occasion of the
fifth annual meet of that organization.
Capt. E. L. Miller presented a solid sil-

ver cup as a prize to the member riding
the greatest distance (over 1,000 miles)
during the current year. The club is in

a prosperous condition, and has in view

several plans for further progress and
development. Instituted in May, 1879,
it has grown stronger each year as its

members' interest increase in the fasci-

nating and healthful recreation.

The Providence Bicycle Club races

on the 30th are off, and the members of

the club will run to Newport, and also

to Boston, instead.

Pawtucket Bicycle Club will ride to

Newport, R. I., on 30 May.

TRADE NOTICES

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co. are very busy
shipping orders for Rudge racers. A 56-inch for F. L.
Dean, at Harvard College; a 58-inch for C E. Stone,
St. Louis; a 57-inch for C. H. Potter, Cleveland; a
58-inch for B. W. Hanna, Washington; a 56-inch for

Percy Stone, St. Louis; a 56-inch for A. L. Jennes,
Rye, N. H., were all shipped last week. This machine
has a reputation second to none, and when racing men
want a fast wheel they want the very fastest Hat is

made.

W. W. Stall desires those who wish to hire a ma-
chine for Decoration Day to get their orders in early.

He expects a large demand for that day.

W. B. Everett & Co. have secured Peck & Snyder
for New York agents, and G. N. Buzby for Philadel-

phia.

Mr. Charles Richards Dodge, poet, author, and
cyclist, is disporting himself along the south shore on
a 55-inch Columbia light roadster.

The Massachusetts Club men are happy in that they
can borrow Mr. E. W. Pope's 55-inch Columbia light

roadster any time they want to.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

American Division.

Frank W. Weston, Chief Consul,
Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dues for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the State consul of the Slate in which the
applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as
appointed, is :

—
Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 60S Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bittinger, 60S Harrison avenue,

Leadville.

Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 10S Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, 31 Chestnut street,

Boston.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri.— W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
Nezu Hampshire.— W. V. Gilman, Nashua.
Neiv Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio.— Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — F, S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.
Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster

street, Providence.
Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.

In States where no State consul has been appointed,
such applications and lettersof inquiryshould be sent to
Chas. H. Potter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,
Ohio.

A special sleeping car will leave Boston, on Satur-
day, 16 May, to convey members to the annual meeting
of the American Division of the Cyclists' Touring Club,
which is to be held at Cleveland, Ohio, on the 18th and
19th of the same month.

Applications for Membership. — (Unless protest
is received within ten days from date of this publication,
each of the following applicants are considered provision-
ally elected): Harry Davenport, Canton, Pa.; A. S.
Hathaway, 2578 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio; Dr. B.
V. Howe. 106 Tremont street, Boston, Mass.; J. O.
Roberts, Clarksville, Pike County, Mo.; G. A. Dusen-
bury, 828 Seventh avenue, New York City; J. T. Wat-
son, Jr., 920 North Main street, St. Louis, Mo.
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Appointments.— State consul for Montana, Fred.

A. Fielding, Bozeman; consul for Norwich, Conn., C.

R. Harrington ; consul for Westfield, Union County,

N. J., Dr. F. A. Kinch, Jr. ; consul for Northampton,
Mass., E. E. Davis. Hotel for Orange, N. J., the

Mansion House.

Canadian Division.

Application blanks can be obtained by forwarding

a stamped addressed envelope to the Canadian chief

consul, Horace S. Tibbs, 26 Union avenue, Montreal.

N. B. — Consuls wanted in every city and town in

Canada.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

R. H. S.— Kerosene is not good. Get oil at almost

any cycle dealers.

A. C. R. — You were too late. Have used a portion

this week.

Rbv. S. Stall.— Will use electro if you will send.

A. T. Lanb. Thanks. You have done well.

Geo. Crownh. — It is a good machine, and well

worth the price.

X. C. — Club received. Hope our terms will satisfy

you.

Professor. —The League cannot reinstate a profes-

sional ball player.

Novice. — Have the machine geared down two teeth.

When you are more expert you can change the gear.

F. G. — It is not a record.

N. H. V.— See note elsewhere. He is a pro-

fessional.

V. G. —-The Christinas numbers are as readable to-

day as when issued. They have no timely interest.

FIXTURES

22 May

:

Races of Capital Club at Washington.

23 May

:

Races by Ramblers Club, of St. Louis, Mo.

29 and 30 May :

Tournament of Louisville (Ky.) Wheel Club.

30 May:
Illinois State Division L. A. W. meet and tourna

ment at Chicago. Fifteen mile championship.
Race meeting by Springfield (Mass.) Bicycle Club.
Tally-ho run of Boston Club to Wellesley.

Road race of Buffalo (N. Y.) Ramblers.
Ixion road race to Yonkers (N. Y.) and beyond,

fifty miles.

Fifty mile road race of Cambridge Club.
Annual meet of the L. E. C. VV. at Beverly.

Races of Williamsburg Athletic Club at Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Races at Manchester, N. H.
Run of Portland Club to Boston.

Twenty mile road race, Newburyport Club.
s, and 6 June :

Race of the Yale Bicycle Club at New Haven,
Conn., including the twenty-five-mile champion-
ship, L. A. W.

6 June

:

N. A. A. A. A. annual games at New York.
Three-mile American bicycle championship.

8 and g June :

Tournament of ihe Indiana division L. A. W. at

Indianapolis.

17 June

:

Tricycle picnic in the woods at Readvillc, by Boston
Club.

18 June

:

Races of Trojan Wheelmen, Troy, N. Y.

20 June

:

Races by K. C. W. at Brooklyn, N. Y.

30 June and 1 July :

Tournament at Ulica (N. Y.) by Fort Schuyler
Wheelmen.

1 July :

Third Annual Meet and Races of the C. W. A. at

Woodstock, Ont.

2 and 3 July:
Annual meet „f the L. A. W. at Buffalo, N. Y.

One mile bicycle and one mile tricycle champion-
ship.

3 and 4 July :

Race meeting of Bartholomew County Wheelmen
at Columbus, Ind.

t July:
Races at Boston, Mass.

6 July :

Big Four Tour starts from Buffalo, N. Y.

10 July :

Big Four road race, one hundred miles, Cobourg to

Kingston.

17 July:
Down East tour.

20 and 21 July:
Ohio State Division, L. A. W. , meet and tourna-
ment at Springfield. Half mile bicycle champion-
ship.

23 July :

Races of Pine Tree W. C, Bangor, Me. Two-
mile State championship.

1 August

:

Tricycle road race by Boston Club.

3 August :

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, England.

13 August:
Tournament of B. C. W. at Pittsfield, Mass.

27 and 28 August

:

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile
bicycle championship.

1 and 2 September :

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

8, 9, and 10 September

:

Tournament at Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-

cle championship.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[A dvertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceeding/our lines, nonpareil,forfij
r
ty cents.]

FOR SALE.— One 44-inch full-nickelled, except
wheels, special Facile; cost new in 1884, $156; will

sell for $115, C. O. D.; owner wants larger wheel of

same make. Address LOCK BOX, No. 172, Madi-
son, Ind.

FOR SALE. — Premier tricycle, 1884 pattern, in

first-class condition ; with bell, lamps, and cyclo-

meter; cost $190; price $140. S. A. MERRILL, 85
Devonshire street.

FOR SALE. — One 52-inch Shadow bicycle; this

machine is full-nickelled, except the wheels, which
are handsomely bronzed ; it is comparatively as good as

new, as it has only been used a few times; has ball

bearings to both wheels, tool-bag, and tools ; cost new,

$.35; price $ioo. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One Victor tricycle, 1883 pattern,

and in excellent condition; price $85. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 58-inch full-nickelled Harvard,
in excellent order; price $100. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— 52-inch full-nickelled Harvard, with

drop bar, cyclometer, and bell, and in excellent

order; price S100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

?OR SALE.— A nice lot of second-hand Hill &
1^
- Tolman bells, sent via mail on receipt of £1.75.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

FOR SALE.— A 52-inch Yale, Kacer, mckelled and
enamelled, comparatively as good as new; cost new,

#140; price #115. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

F'OR SAI.K— A 54-inch Royal Mail Racer; this

machine was used lor the first time by Chambers,
1 glish flier, last September, and is in excellent

order; cost new,f150; price $115. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

1?OR SALE. — One 52-inch full-nickelled British

Challenge bicycle, in excellent order; it has tool-

bag, tools and bell, a bargain; J100. LEWIS RUS-
SELL, Box 335, Springfield, Mass.

THE "ACME" TIRE HEATER. —
;

Trice
1 #1.00; the most convenient ll.atri for use in Cities

Slid tOWllS where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and imoka up the run; full directions

for cementing on tiles aclomp.iny every Heater; indis-

.11 a repair simp anil a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Sic.

RtJDGE TANDEM TRICYCLE FOR SALE

.

nearly as good as new. Send for particulars to
HILL & TOLMAN, Worcester, Mass.

FOR THIRTY-FIVE CENTS IN POSTAGE
stamps the American Bicycle Company, of Spring-

field, Mass., will forward to any address a pair of the
crescent stocking supporters, which are the best.

FOR SIXTY-FIVE CENTS IN STAMPS
the American Bicycle Company, of Springfield,

Mass., will forward you a good sensible tool bag.

FOR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, new last Sep-
tember, used only five times, comparatively as good

as new; price $140. FRANK NOLAN, Springfield,

Mass. .

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled American
Club second hand bicycle ; this machine has ball

bearings to both wheels, and is in excellent condition 1

cost new, $152.56; price $110. AMERICAN B1CY;
CLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

|?OR SALE. — A nice lot of second-hand Acme
I? bicycle stands ; sent by express to any address on
receipt of $1.25. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— Nickel-plated spoke grips; sent to

any address on receipt of thirty-five cents in postage
stamps. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

SEND 81.00 TO THE AMERICAN BICY-
CLE Company, of Springfield, Mass., and receive

one pair of heavy all wool bicycle hose, sizes o£, 10, 103,
and ii ; the blue and black are ribbed, and the plain are
brown.

ANT ONE THINKING OF PURCHASING
a bicycle will find it for their interest to write to the

American Bicycle Company, and state what size they
require, also kind, and about what they want to pay.
Springfield, Mass.

'THE AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
1 of Springfield, Mass., have sixty second-hand bicy-

cles and tricycles in stock, which are for sale cheap for

cash.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVEHIHQ & CO,

152 to 15S Congress St., Boston.

Rust ! Rust ! ! Rust ! !

!

Entirely removed from Nickel-f>late, Steel, etc., by
Acme Rust Krndicator. Try a box. Fifty cents,
post paid (two-cent stamps taken). Special terms to
dealers. Second-Hand lUcycles, Lamps, etc., chead,
"Experts," "Standards," "Radges," and others, all

sizes and prices. Enclose stamp stating wants. C.
HERBERT DIAMOND, Box 2.u4 , New York City.

BICYCLE CLUBS ATTENTION!

Wheelman's Official Score Card.

OoprnroHTBD 1888,

FOIl HEAJSOIV 1886.
We are prepared to make arrangements with anj club

giving Meets or Tournaments in the United States, Wa
have issued our Cards at all the principal Meets and
Tournaments held in 1883-841 we pay liberally for

privilege.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
For Reference : Stoddard, I.ovcring A Co., 152 to

158 Congress St., Boston, Mass.; The PODS Mamd'g
Co., 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

HENRY GOODMAN &. BROS.
469 Main SI., Hart/onl . Conn.
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ARDILL'S
1XQOTD E1TJ5.MEI.!

For touching up or entirely re-enamelling

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
TUPfJE I DID IT"

THE RUDGE

Hard as Marbl«. Dries Instantly, without
any unpleasant smell, and produces a Jet Black
enamel surface in One Operation. It is
thoroughly impervious to wet, cold, or heat. Will
not crack, and is not liable to chip off. Any one
can apply it. A suitable Brush given with
each bottle.
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.
l"or sale by all Agents, and by

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

!52 to 158 Congress St., Boston-
Special terms to the trade.

EXACT SIZE.

The Practical Cyclometer for Bicycles.
The action is really positive and the Cyclometer

Cannot fail to operate at any rate of speed.
This Cyclometer will soon be on the market.
In ordering, give size and make of wheel.

MADE HY C. II. IAMSON,
201 Middle Street .... PORTLAND, ME.

BASE BALI SHOES A SPECIALTY.
This shoe is not machine made, but strictly hand-

made flexible .shoe, of the best English, French, and
American stock. Warranted to last from April to No-
vember for riding purpose*. No rubber to conic off, no
pegs nor nails to hurt the feet. I.aced low to allow of
adjustment. Cut high, but nicely fitted to keep from
slipping. Made in any color to match uniform. Kach
shoe made on a last specially modelled by us. Racine;
Shoes, with soles one-eighth, quarter, three-eighth, one-
half-inch thick, weighing not over ten or twelve ounces.
All shoes patented. Price list and rules for self measure-
ment sent on application.

STRICKLAND & PIKRCE,
158 Summer street, Boston.

Spring Race Meeting
OF THB

SPRINGFIELD

BICYCLE CLUB,
ON

HAMPDEN PARK,

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., May 30th, 1885.

PROGRAMME.
3 Miles . Handicap.

1 " Safety ; wheels not over 40 in

2 " Novice.

1 " 3.10 Class.

5 " Open.

1 " Exhibition. Geo. M. Hendee

5 " 16.30 Class.

Entrance fee 50 cts. each event, returnable to all

starters.

Races under the rules of the L. A. W.
Address all entries to SANFORD LAWTON, Sec.

Entries close May 27.

THEY HAVECOME!
I have received a stock of

I
?

The Best,

The Fastest,

The Lightest,

The Strongest,
And the most scientifically constructed tr'cycle yet

made; also the

Facile Bicycle,
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

"the '^e^ire1eater7
PRICE 91.00.

The most convenient Heater for use in

cities and towns where illuminating
gas is used. Handier and less

expensive than an alcohol lamp.
Gives Plenty of Ileal, and does not Smoke

tip the Him.
Full directions for cementing on Tires accompany

every Heater.
Indispensable in a repair shop and a necessity to

every rider.

C. H. ILAMSOIV,
HOI Middle Street, PORTLAND, ME.

"IF I
could not get another, I would not take $5.00 for the
Cyclist's Record Book you sent me last week. I can
keep an accurate and complete record of my riding with-
out trouble." So says the secretary of a prominent
club. Every wheelman should get a Record Book.
They are a necessity to those who value a record of their
season's mileage and the particulars of each trip. If
you contemplate but a single journey awheel, it will pay
you to get one of the books. Fifty cents.

C. D. BATCHELDER,
Lancaster, N. H.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,
and is much the best article for the purpose in
market ; it is also much the cheapest.

Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!
Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for
bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff
in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

4SP Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having them. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or mire of Oil,
expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. "®ft

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

TiaiEi

Perfect Hygienic

BICYCLE SADDLE,
NOW ON THE MARKET.

{Patented March 17, 1885.)

No metal frame or tree. Springs at both ends com-
pletely compensating all jar and jolt. No pressure on
perina;um, and no danger from bicycle riding with this

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle made. Thor-
oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Finest

material ever used in a bicycle accessory. Furnished
only in full nickel. Retail price, £6.00. Liberal dis-

count to the trade. Ask your dealer to see it. Orders
filled promptly. Send for descriptive circular. Manu-
factured only by

T, J. KIRKPATRICK, SprmgHeld, Ohio.
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t is :s

(LjIIMIITIEID)

COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTOJXT,

RANELAGH CLUB.
PRICE, $180.00.

The Fastest and Most Comfortable Machine Made.

CLUB TANDEM.
Convertible.

All persons are warned against purchasing Tan-
dems which infringe onr patent.

The "CLUB" Bicycle, Greatly Improved.

The "UNIVERSAL CLUB," New this Season.

CHEAPEST MACHINE IN THE TRADE.

Price for £>0-Iixcli ----- #10£>.00.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND PARTICULARS.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

& Universally Adjust ibl

Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot be worked off whether in proper adjustment or

not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Ask your Dealer /or Hum, or send/or Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILL.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

$5.00; Nickelled, J6.50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

Hall

Type
Writer.

The latest, simplest, cheapest,

and most complete Writing In-

strument. Challenges com pan-

son with others in every point.

Every instrument warranted

and sent free to any part of

United States on receipt of

price, $40.

Principal Office:

853 BROADWAY,
New York.

Agencies in all Principal

Cities.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented'Feb. ig,'i884.

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE.

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landy, Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,
and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comforiable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, ?3-oo;
Nickelled, $3.75. Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada
Special Terms to Dealers.
Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

1ST. TO-Y OO.
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

14 Howard Street NEW YORK.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barley's ADJUSTABLE 8KELET0S SADDLE, With Goarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. It 1- so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and gruickly

tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, S4.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. 0. BUBLE7, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
We beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non -delivery of their orders for

THE AMERICAN

Long -Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our facili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and

soliciting a continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL & BOWEN,
(Successors to Bull & Haynes)

587 & 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Licensed by the Pope JU'f'g. Co.

ORIOKET.
Every Part Detachable.

Top easily removed and new one can be put on with

out trouble. Springs can be taken out and others of

any sized wire, 01 any length, bend or shape, can be
made and inserted in a few minutes by rider himself.

Front spring drops from perineum, and takes up sag

of leather produced by yielding of rear springs. For
crank and Star.

I*, S. COPPER,
CLEVELAND - - - OHIO.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat*8eated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buclUe.
A 'Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star" leads all
Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. J.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
e_ v- ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,-^-

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 18S4, revised and en-
larged.

oonthnts.
page.

Introductory Essay 5

analysis of the machine.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
Bearings 34
Frame (Forks, Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91
Brakes 133
Foot-rests 142

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. . . 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 1 75
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made 175
Manumotive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociables 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

Price 372
The Machine : Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 383
A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1883 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fastest Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Rides 402
Fastest Professional Times 403
Sociable Records 404
Directory of Manufacturers 405
Addendas to several Sections 407

There will be no edition of this work in 1883.
Seventy-five cents by mail.

Wr have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1S85 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskinh. —
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricye'ing for some small book which
hould put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
iheir own experience* This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with sugge don! on 1

riding and touring, etc.. adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H . L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
which no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into.

^
To the recently joined it gives a quantity of

practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,
M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Phvsician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables — Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,
Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly-printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side

and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the

usual condition of the road bed for each street, the

important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Trhatise on thk Theoretical and Practical
Construction op the Tricyclic. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding

plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited liv

C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing ret

resume of events of the (past year, ami much other

cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are prefusely illustrated and filled with enter-
taining reading matter. " Our Camp." the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 18S2
and 1S83, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.
Illustrated, ten cents.

• A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-
lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to IX., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history
of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $11.

American Bicycling Journal.—The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Photos of the Newport, Boston, and Chicago meets
of the L. A. W., fifty cents each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-
tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents — none being
given at Second-hand. No other papercovers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel pa|>er.

Kdited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomel] prii

on superior paper. #3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Kdited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing ; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the i\.\\ M and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large mo
aie periodically offered to it i it is the
acknowledged smartest cyi 't the day, #2.50
per year, including pa

Tint Wheel Woki p. — Companion magazine to

the (yclist. K.ach month is included a full-page |<or-

trait of a cvcling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. >a.$o per year, including posuge.
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EXPERT COLUMBIA BICYCLE,
FOURTH SEASON.

STANDARD COLUMBIA BICYCLE,
EIGHTH SEASON.

COLUMBIA THREE-TRACK TRICYCLE,
THIRD SEASON.

COLUMBIA
LIGHT* ROADSTER.

FIRST SEASON.

s
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A
S
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F

1

8
8
5

OOLUMBIA
Two-Track* Tricycle,

FIRST SEASON.

"3®'

4

fM|

I have ridden one "Expert Columbia" over 3,500 miles on country roads, and
have never had any repairs of any description whatever to make upon it.

With its standard of rake, and your vibrating suspension saddle, I consider it

unequalled for safety and long-distance riding.

It is always in perfect order, if properly cared for, like any piece of machinery.

From the practical results, which I determined by subjecting the different qualities

of steel from which it is constructed to the recognized standard of Government tests,

I am free to assert that you may justly claim that the "Columbia" has not its equal in

quality of material and finish ; all of which is shown in the tabulated results in your
possession. I am, very respectfully,

F. J. DRAKE,
Litut. and U. S. Inspector of Material.

Boston, Mass., Nov. 17, 1884.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SENT FREE.

^u

k

mm
.3&,

TIHIE POPE DUCIEnGk CO.
Principal Office - - - - 597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

I {ranch Houses: 12 Warren Street, New York; 115 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

JJ^"" The warcroom of our Chicago Branch is the largest bicycle salesroom in the world. It is 36 feet front by 155 feet deep, with a
school attached, of similar dimensions.

ALFREO MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.



Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

$2.oo a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 29 MAY, 1885
Volume XI.

Number 4.

PULL YOUR TIRES OUT!

If you can pull them out

THEY ARE NOT SAFE TO RIDE

!

The YALE BICYCLE
weighs less than many bicycles which are advertised as " Light " Roadsters,

but it is nevertheless a

Full ROADSTER BICYCLE,
having a one-inch tire on the front wheel and three quarters on the rear. The bearings are balls all round, the front bear-

ings being triple. The tangent spokes are not brazed where they cross each other, and in this and many other respects

the Yale will be found the superior of the many imitations which have sprung up since we placed the great original on this

market in 1880. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY
Manufacturer's Institute, Huntington Avenue, Boston Mass.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.

-&-? ^r

-f SINGER'S

•*+ 4-51-

^^J / I \ XJs- ~

-6" 4-3-

* CYCLES 7V

*-*
'-^@

SPECIFICATION.
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork— Front, new elliptic, hollow.
" Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Huns— New pattern steel flanges.

SPOKES— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

I 1 i.i.oes — Steel, hollow.

Tirks— #j-inch front and J^-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar — Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring — Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance '• Eclipse."

Tedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel — 17^ inch.

Finish — All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY.
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy h'unning, Well Constructed, Rigid, and -Free from Vibration.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston,
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
-H+- ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,-**-,

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,
principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-
larged.

OONTBNTS.
PAGE.

Introductory Essay 5

ANALYSIS OF THE MACHINE.
Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
Hearings 34
Frame (Forks, Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91
Brakes 133
Foot-rests 142

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. . . 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made ,75
Manumotive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociables 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price
372

The Machine : Selection, Management, Keeping in
Order

3 g3A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1883 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fastest Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Rides 402
Fastest Professional Times 403
Sociable Records 404
Directory of Manufacturers 405
Addendas to several Sections 407

Thbrk will be no edition of this work in 1885.
Seventy-five cents by mail.

Wr have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in preu.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Krskinb.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricycling for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
pecessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, ana
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the chi
and management of tricycles, with sui dress,
riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-
quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
which no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Whbbls, by W. Gordon Stables,
M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Phvsician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Diugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives— Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,
Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly* printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side
and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the
usual condition of the road bed for each street, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads
crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on tiih Theoretical and Practical
Construction op thb Tricyclb. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of t lie princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle aa 1 machine. Illustrated with two folding

rami. Fifiy cents.

Cyclist and Wiiiif.l World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in

u.uy.
1 diary, club directory, racing records,

resume
1

of events of the past year, and much oilier

cvclini Unon for 1884. Wc will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of

the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-

taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882

and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer. — A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. Ji.oo. First

edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes op the World, I. to IX., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history

of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $11.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Photos of the Newport, Boston, and Chicago meet*
of the L. A. W., fifty cents each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, f, 1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. Noother paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only (he largest 111 size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. Ja.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricvclist. — The sport, pastime, and tt.ule.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Haiulsouielv printed,
on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wiirrl I.ifk. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of 1 lit- day, anil keens its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world, I arge money ,

are periodically offered to it-. id h is the

lOwledged smartest cycling paper of the day. fj.50
per year, including postage.

The Whrbi. Would, — Companion m
the ( relist. Each month is included a full-page pur-

trail of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. #2.50 per year, Including pi
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THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER
* IMPROVED FDR 1BB5. *

CAN BE READ FROM THE SADDLE AND USED WITH A HUB LAMP.

PRICE Sio.oo
Its form remains the same, but the works have been entirely

remodelled.

Its action is more positive, and the troublesome springs are

done away with.

Now ready for bicycle, tricycle, and American Star.

THE BUTCHER AUTOMATIC BICYCLE ALARM
Is the Cheapest and Best Automatic Alarm in the Market.

Price, post-paid, $2.00. Send for Circulars.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley Street - Boston, Mass.

->5=:-*h=S<-

Amesbury, Mass, Feb. 3, 1885.

Butcher Cyclometer Co., Boston, Mass.

:

Gentlemen,— I have used the Butcher Cyclometer for one whole season, over the rough and sandy roads, in this section, and making trips

time and again, and always has the instrument registered alike.

I would advise everybody to use one, as there is a deal of satisfaction in knowing and seeing while riding, just how far you have been, or

to calculate the distance between places, without the r.ectssity of a dismount. It is absolutely correct, and does not rattle.

I would not sell mine for twice the price of a new one, if I could not get another. Very truly yours, A. F. GREENLEAF.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclists' Touring CM.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

THE
Light Roadster
We are now catching up with our orders

for our new Columbia Light Roadster,

and having had reports from many in actual

use, are prepared to guarantee satisfaction.

EXAMINE ITS POINTS
Resultant Spokes,

Quadrant Flanges,
Detachable Cowhorn Handle Bars,

Bolted Hollow Rims,
Weldless Rear Forks,

Detent Pedals.

Noiseless Spring Clip,

L. L. D. Saddle.
Safety Rake of Forks,

Rigid Leg Guard,
Powerful Brake,

Perfect Finish,

Before you take any other.

RUDGE
The sole Agency in Philadelphia, and. -vicinity for the

LIGHT ROADSTER .

RACER-
AMERICAN RUDGE.

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE.

RIPVPI FQ *LDlvTvLLO,
^uriMfc'

THE BEST MAKE. Mp*L

Harvard,

VICTOR.

^ "*

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P

I ALE.

Clu b.

Single and Tandem.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

CLUB
TRICYCLE.

Faci LE.

BICYCLE RIFLES AXTD SHOT CT7XTS.
Just the thing for touring trips and sport along the road. Write for Catalogue

• and Circulars, and say what you wnnt. P. O. Box 1108.

A.ntVA.M: G. POWELL MANAGEn.
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The Only Successful

TWO-SPEED OR TWO-POWER GEAR

In the market, sometimes depreciated by
makers who haven't one and those in-

terested for them, but giving full

satisfaction to users,

IstheColumbiaPowerGear

Sold On or Applied To the Columbia Tricycle.

"After riding 2,000 miles, I consider the ma-
chine to be practically as good as ever. I con-
sider the power gear an indispensable addition.

It is of great assistance in pushing through stiff

mud or snow, and p grades, or over rough
places.

"

W. H. MILLER,

Vice-Prei. L.A. W., Pres. Buckeye Bi. C.

Bells! Bells!!

Peerless Stop Bells,

SIMPLE,
EFFECTIVE, CHEAP,

GOOD.

No. 3, 1 Hammer - - • 75cta.

No. 9, 2 Hammers - - - 86cts.

H, and T, Stop

The King of Stop Bells.
Surprisingly Simple. Nearly
equals our Automatic in

effect. No Rattle. Out of
the way. Stopped by Shift-
ing Handle. Sure to Satisfy
in Every Respect.

No. 10, $1.25.

Tricycle Alarm,

A Bell For Tricy.les.

Equal to the

AUTOMATIC
For Bicycles.

One or a Series of Strokes
at Will.

No. 7 - - - 83.S0.

Automatic Alarm.

TEE Z-L-NT AND TO-Z-LD
BICYCLE BELL.

Sales extending to other
Countries. Copied by For-
eign Manufacturers The
Most Successful Bell ever
made. Destined to become
the Standard Bell of the
Wheel World.
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, $3.00.

For Particulars send for Circular. Order by Num-
ber or make of M.ichine. Sent by Mail upon Receipt
of Price.

HILL & TOLMAJ - - Worcester, Mass.

o-iEisrcriisnE: "httmbbbsi"
May 12, 1885.

Mr. L. H. Johnson:
Dear Sir,— I want to thank you and Mr. Douglas for advising me to buy

the "Hurnber Tandem" Tricycle. Before purchasing, I sought to learn all

that I could about tricycles. I spent some hours in the examination of a
book which describes upwards of two hundred and fifty different tricycles and
sociables. This examination convinced me that the '' Hurnber" had several

points of excellence possessed by no other machine; but. as at that time,

there was no "Tandem" in the country, I had to depend on the printed

description and on your advice to buy the " Hurnber."
A few days after I took my first ride, I attended the " Meet " of the North

of England Wheelmen, at Harrowgate, Yorkshire. Probably every style of

cycle made in the United Kingdon was on exhibition, and many were repre-

sented on the race-track. There was a favorable chance to compare all makes
of tricycles, and to note their speed. I was soon convinced that the
" Hurnber " was the fastest, safest, and strongest tricycle in all England.
My tricycle is not merely a machine for exercise. It answers all the pur-

pose of a family carriage. The best testimonial I can give as to its utility is

the fact that on last New Year's Day I rode it from house to house, and
between the hours of noon and six o'clock called on nearly all my parish-

ioners. I could not have done more had I taken a horse and carriage.

Very truly yours,

WM. F. TAYLOR

THE "HUMBER TANDEM."
FOR TWO RIDERS HAS NO EQUAL.

IT IS THE.FASTEST MACHINE' MADE,
AND IS A SPLENDID HILL CLIMBER.

LIGHT TRICYCLES, 60 TO 70 LBS., FOR LADIES.

THE BEST ARE THE CHEAPEST, and the largest makers conclusively prove
by IMITATING them that they consider the BEST MACHINES are the " Humbers."

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
SOLE LICENSEE TO IMPORT AND SELL

HUMBER BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
In the United (States,

3 ARLINGTON PLACE - - - - EAST ORANGE, N. J.

Lists on application with Stamp.

SPECIAL NOTICE. —The public is hereby notified XhzX genuine Hurnber Bicycles and

Tricycles are made only by Hurnber & Co., at Beeston, Nottingham, and bear their stamp on

the neck. All others are INFERIOR IMITATIONS.

GEO. R. BIDWELL &. CO.
2 and 4 East 60th Street, New York,

Columbia and Radge Bicycles and Tricycles

WHEEL GOODS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Send for our Instalment Plan and Circulars.

"Health Upon Wheels"
NOW IJST STOCK.

50 cents.

ATKINS'S ROAD BOOK,
15 Cents.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. Gh BIRD & CO..
2i6 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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NO STRANGERS

!

Bicyclers, you. all know these men.

THEY BAY nf the VICTOR BICYCLE

:

"It is the best Bicycle I have ever ridden." -GEO. M. HENDEE.
"I never mounted its equal; it is simply perfect."— L. H. JOHNSON.

"The wheel is all that was promised, and even more." — HENRY E. DUCKER.
"For a roadster it has no equal."- FRED RUSS COOK.

"It is the best -finished piece of machinery I ever saw." — GEO. D. GIDEON.
"I have no use for a better Bicycle." - E. C. HODGES.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY,
VICTOR BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

179 TREMONT STREET, = BOSTON.
S^* Please call or send for Catalog-

. =Jg2

NEW MODEL LIGHT ROADSTER STAR.
The new model is vastly improved in workmanship, and has been greatly simplified, and made stronger and stiffer,

while the WEIGHT HAS BEEN REDUCED SOME ELEVEN POUNDS in the 48-inch size. Sample now on
view. No Catalogues can be had till later, and applications for same must be accompanied by two-cent stamps. All applications
from outside of New England must have enclosed five cents in stamps, or no Catalogue will be sent.

The New Columbia Machines constantly in Stock. Also the American Challenge and
Safety and the Ideal. Petite Tricycles for Children, $18 to $30.

Having specially fitted up a Shop and engaged one of the best Bicycle Mechanics in England or America as head of the depart-
mtnt, we are prepared to do the finest and most intricate repairs en Bicycles and Tricycles. Cranks or Stars at reasonable rates.

Special Terms to Agents where they send all work to us.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES TO LET BY THE DAY.

Out of town parties may enjoy a Sunday or Holiday on " Boston's sandpapered roads," at a small expense. Our list includes new
Experts, 48 in. to 54 in., and new Ball-bearing Tricycles of improved model.

THRIVES, $S.OO I»EFl X2J&JTT I3XT"\T-A.H.I.A.^aLi'V IJNT ADVANCE. .

REFERENCES REQUIRED FROM STRANGERS.

W. W. STALL, ( sT^nVuV, ) 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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F-va/bllsliecl overy rrJday

IE. C. EC03DC3-"ES & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mart matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates: —

One year, in advance. #2.00
Six months " 1.00

Three months .60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 if sen to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox 15 Park PI.. New York.

Geo. D. Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 29 MAY, 1885.

THE NORTH CAROLINA CASE.

Our remarks anent the North Carolina

case have been variously commented upon

in the cycling journals, and we have re-

ceived the usual amount of condemnation

for saying a word against the League and

intimating that we do not think it perfect.

We do not hesitate to say that we do not

think it perfect. We have found that

perfection does not go hand in hand with

humanity in its individualism or in its

aggregration. When the League be-

comes perfect few of us who are now with

it will he living. We believe there is

much room for improvement in the

League, and we propose to say at all

times just when and where, in our opin-

ion, it is not what it ought to be.

If those wJio think we are wrong

will offer arguments to prove this, we
shall be content; but we object to having

our motives impugned, nor will our rec-

ord justify the charges that we do not wish

the League well, and do not stand ready to

lend it our aid in every worthy cause or

project. Every time the question of jus-

tice to bicyclers and the defence of their

rights comes up, some paper brings out the

old story that the Pope Manufacturing

Company spent $8,000 in a certain case,

and argues that no less sum will be ne-

cessary for the prosecution of any and

all cases in the future. We cannot agree

with our contemporaries that the League

cannot and ought not to do anything in

cases like that of North Carolina. We be-

lieve it can and should do much, and our

faith in this direction leads us to condemn
inaction. We have faith in the League

and know that it can make itself a force

to oppose just such infringements of the

rights of wheelmen as this North Caro-

lina case presents. We believe it is as

able and powerful a body as the N. C. U.,

and with the record that the Union has

made before our eyes, it is folly to throw

down our hands and say we can do noth-

ing. They have clone much in getting

justice for wheelmen over the herrin'

pond, and the two or three test cases they

have fought to a conclusion, have settled

the question of the rights of cyclers for-

ever. They have little necessity to go to

law now. These remarks are directed

towards those papers that have cried,

" We can do nothing." We are glad to

note that the League officials are not with

them but with us, for the Official Gazette

for last week has this :

"The strictures on theT.. \.W. for their unwillingness

to aid the whee'men of North Carolina are very much
ou of place, inasmuch as thev must have been penned
before any communication of an official nature was re-

ceived bv President Reckwilh from the aggrieved
parties. As ma'ters of this sort are not usually re-

ferred to the Racing Board for their consideration, the
editor of the Bicyclinc; World was not to be expected
to know that steps were being taken to contest the mat-
ter. Such is the case. The 1,. A. W. will either gain
the tlav or die game ; we predict that they will do the

former."

We are glad to note that the League is

about to do something, and we can forgive

the little slur about the Racing Board.

That our strictures were not too hasty we

still contend, and in proof of the same

we have a letter in which a prominent

wheelman of North Carolina writes

:

" We have appealed to the League in

vain. They will do nothing for us, and

our club thinks strongly of disbanding

because we have no power to maintain our

rights." But we will not bandy words

over a trifle like this, for if the League

will take hold of this case and push

it to a conclusion, we will not embarass

the officials by criticism. That money

will be forthcoming to pay all necessary

bills we are assured from the letters that

have come to us the past week, suggest-

ing a popular subscription and offering

aid.

The Penn., N. J., Road Book is the

best of its kind that we have seen. It is

a model road book, and filled with just

such information as touring cyclist needs.

The routes are laid out in convenient,

readable, and attractive form. It is a model

road book and the compilers have done

themselves credit. We wish that we
could stop here, but we cannot, for the

compilers have not been content to give

us a road book merely; they have preached

a small sermon, and have taken a view

of things that does them little credit.

We wish they had been content to put

out the book without blotting its pages

with the cowardly attack on the C. T.

C, that they have inserted. We cannot

fathom the motive which led to penning

the following :

—

" A certain offshoot of a foreign organization has
endeavored to usurp the government of touring relations
in the United States. The Canadian Wheelmen's
Association would have been far more appropriately its

victim, and stands as a mockery of the attempts on the
part of a few ' mugmump Anglo-maniacs' to dictate the
policy and eclipse the prestige of five thousand plain
Americans. As a uniformed social fraternity and mu-
tual admiration society, the sample of the intruding club
has been a conspicuous success, though bearing no re-
semblance in either particular to that strictly business-
like character of the parent which has prompted the
latter to absorb all tlic dues and fees of its offspring to
date, giving in receipt a badge of servitude, and a
monthly tract telling how to be good and send more.
The parent will soon be shamed into allowing the
youngster pocket monev ; scarcely enough, hcwcver, to
defeat the Legislature of North Carolina, though ampl',
enough to subsidize editorials as to what the L A. W.
should do, how and wfen the victory should be gained,
and what share of the credit is due the gnat which
thinks to sting the sleeping lion into action."

The world is large, and there is ample

room in it for two such societies as the

L. A. W. and the C. T. C. He who di>s

his pen in gall to say such bitter words

against a society that has done so much
for cycling as has the C. T. C. does that

society no harm, but brings upon himself

the contempt of every fair-minded man.

The city fathers, who, every summer,

lecture the people on the necessity of

economy in the use of Cochituate water,

would do well to pay some attention to

the watering-cart fiends who deluge the

streets with water, making mud instead

of merely laying the dust, as they are ex-

pected to do. The milldam is fast going

back to its old condition of muddiness,

and will soon be ruined by the excess of

water used. It would not be a bad idea

for (lie city to engage this contractor who

liberal, to build over a few of the

streets.
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Annual Business Meeting of the Ameri-

can Division C. T. C.

The annual meeting of the American
Division of the C. T. C. was held at

Cleveland, 18 May last. The meeting
was called to order at 3 P. m., by Chas.
H. Potter, R. C, in the chair. T. J.

Kirkpatrick was chosen secretary pro
tern. The report of the treasurer Abbot
Bassett, was submitted as follows :

—
Boston, 13 May, 1885.

To the American Division C. T. C. :—
Gentlemen,— 1 have the honor to present my report

as Treasurer :
—

Dr.
To amount received from Committee

on the Wheel Around the H ub $20 25

Sign Board Fund.

Dk.

To subscriptions received as below

;

B.cvci.ing World $$ 00
F. W. Weston 5 00
C. H. Potter 10 00

J. S. Dean 200
Eliot Norton 100
Wm. Adams 25
William V. Gilman 5 00
F. S. Hanis 500
C.F.Craven 500
F. L. Drullard 5 00
Elliot C. Lee 5 00
W.T. Fleming 5 00
W. G. Kendall 2 00
W. B. Everett 5 00
R. G. Le>poldt 2 00

$62 25

Cr.

By freight and charges on C. T. C.
Danger Board $527

—^—— $56 98

Total cash on hand, 13 May, 1885 #77 23

Report accepted, and ordered printed.

The chairman read a letter from Chief
Consul Weston, as follows :

—
Savin Hill, 15 May, 1885.

To the Chairman, ^innual Meeting
American Division C. T. C.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Although even at This late hour I

have not entirely abandoned the hope of

being with you, and so rendering these

lines unnecessary, the demands of my
business at a very anxious period, make
it so very improbable that I shall be able

to start for Cleveland to-morrow, that I

will endeavor to say on paper, in the brief-

est possible manner, some of the more
important of those things which I had
hoped to present to you more at length at

this our annual meeting.

You will doubtless have under discus-

sion a variety of topics of more or less

interest as affecting the future of the

C. T. C, but your meeting will be en-

tirely competent to deal with them with-

out any words from me. As a matter of

fact, your meeting will be equally compe-
tent to deal with all the questions which
will come before you, and the few re-

marks I shall make are not prompted by
any doubt as to that fact, but are offered

in diffidence, and hoping that by them,
possibly, some point may be brought out
which would otherwise have been lost

sight of.

I take it to be admitted that if cycling

as a pastime, an exercise, a mode ot loco-

motion, a factor in healthful human exis-

tence, is of any importance at all, then
the C. T. C. is at least of equal impor-
tance ; for if properly developed and
wisely directed, it cannot fail, in my opin-

ion, to become the backbone ofcycling not

only in England and this country, but
throughout the civilized world.

(Permit me to remark here in a paren-

thesis, that I cannot regard as " civi-

lized " a country where cycling is not

feasible.)

In the wisely directing and properly

developing of the C. T. C. to which I

have just alluded, it seems to be destined

that the United States shall play an im-
portant, perhaps the most important part.

If 1 am right in this conjecture, and right

in attaching to cycling any importance at

all, then, surely, I am not far from right

when I assert that there is attaching to

this country to-day, more of responsibility

and of a graver sort,— as to the future of

cycling, and of the C. T. C.,— than some
of the gentlemen around you have per-

haps realized.

Is this responsibility worth assuming ?

I take it we are agreed that it is.

When in the summer of 1878, a few of

the choicest cycling spirits in all Eng-
land, banded themselves together in

what was then known as the Bicycle

Touring Club, how incredulous they

would have been had one of their num-
ber ventured the prophecy that in 1885

the club would have attained its present

proportions. Still less credulous, Mr.
Chairman, would the gentlemen around
vou be, were I to state what I think will

be the numerical strength of the club af-

ter as many more years have flown. I

will venture, however, this remark, that

given the wise directing which I before

referred to, it will not take many years

to prove that the C. T. C. of 1885 is in

its merest infancy.

But the C. T. C. of to-day is hampered
by the swaddling clothes of its still more
infantile experience, and it devolves upon
the American Division to take a promi-
nent share of the work of exchanging
them for clothing more befitting its pres-

ent dignity, and better adapted for the

future before it.

The C. T. C. when it was first formed
was a purely national affair. Its interna-

tional features, which are and should be
its greatest strength, came to it much in

the nature of afterthoughts, and the con-

sequence is an incompleteness and lack

of symmetry in its general structure,

which is even painfully evident to those
of us to whom its title is something more
than a name. It was the recognition of

this which produced the motion with

which you are familiar, at the Council
Meeting, held at Leeds, in August, 1883,

and which resulted in the appointment of

Messrs. Maddox, Sturmey, Walker, Var-
ley and myself, as a committee to con-
sider and report to the council, the advis-
ability of such additions or alterations to

the by-laws of the club as might more ef-

fectually cover and enhance the interna-

tional features of our organization. As
this committee has been awaiting the ac-

tion of the United States Chief Consul,

and as he has been awaiting the action of

the American Division, the committee
has not yet reported; and in my opinion

there can be no more important duty be-

fore you to-day than to take such action

as will enable your committee to render

their report as speedily as possible. Just

what that action shall be remains for you
to determine, and the few words which I

have now to add are offered with as much
of brevity as I can compass, and as sug-

gestions only
That our by-laws, made under different

conditions to those which exist now, and
amended from time to time as our growth
demanded, are to-day an agglomerate,

serving but poorly the purposes for which
they were intended, cannot, I suppose,

be disputed.

I think your committee are prepared to

receive and report advice, that a commit-
tee be appointed to make a complete
revision of those by-laws, and re-write

them from beginning to end, and if the

gentlemen with you to-day were to ap-

point a supplementary committee out of

their number, and to engage in a similar

work, I believe that good would result.

To give you my views as to what the

new by-laws should provide would be
about equivalent to engaging in the task

for which I have suggested the appoint-

ment of a committee, but there are one
or two points to which I would call your
attention.

The reformed C. T. C. — if I may so

term it. could find no better model than

this very republic in which we live, but

instead of a continent only, our C. T. C.

would embrace a world. Our constitu-

tion should provide for the admission,
under proper rules, of every nation in

which the cycle is used, for equal rights,

equal privileges, equal duties, for all.

Each nition should constitute a separate

division, and the aggregate of the divis-

ions should constitute the C. T. C.

Each division should be self-governing

as far as consistent with subserviency to

the rules of the C. T. C. at large, and no
division whether English, American or

Australasian, should have privileges or

emoluments which did not pertain equally

to each and every other division.

The word " emoluments" reminds me
that to some of our members the dispo-

sition of the funds of the club would
seem to have an almost undue impor-
tance, but from my standpoint the finan-

cial features of the suggested reforms, are

those which present the least difficulties.

My method would be roughly thus.

Each division having its own govern-
ment would also have its own treasury.

Each division would elect as it does now,
in accordance with its numerical strength

representative Councillors. These would
have their headquarters in London, and
would form, let us say, the senate, not of

any division, but of the C. T. C. This
Senate would be the supreme governing
authority of the club, would have its own
officers and its own treasury, ahd each
division treasury would contribute to the
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club treasury, a sum equivalent to that

now paid to the club, two shillings six

pence per member per annum. In return

for this, the senate would publish and
distribute the club gazette, and perform
the numerous duties which are now so

well and faithfully performed by what,

under the present rules is the govern-
ment of the C. T. C, but which, under
my proposed reforms would constitute

the English division.

But I need not detain you further.

The new era of the C. T. C. is some-
thing, the shaping of which is largely in

your hands. If the gentlemen with you
to-day are wise in their deliberations,

you should certainly lay the foundation
of a future for our club, the like of which
the world has not hitherto seen. The
C. T. C. has been termed " the freema-
sonry of wheeling." May it be your
achievement to render it as truly so as
its most ardent friends would wish. In
the discussion possibly before you to-

day, I earnestly hope that everything ap-
proaching to selfish views and motives
may be conspicuous by its absence.
The question after all is not so much the
welfare of the American Division, as it is

the welfare of the C. T. C, but nothing
will produce so much good for the former
as the good of the latter. I dare not trust

myself to an expression of the sorrow I

feel at not being with you on this impor-
tant occasion, but it is a source of no lit-

tle consolation for me to feel that the
work is in such good hands. I will not
mention names, but I am happy in know-
ing that there are those among you who
are with me in my " creed " as it has
been called, and although that creed has
been so often quoted, I feel that under
the circumstances you will perhaps par-

don me if I give it you once again.
" A legislative cycling club should be

a national club, but a merely national or-

ganization for touring purposes is a waste
of power. A touring organization to be
thoroughly efficient must be international.

This little world of ours is not large

enough for more than one such organiza-

tion, and that organization is, and should
be, everywhere and always, the C. T. C."

Yours in the cause.

Frank W. Weston, C. C.

Mr. Alfred Ely moved that Chief
Consul Weston be requested to appoint a

committee who should report a plan of
reorganization of the rules of the C. T.C.,

as tar as applicable to the American
Division, said committee to report at

Springfield, Mass., in September.
Motion prevailed.

Chairman Potter presented a brief sum-
mary of the growth of the American
division, showing a large increase in

membership, viz., May, '84,301, May,
'85, 606, with 14 State consuls and 90
local.

At suggestion of Chair, motion was
made tendering the hearty thanks of the

division to the Bicycling World for

many favors shown.

On motion of Mr. Ely, the Chair
appointed S. C.'s Ely, Coleman, and
Brewster, as a committee to arrange time
and place for the annual tour this fall.

Committee to report to Chief Consul
Weston as soon as possible.

On motion of State Consul Brewster,
the next annual business meeting will be
held at St. Louis, Mo., next May, and
the Chair appointed Messrs. Brewster,
Smith, and three local consuls from Mis-
souri, to arrange time and other details

for said meeting.
Adjourned.

From a Feminine Point of View.

Your polite note, asking for a few
observations from a feminine point of
view, struck consternation to my heart
at first, but, on second thoughts, it oc-
curred to me that it might not be wasted
energy if I should say a word for those
of the weaker sex who have found in the
exhilarating exercise of the wheel a
delightfully charming manner of gaining
health and strength.

American women are not much given
to exercise, and pale faces and general
lassitude are more prevalent than they
should be. I confess myself to have
been one of the weak sisters, and, until I

learned to ride, I could not walk three
miles without great fatigue. The wheel
has brought back the roses to my cheeks,
so my friends say, and I ride twenty miles
without undue fatigue. The tired feeling
that comes from riding is one that brings
calm repose, and is radically different

from the weariness that comes to me
from hard work and gives me a restless

night and a morning headache.

In the early days of my riding I always
envied those ladies who could talk about
ball-bearings, differential gears, loop
frame and T frame, and give a name to

every part of the machine. It was a
sealed book to me then, and, I confess,

it is not a very clear page now, but I am
fast learning, and to learn is to broaden
one's self, you know. I was as little

interested in the wheel as my friend Mrs.
Croesus is in her carriage. She has no
idea what a transum bolt is, and the men-
tion of the running gear would convey no
meaning to her. She is content to sit in

her carriage, and if there is an accident the

driver will adjust matters. Two or three

little episodes on the road, however,
showed me that it would be well for me
to learn a little about my wheel, and 1

am now more independent.

The delightful freemasonry of the
wheel has pleased me greatly. What is

it they say about -'one touch of nature,"

etc. ? The cycle has supplied the place
of nature's touch, and the whole world of

wheeldom is one kin. I do not believe

that the world has arrived at a point

of civilization where it would be safe to

know and recognize every person one
meets on the street, and etiquette imposes
strict obligations upon the ladies, and
binds them to certain rigid rules ot con-

duct from which they cannot depart
without giving offence to society. On
the wheel there is a new order of things,

shall I call it the renaissance of etiquette ?

And still it is not license, and I have yet
to see the first evil result to come from
the cycle kinship. A wheelman passes
me on the road, and respectfully lifts his

hat. It is a graceful compliment, and
does not imply acquaintance, nor the wish
for such. If we were on foot, the same
act would be an insult. I cannot draw
the line and tell why this should be so,
and yet I would not have it otherwise.

On several occasions I have met with
accidents on the road, a squeaking wheel
needed oiling, my saddle post slipped in

its socket, once my steering became dis-

arranged, and on each occasion I was
fortunate enough to meet a wheelman on
the road, who gave me assistance. I

was acquainted with no single one of

these, and yet I found them ready to help
me out of my difficulty, and their work
was done respectfully and kindly. All
honor to the wheelmen, I say, for I have
found none but gentlemen in their lanks.

One great difficulty in the way of ladies

who ride the wheel in Boston is the
matter of stabling. A man joins the

Massachusetts or the Boston Club and
the problem is easily solved, but we
can't do this, and must needs build a shed
or hire stabling at a livery, an alternative

that presents two horns of a dilemma,
neither of which is acceptable. I have
talked with several ladies and tried to

make converts of them, but the want of
stabling was the ogre in their paths. It

may be that one of these days we shall

have a lady patroness who will give us a
stable or help us to get one, and in the

meantime we must wait. We don't want
luxury, a shed that is clean and water-
proof will do, and we will leave the social

halls and the billiard rooms to the men,
if we can only get a shed. I don't think

a shed will be quite up to the third which
the law allows us, but it will do.

Daisie.

A Birthday Run.

One of the institu ions of cycling in

Washington is the annual run given by
Mr. H. S. Owen, on his birthday, 7 May,
to the Capital Club. On that date abo.it

fifty members of the club responded to

his invitation, and met at five o'clock at

Albaugh's theatre. There are sone pecu-
liar features about Mr. Owen's birthday

runs. In the first place, he never leaves

the city, but those who imagine that all

riding in Washington is done on smooth
concrete would be sadly disappointed in

the route chosen. A circular route was
selected, the radius being about a mile

and a half from the Capitol building, an
ingenious arrangement, which avoid) d all

paved and travelled streets, but included
a number of vacant lots and footpaths,

curbstones and ditches, banks and gut-

ters. The instruciions f r the run u

few and simple. The line was to be " sin-

gle file" all the way, with a distance of five
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feet between wheels. Should a rider dis-

mount at an obstruction, either purposely
or involuntarily, he was obliged to drop
back behind the last man who rode i

successfully ; and in order to keep the

line compact a space of fifteen feet be-
tween wheels might be filled by any
rider able to pass another and occupy it.

Of course the tendency was for the best
riders to work gradually to the front,

while all strove to improve their relative

positions as much as possible. Mr.
Owen led the party on a 56-inch machine,
having discarded the Star for this occa-

sion only. The latter machine was, how-
ever, represented by nearly twenty riders,

so that the struggle between Stars and
"cranks" added an additional element of

interest. There was also one "hopper"
in line.

It was rather a surprise to some of the

new riders when the leader, leaving the

smooth pavement, struck off across a
vacant common by a circuitous footpath.

An occasional dismount, caused by a

rut or an ash heap, or a tin can, would
take place, and the unlucky rider would
turn back towards the rear until the same
obstruction would topple over another
unfortunate. The first genuine header,

however, must be credited to a Star, the

rider of which failed to lift his wheel
high enough to cross a raised plank walk
transversely. Two of the best riders also

retired to the rear, having picked up a few
feet of wire in their rear wheels, which
prevented those useful members from
turning.

When half the circuit had been com-
pleted, a show of hands found eight stal-

warts who had ridden thus far without

a dismount. The line was here reor-

ganized, and another start was made.
The grand test, however, occurred near
the corner of 6th and G streets, N. E.
First, a high curb to mount, then a sharp
turn on a narrow sidewalk, then another
turn into a sandy path filled with loose

stone, brought the accomplished rider

who had overcome these difficulties, face

to face with a new obstacle. This was a
gulley about six feet deep, having steep

sloping sides and a narrow bottom, which
would just receive a wheel. At this

point a crowd of spectators were gathered.

The sensation of approaching this ditch

on the wheel, was that of looking over a

precipice. It was impossible to ride up
the opposite side without speeding down
the descent. The Stars were at great

disadvantage here, only two or three suc-

ceeding in riding through. The remain-
der of the run was of substantially the

same character.

At Mr. Owen's headquarters, "Star
Park," a bountiful collation was spread.

Speeches were made, and three times
three cheers given for the host. A birth-

day present from the club called forth a

speech from the victim, which com-
menced: "Boys you've got me!"
and ended as characteristically. The
ground was then cleared, and a polo
match played on Star machines, followed

by a game of " cross tag " between two

Stars and a plucky rider on a Sanspareil.

Then at least fifty riders entered an im-
provised tournament, rings being sus-

pended at different points on the track so

as to be captured with sticks. A foot

race in heats terminated the sports,

which was won by J. Q. Rice, Dr. T. A
Berryhill being second.
The only accident of the day was a

painful sprained ankle, which Three-mile
Champion Hanna received in jumping
over a table.

If there is a better fellow, or a better

rider in America than Bert. Owen, the

Capital Club will be happy to pay his

expenses here in order to have him
among us.

Cole Day.
Washington, D. C, 18 May, 1885.

CORRESPONDENCE

[ This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming' all responsi-
bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason 0/ gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology'.]

Rights of Wheelmen.

Editor Bicycling World: — In your
editorials of the 15th inst., on "The
North Carolina Case," I think you
voiced the opinion of a majority of the

League, if not all. I, as a League mem-
ber, have long held the opinion that more
could be done to forward wheeling in this

country, and increase the numbers of the
L. A. W. by protecting the rights of
wheelmen, especially where the wheelmen
are not able to do it themselves, and
wheelmen will not call on the League
where they can possibly protect their

rights themselves
If this idea was kept steadily in mind

by the L. A. W., collectively, and also

individually, and made second to none,

the sine qua non of all iis actions and
dealings, instead of misunderstanding, as

we now have within the L. A. W., over
the amateur question, we all would be
united, and thousands — yes thousands

—

of wheelmen who now stand aloof from
the League would flock to our standard,

so that our numbers might be doubled by
another riding season. To do this, re-

quires work— nothing but work — that

is by protecting the outlying and isolated

divisions on the part of the L. A. W.,
and protecting the rustic and isolated

localities on the part of the division on
the same principles that a nation protects

its frontiers.

Let each chief consul try to make his

division an example of order and amica-
bility ; let each local consul try to make
the roads in his locality as near Paradise

as possible, and the privileges and rights

of wheelmen unlimited ; and last, but

not least, let each member of the League
cooperate with his consul in advancing
the rights and privileges of riders, im-
proving the roads, reducing the hotel

charges, making the hills safe, and gen-

erally benefiting wheelmen, so that others

may thank them if nothing else.

C. E. G.

The Niagara Road.

Editor Bicycling World: — The de-

scriptions of the road between Buffalo

and Niagara, as published in the World
of 8 and 15 May, are so contradictory,

that there may be a desire on the part of

some, to hear from those who may be
supposed to be more or less familiar with

the road ; namely, the Buffalo wheelmen.
Amongst these gentlemen the road bears

on the whole, a bad reputation.

The writer has had an experience of

three trips over it. The first two were
made, one in June, 1883, the other in

June, 1884. The road was so rough,
that at the end of each of these two trips,

he could have endorsed what Mr. Can-
field says of it. In fact, at one point,

the party of three who were making the

second trip, with one accord crossed
over to the railroad near by, in the vain

hope that the ties might be far enough
imbedded to make riding over them
possible.

But on a third trip, made in Septem-
ber, 1884, the road was extremely and
most surprisingly good. Indeed, the

distance from Niagara to Tonawanda was
made without a dismount, and that

between Tonawanda and Buffalo, with

but one, and this one on account of a

horse.

This shows that Karl Kron's opinion is

correct. The total subscription enrol-

ment, by the way, to that gentleman's
"X. M. Miles on a Bi.," this noon, is

. But his "favorable conditions"
are indispensable.

As to the probable condition of the

road at the time of the coming L. A. W.
meet, my opinion is that it will be such
as to make a run over it hard work.
The road for a distance of sixteen

miles from Buffalo is of clay, and requires

a long dry spell to produce smooth
wheeling. Even should this favorable
circumstance exist, the likelihood is that

our friends the farmers will, just at that

time, be about their annual road mending.
Other provision will no doubt be made
by the Buffalo wheelmen, to enable all

who attend the meet to visit the great
Niagara. Bi. Son.
Buffalo, May 23, 1885.

A Buffalo correspondent writes :
" I

noticed in the Bicycling World of 15
May, a letter from Mr. Canfield, of Ran-
dolph, dated 9 February, in which he
" sits on " the Niagara Falls road pretty
heavily. A few days since a Buffalo
wheelman made this very run as follows :

Left Buffalo 5.15 A. m., Tonawanda 6.
1 5,

La Salle 7.00, reached Niagara Falls 7.35,
having done the entire distance, twenty-
one miles, without dismount, and at the
rate of nine miles an hour. Mr. Can-
field can have this gentleman's name, if

he wishes. Will he kindly give his

opinion of a road on which this can be
done ?
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MANUFACTURE.

The Universal Club.

MANUFACTURED BY THE COVENTRY
MACHINISTS COMPANY, COVENTRY,
ENGLAND; LONDON, ENGLAND; BOS-
TON, Mass.

The reputation which the Coventry
Machinists Company enjoys in England is

the result of the thoroughly reliable goods
it has put out, for each machine has been
an advertisement, aud has testified to the

skill of its builder. The company has
not, till recently, been represented in

America as it should be. Mr. Clark, of

Baltimore, was th : rst to import their

goods in any quantity, and now they have
gone a step higher than an agency, and
opened a branch establishment. In pre-
paring to stock their branch, the company
decided to build a machine for the Amer-
ican market that should contain all the

requisites of a good machine, ard at the

same time sell at a low figure. The
result is the American Universal Club,
so calh d at first, but it has been decided
to drop the " American," and call it the

Universal Club. The machine is graceful

in its lines, well finishul, and not too

heavy for an all-round machine. The
forks are hollow. The backbone is

round. It has a Stanley head, with long
centres. Both wheels run in ball bear-
ings of the Coventry Machinists pattern.

The handle is of the cow-horn pattern,

though the cut above shows a straight

handle. Either will be furnished, but the

C( w-horn is the standard. The bar is in

two parts, and is easily detachable by
removing a taper pin in the lug which
holds either end. The spring is the

common flat. The rims are solid, with

£-inch tires. The standard machine has
enamelled forks and backbone and rim,

and the rest bright. It is held at #105 for

50 inch. Like all the machines of the

Coventry Machinists Company, it is made
by machinery throughout, and all the

parts ate interchangeable.

The Trade.

Singer & Co. have written to W. B.
Everett & Co. '' We are about to send
you a new pattern of Speedycycle with

narrow tread and fork, bearing at the

bottom-like the Challenge Safety. They
will have a six inch throw of crank, that

being necessary to make the dwarf ma-
chine an easy running one."

C. H. Lamson has had a patent al-

lowed on his cyclometer.

Ko^H Bros., of Peoria, 111. have just

opened a new warehouse in that city, that

is pronounced the best of its kind west of

Chicago.

In the last Springfield Gazette was in-

serted a cartoon showing the race track,

at Springfield, and a field of riders finish-

ing a race.

The Pope Manufacturing Co., take
liberal space in our paper to day.

E. H. Corson, of Rochester, N. H.,
has issued a riding record book in con-
nection with a catalogue.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co. have
been appointed American agents for

Marriott & Cooper. The firm make the

same machines as Humber& Co, being
an offshoot from that concern.

A. G. Spalding & Brother, of Chi-
cago, are represented in our columns with

this issue.

EXOTICS
The dead heat in the twenty-mile pro-

fessional championship, 28 March, be-

tween Howell and Lees was run off 9
May, resulting in a victory for Howell.
Time, ih. 7m. 23s.

The riders of the tricycle in the metro-
politan district held their meet Saturday,

9 May, at the usual place, the Putney end
of Barnes Common. The muster was
again very large, in spite of the strong

wind, which made the riding very heavy

for the lady riders. Soon after four

o'clock the clubs commenced to arrive,

and were at once told off to numbered
blocks, where the machines were ar-

ranged in line. Sharp to time all

were ready, and the signal having been
given the procession moved off, headed
by Mr. Scarlett-Thompson, of the Wands-
worth Club, and followed by the clubs in

the order of their seniority, the un-
attached riders bringing up the rear. On
the whole, there four hundred and forty-

four machines ridden in the procession,

of which seventy-three were for two per-

sons, forty being old-fashioned sociables,

and the remainder tandems.

Bayliss, Thomas & Co., have a new
safety in which the pedals can be ad-
justed to suit the height of any rider

without in any way interfering with either

the chain or the saddle. This is brought
about by means of a lever having a quad-
rant slot attached to the axle bearings,

the traverse of the adjustment being fixed

by two set nuts. By this simple arrange-

ment a rider can alter his throw in a short

time.

J. K. Starley, of Starley & Sutton,

has just patented a new method of fixing

tires by means of a wire running through
the rubber, and secured to the rim by a
screw nut.

Singer & Co. are putting out a new
tandem which they say will beat the

world. It is to be called the " Spring-
field."

A new machine is called the " Gem-
ini." It has two large bicycle wheels,

on each of which a man rides, connected

by an axle, and behind by the backbone
being joined and supported in the centre

by a small rear wheel, which effects the

steerage.

Another new machine, yet unnamed,
has an ordinary bicycle front wheel and
fork, from the top of which extend two
tubes, each supported on terrafirma by
an ordinary back wheel.

The Keen Fund has reached ,£169,

6s. lod.

The stipulation by the Surrey Bicycle

Club, that aiders employed by manufac-
turers who compete at their sports must
ride machines other than their employ-

ers led to Cripps, signing a declaration

before the racing commenced that he
was not in the service of any cycle manu-
facturer, the truth being, he left Hum-
be rs six weeks before, so that he was ena-

bled to mount his ordinary machine. It

is intimated that he left the company for

a purpose, and will return to them again.

We have often wondered what the du-

ties of an honorary surgeon of a cycling

club were, seeing that it was not to be

supposed that he was to he found always
riding with the club on the look-out lor

casualties. Now wc know. For the

committee of the Harehills C. C, being

strongly of opinion that members intend-

ing to compete in their twenty-four

hours' competition and the ro.ul •'
1 ide "

from Leeds to Bridlington on Wrtt
Monday should not be allowed to ilo so
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unless they are declared medically fit,

have arranged for their honorary medical

officer ( Dr. Arthur Allbult) to examine in-

tending competitors. The lads of the

Harehills will therefore soon know
whether they are sound " wind and limb."
— Cyclist.

The race meeting at the Alexandra
Palace in aid of the testimonial now be-

ing raised to John Keen was a marked
success, and the "gate " was so good a

one that the veteran rider will be certain

to be materially benefited by the result.

Lord Bury, who was present, presented

the prizes after a few appropriate re-

marks, in the course of which he paid

the veteran professional a very high com-
pliment indeed, and congratulated him
upon the popularity which he had at-

tained, to which the large crowd present

was a convincing testimony. Keen came
in for a perfect ovation when he mounted
his machine for the professional race,

whilst a similar welcome was accorded to

Frede Wood, the professional cham-
pion, when he took his preliminary spin

around the track.

The safety bicycle race was an "eye-
opener," as it proved that, for pace, the

machines with small wheels in front were
not in it. though ridden by the best known
men. Engleheart's time from scratch for

the full mile was the best performance
yet done on a Safety, and ranks as a
fastest on record, being 2m. 59|s., or

slightly over the rate of twenty miles per
hour. F. W. Allard, at sixty yards, was
the winner. Fred Wood won the pro-

fessional event.

Notes by the Way.

Some fellow, I. forget his name, has
said that many men travel the world over
and see nothing, while a Franklin cannot
cross the English Channel without dis-

covering something that will benefit the

world. I have put this on the back of my
shaving case, 1 read it every morning, and
if I do not profit by it in gathering notes

by the way, you will be the loser, that's

all.

I called in at the Pope Manufacturing
Company's, the other clay, and found
them considerably disturbed over reports

that have gone abroad, to the effect that

they have called in their light roadster.

1 don't wonder at their disquietude, for

such reports do much harm, and the in-

jured party cannot correct them without

much trouble. A lie rides a racer, the

truth goes on a tricycle. The report is

without foundation, in fact.

I never could see why dealers should
run down the machines of another. If a

machine will not sell on its merits it is not

good for much, and there should be
honor in trade as well as anionjr thieves.

1 had a long talk with Atkins. Every-
body who goes to 597 tells about a talk

with the "genial Colonel," but I like to

talk with the salesman with the shapely
form and the aspiring hair. He told me
that the company were doing a driving
trade, and were behind their orders.

The new tricycle is being sent to those
who put in advance orders, and stock
machines will not be sent from the factory

for a week or more yet.

The new light roadster is an experi-

ment. Every new machine is such but
the company are willing to have it tested,

and they have put one in the Massachu-
setts Club House with instructions to the
boys to ride it to their heart's content.

I cannot imagine a more severe test.

Stuart Miller is testing the new
tricycle, and if he can't smash it, I don't
know who can. He is not a light weight,
and when he gets into the saddle the

wheels have got to go up hill and down,
or else machine and man have got to

bite the dust.

I am very glad to hear that my old friend

Potter, of Cleveland, has entered his

name upon the scroll of fame as the vic-

tor in a tricycle race, and I am led to

believe that a man with a new baby can
do most anything. The inspiration of

that new baby sent him over the track at

a lively gait, and his rivals were but as

clay in the hands of a potter.

The event of the week was the fare-

well to Dean. Dean is a good fellow

and the fellows like him, and so it was a
sort of religious duty to send him off well.

The boys went out to the Hunnewell at

Newton to drink the stirrup cup, but
the hotel is a temperance one, and the
affair was a very sedate one. The
benediction was pronounced at the club
house after the return. It was a goodly
company. A four-in-hand carrying Capt.

Harrison, President Hodges, Lieut.

Lowry and Joe, was a novelty of the run.

It was rigged up by W. B. Everett &
Co., who attached two "Adjuncts" to

the rear of a sociable. An " Adjunct"
is an attachment to convert any front

steering tricycle into a tandem for two
riders. Gaskell and Kennedy Child
turned out on a Club tandem, and Dick
Tombs rode his new Rudge T frame
trike. It was a jolly party, and we think

the man that followed it would have had
to ride hard, for the breakers-up were out.

I don't propose to say which beat which,
nor who beat who, but you could n't see
many of the boys for dust.

Of course we had a speech from Dean
and another from Kennedy Child. I

shall not report them.

Dean sailed Saturday, taking with him
the good wishes of a host of friends.

That he will have a royal welcome on the
other side, we do not doubt.

I met the " Old Vet, " and his wife on

the mill-dam the other day. Of course,
I mean Stall. I don't know but that I

ought to say " Old War Horse," since a
horse fits a stall more naturally than a

veteran. They were on a Club Tandem,
and were scorching, and although I was
mounted on a bicycle, I had to work to

keep up with them. Stall has gone into

a little house near the reservoir, and if

he and his wife do not become fast tan-

demons it will not for lack of practice.

I am not a betting man, but I would ven-
ture a big apple, and match this pair

against all American comers.

I wish the wheelmen would accept the
issue, and say " Copley " square. It

never was " Trinity " square, though cy-

clists have insisted on calling it so. I

was pleased to see that Karl Kron gave
it the right name in your issue of last

week, and was as much displeased to see
it down as Trinity square in Atkins's Road
Book. Shades of the lamented Copley,
forbid this thing.

But man is prone to error, and I am
human. I have thought of affixing the
cabalistic mercantile accompaniment to

statements, E. & O. E., to my writings,

and that will be a convenient barricade
behind which to hide when I am called to

account for writing notes which I have
gathered By the Way.

CURRENTE CALAMO

A "Rum " Ditty.

Air — " Last Cigar."

'T was out on a bicycling tour

One glorious summer day,

I stopped and bought a big cigar

And smoked it on my way

;

But soon its strength had made me quite

Uncomfortable feel.

And oh, I grew so deathly white

While riding on the wheel.

CHORUS.

Riding on the wheel.

While riding on the wheel,

It is no joke, to try and smoke,

While riding on the wheel.

Dismounting at a wayside inn,

I staggered to the bar,

And calling out for whiskey straight,

I gave up my cigar.

More " Straights " then followed on in a

Succession rather close,

And my condition soon became

Also, quite comatose.

The landlord saw the trouble, and

Bound up my aching head;

Assisted by two porters, he

Then packed me off to bed.

And as I lay and tossed and groaned,

I swore through all my pain,

That when out wheeling, I would never

Smoke or drink again.

A. S. Hibbard.

Thos. Midgley, formerly of Worces-
ter, has gravitated to Pennsylvania.where
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" The Rudge is a ' honey.' I had no idea, that such a light wheel would carry my weight and
make such a difference in racing. On my 1 could not do better than 2.50, but on the 58 RUDGE
RACER I rode the mile in 2.42, and after I get used to the machine I can do much better. It is the

stiffest wheel I ever have ridden."

SOLE U. S. AGENTS.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
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ROYAL MAIL AT MEMPHIS.
At the late May Meeting at Mem-

phis, eight of the twelve Amateur
races were won on Royal Mails.

We invite examination of this high

quality wheel before purchase. We
confidently offer the 1885 pattern

Royal Mail, which varies in many
points from the 1884 pattern, as the

Finest Light Roadster in the market.

Although receiving by every steamer, we
have been severely taxed so far this sea-

son in keeping up with our orders.

WM. READ * SONS, 107 Washington Street, Boston,
SOLE AMEEICAN AGENTS.

1 wni
YIELDS BOTH VERTICALLY AND

FORE-AND-AFT.

Examine it. Try it.

" A very fine thing." — Chas. K. Alley.

" Positively the best " — T. O. Angel, Jr.

"A great improvement." — E. L. Russell.

holds the following Road Records of the world

:

Ten miles in Oh. 33Km.
Twenty niiles in In. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually).

Twenty-four hours covering 266 X—4: miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7M hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and all- 1lie-year-round,
nothing in market can approach it. 4£S~ Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient at/ents wanted everywhere,

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, HEW YORK.

YOU CAN BUY A.

HEW BICYCLE
LIGHT ROADSTER, FULL ROADSTER OR RACER

Strictly First-Class, Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks, etc. Nickel, Paint
or Enamel, Sound and Perfect, but very slightly shop worn.

For Less than the price of a good second
hand, low class wheel.

This is an opportunity to get a wheel for little money. Do not loose it. Only a limited
number for sale and they are

Send for descriptive price list and mention this paper.

S. T. CLARK & CO. - - BALTIMORE, MD.
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at Beaver Falls, he has been made cap-

tain of a club.

Our index for Vol. 10 is now ready.

Parties can have same on application.

The Canadian Wheelman will issue

two numbers a month during the summer
months.

The League of Essex County Wheel-
men, will hold its annual meeting on
Decoration Day, at Beverly. The mem-
bers will rendezvous at the headquarters

of the Thorndike Club on Cabot street,

and the parade will start at 10 A. m.

Dinner will be held in Commercial Hall,

at 1 p. m. The business meeting will be

held immediately after the parade, and
in the evening there will be a grand
ball.

Kennedy Child has returned. I

"gripped hands" with him in Wych
street on Tuesday afternoon. — Corres-

pondent Bicycling News. We showed
this item to Kennedy Child, last week,
and we then mutually wondered who the

fellow could have been that had his hand
shaken.
The action of the board of officers at

New York, has been ratified by mail vote

by a very large majority. The new by-

laws go into effect, 1 June.

League members in the New England
States who intend to go to Buffalo, should

apply to E. G. Whitney, 106 Dartmouth
street, Boston, for particulars regarding

rates. New York members, to Geo. R.
Bidwell, 4 East 60th street, and Western
members to B. B. Ayers, 152 So. Hoyne
avenue, Chicago, 111.

One of the best series of tracts in road

making and road repairing, was published

by the State of Massachusetts some years

ago. They may be found in the volume
of agricultural reports, entitled "Agricul-

ture of Massachusetts, second series,"

1869-70," and occupy the closing pages

of that interesting annual. They form
" a compendious whole " of the business,

and should be studied by every man who
has anything to do with that most neg-

lected and most important department
of public interests.

Mr. J. S. Dean, of the Bicycling
World, and the Boston Bicycle Club,

and Mr. Arthur Haserick of the Massa-
chusetts Bicycle Club, son of Mr. Has-
erick, of Stoddard, Lovering & Co.,

sailed for Europe, Saturday, on the

•Scythia. Mr. Dean will remain abroad
till September, and expects to do some
touring in England and on the Continent.

A United States flag, having in its

centre a large figure 4, will be the stan-

dard of the " Big Four tour."

Wheelmen hereabouts may be inter-

ested to know that the first iron bicycle

used in this vicinity was built by Mr.
Paul Patten, of Salem for Mr. Clarence

E. Murphy, of that city in 1877. There
were but few machines in New England
at that time, and Mr. Murphy obtained

his ideas of it from some on exhibition at

theCentenni.il in 1876. This old machine
was afterwards rebuilt by Mr. A. J.

Philbrick and is in use to-day, with the

essential features of the modern ma-
chines. About the same time Messrs.

L. B. Packard and A. J. Philbrick con-

structed a wooden bicycle, and although

Mr. Patten was the first to commence
work on his bicycle, it may be a matter

of doubt as to whether that machine was
on the road first.— Marblehead Messen-
ger.

Nicholas Webber, of Lynn, had his

bicycle stolen last week, having left it in

front of a store while engaged inside.

Outing favors " cycleman," likes " cy-

cler," and dislikes " cyclist." How
would " cyker " do?

Some dozen or fifteen riders tried

Corey Hill on Sunday. It was a good
day for the hill.

We have a few copies of the Wheel
World for May, on sale. It contains a

fine lithograph portrait of Howell, and
an illustrated article by Faed, besides

much interesting reading matter. Twenty-
five cents by mail.

Dr. Kendall, consul for Dorchester,

says that it would give him great pleasure

to escort a party of wheelmen to Brockton,

on any pleasant Sunday in the near

future, and that he will wager the dinners

at the Hotel Belmont, for the party, with

the person who says he is wrong in his

statement that the road between South
Braintree and Randolph presents

smoother wheeling, more enjoyable

coasts and finer views than the road
between South Braintree and Holbrook,
both roads being en route to Brockton, a

majority of the party to decide who is to

pay for the dinners. Messrs. Corey,

Saben, Peck, Haynes and others of the

party that accompanied Dr. Kendall to

Brockton the other Sunday, say that the

road between South Braintree and Ran-
dolph was in as fine wheeling condition

as any country road they were ever on,

much of the surface being as smooth as

if macadamized. The doctor also says
that if the rider has any particular

desire to ride through Holbrook he can
do so by following the route recommend-
ed by him as far as Randolph, then turn

left and one and a half miles over a capi-

tal road will bring him to the desired

spot, and he will escape the execrable

road between Holbrook and South Brain-

tree.

We are promised relief from a long

discussion on the organ question at Buf-

falo, for the committee will report by
mail vote to the board of officers, and the

whole question will be settled before the

meet.

Such has been the demand for

" Health Upon Wheels," we find our

stock exhausted, and the orders still com-
ing in. We foiesaw a large demand, but

were not prepared for what transpired.

We shall have to ask the patience of our

friends once more until we can receive a

new stock from over the water.

Mr. R. E. Burnett, of Chelsea, rode

Corey Hill last week on a Victor bicycle.

" The Cyclist and Wheel World An-
nual " has come to hand. It contains the
history of wheeldom for 1884, a list of

clubs with cuts of badges, a riding record
book, full lists of records, etc. We have
a few copies at fifty cents each by mail.

RACING NEWS

Reports of the St. Louis and Wash-
ington races, for which we provided, have
not reached us up to the time of going
to press. We cannot account for the

delay.

Cleveland, Ohio, 19 May. — The
fourth annual spring race meeting of the

Cleveland Club was held at Athletic Park,
on Madison avenue. The day was per-
fect, and a large number of spectators,

many of whom were ladies, filled the
grand stand, and took advantage of other
seating accommodations. Not less than
one hundred and fifty wheels were on the

ground, at least sixty of them being those
of members of the Cyclists Touring Club,
which met in annual session in the city

the day before.

Quarter mile, — W. H. Wetmore (1),

43f ; J. D. Pugh, Jr., (2), 44 5 Geo. T.
Snyder (3); E. A. Wilson (4).

One mile handicap,— G. W. Ford, 25
sec. (1), 326; Geo. Collister, scratch

(2), 3.1 1£; J. D. Pugh, Jr., 10 sec. (3).

Five miles, — Geo. T. Snyder (i),

19.26^ ; F. H. Palmer (2), 19.42.

One mile tricycle,— C. H. Potter (1),

3.59^; Clarence Howland (2), 4.2$ ; J.

H. Collister (3).

Half mile, — First heat : W. F. Knapp
(1), 1.30; W. H. Wetmore (2), 130^;
K. A. Pardee (3). Second heat: W. F.

Knapp (1), 1.283; K. A. Pardee (2),

1.29; W. H. Wetmore (3). Wetmore
and Pardee were tied for second place,

but Wetmore waived his right to the

prize, and it was awarded to Pardee.

Two miles, — Geo. Collister (1), 7.13;

J. D. Pugh, Jr., (2), 7. IS J; J- H. Collis-

ter (3).

One mile, novices, — J. T. Huntington
(I), 33.1 i; C. E. Farnsworth (2), 3.32J ;

C. A. Paine (3).

Asa Ddolph, the famous New Lon-
doner, gave an exhibition half mile spin,

making it in 1.27, apparently without an
effort. The one mile tandem tricycle race

was abandoned, as the machines had not
arrived from Boston. The time made in

all the races was rather poor, but the con-

testants are not in the best of condition

as yet, and the unfavorable weather for

the past six weeks has afforded little op-
portunity for the thorough training neces-

sary for fast work on the wheel.

New York, 23 May.— Intercollegiate

contest. Two miles, — L. B. Hamilton
(i), 7.29J; Rentor (2), 7.30*.

Philadelphia, 14 May. — University

of Pennsylvania games. Two-mile han-
dicap, — G. E. Kohler, scratch (j), 7.345
W. S. Wright, 1 10 yards (a), 8.38.
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Philadelphia, 18 May. — Games of

the Philadelphia A. C. One mile, — T.

R. Finley, ico yards (1), 3.55 ; H. S.

Kavanaugh, 40 yards (2); L. J. Kolb (3);

H. J. Hall, scratch (o). Two miles,—
H. S. Kavanaugh, 70 yards (1), 7.10 ; G.
E. Kohler, 120 yards (2) ; A. G Powell,

scratch (3). Five miles,— H. S. Kav-
anaugh, 170 yards (1), 18.55^; G. C.

Wenzell, 100 yards (2); A. B. Rich,

scratch (3).

Ann Arbor, Mich., 16 May.— Stu-

dents' sports. Half mile, — R. M.
Lee (1), 2.7J.

Philadelphia, 16 May. — Fencing
and Sparring club games. Two miles, —
L. J. Kolb (1), 6.50 ; G. E. Kohler (2).

Staten Island, 16 May.— Athletic

Club sports. Two miles,—E. A. Hoff-

man, 50 yards (1), 6.55^ ; A. B. Rich (2),

by a foot.

New York, 16 May. — Interscholas-

tic A. C. games. Two miles, — H. Y.
Smith (1), 8.27; A. Y. Gibbons (2).

Philadelphia, 15 May. — German-
town Academy A. A. One mile,— H.
Hayward (1), 3.57.

New York, 16 May. — Ninth Regi-
ment games. Two miles,—P. M. Harris,

scratch (1), 8.2^; F. P. Jones, 70 yards

(2).

Princeton. N. J.
— College sports.

Two miles, — L. Stearns (1), 7.54.

The guarantors of the fund for build-

ing the bicycle track at Chicago, have met
and organized. The ball club will ad-

vance the money to build the track, $1,000
or more. The guarantors agree that if

one-third of the gate receipts from bicy-

cle entertainments does not amount to

$1,000 by 1 November, they will make
that sum good to the ball club. After 1

November, an arrangement will be made
for a division of the receipts between the

ball club and the guarantors. The fol-

lowing officers were elected: President,

L. Z. Cowles ; vice-president, L. W.
Conkling ; secretary-treasurer, N. H.
Van Sicklen ; directors, J. P. Maynard,

J. Valentine.

The combined races of bicycle clubs

of Baltimore will be held at Druid Hill
v
x

Park, on the evening of 10 June. Events:
1 One mile, junior wheelmen; one and a
half mile, openj one mile, Baltimore
Cycle Club ; three mile, Whirling Wheel-
men ; one mile, Druid Cyclists ; one mile,

novice, Maryland Bicycle Club; one and
a half n»ile, open, (winner of two barred")

;

consolatiotj£-one ^mile .entries ,-close 6
June, to STT. Clark^-jand 4 Hanover
street, or W. S. Bayley, 366 North
avenue. Entrance fee, twenty-five cents,

for each event.

The K. C. W., of Brooklyn, is prepar-

ing for a grand time at its race meeting
on 20 June, and all the cracks are ex-

pected to show up.

The Citizens' Club, of New York, has

presented a punch-bowl to the K. C. W.,
of Brooklyn, the latter having volunteered
to give a club drill at the recent race

meeting of the former.

The first annual fifty mile road race of

the Ixion Bicycle Club will take place on
Decoration Day, and will be confined to

contestants from the club. The handi-
caps has been kindly arranged with the
assistance of chairman of the L. A. W.
racing board, which is as follows : The
tricyclers start at 10 a. m., the bicyclers

at 1 1 A. M. The start will be from the

club-house door, No. 2 East 60th street,

up 5th avenue to 120th street, to Mount
Morris avenue, to 123d street, to 6th
avenue, to 145th street, to St. Nicholas
avenue, to 155th street, to 10th avenue, to

Mount Washington Hotel, to Inwood, to

Kings Bridge (turn right), to Yonker's, to

Glenwood, to Hasting's, to Dobb's ferry,

to Irvington, to Tarrytown, to turning
point, twenty-five miles, which is about
one-eighth of a mile above Tarrytown
and return, and finish at No. 2 East 60th
street, over same course. No time and
labor has been spared by the committee
in preparing for this contest. A map of

the course (scale of four inches to a mile)

hangs on the festooned club-room walls,

so every contestant can carefully study
the route, especially the turning points,

and also where the checkers will be
stationed with beverages for the sons of
victory. The time will be carefully taken
by a large ship chronometer, which in its

workings marks up the least variance,
whether retard or advance. The course
which has been selected, is the best road
that runs twenty-five miles, almost
straight away, although very hilly in

places, and has been measured by
Butcher and Excelsior cyclometers, so
there can be no question as to the dis-

tance if a record is made. The checkers
will be stationed as follows : 123d street,

Fort Washington Hotel, Kings Bridge,
Yonker's, Hasting's, Dobb's Ferry, Liv-

ingston avenue, and the turning point,

and will receive a check from every con-
testant as he passes on the way up, on
which the checker will place the correct
time received, point on route, and keep
same until the contestant returns, when
the checker will place the time then.
The prizes will be as follows : A large
silver cup, which will have the winners
name and time engraved on each year

;

presented by Mr. Wm. S. Valleau, Jr.

;

and a first, second, and third medal, pre-
sented by the club.

A fifty-mile road race will be held 11

June, under the auspices of the Buffalo
Ramblers' Bicycle Club. The route is

from the Parade House, Buffalo, to Cor-
fu, and return. The start will be made
at 3 p. M. sharp. The race is open to all

amateur wheelmen in Western New York,
and no entrance fee is required. A gold
medal is the first prize, and the second
and third are silver medals. Committee
of arrangements : D. N. Milley, chair-

man ; J. S. Kellner, H. B. Smith, A. E.
Schaaf, J. H. Moffat. A great deal of
interest is taken in this event, as it forms
the d<!but of the Ramblers' Club. This
was organized duri/ig the past winter,
and numbers about thirty members.
There are wheelmen enough in Buffalo

for three or four clubs, and the number
is constantly increasing.

Philadelphia is to have what local

wheelmen need— a new track. It is to

be built on the grounds of the Gentle-
men's Driving Park, inside the horse track,

and will be a third of a mile round,

twelve feet wide, with an eighteen-foot

homestretch. The surface will be of clay

and fine cinders mixed, and there will be
a building with accommodations and con-

veniences for cyclists. Work will be
commenced upon it in July.

30 May and 1 June Mile. Armaindo
rides a bicycle (mile heafs)^against H.
W. Higham, on a tricycle, in Washing-
ton, D. C.

The Newburyport Bicycle Club has
arranged for a twenty-mile race for Me-
morial Day, and offers first and second
prizes of gold and silver medals. The
race will be started at nine o'clock A. m.,

at the junction of Ocean avenue and High
street in Newbury. The course will be
over the highway towards Ipswich, pass-
ing over the Parker River bridge, taking
the left-hand road at the- junction beyond
Bean's Crossing, through Rowley, leav-

ing the Common on the right hand, to a
point in Ipswich, south of the railroad

crossing, which will be marked by a flag;

return over same route to point of start-

ing. Mr. W. C. Johnson, of Newbury-
port, is endeavoring to put a little life

into the wheelmen of the city, and has
inspired the road race by furnishing the
prizes, and he hopes to see a series of

similar races during the season.

The Yale Club has receivi-d entries

for its race meeting from Hendee, Ham-
ilton, Wait, Parsons, Hunter, Illston the
English rider, Bidwell, Pettus, Hall,

Palmer, Webber, Powell, Rich, and many
other celebrated riders, who are attracted

also by the high reputation of the Ham-
ilton Park track. Th.e prizes, besides
the Pope cup, will include an imported
breech-loading shot gun, French marble
clocks, ice pitchers, cups, medals, ban-
ners, etc. The entries should be made
to William Maxwell, 209 Durfee Hall,
and must all be in by 1 June. The
entrance fees will be fifty cents for the
boys' race, $5.00 for the Pope cup race,

and for the remaining races ji.oo each.

The Nonantum Cycling Club, of

Newton, will have a handicap road race,

17 June, Burnham starting at scratch.

The club is in a very prosperous condi-
tion and has twenty-five members.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

Avondale (O.) Club. — Officers:
President, Thos. S. Wayne ; secretary
and treasurer, M. J. Beebe ; captain, P.
G. Hammar.
Kokoma (Ind.) Wildcat Wander-

ing Wheelmen. — Organized 4 May.
Officers elected : President, W. B. Man-
ning ; secretary and treasurer, W. J.
Dixon ; captain, W. L. Dolman.

Canal Dover(0.)TuscawaraClub.
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— Officers elected: President, C. F.

Baker ; secretary and treasurer, F. H.
Waldron ; captain, J. T. King.

Westfield (Mass.) Club. — Organ-
ized 19 May. The following were elected

officers for the ensuing year: President,

E. A. Herrick ; vice-president, F. F.

Shepard ; secretary, Russell Scott ; treas-

urer, William Read ; captain, William
Colton. The uniform is dark blue

throughout.

Potomac Tricycle Club, Wishing-
ton, D. C. Officers elected : President,

Gen. Wm. H. Browne ; vice-president,

H. H. Doubleday; secretary and treas-

urer, Andrew Johnson ; captain, W. C.

Scribner ; lieutenant, S. J. Halslett.

Marblehead Club.—Officers elected

20 May. President, George Chinn ; sec-

retary, P. Howard Shirley ; treasurer,

George I. Glover; captain, George P.

Graves ; lieutenant, John W. Richard-
son. The annual banquet was spread
the following evening.

Cleveland Club Reception. — On
the evening of 19 May, after the races,

the new headquarters of the Cleveland
Club, on Euclid Avenue, were thrown
open to members and invited guests. A
promenade concert, from eight to nine

o'clock, was followed by exhibitions of

fancy riding by Messrs. W. H. Wetmore,

J. D. Pugh, Jr., and George Collister.

Mr. Wetmore's performance was fully

up to the high standard he has achieved
by his splendid work in the past, and
elicited hearty applause. A canvas cov-
ering, on the floor for dancing purposes,
interfered somewhat with his movements,
and proved very troublesome in the exe-
cution of the more difficult tricks.

Messrs. Pugh and Collister went through
a number of difficult feats, and their work
while riding double was particularly

good. Dancing was then indulged in

until a late hour. The new club-house
is considered the finest in the country
west of New York. Its interior can
hardly be recognized as the old armory
of the First City troop. The gun racks and
lockers have been removed, the gas jets

raised, the walls tastefully frescoed, and
the two small waiting-rooms fitted out in

exquisite style. An inclined plane, run-
ning from the street to the level of the
floor, and neatly banked and turfed on
either side, affords the wheelman entrance
to the building without alighting from
his machine.

An Inter-State Bicycle Club meeting
will be heldat Youngstown, Ohio, 24 June.
The clubs include Youngstown, Warren,
Sharon, Greenville, and New Castle.

About 12 wheels are expected from
Sharon, 21 from Greenville, 9 from New
Castle, and 14 from Warren. Frank
Iddings, of Warren, was elected presi-

dent, and M. S. Hanna, of New Castle,

secretary.

On Decoration Day the Massachusetts
Club will hold its first all-day club run of

the season. A large party and a delightful

run is anticipated. In former years the

Memorial Day run has always been a
well-attended one, and this year one hun-
dred starters are looked for. The start

will be made from headquarters at 9
a. M., and the club-house reached, on the

return, at about 6 p. M. The route will

be to South Natick via Jamaica Plain,

over the magnificent Bussey Park road,

Roslindale, West Roxbury, Dedham,
Neeham, aDd Wellesley, to South Natick.

Dinner will be served at Bailey's, at 1

p. M. Members are at liberty to invite

friends on this run. Capt. Shillaber will

be in command of the run.

The Portland Wheel Club has per-

fected arrangements to visit Boston on
Memorial Day, for the purpose of enjoy-

ing a spin about the suburbs of this city.

The club members will assemble at State

Street Square, at 6.15 p. m., Friday, 29
May, and at 6.30 p. m., will start for the

Boston boat. Breakfast will be taken in

Boston at 5.30 A. m., and the day will

be passed in visiting various points of

interest about the city. Among the places

visited will be the Longfellow house and
Harvard College, Cambridge, Chestnut
Hill, Newton, etc. Dinner will probably
be taken at Hotel Hunnewell, Newton.
The club will return to Portland by boat

Saturday night, Some of the members
intend to remain in Boston over night,

and on the next day ride to Newburyport,
taking boat from there.

The Portland Wheel Club has voted

to adopt the League uniform.

The Nashville (Tenn.) Club has sent

us a little pamphlet containing its rules.

On the outside is the badge of the club

in four colors, and inside are three cuts

showing a member of the club in the

club uniform.

Haverhill, Mass., will soon have a

new club, fifteen bicycle and three tricy-

cle riders, have already pledged them-
selves.

The Colorado Wheel Club, of Denver,
is putting a six-lap track in order. Sev-

eral members will make a tour to the

mountains in July. The sport is thriving

in Denver, for over fifty machines have
been purchased this spring.

The Wakefield Club held a hill-climb-

ing contest Thursday evening, 21 May.
The only riders, out of six starters, who
succeeded in surmounting the hill, were
Messrs. Morton, Burrell and Wilkins.

The Maverick Wheel Club will attend

the L. E. C. W. meet at Beverly, 30 May.

Thursday evening the members of

the Boston Club were entertained at the

residence of Mr. E. J. Smith, a member
of the club, at Boston Highlands. On
Friday, at 4 P. M., the first tally-ho n n

of the club will take place. The active

members on wheels and the associates

in a tally-ho will leave the club-house

at 4 P. M., and run to Wellesley. by a

circuitous route. The night will be

spent there, and Saturday will be spent

in games and like amusements. The
membeis will return Saturday when and
how they please.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

American Division.

Frank W. Weston, Chief Consul,

Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dues for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the State consul of the State in which the

applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as

appointed, is :
—

Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel stree

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bir.inger, 608 Harrison avenue,

Leadville.
Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, 31 Chestnut street,

Boston.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missotiri.— W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire.— W. V. Gilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio. — Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.

Pennsylvania. — F. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Khode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.
In States where no State consul has been appointed,

such applications and lettersof inquiry should be sent to

Chas. H. Potter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,

Ohio.

Applications for Membership. — (Unless protest

is received within ten days from date of this publication,

each of the following applicants are considered provision-

ally elected : Charles B. Shrom, 50 Eagle street,

Greenville, Pa.; John W. Drown, Brattleboro, Vt.

Canadian Division.

Application blanks can be obtained by forwarding

a stamped addressed envelope to the Canadian chief

consul, Horace S. Tibbs, 26 Union avenue, Montreal.

N. B. — Consuls wanted in every city and town in

Canada.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

J. V. Stephenson.— The League officials promise to

act in the matter.

Tricycle. — Gear it down about two teeth.

H. G.— It is a good machine and not too light for

your roads.

F. T. Sholes. — Blanks received all right. Thanks.

V. C.— Bull & Bowen make a clip for attaching to

back-bone without spring.

Chicago.— Corey Hill was named for the great-

grandfather of H. D. Corey who owned it.

F. P. P.— A person becomes a member of the L. A.
W. by paying $1.00. The money goes to promote the

interest of wheelmen in various ways. By joining, you
gel the benefit of all the good work the League does,

you get reduced rates at the hotels, and also mci eased
attention. Much of the work done by the League is for

the benefit of wheelmen, and you will share the fruits

be you a member or not; but every fair minded man
should be willing to contribute the mite represented by
his fee, and aid the good cause. We believe that every

wheelman should join the League, if for no other pur-

pose than to promote the cause of Cycling, and with no
reference to direct returns. 2. Wiite to K. A. Elwell,

box 2014, Portland, Me. See our issue for 17 April.

C. H. D. — Either paper will do. 2. Herald.

Geo. A. Battlhs. — Think the Facile will suit you.

It it a good machine and suitable for a man of your

weight.

X. C—The racing board does not establish nor locate

Slate championships in States when there .ire divisions

of Ihe L A. W. That is the duty of the Slate racing

board.

Ci T. t'. — The C. T. C. his I good system and list

ol hotels .uul consuls in America.

II. C. — You can make an attachment to your loop-

frame machine so that you . but

unlets you ate a millionaire, we would not advuw it. It

will involve much labor, and that is what swells a bill.
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Trike.— Put a little rosin on the brake drum, and be
careful about using it at first.

F. E. G.— Plumbago as a lubrlcar.t is still an ex-

periment. Oil is good enough.

S. T.—It is made by the Coventry Machinist's Com-
pany, and is called " Stop Thief." It is a small T
arrangement that goes through the chain and locks the
machine securely, and there is no danger of breaking a
spoke.

FIXTURES

29 and 30 May :

Tournament of Louisville (Ky.) Wheel Club.

30 May:
Illinois State Division L. A. W. meet and tourna
ment at Chicago. Fifteen mile championship.

Race meeting by Springfield (Mass.) Bicycle Club.
Tally-ho run of Boston Club to Wellesley.

Ixion road race to Yonkers (N. Y.) and beyond,
fifty miles.

Fifty mile road race of Cambridge Club.
Annual meet of the L. E. C. W. at Beverly.

Races of Williamsburg Athletic Club at Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Races at Manchester, N. H.
Run of Portland Club to Boston.
Twenty mile road race, Newburyport Club.
Run of Massachusetts Club to South Natick.
Run of Providence Club to Newport.
Run of Charlestown Club to Lynn.
Run of Maverick Wheel Club to Gloucester. Re-

turn 31st.

Run of Somerville Club to Worcester. Return
31st.

Run of Chelsea Tricycle Club to Castle Rock.

5 and 6 June:
Race of the Yale Bicycle Club at New Haven,
Conn., including the twenty-five-mile champion-
ship, L. A. W.

6 June

:

N. A. A. A. A. annual games at New York.
Four-mile American bicycle championship.

8 and 9 June:
Tournament of the Indiana division L. A. W. at

Indianapolis.

10 June:
Races by combined clubs at Baltimore, Md.

11 June

:

Road race of Buffalo (N. Y.) Ramblers.

17 June:
Tricycle picnic in the woods at Readville, by Boston

Club.

18 June

:

Races of Trojan Wheelmen, Troy, N. Y.

20 June

:

Races by K. C. W. at Brooklyn, N. Y. Three
mile L. A. W. championship for 1885.

24 June

:

Interstate meet at Youngstown, Ohio.

30 June and 1 July

:

Tournament at Ulica (N. Y.) by Fort Schuyler
Wheelmen.

1 July

:

Third Annual Meet and Races of the C. W. A. at

Woodstock, Ont.

2 and 3 July

:

Annual meet of the L. A. W. at Buffalo, N. Y.
One mile bicycle and one mile tricycle champion-
ship.

3 and 4 July :

Race meeting of Bartholomew County Wheelmen
at Columbus, Ind.

4 July:
Races at Boston, Mass.

6 July

:

Big Four Tour starts from Buffalo, N. Y.

10 July:
Big Four road race, one hundred miles, Cobourg to

Kingston.

17 July:
Down East tour.

iS July

:

Annual meet of N. J. division, L. A. W., at

Orange.

20 and 21 July:
Ohio State Division, L. A. W. , meet and tourna-
ment at Springfield. Half mile bicycle champion-
ship.

23 July :

Races of Pine Tree W. C, Bangor, Me. Two-
mile State championship.

1 August:
Tricycle road race by Boston Club.

3 August

:

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, England.

13 August:
Tournament of B. C. W. at Pittsfield, Mass.

27 and 28 August

:

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile
bicycle championship.

1 and 2 September

:

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

8, 9, and 10 September

:

Tournament ai Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-
cle championship.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[A dvertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

WHEELS WANTED AT ONCE TO FILL
big demand for same in this city and suburbs, es-

pecially Experts and Standards, 48 to 56 inches; also
good wheels of other makes, a few Stars and Safetys
machines sold at owner's prices; ten per cent commis
sion charged; no charge unless sold; correspondence
solicited, enclose stamp; New York Bicycle Agency.
C. HERBERT DIAMOND, manager, P.O. B0X2434

FOR SALE. — 50-inch full-nickelled Expert Colum
bia, 1884 pattern; A 1 condition; price ?n5. H

P. TILDEN, 405 Commerce street, Philadelphia.

FOR SALE. —A Duryea saddle, $3.00; "handy"
tool bag, $1.50; Lamson carrier, 75 cents; the lot

for $4.50; all practically new. R. F. HEMENWAY,
22 Central street, Lowell.

HUDGE TANDEM TRICYCLE FOR SALE .

nearly as good as new. Send for particulars to

HILL & TOLMAN, Worcester, Mass.

FOR THIRTY-FIVE CENTS IN POSTAGE
stamps the American Bicycle Company, of Spring-

field, Mass., will forward to any address a pair of the
crescent stocking supporters, which are the best.

FOR SIXTY-FIVE CENTS IN STAMPS
the American Bicycle Company, of Springfield,

Mass , will forward you a good sensible tool bag.

I^OR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, new last Sep-
. tember, used only five times, comparatively as good

as new; price $140. FRANK NOLAN, Springfield,

Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled American
Club secondhand bicycle; this machine has ball

bearings to both wheels, and is in excellent conditionl
cost new, $152.56; price $110. AMERICAN BICY-
CLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

ITOR SALE. — A nice lot of second-hand Acme
V bicycle stands; sent by express to any address On
receipt of $1.25. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— Nickel-plated spoke grips ; sent to

any address on receipt of thirty-five cents in postage
stamps. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

SEND ST.00 TO THE AMERICAN BICY-
CLE Company, of Springfield, Mass., and receive

one pair of heavy all wool bicycle hose, sizes 92, 10, io^,

and 11 ; the blue and black are ribbed, and the plain are
brown.

I NY ONE THINKING OF PURCHASING
i\ a bicycle will find it for their interest to write to the
American Bicycle Company, and state what size they
require, also kind, and about what they want to pay.
Springfield, Mass.

'I HE AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
I of Springfield, Mass., have sixty second-hand bicy-

cles and tricycles in stock, which are for sale cheap for

cash.

FOR SALE. — One 52-irch full-nickelled British

Challenge bicycle, in excellent order; it has tool-

bag, tools and bell, a bargain; £100. LEWIS RUS-
SELL, liox 335, Springfield, Mass.

.a. ^o-msr. EXPERT,
Finish E, with Bent Handle Bars, Adjustable Long-Distance Saddle,

and Ball Pedals.

COSTS $130.00.
Finish E, has the Forks, Felloes, and Perch Enamelled, Balance

Nickelled.

It has More Nickel on it than any other Bicycle

Of Half Nickel and Enamel Finish, and is

A Reduction from Last Year's Price of Above Bicycle and Extras,

of $15.00.
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FOR SALE. — One 52-inch Shadow bicycle; this

machine is full-nickelled, except the wheels, which
are handsomely bronzed; it is comparatively as good as

new, as it has only been used a few times ; has ball

bearings to both wheels, tool-bag, and tools; cost new,
$135; price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, 1883 pattern,

and in excellent condition; price $85. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 58-inch full-nickelled Harvard,
in excellent order; price $100. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SAI.E.— 52-inch full-nickelled Harvard, with

drop bar, cyclometer, and bell, and in excellent

order; price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— A nice lot of second-hand Hill &
Tolman bells, sent via mail on receipt of $1-75.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

FOR SALE.— A 52-inch Yale, Racer, nickelled and
enamelled, comparatively as good as new; cost new,

|r 4o; price $115. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— A 54-inch Royal Mail Racer; this

machine was used for the first time by Chambers,
the English flier, last September, and is in excellent

order; cost new, $150; price $115. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR sale:
BARGAINS IN RACERS.

One Humber Semi-Racer, weight, 30 lbs.

;

being a weight which will answer for all kinds
of tracks (where often an extreme racer is too
light), and can even be used on the road.

Used but little; cost $150; in good order.

A good training wheel, Size, 55-inch
;
price,

$65. Also one Emperor Semi-Racer, 30
lbs; same condition. A good trainer and
racer. 56-inch; price, $65.

WM. READ & SONS,

101 Washington Street - - - BOSTON.

BICYCLES!
Seed for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERING & Cff.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PRESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

REPAIRED,
Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Hicycles and Tricycles sold on commission. The Bicy-

cle branch of our business is in charge of Will
S. Atwell, telephone No. 1935.

Third Annual Race Meeting
OF THE

KING'S COUNTY WHEELMEN,

SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 3,45 P. I.

AT THE

WILLIAMSBUBGH ATHLETIC GROUNDS.

3 MILE L A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP.

EVENTS AS FOLLOWS:
K Mile Novice, open to all Amateurs.

K " Club (K. C. W.)
% " Without Hands, open to all Amateurs.
2 " Handicap, " " "

3
" " " "

io " Scratch, " " "

3 " L. A. W., open to all L. A. W. Members.
2 " Brooklyn Bi. Club Championship.
Gold Medals and other valuable prizes.

Entries close June io with Chas. Schwalbach, 233
Penn St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Entrance Fee, $1.00, returnable to starters excepting
the 3-mile L. A. W.

HAND BOOK
Massachusetts Division L.A.W,

SHOWING
Best Routes, and Character of Road Beds

throughout the State.

Price, 35 cents. Bound in Cloth.

For Sale at all Cycle Agencies, at

this office, and by

W. I, HAKRIS - - Sec. Mass. Division,

P. O. Box, 1825, BOSTON.

THERE IS ONE
racing man in every one hundred wheel-
men, and he wants to know what records

have been won on a maker's machines
;

BUT THE

90 AND 9
who go not on the path, but who

RIDE ON THE ROADS,
discriminate between machines, taking

those with the best reputation for all-

around use ; that come seldom to repair
;

that are reliable for venturing a long way
with.

WHO

Ride Columbias ?
Those who hold the twenty-four

hour records.

Those who travel across the
Continent.

Those who ride for business con-
venience.

Those who use trick

machines.

Those who ride hills.

Those who have ridden longest
and still ride most.

And they want to know who makes
the best roadsters, and find that the con-

cern which has attended most to road

machines has attained the highest excel-

lence.

WHY?
Apply to the Pope Manufacturing Co .,

Boston, Hartford, New York, or Chicago,

and they will send you the reasons with

proofs of what they say.

BICYCLE CLUBS ATTENTION!

Wheelman's Official Score Card.

Copyrighted 1888.

FOR, SEASON 1S85. •

We are prepared to make arrangements with any dub
giving Meets or Tournaments in the United States. We
have issued our Cauls at all the principal Meets ami

Tourr Id in 1883-84. We pay liberally for

privilege.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
For Refiremt: Stoddard. Levering & to., 152 to

158 Congress St., Boston, Man. ; rh« Pope Maouf'g
Co., j9} Washington St., BostoOi Mass.

HENRY GOODMAN 4. BROS.
402 Main St., Hartford, Conn.
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BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St., Chicago.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the Co-

lumbia bicycles, Sanspareil, Rudge Light Roadster,

Kacile, Victor Tricycle, and all high-class machines;
repairing, nickelling, and enamelling promptly done.

Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-

est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-

five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-

land, Me.

TEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
j — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each

Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

'fHE CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SV-
1 PORTER, with patent aligator clasp ; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other ; made in drab, white, pink,

and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of fifty

cents by WALTERS BROS., Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68

and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

(THE " ACME " TIKE HEATER. — Price
I $1.00; the most convenient Heater for u?e in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used ; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim ; full directions

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every uder.

C. H. LAM -ON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

HARWOOD'S
SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

flarwood's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $i-oo

Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20

No. 2 Nickelled safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " '" Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50

No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50

No. 3, for Harvard 5°

No. 4, for British Challenge S°

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,
Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Hall

Type
Writer.

The latest, simplest, cheapest,

and most complete Writing In-

strument. Challenges compari-

son with others in every point.

Every instrument warranted

and sent free to any part of

United States on receipt of

price, $40.

Principal Office:

853 BROADWAY,
New York.

Agencies in all Principal

Cities.

Rust ! Rust ! ! Rust ! !

!

Entirely removed from Nickel-plate, Steel, etc., by
Acme Rust Eradkator. Trv a b"X. Fifty cents,

post paid (two-cent stamps taken). Special terms to

dealers. SECOND-HAND BICYCLES, Lamps, etc.,

cheap," Experts," " Standards," " Rudges," and others,

all sizes and prices. Knclose stamp stating wants. C.

HERBKRT DIAMOND, Box 2434, New York City.

The longest 24-hour Road Record

on the American Continent,

The quickest 100 mile Records on

the road,

The longest straightaway tours,

The Highest Individual Riding

Scores, by years and for eight

years,

HAVE BEEN MADE

On Columbia Bicycles.

THE LARGEST NUMBERS SEEN

On the Big Tours,

In Century Runs,

At L A. W. Meets,

ARE COLUMBIAS.

SPECIAL NOTICE!
WANTED AT ONCE, Responsible Firm to take up

SOLE AGENCY FOR AMERICA
FOR, THE

Rover Safety Bicycle, the Meteor, Hover Despatch, Sociable and
Tandem Tricycles, Coventry Chair, etc.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS WITH TESTIMONIALS FREE ON APPLICATION TO

STARLEY & SUTTON, Meteor Works, West Orchard,

CoTrerrtr37\ ZEr^lstrLd..
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ARDILUS
LIQUID E2TAMEL!

For touching up or entirely re-enamelling

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
\1PIJE I DID IT"

QMtyouyiuj;

THE RUDGC

Hard as Marble. Dries Instantly, without
any unpleasant smell, and produces a Jet Black
enamel surface in One Operation. It is
thoroughly impervious to wet, cold, or heat. Will
not crack, and is not liable to chip off. Any one
can apply it. A suitable Brush given with
each bottle.
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.
For sale by all Agents, and by

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.
Special terms to the trade.

EXACT SIZE. PATENT ALLOWED.

The Practical Cyclometer for Bicycles.
The action is really positive and the Cyclometer

cannot fail to operate at any rate of speed.
This Cyclometer will soon be on the market.
In ordering, give size and make of wheel.

MADE BY C. H. 1.AMHON,
801 Middle Street .... PORTLAND, ME.

BOSTON
H 0j,

BlCYCjj;

This shoe is not machine made, but strictly hand-
made flexible shoe, of the best English, French, and
American stock. Warranted to last from April to No-
vember for riding purposes. No rubber to come off, no
pegs nor nails to hurt the feet. Laced low to allow of

adjustment. Cut high, but nicely fitted to keep from
slipping. Made in any color to match uniform. Each
shoe made on a last specially modelled by us- Racing
Shoes, with soles one-eighth, quarter, three-eighth, one-
half-inch thick, weighing not over ten or twelve ounces.
All shoes patented. Trice list and rules for self measure-
ment sent on application. Hash Hall Shoes a
Specialty.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
158 Summer street, Boston.

Spring Race Meeting
OF THE

SPRINGFIELD

BICYCLE CLUB,
ON

HAMPDEN PARK,

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., May 30th, 1885.

PROGRAMME.
3 Miles. Handicap.

1 " Safety ; wheels not over 40 in.

2 " Novice.

1
" 3.10 Class.

5
" Open.

1
" Exhibition. Geo. M. Hendee.

5
" 16.30 Class.

Entrance fee 50 cts. each event, returnable to all

starters.

Races under the rules of the L. A. W.
Address all entries to SANFORD LAWTON, Sec.

Entries close May 27.

THEY HAVECOME!
I have received a stock of

}

The Best,

The Fastest,

The Lightest,

The Strongest,

And the most scientifically constructed tr cycle yet
made; also the

Facile Bicycle,
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

IF YOU CAN
Break your machines by any
reasonable use or the wear
and tear for which they are
designed,

They are not safe to ride.

ASK THE REPAIRERS
What makes of Tricycles and
Bicycles come to the shops
most broken, or in greatest
numbers; and which come to
repair least in proportion to the
number in use.

"IF I
could not get another, I would not take $5.00 for the
Cyclist's Record Book you sent me last week. I can
keep an accurate and complete record of my riding with-
out trouble." So says the secretary of a prominent
club. Every wheelman should get a Record Book.
They are a necessity to those who value a record of their
season's mileage and the particulars of each trip. If

you contemplate but a single journey awheel, it will pay
you to get one of the books. Fifty cents.

C. D. BATCH ELDER,
Lancaster, N. H.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,
and is much the best article for the purpose in
market; it is aho much the cheapest.

Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!
Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for
bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff
in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

4S5" Noticb.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having ihem. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or mire of Oil,
expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. *^J

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

J-'-ti-hi!

Perfect Hygienic

BICYCLE SADDLE,
NOW ON THE MARKET.

{Patented March 17, 1885.)

No metal frame or tree. Springs at both ends com-

pletely compensating all jar and jolt. No pressure on

perin.Tum, and no danger from bicycle riding with this

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle Blade. Thor-

oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Finest

material ever used in a bicycle accessory. Furnished

only in full nickel. Retail price, $6.00. Liberal dis-

count to the trade. Ask your dealer to see it. Order*

filled promptly. Send for descriptive circular. Manu-

factured only by

T. J. KIRKPATRICK, Spriufifielcl, Ohio.
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THE

(LIMITED)

COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTON

RANELAGH CLUB.
PRICE, $180.00.

The Fastest and Most Comfortable Machine Made.

CLUB TANDEM.
Convertible.

All persons are warned against purchasing Tan-
dems which infringe our patent.

The "CLUB" Bicycle, Greatly Improved.

The "UNIVERSAL CLUB," New this Season.

CHEAPEST MACHINE IN THE TRADE.

Price for ^O-Iixcli ----- $105.00.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND PARTICULARS.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

Bifurcited & Universally Adjustable Saddle

Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot be worked off whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Ask your Dealer for Hum, or sendfor Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILL.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced.

$5.00; Nickelled, $6.50.

Japanned,

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

HOME* EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

|
cinating Humt Gymnasium ever de-
vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

I
room. Fined for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the

I Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physioal Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

SPOKES, SPOKES,

If you doubt a Direct Spoke
Why fly to the opposite extreme and take

the antiquated though often revived tangent,

when you can

BUY RESULTANT SPOKES,
which both theoretically and practically take
their pull in the line of average resistance and
so get the strongest wheel with the lightest

weight, as IN THE NEW FAVORITE,

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landy, Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates ; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,
and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comfonable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other ; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, $3.00;
Nickelled, $3.75. Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada
Special Terms to Dealers.
Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

JXT . "ST. TOY 00.
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

14 Howard Street NEW YORK.

Patented in England and the United States.

Curlej's ADJUSTABLE SKELETON' SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. It 1
• so made

that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, S4.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. 0. BURLE7, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
We beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non -delivery of their orders for

THE AMERICAN

Long -Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our facili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and

soliciting a -continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL & BOWEN,
(Successors to Bull & Haynes)

587 & 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Licensed by the Pope M'f'g. Co.

ORIOKBT.
Etery Piu-t Detnchabte.

Top easily removed and new one can be put on with*
out trouble. Springs can be taken out and others of

any sized wire, 01 any length, bend or shape, can be
made and inserted in a few minutes by rider himself.

Front spring drops Irom perineum, and lakes up Sag
of leather produced by yielding of rear springs. For
crank and Star.

L.. 8. COPPER,
CLEVELAND - - - OHIO.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dtad

a ntree, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The Dew flat-seated tires are n great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel thai «>n nut /

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says: "In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the star leads all

Bicycles; while iis positive action, quickness In steering, and econo-
mym pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of ouch nnd every

machine arc fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. it. mi 1 111 BfACHOIB CO.,
Smithvillc, Burlington Co., N. J.
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^NO * GUESS *WORK

>

ALONZO WILLIAMS,

Prof, of Mathematics, Brown University,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

F. J. DRAKE,

Lieut, and U. S. Inspector of Material,

ROSTON, MASS.

THOMAS STEVENS,
The Transcontinental Cyclist, and now on

his way around the world on an Expert,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

HENRY W. WILL'AMS, Esq.,

President Massachusetts Bicycle Club,

BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. E. S. BOWEN,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

"Having examined somewhat carefully the wheels of England

and France, I do not believe that a better roadster is made in

the world than your ' Expert Columbia.'

"

"From the practical results, which I determined by subjecting

the different qualities of steel from which it is constructed to the

recognized standard of Government tests, I am free to assert

that the ' Columbia ' has not its equal in quality of material and

finish."

"A 50-inch ' Columbia' bicycle carried me the whole length of

my well-known ride from San Francisco to Boston, at a cost of

twenty-five cents for trifling repairs, at Platte City, Neb."

" I have ridden . . . over 9,000 miles on the ' Expert.'

"

" By far the most satisfactory wheel made."

"I have ridden it upwards of 1,500 miles."

" It is, without doubt, the King of Roadsters."

Mr. K. ELLIOTT, " I have ridden my 'Expert' about 1,000 miles."

WEST HARTLEPOOL, ENGLAND. " Compared with most English-made machines, it is far in

advance of them." '

Mr. FREDERICK McOWEN, "After riding on the 'Expert' a total of 3,343 miles,

President Philadelphia Bicycle Club, " I recommend my friends, when they want a good roadster,

PHILADELPHIA, PA. to buy an ' Expert.'
"

Mr. C. K. ALLEY, "I have used mine for three years."

Cor. Sec. L. A. W. " Tne best made machine on the market, and will stand hard

BUFFALO N. Y. usage better than any other."

CHAS. WRIGHT,

Supt. of Repairs for H. B. Hart,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"During the months of April, May, and June, 1884, the cost

of repairing ninety-nine Columbia machines was less than one

half the cost of repairs on eighty of English make."
" When we consider that the ' Columbia ' machines in use are

four times as many as those of English make, and but few more
are brought in for repairs, the record is certainly held by the
' Columbia,' with a long lead, which will be difficult to over-

come."

Our Illustrated Catalogue and a 4:8-page book of testimonials sent free.

&&7 TVajsliington Street, Boston.
Branch Houses: 12 Warren St., New York; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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PULL YOUR TIRES OUT

!

If you can pull them out

THEY ARE NOT SAFE TO RIDE

!

t> : TIRES ARE FAST ON VICTOR WHEELS. : <j.

The YALE BICYCLE
weighs less than many bicycles which are advertised as " Light " Roadsters,

but it is nevertheless a

Full ROADSTER BICYCLE,
having a one-inch tire on the front wheel and three quarters on the rear. The bearings are balls all round, the front bear-

ings being triple. The tangent spokes are not brazed where they cross each other, and in this and many other respects

the Yale will be found the superior of the many imitations which have sprung up since we placed the great original on this

market in 1880. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY
Manufacturer's Institute, Huntington Avenue, Boston, Maes.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.

"6- «-*

H* SINGER'S

-^f will
\

M\j|

fr ^ CS£q< i £

* CYCLES *

-g-|. 4^

SPECIFICATION.
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork— Front, new elliptic, hollow.

" Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Hubs— New pattern steel flanges.

Spokes— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

Felloes— Steel, hollow.

Tires— J^-inch front and J^-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring— Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel— 17^ inch.

Finish— All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY.
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy Running', 'Well Constructed, Rigid, and Free, from Vibration.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

PECK & SNYDER, New York Agents, 126 Nassau St., New York.
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RUDGE.
MANUFACTURED BY

D. RUDGE * CO. - Coventry, England
The only First Quality Bicycle listed at a Low Price.

The great popularity attained by this machine during the last two years, together with the large number we have sold, convinces us that

the AMERICAN RUDGE has filled a want long felt by a large class of American riders ; namely, a first-class, thoroughly reliable,

easy running and carefully built all-round roadster at a low price, and we can unhesitatingly say that there is no other low-priced
Machine on either the English or American market, that will compare with it in either quality, workman-
ship, or finish. Purchasers will please bear in mind that this wheel is built from the very best stock to be obtained, and that

it is not a second-grade machine in any sense of the word.

SEND FOR

1885

CATALOGUE.

. THE RUDGE.
toddtrd. Lowing * Qa,

lluaiuo, Mm,

SEND FOR

1885

CATALOGUE.

Price, 50-Inch, $107.50.

BEARINGS. Rudge Unequalled Ball to both wheels, exactlyglike the Rudge Light Roadster.

FORKS. Elliptical ; hollow to frontjwheel ; solid to back ; very rigid.

HANDLE-BAR. Curved, solid j same shape as fitted to Rudge Light Roadster.

HEAD. Long centre Humber ; similar to the Andrews patent.

HUBS. Gun metal, nickelled; well recessed to admit narrow tread.

TIRES. Seven eighths full to front wheel, three fourths to back, of first quality rubboi

SADDLE. Lamplugh & Brown's, or Brooks's, long-distance tension.

PEDALS. Heavily nickelled parallel, fitted with extra strong pins.

SPOKES. Direct; 80 to front wheel, 20 to rear, giving the wheels immense strength.

A few shopworn and second-hand machines in stock at low prices. Send for list.

SOLE TJ. S. AGKEISTTS,

STODDARD, LOVEEING & CO,
Nos. 152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

RELIAULE AGENTS WANTKI).
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THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER
* < IMPROVED FDR 1BB5. >

CAN BE READ FROM THE SADDLE AND USED WITH A HUB LAMP.

PRICE SIO.OO
Its form remains the same, but the works have been entirely

remodelled.

Its action is more positive, and the troublesome springs are

done away with.

Now ready for bicycle, tricycle, and American Star.

THE BUTCHER AUTOMATIC BICYCLE ALARM
Is tbe Cheapest and Best Automatic Alarm in the Market.

Price, post-paid, $2.00. Send for Circulars.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley Street - Boston, Mass.

Amesbury, Mass, Feb. 3, 1885.

Butcher Cyclometer Co., Boston, Mass.

:

Cerithmen,— I have used the Butcher Cyclometer for one whole season, over the rough and sandy roads, in this section, and making trips

time and again, and always has the instrument registered alike.

I would advise everybody to use one, as there is a deal of satisfaction in knowing and seeing while riding, just how far you have been, or

to calculate the distance between places, without the necessity ot a dismount. It is absolutely correct, and does not rattle.

I would not sell mine for twice the price of anew one, if I could not get another. Very truly yours, A. F. GREENLEAF.

B. SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclists' Touring Clvb.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

EXACT SIZE. PATENT ALLOWED.

The Practical Cyclometer for Bicycles.
The action is really positive and the Cyclometer

cannot fail to operate at any rate ofspeed.
This Cvcloinetei will soon be on the market.
In ordering, Rive tize and make of wheel.

MA UK liY C. II. I,AMSON,
201 Middle Street .... PORTLAND, MK.

The sole Agency in Philadelphia and vicinity for the

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER .

RACER-
AMERICAN RUDGE.

Harvard.

VICTOR.

YALE.

Club

BICYCLES,
Tricycles.

THE BEST MAKE
SEND
FOR

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE.
Single and Tandem.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

CLUB
TRICYCLE.

Facile.

BICTCI.B HIFIiES JLN1D SHOT CUITS.
Just the thing for touring trips and sport along the road. Write for Catalogue

and Circulars, and say what you want, P. O. Box 1108.

ATUtAM G. POWELL iViAiVA.G nn.

"1
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THEY HAVE

OOME !

I have received a stock of

I TBI

The Best,
The Fastest,

The Lightest,
The Strongest,

And the most scientifically constructed tricycle yet
made; also the

Facile Bicycle,
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St , near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

Bells! Bells!!

Peerless Stop Bells,

SIMPLE,
EFFECTIVE, CHEAP,

GOOD.

No. 8, 1 Hammer - - - 75cts.

Ho. 9, 2 Hammers - - - SScts.

H. and T. Stop

The King of Stop Bells.
Surprisingly Simple. Nearly
equals our Automatic in
effect. No Rattle. Out of
the way. Stopped by Shift-
ing Handle. Sure to Satisfy
in Every Respect.

No. 10, $1.35.

Tricycle Alarm,

A Bell For Tricycles.

Equal to the

A.TJTOMATIC
For Bicycles.

One or a Series of Strokes
at Will.

No. 7 S3. 50.

Automatic Alarm.

THE X-L-NT AND UH-X-LD
BICYCLE BELL.

Sales extending to other
Countries. Copied by For-
eien Manufacturers The
Most Successful Hell ever
made. Destined to become
the Standard Bell of the
Wheel World.
Nos. i, j, 3, 4, 5, 6, $3.00.

For Particulars scud for Circular. Order by Num-
ber or make of Machine. Sent by Mail upon Receipt
of Price.

HILL & TOLMAN - - Worcester, Mass.

aa-EDfcsrCTXIN'ZB MHUMBEI5S:"
May 12, 1885.

Mr. L. H. Johnson :

Dear Sir,— I want to thank you and Mr. Douglas for advising me to buy
the "Humber Tandem" Tricycle. Before purchasing, I sought to learn all

that I could about tricycles. I spent some hours in the examination of a
book which describes upwards of two hundred and fifty different tricycles and
sociables. This examination convinced me that the ''Humber" had several

points of excellence possessed by no other machine ; but. as at that time,

there was no " Tandem " in the country, I had to depend on the printed

description and on your advice to buy the " Humber."
A few days after I took my first ride, I attended the " Meet " of the North

of England Wheelmen, at Harrowgate, Yorkshire. Probahly every style of

cycle made in the United Kingdon was on exhibition, and many were repre-

sented on the race-track. There was a favorable chance to compare all makes
of tricycles, and to note their speed. I was soon convinced that the
" Humber" was the fastest, safest, and strongest tricycle in all England.
My tricycle is not merely a machine for exercise. It answers all the pur-

pose of a family carriage. The best testimonial I can give as to its utility is

the fact that on last New Year's Day I rode it from house to house, and
between the hours of noon and six o'clock called on nearly all my parish-

ioners. I could not have done more had I taken a horse and carriage.

Very truly yours,

WM. F. TAYLOR.

THE "HUMBER TANDEM."
FOR TWO RIDERS HAS NO EQUAL.

IT IS THE,FASTEST MACHI NE' MADE,
AND IS A SPLENDID HILL CLIMBER.

LIGHT TRICYCLES, 60 TO 70 LBS., FOR LADIES.

THE BEST ARE THE CHEAPEST, and the largest makers conclusively prove
by IMITATING them that they consider the BEST MACHINES are the " Humbers."

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
SOLE LICENSEE TO IMPORT AND SELL

HUMBER BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
In the United. States,

3 ARLINGTON PLACE - - - - EAST ORANGE, N. J.

Lists on application with Stamp.

SPECIAL NOTICE.— The public is hereby notified ihat genuine Humber Bicycles and

Tricycles are made only by Humber & Co., at Beeston, Nottingham, and bear their stamp on

the neck. All others are INFERIOR IMITATIONS.

GEO, R. BIDWELL & CO.

2 and 4 East 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and RTJDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Wheel Goods of all Descriptions.

Sena lor our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

WHEEL WORLD.
Single copies in stock.

25 CELT'S.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
OIST INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. Gh BIRD & CO..
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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World Records.
THE VICTOR

Is the only American Bicycle holding a

WORLD RECORD.
1-4 Mile.— 37 3-5 Sec. - - - I^RED RUSS COOK.
1-3 Mile.— 1.17 3-5 Sec.- - - OEO. M. HEIVOEE.

24-HOUR RECORD FOR AMERICA.

207 1-2 Miles in 24 hours - - - FRED RUSS COOK.

WE HAVE NEVER KNOWN A VICTOR WHEEL TO BUCKLE.

SE1TD FOR C^.TA.LOaUE.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
179 TREMONT STREET BOSTON.

NEW MODEL LIGHT ROADSTER STAR.
The new model is vastly improved in workmanship, and has been greatly simplified, and made stronger and stiffer,

while the WEIGHT HAS BEEN REDUCED SOME ELEVEN POUNDS in the 48-inch size. Sample now on
view. No Catalogues can be had till later, and applications for same must be accompanied by two-cent stamps. All applications

from outside of New England must have enclosed five cents in stamps, or no Catalogue will be sent.

The New Columbia Machines constantly in Stock. Also the American Challenge and
Safety and the Ideal. Petite Tricycles for Children, $18 to $30.

Having specially fitted up a Shop and engaged one of the best Bicycle Mechanics in England or America as head of the depart-

ment, we are prepared to do the finest and most intricate repairs en Bicycles and Tricycles. Cranks or Stars at reasonable rates.

Special Terms to Agents where they send all work to us.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES TO LET BY THE DAY.

Out of town parties may enjoy a Sunday or Holiday on " Boston's sandpapered roads," at a small expense. Our list includes new
Experts, 48 in. to 54 in., and new Ball-bearing Tricycles of improved model.

TDErUVrs, $2.00 PER XXA.ir IKrVARIA-BLiY IN ADVANCE.
REFERENCES REQUIRED FROM STRANGERS.

W. W. STALL, ( stSX^rt, ) 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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F-va.Tsllsls.ecL svery 3?rlcLe.y

:s- c. HODO-BS & GO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates :
—

One year, in advance $2.00
Six months " 1.00

Three months 60

Special Club subscription received at $i.uo il sen to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D. Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 5 JUNE, 1885.

The Road Race is becoming a popular

institution. The success of those run on

Decoration Day insures many more in

the future. If men are to race at all, we
believe as good results can be obtained

from the road race as from any other.

We do not, it is true, get as good time,

nor is there the excitement that there is

in a race where the riders are in sight the

whole distance, but we get a test of ma-

chines built for service and under condi-

tions that they are likely to meet with in

ordinary use ; and we get a test of the

abilities of the riders on the roads, and

this is interesting to us all. But we think

a word of caution is necessary to those

who promote road racing. The thing is

in violation of law and can only be pur-

sued under the indulgence of the authori-

ties. Let nothing be done to forfeit the

right to this indulgence in the future.

Little harTn can come to the public if the

races are conducted, as they should be,

for a field of riders at a twelve mile an

hour pace will not make the commotion

in the street that a single horse driven at

a speed of ten miles an hour will. If

races are properly conducted, they will

attract little or no attention from the au-

thorities, and they will be allowed to take

place ; but once let them get into the

hands of irresponsible men, and we can

imagine it possible that a deal of injury

will be done the public and the law will

make itself felt. We believe in the ob-

servance of law, but there are some laws

that can be amended to advantage. The
Massachusetts law which prohibits travel

at a rate exceeding six miles an hour is a

case in point.

And now the Cyclist Annual credits

Cortis with 2.41^ for the mile. Perhaps

the editor of the Cyclist will rise and ex-

plain why. We refer him to his files and

to former tables. We have nothing to

say about the English system of timing)

but the papers make sad havoc of the

times when they get them into print.

Whole chapters might be written on this

subject.

Promoters of race meetings owe a

duty to those who compete, and they neg-

lect that duty when they allow those who
come from a distance to wander about in

search of accommodations, and when

they provide poor dressing-room accom-

modations. Numerous cases of theft

from the pockets of racing men who left

their clothes in the dressing-rooms while

they were on the track, were reported

last year, and in several cases no water

was furnished. The remedy for this can

be easily seen, and it should be provided.

The records have begun to fall already

if we can believe published reports, but

it must be remembered that all records

claimed are not substantiated, and that

the evidence in each case will be carefully

sifted before the new figures are allowed.

CORRESPONDENCE
[ This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-

bilityfor opinions expressed, and reserving the right

to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason 0/ gratuitous advertising

or objectionable phraseology.

\

A New Idea.

Editor Bicycling World: — We have

been favored with a few glimpses of the

sun lately, and begin to feel as if spring
had come. And with its advent comes
the irrepressible velocipede inventor, with
his multifarious wheels within wheels, by
means of which a child may drive a buggy
thirty miles an hour, and accomplish the

work usually assigned to four horses.
Or, perhaps, it is the motor man, with his

non-eccentric, triple-cranked, compressed
electric-air accumulator forty-horse-power
engine, that can be carried in a grip-sack,

and is always ready to drive a tricycle,

chop wood, milk the cow, or haul coal,

and all this without fire, water, oil, or

attendance. Or maybe it is thethirteen-

wheeled safety roller skate man, whose
eloquent discourse drives us wild, and
causes us to look wistful at anything like

a club. But we are patient, and have an
Indian's superstition regarding such men,
so hear him through, and then refer him
kindly to our friend who runs an opposi-

tion business across the street. After

which we turn around and soundly scold

the office boy because " such is life."

Yet every cloud has a silver lining, and
to show that we are up with the times out
here, will describe our latest, viz., " The
Advertiser Bicycle." It is an ordinary

bicycle in outline, but remodeled to suit

the needs of a rapid advance advertising

man. Beginning at the handles, they are

found to be hollow ; the left one contain-

ing paint, the right one ink. The brake
lever is replaced by a penholder, the

brake spoon by a paint brush. The
right bar is detachable, and fitted a la

pistol cane ; the left bar connects left

handle with paint brush. Properly ma-
nipulating the left handle supplies the

brush with paint, which is then applied

to the tire by pressing the brake lever.

The tire is provided with large rubber
tyre, clamped on in such order that it

painted when passing over any good sur-

ace, they will leave a lengthy legend,

somewhat as follows :
—

When this, or some similar poetic in-

scription, is scattered the whole length

of every sidewalk in town, it will be
pretty certain that every one who runs

will read. The saddle is a small port-

folio, padded with paper and envelopes.

The outer shell of a telescope tool bag
makes an excellent cigar case, and the

inner shell, being properly water-proofed,

makes a good drinking cup. The back-
bone is filled with beer, drawn through a

spigot-shaped step. The front forks are

provided with spigots instead of foot-

rests, and contain drinks of better quality

for private use. The spokes are replaced

by thin convex paper disks placed with

their convex sides together, thus making
a double convex wheel with hollow centre,

in which, through small doors, extra

bills, cards, clothes, and other sundries,

can be placed. The tire is instantly

removable, and when stretched out forms
an excellent fire escape. The finish is

not nickel or enamel, but the many colors
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of the show bills. This is of little advan-

tage when standing still in proper posi-

tion, but, in nine cases out of ten, the

public are obliged either to stand on their

heads or do the cart-wheel act in order to

read the bills, and this exertion will so

impress their memories that having read

the advertisement once they will never

forget it. The whole machine is instantly

convertible into an umbrella by removing
the backbone from the head, and inserting

the end of the neck in the hollow axle.

Taking all in all, we think it a good in-

vention. Further information may be

had of Mr. Commercial Drummer, No.

354 Blank street, this city.

No. 2542, L. A. W.

MANUFACTURE.

The Paradox Oil Can.

MANUFACTURED BY H. B. HART,
PHILADELPHIA.

Mr. Hart has conferred a boon upon
cyclers b> giving them an oil can, the

stopper of which will not get lost. We
will not undertake to say just how many
times we have hunted for a stopper, but it

is a good many, ar.d we have not always
kept our temper. Mr. Hart explains the

name by saying: The stopper is linked to

the spout at its base with a rigid link, and
this makes it undetachable; the link is

hinged to the base, and the stopper is so
made that it can be unscrewed while it is

yet held by the link. thus it is detachable,

and you have the '• Paradox." It is sold :

gold, thirty cents; nickelled, twenty-five

cents.

Mr. C. E. Duryea, of the St. Louis
Wheel Company, and inventor of the

Duryea saddle, has just been putting into

practical form several fancy creations,

and the good results he has obtained en-

courage him to push them further. The
first is a tire heater, one form using gas,

the other kerosene. It is attached to the

burner by a tube. The principle is in

the introduction of a blast of air into the

centre of the flame, thus insuring perfect

combustion and powerlul heat. The St.

Louis Wheel Company has arranged to

handle it. Price seventy-five cents, port-

able in size, and poweiful as two ordinary

Hunsen burners.

1 he second is a frame carrying a sad-

dle post and saddle, doubfe-cranked
pedal-shaft, handles, and foot-rests.

This frame can be attached or de-

tached from a front steerer, loop frame
tricycle in two minutes, converting such
a tricycle into a tandem with an open
front and rear steering.

The third is a brass tool case. Clamped
to the spring or back-bone, and locked
with a Yale lock. This will give security

from thieves, and is always neat and
shapely.

The Coventry Machinists Company
have fitted up the basement of their es-

tablishment at 239 Columbus avenue for

repairing. They have brought over one
ot their most expert workmen who will

attend to this department, and good work-
manship is assured. A complete supply
of parts will be kept in stock.

Dr. L. S. Copper, of Cleveland, O.,

patentee and maker of cricket bicycle

saddle, has invented and patented a new
saddle, which combines the advantages
of the cradle spring, swinging spring and
safety suspension saddle, with the prin-

ciple of positive safety from perineal pres-

sure. The frame is made from a single

piece of wire, and the top in two halves,

each half being supplied with a heel plate

which acts on the principle of the whiffle-

tree, which effectually takes up any un-

equal droppingof leather. Saddle can be
made any width by rider himself.

Editor Bicycling World ; — We
wish to express our appreciation of the

patience with which the old riders have
waited for our Victor bicycle, and to

thank the riding public for the reception

they have given our efforts to produce a

bicycle which shall meet every want, and
be fit to compete with the best in any
country in point of speed as well as other

qualities. To those who are still waiting

for Victors, we will say that our facilities

are so largely increased, that we can
promise prompt delivery within about a

week from this date.

Very truly yours,

Overman Wheel Co.
A. H. Overman, President.

Buffalo.

Decoration Day finds preparations

for the League meet well under way.
The Buffalo Club will hold its annual
tournament in conjunction with the

League races on the third of July. De-
tails of the races are not yet arranged,

but due notice will be given of them.
The transportation committee has se-

cured special rates and baggage car fa-

cilities over the Hoosac Tunnel and
West Shore lines, also the Michigan
Central, and wheelmen visiting Buffalo

for the meet are advised to take these

roads wherever they can do so. Hotel
accommodations have been positively se-

cured for 1,200 wheelmen, and there is

room in other hotels for at least five hun-
dred more, so that if we don't have two
or three more big fires we can get the

boys into shelter of some sort, any how.
The route of the L. A. W. procession

has been fixed, and there is not over a
single block of stone pavement in the
whole of it. It takes the riders over the
best of our Park roads, and through the
finest parts of the city, such as Delaware
avenue, Linwood avenue, North street,

Porter avenue, and the Front, from
which a beautiful view of Lake Erie and
Niagara river is obtained.

Bull and Bowen have their road book
of western New York in the printer's

hands, and it will appear in course often
days. They will send it to any address
g?atis, on receipt of a two-cent stamp.
It will be very useful to those wishing to

came to Buffalo by wheel, as its descrip-
tions cover over 1,200 miles of road with-
out repetitions.

The Buffalo Bicycle Club has rented a
house for its headquarters, which re-

quired but trifling alterations to make it

exactly what they wanted. It is within
one block of the asphalt pavement, and
within a stone's throw of the new Fre-
mont Place Armory, which the club ex-
pect to use for riding next winter.

The club has a touring committee,
whose chairman is Charles W. Adams.
He does more touring, probably, than any
other man in the club, except R. H.
James. He wants reports of all road
runs made by members to be sent him
for record, and no doubt they will prove
interesting reading next winter. The
first evening club-run of the season was
held 29 May, under command of Capt.
Dakin. These are held every Friday
evening during the summer, and are usu-
ally very enjoyable, especially in moon-
light. Last fall the order went forth for

every man to provide himself with a Chi-
nese lantern at the next club run, and the
result was a very picturesque parade, and
the largest attendance of the season.

p. x. Q.

The League.

The new by-laws went into effect 1

June.

All applications and renewals should
hereafter be sent direct to the secretary,

E. M. Aaron, Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

He will, as soon as the name is approved
by the membership committee, issue

tickets, sending them to the various di-

vision officers, or direct where the mem-
bers are not resident in division States.

The division, officers will hereafter trans-

act all business with the secretary, no
accounts will be kept by the treasurer

save the account between him and the

secretary.

The new executive committee met at

the Grand Union Hotel 25 May, and
among other things, decided that the fee

must be $1.00 for the longer or shorter

term.

President Beckwith announced his

intention to appoint Mr. E. M. Aaron,
the former recording secretary, to the

position of secretary-editor. Mr. Aaron
signified his acceptance of the position.

J. M. Thrasher, of Elgin, 111., has
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been appointed a representative from that

State.

The covers of the programmes of the

League meet will be handsomely embel-

ished with red and silver cycling designs,

including a handsome representation of

the L. A. W. and the Buffalo Bicycle

Club badges.

The racing board will dine strictly in

camera during the meet. Having done a

deal of work, they are hungry.

Arrangements for transportation to

Buffalo for the League meet have been

made with the Fitchburg and West Shore

roads. Owing to the cut rates, no ma-

terial reduction has been made, but

wheels will be carried free. Tickets are

good going to 4 July and returning to 10

July, and may be obtained at the West
Shore office, 300 Washington street, after

25 June. New England members intend-

ing going to the meet should address E.

G. Whitney, 106 Dartmouth street, for

further information.

From a Feminine Point of View.

Will the coming woman race ?

Heaven save the mark ! Womanliness is

the crowning glory of woman, and she

sacrifices this when she makes herself

unduly conspicuous. On general princi-

ples I should have little fear of seeing my
sisters-in-sport on the race track; but

when I see frail humanity asserting itself

and bidding even the ladies to attempt

supremacy in speed, I shudder at what

the future may bring us.

In the course of my travels, it often

becomes my good fortune to play wheel-

ing tutor to a bevy of fair girls, and I find

too often that they are not satisfied to

have one machine in the party, because
there is no chance for a race. I called

at a friend's house the other day, and hap-

pened upon her just as she was entertain-

ing a company of schoolmates. As usual

in cases where a lot of girls get together

there was a merry time, and the advent of

my tricycle was hailed with pleasure. I

had to give a lesson to each girl in her

turn, and the round of scholars gave me
the graceful, the awkward, the weak, the

strong. We had a lively hour in the

road in front of the house, but there was
a cloud over the party, because there was
no second machine, and the girls

could n't get up a race. I was thankful

in my heart that there was but one ma-

chine, for I don't know what the young
ladies would have been led into, nor how
the machines would have come out.

Humanity likes to see a contest. I

think the Garden of Eden was not per-

fect according to man's ideas, for there

was no provision for racing of any kind.

When the Shah of Persia was in Eng-
land, he was invited to go to the Derby.
" Why should 1?" said he, '"everybody

knows that one horse is faster than an-

other." The reply to this is not recorded,

but a bystander might have struck the
key-note to the whole thing by saying,
" Yes, we all know it, but I'll wager you
a pound you can't tell which is the

faster." The desire to witness a contest
is firmly implanted in the ideas of man.
It is not so deep-rooted with woman, but
I think she has her legal third. The
crowds attracted to the ball field, the
race course, the spelling matches, run-

ning matches, etc., etc., abundantly
prove this.

Shall I call this a weakness, or shall

I commend it ? From many points of

view it is commendable, from others it is

harmless ; on many accounts it is baneful.

If this desire leads women to race or to

strive after records for speed on the road,

I shall regret that they have taken to the

wheel. Let us not forget to be womanly.
Let us be as inconspicuous as we can,

and preserve the good name of woman,
not drag it in the dust. Let us wheel for

pleasure, not for glory, and be content

with the exercise, the freedom from care,

the exhilaration, and the educating influ-

ences which the tricycle brings.

Let us be inconspicuous. I say that

again, to impress it upon my lady readers.

In no other way can we betterliveup to this

idea than in the selection of our costume.
I am not one of those who believe

that "any old thing will do to wear while

riding," nor do I want a gorgeous cos-

tume. I met a lady the other day on a
sociable with a gentleman friend. She
was arrayed in all the colors of the rain-

bow, and wore an aspect of self-satisfac-

tion that was ludicrous in the extreme.

She was radiantly attractive, and I re-

gret to say that many of my sex strive to

be attractive, and have little regard for

the means, so they achieve the end. The
proper costume for riding can be de-

scribed in a few words. Flannel under-

neath, no corsets nor crinoline, a dress

without trimming, and a jacket likewise.

I got a glimpse of a picture of a woman
on a tricycle a short time ago clad in

Mrs. King's proposed costume, and I

was glad that it has found little favor.

Dr. Mary Walker is the only woman in

America that would wear such a rig,

unless 1 mistake my sex.

The good-natured curiosity which
causes every passer-by to stop and stare

at a rider is to many ladies very objec-

tionable, but it is harmless, and the hor-

ror which one feels at first soon wears off.

" Men's eyes were made to look, and let

them look." They will do so, whether

we let them or not, and it is for us to get

along with it without showing annoyance.

I think we meet with less charity from

our own sex than from the other. " 1

wouldn't be seen riding one of them

things," said a woman in my hearing the

other day. It was said as I dismounted

to do a little shopping, and it was in-

tended that I should hear it. I didn't

tell her that she had better not, and that

it would be better if she would give her
time to the study of grammar, but I was
tempted to.

I am glad to see that the English
makers are housing their steering-gear.

Housing I think a good word, but per-

haps it doesn't give the idea I wish to

convey so well as encasing. A number
of ruined skirts bear testimony to cap-

ture by the teeth of the pinion, and a
voyage into the depths of contact be-

tween the cogs. On the other side, an in-

sufficient chain-guard has made my
skirts acquainted with the greasy chain.

I hope to see our American makers follow

the example thus set them, and give us
protection from the greasy parts. Oil is

a very good thing, but it is a good thing

out of place when it is on our clothes

Neatness is a virtue, but it is an expen-
sive one when the greasy parts of one's

machine are not protected, and the odor
of naphtha is a most unwelcome one.

Daisie.

Two on a Tandem.

Next to a Sunday-school picnic, where
one carries the lunch baskets, shawls,

ice-cream freezer, and lemonade tub,

seven miles up a high hill, midst perspi-

ration and profanity, to please a pretty

girl, and have one's hat crowned with
wormy leaves as a reward, a ride on a
tandem is a thing to be remembered.
The writer entered a conspiracy with a

fat man of alleged athletic tastes, to

spring a tandem unawares upon the Bos-
ton Club. Having had experience with

oily, smooth-spoken importers, who assure
their victims that the long-expected ma-
chine is "on the water," or in the cus-

tom house, knowing well that

" The miserable have no other medicine
But only hope,"

we encouraged them in an honest com-
petition to get the first tandem of the

convertible pattern to America's shores.

As a result, it arrived before we expected

it, some six weeks behind time, and the

successful dealer beamed all over with

satisfaction at the brevity of the delay.

For two weeks life passed like some
fancy dream. The tandem glided over
the road as if impelled by some unseen
power. Each rider declared he was not

exerting himself in the ltast, was merely
letting his feet go around, and yet it shot

ahead of everything. My bicycle, that

venerable vehicle, which, in four years of

its checkered existence had had every
modern improvement added until only one
spoke of the original machine remained,
was forced " to drink oblivion." My first

partner's front and rear steering, seven
speed gear tricycle, with small boy push-
ing attachment behind, lay neglected and
forgotten in a coiner of the wheel room.

In two weeks we made two huiulied

miles, and doctored the record on the

club-book, so that about four hundicd
stood to our credit. On B level 10. id, the

tandem went of its own accord ; we had

to exert ourselves only to keep 11 0111 back-
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pedaling. Up hills, bikes, trikes, and
teams were left far in the rear. Down
hills we went like an Alpine avalanche.
In fact, it reminded us of the coasting days
of our almost forgotten youth, when we
were tempted to yell " tra-ck." But even
a tandem is not a thing of beauty and joy
forever. I may not have mentioned that

my fat-partner stated, in the first place,

the heavier man should be behind. He
also insinuated that I was a mild form
of genius at steering. I took the bait,

hook and all, and rode in front. We
smoked cigars on the tandem, and it was
very convenient to exchange lights ; and
when my partner threw out a suggestion
that I ought to put a spark-arrester and
smoke-consumer on my cigar, I was
secretly pleased with my position. But
when he began to lift my cap to objec-

tionable characters in the streets, to dig
his chin into my back in climbing steep
hills, to use my pocket handkerchief on
his ever-perspiring forehead, and to select

the best cigars from those I had in my
pocket, I felt that the role of a "genius
at steering " had its disadvantages. As
the novelty of the thing wore off, the
machine began to run harder. Dark
suspicions invaded my thoughts. 1 in-

augurated a detective bureau, and en-
deavored to catch my partner coasting

at my expense. My efforts were unavail-
ing. His feet were never off the pedals
when I looked. I sometimes thought he
might have grown sleepy or absent-
minded, and back-pedaled by mistake.
As a result of all this, we have not quar-
relled, we have not dissolved partnership,

and we have not given up tandem riding.

No, but we have changed seats.

L. R. H.

P. S. I append some useful advice to

tandem riders. Never let a designing
partner get you to do all the work by pre-

viously filling you to the brim with that

delusive fluid known as Old Tom gin.

Never try to instruct an inexperienced
cook how to make corn fritters for your
dinner. All's not corn that fritters.

NOVICE'S COLUMN.
Frames and Bearings.

As the frames and bearings of tricycles

are somewhat more complex, we will deal
first with bicycles :

—
Frames of bicycles consist of front and

back forks, backbone, and head. The
front fork in its simplest form consists of
two flat bars of iron, or better, of steel,

which, beginning at the hub of the large
wheel, run up parallel with the spokes to

about an inch above the top of the wheel,
when they suddenly curve toward each
.other and join in an arch over (he tire

Solid forks are made slightly elliptical in

section, as the greatest strength is re-

quired in the middle, and the edges are

almost sharp. The greatest strain on
forks is at the top, so they are made
wider and thicker there, and taper and
grow thinner downwards towards the
hearings. Hollow forks have almost en-

tirely taken the place of solid ones now,
and consist of two tubes of weldless steel,

tubes tapered and then flattened till they
are shaped almost exactly like a sword
scabbard, only sharper at the edges. They
are much lighter and stiffer than solid

forks, though harder to straighten if once
bent. Hollow forks are usually elliptical

in section, as I said above ; but some-
times they are semicircular, and some-
times have a groove rolled in the outside,

so they nearly resemble two tubes fas-

tened together; these latter are called

"fluted forks," and are perhaps the most
rigid of all. The head is a cylinder,

generally slightly tapered from bottom to

top, and about 6 inches high ; it generally

is a solid forging with the upper part of

the fork ; behind, it has a slot made in it,

and the inside is hollowed out. A hollow
conical hole, or "centre," is made at the

bottom, and a hole is bored in the top.

The slot in the back of the head is made
to admit the neck of the backbone, and
therefore is about \\ inches wide and 4
inches high. If it were made narrower
than this, the sides of the cylinder would
strike the neck of the backbone and
prevent the machine from turning sharply

enough. The neck is a piece of steel 3
inches high by 2 inches long and \ inch

thick. On its front edge it has a "spin-

dle," cr pin, made in one piece with it

some
4.I inches long and pointed at each

end. The neck is, perhaps, the part of

the bicycle which must be of good ma-
terial and great strength, for it forms the

connection between the backbone and
front fork, and has to stand more wear
than any other portion of the machine.
It is fastened to the fork thus : The
spindle on the front of the neck is in-

serted into the slot in the back of the

head, and the pointed lower end is fitted

into the cavity at the bottom. A screw
which is bored out to fit the upper end of

the spindle is then put into the hole at

the top of the head, and screwed down
till it holds the spindle firmly without al-

lowing any rattle or shake, but permitting

the spindle to turn freely. There are

many slight modifications of this method,
but the same principle runs through them
all and it is not worth while to describe
them. The backbone, which is really

the main frame of the bicycle, should be
always made of the best weldless steel

tube. It begins just behind the head of

the machine, where it is brazed to a cylin-

drical projection on the back of the neck,
and follows the outline of the wheel for

about one quarter its circumference, and
then runs straight down to within about
18 inches of the ground.
Backbones should be not less than

\\ inches diameter beneath the saddle,

where the most strength is needed, and
should then gradually taper to the lower
end, which should be about \ inch in

diameter. In section, backbones are
either round or elliptical, the latter being
a little lighter and more rigid, but the

round section is more generally used.

Back forks serve to connect the back
wheel with the backbone. They are

generally made straight or slightly curved
backward, and are either flat bars of steel

tapering towards the lower end, or else

they are" semi-elliptical ,"/ e., convex on
the outside and concave on the inside.

The stiffest, and perhaps the strongest,

are the " diamond section," where the

fork, instead of being flat or rounded,
has a section shaped like an obtuse
angle. Hollow back forks are used on
racing machines to a considerable ex-

tent. They are made by sawing a tube
through lengthwise, and then spreading
the two pieces apart to form the fork.

Thin plates of steel are then brazed on
the inside of each piece, and thus two
semi-circular tubes are formed.
Back forks are connected to the back-

bone by a cylindrical " plug," which is

forged on them, and which is inserted

into the lower end of the backbone, and
brazed or riveted, or both, so to make a
secure joint. As the back fork is sub-
jected to more vibration than any other
part of the machine, it is important to

have this joint made very carefully.

Bearings form the connection between
the moving parts of the machine and the

frame, consequently it is at these points all

friction comes. The best bearing, there-

fore, is the one which runs with the least

friction, due regard being paid tosimplicity

and other requisites. Bearings are either

simple or compound. Simple bearings
are either plain, coned, or parallel; com-
pound bearings are either roller, double
ball or single ball. The plain and coned
were sufficiently dealt with in connection
with the pedals and it is only necessary
to say here that though they are still used
occasionally for the back wheels, they are

never used for the front wheel. The par-

allel bearing, which is still sometimes
used, consists of a small cylinder, about

1^ inches long and made to fit the axle

exactly. The surface of axle and cylin-

der is made as smooth and hard as pos-

sible, and a deep recess being made in

the hub flange and crank-boss, the cylin-

der is slipped on to the axle, and is held

in place by the crank. The ends of the

cylinderbeing concealed in these recesses,

dust is kept out, and as the bearing sur-

face is long, and all actual contact be-
tween the axle and cylinder is prevented
by the oil. this makes one of the easiest

running bearings in the world. As, when
worn, this bearing cannot be adjusted in

any way, it has been superseded, in a great

measure, by ball bearings.

Ball bearings, which are now in almost
universal use, are either single or double.
Double ball bearings will be first taken

as they are simpler.

On the lower end of the fork there is

forged a sort of half cylinder with lugs at

the sides, and two shallow grooves in its

inner surface. On the axle there is a
collar with two similar grooves which
exactly correspond to those in the fork

end. On this collar is fitted a sleeve of
slightly larger diameter, and having in it

ten holes in two lines — five in each line.

These holes do not come side by side,

but alternately, and they exactly corres-
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pond to the grooves in the collar. In
each hole is placed a small hardened
steel ball which is kept from touching any
other ball by the sleeve — thus the balls

do not cause any friction between them-
selves, and the sleeve is too thin to cause
any appreciable amount, while all friction

between fork and axle is taken by the
balls and thus reduced to a minimum.
To keep the balls in place a semi-cylinder

exactly like the one on the fork end, and
having similar lugs at the sides, fits on
below the axle, and is held firmly in

place by bolts which go through the two
pairs of lugs.

When this bearing becomes worn, a
set of slightly larger balls is put in.

Single balls are now the favorite, as

they are light, neat, readily adjusted when
worn, and sufficiently steady in running.

They are made thus : A shallow circular

box is bolted to the lower end of the

fork, having in it a hole through which
the end of the axle projects. The inside

of this bearing case, as it is called, is

hollowed out in a cone of a very obtuse
angle. On the axle is a collar with a
shallow groove in it and in this groove
are placed a set of balls which fill all the
space round the axle. They are not
separated from one another, and are held
in place by a cover which is coned out
exactly like the case, and which screws
into it. The balls are thus held in the

groove between two surfaces which re-

semble an inverted V> thus A- As, by
screwing the cover further in, these sur-

faces can be made to approach each
other to any required extent, complete
adjustment can be made for wear, and
all rattle prevented.

Ball-bearings, beside running easily,

have an advantage over all other kinds
in requiring much less frequent oiling,

and in being much more completely dust-

proof.

There is an almost endless variety of

ball bearings, but they only differ in

detail, not in principle.

Roller bearings resemble balls out-

wardly, but instead of having inside the

case a row of balls, a number of small

hardened steel rollers are used. For
tricycles, where long rollers can be used,

this makes a very steady, smooth running
bearing, but in bicycles the rollers are so

short than when worn, they twist and
jam in the cases, and cause much friction,

and being unadjustable they have gone
nearly out of use.

Back wheel bearings are almost ex-

actly like pedal bearings. There is a

set of balls contained in a case at each

end of the hub, and kept in place by a

collar through which the back wheel-pin

runs. The pin and collars do not tarn, so

all friction between hub and collars comes
on the balls. These balls are adjusted

by slackening a nut on the pedal pin, and

then screwing up a milled nut at one end
of the hub. The halls run between two

coned surfaces just as in front wheel

bearings — and turning the milled nut

I I draws these surfaces together, and thus

all wear is taken up. Tightening the nut

on the pin locks the milled nut, and pre-

vents it from coming loose.

I have only dealt with bicycles so far,

because the frames of tricycles are so

various as to require a separate chapter
to themselves, and though the kinds of

bearings are less numerous, perhaps —
yet they are so differently arranged that

they must be described separately.

L. E. E.

EXOTICS

English cyclists think they have an-

other Cortis in George Gatehouse, of

Cambridge University.

The Deutscher Radfahrer-Bund (the

German Cyclers' Union) has a member-
ship of 3,099, with eighty-two district

associations, similar to the State Asso-
ciations of the L. A. W. in this coun-
try. The largest of these district asso-

ciations are those of Magdeburg and
Munich, the former having 426 members
and the latter 422. The consuls are

called, in Germany, Ortswarte.

In Hungary there are eleven cycling

clubs, with a total membership of about

four hundred. The roads are fair, and
in Budda-Pesth the most cycling appears

to be clone. In 18S4 there were five im-

portant races in Hungary. The best

cyclers in Hungary are Emil Philipo-

vich and Ludwig von Vermes. The bicy-

cle club in Budda-Pesth calls itself the
" Buda-Pesther Kerekpar Egyesuelet."

It held a cycling fest in February, with

various kinds of racing, trick-riding, and
roller-skating.

Wheel Life, for 22 May, has a car-

toon, in which Mr. Ananias surrenders

his champion belt to the editor of Reeling

and his associates.

At the races of the Birchfield Club, 16

May, the feature of the day was the mag-
nificent riding of W. A. Illston, who,
although but sixteen years of age, won
the handicap from scratch, in the re-

markably good time, considering the

wind, of 251, and was only beaten by a

bare yard from Chambers in the five-

mile scratch. In the tricycle race, a

new pattern Quadrant was introduced to

the public, three of these machines being

ridden. It certainly made its mark, as

all three got into the final, and two of

these suceeded in getting placed.

Essex County Wheelmen.

The fourth annual meet of the League
of Essex County Wheelmen took place

in Beverly, on Decoration Day, and was

the largest ever held. The line was

formed on Railroad avenue at ten o'clock,

and at about 10.18 started, with the

Thorndike Bicycle Club of Beverly, at

the head. J.
Elmer Wood was officer of

the day, Representatives of the follow-

ing clubs wire present: Thorndikes of

Beverly, 15; Amesbury, 6; Lawrence,

121 Danvers,6; Ideals ol Beverly, 12;

Marblehead, 1 1 ;
Salem, 15 ;

l.\

Club, 36 ; Crescent of Lynn, 14. Rep-
resentEtives from Merrimac, Haverhill,

Andover, Peabody, Gloucester, Wake-
field, and other places, were present.

The streets of the town were well filled

to witness the parade. A dinner was
served in Commercial block. The annual
meeting was held in North Hall. Odd
Fellows' block, and Frank S. Winship,
of Lynn, was elected president

; J. Fred
Adams, of Haverhill, vice-president

;

F. M. Emilio, of Salem, corresponding
secretary ; L. H. Cole, of Beverly, corre-

sponding secretary ; George Chinn, of
Marblehead. treasurer ; executive com-
mittee from Salem. R H. Robson, Rep-
resentative M. F. Emilio, John E. Cham-
bers ; executives, P. H. Shirley of Mar-
blehead, E. G. Gordon of Lynn, J. F.

Adams of Haverhill, and one from each
club in the League, and others. There
were one hundred and sixty wheels in

line.

CURRENTE CALAMO

Wheel World, for June, has a fine

lithograph of Thomas Stevens, and a
biographical sketch.

We are in receipt of cards announcing
the forthcoming nuptials of Mr. Andrew
Lester Fennessy and Miss Arietta Helena
Armstrong, at New Haven, 10 June.

In the Big Four Tour, the Canadians
will ride in the Buffalo Division, and
should get tickets of W. S. Bull, of Buf-
falo.

Messrs. W. Robertson and Rex
Smith rode down the Capitol steps at

Washington, on Sunday, the 17th. They
were photographed in the act.

A party of twelve wheelmen started at

4 A. M., Decoration Day, from Walnut
avenue for an all day run to Newburyport
and return. Ten succeeded in riding to

Newburyport and back to Ipswich, cover-

ing a distance of about 62 miles. The
following five rode the full distance:

George T. Chubbuck, 50-inch Sanspa-
reil

; Jonas R. Laws, 50- inch Rudge;
Fred W. Stalder, 50-inch Harvard

; Albert

Josselyn, 50 inch Expert; Lawrence P.

Land, 48-inch American Star. Distance
ridden, io2 :

)

1 miles; total time, 15 b.

41m.; actual riding time, uh. 36m.;
stops for breakfast, dinner, etc., 4I1. 5m.

Rev. A. O. Downs, of New York,
passed through the city on his wheel last

week on his way to Springfield and Chi-

copee,

Illston, the English racer, who ran in

the Cambridge 10. id race, took a header
on the return trip, smashing his saddle
and cutting up his lace somewhat.

Rev. Mr. LeSieur, of Boston, hopes to

be a participant in the Canadian Church
'flip.

Two members of the Missouri Club,

eommg in from Kirkwood to St. Louis,
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were caught in the storm at Cheltenham,
neatly lifted off their machines out of the

saddle, and deposited on the roadside.

Chief Consul Frank W. Weston
is the recipient of a large and handsome
photograph album, as a testimonial from
the officers of the American division of

the C. T. C, represented by Consul
Charles H. Potter. The album is bound
n sealskin, and has a silver plate on the

cover, bearing the inscription :
" To

Chief Consul Frank W. Weston, from
American division C. T. C, Cleveland,

O., 1883. An apppropriate and warmly
appreciative address accompanied the

presentation.

Notes by the Way.

I have been very much amused lately

at the amount of condemnation that has

been cast upon the head of the " Kicker,"
and I have concluded that the writers who
have wielded their pens in this direction

have been men who look at the surface

of things only. The kicker crushed to

earth will rise again, and be you not slow

to forget it.

Why bless you, my dear boys, the old

earth would not go around if it were not

"for the kicker. He supplies the lubri-

cant that keeps the thing going, and but

for the kicker the car of progress would
belie its name by stopping short.

The Kicker is always a fanatic. He is

never a man of wood. He often leads,

often directs, uses the spur, and does ev-

erything to drive things, but is never
found out of step with the music, nor
lagging behind. Vive le Kicker.00 o

Martin Luther was a kicker, and we
have Protestantism ; the Puritans were
kii kers, and we have religious liberty

;

Gt orge Washington was a kicker, and
we have the American Republic; John
Brown, Wendell Phillips, Lincoln, An-
drew, and the rest, were kickers, and we
have free America. So, vive le kicker !

The kicker will do little harm in the

world. He does much good. He sel-

dom benefits from the changes he brings

about, and the road to retorm is gener-

ally over his body. Let us cherish the

kicker. Vive le kicker !

And now, I suppose, we may look for

long discussion in which this or that club

will claim priority in adopting the League
uniform. The boys are talking over this

thing as though it were something new,
and one would think the League never

had a uniform.

I believe one of the first things the

League did was to adopt a uniform.

Many members wore it at first, but the

contractor did not advertise it, and few
knew anything about it. And yet it was

a very good uniform. I see it occasion-
ally in my travels, worn by some rider

who has the air of a veteran, but the new
fellows seem to be in the dark. I remem-
ber that Fred Jenkins wore it at Spring-
field the year he was referee. Poor
Fred, he does n't seem to care for the in-

vitation the League gave him to return

to the fold, and is giving quite a snub to

the inviters.

Looking in at Gaskell's the other day,
I found him quite busy with a customer
to whom he finally sold a Cheylesmore
tricycle. I supposed the day of the rear

steerers was long since gone, but I find

that there are still those who like an
open front. So easy to jump out, you
know.

Friend Everett is stocking up with
Singer's goods, and is introducing a
number of strangers to us. I noticed a

Simon-Pure Carrier on the floor, with its

hamper ready for the reception of any-

thing from a side of beef to a piano, and
also a large number of little tricycles for

the children. Singer will give us all the

novelties, rest assured.

I have got a new idea for the League
or the C. T. C. Let them supply the
town pnmps of the country with decent
drinking cups. I don't know of a good
drinking cup in my section of the State,

though we have some most excellent town
pumps. I want the League to catch on
to this at once, or they will be antici-

pated, for as soon as the idea gets out, I

shall expect to see the patent medicine
men ploughing in this field, and the next
time 1 stop to drink at a pump, I shall

see a most elaborate cup, but when 1 have
drained it, I shall find inscribed on the
bottom :" Drink Plantation Bitters," or
:

' Use The Caucasian Corn Cure." For-
bid it ye gods !

For myself I always carry a cup at-

tached to my belt behind. I got this

idea from the firemen, for Mose always
carried his dipper in this way, and he was
ready for his coffee without waiting. I

shall carry a cup till the League or the
patent medicine men equip the town
pumps.

I am not altogether a philosopher,
though I do a little thinking once in a
while. On Saturday and Sunday last, I

had prepared for an extended run, and it

needed all the philosophy at my disposal
to look with calm equanimity upon the
rain and say : "This will make the corn
sprout and the potatoes to grow." And
yet this was a more enviable frame of
mind to be in than one that would have
shown fruitage in invectives against the
weather. Potatoes are grateful to the
palate when baked or fried, and to gnaw
upon a corn cob produceth ecstasy.

I want some man to make a good gen-
erous tool bag for a tricycle. My bicycle

tool bag is good enough. It has room
for my tools, and I want nothing more.
If I do I take a M. I. P. Half-way
measures are not for the bike But when
I am on my trike it is different. I can
carry more things easiiy enough. I sug-
gest a two story bag. The lower story
shall hold the tools, and the upper can be
used for a drinking flask— milk, my boy,
nothing more — a pair of goggles, and
other comforts which make life agreeable,
and add to the pleasure of the cycler

By the Way.

St. Louis Tournament.

The tournament held by the Rambler's
Club, of St. Louis, on Saturday, 23 May,
was eminently successful. Nearly two
thousand spectators were on the grounds.
The track was four laps and a half to

the mile, and was in good condition. The
visiting wheelmen were escorted to the
grounds by seventy-five local wheelmen,
representing the Ramblers, Missouri and
Star Clubs.

Two mile handicap,—John S. Rogers,
30 yards (1), 6.27; John G. Hitchcock,

35 yards (2), 6.27I; W. G. E. Peirce, 35
yards (3). George Webber was scratch
man, but did not start.

One mile,— two in three,—first heat,

Cola E. Stone (1), 2.47; George Webber
(2), 2.47^; N. H. Van Sicklen (3), sec-
ond heat. Cola L. Stone (1), 2.46J;
George Webber (2), 2.50; N. H. Van
Sicklen (3).

One mile, /lands off.—F. W. Meyer (1),

3.26; E. C. Klipstein (2), 3 26*

Quarter mile,—two in three,—first heat
P. W. Stone (1), 40I ; W. G. E. Peirce

(2), 41 ; second heat, P. W. Stone (1),

4o£; W. G. E. Peirce (2), 40$.

Three miles,— George Webber (1),
9.298; C. E. Stone 12), 9.30*; N _ H#
Van Sicklen (3). This was looked upon
as the race of the day. The prize was a
Spalding bicycle offered by the Sim-
mons Hardware Company. The finish

was a pretty one, though Stone slipped a
pedal just before reaching the tape, and
lost his chance of winning.

Half mile,— 2 in 3. first heat. C. E.
Stone (1), 1.26; W. G. E. Peirce (2),
1.27}; second heat, C. E. Stone (n,
1.28; W. G. E. Peirce (2), 1.29a.

One mile, — 3.15 class, — N. H. Van
Sicklen (1), 2.55^; J. S. Rogers (2),

2.s6f ; John Nicholson (3).

Five miles, — George Webber (i),

1734 1
N - H - Van Sicklen (2), 17.07.

Two ?niles, — J. G. Hitchcock (1),

7.054; P. W. Stone (2), 7.C6; W. W.
Belcour (3).

One mile, Consolation,— John Nichol-
son (1), 3.08 ; W. W. Belcour (2).

RACING NEWS
-

Spring Races of Capital Club.

The spring races of the Capital Bicycle
Club took place on Monday, 25 May, at
Athletic Park, Washington, D. C. 1 he
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Springfield, Mass., WLary 30, 1885,

RECORD FOR THE RUDGE SAFETY.

ONE MILE
IN

3.06 2
5

ONE MILE
IN

3.06 2
5

THt RUDGE SAFETY,
Stoddard, Levering St C#.

PRICE (ALL SIZES), $140.

REMEMBER that, although the price of the RUDGE SAFETY is a MH» h ;„/,« *i
safety machines, it has the decided advantage of being ^POvAtlu^M^^i^
safety, and having HOLLOW RIMS and BALL PEDALS tgZef^hMUDJuARD rrinrCSPRING and FOOT RESTS. It is not only immensely stron* iS^jSLwvLf^J^/?
unquestionably the most graceful appearance of any laohine ofits Und n^ f^rlZfJllcompare the price of this machine with ALL THE ABOVE IMPROVEMENTS S^Ttl.Z' J T~
similar machines, they will see that the RUDGE SAFETY isZ2Z^CM^^T^lf'"

SOLE U. S. AGENTS.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

STODDARD, LQVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
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We Offer The

:OXFORD
AS THE BEST MEDIUM PRICE WHEEL.

Hollow Curved Handle Bars, Hollow Forks, Ball Bearings to both wheels, Direct

Spokes, 7-8 inch Best Rubber Tire, Andrews' Head with long centre, Narrow Tread, Hollow

Back Bone, Sliding Spring. Harrington's Enamel, with bright parts, as Head, Handle Bars,

Brake, Spring, etc., Nickelled. A handsome, true running, rigid Wheel.

50-INCH,

This Wheel is made by the noted firm of Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, the makers of the

Kangaroo, which is sufficient guarantee of its quality. The Royal Mail and Kangaroo

Safety still continue in great demand. Hunter, on a Royal Mail, May 30, at Springfield

won the one-mile and five-mile race. Engleheart, May 9, at Alexandra Palace, won the

three-mile race on a Kangaroo, all other riders using the ordinary bicycles. (Nine starters.)

Above are three good wheels.

WM. READ * SONS, 107 Washington Street, Boston,

SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS.

holds the following Koad Records of the world:

Ten miles in Oh. 33Km
Twenty miles in In. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fii'ty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 1-4 miles.

Seven days— covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.-

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in JH hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and all-the-year-roundt
nothing in market can approach it. tigr Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere*

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney • - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

YOU CAN BUY A.

HEW BICYCLE
LIGHT ROADSTER, FULL, ROADSTER OR RACER

Strictly First-Class, Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks, etc. Nickel, Paint
or Enamel, Sound and Perfect, but very slightly shop worn.

For Less than the price of a good second
hand, low class wheel.

This is an opportunity to get a wheel for little money. Do not loose it. Only a limited
number for sale and they areBARGAINS EXTIRAOIRlDIlSrAIRrsr

Send for descriptive price list and mention this paper.

S. T. CLARK 3 CO. - - BALTIMORE, MD.

JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PRESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES aid TRICYCLES

REPAIRED,
Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

liicyclcs an'l Tricyclea fold on commission. The Kicy-

c!e b anch of our business is in charge of Will
S. Atwell, telephone No. 1935.
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track, as far as surface is concerned, was
in almost perfect condition. The cor-

ners, however, are somewhat awkward
and not sufficiently raised. But one fall

occurred, caused by the carelessness of

a rider leaving the track unexpectedly.

The local record for one mile was lowered

6£s.

The races were preceded by the usual

parade, for which the Capital Club turned

out about 60 men. About 2,000 people

attended.

The first race, was a one mile scratch

for novices who had never won a prize.

There were five entries, and all started.

B. H. Stinemetz, Jr., led for two laps,

when he was passed by Jay A. Kennicott,

who held his lead to the finish and won
easily in 3 14^ ; F. M. Phillips second
in 3.17.

The newly-established one mile cham-
pionship of the District of Columbia
brought out the best field of starters yet

witnessed on this track. Percy L. Scuf-

ferle led at the quarter in .45, the half in

1. 31 and the three quarter in 2.l8f, when
he was passed by B. W. Hanna, who won
in 2.59I, with L. M. Kruger second, in

3 00. W. E. Crist, who finished third,

was given second place on a claim of

foul. Best previous record, 3.06 by G
M. Hendee, one mile L. A. VV. cham-
pionship, 1884.

One mile 3.20 class scratch, one of the

best races of the day, and won by Phil.

S. Brown in 3 I2|; Scufferle second, in

3.13J ; L.J. Barber third, 3. 13^. Last
quarter, 42^s.

The principal event of the day was the

five mile scratch race for Flint Challenge
Cup. Condi ions : to be won three

times before becoming personal property.

Instituted in 1883 and held successively

by J. M. Borden, B. W. Hanna, and
Howell Stewart. The latter on this occa-

sion was entered, but did not start. It

proved a tedious race from the waiting

tactics of Hanna, who could not induce
the others to lead. Before the bell for

the last lap, Crist dashed to the front

taking Hanna apparently by surprise, and
winning in 18 37, Hanna second, in

"8. 37}. But the last quarter was made
in 37 seconds, which is simply marvellous

considering the track, and shows that

Hanna and Crist are worthy of running
in any company.

Half mile for boys under fifteen This
proved the only victory for the Star, being
won by S. Cassin in 1 45 ; Harry Park
second, 1 46.

In the three mile open scratch race,

waiting tactics were employed again, and
the result was ratl.er slow time, redeemed
by a final burst by Crist, who made the

last quarter in 43 s., and won in 10.32^.

L. M. Kruger one second later.

Three-fourths mile scratch. Club Tan-
dem vs. Meteor Sociable, the former
being ridden by E. B Forney and H. Y.

Davis, the latter by Ma;: Hansmann and
F. F. Church. The racing Tandem
geared to 64 of course won easily, in 2.41

.

In the three fourths mile open, W. E.
Crist scored another success in 2 >

L. M. Kruger, 2.16. Hanna was entered
but did not start.

The two mile handicap with Phil S.

Brown, scratch, L. J. Barber, 3 s., C. B.

Proctor, 3s., A. T. King, 5s., J. C. V.
Smith, 7s., J. A. Kennicott, 10s., and T.

J. Johnston, 10s., was one of the best
races of the day. Brown and Barber
made desperate efforts to overtake the

long start men, but Smith secured first

place by a wheel in 6.26^. Kennicott
second, Brown third. Barber and John-
ston fell.

The last race was the two mile Wood-
ward and Lothrop Cup, to be won twice

Held previously by Howell Stewart, who
did not start. Crist won rather easily in

6-332- Scufferle second.
S. T. Clark acted as referee ; Prof. J.

B. Hotchkiss. E. H. Fowler, and Leland
Howard, judges; H. S. Owen as starter;

J. T. Schaaf, clerk of course ; C. G.
Allen, recorder; and P. T. Dodge, T. A.
Berryhill, and F. D. Owen as timers.

The Cambridge Road Race.

The fifty-mile road race of the Cam-
bridge Bicycle Club was the important

event of Decoration Day in this vicinity,

and interested wheelmen and others along

the whole route from Cambridge to Bev-

erly.

There were sixteen entries, and every

man started, a somewhat unusual occur-

rence. The men were started together

at 8.32. The following riders were on
the mark: —

Bicycle riders : H. C. Getchell, C. O.
Danforth and F. W. Haartz, all of the

Cambridge Club ; William Rowe, Lynn
Cycle Club; Alfred McCarty, Haw-
thorn Club, of Salem ; W. K. Corey,

Newton Club; E. P. Burnham, Newton
Club ; George H. Illston, Connecticut

Club of Hartford; W. A. Rhodes, Dor-

chester Bicycle Club; G J. McArthur
of Maiden; H. E. Lombard of Care*

bridgeport ; Frank F. Richards, of Lynn;
Gideon Haynes, Jr, Massachusetts Club.

Tricycle riders : L. J. and A. J. Martel

of the Springfield Bicycle Club; and
E. B. Dudley of the Thorndike Club of

Beverly.

The first checking point was at Med-
ford, where G. A. Perkins was stationed

The men had begun to stretch out before

getting here, and Burnham got off the

course once, but he gained nothing, and
soon joined the party again. The check-

er's notes at this point for the out and

back times, show the following: —
MEDFORD.

Out. Back.

C. O. Danforth 8.44 12 10

Gideon Haynes, Jr 8.45

Frank F. Richards 8.45 ....

E. P. Burnham 8.45

Willi mi Rowe 8.45 ....

H. C. Getchell 8.45 I2.2ij

Alfred McCurdy 8.46 1 1. IS

F. W. Haartz 847 12.1SJ,

W. A Rhodes 8 46

G. H. Illston 8.47 1.09J

W. K. Corey B.4«$ '

G.J. McArthur 8. 48

H. E. Lombard 8.48 12.32

L.J. Martell 8.49I 1.36$
A. J. Martell 8.53 ....

E. B. Dudley 8.53 ....

After leaving Medford there was a
lively struggle for the lead between
Haynes and Burnham, which was con-
tinued to within a mile of Lynn, when
Haynes took a header and dropped be-

hind.

At Lynn the four leaders, Rowe,
Rhodes, Burnham and Richards were
checked in a bunch, having covered the

thirteen miles in fifty minutes. A. W.
Blackman checked the men at Lynn, as

follows :
—

LYNN.
Out. Back.

William Rowe 9.22 ....

W. A. Rhodes 9.22

E. P. Burnham 9.22 1 1.11

F. F. Richards 9.22

Gideon Haynes 9.24 ....

C. H. Danforth 9 26 1 1 16

F. W. haartz 9.27 11.34

W. K. Corey 9.29 11.34

H.E.Lombard 928 11.32

G. H. Illston 9.28 1 1.40

H. C. Getchell 9.28 1 1.30

L. J. Martell 956 12.23

E. B. Dudley ..1005 ...
A. J. Martell 10.05

Burnham and Rhodes made the pace

to Salem, where they were checked by
H. H. Bates, as follows :

—

SALEM.

Out. Back.

C. O. Danforth 9.57

H. C. Getchell 10.02

F. W. Haartz 9590
William Rowe 9 49^
W.K.Corey 959
E. P. Burnham 9-5°a
G. H. Illston iooil
H.E.Lombard 10.01 f
W. A. Rhodes 95"
Gideon Haynes 9S§\
L. J. Martell 10.20

A. J. Martell 10 48$
E. B. Dudley 11.15

R. S. Ray checked the men at Bev-

erly :
—

BEVERLY.
Out. Back.

H. C. Getchell 10.10 1046
C. O. Danforth 10.04 10.40

F. W. Haartz 10.07 10.45

William Rowe 9-57 10.21

W. K. Corey 10.09 I045
E. P. Burnham 9-57 '°--

W. A. Rhodes 9.58 10.46

G. H. Illston 1009 10.42

II. E, Lombard 10.09 '
' •' ''

Frank W. Richards \ox :

Gideon Haynes 10.09 ••••

L. |. M.utd'l 11.15

A. j. Martell 10.59 —
Through a mistake Rowe and Burn-

ham arrived at the turning point K
the checker and rode about .1 mile
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yond, before learning their error. They
turned back at once and were first at the

turning. C. L. Smith checked the men
here as follows :

—
TURNING POINT.

E. P. Burnham 10.16

William Rowe 10.1

1

F. W. Haartz 10.26

W. K. Corey 10 26

H. C. Getchell 10.26

H. E. Lombard 10.27

W. A. Rhodes 10.22

C. H. Danforth 10.22

G. H. Illston 10.29

L. J. Martell 10.52

A. J. Martell 10.39

Burnham was badly used up at this

point, and a few miles farther on, com-
ing back, had serious intentions of retir-

ing from the race, but he fortunately met
a milk wagon, from which he obtained

about a quart of milk, which braced him
up wonderfully, and he continued on with

renewed energy. Rowe was now riding

in splendid form, and his chances looked

good for a prize, but at Salem he took

a header, which severely injured his

right hip, and he was forced to retire.

At Salem several of the competitors

decided to withdraw from the race, con-

cluding that there was little chance of

their securing a prize.

On the return to Lynn the number of

competitors had dwindled down to eight,

Burnham having the race well in hand
five minutes in advance of Danforth, who
was riding second. The latter was
apparently sure of second prize, but soon
after gave completely out, and was
passed by Haartz when an eighth of a

mile from the finish.

Of the tricyclists, it was evident from
the start that L. J. Martell had things

pretty much his own way. Taking the

lead at once, he had no difficulty in re-

taining it, Dudley retired before reach-

ing Beverly.

The men finished as follows :

FINISH.

H. M.

E. P. Burnham 3 54
F. W. Haartz 4.05$
CO. Danforth 4.06
H. C. Getchell 4.10
W. K. Corey 4. 19$
H. E. Lombard 4-26$
G. H. Illston 4-59$
L. J. Martell 5-26$
A. J. Martell 8.54$

Burnham, the winner, rode a 54-inch
Victor bicjcle; Haartz, a 54-inch Rudge,
and Martelle, a Victor tricycle. Gold
and silver medals were awarded Burnham
and Haartz, and a gold medal to Mar-
telle

The officials in charge at the start and
finish were : Referee, H. W. Hayes

;

judges, John Ames and J. H. Grimes.

NOTES

The race was marked by an unusual
quantity of accidents, headers being of

liequent occurrence.

There are no previous American road
records for fifty and twenty-five miles, and
consequently, the time will stand as such.

There can be no question as to the accu
racy of the time, as both the time and
checking were most carefully and accu-

rately performed.
The route had been carefully marked

out and the course indicated by arrows,

but unfortunately these arrows were of a

very pretty design, and were so coveted

by the rustic youngsters, that none were
left to guide the contestants, and in con-
sequence, several lost their way.

There was a great interest manifest in

the race all alorg the route in Essex
county, especially at Lynn and Salem.
Rowe was the man that all Lynn had
wagered on, and as he came through well

in the van, he was greeted with continued
cheering. At the Hotel Boscobel a large

telescope had been rigged up on the

piazza, in order that the riders might be
descried afar off.

The Springfield Tournament,

The spring meeting of the Springfield

Club was held in Hampden Park, Deco-
ration Day, and the events were wit-

ness by about 1,200 people. A light rain

and cloudy weather all the afternoon pre-

vented the attendance which was ex-

pected. The track's surface was a little

rough, and enough water fell to make it a
trifle sticky. The event of the day was
Hendee's ride, and when, late in the af-

ternoon, he came on to the track, he was
given a welcome such as Springfield usu-

ally gives to her favorite. He had pro-

posed to run a mile, but was reluctant to

start because of the slight shower and
the uneven and moist surface of the

track. It was finally arranged to run
only the half mile. There was great re-

gret at the finish that he had not
completed the mile, for he was entirely

fresh, and could undoubtedly have low-

ered the record. He was timed for

thirty-nine seconds at the quarter pole
and for i.i7f for the half mile. Hendee
rode a Victor bicycle. The other events
were as follows :

—
One mile run and ride,— C. B Rip-

ley (I), 4-34| = A. B. Norton (2),
4.34a.

Norton reached the quarter first in 1.9^;
Ripley took the one half mile in 2.0.};

Norton the three quarters in 3.35, and
Ripley finished first.

Three mile handicap,— A. O. McGar-
rett, 9 seconds (1), 9.36 . H. E. Bidwell,
scratch (2), 9.38!; 1. F. Ives, 9 seconds

(3), 4-29f
One mile Safety, — F. R. Brown (1),

3.6f ; F. A. Eldred(2), 3.22^: C. H. Mil-
ler (3). 4-2|. Brown was timed at the
quarters in 4.35; 1.37; 2.16; 36$. All

rode Rudge Safeties.

Two mile, nov ices, — R. C. Mitchell
(t), 6.50 ; F. C. Jackson (2), 6.59.

One mile, 3 10 class,— D. E. Hunter
(1), 3.4*

; John Illston (2), 3.12$.

Fvtte mile,— There were three entries,

but one started, Hamilton and Bidwell
not appearing. C. H. Parsons rode

around the track three times and was
then ordered off. No time taken.

Five mile, 16.30 class.— D. E.
Hunter (1), 1638; H. K. Bidwell (2),

16 44 ;
John Illston (3).

One mile, tandem bicycle, — A run
against time by Miller and Brown, of
Springfield. They were timed as fol-

lows: \, 45I; \, 1.32; f, 2.22|; one
mile, 3, 9. These times are ahead of the
record.

May 30. Brooklyn, N. Y. Sports
of the Williamsburg Athletic Club. Two
miles, — A. B. Rich (1), 6.49I; M. L.
Bridgeman (2).

It is reported that Whittaker of Bos-
ton, had his pockets picked in the dress-

ing-room at Memphis, and was left pen-
niless. His Kangaroo came to the res-

cue.

The Big Fair Road Race will be a

success if all signs do not fail. A com-
plete survey of the road from Kingstcn
to Cobourg will be made, and the inn-

keepers will be pressed into service to

check the men as they pass. Refresh-
ments will be served at convenient
points.

Newburyport Road Race.

The first road race under the auspices
of the Newburyport Club, was held at

Oldtown, 30 May. The start was made
from a line drawn across the road, oppo-
site the big tree at the upper end of the
green, the finish line being directly oppo-
site. The course was down High to

Hay street, down Hay to the lower road,

thence back to the finish line, and repeat

;

the course being two and a half miles long,

it required eight laps to complete the
required distance, twenty miles. Frank
M. Gates officiated as starter, John W.
Coffin and G. P. Tilton as judges, W.
H. Safford as time-keeper, and Milton S.

Thompson as referee. The following is

the record made, by laps :
—

Gould. — First lap, 10.48 ; second,
1138; third, 126$; fourth, 11.54J ; fifth,

12.12; sixth, 12.9; seventh, 13.7; eighth,

13.58. Ten mile time, 46.37; total time,

1.38.3. He was the only one to finish,

and took gold medal.
Hills.— First lap, 10.13 ; second, 10.51

;

third, 1 1.1 1; fourth, 11.32; fifth, 11.24$;
sixth, 11.30$; seventh, 16.47. Total time,

1.24.22. Ten mile time, 4347. Didn't
finish, but was given second medal.

Noyes. — First lap, 1 1. 14 ; second,

12.50$; third, 12.35; fourth, 12.53$. Ten
mile time, 49.36.
Avery. — First lap, 12.14; second,

1308; third, 148; fourth, 16.41. Ten
mile time, 56.11.

Ingalls. — First lap, 10.57; second,
11.38; third, 11.47; fourth, 11.58. Ten
mile time, 46.20.

But/nan.— First lap, I2.II ; second,

13.43$; third, 1446^; fourth, 14.45 ; fifth,

14 36J. Ten mile time, 54 56.

Charlotte, N. C, 25 May. — Races
under the auspices of Prince and Mor-
gan.
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One-mile handicap. — Maxwell, 150
yards (1) ; W. J. Morgan, scratch (2),

2.57.

Four-wile relay.— J. S. Prince (1),

15.3 ; four horses (2).

One mile against time. — John S.

Prince (1), 2.35^. Prince fainted away
at the end of the race, and was with

difficulty brought to. The time will have
to be substantiated before the record is

accepted.

Half mile. — Maxwell (1), 1.40; horse,

(2).

The jEoIus Club he'd a five-mile road

race at Chicago, 111., 16 May, for the

club championship gold medal to first

(won by H. Burroughs, in 19m. 5s.) and
a silver medal to second (won by Will

Wanzer). F. Connet was third and
Walter Simmons fourth.

Ithaca, N. Y , 20 May. — Sports of

Cornell College. Half mile,— F. W.
Roberts (1), 2m. 5s.

Waltham, Mass., 30 May. — The
Waltham Club had a series of road races

on Decoration Day. The first, a run to

Maplewood and return, twenty-five miles,

occurred in the morning. There were
four entries, C. E. Tracey, G. W. Cham-
berlain, William Emerson and Joseph
Rankin, and the start was made from

the corner of Liberty and Main streets.

Tracey was the winner, reaching

Waltham, on the return, in ih. 47m.
44s., and to him was awarded the

first prize, a gold medal valued at

$12. Chamberlain came in second in 2h.

om. 29s., and secured the second prize, a

silver medal worth $6. The afternoon

races occurred on Reaver street. The
first— a half-mile run— had five entries,

and was won by Hugh Duddleston in

im. 40s., while O. I. Davis came in sec-

ond. The first prize in this race was a

league pin, and the second a silver medal.

The slow race — one hundred yards —
had four entries, and the winner was
William Emerson.

A novel race meeting was held at

Memphis, Tenn., 23 May, in which the

participants were boys and girls, whose
ages ranged from three to eighteen years.

The races were under the auspices of the'

local club, and were largely attended.

The Springfield Club was requested

by the Grand Army post not to hold its

race meeting on Memorial Day. The
club presented the post with a resolu-

tion of regret, stating that its contract

would not permit a withdrawal at so late

a time of the meeting, and said that had
the request been made at an earlier date

the meet would have been postponed,

and that in future, the club would select

some other date for its races.

The Newburyport Club will soon have
another road race, open to all amateurs,

in which a rifle air pistol, given by the

Pope Manufacturing Company for the

purpose, with other prizes of a utilitarian

character will be offered.

A race came off at Leavenworth, Kan.,

17 May, between John T. Orr, of Em-
poria to ride five miles on a bicycle, while
D. J. Ross, of New York, ran three and
one half miles, for a purse of $50. Over
5,000 people witnessed Ross defeat Orr
by two hundred yards.

Yale College is expected to send us

some new records this week. When
Hamilton and Hendee get together, the

records will have to fly.

On account of the rain, the races at

Chicago set down for Decoration Day,
were postponed to Wednesday, 3 June.

Decoration Day was a great day for the

Victor. It took the Cambridge road race,

and was ridden by Hendee at Springfield.

The Victor tricycle came in at the head
at Cambridge also.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

St. Louis, 23 May. Banquet of
the Ramblers' Club.— The Ramblers'
Club, as a fitting conclusion to the suc-

cessful race meeting, entertained the

visiting wheelmen and the members of

local clubs at a grand banquet in the

ladies' ordinary of the Planters' House.
The tables were arranged in the form of

a horseshoe, and were lavishly decorated
with flowers, a button-hole bouquet being
placed at each plate. A long and appe-
tizing menu was partaken of with relish

by the guests present. After the dessert

had been cleared away, President Stet-

tinius arose, and, after briefly reviewing
the history of the race meeting, dis-

tributed the prizes. Every winner was
called upon for a speech, but nearly all

declined on the plea of being too tired.

After this came the toasts. " Our Visit-

ors " was responded to by Mr. B. B.

Ayers, of Chicago. " The Press " was
attended to by Mr. G. I. Jones, editor of

the Spectator; Mr. W. G. E. Pierce re-

sponded for " The Victors of the Day "J

Mr. J. L. Stockwell answered for " Our
Sister sports " ; Mr. Ed. Senseney for the
* Nickelled Monopolists, the Eurota Bi-

cycle Club "
; Louis Oeters for the " Mis-

souri Bicycle Club," and speeches were
made by Mr. J. F. Pattison, Ed. Sells,

Arthur Young, tind Mr. John S. Rogers.
The latter broached the subject of a cir-

cuit of race meetings at Memphis, St.

Louis, Kansas City, Chicago and Indian-

apolis, stating that the scheme would
prove a success in bringing the Eastern

men to the West. Regrets were read

from Mayor Francis, Dr. Fulton, and
others; and Mr. Stettinius finished by in-

viting the visiting wheelmen, on behalf

of the Missouri Club, to a run through

the parks and a dinner at Delmonico's the

following day.

Newark, N. J.
— One hundred and

fifty bicycles and two tricycles were in

the parade of the New Jersey Wheelmen
at Newark, Decoration Day. After dress

parade in Military Park, the wheelmen
took a spin around the park in double file.

Three mounted police led the column,

and Capt. George P. Williams, of the

New Jersey Wheelmen of Newark, was
in command. After his club, came the

Hudson County Wheelmen, Capt. E. W.
Johnson ; the Elizabeth Wheelmen, Capt.

Geo. J. Martin ; the Bedford Cycling

Club of Brooklyn, Capt. R. N. Chiches-

ter ; the Ilderon Bicycle Club of Brook-
lyn, Capt. J. B. Cruikshanks ; the Kings
County Wheelmen of Brooklyn, Lieut.

Ed. Fiske; the Trenton Bicycle Club of

Trenton, N. J., Capt. Fred. W. White-
head ; the Bristol Bicycle Club of Bistol,

Pa., and the Morris Rangers of Morris-

town, N. J. Passing the City Hall the

parade was reviewed by Mayor Haynes
and the Common Council. The riders

then took a run to Orange, where they

enjoyed a substantial dinner.

The Brooklyn (L. I.) Club held a lan-

tern parade 22 May. The members of all

the bicycle clubs in the city had been in-

vited to join, but owing to the threaten-

ing state of the weather, not over half as

many were in line as was expected. Cap-
tain H. R. Elliott was in command, and
was assisted by Lieut. F. B. Jones.

There were in line thirty members of the

Brooklyn Club, fifteen members of the

Heights Wheelmen, twenty members of

the Bedford Cycling Club, five members
of the Ilderon Club, and two members of

the Kings County Wheelmen. Despite

the rain, the streets were crowded the en-

tire distance, and the men were loudly

applauded for their manoeuvres, which in-

cluded "double quick," "by twos" and
" by threes " and numerous other move-
ments. As the clubs went by Mayor
Low's residence, he stood at his window
and reviewed the parade.

Massachusetts Decoration Day
Run. — The Massachusetts Bicycle Club
split into three or four squads, one party

going to Gloucester, another to New-
buryport, and another on the regularly

called run to South Natick. The run to

South Natick was participated in by
nearly fifty riders, who started at 9.30

a. m., under command of Capt. Shillaber.

A countermarch was made by the club

house in honor of the twenty or thirty

lady friends of the club who were assem-

bled at the building to witness the start.

The route was via Roxbury, Jamaica
Plain, Bussey Park, West Roxbury, Ded-
ham, Needhamand Wellesley. An amus-

ing and exciting incident occurred near

Dedham, where the wheelmen were en-

gaged in a frolic with a tally-ho coach.

A runaway horse attached to a tip-cart

came up behind the party at a terrific

pace. The tally-ho avoided it and shouted

a warning to the wheelmen. In a sur-

prisingly short time every cyclist was

hugging the fence by the roadside and
holding on to his whetl, some trying des-

perately to b'ft them over. Fortunately

no one was struck. Dinner was served

at 1.30 at Bailey's, and at 3 P. U., the

start for home was made in a stiff rain

storm. A delegation from the Providence

Bicycle Club were the guestsof the Mas-

sachusetts * lub throughout the day, and
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"jT ride the Victor\ because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made."'

GEO. M, HENDEE.
accompanied them on their run. The
entire distance was forty miles.

The Harvard boys had a very enjoy-

able run to Auburndale, Thursday even-

ing. The officers elected after their re-

turn to serve for the ensuing year were :

A. D. Claflin, '86, president ; E. H.
Rogers, '87, captain; W. C. Appleton,
'87, sub-captain; R. Robbins, '87, secre-

tary-treasurer.

The committee of the Massachusetts
Bicycle Club has voted to fit up the

vacant room in the club-house as a sleep-

ing room, and to charge members seventy-

five cents per night for the use of the

same.

The Boston Club was entertained on
Thursday evening of last week by Mr. E.

J. Smith, of Boston Highlands. Twenty-
four riders went out awheel, and many
joined the company at the house. The
evening was spent in a social way and
without formality.

The Boston Club held a run to Welles

-

ley 29 and 30 of May. The associates

rode in an English drag, and the active

members went awheel.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

American Division.

Frank W. Wbston, Chief Consul,

Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dues for the first year $i.oo in advance; annual dues
.fter first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks
an be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the State consul of the State in which the

ipplicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as
appointed, is:—

Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado, — Geo. E. Bittinger, 60S Harrison avenue,

Leadville.

Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, 31 Chestnut street,

Boston.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W. V. Oilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio. — Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania.— F. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.
Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster

street, Providence.
Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.
In States where no State consul has been appointed,

such applications and letters of inquiry should be sent to
Chas. H. Potter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Applications for Membership. — (Unless protest
is received within ten days from date of this publication,

each of the following applicants are considered provision-
ally elected: O. O. Jarrard, Mauch Chunk, Pa.; T. H.
McKittrick, 2913 Locust street, St. Louis, Mo. ; A. S.

Hathaway, 257S Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio; H.
Davenport, Canton, Bradford County, Pa.; W. J.
Davis. 2338 Washington street, St. Louis, Mo.

Canadian Division.

Application blanks can be obtained by forwarding
a stamped addressed envelope to the Canadian chief

consul, Horace S. Tibbs, 26 Union avenue, Montreal.

N. B. — Consuls wanted in every city and town in

Canada.

TO CORRESPONDENTS
J. P. D., New York.— Our experience and that of

many friends, has been altogether different from what
yours has been. We cannot use your communication.

H. M. A. — We cannot undertake to settle disputes
between you and the dealer.

A. G. C.— He has been at the Narragansett.

Kennedy-Child.— Will call for what you have
later.

FIXTURES

5 and 6 June."
Race of the Yale Bicycle Club at New Haven,
Conn , including the twenty-five-mile champion-
ship, L. A. W.

6 June

:

N. A. A. A. A. annual games at New York.
Four-mile American bicycle championship.

8 and 9 June:
Tournament of the Indiana division L. A. W. at

Indianapolis.

10 June

:

Races by combined clubs at Baltimore, Md.

11 June

:

Road race of Buffalo (N. Y. ) Ramblers.

17 June:
Tricycle picnic in the woods at Readville, by Boston

Club.

18 June

:

Races of Trojan Wheelmen, Troy, N. Y.

20 June

:

Races by K. C. W. at Brooklyn, N. Y. Three
mile L. A. W. championship for 1885.

24 June:
Interstate meet at Youngstown, Ohio.

30 June and 1 July:
Tournament at Utica (N. Y.) by Fort Schuyler
Wheelmen.

1 July:
Third Annual Meet and Races of the C. W. A. at

Woodstock, Ont.

2 and 3 July

:

Annual meet of the L. A. W. at Buffalo, N. Y.
One mile bicycle and one mile tricycle champion-
ship.

3 and 4 July :

Race meeting of Bartholomew County Wheelmen
at Columbus, Ind.

4 July:
Races at Boston, Mass.

6 July :

Big Four Tour starts from Buffalo, N. Y.

10 July:
Big Four road race, one hundred miles, Cobourg to

Kingston.

17 July:
Down East tour.

18 July

:

Annual meet of N. J. division, L. A. W., at

Orange.

20 and 21 July:
Ohio State Division, L. A. W., meet and tourna-
ment at Springfield. Half mile bicycle champion-
ship.

23 July

:

Races of Pine Tree W. C, Bangor, Me. Two-
mile State championship.

1 August:
Tricycle road race by Boston Club.

3 August

:

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, England.

13 August

:

Tournament of B. C. W. at Pittsfield, Mass.

27 and 28 August

:

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile
bicycle championship.

1 and 2 September :

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

8, 9, and 10 September:
Tournament ai Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-

cle championship.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[A dvertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceeding/our lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Stock con-
stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex-

amine our large stock ; machines not sold on instalment,
nor rented. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Treinont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

'PRICYCLES, SPECIAL SALE. — We wish to
1 close out our stock of tricycles, No. 1, made to or-
der, $55; No. 2, English, $75; Royal Salvo, $85; 1883
Victor, lamps and bell, A 1 condition, $• 10, etc., etc.

^owi.

BICYCLES, BARGAINS. — 54-in .., made to
order, $30; 54-inch, full-nickelled Harvard, $60;

54-inch Premier, new, ball bearings, $85 ; s-i-inch Royal
Challenge, full-nickelled, $85 ; 48-inch Standard Colum-
bia, cone, $35; 50-inch do., $35; 52-inch do., $45; 50-
inch do., ball bearings, £65 ;

54-inch Expert Columbia,
good as new, full-nickelled, $100 ; do., with accessories,

J115; do., $90; 56-inch do , half painted, $95, good as
new; 56-inch Standard Columbia, '84 pattern, $75;
54-inch Star, $40; 51-inch do., $60; Pony Star, $85.
BUl'MAN & CO., 74 Tremont Street.

F'OR SALE. — 56-inch Yale Racer, thirty-three

pounds, in prime condition ; Rudge rat-trap ball

pedals; ball bearings throughout ; owner retiring from
track, price $80. Address J. M. BORDEN, 422 9th
street, Washington, I\ C.

FOR SALE OR TRADE. — 54-inch, nickelled,

Ritchie cyclometer, used one season ; no use for it

;

make me an offer. ED. F. WOODCOCK, Niles,
Mich.

I ) UDGE TANDEM TRICYCLE FOR SALE .

It nearly as good as new. Send for particulars to

HILL & TOLMAN, Worcester, Mass.

FOR THIRTY-FIVE CENTS IN POSTAGE
stamps the American Bicycle Company, of Spring-

field, Mass., will forward to any address a pair of the

crescent stocking supporte'rs, which are the best.

POK SIXTY-FIVE CENTS IN STAMPS
V the American Bicycle Company, of Springfield,

Mass., will forward you a good sensible tool bag.
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FOB SALE.— One Victor tricycle, new last Sep-
tember, used only five times, comparatively as good

as new; price $140. FRANK NOLAN, Springfield,
Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled American
Club second hand bicycle ; this machine has ball

bearings to both wheels, and is in excellent conditionl
cost new, $152.56; price $110. AMERICAN BICY-
CLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOB SALE. — A nice lot of second-hand Acme
bicycle stands; sent by express to any address on

receipt of $1.25. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOB SALE.— Nickel-plated spoke grips; sent to
any address on receipt of thirty-five cents in postage

stamps. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

SEND 81.00 TO THE AMERICAN BICY-
CLE Company, of Springfield, Mass., and receive

one pair of heavy all wool bicycle hose, sizes 92, 10, 105,
and n ; the blue and black are ribbed, and the plain are
brown.

* NY ONE THINKING OP PURCHASING
l\ a bicycle will find it for their interest to write to the
American Bicycle Company, and state what size they
require, also kind, and about what they want to pay.
Springfield, Mass.

'pHE AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
I of Springfield, Mass., have sixty second-hand bicy-

cles and tricycles in stock, which are for sale cheap for
cash.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled British
Challenge bicycle, in excellent order; it has tool-

bag, tools and bell, a bargain; $100. LEWIS RUS-
SELL, Box 335, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 52-inch Shadow bicycle; this
machine is full-nickelled, except the wheels, which

are handsomely bronzed; it is comparatively as good as
new, as it has only been used a few times; has ball
bearings to both wheels, tool-bag, and tools; cost new,
$135; price Jioo. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, 1883 pattern,
and in excellent condition; price $85. AMERI-

CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 58-inch full-nickelled Harvard,
in excellent order; price $100. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— 52-inch full-nickelled Harvard, with
drop bar, cyclometer, and bell, and in excellent

order; price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— A nice lot of second-hand Hill &
Tolman bells, sent via mail on receipt of $1.75.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY. Springfield,

Mass.

FOR SALE.— A 52-inch Yale, Racer, nickelled and
enamelled, comparatively as good as new; cost new,

»i 4o; price J115. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — A 54-inch Royal Mail Racer; this

machine was used for the first time by Chambers,
the English flier, last September, and is in excellent
order; cost new, $150; price $115. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, L0VERIN6 & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

Third Annual Race Meeting
OF THB

KING'S COUNTY WHEELMEN,

SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 3.45 P. I.

AT TKI

WILLIAHSBURGH ATHLETIC GROUNDS.

3 MILE L A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP.

EVENTS AS FOLLOWS:
K Mile Novice, open to all Amateurs.
X " Club (K. C. W.)
H " Without Hands, open to all Amateurs.
2 " Handicap, " '* "

3
" "

'

'« "
10 " Scratch, " " •'

3 " L. A. W., open to all L. A. W. Members.
2 " Brooklyn Bi. Club Championship.
Gold Medals and other valuable prizes-
Entries close June 10 with Chas. Schwalbach, 233

Penn St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Entrance Kee, $1.00, returnable to starters excepting

the 3-mile L. A. W.

bicycles;* tr i cycles gas
"i" . -<frry

MASSACHUSETTS MAPS, GRATIS.

" I make special mention of an excellent road
map of Berkshire County, which will be mailed
free to all who send a request to the Berkshire
Life Insurance Company, at Pittsfield, Mass.,
whose advertisement is impressed upon the
margin, but not obtrusively. This map's scale
is about two miles to the inch, and not only are
the "main roads" specially designated in red,
in contrast to the lesser ones,—but the school-
houses, churches, cemeteries, and railroad sta-
tions, are shown by special symbols." — Extract
from Utter of Karl Kron, in flu Bicycling World,
May%, 1885.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

>5-oo; Nickelled, $6.50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

WHEEL WORLD
xjsr stock.

-835 CENTS.*-
HANDBOOK

Massachusetts Division L.A.W.

SHOWING

Best Routes, and Character of Road Beds
throughout the State.

Price, 35 cents. Hound in Cloth.

For Sale at all Cycle Agencies, at
this office, and by

W. I. HAERIS - - Sec. Mass. Dirision,

P. O. Box, 1825, BOSTON.

HOME * EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

I cinating Home Gymnasium ever de-
vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the
Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp lor illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physical Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

ARDILL'S
X.XQTJID XXTJUBCEXJ

For touching up or entirely re-cnamelling

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
TUPfJE I DID IT"
(, CcAloL/yJuj

THE RUOGE.

Hard an Marble. Dries Instantly, without
:my unpleasant smell, and produces Jet lilack
enamel surface In On* Operation. 11 It

thoroughly Impervious to wet, cold, or heat Will
not crack, and Is not liable to chip off. Any una
can apply it. A suitable lirush glvt<u with
each bottle.
Trice, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.

For sale by all Agents, ami by

STODDARD, LOVERING k CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.
Special terms to the trade.
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BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St., Chicago.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the Co-

lumbia bicycles, Sanspareil, Rudge Light Roadster,
Facile, Victor Tricycle, and all high-class machines

;

repairing, nickelling, and enamelling promptly done.
Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

Mav be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-

land, Me.

I EAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
\j — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, £3.50 to $10 each
Send for circular to C. H.
the only authorized maker.

LAMSON, Portland, Me.

'rHE CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SUP-
I PORTER, with patent aligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,

and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of fifty

cents by WALTERS BROS., Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for J1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

'PHI 1 ACME " TIKE HEATER. — Price
$1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim; full directions

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAM:*ON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

HARWOOD'S "
'

SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

HarwoOu's Detachable Safely Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $1 .00

Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20

No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " '" Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50

No. 3, for Harvard 50

No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,
Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Hall

Type
Writer.

The latest, simplest, cheapest,

and most complete Writing In-

strument. Challenges compari-

son with others in every point.

Every instrument warranted

and sent free to any part of

United States on receipt of

price, $40.

Principal Office:

853 BROADWAY,
New York.

Agencies in all Principal

Cities.

Rust ! Rust ! ! Rust ! !

!

Entirely removed from Nickel-plate* Steel, etc., by
Acne Rust Eradicator. Trv a b"X. Fifty cents,

post paid (two-cent stamps taken). Special terms to

dealers. SECOND-HAND BICYCLES, Lamps, etc.,

cheap," Experts," " Standards," " Rudges " and others,

all sizes and prices. Enclose stamp stating wants. C.
HERBERT DIAMOND, Box 2434, New York City.

"IF I
could not get another, I would not take $5.00 for the

Cyclist's Record Book you sent me last week. I can
keep an accurate and complete record of my riding with-

out trouble." So says the secretary of a prominent
club. Every wheelman should get a Record Book.
They are a necessity to those who value a record of their

season's mileage and the particulars of each trip. If

you contemplate but a single journey awheel, it will pay
you to get one of the books. Fiftv cents.

C. D. BATCH ELDER,
Lancaster, N. H.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not

sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

n market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

J8ST Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Herce Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having ihem. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil,

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. '°S8L

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

SPECIAL NOTICE!
WANTED AT ONCE, Responsible Firm to take up

SOLE AGENCY FOR AMERICA
FOR THE

Rover Safety Bicycle, the Meteor, Hover Despatch, Sociable and
Tandem Tricycles, Coventry Chair, etc.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS WITH TESTIMONIALS FREE ON APPLICATION TO

STARLEY & SUTTON, Meteor Works, West Orchard

Co-ven.tr37-, ErLgastrLd..
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1S B

(LIMITED)

COLUMBUS AVENUE,
:oosto :*r

,

RANELAGH CLUB.
PRICE, $180.00.

The Fastest and Most Comfortable Machine Made.

CLUB TANDEM.
Convertible.

All persons are warned against purchasing Tan-
dems which infringe our patent.

The "CLUB" Bicycle, Greatly Improved.

The "UNIVERSAL CLUB," New this Season.

CHEAPEST MACHINE IN THE TRADE.

Price fox- ^O-Inch #10£5.00.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND PARTICULARS.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN.-^-

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1SS4, revised and en-

larged.

OONTENTS.
PAGE.

Introductory Essay 5

ANALYSIS OF THE MACHINE.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 30
Bearings 34
Frame (Forks, Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91
Brakes 133
Foot-rests 142

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. . . 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade. 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made 75
Manumotive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociables 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price ._ 372
The Machine : Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 383
A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1883 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fastest Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Rides 402
Kastest Professional Times 403
Sociable Records 404
Directory of Manufacturers 405
Addendas to several Sections 407

There will be no edition of this work in 18S5.

Seventy-five cents by mail.

Wb have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskinb.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc'ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with suggestions on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
which no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling" class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Phvsician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,
Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearlyprinted book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pagsand forty-two distinct routes, with many side
and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the
usual condition of the road bed for each street, the

important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of

interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricvcle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding

plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,

resume of events of the past year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-
taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.— A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica. — New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-
lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. #1.00. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to IX., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history
of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $11.

American Bicycling Journal.—The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Photos of the Newport, Boston, and Chicago meets
of the L. A. W., fifty cents each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com-
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-
tion now ready.

Thb Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.
Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,
on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Lifb. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-
tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions
of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes
are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the
acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. £2.50
per year, including postage.

The Whbel World. — Companion magazine to
the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-
trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. #2.50 per year, iucluding postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Qroatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot be worked off whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

A ik your Dealer /or them, or sendfor Circulart.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKPORD, ILL.

phe:
Perfect Hygienic

BICYCLE SADDLE.
NOW ON THE MARKET.

(Patented March 17, 1885.)

No metal frame or tree. Springs at both ends com-
pletely compensating all jar and jolt. No pressure on
perin.mm, and no danger from bicycle riding with this

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle made. Thor-
oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Finest

material ever used in a bicycle accessory. Furnished
only in full nickel. ReUil price, $6.00. Liberal dis-

count to the trade. Ask your dealer to sec it. Orders
filled promptly. Send for descriptive circular. Manu-
factured only by

T, J. KIRKPATBICK, Springfield, Ohio.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE.

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landy, Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,
and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)
Is Low, Neat, Comfonable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Pricbs : Japanned, $3.00;
Nickelled, $3.75. Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada.
Special Terms to Dealers.
Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

KT. "5T. TOTT CO.
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

14 Howard Street - - NEW YORK.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barley's ADJUSTABLE 8KELET0.V SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. It 1 -so made
that when it become? slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.
Price, 83.50; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

7. 0. BUELE7, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
We beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non -delivery of their orders for

EfHE AMERICAN

Long -Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our facili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and

soliciting a continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL & BOWEN,
(Successors to Bull & Havnbs)

587 & 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Licensed by the Pope M'fg. Co.

ThisTslioelis not.'machine made, but strictly hand-

made flexible shoe, of the best English, French, and
American stock. Warranted to last from April to No-
vember for riding purposes. No rubber to come off, no

pegs nor nails to hurt the feet. Laced low to allow of

adjustment. Cut high, but nicely fitted to keep from

slipping. Made in any color to match uniform. Bull
shoe made on a last specially modelled by ut. Racing

Shoes, with soles one-eighth, quarter, three-eighth, one

half-inch thick, weighing not over ten or twelve ounces.

All shoes patented. Price list and rules for self measure-

ment sent on application. Bask Ball Shoes a

Specialty.
STRICKLAND & PIERCE,

158 Summer street, Boston.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means Of propulsion insure 11 continuous motion without dead

equislte condition fur both speed and power,
The new Hat-seated tires arc a great Improvement, and Out new

grooved rim forms a wheel thai will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease Of motion, and coasting, the Star lends all

Bicycle positive action, quickness in Bteerlng.and econo-
my In pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."

The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

For further particulars address,

II. it. MUTH JIUHISIK <«>..

Smithvllle, Burlington Co., N. J.
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^NO * GUESS t WORK.*-
ALONZO WILLIAMS,

Prof, of Mathematics, Brown University,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

F. J. DRAKE,

Lieut, and U. S. Inspector of Material,

BOSTON, MASS.

THOMAS STEVENS,
The Transcontinental Cyclist, and now on

his way around the world on an Expert,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

HENRY W. WILLIAMS, Esq.,

President Massachusetts Bicycle Club,

BOSTON, MASS.

T. J. RICHARDSON,
Supt. Drawing in the Minneapolis Public

Schools,

(.Chief Consul L. A. W. ) MINNESOTA.

Mr. K. ELLIOTT,
WEST HARTLEPOOL, ENGLAND.

Mr. FREDERICK McOWEN,
President Philadelphia Bicycle Club,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. C. K. ALLEY,

Cor. Sec. L. A. W.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHAS. WRIGHT,
Supt. of Repairs for H. B. Hart,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"Having examined somewhat carefully the wheels of England
and France, I do not believe that a better roadster is made in

the world than your 'Expert Columbia.'
"

" From the practical results, which I determined by subjecting

the different qualities of steel from which it is constructe'd to the
recognized standard of Government tests, I am free to assert

that the ' Columbia ' has not its equal in quality of material and
finish."

"A 50-inch 'Columbia' bicycle carried me the whole length of
my well-known ride from San Francisco to Boston, at a cost of

twenty-five cents for trifling repairs, at Platte City, Neb."

" I have ridden . . . over 9,000 miles on the ' Expert.'

"

" By far the most satisfactory wheel made."

"Three years ago I disposed of my horse, and purchased a
'Standard Columbia' bicycle. Ever since I have used con-
stantly a ' Columbia ' wheel.

" For two years I have ridden my rounds, as a professional

man, on a full nickel ' Expert,' averaging ten miles a day.

Summer and winter it has taken the place of a horse."

"I have ridden my 'Expert' about 1,000 miles."
" Compared with most English-made machines, it is far in

advance of them."

" After riding on the ' Expert ' a total of 3,343 miles,
" I recommend my friends, when they want a good roadster,

to buy an ' Expert.'
"

" I have used mine for three years."

"The best made machine on the market, and will stand hard

usage better than any other."

"During the months of April, May, and June, 1884, the cost

of repairing ninety-nine Columbia machines was less than one
half the cost of repairs on eighty of English make."

" When we consider that the ' Columbia ' machines in use are

four times as many as those of English make, and but few more
are brought in for repairs, the record is certainly held by the
' Columbia,' with a long lead, which will be difficult to over-

come."

Illustrated Catalogue Sent Free.

THE
£>OT" '\Va,slxington Street, Boston.

Branch Houses: 12 Warren St., New York; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.



Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

$2.00 a Year.

5 centa a copy. BOSTON, 12 JUNE, 1885
Volume XI.

Number 6.

PULL YOUR TIRES OUT

!

If you can pull them out

THEY ARE NOT SAFE TO RIDE

!

|> : TIRES ARE FAST ON VICTOR WHEELS. : <|i

The YALE BICYCLE
weighs less than many bicycles which are advertised as " Light " Roadsters,

but it is nevertheless a

Full ROADSTER BICYCLE,
having a one-inch tire on the front wheel and three quarters on the rear. The bearings are balls all round, the front bear-

ings being triple. The tangent spokes are not brazed where they cross each other, and in this and many other respects

the Yale will be found the superior of the many imitations which have sprung up since we placed the great original on this

market in 1880. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY
Manufacturer's Institute, Huntington Avenue, Boston Mass.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.

k $ ^szf i s

^SINGER'S

-&-¥ 4-3-

& }• C3SZ]? 1 s

* CYCLES *

2-h 4-3-

BOIFIOATION".
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork— Front, new elliptic, hollow.

" Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Hubs— New pattern steel flanges.

Spokes— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

Felloes— Steel, hollow.

Tires— ^-inch front and J^-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring— Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel— iy)4 inch.

Finish— All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy RxxTtniThg , Well Constructed, Rigid., arid Free, from, Vibration.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

PECK & SNYDER, New York Agents, 126 Nassau St., New York.
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RUDGE
MANUFACTURED BY

D. RUDCE * CO. - - - Coventry, England
The only First Quality Bicycle listed at a Low Price.

The great popularity attained by this machine during the last two years, together with the large number we have sold, convinces us that
the AMERICAN RUDGE! has filled a want long felt by a large class of American riders ; namely, a first-class, thoroughly reliable,

easy running and carefully built all-round roadster at a low price, and we can unhesitatingly say that tnere is no other low-priced
Machine on either the English or American market, that will compare with it in either quality, workman-
ship, or finish. Purchasers will please bear in mind that this wheel is built from the very best stock to be obtained, and that

it is not a second-grade machine in any sense of the word.

SEND FOR

1885

CATALOGUE.

. THE RUDQC.
toddftrd, LoT«rioc * Oft.

lloatoD,
""

SEND FOR

1885

CATALOGUE.

Price, 50-Inch, Enamelled and Nickelled, $107.50; Nickelled, except Wheels, $120.00.

BEARINGS. Rudge Unequalled Ball to both wheels, exactly like the Rudge Light Roadster.

FORKS. Elliptical ; hollow to front wheel ; solid to back ; very rigid.

HANDLE-BAR. Curved, solid ; same shape as fitted to Rudge Light Roadster.

HEAD. Long centre Humber ; similar to the Andrews patent.

HUBS. Gun metal, nickelled; well recessed to admit narrow tread.

TIRES. Seven eighths full to front wheel, three fourths to back, of first quality rubber.

SADDLE. Lamplugh & Brown's, or Brooks's, long-distance tension.

PEDALS. Heavily nickelled parallel, fitted with extra strong pins.

SPOKES. Direct ; 80 to front wheel, 20 to rear, giving the wheels immense strength.

CRANKS. Detachable; Latest Pattern.

A few shopworn and second-hand machines in stock at low prices. Send for list.

SOLE XT. S. A-O-EISTTS,

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
Nos. 152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

ItlOI.IAIlI^F.: AGENTS WANTK1).
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THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER
* IMPROVED FDR lBBS.^ &

CAN BE READ FROM THE SADDLE AND USED WITH A HUB LAMP.

PRICE Sio.oo
Its form remains the same, but the works have been entirely

remodelled.

Its action is more positive, and the troublesome springs are

done away with.

Now ready for bicycle, tricycle, and American Star.

THE BUTCHER AUTOMATIC BICYCLE ALARM
Is the Cheapest and Best Automatic Alarm in the Market.

Price, post-paid, $2.00. Send for Circulars.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley Street - Boston, Mass.?

»-*5=HSH=5<~-

Amesbury, Mass, Feb. 3, 1885.

Butcher Cyclometer Co., Boston, Mass.:
Gentlemen,— I have used the Butcher Cyclometer for one whole season, over the rough and sandy roads, in this section, and making trips

time and again, and always has the instrument registered alike.

I would advise everybody to use one, as there is a deal of satisfaction in knowing and seeing while riding, just how far you have been, or

to calculate the distance between places, without the necessity of a dismount. It is absolutely correct, and does not rattle.

I would not sell mine for twice the price of a new one, if I could not get another. Very truly yours, A. F. GREENLEAF.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclists' Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

EXACT SIZB. PATENT ALLOWBD.

The Practical Cyclometer for Bicycles.
The action is rkai.lv positive and the Cyclometer

cannot fail to operate at any rate of speed.
This Cyclometer will soon be on the market.
In ordering, give size and make of wheel.

MADE BY C. II. LAMSON,
201 Middle Street .... PORTLAND, HE.

The sole Agency in Philadelphia, and -vicinity for the

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER .

RACER-
AMERICAN RUDGE.

Harvard.

VICTOR

YALE.

Club,

BICYCLES,
Tricycles.

THE BEST MAKE
SEND
FOR

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P.

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE.
Single and Tandem.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

CLUB
TRICYCLE.

Faci LE.

BICYCLE RIFLES AND SHOT GT7XTS.
Just the thing for touring trips and sport along the road. Write for Catalogue

and Circulars, and say what you want. P. O. Box 1108.

ABBAM Gr. FOWELL MANAGER.
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THEY HAVE

I have received a stock of

The Best,
The Fastest,

The Lightest,
The Strongest,

And the most scientifically constructed tricycle yet
made; also the

Facile Bicycle,
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
"Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

Bells! Bells!!

Peerless Stop Bells,

SIMPLE,
EFFECTIVE, CHEAP,

GOOD.

No. 8, 1 Hammer - • - 75ets.

No. 9, 2 Hammers - - - 85cts.

I, and T. Stop

The King of Stop Bells.

Surprisingly Simple. Nearly
equals our Automatic in

effect. No Rattle. Out of

the way. Stopped by Shift-
ing Handle. Sure to Satisfy

in Every Respect.

No. 10, $1.25.

Tricycle Alarm,

A Bell For Tricycles.

Equal to the

AUTOMATIC
For Bicycles.

One or a Series of Strokes
at Will.

No. 7 83.50.

Automatic Alarm,

THE Z-L-NT AND UN-X-LD
BIC70LE BELL.

Sales extending to other
Countries. Copied by For-
eign Manufacturers. The
Most Successful Bell ever
made. Destined to become
the Standard Bell of the
Wheel World.
Nos. i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, $3.00.

For Particulars send for Circular. Order by Num-
ber or make of Machine. Sent by Mail upon Receipt
of Price.

HILL & TOLMAN - - Worcester, Mass.

CO
w
o
>
o
5

o
o
r
m
CO

THE "HUMBER TANDEM."
FOR TWO RIDERS HAS NO EQUAL.

IT IS THE1FASTEST MACHINE1 MADE,
AND IS A SPLENDID HILL CLIMBER

LIGHT TRICYCLES, 60 TO 70 LBS., FOR LADIES.

THE BEST ARE THE CHEAPEST, and the largest makers conclusively prove
by IMITATING them that they consider the BEST MACHINES are the" Humbers."

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
SOLE LICENSEE TO IMPORT AND SELL

HUMBER BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
In tne United. States,

3 ARLINGTON PLACE - - - - EAST ORANGE, N. J.

Lists on application with Stamp.

SPECIAL NOTICE.— The public is hereby notified that genuine Humber Bicycles and

Tricycles are made only by Humber & Co., at Beeston, Nottingham, and bear their stamp on

the neck. All others are INFERIOR IMITATIONS.

GEO. R. BIDWELL & CO.

2 and 4 East 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and RUDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Wheel Moods of all Descriptions.

£eua ior our INSTALMENT FLAN and Circulars.

WHEEL WORLD.
Single copies in stock.

25 CEOSTTS.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Biey
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. a. BIRD & CO.,
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere,'Corduroy, Flan-
nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St., Chicago.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the Co-

lumbia bicycles, Sanspareil, Rudge Light Roadster,
Facile, Victor Tricycle, and all high-class machines;
repairing, nickelling, and enamelling promptly done.
Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

Mav be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON,- Port-
land, Me.

TEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
J — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each

Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

THE CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SUP-
1 PORTER, with patent aligator clasp ; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other,' made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

cents by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the
side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

THE " ACME " TIRE HEATER. — Price
$1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used ; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim ; full directions

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

HARWOODS
SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwood's Mart* Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $1.00
Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips .' 20

No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " " Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Standard Columbia 5°
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,
Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Hall

Type
Writer.

The latest, simplest, cheapest,

and most complete Writing In-

strument. Challenges compari-

son with others in every point.

Every instrument warranted

and sent free to any part of

United States on receipt of

price, $40.

Principal Office:

853 BROADWAY,
New York.

Agencies in all Principal

Cities.

Rust ! Rust ! ! Rust ! !

!

Entirely removed from Nickel-plate, Steel, etc., by
Acme Rust Eradicator. Try a box. Fifty cents,

post paid (two-cent stamps taken). Special terms to

dealers. SECOND-HAND BICYCLES, Lamps, etc.,

cheap," Experts," " Standards," " Rudges," and others,
all sizes and prices. Enclose stamp stating wants. C.
HERBERT DIAMOND, Box 2434, New York City.

"IF I
could not get another, I would not take $5.00 for the
Cyclist's Record Book you sent me last week. I can
keep an accurate and complete record of my riding with-
out trouble." So says the secretary of a prominent
club. Every wheelman should get a Record Book.
They are a necessity to those who value a record of their
season's mileage and the particulars of each trip. If

you contemplate but a single journey awheel, it will pay
you to get one of the books. Fifty cents.

C. D. BATCHELDER,
Lancaster, N. H.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,
and is much the best article for the purpose in
market ; it is also much the cheapest.

Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!
Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for
bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

n market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

.BSf Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having them. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil,
expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. "=S3ft

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

SPECIAL NOTICE!
WANTED AT ONCE, Responsible Firm to take up

SOLE AGENCY FOR AMERICA
FOR, THE

Hover Safety Bicycle, the Meteor, Rover Despatch, Sociable and
Tandem Tricycles, Coventry Chair, etc.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS WITH TESTIMONIALS FREE ON APPLICATION TO

STARLEY & SUTTON, Meteor Works, West Orchard,

Co^rerrtz37-., :Eri.g\La,rLd._
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A Safe Wheel for Old or Young! Headers Impossible!

GREAT SUCCESS OF

The"KANGAROO"
SAFETY BICYCLE.

Further proof of the Superiority of the " Kangaroo " over all other Bicycles as
to speed as well as Safety is given by the position of its riders in all the races in
which it is engaged.

May 9th.— Three Miles Scratch Race at Alexandra Palace. Engleheart
First, " Kangaroo. " Won very easily, all other riders using- the ordinary
Bicycles. (Nine starters.,)

H. M.

I Mile (path) O 2 59
3 " ( " ) 9 49

H. M. S.

10 Mile (grass) 40 30
100

a
(road) 7 II 10

Opinions of the Press re Three Miles Scratch Race, May 9th.
" Enjjleheart, on a ' Kangaroo,' outpaced everybody, and simply romped away from his opponents against the

hill and wind ; in fact, he won comfortably."— ]Vheeli?ig.

"The sensation of the week has been the victory in the Three Miles Scratch Race of the ' Kangaroo' Safety
over all the big bicycles."— The Cyclist.

" Engleheart has done much to demonstrate what can be done by a Safety. He did well again on Saturday.
... It was a caution to see how he put the dwarf ' Kangaroo ' past the big wheels at the Surrey, and again on
Saturday, when the big wheels were all beaten easily. There is no doubt the ' Safety ' is the machine of the
future— provided machines are carried out on their present lines."— TricyclingJournal.

5 WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington Street, Boston,
JLlvfTEieiC-A-Isr AGENTS.

a
1

W m

holds the following Road Records of the world

:

Ten miles in Oh. 33>im
Twenty miles in In. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 1>4 miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in ff( hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, <inrf 11 1 1 -t In- 1/< a >— run ntl

,

nothing in market can approach it. *ar* Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere-

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PBESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

REPAIRED,
Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on commission. The Bicy-

cle branch of our business is in charge of Will
S. Atwhll, telephone No. 1935.

YOU CAN BUY A
NEW BICYCLE

LIGHT ROADSTER, FULL ROADSTER OR RACER
Strictly First-Class, Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks, etc Nickel, Paint

or Enamel, Sound and Perfect, but very slightly shop -worn.

For Less than the price of a good second
hand, low class wheel.

This is an opportunity to get a wheel for little money. Do not loose it. Only a limited
number for sale and they are

BAHGhAIXTS EXTKAOKDI2STARY
Send for descriptive price list and mention till* paper.

S. T. CLARK & CO. - - BALTIMORE, MD.
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World Records.
THE VICTOR

Js the only Ajnerican JBicycle holding a

WORLD RECORD.
1-4 Mile.— 37 3-5 Sec. - - - JEERED RUSS COOK.
1-3 Mile.— 1.16 1-5 Sec. - - - OEO. IMC. HEIXDEE.
3-4 Mile.— 1.55 4-5 Sec- - - GEO. M. HENDEE.

24-HOUR RECORD FOR AMERICA.

207 1-2 Miles in 24 hours - - - FRED RUSS COOK.

WE HAVE NEVER KNOWN A VICTOR WHEEL TO BUCKLE.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
179 TREMONT STREET - BOSTON.

NEW MODEL LIGHT ROADSTER STAR.
The new model is vastly improved in Workmanship, and has been greatly simplified, and made stronger and stiffer,

while the WEIGHT HAS BEEN REDUCED SOME ELEVEN POUNDS in the 48-inch size. Sample now on
View. No Catalogues can be had till later, and applications for same must be accompanied by two-cent stamps. All applications

from outside of New England must have enclosed five cents in stamps, or no Catalogue will be sent.

The New Columbia Machines constantly in Stock. Also the American Challenge and
Safety and the Ideal. Petite Tricycles for Children, $18 to $30.

Having specially fitted up a Shop and engaged one of the best Bicycle Mechanics in England or America as head of the depart-

ment, we are prepared to do the finest and most intricate repairs en Bicycles and Tricycles. Cranks or Stars at reasonable rates.

Special Terms to Agents where they send all work to us.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES TO LET BY THE DAY.

Out of town parties may enjoy a Sunday or Holiday on " Boston's sandpapered roads," at a small expense. Our list includes new
Experts, 48 in. to 54 in., and new Ball-bearing Tricycles of improved model.

TERMS, $2.00 PER. PAY irJVAR.I-A.EtLY IINT ^V.ZD-^7"A.3VT03Q.

REFERENCES REQUIRED FROM STRANG EK8.

W. W. STALL, ( sT^riVuV ) 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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F-o-TsllsliQcL o-vex-y IF'rja.oiy

E. C. HODGES & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates :
—

One year, in advance $2.00
Six months " 1.00

Three months 60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 if sen to

headquarters-

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, TJpham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D. Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 12 JUNE, 1885.

A correspondent, in another col-

umn, brings up the well-worn amateur

question once again, and advances views

somewhat similar to those that have been

brought forward before this. We have

no comment to make upon the communi-

cation except to correct the idea that the

Racing Hoard is forcing the League to a

particular course of action on the amateur

question. The Racing Board has no

power over the amateur rule. The League

has made the rule, has reaffirmed it in

the face of all the criticism that has been

brought to bear upon it and the Racing

Board, but does the behest of the body

that creates it. The amateur question

will come up at Buffalo, and we hope to

see a full interchange of opinion at that

time. When the matter is under discus-

sion it may be found that the members
of the Racing Board are no better agreed

than the League at large on this most

important question.

The editor of the Official Gazette is

laboring to convince his patrons that bank
bills are as safe in the mails as is a postal

note, and that the trouble in procuring the

note for even dollars, and the trouble in

cashing it, represent so much wasted time.

We have given up the job months ago, and

now that the banks receive the notes on

deposit, we are relieved of the trouble of

cashing them, and our patrons may take

out notes for even dollars if they think

they are safer than bills. The postal

note serves a good purpose when it rep-

resents an uneven amount, and saves

enclosing silver in the mails, but it does

not insure safe carriage. We hope the

editor will meet with success in his new
work. We gave the thing up long ago.

The success which a man achieves in

this world depends a good deal upon

whether he takes advantage of the vari-

ous situations which present themselves.

New Haven has won some celebrity as a

racing centre for wheelmen, and the fame

of Hamilton Park has been sent abroad

in connectionlwith several record-breaking

events which have taken place there.

Boston laments the want of a good track

for bicycle racing, and that interest has

waned in this vicinity. And yet Boston

has three trotting tracks within easy dis-

tance, any one of which is superior to

Hamilton Park, and either could be put

into prime condition for racing by the

expenditure of a few dollars. Boston

has not improved its advantages.

The need for some such officer as an

umpire, whose duties are laid down in

the new Racing Rules, was shown in the

New Haven races. A case of foul riding

occurred at the upper turn, when the

riders were not in sight of the referee,

and under the old rules no fair decision

could have been made. In this case,

however, umpires had the men under

close observation over the whole course,

and when the protest was entered it was

a simple matter to call up the umpire,

take his testimony, and make a decision.

We believe the new rules will work well

in this particular.

BEFORE bicycle racing will become

popular with the masses, there must be

racing, and not parades. It is slow

business watching a race in which all the

racing is done on the home stretch, and

the dreariness increases with the length

of the race. Americans like to see short,

sharp, and quick work in competition.

This is why base ball flourishes and

cricket lags. If cycle racing is to be

popular, it must partake more of the

nature of base ball and less of the nature

of cricket.

The Cyclist advocates the introduction

of professional events at amateur race

meetings as one step towards taking the

stigma from professionalism. The writer

says :
—

" Let professional racing be encouraged, we say, and
let it be conducted undt r almost identical rules with am-
ateur contests, and whilst men who eiiher prefer the
cash or cannot afford to ride for prizes in another form
race openly and straightforwardly as professionals, let

those more blessed with this world's goods, and those
who prefer " pots" and glory to cash, ride as amateurs,
and recognize their professional confreres as " men and
brethren * without endeavoring to cast a stigma on their

ranks and pose as being more virtuous than they. Pro-
fessional races should be conducted under regular rules

in the same way as are amateur events, for there are
black sheep to be found in every Hock, and a proper
regulation of professional racing would disqualify men
from competing, or rather debar committees from ac-

cepting their entries, should they infringe the rules, and
be proved guilty of roping, fouling, and other malprac-
tices, in the same way as the amateur who does such
things is prohibited riding as such. A proper regula-

tion of professional affairs would go far towards remov-
ing the stigma, which in some people's minds, undoubt-
edly rests upon the name."

Over here we see the amateur and the

professional racing at the same meetings,

and in this respect we think we are ahead

of England, but they have the advantage

of us in opening the doors of their associ-

ations to riders of both classes.

Mr. A. Kennedy Child has returned

to England leaving behind him many
friends made during his brief visit to the

States. He has asked us to thank the

cyclists of America in his name for the

uniform kindness and courtesy shown him

during his visit, and to ask them to be-

lieve that the evidence of good fellowship

exhibited is duly appreciated.

CORRESPONDENCE
L This department is open to communications relat

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming nil responsi-

bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology. ]

The Hygienic Saddle.

Editor Bicycling World:— I have

been riding the Kirkpatrick saddle on my
58-inch Expert for a few days, and have
a word to say about it. As to comfort, it

is simply luxurious, and I find I make 1

ter time over the road, chiefly, I suppose,

because I drive through everything with-

out trying to save jolting. It seems as if

the machine ran easier in every way, I

have, however, one criticism, a defect

which the makers of the saddle could

easily remedy. I think the spring be-

hind does not raise the back end of the
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saddle high enough, the result being, that
when sitting in the saddle there is a sharp
upward incline to the forward end, which
makes it difficult to set well forward,
and also allows the rider to sag down
almost to the backbone of the machine.
Although I have stretched my saddle as
tightly as possible, I find that I ought to

have a larger wheel to insure a proper
"fit," and I don't want to ride a '60-inch.

I think if the back spring were curved so
as to raise the the back end of the saddle
an inch higher, the swing or sag of the
hammock-like seat would be better. It

would be easy to have a higher spring, to

be used at the option of the purchaser.

M. D.

College "Professionals."

'Editor Bicycling World : — It is custo-
mary for base ball clubs of some of the
leading colleges to play match games with
professional clubs for the sake of the
practice thus obtained. Gate money is

charged on these occasions, and, accord-
ing to the present amateur rule, all the
college players become professionals.

They, in turn, make the members of
other college ball clubs professionals

also, and by entering, individually, into

local college athletics, and into the inter-

collegiate athletic tournaments, carry the
infection so far, that I claim there are
very few college men who " go in for

"

athletic sports, who are not bona fide

professionals, by the decrees of this won-
derful " rule."

This state of things is not very credit-

able to the framers of our present rule, and
it does not speak well for the good sense
and fair play of the Racing Board when
it endeavors to force the League to up-
hold a iule which punishes a dozen inno-
cent men in the endeavor to catch a single
guilty one. It does not help matters to

say that the sufferers can easily get back
their amateur standing; the present rule

is unjust, and should be radically changed.
If the N. A. A. A. chooses to cling to it,

so much the worse for its members. 1

fail to see why the L. A. W. is bound to

follow meekly in the footsteps of that
mighty organization. There is no justice

in a ruling which deprives an amateur of

his standing because he happens to com-
pete with a professional, unless the ama-
teur does so compete, personally, for
money. The rule proposed by Dr. Hun-
tington is the fairest I have seen yet, and
I hope to see it, or something similar,

adopted.
The only fair excuse for any amateur

rule at all is, that it may prevent bicycle
races from sinking to the level of boxing
and wrestling matches. The plea that

an amateur ought not to compete with
professionals, owing to his lesser opportu-
nities for practice, has always seemed to

me a babyish one, and is untrue in many
instances. Every man should be judged
by his performances, and not by the
amount of his training. Why not have a
"free for all race for the "flyers," and
afterwards separate races for men who
have never beaten 2.50,3m., etc. This

would give every man a fair show on his

merits. If we have a professional record
of 2.39, and an amateur record made in

the same time, I, for one, would like to

see a race between the makers of those
records, and providing the amateur per-

sonally received no money, cannot see
why his standing should be affected in

any way by such a competition.

G. F. H. Bartlett, M. D.,

Buffalo Bicycle Club.
June 4, 1885.

North Carolina.

Editor Bicycling World ; — I am
glad to see that you are using the influ-

ence of the World'in behalf of our North
Carolina brethren.
This certainly seems to be the time for

the L. A. W. to step in and " defend and
protect the rights " of the North Caro-
lina wheelmen.
The support, at such a time, of such an

organization, is our principle object in

joining the League, for the number of

wheelmen here is entirely too small to

have any weight against a large corpora-
tion. It would seem that the wheelmen
in the outlying districts, far removed
from bicycling centres, are the ones who
need the League's protection most. A
large and influential club, like many of

your older ones, is well able to take care

of itself, and needs no outside assistance
;

but where there are only five, ten, or fif-

teen members in a club, they are unable,
unless individually wealthy, to protect
themselves from a legal (?) imposition

;

but it is a plucky corporation that attacks

an organized body of five or six thousand
men.
As a general rule the southern roads

are poor ; they are generally uneven,
sandy, and rocky, and a long stretch of

first class road is rare. While a small
matter of eight miles is of little conse-
quence to your northern riders, yet to a
man living among sandy roads and cob-
ble stones, an eight mile spin over a

really fine road like this is simply para-
dise. We can't expect the League to

perform impossibilities, and if the char-
ter of the stock company by which the
road is owned, is worded in such a man-
ner as to permit discrimination agiinst
bicycles, the company will probably win

;

but the League should at least ascertain
the rights of the wheelmen.

If the League wins the case, it will cer-

tainly be the biggest sort of an advertise-

ment, and it will probably be the means
of securing many additional members.

Let the L. A. W. stir itself, and by its

action on the " North Carolina Case"
answer the oft repeated question, "What's
the use of the L. A. W. ?

" Bee.
Columbia, S. C, 2 June, 1855.

Illinois Division.

The annual meet of the Illinois di-

vision was held on Decoration Day. The
success of the meet was interfered with

by the rain, but a goodly number of

wheelmen put in an appearance at the

business meeting and the parade. A
well-merited compliment was paid Mr.
Burley B. Ayers in his unanimous re-

election as division secretary and treasu-

rer. All the officers of last year were
chosen for another term, the general feel-

ing being that they had well and efficiently

performed their duties, and that no im-

provement was possible.

Burley B. Ayers, the secretary and
treasurer, read an exhaustive report for

the past year, which was accepted with a

vote of thanks. The treasurer's report

showed total receipts $157.51; total ex-

penditures, $78.62 ; balance cash on hand,

$78.79. The total membership was two
hundred and sixty-five, of which Chicago

had one hundred and fifty-two members.
The racing board of last year, N. H. Van
Sicklen, chairman, was re-elected.

Recent Patents.

The following list of patents, recently

issued, relating to bicycles, is furnished

by Henry W. Williams, Esq., Solicitor

of American and Foreign Patents, 258
Washington Street, Boston: —
No. 317,893. Daniel S. Troy, Mont-

gomery, Ala., velocipede.

No. 317,956. Albert M. White, Wa-
terbury. Conn., assignor to Pope Manufac-
turing Co. velocipede wheel. An im-

provement in hollow felloes.

No. 318,149. Albert E. Wallace, Hart-

ford, Conn., assignor to Pope Manufac-
turing Company. Velocipede pedal. A
stop to prevent the rubber from slipping

on the bar.

No. 318,500. Charles E. Pratt, Bos-
ton, assignor to Pope Manufacturing
Company. Velocipede. Improvement in

attaching handle bars to bicycles.

No. 318,532. A.J. Bevis, Monmouth,
and Frank S. Bevis, Peoria, 111. Veloci-

pede.

No. 318,568. John Knous, Hartford,

Conn., assignor to Pope Manufacturing
Company. Velocipede saddle. Mech-
anism for easily detaching it from, and
attaching it to the spring.

No. 318,729. Luther Hall, Boston,

Mass., assignor of one half to Henry C.

Willis. Tricycle.

No. 318,789. John H. Patten, Harris-

burg, Pa. Bicycle. Relates to the spring

for supporting the saddle.

No. 319,040. Andrew A. Ugland,
Smithville, N. T. Motor for velocipedes.

No. 319,130. Wm. A. Rudling and

John F. Coffin, Southsea, Eng. Veloci-

pede.
No. 319,329. Hippolyte Schneider,

Pittsburg, Pa. Velocipede.

No. 319,385, Wm. Bevan. London,
Eng. Safety attachment for bicycles.

New Haven has a remarkably good
fancy rider in the person of Master Eddie
Leopold. He does his tricks gracefully

and presents many new ones. His uni-

cycle business is very good, for he re-

duces his cycle by stages to the bare

wheel, riding with his feet on the axle

and turning the wheel with his hands.
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The Quadrant Tricycle, Nos. 8 and 9.

MANUFACTURED BY LLOYD BROS., BIRMINGHAM, ENG.,

AND IMPORTED BY J. A. R. UNDERWOOD, DOR-
CHESTER, MASS.

This pattern of tricycle is new to

American riders, and also contains some
features not found in any other. Begin-

ning with No. 9 as the simpler, we find it

is a front-steering, double driver, having

the upper chain wheel, and the balance

gear (Starley's) at the centre of the main
axle. The driving wheels are forty-four

inchesin diameter, and the steering wheel

twenty-six. The frame is the special

feature which distinguishes this machine

from those of all other makers.

The frame consists of a steel tube a

couple of inches above' the axle and par-

allel with it. From the centre of this

tube, another tube of larger diam-

eter projects forward, at right angles

to it, and slightly inclined downward.

This tube carries the lower chain wheel

and (bicycle) cranks on a bracket

below it, and then at a distance

of some two ^and a half feet from the

axle it joins a horizontal fork, which is

some twelve inches wide at the rear end,

where this tube joins it, the ends ofwhich

converge till they are some nine inches
or ten inches apart, when they end in two
curved frames which form "quadrants "of
a circle (hence the name of the machine),
which quadrants carry the ends of the

axle of the steering wheel. Thus the
steering wheel, instead of being held in

position by the usual Stanley head and
upright fork, has an axle some ten inches
long, and supported at each end by these

curved frames. The steering is done by
the usual rack and pinion, and spade han-
dle, only instead of the steering rod .run-

ning to a tiller at the head of the steering

wheel, it runs to a light lever pivoted cen-

trally to the frame just behind the steer-

ing wheel. To each end of this lever is

attached a light rod, the other end of

which is fastened to the end of the axle

of the steering wheel. Thus when the

spade handle is turned the lever is caused
to swing, and one end of the steering

wheel axle is pushed, and the other

pulled, so the wheel changes its direction

accordingly.

The Quadrant No. 8 is also a front

steering double driver, and only differs

from No. 9 in the following particulars,

viz., the frame, and the steering gear.

The steering wheel is carried in the same
curved frames, and the machine has the
same wide fork in front, which carries

the frames. But at the rear of the fork,

and just at the centre, where the tube
which ru.is forward trom the axle joins it,

rises a vertical hollow tube some eighteen
inches in length. Through this tube
runs a rod, having on its upper end a
regular bicycle handle bar, while on its

lower end is a horizontal bar or lever,

from the ends of which rods run forward
to the axle of the steering wheel, and thus
effect the steering.

There is a peculiarity about the frame
of this machine, in that the central tube,

which connects the front fork with the
axle, does not stop at the latter, but
bends up and forward till it finally joins

the upright tube which carries the handle
bar, etc. The frame thus forms a ver-

tical triangle— having, therefore, great

strength to carry weight, and resist all

vertical and fore-and-aft strains, and
fully as much strength to resist horizon-
tal strains as any other pattern of central

geared T framed machines. Both ma-
chines have the main axle supported by a
ball bearing (Bown's) near each end, and
one near the middle close to the chain-

wheel, thus enabling a light axle to be
used without danger of its breaking or

springing. Bown's ball bearings are also

furnished to the steering wheel, and to

the cranks and pedals. The saddles are

on T pins and ''cradle" springs; the
brakes are double bands and very pow-
erful; the handles on No. 9 are adjustable,

though not on No. 8. The details of the

machines seem very carefully attended

to, and both patterns of machines are very
rigid, free from rattle, and easy running.

They are excellent hill climbers, as the

rider can exert his fullest power to the best
advantage.

Richard Garvey has parted company
with the New York Toy Company, and
established himself on Broadway, New
York, corner 59th street, where he will

engage in all departments of the cycle

business.

L. H. Johnson has just received a

large invoice of H umber tandems and
Crippers, which were all sold in advance.

Another shipment of tandems is due, and
Messrs. Humber & Co. are at work tilling

a fourth order, enabling Mr. Johnson to

fill all orders within a reasonable time.

The Tricycling Journal says: "Speak-
ing of the imitation Humbers, we m.iy

say that the specially excellent mater al

and workmanship of Messrs. Humber &
Co. will always carry the day, no mat er

how many rivals appear in the field in

opposition. Both in tricycles and bicy-

cles the firm stands preeminent for good
work."

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovkring & Co.

recently cabled an order to Rudge 8 Co.,

Coventry, for fifty Rudge racers. We
believe this is the largest individual order
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for racing machines that has yet been re-

ceived by one firm.

From a Feminine Point of View.

May I be delivered from the tandem.
I sincerely hope this form of double ma-
chine will not come into use for the

ladies. I can well see why the gentle-

men like it, for it is speedy, light and
narrow. That it is faster than the soci-

able must be admitted, but this should
not commend it to the ladies, for with
them speed should be a secondary con-
sideration, and appearance should be
the first.

Why do I place so much stress upon
appearance ? Because woman has got to

conquer a deal of prejudice before the

tricycle is generally adopted by her sex.

A few bold spirits lead the way, and if

nothing occurs to shock public sentiment,
tricycling will come in. It rests with

the pioneers whether Mrs. Grundy ap-
proves or disapproves the tricycle. With
the good old lady, appearance goes a

good ways, and I doubt if she would cast

a smile of approval upon a lady and gen-
tleman riding a tandem.

No, ladies, let us content ourselves
with the slower paced but more dignified

sociable, if we would ride in couples.

I took a short spin into the country,

the past week, accompanied by the edi-

tor. We rode an Apollo, kindly loaned
us by W. B. Everett & Co., and I must
confess that I found it to be the best
sociable I ever rode, for it was very light,

and had a large front wheel, two features

calculated to make the cycler's lot a
happy one.

There was a two-speed gear on the
machine, but we found no use for that,

for it was much better to put on a few
more pounds of strength, and get up a
hill in quick lime than to make the feet

fly and crawl.

We rode Beacon Hiil with little

difficulty, and had no trouble with that

treacherous ascent in West Medford,
which has a rough surface and a quick
turn.

I feak the Messrs. Everett are, like

the others, wedded to the tandem ; but I

hope they will not forget to recommend
the sociable for ladies, and I know their

wheel will commend itself to whomso-
ever rides it.

The fun on a sociable, if the company
is congenial, beggars description, and I

will not attempt it. Let the couple be
well matched, and it will be found that

the wnrk is easy, the pace good, and the

conversational possibilities unlimited.

as the man who does n't know. I can't

say how many times I have been advised
to discard the saddle for a seat. The
advice always comes from the non-riding

contingent, and is never backed by ex-

perience, but is alleged to be dictated

by common sense. It has been said that

common sense is that kind of sense which
is most uncommon. A truer word was
never uttered.

I tried a seat the first time I rode,

and did not like cycling. A bicycling

friend urged me to try a saddle. I did

so, and was convinced. On a seat one
hangs over the edge, gets no rest, and
soon is exhausted. On a saddle one
rides better, and with exceeding comfort.

My advice to the ladies is to make no at-

tempt to ride with a seat. It will be labor

lost, for sooner or later the seat will give

way to the saddle.

In my whole experience with the ma-
chine I have never seen a rider that had
a good word for the seat. I have never
seen a dealer a manufacturer that recom-
mended them. And yet they are sold with

machines, even to this day. Can it be
that dealers ere playing a deep game to

get sales for extras in the way of saddles ?

Else why do they sell what they know to

be useless ?

We have had several Chicago tours, a

Big 4 tour is on the tapis, and the clergy-

men are to duplicate the tour of last year

with a more extended one the coming
summer. Why not a ladies' tour? If

not, why not?

Come, ladies, who will be the first to

start a ladies' tour? The distance should

not be great, the rests long, and the out-

ing a brief one. Let the affair be ar-

ranged quietly and with no publicity. I

would not join a tour that was heralded

with the amount of notice given to the

tours the gentlemen make. In them the

fuss and fustian is excusable. With us

it would be a crime.

I WILL suggest a quiet run to Ports-

mouth, making Newburyport the first

day, a rest for the night. Portsmouth the

second day, and after a short visit, return

in the same way. I can see no reason

why we should invite the gentlemen.

Thkke is no man wl:o knows so ninth

I AM often asked about gloves, and I

think I am qualified to answer, for I have
tried about every kind. Kid will not do,

since the hands will perspire under exer-

cise and the gloves will split. Any kind

of skin gloves will be affected by the

moisture of the hands, and they cannot

be kept clean. The common silk Jersey

glove allows for plenty of play for the

hand, and they are inexpensive.

For the head, wear a helmet shaped

hst by all means. If properly made, it

will be light, cool and not ill-looking. I

have had a helmet made from a piece of

the goods used in my suit. It is venti-

lated around the head, at the top and on
the sides.

One cannot always find agreeable
r^mpany to ride in, and no company is

better than poor. This reverses the old

saw, but I think it improves it. I often

go out alone, and as I have abundant re-

sources within myself, I enjoy myself.

All are not so constituted. My friend
Miss D needs society. She was com-
plaining a short time since that she did
not like to ride alone. I tried to console
her, but could not. The next time I met
her she was accompanied by a big dog.
De gustibus non est disputandum. I

don't like dogs. Daisie.

The League Organ.

The committee appointed at the meet-
ing of the board of officers in New York
to consider and report to the board a plan
for publishing the official Gazette next
year has completed its labors and re-

ported.

The members of the committee are
unanimously of the opinion that the
League can and should publish its own
newspaper, in proof of which they pre-
sent an interesting collection of figures.

They say that had the League been its

own publisher during the year past they
could have saved £2.000. They have
found a scheme to meet the requirements
of the postal laws, and have a decision
on the question from the post office de-
partment.
The circular contains the following :

—
The committee on the League organ

would respectfully recommend the follow-
ing to the favorable action of the board
of officers of the League of American
Wheelmen :

—
First.— That certain members of the

League of American Wheelmen be al-

lowed and empowered to form themselves
into a limited stock company, to be
known as "The L. A. W. Publication
Board," limited.

Second.—That certain rights be granted
to this board, and that it be recommended
to form its articles of association in ac-

cordance with the specifications appended
hereto.

Third. — That the executive committee
of the League shall have power to grant
to the said board the contract for pub-
lishing the official organ of the League of

American Wheelmen in accordance with
the specifications above alluded to.

Fourth. — That this organ shall be
known as the " L. A. W. Bulletin."

Fifth.— That it shall be published
weekly.

Sixth. — That the said organ shall be
a newspaper devoted to the general in-

terests of cycling in America as well as

the interests of the League of American
Wheelmen in particular.

Seventh. — That the secretary-editor of
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Springfield, Ma^s., 3Xay 30 9 i.®®£5,

RECORD FOR THE RUDGE SAFETY.

ONE MILE
IN

3.06 2
5

ONE MILE
IN

3.06 2
5

THE RUDGE SAFETY,
Stoddard, Lovering & Co*

Atatoo, MU9<

PRICE CALL SIZES), $140 .

REMEMBER that, although the price of the RUDGE SAFETY is a trifle higher than some other
safety machines, it has the decided advantage of being TEN POUNDS LIGHTKR, with, no loss of
safety, and having HOLLOW RIMS and BALL PEDALS together with MUD GUARD, CRADLE
SPRING and FOOT RESTS. It is not only immensely strong and remarkably easy running, bat has
unquestionably the most graceful appearance of any machine of its hind, and if the riders^will com-
pare the price of this machine with ALL THE ABOVE IMPROVEMENTS with the price of other
similar machines, they will see that the RUDGE SAFETY is considerably CHEAPER in the end.

SOLE U. S. AGENTS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
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Well Profnil ! Tie CoMiieil and Increasing: Demand Attests its Poplarity and Worth.

/^H \\ \

^^^^ 1 A \

Messrs. William Read & Sons :

February 4, 1885.

Gentlemen,— I cheerfully give my opinion of the Royal
Mail, which I rode in all my races last year, and won the

world's record,— 2.39. I think it the finest* made, strongest

and stiffest machine I ever rode. I have ridden nearly all

makes, but find the Royal Mail the best I ever crossed yet.

Yours respectfully,

JOHN S. PRINCE,

Champion of America, and One-mile Champion of the World.

I have ridden nearly all the prominent wheels, and unhesi-

tatingly decide in favor of the Royal Mail, etc.

E. P. BURNHAM.

I consider the Royal Mail far superior to all others, etc.

S. G. WHITTAKER.

I consider the Royal Mail the best bicycle I have ever

ridden.

GEO. E. CAIN.

The Royal Mail is my favorite, etc.

D, E. HUNTER.

I consider Royal Mail, by all odds, the steadiest machine I

have ever ridden.

C. F. HAVEN.

ROYAL MAIL!
1885 Pattern 36 lb. Light Roadster.

A Rigid, True Running, Superbly Built Wheel.

THE ROYAL. MAIL, TIES ITS SPOKES DIFFER-
ENTLY FROM ANY OTHER WHEEL.

The Royal Mail has Genuine Warwick
Hollow Rim.

The Royal Mail has Stout Round Edge (instead of Thin Knife-

Blade Edge) Forks. Wheelmen appreciate the neces-

sity of this to secure Rigidity and Strength

of Whole Machine.

The Royal Mail has Bown's iEolus Ball Bearings.

The Royal Mail has Good Rake to Forks.

In fact the Royal Mail possesses in its Construction all the Latest

Improvements in Every Detail.

Surely examine before purchasing your

mount. Since the very opening of the season

we have not been able to keep pace with our

orders. We now have doubled our weekly re-

ceipts from the factory, and can deliver at once

any sizefrom stock on receipt of order.

Eight of Twelve Races a! Memphis, in May won on Royal Mail.

At Springfield, Hnnler won the One and Five-Mile on Royal Mail.

At New Haven, the Pope Cnp won hy Hnnter, for the secoud time, on Royal Mail.

Try a ROYAL MAIL.
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the League of American Wheelmen shall

have full control of this organ in all its

departments, subject to such restrictions

and rules as are provided for in the by-

laws of the League of American Wheel-
men.

Eighth.— That this organ shall be pub-
lished in the city wherein the secretary-

editor has his residence.

Ninth.— The secretary-editor shall be
reimbursed for all travelling expenses he
shall incur in attending to the legitimate

business of his office, and shall be en-

titled to such additional compensation as

the executive committee of the board of

publication shall deem themselves justi-

fied in voting to him from the profits of

the official organ.

The specifications provide for a limited

stock company, composed of the four

principal officers of the League and the

chief consul of each State, having a

State division, who shall elect a publica-

tion committee of five of which the sec-

retary-editor shall not be a member.
Other details are given, and the following

stipulations for a contract are made :
—

First.— The charge for annual copy to

League members shall be twenty-five

cents, and to non-members, fifty cents.

Second. — The profit made by the board
over and above expenses, etc., shall be
donated to the L. A. W.

Third. — If there is a loss it shall be
made good to the board by the L. A. W.
The polls on the mail vote close 18

June.
The report is signed by the full com-

mittee, viz.: W. I. Harris, chairman,
Boston; E. L. Miller, Philadelphia, Pa.

;

C. K. Alley, Buffalo, N. Y. ; G. N. Buz-
by, Camden, N. J.; E. M. Aaron, Phil-

adelphia.

Notes by the Way.

What Boston cyclist does not remem-
ber the old Institute clays? The days
when Ahl, Claflin, Dean, Corey, Under-
wood, Norton and the rest used to meet
for training under the care of Jolly Jack.

Those were great days, and I really

believe the wheelmen crowded more real

solid pleasure into that time than any
they have had since.

What preparations were made to

receive Keen and Vesey, and how gladly

we hailed Frye's victory over the lord

of all the Surreys. I really believe Prince

would have pulled a victory from Jack
Keen had not his coach misled him in

regard to the laps and told him to spurt

too quick. As it was, it was a Bunker
Hill for Keen.

After the daily spin the boys used to

gather about the stove and hear Jack talk.

He can spin a yarn with the best of them,

and I have a notion he would make as

good an actor as he does a rider.

he told us about his victory over Fred
Cooper. Jack stood in the centre of a
circle, and we gave him room to let his

arms fly, for when he tells a story he tells

it with his whole body, and by main
strength. I don't believe I ever saw a

play that I enjoyed more than I did that

story, and it would be worth money if it

could be reproduced in printer's ink.

Jack had his hobby in those days, and
who has not a hobby ? The man without

a hobby is a sort of, milk-and-water sort

of fellow who will not set the river on
fire. Jack's hobby was the Royal Mail.

He used to work in the Mail shops when
he was in Hold Hengland, and rode their

machine in his races. Being a Prince, he
is of course a Royal Male.

Let Jack tell it, and there was no ma-
chine in England like the Mail. America
was actually suffering for want of a good
wheel, because, forsooth, the Royal Mail

had not come over. I remember to have
asked Jack one day which, in his opinion,

was the best tricycle, and the answer
came quickl}. "the Royal Mail." The
only thee-wheelers we could get a squint

at in those days were a few Royal Salvos
and Nationals at Pope's, and the old-

style Harvard at Cunningham's. All of

these have now gone by. The procession

has gone along and left them behind.

repairers see them as frequently as they
do some of the other wheels.

I think Jack persuaded Wm. Read &
Son to take the agency for the Royal
Mail ; for, given a man who wanted to

go into the bicycle business, and let Jack
get at him, and I wager that he would
have been convinced that there was only

one good machine in England.

I remember very well one day when

But the Royal Mail has come, and,

although we can laugh at Jack's enthu-

siasm, we must admit that it has largely

justified his praises.

The Reads are conservative, and like

to feel their way ; but when they once get

to work they have the push and enter-

prise born of a large experience, and in

the sporting goods line they stand among
the first houses of the country. They
have gone into the Royal Mail for all that

it is worth, and it is worth much.

During a call at their place the other

day I found them driving things, and
the only drawback was a lack of ma-
chines. Of the two-track tricycles they

had none, and the tandems were all gone.

They are just bringing over a tandem
for Mr. Stickney, of Stickney & Poor,

that promises to be a fine mount, for it

will have hollow rims and tangent spokes,

and several other changes from the stand-

ard. I hope to go down and see it before

it is delivered.

Several changes are proposed for the
future, and among the most important is

the adoption of the new rim, which is

attracting so much attention just at pres-

ent in England. This rim dispenses
with cement and holds the tire very firmly,

for the edges of the rim are extended,
and turn over and inward, fitting into

deep lateral grooves made for the pur-
pose in the tire. It is made by Warwick,
and called the Paragon.

In addition to the Royal Mail agency,
the Reads do a deal of business in the
way of distributing Hillman, Herbert
& Cooper's goods. They have placed a
large number of Kangaroos, and are just

now making a run on the " Oxford."
The Oxford is one of the low-priced
machines, has the curved handles, and,
for the price, is a good mount. It goes
without saying that any wheel made by
Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, will be well

made.

The Royal Mail machines have proved

thoroughly reliable, and doubt I if the

I wish the Reads would bring over the

D. H. F. Premier, for that is a wheel
that every man swears by after riding.

My friend Blacker, of Worcester, still

rides one, and he will not allow that any
machine will equal it. Charley Percival

used to sell those, but he went to the
bad, and now there are no double hollow
forks to be seen.

Speaking of Blacker, I am reminded
that he has a peculiar way of taking
headers. I think he rode three years
without a single trip over the handle-bar,
and then, owing to a provision of nature
which provides that every rider shall have
just about so much tumble, he condensed
his falling into one grand header, which
laid him up with injuries for a fortnight,

and made his wheel a candidate for the

scrap-heap. Hill — coast— team— jump
across the road — smash.

It won't do to fool with nature. She
demands about so much and she is

bound to have it. Blacker tried to get

the best cf the old lady, but she took

him unawares and gave it to him in one
grand dose.

Blacker thinks he would have been
killed if he had been on a safety, and he
thinks he got off as well as he did simply
because he had a machine free from com-
plication, and one that did not hit him
after he had fallen.

Thus do we struggle. Man is placed
here to combat Mother Nature, and to

improve her. In my combat with the

old lady, 1 find much to take note of

By run Way.

The Thompson Engraving Company,
of Camden, N. J., prints a very handsome
address card, bearing an engraved League
emblem.
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EXOTICS
The ten mile match between Howell

and Wood for ,£50 was run at Leicester,

25 May, and resulted in a victory for

Howell by a yard in 36.49^.

The new tandem which Singer & Co.
are bringing out, is thus described : It is

a tricycle, as it has but three wheels on
the ground. It is a central geared front

steerer. The rear rider sits well behind
the occupant of the front saddle, and
while the front man steers and brakes as

a rule, the hind man can also steer at will,

and possesses under his care a second or

auxiliary brake of tremendous capacity.

The new machine is to be called the
" Springfield."

Englehart's racing Kangaroo is

geared to seventy-two inch.

Howell won the one mile professional

championship, 27 May in 2.56! beating
Fred Wood and Hawker.

The N. C. U. has prepared a set of

rules to be used by would-be record
breakers in road rides. Notice of an at-

tempt to break a record is required a

week beforehand, and notice should also

be sent to the press. Proofs by eye wit-

nesses at all important (trainable) points

are required, and the rider is recom-
mended to keep a diary and obtain signa-

tures en route on a form suggested and
drawn out by the Union. Other instruc-

tions are also given.

Fred Wood won the twenty-five mile

professional championship, at Leicester,

on Saturday, 23 May, in 1.22.5, and R.
Howell took the twenty mile champion-
ship the same day in 1. 14.36.

There has been opened in London
lately a cycle stable with accommodation
for 1,500 machines. They will be re-

ceived and cared for any length of time
desired by the owners, be it a day or a
year. It will have a practice room at-

tached, and necessary conveniences. We
have no doubt it will be a success, as the
number of cycles used in London is enor-
mous. We are informed that many of the

larger firms have been in the habit for

several years past of supplying a place
for their employees to keep their cycles,

just as they do for their cloaks, etc. This
enables clerks and others of moderate
means to live economically and comforta-
bly in the suburbs, and yet be able to

reach their homes easily and compara-
tively quick. It must be remembered,
however, that they know how to pave
streets in London.

We have a very great appreciation of
the good points of America, and a very
friendly feeling towards Americans; but
we must say that we prefer English free-

dom, which means real freedom, to that
of America, which apparently consists
mainly in allowing scurrilous journalism
and unlimited shooting to go on. When
a question of real social interest is on the
tapis, American " freedom " is frequently
an unknown quantity. Cycling, for in-

stance, is on the eve of being annihilated

in North Carolina, and although there

are hundreds of Englishmen who would
gladly act as has the lieutenant governor

of Carolina, the English spirit of fair play

is too strong an element for a crochety

section ever to triumph over here. —
Cyclist.

E. Oxborrow, the Facile rider left

Land's End, 1 June for a trip to John
O'Groat's, accompanied by J. H. Adams
and Tom Moore, who will share in equal

parts Oxborrow's daily ride, which is

estimated to be one hundred and forty

miles. The C. T. C. consuls have also,

we are informed, been invoked to see the
" Facile " rider pass through their towns.

Postcards will not be sent. Lawrence
Fletcher left the same day on a tricycle

bound on the same errand. H. R. Good-
win, a Facile rider, was also booked for a

start the same day.

On Thursday evening 28 May, F. J.

Nicolas, of the Beckenham Bicycle Club,

endeavored to establish a new record for

fifty miles. The Crystal Palace track

was chosen for the attempt, the acknowl-

edged record for this distance, 2 hours

43m. 58|s. being made by the Hon.
I. Keith Falconer, on the same track, on

29 July, 1882. On the present occasion

the path was in splendid condition, but at

the start a strong wind was blowing,

which rendered the task a most difficult

one. Nicolas was going well and mak-
ing very steady progress, but after creat-

ing a new record for the twenty-sixth mile

he then being 59s. in front of H. F.

Wilson's time for that distance, made on

25 August, 1883, at Surbiton, and also

beating the twenty-seventh and twenty-

eighth mile of the same gentleman, he
was in the second lap of the twenty-

ninth mile seized with cramp and had to

stop for a few seconds to be rubbed down.
After going a few more laps he had to

dismount in the first lap of the twenty-

ninth mile. Cheered on by his friends,

although now behind Wilson's time he
made a plucky effort to continue, but had
finally to give up after covering 107 laps

in 1 hour 37m. 39s. But this mis-

hap the rider had a most decided chance
of making the much coveted alteration

in the time for the fifty miles. Nicolas
must, however, be complimented for up-

setting three records as follows :

—

Nicolas. Wilson.

26 miles 1. 2 1.7 1.22.6

27 " 1.24.25 1.25.48

28 " 1.28.30 1.29. 18

Buffalo.

With the advent of summer, which
may now be said fairly to have arrived,

the Buffalo wheelmen are happy once
more, and any pleasant evening you will

find " the woods full of 'em." A large

number of new candidates have joined the

ranks, and the Buffalo Club will probably
have a large accession to its numbers at

its next monthly meeting. The new club

house is nearly ready for occupation.

The road race of the Buffalo Ram-

blers' Club has been finally fixed for 1

1

June. The prizes are very handsome,
and the race is open without entrance
fee to all amateur wheelmen in western
New York.

Secretary Alley's sociable has arrived,

and is attracting a good deal of attention.

As it stood in its crate on the sidewalk in

front of Bull & Bowen's, it was sur-

rounded for the greater part of the day
by a crowd of curious examiners.
Mr. Harry Davenport, son of the fa-

mous tragedian, was in town this week
with the Effie Ellsler dramatic company,
of which he is a member. He is an en-

thusiastic wheelman, and a rattling good
rider. He was escorted over the best
riding portions of the city by a local

wheelman, and expressed himself as

much delighted. As he is a member of

the Pennsylvania Division, L. A. W., he
intends to " take in " the meet in July, if

possible.

The official programme of the grand
meet may be expected in a few days. It

is going to be the handsomest thing of
the kind ever issued, and will contain a
map of the city, and all necessary infor-

mation for visitors. We have prepared
accommodations for about 1,500 to 2,000,

and we want them all to come. The
route of the procession covers about ten

miles of asphalt and hard, smooth mac-
adam, passing through the finest parts of

the city.

The Hoosac Tunnel, West Shore, and
Michigan Central Railways offer special

rates and baggage-car facilities to wheel-
men attending the meet, and they are ad-

vised to use those roads whenever cir-

cumstances will permit.

The following good story appeared in

the Buffalo Express a short time since.

There is a certain village in Northern
Denmark which has very good roads, but
which has not yet been frequented much
by wheelmen. One evening a 'cycler,

having lighted his lamp, was passing
through this village at a pretty rapid pace,

when he passed a peasant. The poor
fellow was frightened half out of his

senses, dropped on his knees, and began
to pray. In this attitude he was discov-

ered by a belated letter carrier, who
asked him what in the world was the

matter. "Matter, indeed!" replied the

trembling countryman, "why, the devil
just went by on a windmill! God
have mercy on me !

"
p. x. q.

Buffalo, 3 June.

To the Moosehead Mt. Desert Tourists.

I shall be at the club-house of the Mas-
sachusetts Bicycle Club, 152 Newbury
street, Boston, on the afternoon of 17

July, and remain there until 6 p. m., at

which time we will take up our line of

march for the Eastern Depot. Members
of the party who start from Boston are

cordially invited by the club committee of

the Massachusetts Bicycle Club to make
that club-house their head-quarters while

in the city, thus giving them an opportu-
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nity to inspect the finest club-house of the
kind in the world.
The party is rapidly filling up. Spring-

field leads in point of numbers, there be-
ing a possibility of a full dozen from that

enterprising city. Hartford, Waltham,
New York, Stoneham, Ware, Brockton,
Lynn, Lancaster, N. H. will all show up
well. At Portland, our numbers will be
augmented by the wheelmen of that city.

At Bangor, which we reach in the morn-
ing, we take on members of the Pine Tree
Wheel Club, and the St. John Bicycling
Club.

The proprietor of the Mt. Kineo House
has tendered us the use of a small

steamer for Sunday, 19 July. It would
be a favor if each member of the party

would send me size and make of wheel he
intends riding on the tour.

F. A. Elwell.
Portland, Me.

CURRENTE CALAMO

The Harbinger of Spring.

Ting-a-ling, ting-a-ling,

'T is the first song of spring;

The bicycle bell—
What a quick, jolly ring!

It tells of long runs on the road, smooth and hard,

In the pure country air where no pavements retard;

Where the swift flying wheels flash back the sun's rays,

And brighten the path and the long summer days.

What joy thus to speed

Far away from the town,

On this swift, silent steed,

Like the light thistledown

!

And coast the long hills, over valley and plain,

From the hum of the mills, up the steep ridge again,

And gaze on the glories spread out 'neath the eye

;

The gleam of the river, the woods, the blue sky,—
All nature is smiling, for sweet spring is nigh.

Then mount, and away on the wings of the wind,

And countless new pleasures you surely will find
;

Our band is united, come woe or come weal

;

Three cheers, and a tiger ; hurrah for the wheel

!

C. S. Wady.

The St. Louis men are returning to the

League.

Henry Goodman & Bro. will issue

the score card at the League meet.

Members of the board of officers, L.

A. W., are now looking for proxies to be
used at Buffalo.

The annual meeting of the New Jersey
division, L. A. W., will be held at Orange,
N. J., on 18 July, 1885.

Treasurer Terry will not be a can-

didate for treasurer next year.

C. F. Bassett, of Pittsfield, Mass.,
made a century run on Decoration Day.

Cola Stone, of St. Louis, now has
the fastest record west of the Hudson,
2m. 46|s.

—

Herald. How about Dolph ?

One of the Minneapolis papers tells

the following, it is hard to take :
" Yes-

terday afternoon a bicyclist was leisurely

riding his machine down Hennepin

avenue between the street car tracks as a
Lyndale car was coming up. At the
crossing of Third street he was only a
few feet from the car, when looking
around, he discovered a University car
almost at his side and bearing down at a
lively rate. There was no time to turn
out ahead of the horse, and if he staid on
his machine he would be raked on both
sides by the passing cars. Springing to

his saddle he grasped the roof of the
Lyndale car and swung himself on top,

while his wheel fell in front of the Henne-
pin car and was carried along uninjured.
The neatness and coolness with which
the act was done were admired by a num-
ber of persons who were on the street at
the time."

Col. Pope called a run of the Massa-
chusetts Club Corporation for Thursday
last. The Colonel sails for England this

week.

Mr. A. L. Atkins, of the Pope Manu-
facturing Company, is to be congratulated;
a girl.

The two cycling representatives on the
staff of the Boston Globe, have blossomed
out in new League suits.

Prof. G. E. Hutchinson, the trick

rider, was married on Monday, to Miss
Lizzie A. Mead, of Boston. Mr. H.
takes his wedding trip down in the
Provinces.

Wilmot, Canary, Hutchinson, Erni,
and the balance of the fancy riders,

arrived in town last week, their seasons
being over.

Wilmot is practising at Winslow's
rink, and will take his brother-in-law as a
partner, next season.

Canary will rusticate at his Connec-
ticut home until August.

C. S. Howard of the Boston Globe,

has joined the Boston Club.

Messrs. E. C. Hodges, L. R. Harri-

son, A. H. Overman and R. J. Tombs,
of the Boston Club, have decided upon
a summer cycling tour of England. The
party will sail from New York, 4 July.

It is proposed to make the celebrated

trip from Land's End to John O'Groat's.

Mr. Harrison intends making sketches

of the scenery and incidents of the trip,

and will probably write a book of their

experiences on his return. It is ex-

pected the trip will occupy about two
months.

Gideon Haynes, Jr., of Boston,

entered for the fifty-mile road race of the

Buffalo Ramblers' Club, 11 June.

Several Kangaroo hunts have re-

cently been held by the Rockingham
Bicycle Club, at the early hour of 5 A. m.

The hares mounted on Kangaroo ma-

chines were allowed astartoffive minutes,

and when the trail did not lead the

greater part of the way up and down
steep stairs, over railroad tracks and

plowed land, that allowance of time made
an exciting race at the finish.

Fred. Jenkins has applied for admis-

sion to the L. A. W.

The Star retains the 25-mile champion-
ship.

American machines are making new
records very fast this year. Witness
what the Victor and Star are doing.

The associate members of the Boston
Bicycle Club are not entitled to wear the

regular club badge, and, in response to a
general demand, a little badge of a very
neat and artistic design is being made for

them. The final chop supper was held

Wednesday evening, of last week, when
there was an attendance of about twenty-

five. The suppers have proven a great

success, and will be resumed in the early

autumn. '

The Rockingham Bicycle Club will

look after the enjoyment of several clubs

this month. The Massachusetts will

visit the city on the 19th, the Charlestown
will make it the Kearsarge House the

turning point on their century run on the

29th, and the New Hampshire Division

L. A. W. will be entertained on 4 July.

Van Sicklen, of the Chicago Club, is

an exceedingly cool man, and understands
the disposition of people toward wheel-
men very well. When crossing the cable

road on one occasion he, in the lead, saw
a train bearing down on the line, which
was in single file. He dismounted and
stood with his wheel across the track

while the line passed by. The train came
to a halt, and waited a minute until the

whole line had passed. — Spectator.

Up to 17 May, the following parties had
signified their intention of participating

in the Moosehead Mount Desert tour:

Geo. E. Cain, Frank Lindsey, Lynn, Mass;
W. H. McCormack, Frank G. DuBois,
Theo. C. Noe, New York City ; W. G.
Chandler, Brooklyn, N.Y.; Arthur Bron-
son, and two others, Hartford, Conn.

;

Sanford Lawton, W. C. Marsh, W. H.
Jordan, W. N. Winans, Chas. A. Fisk,

Springfield, Mass. ; S. W. Coe, Ware,
Mass. ; H. F. Fuller, Chicago, 111.; Geo.
Chinn, A. M. Brown, Marblehead, Mass.;

F. H. Messer, Stoneham, Mass.; Ceo.
E. Dunton, Augusta, Me. ; J. A. Elweil,

W. H. Sparrow, C. C. Tukesbury, C. H.
Lamson, L. J. Carnery, Fred Clarke, W.
F. Pitcher, Portland, Me.

;
James Crosby,

Bangor, Me.; V. H. Johnson, Brockton,
Mass. ; W. E. Page, John S. Cummings,
Waltham, Mass.

Twenty-six pages this week. The
World grows.

RACING NEWS

Yale Club Tournament.

New Haven, 6 June. The first day's
events in the tournament of the Yale Club
were run on Saturday, 6 June. They
were originaily set clown for Friday, but

just previous to the time for commence-
ment on th.it day, .1 violent tempest arose
and deluged the crowd, and left behind it

about six inches of water on the track.
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That day's games were postponed till

Saturday, and the Saturday games were
assigned for Monday. The rain put the
track in good condition for the next day.

FIRST DAY, 6 JUNE.

Three Mile Record. — D. E. Hunter>
five firsts, one second (1), 9.44-^: H. S-

Kavanaugh, five seconds, one first (2),

9.44I; E. A. Hoffman, Jr. (3).
One Mile.— L. B. Hamilton (1),

2.4sf : G. E. Webber (2), time not taken;
A. 13. Rich (3) ; H. E. Bidwell (4) ; C.

H. Parsons (5).
One Mile Tandem Tricycle, to estab-

lish record. — W. C. Palmer, and John-
son \, 53 ; \, 1.38; f, 2.26|; one mile,

3.12.

One Mile Handicap. — A. B. Rich,
scratch (1), 2.i8| corrected 2.58! ; H. H.
Stockder, 8s. (2) not taken; H. J. Hall,
5s. (3). Race given to Stockder on pro-

test made against Rich and allowed.
Two Miles Hands Off. — F. F. Ives

(0,6.39; N. P. Tyler (3), 6.391.

One Mile 3.10 class. — E. A. Hoffman,
Jr. (1), 3-7i; H. H. Stockder (2): C. B.
Ripley (3). H. S. Kavanaugh had this

race well in hand, having a long lead on
the home stretch ; but his coach saw that

he was going to beat 3.10 and motioned
to him to hold up, hoping to save his

record. In holding up he fell and lost the

race.

Twenty Mile Pope Cup.— D. E. Hun-
ter (1), 1.14.5: G. H. Illston (2) 1. 14.

S\; A. B. Rich (3) ; H. J. Hall (4). On
the first half of the fifth mile H. S. Kava-
naugh took the lead and set a cracking
pace, but coming down the stretch he was
seen to lose control of his machine, to

wobble and then fall forward. Hamilton
was just behind, and was thrown, and
Hunter who was third was thrown com-
pletely over Kavanaugh. The other
riders saved themselves and went on.
Hunter remounted his machine, although
he had a bruised head, a broken wrist,

and a cut arm, and soon caught up with
the leaders. His victory speaks well for
his ability and his pluck. Hamilton was
stunned, had his hand injured, and re-

ceived several severe bruises. Kava-
naugh was severely bruised, and was cut
badly about the head. Hunter's wheel
was buckled in the collision, and he had
to spring it into shape before mounting it.

During the afternoon George M. Hen-
dee made an attempt to beat the record

2.39, but the high wind rendered the
thing hopeless, and he stopped after mak-
ing the quarter in 40^ and the one half in

1.20.

SECOND DAY, 8 JUNE.

The attendance was about seven hun-
dred. The wind during the last few
races was very moderate, but early in the
afternoon blew strong.

One Mile State Championship. — G. H.
Illston (i). 2.49I; F. F. Ives (2), 2.50;
H. E. Bidwell (3).
Five Mile, Record. — G. E. Webber,

six firsts (1) ; A. B. Rich, four firsts (2),

16.54! ; H. J. Hall (3); i6-54f Webber

won the first, second, third, fifth, sixth,

and seventh laps, which gave him first

prize, then fell in behind and took it

easy. Rich won the other four laps.

Half Mile, Boys. — H. H. Stockder

(1), 1.30}; W. M. Haradon (2), 1.33!;
Edward Everett (3), i.35f.

Two Mile Handicap. — A. B. Rich,
scratch (1), 5.59^ : H. E. Bidwell, scratch

(2), 5-591; N. P. Tyler, 7s. (3) ; E. A.
Hoffman, Jr., 7s. (4).

One Mile, Club. — G. P. Townsend
rode around alone; 3.35. Ten yards
from the finish he took a header and hurt

his nose badly.

One Mile, Intercollegiate.— E. A.
Hoffman, Jr., Columbia, rode it alone

;

time, 3-5f.
Twenty-Jive Mile L. A . W. Champion-

ship. —Hamilton and Hunter had en-
tered for this race, but the accident
of Saturday prevented their starting.

When the race was called, seven men
came upon the track and took their

places for the start. Bidwell had the
pole, with Hall next him. Rich, Webber,
Ives, Illston, and Tyler, completed the
list, in the order named. Webber had his

Star, and all the others rode machines of

the ordinary pattern. They had a good
start, Illston shooting out ahead at first,

only to give place to Webber, who led

at the quarter, with the rest close be-
hind. The pace was too killing for some
of the men, and when the leaders made
the first mile in 3.6f, Tyler, Hall, and
Bidwell had dropped behind, and on the
next lap they withdrew.
The miles were run off as follows, those

marked with a star taking the record :
—

MILES.

i G. E. Webber,
?.

" it (<

3
"

4
"

5
"

6F.

CI

it

tt (1

F. Ives,

7
" it ci

8 " a (1

9
"

10 " a «

11 " tt tt

12 G. E. Webber,
13G. H Illston,

14 G. E. Webber,
15

" 11 (i

16 F. F. Ives,

17 "

18 G. E. Webber,
19 *

20 G.

it

H
CI

Illston,

21 " « «

22 G. E. Webber,
23 F. F. Ives,

24 "

25 G.
G.

E.

H.

it

Webber,
Illston,

F. F. Ives,

The last quarter was made in 41 ;js.,

and last half in I.i8|s., and the mile in

2.57f
One mile, to beat record. — Geo. M.

Hendee, quarter, *38s. ; half, *i.i6£;
three-quarters, *i-55£; mile, 2.39I. A
high wind struck him on the last quarter

and slowed him so that he lost the mile

record.

Half mile, consolation.— W. G. Red-
field (1), 1. 31; C. H. Moore (2); R. E.
Olmsted (3).
The sport throughout was first class,

but owing to the threatening weather,

which kept the crowd away, the club will

lose money.
The track was measured on Friday

morning and found to be fourteen feet

over in a mile.

The Louisville Tournament.

The two days tournament of the

Louisville (Ky.) Wheel Club was held 30
May and 1 June. The rain of the pre-

vious day made the track heavy and pre-

vented fast time.

First Day, 30 May.
Five miles.— Chas. H. Monsch (1),

18.36; Percy Betterson (2) ; W. M. Fore-
man (o)

; J. D. Macaulay (o).

Half-mile, Novice. — Geo. Zoeller ( 1 )

,

1.37; H. H. Lewis (2), 1.37^; Chas. Van
Overbeke (3), 1.38 ; A. L. Jordan (4).

One mile, Time, 3.21,— J. D. Macau-
lay (1), 3.26I ; C. F.Johnston (2), 3.27 ;

J. L. Gard (3).

Half mile, 2 in 3. — C. H. Monsch
(0, J -33, 1-33, 1-36; J- D. Macaulay (2),

1.34^, 1.33I; 1.36^. The second heat

was given to Macaulay on account of a

foul.

Fancy Riding.— Prince Wells next
gave an exhibition of trick and fancy rid-

ing. Wells is a Louisville boy, and has
lately joined the ranks of the professional

wheelmen. He is an expert rider, and
accomplished a number of most difficult

feats. He also rode an unicycle one quar-

ter of a mile, in 1.21.

Quarter mile.— Chas. Van Overbeke

(1). 46 ; Geo. Zoeller (2), 46! ; C. F.

Johnson (3), 46*.

A boy's race was productive of the

most amusement, and was the most
hotly fought contest of the day. It was
a quarter-mile dash for boys under four-

teen years of age. Only two of the little

fellows came to the scratch and mounted
their wheels. They were A. Robinson
and W. Weller. The boys took their

start amid much cheering, and swung
along neck-and-neck at a lively pace.

When they had gone about a hundred
yards their noiseless steeds grew restive,

and both lads tumbled over on the track.

Their falls were simultaneous, and neither

knew what to do. They stared at each

other for a few moments, then made a

convulsive dash for their wheels. They
raised them up, then let them fall, and
stood undecided. Finally both aban-

doned their machines and dashed around
the track on foot, with Robinson in the

lead. The audience cheered loudly, and

the band struck up " Marching Through
Georgia." The boys strained every nerve

to reach the goal and certainly did their

best, while their bicycles still lay on the

ground where they had fallen. Robin-

son had the lead and kept it. He ran

across the string ten feet ahead of his
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competitor. The referee, however, de-

ciding that it was a bicycle race and not a

foot race, ordered the race run over on
Monday. The time was 2.40^.

Second Day, i June.

Three mile. — J. D. Macaulay (1)

10.30J; Chas. L. Monsch (2), 10.31;

Percy Betterson (3).

Half mile, 1885, riders.—Fred Schimp-
eler (1), 1.45; Win. M. Raible (2), 1.47.

Half mile, time, 1 . 50. — Chas. Van
Overbeke (1), 1.50; A. L. Jordan (2),

One mile. — J. D. Macaulay (1), 3.17 ;

C. L. Monsch (2), 3.17^ ; Chas. Van
Overbeke (3).

Quarter mile, 2 in 3. — Chas. L.

Monsch (1), 4sf , 46 ; Chas Van Overbeke

(2), 46, 46$.
Quarter mile, tricycle.— H. Helburn

(1), 1.40 ; N. G. Crawford (2).

Half-mile consolation. — Percy Better

son (1), 1.40; H. H. Lewis (2), 1.40k
The boys, race was run over, and

Arthur Robinson was the winner.

Macaulay rode an Expert; Monsch, a

Victor; Foreman, a Star; Betterson, a

Rudge; Lewis, an Expert; Overbeke, an
Expert and a Victor.

Woodstock, Ont., 25 May.— Eight

'cycling events were on the programme
of the Amateur Athletic Association of

Woodstock, Ont., at their annual meet-

ing held May 25. Result :
—

One Mile, open. — H. W. Clarke,

Woodstock (1), 4-iS|; C. F. Lavender

(2) by several yards.

Two Mile Race,green. — W. C. Mack-
ey, Seaforth (1), 7.29!; S. Mackey,
Woodstock, did not finish.

Three Miles, record.— H. W. Clarke,

Woodstock (1), leading in the majority

of laps ; H. Biette, Woodstock (2), J.

Lamb, London (3).

Four Miles, open. — H. Biette, Wood-
stock (1), 15.5! ; C. Mackey, Seaforth

(2); Wolfe, London (o); J. Lambe, Lon-
don (o).

Half Mile, without hands. — Herb.
Williams, Woodstock (1), 2.3; A. T.

Miller, Simcoe (2).

Two Miles, Championship of Oxford.
— C. Mackay, Seaforth (1), 17.12; H.
Biette, Woodstock (2), by several yards.

Five Miles, Championship of Ontario.
— H. W. Clarke, Woodstock (1), in

i8.2f ; S. Mackay, Seaforth (2).

An exhibition of fancy riding was given

by C. E. Richardson, of Hamilton. Re-
feree, H. B. Donly; timekeepers, C. H.
Hempstall, S. Woodruff, and R. T.

Crawford.

Geneva, N. Y., 30 May. — State Inter-

collegiate games : Two Mile Race.—
F. W. Howard, Cornell (1), 7-5Q !

W. T.

Foote, Union (2), 8.3.

Englewood, N. J.. 30 May.— Ath-

letic sports: One Mile,— E. A. Hoff-

man, Jr. (1); D. H. Renton (2); A. B.

Rich (3).

Pullman, III., 30 May. — Athletic

sports: One Mile,— C. N. Sherwood,

5s. (i),4.28f ; C. S. Downs, scratch (1) ;

J Bell, 4s. (2).

Three Mile.— J. Bell, 8s. (l), 13.28+;
C. S. Downs, scratch (2), 14.12.

BellVille, Ont., 24 May. — The
Ramblers' Club held a race meeting on
the Queen's Birthday, 24 May, the win-

ners of the events being as follows : One
mile, Handicap.— Cooper (1), 330.
Half Mile, Club Championship, Geo.
Davis (1), 1.23$. One Mile, Obstacle,—
M. F. Johnson (1), 7m. Two Mile, —
Cooper (1). 7.1k Half Mile, Strangers,
— Smith (1), 3.22. One Mile Consolation,

W. Northcott (1).

The fifty-mile road race, held by the

Ixion Club, of New York, on Decora-
tion Day, was won by P. M. Harris, in

4.51.25^; W. Da Camara second in 5.0.46;

F. Thayer third in 5.1.20.

Chattanooga, Tenn., i June. Half
Mile, — W. J. Morgan (1), 1.35; G. B.

Greenwood, 100 yards (2). One Mile,
— Gus Krause (1), 3.45; Arthur T.

Thatcher (2). Quarter Mile,— Sam.
Treece (1) 45s.; G. Krause (2). Five
Miles, — John S. Prince ((), 17.44; horse
" Mollie " (2).

Portsmouth, N. H. The wheelmen
of this city held a series of road races on

30 May. for prizes offered by Messrs.
Philbrick, Hazlett and Mclntire.

Four and one-half miles race was won
by G. E. Philbrick in 19m. 45s. Prize;

Gold L. A. W. badge. 2d prize, Bicy-
cling World for one year. Won by
S. L. Kingsbury.
Two and one-quarter miles race. 1st

prize, " Outing " for 1 year won by H. B.

Hutchinson, 10m. 20s. H. White, 2d

prize. Boynton 3d prize. The latter

also won the 1st prize in slow race.

Eight members of the Worcester
Bicycle Club indulged in a road race

Decoration Day. The distance was ten

miles, and the men finished in the follow-

ing order: L. A. Isham, 39m.; W. R.
Rolston, 39^m., George F. Warren, W.
B. Weston, H. W. Custer, A. W. Hall,

E. M. Stanton, and Walter Semmis. Con-
sidering the condition of the roads, the

time was very fast.

The manager, of the Boscobel House,

Lynn, in conjunction with the Cam-
bridge Bicycle Club, will give a fifty-mile

road race over the roads from Lynn to

Rowley, the latter part of this month.

The first prize will be a $50 gold medal,

and the second a medal valued at $15.

The Bay City Wheelmen of San
Francisco, intend giving a tournament,

28 July, for the purpose of raising funds

wherewith to send F. R. Cook to the

East to compete in the Springfield and

other races.

The C. W. A. is preparing for a grand

affair on the occasion of the annual meet

at Woodstock, 1 July. H. S. Tibbs, of

Montreal, is president, and Hal B. Donly,

of Simcoe, secretary and treasurer. A
special train will leave Woodstock at

midnight, for Buffalo, with sleepers and

baggage cars, for the special use of
wheelmen.
The programme, as decided upon, con-

tains the following events, though as yet
no arrangements as to their order has
been made :

—
1. Half mile dash ; one prize, gold

and silver medal, value $30.
2. One mile championship of Canada

;

gold medal, value $50.

3. One mile tricycle championship of
Canada; gold medal, value $50.

4. Two mile championship of Canada;
gold medal, value $50.

5. Two mile green race on road ma-
chines ; first prize, silver cup, $30; sec-
ond, rattan chair, $15.

6. Three mile record race; first prize,

gold medal $40; second prize, silver medal
$20 ;

gold watch, value $75, if record is

broken.

7. Five mile championship of Canada
;

gold medal, value $50.
8. Five mile, open to the world ; first

prize, gold watch, $125; second, silver

medal, $20.

9. One mile safety bicycle race (Star
machines barred)

;
gold medal $30.

10. Half mile, without hands ; silver

medal, value $15.

11. One mile, open to America ; first

prize, silver stop watch, $45 ; second,
gold chain, value $20.

12. Ten mile, open to America; first

prize, silver tilting pitcher; value $65;
second prize, silver cup, value $20.

13. Bronze clock, value #40, to the

largest and best representation from any
one club.

Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 7, open to the amateur
wheelmen of Canada.

Nos. I, 5, 6, 9, and 10, open only to

members of the C. W. A.
Nos. 8, II, and 12, open to all amateur

wheelmen.

Races to be governed by the rules of

the C. W. A., which are the same as the

same as the L. A. W. racing rules. En-
tries close 29 June, at noon, and must be
sent to D. A. White, Woodstock, On-
tario, with entry fee of fifty cents, which
will be returned to actual starters.

The Springfield Bicycle Club has sent

to the Racing Board a full set of affida-

vits certifying the records made on Dec-
oration Day.

It is understood that Prince will not

claim a record for the 2.35^ made at

Charlotte, N. C.

Editor Bicycling World: — I regret to

announce that the meet at Chicago, 30
May, has been postponed indefinitely.

Although 30 May was a beautiful day,

it was so wet from the rains of Friday and

Friday night as to render it impossible to

hold races that afternoon.

So it was announced that the races

were postponed to 3 June 2.30 p. 11.

Again, Tuesday and Tuesday night it

rained, and the wind blew a perfect hurri-

cane, the water undermined the twelve

foot brick wall which encloses the
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"I ride the Victor\ because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made"

GEO. M. HENDEE.
grounds, and the wind blew down two
hundred feet on one side, and one hun-
dred and fifty on the other. Strange to

say, both walls fell in on the track, and
made it impossible to race on Wednes-
day, hence the indefinite posponement.
The Chicago Bicycle Track Associa-

tion lose about $450, where, had 30 May
been a good day we would have cleared
over $1,000 above all expense. I will no-
tify you later of the exact date upon which
we will again try to have our races.

N. H. Van Sicklen.
Chicago, 4 June, 1885.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

American Division.

Frank W. Weston, Chief Consul,

Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dues for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the State consul of the State in which the
applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as
appointed, is:—

Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bittinger, 608 Harrison avenue,

Leadville.
Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, Concord, Mass.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire.— W. V. Gilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio.— Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — K. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.
In States where no State consul has been appointed,

such applications and letters of inquiry should be sent to
Chas. H. Potter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Applications for Membership. — (Unless protest
is received within ten days from date of this publication,
each of the following applicants are considered provision-
al elected: Franks. Holden, 18 West street. Boston;
John Wood, 12 Sudbury street, Boston; R.F.Shannon,
905 Liberty street, Pittsburg, Pa.; F. E. Faulkner, 35
East 17th street, New York City; E. W. Barnes, Rec-
tor street, Perth Amboy, N. J.; Miss J. Belle Sanford,
Redding Ridge, Fairfield County, Conn. ; F. W. Moul-
ton, 1420 New York avenue, Washington, D. C. ; C.
H. Mower, Otis street, Newton, Mass.

Appointments.— Consul for Greenville, Pa., Chas.
B. Shrom; consul for Canton, Pa., Harry Davenport.

TO CORRESPONDENTS
A. C. R., Buffalo— We have no manuscript such as

you describe.

G. F. H. 1!.— Always glad to have such things,
whether we are indorsed or corrected.

F. A. Elwbll.— We will order some when next we
send over.

W. C. Marsh. — We can't account for it. Let it

pass.

C. E. D.— It is described in their catalogue, and a
cut is used. Send for the catalogue.

FIXTURES

17 June:
Tricycle picnic in the woods at Readville, by Boston

Club.

18 June:
Races of Trojan Wheelmen, Troy, N. Y.

20 June .*

Races by K. C. W. at Brooklyn, N. Y. Three
mile L. A. W. championship for 1883.

24 June:
Interstate meet at Youngstown, Ohio.

30 June and 1 July :

Tournament at Utica (N. Y.) by Fort Schuyler
Wheelmen.

1 July :

Third Annual Meet and Races of the C. W. A. at

Woodstock, Ont.

2 and 3 July

:

Annual meet of the L. A. W. at Buffalo, N. Y.
One mile bicycle and one mile tricycle champion-
ship.

3 and 4 July

:

Race meeting of Bartholomew County Wheelmen
at Columbus, Ind.

4 July:
Races at Boston, Mass.
Races at Akron, Ohio.
Races at Chelsea, Mass.
Races at Lynn, Mass.

6 July :

Big Four Tour starts from Buffalo, N. Y.

10 July :

Big Four road race, one hundred miles, Cobourg to

Kingston.

17 July:
Down East tour.

18 July:
Annual meet of N. J. division, L. A. W., at

Orange.

20 and 21 July:
Ohio State Division, L. A. W., meet and tourna-

ment at Springfield. Half mile bicycle champion-
ship.

23 July:
Races of Pine Tree W. C, Bangor, Me. Two-

mile State championship.

1 August:
Tricycle road race by Boston Club.

3 August

:

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, England.

13 August:
Tournament of B. C. W. at Pittsfield, Mass.

27 and 28 August :

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile

bicycle championship.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[A dvertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

mRICYCLE FOR SALE.— A brand new Victor

J. tricycle, never been ridden; price, f. o. b., $135.
Address W. S. LANGLEY, Newport, R. I.

FOK SALE.— A 50-inch Rudge, light roadster, full-

nickelled except wheels, all ball bearings ; been run
less than twenty-five miles. BOX 385, Worcester,
Mass.

YICTOR TRICYCLE FOR SALE.— Practi-

ally as good as new; '84 pattern, price to an
immediate purchaser, $115. BUTMAN 8c CO., 74
Tremont Street.

Q FECIAL SALE OF BICYCLES AND
O TRICYCLES.— Prices from £15, upwards.
BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont Street.

BUDGE CENTRAL GEAR TRICYCLE
It FOR SALE.— Specially built, tangent spokes,
hollow rims, run thirty days, must be sold at once,
owner is going abroad. Cost $175, can be bought at a
bargain. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont Street.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.— Stock con-

stantly changing, all sizes and makes ; call and ex-

amine our large stock; machines not sold on instalment,

nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

IfOR SALE.— One 54-inch, full-nickelled except
-T felloes, American Star bicycle; this machine has
power traps attachment, Rocker pedals, also Hill &
Tolman bell, and cost $ri6; it is new and has not been
taken out of the crate ; $100 cash will buy it. FRANK
LOGAN, Springfield, Mass.

LOR SALE. — One 51-inch American Star bicycle,

r in very good order, #40. RALPH DAVIDSON,
Springfield, Mass.

F'OR SALE. — One 1883 pattern Victor tricycle;

this machine is in excellent order ; will sell it for

$85. C. B. WELLS, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 58-inch Royal Challenge, with
ball bearings, hollow forks, tool bag and tools, also

bell ; this machine is comparatively as good as new, hav-
ing been run only about fifty miles; price $90. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One new 51-inch American Star bicy-

cle, full-nickelled ; it has tool bag and tools, bell

and rocker pedals; $85 cash will buy it. ALBERT
CHAPJlN, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled Sanspareil

bicycle, with 1885 Head & Hale bars, in excellent

order; price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 56-inch full-nickelled Sanspa-
reil, with dropped handle bars, and in fine condition

;

price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full nickelled American
Club, cost new, $152.50; price $100. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 50-inch full-nickelled American
Club, cost new $150; price $90; in fine order.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 54-inch American Star bicycle;

this machine has rocker pedals, Z. & S., $2.00 lug-

gage carrier, tool bag and tools, Hill & Toiman $3.00
bell ; the frame work" is enamelled, and the spokes are

bright ; I will warrant this machine as good as new, and
will guarantee that it has not been run more than ten

miles ; the best offer over £90 will be accepted.

CHARLES G. BRfc-CK, Springfield, Mass.

170R SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled, drop bar
1

Harvard, in fine order. $100. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
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FOR SALE.— One 50-inch English bicycle, $20.
ADDISON TAINTOR, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SAIjE.— One 58-inch bright and painted drop
handle bar, ball bearing Standard Columbia, been

run some ten miles, good as new, $90. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One Victor tricycle, good as new,
$140; write for full particulars. AMERICAN BI-

CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One Otto bicycle, cost new $168;
been used only a very little ; price $ioo. AMERI-

CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 36-inch Special Challenge bicy-

cle ; this has hollow torks, roller bearings, and is in

excellent order; cost new $70; price $40. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

F'OR SALE.— One 51-inch American Star bicycle,

plain finish, Stall & Burt saddle, with tool bag and
tools, in excellent order ; price $70. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One No. 5 Royal Mail racing tricycle

;

one 54-inch Royal Mail racing bicycle ; one 55-inch

Royal Mail rac ng bicycle ; one 52-inch Yale racing bi-

cycle; one 54-inch Expert racing bicycle; price $115
each ; write for full particulars of any of them. AMER-
ICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One 52-inch Harvard, full-enamelled
with Harrington's enamel, drop bars, Hancock tires,

H. & T. bell, tool bag and tools ; in fine order
; price

$85. AMERICAN BICVCLE COMPANY, Spring-
field, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 60-inch full-nickelled British

Challenge, excellent order; price $100. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE CHEAP, AS X HAVE NO USE
FOR THEM.— One good pair of second-hand

pedals, Hill & Tolman bell, Columbia hub light, and
tool bag, all in good condition, and will sell the lot for

$7.50. RALPH DAVIDSON, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One 38-inch Ideal bicycle ; price $20.
FRANK NOLAN, Box 335, Springfield, Mass.

IpOR SALE.— One 50-inch nickelled and enameled
! Spaulding, light roadster ; cost new in May, $132.50;

exactly as good as new, as it has not been run five miles
;

price $120. JOSEPH RAFTER, Springfield, Mass.

RUDGE TANDEM TRICYCLEFOR SALE

.

nearly as good as new. Send for particulars to

HILL & TOLMAN, Worcester, Mass.

FOR THIRTY-FIVE CENTS IN POSTAGE
stamps the American Bicycle Company, of Spring-

field, Mass., will forward to any address a pair of the

crescent stocking supporters, which are the best.

FOR SIXTY-FIVE CENTS IN STAMPS
the American Bicycle Company, of Springfield,

Mass., will forward you a good sensible tool bag.

FOR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, new last Sep-

tember, used only five times, comparatively as good
as new; price $140. FRANK NOLAN, Springfield,

Mass.

F'OR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled American
Club second hand bicycle ; this machine has ball

bearings to both wheels, and is in excellent condition 1

cost new, $152.56; price $110. AMERICAN BICY-
CLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

[.'OR SALE. — A nice lot of second-hand Acme
I. bicycle stands; sent by express to any address on

receipt of $1.25. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— Nickel-plated spoke grips; sent to

any address on receipt of thirty-five cents in postage

stamps. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

SEND 81.00 TO THE AMERICAN BICY-
CLE Company, of Springfield, Mass., and receive

one pair of heavy all wool bicycle hose, sizes 9 1
, 10, ioJ,

and 11 ; the blue and black are ribbed, and the plain are

brown.

ANT ONE THINKING OP PURCHASING
a bicycle will find it for their interest to write to the

American Bicycle Company, and state what size they
require, also kind, and about what they want to pay.
Springfield, Mass.

1'HE AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
of Springfield, Mass., have sixty second-hand bicy-

cles and tricycles in stock, which are for sale cheap for
cash.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled British
Challenge bicycle, in excellent order; it has tool-

bag, tools and bell, a bargain; $100. LEWIS RUS-
SELL, Box 335, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 52-inch Shadow bicycle; this
machine is full-nickelled, except the wheels, which

are handsomely bronzed; it is comparatively as good as
new, as it has only been used a few times; has ball

bearings to both wheels, tool-bag, and tools ; cost new,
J135; price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PA NY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, 1883 pattern,
and in excellent condition; price $85. AMERI-

CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 58-inch full-nickelled Harvard,
in excellent order; price $100. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— 52-inch full-nickelled Harvard, with
drop bar, cyclometer, and bell, and in excellent

order; price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— A nice lot of second-hand Hill &
Tolman bells, sent via mail on receipt of $1.75.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

FOR SALE.—A 52-inch Yale, Racer, nickelled and
enamelled, comparatively as good as new; cost new,

$140; price $115. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—A 54-inch Royal Mail Racer; this

machine was used for the first time by Chambers,
the English flier, last September, and is in excellent
order; cost new, $150; price $115. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston,

All Wheelmen who intend to attend the League Meet

should have a neat address card. We publish such a

card with emblem handsomely engraved in one corner,

and name, address, club name, etc., in fine letter-press

work. Sample for stamp.

Thompson Engraving Company,
Box 3, Camden, N. J.

BICYCLES.-- EASY PAYMENTS.
BICYCLES fs to $160. Tricycles #7.50. Velocipedes.

$3 and upwards. Columbia, Victor, Facile,

American Challenge, Otto, and other Bicycles

sold on the instalment plan without extra

charge except for interest. Send for large,

new illustrated Catalogue of Wheel Goods,
including many novelties in sundries and particular! of

our instalment plan— of interest 10 every actual or

dive wheelman. Many in the Atlantic st.iu-s

are finding it to their interest to deal with us. Freights

equalised. Second-hand wheels handled, GEO.-W.
ROUSE & SON, .; G St., Peoria, III. Novbltibs
in Sundries.

THIRD ANNUAL

MEET3ACES

CANADIAN WHEELMEN'S ASSOCIATION,

TO BB HELD AT

WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO,

WEDNESDAY
1st JULY, 1885.

EVENTS
OPEN TO UNITED STATES RIDERS.

ONE MILE.

1st. Silver Stop Watch, $45.

2d. Gold Chain, $20.

FIVE MILES.

1st. Gold Watch, $125.

2d. Gold and Silver Medal, $20.

TEN MILES.

1st. Silver Water Pitcher, $65.

2d. Silver Cup, $20.

We extend a most cordial invitation to the Wheelmen
of the United States to be with us, and would call at

tention to the fact that all Wheelmen from the West

can, on their way to Buffalo, stop off at Woodstock for

July 1, by coming via the Great Western Railroad Di-

vision of the Grand Trunk Railroad from Detroit, and

reach Buffalo early on the morning of July 2 ; while

those coming from the East can visit us at the loss ol

only one day, as Woodstock is barely eighty miles west

of Buffalo.

The track is asphalt and one of the best quarter miles

in America.

Entries close noon of June 29, and must be addressed

to D. A. white, Woodstock, o»t., with fee of

50 cents, which is returned to actual starters.

Information and programme* promptly furnished.

HAL B. DONLY,Cor. Sec,

Simcoe, Ont.

N. B. — A special train for Wheelmen, sleeping and

baggage cars, will leave Woodstock for Buffalo .11 mid

night.
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O. W. CO. DUPLEX, WITH CHAIN.

MAIL ------ 75 CSKTS.
IT IS THE BEST. SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO. - - - - 179 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON.

Third Annual Race Meeting
OF THS

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN,

SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 3.45 P. I.

AT THE

WILLIAMSBUBGH ATHLETIC GROUNDS.

3 MiLE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP.

TS,. O. W.
EVENTS AS FOLLOWS

:

K Mile Novice, open to all Amateurs.
Club (K. C. W.)
Without Hands, open to all Amateurs.
Handicap, " " "

io " Scratch, *' " "

3 " L. A. W., open to all L. A. W. Members.
2 " Brooklyn Bi. Club Championship.

Gold Medals and other valuable prizes.

Reserved Seats now on sale at Club Rooms, 159
Clymer Street, G. R. Bidwbll, 4 Sixtieth Street, Ira
Pbrego and Spaulding, at 50 cents each.

Mini Season

For 1885.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
— AT —

Appleton & Litchfield's,

304 WASHINGTON ST.,

Second Door North of 014 South Church.

MASSACHUSETTS MAPS, GRATIS.

" I make special mention of an excellent road
map of Berkshire County, which will be mailed
free to all who send a request to the Berkshire
Life Insurance Company, at Pittsfield, Mass.,
whose advertisement is impressed upon the
margin, but not obtrusively. This map's scale
is about two miles to the inch, and not only are
the "main roads" specially designated in red,
in contrast to the lesser ones,—but the school-
houses, churches, cemeteries, and railroad sta-
tions, are shown by special symbols."—Extract
from Utter of Karl Kron, in the Bicycling World,
May 8, 1885.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced.

$5.00; Nickelled, $6.50.

Japanned,

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

HANDBOOK
Massachusetts Division LAI

SHOWING

Best Routes, and Character of Road Beds
throughout the State.

Price, 35 cents. Bound in Cloth.

For Sale at all Cycle Agencies, at

this office, and by

W. I. HAEEIS - - Sec. Mass. Division,

P. O. Box, 1825, BOSTON.

HOME * EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fts-

I cinating Home Gymnasium ever de-
vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the

I Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp ior illustrated circular. Address

Home Sohool for Physical Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

ARD ILL'S
LIQUID ENAUXL!

For touching up or entirely re-enamelling

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
"AlPtit I DID IT"

THE RUDGE

Hard as Marble. Dries Instantly, without
any unpleasant smell, and produces a Jet Black
enamel surface in One Operation. It is

thoroughly impervious to wet, cold, or heat. Will
not crack, and is not liable to chip off. Any one
can apply it. A suitable Brush given with
each bottle.
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.
For sale by all Agents, and by

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.
Special terms to the trade.
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THE

(L^IIMIITIEID)

COLUMBUS AVENUE,

RANELAGH CLUB.
PRICE, $180.00.

The Fastest and Most Comfortable Machine Made.

CLUB TANDEM.
Convertible.

All persons are warned against purchasing Tan-
dems which infringe our patent.

The "CLUB" Bicycle, Greatly Improved.

The " UNIVERSAL CLUB," New this Season.

CHEAPEST MACHINE IN THE TRADE.

Price for ^O-Inclx ----- #105.00.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND PARTICULARS.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
•H+- ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,-*^

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel LtJ,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely

illustrated. New edition for 18S4, revised and en-

larged.

oontbnts.
PAGE.

Introductory Essay 5

analysis of the machine.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20

Hearings 34
Frame (Forks, Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91

Brakes 1 33
Foot-rests 142

accessories.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. .. 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made 1 7S
Manumotive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociables . . 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price 372
The Machine: Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 383
A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1883 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fastest Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Rides 402
Fastest Professional Times 403
So«iable Records 404
Directory of Manufacturers 405
Addendas to several Sections 407

Thbkb will be no edition of this work in 1885.

Seventy-five cents by mail.

Wb have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882

and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskinb.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with

many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricycing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice

and management of tricycles, with suggestions on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
which no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Whbbls, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents : What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.

Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly-printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side

and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the

usual condition of the road bed for each street, the

important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of

interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricvcle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding

plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory! racing records,

re'sume' of events of the past ^year, and much other

cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-
taining reading matter. " Our Camp." the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer. -

Illustrated, ten cents.

A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-
lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to IX., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history
of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $11.

American Bicycling Journal.—The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Photos of the Newport, Boston, and Chicago meets
of the L. A. W., fifty cents each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-
tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.
Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,
on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Lifb.— The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its rtaders alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the
acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.50
per year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-
trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. $2.50 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even thouah the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot beworked off whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelledi with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Ask your Dealer for them, or sendfor Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILL.

eti3:e£

Perfect Hygienic

BICYCLE SADDLE,
NOW ON THE MARKET.

(Patented March 17, 1885.)

No metal frame or tree. Springs at both ends com-

pletely compensating all jar and jolt. No pressure on

perinamm, and no danger from bicycle riding with this

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle made. Thor-

oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Finest

material ever used in a bicycle accessory. Furnih-hed

only in full nickel. Retail price, #6.00. Liberal dis-

count to the trade. Ask your dealer to see it. Orders

filled promptly. ScDd for descriptive circular. Manu-

factured only by

T. J. KIRKPATRICK, SpriuglleW, Ohio.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE.

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Wood-ide, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landv. Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Hieham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,
and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Pits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)
Is Low, Neat. Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, $3.00;
Nickelled, $3.75. Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada

Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

GARYEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

59th St. & Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central Park Entrance.

Patented in England and the United States.

Hurley's ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. It i- so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, S3 50; Nickel Plated, S4.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

P. 0. BURLEY, BOSTON. Brighton District, MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
We beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non-delivery of their orders for

THE AMERICAN

Long- Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our facili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and
soliciting a continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL & BOWEN,
(Successors to Bull & Haynbs)

587 &l 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Licensed by the Pope M'f'g. Co.

BOSTON H0|

This shoe is not machine made, but strictly hand"
made flexible shoe, of the best English, French, and
American stock. Warranted to last from April to No-
vember for riding purposes. No rubber to come off, no
pegs nor nails to hurt the feet. Laced low to allow of
adjustment. Cut high, but nicely fitted to keep from
slipping. Made in any color to match uniform. Each
shoe made on a last specially modelled by us. Racing
Shoes, with soles one-eighth, quarter, three-eighth, one
half-inch thick, weighing not over ten or twelve ounces.

All shoes patented. Price list and rules for self measure-
ment sent on application. Bask Ball Shoes a
Specialty.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
158 Summer street, Boston.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The menus of propulsion Insure tthout dead

renins, a requisite condition tor both speed and power.
The new Jtat seated tires are a great Improvement, mid the new

square grooved rim tonus a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving levers ii motion, and coasting, (lie Star lends all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from anj other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each und every

machine arc fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. II. sjiirii MACHINE CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., H. J.
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^NO t GUESS * WORK.*
ALONZO WILLIAMS,

Prof, of Mathematics, Brown University,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

F. J. DRAKE,

Lieut, and U. S. Inspector of Material,

BOSTON, MASS.

THOMAS STEVENS,
The Transcontinental Cyclist, and now on

his way around the world on an Expert,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

HENRY W. WILLIAMS, Esq.,

President Massachusetts Bicycle Club,

BOSTON, MASS.

T. J. RICHARDSON,
Supt. Drawing in the Minneapolis Public

Schools,

(Chief Consul L. A. W.) MINNESOTA.

Mr. K. ELLIOTT,
WEST HARTLEPOOL, ENGLAND.

Mr. FREDERICK McOWEN,
President Philadelphia Bicycle Club,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. C. K. ALLEY,

Cor. Sec. L. A. W.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHAS. WRIGHT,
Supt. of Repairs for H. B. Hart,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"Having examined somewhat carefully the wheels of England
and France, I do not believe that a better roadster is made in

the world than your 'Expert Columbia.'
"

"From the practical results, which I determined by subjecting

the different qualities of steel from which it is constructed to the

recognized standard of Government tests, I am free to assert

that the ' Columbia ' has not its equal in quality of material and
finish."

"A 50-inch 'Columbia' bicycle carried me the whole length of

my well-known ride from San Francisco to Boston, at a cost of

twenty-five cents for trifling repairs, at Platte City, Neb."

" I have ridden . . . over 9,000 miles on the ' Expert.'

"

" By far the most satisfactory wheel made."

" Three years ago I disposed of my horse, and purchased a

'Standard Columbia' bicycle. Ever since I have used con-

stantly a 'Columbia' wheel.
" For two years I have ridden my rounds, as a professional

man, on a full nickel ' Expert,' averaging ten miles a day.

Summer and winter it has taken the place of a horse."

"I have ridden my 'Expert' about 1,000 miles."
" Compared with most English-made machines, it is far in

advance of them."

"After riding on the 'Expert' a total of 3,343 miles,
" I recommend my friends, when they want a good roadster,

to buy an ' Expert.'
"

" I have used mine for three years."

"The best made machine on the market, and will stand hard

usage better than any other."

"During the months of April, May, and June, 1884, the cost

of repairing ninety-nine Columbia machines was less than one
half the cost of repairs on eighty of English make."

" When we consider that the ' Columbia ' machines in use are

four times as many as those of English make, and but few more
are brought in for repairs, the record is certainly held by the
' Columbia,' with a long lead, which will be difficult to over-

come."

Illustrated Catalogue Sent Free.

THE IFOiFE nvciFxa-. CO
£>&7 TVashington Street, Boston.

Branch Houses: 12 Warren St., New York; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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PULL YOUR TIRES OUT

!

If you can pull them out

THEY ARE NOT SAFE TO RIDE

!

i|> : TIRES ARE FAST ON VICTOR WHEELS. >==^t *

The YALE BICYCLE
weighs less than many bicycles which are advertised as " Light " Roadsters,

but it is nevertheless a

Full ROADSTER BICYCLE,
having a one-inch tire on the front wheel and three quarters on the rear. The bearings are balls all round, the front bear-

ings being triple. The tangent spokes are not brazed where they cross each other, and in this and many other respects

the Yale will be found the superior of the many imitations which have sprung up since we placed the great original on this

market in 1880. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY
Manufacturer's Institute, Huntington Avenue, Eastern Mass.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.

tH—£s<g} < a

SINGER'S

•8-3* ^—4-3-

-&* •ft,

* CYCLES *

SI>E!CI^, IO^LTIOKr_
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork— Front, new elliptic, hollow.

" Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

H UBS— New pattern steel flanges.

Spokes— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

Felloes— Steel, hollow.

Tires— %-inch front and ^-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring— Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel— 17^ inch.

Finish— All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy Manning, Well Constructed, Rigid, and Free from Vibration.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

PECK & SNYDER, New York Agents, 126 Nassau St., New York.
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mPTTTP,

Contains all essential features of the best English Roadsters at a moderate price.
Brief of 50 inch. Crescent rims, 1 inch and 3-4 inch tires, direct spokes, BEOWN'S
MOLVS BALL BEABLNGS TO BOTH WHEELS AND PEDALS. Detachable
Cranks, Elliptical front and semi-tubular rear forks, ANDREWS' HEAD WITH
4 1-2 INCH CENTRES. Dust shield, leg guard, 27 inch detachable cow horn
handle bars, large horn handles. HARRINGTON LATEST CRADLE SPRING,
adjustable to rider's weight. Suspension saddle, bag and tools. It is very rigid,
thoroughly well made, and warranted. The FORKS and PERCH ARE OF WELD-
LESS STEEL TUBE. The head, neck, axle, cranks, bearings, rims, spokes, etc., are
of steel. The hubs of burnished gun metal. For strength, durability, and easy
running power it is equal to any wheel made. Standard finish, nickel and paint,
PRICE, 50 inch, $100. Si&es, 46 to 56 inch in stock. This is positively the best

value ever offered. Descriptive list of the EXPRESS, and THE AMERICAN
PILOT, ROADSTER, LIGHT ROADSTER, SAFETY, and TWO TRACK TRI-
CYCLE, now ready. The PILOT machines are of the very highest grade every way,
and form the most desirable line of wheels ever made. Many novel and patented
features are introduced, embodying the most advanced ideas of practical value in

cycle construction. Send for Catalogue and judge for yourselves.

LATTA JBIfcOS.,

NO. 16 WEST MAIN STREET FRIENDSHIP, NEW YORK.
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THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER
* IMPROVED FDR 1BBS. £

CAN BE READ FROM THE SADDLE AND USED WITH A HUB LAMP.

PRICE Sio.oo
Its form remains the same, but the works have been entirely

remodelled.

Its action is more positive, and the troublesome springs are

done away with.

Now ready for bicycle, tricycle, and American Star.

THE BUTCHER AUTOMATIC BICYCLE ALARM
Is the Cheapest and Eest Automatic Alarm in the Market.

Price, post-paid, $2.00. Send for Circulars

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley Street - Boston, Mass.

•->$=i-*-^<-"

Amesbury, Mass, Feb. 3, 1885.

Butcher Cyclometer Co., Boston, Mass.

:

Gentlemen,— I have used the Butcher Cyclometer for one whole season, over the rough and sandy roads, in this section, and making trips

time and again, and always has the instrument registered alike.

I would advise everybody to use one, as there is a deal of satisfaction in knowing and seeing while riding, just how far you have been, or

to calculate the distance between places, without the necessity of a dismount. It is absolutely correct, and does not rattle.

I would not sell mine for twice the price of a new one, if I could not get another. Very truly yours, A. F. GREENLEAF.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclist* Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

EXACT SIZE. I'ATBNT ALLOWED.

The Practical Cyclometer for Bicycles.
The action is really positive and the Cyclometer

cannot fail to operate at any rate of speed.
This Cyclometer will soon be on the market.
In ordering, give size and make of wheel.

MADE Ity C. II. IiAMSOV,
201 Middle Street .... PORTLAND, ME.

Tlie sole Agency In Philadelphia and. vicinity for the

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER -

RACER.
AMERICAN RUDGE

Harvard.

VICTOR.

YALE.

Club

BICYCLES,
Tricycles.

THE BEST MAKE
SEND
FOR

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE.
Single and Tandem.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

OJLTJB
TRICYCLE.

Facile.

BICYCLE MFIiES AXTD SHOT CUITS.
Just the thing for touring trips and sport along the road. Write for Catalogue

and Circulars and say what you want. P. O. Box 1108.

AHOAM G. POWKLI, - MANAGER.
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THEY HAVECOME!
I have received a stock of

The Best,
The Fastest,

The Lightest,
The Strongest,

And the most scientifically constructed tr.cycle yet
made; also the

Facile Bicycle,
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
"Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER .... MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

BisTBei!!
Peerless Stop Bells,

SIMPLE,
EFFECTIVE, CHEAP,

GOOD.

No. 8, 1 Hammer - - - 75ets,

No. 9, 2 Hammers - - - 85cts.

H. and T, St

The King of Stop Bells.

Surprisingly Simple. Nearly
equals our Automatic in

effect. No Kattle. < lut of
the way. .-.topped by Shift-

ing Handle, ^-ure to Satisfy
in Every Respect.

No. 10, $1.25.

Tricycle Alaim.

A Bell For Tricy les.

Equal to the

AUTOMATIC
For Bicycles.

One or a Series of Strokes
at Will.

No. 7 S3.50.

Automatic Alarm.

THE X-L-NT AND UM-X-LD
BICYCLE BELL.

Sales extending to other
Countries. Copied by For-
eign Manufacturers. The
Most Successful Bell ever
made. Destined to become
the Standard Bell of the
Wheel World.
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, $3.00.

For Particulars send for Circular. Order by Num-
ber or make of Machine. Sent by Mail upon Keceipl
of Price.

HILL & TOLMAN - - Worcester, Mass.

CO
u

O
o
5

o
o
r
m
CO

"HUMBER TANDEM."
FOR TWO RIDERS HAS NO EQUAL.

IT IS THEIFASTEST MACHINE MADE,
AND IS A SPLENDID HILL CLIMBER.

LIGHT TRICYCLES, 60 TO 70 LBS., FOR LADIES.

THE BEST ARE THE CHEAPEST, and the largest makers conclusively prove
by IMITATING them that they consider the BEST MACHINES are the" Humbers."

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
SOLE LICENSEE TO IMPORT AND SELL

HUMBER BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
In the United state,

3 ARLINGTON PLACE - - - - EAST ORANGE, N. J.

Lists on application with Stamp.
IVEW YORK BRANCH, 362 Broadway. H. C. DOUGLAS, Manager.

SPECIAL NOTICE. — The public is hereby notified that genuine Humber Bicycles and
Tricycles are n ade only by I lumber & Co , at Heeston, Nottingham, and bear their stamp on
the neck, ////others are INFERIOR IMITATIONS.

GEO. K. BIDWELL & CO.

2 and 4 East 60th St ., New York

,

COLUMBIA and RDDGE

B cycles and Tricycles.

Wheel (Joodsof nil Descriptions.

Send lor our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

WHEEL WORLD.
Single copies in stock.

25 CE1TTS.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. Gr. BIRD <fe CO..
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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For 1885.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
— AT —

304 WASHINGTON ST,

Second Door Jforl h of Old South Cburcb.

HOME * EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

I cinating Home Gymnasium ever de-
I vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

I
room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the
Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp lor illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physical Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

ARDILL'S
X.IQT72B ESTAMEI.!

For touching up or entirely re-enamelling

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
TtfPtJE I DID IT"

THE RUOGE.

Hard as Marble. Dries Instantly, without
any unpleasant smell, and produces a Jet Black
enamel surface in One Operation. It is

thoroughly impervious to wet, cold, or heat. Will
not crack, and is not liable to chip off. Any one
can apply it. A suitable Brush given with
each bottle.
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.
For sale by all Agents, and by

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.
Special terms to the trade.

MASSACHUSETTS MAPS, GRATIS.

"I make special mention of an excellent road
map of Berkshire County, which will be mailed
free to all who send a request to the Berkshire
Life Insurance Company, at Pittsfield, Mass.,
whose advertisement is impressed upon the
margin, but not obtrusively. This map's scale
is about two miles to the inch, and not only are
the "main roads" specially designated in red,
in contrast to the lesser ones,— but the school-
houses, churches, cemeteries, and railroad sta-
tions, are shown by special symbols "—Extract
from letter of Karl Kron, in the Bicycling H* orld,

May 8, 1885.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

$5.00; Nickelled, $6.<,o.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

Rust ! Rust ! ! Rust ! !

!

Entirely removed from Nickel-plate* Steel* etc.* by
Acme Rttst feradicator. Try a box. Fifty cents,

post paid (two-cent stamps taken)- Special terms to

dealers. SECOND-HAND BICYCLES, Lamps, etc.,

cheap, 1
' Experts," " Standards," " Radges." and others,

all sizes and prices. Enclose stamp stating wants. C.
HERBERT DIAMOND, Kox 2434, New York City.

"IF I
could not cet another, I would not take #5.00 for the
Cyclist's Record Hook you sent me last week. 1 can
keep an accurate and complete record of my riding with-
out trouble." So says ihe secretary of a prominent
club. Every wheelman should get a Record Hook.
J hey are a necessity to those who value a record of their

season's mileage and the particulars of each trip. If

you contemplate but a single journey awheel, it will pay
you to get one of the books. Fifty cents.

C. D. BATCH ELDER,
Lancaster, N. H.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,
and is much the best article for the purpose in
market; it is also much the cheapest.

Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!
Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for
bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff
n market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

f!Sr~ Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having ihem. If he does not keep them, 1 will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or mire of Oil,
expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. c=

§3ft

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

'S

BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St., Chicago.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the Co-

lumbia bicycles, Sanspareil, Rudge Light Roadster,
Facile, Victor Tricycle, and all high-class machines;
repairing, nickelling, and enamelling promptly done.
Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send for printed list.

T AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-L est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.
May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

T EAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
IJ — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each
Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

THE CRESCENT BICYt LE HOSE SUP-
1 PORTER, with patent aligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; samp'e pair mailed on receipt of 35c.
cents by W. J. WALTERS, l'rospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the
side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for J 1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

THE "ACME" TIKE HEATER. — Price
1 $1.00; the most convenient Heater for n«e in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the run; full directions
for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAM.-ON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.
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A Safe Wheel for Old or Young! Headers Impossible!

GREAT SUCCESS OF

The
4'KANGAROO"

SAFETY BICYCLE.
Further proof of the Superiority of the " Kangaroo " over all other Bicycles as

to speed as well as Safety is given by the position of its riders in all the races in
which it is engaged.

May 9th.— Three Miles Scratch Race at Alexandra Palace. Engleheart
First, " Kangaroo. " Won >ery easily, all other riders using the ordinary
Bicycles. (Nine starters.;

RECORDS,
H. M. S.

I Mile (path) O 2 59
3 " ( " ) 9 49

H. M.

10 Mile (grass) 40 30
103 " (road) 7 II 10

Opinions of the Press »•« Three Miles Scratch Race, May 9th.

" Engleheart, on a ' Kangaroo,' outpaced everybody, and simply romped away from his opponents against the
hill and wind ; in fact, he won comfortably."— Wheeling.

"The sensation of the week has been the victory in the Three Miles Scratch Race of the ' Kangaroo' Safety

over all the big bicycles." — The Cyclist.
" Engleheart has done much to demonstrate what can be done by a Safety. He did well again on Saturday.

... It was a caution to see how he put the dwarf ' Kangaroo ' past the big wheels at the Surrey, and again on
Saturday, when the big wheels were all beaten easily. There is no doubt the ' Safety ' is the machine of the

future— provided machines are carried out on their present lines."— TricyclingJournal.

WM. HEAD & SONS, 107 Washington Street, Boston,

a
o

a
o
3

u
a

JAS. S. NEWELL & GO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PRESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES ul TRICYCLES
REPAIRED;

Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on commission. The Hicy-
cle branch of our bi in charge of Will

S. Atwsi.l, telephone No. 1^35.

holds the following Road Records of the world

:

Ten miles in Oh. 33'
a'm

Twenty miles in lh. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 X—-A miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7^ hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and alt-thc-yeur-rottnd,
nothing in market can approach it. XJES* Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere'

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

O. W. CO. DUPLEX,

DUPIKX WHISTLE, WITH CHAIN.

With Chain.

IT IS THE BEST.

By Mail, 75 cents.

SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN WHEELS CO,
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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World IR.ecords.
THE VICTOR

Is the only American Bicycle holding a

WORLD RECORD.
1-4 Mile.— 37 3-5 Sec. - - - FTtEO RUSS COOK.
1-3 Mile.— 1.16 1-5 Sec. - - - OEO. M. HENDEE.
3-4 Mile.-1.55 4-5 Sec- - - GEO. M. HENDEE.

24-HOUR RECORD FOR AMERICA.

207 1-2 Miles in 24 hours - - - FRED RUSS COOK.

WE HAVE NEVER KNOWN A VICTOR WHEEL TO BUCKLE.

SEIfcTJD FOR C^-Tua-XjOO-TJE.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
179 TREMONT STREET BOSTON.

NEW MODEL LIGHT ROADSTER STAR.
The new model is vastly improved in workmanship, and has been greatly simplified, and made stronger and stiffer,

while the WEIGHT HAS BEEN REDUCED SOME ELEVEN POUNDS in the 48-inch size. Sample now on
view. No Catalogues can be had till later, and applications for same must be accompanied by two-cent stamps. All applications

from outside of New England must have enclosed five cents in stamps, or no Catalogue will be sent.

The New Columbia Machines constantly in Stock. Also the American Challenge and
Safety and the Ideal. Petite Tricycles for Children, $18 to $30.

Having specially fitted up a Shop and engaged one of the best Bicycle Mechanics in England or America as head of the depart-

nunt, we are prepared to do the finest and most intricate repairs en Bicycles and Tricycles. Cranks or Stars at reasonable rates.

Special Terms to Agents where they send all work to us.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES TO LET BY THE DAY.

Out of town parties may enjoy a Sunday or Holiday on " Boston's sandpapered roads," at a small expense. Our list includes new
Experts, 48 in. to 54 in., and new Ball-bearing Tricycles of improved model.

TERMS, $2.00 lE^IESJFt. JO-A.TT x:ixrxr.A.a=iiA.:BaL.Tr I3NT -A-DVAlXrOIB.
REFERENCES REQUIRED FROM STRANGERS.

W. W. STALL, ( wffirK&r, ) 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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r-u.t>llsiiea. e-^rsx-y ITxi clay

DEL C. HODGES & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates: —

One year, in advance $2.00
Six months '* 1.00
Three months .60

Special Ciub subscription received at $1.00 il sen to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Koston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 Eist 60th St., New York.

ABBOT BASSKTT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed lo Editor BICYCLING World,
8 Peniberlon Square, Boston, Mass

BOSTON, 19 JUNE, 1885.

LET US HAVE'PEACE.

Mr. Wood, the author of the aggres-

sive note in the Pennsylvania Road
Book, comts to the defence of his para-

graph in another column of this paper.

He justifies his note by quoting from the

annual report of Chief Consul Weston,
and maps out -for the League a policy of

aggression not justified by anything the

C. C. has said. Our correspondent is

pleased to call us the " C. T. C. organ,"

and by inference tries to convict us

of inconsistency, because our editorial is

not in harmony with Mr. Weston's letter.

We do not care to go much out of our

way to deny that we are the C. T. C.

organ. We gave up the organship years

ago, and shall never resume that func-

ti n. As the organ of all wheelmen, we

occupy a position suited to our tastes

and while we are willing to lend our best

endeavors to every society that promotes
the interests of cycling.we have never been
and shall not be slow to condemn what
we consider evil in any of them. We do
not propose to say anything to restore

harmony between the utterances of Mr.

Weston and ourselves; for if our remarks

bear heavily upon that gentleman, he

must take them. Our position is un-

changed. It will be a sorry day for

cycling, and a peculiar spectacle for the

world at large, if Mr. Wood's ideas are

carried out, and the two great cycling

institutions are pitted against each other

in a petty war. Mr. Weston's remarks

point to a struggle for supremacy, in

which each society shall respect the

other, while it tries to outdo it. In such

a struggle cycling can suffer no injury.

Mr. Wood would have a " war to the

knife," and destroy the fraternal feeling

now universal among all wheelmen. We
think the gentleman will find few fol-

lowers. His position will fall to the

ground by its own weight among those

who see things clearly.

Why should the L. A. W. fear that

the C. T. C. will usurp its place? An
organization on its own soil, and with a

membership of 5,000, can afford to look

with undisturbed feeling at the progress

of a branch of a foreign organization of

one tenth its own strength in point of

numbers. The L A. W. can never be

displaced by the C. T. C. Should the

time come when the members of the two

should be about equal, a patriotic feeling

would be aroused that would quickly

throw the balance in favor of the home
institution. Mr. Westjn has high hopes

fo: the C. T. C, and he always presents

them in i dignified manner. We do not

believe his brightest hopes will ever be

reilujil 11 >r do we think the interests of

cycling would be injured if they were; but

we can see much good to result from his

struggle for the goal of his ambition, and

we regret to see a spiteful attitude on the

part of the L. A. W.

Mr. Jo. Pennell, of Philadelphia, is

about to submit to the publican illustrated

sketch book, entitled ' A Canterbury Pil-

grimage,ridden, written and illustrated by

Joseph and Elizabeth R. Pennell." It will

be published simultaneously in England
and America. 1 1 Pennell had been suc-

cessful in getting the League to adopt

the Germantown amateur idea In 1880,

he would be a professional now, since he
receives money for writing on bicycling
topics.

CORRESPONDENCE

f This department is open to communications relat-
ing lo bicycling ; the editor disc/aiming all responsi-
bility for opinions expressed, and reserving tlie right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.

\

Something is Demanded.

Editor Bicycling World : — My re-

cent letter in the columns of the World
has been made the sui ject of somewhat
extravagant editorial comment in the
Wheel, the gist of which is •' Mr. Clark

. . . does the usual 'growl' act, and then
like every other kicker, he shuts up." . . .

" The trouble with the 'kicker' is, that
while he pulls the fabric to pieces, he
substitutes nothing."

This general statement in the present
connection, is not absolutely true. The
L. A. W. is under contract with its mem-
bers in return for support and mainte-
nance, to render to them certain things as
set forth in its constitution and by-laws.
When the member complains that, while
his part of the contract is faithfully per-
formed, the obligation of the organiza-
tion is disregarded, his complaint in

itself suggests the remedy. If the
League of American Wheelmen neglects
to perform or attempt to perform the
duties imposed upon it, the remedy is

suggested by the complaint, and is

simply the performance of those duties.

The same is true of collateral complaints
as well. The details of the performance
of these duties are for the officers to sug-
gest. The power and means are dele-

gated to them. If their power is not
ample and their means insufficient, it

would become them to try a turn as
'• kickers," and suggest the remedy.
After such complaint and suggestions,
then if the League at large prefers to

devote its time and attention to a half

day's event on the cinder path to the
utter neglect of its legitimate interests,

and parody an old saw, by ' letting poor
enough alone," there is none to be
blamed but its membership.

Frank H. Cl.vkk.

Chbyhnnh, Wvo., 5 June, 18S3.

Fifty-Four Forty or Fight.

Editor Bicycling World: — The L. A.
W. is—

First. An organization for mutual
protection.

Second. An organization for facilitat-

ing touring in its own country with a due
! for other nation's business.

In the new road-book our C. T. C
champion, the Bicycling World finds

the following bone: —
oot of .1 foreign organisation h.ii

mine, relation!

in the United States. I

mi would li".

victim, sud Stan itterupts on the
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part of a few ' mugwump Anglo-maniacs' to dictate the
policy and eclipse the prestige of five thousand plain

Ameiicans. A* a uniformed social fraternity and mu-
tual admiration sociely, the sample ot the intiuding club
has been a conspicuous success, though bearing no re-

semblance in either particular to that stiictly business-
like character of the parent which has prompted the
latter to absorb all the dues and fees c f its offspring to

date, giving in leceipt a badge of serviiude, and a

monthly tract telling how to be good and send more.
The parent will soon be shamed inio allowing the
youngster 1 ocKet money; scarcely enough, however, to

defeat the legislature of North Carolina, though ample
to subsidize editorials as to what the L. A. W. should
do, how and when the victory should be gained, and
what share of the credit is due the gnat which thinks to

sting the sheping lion into action."

This was not written for Americans
who belong to the C. T. C. alone. This
was written to open the eyes of those
holding membership in both organizations

to the principle that the rights of our own
nation are superior to the pretensions of

another. This was written to draw sharply

the line beyond which the C. T. C. must
exchange fraternity for enmity, coopera-
tion for hostility, and hospitality for pa-

triotic resistance.

Our thinly disguised, and only too ad-
mirable C. T. C. organ, the Bicycling
World, has broken its first tooth on this

bone in a manner whose dignified ignoring
of any cause for war is only equalled by
the facilities olfered in the same issue for

justifying every word of the quoted para-

graph.

From Bicycling World,
29 May, 1885. C. T. C.
•* Creed '

' as announced by
Chief'Consul Weston at the

last annual meeting :
—

" A legislative cycling

club should be a national

club; but a merely national

organization for touring pur-

poses is a waste of power.
A touring organization to be
thoroughly efficient must be
international. This little

world of ours is not large
enough for more than one
such organization, and that

organization is andshould
he, everywhere and always,
the C. T. C"

Yours in the cause,

* rank W. Weston,
C. C.

This exhibit disposes effectually of the
"World" business, and now we give
forth the '' Creed " which the League of

American Wheelmen hereby stamps on
its opposing banner.
A legislative cycling club should be a

State club with a national backing. A
touring organization to be thoroughly
efficient, must be a Slate organization ivith

national oversight. This little America
of ours is not large enough for more than
one organization, and that organization
is, and shall be, everywhere and always,
in its ozvn territory, the L. A W.

To those belonging to both organiza-
tions who do not accept these principles,

who think the L. A. W. should only
shake the legislative tree while the
C. T. C. pockets all the touring plums,
who admire a badge or cloth pattern
more than a just and patriotic sentiment,
who think that deserved supremacy in
England warrants aggressive invasion

of America, to all these we say, "resign,
and do not play the traitor in your coun-
try's camp."

To those iolio have carelessly joined the

From BicyclingWorld,
29 May, 1S85. Editorial re-

ferring to the alleged "cow-
ardly attack" belore
quoted :—

1
' The world is large, and

there is ample room in it

for two such societies as
the L. A. IV. and the C.
T. C. He who dips his

pen in gall to say such bitter

words against a society that

has done so much for cy-
cling as has the C. T. C.
does that society no harm,
but brings upon himself the
contempt of every fair-

minded man."

C. T. C.for personal, social or other rea-

sons, not inconsistent with loyal adherence

to the principles of the L. A- W., we say,

"strive while you remain a member to

shape the policy of the 'intruding club,' as

a branch dropping possibly some fruit in

this country, but not as a root sucking,

our best nourishment to aforeign trunk."

Let the C. T. C. remain with us as

guests, to join whose number is a cour-

tesy, a convenience in touring abroad,

and an appropriate means of receiving

visitors to our shores ; let it fill such a

sphere and welcome ; but if the C. T. C.

retain in its creed the avowed intention

to usurp the government of touring rela-

tions in America, there is and must be,

from this time on, a war to the knife be-

tween it and the L. A. W., and the weak-
est shall go to the wall, or up an alley,

or to Boston, where foster Papa Weston
can issue his " we the people of Eng-
land " manifestoes to an adoring but
diminutive audience. H. S. Wood.

Notes by the Way.

Sitting in the Boston Club House the

other night, with my feet on the table,

my head back, and the smoke from my
cigar resolving itself into rings above my
head, my thoughts went back to the time

when the Boston Club had no such house
and when the man who should have dared
to say that in six years the club would
have a palatial mansion on the Back Bay,
with servants in livery flitting about to do
the behest of the members, fine appoint-

ments, and everything to promote the

comfort and convenience of the members
— well, he would have been called a
dreamer, that's all.

Those were glorious days. We weie
younger then, and to youth life always
has a roseate hue that it never puts on in

after years.

My legs ache in fancy even now, when
I think of that long flight of stairs on
Devonshire street, that we used to climb
to club headquarters. I think I counted
the steps once, but I have forgotten how
many there were, and I remember only
that I thought at that time I would rather

ride a mile on a bike than mount to glory

as dispensed in fancy at the top.

ular request of lady friends who wanted
to see our graceful forms and light

wheels, and to whom the sight afforded

much delight.

I remember once we put up a job on
Weston, and sent a tramp up there 'o

look for a promised dinner. The eld
fellow climbed up stair after stair, and at

last reaching the top thoroughly blown, he
put his head in at the door, and asked
" Is God in?"

Cluis runs were great things in those
days, and the square in front of Trinity
Church used to be resorted to every
Saturday afternoon by a crowd of eager
sightseers who gathered to see the boys
start on a run. In fact, we used to ride

up and down Columbus avenue by patric-

We used to think a twenty mile ride a

thing of importance in those days, and
when Pitman essayed to ride from Fitch-

burg to Boston, forty-six miles, it was
noted in the papers as a great feat, and
crowds turned out to see him come in.

He was thoroughly beaten out, and if

Chandler and Agassiz had not met him at

Medford and encouraged him to continue,

I doubt if he would have got to the city.

He rode a 52-inch Stanley machine.

Our club runs then extended only to

Brookline or to the Reservoir, and the

daily papers occasionally had notes such

as this :
" The Boston Bicycle Club had

a club run to Brookline, on Saturday,

and returned by train." There was no
truth in the paragraph but the world was
ready to swallow just such things, and we
had to interview the editor and get him
to correct it.

Weston, Chandler, Hodges, Stead-

man, Goddard, Woodward, and Dean.
These are names to conjure up fond
recollections with, and my memory goes
back to the jolly times we had together,

and lingers there with gladness.

Papa Weston ! To him we raise our
cap as the great founder. The history of
the Boston Club without Weston, is like

the play of Hamlet without the moody
Dane. And yet the history of the club

has been attempted without this central

figure, and found place in the pages of a
contemporary magazine. I have no com-
ment to make.

We used to ride in all sorts of costumes
inthe early days ; trousers, knee breeches,
leggings, all could be noted on the club

run. I came across one of Pope's first

advertising cuts the other day, and
could n't but smile to see a man mounted
on a wheel wearing a checked business
suit, and tall hat.

It was n't long before the uniform
came in, however, and then came a

chance for the display of taste among the

riders. Our meetings then were largely

given over to discussing clothes, and I

will not undertake to say how many
changes we made.

But I am not writing a history of the

club. The chops or something else got
into my head and drove me into a remi-

niscent state, and 1 had to give forth

accordingly.

The world moves. We progress.

We cannot call back the old time save in

fancy, but we can store our memory with
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evergreens as we go along, for use in the

future.

Will not the scribe of the future look
back upon the present days as golden
ones, think you ? And will he not be
inclined to recall the jolly times at the

chop suppers, enlivened by the sparkling
wit, and the overflowing good fellowship

of such fellows as Hodges, Huston, Don-
ahoe, Robinson, Harrison, Tombs ? If

the scribe does n't, it will only go to show
that he was n't in the fun.

There be these men who think a club
should not boast of a club house, but
should look to its reputation as a riding

club. Granted, but why not combine the

two. The Bostons have a good club

house. The fact shows for itself. If

any doubt it has good riders, let him go
out on a run, and I venture the assertion

that his doubts will be removed.

I don't know in in what way a test

of excellence in road riding can be in-

stituted; but were such a test possible I

don't think the old Boston Club would be
at the tail of the procession.

A long experience with the world has
taught me many things. Variety is

the spice of life ; a bit of lemon im-
proves a punch ; and there is much for

the observing man to learn.

By the Way.

Buffalo.

THE RAMBLERS' BICYCLE CLUB RACE TO
CORFU AND RETURN.

The fifty mile race under the auspices

of the Ramblers' Bicycle Club took place

yesterday afternoon. The course was out
the Genesee road to Corfu and return.

The road was very uneven in places, the

pathmasters having just finished working
out their road tax by scraping the soil

from the gutters and dumping it in the

middle of the road. The starters were :
—

Frank White Rome
Gideon Haynes, Jr Boston
D. N. Milley Buffalo

Albert Schirck Rochester
Charles E. Gates Gerry
C. W. Adams Buffalo

Neil Campbell Niagara Falls

Albert E. Schaaf Buffalo

Charles E. Gates Gerry

J. R. Rheubottom Weedsport
L. F. Featherly Batavia

J. H. Moffat Buffalo

Charles Meyer Buffalo

Neil Campbell, who had a tricycle, was
given an hour the start. The wheelmen
left at three o'clock, and went through to

Corfu without any stop worthy of note.

Frank White took the lead and kept it to

the end. He rode a Columbia Expert,

56 inch wheel. The time of the six best

contestants was as follows :
—

Hours. Min. Sec.

Frank White 3 57 10

Gideon Haynes 4 20 34
D. N. Milley 4 35 56
A. Schirck 4 43 52
Charles E. Gates 4 46 53
C.W.Adams 4 46 $j

Last evening the Ramblers' Club gave a
supper to the visiting wheelmen at Gerot's
restaurant.

The usual number of " incidents " oc-
curred. Near Bowmansville the order
was : White, Gates and Rheubottom
together, Schaaf, Featherly, Milley,

Schirck, Haynes, Adams, Moffat, Meyer.
Moffat took a header within three min-
utes of the start. Meyer broke a handle-
bar at Pine Hill. In crossing the West
Shore tracks near Bowmansville, Schaaf
went overboard violently, and was so de-
moralized that he had much trouble in

mounting the hill. Moffat followed
his illustrious example, and as he passed
a cottage soon after, a little g rl shouted,
" Oh, mamma, there's a nigger in the
race !

" About, half a mile farther on,
Schaaf became interested in geology
once more, and this time investigated the

structure of a pile of earth. The road
just here had just been " mended " coun-
try fashion, and its condition may be im-
agined. There are more dogs to the mile

on this road than on any other aroundBuf-
falo. Haynes was obliged to demoralize
one of them by jumping from his machine
and landing nearly on the back of the

canine. The riders were much annoyed
by small boys, who placed sticks and
stones in convenient places for them to

run over. Between Mill Grove and Crit-

tenden, Featherly broke down, a bolt

giving way, which took some time to re-

place. Rheubottom gave up on the re-

turn trip between Corfu and Crittenden.

Considering the state of the road, the

time made was excellent. The judges
were W. S. Bull and J. T. Gard ; referee,

Dr. H. T. Appleby; starters and timers,

J. S. Kellner, and W. L. Fuchs. The
checkers to mark the time of passing dif-

ferent points were stationed as follows:

O. E. Hoddick at Bowmansville : Harry
Drullard, at Mill Grove ; C. S. Parsons
and G. Gowans at Corfu. The banquet
was heartily enjoyed by all participants.

The Buffalo Club held its first meeting
at the new c'ub house on 8 June. The
parlor and billiard rooms made a hand-
some appearance, but the time for prep-

aration had been so short that the remain-

der of the house was not in order. Work
is still going on, and we shall certainly

have everything in order to receive our
friends next July.

The official programme of the L. A. W.
meet is in the printer's hands, and will

be issued next week. p. x. Q.

\t.O, 12 JllUC, 1SS5.

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Thinking that a few " Bicycle

Notes " from this section of the country

might not prove unacceptable to our

Eastern brothers of the wheel, I " toot "

thusly : Our club now numbers twenty-
five members, half of which have joined
within the past six months. Much inter-

est is manifested in wheeling matters,
both by riders and non-riders. Our first

racing meet of the season was held on
Decoration Day, on Washington Square,
where we have a seven lap cinder track
which has cost considerably over $1,000.
(See Racing News.)

Yesterday being visitor day, an even
dozen of us took a run out to the Peniten-
tiary, six miles distant for the purpose of
shaking hands with our friends, seven in

number, who are now in durance vile for
polygamy. They are very cheerful, and
happy, and feel that they are being per-
secuted for religion's sake more than for
having committed any wrong.
While en route for home we were in-

vited to call at " Forest Farm " (a grand,
old-fashioned place, formerly belonging
to the late President Brigham Young),
where we were regaled with a voluminous
drink of milk, and hospitably with music
and singing by two charming young la-

dies, who played the piano and sang very
sweetly, finishing with a jolly chorus, in

which we all joined. With many kind
thanks to all, we mounted our steeds
"beneath the spreading branches" of
lofty trees, and rode towards town, not,
however, until we had been warmly in-

vited to call again, — a pleasure which
we will no doubt avail ourselves of.

C. E. Johnson.
Salt Lake City, 6 June, 1885.

Buffalo.

The annual tournament of the Buffalo
Bicycle Club will be held at the Driving
Park, on the afternoon of 3 July, begin-
ning at 2.30 sharp. The following is the
list of events :

—
One-mile tricycle, L. A. W. champion-

ship ; one-mile bicycle, L. A. W. cham-
pionship; one- mile bicycle, club cham-
ship— best two in three. For this last

the first prize is the Edwards medal, now
held by James S. Hedge; second prize,

bicycle pin, value $10; third, American
saddle, value $4.
A five-mile professional race, purse

$100 ; #50 to first, $30 to second, 20 to

third.

A three-mile straightaway race, for

L. A. W. members only; first prize, gold
medal, value $20; second, Butcher 1

meter, #10 ; third, " King of the Road "

lamp, $7.

A two-mile straightaway race, for all

amateurs; first prize, gold medal, value

$25 ; second, gold medal, value $15.
Admission to all parts of the grounds,

fifty cents ; no extra charge to grand
stand.

Entries close Saturday, 27 June, and
should be made to Frank E. Drullard,

secretary racing committee Buffalo Bicy-

cle Club, No. 8a Hodge Avenue, Buffalo.

This may serve to show that the

Buffalo Club is still alive, and doing all

it can to create public interest in the

Annual Meet of the L. A. W. The
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order of the evenis will be settled later.

There ought to be a great crowd at the
races in the afternoon, as the parade in

the morning will wake up the city pretty

thoroughly, if we only can have fine

weather.

There is much interest in cycling here
now, and new recruits are made every
day. The number of riders will probably
be doubled before the season is over.

,

P- X. Q.

Down South.

Says Burdette, captain of the Nash-
ville Club, to me, this morning. " Why
don't you write more about us down
South, to the Bicycling World.
Don't you know we rather see your let-

ters about the South, than anything
else?" 1 looked at him several minutes,

and came to the conclusion " Bob " was
not trying to give me any taffy, but was,
in fact, in real earnest.

Well, it seems a sort of religious duty,

lately, for me to write, and write much
to the old pioneer paper, and notwith-

standing the fact that the mercury is

climbing the golden stairs very fast this

evening, I '11 throw off my suspenders,
and tell you something about the "hot
South." My last letter to you was dated
North Carolina, " Chocolete," as Prince
pronounced the city's name, and in it, I

told you of the wheelmen's trouble, and
the cause of same. Glad I am to see

that your trenchant pen has at last awoke
the proper authorities, and now my (?)

friend Charles Stedman must prepare for

a grand onslaught of wheels.

The champion and myself, after a
pleasant stay among the Charlotte Club
boys, bid them adieu, and took the
" kairs " for Atlanta, Ga. We cannot
speak too highly of the gentlemen of the
Charlotte (N. C.) Bicycle Club. Suffice

to say that that they are thorough bicy-

clists and gentlemen.
Mr. J. Thomas, the genial and enthu-

siastic secretary of the Atlanta Club, met
us at the Atlanta depot, and during our
stay in Atlanta, which was brief (one
day) he sh< wed us m.iny little kindnesses,
winding up by giving the party a big
"feed" at a restaurant, just a little pre-

vious to our departure. Mr. Thomas
was determined to have us go away at

least '•full" from Atlanta even if we
could not get a track of any kind to give

them a race on. By way ot breaking our
journey to Nashville, we thought a stop
of one day at Chaltanoaga, Tenn., would
be of some interest ; so on reaching our
hotel, at the latter city, were surprised to

find some dozen bicyclists rushing around
inquiring after our health ; they had evi-

dently heard of our arrival. Capt. Clark
H. Horn, introduced himself, and then
introduced his club in succession On
hearing we were only going to stay one
day, the enterprising Mr. Horn got up a
scheme to lay a track on the ball ground
of five laps, and by nine o'clock that
night we had made up our minds to give
Chattanooga a day's racing. The man-
agement o. same was placed in the effi-

cient hands of Capt. Horn, and he
boomed it for all it was worth, and the
consequence was, we had the largest
crowd that ever was put on the grounds.
The Chattanooga Bicycle Club is a truly

live organization, and with such a cap-
tain will win their way into public confi-

dence and favor. A livery man attempted
a ghostly joke on Capt. Horn. He
ordered a large wagon to convey the rac-

ing men to the grounds, and seeing that
the livery rascal was out of large car-

riages, he sent in place, a large advertis-
ing wagon, with a flaming advertisement
all over, saying some famous (?) medicine
was sure to kill or cure. Capt. Horn
was mad. Spokes.
Nashville, Tenn., 5 June, 1885.

The Big Four Tour Entries.

The following are the entries for the
Big Four tour. Only twenty-five will be
taken in each division. A large surplus
exists in each division, except the Bos-
ton, hence some names may be dropped.
Tickets are now being sent out by the

captains, and the first to secure them will

be assured of position in line. The lim-

ited number could be increased to double
its size, but the management deems it

unwise to have so many tourists together.

It would, perhaps, lessen the comfort of

each one Facilities for excellent enter-

tainment of the allotted number are
ample, and a system for securing individ-

ual comfort is perfected. Only the

largest and best hotels are selected.

The large and fine steamer " Norseman "

will depart from her usual run, and make
a special trip across Lake Ontario to

carry the tourists to Cobourg. Dinner
served on board. Special steamer is

also engaged for the Hudson River trip.

Tents and craft for the Thousand Is-

lands camp are engaged, and every
detail reduced to clock-work system.
The tourist wheels up to a hotel with his

division of twenty-five
;
puts his machine

in a convenient place, and enters. If it

be noon, he seats himself at his division

table. If night, he finds his name and
room number printed on the division

bulletin card in the office, selects his

baggage from the four division piles on
the office floor, and repairs to his room.
In the morning he leaves his baggage in

the office, turns his coupon over to the
clerk, mounts his wheel and rides away.
The baggage wagon drives up last, and
porters transfer luggage therein. It is

then locked, and, with the ambulance, fol-

1 >ws the line. The ambulance is de-

signed exclusively to ride in, and wheel-
men will avail themselves of it at any
point where they may get lame or lazy.

CHICAGO division.

L. W. Conkling, N. H. Van Sicklen,

W. C. Thorne, S. A. Ribella, F P.

Ribella, G. W. Haskins, L. A. Seeber-
ger, Harlow D. Higinbotham, H. N.
Higinbotham, C. C. Philbrick, all of

Chicago. VV. M. Brewster, Edward
Sells, J. Otto Hunicke, Lindell Gordon,
of St. Louis ; A. L. Eaton, of Ottumwa,

la. ; Chas. D. Howell, of Winterset, la.;

R. E. Hall, Beloit, Wis. ; Geo. Webber,
Smithville, N. J. ; C. F. Vail, Peoria,

111. ; E. H. Sleight, Moline, 111. ; A. M.
Hill, New Orleans, La. ; Dr. Hicks,
Joliet, 111. ; G. McD. Nathan, New Or-
leans, La.; R. B. Clarke, Beloit; C. B.
Ellis, Kansas City, Mo. ; Nelson T.
Haynes, Kansas City; VV. R. Irwin,

Emporia, Kan. ; John I. Willson,
Winona, Minn.; L. J. Bates, Detroit.

BUFFALO DIVISION.

Chas. M. Clark, Pittsburg; N. C.

Davison, Pittsburg; H. E. Bidwell,

Pittsburg; F. G. King, Corry, Pa.; J.

Herbert Moffett, Buffalo ; N. E. Purdy,
Warsaw, N. Y. ; M. C. Turner, Batavia,

N. Y. ; Harry P. Simpson, Scranton,
Pa. ; Dr. Williams, Ridgeway, Pa ; Geo.
P. Fryling, Ridgeway; Fred C. Hand,
Scranton; J. J. Van Nort, Scranton;
C. K. Alley, Buffalo; Frank B. Ward,
Scranton; H. Barrett, Port Hope, Ont.

;

Frank S. Miller, Westfield, N. J.; Ar-
thur N. Pierson, Westfield ; Frank D.
Watts, Scranton ; Lee Langdon, Buffalo;

A. B. Reid, Clarion, Pa. ; C. V. Reid,
Clarion, Pa.

; Jas. McLean, London,
Ont. ; VV. F. Goetz, Lockland, Ohio

;

Newton J. Worley, Cleveland, Ohio;
Alfred M. Scott, Woodstock, Ont. ; H.
S. Livingston, Cincinnati; Geo. C. Ward,
Gloversville, N. Y. ; W. M. Begg, Lon-
don, Ont.; Geo. H. Streater, Philadel-

phia ; R. C Baldwin, Addison, N. Y.

NEW YORK DIVISION.

Simeon Ford, N. Y. ; Elmer Skinner,
Brooklyn ; Frank Read, Philadelphia
Harwood R. Pool, N. Y. ; C. R. Gallie

Jamaica, L. I.; Geo. W. Houk, Wells
boro, Pa. ; Geo. M. Spalding, Wellsboro
Pa. ; Frank A. Deans, Wellsboro, Pa.
Dr. J. B. Wright, Brooklyn; F. H
Douglass, N. Y. ; A. E. Paillard, N. Y.
G. A. Paillard, N. Y. ; W. H. De Graaf
N. Y. ; H. R. Byran, Hudson ; Knight
L. Clapp, N. Y. ; Dr. J. S. Aitken, N. Y.

W. H. Middleton, Harrisburg, Pa.

A. R. Grow, N. Y. ; B. S. Whitehead
Newark

; J. W. Roberts, Harrisburg, P
Harvard Reilly, N. Y. ; F. T. Browning
Orange, N. J.; C. R. Browning, Orange
H. F. Thurber, N. Y. ; August Hahne
N. Y. ; R. J. Knox, Brooklyn ; R. B
Hibson, N. Y. ; A. J. Kolp, Scranton
P. H. La Louche, Scranton.

BOSTON DIVISION.

E. G. Whitney, A. D. Peck, Jr., J W.
Vivian, C. S. Howard, W. 1. Harris,

Gideon Haynes, Jr., all of Boston. W. E.
Stone, Concord ; J. C. Estes, Concord

;

E. D. Albee, Wakefield ; C. A. Joslin,

Leominster; E. E. Burdett, Leominster

;

G. A. Wilson, Fitchburg ; H. C. Town-
send, Wallingford ; W. T. Williams,
Yantic ; W. A. Norton, Norwich ; E. L.

Sawyer, Faribault, Minn.: L. C. Kittson,

St. Paul, Minn. ; A. E. Pattison, Boston.

From a Feminine Point of View.

I am writing in the presence of nature.

I do not for a moment wish it to be un-
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Spi-ingfieldL, 3Xass. 9 May 30, 1885,

RECORD FOR THE RUDGE SAFETY.

ONE MILE
IN

3.06

ONE MILE
IN

3.06 2
5

THt RUDGE SAFETY,
Stoddard, Lovering £ Oq.

HmtoD, Waaa.

PRICE (ALL *IZES), $140.

REMEMBER that, although the price of the RUDGE SAFETY is a trifle higher than some other

safety machines, it has the decided advantage of being TEN POUNDS LIGHTER, ivith no loss of

safety, and having HOLLOW RIMS and BALL PEDALS together with MUD GUARD, CRADLE
SPRING and FOOT RESTS. It is not only immensely strong and. remarkably easy running, but has

unquestionably the most graceful appearance of any machine of its hind,, and if the riders will com-

pare the price of this machine with ALL THE ABOVE IMPROVEMENTS with the price of other

similar machines, they will see that the RUDGE SAFETY is considerably CHEAPER in the end.

SOLE U. S. AGENTS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
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Well ProM ! The Gonimll aaH Increasing. Dtiant Attest!) its Popularity ai Worth.
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Messrs. William Read & Sons :

February 4, 1885.

Gentlemen,— I cheerfully give my opinion of the Royal
Mail, which I rode in all my races last year, and won the

world's record,— 2.39. I think it the finest] made, strongest

and stiffest machine I ever rode. I have ridden nearly all

makes, but find the Royal Mail the best I ever crossed yet.

Yours respectfully,

JOHN S. PRINCE,

Champion of America, and One-mile Champion of the World.

I have ridden nearly all the prominent wheels, and unhesi-

tatingly decide in favor of the Royal Mail, etc.

E. P. BURNHAM.

I consider the Royal Mail far superior to all others, etc.

S. G. WIIITTAKER.

I consider the Royal Mail the best bicycle I have ever

ridden.
GEO. E. CAIN.

The Royal Mail is my favorite, etc.

D. E. HUNTER.

I consider Royal Mail, by all odds, the steadiest machine I

have ever ridden.

C. F. HAVEN.

ROYAL
1885 Pattern 36 lb. Light Roadster.

A Rigid, True Running, Superbly Built Wheel.

THE ROYAL MAIL, TIES ITS SPOKES DIFFER-
ENTLY FROM ANY OTHER WHEEL.

The Royal Mail has Genuine Warwick
Hollow Rim.

The Royal Mail has Stout Round Edge (instead of Thin Knife-

Blade Edge) Forks. Wheelmen appreciate the neces-

sity of this to secure Rigidity and Strength

of Whole Machine.

The Royal Mail has Bown's JEolns Ball Bearings.

The Royal Mail has Good Rake to Forks.

Id fact the Royal Mail possesses in its Const' notion all the Latest

Improvements in Every Detail.

Surely examine before purchasing your

mount. Since the very opening of the season

we have not been able to keep pace with oar

orders. We now have doubled our weekly re-

ceipts from the factory, and can deliver at once

any size from stock on receipt of order.

Eight of Twelve Races a; Memphis, in May won on Royal Mail.

At Springfield, Hunler won the One and Five-Mile on Royal Mail.

At New Haven, the Pope Cop won hy Hooter, for the second time, on Royal Mail.

Try a ROYAL MAIL.
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derstood that we are not always in the
presence of Mother Nature ; but there are

times when we are more impressed by her
presence than we ordinarily are, and the

soulful feelings have to find expression.

Forgive me if the weaknesses of the

weaker sex incline me to the romantic, for

we are creatures of circumstance, and
always affected by our environment.

Thoroughly worn out by excessive
labor, 1 have taken nature's warning,
and have flitted for a short time to the

seaside. My short outing will be spent

at Ocean Spray, that delightful summer
resort in Winthrop, where aristocratic

cant get-away Boston locates itself for the

hot season.

I chose the place because of the beau-
tiful roads hereabouts which 1 had a

short acquaintance with last summer.
But alas for human calculation ! The
wintry winds have been at work, and the

delightful crest road along the beach, that

I used to spin over last year, has been
naturally macadamized, for the sea has
thrown the stones over it, and it is now
scarcely more than rideable.

But the inland roads still remain to

me, and I take runs almost daily, going to

Beachmont, Cottage Park, Revere Beach,
and once to the Point of Pines.

Some things in this world can be ac-

accounted for ; others are beyond human
comprehension. Among the latter is the

condition of mind the man was in who
changed the name of the Pavilion (hotel)

to Vue de l'eau. That part of the beach
is a great resort for children. Perhaps
he is a modern Herod, and wants to

drive the children away by a bugbear.

I have just received a letter from a
lady friend who asks me about gearing

;

saying that she does not know whether to

gear her wheel up or down.

In this thing as in many others, I find

it a matter of growth and education.

There are certain general principles that

I will endeavor to lay down; but if a lady

starts right she will progress, and as she
progresses her gearing should be
changed. My wheel is a Victor, forty-

eight inch, and geared level. My first

mount had a fifty-inch wheel, and by the

advice of a dealer I had it geared down
to forty inches. That was well enough
for my novitiate, for it gave me an easy

running machine, and hill work was not

difficult ; but I feel th.it I have outgrown
my primer days of cycling and I am not

content to plod along as slowly as I did

then.

My experience and observation tells

me that a lady should choose a goring to

suit her individuality. Given a largi

heavy woman, 1 should say, gear up. Use

your weight to gain the extra power re-

quired. You can never pedal fast, and
you must get your speed by gearing.

Ride on your pedals. Leave the saddle
on a hill, and let all your weight come on
the pedals. As the descending pedal
starts throw yourself forward to the farth-

thest point the arms will allow. This will

send the pedal down, and put you into a
position to give it a push over the dead
centre. This final push, supplemented by
a pull on the handles, should be used to

send you back into an upright position

again, and then you are ready to push
down once more. Thus you will have a
rocking motion forwards and backwards.
All those who see you will say, '"Isn't

she working hard;" but you will find that

you are losing little power, and that your
weight is doing all the work.

Experience shows that knack is as

important as strength in riding a tricycle.

The rider who studies her machine, and
the way to ride it, will find that after a
while she can do so with the expenditure
of very little power.

The little women should gear down.
They have no weight to work for them,
but what they lack in this respect they

make up in quickness of movement. To
equal the speed of the geared-up contin-

gent, their feet must fly faster ; but I think

they will find this easily done. It is the

pace that kills always, but a killing pace
for a small wiry woman is very much
faster than that of a corpulent one.

These suggestions refer to the cycles

now in use. When lighter machines
come in for the ladies, the conditions will

be somewhat changed, but not in their

relative proportions.

I say now that the large ladies should
gear up to level; the small ladies should
gear down about one eighth. When we
have machines weighing not more than
sixty-five pounds the former can gear up,

and the latter rise to level. But that time

has not yet come.

I have been very much interested in

the Cripper, and I hear loud words in its

praise from New Jersey. I do not like

to condemn a machine untried; but it has

seemed to me that it would not commend
itself to the ladies on account of the limi-

ted room between seat and frontal bone.

I may be mistaken, and my impressions

are born only of a picture.

T11 f.n, again. I am told that the steer-

ing is very delicate. This will not do lor

the average lady, for, I must confess tli.it

my experience with novices has shown
me that the steering is very hard to mas-
ter, and cannot with safety to them be

made more delicate. I hope to try the

Cripper very soon. Daisib,

NOVICES' COLUMN.

Tricycle Frames and Bearings.

In taking up this subject, I take it for

granted that the reader is familiar with

the general features of tricycles, and
knows that they have three wheels, and
drive by a crank and chain,— and I only
propose to point out certain differences

in the shapes of frames which serve to

divide tricycles into different groups or

classes.

I append a sketch, which gives an idea

of the different styles of frames used in

this country.

A is a frame for a two-track machine,
like the Royal Mail, two-track Columbia,
etc. ; B is a loop frame, like the Victor

;

C is a T frame, used with central geared
machine, like the Rudge, Apollo, Club,

etc. ; D is the Quadrant frame ; E is the

frame of a H umber pattern machine, like

the Humber, Traveller, etc. ; F is the

Coventry Rotary frame ; G is the frame
of a Cheylesmore tricycle, the only rear

steerer used in this country. In the first

(our figures 1 is the main axle ; 2 shows
the position of the steering wheel. In

E, 1 I shows the position of the two driving

wheels, 2 the position of the small wheel,

which does not steer at all, but only

trails behind
; 3 is the bracket which

carries the lower chain wheel and cranks
;

4 is the handle-bar by which the machine
is steered. F is a peculiar frame, only

used with this particular machine. There
is only one driving wheel, which is placed

at I ; 22 shows the position of the two
steering wheels ; 3 is the bracket which
carries the lower chain wheel and cranks.

G is called the " hay-fork " frame. The
driving wheels go on the two short axles

1 1, and the steering wheel behind at 1.

Each driving wheel is driven by a sepa-

rate chain.

With the exception of the Cheyles-
more and Coventry Rotary, all machines
in general use in this country are front

steering, double drivers; /'. ,
, both

large wheels are driving wheels, con-

nected with one another by a balance
gear, either in the middle or at one end
of the main axle, and have the Steer-

ing wheel in front of the rider, lither

in the middle, as in B C and D, or at one-

side, as in A.
In E we have a machine where both

large wheels diive. and both steer; an

arrangement which is called "double
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front steering and double driving," or

more commonly, " Humber driving and
steering."

The commonest and strongest kind of

frame is the loop B, which is made of

drawn steel tube. The tube marked 1

runs just above the axle, and parallel with

it, or else the axle runs through it. The
gear box, which contains the balance
gear, is at one side, as is the chain
also, and the loop-shaped tube runs
from the cross tube (r) downward and
forward to where the crank shaft crosses

it, and then bends up to the horizon-

tal, or a little more, and joins the

short ' back-bone, "' (2) which carries the

steering wheel, usually some 18 inches

inches in diameter, in a fork and Stanley
head.

In A the chain is sometimes at the
side, as in B, and sometime in the centre

of the cross tube (1) but the machine
possesses no features essentially different

from B. and C, except in one case, —
the two-track- Columbia, — where the

steering wheel (2) has no fork, but a
hinge attachment on the end of its axle,

which fits into a sort of dwarf head on
the end of the side tube of the frame —
thus in this case, the tube slants down-
ward to the height of the steering wheel
hub, instead of running out horizontally

to the top of the wheel.

C, which is called the T frame, is the

lightest and prettiest frame in use. It is

used, with slight modifications, on all

central geared machines. Central geared
machines are those which have the bal-

ance gear and chain at the centre of the

cross tube (1), and are driven by a pair of
bicycle cranks, which are fastened to the

long projecting front tube which has the
steering wheel (2) at the end. This tube
generally is bent enough to carry the

lower chain wheel and cranks, and then
curves up and runs to the top of the
steering wheel. Sometimes, however, it

runs straight out horizontally to the

steering wheel head (all steering wheels,
except in the Quadrant and Club ma-
chines, are carried by Stanley heads and
short folks), and the lower chain wheel
is carried by a third tube, which projects

downward and forward for the purpose,
as in F, at 3.

U only differs in the arrangement for

carrying the front wheel. Instead of

ending in a Stanley head and having a
short fork to carry the wheel, the front

tube is joined to a broad horizontal fork

of steel tube. At each end of this fork

is a curved frame, which forms the fourth

of a circle (hence the name Quadrant),

and in this frame runs a small roller. The
front wheel is very large (26 inches
diameter), and the axle, which is long,

fits into the rollers, which run in the two
curved frames; thus, when the wheel is

turned from side to side to steer the

machine, the rollers run back and forth

in these frames.

In E the small wheel (2) is carried lis a

short fork exactly as the hind wheel of a

bicycle is, the steering being done by the

large wheels.
In F and G, Stanley heads are used. I

use the terms " head," and '• fork," sup-

posing them to be familiar to all riders and
readers. The head and fork of a tricycle

steering wheel are exactly like the head
and fork of a bicycle front wheel, except
that they are smaller. The Imperial

Club, and other machines of that make,
have, instead of a Stanley head, a socket
some 3 inches long, through which the

top of the fork, which is cylindrical or
slightly taper, passes and is secured by a

nut. This amounts to about the same
thing as the Stanley head, only it allows

a somewhat sharper turn to be made.
F is the only machine used in this

country which has but one driving wheel.

The machine is much narrower than any
other, and is very light, and for hard,

smooth roads, is fast. The steering is

done by two small wheels, 2 2, which
are some five 5 feet apart, one in front

and one behind the axle of the driving

wheel. These wheels being connected
by a long rod, and turning in opposita

directions, give a very steady, reliable

steering, both up and down hill, in spite

of the narrowness of the machine.
As to the exact shape of frames it is

impossible to particularize. Some ma-
chines have frames which curve very
much while others have them curve very
slightly. Some have very large and
some very small tubing. As to size

of tube, a large tube of thin metal
is stiffer than a small one of the same
weight, though the latter of course
is thicker metal. The main frame of tri-

cycles for road use should not be less

than 1^ inch diameter for ordinary riders,

and larger still is better.

Bearings for tricycles, except for the

pedals — in some cases, may be said to

be invariably single ball bearings. In

the small wheels the hub has a coned
hollow at each end, and a cone is fitted

on each end of the pin which runs
through the hub and ends of the fork.

Between these coned surfaces a set of

balls is placed and take all the friction.

To adjust them, it is only necessary to

screw the two cones on the pin a little

farther into the hub. This, with slight

modifications, is the way all small wheel
bearings are made. For the pedals, I

have already said enough in a previous
article. The bearings of the cranks,

either the bicycle cranks or the double
cranked shaft, are exactly like the bear-

ings of the front wheel of a bicycle, ex-

cept that the double ball bearings are

never used for them. For the large

wheels the single ball bearing is the

usual one. It consists of a shallow
cylindrical case of steel about z\ inches

in diameter and 1 inch thick. Through a

hole in the middle of this the axle passes,

and the interior of the case is hollowed
out round the axle in a shallow cone.

The axle has brazed on it a hardened
steel collar slightly grooved, and the

cover of the case, which the axle passes

through as it does the case itself, is also

slightly coned out and screws into the

case. In the grooved collar a set of balls

trave's and is held in place by the coned
surfaces of the bearing case and its cover
Adjustment is made by screwing in the

cover till all rattle and shake is stopped.
These bearing cases in loop-framed ma-
chines are generally as near the driving
wheels as possible. When the axle runs
through the cross tube (see B 1) the

bearing comes just at the ends of this

tube where the axle projects from it. This
also applies to two-track machines which
are side geared.

Central geared machines have their

bearings either as near the middle of the
axle as possible (when only two bearings
are used), or else about half way between
the centre and the driving wheels as in

the central-geared Rudge tricycle. In

some cases there are three or four bear-

ings to the main axle. In this case there is

a bearing on either one or both sides of

the central-gear box and one near each
end of the axle. This enables a very
light axle to be used without danger of

the tension of the chain causing it to

spring or bend.
I do not think it worth while to attempt

to describe the methods of attaching the

bearing cases to the frame, as each maker
has his own way of doing it, and a de-

tailed description would be confusing be-
side tiresome.

Of frames in general it may be said,

that the first requisite is rigidity. Unless
a frame is rigid the different parts of the
machine are not held in their proper rela-

tive positions, and the machine sways and
springs, and axles and cranks jam in

their bearings, and the rider's power is

wasted in overcoming extra friction. A
frame may be strong and yet not be
rigid, and this is apt to be the case when
the tubing of which the frame is made is

of too small diameter. If when standing
on his pedals with the machine in motion
the rider can make the frame spring and
give, perceptibly, the machine is not rigid

enough for him. If the machine is at

rest, a strong man can make nearly any
frame spring perceptibly, so that is not a
fair test.

I have not attempted to take up racing

machines or machines of which only one
or two specimens can be found. I have
only dealt with types in general use.

Makers are continually modifying and
lightening their machines ; and what
would be a machine in general use now,
and considered one of the best, will very

possibly be out of date in twelve months.
L. E. E.

The C. W. A. Meet.

The programme of the third annual
meet and races of the Canadian Wheel-
men's Association has been issued. As
already announced, the meet will take

place at Woodstock, Ontario, on Wed-
nesday, 1 July, Canada's national holi-

day. Our Canadian cousins deserve the

greatest credit for the very excellent pro-

gramme of attractions which they have
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provided for the day. In fact, the length

and variety of the list of races, with the

splendid value offered in prizes, is little

short of wonderful, when we consider

that Woodstock, is, comparatively speak-

ing, a small place, and the C. W. A. an-

organization of less than a thousand
members.

Special efforts are being made to at-

tract American wheelmen, and we confi-

dently hope that a goodly contingent will

cross the border to test the proverbial

hospitality of our Dominion brethren.

Our racing men will also find it to their

advantage to seriously consider the ad-
visability of a trip to Woodstock on the

1st. The track is an excellent one of

asphalt, level and smooth, and we are in

formed, under favorable conditions as to

wind, very fast. Ross, Lavander, Clarke,
and other Canadian racing men, will be
present to contend for the Dominion
championships, and are extremely anxious
to measure strength with our best men, in

the three events open to them. In the

list of races which we publish below, it

will be seen that the Canucks have with
commendable generosity offered their best
prizes for the three events open to their

Yankee cousins. Every effort will be put
forth to make the visit of Americans pleas-

ant. The town is well supplied with good
hotels, and the citizens go to extreme
lengths in showing courtesy to wheelmen.
Good roads and pleasant runs, amid a
picturesque and a prosperous agricultural

counties abound in every direction around
Woodstock. Arrangements are being
made to have a special train of Pullman
and baggage coaches leave Woodstock
at midnight of the first, arriving in Buf-
falo in time for early breakfast on the fol-

lowing morning. Western wheelmen on
their way to the L. A. W. meet, can come
via Woodstock, and almost at one cost,

do the two events. American wheelmen
living east of Buffalo, can, by starting one
day earlier, visit Woodstock with little

difficulty, as arrangements have been
made to enable them to purchase tickets

on the special train for the single journey
at proportionate rates. Going to Wood-
stock, all railroads in Canada issue tick-

ets on the first at special reduced figures.

The annual meeting of the association

takes place at 10.30 A. M. ; at 1 p. m. a
grand parade of all wheelmen present
will start from the Market Square, for the
Race Park. The races commence sharp
at 2 p. m.

OFFICERS OF THE DAY.

Referee— Burley B. Ayres, of Chicago.

Judges— Horace S. Tibbs, of Montreal,
President C. W. A.; Leland O. How-
ard, of Washington, D. C, President
Capital Club ; Will C. Marvin, Ovid,
Mich., Editor Western " Cyclist."

Timekeepers — H. Ryrie, of Toronto;
C. H. Hepinstal, St. Thomas; S. G. Re-

tallack, Belleville.

Scorer— W. Kingsley Evans, London.
Starter— J. G. Hay, Woodstock.

Cleiks of the Course — J. H. McLeod
and E. W. Nesbitt.

Marshall of Parade— W. A. Karn.

PROGRAMME.
1. For best representation of any vis,

iting club. Presented by J. F. O'Neitl-
of the O'Neill House, handsome clock,

$40.
2. Two mile green race, on road ma-

chines. First prize, silver cup, by
Holtby & Crawford, $20 ; second prize,

rattan chair, by Hay & Co., $15.

3. Half mile dash. Gold and silver

medal, $30.

4. One mile, championship of Can-
ada. Gold medal, $50.

5. One mile. Tricycle championship
of Canada. Gold medul, $50.

6. Five miles. Open to the world.

First prize, gold stop watch, $125 ; sec-

ond prize, diamond pin, $25.

7. Half mile without hands. Gold
and silver medal, $20.

8. Three mile record race. First

prize, silver stop watch, $40; second,
silver medal, $20. A fine gold watch will

be given if 9.10 is beaten, value, $75.

9. Ten miles. Open to the world.

First prize, silver tilting pitcher, $65 ;

second prize, silver cup, $20.

10. Two miles, barring Lavander,
Ross, Davies, Clarke, Campbell, Doolit-

tle and Lowe. First prize, silver watch,

$30; second prize, silver timer, $15.
n. Five miles. Championship of

Canada. Gold medal, $50.
12. One mile. Safety bicycle race

(Star machine barred). Gold medal,

$30.

13. One mile. Open to the world.

First prize, silver stop watch, #40 ; sec-

ond prize, gold chain, $20.
No 6, 9, and 13, open to all amateur

wheelmen in the world. Entries close

29 June, and must be sent to D. A.
White, Woodstock, Ont., with entry fee

of fifty cents, which is returned to actual

starters.

From Chicago to the Buffalo Meet.

Arrangements have been made for

the following trains to the Buffalo meet
from Chicago :

—
30 June, leave Chicago at eight o'clock

p. M., Atlantic express of Michigan Cen-
tral Ra-lroad ; arrive at Buffalo, three

o'clock p. M., next day. This will be a

good train to take where one has time.

1 July, leave Chicago 4.15 p. M., limited

express of Michigan Central, arriving at

Buffalo next morning at seven o'clock.

This train has limited accommodations
and cannot carry more than filty of the

party. The " Big Four" party will take

this train, also the Chicago Bicycle Club.

Those who cannot secure accommoda-
tions on this train will take the Atlantic

express in the evening, which will arrive

in Buffalo at three o'clock next day. This
will be too late to attend the business

meeting of the L. A. W., but will be in

time for the L. A. W. parade and other

events, including races.

Wheelmen intending to visit Buffalo

will please engage of the city passenger
and ticket agent ol the Michigan Central

Railroad, corner Clark and Randolph
streets, berths in sleepers for Buffalo on
any of above trains, by sending in three

dollars, price of berth. Wheelmen pass-

ing through Chicago are strongly advised
to do this as better accommodations will

be secured and careful handling of wheels.
By consulting with station agents at

points outside of Chicago, reduced tickets

can be secured from those points to Buf-
falo and return over the Michigan and
Central Railroad. No other route should
be taken.

B. B. Ayers,
152 S. Hoyne avenue, Chicago.

In the Bicycle School.

The main underlying idea which it is

most difficult to engraft upon the bicycle

pupil's mind is that he must look where
he's not going. The explanation of this

principle, which is the most awkward
thing he ever attempted to put into prac-

tical operation, is, first, that he's always
going wrong, and second, he erroneously

looks that same way.
The effect is that when a post looms up

in the distance, apparently occupying the

whole end of the room, he looks at it

steadily, and the more steadily he looks

at it the more quietly and innocently that

post stands there. The attraction be-

tween the two grows greater, and the in-

stant the two get within arm's length

they embrace each other as lovingly as a
long separated lover and sweetheart.

Now the eyes not infrequently get the

youth in trouble, and in this case he
should have been looking elsewhere, and
not at the post, but away from it, one
side of it: and as he passed on, around
it, so to speak. But a youth's a youth
anywhere, and its just as hard for a youth
on a machine to look and steer around a

stray pillar as it is for him to look around
his best girl on the street or shoot a bul-

let around a hill.

But '' Professor" Titus has resorted to

a little practical device which promises
great assistance in establishing this

"look around" principle. The other

day he got a little piece of chalk, de-

scended to his hands and knees and
traced a white line all around the room,

which the novice, who had been se-

verely testing his ingenuity and ability as

a teacher, was to rivet his eyes upon, the

idea being that this would prevent his at-

tention from being diverted to windows,
posts and other immovable objects.

" I'll tell you what suggested that to

me," said Mr. Titus. "I I' you take an

old hen, lay her clown on her side, stretch

her neck out on the floor, and then draw
a chalk line two or three feet long out

from the end of her bill, she'll lie there

still, looking at that mark, tilt she starves

to death. 1 used to have a good many
chickens to kill at home in Camden, and
this was how I got them to lie still while

I chopped their heads off. Here,'' he

cried to the pupil having finished the

line, "get on. Try and follow that

mark, and sec if you come as near wrap-

ping your neck around the peat aa you
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did the last time." The pupil mounted
with the assistance of the window sill,

and went around first rate, and Mr. Titus

intends to have a white stripe painted

around the floor.

—

Philadelphia North
American.

CURRENTE CALAMO

An attempt is being made to have all

the bicycle houses close at 2 p. m. Satur-

days during the summer months.

The League uniform is a success. It

looks well, and will wear well. We think

it may be a trifle heavy for mid-summer
wear, but that is not yet shown.

We received a call this week from
Mr. I. H. Block, of St. Petersburg and
Moscow, the leading cycling house in

Russia. The World will go to Russia

weekly after this.

Boston wheelmen will get low rates

to Buffalo, and can have a choice be-

tween two roads. The Boston and
Albany road has agreed to furnish a

baggage-car for free transportation of

wheels to the Buffalo meet, will side-

track the same at Boston and Buffalo,

place the car fully under the control of

the wheelmen, and will sell round trip

tickets for $10.88, and, if desired, will

furnish a parlor car for an extra charge of

$1 or $1.50 a man. The West Shore
road will carry wheelmen at reduced rates,

and the tickets can be used to go to

Niagara Falls. By presenting member-
ship tickets at the offices of the West
Shore road at Boston, Fitchburg, Green-
field and North Adams, League members
will receive reduced rate tickets and free

transportation for their wheels.

On the afternoon before Decoration

Day, at 5 P. M., Sam Berry, Jr., and
E. J. Runyon, of the Elizabeth Wheel-
men (N. J.) started to make a hundred
miles within twenty-four hours. At five

o'clock the next day they finished, and
the cyclometer registered one hundred
and five and three quarter miles. The
last three hours of the run they had been
obliged to ride through the rain. They
rested but forty-five minutes. Their
actual riding time during the twenty-four

hours, was twelve hours and forty min-

utes, making their running rate eight and
one third miles an hour.

On Wednesday evening. 10 June, Mr.
Charles Zacharias, of the firm of Zacha-
rias & Smith, Newark, N. J., and Mrs.
Adelaide Marsh of the same place, both

clad in cycling costumes, he mounted on
a bicycle, she on a tricycle, rode up to

t lie residence of Rev. F. B. Pullen in

East Orange. There they found a com-
pany of friends, in whose presence they

were married, and then the young couple

mounted their wheels, and started for a

ten-days' wedding tour over the good
roads of Pennsylvania.

Samuel T Clark & Co., of Balti-

more, are about to make a change in

their business, and are closing out ma-

chines at very low figures. This will pres-

ent an opportunity to get good machines
at very low figures. See advertisement.

Hunter has got two shares in the

Pope cup.

Our editorial position in regard to the

change of League date, is about to be jus-

tified. It will not be hard to count the

number that will go to Buffalo from
Boston.
The Albany railroad officials do not

like to accommodate wheelmen who wish

to train twenty miles out by rail, and ride

back to the city ; for, on their short

routes, the baggage car facilities are lim-

ited; but they offer good inducements to

tourists,- and claim that no road shall

outdo them.
Subscription price for the Wheel

World, the English illustrated monthly,
is $1.75. See list of publications.

We are in reciept of a letter, dated from
the Cunard steamer " Scythia," announc-
ing the arrival of Mr. J. S. Dean (" Lon-
don W."), one of •' The P'ortunate Five "

American tourists who visited England
in 1880. Mr. Dean is going to stay

some time in England, and we shall

doubtless see him ere long in London.
At present he is spending a few days in

Bradford. All who met him on the occa-

sion of his last visit will extend a hearty

welcome to this representative American
cyclist — Tricyclist, 5 June.

The. Hygienic Saddle.

Editor Bicycling World: — I notice in

the World for 12 June, an article re-

garding my saddle, signed " M. D." VVitli

respect to the objection he makes, I have
only this to say, that I find two distinct

classes of riders. One class wants a

saddle low behind and the other requires

that the saddle be low in front. The
regular pattern of saddle sent out by us

is a compromise of both these views and
has met with general satisfaction. But
where a party wants a saddle of the ex-

treme pattern in either class we are al-

ways ready to furnish saddles to suit his

individual taste.

If " M. D." will write us, we will fur-

nish him with a higher back spring, which
will remove the objection he makes.
Please make mention of these facts in

your next issue and oblige.

T. J. Kirkpatrick.

EXOTICS
P. H. Waters won the annual one

hund -ed mile road race on the London to

Bath road. 25 May, in 7.33.43 The
previous winners have been :

—
H. M. s.

1S77. .June 21 . .C. Walmesley. . 8 23 30

1878. .June 10. . F. E. Appleyard 7 18 55
•870- June 2. .A. H. Koch. •• 8 57 55
1880. .May 17. .A. D. Butler .. 12 2

1881. .June 6. .L. B. Reynolds. 7 55
18S2. .May 29. . H. R. Reynolds 7 26
1SS3. .May 14.. 11. K. Reynolds 7 28

1 884

.

.June 2..G. F. Beck 8 2640
1SS5. .May 2 5.. P. H. Watson.. 7 33 43

Sanders Sellers won a five-mile

scratch race at the meet of the Barrow
Club, 30 May, in 16.54.

Duncan and DeCivry, of France,
announce in the Veloceman that they will

attend the Springfield meet.

Nixon makes a challenge for the long-

est race on record when he offers to race
any man, on a medium weight tricycle,

from Land's End to John O'Groat's, a
distance of some 1,400 miles.

Stevens is making good progress.
Writing to the Cyclist under date 26 May,
from Munich, he refers to the maps which
" Faed " forwarded there, together with
the photograph taken on Barnes Com-
mon by C. W. Coe, and says: " I think

the photograph is very good, especially

yourself and Fox ; I myself am up in the

sunlight rather too much, but it is very
good. ... I find the German roads
far inferior to those of England and
France, being pretty well covered with

loose stones, and none too smooth, but
they have the merit of hardness as a re-

deeming feature. I remained one day to

see the magnificent Art Gallery, King's
Palace, etc., of Munich, and this evening
feel well repaid for the delay. I steer for

Vienna to-morrow morning."

RACING NEWS
Indianapolis, 8 and 9 June. — The

annual meet of the Indiana State Divis-

ion L. A. W., began on the Exposition
Grounds, at Indianapolis, 8 June. The
track was heavy and the attendance good.
The results :

—
Three Miles. — N. H. Van Sicklen,

Chicago (i), 10.08; John Nicholson (2).

Half Mile, Boys.— Ray Caylor (1),
2.03 : Arthur Dickson, city (2).

Half J file, 2 in 3. — N. H. Van Sick-

len, two straight heats (1), 1.30, 1.34;
Wilbur F. Knapp, Cleveland (2).

One Mile, Professional. — John Brooks
(t); W. M. Woodside, Chicago (2).

Tricyyle, Half Mile. — A. E. Pattison,

Boston, 2.05 ; C. F. Smith, city (2).

Two Miles. — N. H. Van Sicklen,

Chicago (1), 8.35; W. F. Knapp, Cleve-

land (2).

One Mile, Indianapolis Club Cham-
pionship. — W. F. Woechert (1), 3.40;
Joshua Zimmerman (2).

One Wheel, Half Mile.— Prince Wells,

Louisville, 2 50.

Half Mile, Hands Off. — L. M. Wain-
wright, Noblesville (1), 2.48; W. G.
Erwin, Columbus (2).

One Mile, 3.30 Class. — E. H Wilcox,
Chicago (I), 3.35; L. M. Wainwright,
Noblesville (2).

SECOND DAY, 9 JUNE.

Ten Mile, Professional. — Woodside,
of Chicago, and Brooks, of Pennsylvania,

contestants. Woodside won in 32.30^,

and was presented with a miniature bicy-

cle, on behalf of the Indianapolis Club,

bv Miss Juna Robinson.

Five Mile, Schedule Race. — E. P.

Baird, New York, and N. H. Van Sick-
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len, Chicago, contestants. Van Sicklen

0). »7-27f
One Mile. —IWilber F. Knight, of

Cleveland, and Van Sicklen, of Chicago,
were the only contestants, the latter win-
ning in two straight heats. Time, 3.20,

3-05-

Championship of State. — L. M. Wain-
wright, Noblesville, W. F. Wocher, N.
G. Irwin, and S. P. Hollinsworth. Hol-
lingsworth (1), 3.14! ; Wainwright (2).

Three Mile. — E. P. Baird and Van
Sicklen contestants. The latter was the
winner. Time, 10.4f.

Quarter Mile. — E. N. Wilcox, Chi-
cago; W. F. Knapp, Cleveland, and L.
M. Wainwright, contestants. Knapp was
an easy winner. Time, 42^.45.
One Mile, 3.15 Class. — Baird and

Wainwright contestants. Baird winner.
Time, 3 21^.
Two Mile, Professional. — Woodside

and Brooks contestants. Woodside win-
ner. Time, 6.1 if.

Salt Lake City, 30 May.— One mile
heats. — Wm. Wood, 3.03; Jos. Wood,
3.12^; Finley Brooks, 3.i8f; C. E. John-
son, 3.39.

Montreal. 6 June. — Games of the
Montreal A. A. A. Three Mile Race.—
G. S. Low, 20s. ([), 11.57 ; W. G. Ross,
scratch (2), 12.25, J. T. Gnaedinger, 6os.

(3)-

New York, 13 June. — N. A. A. A.A.
championship. Four Mile Race. — A. B.
Rich (1), 14 2 ; L. Kolb (2) ; E. A. Hoff-
man, Jr. (3).

Nashville, 10 June.— The first day's

races in the Nashville tournament,
occurred to-day. The first race was a
half-mile dash between De Talbot, Clar-

ence and Henry Harting, three members
of the Nashville Bicycle Club. The first

named wheelman made the quarter in

fifty seconds, and the mile in 1.49, Mr.
Duncan coming in a good second.
The second race was a two-mile handi-

cap between John S. Prince and W. J.
Morgan, the latter being allowed one
hundred and fifty yards start. Prince
won the race by a foot and a half, the

time registered at each quarter being as
follows: 52J, 1.45, 2.36,3 32,4.22^, 5.14,
6.041, 6 55.

The third race was not very interesting

on account of the Horse '' Mollle " being
slow. This race was half mile heats, the
best two out of three to win. Morgan
won the first heat easily in 2.07J, and the

second in 1.55, the mare being ruled out
because her driver ran her at full speed
the last eighth.

The most interesting event of the day
was the five-mile dash between John S.

Prince, on his bicycle, and the trotting

horse " Robert Fulford," driven by Capt.

S. C. Black. The wheelman kept lag-

ging behind from the first to the begin-

ning of the ninth quarter, when he went
spinning ahead, winning the race easily,

with an eighth of a mile to spare. " Rob-
ert Fulford " was pretty badly blown.
The time was registered as Prince m
each hall mile, and was as follows: 53.

1

,

1.46,3.34,5.20,6.04, 7.50,9.421, 10.39J,
13.40, 15.36^ and 17.05.

The New York Division, L. A. W.,
has granted the Fort Schuyler Wheelmen,
Utica, N. Y., the three-mile State cham-
pionship to be run at their tournament,
30 June and 1 July.

The fifty mile road race, to be given by
Mr. Comee of the Boscobel House, will

take place 27 June.

A five mile and a one mile race is now
being arranged between Woodside and
Asa Dolph.

At the Alhambra Rink, Wheeling, W.
Va., 2 June, Harry Norton won a bicycle

race announced as for the championship
of that city.

Charles F. Haven, of the Newton
Bicycle Club, will be one of the contest-

ants in the races of the Kings County
Wheelmen, at Brooklyn, N. Y., next

Saturday.

The Chelsea city government has
made an appropriation for races on 4
July-

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS
The Marblehead Club had a supper

12 June, at Odd-Fellows Hall, compli-

mentary to Mr. Charles W. Fiske, a mem-
ber of that club, who is to leave for the

West within a few days.

A club has been formed in Chicopee
and Chicopee Falls, with a membership
of twenty. F. L. Huckley is president;

A. E. Taylor, vice-president ; F. N.
Field, secretary-treasurer; A. Burnett,

captain; 1st lieutenant, F. M. Parker;
bugler, D. M. Hawes.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club Cor-

poration had a run Thursday afternoon

of last week. Leaving the club rooms at

3.15, eighteen members, under command
of President Henry W. Williams, went
to the Woodland Park Hotel, Auburn-
dale. At Newton, Col. A. A. Pope was
called for and joined the party, leading

the line. Dinner was served at about six

o'clock, and was very enjoyable, most of

the members being the old stand-byes of

the club. A repetition of the run will be

had at an early day.

Meriden (Conn.) Wheel Club. —
Officers elected 10 June: President, T.

S. Rust; secretary, H. G. Miller; treas-

urer, J. E. Brainard; captain, Wm. Col.

lins; 1st lieutenant, John F. Ives; 2d
lieutenant, Lewis A. Miller; color bearer,

Frank F. Ives.

TO CORRESPONDENTS
C. E. Johnson.— We have put your name on our

list.

S. A. Mi 1. us. — We have not hesitated to express
opinions. Consult tiles.

L. N. 1 — Favor received. Thanks.

FIXTURES
20 June

:

! lyn, N. Y.

24 June:
Interstate meet at Youngstown, Ohio.

27 June :

Entries close for Buffalo Bicycle Club races for 3
July in connection with L. A. W. races and meet.
Entrance fee, £1.00 for each event. Entries
should be made to Frank E. Drullard, secretary
racing committee, Buffalo Bicycle Club, 82 Hodge
avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.: One mile, tricycle, L.
A. W. championship; one mile, bicycle, L. A.
W. championship ; one mile, bicvele, club cham-
pionship; five miles, bicycle, professional; three
miles, bicycle, L. A. W. members only ; two
miles, bicycle, open to amateurs.

30 June and 1 July :

Tournament at Utica (N. Y.) by Fort Schuyler
Wheelmen.

1 July :

Third Annual Meet and Races of the C. W. A. at
Woodstock, Ont.

2 and 3 July

:

Annual meet of the L. A. W. at Buffalo, N. Y.
One mile bicycle and one mile tricycle champion-
ship.

3 and 4 July :

Race meeting of Bartholomew County Wheelmen
at Columbus, Ind.

4 July :

Races at Boston, Mass.
Races at Akron, Ohio.
Races at Chelsea, Mass.
Races at Lynn, Mass.

6 July :

Big Four Tour starts from Buffalo, N. Y.

10 July:
Big Four road race, one hundred miles, Cobourg to

Kingston.

17 July:
Down East tour.

18 July:
Annual meet of N. J. division, L. A. W., at

Orange.

20 and 21 July:
Ohio State Division, L. A. W., meet and tourna-
ment at Springfield. Half mile bicycle champion-
ship.

23 July:
Races of Pine Tree W. C, Bangor, Me. Two-

mile State championship.

1 August:
Tricycle road race by Boston Club.

3 August

:

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, England.

13 August:
Tournament of B. C. W. at Pittsfield, Mass.

27 and 28 August :

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile
bicycle championship.

1 and 2 September

:

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

8, 9, and 10 September:
Tournament M Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-

cle championship.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[Advertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceeding four lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

BICYCLKS FOB SALE. — One 50 inch Colum-
bia, $45; 52-inch, £40; 52-inch Harvard, nil

ball be.iriiKs, $75 ; 52-inch Premie igs, 575;
, ball bearings, i6o; one Kan54-inch Columbia

>i2o: one '85. V
P. BUKNIIAM, Fayette
<.\ia: one '85. Victor Tn Vpply to BOW

street, Newton,

i

OK S.VI.K. — One each, 46, 52, and 54-inch Stan-

dard Columbia ; prices. $581(70, and J;s. respective-

condition A. M. SCHEF-ly ; all half bright ; good
I KY, I'ousiimu, I'.i.

I'Olt S.VI.K. — At cost to US, 56-tuch Y.il.

* 575: M-i"ch Expert Columbia, in go

jo-inch 'Xira Challenge, C50. CAPITAL CYCLE
n. C.

I

OK SVI.K. — One 51im.l1 .M.ir. lone, dropped

ban, F01 photograph and terms)

1 . h K U( IX 1 1. Willimantie, Ct

HIOYOLiKS V\l> TRIOY0L.K8. St.

1 1 vi,,-, .111,1 makes; call and ex-

talinenl,

CO., 1 1
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"X ride the Victor\ because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made"

GEO. M. HENDEE.
BICYCI.ES WANTED TO MEET OUR

large demard for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

ITOn SALE.— One 54-inch, full-r.ickelled_ except
-F felloes, American Star bicycle; this machine has
power traps attachme' t, Rocker pedals, also Hill &
Tolman bell, and cost $116; it is new and has not been
taken out of the crate ; $100 cash will buy it. FRANK
LOGAN, Springfield, Mass.

LOR SALE. — One 51-inch American Star bicycle,

T in very good order, $40. RALPH DAVIDSON,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 1883 pattern Victor tricycle;

this machine is in excellent order; will sell it for

$85. C. B. WELLS, Spri gfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 58-inch Royal Challenge, with

ball bearings, hollow forks, tool bag and tools, also

bell ; this machine is comparatively as good as new, hav-

ing been run only about fifty miles; price Soo. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One new 51-inch American Star bicy-

cle, full-nickelled : it has tool bag and tools, bell

and rocker pedals; $85 cash will buy it. ALBERT
CHAPLN, Springfield, Mass.

FOB SALE. — One 52-inch full-nickelltd Sanspareil

bicycle, with 1885 Head & Hale bars, in excellent

order; price $100 AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 56-inch full-nickelled Sanspa-

reil, with dropped handle bats, and in fine condition

;

price Jioo. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 52-iDch full nickelled American
Club, cost new, $152.50; price $ 100. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 50-inch full-nickelled American
Club, cost new $150; price #90; in fine order.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

I70K SALE.— One 54-inch American Star bicycle;

-T this machine has rocker pedals, Z. & S., $2.00 lug-

gage carrier, tool bag and tools, Hill & Tolman #3.00
bell ; the Irame work is enamelled, and the spokes are

bright ; I will warrant this machine as good as new, and
will guaiantee that it has not been run more than ten

miles ; the best offer over $90 will be accepted.

CHARLES G. BR b-CK, Springfield, Ma^s.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled, drop bar
Harvard, ill fine older, jiioo. AMERICAN -BI-

CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

1"OR SALE. — line 50-inc.h English bicycle, $20.

. ADDISON TAINTOR, Springfield, Mass.

f'OR SALE.— One 58-inch bright and painted drop
handle bar, ball bearing Standard Columbia, been

run some ten miles, good as new, #90. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

COR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, good as new,
-T J 1 40; write for full particulars. AMERICAN BI-

CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

(.'OR SALE. — One Otto bicycle, cost new $168;
P been used only a very little; price $100. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOIt SALE — One 36-inch Special Challenge bicy-

cle; this has hollow lorks, roller bearings, and is in

excellent order; co>t new $70; price $40. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 51-inch American Star bicycle,

plain finish, Stall & Burt saddle, with tool bag and
tools, in excellent order; price S70. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One No. 5 Royal Mail racing tricycle;

one 54-incH Royal Mail racing bicycle; one 55-inch
Royal Mail rac ng bicycle ; one 52-inch Yale racing bi-

cycle ; one 54-inch b xpert racing bicycle; price $115
each ; write for full particulars of any of them. AMER-
ICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

F'OR SALE.—One 52-inch Harvard, full-enamelled
with Harrington's enamel drcp bars, Hancock tires,

H. & T. bell, tool bag and tools ; in fine order ; price

$85. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Spring-
field, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 60-inch full-nickelled British

Challenge, excellent order; price £100. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE CHEAP, AS I HAVE NO USE
FOR THEM..— One good pair of second-hand

pedals, Hill & Tolman bell, Columbia hub light, and
tool bag, all in good condition, and will sell the lot for

$7.50. RALPH DAVIDSON, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One 38-inch Ideal bicycle ; price $20.
FRANK NOLAN, Box 335, Springfield, Mass.

170R SALE.— One 50-inch nickelled and enameled
J- Spaulding, light roadster ; cost new in May, $132.50;

exactly as good as new, as it has not been run five miles

;

price $120. JOSEPH RAFTER, Springfield, Mass.

HUDGE TANDEM TRICYCLE FOR SALE.
nearly as good as new. Send for particulars to

HILL & TOLMAN, Worcester, Mass.

FOR THIRTY-FIVE CENTS IN POSTAGE
stamps the American Bicycle Company, of Spring-

field, Mass., will forward to any address a pair of the

crescent stocking supporters, which are the best.

F
OR SIXTY-FIVE CENTS IN STAMPS

. the American Bicycle Company, of Springfield,

Mass , will forward you a good sensible tool bag.

F'OR SALE- — One Victor tricycle, new last Sep-

tember, used only five times, comparatively as good
as new; price $140. FRANK NOLAN, Springfield,

Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled American

Club second hand bicycle ; this machine has ball

bearings to both wheels, and is in excellent conditionl

cost new, $152.56; price $110. AMERICAN BICY-
CLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

KOR SALE. — A nice lot of second-hand Acme
£ bicycle stands; sent by express to any address on

receipt of $1.25. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— Nickel-plated spoke grips; sent to

any address on receipt of thirty-five cents in postage

stamps. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Spiingfield, Mass.

SEND $1.00 TO THE AMERICAN BICY-
CLK Company, of Springfield, Mass., and receive

one pair of heavy all wool bicycle hose, sizes oj, 10, ioJ,

and 1 1 ; the blue and black are ribbed, and the plain are

brown.

f|HE AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
I of Springfie:d, Mass., have sixty second-hand bicy-

cles and tricycles in stock, which are for sale cheap for

cash.

FOR SALE.— One 52-ipch full-nickelled British

Challenge bicycle, in excellent order; it has tool-

bag, tools and bell, a bargain; $100. LEWIS RUS-
SELL, Box 335, Springfield, Mass.

F'OK SALE. — One 52-inch Shadow b ; cycle ; this

machine is full-nickelled, except the wheels, which
are handsomely bronzed; it is comparatively as good as
new, as it has only been used a few times; has ball

bearings to both wheels, tool-bag, and tools ; cost new,
£135; price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, 1883 pattern,

and in excellent condition; price $85. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 58-inch full-nickelled Harvard,
in excellent order; price $100. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— 52-inch full-nickelled Harvard, with
drop bar, odometer, and bell, and in excellent

order; price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— A nice lot of second-hand Hill &
Tolman bells, sent via mail on receipt of $1.75.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

FOR SALE.— A 52-inch Yale, Racer, nickelled and
enamelled, comparatively as good as new', cost new,

$140; once $115. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE —A 54-inch Royal Mail Racer; this

machine was used for the first time by Chambers,
the English flier, last September, and is in excellent

order; cost new, $150; price $115- AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

BICYCLES.-- EASY PAYMENTS.
BICYCLES $8 to $160. Tricycles $7.50. Velocipedes

$3 and upwards. Columbia, Victor, Facile,

American Challenge, Otto, and other Bicycles

sold on the instalment plan without extra

charge except for interest. Send for large,

new illustrated Catalogue of Wheel Goods,
including many novelties in sundries and particulars of

our instalment plan— of interest to every actual or

prospective wheelman. Many in the Atlantic states

are finding it to their interest to deal with us. Freights
equalized. Second-hand wheels handled. GEO. W.
ROUSE & SON, 9 G St., Peoria, III. Novelties
in Sundries.
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League of

AND

lo

AT THE

BUFFALO DRIVING PAEK,

Friday, July 3, 1885,

2.30 P. M., SHARP.

my See other page for events, etc.

HARVEY'S

Bicycle Shop.

BROADWAY, COR. 59th STREET,

CENTRAL PARK ENTRANCE,

NEW YORK.

BICYCLES nl TRICYCLES

Bought, Sold, and Hired.

REPAIRING.
Nickelling and Japanning.

Storage for Fii. and Tri. Second-Hand Wheels of all

kinds wanted and for Bale. .Send postal

for printed list.

RICHARD GARVEY, Prop.

Solo Liconrjco and Manufacturer of the DUEYEA SADDLE.

:O^.DFLO^.I3NTS 2

56 inch EXPERT $90.00
53 " STANDARD COLUMBIA.. 50.00
48 " " " 50.0O
43 " " " 47.50
50 " COLUMBIA TRICYCLE.... 115.00

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Broadway, corner 59th Street, New York.

HANDBOOK
Massachusetts Division LAJ,

SHOWING

Best Routes, and Character of Road Beds
throughout the State.

Price, 35 cents. Bound in Cloth.

For Sale at all Cycle Agencies, at

this office, and by

W. I. EAKRIS - - Sec. Mass. Division,

P. O. Box, 1825, BOSTON.

HARWOOD'S
.-.»,..

SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwoofl's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled Jii.oo

Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20
No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " '' Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,

Box 38s. Worcester, Mass.

Hall

Type
Writer.

The latest, simplest, cheapest,

and most complete Writing In-

strument. Challenges compari-

son with others in every point.

Every instrument warranted

and sent free to any part of

United States on receipt of

price, $40.

Principal Opfice:

xr,;i BROADWAY,
New York.

Agencies in all Principal

THIRD ANNUAL

MEETZRACES

CANADIAN WHEELMEN'S ASSOCIATION,

TO BE HELD AT

WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO,

ON

WEDNESDAY,
1st JULY, 1885.

EVENTS
OPEN TO UNITED STATES RIDERS.

ONE MILE.

1st. Silver Stop Watch, $45.

2d. Cold Chain, $20.

FIVE MILES.

1st. Gold Watch, $125.

2d. Gold and Silver Medal, $20.

TEN MILES.

1st. Silver Water Pitcher, $65.

2d. Silver Cup, $20.

We extend a most cordial invitation to the Wheelmen
of the United States to be with us, and would call at-

tention to the fact that all Wheelmen from the West

can. on their way to Buffalo, stop off at Woodstock for

July 1, by coming via the Great Western Railroad Di-

vision of the Grand Trunk Railroad from Detroit, and

reach Buffalo early on the morning of July a ; while

those coming from the East can visit us at the loss of

only one day, as Woodstock is birely eighty miles west

of Buffalo.

The track is asphalt and one of the bestquarte' miles

in America.

Entries close noon of June 29, and must be addressed

to D. A. WHITE, Woodstock, Ont., with fee ol

50 cents, which is returned to actual barters.

Information and programmes promptly furnished.

HAL B. DONLY,Cor. Sec,

Simcoe, Ont.

N. B. — A special train f..r Wheelmen, deeping anil

ige cart, will leave Woodstock for Buffalo el mid.

night.
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TO CHANGE BUSINESS.
CLOSING OUT SALE OF

AMERICAN CLUB,
AMERICAN SANSPAREIL,

AMERICAN ROADSTER and

SANSPAREIL LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLES
TOGETHER WITH NICKELLED AND JAPANNED LAMPS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES, AT

H.E3SJS THATXT COST OIF* I1VC F5OR.TATIOJNT

.

REDUCTIONS FROM $15.00 TO $40.00.

If you wish a high class ball bearing Bicycle, either full roadster, light roadster or racer, or a

Tricycle, send 2C. stamp for list of sizes and reduced prices and full specifications.

BARGAINS UNPRECEDENTED.

Some slightly shop worn machines
at farther reduced prices.

MENTION THIS PAPER.

S. T. CLARK & CO
2 & 4 HANOVER ST.

BALTIMORE.

CUT THIS OUT
AND HAIL TO THE

"SPRINGFIELD WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,"

And Obtain Free a Sample Copy
OF THE

JUNE GAZETTE, THE FINEST NUMBER OF A CYCLING PAPER EVER ISSUED.

Springfield Wheelmen's Gazette,
GENTLEMEN: Please send me a sample copy of the " Springfield

Wheelmen's Gazette," and oblige Yours on the Wheel,
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The best English

make is undoubt-

edly the Coventry

Machinists' Com-

pany.

The III. New England Mag.

The Strongest, Fastest, and Most Perfect Safety Made.
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(LIMITED)

COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTON.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
«—fV ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,-**-

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.
I ^m M 1

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Lif,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-
larged.

OONTENTS.
PAGE.

Introductory Essay 5

ANALYSIS OF THE MACHINE.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
Bearings 34
Frame ( Forks, Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
.Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91
Brakes 133
Foot-rests 142

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. . . 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made 175
Manumotive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociables 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price 372
The Machine: Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 383
A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1883 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fastest Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Rides 402
Fastest Professional Times 403
Sociable Rrcords 404
Directory of Manufacturers 405
Addendas to several Sections 407

There will be no edition of this work in 188s.
Seventy-five cents by mail.

We ha,ve on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskine.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc'ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with suggestions on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with specia'
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
which no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side
and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the
usual condition of the road bed for each street, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle.— By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding

plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,

re'sume' of events of the past ^ear, and much other

cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.—The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-
taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer. -

Illustrated, ten cents.

A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-
lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to IX., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history
of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $11.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Photos of the Newport, Boston, and Chicago meets
of the L. A. W., fifty cents each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com-
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-
tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the la.gest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. #2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist.— The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes
are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the
acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.50
per year, including postage.

The Whhel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-
trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. #1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even thouuh the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot be worked off whether in proper adjustment or
Dot. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

A si your Dealer Jor them, or sendfor Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILL.

xhe:
Perfect Hygienic

BICYCLE SADDLE.
NOW ON THE MARKET.

(Patented March 17, 1885.)

No metal frame or tree. Springs at both ends com-

pletely compensating all jar and jolt. No pressure on

perinjrum, and no danger from bicycle riding with tins

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle made. Thor-

oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Finest

material ever used in a bicycle accessory. Furnished

only in full nickel. Ket.iil price, $6.00. Liberal dis-

count to the trade. Ask your dealer to see it. Orders

filled promptly. Send for descriptive circular. Manu-

factured only by

T. J. KIRKPATRICK, Springfield, Ohio.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. ro, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landv. Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,
and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comforlable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, $3.00:
Nickelled, $3.75- Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada

Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

(URYEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

59th St. & Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central Park Entranre.

Patented in England and the United States.

Bnrley'i ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE. With Guarded Sidea

The Best and most Comfortable. It 1
- so made

that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comkort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. Q. BCTELE7, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
We beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non -delivery of their orders for

THE AMERICAN

Long -Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our facili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and

soliciting a continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL & BOWEN,
(Successors to Bull & Haynes)

587 Si 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Licensed by the Pope- M'fg. Co.

»»5?SsH.2£i

This shoe is not machine made, but strictly hand-
made flexible shoe, of the best English, French, and
American stock. Warranted to last from April to No-
vember for riding purposes. No rubber to come off, no
pegs nor nails fo hurt the feet. Laced low to allow of

adjustment. Cut high, but nicely fitted to keep from
slipping. Made in any color to match uniform. Each
shoe made on a last specially modelled by us. Racing
Shoes, with soles one-eighth, quarter, three-eighth, one
half-inch thick, weighing not over ten or twelve ounces.

All shoes patented. Price list and rules for self measure-
ment sent on application. Base Ball Shoes a
Specialty.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
158 Summet street, Boston.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure n continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new Jlnt-nmlid tires are n great Improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms » wheel Unit will not Um-ktf.

A "Reformed Crani Rider" says:-" in B.rength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Slur leads nil

Bicycles; while its positive action, qiiiekness in steerinir. and eenno-
111 v "in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of Baob and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
Eor further particulars address,

II. It. SMITH UttlllM CO..
Smithvllle, Burlington Co., N.
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CALLED BACK!
It has been reported that we have called in our

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLES.

The ground for this was probably the fact that we did call in our advertisements, because we
were late in the manufacture ; consequently, soon bringing our orders in excess of the first

delivery of machines.

IT IS AN ERROR.
Instead of calling back any of our machines, we are sending more after them, as fast as we

can produce them. We have already caught up with our orders, except on a few sizes and

finishes, and will shortly be able to ship any size and finish desired, immediately upon receipt of

order. BE IT KNOWN, however, that our

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTERS
ARE BEING

CALLED OUT

!

For they are the LEADING FAVORITES with riders who prefer light machines.

Price of 51 inch, $135.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SENT EJREE.

GEORGE H. JOHNSON, Mechanical Expert, Hincks & Johnson,
Bridgeport, Conn

:

" I am thoroughly satisfied that the Columbia Light Roadster, in material and workman-

ship, is far superior to that of any other, either English or American. It is a genuine pleasure

to inspect work so thoroughly finished, even in the most minute details, as shown in your

machines."

ALFRED MUOGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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SPEEDI
MACHINERY, TO SHOW SPEED, MUST BE ACCURATELY BUILT.

VICTOR BICYCLES
Are the ONLY AMERICAN BICYCLES holding

"World + Records
»£=: AMERICAN RIDERS ON AMERICAN WHEELS !£—e

We do not have to send to England for men to ride our wheels to the front.

One Fourth Mile, 37 3-5s.
One Half Mile, Im. 16 l-5s.

Three Fourths Mile, Im. 55 4-5s. -

*

FRED RUSS COOK.
CEO. M. HENDEE.
CEO. M. HENDEE.

TUB X?VOHTJ,JD HAS aXTE-XTJEJU. EQUALLED TXZIS SFEED !

"I ride the VICTOR because I think it is the fastest bicycle made."— GEO. M. HENDEE.
" For a roadster it has no equal."— FRED RUSS COOK.

Mr. Cook rode the VICTOR ROADSTER 207^ miles on country roads in 24 hours, thus taking the American record.

The Cambridge 50-mile Bicycle Race was won on a VICTOR I

The Cambridge 50-mile Tricycle Race was won on a VICTOR !

Corey Hill was climbed on a VICTOR by Mr. R. E. Burnett.

VICTOR BICYCLES are all steel, all interchangeable, all highest grade known. Better see them before you buy. We
refer to all riders of our machines. Send for catalogue.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY,
179 TREMONT STREET BOSTON

FIRST AMERICAN MAKERS OF HIGHEST GRADE BICYCLES.

Ike Cunningham Co. luge to resume business in a short time. Please watch this space.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade,

£-!

—

^c} i $

SINGER'S

-£-§

** •Hr

* CYCLES *

-£-! 4-*-

ESOI^IO-A-TIOIKr.
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork— Front, new elliptic, hollow.
" Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Hubs— New pattern steel flanges.

Spokes— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

Felloes— Steel, hollow.

Tires— ^-inch front and ^"-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring— Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel— 17^ inch.

Finish— All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy Itanniixg , Well Constructed, Rigid, and. Free from 'Vibration.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

PECK & SNYDER, New York Agents, 126 Nassau St., New York.
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THE

Contains all essential features of the best English Roadsters at a moderate price.

Brief of 50 inch. Crescent rims, 1 inch and 3-4 inch tires, direct spokes. BOH N'S
JEOLUS BALL BEARINGS TO BOTH WHEELS AND PEDALS. Detachable
Cranks, Elliptical front and semi-tubular rear forks, ANDREWS' HEAD WITH
4 1-2 INCH CENTRES. Dust shield, leg guard, 27 inch detachable cow horn
handle bars, large horn handles. HARRINGTON LATEST CRADLE SPRING,
adjustable to rider's weight. Suspension saddle, bag and tools. It is very rigid,

thoroughly well made, and warranted. The FORKS and PERCH ARE OF WELD-
LESS STEEL TUHE. The head, neck, axle, cranks, bearings, rims, spokes, etc , are

of steel. The hubs of burnished gun metal. For strength, durability, and east/

running power it is equal to any wheel made. Standard finish, nickel and paint,

PRICE, 50 inch, $100. Sizes, 46 to 56 inch in stock. This is positively the best

value ever offered. Descriptive list of the EXPRESS, and THE AMERICAN
PILOT, ROADSTER, LIGHT ROADSTER, SAFETY, and TWO TRACK TRI-
CYCLE, now ready. The PILOT machines are of the very highest grade every way.

and form the most desirable line of wheels ever made. Many novel and patented

features are introduced, embodyiui the most advanced ideas of practical value in

cycle construction. Send for Catalogue and judge for yourselves.

LATTA BROS.,
NO. 16 WEST MAIN STREET FRIENDSHIP, NEW YORK.
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THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER
*: IMPROVES FDR 1BB5. > 3-

CAN BE READ FROM THE SADDLE AND USED WITH A HUB LAMP.

PBICB SIO.OO
Its form remains the same, but the works have been entirely

remodelled. JESes*.

Its action is more positive, and the troublesome springs are

done away with.

Now ready for bicycle, tricycle, and American Star.

THE BUTCHER AUTOMATIC BICYCLE ALARM
Is the Cheapest and Best Automatic Alarm in the Market.

Price, post-paid, $2.00. Send for Circulars.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley Street - Boston, Mass.

—--^-3(M=S«— •

Amesbury, Mass, Feb. 3, 1885.

Butcher Cyclometer Co., Boston, Mass.

:

Gentlemen,— I have used the Butcher Cyclometer for one whole season, over the rough and sandy roads, in this section, and making trips

time and again, and always has the instrument registered alike.

I would advise everybody to use one, as there is a deal of satisfaction in knowing and seeing while riding, just how far you have been, or

to calculate the distance between places, without the necessity of a dismount. It is absolutely correct, and does not rattle.

I would not sell mine for twice the price of a new one, if I could not get another. Very truly yours, A. F. GREENLEAF.

B. SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailort to the 'Cyclist? Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

JUL!

harwooFs
~ "'

es*
SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwoofl's Detachable Safely Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $ i .00

Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20

No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " " Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

The sole Agency in Philadelphia and vicinity for Hie

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER -

RACER.
AMERICAN RUDGE.

Harvard.

VICTOR.

YALE.

Club.

BICYCLES,
Tricycles.

THE BEST MAKE
SEND
FOR

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE.
Single aid Tandem.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

CLUB
TRICYCLE.

Fac ILE.

BXCYCI-E HIFI.ES JL1TD SHOT CTT1TS.
Just the thing for touring trips and sport along the road. Write for Catalogue

and Circulars, and say what you want. P. O. Box 1108.

ABRAM G. POWELL. MANAGER.
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THEY HAVE

C OJMCE !

I have received a stock of

I 1
P

The Best,
The Fastest,

The Lightest,
The Strongest,

And the most scientifically constructed tr'cycle yet

made; also the

Facile Bicycle,
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

Bells! Bells!!

Peerless Stop Bells.

SIMPLE,
EFFECTIVE, CHEAP,

GOOD.

No. 8, 1 Hammer - - - 75ets,

No. 9, 2 Hammers- - - 35cts.

H. and T, Ik
The King of Stop Bells.

Surprisingly Simple. Nearly
equals our Automatic in

effect. No Rattle. Out of

the way. Stopped by Shift-

ing Handle, ^ure to Satisfy

in Every Respect.

No. 10, $1.25.

Tricycle Alarm.

A Bell For Tricy les.

Equal to the

AUTOMATIC
For Bicycles.

One or a Series of Strokes
at Will.

No. 7 S3. 50.

Automatic Alarm.

THE X-L-NT AND UN-Z-LD
BICYCLE BELL.

Sales extending to other
Countries. Copied by For-
eign Manufacturers. The
Most Successful Hell ever
made. Destined to become
the Standard Bell of the
Wheel World.
Nos. i, 1, 3, 4, s, 6, J3.00.

For Particulars send for Circular. Order by Num-
ber or make of Machine. Sent by Mail upon Receipt

of Price.

HILL & TOLMAN - - Worcester, Mass.

THE "HUMBER TANDEM."
FOR TWO RIDERS HAS NO EQUAL.

IT IS THE FASTEST MACHINE MADE,
AND IS A SPLENDID HILL CLIMBER.

LIGHT TRICYCLES, 60 TO 70 LBS., FOR LADIES.

THE BEST ARE THE CHEAPEST, and the largest makers conclusively prove
by IMITATING them that they consider the BEST MACHINES are the " Humbers."

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
SOLE LICENSEE TO IMPORT AND SELL

HUMBER BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
In the United. State*,

3 ARLINGTON PLACE - - - - EAST ORANGE, N. J.

Lists on application with Stamp.
KEW YORK BRANCH, 362 Broadway. H. C. DOUGLAS, Manager.

SPECIAL NOTICE.— The public is hereby notified \\\*X genuitu Humber Bicycles and
Tricycles are made only by I lumber & Co ., at Beeston, Nottingham, and bear their stamp on
the neck. .4// others are INFERIOR IMITATIONS.

GEO. U. BIDWELL & CO.

2 and 4 Ect 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and RDCQE

B cycles and Tricycles.

Wheel floods of all l)«*crl|>tlons.

So..a tor oar INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Broadway. Corner sgth Street,

NEW YORK.

Columbia Bicycle Agency.
Second-hand wheels bought and sold.

Repairing.

SEND FOR PRINTED LIST OF BARGAINS

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. O BIRD & CO..
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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TO CHANGE BUSINESS.
CLOSING OUT SALE OF

AMERICAN CLUB,
AMERICAN SANSPAREIL,

AMERICAN ROADSTER and

SANSPAREIL LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLES
TOGETHER WITH NICKELLED AND JAPANNED LAMPS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES, AT

JS THAINT COST OF* IMPORTATION.
REDUCTIONS FROM $15.00 TO $40.00.

If you wish a high class ball bearing Bicycle, either full roadster, light roadster or racer, or a

Tricycle, send 2c. stamp for list of sizes and reduced prices and full specifications.

BARGAINS UNPRECEDENTED.

Some slightly shop worn machines
at further reduced prices.

MENTION THIS PAPER.

S. T. CLARK & CO
2 &, 4 HANOVER ST.

BALTIMORE.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,
and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!
Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for
bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is r.ot

sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

n market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

*S" Notich.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having them. If he does not keep them, 1 will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil,
expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. "*fi3J

JDLIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

s wear

BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St., Chicago.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

£5.00; Nickelled, £6.;o.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH.
Newark, N. J.

Hall

Type
Writer.

The latest, simplest, cheapest,

md most complete Writing In-

trument. Challenges compan-

>n with others in every point.

•'.very instrument warranted

nd sent free to any part of

Jnited States ou receipt of

• rice, $40.

Principal Office:

<53 BROADWAY,
New York.

Agencies in all Principal

Cities.

i
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*&&THE ..« "+1

i<'H£]S.

The best English

make is undoubt-

edly the Coventry

Machinists' Com-

pany.

The III. New England Mag.

The Strongest, Fastest, and Most Perfect Safety Made.

T ZE3I E

(LIMITED)

COLUMBUS AVENUE,
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The following extract is taken from a letter written

by an old rider, who doubted the Safety and Efficiency

of the Ribbon Steering. After trying our New Improved

Steering, he writes:

"The Ribbon Steeringforever! I believe the Problem is Solved."
June 20, 1885.

The Victor Tricycle, with the IMew Ribbon Steering,

is far and away the Steadiest Tricycle made.— TWO MILES IN 6.27,

Victor Tires are in to Stay. Tires which can be

Pulled Out are Not Safe to Ride.

Please call or Send for Catalogue.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Treraont St., Boston.

NEW MODEL LIGHT KOADSTER STAR.
The new model is vastly improved in "workmanship, and has been greatly simplified, and made stronger and stiffer

while the WEIGHT HAS BEEN REDUCED SOME ELEVEN POUNDS in the 48-inch size. Sample now on
view. No Catalogues can be had till later, and applications for same must be accompanied by two-cent stamps. All applications
from outside of New England must have enclosed five cents in stamps, or no Catalogue will be sent.

The New Columbia Machines constantly in Stock. Also the American Challenge and
Safety and the Ideal, Petite Tricycles for Children, $18 to $30.

Having specially fitted up a Shop and engaged one of the best Bicycle Mechanics in England or America as head of the depart-

ment, we are prepared to do the finest and most intricate repairs en Bicycles and Tricycles. Cranks or Stars at reasonable rates.

Special Terms to Agents where they send all work to us.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES TO LET BY THE DAY.

Out of town parties may enjoy a Sunday or Holiday on " Boston's sandpapered roads," at a small expense. Our list includes new
Experts, 48 in. to 54 in., and new Ball-bearing Tricycles of improved model.

terms, $2.00 je^eh :d.a.y invariably i»t advanos.
REFERENCES REQUIRED FROM STRANGERS.

W. W. STALL, ( sximVuV, ) 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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r\x"bllsla.©a. every FrJcLa-jr

E. C. HODGBS & GO.
8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the,following rates :
—

One year, in advance $2.00
Six months " 1.00
Three months 60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 if sen to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and
School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D. Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 19 JUNE, 1885.

THE AMATEUR RULE.

What shall be done with the Amateur
Rule of the L. A. W ? That the present
rule is inadequate to the purpose it would
carry out, all will admit. We have out-

grown it in its present form. Wheelmen
may or may not have outgrown the under-
lying idea of the rule, but they certainly

can give expression to the idea in better

words. Two societies have found them-
selves in a similar situation to the

League, and they have materially changed
the form of the amateur rule. We give

below the new amateur rules.

N. C. U., OF ENGLAND.
" An amateur is one who has never en-

gaged in, nor assisted in, nor taught any
athletic exercise for money, or other re-
muneration

; nor knowingly competed
with or against a professional for a prize
of any description, or in public (except at
a meeting specially sanctioned by the
Union).

" To prevent misunderstanding in in-
terpreting the above, the union draws at-

tention to the following explanation:—
" A cyclist forfeits his right to compete

as an amateur, and thereby becomes a
professional, by—

" (a) Engaging in cycling, or any
other athletic exercise, or personally
teaching, training, or coaching any other
person therein, either as a means of ob-
taining a livelihood, or for a stated bet,

money prize, or for gate money.
" (b) Competing with, or pace mak-

ing for, or having the pace made by, a
professional or person under sentence of

suspension in public, or for a prize.
" (_c) Selling, realizing upon, or oth-

erwise turning into cash, any prize won
by him.
" (d) Accepting, directly or indi-

rectly, any remuneration from a cycle
manufacturer, agent, or other person in-

terested in the trade or sport, for cycle
riding.

" Note.— The executive has the right

to call upon any rider to remove by proof
any suspicion of his infringing, or having
infringed, the provisions of clause c, and
the onus of disproving the charge brought
against him shall in such case rest upon
the person suspected ; who, until he do
clear himself to the satisfaction of the ex-
ecutive, may be suspended.

" Cycle manufacturers and agents, as
such, are not to he considered as profes-
sionals, but are cautioned that to person-
ally teach cycle riding as a means to

effect the sale of a machine, will be taken
as an infringement of clause a."

N. A. A. A. A. OF AMERICA.

"An amateur is any person who has
never competed in an open competition,
or for money, or under a false name ; or
with a professional for a prize, or where
gate money is charged ; nor has ever at

any time, taught, pursued or assisted at

athletic exercises for money, or for any
valuable consideration. But nothing in

this definition shall be construed to pro-
hibit the competition between amateurs
for medals, cups or other prizes than
money."
To prevent any misunderstanding in

reading the above, the association draws
attention to the following explanations ad-
judications :

—
An athlete has forfeited his right to

compete as an amateur, and has thereby
become a professional, by—

(a) Ever having competed in an open
competition (/'. e., a competition, the en-
tries to which are open to all, irrespective
as to whether the competitors are ama-
teurs or professionals, and whether such
competition be for a prize or not) in any
athletic exercise over which this associa-
tion has declared its jurisdiction.

{b) Ever having competed for money
in any such athletic exercise.

(e) Ever having competed under a
false name in any such athletic exercise.

(d) Ever having knowingly competed
with a professional for a prize, or where
gate money is charged in any such ath-
letic exercise.

(<?) Ever having taught or pursued as

a means of livelihood any such athletic

exercise.

(/) Ever having directly or indirectly

accepted or received remuneration for

engaging in any such athletic exercise.

An athlete shall hereafter forfeit his

right to compete as an amateur, and shall

thereby become a professional, if, at any
time after the foregoing definition shall

take effect, he shall—
(1) Directly or indirectly receive pay-

ment for training or coaching any other

person in any athletic exercise over which
this association shall declare its jurisdic-

tion.

(2) Directly or indirectly receive pay-

ment for services personally rendered in

teaching any such athletic exercise.

(3) Directly or indirectly receive pay-

ment for services rendered as referee,

judge, umpire, scorer, manager, director,

or in any other capacity, at any profes-

sional exhibition or contest of any athletic

exercises whatsoever.
Note. — Nothing herein shall be con-

strued to prohibit the acceptance* by any
amateur of his necessary travelling ex-

penses incurred by any referee, judge,

umpire, scorer or starter, in going to and
from the place of any amateur contest.

(4) Directly or indirectly run, man-
age, or direct for prospective profit any
professional exhibition or contest.

An amateur shall not hereafter forfeit

his right to compete as an amateur, and
shall not become a professional, by —

(a) Receiving compensation for ser-

vices rendered as ticket taker or ticket

seller at any contest or exhibition of am-
ateur athletics.

(6) Receiving compensation for ser-

vices personally rendered as secretary,

treasurer, manager or superintendent of

any amateur athletic club.

(c) Receiving compensation as editor,

correspondent, or reporter of, or contribu-

tor to any sporting, athletic, or other

paper or periodical.

(d) Running, managing, or directing,

for prospective profit, any sporting, ath-

letic, or other paper or periodical.

(e) Receiving compensation for ser-

vices personally rendered as official han-
dicapper under the direction and authority

of the National Association of Amateur
Athletes of America.

(/") Receiving from a club, of which
he shall be a member, the amount of his

expenses necessarily incurred in travelling

to and from the place of any amateur
contest.

This association hereby declares its

jurisdiction to extend over the following

athletic exercises :
—

1. Running (all distances).

2. Walking (all distances).

3. Jumping (of any character).

4. Pole leaping.

5. l'litting the shot.

6. Throwing the hammer.
7. Throwing of weights.

8. Tugs-of-war (individual and team).

In the latter definition it will be seen

that the association attends to its own
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business strictly, and it is a fair inference

from the text that a man can be a profes-

sional wheelman or polo player, and en-

gage in the sports of the association.

The N. C. U. applies its rule to any ath-

letic exercise, and the question will nat-

urally arise, What is an athletic exercise ?

We believe the English authorities do not

include cricket among the athletic exer-

cises, and for this we have never been

able to see a good reason. The League

has in its policy made the rule to apply to

any recogtiized athletic sport, and they

have recognized polo, baseball and oth-

ers as such. We think the League has

the most intelligent and systematic idea,

but in many points the other societies

have an advantage, for their rules are

simpler, and say what they mean in lan-

guage that cannot be misunderstood.

We are in receipt of a letter from a

well-known wheelman, in which he says

that it is unfair to place a rider on a light

racing machine in competition with a

rider on a roadster, and he suggests that

the former should be handicapped. The
suggestion is a good one in many ways.

We can never have interesting races until

we get a good system of handicapping,

and it may be as well to handicap the ma-
chines as to handicap the riders. The
objection to the proposition lies in the

difficulty which the carrying out of the

idea would involve. We have no good
system of handicapping in America, and

in the nature of things we cannot have.

Our country is large, and our riders do
not go into the business of athletics with

the devotion that it obtains across the

water, and consequently there is no per-

manency to their " form." We can read-

ily see, however, that while there would

be difficulty in having handicaps for ma-

chines, it would be much less than it is in

the case of the riders. We would like to

hear from the racing men on this point.

Our columns are open for a discussion.

Advices from Birmingham, Ala., dated

17 June, state that the city council has

passed an ordinance prohibiting the run-

ning of bicycles and velocipedes on the

streets. , There is considerable inter-

est manifested by parties to have the

ordinance revoked. What course the

council will adopt is not known, but they

will probably look into the matter within

ten days. Here is a chance for the

League.

CORRESPONDENCE

[ This department is open to communications reiat'

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming ail responsi-
bitity/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology .~\

The Professionals.

Editor Bicycling World:— The many
broad and generous letters which have
•appeared in recent issues of Bicycling
World, from people who wish to see the

two classes, amateurs and professionals,

on a more equal and fraternal footing,

meets with much favor by bicyclists seen
by me on my travels. The most note-

worthy of these letters was the one from
the able pen of the Buffalo M. D. in your
last issue, regarding contests between
amateurs and professionals. The cham-
pion Prince, after reading the aforesaid

letter carefully through, remarked with

his usual candor :
" There 's a sensible

bicyclist; would it not help the cause if a
better feeling between the two factions,

if similar views were adopted by the

L. A. W. at their next meet? Nothing
would give me greater pleasure than a
race with my old pupils, Mr. Geo. M.
Hendee, Eliot Norton, and the remainder
of the fast ones." The question is bound
to receive recognition at Buffalo in July,

therefore,it behooves all fair and impartial

members of the L. A. W. to give this

important question a few moments of

kindly thought before casting their votes.

It is your wish, members of the L. A. W.,
to elevate and spread the sport of bicy-

cling; then consider it your solemn duty
to remove all obstacles to further your
cause. One of your first thoughts, then,

will be to remove any feeling of class or

party
;
your aim is to be one grand com-

bined movement, thoroughly democratic,

in order to insure a strong rapid advance
in the right direction. If this is your
feeling, then use your voice and vote in

favor of worthy professionals being ad-

mitted to the League. Remember pro-

fessionals (racing men and fancy riders)

travel over an immense area of territory,

often going where the bicycle had before

his visit been a stranger, and their first

efforts, under your banners, must be pro-

ductive of much good. All we ask and
pray for, is an impartial and fair hearing.

If our cause is worth gaining, it is cer-

tainly worth agitating. I don't wish to

crowd the worthy editor of this paper
with communications on the subject, but

a line from any one to him pro and con
regarding the subject, would no doubt be
honored.
The Chicago Sporting Journal is

working hard to have the subject brought
prominently before western riders. The
Springfield Wheelman's Gazette and the

pioneerchampion, the BicyclingWould,
have not forgot the cause of freedom, by
any means. Let us be up and doing,

brother professionals. Our craft at the

present time can only be compared to the

rain-drop in the ocean, to what the glori-

ous future will bring forth. Let us see to

the work. Spokes.

C. T. C. v. L. A. W.

Editor Bicycling World: — In your
issue of the 19th inst. there is a letter

from Mr. H. S. Wood about the L. A. W.
and C. T. C, which seems to have been
written under a misapprehension as to

the purposes and objects of those organ-
izations. Both of them have for their

sole object, speaking broadly, the helping

of cyclists. The L. A. W. covers more
ground, as it endeavors to regulate racing

as well as touring.

The object of regulating is not to pre-

vent racing or to forward it, but to offer

members of the L. A. W. a complete
and uniform set of rules by which races

can be made comparable with one an-

other. If the courses are not measured
according to a certain standard, or if the

men are started, sometimes with a stand-

ing and sometimes with a flying start, no
comparisons are possible and no records

can be made in one place which will hold

good in another, because there is no
recognized standard to compare them
with.

The L. A. W. and C. T. C. both have,

for part of their purpose, the erection of

sign boards and clanger boards, for the

assistance of tourists of all nationalities,

attached and unattached ; also the obtain-

ing reduced rates at hotels ; also the pro-

tection and defence of their members
against unfair legislation, or actual vio-

lence, or gross imposition of any kind.

Now, to me, there seems nothing de-

rogatory to " a plain American " in get-

ting these benefits from a foreign organ-
ization, if the native one does not pro-

vide them, and I can see no more reason

why he should refuse to avail himself of

the experience and power of a foreign

club, than there would be in his refusing

to ride an English machine if he thought
it preferable to an American one, or refus-

ing to learn a language, or drink a foreign

wine.

The C. T. C. proclaims no " creed "

" with the avowed intention to usurp the

touring relations in America," whatever
that may mean. Its purposes, whatever
they are, can only be carried out by its

members, and in case of oppression by
the "mugwump Anglomaniacs," the

chances are the latter would resign, or

otherwise cease to be members, and
the designs of the C. T. C. would
come to a standstill. If all riders here

refuse to join the L. A. W., that wil

drop to pieces also, and no matter

what its designs, or laws, or rules may
be, they will amount to nothing at all.

As to the merits of the two societies, riders

must be governed in this by what they

want a society to do for them. I was a

member of the L. A. W. for two years,

and never saw anything clone by it for

wheelmen. There were no sign boards

or hotel rates of which I could avail my-
self, and after awhile, the League seemed
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to have degenerated into a society for the

support of its corresponding secretary,

and I resigned. Since then I have seen
no signs of progress in any part of the

country I have ridden in, and conse-
quently have never wished to rejoin. The
C. T. C, on the other hand, has, in the

two or three years I have belonged to it,

increased its membership from 12,000 to

18,000, each month every member receives

the Gazette, which is full of information
as to roads, routes, clothing, machines,
maps, etc., etc.; all sorts of matters, in

short, which enable one to keep posted
on current events.

I think American riders are the equals
of any in energy, pluck, and manliness
generally ; but being fewer in numbers,
and scattered over an area beyond all

comparison larger, it is very hard for them
to stand shoulder to shoulder,— for a
rider in Massachusetts to feel that a rider

in St. Louis, Denver, or San Francisco
has a claim on him for help and encour-
agement.

In England riders are held together
largely by outside pressure. There are
so many small towns with little petty
laws and rules which are imposed upon
travellers, that all wheelmen are banded
together for resistance. But in this

country we have very little of that kind
of annoyance. Lamps and bells are
scarcely evenrequired; one can often ride

on the sidewalk or on a railroad track,

without being arrested ; and, in fact, it

may be said that we suffer very little from
small restrictions, while, on the other
hand, we are liable to have great disabili-

ties imposed upon us in certain districts

on account of local prejudices, which may
be very strong, and there mav be too few
wheelmen in the place for public feeling

to be roused in their behalf.

If the L. A. W. can help us, and the
members take sufficient interest in wheel-
men generally, to help and protect them,
even if they are not members, then we
will readily join it. If, on the other hand,
it spends all its time and money on squab-
bles, and talk, and shows no signs of life

outside of the newspapers, why then let

us join the C. T. C. which will give us a
good paper each month, even if we get
nothing else. It does not seem to me a
question of nationality, or politics, or
anglomania, or Blaineism or mugwump-
ism. It is not American v. England,

—

it is cyclists, shoulder to shoulder against
the world. If all riders stand by one an-
other, and agree to work together it will

make little difference whether they belong
to an American or a foreign League.

I do not believe that all the talk about
"patriotism," "plain Americans," "coun-
try's camp," "opposing banner," and all

that kind of misplaced school-boy oratory
advances the cause of riders very much

;

while I do know that much has been done
in England and on the Continent by the

C. T. C, even though it is " foreign,"

and a " uniformed social fraternity and
mutual admiration society"; and I do
not think the L. A. W., during the same
number of years, has done much of per-

manent advantage to either natives or
foreigners.

There have been plenty of hard work-
ing self-denying men in the League, but
they have not always pulled together,
consequently a good deal of their work
has been wasted. I see no patriotism in

refusing to profit by the experience of

others.

If an Englishman knows more about
touring than I do, I feel no shame at ask-
ing him to tell me what I do not know
already. In the same way I shoud not
hesitate to help an Englishman who
should ask me questions; and I doubt if

any cyclist would refuse to help another,
merely because he was of a different

nationality.

At all events, let each man do what he
honestly considers the best, and do not
let us have any more " subsidized edito-

rials," or any personal abuse, merely be-
cause a member criticises the League.
Why should not the League be criti-

cised? Is it perfect? Does any sensi-

ble man suppose that to ignore the short-

comings of the League will improve it?

It would be equally sensible to expect
to keep a house in repair by vowing that

the roof did not leak, even though the
rain were coming in at the time.

In a country so large and so thinly

settled as ours, most of the work must be
done by local or district organizations, —
but all these should be so linked together
by a common purpose that in case any
adverse legislation like the law recently
proposed in North Carolina, should be
attempted anywhere, all the different

local, State, or district organizations
should instantly oppose it and be ready
to assist to the utmost the organization,

or wheelmen, no matter how few or how
small in importance in the threatened dis-

trict.

C. T. C, No. 12,567.

Another.

Editor Bicycling World:— In a letter

written by Mr. H. S. Wood, and pub-
lished in your edition for 19 June, I find

among other things the following :
" To

those who have carelessly joined the

C. T. C. for personal, social, or other
reasons not in consistency with loyal ad-

herence to the principles of the L. A. W.,
etc."

How does he know what actuated us in

joining the C. T. C, and by what right

does he take unto himself the authority
to dictate to his equals what they may,
may not, should, or should not do ?

Certainly, if 1 wish to join the C. T. C,
and contribute my mite to its support, 1

bear the expense, and 1 am sure it takes
nothing from the income of Mr. II. S.

W., or the L. A. W. There are gentle-

men who hold membership in both organ-
izations, who are as loyal to the L. A. W.
as Mr. Wood ever has been, or ever can
be, and when he sets himself upas a dic-

tator he will (I think), find himself sadly
left, and occupying an unenviable posi-

tion. If he takes this method to adver-

tise his book, I take it to be ungentle-
manly and contemptible, and I feel

confident his action will only knit the
American Division of C. T. C. more
strongly together. Let Mr. Wood first

remove the beam from his own eye, and
correct glaring faults in his L. A. W.,
then it will be time to remove the mote
from his brother's eye. Vindex.

The Hygienic Saddle.

Editor Bicycling World:— I would
like to express my thanks to Mr.
Kirkpatrick for his offer to furnish a
higher back spring for his saddle. I

have, however, obviated the difficulty by
shortening the saddle about one and a
half inches. This can be easily done by
any one who can procure a couple of cop-
per belt rivets. The result is, that the
back spring clip is brought higher up on
the perch. The saddle is now horizontal,
and is at the same time sufficiently large
and sufficiently easy to merit the name
given it by the manufacturer, of whose
courtesy I should certainly avail myself,
were I not already perfectly satisfied.

M. D.

Another Feminine Point of View.

Editor Bicycling World: — Your cor-
respondent, " Daisie," condemns the
tandem tricycle for ladies' use ; her
reason for this, a reason which offsets

all its advantages of speed, weight, and
ease of motion, in her mind, is simply and
solely its appearance. " Mrs. Grundy dis-

approves." Fatal verdict ! If we would
induce our sisters to join the ranks of
wheelwomen, and find health and pleas-
ure in this delightful exercise, we must
content ourselves with slow, heavy, broad
machines, and Mrs. Grundy's smiles of
approval. It is undoubtedly true, as
" Daisy " asserts, that with ladies, speed
can well be a secondary consideration ; we
can afford to sacrifice speed, if neces-
sary ; but can we afford to sacrifice, also,

ease of running, lightness of weight,
with our already inferior advantage of
muscular strength and suitability of dress,

as compared to our more fortunate
brothers ?

As for Mrs. Grundy, it may be neces-
sary, for the good of our sex, to propi-

tiate, rather than to ignore that tyrannical
dame. Hut how shall we set about this

somewhat difficult task ? The progress of
the world would manifestly cease were we
always to give way before her prejudices

and whims. No, there is noquestionabout
it ; the old lady, plainly, must be educated.
We know from experience that our taste,

whether it be in dress, furniture, or
houses, is a question of the training of
the eye. It matters little how Ugly or how
grotesque a fashion may at fust appear to

us, by degrees the eye becomes so accus-

tomed to the sight that we cease to espe-

cially remark it, and finally it not only
loses all ugliness, but it becomes, lor

the time being at least, a Standard ol

actual beauty to us. With this little

knowledge of human nature, we can hope
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fully keep the tandem, with its immense
superiority over the ordinary sociable, in

spite of the fact that to some eyes (hap-

pily it is to some eyes only) its appear-

ance is objectionable. To use your
correspondent's phraseology, a few bold

spirits lead the way, and the tandem will

come in. For the benefit of the timid

and doubting, I will add the result of ex-

perience and observation. I have ridden

a Humber tandem many hundred miles

with (it almost goes without saying) in-

tense enjoyment, and I have failed to

encounter any more comment or rude

staring from the multitude than I did

when riding the sociable. I am only one
of ten ladies in this vicinity who ride tan-

dems with either husband or brother or

father, one of them a clergyman's wife,

and as such the good opinion of society

must be valued by her, and I believe they

would all heartily indorse my statements.

This I know, that it would take great out-

side pressure, now that they know its de-

lights, to make them relinquish their tan-

dems. I have no word to utter against the

sociable, by itself considered. I spent

many pleasant and useful hours upon
it before the days of the tandem,
and it is quite good enough for any who
imagine they present a more dignified

appearance in this mode of riding, and it

is infinitely better than no machine at all

if it comes to such an alternative ; but

the tandem will still remain in every way
the more suitable ladies' machine for

more reasons than have been noticed,

and as any one can discover for her-

self should she have the good fortune to

ride one. But whether it be the tandem
or sociable or single, let all ladies who
can, ride earnestly, and let them, for the

welfare of their sex and the future health-

fulness of the race, do all in their power
to spread the glad tidings, and swell the

ranks of the happy ones. Morrill.

Notes by the Way.

In casting about for things notable, it

is profitable to go back to the past, and
study the development of an idea in its

growth to maturity.

My mind goes backward, this week, to

a time when the tricycle was not known
in America, save as it was studied from
the pictures which came to us from Eng-
land, showing the machines made in that

country, and from the inspection of a

few which were imported by the more
venturesome dealers in the cities.

I think Waltham must have the credit

for introducing the tricycle to the roads
of America, for the wheelmen of that
city brought over and rode a number of
Coventry Rotaries,with lever action, soon
alter they came out in England. This
was the pioneer tricycle, and like the
pioneer bicycle, we were indebted for it

to James Starley.

that a Hartford stationer had made a tri-

cycle that would astonish the world. It

was said to be built on the lever princi-

ple, and the inventor had it in practical

use in Hartford, riding about the city,

going for his mail, etc.

The next heard from this tricycle was
the announcement that it would be made
in England and America simultaneously.

Singer & Co. were to be the English

makers, and a company was to be formed
in America.

The outcome of all this was the Vic-

tor tricycle. After many experiments

the lever machine was given up, not be-

cause the inventor had lost faith in it, but

because the country called for a rotary

action, and would look at no other.

Overman Wheel Company has kept up
with the procession.

I really believe that Overman has an
affection for his first baby now, and,

sooner or later, we may see the lever

machine on the market. I remember
very well to have seen him ride close up
to a curb eight inches high and stop the

machine ; then, by a strong effort, he
drove the machine up the curve and on
to the sidewalk. If any one would like

to appreciate this feat, let them try this

experiment with a rotary machine.

The Victor came upon us like a reve-

lation. It was the first American ma-
chine; it was graceful in form; it was
light ; and it run easily. I remember
very well the company that gathered at

the Revere House to get a look at the

machine. Every prominent cyclist in

Boston, I think, must have attended the

reception, and the verdict in its favor

was unanimous.

Soon after this a rumor went about

All previous American efforts had
been abortive. Down in New Haven a

concern had turned out the American
Roadster. This was built on the lines of

the Humber, but the rider sat very high,

and the axles were cranked. This ma-
chine was publicly shown at the Leagne
officers' meeting in New York, in 18S1,

when among the races was run a tricycle

race, in which the American Roadster
was used, but our riders never gave this

machine a serious thought.

And so I think I do not make a mis-

take in giving the Overman Wheel Com-
pany credit for the first good tricycle

made in America.

That first tricycle has gone by now.
The company and other makers have
shown us better machines in many re-

spects since then, but those who were
then looking for a practical machine will

remember with what favor they received

the pioneer.

I have heard criticisms of the machines
put out by this company, but I never
heard any one who would say that the

Overman wheels run hard. The makers
seem to be able to blow the breath of

life into inanimate metal, and there is

a go to their wheels that few others
possess.

I confess to an early prejudice against

the tricycle, but this was formed by my
connection with the early wheels. I

think the Victor exercised a potent force

in disarming, not only my prejudices, but
that of a large number of wheelmen who
before that thought they saw in the tricy-

cle a vehicle for the aged and decrepit

only.

That " Seven Ages " poem would not
have appeared in the World had the
author had a Victor. I think President
Bates knows something about that poem,
and I wonder if he would not like to alter

the conclusion at this date :
—

" Last scene of all,

'1 hat ends tliis strange, eventful history,

Is second childishness on the low trike,

Sans strength, sans speed, sans skill, sans everything."

Well, the Overman Company has not
been content with its grand tricycle

record, but they have gone further and
given us a first-class American bicycle.

This is rare fruitage among us, and intro-

duces competition, that is always the life

of trade.

Things have changed greatly since

then, but I do not hesitate to say that the

The record of the tricycle has been
repeated with the bicycle, for it has
caught popular favor, and the factory has
been running night and day to fill orders.

The company are quite elated at the
records made on their machines. These
records may mean little, or they may
mean much ; but in any event, I am glad
to see that an American machine is

grasping a few of them, and that the

struggle is not wholly confined to Eng-
lish wheels. The Victor has wrested
several American records from English
wheels ; and, more than that, it has cap-
tured some world's records.

Metaphorically, I throw up my cap
and give three cheers for Yankee makers.

A rolling stone, they say, gathers no
moss. I don't know why it should want
to gather moss, nor what it would do
with it if the gathering took place ; but I

find that I gather in my rollings much
that is more valuable than moss, for it

does not incommode me, but rather whets
my appetite for more diversion with

objects By the Way.
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itTHE RECORD BREAKER."
This celebrated Racing Machine is unquestionably the fastest and strongest machine

ever built, and stands without a rival as

THE KING OE THE I»^TH.

Ridden by

all the

Fastest

Riders

in the

World.

Holds the

Champion-

ships of

England,

France, Ger-

many.Spain
iLND

America,

One Mile in 2.39.

BUILT ESPECIALLY FOR AMERICAN TRACKS.
We have just received a large line from 52 inch to 60, including odd sizes, and are the only house

in the trade that make a specialty of RACING BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

SOLE U. S. AGENTS.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
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A Safe Wheel for Old or Young! Headers Impossible!

GREAT SUCCESS OF

The"KANGAROO"
SAFETY BICYCLE.

Further proof of the Superiority of the " Kangaroo " over all other Bicycles as

to speed as well as Safety is given by the position of its riders in all the races in

which it is engaged.

May 9th.— Three Miles Scratch Race at Alexandra Palace. Engleheart

First, " Kangaroo. " Won very easily, all other riders using- the ordinary

Bicycles. (Nine starters.)

RBC
H. M. S.

I Mile (path) 2 59
3 " ( " ) 9 49

H. M. S.

10 Mile (grass) 40 30
100

u
(road) 7 II 10

Opinions of the Press re Three Miles Scratch Race, May 9th.

" Engleheart, on a ' Kangaroo,' outpaced everybody, and simply romped away from his opponents against the
hill and wind ; in fact, he won comfortably."— Wheeling.

"The sensation of the week has been the victory in the Three Mile's Scratch Race of the ' Kangaroo' Safety
over all the big bicycles." — The Cyclist.

" Engleheart has done much to demonstrate what can be done by a Safety. He did well again on Saturday.
... It was a caution to see how he put the dwarf ' Kangaroo ' past the big wheels at the Surrey, and again on
Saturday, when the big wheels were all beaten easily. There is no doubt the ' Safety ' is the machine of the
future — provided machines are carried out on their present lines."— TricyclingJournal.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington Street, Boston,
-^MIEIRIC.A.IISr .A-G-ZEICTTS.

Wfasw~ m S^^LC^SiS
holds the following Road Records of the world:

Ten miles in Oh. 33 'j'm

Twenty miles in In. 15m. (21 miles actually)-
Fifly miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)
Twenty-four hours covering 266 X-4 miles.
Seven days covering 924 miles.
The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done too miles in jH hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and all-the-i/ear-round,
nothing in market can approach it. fl®» Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PRESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES aM TRICYCLES
REPAIRED,

Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Hicycles and Tricycles sold on commission. The liicy-

cle branch of our business is in charge of Will
S. Atwbi.l, telephone No. 193s.

O.W. CO. DUPLEX,

DUPLKX WHISTLK, WITH CHAIN.

With Chain.

IT IS THE BEST.

By Mail, 75 cents.

SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN- WHEEL * CO.
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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17th of June.

The day was one of unusual quietness
in cycling circles. The rain of the morning
caused a postponement of many of the
proposed club runs. The Boston Club
gave up its called run to Dedham, and
instead the members made a number of
short runs to various points around the
city. Thirteen men only showed up
for the four days' run of the Massa-
chusetts Club to Portsmouth. They were
as follows: Captain C. P. Shillaber,

President H. W. Williams, George Main,
H. E. Parkhurst, W. H. McCormack, of
New York, E. R. Lowe, A. F. Webster,

J. A. Chase, and C. H. Newell, of Paw-
tucket, and F. A. Elwell, of Portland,
Me. Twenty-two members of the Cam-
bridge Club rode to Downer Landing and
returned by boat. The Charlestown Bi-

cycle Club kept open house all day, an 1

was visited by several hundred wheel-
men from Boston and suburban towns.
The League of Essex County Wheel-
men held a meet at Lynn, being the guests
of the Lynn Cycle Club, on the occasion
of its first anniversary. There was a
turnout of forty bicyclists in the after-

noon parade. Captain Emerson G. Gor-
don was in command, and, after parading
through Market, North Common, West-
ern avenue, Franklin, Essex, Chestnut,
Atlantic, Ocean, and Beach streets^ the
run was made to Nahant, where supper
was had on invitation of the cycle club.

The run home was made in the evening.
The Maverick Wheel Club, of East Bos-
ton, ran to Nahant. The tricycle division
of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club had
their first all day run. The start was
made from the clubhouse at about ioa.m.
At the Centennial House a stop was made,
lemonade indulged in, and a good time
generally for half an hour, with music to

enliven the occasion. The Russell House,
Lexington, was reached about 12.15, giv-
ing ample time to prepare for dinner. Mr.
Albert S. Parsons piloted the party to the
different places of interest about these
historic grounds, including the Francis
B. Hayes estate, and afterward enter-
tained them at his house.

"The Capital Outing."

A novelty in bicycling tours, bearing
the above title, has been arranged by the
Capital Bicycle Club for August and Sep-
tember, of this year. The originator of
the plan is Mr. H. S. Owen, who is the
fortunate possessor of a palace, castle,

mansion, villa, or plain cottage, at Cot-
tage City, Martha's Vineyard. About
thirty members of the club will leave
Baltimore, per steamer " D. H. Miller,"

13 August, from Baltimore for Boston,
spending a day, en route, in Norfolk, Va.
Arriving in Boston on Sunday evening,
they will, on the next day, ride to New
Bedford and take the steamer for Cottage
City, where, until 5 September, they will

enjoy the hospitality of Mr. Owen. The
usual variety of seashore amusements
will be exhausted, and in addition, cycling

drills, races, dramatics, loafing, and all

the other forms of relaxation in which
the Capital men are proficient, will be
indulged in. Their intention of " owning
the island " may not be carried out liter-

ally, but their presence is likely to create

some degree of interest among the sum-
mer residents, as well as the natives.

Early in September they will go by
steamer to Portland, and wheel from
there to Boston ; thence via Worces-
ter to Springfield, for the meet. Thence
to New Haven, and by boat to New
York, where, after a trip to Coney Island

and other runs and excursions, they will

take the train home. The trip will oc-

cupy about thirty days. The club dram-
atic association, glee club, and drill squad
are in constant practice, and in all re-

spects the trip bids fair to be one of the

most notable cycling events, even in a

season so crowded with them as 1885.

Cole Day.
Washington, D. C, 21 June, 1885.

From a Feminine Point of View.

Still wearily wearing the days away
in my enforced outing, I enter one more
point in favor of the tricycle in the jour-

nal of my wheeling experience.

A seaside resort without the glamor
shed upon it by the bright costumes of

the city visitors, without the crowds upon
the beach, the brilliant turnouts, the

bathers, etc., etc., etc., is a dreary place

indeed.

The season is not yet ripe, and those

who try to taste the fruit must bow to the

inevitable result which follows every in-

dulgence in fruit in its incipiency. This
result follows as night the day, and is

impressive in the ratio of the indulgence.
In my own case, -I am a prey to dreari-

ness relieved only by the fun of an occa-
sional inland run, which in turn magni-
fies the dulness by throwing it into sharp
contrast.

Ocean Spray is as yet a seed buried
in the ground, but the hot summer days
will soon warm it into life, and it will

spring up a beautiful flower that all will

admire. It is too early for bathing yet,

and there is little society. Without my
tricycle I should have the horrors.

There is little fun in solitude, unless
you have agreeable company to talk it

over with. That is an old proverb pre-
sented in a new form. The Irishman
put it: "It's pleasant to be alone, es
pecially when your sweetheart is with
you." The solitude of a summer resort

before the season opens, would form a
topic for hours of conversation were the
talkers to be found.

I am often asked, " Why don't you
keep a horse instead of a tricycle ? " No,
I thank you. For certain and sundry
purposes the horse is a valuable animal,

but those certain and sundry purposes
are. not in the list of my requirements.

Before I owned a cycle I was proud in

the possession of a pony phaeton,

with leisure to use it when I pleased, and
in that direction dictated by my whims.

For a time I was enchanted. I drove
here, there and everywhere, and I flat-

tered myself that I was the happiest girl

living. But alas for the things of this

world ! The novelty soon wore off, and
I was brought face to face with the inev-

table fact that I was paying a dear price

for a very little pleasure.

I found that I had an animal with de-

sires and necessities more bountiful than

my own. He must be well cared for, ex-

ercised and watched over. I had to drive

out when I wanted to stay at home, and
all because the horse must be exercised.

I found myself a slave to a horse.

I seldom had company, and life was a

burden without it. Time and time again

I have thrown down the reins upon the

back of the horse, and laid back in my
seat thoroughly bored. And yet I could

not escape from slavery until the horse
was sold. No, I thank you ! I have had
my experience. I don't care to keep a

horse.

With the cycle how different. There
is an exhilaration about the riding that

garnishes an excursion with extreme de-

light. Every stone in the road, every
rut, every hill has its interest to keep the

brain active and drive off ennui. One
comes back thoroughly refreshed, and
never knows a tired feeling that a night's

rest willl not banish.

I do not pretend to be a strong rider,

and I have no foolish ambition that leads

me to climb every hill. I do not hesitate

to walk up the steeper grades, and though
it may excite comment from the lookers

on, I get off, and push my wheel up with

the feeling that I shall be in good condi-

tion for a coast. In my novitiate I must
confess that riding was hard, but I had
taken a leaf from the book of a friend

whose experience told me to persevere,
and I soon got over the dead centre of

exertion, and arrived at a stage where it

was no longer hard work. I am now al-

most a stranger to fatigue.

In all my carriage experience I never
arrived at a point to throw off the extreme
lassitude and cramped feeling following
a long ride.

I prefer the tricycle.

1 think there are times in every
woman's life when she wishes she was a
man. I doubt if many men wish to

change their sex. I am not of a quarrel-

some disposition, nor am I unduly bellii;-
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erent, and yet there are times that I

sigh for the physical strength of the

sterner sex, for I feel that I could use it

in a corrective and salutary way upon
those who take advantage of weakness.

Many and many a time I have been
crowded to the edge of the road or into

the gutter by beings erected in the stat-

ure of men, but with a brute's nature,

who have found pleasure in passing as

near to me as possible, and with no
thought of the danger that would ensue

from a collision. Such occurrences are

more prevalent on Sundays and holidays,

for then wild you men are let loose upon
society, and liquor freely used makes
them a dangerous element upon the high-

way. This state of society leads me to

seldom without an escort on Sun-

days and holidays, and when I do go out,

to select the less travelled roads, and re-

ligously avoid the thoroughfares and
roads to the beaches. Daisie.

London W.'s Letter.

There are unfortunately some Ameri-

cans, or at least some residents of Amer-
ica, who either from a lack of culture and
education, a narrowness of intellectual

vision, or a determined prejudice, find it

agreeable to their tastes to cast a stigma

upon all who see anything to admire or

respect in English institutions or cus-

toms. Far be it from me to make invidi-

ous comparisons between either the men
and things of England and those of my
own native land. Far be it from any
American to fail to recognize everything

that is good and worth being proud of in

his own country. I can see in others,

than my own kith and kin, those qualities

which are entitled to my admiration and
respect. I am glad to be free from nar-

row prejudices, to have sense enough to

take advantage of the good things this

world produces, and not refuse to reap

the benefit of foreign ideas and commod-
ities. The United States is eminently a

cosmopolitan country, and goes into all

the worlds for its people, and has the

best of the world's productions. These
few remarks are in a way explanatory of

what will follow. From time to time, I

shall write of things as they are, and as I

know that there is much in England to

admire, and that many of its cycling cus-

toms could be adopted by Americans
with benefit, I expect to be called an
" anglomaniac," and if I should show
wherein some of our institutions are a

failure, I shall, I presume, be dubbed by
some narrow minded American a " mug-
wump "in addition. Let no man be so

ungrateful to the land of his birth as to

neglect it entirely. I should be sorry in-

deed if I did not have a due regard, and
the greatest respect for our grand coun-

try and its grand people. On the other

hand, I pride myself in being able to look

beyond my own back yard. I could not

help this feeling as I have written after

reading that most contemptible fling at the

C. T. C. in an otherwise creditable pub-

lication. When I arrived here, a stranger

in a strange city, I appreciated the value

of the peerless organization of that asso-

ciation. I had but to refer to my hand-
book, and there I found the name of an
hotel where I could be well accommo-
dated at a stated price. I was without a

suitable riding suit, but within the pages
of the same book I found the name of

one who was not only a tailor, but who
could fit me out for the road ; and again,

I was not left to the tender mercies of a

rapacious tradesman, but knew before I

entered the shop what each required arti-

cle would cost. Not this alone, but each
yard of cloth, each stocking, everything
in fact, was of a selected and guaranteed
quality. And again, desiring to tour

from one town to another, and being a

stranger, unfamiliar with the roads, I was
not compelled to inquire the way of stu-

pid country bumpkins or uncivil stran-

gers, but was furnished at an expense of

a penny stamp, and the trouble of making
the request with a carefully prepared
route slip. And yet I, who, in common
with some others, wish to see an organi-

zation with such capital method, and so

liberal a policy succeed in America as an
international cycling institution, am called

an " Anglomaniac" and a "mugwump."
Fortunately, I am so independent as to

need no assistance from such jealous

slanders, andean afford to laugh at their

frantic efforts to put down an association

that has lived and succeeded in spite of

all opposition. I am going in a few days
to Birmingham and Coventry, where I

shall be in the centre of the cycling

trade, and hope to pick up much that

will be interesting to the readers of the

World. Up in this northern town there

is little of interest, though there is a good
park here where the local riders are

wont to congregate. The most noticea-

ble feature of the cycling I have seen is

the prevalence of tricycles and tandems.
Of this, more anon, when I have been
farther south, where the sport is in a
livelier state. Mark my words, that if

the C. T. C. is not a success in the

States, it is not because it is founded
upon a poor plan, or because it does here
less than it ought for the price of mem-
bership. London W.
Bradford, Eng., 5 June, 1885.

To Buffalo.

New England members of the L. A. W.
intending going to the meet are informed

that arrangements have been made with

the Fitchburg and West Shore roads"

for transportation to Buffalo and return.

The rates given include transportion of

wheels. Tickets will read to Niagara
Falls, and the rates are:—
Boston to Niagara Falls and return, $12 00

Fitchburg " " " " 11 00
Worcester " " " " 11 00
Providence " " " " 12 00
Greenfield " " " " 900
No. Adams " " -" " 8 80

Tickets may be procured in Boston at

the West Shore office, 300 Washington
street; at Providence, of W. H. Church,

5 Weybosset street; at Worcester, of G.
Y. Lancaster, opposite post office, and of

the station agents at Fitchburg, Green-
field, and North Adams.

MANUFACTURE

Apollo Light Roadster.

MANUFACTURED BY SINGER & CO., COV-
ENTRY, ENGLAND. IMPORTED BY W. B.

EVERETT & CO., BOSTON.

The reputation of Messrs. Singer &
Co., of Coventry, England, for quality of

workmanship, led us to think that if this

conservative concern would place a light

wheel on the market it would be one that

would compare favorably with any of our

known light machines. With the advent

of the Apollo our supposition has been
fully substantiated ; for in graceful lines,

lightness and ease of running, it has
never been surpassed. It is remarkably
narrow in tread, being but eight and
three eighth inches between extreme
outside of cranks. In general sped' ca-

tions it is as follows : Backbone, slightly

oval ; forks eliptical with edges rounded,
folding the weakness of knife-edged
forks ;

ic« forks, half hollow. Spokes,
ti'Utf t&Pgent > put in individually and
crossing foiif times, being tied at two
points of contact. The hub flanges are

deeply recessed, the outer edge of the

flange being turned over, admitting the

ends of the spokes which are headed and
drawn out of sight. A piece of watch-

spring is sprung into the groove covering

the heads of the spokes, and leaving a

particularly clean looking hub. The
ends of the spokes disappearing in this

way leaves one in doubt, at first, as to

whether or no they are headed individ-
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ually; but on removing the watch spring

which is readily done with a knife, the

large square heads of the spokes are re-

vealed. The other end of the spoke is

enlarged and threaded and turned into a

small nut which turns like a swivel in the

felloe. This admirable scheme allows

the spoke to be tightened or replaced

without removing the tire, which will

readily be appreciated by those who have
attempted replacing an ordinary tangent

spoke. The rims are the deep section

Warwick. Tires, seven eighths and three

quarter red rubber. The handle bar
long, hollow and gracefully cow-horned.
Handles large horn. Bearings, Singer's

single adjustable balls to both wheels.

Cranks, five and three quarter inches,

with an unusual long slot, allowing great

adjustment. Pedals, ball bearing, either

rubber or rat-trap, as preferred. Spring
low, sliding, making the wheel very close

built. Saddle, choice of almost any of

the regular saddles in the market, al-

though the Eclipse is usually sent. Tool
bag, Handy or Buffalo, as preferred.

Actual weight of fifty-inch, with saddle

and pedals, thirty-five pounds ; fifty-four

inch, thirty-seven pounds; fifty-eight

inch, thirty-nine pounds. The favor

which this wheel has already met with

among the wheelmen of our different

cities proves that when better known it

will stand as a rival for first place with

the leading machines of the day.

The Buffer Saddle.

MANUFACTURED BY LAMPLUGH & BROWN'
AND IMPORTED BY STODDARD, LOV'
IRING & CO., BOSTON.

The latest put-out of Lamplugh &
Brown, the well known English saddle
makers, is the Buffer saddle, .shown
above. We have been riding the saddle
some little time, and have given it a good
test. We have found it an easy seat and
a perfect fit. It has three points to adjust

the tension, one at the peak, and two at

the rear. The cut gives a good idea of

the saddle. At the rear the leather is

carried over a cylindrical piece of rubber,

which does much to make an easy seat.

The Trade.

Latta Bros., of Friendship, N. Y.,

have issued a very fine catalogue of their

new goods, including the Express and
Pilot cycles.

The Pope Manufacturing Company
will present the winner of the Boscobel
fifty-mile road race, which occurs on the

27th inst., provided he rides one of its

machines and breaks the fifty-mile rec-

ord, one of its new Columbia Light Road-
sters.

The Cunningham Company has sus-

pended. The little affair with the United
States authorities crippled them beyond
recovery, and they have been obliged to

submit to the inevitable.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co., have
sent us a set of photos of their various

wheels which show the wheels to good
advantage. Those who cannot see the

machines themselves would do well to

get a set of these photos, for they give a

better idea than any wood cut possibly

can.

The Pope Manufacturing Company
have a cartoon in the last Wheelmen's
Gazette, showing the use of their ma-
chine as a roadster as exemplified by its

participation in the various tours and
long-distance rides. Thomas Stevens
is shown in the centre on his trip around
the world. The artist has taken a little

liberty with facts in showing the start and
conclusion of the Lawrence Club run at

midnight.

Bull & Bowen, of Buffalo, N. Y.,

have issued a neat thing in the catalogue
line, for it combines with a list of goods
and prices, a very complete and satisfac-

tory road book of western New York.

Mr. J. S. Murray, late with the Cun-
ningham Company, will be found in

future at No. 100 Sudbury street, where
he will repair cycles, and also buy, sell

and let the same. A riding school will

also be established. The location is well

down town, and will accommodate many
parties who wish a handy place for re-

pairs.

EXOTICS

Lawrence Fletcher, who started to

beat the tricycle record to John O'Groats,
made the distance in 8 days 5 hours and
20 minutes, thus beating Nixon's time by
6£ hours (890 miles).

Marriott & Cooper, having thor-

oughly tested their tandem (the H umber),
and feeling convinced that for pace and
ease of propulsion it is unapproached by
any other, as a test for supremacy, will

ma^tch two men to ride their tandem ten
or twenty miles, against any other t in-

dem, for ,£100 a side. The test to take
place in six weeks after acceptance, and
the riders named.

A match has been made between
Thomas Battensby, of Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, and Joseph Grose, of Northamp-
ton, to ride one hour on Safety bicycles,

Ior £ l S a side, on the Crystal Palace

track.

E. Oxborrow has taken the John
O'Groat's record on a Facile, having

made the distance in 6 days 23 hours 10

minutes, beating J. H. Adams by 35 min-

utes. He was ahead of the record some
hundred miles, but his wheel went to

pieces and he had to telegraph for a new
one. H. R. Goodwin started with Ox-
borrow, but was left behind, and latest

accounts say he would probably finish in

7\ days.

CURRENTE CALAMO

The Cross.

(Composed by the late S. Conant Foster, and sung

in his memory at the funeral service, held 10 March.)

Father, I kneel to Thee,

Kneel and appeal to Thee,

Bowed by the cares and burdens of life

;

Meekly I pray to Thee,

Asking the way to Thee,

Seeking a rest and a shelter from strife-

Thoughts are distressing tne,

Sins are oppressing me,

Darkness o 'er shadows the path to Thy door

;

Lighten the way for me,

Shed but a ray for me,

Father of Metcy I kneel and implore.

Fly, O my doubting fears,

See, 't is a cross appears—
High in the heavens it is flooding the night

;

Shedding a ray for me,

Marking the way for me—
Marking the way with a halo of light.

What is more beautiful ?

Come, ye undutiful,

Those of ye torn by the pangs of remorse

;

Showing the road to you,

Lif.ing the load from you,

High in all glory is shining the cross.

Hasten, repenting ones,

Come, ye relenting ones,

Come, while the angels illumine the course;

Waiting on high for you,

Shining so nigh to you,

Calmly is burning the light of the cross.

The badge of the Buffalo Club shows
a buffalo on a bat. Are we to infer that

we must go on a bat when we go with

the Buffalo Club?

Mr. E. P. Burnham rejoices in the

possession of a new baby — girl, ten

pounds. In the exhilaration of the mo-
mentous event, he went out and made a

quarter mile at the Reservoir, in 37s.

Chief League Consul H. M. Ben-
nett, of Manchester, has called a State

run of New Hampshire wheelmen for 4
July. The programme is to leave Man-
chester early in the morning by train for

Epping; from there whirling to Exeter
and around the beaches to Portsmouth,
and then home by train.

A lady and gentleman were noticed
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on a sociable, at the Reservoir, last Sun-
day, with heads frosted with no less than
sixty-five years.

A collision occurred at the Reser-
voir, on Sunday, between a bicycle and
sociable. The bicyclist was stunned,

and was brought to sensibility only after

a deal of rubbing and bathing by Mr. and
Mrs. Stall, who happened to be near by.

A lady who saw the accident fainted

away, and she had to be attended to.

There was business on hand for a little

while.

A copy of the official programme of the

League meet has been sent to every mem-
ber of the L. A. W. It is a beautiful

specimen of the printer's art, and con-
tains all necessary particularsjregarding

the Meet.

The Amateur Championship Meeting
has formerly included two-mile and five-

mile bicycle races for the amateur cham-
pionships. This year the League of

American Wheelmen took these races

away, and threw the N. A. A. A. of A. a

bone in the shape of this championship at

an unusual and hitherto unclaimed dis-

tance. — Spirit of the Times. Our pug-

nacious and punctilious contemporary is

wrong as usual, when it tries to talk of

wheel matters. There is no truth what-
ever in the statement that the League
gave a four-mile championship to the

N. A. A. A. A.

The PVheelman's Gazette suggests a

few new candidates for the consideration

of the officers at Buffalo: President, T.

J. Kirkpatrick, Springfield, Ohio ; secre-

tary, Alfred Ely, Cleveland, Ohio; treas-

urer, F. P. Kendall, Worcester, Mass.

A visitor to New Haven would cer

tainly get an idea that the wheelmen buy
the Lillebridge saddle in gross lots.

Scarcely any other saddle can be seen in

the City of Elms.

New York wheelmen who intend to

go to Buffalo from New York City, are

requested to notify Mr. George R. Bid-

well, 2 East 60th street, of their intention.

The train arranged for, via New York,
West Shore and Buffalo Railway, will

leave foot of Jay street, N. R., and
42d street, N. R., at 6 p. m., i July, arriv-

ing in Buffalo at 6.20 a. m., 2 July.

Tickets for the round trip, good to Buf-

falo, Niagara Falls, and return, will be
sold at the reduced rate of $7.50 ; Pull-

man sleeping car berths (if desired)

$2.00 extra. The above price includes

transportation of bicycles free

The third annual meet of the Pennsyl-
vania division, L. A. W., will be held at

Scranton, Pa., on Thursday, 23 July, in

connection with the second annual tour-

nament and entertainment of the Scranton
Club. The parade will start promptly at

ten o'clock, A. m., under command of

Chief Consul Eugene M. Aaron, from
club headquarters, 121 Wyoming avenue;
after which the annual business meeting
of the division will be held at the Lacka-
wanna Rink. The races will take place

at the Scranton Driving Park, com-

mencing at 2.30 p. M. The entertain-

ment at eight o'clock in the evening, at the

Lackawanna Rink, will consist of com-
petitive club drills and fancy riding, slow

race, presentation of prizes, and other

interesting features.

During the return trip of the Toronto
(Ont.) Wanderers from Pickering, on 17

May, when two miles east of the Half-

Way House, nine miles from the city,

one of the riders broke his back wheel
completely off. Not desiring to walk the

remaining eleven miles, the machine was
left at a farmhouse, and, with the aid of

an adjustable step, one of the other riders

carried the unfortunate rider on his back
the whole distance into the city, keeping
up with the remainder of the party most
of the way, and surprising every one they

went by with the strange sight of two
riders on the one wheel.

Harper's Monthly has an article on
Buffalo in the current number. Timely.

London W. to the front once more.

The Capital Club has laid out a tempt-

ing programme.

The Cunningham Company will have
the sympathy of all wheelmen in their

misfortune. The pioneers in the wheel-

ing trade, they have always held a proud
position in the front, and they have given
up the fight against fate only after a se-

vere struggle for existence.

Just received. A new lot of " Health
on Wheels," "Guide to Bicycling," and
" Cortis on Training." The former
work has had a very large sale with us.

Tournament managers are still an-

nouncing " Record " races. The new
Racing Rules provide for a " lap " race,

which is a much better one than the so-

called " Record " race, which was found
to be unsatisfactory last year. One
prize in the record race depended upon
breaking a record, hence the name. The
" record " race had better go.

RACING NEWS

Brooklyn, N. Y., 20 June.— Over
two thousand persons witnessed the an-

nual race meeting of the Kings County
Wheelmen at the Williamsburg Athletic

Grounds. Fully half the audience was
composed of ladies who manifested great

interest in the sport.

Half-mile, novice.— C. E. Kluge won
first heat in 1 -35i ; F- B. Jones won
second heat in 1.37; Kluge won final in

1.37 ; N. G. Barnard (2).

Two-mile, handicap. — A. B. Rich,

scratch (1), 6 20 ; W. E. Crist. 15 yards

(2); L. J. Kolb, 75 yards (3).

Half-mile club, Novice. — A. N.
Canes (1), 1.39! > T. C. Crichton (2).

Three-mile, L. A . W. Championship.—
A. B. Rich (1), 9.41 ; Geo. Weber (2) ;

H. S. Kavanaugh (3).

Three-mile handicap.— C. F. Haven,
100 yards (1), 9.35; H. S. Kavanaugh,

35 yards (2). W. E. Crist barred for a
foul.

One mile, without hands. — T. R. Fin-

ley (1), N. P. Tyler (2).

Two mile, club. — F. B. Hawkins (1),

7£; F. B. Jones (2).

Ten mile.— Geo. Weber (1), 35 9§ ;

A. B. Rich (2); L. B. Hamilton (3;;
H. S. Kavanaugh (4I.

Baltimore, 15 June. — Combined
races of the Baltimore Wheelmen.

One and one-half mile. — J. C. Gug-
genheimer (1), 5.29; John Hanway (2)

5-32f.

One and one-half mile dash, open to all.

—J. Kemp Bartlett (1), 4.52; J. W.
Lord (2), 4.57; W. B. Brown (3).

One and one-half mile, handicap.—
R. A. Whittingham, 20 sec. (1), 5.27;

J. D. Lord, Jr., 15 sec. (2), 5.41^.

One mile, novice. — J. F. Baetjar (1),

3.32^; W. E. Sprigg (2), 3.34.

One mile, handicap.— S. H. Shriver

and Jos. D. Chesney (1), 3.40; E. F.

Le Cato and R. A. Whitingham (2),

3-41-

One and one-half mile. — W. E. Crist

(1), 4.47^ ; W. B. Brown (2), quarter

of a second behind.

One andone-halfmile, consolation race.

— L. J. Barbour (1), 4-53^5 Phil. S.

Brown (2), 4.54^.

Philadelphia, Pa., 13 June.

—

Sports of the Brigade N. G. P. One
mile: C. B. Nicholas (1), 4.16^.

Swarthmore College, 23 May. —
One mile: T. M. Lightfoot (1),

4.4J
;

Brooklyn, L. I., 1 1 June. — Sports of

the Adelphia Academy. One mile : G.

Pratt (1), 4.2$;

Burlington, Vt., 6June. — Sports of

the University Vermont. One mile

:

Woodbury (1), 4.25. One-half mile:

Woodbury (1).

Pottstown, Pa., 17 June. — A
five-mile handicap race was contested.

There were seven entries, handicapped
as follows: J. Grant High, scratch

;

A. M. Scheffey, 2m.
; J. C. Sotter, 2m.

30s.
;
John Kuglar, 4m. ; Wm. E. Weber,

4m. ; Geo. Arms, 4m. 30s.; Montgomery
Muller, 4m. 30s., and Clayton Fink, 4m.
30s. The race was close and exciting,

and the finish was as follows : Kuglar,

first, 20.15 > Arms, second, 20.47 i
Miller,

third, 20.48; Weber, fourth, 20.19;

Scheffey, fifth, 19.45 ; High, sixth, 18.17,

High's time by miles was 3.28, 3 .50, 3.51,

3 48 and 3.25.

St. Louis, 7 June. — Sports of Mis-
souri Athletic Club. One mile: Burt
Spring, St. Louis 15s. (1), 3.58; Harry
Gordon, 30s. (2), R. E. Belcour, scratch

(3)- •

San Jose, 16, 17 May. — Races of the

San Jose Club. Halt-mile novices,—
F. E. Shore (1); R. Tuttle (2). Half
mile,— F. R. Cook (i), 1.30^; S. F.

Booth (2). Slow race, — F. F. Wood-
i
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ford (1), 36I; M. Beroijphime (2). Five
miles, — F. E. Johnson (1), 17.42!; H.S.
Blood (2). Mile, handicap, — W. H.
Wood, twenty-five yards (1), 3.1 if; T.
Hill, ten yards (2). Quarter mile,—
F. R. Cook, 37|. Mile without hands,
— E. Mohrig (1), 4.39^.
Second Day. Half mile — F. E.

Shore (i), 1.41^ C. A. Beiderman (2).
Two miles,— C. A. Beiderman (1), 7.22;

H. S. Blood (2). Ten miles,— Horse,
George (1), 4i.28f; J. E.Gibson (2), 42.8.

Mile handicap,— F. E. Shore, scratch

CO- 3-3°i ; H. S. Blood, fifteen yards (2).
Cook's quarter mile needs to be substan-
tiated.

Woodstock, Ont., 25 May. — Sports
of the Woodstock Amateur Athletic As-
sociation. Mile, open,— H. W. Clark

(1), 3.15! ; C. F. Lavender, Toronto, two
by four yards (2). Two miles, green, —
W. C. Mackay, Seaforth (1), 7.29!; Mac-
kay did notfinish (1). Three-mile record
race,— n. W. Clark (1); H. Biette (2).
Four miles, open, — H. Biette (1), 15.9^;
W. A. T. Miller (2). gancy riding,—
C. E. Richardson, Hamilton (1). Two
miles, limited to Oxford,— S. Mackay
(1), 7.12; H. Biette (2). Five-mile cham-
pionship of Ontario* — H. W. Clark (1),
i8.2| ; S. Mackay (2).

Belleville, Ont., 25 May. — Sports
of the Ramblers' Wheel Club, at Wheel
Park. One mile, green, — F. Foster (1),

2.43^ ; R. M. Hanaford (2). Half mile,
club,— G. Davis (1), I.25J; L. B. Cooper
(2). One mile, best 2 in 3 heats, — L. B.
Cooper, won two straight heats (1) ; F.
Foster (2). Two Mile, — L. B. Cooper
(1), 7. 1 1 ; G. Davis (2), by a wheel.
Fancy riding— F. Foster, w. o. Consola-
tion race,— One mile,— W. Northcott
(1), H. Price (2).

Newtonville, 17 June. The first

road race of the Nonantum Cycling Club,
of Newton, was started from the club-
rooms in Newtonville, at 8.07. The
course was eighteen miles long, extend-
ing to Bailey's Hotel, South Natick, and
return. William H. Huntley, on a fifty-

two inch machine, was first, in ih. 15m.,
winning the club championship medal

;

Mr. Charles W. Page, on a fifty-inch

Expert, was second, in ih. 18m. 30s., re-
ceiving a pair of ball pedals, presented
by the Overman Wheel Company ; Mr.
Willard E. Wentworth, on a fifty-six inch
Victor, was third, in ih. 22m. 39s., and
received a pair of bicycle shoes, presented
by Mr. W. W. Stall. Mr. Charles F.
Haven was referee, and E. P. Burnham
starter. None of the contestants had
ever been in a race before. The race
was for members only, and was a decided
success.

Nashville, Tenn., 12 June. — In the
second day's racing at Nashville, Prince
was defeated by the fast double team,
" Count " and " Duke," in a five mile
race, in 16.35. The judge, however,
was of the opinion the horses did not
trot squarely. W. J. Morgan won the
two mile handicap from Prince, with 150
yards, in 16.45. The half mile dash be-

tween Morgan and a running pony was
won by the latter.

Fifth Anniversary Wilkes Barre
Bicycle Club. — Saturday, 30 May,
being the fifth anniversary of the organi-

zation of the Wilkes Barre Bicycle Club,

the following programme was adopted
for its celebration:—

1st, Club photograph by the club artist,

Mr. A. E. Collamer, on the river com-
mon, at 9.30 a. m. ; 2d, club race of

nineteen miles, to Pittston and return, for

gold medal and championship for 1885, at

10 A. M.
;
3d, Club run to Lee Park at

2.30 p. M.
;
4th, banquet at the Wyoming

Hotel at 7 p. M. The above programme
was all carried into effect except the club

road race, which was postponed until

Thursday of the following week, on ac-

ount of rain. Notwithstanding the con-
tinuous rain the fore part of the day, the

pleasures of the latter part were thor-

oughly enjoyed. About twenty wheelmen
of the Scranton Bicycle Club rolled

down the valley, a distance of about
twenty miles, reaching here about noon,
and dined at the Wyoming Valley Hotel.

Thursday, 4 June, the only entries for

the club road race was B. H. Carpenter,
the champion short distance rider of the
club, and Shepherd Ayres, three other
names having been withdrawn since

30 May. Ayres started first, and after

an interval of five minutes, Carpenter
started. After hard work by each man,
Ayres won, in 1.31.18; Carpenter's time,

1-32.38; difference, 1 .0.10. This is in-

deed remarkable time, considering the
route and condition of the roads. On
the east side of the river it was neces-
sary to go over a column bank, through a
field, and over a creek without a bridge.
Ayres would undoubtedly have made
better time had it not been for an ac-

cident. W. E. Shupp,

Sec. Wilkes Barre Bicycle Club.

The following entries for the Big Four
road race have been received : N. H.
Van Sicklen, Chicago; Lindell Gordon
and J. S. Rogers, St. Louis : C. B. Ellis,

Kansas City; W. G. Ross, and W.
McCaw, Montreal ; George Weber,
Smithville; Gideon Haynes, Jr. Boston

;

L. D. Munger, Detroit, Mich.; H. D.
Corey, Boston ; F. W. Warner, Farming-
ton, Mich. ; F. W. Westervelt, Spring-
field, Mass. ; Cola E. Stone, St. Lonis,
Mo. Several of these have not yet en-
tered for the tour, and are therefore not
eligible. The list is full.

Editor Bicycling World:— The pro-

posed meet of Chicago Bicycle Track As-
sociation, will be held 25 July.

All entries made for 30 May (which
have not been refunded) will be good for

this date.

Entries close 18 July, to N. H. Van
Sicklen, 2 Adams street, Chicago.

Fifty cents each event.

Respectfully,

N. H. Van Sicklen.
Chicago, is June, 1885.

Programme of the Postponed
Chicago Meet. — Secretary Van Sick-

len has prepared a new programme for

the inaugural meet of the Chicago Bicy-
cle Track Association, which was post-

poned from 30 May to 25 July, as fol-

lows :
—

1. One mile, Chicago B. C. champi-
onship— Gold medal.

2. Two mile handicap— gold and sil-

ver medals.

3. One mile, second heat, Chicago
B. C. championship.

4. One mile, professional— $50 to

first; $20 to second-

5. Two mile, open— gold and silver

medals

;

6. One quarter mile, boys fifteen

years or under— silver medals to first

and second.

7. Fifteen miles, championship L.A. W.
championship medals.

8. Ten miles, professional— $50 to

first ; $20 to second.

9. One mile, open — gold medal.
10. One half mile, without hands—

gold and silver medals.
11. Five miles, record race — gold and

silver medals.
12. One quarter mile, best two in three

heats— gold and silver medals.
13. One mile, consolation— gold and

silver medal to first.

The races are open to all amateur
wheelmen, and will be run under the rules

of the L. A. W. In case the contestant
is a member of neither the L. A. W.,
C. T. C, or some regularly organized
bicycle club, the judges will require satis-

factory proof of his amateur standing be-

fore he will be allowed to race. Entrance
fee, fifty cents for each amateur event.
Two dollars for each professional event.

Extra premiums for beating records.

Entries close 18 July, and should be sent

by mail to N. H. Van Sicklen, Secretary,

2 Adams street, Chicago, 111.

F. Russ Cook leaves San Francisco,
1 August, for Springfield, where he will

train for the races.

The Chelsea Independence Day bicy-

cle races will be open to Chelsea wheel-
men only. Burnett, Woodman, Frost,

Danforth and other well-known riders

will enter. The course will be on the

oval path in the park, about five and one
third laps to the mile. The prizes will be
medals.

The following is a list of the races set

down for the tournament of the Fort
Schuyler Wheelmen at Utica, 30 June
and 1 July:—

First day. — 2.30 p. m., half mile, bi-

cycle, open.

2.45 p. m., one mile, bicycle, champion-
ship Oneida County.

3.00 p. m., two mile, Star bicycle, for

Stars only.

3.20 p. m., one mile, tricycle, open.

3 40 p. m., three mile, bicycle, class ten

minutes.

4.10 p. m., one mile, bicycle, novices'

race.
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4 30 p. m., three mile, bicycle, League
championship State of New York.

5 00 p. m., one mile, club race, F. S.

VV. only.

515?. M., five mile, bicycle, record
Evening. — Competition club drill, by

drill squads of eight men.
Slow race, one hundred feet.

Exhibition fancy riding by Master Sid
Nicholson.
Second day. — 2.30 p. m , one mile, bi-

cycle, open.

2.45 p. m., two mile, tricycle, open.

3 co p. M., erne mi e. bicycle, lug of

war, four men from each club.

3.20 p. M., three mile, bicycle, open.

5.45 p. M., one mile. Safety wheels,
forty two inches and under.

4 00 p. M.. two mile, bicycle, open.

4 20 p. m., one mile, bicycle, without
hands

4 40 p. m , one mile, bicycle, time 3 24.

5 00 P. M., five mile, bicycle, handicap.

5 30 p. M., one mile, bicycle, consola-
tion.

A satin banner with staff will be pre-

sented to the finest appearing club in the

grand parade, at 1 p. m , the first day.

Arrangements have been made with the

West Shore Railroad to stop the fast
day express at the entrance to the park
just after our races, 1 July, to accommo-
date all desiring to go to Buffalo, arriving

there at midnight.

The second annual race meet of the
Pine Tree Wheel Club, of Bangor, will

occur Thursday, 23 July, at Maplewood
Park during the visit to the city of Air.

F. A. Elwell's third annual down east
touring party. Prizes of gold and silver

medals, bicycle sundries, etc., aggregat-
ing $65 in value, will be offered in the
following races: Club championship one
halt mile; L. A. W. State champion-
ship, two miles; Safety bicycles, one
mile; tug of war; cons lation race, one
mile; visitor's race, one half mile dash,
etc. ; entries, except for last named race,

close 15 July. A circular, containing full

inlormation, furnished on application to

James Crosby, Public Library, Bangor.
The track at Maplewood is first-class,

one half mile, and will be carefully pre-

pared for racing. Reduced rates to

wheelmen at the hotels.

The following is the programme of

(.vents set down for the meet of the

Pennsylvania Division at Scranton, 23
July: One half mile, novice; one mile,

club championship; one mile dash, (open);

one half mile, boys under fourteen ; trine

mile. Pennsylvania State Championship
;

one mile ride and run (open); two mile

dash, (open); one mile, Pennsylvania
State championship: five mile, handicap,
(open) ; one mile, tug of war, (open)

;

150 leet slow race (open) ; fancy riding ;

club drill. No entrance lee. Entries
close 18 July, and should be addressed to

A. J. Kolp, 219 Wyoming avenue, Scran-
ton, Penn. Fee, fifty cents.

Tut New Jersey Wheelmen will hold a

road race 27 June.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

Wheeling Wheelmen, Wheeling,
W. Va. — Officers elected 13 June : Dr.
Chas. E. Mason, President ; Wilbur L.

Wright, secretary-treasurer; Dave C.

Dinger, captain ; Will. H. Laughlin, lieu-

tenant.

The " Orange Wanderers " held their

annual meeting last week, and elected H.
C. Douglas, president; L. H. Porter,

captain; H. B Thomas, lieutenant ; and
W. A. Belcher, secretary and treasurer.

The club membership includes both gen-
tlemen and ladies. They have pleasant

rooms, centrally located, and lots of en-

thusiasm for the wheel. Their pro-

gramme for the season includes some
long runs and tours. H.

Washington. — Capital Club elec-

tions. 13 June, for time ending 31 De-
cember. President, John M. Killits ;

vice-president, Clarence G. Allen ; record-

ing secretary, Thomas A. Berryhill ; cor-

responding secretary, Charles F. Bacon
;

treasurer^ Joseph E. Learning; captain,

L. W. Seely ; sub-captain, James Q.
Rice

;
junior sub-captain, Fred F.

Church.

St. Paul (Wis.) Club. — Officers

elected: Charles B. Parker, president and
captain; A. M. Welles, secretary and
treasurer; and J. H. Hirst, first lieuten-

ant.

Watkins, N. Y. — The Glen 'Cyclers

is the name of a club organized at Wat-
kins, N. Y. Officers : John M. Thomp-
son, captain ; John Magee, secretary and
treasurer ; Will Toby, bugler ; Fred
Smith, color bearer.

St. Louis. — At a meeting held in this

city on the 1 8th inst., the Missouri Di-

vision of the L. A. W. was former?. The
officers are: E. M. Senseney, chief con-

sul; L. J. Berger, secretafy-treasurer ;

racing committee. A. Young, E. M. Sen-
seney, J S. Rogers, C. E. Stone, L. Gor-
don ; touring committee, E. A. Clifford,

C. F. A. Beckers, J. S Rogers, C. E.

Stone, A Young.

Dearborn Cycling Club, of Chi-
cago. — Officers for 1885: President, B.

B. Ayers, 152 South Hoyne avenue ; vice-

president, Mrs. L. K Waldron, 16 Ma-
ple street ; secretary and treasurer, H.
F. Fuller, 470 North State street: cap-

tain, Dr. J. W. Wassail, 208 Dearborn
avenue ; first lieutenant, Dr. R. H. Kim
ball. 429 Orchard street ; second lieuten

ant, Dr. E. 1>. Weston, Highland Park,

111.

The Mass. Club will place a large weld-

less steel tube in front of the club house.
a sort of hitching post for wheels.

The second annual tour of the Detroit

Club has been arranged. The party will

leave Detroit Saturday, 27 June. 4 p. M.,

via, steamer " Idlewild " to Sarnia, thence
over the best roads in Ontario, through
London, Woodstock, Gait, Hamilton. St.

Catherines and Niagara Falls, reaching
Buffalo in time to participate in the meet.

Capt. Harrison, of the Boston Club,
has called a run to Melville Garden for

2S June, starting from the club house, 10

a. .\i.,and returning by steamer. At the

garden there will be a clambake, boat
races, etc, Associate members are in-

vited to attend.

The Salem Club gave a supper, com-
plimentary to Mr. D. Edgar Hunter, the

successful racer, at the Lafayette House,
on Monday evening, 15 June.

Kaufman, of the Rochester Bicycle

Club, who of late has been riding about
Rochester, and down the coui t house step."

on the large wheel of his bicycle without
backbone saddle or little wheel, rode in

this way to Charlotte and return, on Fri-

day last a distance of about fifteen miles.

In going down the trip was made in

forty-five minutes, out-distancing: a party

that was to accompany him with a horse
and buggy. Few dismounts were made.
The fact is remarkable both for speed
and endurance, and shows what can be
done on the unicycle.

CYCLISTS* TOURING CLUB
Frank W. Weston,

Chief Consul A merican Division,

Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dues for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
fter first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks
an be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed

1 nvelope to the State consul of the State in which the
pplicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as

.ippointed, is :
—

Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bittinger, 60S Harrison avenue,

Leadville.

Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, Concord, Mass.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
Neiv York.— Or. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W. V. Oilman, Nashua.
New 7erscy.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio. — Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — F. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Khode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

Wisconsin. — B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.

Canadian Division:— Application blanks can be
obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed enve ope
to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

In States where no State consul has been appointed,
such applications and lettersof inquiry should be senl to

Crus. H. Potter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Applications for Membership. —(Unless protest
is received within ten days from date of ihis publication,
t tch of the following applicants are considered provision*
a Iv elected: Rev. Sylvanus Stall, Lancaster, Penn.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

W. J. M. — Don't care to go into the thing.

John S. Prince.— Send us your address.

C. H. Townsrnd. — Have inserted. It was the
printer.

W. Gardnfr, Jr. — He was at Louisville. Ky , when
last we heard; but he is always on the move.

O. J. K.— (1). It will do for a rider of that weight.
(2). 5'j-i- ch. (3). In weight, ab ut ihc same as the
first named. In rigidity, ease uf running, etc., as
good as either.
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"jT ride the Victor', because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made"

GEO. M. HENDEE.
Enquirer. — Will you please answer through the

columns of your paper the following : A racing man is

advertised to try to beat a record on a one-lap track.

At the time of the race he finds the wind would be
against him on the last half. He therefore tries for a
record for one half of the distance advertised. Does he
get the record if he beats the best previous time made?
Yes; if he substantiates the distance and timing.

FIXTURES

24 June:
Interstate meet at Youngstown, Ohio.

27 June

:

Entries close for Buffalo Bicycle Club races for 3

July in connection wilh L. A. W. races and meet.
Entrance fee, $1.00 for each event. Entries

should be made to Frank K. Drullard, secretary

racing committee, Buffalo Bicycle Club, $2 Hodge
avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.: One mile, tricycle, L.
A. W. championship; one mile, bicycle, L. A.
W. championship ; one mile, bic cle, c ub cham-
pionship; five miles, bicycle, professional; three

miles, bicycle, L. A. W. membe s only ; two
miles, bicycle, open to amateurs.

Fifty mile road race at Lynn.

30 June and 1 July :

Tournament at Utica (N. Y.) by Fort Schuyler
Wheelmen.

1 July

:

Third Annual Meet and Races of the C. W. A. at

Woodstock, Out.

2 and 3 July:
Annual meet of the L. A. W. at Buffalo, N. Y.
One mile bicycle and one mile tricycle champion-
ship.

3 and 4 July :

Race meeting of Bartholomew County Wheelmen
at Columbus, Ind.

4 July:
Races at Boston, Mass.
Races at Akron, Ohio.
Races at Chelsea, Mass.
Races at Lynn, Mass.
faces at Pitisfield, Mass.
Races at Marblehead, Mass.

6 July:
Big Four Tour starts from Buffalo, N. Y.

10 July:
Big Four road race, one hundred miles, Cobourg to

Kingston.
17 July:

Down f ast tour.

18 July :

Annual meet of N. J. division, L. A. W., at

Orange.

20 and 21 July

:

Ohio Slate Division, I,. A. W., meet and tourna-
ment at Springfield. Half mile bicycle champion-
ship.

23 July:
Races of Pine Tree W. C, Bangor, Me. Two-

mile Stale championship.

1 August

:

Tricycle road race by Boston Club.

3 August

:

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, Ei gland.

13 August:
Tournament of B. C. W. at Pitisfield, Mass.

27 and 28 August :

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile
bicycle championship.

1 and 2 September :

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

8, 9, and 10 September:
Tournament ai Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-

cle championship.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[A dvertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

FOR SALK.— One 45-inch Pony Star, silent

ratchets, low head patent brake, nickelled, except
wheels ; send for photograph ; also good second-hand
38-inch Ideal, and 36-inch Wilkinson, new. For terms,
addiess C. H. T., Lock-Box 207, Willimantic. Conn.

F'OR SALE. — One 51-inch full-nickelled noiseless
Star; has power traps and cones to from wheel;

have not run it ten miles; no use for a machine. SAM.
L.WELD, Norwalk, Ct.

BICYCLVS AND TRICYCLES. — Stock con-
stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex-

amine our large slock; machines not sold on instalment,
nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

L'OR SALE.— At cost to us, 56-inch Yale Racer,
" $75 !

54-inch Expert Columbia, in good order, $85 ;

50-inch 'Xtra Challenge, $50. CAPITAL CYCLE
CO., Washington, D. C.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUR
large demai d for second-hand : new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

14'OR SALE.— One 54-inch, full-nickelled except
felloes, American Star bicycle; this machine has

power traps atiachme t, Rocker pedals, also Hill &
Tolman bell, and cost $ 116; it is new and has not been
taken out of the crate; $100 cash will buy it. FRANK
LOGAN, Springfield. Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 51-inch American Star bicycle,
in very good order, #40. RALPH DAVIDSON,

Springfield, Mass.

hOR SALE. — One 1883 pattern Victor tricycle;

this machine is in excellent order; will sell it for

$85. C. B. WELLS, Spri gfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 58-inch Royal Challenge, wilh
ball bearings, hollow forks, tool bag and tools, also

bell ; this machine iscompara ively as good as new, hav-
ing been run only about fifty miles ; price $90. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One new 51-inch American Star bicy-
cle, full-nickelled ; it has tool bag and tools, bell

and rocker pedals; $85 cash will buy it. ALBERT
CHAPKN, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 52-inch full-nickelled Sanspareil
bicycle, with 1885 Head & Hale bars, in excellent

order; price Jioo AMERICAN BICYCLE COM.
PAN Y, Springfield, Mass.

f"OR SALE. — One 56-inch full nickelled Sanspa-
reil, with dropped handle bais, and in fine condiiion;

price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

F'OR S VLE. — One 52-inch full nickelled American
Club, cost new, £152.50; price $100. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

I^OR SALE.— One 50-inch full-nickelled American
Club, cost new $150; price $90; in fine order.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,
Mass.

I

"OR SALE. — One 54-inch American Star bicycle;
iliis machine has rocker pedals, Z. & S., #2.00 lug-

gage carrier, tool bag and tools, Hill & Tolman $3.00
bell; the frame work is enamelled, and the spokes are
bright; 1 will warrant this machine as good as new, and
will guaiantee that it has not been run more than ten
miles ; the best offer over $90 will be accepted.
CHARLES G. BRECK, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled, drop bar
Harvard, in fine order. $100. AMERICAN BI-

CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 50-inch English bicycle, $20.

ADDISON TAINTOR, Springfield, Mass.

F'OR SALE.— One 58-inch bright and painted drop
handle bar, ball bearing Standard Columbia, been

run some ten miles, good as new, $90. AMERICAN
.BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

F'OR SALE. — One Victor tricycle, good as new,
$140; write for full particulars. AMERICAN BI-

CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

I^OR SALE. — One Otto bicycle, cost new $168;
been used only a very little; price $100. AMERI-

CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 36-inch Special Challenge bicy-

cle ; this has hollow lorks, roller bearings, and is 111

excellent order; cost new $70; price £40. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

H'OK SALE.— One 51-inch American Star bicycle,

plain finish, Stall & Burt saddle, with tool bag and
tools, in excellent order

;
price $70. AMERICAN II-

CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

F'OR SALE.—One No. 5 Royal Mail racing tricycle ;

one 54 inc 1 Royal Mail racing bicycle : oie 55-inch

Royal Mail rac ng bicycle ; one 52-inch Yale racing bi-

cycle; one 54-inch I Xpert racing bicycle; price $115
each ; write t( r full particulars of any of them. AM ER-
ICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

hOR SALE.—One 52-inch Harvard, full-enameled
wilh Harrington's enamel drop bars, Hancock nrcs,

H. & T. bell, tool bag and tools; in fine order; 11 ice

$85. AMERICAN BIC\ CLE COMPANY, Spring-
field, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 60-inch full-nickelled British

Challenge, excellent order; price $100. AMEKl-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE CHEAP, AS I HAVE NO USE
FOR THEM. — One good pair of secondhand

pedals, Hill & Tolman bell, Columbia hub light, and
tool bag, all in good condition, and will sell the lot (or

$7.50. RALPH DAVIDSON, Springfield, Mass.

L'OR SALE.—One 38-inch Ideal bicycle ; price $20.
T FRANK NOLAN, Box 335, Springfield, Mass.

},'OB SALE.— One 50-inch nickelled and enameled
. Spaulding, light roadster; cost new in May, J 132. 50;

exactly as good as new, as it has not been run five miles ;

price $120. JOSEPH RAFTER, Springfield, Mass.

I ) 1 1 1

X

i 1 : TANDEM TRICYCLE FOR SA LK .

I* nearly as good as new. Send for particulars to

HILL & TOLMAN, Worcester, Mass.

FOR THIRTY-FIVE CENTS IN POSTAGE
stamps the American Bicycle Company, of Spring-

field, Mass., will forward to any address a pair of the

crescent stocking supporters, which are the best.

I

."'OR SIXTY-FIVE CENTS IN 6TAM I'S

the American Bicycle Company, of Springfield,

Mass , will forward you a good sensible tool bag.

["OK SALE. — One Victor tricycle, new last Se;>-

l tember, used only five limes, comparatively as rood
as new; price $140. FRANK NOLAN, Springfield,

Mass.
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FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled American
Club second hand bicycle ; this machine has ball

bearings to both wheels, and is in excellent condition]

cost new, $152.56; price $110. AMERICAN BICY-
CLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

li'OB SALE. — A nice lot of second-hand Acme
" bicycle stands ; sent by express to any address on
receipt of $1.35. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— Nickel-plated spoke grips; sent to

any address on receipt of thirty-five cents in postage
stamps. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

SEND $1.00 TO THE AMERICAN BICY-
CLE Company, of Springfield, Mass., and receive

one pair of heavy all wool bicycle hose, sizes qJ, 10, ioi,

and 1 1 ; the blue and black are ribbed, and the plain are
brown.

THE AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
1 of Springfield, Mass., have sixty second-hand bicy-

cles and tricycles in stock, which are for sale cheap for'

cash.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled British

Challenge bicycle, in excellent order; it has tool-

bag, tools and bell, a bargain; $100. LEWIS RUS-
SELL, Box 335, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 52-inch Shadow bicycle; this

machine is full-nickelled, except the wheels, which
are handsomely bronzed ; it is comparatively as good as
new, as it has only been used a few times; has ball

bearings to both wheels, tool-bag, and tools ; cost new,
$135; price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, 1883 pattern,
and in excellent condition; price $85. AMERI-

CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 58-inch full-nickelled Harvard,
in excellent order; price $100. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— 52-inch full-nickelled Harvard, with
drop bar, cyclometer, and bell, and in excellent

order; price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— A nice lot of second-hand Hill &
Tolman bells, sent via mail on receipt of $1.75.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

FOR SALE.— A 52-inch Yale, Racer, nickelled and
enamelled, comparatively as good as new; cost new,

$140; price $115. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE— A 54-inch Royal Mail Racer; this

machine was used for the first time by Chambers,
the English flier, last September, and is in excellent
order; cost new, $150; price $115. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVEBINQ & CO,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

BICYCLES.-- EASY PAYMENTS.
BICYCLES JS8 to $160. Tricycles $7.50. Velocipedes

$3 and upwards. Columbia, Victor, Facile,
American Challenge, Otto, and other Bicycles
sold on the instalment plan without extra
charge except for interest. Send for large,
new illustrated Catalogue of Wheel Goods,

including many novelties in sundries and particulars of
our instalment plan— of interest to every actual or
prospective wheelman. Many in the Atlantic states
are finding it to their interest to deal with us. Freights
equalized. Second-hand wheels handled. GEO. W.
ROUSE & SON, 9 G St., Peoria, III. Novelties
in Sundries.

DESIRABLE SECOND-HAND BICYCLES AT LOW PRICES.

Each of the following Machines has been thoroughly overhauled and put in good con-

dition and is cheap at the price asked. A complete description of any one will be furnished

upon application. Will sell on the Instalment Plan, without extra charge, exce-pt for interest.

Will send any Wheel by Express, C. O. D., on receipt of an amount sufficient to pay charges
both ways if refused. Send for Catalogue with full particulars of Instalment Plan, and Re-
vised Second-Hand List

.

Make.

54 Expert
54 " Dropped Handle,

Duryea Saddle

54 "
54 Star

53 Rudge
52 Expert, Dropped Han-

dles, Ball Pedals
52 Expert, Dropped Handles
50 h xpert

50 "

50 Expert, Dropped Han-
dles, Ball Pedals

50 Standard Columbia

40 Special Facile

40 Standard Facile

50 Wilkinson

56 Expert

54 Standard Columbia. ...

42 Steel Tire Otto

Bearings.

Balls.

Parallel.

Balls.

Balls to Front
Wheels.

Parallel and
Cones.

Parallel and
Cones.
Halls.

Balls to Front
Wheel.
Parallel.

Finish.

Full Nickel

11 11

Nickelled except Rims
Nickelled and Enameled...

Full Nickel
II (I

Half Nickelled, balance new
ly painted and Striped . .

.

Full Nickel

i« 11

Painted

Full Nickel!!!'.!'.".!'.'.'.!!!

Newly Painted
Painted

Condition.

Good.

Very Good.
Good.

Very Good.

Good.

Good as New.
Very Good.

Absolutely
Good as New.

Very Good.

Good.

Very Good.
Excellent.

Very Good.
Good as New.

Cost
New.

$145.00

148.50

14500
105.00

145.00

151.00

145.00

125 00
140.00

148.50

100.00

137.00

60.00

1 50.00

105.00
20.00

Price
Now.

$115.00

110.00

115.00

70.00
120.00

120.00
110.00

110 00
115.00

70.00
110.00

75.00

45.00

125 00

75.00
17.00

GEO. W. HOUSE & SON 9 G ST., PEORIA, ILL.

"Big Four,"
" DOWN EAST," and all other tourists should keep
a detailed account of their wheeling. Use the Cyclist's

Record Book. Every detail in little space, with no
trouble. Pocket size; edges protected; road binding;
pocket for cards, cash, etc. Simple, neat, complete.
Fifty cenls.

C. D. BATCHELDER,
Lancaster, N. H.

PARTNER WANTED
with capital to extend the bicycle business. Finest loca-

tion in New York City. Agency of Pope Manufactur-
ing Company, and manufacturer of

Duryea. Saddle.
A guaranteed income or division of profits to the right

party. GARNEY'S BICYCLE SHOP, Broadway
and 59th street, New York, Central Park entrance.

WHEELMEN,
You will always regret it if you fail to attend

THE GRAND

-4*BICYCLED

TOURNAMENT
OF THE

Fort Schuyler Wheelmen
AT

UTICA,
Next Tuesday and Wednesday,

June 30 and July I, 1885.

The following noted fast men have entered :

A. B. RICH, H, S. KAVANAUGH,

G. E. WEBER, T. R. FINLEY,

G. H. ILLSTON, FRANK H. WHITE,

JOS. POWELL, J. G, KNOWLTON,

H. S. WOLLISON, E. P. BAIRD.

10 Races Each Day.

91 ENTRIES.

A GRAND PARADE at i P. M. the

first day, forming above City Hall, and

passing over the shortest route to the

Park, via one of the finest McAdamized
streets in the World.
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All Wheelmen who intefld to attend the League Meet

should have a neat address card. We publish such a

card with emblem handsomely engraved in one corner,

and name, address, club name, etc., in fine letter-press

work. Sample for stamp.

Thompson Engraving Company,

Box 3, Camden, N. J.

League of

AND

AT THE

BUFFALO DRIVING PARK,

Friday, July 3, 1885,

2.30 P. M., SHARP.

laF
3* See other page for events, etc.

11
I have ridden over 9,000 miles on the ' Kxpert'

Columbia.

"

" By far the most satisfactory wheel made."
HKNRY W. WILLIAMS,

President Mass. Bicycle Club, Boston, Mass.

-THE * P@PE •MIF© • COj
597 Washington St., Boston Mass
12 WARREN ST.A HR , MrH Hn i|crc / 115 WABASH
-NEW YORK • 7 BRANCHH°"S£S^

CH|CAGQ
AVE,

ARDILL'S
LIQUID ENAMEL!

For touching up or entirely re-enamelling

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
"fliotit I DID IT"

THE BUDGE.

Hard as Marble. Dries Instantly, without
any unpleasant smell, and produces a Jet Black
enamel surface in One Operation. It . is

thoroughly impervious to wet, cold, or heat. Will
not crack, and is not liable to chip off. Any one
can apply it. A suitable Brush given with,
each Dottle.
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.
For sale by all Agents, and by

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.
Special terms to trie trade.

Rust ! Rust ! ! Rust ! !

!

Entirely removed from Nickel-plate, Steel, etc., by
Acme Rust Eradicator. Try a box. Fifty cents,

post paid (two-cent stamps taken). Special terms to

dealers. SECOND-HAND BICYCLES, Lamps, etc.,

cheap," Experts," " Standards," " Rudges," and others,

all sizes and prices. Enclose stamp stating wants. C.
HERBERT DIAMOND, Box 2434, New York City.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the Co-

lumbia bicycles, Sanspareil, Rudge Light Roadster,
Facile, Victor Tricycle, and all high-class machines

;

repairing, nickelling, and enamelling promptly done.
Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

Mav be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

TEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
ij — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, J3.50 to $10 each
Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

THE CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SU^-
I PORTER, with patent aligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,
and Hue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

cents by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for ft. 25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

THE " ACME " TIRE HEATER. — Price
$1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used ; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim; full direction)

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
— AT —

304 WASHINGTON ST.,

Second Door North of Old South Church.

HOME * EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

|

cinating Home Gymnasium ever de-
vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the

Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physical Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

241 ^V BROADWAY XP
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
-+v- ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,-**-

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricvclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-

larged.

OONTENTK.
PAGE.

Introductory Essay 5

ANALYSIS OF THE MACHINE.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
Hearings 34
Ftame (Forks, Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91
lirakes 133
Foot-rests 142

ACCESSORIES,

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. .. 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made 175
Manumniive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociable^ 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price 372
The Machine: .Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 383
A t h.i|>iei "ii Accidents 391
European Racing in 1SX1 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fastest Amateur Times 401
Road Record* and Remarkable Rides 402
r astest 1'iof ssional Times 403
Sociable R coids 404
Directory ( Manufacturers 405
Addend. is to several Sections 407

Thrkk will be no edition of this work in 1885.
Seventy-five cents by mail.

Wb have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1S85 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskinb. —
" For some time past there has been a real need with

many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
(he subject of tricyc ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
iheirown experience. 'This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with sugge>tions on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L.Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
wh ch no other book 011 training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,
M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baihs and Bathing. "The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Phvsician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Ride. Clothiiu. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abn-e of Diugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,
Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly printed book of convenient size, contaii.s forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side

and leturn routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances arc given, and also ihe
usual condition of the road bed for each street, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

Hy mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction ok the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle as machine. Illustrated with two folding
plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Whbel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,
resumi of events of the past year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-
taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best

instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.— A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First

edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to IX., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history
of 'cycling in America, #2.00 each. The set, $11.

American Bicycling Journal.—The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

J4.50 each.

Photos of the Newport, Boston, and Chicago meets
of the L. A. W., fifty cents each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, ji.oo.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-
tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn, f 2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,
on superior paper. £3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing ; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the
acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. }2.50

per year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por.

trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto- $ 1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

Bifurcated & Universal!

, Improved for 1885

Is adjustable In height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot be worked off whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Ash your Dealer for Hum, or sendfor Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILL.

ETHE
Perfect Hygienic

BICYCLE SADDLE.
NOW ON THE MARKET.

(Patented March 17, 1885.)

No metal frame or tree. Springs at both ends com-

pletely compensating all jar and jolt. No pressure on

perinxum, and no danger from bicycle riding with this

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle made. Thor-

oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Finest

material ever used in a bicycle accessory. Furnished

only in full nickel. KeUil price, $6.00. Liberal dis-

count to the trade. Ask your dealer to see it. Orders

filled promptly. Send for descriptive circulcr. Manu-

factured only by

T. J, KIRKPATRICK. Springfield, do,

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landy, Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Hicham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,
ana all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, $3.00;
Nickelled, $3.75. Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada

.

Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

59th St. & Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central Park Entrance.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barley's ADJUSTABLE 8KEIET0N SADDLE, With Guarded Sidei

The Best and most Comfortable. It 1- so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to
be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.
Price, 83.50; Nickel Plated, S4.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

T. 0. BUELEY, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
We beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non-delivery of their orders for

THE AMERICAN

Long- Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our facili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and

soliciting a continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL & BOWEN,
(Successors to Bull & Havnbs)

587 & 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Licensed by the Pope M'fg. Co.

bostoN H
qe

This shoe is not machine made, but strictly hand-
made flexible shoe, of the best English, French, and
American stock. Warranted to last from April to No-
vember for riding purposes. No rubber to come off, no
pegs nor nails to hurt the feet. Laced low to allow of

adjustment. Cut high, but nicely fitted to keep from
slipping. Made in any color to match uniform. Each
shoe made on a last specially modelled by us. Racing
Shoes, with soles one-eighth, quarter, three-eighth, one
half-inch thick, weighing not over ten or twelve ounces.

All shoes patented. Price list and rules for self measure-
ment sent on application. Base Ball Shoes a
Specialty.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
158 Summer street, Boston.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion Insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new fiat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forma a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In Svrenglh, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering. and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. B. .SMITH M \< II I N I' CO..
Smithvlllc, Burlington Co., N. J.
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CALLED BACK!
It has been reported that we have called in our

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLES.
The ground for this was probably the fact that we did call in our advertisements, because we

were late in the manufacture ; consequently, soon bringing our orders in excess of the first

delivery of machines.

IT IS AN ERROR.
Instead of calling back any of our machines, we are sending more after them, as fast as we

can produce them. We have already caught up with our orders, except on a few sizes and

finishes, and will shortly be able to ship any size and finish desired, immediately upon receipt of

order. BE IT KNOWN, however, that our

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTERS
ARE BEING

CALLED OUT

!

For they are the LEADING FAVORITES with riders who prefer light machines.

Price of 51 inch, $135.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SENT EREE.

"THE: JF»OF>E3 MFG. CO.
Principal Offices ..... 597 Washington Street, Boston.

Branch Houses : 12 Warren St., NEW YORK ; 115 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

GEORGE H. JOHNSON, Mechanical Expert, Hincks & Johnson,
Bridgeport, Conn:

" I am thoroughly satisfied that the Columbia Light Roadster, in material and workman-

ship, is far superior to tha*- of any other, either English or American. It is a genuine pleasure

to inspect work so thoroughly finished, even in the most minute details, as shown in your

machines."

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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VICTOR.
THE « BOSCOBEL « ROAD • RACE,

(SO 3-16 n\^iles,)

"V7AS WOUST CTTXIsrE 27, BIT

TKT. A- RHODES,
OJS A.

VICTOR BICYCLE,
In 3 Hours, 44 Minutes, 10 Seconds.,

" THERE MUST BE SOMETHING IN IT."

Ike CunningHaa Co. hope tome Uses in a ski tins. Please watch this space.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.

SINGER'S
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SPBOIFICATIOX
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork— Front, new elliptic, hollow.

Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Hubs— New pattern steel flanges.

Spokes— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

Felloes— Steel, hollow.

Tires— ^6-inch front and ^-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring— Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-
ferred).

Back Wheel— 17^ inch.

Finish— All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy Running, Well Constructed, Rigid, and Free from Vibration.

SEND FOB CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CABBIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

PECK &, SNYDER, New York Agents, 126 Nassau St., New York.
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The krican, Not'Mr, Light Roadster, Safety, ani Two-U Tricycle

£ ^•^^ie: nsroTTsr re-a.:d"z\*
They are of the very highest grade every way. MANY NOVEL AND PATENTED FEATURES ARE INTRODUCED

that are used in no other wheels. The American Pilot Machines are the only ones containing THE LATEST AMERICAN
IMPROVEMENTS, combined with the best ENGLISH STEEL, WORKMANSHIP AND FINISH, and are conceded to be

the most original, scientific and desirable ever offered.

Pilot Steering Head, with Handle Bar detached

Brief of SO-inch American Express.

i-inch and J^-inch best red rubber tires; direct spokes;
Bown's Mollis ball bearings lo both wheels; detachable
cranks; ^Eolus ball pedals ; elliptical front fork, semi-hollow
back fork ; 1 Ji-inch perch ; Andrew's head, with long cen-

tres; dust shield, leg guard; 27-inch cow-horn handle bar;
large horn handles; grip lever brake; Harrington's latest

cradle spring, adjustable to rider's weight; suspension sad-
dle, bag and tools. 4 |^-inch hubs of burnished gun metal.
Forks and perch are of best weldless steel tube. The head,
neck, axle, cranks, bearings, rims, spokes, etc., are of best
steel. It is very rigid, thoroughly well-made, and warranted.
For strength, durability, and easy running power, it is equal
to any machine made.

It is finished in but one style of nickel and paint, as
shown in the cut, and at the low price offered, no variation

can be made.
Weight, 44 pounds.

Price, 50-inch, $100.
$2.50 rise.

Sizes 46 to 56 inch in stock.

This is positively the be.st value ever offered, and is un-
equalled by any wheel sold for less than $125.

Illustrated Price List mailed on request.

LATTA
NO. 16 WEST MAIN STREET -

Section of new pattern Warwick hollow rim, used on the

PILOT LIGHT ROADSTER, and wire compressed and
cemented tire used on all Pilot Machines, the most elastic

and durable tire made, and the only one not loosened by
heat or cold.

AMERICAN EXPRESS.

BROS.,
- - FRIENDSHIP, NEW YORK.
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-t&THE AMERICAN BICYCLES! DEALERS AND RIDERS I *V
It will pay you t'» ch:tr;i> y >ur memory witli the following fix eta.

POINTS
INW1IKH THE AMESUCA1T CIMMESOK

I l> *; A I>SAFETY

Durability,

Easy Hun-
ning,

Easy Steer-

ing,

Quality of
Material,

Finish, and

Price.

AKF.
VKF.XCKLI.ED

IS* AM.

The Ameri-
can Chal-

lenge,
in s-izes from 52 to 60 inch. Prices

from $74 to $119.

The Ideal
Bicycles,

in sizes from 38 to 50 inch. Prices
from $35 to $72.

The Ameri-
can Safety

in sizes 42, 44, and 46 inch. Prices
from $76 to $11 1.

Send for Illustrated 32 page Cata-
logue to the manufacturers.

EDRMULLY & JEFFERY, 222 and 224 North Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.

B. SCHULEMORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Taibrs It Ik* 'Cjcliiti Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street. BOSTON.

HARW00D5
SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwoofl's Detaciialile Safely Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $1 .00

Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20
No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
'0.5 " ' Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for Kntish Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARUOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Tli© sole Agency In Philadelphia und vielnity for the
LIGHT ROADSTER -

RACER.
AMERICAN RUDGE.RUDGE

Harvard.

VICTOR.

YALE,

Club

BICYCLES,
Tricycles.

THE BEST MAKE
SEND
FOR

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE.
Single and Tandem.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

CLUB
TRICYCLE.

Facile.

BICYCI/E B.IFLES A1TD SHOT CTT1TS.
Just the thing for touring trips and sport along the road. Write for Catalogue

and Circulars, and say what you want. P. O. Box 1108.

ABRAM G. POWELL. MANAGER.
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THEY HAVE

OOME !

I have received a stock of

pur mm,
The Best,

The Fastest,
The Lightest,

The Strongest,
And the most scientifically constructed trcycle yet

made; also the

Facile Bicycle.
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
. Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

HOME * EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

I cinating Home Gymnasium ever de-
I vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the

I Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physical Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

The Butcher Cyclometer,

IMPROVED FOR 1885.

Can bo read from the Saddle and

used with a Hub Lamp.

Price - - - - $10.00
Its form remains the same, but the works have been

eniirely remodelled.
Its action is more positive, and the troublesome

springs are done away with.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley St.,

BOSTON - - - MASS.

CO
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THE "HUMBER TANDEM. n

FOR TWO RIDERS HAS NO EQUAL.
IT IS THE FASTEST MACHINE MADE,

AND IS A SPLENDID HILL CLIMBER.

LIGHT TRICYCLES, 60 TO 70 LBS., FOR LADIES.

THE BEST ARE THE CHEAPEST, and the largest makers conclusively prove
by IMITATING them that they consider the BEST MACHINES are the " Humbers."

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
SOLE LICENSEE TO IMPORT AND SELL

HUMBER BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
In the United States,

3 ARLINGTON PLACE - - - - EAST ORANGE, N. J.
Lists on application with Stamp.

NEW YORK BRANCH, 362 Broadway. H. C. DOUGLAS, Manager.
SPECIAL NOTICE.— The public is hereby notified that genuine Humber Bicycles and

Tricycles are made only by Humber & Co ., at Beeston, Nottingham, and bear their stamp on
the neck. All others are INFERIOR IMITATIONS.

GEO. R. Ul DWELL & CO.

2and 4 East 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and BUDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles,

Wheel Goods of all Descriptions.

Sena lor our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

a
Big Four,99

" DOWN EAST," and all other tourists should keep
a detailed account of their wheeling. Use the Cyclist's
Record Book. Every detail in little space, with no
trouble. Pocket size; edges protected; road binding;
pocket for cards, cash, etc. Simple, neat, complete.
Fifty cents.

C. D. BATCHELDER,
Lancaster, N. H.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. Gr BIRD & CO..
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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TO CHANGE BUSINESS.
CLOSING OUT SALE OF

AMERICAN CLUB,
AMERICAN SANSPAREIL,

AMERICAN ROADSTER and

SANSPAREIL LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLES
TOGETHER WITH NICKELLED AND JAPANNED LAMPS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES, AT

LESS TJEIjA.1*" COST OF* IMPOR.TATIOKT.

REDUCTIONS FROM $15.00 TO $40.00.

If you wish a high class hall bearing Bicycle, either full roadster, light roadster or racer, or a

Tricycle, send 2c. stamp for list of sizes and reduced prices and full specifications.

BARGAINS UNPRECEDENTED.

Some slightly shop worn machines
at further reduced prices.

MENTION THIS PAPER.

S. T. CLARK & CO
2 & 4 HANOVER ST.

BALTIMORE.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is also much (he cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!
Will never thicken, chy up, spoil, or change. The
freest) finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not

sp- rm. and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

n market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

SBf Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hei ce Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for ihem, and insist on
having hem. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or mure bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil,

expressage paid, lo any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. "°53Jl

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

Sportsmen's Wear.

BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel andJersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St., Chicago.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

?5-oo; Nickelled, $6.50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

Hall

Type
Writer.

The latest, simplest, cheapest,

and most complete Writing In-

strument. Challenges compari-

son with others in every point.

Every instrument warranted

and sent free to any part of

United States on receipt of

price, $40.

Principal Office:

853 BROADWAY,
New York.

Agencies in all Principal

Cities.
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jb'JrLZEZE!.

The best English

make is undoubt-

edly the Coventry

Machinists' Com-

pany.

The III. New England Mag.

The Strongest, Fastest, and Most Perfect Safety Made.

tiiEinriuiFiTS' to.
(LallMIITIEID)

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTON.
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The following extract is taken from a letter written

by an old rider, who doubted the Safety and Efficiency

of the Ribbon Steering. After trying our New Improved

Steering, he writes:

"The Ribbon Steeringforever! 1 believe the problem is Solved- 99

June 20, 1885.

The Victor Tricycle, with the New Ribbon Steering,

is far and away the Steadiest Tricycle made.

TWO MILES IN 6.27.

Victor Tires are in to Stay. Tires which can be
Pulled Out are Not Safe to Ride.

Please ea.ll or Send for Catalogue.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St., Boston.

NEW MODEL LIGHT ROADSTER STAR.
The new model is vastly improved in Workmanship, and has been greatly simplified, and made stronger and stiffer

while the WEIGHT HAS BEEN REDUCED SOME ELEVEN POUNDS in the 48-inch size. Sample now on
view. No Catalogues can be had till later, and applications for same must be accompanied by two-cent stamps. All applications
from outside of New England must have enclosed five cents in stamps, or no Catalogue will be sent.

The New Columbia Machines constantly in Stock. Also the American Challenge and
Safety and the Ideal. Petite Tricycles for Children, $18 to $30.

Having specially fitted up a Shop and engaged one of the best Bicycle Mechanics in England or America as head of the depart-
ment, we are prepared to do the finest and most intricate repairs en Bicycles and Tricycles. Cranks or Stars at reasonable rates.

Special Terms to Agents where they send all work to us.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES TO LET BY THE DAY.

Out of town parties may enjoy a Sunday or Holiday on " Boston's sandpapered roads," at a small expense. Our list includes new
Experts, 48 in. to 54 in., and new Ball-bearing Tricycles of improved model.

TEnMS, $2.00 PER XD.A.'ST I INTV-A.HIABXjV X3XT .A.ID"\7-AKTOB.
REFERENCES REQUIRED FROM 8TRA.SQER8.

W. W. STALL, ( nfirri&r. ) 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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e. c :h:o:d<3-:e:s & co.
8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates :
—

One year, in advance $2.00
Six months " 1.00

Three months .60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 il sen to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

Garvey's, corner 59th St. and Broadway.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 3 JULY, 1885.

THE MEET.

This issue of our paper will doubtless

find many patrons away from home, and

at Buffalo. The annual meet of this year

will be an important one in the history of

the League, for matters of great interest

will come up for settlement, and upon the

course pursued by the members in coun-

cil depends much of the success of the

League in the future.

We have come to the belief that the

National body is too large and cumber-

some. Such questions as these which

are to be decided at Buffalo, should have

calm and careful consideration. Too of-

ten they are rushed through a meeting by

the action of members who are eager to

parade or dine. We believe that the di-

visions should do more work, and the

national body less. An executive com-

mittee, of say ten, could formulate more
intelligent rules than can a general meet-

ing of members who may be led into

hasty action by a smooth tongued

speaker anxious to carry a point. Mr.

Harris' proposition to sink|the divisions

and magnify the national body by a new
arrangement of the finances, we consider

a step in the wrong direction.

These annual gatherings of wheelmen

do a world of good in bringing together

wheelmen from all quarters. There is

a charming freemasonry in wheeldom,

which is fostered and kept alive by such

occasions.

We shall miss from the meet this year

many Eastern wheelmen, whom we were

wont to see in former years. The Boston

and Massachusetts Club will be conspicu-

ous by their absence. The date was not

suited to the convenience of the mem-
bers, for on the national holiday home
interests are imperious.

The headquarters of the World will

be at the Genesee, and it is unnecessary

to say that the oak will be sported.

The system of handicapping pursued

at the races of the K. C. W. was, to say

the least, unique. Rich and Kavanaugh

were placed at scratch in the two mile,

and the former was given five yards start

of the latter in the three mile. Crist was

allowed fifteen yards over Rich in the

two mile, and they started even in the

three mile. Finley was given twenty-five

yards start over Kavanaugh in the two

mile, and fifteen in the three mile. Crist

was given fifteen yards from Kavanaugh
in the two mile, and five yards in the three

mile. We fail to see a connected idea

between the handicapping for the two

races, and it would seem that two handi-

cappers had been at work. If A. rides

in 2.50, and B. in three minutes, it is fair

to suppose that A. can ride two miles in

6.00, and B. will come somewhere near

6.30. That is to say, a new rider needs

his handicap more than doubled in two

miles. A handicap is designed to give a

chance for a new or a medium rider to

win a place, and a fast man, who can al-

most always come to the front in a

scratch race must do something unusual.

PROFESSIONALS v. AMATEURS.

In nearly all the letters that have been

published on this subject, a great deal

has been said about " factions," " classes,"
'• more democratic," etc., as if there was
much antagonism between the two, which
could be avoided with a little care. Why
should the fact that one man makes his

living by racing, and another only races

because he likes to, either for glory or

for ambition, make those men hostile to

each other ? We do do not see why they

cannot be friendly, though we do not

think it advisable they should race against

each other. In most cases the amateur
would certainly be beaten in a fair race,

because he would not be in such good con-

dition as the professional; but, on the other

hand, as the " pro's " object is to get a

living, he naturally is tempted to do it in

the easiest way, and if offered a large

sum to let the amateur win, he would be
apt to take it. We make this strictly as

a general statement, and are fully aware
that it does not apply to all professionals.

To put it shortly, — there is not the

equality between amateurs and profes-

sionals which is necessary to remove all

temptation to ride unfairly. It is hard

on a professional to whom money is

absolutely necessary, to refrain from get-

ting it in the easiest manner, while it is

hard on the amateur to pit him against a

man who devotes all his time time to

racing, and who, therefore, is presumably
more experienced, if not in finer con-

dition. We can see no objection to

amateur and professional races at the

same meeting, and no objection to an
amateur being trained and coached by a

professional.

We see no reason why professionals

should not belong to the L. A. W. If

they are objectionable because of their

want of polish, or any reason for which a

man would be rejected from another

club, it is easy to exclude them by an
adverse vote; but unless there is another

reason beside their racing for a living, we
should no more wish to exclude them for

that, than because they taught school.

If the best professionals, i. e., the b

behaved and most honorable profession-

als, all belonged to the League, it would

be a means of increasing its influence,

and would enable the Racing Board

to look after amateur ami professional

races both ; whereby not only experience

would be gained, but a man guilty of

unfair conduct would rind himself in a

painfull} conspicuous position, because

his conduct would at once be known
all over the country. Of course mem-
bership in the League would not make
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a dishonest professional become honest,

any more than it would a dishonest ama-

teur, but it would make it harder for an

honest rider to go wrong.

The trouble with the New Haven track

this year was its length. Had it been

shorter there is no doubt but that Hendee
would have taken the mile record. Nine-

teen and nine tenths feet, is too large a

margin, and there is little doubt that it

made a second's difference in the time.

CORRESPONDENCE
[ This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-
bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving Hie right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.]

From the Pioneer House.

Editor Bicycling World: — In your
issue of last week, we find the follow-
ing :

—
" The Cunningham Company has suspended. 1 he

little affair with the United States authorities crippled
them beyond recovery, and they have been obliged to
submit to the inevitable."

"The Cunningham Company will have the sympathy
of all wheelmen in their misfortune. The pioneers in
the wheeling trade, they have always held a proud posi-
tion in the front, and they have given up the fight
against fate only after a severe struggle for existence."

For your kind expressions— especially
grateful just now— we beg to thank you,
and through you, to thank also the many
of your readers, whose equally pleasant
tokens of sympathy are reaching us by
every mail.

To your statement of fact, we would
ask your permission to add, that although
"that little affair with the United States
authorities" has, after a years' hard
struggle, resulted in our suspension, we
have not by any means vacated perma-
nently our "proud position in the front
of the wheeling trade," but that we are
encouraged to hope we may, before long,
resume it. Our books show that our
creditors will not lose to the extent which
we at one time feared; and as soon as
their claims are adjusted, it is our inten-
tion to reorganize our company, and to
continue vigorously the business which
we introduced to this country in 1877.
Those who intend to purchase in 1886
will do well to see what we may have to
offer them before they decide as to their
mounts

;
while to cyclists, with capital,

who desire to invest in the wheeling trade,
we may, should any of our stock be left
for the open market, be able to offer in-
ducements worthy of their consideration.

The Cunningham Company,
179 Tremont street, Boston.

Weights of Cycles.

Editor Bicycling World: — ' That ma-
terial can weigh less than sixteen ounces
to the pound in bicycles and tricycles,"
is a • popular mistake," which has ap-
peared in our catalogues for some years.

When written we believed it, and we are

still inclined to believe it to be true. But
we hear frequently, and we notice in

cycling papers also, statements as to the

weight of racing bicycles that are so as-

tonishing that we are now anxious to

know whether any official alteration has
been made in the number of ounces con-

stituting a pound. Of course ive know
that these weights of racing bicycles are

incorrectly given, unless the alteration

has been made, but it is high time that

the general public should know the

truth.

It is perfectly easy to prove what the

actual weight of a bicycle is, and if

weight is to be of such importance, we
suggest that the acttial weight of the

machine (without saddle and pedals) be
stamped upon the machine, and certified

to by the maker as correct, and the maker
held responsible for the statements.
Saddle and pedals should be omitted to

prevent misunderstanding. Weight to

be taken at sixteen ounces to the pound.
Singer & Co.

Coventry, 19 June, 18851

A Martyr's Last Words.

My Dear Mr. Editor:— Neither the

characteristic " cosmopolitan " irony of

London W., the dignified but selfishly

unpatriotic principles of C. T. C, No.
12,567, nor the laughable misquotation
and spiteful slang of vindictive Vindex
can draw into a personal defenc e one
whose sincere convictions have been
made public from purely impersonal mo-
tives, and whose utterances have no au-

thority apart from the inherent truth they
may contain. Since history began, oppo-
sition has sought to throw discredit upon
adverse principles by assailing the per-

sonality of the author ; but the C. T. C.'s
" little world of ours " still turns for all

that. My individual scalp is at your ser-

vice, but my pen has done its work.
Your friends who intend gunning for me
at Buffalo, will please not shoot until

after the banquet. The condemned are
always allowed one square meal ere part-

ing. H. S. Wood.

The Tandem Patent Case.

Editor Bicycling World: — With ref-

erence to this trial, which is pending
(Messrs. Rudge & Co. v. Coventry Ma-
chinists' Company), will you allow us to
explain that we have, since March, 1883,
held a license to manufacture, under the
patent in question (Harrington's, dated
1882), which has now been assigned to
Messrs. Rudge & Co., and that one of
our tandems is still made under this

patent ? Singer & Co.
Coventry, 19 June, 1885.

Orange, N. J.

The Oranges (N. J.), with nearly a hun-
dred miles of fine macadam in and around
them, have always had a good number of
cyclers, and this season is seeing a more

than usually rapid increase. This is due
largely to the fact that we have excellent

cycling headquarters here now, in the

shape of Mr. L. H. Johnson's store,

which is very eligibly located in the cen-

tre of the riding district, at 3 Arlington

place. Mr. Johnson carries a stock of

wheels and sundries as large as I have
seen in almost any metropolitan store,

and also hires out machines. The half

dozen or more singles, and several socia-

bles which he rents, are in constant de-

mand. To secure them, it .is generally

necessary to engage one some time in ad-

vance. Almost every one, young and
old, has tried riding ; many converts to

the wheel has been made, and purchases
have consequently ensued.
The wheel which is gaining rapidly in

favor is the Humber tandem. In this

immediate vicinity, these machines are

now ridden by the following gentlemen
and wives, viz : Douglas, Smith, John-
son, Porter, Taylor, Brewster, Weeks
and Heuston, while more are to be found
in Montclair, Elizabeth, Morristown, and
other surrounding towns. Other makes
of tandems have been tested here, and
all the leading styles carefully examined.
The result is, that our most experienced
riders have decided, emphatically in favor

of the Humber. In nearly every point it

excels. Bicycle riders especially appre-

ciate its steering, while the smoothness
and steadiness of its bowling motion sur-

passed that of any other machine, bicycle

or tricycle.

Every Saturday sees many out-of-town
riders here, particularly those of Eliza-

beth, and on holidays our roads are liter-

ally crowded. The Decoration Day run
brought out nearly two hundred riders,

and the meet of the State division,

L. A. W., on 18 July, will be a large affair

;

the local clubs, the Wanderers, the Essex,
and the New Jersey wheelmen, are very
active. Runs, excursions and tours are

being constantly planned and executed.
Cycling for ladies is a pronounced suc-

cess. Besides those who ride tandems,
there are many who use single tricycles.

The verdict from them is unanimous.
" Better health, increased strength, and
generally improved tone to the system."
They are the equals of any in their en-

. thusiasm and devotion to the wheel.

H.

From a Feminine Point of View.

The woman that is not open to con-
viction is not qualified for discussion.

We are not all constituted alike, there-

fore do we differ in opinions. Without
the attrition which comes from discus-

sion, we should not progress. We are all

creatures of circumstance and situation.

I am thrown into this sententious mood
by the fact that a little bombshell of mine
has stirred up an opponent who rushes to

the rescue of the tandem.

But ours will be a bloodless duel, and
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wholly devoid of the rancor which per-

vades the correspondence of our mascu-
line brothers of the wheel when a point

of expediency or policy in League man-
agement is under discussion.

It will be observed that we are agreed
in all but one point. I object to the looks

of a lady and gentleman on the tandem,
and claim Mrs. Grundy for my party.

"Morrill" says a couple riding in this

way does not look unseemly, and if Mrs.
Grundy thinks so, she should be edu-

cated.

The army that goes into battle with

an old-fashioned muzzle-loading cannon,
is placed at a disadvantage when the

enemy appears in its front with an
equipment of Gatling guns. After read-

ing the letter of " Morrill " I fear that I

may have the cannon, but I do not yet
surrender.

"Morrill" writes that she is one of

ten ladies who ride the H umber tandem.
I do not know my adversary, but I can
read between the lines from this hint, and
trace her to a State which the wits of the

country have tried to set off as a foreign

land.

If experience goes for anything, I am
at a disadvantage, for I cannot claim

much acquaintance with the tandem; and
my remarks were born of first impres-
sions. But these first impressions are

very strong, and I think it will be hard to

remove them.

1 have seen the poke bonnet come in

with horror, but I am educated in the
sight of it. I have seen woman bang her
hair and cover her chiefest beauty— her
forehead. I have seen the skirts con-
dense and expand, each time with a shud-
der. In time I have accepted all.

The possibilities of education are un-
limited. I may be brought to look with
favor upon a lady and gentleman on a
tandem.

I had the pleasure of a trip on a
\acht last week, from Ocean Spray to the
bold North Shore. It was a little early,

and old Neptune had not assumed the
quiet attitude that obtains with him later

in the season. I was reminded of the
cruel aspect that Nature is putting on
just now in giving us roads dried up and
cut up to an unrideable state. My clothes
brush is ruined.

Theke is a spice of apparent danger
in yachting that gives it a flavor and
makes it attractive. I do not wonder the
yachtsmen become so enthusiastic; and
yet how little there is for their enthusiasm
to cling to.

They are at the mercy of wind and

tide, and they cannot leave their moorings
with a certain idea of the time when they
can return. This my friend confessed to

me, and he added, that the yachting sea-

son lasts only about ninety days in a year.

Beyond this, there is no pleasure.

I believe the tricycle has more joy

locked up in it to give out than all the

water craft combined. I shall not desert

my wheel.

I have been very much interested in

the reading of Mr. Hillier's admirable
articles on " Touring," in the Tricyclist,

and as I am supposed to present things
from a feminine point of view, it may not

be out of the way to cull a few ideas from
so fruitful and intelligent a source.

All literature is the pouring of wine
from one bottle to another. Will Mr.
Hillier grant me a draught from his flag-

on ?

The vexed question of foot apparel

has risen to trouble myself and several of

my riding acquaintances at times. I have
always inclined to the shoe, as the lighter

and more graceful to wear ; but the other
party favors the boot, claiming support
for the ankles.

Mr. Hillier says :
" The great ques-

tion of boots v. shoes has long since

been settled. The greater freedom, cool-

ness, lightness, and comfort of the shoe
have insured its almost universal adop-
tion by both sexes, and the neat, well-

fitting, well-cut shoe, when it is worn by
a fair tricyclist, invariably looks neat, and
what is more to the point, business-like.

The original idea that boots supported
the ankle has long since been exploded,
simply because, in riding the bicycle or
tricycle, the ankle requires little or no
support. The broad pedal supports the

foot easily and comfortably, whilst the
actual weight of the body, being carried

on the saddle, the muscles of the ankle
are at liberty solely for the support of

that joint; and we may, in passing, re-

mark, that a steady course of bicycling

and tricycling, if the rider be carefully

supplied with a properly-fitting pair of

shoes and a broad rat-trap or rubber pedal,

will, within a certain time, strengthen
noticeably weak ankles, which have not
previously been able to withstand the
jars and twists of ordinary pedestrian
exercise."

Mrs. K. L. Philpot, a correspondent,
says: "Considering the fact that the feet

play such a prominent part in driving the
machine, it is very necessary they should
be well provided for. Ladies intent on
riding must throw away, with several
other little bits of vanity, the desire to

make the feet look as small as possible.

Undoubtedly, a low shoe is best adapted
for riding purposes, and it may fit very

closely round the ankle, as, indeed, it is

necessary it should ; but the front part
must be quite easy, to allow the ball of
the foot perfectly free action."

I shall continue to wear the shoe.

Daisie.

To Moosehead Tourists.

All detail work for the tour is now
completed, and nothing remains to be
done except to revise the roll call. Let
every one who intends joining the party
inform me at once if they can be de-
pended upon to show up on the 17th;
also size and make of wheel. This costs
but a postal card, but is very important,
and will prove of great assistance to the
management.

F. A. Elwell.
Portland, Me.

A New Hampshire Run.

The third annual run of the New
Hampshire Division L. A. W., and in-

vited guests, will be held at Portsmouth
on 4 July. This is the third invitation

extended by the Rockingham Bicycle Club
to New Hampshire wheelmen. In Sep-
tember,' 1882, twenty-seven bicyclers were
entertained at the Rockingham House,
and in July, 1884, seventy-two dinners
were served at the Farragut House. A
cordial invitation has been extended by
Chief Consul H. M. Bennett, to all New
Hampshire wheelmen, whether members
of the division, or unattached, to be pres-

ent. The procession will be formed near
the post office in Portsmouth at 9.15
A. M. and wheel to Greenland Depot.
Thence via North Depot (eleven and a

half miles) and Little Boar's Head,
(fourteen and five eighths miles) to the

Farragut House at Rye Beach (fifteen

three quarters miles), where dinner will

be served at 12.30, at the price of $1.00
per plate. After the dinner a business

meeting of the New Hampshire Division

L. A. W. will be held. At 2 p. M. the

run will be made via Rye Centre (nine-

teen and one eighth miles), Wentworth
House (twenty-three three quarters

miles), Walbach Tower and Newcastle to

Portsmouth, arriving in season for the

5.10 p. M. train to Concord. The route

will be over the best roads in the State,

the pace will be such as to accommodate
all, and the distance as per cyclometer
measure is twenty-seven and one half

miles. To secure dinner tickets, notify

C. A. Hazlett, Portsmouth, N. H., by
early mail, of intention to be present.

Wheeling Wheelmen go to Law.

The fact was mentioned yesterday
morning that a warrant had been issued

for Mr. John Topping, who on Monday
night while riding a bicycle on Virginia

street, Island, ran over a child. The
accident is said by eye-witnesses to have
been without fault on Mr. Topping's side.

He was in the street and not on ine side-
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walk. The children on the Island, and
in fact elsewhere as well, have a habit of
standing in the street in front of an
approaching bicycle to see how close

they can allow it to come and still escape
being struck. Mr. Toppin's arrest was
not for running over the boy, but for

violation of section 26 of the ordinance
against offences, which is as follows :

—
" It shall be unlawful for any person

to fly any kite, roll any hoop or bullets,

play at foot-ball, bawdy or shinney, ride

or drive any bicycle or tricycle, or engage
in any play, sport or exercise which might
produce any bodily injury to any one, or
endanger the life or property of any
person on any street, sidewalk, landing,
alley or public square of this city."

The Wheeling Wheelmen, the organi-
zation of bicyclists in this city, have de-
cided to make a test case of Mr.
Topping's, and have combined to retain

an attorney and fight the case, not only
in the police court, but in a higher court
if necessary. Mr. H. M. Russell has
been engaged to represent the defence.
There are about fifty bicycles in Wheel-

ing, and the aggregate value of the ma-
chines is estimated at £5,000. It is the
opinion of the best lawyers that the
clause of the ordinance quoted will not
stand in court. To place a bicycle on the
same footing on the thoroughfares of the
city as a game of football, is ridiculed by
the friends of Wheeling. They claim that
the bicycle is as much a means of loco-
motion as a horse or a buggy, and it

would be as just and reasonable to pro-
hibit all vehicles, because sometimes
accidents happen from runaway horses
and the like, as to prohibit bicycling be-
cause it " might result in bodily injury."
The case is expected to come up in the

police court this morning or to-morrow
morning. — Wheeling Intelligencer, 24
June.

London W.'s Letter.

I am here to take in the N. C. U. cham-
pionships which are to be run off to-mor-
row at Aston, where Frank Moore made
his record for the track of 2.46. This,
by the way, was slightly lowered the
other day by a fellow named Webber,
who has developed a wonderful turn of
speed this spring, and promises 10 show
some of the older hands the way round.
I see by the papers that Hendee is en-
tered for the mile bicycle. I should like to
see a representative from the States run,
but 1 fancy it is not to be, as I can learn
nothing of his arrival. Young Illston, a
lad of about eighteen summers, is the
favorite, and has the advantage of great
familiarity with the track, the corners of
which require, so I am told, some care to
get around at top speed.

During yesterday and to-day, I have
taken in the works of Lloyd Brothers,
the makers of the Quadrant, those of
the Coventry Machinists' Company, Hill-
man, Herbert & Cooper, and Bayliss,
Thomas & Co., besides spending some
hours with Sturmey, who is well known to

most of the World's readers by repute.

We naturally devoted a large part of

our time to discussing matters of more
interest to cycling press men than to

those things that the average wheelman
would take pleasure in reading about.

My visits to the manufacturers were most
profitable, because I was right at head-
quarters, and could obtain the very latest

information on the " trade," a subject

always of great interest to the practical

cyclist. The condition of the trade here

seems to be flourishing, though hard
times has affected the cycling, as well as

the general trade. At any rate, to all

appearances the business is good, for the

factories are running on full time, every
department in the various works seem
busy, and yet there are very few finished

machines to be seen, and the few ready for

the market are either sold or about to be
shipped. I went to the Coventry Ma-
chinists' Company for a Club tandem to

begin a short tour on with a friend ; but
there were none in stock I should have
been compelled to give up my trip, or seek
a machine elsewhere, had not the com-
pany, with exceeding kindness, sent to

London for the only tandem it had, and
that one was in its show windows. So,
Mr. Editor, you cannot complain of the

treatment of your representative. At the
Quadrant works I found just the same
state of affairs, and though the works are

running to their full capacity, one has
to get in line and wait his turn, as if he
were buying a ticket to the theatre on a
"star" night. In fact, every one seems
to be doing a good business, and if he is

not, it is, I believe, because he has noth-
ing that hits the popular taste. It will

be remembered that there has been a

good deal said about Safety machines,
and many have asserted that the demand
for small wheels was but a passing
craze and would not last. Exactly what
the future may develop I cannot, of course,

say; but it is a fact, that the introduction of

the Dwarf and Safety bicycles has made
sad havoc with the tricycle business.
Every one in a position to know says the

same thing, and all the makers find their

orders for three wheelers less than for-

merly, and lay it to the little two wheel-
ers, which are going off like hot cakes.
At Hillman, Herbert & Cooper's fac-

tory, everywhere I turned, I seemed to

see nothing but parts of Kangaroos,
and at the other manufactories the num-
ber of small wheels, extended forks, etc.,

was convincing that the rage for Safeties
still continues.

I have dashed this letter off hurriedly
so that it may go by the next mail, and
must bring it to a close, although there is

much more I want to say ; but I must
leave the details of my visits to another
time. I was not able to set around to

Rudge's and Singer's places, but shall do
so in a short time. London W.
Birmingham, England, June 12, 1885.

Notes by the Way.

" Hi ! will you look at the Kid in yel-

low breeches go it? " The remark came
from Ja^k Keen one afternoon at the
Institute.

We were standing in a group watching
the boys training for the coming races.

Keen, Prince, Vesey, Stall, and a num-
ber of others were in the party, and all

eyes immediately turned towards a little

fellow who was bent double over his ma-
chine, and riding like all possessed.

We watched him for a short time, and
then Keen said :

" I tell you, boys, that

fellow has got the sand. He does his

work better than any man I've seen in

America. He'll show his rear wheel to

the best of them yet, you know."

Massachusetts will have a lively year
under Chief Consul Ducker.

The " Kid in yellow breeches ". was
Corey.

Harry was collecting bills for a crock-

ery house then, and his interest in bicy-

cling extended only to a pro*pective
racing career. Jack Keen immediately
took him in hand, and gave him some
points about racing. It was a flood tide

for Corey and he grabbed it.

Well, he beat everybody at the next
race meeting, and carried off a cart-load

(small cart) of prizes.

Soon after this Corey went to work
for Stoddard. Lovering & Co. Up to this

time they had been wholsaelers and im-
porters, and their business consisted in

importing goods for other dealers to sell

at retail.

To-day they do the largest business in

wheels of any house in the country,
unless I except the Pope Manufacturing
Company, and I think even they would
get a ciose rub if a comparison of trade
should be instituted.

In pitching upon Corey the house did
a good thing. He is young, active, intel-

ligent, courteous and withal a strong
rider. These qualities attract buyers,
and they flocked to S. L. & Co.'s.

The story of the camel who went to

live with the cobbler, and gradually
crowded the poor man out of his small
quarters, is familiar to us all. It applies

in this case, except that the crowding out
process forced the firm to larger quar-
ters instead of into the road.

The new quarters of the firm on Con-
gress street are spacious, light and well

adapted to the purpose.

It does n't do to have too many irons
in the fire. S. L. & Co. have given up
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iiTHE RECORD BREAKER."
This celebrated Racing Machine is unquestionably the fastest and strongest machine

ever built, and stands without a rival as

the: king of the f>^.th.

BUILT

ESPECIALLY

FOR

AMERICAN

TRACKS.

LARGE

STOCK
JUST

RECEIVED

Order Early.

l\IOTE.--The One-Mile Championship of England for

1885 was won by Sanders Sellers, June 13, on a 58-inch

RUDGE H^lCER.
SOLE U. S. AGENTS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
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Kebku>ry 4, 1S85.
Me-s s. William Read & Stns:

Gentlemen: I cheerfully give my opinion of the Royal Mail, which 1

role in all my races last year, and «on ihe world's record,—2.39. I think it

the finest made, strongest, and stiffest machine I ever rode. I have ridden
nearly all makes, but find ihe Royal Mail the best I ever crossed yet.

Yours respectfully, JOHN S. PRINCE,
Champion of America, and One-mile CliamHon of tlu World

Well Proyed ! The Continued and Increasing Demand Attests its

Popularity and Worth.

ROYAL MAIL

!

1885 Pattern 36 lb. Light Roadster.

A RIGID, TRUE RUNNING, SUPERBLY BUILT WHEEL.

THE ROYAL MAIL ties its spokes differently from any other wheel.

THE ROYAL MAIL has Genuine "Warwick Hollow.Rim.

THE ROYAL MAIL has Stout Round Edge (instead of Thin Knife
Blade Edge) Forks. "Wheelmen appreciate the necessity of this to

secure Rigidity and Strength of "Whole Machine.

THE ROYAL MAIL has Bown's .eEolus Ball Bearings.

THE ROYAL MAIL has Good Rake to Forks.

TRY A ROYAL MAIL!

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
No. 107 Washington Street,

SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS.

holds the following Road Records of the world

:

Ten miles in Oh. 33>£m
Twenty miles in lh. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 X-4: miles.

Seven day s covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7W hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, antl vUl-the-yeaf-mund,
nothing in market can approach it. &g- Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere,

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

O.W. CO. DUPLEX.JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PRESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES SBIl TRICYCLES
REPAIRED,

Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on commission. The Bicy-
cle branch of our business is in charge of Will

S. Atwbll, telephone No. 1935.

DUPLEX WHISTLE, WITH CHAIN.

With Chain.

IT IS THE BEST.

By Mail, 75 cents.

SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN- WHEEL * CO,
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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several irons, and retained the one in

their opinion the most valuable.

Dan Rudge was a manufacturer with a
purpose. He wanted to make his ma-
chine the leading one, and he bent every
energy to this idea. To Rudge's door
can be laid many valuable ideas in cycle

construction which riders are enjoying
to-day. His plant was not large, and he

did but a small business down in Wolver-
hampton ; but the racing men used to go
to him when .they wanted a good wheel,

and then, as now, the Rudge was well

known to the race track. I don't believe

Rudge made much money, but he left

behind him a good reputation, and when
he died his business was purchased by the

present proprietors, who removed his ma-
terial to Coventry, where they are now es-

tablished on a firm foundation. And all

this is due not only to their capital and
business enterprise, but as well to the

reputation won by Daniel Rudge.

The Rudge people make strong bids

for the trade of the racing contingent.

They believe in speedy wheels, and are

not satisfied unless the Rudge stands al-

ways at the head on the record table.

Well, they have got a large share of

the records which have been worthily

won.

I don't wish to enter into figures, for

I fear I should fall into error ; but it may
not be out of place to mention that pres-

ent prospects indicate a sale of at least

1,500 Rudges in America the coming
year.

When Corey went to England, it was
with a determination to put the firm he
represented in a position to supply wheel-
men, not only with wheels, but with every-

thing appertaining thereto. With this idea

in mind, he secured agencies from the

leading makers of accessories, including
Lamplugh & Brown, Ardill, Joseph Lucas
& Son, and J. B. Brooks & Co. These
are the foremost dealers in their respec-

tive lines in England, and their goods
stand at the head over there.

Corey is resting just now, and lying

back on his honors. He has in mind, no
doubt, the example of Cortis, the track

demon of England, who used to ride al-

ternate seasons, giving his system a rest

the off years. Whether our Yankee boy
will take the position Cortis secured at the

head of the racing world, or not, remains
to be seen ; but if he goes on to the track

again I do not believe there are many
riders that will pass him and leave him

By the Way.

Recent Patents.

The following list of patents, recently

issued, relating to bicycles, is furnished

by Henry W. Williams, Esq., Solicitor

of American and Foreign Patents, 258
Washington Street, Boston: —

No. 319,452. Vehicle wheel. Robert
S. Carr, Hamilton, Ohio.
No. 319,470. Velocipede saddle.

Franklin J. Drake, Boston, Mass., assign-

or to the Pope Manufacturing Company.
No. 319,682. Velocipede. Lindsey

Dickey, Vibbard, Mo.
No. 319,777. Vehicle wheel. Rosco

Dean, and Arthur W. Grant, Springfield,

Ohio assignors to the Tricycle Manufac-
turing Company. Same place.

No. 319.983. Bicycle. Chas. S. Led-
dell, Morristown, N. J.

No. 320,073. Velocipede. Chas. S.

Leddell, Morristown, N. J.

No. 320,076. Wheel. Geo. S. Long,
Hartford, Conn., assignor to himself and
Geo. W. Williams.
No. 321,000. Bicycle bell. Theodore

E. Ware, Clifton, Bristol, England.
No. 321,045. Cyclometer. Chas. H.

Lamson, Portland, Me. Attaches to the

spokes of the driving wheel, and is op-

erated by a cam on the fork or frame.

Nos. 320,677 and 320,678. Tricycles.

Theophilus H. Paessler, Malvern, Ohio.

The Peoria Bicycle Club's Northern Tour.

It is proposed to arrive at Rock Island,

111., so as to spend Sunday, Aug. 16, in

that city, Moline, and Davenport. The
government island and arsenal will be
visited, and the wheelmen of the "three
cities " may be depended upon to make
it pleasant. Taking boat at Rock Island

Monday, Aug. 17, at noon, the party will

proceed up the Mississippi to St. Paul.

This will consume three days, landing us

at 6 a.m. Thursday morning. The large

Mississippi River boats are noted for their

tables and magnificent appointments, and
a trip on one is long to be remembered.
These boats stop at all the principal

points from one to four hours. This will

give ample time to wheel through the

different points, seeing all there is to see.

This will be a most enjoyable feature.

Arriving at St. Paul, one day will be
spent in that city, leaving the next morn-
ing by wheel for Fort Snelling, the falls

of Minnehaha, and the city of Minneap-
olis, ten miles. Arriving there in the

afternoon, we will be received by the

Minneapolis Club, the secretary of which
has already extended a hearty invitation

to visit them. After spending the time
necessary to visit the many points of
interest in Minneapolis, we will proceed
by wheel to Lake Minnetonka, the finest

summer resort in the West, — eighteen
miles. Here an unlimited time may be
spent, and we shall leave only with regret.

It is expected that five days more will be
spent a-wheel among the lakes and sum-
mer resorts of Minnesota, bicycling over
the fine roads of that section, coursing
from one hundred and fifty to two hun-
dred miles. This part of the trip is now
being arranged, and full particulars will

be announced later. Special rates are

being arranged for everywhere.

Returning, we shall take train at Min-
neapolis, arriving the next morning at

Kilbourn City, Wis., where a day will be
most enjoyably spent visiting the famous
dells of Wisconsin.
The next morning will find us in Mil-

waukee, where a day will be spent trying

the fine surfaces of her streets, and in

visiting the Soldiers' Home and other
points of interest.

Taking a lake boat the next morning,
the day will be spent upon Lake Michigan,
arriving at Chicago at 2 P. m. If any
desire for bicycle riding still exists, it can
be gratified on the fine surfaces of the

parks and boulevards. The party will

there separate, taking the night trains for

home.
The time required will be fifteen days,

including three Sundays, and the ex-

pense, including hotel bills, etc., will not
exceed $50, and will probably be consid-
erably less. The exact expense will be
announced later. All wheelmen inter-

ested in this tour, and desirous of

participating, are invited to join, and to

correspond with Charles W. Freeman,
captain Peoria Bicycle Club, Peoria, 111.,

in regard to the matter. If sufficient

encouragement is received, an angements
will be completed at once. A number,
almost sufficient to warrant the tour have
already signified their intention of going,
and as the number will be limited and the

time is short, immediate responses are

requested.

H. G. Rouse,
C. F. Vail,
C. W. Freeman,
Managing Committee.

Pboria, III., 20 June, 18S5.

CURRENTE CALAMO

"2.35."

T 'was in eighteen hundred and eighty-five J

A great many readers are now alive

Who remember the day :

(The year

Is here.)

When a cyclist bold,

With trappings ol gold,

Mounted his silver-plated wheel;

That, for a moment, lie might steal

To the lovely side (?)

01 his would-be bride

;

Away he *' trode " o *er the sand-papered road,

Till he reached the steep hill

Near a picturesque mill

;

Up goes his heels,

And downward he *' steals."

What a gait was that ! Hey ; 2.3s.

Many a man is now alive

Who remembers that " gale.''

This Year.
C. S. \\\uiy.

Buffalo is not in need ol red paint,

and there are wheelmen who like to sleep.

Remember this at Buffalo.

Boston wheelmen will go to the meet
via. the Fitchburg Railroad. As they
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have never received a favor of any kind

from the Albany road, they do not care

to go that way.

We can't have all the good things in a

lump. The roads will be good in the

fall ; but where will be the long evenings.

The two great tournament cities are

issuing a joint advertisement in the Eng-
lish papers.

The president of the League is Ma-
lone Beckwith. a man of sixty years of

age, and the driver of a sixty-three-inch

wheel. — Southern paper.

The office of the Big Four Bicycle

Tour Association will be at the Genesee
Hotel, Buffalo, during days of meet and
up to time of starting.

Mr. Wm. D Howland retires from
Outing, having purchased the Cambridge
Tribune.

Wheelmen would do well to read the

book of Job. They need a deal of pa-

tience in these dusty days.

The pleasant fiction that the cycling

trade is one of almost unlimited profit,

does not accord with the fact of the sus-

pension of the Cunningham Company,
which, having been in the business longer
than any other house in this country,

ought therefore, if the fiction were fact, to

have retired rather than suspended.
But there is undoubtedly profitable oc-

cupation for capital in the wheel business
in this country, particularly in the hands
of a house with the established reputation

of the pioneers. Cyclists with capital

will do well to read the letter from the

Cunningham Company in another col-

umn.

A prominent maker of very fast bicy-

cles, in this city, was advised some time
ago, by a Boston broker, to sell Mexican
bonds shoit at fifty-five. He did so in a
large way, adding block to block till he
was short from away back. He has closed
out at thirty-eight and sworn off from
speculating, having a very fat bank ac-

count by which to remember the deal.

The Lilliputian four tour will start on
Saturday; the Brobdignagian four tour on
Monday.

Chief Consul Durker has called a
meeting of the Massachusetts division

officers at Worcester for Saturday eve-
ning, ii July. The purpose of the meet-
ing will be to lay plans for a vigorous
campaign the coming year, and to arrange
for social gatherings at some convenient
place at an early date,

The friends of E. C. Hodges, Esq.,
complimented him with a farewell dinner
at Taft's, on Monday last. The party

took a tug from Lewis's wharf, at 4 p. M.,

and enjoyed a sail down the bay, which
whetted the appetites of all, and prepared
them to enjoy the good things from Taft's
larder. Dinner was served at 6.50. Mr.
Hodges respoiided to a call for a speech,
and thanked his entertainers for the ex-
hibition of their kindly regard, assuring
them that the remembrance of the good
people of Boston would linger in his

memory while far away. The party re-

turned to the city at 11 p. m.

The Little Four excursionists, consist-

ing of A. H. Overman, Esq., president of

the Overman Wheel Company, Mr. L.

R. Harrison, captain of the Boston club,

Mr. R. J. Tombs, of the Boston club, and
President E. C. Hodges, of the same
club, will sail from New York in the

steamer Etruria, on Saturday next.

They will meet Mr. J. S. Dean in Lon-
don, and spend some time on the fine

roads in and about the metropolis. The
party will make the tour from John
O'Groat's to Land's End, and Mr. Har-
rison will make sketches by the way,
which will be used in connection with a
series of articles to be published on his

return. After doing England, the party
will go to Paris and Berlin, making the
whole distance on wheels.

By an almost unanimous vote of the

board of officers the League will immedi-
ately start to publish its own paper, to be
known as the L. A. IV. Bulletin. Un-
fortunately, but little time is left us
wherein to complete arrangements that

must needs show the effect of their hur-
ried nature on the face of the new issue.

However, the secretary editor proposes to

issue the first number in time for distri-

bution at the meet in Buffalo, if his plans
can be perfected in so short a time. With
all else that crowds in at this time of the
Leigue year this is going to be a difficult

task ; therefore he asks members not to

expect great things at first ; the paper
must grow. — Official Gazette.

E. A. Clement and William Bell of
the Maverick Wheel Club, Fast Boston,
covered one hundred and one and a quar-
ter miles on 21 June. Their total time
on the road was fourteen hours ; actual
riding time, ten hours five minutes.

Latest advices report that Thomas
Stevens has reached Constantinople.

A bicycle club in Hungary is called
il Buda-Pesther Kerekpar-Egyesnelet."
The sound is said to resemble a man tak-

ing a header.

The Wheel made a bid for the official

gazette, agreeing to furnish a paper for

one quarter cent per copy. The matter
is, however, decided, and cannot well be
changed at Buffalo. The League will

publish its own organ. We think they
have made a mistake in deciding upon a
weekly newspaper.

With the disbandment of the
A. M. W., Mr. J. S. Rogers, the former
secretary of that association, has re-

ceived a letter from Mr. Cameron, of St.

Joseph, with a marked copy of the St.

Joseph Gazette, informing him of the
passing of a city ordinance, prohibiting
the riding of bicycles on the streets, and
ordering the arrest of all cyclers found
doing so. This is an outrage, and at

present works a hardship as the wheel-
men were looking forward to having a
good time on the coming holiday, the
Fourth of July. It also shows the dense
ignorance of the city fathers of St. Joe, as

this identical ordinance has been declared

unconstitutional, not only by the supreme
court of New Hampshire and many other

States, but also by the Supreme Court of

the United States. The rulings and de-

cisions of the different courts were sent

to Mr. Cameron, and he was instructed

to show them to the chief of police,

mayor, etc., and if that does not move
them other means will be devised to do
so. He furthermore was assured of the

hearty co-operation of the L. A. W.

—

St.

Louis Spectator.

The following from the St. Joseph
(Mo.) Gazette explains itself: "Chief of

Police Tulhr has given instructions to

the police to arrest all persons riding

bicycles in the streets. It is claimed the

wheels frighten horses, and it is the in-

tention of the chief to put a stop to the

practice of riding them in public. If the

city attorney so desires, he will have no
trouble in proving th'at these machines
are nuisances, and such being the case,

they should be abated, precisely the same
as any other nuisance. Let Chief Tullar

proceed in the good work, and he will re-

ceive the thanks of every lady and gentle-

man who drives through the streets of the

city."

We have noticed it stated that the

Pope manufacturing bicycle establish-

ment was the largest room in the world
used for that purpose. The room used
by Messrs. S. F. Heath & Co., in Minne-
apolis, Minn., for that purpose, is one
hundred and fifty by sixty feet. They
carry a nice stock of machines and sun-
dries, and are giving cycling a great

boom in Minnesota.

The Harvard base ball nine went
through the season with a clean score,

having won every game. No little of this

success was due to the able management
of Mr. Adams D. Claflin, who had charge
of the nine.

Flannel shirts should always have
the tails cut off. so that they do not
crease up under the seat in riding.

Where a long shirt is worn on an emer-
gency, the tail can be very easily folded

up, inwards, so as not to be sat upon.
The cause of blisters is principally

creases.

Messrs. Lamplugh & Brown have at

last secured patents in foreign countries,

and are consequently prepared to supply
the wonderful new saddle which has been
secretly tested for several months past.

It is very much like the " Buffer " in ap-

pearance, but the foundation is of tubular

steel instead of stamped iron, and by
slipping open a hook underneath the

leather, the whole of the leather parts

together with the rubber buffers, slide

off the tubular frame, and can be folded

double and pocketed, thus doing away
with the need for Harrington's clip in a
very effectual manner, protecting the ma-
chine against rain or meddling, as well as
avoiding the trouble of dragging an un-
wieldy saddle about in the hands.— Tri-

cyclist.
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Messrs. A. M. Crothers and E. G.
Barnett, of the Champion City Bicycle
Club, yesterday made a run of one hun-
dred and thirty-five miles on their wheels,

beating the record of any day's run ever
accomplished in Ohio. Up to this time
the longest distance covered in a day was
one hundred and thirteen miles, made by
a squad of Columbus wheelmen. Spring-

field came next with one hundred and ten

miles ; but it remained for Messrs. Cro-

thers and Barnett to sink both exploits

out of sight by their handsome feat of

yesterday. They left Springfield at 6.35
A. M., going successively to Xenia,
Jamestown, Jefferson, Washington C H.,

Columbus, and home to Springfield,

where they arrived at a quarter of mid-
night. The run was accomplished with-

out fatigue, and demonstrated the supe-
riority of the bike as a road machine.
No two horses could have accomplished
the distance, one relieving the other when
fatigued.— Springfield (O.) Paper.

Springs and Tires.

There is no doubt that, without the

aid of the light springs and rubber tires,

the bicycle would have been a complete
failure years ago and would never have
developed into what it now is— its vibra-

tion would, indeed, have been so exces-
sive as to render it absolutely unridable;

but to suppose that mounting a spring on
the top of the backbone, or putting extra
rubber on the tires, are the best means
of combating vibration, is, my experience
teaches me, quite a mistake. This is the

notion of the majority of the cycling
world, though altogether a wrong one, and
for two reasons, first— with reference to

the tire—the ^/V* of the rubber, although
enough to make the machine run heavy,
is not sufficient to prevent a series of
more or less violent concussions, being
constantly generated in it while passing
over any ordinary road ; and secondly, the
spring on the top of the vibrating bicycle
does not, as we all know, reduce the jar-

ring one whit, but only prevents it being
communicated so strongly to the rider.

With regard to an excess of rubber on
the wheels making the machine run heavy,
although there are different opinions on
this point, I fail to see why there should
be more than one, for it should be plain
to all that the thicker the rubber the more
extended must be its bearing surface on
the ground when it sustains the dead
weight of the machine and rider, which
extended bearing surface being always
the same, whether the road is rough or
smooth, must of necessity retard the
progress of the machine.
My opinion on this point is held by

many, and is backed up by a very high
authority—no less than that of the late

Mr. James Starley.

While I was in Coventry in December
last, having a bicycle of my invention
tested by the leading makers, I was for-

tunate enough to have it ridden by one of

the firm of Messrs. Starley Bros. After
Mr. Starley had tried it I asked for his

opinion on extra thick tires, when he
kindly recounted to me the details of an
experiment made some years ago by his

father, to test their effect in the matter of

speed. He took two tricycles of the same
make, with wheels of the same size—one
with rubbers of an ordinary thickness,

and the other with extra thick tires—and
placed them side by side at the top of a

hill. Each rider sat with his feet free of

the cranks, and allowed the machines to

run down of their own accord, the one
with the lightest tires reached the bottom
first.

This experiment was made with great

care by Mr. James Starley, who, it is well

known, was most painstaking in all he
did, and I think it proves conclusively

the one great disadvantage of any excess
of rubber in the tires, viz., loss of speed.—Correspondent 0/ Cyclist.

Entries for the League Races at Buffalo.

The list of entries for the bicycle races

at Buffalo on the occasion of the

L. A. W. meet in that city 3 July, are as

follows :
—

One Mile, Bicycle League Championshi/)

— George M. Hendee; W. G. Ross,
Montreal; George Webber, Joe Powell,

Jr., A. E. Schaaf, Buffalo. N. H. Van
Sicklen, A. B. Rich, George H. lllston.

One-Mile Tricycle Race, L. A. IV.

Championship. — Neil Campbell, Niag-
ara ; E. P. Burnham.

One-Mile Club Championship, best 2 in

3 heats. — James G. Russell, R. J. Cant,

C. W. Adams, James S. Hedge and A. E.
Eissle.

Five-Mile Straightaway Professional.
— Charles F. Frazer; Asa Dolph

;
John

S. Prince; William J. Martin.
Three-Mile Straightaway, open to

L- A. W. members only. — W. G. Ross,
Montreal

; Joe Powell, Jr.; George Web-
ber, C. J. Connolly, Rochester ; C. J.

Lund, Rochester ; P. J. Dukelow, Roch-
ester ; Robert P. Searle, Medina; N. H.
Van Sicklen; George H. lllston.

Two-Mile Straightaway, open to all

amateurs. — W. G. Ross, Montreal;
George Webber; Joe Powell, Jr., H. W.
Clark, Woodstock, Ont. ; C. J. Connolly,
Rochester ; C. J. Lund, Rochester; Fred
Foster, Toronto ; Albert Schrick, Roches-
ter ; P. J. Dukelow, Rochester; R. P.

Searle, Medina; N. H. Van Sicklen;

E. P. Burnham
; J. V. Stephenson,

Greenburg, Penn ; H. P. Davies, Toron-
to, and G. H. lllston.

The officers of the races are : Referee,
Abbot Bassett; judges. Dr. N. Malon
Beckwith, H. E. Ducker, and J. E.

Danelson, Buffalo; timers, C. K. Alley,

H. D. Corey, James H. Isham, C. H.
Hepinstall; scorer, Jesse Otterstatem

;

clerk of course, F. E. Drullard ; starter,

George Dakin.

Mr. H. W. Warren of the Massachu-
setts Bicycle Club, has purchased a "Gen-
uine H umber " tandem, which he will be
glad to show to those interested in this

famous machine. He resides in Eliot

Place, Jamaica Plain.

In our last issue we stated that the

N. A. A. A. A. disregarded the profes-

sionals of other sports than those un !er

their jurisdiction. This was true so far

as their action up to the present time is

concerned ; but they are now considering

the following rule, which will in all prob-

ability be passed. " This Association

hereby declares that all persons who
shall hereafter violate any of the prohi-

bitions contained in the foregoing defini-

tion of an amateur, or in the adjudications

before enumerated in the exercises of

boxing, sparring, lacrosse playing, polo

playing, roller or ice skating, or who
shall hereafter violate the prohibitions

governing the League of American
Wheelmen or the National Association

of Amateur Oarsmen, shall be debarred

from competing in any athletic contest

given by this Association, or given by

any associate club."

To get into a good and healthy habit of

breathing, and to get that habit confirmed,

is worth a great deal to athletes. All ath-

letes, it we are to believe what the physi-

cians say, should learn to breathe by the

nostrils, not by the mouth. It is not

known why it is, but certain it is that

most runners and bicyclists get into the

way of mouth breathing, as if nature had
forgot to give them a nose. The result is

always bad. Tne passage of air over the

surface of the tongue and throat renders

these surfaces very dry, so that in a shoit

t me after commencing exercise the desire

for some liquid to moisten the mouth and

throat becomes urgent, and if the desire

is satisfied, leads to swallowing a large

quantity of drink, which is injurious, and

.the throat made dry, but sore from t e

'dryness. In addition to this mischief thj

surface of the mouth and throat is ex-

posed to catch all impurities of dust and

dirt floating in the air, w!iile much power
is lost, owing to the rapidity of the breath-

ing that is induced, the irritation and

cough that are often brought on, and the

reduction of purchase in respiring, owing

to the constantly open state of both

breathing inlets and outlets, the nostrils

and mouth. Learn, then, sprinters, run-

ners, bicyclists, etc., to breathe through

the nostrils in the ordinary and natural

way. Your nose was not given you by
nature to ornament your lace, though a

nice one is a thing of joy, but to breathe

through.

EXOTICS
The Boston Club will have six repre

sentatives on the Big Four tour. The

Massachusetts Club will have nearly as

many.

The Boston Club made an enjoyable

run to Downer Landing last Sunday, and

disposed of a large clambake. The re-

turn was made by boat.

A few days since a Lowell wheelman,
while riding his bicycle on the sidewalk,

ran over a child. The child was seri-

ously, if not fatally injured, and the citi-

zens are incensed against the bicyclists.
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The Racoon is the latest bicycle.

Sanders Sellers won the mile cham-
pionship at Aston Lower Grounds, Bir-

mingham, 13 June. The Cyclist thus
describes the last heat. S. Sellers (1);

W. A. Illston (2) ; R. Chambers (o).

Illston started off with the lead. Cham-
bers running last, all three holding well

together. A lap and a half from the

finish Sellers made his effort, and going
to the front, led by a clear length on en-

tering the last lap. The last round was
something terrrific; half way through
Chambers drew up a little, and Sellers

widened the gap, riding very wide at the

corners; but Illston was not yet done
with, for coming the last two hundred
yards at a magnificent pace, he was within

a yard of the leader at the corner, and
coming down the straight with his nose
on the wheel, the pair passed the line

locked together amidst tremendous cheer-

ing and cries of " Dead heat !
" but the

judge (and rightly, too, we think) gave
the verdict to Sellers by six inches. The
winner was so exhausted at the finish

that he barely managed to prevent run-

ning into the rails at the bottom, and then
had to be almost carried off the field,

whilst Illston was comparatively fresh.

Time, 2 47I. Cripps won the five mile
tricycle championship in 16.52!, the same
day.

R. H. English met with an accident
at Aston the day before the champion-
ship, and was not in condition to do his

best in the racing,

Rudge & Co. have a case in court
against the Coventry Machinists' Com-
pany, in which they endeavor to restrain

the defendants from making the tandenj
tricycle. Not finished.

In years gone by the Cambridge Uni-
versity Bicycle Club path was the scene
of many a f.imous race, and records were
frequently beaten ; but since that memor-
able occasion, when Keith-Falconer suc-
ceeded in defeating his brother amateur,
Cortis. and the two then champion profes-

sionals, Keen and Cooper, and thereby
established the then two-mile record,

nothing sensational had taken place until

Monday, 15 June. The programme com-
menced with a club mile handicap, which
Gatehouse pulled off easily. However, in

the next race, the two mile invitation, he
was beaten in the first heat, and the race
was ultimately won by that rising bicy-

clist, M. Webber, he defeating Illston,

who was second in the championship on
Saturday, twice Webber rode grandly,
and in his second heat, lowered the pre-

vious best record of English, making
the two miles in 5 30^. Of the other
events, the one mile tandem tricycle race
was the chief, and in this the previous
best record was twice defeated, the

heroes in this contest being P. Furnivall
and G. Gatehouse. These gentlemen,
in ihe second heat, beat the previous best
record of 2.54, making it in 2.48JS. In
the final heat they again displayed mag-
nificent form, and beat their own record,
getting home in the good time of 2.47J.

At the conclusion of the races, Corsellis

and Lee announced their intention of

going for this and other records up to five

miles. Record was gradually approached
up to three miles, where it was lifted at

9.11 ; four miles, 12.18; and five miles,

15.20$.

P. T. Letchford beat the mile tricy-

cle at Alexandria Park, 13 June, making
the distance in 3. 1 \. The best previous
record was 3-3§, held by Corsellis.

Not a single bicyclist of London took
the pains to meet or join Thomas Ste-

vens on his way through England. It

was left for some tricyclists to honor the

plucky traveller by meeting him north of

the Metropolis and riding with him to

the extremity of his English journey. At
Liverpool and Brighton things were dif-

ferent, a number of the Liverpool Anfield
Bicycle Club, Tourists Bicycle Club, Old
Boys Bicycle Club, and others, and of the

Kemp Town Rangers Bicycle Club, from
Brighton, helping to escort the long-dis-

tance tourist in their respective districts
;

but even then, it was left for two tricy-

clists of London and two tricyclists of
Brighton to give him a final send-off from
the quay at Newhaven. If Stevens suc-

ceeds in his task, bicyclists will be elated

indeed, the penetrating of China being
an unprecedented task for a European;
but the bicyclists of London cannot be
said to have exhibited a hospitable or
unselfish spirit toward Stevens, although
the man has fifty times more claim upon
their good will than any of the pot-hunt-
ing sprinters who are always being feted
and cottoned down to as heroes of the
hour. — Wheel World.

In the one hour safety match between
T. Battensby and J. Grose, at Sydenham
Palace, 18 June, the latter was the win-
ner, making nineteen miles, two hundred
and fifteen yards in one hour. The win-
ner made nineteen miles in 59.41, the best
on record.

English records have been lowered as

follows : Two miles, bicycle, 5 .30$. M.
V. F. Webber, Cambridge, 15 June.

One mile, tricycle, 3^, P. T. Letch-
ford, Alexandria Palace, 13 June.

Tandem tricycle, one quarter mile,

forty-one seconds: half mile, 1.21: three
quarters mile, 2.4.; one mile, 2.47^. G.
Gatehouse and P. Furnival, Cambridge,

15 June.

Tandem tricycles, two miles, 5 48

;

three miles, 8.39; four miles, 11.30; five

miles, 14.22]?. George Gatehouse and
P. Furnivall, Cambridge, 16 June.

Safety bicycle, professional, nineteen
miles, 59.41. J. Grose, Sydenham, 18

June.

RACING NEWS
Nashville Tournament.

The two days' tournament of the
Nashville Club was opened 17 June.
The programme was opened with the
inaugural parade, which was partici-

pated in by a large number of wheel-

men of the city. The leader was Capt.

J. B. Burdett; Victor Cunningham
was standard bearer, and J. Knox Polk
bugler. They went around the excel-

lent track in fine style, going through a

number of manoeuvres and fancy move-
ments. After this had continued tor some
fifteen minutes the first race was called.

Quarter Mile. — S. S. Briggs (1), 47^ ;

Jo Gibson, jr. (2); Geo. Hartung (3).

Half Mile. —J. B. Burdett (1), \.\\\ ;

Henry Hartung (2) ; Geo. Hartung (3).

This race was run twice. The first

time Geo. Hartung got a good lead, but
when he had crossed the line in the

first round he, by some mistake, supposed
that the race was over, and checked,
giving the others an immense advantage,
from which he could never recover.

There was great dissatisfaction, and the

judges decided, over Burdett's protest,

to have the race over again.

Slow Race. — Henry Morris (l)3.2i|.
Otic MUe. —J. B. Burdett (1), 3.35I

;

Henry Hartung (2).

Half Mile, Tricycle.—]. B. Burdett,

(r), 2.23 ; C. C. Northern. 75 yards (1). •

Two Miles. — R. Vanderford (1),

7.23^ ; H. Hartung (2).

second day.

Half Mile.—Henry Hartung (1), 3.32 ;

B. Duncan (2) ; J. Gibson, jr. (3).

HalfMile, 3 in 3. —J. B. Burdett, two
straightheats (1), 1. 38, i.4o|.

Two Mile Handicap. — R. Vanderford,
scratch (1), 7.155; Geo. Hartung, 25
yards (2) ; J. B. Northern, 50 yards (3).

Fancy Riding Contest.— Geo. Hartung
(1), Henry Morris (2) ; B. Duncan (3).

Half Mile Star.— Clarence Duncan
(1) 1 55f-
One Mile, Consolation. — J. Northern

(0, 3.36? ; B. Duncan (2): J. D. Tal-
bot (3).

Before the last race was run Gov.
Bate was handed a beautiful floral

crown, which he presented, with a neat
speech, to Miss Jessie Houston, who
had been elected the queen of the car-

nival. Miss Houston responded, thank-
ing him for the many beautiful com-
pliments he had paid the queen of the

tournament and her court. She then pre-

sented the prizes to the winners of the

races. Miss Houston was attended by
a court of six young ladies.

Jersey City, 19 June. One Mile,—
C. E. Cluge (i) 348J; c. A. Stenken

(2). One Mile, boys,— G. Case (1),

4.38^ ; F. McCoy (2).

Brooklyn, N. Y. Two Miles,— D.
H. Renton, 100 yards (1), 6.2S ; E. C.

Parker (2).

New York, 20 June. N. Y. A. C.
games. One Mile,— E. A. Hoffman, jr.

(1), 3.27^; Chas. A. Reed (2), 3.302.

Three Miles.— P. M. Harris, 50 yards

(1), 11m. ; E. A. Hoffman, Jr., scratch

(2) ; D. H. Renton, 50 yards (3).

At the tournament of the Indiana Di-

vision, Prince Wells, of Louisville Ky.,
established a record for the unicycle, as
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follows : Quarter, 1.34 ; half, 2.50 ; three
quarters, 4.50 ; mile, 6.37. The half

mile record was made in a race for that
distance, the first day, 8 June, and the

other records were made the second day.

On 4 July Wells will try to eclipse this

record at Columbus, Ind. He thinks he
can get close to 5m.

Lynn, 27 June. — Fifty mile road race :

This race has long been looked forward
to, and the greatest interest taken in the

event by wheelmen, and at the hour of
starting, there was a large assembly of

wheelmen and interested spectators. The
race was promoted by Mr. Comee, of the
Hotel Boscobel, and from that hotel, in

West Lynn to Rowley, Mass., including
four runs about Lynn Common, is exactly

50,0 miles, cyclometer measurement.
The start was made at nine minutes
past two o'clock. The men were ranged
in line in front of the hotel, and
facing duwn Common street. The follow-

ing riders started: C. H. Danforth, of the
Cambridge Bicycle Club ; W. A. Rhodes,
of the Dorchester Bicycle Club; A. L.

Jenness, of the Rockingham Bicycle Club
of Portsmouth, N.H. ; W. F. Whitcomb,
of Boston ; Gideon Haynes, jr., of the
Massachusetts Bicycle Club ; H. E.
Lombard, of Cambridgeport ; S. G. Whit-
taker, of the Cambridge Bicycle Club

;

W. A. Rowe, of Lynn ; H. C. Getchell,

of the Cambridge Club; W. H. Johnson,
Alfred McCurdy, and Wallace Hood.
At Salem the men were checked as fol-

lows : Danforth, 2.48; Rhodes, 2.43;
McCurdy, 2.42.35 ; Whitcomb, 3.05 ;

Jenness, 2.41; Haynes, 244; Lombard,
246.10: Rowe, 2.4 1.1 1 ; Getchell, 2.47;
Whittaker, 2.41.02 ; Hood, 241.22.
When the riders arrived at Salem, it

began to rain, and when Wenham was
reached, the rain and hail descended in tor-

rents, flooding the roads and making them
well nigh unridable, but the plucky riders

pushed on, and in spite of all obstacles
the two winners succeeded in lowering all

previous records. Whitaker, Getchell,
and Rowe retired from the race at Row-
ley, and returned by train. The following
table will show the time that the several
riders reached the twenty-five mile point
and the finish :

—
25 miles. Finish.
H. M. S. H. M. S.

W. A. Rhodes 1 45 00 3 44 10
C. H. Danforth 1 5 1 00 35325
A. McCurdy 1 51 30 3 56 25
Wallace Hood 1 53 45 4 01 30
Gideon Haynes 1 59 00 4 07 03
H. E Lombard 2 09 00 4 37 00
A. L Jenness 2 07 30 5 01 00
W. F. Whitcomb 2 08 45 5 10 00
Wm. Rowe 1 48 00

Rhodes, the winner, rode a Victor bi-

cycle, and Danforth a Royal Mail. Mc-
Curdy also rode a Victor. The officials

were: Referee, W. A. Barton; judges,
H. W. Hayes, president, and C. L.
Smith, captain of the Cambridge Club,
and E. G. Cordon, of Lynn. The prizes
were elegant gold and silver medals, pre-
sented by Mr. Comee.

Cleveland, 27 June. — The special

races between Asa Dolph, W. M. Wood-
side, and John Brooks, took place this

day:—
One mile. — Dolph (1), 3 .2f; Brooks

(2) ; Woodside (3).
Five miles.—Dolph (1), 17.22; Brooks

(2) ; Woodside (3).

Youngstown, O., 24 June. — The
meeting of the Inter-State Bicycle Asso-
ciation, was a success, clubs from Cleve-
land, Warren, Sharon, Greenville, New-
castle and Beaver Falls being present.

At noon a parade was given with over
one hundred wheelmen in line. At the
races the attendance was very large.

The five-mile open race, prize dia-

mond, gold medal, was won by C. M.
Hall, Greenville, Penn. Time, 18.26^.

The five-mile professional race was
won by John Brooks, champion of Penn-
sylvania ; W. M. Woodside, champion
of Ireland, second. Time, 15.58.

The winners in other races were as

follows :
—

Half mile, open : C. W. Pardee,
Akron. Time, 1.28^.

Mile, novice: T. H. Beggis. Cleve-
land. Time, 3.21^.

Half mile Inter-State Championship :

C. M. Brown, Greenville, Penn. Time,

i-39i-
Two mile, open: W. H. Wetmore.

Cleveland. Time, 6.30.

One hundred yard foot race was won
by J. R. Metcalf, Sharon. Time, \o\.

The Racing Board has accepted the

record made by Hendee at Springfield, 30
May, and also the tandem records made
the same day.

The entries for the Boston Fourth of

July 'cycle races close with Mr. William
H. Lee, clerk of committees at City Hall,

Friday evening. The races will com-
mence promptly at two o'clock. The dis-

tances are one, two and three-mile bicy-

cle for amateurs, three-mile bicycle race

for professionals, one-mile amateur for

tricycles. The board of officers is as fol-

lows : Referee, Charles H. Orr; judges,

J. C. Morse, Henry S. Harris; timers,

L. D. Hoyt, L. Porter ; starter, W. W.
Stall ; clerk of the course, A. L. Atkins.

The races will be run under L. A. W.
rules. The prizes are valuable gold and
silver medals, which are well worth com-
peting for. The professional prizes are

$50, $30 and $20.

The Hartford and Springfield Clubs
are now sure of their dates. The Buf-

falo Trotting Association has dropped
from the trotting circuit, and the horse
races are by this held one week earlier.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

South Framingham. — At a meeting
of the Bijou Bicycle Club, the following

officers were elected for the ensuing
three months : President, John W. Gor-
man; vice-president, O. L. Fuller; sec-

ret.uy, O. L. Puller; treasurer, F. D.
Lincoln; captain, H. T. Fates; first

lieutenant, M. Rice ; bugler, J. W. Gor-
man.

Richmond, Va.— Old Dominion
Wheelmen. Organized 24 June: Offi-

cers : President, E. V. Williams ; vice-

president and lieutenant, J. L. Butler

;

captain, A. K. Schaap ; secretary and
treasurer, A. H. Meyer.

The Portsmouth, O., wheelmen have
in honor of their first president, who was
the pioneer wheelmen of Portsmouth,
named the club the " Weston Wheel-

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB
Frank W. Weston,

Chief Consul A merican Division,

Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dues for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year seventy-five cents. Application blank*
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the State consul of the State in which the

pplicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as

appointed, is: —
Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bit linger, 60S Harrison avenue,

Leadville.
Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, Concord, Mass.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri.— W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire.—W . V. Oilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio. — Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.

Pennsylvania. — F. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

hhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.

Canadian Division:— Application blanks can be
obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed envelope

to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

In States where no State consul has been appointed,

such applications and lettersof inquiry should be sent to

Ch.is. H. Putter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,

Ohio.

Applications por Membership. — (Unless protest

is received within ten day* from date of this publication,

each of the following app icants are considered provision-

ally elected I Richard J. Tombs, 593 Treinont street, Bos-

ton ; Thus. Willsjr.,Calumet, Houghton County, Mich.;
C. A. Harriman, 102 Lexington av> nue ; F. J. Stoit, 345
West 59th street; Geo. Varrelman, 680 Broadway; K.

A. Kolb, 164 Pearl street; T. E. Tripler, 233 East 18th

street,— all of New York cuy ; J. A. Lewis, 2704 Mor-
gan street, St. Louis, Mo.; G. W. Hancock, 2555
Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111.; H. Dunn, 357 Orange
street; W. P. Horton, jr , 177 Fuclid avenue; C. 5.

Pumeroy, D. D , 961 Prospect street; J. S. Cary, 6*5
Euclid avenue; W.Collins, 19 Frankfort street ; Rev
R. E. Macduff, 1252 Slater avenue; W. A. Arp, 23S

Clinton Street,— all of Cleveland, Ohio.

Appointments.— Hotel for Round Lake, Malta,

N. Y., Hotel Wenlworlh ; hotel (or Helena, Montana
territory, ihe Grand Central.

FIXTURES

30 June and 1 July .'

Tournament at Utica (N. Y.) by Fort Schuyler
Wheelmen.

1 July :

Third Annual Meet and Races of the C. W. A. at

Woodstock, Out.

2 and 3 July !

Annual meet of the I.. A. \V. at Buffalo, N._ Y.

One mile bicycle and one mile tricycle champion-
ship.

3 and 1 July:
meeting of Bartholomew County Wheelmen

at Columbus, Imi
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"I ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made."

GEO. M. HENDEE.
4 July:

Races at Boston, Mass.
Races at Akron, Ohio.
Races at Chelsea, Mass.
Races at Lynn, Mass
kaccs at Pifsfield, Mass.
Races at Marblehead, Mass.

6 July :

Big Four Tour starts from Buffalo, N. Y.

10 July:
Hip Four road race, one hundred miles, Cobourg to

Kingston.

17 July:
Down East tour.

18 July:
Annual meet of N. J. division, L. A. W., at

Orange.

20 and 21 July :

Ohio State Division, L. A. W. , meet and tourna-

ment at Springfield. Half mile bicycle champion-
ship.

23 J UW:
Races of Pine Tree W. C, Bangor, Me. Two-

mile State championship.

1 August

:

Iricyde road race by Boston Club.

3 August

:

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, England.

13 August

:

lournamentof B. C. W. at Pittsfield, Mass.

27 and aS August :

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile

bicycle championship.

1 and 2 September

:

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartfoid. Five mile bicycle championship.

8, 9, and 10 September

:

Tournament ac Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-

cle championship.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

H. E. D. — The Massachusetts Division was organ-

ized at South Canton, 21 uctober, 1882.

X — Mmuld prefer the level gear. You will save

both weight and complication, and will find no difficulty

in driving it.

C. J.K. — (1). It is a matter of choice. We pre-

fer the rubber, others will contend for the rat-trap. (2).

We knew of no article for strengthening the legs. Rid-

ing will do it. Racing men use nothing of the kind.

They often use coca as a stimulant, but that does not

have the effect you seek.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[Advertisements irturted under this head, not ex-

ceeding four linet, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

FOK SALE. — One 56-inch half-nickellcd Expcrtt

ped handle bars, used three and a half nionihs,

A 1 condition, cheap, }i 10 cash. GEO. H. CAM EH L,

Aug. lica, N. Y.

Foil SALE. — Singer Traveller tricycle, 46-inch,

new, wilh ball pedals, nickel lamp, tool bag and
complete; price $ 125; the greatest bargain of the

.,. Address SECRETARY, N. C. C, Box 770,

Newbury, Mass.

T.10K SALE. — An English bicycle, light roadster,

£ nickelled and enamelled, ball bearings, including
. dropped handle bars; has never been ridden;

price, with stand, $110; cost $140; a good bargain.

Address II. A. 1° HAYEK, 250 Washington street,

FOR SALE. — One Kangaroo bicycle; been used
only a very little, good as new; Ifioo cash. AL-

BERT CHAPEN, Box 335 Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One ntw 54-inch full-nickelled Star,

with power trap and Rocker pedals; price $90.
RALPH DAVIDSON, Springfield, Mass.

ONE 48- INCH ENGLISH BICYCLE.
wheels bright, backbone and fork painted black, ball

bearings to large wheel, tool bag and tools, also bell ; in

excellent order; price #60. AMERICAN BICYCLE
COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE— Thirty pair of good second-hand
Pedals, sent to any address via. express, on receipt

of $2.56. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— Seventy-five Warwick self-adjusting

Suspension Saddles, sent via. express t» any ad-
dress, on receipt of $3.25. AMERICAN BICYCLE
COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

1TOR SALE. — Pony Star, in good condition, new
. last fall, half-nickelled, rocking pedals; will sell for

$50. Address JOHN TACY, 44 Union street, Law-
rence, Mass.

17>OR SALE CHEAP. — One 52-inch and one 52-

inch Expert Columbia bicycle, in first class condition.
For full particulars address F. P. BARROWS, Provi-
dence.

LOR SALE.— One new 54-inch American Club,
" full-nickelled, for $140 ; regular price, #162.50.
DAVIS & HUNT, Cleveland, Oliio.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.— Stock con]
stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex"

amine our large stock; machines not sold on instalment"
nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT"
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

FOR SALE. — One 58-inch Royal Challenge, with
ball bearings, hollow forks, tool bag and tools, also

bell; this machine iscomparasively as good as new, hav-
ing been run only about fifty miles; price $90. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One new 51-inch American Star bicy-

cle, full-nickelled ; it has tool bag and tools, bell

and rocker pedals; J85 cash will buy it. ALBERT
CHAPfcN, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled Sanspareil

bicycle, with 1885 head and handle bars, in excellent

order; price £90 AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 56-inch full nickelled Sanspa-
reil, with dropped handle ba>s, and in fine condition

;

price *oo. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 50-inch full-nickelled American
Club, cost new $150; price J90; in fine order.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

FOK SALE.— One 54-inch American Star bicycle;

this machine has rocker pedals, Z. & S., J2.00 lug-

gage carrier, tool bag and tools, 1 1 ill & Tolman #3.00
hell ; the frame work is enamelled, and the spokes are

bright ; 1 will warrant this machine as good as new, and
will guarantee that it has not been run more than ten

miles ; the best offer over $90 will be accepted.

CHARLES G. BRECK, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 54-inch, full-nickelled except
felloes, American Star bicycle; this machine has

power tra|is attachme t, Rocker pedals, also Hill .v

Tolman bell, and cost $1 16; it is new and has not been
taken out of the crate ; $100 cash will buy it. FRANK
LOGAN, Springfield. Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 58-inch br'ght and painted drop
handle bar, ball bearing Standard Columbia, been

run some ten miles, good as new, #90. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, good as new,
$125; write'for full particulars. AMERICAN BI-

CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

F'OR SALE. — One Otto bicycle, cost new $168;
been used only a very little; price $100. AMERI-

CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 36-inch Special Challenge bicy-

cle; this has hollow torks, roller bearings, and is in

excellent order; cost new $70; price $35. AMERI-
Id,

:

CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass,

FOR SALE.—One No. 5 Royal Mail racing tricycle

;

one 54-inc 1 Royal Mail racing bicycle; one 52-inch
Yale racing bicycle ; one 54-inch h xpert racing bicycle ;

price $1 15 each ; write for full particulars of any of them.
AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,
Mass.

FOR SALE.—One 52-inch Harvard, full-enamelled
with Harrington's enamel drop bars, Hancock tires,

H. & T. bell, tool bag and tools ; In fine order ; price

$85. AMERICAN BIC\ CLE COMPANY, Spring-
field, Mass.

POR SALE CHEAP, AS I HAVE NO USE
1 FOR THEM. — One good pair ot second-hand
pedals, Hill & Tolman bell, Columbia hub light, and
tool bag, all in good condition, and will sell the lot for

$7.50. RALPH DAVIDSON, Springfield, Mass.

UOR SALE.— One 50-inch nickelled and enameled
I- Spaulding, light roadster ; cost new in May, $132.50;
exactly as good as new, as it has not been run five miles

;

price $115. JOSEPH RAFTER, Springfield, Mass.

FOR THIRTY-FIVE CENTS IN FOVTAGE
stamps the American Bicycle Company, of Spring-

field, Mass., will forward to any address a pair of the
crescent stocking supporters, which are the best.

ITOR SALE.— A nice lot of second-hand Acme
J? bicycle stands; sent by express to any address on
receipt of J1.25. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

SEND $1.00 TO THE AMERICAN BICY-
CLE Company, of Springfield, Mass., and receive

one pair of heavy all wool bicycle hose, sizes 94, 10, ioJ,
and it ; the blue and black are ribbed, and the plain are
brown.

rTHE AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
1 of Springfield, Mass., have sixty second-hand bicy-
cles and tricycles in stock, which are for sale cheap for
cash.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickelled British
Challenge bicycle, in excellent order; it has tool-

bag, tools and bell, a bargain; $100. LEWIS RUS-
SELL, Box 335, Springfield, Mass.

1
Ĥ
OK SALE.— A nice lot of second-hand Hill &
Tolman bells, sent via mail on receipt of Si. 75AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.
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FOK SALE. — One 52-inch Shadow trcycle; this

machine is full-nickrlled, except the wheels, which
are handsomely bronzed; it is comparatively as good as

new, as it has only been used a few times; has ball

bearings to both wheels, tool-bag', and tools; cost new,
J135; price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANV, Springfield, Mass.

J. S. MURRAY,
Formerly with the CUNNINGHAM CO.

Has opened a new place at

100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Which will be known as

Murray's Bicycle Agency,

3IDI1T0 SCHOOL AMD BEPAIB SHOP CONNECTED. FIEST-

0LAS3 EEPAIE3 AX EEA30NABLE BATES.

Purchasers tautrht free. Satisfaction guaranteed fn all

my dealings. OPEN EVENINGS.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

BICYCLES.-- EASY PAYMENTS.
BICYCLES $8 to $160. Tricycles $7.50. Velocipedes,

$3 and upwards. Columbia, Victor, Facile,

American Challenge, Otto, and other Bicycles

sold on the instalment plan without extra

I

charge except for interest. Send for large,

'new illustrated Catalogue of Wheel Goods,
including many novelties in sundries and particulars of

our instalment plan— of interest to every actual or

prospective wheelman. Many in the Atlantic states

are finding it to their interest to deal with us. Freights
equalized. Second-hand wheels handled. GEO. W.
ROUSE & SON, 9 G St., Peoria, III. Novelties
in Sundries.

MISCELLANEOUS.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP, BROADWAY
corner 59th street, Central Park entrance, New

York; repairing, mckelling, and japanning; second-
hand wheels of all kinds wanted and for sale. Send
postal for printed list. Agency of the Columbia bicycles.

Manufacturer of the Duryea saddle.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the Co-

lumbia bicycles, Sanspareil, Rudge Light Roadster,
Facile, Victor Tricycle, and all high-class machines;
repairing, nickelling, and enamelling promptly done.
Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send for printed list.

T AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
ly est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

Mav be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-

five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-

land, Me.

rEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
J — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each

Send for circular to C. II. LAMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

THE CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SUP-
• I'ORTKK, with patent aligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers wlw arc using this

supi orter will have no other ; made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt 01 35c.

cents by W. J. WALl r.Kri, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.
Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for J1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

(THE " ACME " TIRE HEATER. — Price
J $1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of
heat, and does not smoke up the rim; full directions
for Cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAM.-ON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

For 1885.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
— AT—

304 WASHINGTON ST,

Second Door North of Old South Church.

ARDILL'S
LIQUID ENAMIEIiJ

For touching up or entirely re-enamelling

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
7«pne I did it*

THE RUDGC

Hard an Marble. Dried Instantly, without
any unpleasant smell, and produces a Jet Black
enamel surface in One Operation. It is
thoroughly impervious to wet, cold, or heat. Will
not crack, and is not liable to chip off. Any one
can apply it. A suitable Brush given with
each bottle.
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.

For sale by all Agents, and by

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.
Special terms to the trade.

All Wheelmen who intend to attend the League Meet

should have a neat address card. We publish such a
card with emblem handsomely engraved in one corner,
and name, address, club name, etc., in fine letter-press

work. Sample for stamp.

Thompson Engraving Company,
Box 3, Camden, N. J.

*'
I have ridd n over 9,000 miles on the ' Expert'

Coh mbia."
" By far the most s tisf.ictory wheel made."

HENRY W. WILLIAMS,
President Mass. Bicvcle Club, Boston, M\sv

«>TH)E*PQ)FE;»MJ^©»GQj »

597 Washington St., Boston Mass.
12 warren st.a branch houses / "5 wabash ave.
• NEW YORK • /

B>™Nkaw"y-=»^.
CHICAGO •
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
-*- ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,-**-*

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Life,

Wheel Wo/ltl, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed ana.ysis of all the various parts,
principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1SS.4, revised and eu-
larged.

oontents.
page.

Introductory Essay 5

analysis op the machine.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
Bearings 34
Frame ( Forks. Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91
Brakes 1 33
Foot-rests 142

accessories.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. • - 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made 175
Manumniive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociables 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price 372
The Machine: Selection, Management, Keeping in

"rder 383
A C hapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1 S83 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fastest Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Rides 402
I- aslest Professional Times 403
Sociable R cords 404
Directory of Manufacturers 405
Addendas to several Sections 407

Thhkk will be no edition of this work in 1885.
Seventy-five cents by mail.

We have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 18S3, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling por Ladies, by Miss F. J. F.rskine. —
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
iheirown experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Mis". Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with sugge lions on dress,
riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." lwcnty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with speci3'

regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
wh ch no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that 'a

book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to nde, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,
M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. 1 he England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Read.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Traimns. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to kide. Clothin . Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns, iome Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Diugs. Best New Medicii es. Soap— Toilet
Requisnes. Calmatives— Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,
Fifty cents.

Road Book op Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
cleariy printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side
and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the
usual condition of the road bed for each street, the

important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as nght or left.

By mail Fitteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of thb Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration pf the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding

plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel -World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,
resume' of events of the past year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-

taining reading matter. " Our Camp." the current
number, has n aie a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1S83. twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.— A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.—New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. fi.oo. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to IX., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history
of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, £11.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Photos of the Newport. Boston, and Chicago meets
of the L. A. W., fifty cents each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Buglb Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com-
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

Thb Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist.— The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the

acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.50
per year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-
trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. $1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

Bifurcated <& Universally Adjustable Saddle

Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot he worked off whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Ask your Dealer /or them, or sendfor Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILL.

phe:
Perfect Hygienic

BIGYGLE SADDLE.
NOW ON THE MARKET.

^S>v
{Patented March 17, 1885.)

No metal frame or tree. Springs at both ends com-
pletely compensating all jar and jolt. No pressure on
perina;um, and no danger from bicycle riding with this

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle made. Thor-
oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Finest

material ever used in a bicycle accessory. Furnished
only in full nickel. Ket.iil price, $6.00. Liberal dis-

count to the trade. Ask your dealer to see it. Orders
filled promptly. Send for descriptive circul r. Manu-
factured only by

T. J, KIRKPATRICK, SpriiiEfielu, Ohio,

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE.

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landv. Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,
and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat. Comfonable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices : Japanned, S3.00;
Nickelled, $3.75. Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada

Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

OARVET'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

59th St. &. Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central Park Entrant e.

Patented in England and the United States.

Burley'g ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable, hi so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, $4.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

I. 0. BUBLEY, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
We beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non-delivery of their orders for

THE AMERICAN

Long -Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our facili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and

soliciting a continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL <& BOWEN,
(Successors to Bull & Haynes)

587 & 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Licensed by the Pope M'f'g. Co.

BOSTON
$H o|

This shoe is not machine made, but strictly hand-
made flexible shoe, of the best English, French, and
American stock. Warranted to last from April to No-
vember for riding purposes. No rubber to come off, no
pegs nor nails to hurt the feet. Laced low to allow of

adjustment. Cut h gh, but nicely fitted to keep from
slipping. Made in any color to match uniform. Each
shoe made on a last specially modelled by us. Racing
Shoes, with soles one-eighth, quarter, three-eighth, one
half-inch thick, weighing not over ten or twelve ounces.
All shoes patented. Price list and rules for self measure-
ment sent on application. Base Ball Shoes a
Specialty.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
15S Summei street, Boston.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion Insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, « requisite condition for buth speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires lire 11 great Improvement, and the new

squure grooved rim forms 11 wheel that will not I

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In Strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quiokness In steering, and ecouo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

ne are fully guaranteed,
For further pari I

II. B. SMITH MACHINE I'O.,

Smithville, Burlington Co., N. J.
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INTERNATIONAL TESTIMONY.
A. KENNEDY CHILD, Ph. D.,

Ex-Executive, National Cyclist's Union,

LONDON, ENGLAND.

A. J. WILSON, "Faed,"

145 Powerscroft, Rd.,

CLAPTON, ENGLAND.

Mr. K. ELLIOTT,
WEST HARTLEPOOL, ENGLAND.

GEORGE H. JOHNSON,
Mechanical Expert, Hincks and Johnson,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

ALONZO WILLIAMS,
Prof, of Mathematics, Brown University,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

F. J. DRAKE,
Lieut, and U. S. Inspector of Material,

BOSTON, MASS.

THOMAS STEVENS,
The Transcontinental Cyclist, and now on

his way around the world on an Expert,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

" I tested the wheel (' Expert Columbia '), and if I cannot
smash a machine I don't know who can. I found it what I

believe you claim it to be, in every respect a ' model road machine ;'

one upon which a rider can safely trust himself, fully assured

that brains, enterprise, and money have combined to place the

American wheelmen in posession of what I honestly consider,

after a severe and prolonged test, to be equal, if not superior,

to any wheel I ever possessed for road purposes."

"I rode it (Thomas Stevens's ' Expert Columbia') at Barnes,
and must confess that I found it much superior to the class of

machines American Bicycles are usually supposed to be ; in

fact, it was fully up to the quality of any I have ever ridden,

being a staunch and rigid roadster, with an honest safe rake,

but running beautifully ' sweet,' and thoroughly under control."

" I am entering upon my tenth year of bicycle riding."

"I have ridden my 'Expert' about 1,000 miles."
" Compared with most English-made machines, it is far in

advance of them."

" I am thoroughly satisfied that the ' Columbia ' Light Road-
ster, in material and workmanship, is far superior to that of any
other, either English or American. It is a genuine pleasure to

inspect work so thoroughly finished, even in the most minute
details, as shown in your machines."

"Having examined somewhat carefully the wheels of England
and France, I do not believe that a better roadster is made in

the world than your 'Expert Columbia,'
"

" From the practical results, which I determined by subjecting
the different qualities of steel from which it is constructed to the
recognized standard of Government tests, I am free to assert

that the ' Columbia ' has not its equal in quality of material and
finish."

"A 50-inch 'Columbia' bicycle carried me the whole length of

my well-known ride from San Francisco to Boston, at a cost of

twenty-five cents for trifling repairs, at Platte City, Neb."

WE AIRE PREPARED TO FTTIRIN'T.SPI THE

PERFECT HYGIENIC BICYCLE SADDLE
with any of our Bicycles, allowing for the difference between it and our regular saddle and spring.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SEIKTT FREE.

THE 3VEA.3XrXJr,-a.CJT"DTM]>JC^ OO.,
597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Branch Houses : 12 Warren Street, New York ; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFREO MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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fresh :l,-a.tt:r-:e:ljS eoir, the

VICTOR.
The L. A. W. One Mile Championship Race was won on a VICTOR

by GEO. M. HENDEE.

The L. A. W. One Mile Tricycle Championship Race was won on a

VICTOR by E. P. BURNHAM.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
17X> Tremont Street Boston,

The business of THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY will for the present be carried on by THE
WESTON SUPPLY CO., 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., to whom should be

addressed all requests tor Catalogues, and orders for HARVARD and YALE Bicycles, and AMERICAN
METEOR, AMERICAN SALVO, HARVARD, and QUADRANT Tricycles, both Singles, Sociables, and

Tandems. As only a limited stock is available, prompt applications are desirable.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.

t, h -ga^—4-3-

SINGER'S

*+ «-*-

-*-*£»ii^

* CYCLES *

*-f—fe •S-9-

SPECIFIOATION
Bearings— FTont, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork — Front, new elliptic, hollow.

back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Hubs — New paitern steel flanges.

Spokes— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

1 elloes— Steel, hollow.

Tires— ^6-inch front and J^-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring — Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel— 17^ inch.

Finish — All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy Manning, Well Constructed, Rigid, and Free from 'Vibration.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

PECK & SNYDER, New York Agents, 126 Nassau St., New York.
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Ike American, Pilot Roadster, Light Roadster, Safety, and Two-Track Tricycle

They are of the very highest grade every way. MANY NOVEL AND PATENTED FEATURES ARE INTRODUCED
that are used in no other wheels. The American Pilot Machines are the only ones containing THE LATEST AMERICAN
IMPROVEMENTS, combined with the best ENGLISH STEEL, WORKMANSHIP AND FINISH, and are conceded to be

the most original, scientific and desirable ever offered.

Pilot Steering Head, with Handle Bar detached

Brief of 50-inch American Express.

i-inch and #-inch best red rubber tires ; direct spokes

;

Bown's Mollis ball bearings Io both wheels; detachable
cranks; ^Eolus ball pedals ; elliptical front fork, semi-hollow
back fork; 1 J^-inch perch; Andrew's head, with long cen-
tres; dust shield, leg guard; 27-inch cow-horn handle bar;
large horn handles; grip lever brake; Harrington's latest
cradle spring, adjustable to rider's weight; suspension sad-
dle, bag and tools. 4 J^-inch hubs of burnished gun metal.
Forks and perch are of best weldless steel tube. The head,
neck, axle, cranks, bearings, rims, spokes, etc., are of best
steel. It is very rigid, thoroughly well-made, and warranted.
For strength, durability, and easy running power, it is equal
to any machine made.

It is finished in but one style of nickel and paint, as
shown in the cut, and at the low price offered, no variation
can be made.

Weight, 44 pounds.

Price, 50-inch, $100.
$2.50 rise.

Sizes 46 to 56 inch in stock.

This is positively the best value ever offered, and is un-
equalled by any wheel sold for less than $125.

Illustrated Price List mailed on request.

Section of new pattern Warwick hollow rim, used on the

PILOT LIGHT ROADSTER, and wire compressed and
cemented tire used on all Pilot Machines, the most elastic

and durable tire made, and the only one not loosened by
heat or cold.

AMERICAN EXPRESS.

LATTA BROS.,
NO. 16 WEST MAIN STREET - - FRIENDSHIP, NEW YORK.
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-7^ THE AMERICAN BICYCLES! DEALERS AND RIDERS I ^V-
It will p:iy you to charge your memory with the folio wins Tacts.

POINTS
I1VWHICH THE AMERICAN1 CHAI.LEXGK

I I» • HSAFETY

Durability,

Easy Run-
ning,

Easy Steer-

ing,

Quality of
Material,

Finish, and

Price.

ARE
VJfEXCKLI.EDU k A.M.

Tlie Ameri-
can Chal-

lenge,
in sizes from 53 to 60 inch. Prices

from $74 to $119.

The Ideal
Bicycles,

in sizes from 38 to 50 inch. Prices
from $35 to $72.

The Ameri-
can Safety

in sizes 42, 44, and 46 inch. Prices
from $76 to $111.

Send for Illustrated 32 page Cata-
logue to the manufacturers.

DDRMULLY & JEFFERY. 222 and 224 North Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors te tht 'Cyclist* Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

| t*r mmt-% iti«|

HARWOOD'S
SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Hanoou's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch-

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled Ji.oo
Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 30
No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " '• Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Tlie sole Agency in Philadelphia and -vicinity tor the
LIGHT ROADSTER -

RACER.
AMERICAN RUDGE.RUDGE

Harvard.

VICTOR.

YALE.

Club,

BICYCLES,
Tricycles.

THE BEST MAKE
SEND
FOR

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE.
Single led Tandem.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

CLUB
TRICYCLE.

ACILE.

BXCYCI/E B.IFLES AND SHOT CTJ1TS.
Just the thing for touring trips and sport along the road. Write for Catalogue

and Circulars, and say what you want. P. O. Box 1108.

ABUAM G. I»OWKL,L. MANAGER.
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THEY HAVE

COME !

I have received a stock of

i m
The Best,

The Fastest,
The Lightest,

The Strongest,

And the most scientifically constructed tricycle yet
made; also the

Facile Bicycle,
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washineton St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

HOME* EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

cinating Hume Gymnasium ever de-
•ised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

heap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

Mom. Filled for use by Gentlemen,
l.idies or Youihs of either sex, the

I Aihlete or the Invalid,

bend stamp for illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physical Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N Y. City.

The Butcher Cyclometer,

IMPROVED FOR 1885.

Can be read from the Saddle and

used with a Hub Lamp.

Price - - - - $10.00
Its form remains the same, but the works have been

eniirely remodelled.
Its aciion is more positive, and the troublesome

springs are done away with.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley St.,

BOSTON - - - MASS.

Records Worth Making.

One Mile, - - 2.47s

Five Miles, - 14=22
BY P. FURN1VAL AND G. GATEHOUSE,

ON A-

"Genuine dumber" Tandem
At Cambridge, June 15, 1885.

" Genuine Humber " Tandems and Crippers
now in Stock.

Beware of Imitations that are not Humber made. The suc-

cess of these Famous Machines depends largely on the exquisite

fitting and workmanship found only in the genuine.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Sole U. S. Agents for Humber & Co.

E3i3LST OrtA-lNTO-IE, 3NT- J*.,

362 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
GEO. R. BIDWELL & CO.

2 and 4 East 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and RUDGE

^cycles and Tricycles.

Wheel UoodH of all Description)!.

r INSTALMENT PLAN and CiroularB.

99"Big Four,
"DOWN EAST," and all other tourists should keep
a detailed account of their wheeling. Use the Cyclist's

Record Boo''. Every detail in little space, with no
trouble. Pocket size; edges protected; road binding;
pocket for cards, cash, etc. Simple, neat, complete.
Fifty cents.

C. D. BATCHELDER,
Lancaster. N. H.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
OlST INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-

cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one
can now obtain a Bicycle with a small

weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. Or BIRD & CO..
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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TO CHANGE^J3USINESS.
CLOSING OUT SALE OF

AMERICAN CLUB,
AMERICAN SANSPAREIL,

AMERICAN ROADSTER and

SANSPAREIL LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLES
TOGETHER WITH NICKELLED AND JAPANNED LAMPS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES, AT

LESS THAN COST 037" IMPORTATION.

REDUCTIONS FROM $15.00 TO $40.00.

If you wish a high class ball bearing Bicycle, either full roadster, light roadster or racer, or a

Tricycle, send ac. stamp for list of sizes and reduced prices and full specifications.

BARGAINS UNPRECEDENTED.

S. T. CLARK & CO.
2 & 4 HANOVER ST.

BALTIMORE.

Some slightly shop worn machines

at further reduced prices.

MENTION THIS PAPER.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is also much the cheapest.

Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!
Wil never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not

sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

n market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

,«- Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from

the mails. Hci ce Kacile Oil and Enamel cannot be

sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on

having ihem. If he does not keep them, I will send

four or mnrc bottles of Knamel, or six or more of Oil,

cxprcssage paid, to any part of the country east of the

Rocky Mou lams, on receipt of the price. "S»

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-

nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St., Chicago.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

$5.00; Nickellcd, $6.eo.

2ACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

Hall

Type
Writer.

The latest, simplest, cheapest,

and most complete Writine In-

strument. Challenges compari-

son with others in every point.

Every instrument warranted

I and sent free to any part of

United States on receipt of

price, $4°-

Principal Office:

853 BROADWAY,
New York.

Agencies in all Principal

Cities.
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THE NEW AND IMPROVED-*
(f-zf

CONVERTS INTO

DISTINCT SINGLE TRICYCLES,
Viz: The "Sandringhaxn Club"

jSL. 1ST 13

The 'Imperial Club" (Central Gear).

= T EC E -

f

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTON.
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The following extract is taken from a letter written

by an old rider, who doubted the Safety and Efficiency

of the Ribbon Steering. After trying our IMew Improved

Steering, he writes:

"The Ribbon Steeringforever! I believe the Problem is Solved-"
June 20, 1885.

The Victor Tricycle, with the New Ribbon Steering,

is far and away the Steadiest Tricycle made.

TWO MILES IN 6.27.

Victor Tires are in to Stay. Tires which can be

Pulled Out are Not Safe to Ride.

Please call or Send for Catalogue.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St, Boston.

NEW MODEL LIGHT ROADSTER STAR.
The new model is vastly improved in workmanship, and has been greatly simplified, and made stronger and stiffer

while the WEIGHT HAS BEEN REDUCED SOME ELEVEN POUNDS in the 48-inch size. Sample now on
View. No Catalogues can be had till later, and applications for same must be accompanied by two-cent stamps. All applications
from outside of New England must have enclosed five cents in stamps, or no Catalogue will be sent.

The New Columbia Machines constantly in Stock. Also the American Challenge and
Safety and the Ideal. Petite Tricycles for Children, $18 to $30.

Having specially fitted up a Shop and engaged one of the best Bicycle Mechanics in England or America as head of the depart-
ment, we are prepared to do the finest and most intricate repairs en Bicycles and Tricycles. Cranks or Stars at reasonable rates.

Special Terms to Agents where they send all work to us.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES TO LET BY THE DAY.

Out of town parties may enjoy a Sunday or Holiday on " Boston's sandpapered roads," at a small expense. Our list includes new
Experts, 48 in. to 54 in., and new Ball-bearing Tricycles of improved model.

T3ESH.3VES, $13.OO nEJFl JD^a.TT IKTVARIABLY XJNT -AJI^^CTA.PJ03E3.
REFERENCES REQUIREn FROM STRANOERS.

W. W. STALL, ( stSTb^, ) 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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E. C. HOD&BS & CO.
8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates :
—

One year, in advance $2.00
Six months " i.oo

Three months . .60

Special Ciub subscription received at $1-00 il sen to

headquarters-

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upliam & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI.. New York.

Geo. D Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

Garvey's, corner 59th St. and Broadway.

ABBOT BASSfcTT . Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor BicYCLiw; World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 10 JULY, 1885.

THE MEET.

The L. A. W. Meet of 1885 has sunk
into the embraces of history, with all its

recoid, be it good or evil. In casting

about for results, we must confess to a

meagre display, when we count those tan-

gible tilings that we look for in the records

of the business meeting. Not much was

done that will go on record, and yet the

meet was productive of much good, for

the members took decided stands upon

several questions of policy, and gave

expression to their minds most emphati-

cally.

The much discussed Amateur v. Pro-

fessional question was met in its several

phases. We have favored the admission

of professionals to the League, and have

discussed this question in these columns

and in the League forum. We still be-

lieve that the step would do no harm to

the League, but would help the profes-

sionals and build up the sport. We wish

we could have impressed this upon the

minds of the members, but they thought

otherwise and we are content. The almost

unanimous "No" that greeted our mo-

tion was more grateful to us than would

have been a close vote, for we believe in

harmony, and with a close division on so

important a point as this, we should fear

results. We welcome harmony even at

the post of our pet idea.

Dr. Blackham's proposition to

change the amateur rule was voted away

with great unanimity, and a new rule

proposed by us, and in harmony with the

athletic associations, was adopted. The
new rule is no less strict than the old

one, but it is more explicit, and it sets

forth in plain language what the League

will in future recognize as athletic sports.

One important change is the omission

of the clause which makes a man a pro-

fessional who races under a false name.

It was thought that the punishment was

out of proportion to the offence; but a

misdemeanor of this kind will not be

overlooked, for the racing board has the

power to suspend from the track for a

time proportionate to the offence, any

amateur guilty of such a trick as that.

The reception given to Mr. Pratt's

speech on the North Carolina case was

gratifying. It evidenced that we have

not mistaken the feelings of wheel-

men when we have called for a vig-

orous prosecution of cases where their

rights are invaded. We have said that

the League should spend every dollar it

has rather than have a precedent such as

the North Carolina case established, and

a proposition of this kind was passed

amidst a tumult of applause. Mr. Pratt's

rebuke to the committee on Rights and

Privileges was timely, and not altogether

undeserved. This is an important com-

mittee of the League, none more so, and

their record has been conspicuous by its

absence.

The League will run its own organ

the coming year, and a sample copy

has been issued. The sample copy

speaks for itself, and with fifty-two num-

bers of such a sheet each year, the

members cannot well say: "We have

got nothing for our dollar." We do not

believe the League should publish a

weekly organ. Once a month is often

enough, nor do we think a newspaper

should be aimed at. But the officers are

sanguine of success, and we shall watch

the experiment with a deal of interest.

The parade was a success. It was the

only opportunity for the wheelmen to

appear before their posts in anything like

an official capacity, and courtesy de-

manded this of them.

There was one mistake made at the

League Meet, which was unf rtunate.

The League at large wished to take up

the •' organ " question, but was not

allowed to. The chairman of the com-

mittee insisted that that was a matter for

the board of officers, and he succeeded

in thwarting the efforts of the members

to get at the question, through a decision

of the presiding officer in his favor. It

has been decided in League convention

that the servant is superior to the master,

and that the board has rights superior

to the League itself Dr. Blackham

wanted to know, " why this assembly of

League members, if they can do nothing

and every important question must be

sent to the board?'" The query was well

put. We believe the position taken was

a most unfortunate one. If any number

of members wanted the " organ " ques-

tion they should have had it. The

board is subordinate to the League. We
do not believe the final result on any

question was affected, but it would have

saved a little friction had a different

course been pursued.

The races on Boston Common were

under the direction of a non-wheelman.

This was evident from the fact that an

absurd rule was made debarring any one

from more than one first prize. The

officers might as well have picked out two

or three wheelmen of established repu-

tation and divided the prizes among them

without competition. We can hardly

blame the wheelmen for dividing up the

races. This has been done in past years,

and we have not hesitated to condemn it,

but here comes a board of officials who

invite wheelmen to practise the thing.

Record after record is suffering, and

one is compelled to wonder when the

limit will be reached. Times that a year

ago were thought to be phenomenal are

now regarded in the light of ordinary

performances. The causes, we presume,

are better machines, better tracks, and

more men engaged in racing.
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L. A. W. Meet at Buffalo.

Buffalo is the last city to embalm
herself in the memory of cyclers, and en-

ter history among the cities who have

welcomed the national body of wheelmen.

The Buffalo Club did themselves great

credit by the cordial and satisfactory en-

tertainment afforded wheelmen.
The following notice shows the action

of the city council towards wheelmen :
—

In order to accommodate the large

number of strangers who visit the city to

attend the sixth annual meet of the

League of American Wheelmen, the city

council of Buffalo has, on petition of the

Buffalo Bicycle Club, kindly consented to

suspend the ordinance forbidding the rid-

ing of bicycles upon the sidewalks from

1 July to 6 July, inclusive. You are earn-

estly requested to show your appreciation

of this kindness by doing all in your
power to prevent the use ot this privilege

from becoming a nuisance to others. Let

it be remembered that a pedestrian has a

superior right of way over any vehicle on

the streets at all times, and that the yield-

ing of the sidewalk to a wheelman must
always be accepted as a courtesy ?nd
never demanded as a right. In particular

you are cautioned not to use the sidewalk

on Main street below Chippewa, or on the

other crowded business streets, such as

Seneca and Exchange, during business

hours. Very respectfully yours,

The Buffalo Bicycle Club,

officers' meeting.

The officers meeting was called to or-

der at 10.15 A - M - m l^ e lecture room of

the Y. M. C. A.
The board of officers for 1S84-5 ad-

journed, and the new board for 1885-6

immediately organized.

The following officers were present in

person, and many of them carried proxies.

Sixty-six votes were cast in one instance.

Massachusetts. Consul H. E. Ducker
;

representatives Abbot Bassett, W. I.

Harris, H. S. Wollison, and F. E.

Hawkes.
Connecticut. Representatives W. M.

Frisbie,and Dr. W. T. Williams.

New York. Consul E. F. Hill ; repre-

sentatives W. S. Bull, F. B. Graves, f. G.

Bu'ch,Jr., I. Reynolds Adriance, C. K.
Alley, George Dakin, J. W. Clute, A. H.
Scattergood, Knight L. Clapp, John C.

Gulick, Robert Hibson, H. D. Brown,
George R. Bidwell.

New Jersey. Consul Dr. G. C. Brown
;

representatives W. H. Parsons, and Dr.

J. H. Cooley.
Pennsylvania. Consul E. M, Aaron

;

representatives C. D. Williams, E. L.

Miller, George Sanderson, Jr., H. E.
Bidwell, John V. Stephenson, D K.

Trimmer.
Ohio. Consul T. J. Kirkpatrick ; rep-

resentatives J. H. Boge. J. R. Dunn.
Illinois. Consul J. C). Blake.

Wyoming. Consul Frank H. Clark.

Louisiana. Consul A. M. Hill.

Mr. Frank H. Clark, of Wyoming, was
chosen temporary chairman. The fol-

lowing officers were then elected :
—

President. — Dr. N. Malon Beckwith,
of New York City.

Vice-President. — Stephen Terry, of

Hartford, Conn.
Treasurer . — Frank P. Kendall, of

Worcester, Mass.
Secretary. — Editor Eugene M. Aaron,

of Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. T. J. Kirkpatrick, of Springfield,

Ohio, was elected a member of the exec-

utive board, which consists of the presi-

dent, vice-president, and an elected mem-
ber.

The treasurer, Stephen Terry, pre-

sented his annual report, showing receipts

to the amount of $4,686 44, and expen-
ditures of $3,688.59, leaving a balance
in the treasury of $997.85. A committee,
consisting of H. E. Ducker and T. S.

Rust, was appointed to audit the ac-

counts, at the request of Mr. Terry.
Mr. C. K. Alley, the corresponding

secretary, submitted his report, in which
it appeared that he had received 2,742
applications for membership during the

year, 2,698 of whom were connected with

divisions.

The recording secretary, Mr. Aaron,
made a short report, giving a few statis-

tics, showing a very large correspondence.
Several matters of business, includ-

ing amendments to the by-laws, the adop-
tion of a signal code, etc , were laid over
till the next meeting, which was set down
to follow the business meeting of the
League.

BUSINESS MEETING.
The business meeting was held in As-

sociation Hall, beginning at 2 15.

The first business was the report of the

officers' meeting, which was read by
Secretary Aaron. This announced the
new list of officers.

The president read his annual report,

which included a summary of the reports

of the secretaries and the treasurer, made
to the officers' meeting.
He dwelt upon the fact that there had

been a magnificent increase in member-
ship during the past year, and held that

the League now stands at the head of all

other organizations of like character. He
congratulated the members that the old
and cumbersome rules and regulations

had been done away with. The investi-

gations of a committee appointed to con-
sider the matter of the publishing of an
official organ of the League has resulted

in a method which promises all that can
be desired. A weekly paper, called the

L. A. W. Bulletin, will be published in

the future, and it will be made the official

organ of the association. Dr. Beckwith
paid a very complimentary and flattering

tribute to the hard work done by the ra-

cing board and transportation commit-
tee during the past year. Within the
past few months a committee on touring
has been appointed, and he urged that

this feature should be the especial care of

the L. A. W., and should become one of
the most popular interests of bicycling.

In conclusion, Dr. Beckwith said :
" We

enter a widened field of usefulness and
operations. Much has been accomplished

in the few short years of our existence as

an organization, yet only the initiatory

step has been taken. To each and all of

us there opens a sphere of usefulness.

Let not the responsibilities of the future

be assumed by a few willing and ardent
workers. The possibilities of the L. A. W.
almost outstrip conception. The almost
unparalleled growth of 'cycling in this

country gives to it a national character.

How eminently fitting is it then, that we,
the great national organization, should
assume the direction and development of

its many resources."

The committee on credentials reported

a list of proxies held by representatives

present from clubs.

The committee on membership, through
its chairman, Mr. E. F. Hill, presented a
report, giving statistics of the cases that

had come before it, the protests, etc.

The racing board presented a report

through its chairman, Abbot Bassett.

which was not read, but which will

appear in the official gazette. It gives a

list of accepted records to date, a list of

the assignments of championships, etc.

A vote of thanks was passed to the

transportation committee for its valuable

work done during the year. Its report

appeared in the official gazette.

A report was read from the newly
appointed touring committee, B. B.

A)ers, chairman. They recommended
that each chief consul appoint a touring

committee of three or more in their re-

spective States. It should be the duty,

of these committees to ascertain the best
touring routes by observation, inquiry,

etc., and publish the same in the official

bulletin. Referred to board of offi-

cers :
—

The special committee on the North
Carolina case through its chairman, John
C. Gulick, made a report. He said that

his committee had been in communica-
tion with the wheelmen of North Caro-
lina, and an opinion on the case had
been received from Judge D. L. Russell,

of that State. The judge went into an
examination of the case, and saw little

hope for wheelmen, should they decide
to go to law in the matter. He announced
that he was willing to try a case, but
thought the result would be adverse to

the interests of wheelnten, and it was not

advisable to go into the thing with so
little hope of success.

Mr. Charles E. Pratt said that perhaps
it was presumptuous to criticise an opin-

ion such as this was from hearing it read
but once; but there were one or two
statements made so entirely at variance
with established law, that he thought the

writer must have been either prejudiced,

or he had given little time to an investi-

gation of the case in all its bearings.

The only view the law takes against the
passage of a vehicle on the highway, is

one dependent upon the condition in

which the highway is left after the pas-
sage of the vehicle. In a case brought
to court against street cars, it was
decided that the rails laid down did not
impede travel, and that therefore the
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cars had a right to the highway. With
this fact in mind, he did not think it wise
for the League to give up action in this

case because an adverse opinion had
been given. It will establish a bad prec-
edent to drop this thing now. If the
highway in North Carolina can be
stopped, other States will fall into line

against wheelmen and turnpikes, will be
closed. If turnpikes are closed the step
to closing the highways will not be slow.

There are two ways to go to work. We
can make a test case, and carry it into

the courts, or we can get the legislature

to repeal the bill. He was sorry not to

have heard a report from the committee
on rights and privileges, and he hoped
that that committee would be called upon
to make some statement of the condition

of things under their especial care. At
the League Meet in Newport, the most
popular theme was the rights of wheel-
men. To defend and to extend these
rights was the incentive for the forma-
tion of the League. The wheel has a
constitutional right to the highways, and
the courts will not fail to give it to us.

Three cities in the South have recently
prohibited the use of bicycles in the
streets. In one case the wheelmen have
procured a repeal of the law. This
question is continually coming up in the

South and the West, and it should be met
at once and decidedly.

Mr. Pratt's remarks were met by tre-

mendous applause, and it was evident
that wheelmen were with him. In fact,

so violent was the applause that the
people below sent up a request that it be
not repeated, as they feared it would
knock down their ceiling.

Dr. Blackham said that he was much
interested in this matter. He belonged
to the League simply because he believed
it could and should work in this direction.

He hoped to see the day come when
wheelmen would be admitted to every
park and street in America, not as a con-
cession, but as a right. He hoped the
North Carolina case would be prosecuted
if it took every dollar in the League
treasury. He moved that it was the
sense of the meeting that the board of
officers prosecute this case if it took
every dollar in the treasury.

Mr. Pratt added— "and all that may
be subscribed."

Other remarks were made of the same
tenor, and the motion finally passed.

H. S. Livingston tried to bring up the
League organ question. He thought this

was a matter properly within the province
of the League at large.

Dr. Beckwith decided that the matter
was before the board of officers, and re-

ferred to the meeting of the afternoon
from the meeting of the morning, and the
League had no power to take it up.

Upon appeal, the Chair was sustained.

Dr. Blackham proposed his amendment
to the by-laws of the League, making a
change in the amateur definition.

Dr. Butler, of Buffalo, moved that all

amendments to the by-laws be referred to

the board of officers.

Mr. Kirkpatrick hoped the motion
would not prevail. The question was one
of great importance ; and he thought the

League members should have a chance
to vote on it.

The motion did not prevail.

Dr. Blackham then brought up his

amendment, but Mr. Bassett asked as a
favor that he withdraw it, and let him
bring up his proposed amendment to the

constitution, which contemplated admit-
ting professionals to the League. Dr.
Blackham withdrew his motion.
Then followed a very lively discussion,in

which Mr. Bassett stood alone in advocacy
of admitting professionals to the League.
He tried to draw the attention of those
present away from certain unworthy men
who had disgraced cycling and towards
certain others, not racing men at all, but
good, worthy fellows who were profes-

sionals from their occupation. He cited

the cases of other societies who had ad-
mitted professionals with no loss to them-
selves, and hoped that the League would
see fit to say in future, " Is this a worthy
man ?" not alone, " Is he amateur or pro-

fessional?" If he is a worthy man and
a professional, let him come and join us.

The question was further discussed,

but Mr. Bassett was the only speaker on
his side of the question. There seemed
to be but one opinion, and that was in

favor of a strict amateur association.

When the vote, came it was overwhelming
and conclusive, and the question was
buried so deeply that it will hardly arise

again at present

Dr. Blackham then presented his pro-

posed amateur law. It read as follows:
" An amateur is a person who has

never competed nor exhibited his (or her)

skill, speed, strength or endurance on a
bicycle or tricycle (or other similar vehi-

cle) for a money stake, nor for public

money, nor for gate money, nor under a
false name, nor for money in any shape,
whether for expenses or salary."

He moved that the matter be referred

to the board ot officers, with instructions

to incorporate it in the by-laws. Mr.
Bassett said he had an amateur law,

which he would like to go to the board
with that of Dr. Blackham, and he pre-

sented the following :

AMATEUR LAW.

An amateur is one who has never en-

gaged in, nor assisted in, nor taught cy-

cling or any recognized athletic exercise

for money, or other remuneration, nor
knowingly competed with or against a
professional for a prize of any description.

To prevent misunderstanding in inter-

preting the above, the League draws at-

tention to the following explanation : A
cyclist forfeits his right to compete as

an amateur, and thereby becomes a pro-

fessional by
(a) Engaging in cycling or any other

recognized athletic exercise, or person-
ally teaching, training, or coaching any
other person therein, either as a means
of obtaining a livelihood, or for a Stated

bet, money prize or gate money.

(£) Competing with, or pace making
for, or having the pace made by a profes-

sional in public or for a prize.

(c) Selling, realizing upon or otherwise

turning into cash any prize won by him.

(d) This rule does not apply to the

teaching of the elements of bicycling

solely for the purpose of effecting the

sale of a bicycle.

The League recognizes as athletic ex-

ercises all the sports under the jurisdic-

tion of the National Association of Ama-
teur Athletes of America, viz. : Running,
walking, jumping, pole leaping, putting

the shot, throwing the hammer, throwing
of weights, tugs of war, and also rowing,

boxing, sparring, lacrosse, polo, roller

and ice skating.

Dr. Butler moved the latter definition

be substituted for that of Dr. Blackham,
and this was carried.

Mr. Betts moved that the board of offi-

cers be instructed to make a proviso in

the by-laws, allowing members to be rep-

resented by proxy whether they belong to

League clubs or not. The matter was
referred to the board without instruc-

tions.

Mr. Kirkpatrick moved that the racing

board be requested to consider the ques-

tion of framing handicaps for machines,
giving an advantage to a roadster over a
racer.

Hearty votes of thanks were tendered

to the retiring officers, to the common
council of Buffalo for the freedom of the

city sidewalks, to Col. Waud for his ten-

der of the sixty-fifth regiment drill hall in

case of wet weather on the day of the

races, and to the Buffalo Bicycle Club for

hospitalities extended and promised.

The meeting then adjourned.

officers' meeting.

The officers assembled immediately
after the business meeting.

Mr. Bassett's amateur law was taken

up and promptly passed.

Mr. Betts proposition to allow non-
League club members to vote by proxy
was indefinitely postponed.
The North Carolina case was taken up.

Mr. Pratt was asked to act as counsel for

the League, and accepted the position,

offering his services gratis. He advised

a careful prosecution of the case, and
suggested several ways to bring it up. A
wheelman can demand the right to travel

over the turnpike for pleasure, and an-

other for business; and also a wheelman,
bound through the State, can demand a
passage over the pike, on the ground
that he has the right to use the highway
in going from one point to another, if it

lay directly in his path. Mr. Pratt pre-

sented several other views of the case,

all of which were well received. The
matter was placed in the hands of the

executive board.
Regarding the official bulletin, the

editor said that a new law of the post-

office department had gone into force,

and now it would be unnecessary to form

a company, such as was proposed in the

committee's report.
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On motion of Mr. E. L. Miller, it was
voted to incorporate the League.
The proposed signal code was referred

to the president.

Mr. Hutchins, of Springfield, submit-
ted a number of bugle calls, which he
proposed to publish in book form and sell

to members. A member suggested that

bugle calls were all very well, but some-
thing better was wanted ; something that

any wheelman could use or understand.
If a cycler breaks down on the road, there

should be a whistle call to summon some
one to his assistance and numerous other

cases were cited where a call would be
uselul. The board then adjourned sine die.

SECOND DAY.

Compared with the first, the second day
was perfect. It was a little lowering in

the morning, but the clouds departed, and
nature put on a smiling face.

THE PARADE.

The parade was a little late in starting,

but finally got under way in the following

order :
—

Mounted police.

Pacemakers, Albert G. Mang and Frank
E. Drullard.

Plogstad's Sixty-fifth Regiment band.
Commander, Dr. N. M Beckwith.

Staff— Stephen Terry, Hartford; Col.

Albert A. Pope; Charles K. Alley,

Buffalo ; George H. Day, Hartford ;

Burley B. Ayres, Chicago ; Dr. A.
G. Coleman, Canandaigua ; G. San-
derson Jr., Scranton ; and W. I.

Harris, Boston.
Adjutant, George K. Bidwell.

MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION.

Commander, Chief Consul Henry E.
Ducker.

Massachusetts Bicycle Club 5

A. L. Atkins, captain.

Springfield Club 13
W. N. Winans, captain.

Greenfield Club 4
F. R. Hollister, captain.

Northampton Club 1

NEW YORK DIVISION.

Commander, Chief Consul E. F. Hill.

Yonkers Club 11

H. O. Talmage, captain.

Albany Club 14
A. H. Scattergood, captain.

Ixion Club, New York City 12
P. M. Harris, captain.

Mt. Vernon Club 1

Trojan Wheelmen of Troy 24
J. R. Torrance, captain.

Ariel Club, Poughkeepsie 1

Binghamton Club 1

1

W. H. Stone, captain.

Buffalo Bicycle Club 64
George Dakin, captain.

Kings County Wheelmen 14
E. F. Fiske, captain.

Genesee Club of Rochester 27
S. C. Piper, captain.

Lock City Wheelmen . . \\

C. A, Ward, captain.

Batavia Club 20
C. W. Gardiner, captain.

Randolph Club 5

O. M. Jeffords, captain.

Hornellsville Club 8
F. C. Pringle, captain.

Allegany County Wheelmen 8

E. G. Latta, captain.

Citizens Club of New York City 14
Simon Ford, captain.

Unattached 28
Lyons Club 7

J M. Happier, captain.

NEW JERSEY DIVISION.

Commander, G. Carlton Brown.
Brunswick Club of New Jersey 20

F. Provost, captain.

Hudson County Wheelmen 11

D. G. De Witt, captain.

New Jersey Wheelmen 13
G. P. Williams, captain.

PENNSYLVANIA DIVISION.

Commander, E. M. Aaron.
Philadelphia Club 10

E. L. Miller, captain.

Keystone Club of Pittsburg 9
P. S. Johnson, captain.

Scranton Club 15
A. J. Kolp, captain.

Alpha Club of Bethlehem, Pa 6
F. J. Seibert, captain.

Williamsport Club 7
Dr. N. R. Hubbard, captain.

GermantownClub 16
F. S. Harris, captain.

Pennsylvania Club of Philadelphia. . . 15
C. A. Roberts, captain.

Penn City Club 8
H. B. Morrill, captain.

Wellsboro Wheelmen 10
F. A. Deans, captain.

Bradford Club 5

R. L. Edgett, captain.

Newcastle Club 10
H. W. Terry, captain.

OHIO DIVISION.

Commander, T. J. Kirkpatrick.
Cleveland Club 35

H. R. Payne, captain.
Champion City Club of Springfield .

.

2
Cincinnati Club 3
Findlay Club 5
Massillon 3
Unattached 4

CONNECTICUT DIVISION.

Commander, W. H. Hale.
New Haven Club 3
Hartford Club 2
New London Club 1

Waterbury Club 1

New Britain 1

MICHIGAN DIVISION.

Commander, L. D. Munger.
Detroit Club 16

L. D. Munger, captain.

ILLINOIS DIVISION.

<.ommarider, J. O. Blake.
Hermes Club of Chicago 3

H. D Higinbotham, captain.
Rockford Club 3
St. Louis Ramblers 2

Chicago Club 21

W. G. E. Peirce, captain.

IOWA DIVISION.
Ottumwa Club 2

CANADIAN WHEELMEN.
Montreal Club 5

L. Rubenstein, captain.

Belleville Ramblers 1

Seaforth Club 5

E. C. Coleman, captain.

Simcoe Club 5
A. W. Donly, captain.

Woodstock Club 10
W. A. Karn, captain.

Wanderers of Toronto 6
A. Daniel, captain.

Toronto Club 3
Hamilton Club .... 2

The figures given above were those
reported to the adjutant. We counted
605 riders in the park, but a count earlier
made the number 636. There were six
tandem tricycles, one tandem bicycle,
about a dozen tricycles, and a unicycle.
Kaufman of Rochester, rode the unicycle
over the whole route. One lady ap-
peared in the procession on the front
seat of a tandem. The first on record,
we believe.

The parade contained no club with a
large representation and lacked the charm
possessed by the League parades of for-

mer years, where clubs with full ranks
have shown to great advantage.

C. H. Potter, of Cleveland, who re-

cently broke his ankle, rode in the parade
on the front seat of a tandem, his mate
behind doing all the work.
"Tommy " Lane, of Montreal, and his

little Tommy, were in the parade. The
latter rode the whole distance, and
attracted much attention to his diminu-
tive form.

Several men from Canada, not mem-
bers ot the League, were not allowed to
parade, and were much incensed. The
Scranton (Penn.) Club, furnished nap-
kins at the collation. They were Jap-
anese, and contained an advertisement of
their tournarre .t.

The route was six miles long, and
principally through the beautiful park
system of Buffalo. In the whole dis-

tance there were but two blocks of pav-
ing. The rest was smooth asphalt. At
the Front the parade was dismissed, and
a picture was taken by grouping the
wheelmen on the hill side.

A small flag with a copy of the League
badge was gotten out for decorating pur-
poses, and this was seen everywhere.
On Delaware and Linwood avenues

and on Franklin and North streets, there
were many residences handsomely deco-
rated, a compliment much appreciated.
In front of several houses were placed
the bicycle of the enthusiast of the fam-
ily, neatly trimmed with bunting, and one
of them was covered with flowers. The
little L. A. W. flags were mostly used,
and it was not uncommon for a party of

ladies, on a veranda, to each be possessed
of one of them, and they waved them,
with earnest spirit.
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itTHE RECORD BREAKER."
This celebrated Racing Machine is unquestionably the fastest and strongest machine

ever built, and stands without a rival as

TELE KING OF THE: JP^TH.

BUILT

ESPECIALLY

FOR

AMERICAN

TRACKS. .

LARGE

STOCK
JUST

RECEIVED.

Order Early.

IMOTE.--The One-Mile Championship of England for

1885 was won by Sanders Sellers, June 13, on a 58-inch

RXJ DGE RACER.
-SOLE U. S. AGENTS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
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Still Increasing in Popularity and Demand!

Thoroughly Established in American Favor!

A RIGID LIGHT ROADSTER, PERFECTLY MADE IS EVERY DETAIL.

NO OTHER WHEEL IN THE MARKET has its tangent spokes tied as strongly. The ROYAL MAIL winds its spokes

SEVEN TIMES, giving great firmness and rigidity. We invite wheelmen to examine this feature of strength. The ROYAL
MAIL has very stout round edge Forks. The ROYAL MAIL has good Rake. Its high reputation has been gained by its splen-

did performances on Road and Track.

LATEST PERFORMANCES OF ROYAL
MAIL STILL LEADING.

At Kinds County Meet at Brooklyn, 3-mile race won on

Royal Mail.

At Woodstock, Canada, July 1st, 1-mile race won on

Royal Mail.

At Woodstock, Canada, July 1st, 5-mile race won on

Royal Mail.

At Buffalo, July 3d, 2-mile race won on Royal Mail.

At Holyoke, July Jj-!h, 1-2 mile race won on Royal Mail.

At Boston, July 4-th, 2-mile race won on Royal Mail.

Eight of twelve races at Memphis, tn May, won on Royal

Mail.

At Springfield, Hunter won the 1 and 5-mile on Royal

Mail-

At New Haven, the Pope Cup won by Hunter, for the sec-

ond time, on Royal Mail.

At Baltimore, Crist won on Royal Mail.

At Brooklyn, Haven won 3-mile handicap on Royal Mail.

We wish to call especial attention to the fact that most of above as well as nearly all last year's wins were made on the ROYAL
MAIL Light Roadsters (not Racers). Such a wheel, light, rigid, true running, spokes firmly tied, and made in every detail with

greatest nicety, fit either for road or path use, has certainly for wheelmen great merit, and we offer as such the ROYAL MAIL.

DON'T FAIL TO EXAMINE ONE OF THESE 1885 PATTERNS.

Wm. READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.

EOIjE AMEIHOART AGENTS
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While the parade was passing up Dela-
ware avenue, a wagon was driven into

the line. Some of the members of the

Lyons Club, G. E. Prosser, C. H Ben-
jamin and Levi Young, were thrown from
their bicycles and were more or less

bruised. Benjamin's wheel was almost
destroyed.

The rubber tire of the small wheel of

J. H. Griffith's bicycle came off near
North street, giving him a header. His
face was badly bruised.

THE RACES.

Few were sanguine enough to predict a
successful race meeting the day before it

occurred, and all of hope having it was
abandoned on Thursday evening; but
fickle nature smiled on the cyclers, and
the races were held. A large crowd was
in attendance.

Mr. Abbot Bassett was referee, and
the judges were Dr. N. Malon Beckwith,
Henry E. Ducker, and Dr. J. E. Dan-
elson. Messrs. O. N. Whipple, J. H. Is-

ham, and H. D. Corey, and C. H. Hep-
install were the timers; Frank E. Drul-
lard, clerk of the course, and George
Dakin, starter.

One mile club championship. First
heat, J. S. Hedge (1), 3.10; C. W.Ad-
ams (2). The second heat was a repeti-

tion of the first, Hedge making the mile
in 3.21.

One mile tricycle. Championship
L. A. W. - E. P. Burnham (1), 3.45;
Neil Campbell (2), 4 23^. A walk over
for Burnham.
One mile championship L. A. W.

George M. Hendee (1) 2.44; G. E. Web-
ber (2), 2.44§ ; J. Powell (3) ; A. B. Rich
(4). A very pretty race. The spurt be-
tween Hendee and Weber on the home
stretch was exciting to the highest degree.
The last quarter was made in thirty-seven
seconds.

Three mile. N. H VanSicklen (1),

9 . 34f; A. B.Rich (2); C. J. Lund (3);
P. J. Dukelow (4).

For the five mile professional, the pro-
fessionals, with the excep ion of Asa
Dolph, of Cleveland, failed to appear; but
that gentleman agreed to ride an exhibi-
tion mile, and to make an effort to beat
the record, 2.39. The quarters were made
in 45, 1.29, 2.12, 3.04f.
An exhibition of fancy riding was given

by Prof. Kaufman, of Rochester, and by
Thomas R. Finley, of Smithville.

Two mile. E. P. Burnham (1). 5.57^ ;

W. H. Van Sicklen (2), 6.00. The first

mile was finished in 2.59, with Burnham
leading.

Following the races the wheelmen on
the ground gathered at the judges' stand,
and forming under command of Capt.
George Dakin, of the Buffalo Club, in-

dulged in a parade around the track.

THE BANQUET.

The banquet was held in a vacant store
opposite the Tifft House, on Friday eve-
ning. Mine host of the latter house ca-
tered. There were present a number of
guests, who sat at the officers' table.

President Beckwith presided, and Charles
E. Pratt was toastmaster. The following

toasts were proposed and responded to.

Address of Welcome,
Hon. E. Carlton Sprague.

The L. A. W. Dr. Beckwith.
Buffalo and Niagara Falls,

Hon. Sherman S. Rogers.
The Canadian Wheelman's Association,

Mr. J. S. Brierly, of Toronto.
The Wheel, Col. A. A. Pope, of Boston.
The President of the United States,

Hon. D. N. Lockwood.
The Clergy, The Rev. George W. Cutter.

Other speeches were made by Vice-
President Terry, and J. O. Munroe. The
Buffalo contingent of speakers were well

selected, for they gave bright and witty

speeches which served to entertain the

company. The Mendelssohn Male Cho-
rus favored the wheelmen with many se-

lections, which were rendered with artis-

tic skill.

At half-past twelve o'clock the electric

lights went out, and soon afterward the

gathering was forced to disband, with-

out hearing many speeches set down on
the programme. And the Meet of 1885

was at an end.

Notes by the Way.

I wonder if the wheelmen who went
to Buffalo last week enjoyed themselves
as well as we did, who went down to New-
port, in May of 1880, and organized the

League.

The annual gathering always brings

back that time to me, for I treasure it as

one of the sunny spots in my memory.
We were few in number, but united in

purpose, and at that time the wheelmen
of the different cities were not so well

acquainted with each other as they are

now, for frequent gatherings have brought
them together and cemented many strong
friendships. We came together then
almost as strangers.

It really seems that time has taken a
slow pace for wheelmen, for I find them
looking back to events only five years'

removed, as though they were in the dim
past. The years have been crowded top-

full of events, and they seem to stretch

out interminably when we look back
across them in retrospect.

The League has a history of only half

a decade, and yet wheelmen are ready to

confer the title " Veteran " upon those
who gathered at Newport in 1880.

Not all who were there are now liv-

ing. I recall several of the boys who
have gone to their reward. Ivlany have
given up the wheel, but many more are
as active now as they were then and
still cling with affection to the joys of

cycling life.

The League was a genuine outgrowth

of the demand for a protective associa-
tion. The bicycle was new then, and
unreasoning horseflesh entered a protest.
Wheelmen believed that the horse should
not be encouraged • in his unreasoning
opposition, and they said to him, " We
have as much right on the highway as you
have. If you don't like us, git !

" Two
or three decisions in favor of the wheel
had been made in the courts, and this
encouraged wheelmen to organize for
mutual defence.

The 30th of May was on Sunday that
year and Decoration Day was observed
on the following Monday ; but the boys
did n't wait for Monday to go to New-
port, for a two or three day's outing, was
decided upon, and as early as Friday
wheelmen began to pour into the city
from Chicago, from Philadelphia, from
Washington, New York and Boston. It

was a representative meeting, and they
came from all directions.

Bf.fore the Meet we got up several
runs about Newport, wheeling along the
streets quaint in their fringe of unique
cottages, along the ocean drive, and out
to Fort Adams. The uniform question
was in a very unsettled state at that
time. I remember very well the motley-
looking crowd. The Massachusetts Club
wore flannel shirts with no coats ; the
Boston's had hardly more than two suits
alike ; the Crescents turned out in white
shirts and black breeches. The New
York Club led the procession, and made
decidedly the best appearance, for they
had a uniform not unlike those worn at
the present day. They were well drilled,

too, a rare thing in that day, and they
showed the rest of us how to ride in com-
pany, and gave a number of company
movements on the run.

Capt. Hodges, of the Boston Club,
was commander, and was distinguished
by a blue ribbon worn on the left arm;
the marshals wore white ribbons on the
arm.

We had one hundred and fifty men in

line. Col. Pope took clown Harry
Hedger from his repair shop, and had
him at hand to repair any damages to the
machines.

Kikk Munroe was commander of the

first division. Where is he now ? I

saw him with his club in the New York
parade, but I think he cannot ride much,
and I know he has lost the active interest

he had then. Sam Clark, of Baltimore,
hud charge of the unattached that year,

and he did his work so well that the boys
in after years always looked around for

Sam, when they want the unattached kept
in line.

Kakl was there. He was Kol, then,

and had no thought of a mad book.
Karl doesn't join anything. He stays
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out of the League, and always occupies
a place in the parade at the tail of the
procession.

Kol, as he then called himself, was
writing the " College Chronicles," which
appeared each Monday in the New York
World. Kol Kron was short for College
Chronicles. When that paper was sold

to Pulitzer he stopped the college depart-
ment, and Kol changed his front name to

Karl.

" Ves " Baxter rode with us that day.

He was an enthusiast then, and may be-
come so once more if Outing will give
him leave of absence from the editor's

desk.

Pit, the veteran, was on hand. Pit

taught all of us to ride. He has got a
mental album in which he keeps the pict-

ures of all his students, and I think the
hoys have a warm place in their hearts
for their old tutor.

The Providence boys were with us,

bringing Churchill and Cross and Bridge
and Burton with them. The Washing-
ton fellows introduced us to Bert Owen
and Max Hansman, and Jo Pennellcame
from Philadelphia to shake hands with

J. M. Fairfield, of Chicago.

I have with me a copy of the Newport
News, published the day after the Meet.
It says, speaking of the wheelmen:
" They are a fine, manly set of gentlemen,
and know how to conduct themselves as
such."

I hope the Buffalo papers and the

journals on the route or the Big Four
tour will be able to repeat this word of

praise; but I am afraid the tourists have
not all outgrown the boy, and it is just

possible they may carry the fantastic cos-

tume too far. Let us hope not.

But I am not here to write a history of

that Meet, and only wish to recall a

pleasant memory or two connected with

it.

We met in a skating rink, adopted a
constitution, made Charles E. Pratt,

Esq., our president, A. S. Parsons our
secretary, and Hugh Willoughby our
treasurer. We made the Bicycling
World our organ, and did n't agree to

pay a cent for the work it should uo, and
we took up a collection to pay the bills,

and raised JP40.

Thus we set the ball in motion, and It

is running to-day. Not all who were
with us then are with us now; some have
died, others have abandoned the wheel,
oihers have become disaffected; hut I

believe all will agree that the little gath-
ering of wheelmen at Newport ; set on

foot an enterprise which has justified its

right to live, or its good works have
been many, and its influence the best.

Memory is the only paradise out of

which we can never be driven. Its

pleasant pathways always lead us to

delightful spots, and if we are observant

we can note many beautiful things

By the Way.

CORRESPONDENCE
[This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-

bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right

to reject such, or such portiops, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.]

Another Woman's Views.

Editor Bicycling World: — I have
read with a great deal of interest the dis-

cussion in the World on the subject of
" Tandems," and I must say I agree with
" Morrill." I rode a tricycle for six

months, and enjoyed it very much, not

having tried anything better.

I think if " Daisie" could have a little

experience with a tandem, she could not

write as she does. Every one objected at

first to seeing a lady ride a tricycle, and
many supersensitive people do so still

;

but I cannot see why the subject of looks

should be taken into consideration. If it

is allowable, pleasurable, and beneficial

for a lady to ride a single tricycle, what
possible difference can there be whether
in riding a double she sit beside or im-

mediately in front of her partner?

Neither can I see why gentlemen should

be allowed to monopolize such a delight-

ful and beneficial means of exercise; or

why they alone should have light road-

sters. The ordinary tricycle given a

woman to ride, weighs about one hundred
pounds, and a sociable about one hundred
and filty pounds; while a tandem, if you
get the best one, weighs but one hundred

;

for there are tandems and tandems, as I

found by a trial of two leading makes.
It is only on a light tandem that a wo-
man can secure a wheel comparable with

a man's light roadster bicycle. If "Dai-
sie " likes to crawl, all women do not.

But aside from the question of speed, a

light tandem means comfort, ease, and
long rides without exhaustion. I objected
to the appearance of tandems as strongly

as she when I first saw them. It took

but a very few rides to convert me, and I

should be very sorry to go back to my
tricycle again. B.

The Big Four Tour.

The tourists started from Buffalo,

Monday, 6 July. The start was made at

930 o'clock, at which time the streets

about the Genesee Hotel were thronged
with interested spectators. The wheel-
men were ranged in single file along
Genesee street. The costumes were gro-

tesque in the extreme. It was voted that

the Boston Division was the most attrac-

tive. Their costume consisted of black

jersey tights throughout, a Norfolk blouse

stripe! with every color of the rainbow,

and a monstrous straw hat, with an eight-

inch brim and a crown twenty inches high,

gayly decorated with bright colored rib-

bons, and a dangerous looking tin horn

—

the whole forming a rig the like of which
had never been seen before. All the

tourists wear the big hats. Batavia was
reached at 7.30 o'clock the same evening,

about fifty miles being covered. The
roads were in poor condition During
the evening the tourists were shown about
town and hospitably entertained by the

local cycle clubs.

Annual Meet of the C. W. A.

The third annual meet of the Canadian
Wheelmen's Association was held at

Woodstock, 1 July. One hundred and
fifty wheelmen were present at the busi-

ness meeting. The following officers

were elected : President, Jas. S. Brierly,

St. Thomas; vice-president, W. G.
Eakins, Toronto; secretary and treas-

urer, H. B. Donley, Simcoe.
A resolution was passed to incorporate

a rule in the code providing that no
wheelman from America shall be eligible

to membership in the C. W. A. unless he

be a member of the L. A W.
There were three hundred wheels in

the parade which was marshaled by W.
A. Karn.

English Notes.

Marriott & Cooper's Humhers
are made by Rudge & Co., and by Hill-

man, Herbert & Cooper.

The new Kangaroo is a great im-

provement over the original, at least in

appearance.

I met one of the members of the new
firm of Humber & Co. at Aston the other

day. He told me that Johnson was doing
very well, and selling an especially large

number of Humber tandems. In fact he
said: "We have just shipped to-day twenty-

one tandems to Mr. Johnson." The Hum-
ber tandem is undoubtedly the fastest form

of double made, as indeed it is bound to

be when all the weight is so well balanced
on the driving wheels. I should think that

the machine would run best with a light

weight rider in front.

I see the World speaks of Gatehouse
as a second Cortis He is a very fine

rider, and is in addition a gentleman, and
a handsome fellow to boot. He rode well

in the trichampionship at Aston, and
but for the difficulty he had in getting

around the corners, would have given Mr.
Cripps a good rub.

The Quadrants are making a name
fast. Young Priest, who rode well in the

N. C. U. championships, is a son of one
of the firm of Lloyd Brothers. He is only
a lad, and will with proper care, develop
into something big.

A. J. Wilson (Faed), since he took to

the Quadrant, has shown up extremely
well, and one paper asserted that it was
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modesty alone that kept him from trying
for the championship honors.

I see by the World just to hand that

the Newburyport races were run on a
course two and a half miles long, laid out
on the highway. You, Mr. Editor, quite

rightly give a warning in the matter, and
re the manner of holding road races. I

should have put it even stronger than you
did ; for while with a little care no harm
can come from these contests, they should
not be held where the route has to be
gone over many times, and at short in-

tervals.

I have called attention to the unrea-
sonable prejudice which is felt in certain

quarters against tandem tricycles ; but
though this feeling still exists to some
extent, it is being worn down by the con-
tinual proofs that this form of double cy-
cle is far and away ahead of any other.

The makers have very soon realized

that the public demand is not for a ma-
chine which prudery and custom says is

the most proper, but for a cycle that is

safe, fast, and sociable.

I n England the tandem is a common ve-

hicle on the road, while on the path it is

running extremely close to the bicycle
record. It was only a few weeks since
that Messrs. Furnival and Gatehouse ran
five miles in the marvellously quick time of

14m. 22s., which is within 4s. of Hillier's

record on the two wheeler.
It is my opinion that the tandem is the

fastest machine on the market, and I am
not surprised to find the dealers disposing
of a large number of them, notwithstand-
ing that they are fearfully expensive.

London W.

St. Louis Notes from the Critic.

Chief Tullar, of St. Joe, who issued
an edict last week ordering the arrest of
all wheelmen riding on the streets, has
suddenly taken in his horns and acknowl-
edged his conduct to have been asinine.
This is good— that is, good for Tullar,

as it will save him a world of trouble. St.

Joseph is elated over the victory, has or-

ganized a club, and will entertain a visit-

ing delegation of Kansas City wheelmen
to-day. Score one for St. Joe.

George W. Baker, better known as
Cupid, bid his St. Louis friends good-
by on Wednesday last, mounted his 48-
inch wheel, and pedaled eastward,
bound for Boston, Mass. Cupid's start

was made a month earlier than originally

intended, though the probability is that
his trip will be all the more enjoyable for

its being a July one. His route will take
him through Belleville, Nashville, Mt.
Vernon and Mt. Carmel, 111., Ttrre
Haute and Indianapolis, Ind., and Wheel-
ing, W. Va. Baker rides a bran new 48-
inch Victor, ornamented with a Big
Four touring bag, wears a helmet, and
looks like an embryo African explorer.
He expects to reach Boston by the first

of August.

Ever since wheeling became a St.

Louis out-door sport, " Son-of-a-Gun "

hill, near Manchester, has been an obsta-

cle which downed the best of riders. It

is both very long ar.dvery steep, and is

exactly what its name signifies. Arthur
Young was the first man to reach its top,

a year or two ago, and last year Jerry
Davis scaled its summit, being followed

soon afterward by Cola Stone. Others
tried, but tried in vain, and the season
opened without any rider being added to

successful trio of hill climbers. Re-
cently, however, the Ramblers offered

gold medals to any one who succeeded in

reaching the top, and an excursion to the

hill was organized last Sunday, when a

number of ambitious riders essayed to

climb it. Three were successful, namely,
Felix Young, Bob Lee and Jack Rogers,

while Floyd Jones, after a hard struggle,

succumbed to hard luck when the prize

was almost within his grasp.

Tuesday, Jack Rogers and Bob Whit-
temore were coming in from Manchester,
when a burly blacksmith of that suburban
district, who was driving along the road,

deliberately ran into Whittemore and up-
set him. This got Jack's dander up, and
he at once climbed off his machine to

pound the blacksmith, but was somewhat
disconcerted when he discovered the

blacksmith measured about seven feet,

and weighed some three hundred pounds.
However, a rough-and-tumble ensued, in

which the aforesaid was assisted by two
companions. Both cyclers were badly
damaged, though their three opponents
did not find it an exactly one-sided game.
The next time Mr. Brutal Blacksmith
renders himself obnoxious in this way he
will be treated to a freely given dose of

cold lead.

The Pioneers of American Cycling.

The following list of the pioneers of

cycling in America is reproduced, by
request, from the American Bicycling

Journal of 25 January, 1879. It com-
prises all the known riders of that day :

—
Geo. R. Agassiz, Cambridge; Oliver

Ames, Easton ; A. J. Able, Dorchester;
Hobart Ames, Easton ; M. Allen, San
Francisco; G. C. Adams, Quincy; H.
F. Appleby, Buffalo: Thomas Aspinwall.
Brookline; H. Aspinwall, Brookline ; F.

B. Abbott, E. Atkinson, H. Atkinson,
Boston.

S. D. Bennett, Brookline; Wm. F.

Brownell, Boston ; Edwin Lee Brown,
Chicago ; Paul O. Brewster, Boston ; E.
B, Bird, Boston ; Paul Butler, Lowell

;

Geo. H. Balch, Boston; Jos. T. Brown,
Jr., Boston ; W, G. Barrett, San Fran-
cisco; F. E. Belclen, Hartford; G. K.
Boutelle, Cambridge ; W. G. Borland,
Boston; C. A. Bullard, Boston; Frank
Bates, Braintree ; A. Brown, Peabody.

Arthur Cunningham, Boston ; Edward
Cunningham, Milton ; Edward Cunning-
ham, Jr., Milton; G. Loring Cunning-
ham, San Francisco; Dr. M. L. Cham-
berlain, Boston ; Dr. C. H. Corken,
Milton; W. W. Clark, Fitchburg; Geo.
Chavel, Buffalo ; F. C. Childs, Cam-
bridge ; A. D, Chandler, Brookline; W.
H. Cragin, Boston; F. H. F. Cragin,
Boston Highlands ; R. S. Codman, Bos-

man; C. H. Currier, Boston; E. C. Ca-
bot, Brookline; Geo. E. Cabot, Brook-
line; E. F. Cabot, Boston; J. L. Curtis,

Boston; Chas. P. Curtis, Jr., Boston;
E. W. Cook, Fall River; Mort Crehor,

Boston ; Frank Cabot, Brookline ; E. C.

Courey, Somerville ; Geo. A. Clark. New-
ark ; Geo. E. Curwen, Salem ; A. G. Car--

penter, Providence ; E. W. Converse, Jr.,

Newton.
R. C. De Clermont, San Francisco; R.

C. De Clermont, Jr., San Francisco; H.
De Clermont, San Francisco ; Robert N.
Diaz, Belmont; Dr. Thos. Dwight, Bos-
ton ; Richard H. Dana, Boston

; J. G.
Dalton, Boston

; J. S. Dean, South
Boston.

C. F. Ellis, Quincy; Thos. Earl, Salem.
G. Foster, N. Y. City; F. C. Foster,

Cambridge ; M. F. Ferris, Brookline

;

W. G. Fish, Boston; R. A. Fairfield,

Biddeford, Me. ; Frank W. Freeborn,
Boston ; Charles Fletcher, Melrose

;

Willis Farrington, Lowell; Tapley Fran-
cis, Newton Centre; Chas E. Fuller, Bos-
ton ; Edw. S. Freeman, Lynn; Harry
Freeman, New Jersey ; M. A. Frazer,

Watertown ; W. M. Farwell, Northboro;
Geo. F. Fisk, Amherst.

J. B. Golly, San Francisco; John H.
Garland, Chelsea; W. E. Gilman, Chel-

sea; W. L. Green, Longwood ; Thatcher
Goddard, Boston ; Geo. A. Goddard, Bos-

ton ; Dr. Geo. M. Garland, Boston ; P:

Grant, Boston ; Richard Garvey, St.

Louis ; A. T. Greenough, Jama-ca Plain.

Sidney Heath, Longwood ; Geo. Hall,

Brookline; Geo. W. Hills, Newton;
Edw. C. Hodges, Boston ; T. Nelson
Hastings, Woburn ; R. W. Hodgson,
Newton; Edw. Hogan, Boston; D. Had-
ley, Charlestown ; Will Hutchinson, Con-
cord ; Mitchell Harrison, Philadelphia;

B. W. Hanna, Salina, Kan ; C. E. Haw-
ley, Binghamton, N. Y.

; J. Holman,
Cleveland; Hill & Tolman, Worcester.

A. W. Iasigi, Boston ; Oscar Iasigi,

Boston.

Edwin P. Jacquith, Boston ; Frank S.

Jacquith, Boston ; Henry G. Jordan,

Boston ; Eustace Jacques ; Everett Jor-

don, Attleboro ; L. H. Johnson, Orange,

N.J.
Chas G. Koop, Brooklyn ; A. T. Kid-

der, Boston ; Charles W. Knight, New-
ark ; Herbert W. Knight, Newark ; Wal-
ter M. Knight, Newark; Franklin A.

Lemman, Watertown ; H. S. Libby,

Milton; Geo. F. Lowell Boston; David
M. Little, Boston ; Phillip Little, Boston;

C. B. Lowell, Millbury; W P, P. Long-
fellow, Cambridge ; Clark Lawrence,
Hartford; H. B., W. B., and H. P. Land,

San Francisco
; J. Lafon, Newark ; Geo.

Lewis, Boston; T. H. Longstreth, Phil-

adelphia

Dr. Geo. Monks, Boston ; Harry S.

Mann, Boston; E. Preble Motley, Boston;

Rev. C. McGrath. South Boston ; Chas.

B. Marsh, Tewksbury ; Chas. J. Means,
Dorchester; H. W. Mason, Cambridge;
Henry G. May, Hingham ; Clarence

Murphy, Salem; S. L. Morrison, Boston

Highlands ; Chas. O. Morse, Great

Falls.
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Richard Nicholson, Boston
;

James
Noble, Boston.

H. F. Otis, Boston; H. S. Owen,
Washington, D. C.

Albert A. Pope, Newton ; Edward W.
Pope, Watertown ; Edward E. Preble,

Stoughton ; Chas. A. Parker, Harvard
College; W. H. Pearce, Worcester; C.

A. Pitkin, Braintree; F. S. Pratt, Worces-
ter ; A. J. Philbrick, Salem ; Arthur W.
Pope, Boston ; Harry M. Pope, Boston

;

S. H. Pearce, Boston ; H. E. Parkhurst,
Boston ; Chas. Ed. Pratt, Boston ; Lin-

sey Prescott ; W. R. Pitman, Boston;
T. Preston. Boston; C. H. Porter, Wi-
nona, Mich.; S B. Pomeroy, New York;
Wm. Portman, Louisville, Ky. ; Warren
H. Poley, Philadelphia.

John Ritchie, Brookline
;
John Rich-

ardson, Boston ; F. C. Richards, Bos-
ton ; C. Rathborn, Albany ; Ed. Rich-
ards, Denver.

J. J. and George Searle, San Francisco;
Geo. Strong, San Francisco; W. H.
Stone, Jr.. Concord, N. H. ; C. H. San-
ders, Fisherville. N. H. ; Edw. Stanwood,
Lonjjwood ; Fred Sharon, Harvard Col-

lege; W. S. Slocum, West Newton ; Wm.
A. Shaw, Winthrop

; J. H. Sturgis,, Jr..

Brookline ; L. A. Shaw, Jamaica Plain
; J.

S. Sampson, Taunton
; Jas. H. South-

wick, Peabody; R C. Sturgis, Cambridge;
E. P. Sharp, Dorchester ; Arthur W. Sted-

man, Boston
; John Storer, Boston ; Edw.

Sherwin, Boston; G. H. L. Sharp, Boston;

John and Russell Sharp, Boston ; A R.
Sharp, Boston ; K. C. Sharp, Boston

;

Wm. D. Sohier, Boston; R. C. Sturgis,

Boston ; Richard D. Sears, Boston ; W.
D. Swan, Boston ; P. S. Stowe, Boston

;

W. N. Scott, Baltimore ; W. E. Sinclair,

New York.
M. E. Tubbs, Harvard College; Chas.

L. Tilden Boston ; Henry Tudor, Bos-
ton ; E. W. Temple, Taunton

; John H.
Taylor, Jamaica Plain; H. E. Townsend,
Marlboro ; O. S. Townsend, Northboro',

O. D. Thayer, Worcester ; A. C. and W.
B. Tubbs, San Francisco.

R. Van Ness, New York; P. Van
Arkel, New York.
Walter J. Wells, Harvard College ; F.

W. White, Brookline; Dr. Harold Wil-
liams, Brookline; Geo. Washburn, Brock-

ton ; W. A. Wessells, East Somerville
;

Arthur G. Wellman, Brookline ; Wal-
ter Woodman, Cambridge ; H. W. War-
ren, Jamaica Plain ; A. E. Wood, North-
boro' ; W. N. Wright, New York Citv

;

J. A. C. Wright, Rochester, N. Y. ; E.

J. Wiring, Pittsburg, Pa ; R. Wander,
Hartford ; W. W. W. Wood, Washington,
D. C; T. R. Whitney, Boston; A. F.

Webster, Boston ; Geo. B. Woodward,
Brookline ; Frank W. Weston, Dorches-
ter ; W. R. Whitney Boston ; Dr. Oliver

Wadsworth, Boston; E. P. Whitney,
Boston.

The question of inviting the League to

meet in Boston, was seriously considered

by the Boston representatives at the Buf-

falo meet, and an effort is at once to be
made to carry through the project. It

will hi.- the largest meet on record.

CURRENTE CALAMO

The Cambridge Club.

Delivered at the Dinner of tke Cambridge Bicycle

Club, 28 June, 18S5.

The second summer of her life she celebrates,

Though young, her medals won in this, and other

States.

Gives independence to the " Cambridge Club of

Wheels,"

And, resting on her honors, unto none she kneels.

Alas! 'tis fact, that yet among her members are—
Eccentric ones, whose judgment leads to ride a Star;

And others yet, who, to their own convictions true,

Plod in the rear, bold on their steed— a Kangaroo.

Chide not those martyrs, ye who bask in greater fame

;

Their methods are their own ; and yours, to you, the

same.

Enlighten such; but put your own convictions through

Till they a Royal Mail can see, as seen by you.

'T is said that from old Memphis Menes turned the mile ;

From later Memphis, Whittaker has turned the

smile.

The first named effort was to turn the waters west

;

The last, has decorated well our '' hero's" breast.

Nor does our heroed champion stand alone to-night,

Renowned for great endurance, and determined might

;

Herculean Edgerly, our first medal honors brought,

Alas I now gives to Star machines his later thought.

Danforth and Hartzb, illustrious ones, forget them

not,

Who recently, so well, have splended battles fought

;

These shyer members, who, but once a year we see,

Need question not who these distinguished ones can be.

Pity we have for those who leave their wheels at home,

Ride in a barge t' enjoy the honors wheels have won ;

But laws compel not all our dudes to ride a wheel,

And for such conveyances, great relef we feel.

Imperial Hayes, presiding, has our hearty thanks

For a fine service rendered constant in our ranks

;

Continue thus, may he yet fill his honored place,

When a full hundred shall our annual gathering grace.

And Bowker, he who rules, and governs by a key,

Who does often a depleted treasury see;

Alackadayl what shame for us! what work for him,

When we, the needful, hold and make excuses thin.

We next of Colbman think, that literary man,

Keeping our books, as few, if any others can
;

Sincerest thanks for honored service in the past,

Deal gently time ; tread lightly ; may his office last.

Now, Captain Smith, each officer, and road-man too,

Confiding in each others strength we look to you

As active members to engage in every run,

And hold the reputation you have nobly won.

Our worthy host, the wheelmen's sure reliant friend,

Who, for their comfort, would these walls extend;

May Combs and his well-managed Boscobrl,

E'er grow in fame, till thousands of its merits tell.

Henry S. McKay.

BllFF-AL-O VER.

Karl Kron celebrated the Fourth of

July by inscribing " No. 3.000," upon his

long-fought-for "list of 3,000 subscrib-

ers of a dollar." England lias subscribed

one hundred and eleven of these, and
Australasia sixty-three. Twenty-three
chapters (about three hundred and thirty

pages) have already been put in type, but

there is no hope of reaching publication

day before the end of September. After

that the price will be advanced to #1.50
;

and K. K. now declares: •'
I shall cer-

tainly sell 10.000 copies of ' X M. Miles,'

if only I live long enough !

"

Karl Kron's single subscriber in

Japan, an American clergyman, writes as
follows, under date of 12 May: "'As
you correctly surmise, I am not myself a
practical bicycler. In fact, I have never
even seen a bicycle. But it would amuse
you to look at the clumsy velocipedes
which were used here by the Japanese, a
few months ago. For a while they flour-

ished exceedingly, but finally the govern-
ment forbade them, as dangerous to foot
passengers."

Edna P. Miller, aged three years,

died at Brooklyn last week from injuries

received 6 June, by being knocked down
by a bicycle in Prospect Park. While
coming from the music stand on that

day, with her mother, the child ran ahead
a few yards, just at the time Charles
Fields of 79 First Place came dashing
along the path on a bicycle. Seeing that

he could not stop in time to prevent run-

ning over the child, he jumped off the

bicycle, which struck the child with great
force, knocking her down and causing
concussion of the brain. In jumping off

he broke his own arm. To the park
policeman who witnessed the accident, he
said his name was Charles Perry. Coro-
ner Menninger's jury found Fields guiltv

of culpable negligence. He was arrested
and placed under bonds to answer.

Chief Consul Ducker has called a
meeting of the Massachusetts division

officers at Worcester, for Saturday, 1

1

July. The purpose of the meeting will

be to lay plans for a vigorous campaign
during the coming year and to arrange
for social gatherings at some convenient
place at an early date. We cannot fathom
why the officers are called instead of a
general meet of the division.

A large deputation of the Boston
Club were at the New York and New
England station, on Friday, to send off

their popular president and his friends,

of the Little Four party. The drawing-
room car which contained the touring
party, was probably, for twenty minutes
preceding its departure, the liveliest car

that has been seen on that railroad for

some time, and as the train moved away
the rafters re-echoed with the well known
Boston cheer and its long-drawn-out ter-

mination of " Well-1-1-1-1-1." The party
sailed in the " Etruria," from New York,
on Saturday. They have secured the
captain's cabin, and their many plans for

whiling away the tedious hours promise
much entertainment for the other passen-
gers.

W. C. Palmer, of New Haven, has
entered the professional ranks, and will

compete in the professional contests at

Hartford and Springfield. The tandem
record made at New Haven, must go
into the professional list, and there now
is no amateur record for this machine.

Dr. A. F. Gasmire, of Wheeling.
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W. Va., is having a steam quadricycle

built, and claims for it a speed of thirty

miles an hour. Might as well say forty,

and take a little longer drop.

A stranger, riding from Kansas
City to McPherson on a bicycle, was
arrested Monday for attempting to wheel

over the bridge, against which some wise

individuals have provided an ordinance.

Like outrages have been committed upon
several of our local wheelmen, and they,

one and all, submit with a meekness that

is surprising. The bridge is a public

thoroughfare, and the wheelmen have a

right to use it. The action of the officers

is little short of blackmail. — Topeka
Lance.

J. Bowman, of the Oakland Bicycle

Club, claims to have recently made two
bicycle runs, one of twenty and the other

of twenty-four hours' duration, with an

interval of eleven hours between, com-
mencing at midnight, 30 May, and ending

2 June, at 647 a.m. In the first run

167 miles were covered, and in the sec-

ond 200 miles, a total 0^367 miles ridden

during the whole trip. The time from
starting to ending was 54I1. 47m., or two

days and two and a half nights, one of

the nights being occupied in sleep. The
night-riding was done by the aid of a

small hub-lamp, and was necessarily slow

work, as a rider with a lamp spends
almost as much time in dodging imagin-

ary obstructions as he does in straight-

forward work. About fifty of the two
hundred miles were ridden against a
headwind.

The directors of the Cunningham Com
pany had a meeting on the second inst.,

and appointed as trustee Mr. Charles F.

Perkins, of Boston, who will settle the

affairs of the company. The business of

the company will be temporarily carried

on by the Weston Supply Company, at

179 Tremont Street.

The badge of the " Big Four " tourists

is a round velvet one bearing in its cen-

tre a large figure 4.

EXOTICS

In the ten-mile championship race at

Leicester, 20 June, Fred Wood succeeded
in beating Howell for the first time this

season. Wood has been handicapped by
a broken arm, but seems to be getting

into his old form. F. Wood (1), 33.30J ;

R. Howell (2); F. Lees (3).

F. W. Gibd won the thirty miles road
tricycle championship of the Edinburgh
T. C, on 2 June, in the fast time of two
hours, eleven minutes.

What would people have thought a
few years back of a machine in which a
passenger could be taken from Coventry
to London in a day, without fatigue, and
sleep whilst travelling ! Yet this has been
accomplished by one of Starley and Sut-
ton's new "Coventry Chairs"— a run of

ninety-five miles in about twenty-two
hours, including all stoppages, carrying a
lady and some luggage.

James Lennox was announced to start

on the John o' Groat's trip on Monday,
29 June.

The remarka 1 le ride of H. R. Good-
win on a Facile, is the theme of conver-
sation on all sides. He left Land's End
1 June, at 3.45 a. m , and rode to John-o'-
Groats in seven days thirteen hours
thirty-five minutes. He stayed there but
two and a quarter hours, and then started

back, completing the double journey in

fifteen days nineteen hours forty-five

minutes. He then rode to London,
which he reached Saturday, 20 June, at

3.45 a. m., having occupied nineteen
days on his journey, and travelled 2,054
miles. He averaged 108 miles a day,

and five times he made 125 miles in the

day. His tire was worn down to the
rim. Mr. Goodwin is a teetotaller. He
drank soda and milk, tea, coffee and
cocoa, but found lemonade detrimental.

His record stands :
—

To Juhn-o'-Groats, 873 miles, 7d. 13)1.

35 n^
To Land's End, 1,754^ miles, 1 5d.

\gh. 45m.
To London, 2 054 miles, I9d.

From a Feminine Point of View.

I AM not an Anglomaniac. Far be it

from me to prefer the things of another
land to those of my own. And yet, when
I get up from reading about what they do
in England in the cycling line, I cannot
but wish that my own dear country had
taken the advanced steps that the mother
country has.

I have just been taking another peep
at Mr. Hillier's admirable articles on
touring, and although they are not in all

cases adapted to America, I find many
very useful hints in them.

Over there the lady riders have in-

creased to such an extent, that the tailors

and drapers, and the modistes cater for

their trade, and are prepared to make ar-

ticles of apparel adapted for wear on the

wheel. Here there can be no such con-
dition of things, for the demand has not
yet been felt.

Mr. Hillier has a long article on un-
dergarments. He says: '• Ladies' under-
garments, for the most part, follow very
closely the design of the male costume—
in fact, with trousers, knickerbockers, or

divided skirts, the undergarments are

most conveniently made on this model,
whilst the material must bzjlannel on\y.'*

Mrs. Philpot writes :
'' I suppose no

lady has ridden five miles, and failed to

discover for herself that if she would en-

joy the exercise with any comfort it is im-
peratively necessary that she should have
her underclothing made entirely of flan-

nel. For this purpose a good fitting

combination garment answers as well as

anything 1 know of. Firstly, it is the least

clumsy method of being entirely clothed
with flmnel; secondly, there is abso-

lutely nothing that can become disar-

ranged; and thirdly, it affords equal pro-

tection and warmth to all parts of the

body."

Heretofore I have been in delight-

ful harmony with the writers of these ar-

ticles, but now I find myself at decided
variance, for I read further from Mrs
Philpot :

" Very early in my riding days
I discarded the comparatively heavy cor-

sets of every day use, and adopted pre-

cisely the same small light kind ladies

wear when riding horseback. These cor-

sets being very short, allow consic'er/tble

freedom of movement, while they secure
the necessary support and appearance to

the waist."

And Dr. Stables on "Health Upon
Wheels " says :

" But about corsets. As
a medical man who has carefully consid-

ered the subject, I must say 1 approve of

them if they are light and not tight.

They give support to the spine and
thorax, but if they hank the body at all,

they seriously interfere with the freedom
of the most vital organs in the body."

Now I want to put my foot down, and
put it down very seriously upon the cor-

set. There is no excuse for it, and I am
surprised to see a medical man indorsing

it.

I have found this steel ribbed monster
in the path of too many ladies who have
essayed the tricycle. Only last week I

allowed a lady friend to try my machine,
and she had little or no success with it,

simply because she was laced so tightly.

A gentleman of my acquaintance told

me that his wife had tried a machine, but

could not climb hills nor go fast, and a

ride of two miles gave her no end of

trouble. A glance at her spider waist

told the story. The corset.

Mrs. Philpot says the corset secures
" the necessary support and appearance

to the waist." Why necessary? The
same lady has said regarding the shoe

(I gave her remark last week). " Ladies

intent on riding must throw away, with

several other little bits of vanity, the de-

sire to make the feet look as small as

possible." Oh, that Mrs. Philpot had
reckoned among those " other little bits

of vanity," the desire for a taper waist at

the expense of comfort and health.

There are waists made in these days

that fit the form and support the skirts

from the shoulders. In these waists one

has freedom of movement and ease of

respiration.

A woman caged in corsets cannot take

a long breath. Let them be laced never

so loosely they will bind somewhere, and,

to get nil of pressure is about impossible.
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I gave up the corset years ago, and
have never regretted it. The tricycle

will do a good work for women if it drives

the corset out. There is no more use for

the corset with women than with men. I

know that some vain and foolish men
wear them, and I know how these men
are regarded by the world. The time will

come when the woman who wears a cor-

set will be an object of pity.

On the stocking question a lady
writes: — "All wool knitted or woven
stockings— cotton cause sore feet and
blisters. Color, black, grey or brown—
white, scarlet and yellow to be avoided."

A ladies' tailor writes to one, who
wishes to know if she can make her own
costume. " Certainly, you can make your
own cycling garments at moderate cost.

The advantage of tailor-made costumes is

the superior cut and style. After many
year's experience in making and selling

every kind of reformed dress lor ladies,

we are decidedly of opinion that the more
nearly a lady's cycling underdress ap-
proaches in style that of the other sex the

more comfortable and graceful she will be.

Our advice is to have all the undergar-
ments made to fit loosely without gathers,

pleats, or folds. We take it for granted
that all are of woollen texture. For
knickerbockers or trousers, we most de-
cidedly say apply to a good ladies' tailor,

for these articles to be comfortable,
should be cut by experienced hands, and
home-made ones are apt to be a failure."

A lady writes :
" Our own underdress,

which we have worn constantly for seven
years, answers admirably for tricycling.

In fact, nothing can exceed its lightness
and comfort. Its thickness of texture
varies with the season. A woven combi-
nation reaches from neck to wrists and
ankles. Carefully cut knickerbockers,
just loose enough to give freedom of

movement, come to the knee. Cashmere
stockings rolled over under the knee.
Garters are not required, as the stockings
cling closely to the woven combination,
and never crease. A flannel bodice com-
pletes our underdress."

I am now having made a complete out-
fit, similar in design to those suggested
by these writers, and at some future date
I may tell your readers my experience.
The corset will not form a part of the
dress, for having once emancipated myself
from that slavery I would not return to it

for untold gold. Daisie.

RACING NEWS
The third annual tricycle road race of

the Boston Club will take place Monday,
3 August, instead of Saturday, as pre-

viously announced. The course being
from Bailey's Hotel, South Natick, to the
club house, 87 Boylston street. The
start will be made at six o'clock, and the
exact route will be published later. The

prizes will be gold and silver medals.
The entries close 1 August at 12 M., with

W. H. Edmands, 87 Boylston street, and
must be accompanied with a fee of $1.00.

The Dorchester Club is thinking of

giving; a road race for either twenty-five

or fifty miles, open to all amateurs, in

the near future, and as the roads in that

vicinity are among the best in the State,

it is not improbable that some records
may be made. League representative,

Dr. W. G. Kendall, will probably offer a
gold club championship medal to be rid-

den for at the same time ; and as Rhodes
is likely to be in the open event, it is ex-

pected that there will be many entries for

the club championship

Prince is defending his title. He has
addressed a challenge to Brooks and
Woodside as follows :

" I will race Wood-
side or Brooks, five, ten. or twenty miles,

allowing them to ride alternately, and re-

lieve each other at any part of the journey,
so that each ride even distances. I am
also willing to give Dolph a start of twenty
yards in one mile, to run in Chicago for

a purse or stake."

Boston, 4 July. — City races. One
Mile.— W. A. Rowe (r), 3.9^; S.
G. Whittaker (2), 3.10$; H. W. Gaskell

(3). Three Mile, Professional, — R. A.
Neilson (1), 10.4A; C. J. Young (2),
10.23. Two Mile,— C. F. Haven (1),

6.29I; W. A. Rowe (2), 6.32^; A. An-
derson (3). One Mile, Tricycle,— Wm.
A. Rhodes (1). 3 44^ ; Geo. Seymour (2),

349; H. W. Gaskell (o). Three Mile,
H. W. Gaskell (1), io.rf ; S. G. Whitta-
ker (2), io.2of ; W. F. Whitcomb (3).

A very stupid rule was made, under which
no person was allowed to take two first

prizes. In consequence, the fast men
laid back for second place after taking a
first, and the racing was a farce. The
track was atrociously abominable, being
filled with soft spots.

Lynn, 4 July. — City races. Two
Mile,—VJ. A. Rowe (1) ; Charles E.
Whitten (2); Charles Whitney (3). One
Mile, — Geo. Porter (1 ). One Mile. Boys,
A. E. Wis wall (

1
). One Mile, Novice,—

W. Lewis (1). Three Mile,— W. A.
Rowe (1). Track around the common,
four fifths of a mile.

Salem. 4 July. — City races. One
Mile, — Charles Abbott (t). 2.54; Robert
Burns (2). 2.54$; B. F. Nason (3). Three
Mile, — Fred McCurdy (1), 9.23 ; F. R.
Safford (2). Five Mile, — Fred McCurdy
(1), 15.30; R. Burns (3). The prize in

the three mile race was given to Safford,
on a foul claimed and allowed.
Chelsea, 4 July. — City races on

Union Park. Races much interfered with
by people crowding on to the track. Half
Mile, — run in heats. Final, — R. E.
Burnett(i), 1.3^; F. A. Woodman (2).
One Mile, L. H. Frost (1), 3.13J ; R. E.
Burnett (2). Jwo Mile, — L. H. Frost
(i), 628 ; F. A. Woodman (2;.

Waltham, 4 July —City races. Half
Mile,— C. E. Tracy (1), 1.29. One
Legged A'ace, Half Mile, — M. H. Gil-
bert (1), 2.15.

Holyoke, 4 July. — In the Holyoke
races to-day, in the half mile bicycle

dash. Haradon won easily in 1.45. In the

mile dash, G. H. Harvey took the race in

3 50. In the free-for-all, C. P. Adams, of

Springfield, won the $25 prize in a two-
mile race; time, 3 £^, 3.7.

Springfield. 4 July.— Race at Hamp-
den Park. Five Mile, Handicap, — Lewis
B. Hamilton, scratch (1). 15 10; Willie

M. Haradon, 90s. (2); C. P. Adams, 60s.

(3). The remarkable riding of young
Haradon. who is only fourteen years of

age, excited much enthusiasm. He rode

a 48-inch Royal Mail roadster. Hamil-
ton passed him on the home stretch just

before the finish.

Woodstock, c July. — Races at the

annual meet of the Canadian Wheelmen's
Association: —
Half Mile.— G. S. Lowe (i), 1.31J;

T. Fane (2).

Three Mile, Record. — F. Foster (1),

9.52; F. J. Campbell (2); W. G.
McKay (3).

One Mile, Canadian Championship. —
H. W. Clark, Woodstock (i),3.o|; H.
P. Davies (2).

One Mile, Tricycle Championship.—
A. T. Lane (1) 4. i8f ; John Clench (2).

One Mile. — E. P. Burnham (1), 3.4^ ;

F. Foster (2) ; G. S. Low (3).

Five Mile, Championship. — H. W.
Clarke (l). 16.552; H. P. Davies (2).

One Mile, Safety.— T. Fane (1 ), 3. 19J;
A. E. Dance (2).

Two Mile, Novice. — A. Patterson (1),

7.4$: F. M. Knowles (2); A. E. Chest-
nut '3).

Five Mile.— E. P. Burnham (1),

16.35$; L- D. Munger (2); H. W. Clark

(3)-
Two Mile. — F. Foster (1), 6.28 ; W.

C. McKay (2).

Half Mile, Hands Off. — H. Williams
(I), i.4if ; D. B. Holder (2).

Ten Mile. — H. P. Davies (1), 33.43^;
F. J. Campbell (2).

Utica, N. Y. Races of the Fort
Schuyler Wheelmen. 30 June and 1 July.

FIRST DAY, 30 JUNE.

Half Mile, — A. B. Rich, Brooklyn (1)

1.26$; Joseph Powell, Smithville. 2; T.
R. Finley, Smithville, 3 ; H. S. VVollison,

Piltsfield, 4; George H. Illston, Hart-

ford, 5 ; J. G. Knowlton. Kansas City, 6.

Rich, who had been riding back, spurted
at finish and went to front.

One Mile, for championship of Oneida
county. —C. H. Metz, Uiica. 3.8^; F.

H. White, Rome, 2; H. K. Van Sise,

Utica. 3. A close and exciting race.

Metz is a professional. He became so

by racing with Von Blumen several years

ago. This fact was known to the club,

for he has twice applied for admission to

the League and been rejected. It remains
to be seen what excuse will be offered for

his presence in the race, for an investiga-

tion will be made at once.

Two Miles, for Stars. — Henry Max-
well. Rome, 8.\. ; G. L. Prescott, Rome,
2 ; C. H. Broadbent, Utica, 3.
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"jT ride the Victor\ because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made.**

GEO. M. HENDEE.
Three Miles, ten minute class.— H. S.

Kavanaugh, Cohoes, 958^; John C.

Uhlein. 10.5; T. R. Finley, 3; E. P.

Baird, New York, 4; H. S Wollison, 5
The winner was not headed throughout.

One Mile novice. — W. B. Childs,

Utica. 315I; F. S. Nicholson, Rome,
2 ; F. E. Manahan, Utica, 3.

Three-Mile championship of State. —
A. B. Rich, II. 12$; H. S. Kavanaugh,
11.13$; H. K. Van Sise, did not finish.

A road pace until last lap when racing

spurt.

One Mile for Fort Schuyler Club.—
W. B. Childs, 39f ; John C. Uhlein, 3.

11 ; VV. W. Nicholson, 3.

Five Mile record. — H.S. Kavanaugh
(1), 7 laps; F. H. White (2), 1 lap; E.
P. Baird (3), 2 seconds, 3 thirds; H. S.

Wollison (4) 6 thirds, 3 fourths. White
took the last lap, and finished in 17.52-^.

A new ruling was made in this case.

Powell took two firsts, but did not finish,

and the prize was given to White, who
took but one first. The League makes
no rule for a " record " race, and every
club is a law to itself in this matter. Had
it been run as a "lap" race Powell could
have claimed the prize.

SECOND DAY, I JULY.

One Mile.— A. B. Rich (1) 3.4$; Jo-
seph Powell, 2; H. S. Wollison. 3;
George H. Illston. 4 ; E. P. Baird, 5.

The contestants kept well together until

last lap. when spirited struggle occurred.
One Mile tricycle. — J. G. Knowlton,

Kansas City. 5.4^ ; Louis Kammellohr,
Utica, 2. Won easily.

One Mile, tug-of-war. — Fort Schuyler
Wheelmen. 19 points ; Rome Club. 14
points. The teams were: F. S. W.,
Messrs. Metz, Childs, Van Size, and
Uhlein ; Rome, Messrs. White, Town-
send, Hovey and Nicholson. Childs
finished first in 3.16$; White second, in

3.17. Metz appeared in this race, and
gave us a large crop of professionals.

Three Mile. — A. B. Rich, 954; Jo-
seph Powell, 9 56^; H.S. Kavanagh (3).
One Mile, boys' race. — Sydney Nich-

olson, 4.0J ; Dore Jones (2); Edwin H.
Martin (3); Robert A. Mcintosh (4);
Erving Williams 5. Lawrence R. De-
vine and W J. Crowe did not finish.

Two Miles. — Joseph Powell, 6 45 ; A.
B. Rich, 6.48; H.S. Kavanaugh 3;
Geo. H. Illston 4 : E. P.. Baird 5.

One Mile, without hands. — H. S.
Wollison (1), 3.36$; T. R. Finley, 3.44 ;

J. G. Knowlton, o.

One Mile, time guess 3m. 24s. — E. P.
Baird(i), 3.37^ ; W. B. Childs, o ; W. W.

Nicholson, o
; J. G. Knowlton did not

finish.

Five Mile, handicap.— H. S. Kavan-
augh (scratch), 17.44!; F. H. White (20
seconds), 2 ; George H. Illston (scratch),

3 ; J. H. Uhlein, Utica, (20 seconds), 4 ;

E. P. Baird (10 seconds), o; H. S. Wol-
lison (10 seconds), o. A good race and
exciting contest.

One-Mile consolation. —W. W. Nichol-

son, 3-42f ; H. K. Van Size, 2 ; W. A*
Townsend, Rome, 3.

Officers.— Referee, Dr. A. G. Cole-

man, of Canandaigua.
fudges. — A. B. Gardner, Utica ; W. J.

Eynon, Ann Arbor, Mich. ; Frank J.

Bayliss, Binghamton.
Timers. — C H. Schiller, Utica; Frank

J. Meyers, Utica; C. A. Nicholson,
Utica.

Scorers. — George Bidwell, Utica
;

Samuel Frear, Rome ; H. J. Rowlands,
Rome.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB
Frank W. Weston,

Chief Consul A merican Division,

Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dubs for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year seventv-five cents. Application blanks

can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed

envelope to the State consul of the State in which the

applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as

appointed, is :
—

Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bitlinger, 608 Harrison avenue,

Leadville.

Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, Concord, Mass.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W. V. Oilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio. — Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — r. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

Wisconsin. — B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.

Canadian Divishn:— Application blanks can be
obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed enve.ope
to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

In States where no State consul has been appointed,
such applications and letters of inquiry should be sent to

Chas. H. Potter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Applications for Mhmbbrship. — (Unless protest

is received within ten days from date of this publication,

eichof the following applicants are considered provision"
a.lvelected: A. A. Pope, 507 Washington street, Bosto 1

;

K. W.'Pope, 597 Washington street, Boston; G, W.
Murrav, 35 Wall street, New Voik City; F. W. Hatch,
Newbury avenue, Atlantic, Mass; L. E. P. Smith, 13

Post Office Square, Boston.

FIXTURES

10 July

:

Big Four road race, one hundred miles, Cobourg to
Kingston.

17 July:
Down East tour.

18 July:
Annual meet of N. J. division, L. A. W., at
Orange.

20 and 21 July:
Ohio State Division, L. A. W., meet and tourna-
ment at Springfield. Half mile bicycle champion-
ship.

23 July:
Races of Pine Tree W. C, Bangor, Me. Two-

mile State championship.

3 August

:

Tricycle road race by Boston Club.

3 August

:

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, England.

13 August:
Tournament of B. C. W. at Pittsfield, Mass.

27 and 28 August

:

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile
bicycle championship.

1 and 2 September:
Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

8, 9, and 10 September

:

Tournament ai Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-
cle championship.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

[A dvertisements inserted under this head, not ex-
ceeding/our lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

©100 WILL BUY A 60-INCH RCDGB,
<0) light roadster; only used a few months, or will ex-
change for racer, 58 or 6o-inch ; also, 54-inch nickelled
Expert, about new, at a bargain. Address C. E.
T1TCHENER, Binghamton, N. Y.

TTTA VTEI>. — Sociable Tandem, four tricycles, and
»V 48, 50, 52, 54, and 36-inch bicycles; second-hand
bicycles and tricycles bought and sold. GARVEY'S
bicycle shop, Broadway, corner 59th street New York.

J^OR SALE. — Singer Traveller tricycle, 46-inch,

new, with ball pedals, nickel lamp, tool bag and
tools complete; price $125; the Greatest bargain of the
season. Address SECRETARY, N. C. C, Box 770,
Newbury, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TKICYCLES. — Stock con-

stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex-

amine our large slock ; machines not sold on instalment,

nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

HICYCLES WANTKD TO MEKT OUR
large demai d for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

FOR SALE. — Pony Star, in good condition, new
last (all, half-nickelled, rocking pedals ; will sell for

J50. Address JOHN TACY, 44 Union street, Law-

rence, Mass.

F'OR SALE. — One Kangaroo bicycle; been used

only very little, good as new; fioo cash. AL-
BERT CHAPEN, Box 335 Springfield, Mass.
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FOR SALE.— One nm> 54-inch f ull-nickelled Star,

with power trap and Rocker pedals; price #90.
RALPH DAVIDSON, Springfield, Mass.

ONE 48- INCH ENGLISH BICYCLE.
wheels bright, backbone and fork painted black, ball

bearing* to large wheel, tool bag and tools. aUo bell ; in

excellent order ; price J60. AMERICAN BICYCLE
COMPANY. Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE— Thirty pair of good second-hand
Pedals, sent to any address via. express, on receipt

of $2.56. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— Seventy-five Warwick self-adjusting

Suspension Saddles, sent via. express t" anv ad-
dress, on receipt of $3.25. AMERICAN BICYCLE
COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 58-inch Roval Challenge, with
F ball bearings, hollow forks, tool bag and tools, also

bell; this machine iscompnra ivelyas good as new, hav-
ing been run only about fiftv miles; price Soo. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One new 51-inch American Star bicy-

cle, full-nickelled : it has tool bag and tools, bell

and rocker pedals; $85 cash will buy it. ALBERT
CHAPhN, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 52-inch full-nickclltd Sanspareil
bicycle, with 1885 head and handle bars, in excellent

order; price £00 AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 56-inch full nickelled Sanspa-
reil, with dropped handle ba'S, and in fine condhion ;

pice J90. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 54-inch American Star bicycle;

this machine has rocker pedals, Z. & S., $2.00 lug-

gage carrier, tool bag and tools, Hill & Tolman $3.00
bell; the frame work is enamelled, and the spokes are

bright ; I will warrant this machine as good as new, and
will guaiantee that it has not been run more than ten
miles : the best offer over ?oo will be accepted.
CHARLES G BRKCK, Springfield, Mw.

FOR SALE.— One 5o-inch full-nickelled American
Club, cost new $150", price 800; in fine order.

AVfERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,
Mass.

F
^OR SALE. — One 54-inch, full-nickelled excect

- felloes, American Star bicycle; this machine has
power traps attachmei t, Rocker pedals, also Hill «:

Tolman bell, and cost $116; it is new and has not been
taken out of the crate; $ 100 cash will buy it. FRANK
LOGAN, Springfield. Mass.

FOR SALE.— One 58-inch bright and painted drop
handle bar, ball bearing Standard Columbia, been

run some ten miles, good as new, 890. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

I^OR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, good as new,
$125; write for full particulars. AMERICAN BI-

CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One Otto bicycle, cost new $i6S;
been used only a very little; price $ 100. AMERI-

CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 36-inch Special Challenge bicy-
cle; this has hollow torks, roller bearings, and is in

excellent order; cost new $70; price $35. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One No. 5 Royal Mail racing tricycle

;

one 54 inch Royal Mail racing bicycle; one 52-inch
Yale racing bicycle ; one 54-inch r xpert racing bicycle

;

price $ 1 15 each ; write fir full particulars of any of them.
AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,
Mass.

FOR SALE—One 52-inch Harvard, full-enamelled
with Harrington's enamel drop bars, Hancock tires,

H. & T. bell, tool bag and tools ; in fine order
; price

$85. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Spring-
field, Mass.

FOR SALE CHEAP, AS I HAVE NO USE
FOR THEM. — One good pair of second-hand

pedals, Hill & Tolman bell, Columbia hub light, and
tool bag, all in good condition, and will sell the lot for

$7.50. RALPH DAVIDSON, Springfield, Mass.

I^OR SALE.— One 50-inch nickelled and enameled
Spaulding, light roadster; cost new in May, $132.50;

exactly as good as new, as it has not been run five miles

;

price $115. JOSEPH RAFTER, Springfield, Mass.

FOR THIRTY-FIVE CENTS IN POSTAGE
stamps the American Bicycle Company, of Spring-

field, Mas*., will forward to any address a pair of the

crescent stocking supporters, which are the best.

F'OR SALE. — A nice lot of second-hand Acme
bicycle stands; sent by express to any address on

receipt of $1.25. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass,

SEND $1.00 TO THE AMERICAN BICY-
CLE Company, of Springfield. Mass., and receive

one pair of heavy all wool bicycle hose, sizes 91, 10, toi,

and 11; the blue and black are ribbed, and the plain are

brown.

HE AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,'IH1
I of__ Springfied, Mass., have sixty second-hand bicy-

cles and tricycles in stock, which are for sale cheap for

cash.

FOR SALE. — One 52-irch full-nickelled British

Challenge bicycle, in excellent order; it has tool-

bag, t ools and bell, a bargain; J100. LEWIS RUS-
SELL, Hox 335, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— A nice lot of second-hand Hill &
Tolman bells, sent via mail on receipt of Ji-75-

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 52-inch Shadow b : cycle ; this

machine is full-nickelled, except the wheels, which
are handsomely bronzed ; it is comparatively as good as

new, as it has only been used a few times; has ball

bearings to both wheels, tool-bag, and tools ; cost new,

$135; price $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

holds the following Road Records of the world:

Ten miles in Oh. 33^m
Twenty miles in lh. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 1-4 miles.

Seven day s covering 924 miles

.

The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7>, hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and all-the-year-round

,

nothing in market can approach it. <JSp- Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient ar/ents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

O.W. CO. DUPLEX,JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PRESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES ul TRICYCLES
REPAIRED,

Painted, Fnamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Bicycle* and Tricycles sold on commission. The Bicy-

cle branch of our business is in charge of Will
S. Atwbll, telephone No. 1935.

DUPLEX WHISTLE, WITH CHAIN.

With Chairu

IT IS THE BEST.

By Mail, 75 cents.

SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN* WHEEL * CO.
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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IDW. P. BURNHAM,
AGENT FOR

Royal Mail, Victor and Premier Bicycles and Tri-

cycles, EcyalM Tandem Tricycle (2 Track).

and KANGAROO, lie only Real Safely.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hard Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Nowto .

J. S. MURRAY,
Formerly with the CUNNINGHAM CO.

Has opened a new place at

100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Which will be known as

Murray's Bicycle Apicy.
SIDING SCHOOL AND BEPAIB SHOP CONNECTED. FIB3T-

CLASS EEPAIKS AT REASONABLE BATES.

Purchasers taught free. Satisfaction guaranteed in all

my dealings. OPEN EVENINGS.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERINQ & CO,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

BICYCLES. -EASY PAYMENTS.
BICYCLES £8 to $160. Tricycles $7.50. Velocipedes,

$3 and upwards. Columbia, Victor, Facile,
American Challenge, Otto, and other Bicycles
sold on the instalment plan without extra

I

charge except for interest. Send for large,

• new illustrated Catalogue of Wheel Goods,
including many novelties in sundries and particulars of
our instalment plan— of interest to every actual or
prospective wheelman. Many in the Atlantic states
are finding ii to their interest to deal with us. Freights
equalized. Second-hand wheels handled. GEO. W.
ROUSE & SON, 9 G St., Peoria, III. Novbltie.s
IN SlINDRIHS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP, BROADWAY
corner 59th street, Central Park entrance, New

Yo k ; repairing, mckelling, and japanning; second-
hand wheels of all kinds wanted and for sale. Send
poital (or printed list. Agency of the Columbia bicycles
M inufacturer of the Duryea saddle.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly dime. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

Mav be put in pocket when not in u&e. By mail, seventy

•

five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

IEAGCE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
J — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, £3.50 to $10 each

Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

THE CKESCENT B1CY<-LE HOSE SUP-
1 PORTER, with patent aligator clasp; the latest
and best article of the kind; cyclers who are using this
supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt 0135c.
cents by W. J. WALTEKH, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE 1 EGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of bn.. .
,
lined. Gilt luttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1. 25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, m; nufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

'['HE "ACME" TIKE HEATER. — Price
I $1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim; full directions

tor Cementing 'on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to everv rider.

C. H. LAM ON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

For 1885.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
— AT —

Appleton & Litchfield's,

304 WASHINGTON ST,

Second Door North of Old South Church.

ARDILL'S
LIQTJXD EITAMEL!

For touching up or entirely re-enamelling

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
'TUPJJE I DID IT*

THE RUDGE

Hard as Marble. Drli-n Instantly, without
any unpleasant smell, and produces a Jet Black
enamel surface in One Operation. It is

thoroughly impervious to wet, cold, or heat. Will
not crack, and is not liable to chip off. Any one
can apply it. A suitable Brush given with
each bottle.
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.
For sale by all Agents, and by

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.
Special terms to the trade.

All Wheelmen who intend to attend the League Meet

should have a neat address card. We publish such a

card with emblem hndsnmely engraved in one corner,

and name, address, club name, etc. in fine letter-press

work. Sample for stamp.

Thompson Engraving Company,

Box 3. Camel, n. N. J.

" 1 have nodeii over 9,000 miles 0.1 the ' .Expert'

Coh mbia."
" By far the most satisfactory wheel made."

HENRY W. WILLIAMS,
' President Ma=s. Hir-vcle Club, Ponton, Mass.

• THIS * PQ)Pi * MJF© »£ 0)

597 Washington St., Boston Mass
12 WARREN ST.A
NEW YORK • /

BRANCH HOUSES ,

115 WABASH AVE.

CHICAGO •

^w* E41 ^nt!
'<C X' BROADWAY ^ > f

MSPALOINGS BICYCLE JOURNAL MAILED FREE
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
•-*- ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,-^

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book. — By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely

illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-

larged.

OONTHNTS.
PAGE.

Introductory Essay 5

ANALYSIS OP THE MACHINE.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
Hearings 34
Frame ( Forks. Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72

Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91

Brakes 133
Foot-rests 142

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. .. 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made 175
Mantimoiive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociable-- 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price 372
The Machine: Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 383
A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1883 394
1 ndex to Prize Winners 400
Fastest Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Rides 402
b asi est Professional Times 403
Sociable R cords 404
Directory of Manufacturer* 405
Addendas to several Sections 407

Thbkr will be no edition of this work in 1885.

Seventy-five cents by mail.

Wn have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882

and 18X3, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskinb. —
" For some time past there has been a real need with

many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay f..r it by
their own experience. '1 his want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will he found hints on the choice

and management of tricycles, with suggc lions on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." 'lwenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
wh ch no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Whrels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baihs and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. 1 he England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Read.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abu-e of Drugs. Best New Medicii.es. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,
Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
cleary printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pagsand forty.two distinct routes, with many side

and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also ihe
usual condition of the road bed for each sireet, the
important bills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attract ons, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Filteen cents.

Treatise on thr Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of
the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding
plates of diagrams. Fifiy cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diarv, club directory, racing records,
resume

1

of events of the past vear, and much other
cycling information Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of

the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-

taining reading matter. •' Our Camp." the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.
Illustrated, ten cents.

• A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to IX., omit-
ting Vol II. which is out of print. A complete history

of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $11.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Photos of the Newport. Boston, and Chicago meet*
of the L. A. W., fifty cents each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com-
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters by its own special correspondents— none being-

given at second hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomelv printed,

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the
acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.50
per year, including postage.

Thb Whbel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full- page por.
trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. $1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

k
Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4,00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improve!, Simplified ind Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even thoueh the liar be bent or broken. It

cannot he worked off whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Ask your Dealer /or them, or send for Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORI), ILL.

;the:

Perfect Hygienic

BICYCLE SADDLE.
NOW ON THE MARKET.

{Patented March 17, 1885.)

No metal frame or tree. Spring! at both ends com-

pletely compensating all jar and jolt. Ni

unii and no danger from bicycle riding with this

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle made. Thor-

oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Finest

material ever used in a bicycle accessory. Furnished

only in full nickel. Retail
1

Liberal dis-

count to the trade. Ask your dealer to see it. Orders

iromptly. Send for descriptive circul ,r. Ml

factured only by

T. J. KIRKPATRICK, Swficlfl, Oho.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all raacliineR-

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE.

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Wondside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landy, Jenkins, Brooks, K.ck, Morgan,
Hicham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,
and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Kits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat. Comforlable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, S3.00;
Nickelled, #3.75. Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada

Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

59th St. & Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central Park Entrance.

Patented in England and the United States.

Hurley's ADJUSTABLE SKELETON 8ADDLE. With Guarded 8idei

The Best and most Comfortable. Iti so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values COMFORT can afford to
be without one. Send for Circular with "estimonials.

Price, «:$.r,o; Nickel Plated, *4.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. 0. B0ELE7, BOSTON. Brighton District. MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
l/l/e beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non -delivery of their orders for

THE AMERICAN

Long- Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our facili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and

soliciting a continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL <fc BOWEN,
(Successors to Boll & Havnbs)

587 & 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

McenHcd by the Pope M'f'g. Co.

This shoe is not machine made, but strictly hand-
made flexible shoe, of the best English, French, and
American stock. Warranted to last from April to No-
vember for riding purposes. No rubber to come off, no
peps nor nails to hurt the feet. Laced low to allow of

adjustment. Cut high, but nicely fitted to keep from
slipping. Made in any color to match uniform. Each
hoe made on a laal specially modi lied by us. Racing
Shoes, with soles one-eighth, quarter, three-eighth, one
half-inch thick, weighing not over ten or twelve ounces.
All shoes patented. Price list and rules for self measure1

menl sent on application. Hash Ball Shoes a
Specialty.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
138 Summer street, Boston,

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion Insure a conttnuoue motion without dead

a ni, 1
,
u ri qui Itc condition for both peed arid power,

The new 1 Ires are a area! Improvement, and the now
square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says: "in strength, safety. control,
driving levers il motion, and ooostlng, the Star ii

1 e action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded fr any other similar vehicle."

'ill.' workman hip and entire pi u "i each and o''ery
machine are full) guaranteed,

for mi 1 her particulars addi

II. It. KM itii MACHINE CO..
Smithville. Burlington Co., N. I.
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MORE THAN ONE HALF
OF THE BICYCLES IN THE RECENT PARADE OF THE

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN,
AT

BTJFFALO, 3ST. IT.
WERE

EXPERT COLUMBIAS.
And a Proportion of the Balance were of the other Styles of Columbia Bicycles.

At Every League Meet the COLUMBIA BICYCLES have been in the Majority.

FOR SEVEN YEARS:
THE OLDEST AND BEST RIDERS. HAVE RIDDEN AT MEETS AND TOURS

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

THE COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER
Was the Machine ridden by Wm. A. Rowe, who won the FIRST PRIZE, July 4, in the two and three mile race on Lynn Common,

and the one-mile race on Boston Common, making the FASTEST TIME ever ridden on the Boston Common Track.

WE ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH THE
PERFECT HYGIENIC,
DURYEA, or
LILLIBRIDGE BICYCLE SADDLE

WITH ANY OF OUR BICYCLES,

Allowing for the Difference Between it and our Regular Saddle and Spring.

ILLUSTBATED CATALOGUE SE3KTT FREE.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Branch Houses : 12 Warren Street, New York ; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.



Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

$2.00 a Year.

5 centa a copy. BOSTON, 17 JULY, 1885.
Volume XI.

Number n.

OUCE * -A.C3-^LHsT * FOE • TIEUE

VICTOR.
Blood will tell in Horses, Fine Workmanship and Material in

Bicycles.

The 100-mile Road Race of the Big Four Tour was won on a

VICTOR by COLA. E. STONE of St. Louis.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
179 Tremont Nti*eet Boston.

The business of THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY will for the present be carried on by THE
WESTON SUPPLY CO., 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., to whom should bo

addressed all requests for Catalogues, and orders for HARVARD and YALE Bicycles, and AMERICAN
METEOR, AMERICAN SALVO, HARVARD, and QUADRANT Tricycles, both Singles, Sociables, and

Tandems. As only a limited stock is available, prompt applications are desirable.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.

^—-Hr

SINGER'S

•*-*

-*+

* CYCLES *

-g-j.

BCIPICATION.
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork— Front, new elliptic, hollow.

" Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Hubs— New pattern steel flanges.

Spokes— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

Felloes— Steel, hollow.

Tires— J^-inch front and ^-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring— Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel— 17^ inch.

Finish— All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy Ranning, Well Constructed, Rigid., and Free, from. Vibration.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF IS PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

PECK &. SNYDER, New York Agents, 126 Nassau St., New York.
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THEY HAVE

COME!
I have received a stock of

The Best,
The Fastest,

The Lightest,
•The Strongest,

And the most scientifically constructed trxycle yet
made; also the

Facile Bicycle,
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington Sc, near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

HOME* EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

| cinating Home Gymnasium ever de-

I
vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the
Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physical Culture)

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

The Butcher Cyclometer,

IMPROVED FOR 1885.

Can be read from the Saddle and

used with a Hub Lamp.

Price - - - - $10.00
Its form remains the same, but the works have been

entirely remodelled.
Its action is more positive, and the troublesome

springs are done away with.

BDTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley St.,

BOSTON - - - MASS.

Records Worth Making,

i
5One Mile, - - 2.47

Five Miles, - 14=22
BY P. FURNIVAL AND G. GATEHOUSE,

ON A-

"Genuine Number" Tandem
At Cambridge, June 15, 1885.

" Genuine Humber " Tandems and Crippers
now in Stock.

Beware of Imitations that are not Humber made. The suc-

cess of these Famous Machines depends largely on the exquisite

fitting and workmanship found only in the genuine.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Sole U. S. Agents for Humber & Co.

EAST ORANGES, 3NT- JT.,

362 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
GEO. It. BIDWELL & CO.

2 and 4 East 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and RUDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Wheel Gooda of all Deierlptlons.

Send for our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

"Big Four,"
"DOWN EAST," and all other tourists should keep
a detailed account of their wheeling. Use the Cyclist's

Record Book. Every detail in little space, with no
trouble. Pocket size ; edges protected ; road binding

;

pocket for cards, cash, etc. Simple, neat, complete.
Fifty cents.

C. D. BATCHELDER,
Lancaster, N. H.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. G. BIRD & CO..
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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-2&THE AMERICAN BICYCLES! DEALERS AND RIDERS I *V~
It will pay yon to charge your memory with the following Tact*.

POIBTX8
I1V"WHICH THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE

II> i;\r,SAFETY

Durability,

Easy Run-
ning,

Easy Steer-

ing,

Quality of
Material,

Finish, and

Price.

AREUNEXCELLED
BIT AST.

The Ameri-
can Chal-

lenge,
in sizes from 52 to 60 inch. Price*

from $74 to $119.

The Ideal
Bicycles,

in sizes from 38 to 50 inch. Prices
from $35 to $72.

Ihe Ameri-
can Safety

in sizes 42, 44, and 46 inch. Prices
from $76 to $111.

Send for Illustrated 32 page Cata-
logue to the manufacturers.

DDRMULLY 5c JEFFERY, 222 and 224 North Franklin Street, Chicago, IU.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Cbtt TaUort to tht 'Cyclistf Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

HARWOOD S U*T
SAirnr bicycle step

Harwoofl's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled % t .00

Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20
No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " " Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

The sole Agency in Philadelphia and. -vicinity for the
LIGHT ROADSTER -

RACER.
AMERICAN RUDGE.RUDGE

Harvard.

VICTOR.

YALE.

Club.

BICYCLES,
Tricycles.

THE BEST MAKE.
SEND
FOR

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P.

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE.
Single and Tiadim.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

CLUB
TRICYCLE.

Facile.

BICYCLE RIFLES A3STD SHOT CT72TS.
Just the thing for touring trips and sport along the road. Write for Catalogue

and Circulars, and aay what you want. P. O. Box 1108.

ARHAM G. POWELL. MANAGER.
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THE NEW AND IMPROVED *

CONVERTS INTO

DISTINCT SINGLE TRICYCLES,
Viz: The "Sandringham Club"

-A. INT ID

The "Imperial Club" (Central Gear).

COVENTRY MACHINISTS CO.

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
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The following extract is taken from a letter written

by an old rider, who doubted the Safety and Efficiency

of the Ribbon Steering. After trying our IMew Improved

Steering, he writes:

4'The Ribbon Steeringforever! I believe the Problem is Solved."

June 20, 1885.

The Victor Tricycle, with the New Ribbon Steering,

is far and away the Steadiest Tricycle made.

TWO MILES IN 6,27.

Victor Tires are in to Stay. Tires which can be

Pulled Out are Not Safe to Ride.

Please call or Send for Catalogue.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St., Boston.

HEW MODEL LISHT ROADSTER STAR.
The new model is vastly improved in workmanship, and has been greatly simplified, and made stronger and stiffer,

while the WEIGHT HAS BEEN REDUCED SOME ELEVEN POUNDS in the 48-inch size. Sample now on
view. No Catalogues can be had till later, and applications for same must be accompanied by two-cent stamps. All applications

from outside of New England must have enclosed five cents in stamps, or no Catalogue will be sent.

The JSew Columbia Machines constantly in Stock. Also the American Challenge and
Safety and the Ideal. Petite Tricycles for Children, $18 to $30.

Having specially fitted up a Shop and engaged one of the best Bicycle Mechanics in England or America as head of the depart-

ment, we are prepared to do trie finest and most intricate repairs on Bicycles and Tricycles. Cranka or Stars at reasonable rates.

Special Terms to Agents where they send all work to us.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES TO LET BY THE DAY.

Out of town parties may enjoy a Sunday or Holiday on "Boston's sandpapered roads," at a small expenae. Our list includes new
Experts, 48 in. to 54 in., and new Ball-bearing Tricycles of improved model.

TEraUVIS, $2.00 PEH DAY IPJViVrilABIjY IN ADVANCE.
REFERENCES REQUIRED FROM STRANGERS.

W. W. STALL, ( nSrzVS** ) 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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E'vi.'bllsls.ea. eTrery S'ria.aty

IE. C. HODGES & GO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates: —
One year, in advance £2.00
Six months " i.oo

Three months 60

Special Ciub subscription received at $1.00 il sen to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 E»st 60th St., New York.

Garvey's, corner 59th St. and Broadway.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 17 JULY, 1885.

The hot days are upon us, and the mid-

day sun admonishes us to house our

cycle until she shall sink beneath the hori-

zon. It is hard to realize that the days

are growing shorter, and that the long

evenings we are now enjoying will grow
beautifully shorter, until we have little

riding in the early evening, except by the

light of the flickering lantern.

A GOOD lamp, that will not blow out

nor smoke, is a thing calculated to bring

joy to the cycler's heart, and yet how sel-

dom do we find such a thing. We have

been using one lately loaned us by the

Pope Manufacturing Company, which has

not yet blown out, though we have ridden

with it over rough roads and put it to a

severe test. It is not altogether perfect,

and we could suggest changes in con-

struction
; but it does its little duty as a

light giver so well that we are inclined to

overlook minor defects, lest a change

should destroy the good qualities it now

possesses.

We saw the latest thing in the way of

lamps at the store of Stoddard, Lovering

& Co. the other day, and although we
have not tried "it, we can believe that it

will be what makers are pleased to call a

" boon to cyclers." So many things have

been crowned with this appellation, how-

ever, that we begin to distrust it, and

hesitate to confer it upon what we know
to be good, lest wheelmen should consign

it untried to that long list of so-called

boons which have proved failures.

The lamp is of the usual King of the

Road pattern, has a large reservoir, and

the novelty of lenses at the side which

gather the rays and send them forward.

We hope to give this new candidate for

favor a trial at an early day.

And this reminds us that we were

asked, the other day, to correct a com-

mon error among' wheelmen, who have

come to call a lantern a lamp. The cor-

rection came from a dealer who makes and

sells a large quantity of luminaries. He
explained that the lamp was inside the

lantern. The distinction is well made.

The lamp carries the oil and gives the

light. The lantern holds the lamp and

protects it from wind and weather. And
yet we cannot charge this error to wheel-

men. The dealer who brought the thing

to our attention stamps his lanterns as

lamps, and in all the advertisements of

''lamp" makers we have read, we have

failed to see the word lantern used. The
dealers have given us the word lamp. It

has crept into our language, and we think

it will remain with us. It has the merit

of being short, and the world will not fail

to understand us when we talk about our

lamps.

Having a good lamp the cyclist should

next look for a good bell. There are bells

and bells. Little bells and big bells
;
jin-

glers and gongs ; automatic and snap; sin-

gle, double, and many stroked. And yet

how few good bells there are. The little

fellows that give a ting, ting, responsive

to the finger touch, are well enough on a

country road, where there is no noise ; but

in the streets of a city they are useless.

Going along a paved street, we have

snapped our bell, and failed to hear it

ring ourselves. We were told by a well-

known inventor the other day that he

had the plans made for an automatic

whistle, to be operated similar to a bell,

and he had faith that it would work to the

satisfaction of wheelmen. Given an au-

tomatic whistle and the bell will go.

The whistle gives a penetrating sound,

and one that is not unpleasant.

The League had before it at Buffalo a

signal code for the bugle. It was not

received with favor, and for good reason.

The bugle is not popular. It may serve

a good purpose in clubs that bring down
drilling to a science, but for ordinary

purposes it is useless. Few men can

blow the bugle, and few can understand

the calls when blown. For ourselves, the

toot, toot, tooting of the bugle in a parade

is about as intelligible as the Chinese lan-

guage. We hear the bugle blow, and

some one tells us that that means " halt,"

and so we stop ; but we notice, also, that

we are not alone in the failure to interpret

the call.

A member suggested that a good

whistle code was the thing wanted. Some-

thing that could be used on parade and

in touring. Then if a wheelman is left

behind on the road, he can call to those in

front to come back if he gets into trouble

;

if a wheelman breaks down, he can sum-

mon assistance; if a party is riding at

night, the members can signal to one

another for various purposes. In many

ways a good whistle code could be used.

We see no good reason why the Morse

alphabet could not be employed effectively.

With this in use, clubs could adopt sig-

nals of their own, and these could be

used as ships at sea use the signals in

use with them. Who will give us a good

whistle code?

And now the city of Rochester, N.

Y., is trying to get rid of the bicycle.

The police commissioners have imposed

restrictions so severe that it will be im-

possible to use the bicycle in the streets

of that city unless they be removed.

These impositions are increasing very

fast. We at one time thought the world

had been educated up to a point where

the bicycle would be received on an equal-

ity with other vehicles ; but it is evident

that the outlying districts and many fogies

in the centres of civilization need educat-

ing still.
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The committee on Rights and Privi-

leges have not kept this portion of the

League work up to the standard obtained

in other departments ; and we hope to

see a new and live committee appointed

for the coming year.

So early as this wheelmen are begin-

ning to say, " where will the League meet

next year?" and Boston has been sug-

gested. Boston will not do. It is un-

doubtedly true that Boston could show
more wheelmen in line than any city in

America; but to counteract this, there are

many reasons why it would not be for the

best to hold the meet in Boston. Until

Philadelphia, Albany, Saratoga, and other

places have entertained the wheelmen, it

would be better not to begin doubling up.

Newport was a success. Why not Sara-

toga?

Singer & Co. have been writing to the

cycling papers to call attention to the

truism that it takes sixteen ounces to

make a pound; and to the fact that few

makers can be depended upon to tell the

truth about the weights of their machines.

The suggestion is, that the weight of

every machine be stamped upon it and

certified to be correct by the makers. The
actual weight of a cycle is easily ascer-

tained, and we fancy that very few believe

what is said by those who are engaged in

disposing of it. We have seen nearly

every make of bicycle and tricycle

weighed, and very seldom found the alle-

gations of the maker true. It is very

certain that there is a limit to the light-

ness of machines; and that as Singer &
Co. say there must be sixteen ounces to

a pound. Those who build machines and

advertise them to be much lighter than

they really are, commit a fraud upon the

public.

CORRESPONDENCE

[This department is open to communications relat-
ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-
bilityfor opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.,]

League Bulletin.

Editor Bicycling World : — The first

number of the L. A. W. "Bulletin" has
come to hand, and certainly does credit

to its editor and manager.
I have been greatly amused in reading

the criticisms of the Wheel upon the com-
position and action of the "Com. on the
League organ."

The allusion of the failure of the dog
to catch the rabbit, applies quite forcibly

to the editor of the Wheel, who has re-

cently stated that "he did not care a
for the L. A. W., but he had an axe to

grind ;

" the axe, probably, being his

effort to secure for another term the offi-

cial organship for the Wheel.
His estimate of the cost to Messrs.

Baird Bros, of producing their paper, in-

duces the inquiry: "How much did it

cost the Wheel to furnish the League
organ for the preceding term ? and if any
such sum was involved, where did the

money come from ? also, where is the

$10,000 in the offer of the Wheel io fur-

nish that paper for one and a quarter cents

per copy ?
"

In regard to an editor devoting his

whole time to his paper, it is patent that

the editor of the Wheel does not.

The greatest farce, however, " The or-

ganizing of a stock company," afterwards
alluded to as a " bogus " company, with
"vague" and " unknown" capital, will, I

think, compare favorably with the organi-

zation of a Cyclists' Publishing Com-
pany, and suggests the questions : Who
are its officers ? What is its paid-up cap-

tal ? What is that capital (if any) in-

vested in ?

It will be quite interesting at the ex-

piration of the first League year of the
publication of this L. A. W. " Bulletin

"

to compare actual results with the pre-

dictions of this experienced and success-
ful editor of the Wheel.

I think the committee are entitled to

the respect of the entire organization for

their pluck ; and I think their estimates
are also entitled to confidence, at least,

until proved to be incorrect.
#

New York, ii July, 1885.

Metz of Utica.

Editor Bicycling World:— Having in

your last issue declared Mr. Charles H.
Metz to be a professional, and criticised

the action of the Fort Schuyler Wheelmen
in admitting him to their races, we beg
that you will publish the history of his
case, which is as follows :

—
10 August, 1881, the citizens of Utica,

gave an entertainment for a charitable ob-
ject at the Utica Driving Park. Amongst
the attractions were the race of Elsa Von
Blumen against horses, and a bicycle
race for a gold medal given by Von Blu-
men. The starters in the bicycle race
were four members of the old Utica Bi-
cycle Club, as follows : Ed. Peckham
captain ; Henry Edwards, Charles H.
Metz, and W. J. Walters, then local con-
sul for the L. A. W., and at present a
member. Mr. Metz won the race. He
did not at that time, nor at any other time
race against Von Blumen.
Sometime afterwards, Mr. Metz made

an application for membership to the
L. A. W. He was protested on the sup-
position that he had entered a race with
Von Blumen on above date. In reply to

the charge, Mr. Metz and W. T. Walters,
L. A. W. consul, sent their sworn affida-

vits, together with the daily papers de-

scribing the race to Mr. Fred Jenkins
who was secretary of the L. A. W. at

that time. No attention was paid to it at

all. In 1884, he made another applica-

tion to the League, and was again re-

jected, the cause being previous protest

sustained.

No regard has been paid by the League
officials to demands for an investigation.

His case having been explained to C. K.
Alley, Mr. Gilman, Abbot Bassett, and
other prominent League men, each ad-

vised a new application to be the best

course. Accordingly his name was sent

with twenty-nine others (F. S. W.), 16

May, 1885, nearly two months ago. His
dollar has not been returned, and he has

received no notification yet that he is re-

jected. Were we not warranted in all )w-

ing him to enter our races ? Mr. Metz's
case is proof that being rejected by the

L. A. W. does not make a man a profes-

sional.

The League officials seem to entertain

the idea that to declare a man to be a

professional proves them to be very effi-

cient officers. Would it not be much
more to their credit to carefully investi-

gate so serious a charge ?

There will be no alternative in this case
now ; the Fort Schuyler Wheelmen, as a
League club, will demand a thorough in-

vestigation. W. T. Damon,
Secretary.

Our statements were based on infor-

mation by Mr. Hill, chairman of the mem-
bership committee. Mr. Hill has told us
that Metz is a professional, and he has a
large amount of documentary evidence
to prove it. Our correspondent says he
has been advised to make another appli-

cation for membership. We advised an
application to the racing board for rein-

statement, but none has been made.
The club was aware that Metz had been
rejected twice, on the score of profession-
alism, and yet they allowed him to com-
pete in races with amateurs. They have
never presented his case to the racing
board, though they have been invited so
to do. Our correspondent will excuse
us if in the present aspect of the case we
place more weight upon the official state-

ment that we have received, than upon
the statement of the friends of Metz.
Ed.]

From a Feminine Point of View.

" What is its name ?" The question
was asked by a young lady friend who
was examining my cycle. I informed her
that my beauty was nameless, and then
it occurred to me, why nameless?

Why should not our wheels be named ?

There is no law to prevent it, and no one
to object if I paint a name in letters of
gold on the dress guard ; but that is not
the point. Why do we not all doit ? and
why is not a name the first thought that

comes to a man or woman when they get
a cycle ?
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A name gives an individuality to a
thing; that cannot exist without it. My
pony was called "Rex," and he was
' Rex " to me always. I don't believe I

should have had the affection for him
that I did had I been obliged to speak of

him always as " my pony.,'

The man who buys a boat, a yacht, or
any kind of sailing craft would not fail to

name it. Why even the horse cars and
omnibuses are named nowadays,

Now, I contend that neither boat,

yacht, nor quadruped can approach nearer

to the affections of an individual than can
a cycle. Why, it enters into one's own in-

dividuality, and sometimes when I speed
along the highway, the pedals turning

without apparent exercise of power, and
the tiller giving direction seemingly with-

out action on my part, the machine and
rider appear to melt into one, and the in-

animate steel seems to throb with life

responsive to my own heart beatings.

few of us will show results meriting com-
mendation. •

Why then are our cycles nameless?
Given a name we should speak of them
with more affection, and I believe it

would endow them with qualities we have
never noticed before. 1 can conjure up
more affection in speaking of my " Cly-

tie," my " Minnehaha," or my " Daunt-
less," and I think I should warm up to a
greater extent in my enthusiastic praises

than I can in speaking of my tricycle in

all its cold generality.

Forgive me for my little outburst
of enthusiasm. It came spontaneously,
and out of the fulness of the heart the

mouth speaketh.

I fear that I do not always have be-
fore me the fact that I am talking to a
constituency made up largely from the
sterner sex, as we are pleased to call the
gentkmen, and 1 may at times tune my
harp in language suited to my own; but I

am here to present matters and things
from a feminine point of view, and I

should not be true to that mission di 1 I

not speak as I think, and write down my
impressions as they naturally occur to

me.

I am aware that all, or most all, ad-
vance in cycling is due to the men, and
th.it we must look to them for what is to

come. It is my purpose to press upon
their attention certain demands and ne-
cessities of the little coterie of ladies fol-

lowing in their wake, small now, but soon
to be largely increased ; a little coterie

that can never hope to equal what their

brothers can do on the cycle, for they are
hampered by a costume unsuited to the
best results, and confined to outings
within certain prescribed bounds.

But we will not be found to be alto-

gether weaklings, and I doubt not some

I have given heretofore some atten-

tion to apparel and at the risk of repeat-

ing myself I want to make a few more se-

lections. Mrs. Philpot is a close ob-
server, and speaks only from experience.

Whatever she may say, therefore , comes
on good authority. Describing her dress,

she says

:

" My riding-dress is made of a dust-

toned material, neither thick nor thin,

cut a la Princess style, trimmed with five

or six four-inch kilts (each well fastened
half-way down.) These cover three parts

of the skirt, while above, draperies are
arranged front and back. Under the

dress, and made of same material,

trimmed to match, I wear divided skirts,

which reach to the ankle. Mine measure
twenty-nine inches round the bottom of

each. When made this width they fall

around, and clothe the ankle much better

than if narrower. They also amalgamate
with the dress, and are scarcely discerni-

ble. The divided skirts should be just

covered by the dress when not riding.

The dress should be made rather longer

than for ordinary walking purposes. The
divided skirts are not inconvenient to

wear, and for many reasons very desir-

able. I have ridden a considerable dis-

tance in this costume, in all weathers, and
on various machines, and it has never
caused me a moment's uneasines or

trouble, nor has it ever caught in any part

of any machine, thus showing that it is

quite unecessary to ride in plain skirts,

which, to my mind (it may be a want of

taste) are very ugly. A riding-dress must
be flannel-lined. When extra warmth is

desired, I wear a black braided jersey,

which answers admirably, as it does not

in any way impede the action of limbs or

lungs. I have found close-fitting cloth

jackets a great drawback when enjoying

a somewhat smart spin."

Mr. Hillier says that eighty per cent,

of the ladies who have written him re-

garding costumes, prefer the "divided
skirt." What is so generally approved,
must have merit, and I regret that I am
not able to describe the skirt in a suffi-

ciently definite manner to make it possi-

ble for American ladies to make it up. I

shall be obliged to Mr. Hillier, should
this catch his eye, if he will send me a
description Perhaps he had better get

a lady friend to write it; for while I can
believe Mr. Hillier knows its conforma-
tion, I doubt the ability of the average
man to describe a garment so that a lady

can take a piece of cloth and make one.

The uni'orm designed and strongly

recommended by the ladies' committee of

the C. T. C. is as follows :
—

(1.) A pair of dark grey woollen or

merino stockings.

(2.) A pair of loose knickerbockers,
of tl e dub cloth, fastened with elastic,

or by a cloth strap and buckle, under the

knee ; to be suspended from the hips or

the shoulders, at the option of the

wearer; or

(3.) A pair of trousers cut loose to

just below the knee, and thence tighter

down to the foot ; to be suspended from
the hips or shoulders at the option of the

wearer.

(4.) A plain skirt, of the club cloth,

without kilting, and of sufficient fulness

to admit of absolute freedom of move-
ment without undue bulk.

(5.) A bodice or jacket, at option of

wearer, cut either to fit the figure, or of
" Norfolk" shape, lined throughout (in-

cluding sleeves) with the club flannel, and
provided with an adjustable belt if so
desired.

(6.) A helmet or hat of the club cloth,

or of straw, with a special and registered

ribbon, in any of the shapes that may be
provided by the club from time to time.

(7.) A pair of soft •' Tilbury'd " doe-

skin gloves.

I want to give my lady friends a little

suggestion that came to me from the

editor, and which I have put to the test

with admirable results. I suffered very

much from perspiration on my forehead,

and had to make frequent applications of

the handkerchief. This was aggravated

on a hot day, and I attribute it more to

the glare of the sun from the white roads

than to the direct rays. The editor sug-

gested goggles. I procured a pair for

twenty-five cents, and am relieved. I find

that I can ride without the inconvenience

that obtained before, for the glare of the

sun is no longer felt.

I will not pretend to say that the

goggles add to one's personal appearance;

in fact, I think a lady looks a good deal

like a guy with them on ; but it must be

remembered that they need not be worn
through the thickly settled regions where
the glare is not obtrusive, but out in the

country they are grateful in their service,

and there are few passers. I say this for

the benefit of those that regard appear-

ance as the first importance. I wear the

goggles when they are useful, regardless

of the remarks of lookers-on.

Daisie.

The Big Four Tour.

Bulletins from the Big Four Tour
are coming in daily.

Bulletin No. 2 comes from Rochester,

7 July. Left BaUvia in the morning.

Rain. Train to Rochester.

Bulletin No. 3, dated Cobourg, 8 July.

Left Rochester 9.25 a. m. Arrived at

Charlotte 10.13 P. M. Steamer across

the lake to Cobourg. Met at the wharf

by the inhabitants. Parade and hop in

the evening.
Bulletin No. 4, dated Belleville, 9 July.

Left Cobourg 1)30 A. M. Arrived at

Belleville 5.5 P. M. Distance 43.2 miles.

Riding time. 4I1. 35m. Weather warm.
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Road fine. Last twelve miles made in

fifty minutes. Reception by mayor,
American consul and Belleville tourists.

Bulletin No. 5, dated Thousand Isl-

ands, 10 July. Left Belleville 10 A. M.

Arrived at Kingston 6.
1
5 P. M., 496 miles.

Riding time sh. 25m. Weather, cool, and

rain. Road fine, but some mud. The
road race was started at Cobourg at

10.08 A. M. The starters were C. E.

Stone, St. Louis; G. E. Weber, Smith-

ville, N. J.; H. D Corey, Boston; L.

D. Munger, Detroit, Mich. ; H. N. Van-
Sicklen, Chicago ; and F. W. Wester-

velt, Springfield. Col. Chambless, of the

Arlington Hotel, W. K. Evans, of the

Canada Wheelman, and H. J. Sulgrave

started the contestants in good order, but

before they had gone two miles, Van
Sicklen's machine was kicked by a horse,

and he was compelled to retire. A little

farther on, Corey, who had borrowed the

front forks of a friend's wheel in order to

get a lower drop on his handle bars,

found that they did not fit as securely as

he supposed, and, after fitting them
twice, he decided not to run the risk of

coasting the steep hills, and took the

train to Kingston with Van Sicklen.

The roads were in horrible condition, it

having rained heavily the night befoie,

which made riding very difficult. At
Belleville, forty-five miles, Stone, the St.

Louis flier, led, arriving at 1.49 P. M.,

Munger second, Westervelt third and

Weber last, he being thirty-three miles

behind Stone.

Before the race the betting was mainly

on Stone and Weber, the latter being

the favorite, as hilly roads decidedly

favored his Star machine. On the other

hand, Stone was known to be an ex-

tremely reckless rider, and, baring acci-

dent, it was thought he had about an

even chance with Weber. Nearly all

the other contestants had been over

course with Stone, and, although they

could keep with him on the straights,

they did not dare to ride the hills after his

reckless manner. Stone passed Shan-
nonville at 3.20 p. M., Munger second.

At Napaull, 25 miles from the end of the

race, Stone was ahead by 26 miles, Mun-
ger second, and ahead of Weber by 26

miles. The road from Napaull to Kings-

ton is fine stone. The course was cov-

ered during a heavy storm. Weber had
three Star machines placed along the

route in case of accident, but his winning
at this time of the race was exceedingly

doubtful. Stone arrived at Kingston at

6.36 P. M., having made the too miles in

8b: 28m. He was in fairly good condi-

tion, the last 25 miles having been ridden

leisurely. He took no refreshment ex-

cept eggs and drinkables. While enter-

ing Belleville, a cow crossed his track,

making him take a header, fortunately

doing no injury. Munger arrived at 7 o8.'>,

with Weber six minutes later. Weber's
machine was damaged outside of Coburg
by a balky horse forcing him into a fence.

From Round Island, 11 July: Fishing
and rowing about the islands occupied

the morning hours, and in the afternoon

a sail was taken up the river, visiting the

various points of interest. In the latter

part of the afternoon several races were

run around the patk; H. S. Wollison, of

Pittsfield, won the half-mile race, defeat-

ing W. G. E. Peirce, of Chicago ; Geo R.

Bidwell, of New York, won the fat men's

race, and C. S. Howard, of Boston, won
the thin men's race. During the evening

a rousing big camp fire was built on the

grounds of Commodore Taylor, around
which the cyclists sang songs, told stories,

and fed mosquitoes. A hop was given

at the hotel, at which were assembled all

the fair ladies from the neighboring

islands.

The Wheeling (Va.) Case.

The hearing of the arguments of coun-

sel in the case of the City v. John Top-
ping, charged with an infraction of Sect-

26 of the ordinance in relation to offences,

in that, on the twenty-second day of June,

he engaged in riding a bicycle on Virginia

street, Island, took place in the municipal

coutt, 30 June, and excited considerable

interest among the owners of machines.

The city was represented by Solicitor

O'Keeffe, while H.M.Russell appeared
for the defence. The latter opened his

argument about three o'clock. Counsel
for the prisoner, after citing a number of

authorities bearing upon the case, said he

intended to make a statement which would
possibly somewhat surprise a number of

members of the council. The city of

Wheeling did not own the streets. They
belonged to the State, as public thorough-

fares, and the city was merely a trustee,

with much the same powers as that

vested in a road overseer. The streets

are public thoroughfares for common use,

and it was for this purpose that the State

had given the city control over them.

The passage of citizens along them is to

be free and unobstructed, and they may
be used by such class of vehicles as may
suit the convenience, habits, or inclina-

tions of the occupants or owners. The
city, as a matter of fact, owned but two
streets within the corporation lines, and
they were between the sixth and eighth

wards. There was no statute or history

of the State from which it can be in-

ferred that it ever was the intention of

those having the making of our laws to

say that riding or driving a bicycle was
not a perfectly legitimate method of wast-

ing time.

It might be urged by those who sought
to enforce this ordinance that there was
no specific law on our statute books
authorizing the use of bicycles. That
was true ; but when those persons should
show him a specific 'law prohibiting a

man taking his sweetheart buggy-riding,

he would find some answer other than

the one he had given. The attempt on
the part of the friends of the ordinance
was a contravention of the general laws

of the State, which allow the use of

thoroughfares for the convenience and

pleasure of the people. It was not neces-

sary to point out the specific law which
the ordinance controverted It was suffi-

cient to show that it was at variance with

the common law of the land, and par-

ticularly that relating to the liberty of the

person. . . . Council could not be un-

reasonable. It was not "a little empire
in itself." It could not unreasonably
enjoin and restrict a man in the enjoy-

ment of his liberty. . . . The ordinance

was a restriction on the undoubted right

of all persons to use the thoroughfares

for unrestricted passage, in such vehicles

as he or she may elect. It should be de-

clared void (1) because it was unreason-

able; (2) because it was in defiance of

the laws of the State
; (3) because it

contravened the right of every man to

use his property as might seem best to

him.
Mr. O'Keeffe, for the city, followed.

The qrestion was, Is the ordinance un-
reasonable ? Did it deprive the owner of

a bicycle of the use of his property ? It

was not to be contended that the young-
sters of the city were to be allowed to

take possession of the streets to the det-

riment of the inhabitants. If it be con-

ceded that a bicycle, propelled by human
power is lawful, might it not with equal

justice be allowable for steam bicycles to

be put upon our streets? He did not think

much of the talk of the ordinance being a

contravention of a citizen's personal lib-

erty. If a man should choose to ride a
buffalo through the street?, that act would
be the making use of personal property

in the manner desired by the owner, but
would not council have the power to

prohibit such an action? It had been
claimed by counsel for the defence that

the bicycle was very easily managed; but

the fact that a child had been struck was
a pretty good reply to that claim. He
had seen it stated in a da ; ly paper of this

city— that a well-known professional

gentleman intended to shortly introduce

a bicycle run by steam. If he did so,

his action would probably be imitated by
others. There could be no doubt but
that such machines would be a nuisance,
and council could prohibit their use.

Council was vested with discretion in

such matters, and it certainly had the

power to make the regulation contained
in the ordinance.

Counsel for the defence thought the en-

deavor to make the bicycle a plaything
was rather strained in the face of the fact

that they were used for business purposes
all over the civilized world, and riders

were steadily growing in numbers. Coun-
sel had sought to make riding a bicycle a
parallel case with a man riding a buffalo.

The only similarity he could see was that

both commenced with a "b." He sub-

mitted that even a man on a buffalo

could not be interfered with if it was a

nice, quiet buffalo, if thirty or forty other
citizens kept buffaloes, and made a prac-

tice of riding them, either in the way of

business or pleasure, and if the use of

buffaloes for such purposes obtained in all

the States of the Union, and in all the
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When You Buy,

Look more at the past reputa-

tion of the maker than at the

present appearance of the ma-

chine. Paint, enamel and nickel

covereth a multitude of flaws.

When You Buy,

Buy the Best, and although you

Hind it perhaps a little higher in

price at the start, you will find

it the cheapest in the end,

y***<*j*^j*MM3***ii**i

THE RUDQE.
Stoddard, Lororing 4 Co,

-ScitOU,MWt.

The RUDGE.

When You Buy,

Do not buy your machine on

paper. See either the machine,

or an exact counterpart of tlio

machine you think of purchas-

ing; then you know what you

are getting.

When You Buy,

'Gire tts a show with our ma-

chine. All we ask is a chance

with the rest. If you are not sat-

isfied after placing our machine in

€lose comparison with others, we

will not urge their sale.
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ROYAL MAIL.
Still Increasing in Popularity and Demand!

Thoroughly Established in American Favor I

A EIGID LIGHT ROADSTER, PERFECTLY MADE IN EVERY DETAIL.

NO OTHER WHEEL IN THE MARKET has its tangent spokes tied as strongly. The ROYAL MAIL winds its spokes

SEVEN TIMES, giving great firmness and rigidity. We invite wheelmen to examine this feature of strength. The ROYAL
MAIL has very stout round edge Forks. The ROYAL MAIL has good Rake. Its high reputation has been gained by its splen-

did performances on Road and Track.

LATEST PERFORMANCES OF ROYAL
MAIL STILL LEADING.

At Kings County Meet at Brooklyn, 3-mile race won on

Royal Mail.

At Woodstock, Canada, July 1st, 1-mile race won on

Royal Mail.

At Woodstock, Canada, July 1st, 5-mile race won on

Royal Mail.

At Buffalo, July 3d, 2-mile race won on Royal Mail.

At Holyoke, July Jj.th, 1-2 mile race won on Royal Mail.

At Boston, July 4^l> 2-mile race won on Royal Mail.

Eight of twelve races at Memphis, in May, won on Royal

Mail.

At Springfield, Hunter won the 1 and 5-mile on Royal

Mail-

At New Haven, the Pope Cup won by Hunter, for the sec-

ond time, on Royal Mail.

At Baltimore, Crist won on Royal Mail.

At Brooklyn, Haven won 3-mile handicap on Royal Mail.

We wish to call especial attention to the fact that most of above as well as nearly all last year's wins were made on the ROYAL

MAIL Light Roadsters (not Racers). Such a wheel, light, rigid, true running, spokes firmly tied, and made in every detail with

greatest nicety, fit either for road or path use, has certainly for wheelmen great merit, and we offer as such the ROYAL MAIL.

DON'T FAIL TO EXAMINE ONE OF THESE 1885 PATTERNS.

Wm. READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.

SOIiE A.MEHIOAN -A-G^ESKfTS
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countries of the world. That would put
the buffalo on the same footing with the

bicycle, and council might regulate, but it

could not prohibit. The counsel had re-

ferred to the fact that a child had been
struck, as an argument against the ma-
chine. It was rather an argument in fa-

vor of it, from the fact that, although the

child had been hit, it was not hurt. If it

had been a wagon or a buggy the proba-
bilities were the child would have been
killed ; but when hit by the bicycle the

child had scrambled to its feet and
walked off. Not a very dangerous ma-
chine, surely.

At the conclusion of the arguments,
his honor announced that he would con-

sider the case, but advised those who
thought the ordinance an infringement of

their rights to ask council to repeal the

law. — Wheeling Register.

Notes by the Way.
Trudging along through life we often

find ourselves in delightful company
which we enjoy for the moment, and then
find ourselves bereft of. Sometimes we
may take divergent paths; sometimes we
go on before, outstripping him in the
race ; sometimes we see him fall by the

wayside ; sometimes he goes on before
leaving us to plod along alone. Whichever
it may be, it seldom happens that there is

not left a memory to be cherished or to

be cast aside, as our companion may
have impressed us for good or evil.

Some writer has said that every soul

ought to have its own Westminster
Abbey, into which, as years pass, the

great good are admitted, with statue and
tablet, into which is no easy admittance.
You are not to worship within your
sacred walls, for there are but men about
you. But you are to sit there, dreaming;
rested, thankful, inspired.

I long since erected my Abbey, and
although it is not peopled with the great,
its niches hold long lines of the good and
noble fellows whom I have been proud
to call my friends. Fellows whose lives

have not been dotted all over with strik-

ing events, and who are not conspicuous
in what Oscar Wilde calls " that horrible
record of crime, called history," but who
have come onto the stage of action en-
dowed with the true qualities of man-
hood, and of whom it maybe said, the
world is better that they have lived.

I have been dreaming in my Abbey,
this week, and my dreams have been
inspired by the reading of the announce-
ment of the downfall of the Cunningham
Company, — the pioneer house. I have
been carried back to the time when the
house was formed, born of the enthusi-
asm of Frank Weston.

thing to be one." Weston was a wheel-
man when it cost something to wear that

title. It cost the laughter of friends who
regarded him as a crank ; and it cost

him hours of argument, to bring the in-

credulity of listeners to his faith in the

future of the wheel.

Weston was bred an architect, and
was graduated from the office of N. J.

Bradlee. He started for himself on
Devonshire street, and soon had com-
mand of a tidy little business. Pleasure
and business combined drew him fre-

quently to England, the land of his birth,

and it was during these trips that his

attention was drawn to the bicycle. That
was in 1875-6.

The bone-shaker disheartened Amer-
ica. It gave an idea to England. I

remember very well those bone-shaker
days. I think the Hanlon Brothers did

the most to set us on fire. Their yearly

visit to Boston was looked for with long-

ing eyes by the young men, for they were
gymnasts of a rare order of merit, and
they were sure to bring something new
each year. They came to us one year with

the velocipede. We had heard that such
a contrivance was in use on the boule-

vards of Paris, and we were eager to see

it. It set Boston by the ears. It was
the talk of the day, and.when the Hanlons,
at the request of a number of gentlemen,
gave us an exhibition of riding on Boston
Common, we surrendered at once, and
said " this thing we must have."

Soon after this the carriage people

gave us a chance to get a velocipede.

They brought machines from France and
England, and established riding schools

in their warehouses. I used to go up
and see the greenies ride, during my
dinner hour, and I never failed to 'find a

crowd leaning over the railing. The
Hanlons, meanwhile, were riding in the

theatres. They took out a patent on the

slotted crank, while in Boston, I think,

and it is that same patent that covers the

slot in the crank to-day, and which is

held by the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany.

My father used to say with pride, " I

was an abolitionist, when it cost some-

The fever continued to spread, and
soon the velocipede rinks were as thick

as flies in August. This was in the win-

ter. The boys learned to ride and be-

came proficient, and they longed to get

out on the road. Fast day was approach-
ing, and plans were laid for out-door
runs. The holiday came and went. In

the morning the velocipede was in high
favor ; in the evening it was thrown aside

in contempt. It was like the rocket and
stick. Brilliant in its ascent, ignomin-
ious in its downcoming. It proved itself

impracticable on the road, and the boys
threw it aside in disgust.

perfect it. Slowly, but surely, the veloc-

pede approached the modern bicycle, not

by a sudden jump, but by years of patient

labor and experiment. The mechanics
commenced by enlarging the front wheel,
and the nearest approach to a jump in

the history of the machine was in the
reduction of the little wheel. This was
done, and the modern bicycle was born.

Weston watched the growth towards
perfection of the two-wheeled machine
with exceeding interest. He had faith in

it, and he believed that America would
welcome it. He was in England in the

fall of 1876 and the spring of 1877, and
he rtturned to America determined to

do what he could to have the bicycle

brought over and properly introduced. I

don't think he thought of embarking in the
trade himself, for he had a good thing in

his architect's profession, and he wanted
to work in the direction of his training:.

But it was not long before he found
himself engaged in an up-hill job. In-

credulity met him on every side. The
boneshaker was the bete noir that fright-

ened capital. The velocipede was a fail-

ure ; ergo, all two-wheeled contiivances
must be failures. His friends tried to

dissuade him, but he still pressed on,

determined to succeed.

He met, at last, three men with money,
who were willing to listen to him. Dr.
Harold Williams, Sidney Heath, and
Arthur Cunningham. They were ready
to embark in the enterprise, but, said

they, " If you have such faith in this

thing, why don't you put your own money
into it?' To this there was but one an-
swer. Weston put in what little money he
had^and the four formed a copartnership,

under the firm name of Cunningham,
Heath & Co. Weston was to continue

an architect, and the two partners, Cun-
ningham and Heath were to run the bi-

cycle business.

They imported the Stanley machine,
made by Hyde & Wigfull, the Ariel, and
very soon after starting, took the agency
for the Duplex Excelsior. They also

took a lot of the machines that were
brought over for the Centennial, and
placed them in their warerooms and rid-

in" school.

Dalton, of the Boston Club, got one
of these centennial m.ichines about this

time. Lawford, of Tirams & Lawford,
came over with the goods for exhibition,

and he sold them in America. I think

Dalton was the third American rider.

America then let the velocipede se-

verely alone. England went to work to

Chandler was the first rider that I

know of. An uncle of his sent him a

machine from England, and he rode it

about Boston, the cynosure of all 1

He was a good pioneer. Strong, well

made, graceful, good looking, he gave
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character and dignity to the sport in its

inception.

Soon after this Williams aid Heath
were called to Europe, and Cunningham
was left alone. It was then that Weston
determined to abandon an architect's

career and enter the business. He left

his desk and went behind the counter.

Thus was born the pioneer house. Its

after history is known to us all. Proud
in its birth, its life has been a fruitful one,

and its demise is a tragedy.

I do not pretend to be a historian. I

but gather impressions and cast them
forth. They have not the force of his-

tory, nor the glamor of fiction ; but mid-

way between these two I hope to strike

a chord of sympathy that shall cause my
readers to say he has given us profit for

our reading, and a pleasant hour withal.

Audubon, they tell us, would often sit a

whole day, concealed in a bush, watching
the actions of a bird. Had he discovered
himself the bird would have flown away.
He remained in concealment and drank
in knowledge of great value to the world.

I would not be known. To those who
would know me, I say, Do not remove
my shield. I have no shaft to wing from
behind it, and my mission is a worthy
one, for I gather only the roses

By the Way.

MANUFACTURE

The Patton Cradle Spring.

MANUFACTURED BY ZACHARIAS & SMITH,

NEWARK, N. J.

The latest variation of the principles
involved in the cradle spring, comes to
us from Zacharias & Smith, of Newark,
N. J. We have not yet tried the spring,
but it commends itself to us from its

looks, and it may be found to make good
the claims of its makers. It is designed
expressly for the Star machine, but may

be adapted to the ordinary bicycle. It is

clamped to the flat spring of the Star,

and any suspension saddle can be used
with it. By screwing the eye bolts up or

down the horn of the saddle may be
raised or lowered to suit individual riders.

The " Genuine Humber " Tandem.

Mr. A. G. Powell, of Philadelphia,

who is well known as a fast rider on both
two and three wheeler, has been riding

this "flier."' He writes: " I tried it last

evening with Mrs. P., and I must say I

was more than delighted— it was a reve-

lation. The hills on the Lancaster Pike,

that made us get down to business on
other machines, were just bowled, if I

might describe it in that manner. The
best part of all, Mrs. P. says she never
rode so comfortable or felt safer." Mr.
Powell's machine was geared to fifty-eight

inches, and weighed ninety-eight pounds.

Messrs.Stoddard, Lovering & Co.,

have received the following unanimous
testimonial from the members who used
their Rudges on the Big Four Tour :

—
Gentlemen, — We, the undersigned,

members of the Big Four Tour, de-

sire to express our appreciation and
satisfaction with the manner in which
the Rudge bicycles have stood the
rough road work throughout the tour.

As an all-round roadster, we believe

that it has no equal, and cordially

recommend it to road riders who desire

a roadster for general riding, touring,

and hill-climbing, which combines all

the essential points of strength, dura-
bility, and easy running. Fraternally

yours G. R. Bidwell, New York ; W. S.

Bull, Buffalo ; Fred Jenkins, New York
;

Fred C. Hand, Scranton, Pa. ; W. G. E.
Peirce, Chicago; H.S.Wood, Philadel-

phia ; F. W. Warner, Farmington, Mich.;

J. W. Vivian, Boston ; A. D. Peck, Jr.,

Boston ; H. S. Wollison, Pittsfield,

Mass. ; G. L Sawyer, Faribault, Minn.
;

Geo. S. Morley, Clyde, N. Y. ; F. B.
Graves, Rochester, N. Y. ; F. G. King,
Corry, Pa.; W. L. Gardener, Troy, N.Y.;
S. H. Monell, New York ; F. C. Stokes,
Moorestown, N. Y. ; C. W. Wagner,
Ann Arbor, Mich. ; A. M. Scott, Wood-
stock, Ont. ; H. P. Simpson, Scranton,
Pa.; J. H. Johnson, Detroit, Mich.

EXOTICS

Mrs. Allen, of England, who holds
the 24-hour ladies' tricvcle record of the
world, was announced for another trial, 6
July. She is credited with 200 miles in

24 hours.

The English makers are taking to
American names. Singer & Co. an-
nounce a Springfield tandem, and now
Bayliss, Thomas & Co. have a Harvard
safety.

The Australians are an enterprising,
and withal, an original set of men. One

of their innovations has been a race for a

lady's bracelet the winner forthwith lay-

ing the guerdon of his powers " at the

feet of his fair nominator." Such a re-

vival of the courtly proceedings of the

days of chivalry would be romantic,
doubtless, but too much so for the blase

race-goers of this country, where a man
who openly presented his prize to a

woman would be ever thereafter derisively

chaffed for •' mashing in public."

George M. Hendf.e has beaten the
previous fastest records for a quarter-mile

and half a-mile; but, as was the case with
the mile record of 2m. 39s. made in

America last year, the English solons
will be sure to reject it as a world's

record, on account of the American path
being measured eighteen inches from the
inner edge, whereas the N. C. U. regu-

lation is fcr paths to be measured twelve
inches from the 'nside. For exactly the

same reason, there is talk of withholding
the time- medals won by the competitors,
who beat the standard time in the cham-
pionships at Aston, the path there being
measured eighteen inches from the edge.
When the N. C. U. lay themselves out
to split hairs, it is marvellous how very
fine they succeeded in cutting them down

;

and yet it is a fact that the very men who
are so strict as to measuring paths one
foot from the edge are blindly content to

ignore the difference between a raised

and a level edge. The Crystal Palace
track, for instance, has such a level edge
that a wheel can touch it and ride over
and over it at full speed without danger
to the rider, but the Aston and American
paths have solidly raised edges, to touch
which means a certain cropper to either

bicyclist or tricyclist. Consequently, the

absence of danger in touching the edge
at the C. P. enables cyclists to ride quite

close to it. even though it would not pay
to actually cross the edge and ride on the
gravel inside ; but on the other tracks,

the presence of the raised edge necessi-

tates the preservation of a discreet dis-

tance to come-and-go in. so that actually

the rider on the Aston or American path
has to ride farther with eighteen-inch
measurement than the rider on the
Crystal Palace path with its twelve-inch
margin. Hendee's wheel, on the Spring-
field track, must have covered a greater
distance in riding nominally half-a-mile

than it would have covered on the Crys-
tal Park track, and to Hendee must
belong the credit of holding the world's
record at a quarter-mile and half-a-mile.

— Faed in Wheel World.

Racing Gossip.

I see by a copy of the Boston Globe,
which has just come to hand, that Gate-
house and Illston seem to be the coming
men of the English path. As I have
seen both of these flyers, and, in fact, all

the racing cracks, a word or two about
them may no: prove uninteresting, espe-

cially as there is good prospect of some of

them visiting the States in the fall.
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George Gatehouse is one of the few
prominent men untainted by the makers.
He is a student at Cambridge, and a
thorough gentleman. He is a fine tall

handsome fellow, and rides fast and well,

but says himself that he cannot " sprint."

He will go in for the long-distance bicy-

cle championships, and has just ordered
a new Cripper, with which to have a go
it the tricycle races. He is a steady,
hard rider, and sufficiently strong to push
a three-wheeler effectively. As this is

his first year of public racing he is show-
ing up well, and though he did not get in

the final in the five-mile bicycle cham-
pionship, set the pace in his heat, and
brought all in within the time stand-
ard of fifteen minutes, lllston is quite a
boy, being, I believe, only about sixteen
years of age. He was greatly fancied
for the mile championship at Birming-
ham, and though Sellers beat him, he
only did so by six inches, and with the
greatest difficulty. Sellers, for some rea-

son, is not thought as much of as his

riding warrants, but he seems to go with
the same power he did at Springfield, and
is a dangerous man. Probably the great-

est wonder is Webber, who, though but
a lad of about eighteen, is showing his

back wiieel to the best of them, and only
a few days ago "made rings around"
(as the saying goes) lllston. He won the
five-mile championship at Newcastle, in

the splendid time of 14m. 22-fs., which is

within four and two fifth seconds of the
record, and I presume the Jarrow track
is not as good at the Crystal Palace,
where the record was made by Hillier.

Webber s method is to go from start to

finish. In the five miles he went off with
the lead, and kept it until the end. The
positions of the five men competing were
altered, though our old friend Chambers
tried to come up on the straight, and at

one time rode as if he could. It was a
procession from beginning to end, but
the pace was terrific. The success of
English and Webber at this method of
riding ought to teach a lesson to those
who simply wait until the last lap, and
then rely upon sprinting. When a first

class man torces the pace, the last lap
fellows find but little spurt left in

them for the finish. Cripps, whose name
is familiar on account of the Cripper
being called for him, is a good-looking
fellow, about twenty-seven years of age.
He rides with a lot of go and dash and
smiles, as if he were having an immense
time. English is evidently out of con-
dition, and is suffering from the effects

of a bad cropper. Though on his native
heath he did not show up well at Newcas-
tle, and, in fact, alter failing to get away
from his men, withdrew, and it was said
succumbed to the effects of sunstroke. I

should doubt the latter, for the sun was
not at all hot. U. W. Laing, of Scot-
land, is a splendid spurter, and ran sec-
ond in the five miles. Chambers, well
known to many of the World's readers,
secured third position. I saw Vesey at

Jarrow, and he told me that he was train-

ing in London, and was going for cham-

pionship honors at the longer distances.

I suppose the fastest man in England
to-day, is Hillier, the editor of the

Tricycltst, and it seems a pity his busi-

ness will not allow him to race.

London W.

A Chat on Quadrants.

There is no doubt that Englishmen
cling to old customs ; look askance at any
innovation and shake their heads dubious-

ly at all departures from settled ways.
Americans, on the other hand, are per-

haps, too much inclined to take up new
things, and contrivances whose only

merit is novelty are often foisted upon
them. The impulsive Americans are,

however, often saved from being cheated
by unscrupulous manufacturers and
cranky inventors, by their natural quick-

ness to detect weaknesses and general

good understanding of mechanics. I was
not surprised, therefore, to find that while

with us the "Quadrant" was well re-

ceived from the start by those who saw
it, that here in England, there exists in

some quarters a prejudice against it. I

can, however, say that where it does ex-

ist it is generally found with a total mis-

conception of the principles of the ma-
chine, and an utter failure to appreciate

any of its good qualities. I have made a

special point to ask every repairer of

'cycles, and every one I could, who was
in a position to judge a machine, and
without exception the verdict is favorable

to the "Quadrant." When I refer o the

existence of a prejudice, I do not wish to

be understood as saying that the machine
is not selling well here. Had I any de-
sire to do so a visit to the Lloyd Brothers'

works at Birmingham, would at once
prove me to be a malicious falsifier, a

reputation I do not aspire to, and in fact

aim only at bting exact. As I wrote
some time ago, 1 paid a visit to the works
where the "Quadrants" are turned out.

I there became acquainted with Mr.
Priest and the inventor and designer of

the "Quadrant," and who form the firm

of Lloyd Bros. The works are small and
only about eighty-five or ninety men are
regularly employed; but this should not
cause any one to turn up his nose at the
" Quadrant " works; for it is to be remem-
bered that all these hands are engaged on
two patterns, viz ; the bicycle and side

steering machines, while at those large

factories where three hundred or four

hundred people are engaged making
'cycles, there are perhaps a dozen or
more different patterns constructed. If

the size of the works and the number em-
ployed is to be the basis of testing a ma-
chine, a little sum in division will soon show
that the Lloyd Bros, are really employing
a good number of men in proportion to the

styles they place on the market. I went
over the shops, saw the machines in the

various stages of manufacture, and ex-

amined as carefully as I could every part

that went into them, and before I left

gave my order for a No. 8, or bicycle

steerer. 1 do not know how one can

better show the sincerity of his opinions

than by planking down his hard earned
dollars in support of them. I have for a

longtime wanted a t'icycl: with a long

wheel base and a large front steering

wheel, and in the '-Quadrant" I found
both.

The machine is doing well here, both
on the path and road, though the victory

of a machine in any race is by no means
conclusive that the rider would not have
done equally as well on another mount.
Mr. Fourdrinier, who purchased a " Quad-
rant" just before I left the States, com-
plained of the rack and pin'oi rattling. I

spoke to the makers about it, and was
shown a simple device which they claimed
effectually put a stop to any noise, and
assert that now it is as quiet as the grave.

I see in a World which has just come to

hand, a description of these machines,

and will not, therefore, go into the details

as I intended. 1 would, however, like to

call your attention, Mr. Editor, to a little

change which is worthy of note. The
" Quadrant" slides are now placed at an
angle so that the front wheel will stay

where it is placed, which renders the

steering very steady. In fact, I often

run good distances without touching the

steering bar. The front wheel also leans

in when turning a corner. This is a big

thing for racing machines, and should

prove of value on the road. The " Quad-
rant " is not, of course, the only tricycle

fit to ride, and I cannot say that it is the

best machine made ; but I am convinced

that it is a first-class mount, and should

be particularly well suited to our Ameri-
can roads. When I came to England I

determined to buy a tricycle th it would
suit me. I was not hunting for a machine
to recommend to others, but was bound
to please myself, and was prompted by
no other consideration. I choose the

"Quadrant" as being nearer to my
ideas of what a tricycle ought to be for

me to ride. The readers of the World
are familiar with the general plan of the

" Quadrant," so I will not, except inci-

dentally, discuss any of its pecularities,

though I will give a brief description of

the machine 1 am at present using—
when not on a tandem — on the rough

roads of Yorkshire, some of which would
be put to shame by the good highways
about Boston. In the first place the ma-
chine has 40-inch driving wheels. These
are somewhat smaller than 1 fancied, but

three considerations led me to have them,

in preference to anything larger. First,

I wanted to know for tinsel! whether or

not the small wheel theor) is a sound one.

Second, I was bound to have a machine
as light as was consistent with stiffness

and strength; and third, I wanted the

wheels to be strong, and knew that the

larger the wheel the weaker it is, and

that to make it strong, weight ol material

is necessary. So I have two 40-inch

drivers with plenty of fine direct .-pokes.

The tires are \ inch round rubber, or
J

inch smaller than 1 would recommend to

the average rider; but it must be borne in

mind that 1 am light and that 1 was seek-

ing lightness. The steering wheel is in
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front, and in the centre, where I think it

belongs ; for though, for rough, ruity

roads, I can see wherein two tracks

would prove a great boon, I believe,

perhaps erroneously, that a wheel in the

centre and placed well forward, say about

39 inches from the centre of the axle,

will give the safest and steadiest running,

especially at high rates of speed. There

are many whose judgment on tricycle

construction is entitled to the greatest

respect, and whose experience is broad

and varied, who will differ materially from

me ; but as a result of many tests, I find

the safest and steadiest, and with the ex-

ception of machines of the Humber type,

the fastest tricycle is one on the lines I

have described. The large steering

wheel is a desideratum, and tends to do

away with all that jar one feels on a

tricycle with a small front wheel. The
rest of the machine, except the shape of

the frame, which makes it very stiff,

being like a board turned on edge, the

"Quadrant" bearings and steering,

which is steady, and with a bicycle

hardly comfortable, and the gear in the

centre which makes the pressure instantly

felt on the drivers is not materially dif-

ferent from other light machines. I would

remind those that have " Quadrants " that

the central bearing should be kept quite

slack, as it is only intended to act as a

stay when climbing a stiff hill, or when
the brake is applied. The weight of my
machine is sixty-five pounds. I will only

add that 1 am satisfied with the purchase

I have made, as the machine runs easily,

climbs hills splendidly, is light, comfort-

able, and with the means of adjusting for

wear and tear, seems likely to last and

prove a profitable investment.
London W.

">

CURRENTE CALAMO

" De Gustibus non Disputandem."

RESPECTFULLY IMjIlbD TO " DAI III.''

There came to dwell o 'er the way,

Oie memorable day,

A maiden as neighbor to me;

She rode her own trike,

While I rode a bike,

Yet she quite declined flirting with me.

Mv progress was small,

In fact, none at all

For some months— I should say two or three

;

Till, as luck did befall,

At commencement ball,

I feund her my fair vis-a-vis.

At the earliest chance,

1 begged for a dance,

Which she readily granted to me ;

And excusing my faults,

She promised a waltz,

Providing, there an " extra " should be.

A ter that, we rode out,

And oft had a bout,

To see who most speedy could be

;

1 M allow her a start,

Then t 'would take all my art

In ord :r th : goal fint to see.

Well, once after a race,

I managed to face

Her, requesting that she thus should agree,—

That she should change her abode

To my side the road,

In short, share my fortunes with me.

She said yes, sold her trike,

1 disposed of my bike,

—

De gustibus non disfutandum.

And we shall — man and wife —
Ride together through life,

Quite happily, I think, on a tandem.

A. W. C.

Having congratulated a number of

friends lately, we are now a subject for

return of the favor — a daughter.

The Cleveland Club wilj time the races

at its tournament by electricity.

Indiana will be the next state to issue

a road book.

Cincinnati will spend $2,000,000 on
good pavements the coming year.

Capt. T. S. Miller, of Chicago, has
published a little volume of club songs lor

wheelmen. It embraces most all, it not

all the songs published by A. S. Hibfca rd
in a previous volume, and several from
the pen of a St. Louis poet. The music
of the well known " Soldier's Farewell "

is used for a " Wheelman's Adieu," and
there are many other songs of walue in

the collection. /
An English lady has made/as good a

record on a tricycle as any American
rider has made on a bicycle.

A movement is on foot t;o hire a store

for stabling purposes jti Pemberton
Square. The square is very central, and
a rider can get to it without going upon
pavements. Those who would like to

ride farther down town than the club

houses, would be benefited by joining this

movement. A store can be had at a low
figure, and divided among a large number
the expense to each would be small.

Further particulars and entries can be
made with D. E. Devoe, Esq., 128 Han-
over street, or at this office.

Col. Albert A. Pope's portrait has
been added to the collection of " Men of

Mark," published by a well known New
York house.

On the morning of Thursday, 9 July,
George W. Baker, who started from St.

Louis, r July, for Boston, arrived in

Columbus, Ohio, having made 454 miles
in nine days, or fifty miles a day, with a
balance of four miles to spare.

In the St. Louis police court Martin
McGarvin, huckster, was fined $20 and
costs for wilfully obstructing the roadway
and thereby causing Fred H. Morse, a
local wheelman, to collide with his

wagon.

The Worcester /Eolus Bicycle Club
has invited the Massachusetts division,

L. A. W., to hold it annual meeting in

that city.

Mr. Will R. Pitman, of the Ixion
Club, New York, was in town last week.

Mr. E. W. Pope, secretary of the

Pope Manufacturing Company, sailed for

Europe last week on the Cunard steamer
Pavonia.

Gaskell will take in the races at

Chicago.

RACING NEWS

Columbus, Ind.. 3 and 4 July. Rices
of the Bartholomew County Wheelmen

first day.

Five Mile, T. J. Doupe (1), Five Mile,
Professional, — John Brooks (1), 17. [8;
W. M. Woodside (2). Hal/Mile, Stale
Championships— W. G. Irwin (1), 1.32;
L. M Wainwright (2). Two Mile,— F.

B. Bradley (r); W. G. Irwin (2). Half
Mile, Boys, — Will Schnur (i), 1.47^ ;

Frank Lucas (2). Que Mile, 3.30,— F.
B. Bradley (1). One Mile County,—
W. Schnur ( 1

) - 3 55?: W. W. Doup(2).
Two Mile, Professional. — John Brooks
(i).6.3i|; W. M. Woodside (2). Half
Mile, Hands off—F. U. Bradley (1),

1.39; L. M. Wainwright (2).

SECOND DAY.

One Mile, Unicycte,— Prince Wells,
run for a record, 6.45^. Best on record.

Ten Mile Professional, — John Brooks
(1). He rode but five miles, making it

in 16. i8f. Woodside, his opponent, was
taken sick, and had to stop on the third

mile. Five Mile-Handicah,— J. D. Mc-
Cauley, 60s. (1), 19.6^; Peil Hammill,
scratch (2) ; Charles Jenkins, scratch

(3). Half Mile, two in three, — W. G.
Irwin (1), i.25f; 1,37^; L. M. Wain-
wright (2). One Mile, 3 29, — Phil Ham-
mill (1), 3.23; C. Van Overbeke (2).

Half Mile. Unicycle. Professional,—
Prince Wells, run for record 3. of. Best
on record.

One Mile, Professional, — W. M.
Woodside (t), 3.of ; John Brooks (2).

Two Mile, State tha/npiouship, — S. P.

Hollingsworth (1), 6.45 1
; VV. G. Irwin

(2). Two Miles, Professional, — John
Brooks (1). 6.39!; Pacer, Little Joe (2).

One Mile,— Phil Hammill (t); J. D.
McCauley (21. Half Mile, A r

ovice,— F.

B. Bradley (1). Slow — W. Donner
(1). One Mile Tricycle,— C. F. Smith
(1) ; M. F. Robinson (2). Quarter
Mile, — J. D. McCauley (1).

Providence, R. I., 27 June. The
spring tournament of the Ixion Bicycle
Club, was held at Roger Williams Park.
The races took place on the course of the

half-mile main driveway, were generally
interesting, were witnessed by a large

crowd, and resulted as follows: Half
Mile, — G. W. C. Hill (1), 1.43; L. D.
Norton (2), 1.45; H. VV. Rice (3). Slow,
— C. S. Pilblado (1); L. D. Norton (2).

One Mile, — B. S, Webb (1), 3.30+ ; G.
W. C. Hill (2), 3.30^ ; H. W. Rice (3).

Half Mile, hands off,— L. L. Hopkins
(I), 1 .43

;

t

!

; M. S. Fanning (2). Five
Miles, — L. L. Hopkins (1), 20.24^.
Akron, Ohio, 4 July. Races of Akron
Bicycle Club. One Mile, Novice, — A.
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C. Sumner (1), 3.13^ ; Jay Steese (2).

One Mile,— C. E. Stone (i), 3.2^ ; W.
F. Knapp (2). Half Mile,— W. H.
Whitmore (1), 1.26J; T. R. Finley (2).

One Mile, Club,— C. Howland (1), 35.
Two Mile,— W. F. Knapp (1), 6.23^;
C. M. Brown (2). One Mile, 3.30,— W.
S. Sheill (1), 3 I2|. Five Mile, Cub, —
K. A. Pardee (1). i8.26f. Slow Race,—
Jay Steese (1). 5.38^. One Mile, Tricycle,

— C. Howland (1). One Mile, Consola-
tion,— Burt Work (1).

The Dorchester Club will offer at

3 p. M., Saturday, 25 July, a fifty-mile

road race, open to all amateurs, for a first

prize of a gold medal, valued at $50, a
second gold medal, valued at $30, and a
third prize of a cyclometer presented by
the Butcher Company. The route will

be as follows : Start on River street,

Lower Mills, Dorchester, Central avenue,
White street, Centre, Adams, to Quincy
town ; Hancock, School, Franklin, Inde-

pendence avenue, Washington to South
Braintree ; Pond, North, Liberty and
Main Streets, to turning point in square
front of Howard House, Randolph

;

return over same route as far as Centre
street, over Milton and Dorchester Hills

to starting point, River street, through
Hyde Park and Dedham, Dedham ave-

nue. Great Plain avenue to turning point

corner of Centre avenue, Needham, and
return to starting point.

This course, while over some of the

best roads in the State, is so arranged as
to give spectators at the Lower Mills an
opportunity to see the race at the start,

when about half run, and at the finish,

besides giving the people in several
other towns an opportunity to witness the
event. If enough entries are received
to insure a success, a tricycle race of

fifteen miles to Dedham and return, will

be given for a first prize of a gold medal
valued at $25, and a second prize, gold
medal, valued at $15.
On the same afternoon there will be

races of one, three, six. and fifteen miles,
for club members, for valuable prizes pre-
sented by Stoddard, Lovering & Co.,
Overman Wheel Company, W. B. Ever-
ett & Co., Wm. Read & Sons, Lakin Cy-
clometer Company, and Boston Bicycle
Shoe Company.
The winner of the 15-mile club race

will receive, in addition to the first prize,

a gold medal, presented by League Rep-
resentative, Dr. W. G. Kendall, and rep-
resenting the club championship.
An entrance fee of $ 1 .00 will be charged

for the open events, and entries close 23
July. Entries can be made in person or
by mail, with Dr. W. G. Kendall, 176
Tremont street, who will give further
particulars, and make arrangements for
members of the Dorchester Club to go
over portions of the course with intend-
ing contestants.

The Dorchester Club intend making
the date a gala day for the town, and will

welcome all visiting wheelmen. Promi-
nent wheelmen will be invited to officiate

as officers of the day.

The starting point at Lower Mills is

but seven miles from Boston, over fine

roads, and but a minute's walk from Mil-
ton station, Shawmut Branch of the Old
Colony Railroad, or Dorchester avenue
line of horse cars. Trains leave Old
Colony depot for Milton at 1 and 3 p. m.,

and horse cars leave Old South Church
every half hour.

A feature of the recent races at Cote
des Neiges, Canada, was a race on bicy-
cles, five miles, more or less, all up hill.

The contest was won by W. A. Murray,
4m. handicap, in 20m. 59s., G. S. Law,
scratch, by more than 16s.

John S. Prince will not appear at
Springfield this year. Mr. Prince's ex-
planation and reason for his action is

reasonable enough when it is known that
the week of the Springfield meet he re-

ceives a large certainty to give exhi-
bitions against trotters at a Western
fair circuit, which absorbs the Springfield

dates.

It is proposed to have a 50-mile race
at Franklin Park, Cliftondale, the latter

part of this month. There will also be
one and three mile races.

During the recent trip of the St.

Louis Ramblers to Louisiana, Mo., races
were announced to take place at the track;

but this proving in poor condition, they
were held on the evening of the 4th, on
the street, a certain number of times
around constituting a mile. The time of
the winner was announced as 3m. is.

Asa Dolph has accepted Prince's
challenge to race two five-mile races, the
latter to name any date after 20 July.

The Genesee Bicycle Club of Roches-
ter, N. Y., has decided to hold a grand
tournament in September. An effort will

be made to secure Hendee, Prince, and
other noted bicyclists, including the Eng-
lish riders who will compete at Spring-
field. Prizes amounting to $1,200 will be
offered.

The Providence Bicycle Club is mak-
ing arrangements for the most extensive
cycle tournament ever held in the State,
to take place at the time of the State
fair. The club has just passed its sixth
birthday.

The East Hartford Wheel Club have
voted to construct a quarter-mile track,
to be made, like the Springfield one, of
clay, and to be situated on the south side
of Burnside avenue.

The tricycle road race of the Boston
Club, set down for 3 August, will be an
interesting event. The course of last

year has been taken as a basis for this

season's track, and with but few minorde-
viations, will be the one to be ridden
over. The chief change will be as regards
the crossing of railroad tracks, which
last year were found decidedly detrimen-
tal to the contestants. To obviate this

difficulty a new finish has been fixed
upon, which will be somewhere on Bea-
con street. Subject to alterations, if any

are thought necessary, the course to be
traversed will be : Starting from Bailey's

Hotel, South Natick, at 6 A. M., direct to

big sign boards, thence through Beacon
street to gate house at reservoir, going
between the reservoirs and out at the main
gate, turning to left through Boylston
street, Chestnut Hill avenue, Winship
street, Cambridge street, Brighton ave-

nue, Beacon street, and finish at or near
the Public Garden. To avoid any ques-
tion regarding the distance, the route,

now estimated at sixteen miles, will be
carefully surveyed, and a system of check-

ing will be used, which will leave no
room for doubt as to whether or not the

rider has gone over the course. For
prizes, it is proposed to offer an elegant

gold medal to the first man, and record
rewards for those who break Mr. Burn-
ham's time of last year.

A feature of the new grounds of the

Athletic Clubhouse Company, of Mon-
treal, Canada, at Cote des Neiges on 4
July, was a race on bicycles, five miles,

more or less, all up hill. It was won by
W. A. Murray, 4m. start, in 20m. 59s. ;

G. S. Law, scratch, second, by more than
sixteen seconds.

A one-mile bicycle race, contestants

P. N. Myers, of Covington, Ky., G. L.

Beach, of Latonia, Ky., and J. H. Bower-
master, of Xenia, O., took place at the

fair grounds in Springfield, O., 4 July,

and was won by Myers in 3m. 30s.

Prince Wells has made a best on rec-

ord for the unicycle, at Columbus, Ind.

The start was made from a stand still on
a track measured eighteen inches from the

pole, one half mile, 3.0^ ; one mile,6.45^.

Hartford Programme. — The fol-

lowing is the Hartford programme for the

races of 2 and 3 September.

first day, 2 September.

One Mile, — Novice; One Mile,—
Tricycle ; Five Mile, — Professional

;

One Mile,— Amateur— open; Profes-

sional Fancy Riding ; Five Mile,— State

Championship ; One Mile, — Ride and
Run ; Ten Mile,— Amateur— open :

Three Mile, — Amateur, class 9.45 ; One
Afile, Tug of War.

second day, 3 September.

One Mile,— Three Minute Class;
Five Mile,— League of American Wheel-
men Championship ; Ten Mile, — Profes-

sional ; Three Mile, — Amateur — open
;

Three Mile, — Tricycle ; Three Mile,—
State Championship; One Mile, — Safety
Bicycle ; One Mile, — Professional ; Fire
Mile. — Amateur — open ; One Mile, —
Consolation.

entrance fees.

Amateurs, — $1.00 for each event.

Professionals, — One mile, J3.00 ; five

mile, $s.oo; ten mile, $10. Entries

close 27 August, and should be addressed

Robert F. Way,
P. O. Box 1025, Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
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"I ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made."

GEO. M. HENDEE.
WHEEL CLUB DOINGS
Florence, Mass. The Florence Cy-

cle Club has been formed with eighteen
members. President, A. G. Hill ; vice-

president, O. M. Smith ; Captain, Wm.
Haven.

At a meeting of the Missouri Bicycle

Club, of St. Louis, last week, a commit-
tee was appointed to submit a plan for

building a new club-house, which will

cost $ 1 5 000.

Wakefield. At the monthly meeting
of the Wakefield Club, the following offi-

cers were elected for the ensuing six

months : President. C. P. Knight ; vice-

president. E. L. Heath ; secretary and
treasurer, G. O Sheldon; captain, P. A.
Parker; lieutenant, A. T. McKay; club

committee, consisting of the president,

secretary and F. G. Nichols. The club

will observe its second anniversary 16

July by a barge run and supper at the

beach in the evening. It will also have
a week's tour along the North shore the

first week in September, where it has
hired a cottage at York beach, and will

spend a second week at Springfield to

witness'the races. The club is in a very
prosperous condition, having now twenty-
two active and three associate members,
and the prospects are bright for a much
larger number. The present club rooms
are not large enough, and before fall they
will have enlarged them to twice their

present size.

St. Louis. The Missouri Club, of St.

Louis, is in pretty flourishing condition,

if the following statement of the condi-

tion is any criterion. They have in use
fourteen Experts, 52-inch ; eight Stars,

48|-inch ; seven Royal Mail, 52-inch

;

five Rudges, 52-inch ; four Standards,
51^-inch; three Kangaroos, 36-54; two
Sanspareils, 47 inches; two Victors, 52;
one D. H F. Premier ; one Facile, 38 ;

one Columbia light roadster, 53 ; one
Apollo, 56; one Harvard, 50; one
Royal Mail two track tricycle, 48 ; one
Columbia two track tricycle, 48. In the
club fifty-two bicycles are ridden, the
average size of the wheels being 49 .fl-
inches. The average age of the members
is twenty eight and one-fourth years.

From April to 14 June there have been
eleven club runs, the average distance of
which was twenty-two and a half miles.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club has
just issued its year book for 1885. It is

a neatly printed pamphlet of twenty-two
pages, and contains the rules and regula-

tions, and list of members and officers,

with their business addresses. The
membership is now about two hundred
and twenty-five.

In answer to the invitation extended
by the Rockingham Bicycle Club, of
Portsmouth, to the New Hampshire Di-
vision of the L. A. W. and friends, nearly
ninety bicyclers assembled and enjoyed a
run of thirty miles about the beaches, 4
July. The weather was perfect, the
roads were in excellent condition, and
every feature of the programme was ac-

complished on time.

The Nashville Bicycle Club accepted
an invitation from the proprietor of the
Eldorado Springs to spend the Fourth of

July there, and sixteen wheelmen made
the run. At the springs the wheelmen
participated in a barbecue and a ball, and
gave an exhibition of fancy riding.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB
Frank W. Weston,

Chief Consul A tnerican Division,

Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dubs for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the State consul of the State in which the
.pplicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as
appointed, is :

—
Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bif.inger, 608 Harrison avenue,

Leadville.
Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, Concord, Mass.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri.— W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.

New York. — Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W . V. Oilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio.— Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — F. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.
khode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster

street, Providence.
Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.

Canadian Division:— Application blanks can be
obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed enve ope
to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

In States where no State consul has been appointed,
such applications and letters of inquiry should be sent to

Chas. H. Potter, R. C., 99 Superior street, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Applications for Membership. — (Unless protest
is received within ten days from date of this publication,
each of the following applicants are considered provision-
al elected: J. A. V. Hurd, Pigeon Cove, Mass.; W.
Whiteside, 110 East 36th street, New York City; F. J.
Bayliss, Binghampton, N. Y.

Appointments.— Consul for Albany. N. Y., A. H.
Scatte good, 70 South Pearl street; consul forOttumwa,
Iowa; A. L. Eaton, 303 East 4th street; State consul
for Iowa, S. B. Wright, Oskaloosa.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

M. J.
— We take no account of machines in entering

records. It is not the machine, but the man that wins.

J. M. — A lady can ride it easily.

A. T. Lane.— Don't know. Will find out.

Peoria Club. — Crowded out. In type. Next
week.

Slow. —We can't give you the best record for a slow

race.

H. G. — No appointment has been made as yet.

Aghnt.— Your club received. Thanks.

FIXTURES

17 July:
Down East tour.

18 July:
Annual meet of N. J. division, L. A. W., at

Orange.

20 and 21 July:
Ohio State Division, L. A. W., meet and tourna-

ment at Springfield. Half mile bicycle champion-
ship.

23 July :

Races of Pine Tree W. C., Bangor, Me. Two-
mile State championship.

25 July.
Dorchester Club road race.

3 August

:

Tricycle road race by Boston Club.

3 August

:

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, England.

13 August

:

Tournament of B. C. W. at Pittsfield, Mass.

27 and 28 August

:

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile

bicycle championship.

1 and 2 September

:

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

8, 9, and 10 September

:

Tournament &< Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-

cle championship.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[Advertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents,]

FOB SALE.— One 57-inch Sanspariel, light road-

ster, new this season, in excellent condition ; write

for particulars. ED. CARPENTER, No. 51, Market
street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

F'OR SALE. — One 54 inch Yale, light roadster,

painted and nickelled, in excellent condition ; it has

a Bull & Haynes saddle bag, with tools; will sell for

$95, as I want to get a smaller wheel. Address WIL-
BUR N. WINANS, Box 1096, Springfield, Mass.

QUICK SALE. — Special Facile, 40-inch, enamel
and nickel finish, ball bearings, fine condition,

nearly new; cost $139.30; price $123; owner bought
larger Facile. Address FACILE, care G. W. Wilkin-

son, 28 Pemberton square, Boston.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Stock con-
stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex-

amine our large stock ; machines nut sold on instalment,

nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.
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RICTCI.ES WANTED TO MEET OCR
large demai d for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

(MJEAP. — One Victor tricycle, very latest pattern,

I ni" ten miles, good as new, $115; one 56-inch Brit-

ish Challenge, full-nickelled, bell, cyclometer, excellent

condition, $110: one 54-inch full-nickelled Expert, R.
T. ball pedals, good condition, $105 ; also, twenty other

second-hand machines, all bargains. Send stamp for

list. FKED. P. EDMANS, Troy, N. Y.

BAKGAINS. — All in perfict order, guarranted,

52 inch Standard Columbia, $50 ; 50-inch Standard
Columbia, nickelled, S55; 4><-inch Standard Columbia,
painted, $45; 48-inch Union, 540; 46-inch Ideal, J37.50;

jj-inch Acme, $25; 36-inch Otto Special, $15; 50-inch

Victor tricycle, new, $110 ; 42-inch tricycle, R. T., $55;
51-inch Star, full-nickelled, fas. GARVEY'S BICY-
CLE SHOP, Broadway, corner 59th street, New York.

ASTONISHING BARGAINS. — Standard ^Co-

lumbia, 44-inch, $45; 52-inch, $45; 54-inch, $50;
50-inch, ball bearings, dropped bars, $65 ; 52-inch,

nickelled, $7 lantern, $70; 56-inch, enamelled, ball

bearings, $70 ; American Clubs, 5n-inch, full-nickelled,

run one hundred and fifty miles. $100 J
52-inch, ball

pedals, $110; 53-inch Special Club, full-nickelled, ball

pedals, $85 : 54-inch, diito, good as new, $105; 52-inch

Premier, half nickelled, ball bearings, $65 ;
50-inch

full-nickelled Expert, cow-horn bats, $105; 52-inch

Columbia, light roadster, $120; 54-inch Victor, new,

$110; 51-inch Star, n ckelltd, $60; 54-inch, nickelled,

including rims, power traps, rocker pedals, dropped
bars, S. & H. saddle, luggage carrier, cost $145, sell for

$85; Rudge tandem tricyce, cost f220, sell for $150;
twerty others, all siies, at slaughter prices to close.

Enc'ose stamp for list, stating wants. NEW YORK
BICYCLE AGENCY, P. O. Box 2434.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO,,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

EDW. P. BURNHAM,
AGHNT FOR

Royal Mail, Victor and Premier Bicycles and Tri-

cycles, Eoyal Mail Tandem Tricycle (2 iraclO,

and KANGAROO, lie only Real Safety.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hand Machines bought,

sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!
Wil never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not

sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

n market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

*g" Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having them. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil,

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the

Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. *®J

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St, Chicago.

Hall

Type
Writer.

The latest, simplest, cheapest,

and most complete Writing In-

strument. Challenges compari-

son with others in every point.

Every instrument warranted

and sent free to any part of

United States on receipt of

price, $40.

Principal Officb:

853 BROADWAY,
New York.

Agencies in all Principal

Cities.

.3

5
a
o
C
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©
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holds the following Road Records of the world

:

Ten miles in Oh. SS'im
Twenty miles in lh. 15m. (21 miles aotually)-

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 1-4 miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride oovering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three titne.i broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in j
l
i hours. It has

made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, mi<t nll-tlie-i/ear-rmind,
nothing in market can approach it. «g- Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient <>ye>it$ wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

o. w. co. duplex;JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PRESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES ui TRICYCLES
REPAIRED,

Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

iles and Tricycles sold on commission. The Bicy-

cle branch of our business is in charge of Will
S. ATWBLL, telephone No. 1935.

1 1 —1—

^

DUPLEX WHISTLK, WITH CHAIN.

With Chain.

IT IS THE BEST."
By Mail, 75 cents.

SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN* WHEEL * CO
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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Hurrah for the Combination

!

Nbw York, May 15, 1885.

Zacharias & SMITH) Newark, N. J. :

Never knew wli.it solirl comfort was before. If I

could not get another Patton Cradle Spring, J

would not sell mine for FIFTY DOLLARS.
Yours truly,

J. B. MARTINE,
Naval Office.

For riding Rough Roads the Patton Spring is

grand. It lends a new charm to Coasting. If you
want comfort send for one, giving your weight.

Price, $:!..-.(>, Plain. $4.00, Nickellcd.

ZAOHARIAS & SMITH - - S le Agent-,

NEWARK, N. J.

J. S. MURRAY,
Formerly with the CUNNINGHAM CO.

Has opened a new place at

100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Which will be known as

Murray's Bicycle Apicy.
SIDING SCHOOL AND EEPAIE SHOP CONNECTED. F1B3T-

CLASS REPAIRS AT SEASONABLE SATES.

Purchasers taught free. Satisfaction guaranteed in all

ray dealings. OPEN EVENINGS.

BICYCLES.-- EASY PAYMENTS.
BICYCLES *8 to $160. Tricycles 57.50. Velocipedes,

$3 and upwards. Columbia, Victor, Eacile,
American Challenge, Otto, and other Bicycles

H sold on the instalment plan without extra

I

charge except for interest. Send for large,

.new illustrated Catalogue of Wheel Goods,
including many novelties in sundries and particulars of
our instalment plan — of interest to every actual or
prospective wheelman. Many in the Atlantic states
are finding it to their interest to deal with us. Freights
equalized. Second-hand wheels handled. GEO. W.
ROUSE & SON, 9 G St., Peoria, III. Novelties
in Sundries.

MISCELLANEOUS.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP, BROADWAY.
corner 5',th street, Central Park entrance, New

York; repairing, nickelling, and japanning; second-
hand wheels of all kinds wanted and for sale. Send
postal for printed list. Agency of the Columbia bicycles.
Manufacturer of the Duryea saddle.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONK, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

\ 11 tot bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in secondhand
wheels. Send for printed list.

IAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARHIKK, the cheap-
J est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

May be put in pocket when not in use. Bv mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. I.AMSON, Port-
land, Me.

r
HAGUE OF AMKKICAN WHKKLMKN

J —Cold I.. A. W. badge pins, f 1.50 to Jtio each
Send for citcular to C. II. I.AMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

'I'UK
I PO

CRESCENT BICYiLK HOSE sijp-
PORTKR, with patent aligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of tec.

cents by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68

and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

'pHE "ACME" TIKE HEATER. — Price
1 $1.00; the most convenient Healer for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plentv of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim ; full directions

for Cementing on tires accompany everv Healer; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every tider.

C. H. LAM ON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

For 1885.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
— AT —

304 WASHINGTON ST,,

Second Door North of Old South Church.

ARDILL'S
X.XQT7XD ENAMEL!

For touching up or entirely re-enamelling

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
'MPrJE I DID IT"

THE RUOOE

Hard aa Marble. Dries Instantly, without
any unpleasant smell, and produces a Jet Black
enamel surface in One Operation. It is
thoroughly impervious to wet, cold, or heat. Will
not crack, and is not liable to chip off. Any one
can apply it. A suitable Brush given -with
fitch bottle.
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.

For sale by all Agents, and by

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.
Special terms to the trade.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

£5.00; Nickelled, $6. so.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. .1.

" 1 have ridden over 9,000 miles on the ' i-xpert'

Columbia."
" By far the most satisfactory wheel made."

HENRY W.WILLIAMS,
President Mass. Bicvcle Club, Boston, Mass

597 Washington St., Boston Mass
12 WARREN ST.,\ rramph Hniisrc / "5 WABASH AVE
- NEW YORK 7 BRANCHH0USES

V CHICAGO •
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lis American, Pilot Mster, Light kttr, Safety, and Two-Track Tricycle

They are of the very highest grade every way. MANY NOVEL AND PATENTED FEATURES ARE INTRODUCED
that are used in no other wheels. The American Pilot Machines are the only ones containing THE LATEST AMERICAN
IMPROVEMENTS, combined with the best ENGLISH STEEL, WORKMANSHIP AND FINISH, and are conceded to be

the most original, scientific and desirable ever offered.

Pilot Steering Head, with Handle Bar detached

Brief of 50-inch American Express.

i-inch and J^-inch best red rubber tires ; direct spokes

;

Bown's Mollis ball bearings to both wheels ; detachable
cranks; iEolus ball pedals ; elliptical front fork, semi-hollow
back fork; 1 jHi-inch perch; Andrew's head, with long cen-
tres; dust shield, leg guard; 27-inch cow-horn handle bar;
large horn handles; grip lever brake; Harrington's latest

cradle spring, adjustable to rider's weight ; suspension sad-
dle, bag and tools. 4 fjj-inch hubs of burnished gun metal.
Forks and perch are of best weldless steel tube. The head,
neck, axle, cranks, bearings, rims, spokes, etc., are of best
steel. It is very rigid, thoroughly well-made, and warranted.
For strength, durability, and easy running power, it is equal
to any machine made.

It is finished in but one style of nickel and paint, as
shown in the cut, and at the low price offered, no variation
can be made.

Weight, 44 pounds.

Price, 50-inch, $100.
$2.50 rise.

Sizes 46 to 56 inch in stock.

This is positively the best value ever offered, and is un-
equalled by any wheel sold for less than $125.

Illustrated Price List mailed on request.

Section of new pattern Warwick hollow rim, used on the

PILOT LIGHT ROADSTER, and wire compressed and
cemented tire used on all Pilot Machines, the most elastic

and durable tire made, and the only one not loosened by
heat or cold.

AMERICAN EXPRESS.

-

NO. 16 WEST MAIN STREET - - - FRIENDSHIP, NEW YORE.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
-*- ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,-*-,

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylise, Wheel Life,

Wheel Woild, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricvclists' Indispbnsablb Annual and Hand-
book. — By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties ill present use, etc. Profusely

illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-

larged.

oontbnts.
page.

Introductory Essay 5

ANALYSIS OP THE MACHINE.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
Bearings 34
Frame (Forks. Head, etc.) 48
Narrow ing Arrangements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91
Brakes 133
Foot-rests 142

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. .. 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at piesent

made 175
Manumotive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociables 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price 372
The Machine.' Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 383
A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1883 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fastest Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Rides 402
Fastest Professional Times 403
Sociable R cords 404
Directory of Manufacturers 405
Addendas to several Sections 407

There will be no edition of this work in 1885.
Seventy-five cents by mail.

Wb have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 18.S3, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, hv Miss F. J. Erskinb.—
" For some time past therj I as been a real need with
many ladies who have h.id their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
neces-ary information without having to pay fur it by
iheir own experience. I his want is now supplied, and
in Mis* Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice

llld management of tricycles, with sugge lions on dress,

riding mid louring, etc., adapted 10 a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
wh ch no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. '* The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Phvsician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,
Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
cleany printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side
and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the
usual condition of the road bed for each street, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones- Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of
the Tricvcle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding
plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,
resume' of events of the past vear, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers. —The Christmas numbers of

the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-
taining reading matter. " Our Camp." the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.— A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First

edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to IX., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history

of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $11.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Photos of the Newport. Boston, and Chicago meets
of the L. A. W., fifty cents each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com •

plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. #2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.
Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the

acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. #2.50
per year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-

trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. #1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

& Universal!

Improved for 1885

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickellea, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown ,iut of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot be worked off whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

A si your Dealer /or tketn, or send for Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILL.

the:
Perfect Hygienic

BICYCLE SADDLE.
NOW ON THE MARKET.

(Patented March 17, 1885.)

No metal frame or tree. Springs at both ends com-
pletely compensating all jar and jolt. No pressure on
perinxum, and no danger from bicycle riding with this

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle made. Thor-
oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Finest

material ever used in a bicycle accessory. Furnished

only in lull nickel. Ket.iil price, #6.00. Liberal dis-

count in the trade. Ask your dealer to see it. Orders

filled pninpily. Send for descriptive circul .r. Manu-
factured only by

T. J. KIRKPATRICK, Spriogfielfl, Ohio.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 18

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE.

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landv. Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,

ana all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comforiable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, JJ3.00:
Nickelled, $3.75 Sent express free on receipt of

price to any part of the United States or Canada
Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

OARYEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

59th St. & Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central Park Enframe.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barley's AIUCSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, ffitl Guarded Sides

Thh Best and most Comfortable. Iti so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. 0. BUBLEY, BOSTON. Brighton District, MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
We beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non -delivery of their orders for

THE AMERICAN

Long- Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our facili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and

soliciting a continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL <& BOWEN,
(Successors to Bull & Haynes)

587 & 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Licensed by the Pope Sl'f'g. Co.

This shoe is not machine made, but strictly hand-
made flcX'ble shoe, of the best English, French, and
American stock. Warranted to last from April to No-
vember for riding purposes. No rubber to come off, no
pegs nor nails to hurt the feet. Laced low to allow of

adjustment Cut high, but nicely fitted to keep from
slipping. Made in any color to match uniform. Each
slioe made on a last specially modelled by us. Racing
Shoes, with soles one-eighth, quarter, three-eighth, one
half-inch thick, weighing not over ten or twelve ounces.
All shoes patented. Price list and rules for self measure"
ment sent on application. Bass Ball Shoes a
Specialty.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
15S Summei street, Boston.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, n requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new fiat-seated tires are a great Improvement, and the new

square grooved rim Forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" Bays:—"In strength, safely, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star lends all

s; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

Ine are fully guaranteed.
Kor further particulars address,

II. It. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville. Burlington Co., N. I.
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MORE THAN ONE HALF
OF THE BICYCLES IN THE RECENT PARADE OF THE

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN,
AT

BT7FFALO, IsT. "2".

WERE

EXPERT C OLUMBIAS.
And a Proportion of the Balance were of the other Styles of Columbia Bicycles.

At Every League Meet the COLUMBIA BICYCLES have "been in the Majority.

FOR SEVEN YEARS!
THE OLDEST AND BEST RIDERS HAVE RIDDEN AT MEETS AND TOURS

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

THE COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER
Was the Machine ridden by Wm. A. Rowe, who won the FIRST PRIZE, July 4, in the two and three mile race on Lynn Common,

and the one-mile race on Boston Common, making the FASTEST TIME ever ridden on the Boston Common Track.

WE ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH THE
PERFECT HYGIENIC,
IJUHYEA, or
LILLIB1UDGE BICYCLE SADDLE

WITH ANY OF OUR BICYCLES,

Allowing for the Difference Between it and our Regular Saddle and Spring.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SE3STT FREE.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Branch Houses: 12 Warren Street, New York; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUDGE tc SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.



Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

$i.oo a Year.

S cents a copy. BOSTON, 24 JULY, 1885.
Volume XI.

Number 12.

OFCE * .A. G- -A. I UsT • FOIR. • TIHIIE

VICTOR.
Blood will tell in Horses, Fine Workmanship and Material in

Bicycles.

The 100-mile Road Race of the Big Four Tour was won on a

VICTOR by COLA. E. STONE of St. Louis.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
17"0 Tremont Street Boston,

The business of THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY will for the present be carried on by THE
WESTON SUPPLY CO., 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., to whom should he

addressed all requests for Catalogues, and orders for HARVARD and YALE Bicycles, and AMERICAN
METEOR, AMERICAN SALVO, HARVARD, and QUADRANT Tricycles, both Singles, Sociables, and

Tandems. As only a limited stock is available, prompt applications are desirable.
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ROYAL MAIL.
Still Increasing in Popularity and Demand!

Thoroughly Established in American Fayor!

A RIGID LIGHT ROADSTER, PERFECTLY MADE IN EVERY DETAIL.

NO OTHER WHEEL IN THE MARKET has its tangent spokes tied as strongly. The ROYAL MAIL winds its spokes
SEVEN TIMES, giving great firmness and rigidity. We invite wheelmen to examine this feature of strength. The ROYAL
MAIL has very stout round edge Forks. The ROYAL MAIL has good Rake. Its high reputation has been gained by its splen-
did performances on Road and Track.

LATEST PERFORMANCES OF ROYAL
MAIL STILL LEADING.

At Kings County Meet at Brooklyn, 3-mile race won on
Royal Mail.

At Woodstock, Canada, July 1st, 1-mile race won on
Royal Mail.

At Woodstock, Canada, July 1st, 5-mile race won on
Royal Mail.

At Buffalo, July 3d, 2-mile race won on Royal Mail.

At Eohjoke, July 4th, 1-2 mile race won on Royal Mail.
At Boston, July 4-th, 2-mile race won on Royal Mail.

Eight of twelve races at Memphis, in May, won on Royal
Mail.

At Springfield, Hunter won the 1 and 5-mile on Royal
Mail

At New Haven, the Rope Cup won by Hunter, for the sec-

ond time, on Royal Mail.

At Baltimore, Crist won on Royal Mail.

At Brooklyn, Haven won 3-mile handicap on Royal Mail.

We wish to call especial attention to the fact that most of above as well as nearly all last year's wins were made on the ROYAL
MAIL Light Roadsters (not Racers). Such a wheel, light, rigid, true running, spokes firmly tied, and made in every detail with

greatest nicety, fit either for road or path use, lias certainly for wheelmen great merit, and we offer as such the ROYAL MAIL

DON'T FAIL TO EXAMINE ONE OF THESE 1885 PATTERNS.

WlVI. READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
SOXj£ AMEniCAN AGENTS.
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THEY HAVE

COME!
I have received a stock of

The Best,
The Fastest,

The Lightest,
The Strongest,

And the most scientifically constructed tr cycle yet

made; also the

Facile Bicycle,
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

HOME • EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

I cinating Hume Gymnasium ever de-
vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youihs of either sex, the

Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp lor illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physical Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

The Batcher Cyclometer,

IMPROVED FOR 1885.

Can be read from the Saddle and

used with a Hub Lamp.

Price - - - - $10.00
It* form remains the same, but the works have been

entirely remodelled.
Its action is more positive, and the troublesome

springs arc done away with.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley St.,

BOSTON - - - MASS.-

SPEEDANTEPOWER
WITHOUT COMPLEX GEARS

IN THE

"Genuine Humber" Tandem.
SPEED.

Ten mUes in 39 minutes, 38 seconds, straightaway, J. W. SMITH and
Partner, Orange, Oct. 25, 1884. Head winds and hilly road.

I=»O "W US F* -

"The 'Tandem' beats the Dutch! Climbed Ford Hill on it yesterday, — the

hill running from the river road to Chamouni Drive, West Park,— the one

THAT HAS NEVER BEFORE BEEN RIDDEN. Quite as tough as Corey
Hill, in my opinion."

GEO. D. GIDEON, July 16, 1885.

Jt^3 The same machine and gearing— 58 inches— was used in both performances.

" Genuine Humber" Tandems and Crippers
no iv in Stock.

Beware of Imitations that are not Humber made. The suc-

cess of these Famous Machines depends largely on the exquisite

fitting and workmanship found only in the genuine.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Sole U. S. Agents for Humber & Co.

EAST OJFt-A.JXTC3-jE!, 1ST. J".,

362 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
GEO. R. BIDWELL & CO.

2 and 4 East 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and RTJDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles,

Wheel GoodlOf all l><>Hrrlptlon«.

Send for our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

99"Big Four,
"DOWN EAST," and all other tourists should keep
a detailed account of their wheeling. Use the Cyclist's

Record Book.' Every detail in little space, with no
trouble. Pocket size; edges protected; road binding!
pocket for cards, cash, etc. Simple, neat, complete.

Fifty cents.

C. D. BATCHELDER,
Lancaster, N. H.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
OlST INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-

cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one
can now obtain a Bicycle with a small

weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. G BIRD & CO..
2'6 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLES.
DEALERS A1XI} RXDEPS^!

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH

VTHE^
CHALLENGE

IDEAL
-*SAFETY *- BICYCLES

ARE UNEXCELLED B "X" .A. 1>T "5T.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from $74 to $119.

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from $35 to $72.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and

PRICE.
Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY, 222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclists' Touring Club*

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

HARWOOD'S
SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwoou's Detachable Safely Step

Fits any machine* Noscrcw holes on backbone. Clips

nf various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $ i .00

Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20
Nil 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
*io. S

" '" Rudge 75
of remaining numbers reduced to 50

No. i, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for llntish Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

O. F. HARWOOD,

Box 3S5. Worcester, Mass.

The sole Agency in Philadelphia and vicinity for the

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER .

RACER.
AMERICAN RUDGE.

Harvard.

VICTOR.

YALE,

Club,

BICYCLES,
Tricycles.

THE BEST MAKE
SEND
FOR

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE.
Single and Tandem.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

CLUB
TRICYCLE.

ACILE.

BICYCLE RIFLES A1TD SHOT CTTITS.
Just the thing for touring trips and sport along the road. Write for Catalogue

and Circulars, and say what you want. P. O. Box 1108.

AIHtAM OS. POWKIJj m \iv.\<5 nn.
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THE NEW AND IMPROVED FT* -^T*

<

-a

$'<••

>

CONVERTS INTO

DISTINCT SINGLE TRICYCLES,
: The "Saxidringham Club' 5

AND
The 'Imperial Club" (Central Gear),

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTOIV.
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The following extract is taken from a letter written

by an old rider, who doubted the Safety and Efficiency

of the Ribbon Steering. After trying our New Improved

Steering, he writes:

"Tlie Ribbon steeringforever! I believe the Problem is Solved."
June 20, 1885,

The Victor Tricycle, with the New Ribbon Steering,

is far and away the Steadiest Tricycle made.— TWO MILES IN 6.27.

Victor Tires are in to Stay. Tires which can be

Pulled Out are Not Safe to Ride.

Please call or Send for Catalogue

OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St., Boston.

HEW MODEL LIGHT ROADSTER STAR.
The new model is vastly improved in workmanship, and has been greatly simplified, and made stTODeer and stiffar

while the WEIGHT HAS BEEN REDUCED SOME ELEVEN POUNDS in the 4S-inch size S^plJ now S
View. No Catalogues can be hail till later, and applications for same must be accompanied by two-cent stamps. All applications
from outside of New England must have enclosed five cents in stamps, or no Catalogue will be sent.

The N*W Columbia Machines constant!!/ in JStfck. Also the American Challenge and
Safety and the Ideal. Petite Tricycles for Children, $18 to $30.

Having specially fitted tip a Shop and engaged one of the best Bicycle Mechanics in England or America as head of the depart-mm, we are prepared to do the finest and most intricate repairs on Bicycles and Tricycles. Cranks or Stars at reasonable rates
Special Terms to Agents where they send all work to us.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES TO LET BY THE DAY.

Out of town parties may enjoy a Sunday or Holiday on "Boston's sandpapered roads/' at a small expense. Oor list Includes new
Experts, 48 in. to 54 in., and new Ball-bearing Tricycles ol improved model.

TERMS. *2.00 M3R. JDAY INVAniABLY XJST ADVANCE.
KEFEREXCES REQUIRED EROBi STRAXGERS.

W. W. STALL, ( ST^TV.v, ) 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
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Three months . .60

Special Club subscription received at $i.oo if sen to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
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School Streets.
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What is an amateur? See the law as

laid down by the League. Is he a rara

avis? We think so. It is one thing to

make a law, another thing to enforce it.

The League has put its foot down
squarely upon the question. It will have

no professionals in its ranks. It has

passed a strict amateur law. Will the

law be lived up to? Time will show.

Under a strict enforcement of the law

such race meetings as are held at Spring-

field and Cleveland and Hartford cannot

exist. The interest in them centres about

the makers' ainiteurs. Without the

makers' amateuis the race meetings would

be slow affairs.

How many of the fliers at these large

tournaments could hold up their hands

and subscribe under oath that they have

lived up to the following rule :
' No com-

petitor in amateur events shall accept

from his own club, or from a club or any

person promoting sports at which he

competes, or from any cycle manufac-

turer, or from any such source, any pay-

ment for his expenses "?

How many racing men would travel

long distances to race meetings if the

prizes were of no greater value than $50?

And yet these rules carry out the true

amateur idea.

A professional makes a profession

of bicycle racing. He gives his whole

time to it. Ergo, he can do better work

than the amateur, and it is unfair to pit

one against the other. The existence of

the rule is an admission that we must ex-

pect the best results in racing from the

professionals. It would be strange if

this were not so. But there is another

point of view. A is a man dependent

upon his labor for his daily bread. He
gets little time to ride, and his preparation

for racing is in the evening after a hard

day's toil. B is the son of a rich mer-

chant. He has little else to do but train

for racing. He engages in the sport for

the love of it certainly, but he gives no

less time to it than do the professionals.

A and B are amateurs. Is it fair to

place them in competition? C is em-

ployed by a bicycle dealer ostensibly as

a mechanic. He is on the pay roll of the

factory, and draws his wages with the

mechanics. And yet he never goes to

the shop, and he spends all his time on

the race track. He is a professional in

spirit, though he lives up to the letter of

the amateur law. He can join the

League, he can enter the amateur events,

but others who are more straightforward

and come out boldly, as professionals are

debarred from the League, and they sel-

dom get a chance to race, from the fact

that professional events seldom find a

place on race programmes.

In no sport, trade or business do we

look for such results from amateurs as

from professionals. The trouble has

been all along in cycling circles that we

have looked for more from the amateurs

than from the professionals. Where the

eyes of the people are directed, there will

the showmen congregate.

We had a letter from a friend tlii

who cited the case of a wheelman who

had won three bicycles at race meetings,

and he found himself unable to sell them

under the new rule, which makes a mm
a professional who thus disposes of his

prizes. The trouble is not with the rule.

It has grown out of the practice among

race committees of offering prizes of large

intrinsic value, which excite the greed of

racing men. To the true amateur a rib-

bon is prize enough.

Ohio spoke at the League meet

through the eloquent tongue of Kirkpat-

rick,and put herself on record in favor of

a league for amateurs only. Did Ohio

make a bid for the true amateurs when

she announced that the prizes at the tour-

nament held last Monday were to be the

'• handsomest ever used in this country ?

'

Why does Cleveland say that "#1,500 in

purses and elegant prizes will be given at

the tournament to be held in August?"

Let Ohio be true to her ideas.

Chicago is not imbued with the ama-

teur spirit to such an extent as obtains in

the Eastern States, and at the Le tgue her

representatives let matters take their

course. Chicago is to give a race meet-

ing on Saturday next, and the prizes for

the amateur events are medals in every

instance. But she does not ignore the

professional, and finds place on her pro-

gramme for professional events. Chicago

is working in the right direction.

Springfield has always given the

professionals a chance. At the tourna-

ments held in that city, races for both

classes have always been on the pro-

gramme. True it is, she has given large

prizes, and attracted makers' amateurs

from all over the world, but we believe

she will wheel into line at the proper

time and give wheelmen what they want,

i. £., perfection in racing, as shown by

those who devote their lives to it.

Hartford had a voice in the meeting

also, and it was in favor of the amateur

idea. Will Hartford put itself on record

and announce that at its tournanent in

September no prize exceeding 550 in

value will be awarded?

It's no use, gentlemen
; the reform has

got to commence at the root, you may
pass strict amateur laws, you may in-

struct your racing bond to disqualify

j
1

amateurs, but bo long ai you do

everything to encourage the woll in
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sheep's clothing, your crop of wool will

be short.

Sweep away these large tournaments

with their glittering array of valuable

prizes, and substitute in their stead mod-

est race meetings, with prizes of small

value for the amateur events, and good

prizes for the professional events, and

you will make a long step in the direction

the League has signified its intention to

travel.

" But," says some one, " these tour-

naments serve a good purpose, and we

must have them. They give us racing in

its perfection, and that's what we all

want." The point is well taken. But

with a strict amateur rule we must look

to perfection in racing from the profes-

sionals. Given a strict amateur rule well

lived up to, and there would be little that

is attractive in an amateur race. It

would compare with professional events

just as an amateur theatrical entertain-

ment compares with a professional one,

or an amateur base ball match compares

with those given by the National League.

From the professional who gives all

his time and attention to a thing, must we

expect the best results. We fear that

the League wish an amateur rule on the

book, but do not care for its enforce-

ment.

go into the professional ranks. A good

system of invitation races will do much

to purify the amateur ranks.

It is well enough for the representa-

tives from Ohio and Connecticut to go

to the Meet, and put a strong amateur

law on the books. Let them supplement

this by going home and arranging their

race meetings consistently with this idea.

When that time comes we may look for

the reform that is asked for.

Philadelphia is consistent. She

believes in a strict amateur law and she

organizes her race meetings in the spirit

of the law. But nobody goes to a Phila-

delphia race meeting.

The moral of all this is, that wheelmen

who are working with the League should

act in harmony with its ideas. The

League has pronounced itself in favor

of pure amateurship. Let us have it.

Let nothing be done to encourage the

false amateurs. The race promoters can

do more in this line than can the racing

board. If the amateur races are unat-

tractive to the maker's amateurs they will

We do not wish to condemn the

action of manufacturers in putting ma-

chines upon the track to advertise them.

It is a fair enough method of advertising

if they come out boldly, and show their

hands. We believe they would prefer to

send their men into the professional races

if the professional races were as attrac-

tive as the amateur races now are.

Let the curtain ring down on the farce.

Let the drama begin.

We hope our readers will not fail to

read the Tribune editorial, which we re-

produce in our columns. It is written

from a text we have preached from many

times. The path is no place for a bicy-

cle, and yet three in five wheelmen take

the sidewalk whenever they can. In the

Northern States wheelmen have equal

rights with carriages, and it is base in-

gratitude to go beyond what the law

allows. Keep to the road.

Shakespeare remarks that the man

who steals a purse steals trash, and then

comes down with strong but choice lan-

guage upon the conduct of him who steals

the good name of any one. If it is

criminal to steal the good name of an

individual, what shall we say of those

who steal the good name of a club. We
have often called attention to the fact of

the appropriation by a club of a name

held by another club, and in nearly every

instance it has been shown that the mem-
bers were unaware that the name they

took was in use, and they have readily

made a change. But now we have a club

that has appropriated the name of a kin-

dred organization, seemingly with malice

aforethought, and they refuse to make a

change. We regret to say that Massa-

chusetts is the scene of this operation.

Not far from the heart of the old Com-
monwealth there is located one of the

oldest and best bicycle clubs in America.

They have won a good name and are

proud of it. They have been put to

no little trouble of late from the fact that

a new club has sprung up in the same city

and adopted their name. The new club

has received invitations intended for the

old club and accepted them ; they have

received goods sent to the old club and

appropriated them to their own uses

;

and in a number of ways they have put

the old club to serious inconvenience.

Overtures have been made to them to

change their name, but to no avail.

An offer has been made to pay all the

expense for printing new rules and buy-

ing new badges, but the good-name pur-

loiners are obdurate. Steps will be taken,

in a few days, to bring the conduct of

these fellows to the attention of wheel-

men throughout the country, and it re-

mains to be seen whether or not public

opinion will make them budge.

CORRESPONDENCE

[This departmrnt is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-

bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right

to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising

or objectionable phraseology.]

Editor Bicycling World : — In your

issue World, 17 July, you do the city

authorities of our place an injustice. We,
as wheelmen, have always been accorded

the fullest use of the streets and side-

walks, and the present trouble is con-

fined entirely to the question of sidewalks.

The wheelmen of our city can ride in the

streets, I am sure, as well as those of

other places.

The present question then, let me
assure you, is simply whether the city

ordinance restraining bicycles from using

the sidewalks shall be enforced. You
will favor me, as well as all wheelmen
of our place, by correcting your state-

ment in next issue.

Arthur C. Hills.

Roches ier, N. Y., 18 July, 1885.

[This is a new view of the case, and

one that transfers our sympathy from the

wheelmen to the city authorities. It is

eminently proper to exclude the wheel

from the sidewalks, and if the streets are

not good, wheelmen should work to effect

a change. Ed.]

The Facile's Latest Records.

The "J. O G. Job," as they call it

now, has been done by " the Ox," as they

now call Oxborrow, and some notes

thereon may be interesting. The record

to be beaten was Adams', i884.6d. 23fh.

In the first four days 527 miles were

covered,— a large gain over Adams',

which would have brought the total run

down to six days, but for the extraordin-

ary opposition of road, wind and mis-

haps. It was a marvel when, in 1881,

the Facile first obtained prominence by
doing 25 miles in less than two hours ; a

sensational marvel followed in 1882, when
a 42-inch broke the 24-hours record with

214$ miles. Then the marvellousness

ceased ; successive records of 221^, 242^,

and 266^, in 24 hours, with the John
O'Groat's record of 1884. were accepted

as matters of course, in England, and in

~
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this country with only a few lines in

the wheel press, beyond what I have
felt bound to give them. Records have
gone down, and the Facile has gone up,

and I do not care to make any hurrah
over this. When a superb rider mounts
a Facile to break a road record, it is cer-

tain that the record must break.

But something else broke, and I find a
stupid and perhaps malicious item, trace-

able to no source, has started on the

rounds, that the machine broke "in five

different places " and the maker should
explain. Of course the truth can never
overtake this yarn, but the truth is this :

the machine (46-inch) was of the " light

roadster" sort, with f rim, too light for a
175-pound man on such a severe journey,

although it had previous carried him
i,odo miles. On the first day he had a
fall from a rut, and a hornless bull, dis-

approving small bicycles, charged on
him and knocked him off and over; a
day or two later, he had a fall in a street-

car cutting, yet the machine went on
until the seventh day. The front tire had
been wearing and cutting away on the

rough roads, until the wheel, in places,

was running on the rim over the stony
hills in the Scotch highlands, where
winds were met which necessitated pedal-

ling down hill. Weakened in this way,
the rim at last broke into three pieces.

Oxborrow lugged the machine into the

next town on his shoulders,, and tele-

graphed for his "coach's " Facile. His
unfamiliarity with the route all through
had led him continually into wrong turn-

ings, by which he lost from one to as much
as twenty-five miles distance, that had
to be made unnecessarily ; and his break-
down cost him 9 hours. If he were cred-
ited for these mishaps (as of course
he cannot be as a matter of record) his

time would come down some 15 hours,
bringing it close to the even six days,
which would evidently have been his time
under anything like favorable circum-
stances.

Goodwin's rides are more remarkable
yet, I think. Last year he rode a 38-inch
Facile on this route, with Adams, doing
the 924 miles in 8 days 14 hours, and
then turned about and rode homeward to

Manchester, doing 1,332 miles in 12 days
20 hours. This year, Goodwin has put
that and all the long rides far in the rear.

Riding a 40 inch, he reached John
O'Groat's in 7 days 13^ hours ; rested
there two hours only, and started back to

Land's End, making the round trip in

15 days 19J hours ; resting overnight, he
rude on to London, making the 2,050
miles in just 19 consecutive days, an
average ot 108 miles a day. The only mis-
hap to his mount was the breaking of two
spokes, after the tire had been cut away.
This was done in Goodwin's vacation,
and he spent that in the saddle because he
liked the fun. Goodwin has ridden a
38-inch Facile on the road over seventeen
miles in ih. 20m., and a miles in 3m. 45s.

I am watching to see Oxborrow knock
the 24-hour record over again, which I

understand he proposes to do. Mean-

while, I may venture to say of the Facile

what " O. W. Co." says of the Victor,

although the latter's recent 50 miles on the

road in 3 hours 44 minutes and 10 seconds
is half an hour behind the Facile's 50-mile

road record,— " there must be something
in it."

Julius Wilcox.
New York, 4 July, 1885.

From a Feminine Point of View.

Sitting beneath the greenwood tree,

the cool mountain breezes dispelling the

heat, all active work eschewed, and earn-

estly endeavoring to get through the hot

season, I meditate.

Down in the city the sun glares upon
the streets and the house-tops ; the city

is full of dust and rattle and nauseous
smells. What wonder then that the deni-

zens of the place hasten to shake the

dust from their feet, and hie them coun-
tryward.

Lean, nervous, prosperous middle-

aged men and old-faced youths fill the

grains and boats, and find haven, if not

ease, in the seashore and mountain inns.

Others, less fortunate, confine their flit-

ting to nights spent at the sea-shore with

their families while they turn the weary
grindstone by day in the city. These
go, but they return.

Orlando at evening courts the well-

dressed Rosalind in the heavy intervals of

the hotel hop ; cheap Jacques unfolds

his second hand philosophy and warmed
over cynicism on the lawn or the beach

;

and Oliver, on the piazza, discusses with
bankers and brokers and importers the

state of trade or the ways of stocks, and
has little thought for his Celia gossiping
with the other women, or for their babies
dancing in silks and laces under the great

chandelier. Commonplaces, good clothes,

back biting, the slang of State street, and
strains from " Pinafore," " Tannhauser,"
and the latest waltz decorate these cool,

moonlit hours.

Then back again in the morning to

the glare and the noise and the dust and
the elderly bananas and immature
peaches, come the old men and the young,
and counting house and office swallow for

the next six hours the typical American
citizen.

Where is the wonder if he is lean,

dyspeptic, somewhat selfish, a lover of

the dollar, a hater of all that is not
" business?" His imagination carries

him little beyond a good stroke in busi-

ness. He has a placid contempt lor the

poor wretches who write books, and are

not what he considers practical. A bicy-

cle is to him an abomination, and the

rider a subject for his bitter contempt.
He has nothing oi the boy left in him. II

heiver knew the sweets of vagabondage

by wood and field, he has forgotten them
long ago, and is more than content to

spend his summer between the city and
any one of the near, greedy, and certainly

not rustical hostelries.

So let him be. The cakes of Arden
are possibly the sweeter, its springs the

clearer for his absence. There be men,
however, vastly different. Men of ac-

tivity, of strength, of daring. They are

acquainted with the merits of the cycle,

the magic of a revolving wheel, respon-

sive to the pedals, the charms of a tour

among the hills. They have learned

what sweetness lies in the pursuit of hap-
piness, they tas:e the liberal education of

the woods, and drink the spiced and fra-

grant mountain air. They like to play the

vagabond. To sink the shop and court

the fields. To pause for a moment in the

surmounting of columns of figures, and
climb mountains. To plunge from the

ledger into the cooling waters.

Nature entreats her vagabonds
gently, and man takes heart to be. man
and not a money machine. For a little

he shuns ambition, and lives i' the sun.

Youth comes back, the simple, cordial

old beliefs come back—the heart of the

boy and the brain of the man feel the

warm blood thrill between them.

The cycle has come to regenerate the

race. It will assuredly turn the money-
making American into a much healthier,

a more generous, aye, and a nobler man.
It gives to him health and strength ; it

drives away dull care ; it leads him up to

nature's repository, and bids him taste

the sweets.

The whirring of wings and the rapid

flight of a b rd from amidst the bushes
awakens me from my reverie, and I am
reminded that newspaper readers do not

wish for meditations, and that, with them,

the practical is the thing sought for and
read. Excuse me, I will return to the

practical.

I would not have it understood that I

think of nothing but dress, for it may
seem that I have talked about nothing

else of late; but from a feminine point of

view, the question of dress is an import-

ant one, especially when a domain is

entered which calls for a costume radi-

cally different from that in common use.

Hector treats with scoin all the little

dress talk that Andromache has with her

friends ; but Hector forgets that Androm-
ache has to plan and to lay out her

work for the salvation of his purse. He
goes to his tailor, gives an order, and has

no more to do but wear the clothes. She
has to construct her garments, nine cases

in ten. If we could get an apparel with

as little trouble as the men can, there

would be less dress talk.

I want to give, this week, Mr. Hillier's
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1 deas regarding shoes. I am a firm advo-

cate of the shoe for riding, and I find

myself in hearty accord with Mr. Hillier.

11 To begin with, the shoe should not

be a heavy one; it should be constructed

of stout, but soft and pliable leather.

The sole should be of medium thick-

ness ; the heel not more than twice

the thickness of the sole, and made very

broadly, so as to afford the most complete
rest to the foot and ankle when walking

is indulged in. The upper of the shoe
should be cut rather higher over the

front of the foot than is usually the case,

and the sides should be cut rather lower

under the projection of the ankle, rising

gradually from this point round the heel,

which latter should contain a good strong

stiffener. The waist of the sole of the

shoe should be almost as light as the

waist of a pump, as this prevents any
drag on the heel, which often causes such
perpetual annoyance to the rider. The
front sole should be cut broadly across

the toe, so that the foot within the shoe
can be fully extended laterally, and any
premonitory symptoms of cramp done
away with."

" We have found it advisable to make
the opening of the shoe run rather more
towards the toe than would be the case

with the ordinary pattern of walking

shoe. The object is obvious. There is

nothing so uncomfortable, as any practi-

cal tourist can testify, as the putting on
of one's shoes the morning after a wet
night's ride. They drag and grip the

feet, pulling the stockings into awkward
folds, which assuredly produce galls and
blisters, and altogether cause the unfortu-

nate rider to pass about as bad a quarter of

an hour as can be feared. By making the

shoe open farther down the front all this

trouble is obviated, the shoe opened and
easily dried, or at the worst, the grit and
dust wiped out with a cloth ; then the wet

foot and damp stocking can, without any
palling, be placed flat in the shoe, and
everything having been adjusted care-

fully, so as to avoid any trouble, the shoe

is laced up over the foot, and although

the rider may feel cold and miserable, he

has not the additional discomfort of an
aching foot crammed hastily into a tight

and wet shoe. We have on many occa-

sions tested this" idea," and we feel cer-

tain that any rider who has ever bene-

fitted by this very simple expedient will

never again submit to the trouble and
announce of an ordinary shoe under
such circumstances."

41 In some instances, where the foot is

very tender, it may be found advanta-
geous to have the tongue lined on the

inside with a small piece of flannel, be-

tween which and the leather a little wad-
ding may be judiciously inserted. This,

however, if the fair ruler wears stoutish

stockings, will not be found necessary.''

Mr. Hillier has given a very good
description of the Boston shoe, which is

advertised in your columns. I have ex-

amined this shoe carefully, and found it

to be as near perfection for a cycling

shoe as we may hope to find. 1 shail

certainly procure a pair.

Daisie.

Peoria Bicycle Club Northern Tour.

Arrangements for the Peoria Bicy-

cle Club Northern tour, are now being

completed, and we give below the pro-

gramme as finally decided upon. Mate-
rial changes have been made since the

programme was originally announced, as

instead .of touring exclusively in Minne-
sota, as at first intended, it has been
decided to spend four days a-wheel, in

the delightful summer resort region

between Madison and Milwaukee. Par-

ticipants may be sure that every detail

will be carefully looked after. The
ground will be gone over in advance by
a representative of our club, and all

arrangements perfected. The expense
will be less than $50. Arrangements will

soon be entirely completed, when we can
advise those wishing information exactly

what it will be. This will include hotel

bills, sleepers, railroad fare, etc., from
Rock Island to Chicago. Those desiring

to participate are requested to address
C. W. Freeman, captain Peoria Bicycle

Club, Peoria, 111., as soon as possible, as

the number will necessarily be limited to

fifty or less. Those desiring information

concerning baggage, proper clothing, etc.,

can address C. F. Vail, 715 Main street,

Peoria, 111.

Saturday, 15 Aug. Members of the

tour will meet at Rock Island, 111., arriv-

ing on the afternoon and evening trains.

Sunday, 16 August will be spent in visit-

ing the three cities— Rock Island,

Davenport and Moline, and in viewing
the government island, arsenal, etc.,

under the guidance of members of the

local clubs. Monday, 17 August, the
tour proper will begin, and participants

need not necessarily arrive at Rock
Island until that morning. Taking boat at

noon the party will proceed up the Mis-
sissippi, spending Tuesday and Wednes-
day enjo)ing the scenery and in get-

ting acquainted. The Mississippi boats
are celebrated for their excellent fare and
magnificent appointments. The boats
make lengthy stops at the principal

places, giving the wheelmen ample time
to visit the principal points of interest.

Arriving at St. Paul Thursday morn-
ing, 20 August, at 6 A. M , the day will

be spent in that city, in the care of the
St. Paul wheelmen. Friday morning,
21 August, the party will wheel to Min-
neapolis, via the Falls of Minnehaha
and Fort Snelling, fourteen miles, arriv-

ing in time for dinner. After spending
the remainder of the day and the fore-

noon of Saturday, in visiting the many
points of interest in and about the city,

the party will leave in the afternoon
for Lake Minnetonka, distant eighteen

miles. Good roads and the finest sum-
mer resort in the West. Sunday. 23
August, will be spent at Lake Minne-
tonka. in bicycling, fishing, boating, and
in enjoying the many pleasures of this

popular resort. Returning Sunday night
to Minneapolis, the party will take sleeper

for Kilbourn City, Wis., where the fore-

noon of Monday, 24 August, will be
spent viewing the romantic dells of the

Wisconsin. Taking the afternoon train

the party will proceed to Madison, fifty

miles, where the evening and the next
forenoon will be spent in visiting the

Capital City, beautifully situated in the

midst of Monona Lake. Leaving Tues-
day afternoon, 25 August, we enter the

lake and summer resort region of south-
ern Wisconsin, wheeling through Sun
Prairie and Waterloo to Watertown, thirty

miles, over good roads. Leaving the next
morning, Wednesday, 26 August, the

party will wheel fifteen miles to Oconomo-
woc. The remainder of the day and Thurs-
day and Friday will be spent awheel
among the summer resorts between Ocon-
omowoc and Milwaukee. A week can
profitably be spent in this picturesque re-

gion, without seeing all the points of in-

terest or testing all the sand papered sur-

faces. This is a perfect touring country,
and the roads are all that could be wished
for by the most enthusiastic wheelman.
There are a number of fine hills, but as

the down grade exceeds the upgrade ),8oo

feet, no trouble will be experienced.
Milwaukee wheelmen have kindly con-
sented to act as guides through this

delightful region. Friday night will be
spent at Waukeshaw, and the next morn-
ing the party will wheel into Milwaukee,
eighteen miles, where the remainder of

the day will be spent viewing the many
points of interest, and in trying the fine

surfaces of the streets and drives of that

city, under the guidance of local wheel-
men. Sunday morning, 30 August, the
party will take boat to Chicago, arriving

at 2 p. m. Here the party will separate,

taking night trains for home.

H. G. Rouse.
C. F. Vail.
C. W. Freeman.

Managing Committee.

The Proper Place for the Bicycle.

The recent accident in Prospect Park,
Prooklyn, by which a child was run into

and killed by a bicycle, should burn into

the minds of the Park commissioners a
fact recognized by every sensible wheel-
man, namely: that a path frequented by
pedestrians is no place for a bicycle.

Over and over again it has been decided
in courts of law and before the tribunal

of common sense that the bicycle is a
vehicle, and as such, its use should be
restricted to the roadway. By exactly
the same train of reasoning it should be
entitled to all the rights as well as subject
to all the restrictions of the roadway, and
no fossilized Park commissioners or turn-

pike companies should be legally fortified
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STOP! LOOK! READ!
When You Buy,

Look more at the past reputa-

tion of the maker than at the

present appearance of the ma-

chine. Faint, enamel and nickel

coyereth a multitude of flaws.

When You Buy,
Do not huy your machine on

paper. See either the machine,

or an exact counterpart of the

machine you think of purchas-

ing; then you know what you

are getting.

Frotn the Bicycling World of July 17,

1885.

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co.
have received the following unanimous
testimonial from the members who used
their Rudges on the Big Four Tour :

—
Gentlemen, — We, the undersigned,

members of the Big Foor Tour, de-

sire to express our appreciation and
satisfaction with the manner in which
the Rubge bfcycles have stood the

rough road work throughout the tour.

As an all-round roadster, we believe

that it has no -equal, and cordially

recommend it to road riders who desire

a. readster for general riding, touring,

and hill-climbing, which combines all

the essential points of strength, dura-

bility, and easy running. Fraternally

yours, W. S. Bull, Buffalo; Fred Jen-
kins, New York ; Fred "C. Hand,
Scranton, Pa. ; W. G. E. Peirce,

Chicago; H. S. Wood, Philadelphia;

F. W. Warner, Farmington, Mich. ;

J. W. Vivian, Boston ; A. D. Peck, Jr.,

Boston ; H. S. Wollison, Pittsfield,

Mass. ; G. L. Sawyer, Faribault, Minn.;
Geo. S. Morley, Clyde, N. Y. ; F. B.

Graves, Rochester, N. Y. ; F. G. King,
Corry, Pa.; W. L. Gardener, Troy, N.Y.;
5. H. Monell, New York; F. C. Stokes,
Moorestown, N. Y. ; C. W, Wagner,
Ann Arbor, Mich. ; A. M. Scott, Wood-
stock, Ont. ; H. P. Simpson, Scranton,
Pa.; J. H. Johnson, Detroit, Mich.

When You Buy,

Buy the Best, and although you

find it perhaps a little higher in

3»rice at the start, yon will find

it the cheapest in the end.

When You Buy,
t*ive us a show with our ma-

chine. All we ask is a chance

with the rest, ir you are not sat-

isfied after placing our machine in

close comparison with others, we
will not urge their sale*

COMMENT IS NEEDLESS.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade,

-** •Hr

SINGER'S

*-|.

* CYCLES *

*->
'-SP@

£3 •; ?
i^9@^-"

SPEOIPIOATION.
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable balL

Fork— Front, new elliptic, hollow.

u Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Hubs— New pattern steel flanges.

Spokes— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

Felloes— Steel, hollow.

Tires— #j-inch front and ^-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring— Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel— 17% inch.

Finish— All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy Ranning, Well Constructed, Rigid, and Free from Vibration.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

PECK &, SNYDER, New York Agents, 126 Nassau St., New York.
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in discriminating against it. The plain

course for the commissioners who have
made Prospect Park in many respects a

model pleasure ground, is to supplement
their previous expressions of good will to

the devotees of this manly sport by an
exhibition of good sense They should
withdraw the darjgerous privilege of path

riding and grant the right of road riding.

As a means of bridging over a piece of

rough and difficult country or suburban
road, a smooth, unfrequented pathway is

a joy to the wheelman ; but no sensible

rider of the bicycle wants to steer his

machine along a walk where there are

even a moderate number of people. It

entails continuous anxiety. He must be
always on the alert. The movements of

a team can be calculated upon with

reasonable accuracy. The driver keeps
to the right and moves in straight or

slowly curving lines. The pedestrian zig-

zags along, stopping and starting and
turning about, even when sane, and there

is no way known among men by which
the wheelman can assure himself that the

person who blocks his way is not deaf
and dumb, or crazy, as he comes up be-

hind him. So long as the authorities

compel the Brooklyn wheelmen to use the

paths in passing through the Park, acci-

dents beyond the control of the riders

will occur, for which the authorities are

responsible.

One evening a wheelman was slowly

crossing a bridge in Prospect Park, keep-

ing a watchful eye on a child who was
leaning over the parapet gazing into the

lake. When he was midway of the bridge

the child suddenly turned and dashed to-

ward the other side. Before the rider

could move hand or foot there was a col-

lision. Nothing but the skilful handling
of his machine prevented a downfall which
might have crushed the child to death.

In that case the grand jury would have
indicted the rider, and people would have
descanted on the criminal recklessness of

bicyclers in general. The bicycle is not
a child's plaything. It has no place

among baby carriages and goat-carts. —
New York Tribune.

Cola's Banquet.

Cola Stone, of St. Louis, the winner
of the Big-Four 100-mile road race, was
tendered a complimentary dinner upon
his return home, by the wheelmen of St.

Louis. Some seventy-five attended, and
the affair was a decided success. Chief
Consul Senseney was called upon to

respond to a toast for the L. A. W. He
said :

" I will try and tell you what I

know about the League, and what we
expect to get from it. When the Chicago
men were down here, Ayers was riding

alorgside of me in Tower Grove, and he
was filled with — a voice, 'beer,' (laugh-

ter) — well, with beer, and enthusiasm
about St. Louis roads and scenery. He
said: ' Why Senseney, you have get
the finest place in the world for a League
Meet.' I told him that I didn't know
whether we wanted the League Meet or

not ; but since then, talking with League
members, I find that there is a consider-

able feeling in favor of trying for the

Meet here next year ; and, I believe,

with the present good condition of our
streets and the grand boulevard that we
shall have next year, that it would be just

the thing. It would do wheeling here
immense good to have the Meet. I think
myself that the honor is due St. Louis.

Chicago has had it, and I think we ought
to kick up a fuss if we don't get it next
year. Perhaps we will have to go down
into our pockets, but we can well afford

to, for it will give us an impetus that can
not be equalled in any other way. Any
action against St. Louis cyclers will have
to be resisted by the League. Now, it

certainly is the duty of every one of us to

assist such an organization, and I trust

that before another week has passed all

of you who are not members, will have
sent in your applications. Let us make
the Missouri division boom, and get the

League Meet here next year."

Arthur Young, the poet of St. Louis,

contributed the following poem :
—

It was ten o'clock at Coburg, and a damp and misty
day,

When the Big Four racers started off upon their muddy
way.

And the starter, after waiting till his " ticker" got
" just so,"

Turned them loose upon the highway with, " Are you
ready? Go 1

"

Van oicklen, of Chicago, loomed up in nickle plate,

But the men who backed Van Sicklen now curse their
mournful fate.

There was Weber, Munger, Corey, all famous on the
track,

And last, not least, came " Jumbo," the " Rambler
from 'way back."

For just cne mile Van Sicklen kept Chicago to the
fore,

And then he ca n;ly " squizzled," and we hear from him
i o more

;

But among the bold Chicago men who on Van Sicklen
bet

There's a rumor that the " Expert rider " has n't got
in yet.

Said Corey on the fifteenth mile, " Goldarn this boule-
vard;

If I did not ride a Rudge I'd think my wheel was run-
ning hard.

I don't like this k nd of racing, it somewhat resembles
toil,

And my muscles, like my bicycle, most surely need
some oil."

Both Westervelt and Weber, though the pace was fit

to kill,

Hung tightly to the Rambler till he tac 1- led a tough
hill;

And when his Victor climbed up like a racer on the
track,

Both of them took their last long look on the " bad
man from 'way back."

For the next twelve miles, to Belleville, on he flew
without a sound

Save the records, as he broke them, tumbling to the
muddy ground;

And the nearest man he heard of when he stopped his

steady grind,

Was Weber, on his "coffee-mill," just seven miles
behind.

From Coburg up to Kingston is a long and weary ride,

And full many a goodly cycler in that road race nearly

died; .

But when road riding's in question, the Canadian tour-

ists own
That St. Louis takes the biscuit, in the shape of Cola

Stone.

'Twas evening in the dining-room, and to the fame
of Slone

Each wheelman tried to fill himself clean to the collar

bone,

When a voice rang load and clearly through the still-

ness of the night

;

" What's the matter with St. Louis ? " and they an-

swered, " She's all right."

London W.'s Observations.

I attended a meeting the other day,

called for the purpose of forming a local

centre of the National Cyclist's Union.
The " N. C. U." as this association is

commonly called, is the legislative body,

and bears the same relation to the sport

here as the L. A. W., without its touring

branch, does in the States. There is this

difference, however, between the N. C. U.
and the L. A. W.; the former does ac-

tually some good, and has been and is of

positive benefit to cycling. It has made
itself so felt in the council halls of the

nation that even parliament consults it

when any legislation affecting the rights or

interests of cyclists is proposed. It has
prevented the passage of unjust restric-

tions, prosecuted complaints for the ben-

efit of wheelmen, and has generally con-

ducted itself as a model organization

should. The executive is in London and
the local centres are not unlike our State

Divisions.

But what I was going to call particular

attention to was a rather novel case

which the local centre of the West
Riding of Yorkshire, in conjunction with

the executive in London, has decided to

prosecute. It is an example of how they

do things here and are striving to make
their organizations a benefit, and their

power and strength apparent.

It seems that some cyclists of Doncas-
ter entered races which were announced
to be run under the rules of the N. C. U.,

and relying on the statement of the man-
ager that such was the fact, paid their

entrance fees and travelled some distance

only to find that they had been deceived.

Rather than lose their amateur status they

refused to race and so returned home,
minus their travelling and other expenses.

Now the N. C. U. steps forward and
says it will foot the bills and bring suit

against the race meeting promoter for

obtaining money under false pretences.

That is the way they do things here.

I was at the meeting when the matter

was discussed, and was pleased to see

how earnest the officials were to do every-

thing that would further the interests of

cycling and protect the rights of wheel-
men, irrespective of membership in the

association.

Speaking of the N. C. U. reminds
me of a good story I he.ird about Wheel-
ing. The World has called attention

to the fact that, in that paper, the word
cyclist is never used but that wheelist is

always substituted. It seems that the

World was right when it said it was
premeditated and done for a purpose. In

fact, so the story goes, the printers or

proof-readers have received instructions

to expunge the word cyclist whenever
found, and substitute wheelist. It so

happened that, as a result of these cast
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iron instructions, the paper came out on
on one occasion with a heading about the
" National Wheelist's Union."

The editor of Wheeling, Mr. Harry
Etherington, is so well known to the

older cyclists of America, that he will

need no introduction when he lands on

our shores with his crowd of profession-

als and makers' amateurs. It is a pity

that some of the best of English wheel-

men do not visit us, and that, as a rule,

it is only venturesome cads, and racing

men in the capacity of adventurers, who
find it worth while to take in our annual

show.

The fact is, that among racing men,

that is, among the prominent ones, there

are only three or four above suspicion.

Gatehouse, Mayes, and Furnival are, I

believe, true amateurs, buy their own ma-
chines, pay their own expenses, and ride

for honor, glory, and other unsubstantial

I ut pleasing things. The rest are, I be-

lieve, actually supported, or at least, sub-

sidized by the manufacturers. Cripps

Webber, Speechly, English, Ilston,

Priest, Sellers, and others, all go in for

racing, because it is a pleasant and profit-

able employment, or because they receive

salaries far beyond the market value of

their ostensible services. The amateur

rule and all relating to it seems as farcical

here as with us.

The King of Greece evidently knows
a thing or two, for when I was in the

London store of the Coventry Machinists

Company the other day, Mr. Bale showed
me a letter from the king's private secre-

tary, cracking up the Ranelagh Club,

which his boss had been riding over the

ancient and classic roads of the Atheni-

ans. You know, Mr. Editor, that I have

always been an advocate of large steering

wheels, and can imagine that I was nat-

turally pleased to find the Coventry Ma-
chinists' Company putting twenty-inch

wheels on all their tricycles, and good
sized trailers on their safeties.

Stevens, the combination between a

cyclist and pedestrian, did not please

Englishmen much, and in fact only a very

few showed him any attention at all. I

have never seen the man, but I believe

he is exceedingly quiet and personally

not charming or attractive, while, as he

he is regarded simply as an advertise-

ment, he receives about as much atten-

tion as the hand bill you throw into the

gutter without reading.

As will possibly have been noted in the

World, Mrs. Allen, of Birmingham, has

been at work upsetting her own record of

152 miles for twenty-four hours. Though
the performance of 2co miles within the

allotted time is remarkable, and would be

a credit to cither man or woman, it is to

me, and I doubt not, to every right think-

ing cyclist, disgusting to read of this

female, accompanied by her husband and
other male companions, and checkers,

toiling on hour after hour in sunlight and
in darkness, for the sake of a record. I

wonder if she is a maker's amateur also.

At any rate, give my old friend the bene-
fit of her hard work, for she rode a " gen-
uine Humber Automatic Steerer," weigh-
ing sixty-five pounds, and geared to

56|-inches.

I expect to have the rare pleasure of

seeing the genial Hodges, the witty Har-
rison, the jolly Tombs, and the ener-

getic Overman, in a few days, and hope
to put in some work on the road in their

company. I had the misfortune a few
weeks ago to strain a tendon in my leg,

and have been prohibited from riding. I

am, however, getting along well, and take
a few easy rides on my tandem, with a
young lady. London W.

Free Passage.

A. F. Webster, Capt. Toronto
B. C.

—

My Dear Sir: Referring to

your letter of the 7th inst., with reference

to the free admission of bicycles, I have
pleasure in informing you that the col-

lector of customs at Toronto has been
instructed to admit bicycles and tricycles

accompanied by the owners, under the

same regulations as provided for trav-

ellers' vehicles. Similar instructions

will be sent to collectors at various ports

in the Dominion. Trusting this will be
satisfactory, I am, yours truly,

M. Bowell.
Ottawa, Ont., 9 July, 1885.

Notes by the Way.

I AM not a racing man. Mother
Nature did not build me with a view to

speed. I was foreordained to go slowly

through the world. But I am content.

I am in no hurry.

My friend Jones said to me, in a pat-

ronizing way, the other day, " I tell you,
By, there's no fun in riding unless you
' scorch.' " He doubtless told the truth,

from his standpoint ; for Jones is lathe-

like in his make up, and likes to go it;

but I am not willing to admit that I get
no fun out of cycling, though I never
"scorch." What a word! It suggests
burning, and I suppose it was applied to

fast travelling from the fact that men
who "scorch" are generally in "hot
haste."

The English corrupt our language
most frightfully. Talk about the hurry
of the average Yankee; he seldom is in

such a hurry that he clips his words as
the English fellows do. With them an
omnibus is a " bus," and a popular con-
cert is a " pop." They have given us
" bike " and " trike," and I understand
there is a commission at work to decide
upon the best condensation of " tan-

dem."

I have to thank "Violet Lome" of

Wheel Life for a new word. Here it is

in all its glittering beauty. " Strollette."

When you go out for a short walk, you
take a " Strollette," you know. When I

take a strollette, I like to have a girlette

with me and then I can get up a mash-
lette.

I started my screed with the remark
that I was not a racing man. There is

no need to tell this to my friends, for

some of them have been on the road

with me. I don't exactly follow out

Karl Kron's systematic riding, but I

have an accentuated horror for scorching.

Karl rides six miles an hour; no more, no
less. If he is with a party he stays just

where his half dozen speed keeps him
whether it is at the head or the tail of the

procession. It is generally near the caudal

appendage.

But I believe in racing, and think it

should be encouraged. Without racing,

our sport would languish.

To be worth much, exercise should be
vitalized by the spirit of sport. There is

not much fun in gymnastics propelled by
duty. Pride of strength will do some-
thing, vanity will do something; but to

try to create real enthusiam for a home
trainer, for dumb bells or Indian clubs

in the soul of a man who has any genius

at all for inertia, is as hopeless as soaring

after the illimitable or diving after the

unfathomable. Almost all genuine fun

has its root in friendly rivalry.

Competition is the highest inspiration

of sport. So it happens that the exercise

which it is best worth while to cultivate

is that which has a strong social backing,

is enjoyed in company, and has for its

chief inspiration the prize of victory.

And so it happens that cycling and its

kindred sports furnish just that sort of

exercise which at once promotes health

and proves pleasantly contagious.

It is worthy of notice, too, that rifle

shooting attains its highest point of en-

thusiasm, not in the wanton slaughter of

the tenants of the forest and jungle, but

in front of a wooden target, where there

is no food for the hunter's zest. Creed-

moor, Dollymount and Wimbledon are

the centres of a pleasant rivalry that is

certainly not surpassed among those who
kill buffalo and leave them to rot upon
American prairies, or who slay the ele-

phant and other huge pachiderms for

sport along the Asian rivers.

Competitive exercise, moreover, com-
pels good habits, and good habits induce

good health. There can be no doubt that

moderate and temperate exercise, by
vitalizing the blood and harmonizing all
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the functions, increases the capability of

the mind as much as it does the flexibil-

ity of the body.

I have little sympathy with those who
say, "Let the League give up racing and
attend to touring." I believe the League
should regulate and encourage both,

though I do neither.

1 mean by this, that I do not tour as

do the Chicago and Down East tourists.

I like to go with a few congenial friends

with tastes and ideas in common. To
me the results are far more satisfactory.

Three riders can wheel up to a hotel

and get better accommodation, more
attention and better fare than can a
hundred, even if they send word in

advance that they are coming. Your
modern country Boniface will tell you
that he can make a party of a hundred
comfortable, and give them enough to

eat; but you come to believe that you
have been talking with Ananias before

you leave his place.

Oh no ! Not for me the big tours

with all their fuss and fustian. Give me
the quiet run into the country with my
chosen friends.

Open eyes are always learning. A
garden, a wood, even a pool of water,

encloses a whole library of knowledge,

—

waiting only to be read. These are ever-

lasting types which Nature, in her great
printing press, never breaks up. Would
you react these pages ? Then do not
race, and do not travel in a crowd. Thus
you will be ready to drink in the sweets
that fringe your path

By the Way.

A l'Abandon.

I do wish the World would right the
Butcher Cyclometer cut in its advertising
columns. A few only of the cycling
papers have it as it should be.

I have seen the chairman of the racing
board use a large cow-bell on some occa-
sions, and it always attracted notice.

Why would n't that answer if attached
to the hub, Mr. Editor, if a real noise is

really needed. When I attach a bell to

my bicycle it will be when the law enjoins
it, and then it will be only large enough
to evade the law's intention. Give us
the whistle, or let us speak gently to the

erring horseman in front.

Are western and southern civic author-
ities more ignorant than eastern ones, or
are riders in those sections more rash
and reckless than we, that such intolerant

restrictions are so constantly imposed
upon them ?

I doubt the assertion that the League
can show a larger parade at a Boston
meet than elsewhere; because League
membership is comparatively small in

this vicinity, and the unwise (in my opin-

ion) exclusiveness of the executive board
in barring out " Karl Kron," and the rest

of the unattached would make the bulk of

our wheelmen merely indifferent on-
lookers.

Notwithstanding " Daisie's " generally
apt and intelligent comments and advice,

I think her unwise in trying so persist-

ently to persuade her hesitating sisters

to adopt a special and peculiar costume,'
such as dress reformers (?) are endeav-
oring to introduce. The less we have of

Dr. Mary Walkers on tricycles the sooner
will the pastime become popular among
the fair sex. The more we can impress
ladies with the fact that they need not

sacrifice taste, style, and feminine attract-

iveness, by cycling, the more proselytes

we will gain. A lady desires to be con-
spicuous only for beauty, which, of course,

includes beauty of mind, of heart, of char-

acter, as well as of outward person ; but

with every true woman, as we would have
her, this last is by no means the least

important. Therefore, " Daisie." tell all

your friends who are thinking of the tri-

cycle, to dress as prettily as they please,

only taking care to avoid noticeable con-

trasts ; such as alight or bright stockings

or underskirt with a dark or plain dress.

Of course, flannel underclothes always,

and no more corset, if any, than is neces-

sary to combine comfort with graceful

appearance. As to shades, quiet ones
are, in my opinion, to be preferred, but

each lady will suit her own taste in this

respect. As to " divided skirts," trou-

sers, helmets, and that sort of thing,

leave them to those females who are

nothing if not oddly conspicuous
" Notes by the Way," are wrong in ac-

cording life to the velocipede so long as

up to Fast Day of that season of excite-

ment. I was a badly stricken victim

myself, and remember distinctly that it

was a most beautiful Washington's Birth-

day that cured us.

When shall we have an international

championship bicycle contest with Eng-
land's flyers for splendid medal or cup?
I am of opinion that we could hold a
trophy as long as the America's cup has
been held by our yachts

The projectors of forthcoming grand
tournaments fully reco nize the profes-

sional spirit animating the great bulk of

our amateur wheelmen, when they so
prominently and persistently announce
the great pecuniary value of the prizes to

be awarded to induce the fastest flyers to

compete. Noah Count.

CURRENTE CALAMO

And now send congratulations to Dr.
Tyler. At this rate places on the racing

board will be in demand.

Any subscriber of ours who will send
us the name of a new subscriber, may
send us $ 1.50 in payment. No renewals
at this price, and the sender must be a

subscriber direct.

H. J. Hall, Jr., and A. C. D. Loucks,

of Brooklyn, N. Y., started out for a
century run, 4 July. They covered 122
miles in I3h. im.

They tell us that Burley Ayers is a
"Kanuck." Does the Queen intend to

claim everybody?

We have received a copy of "A Can-
terbury Pilgrimage " by Jo and Elizabeth
Pennell. We shall notice it later.

Stedman Buttrick, who owns a
newspaper route in Concord, has for some
time delivered his papers from a tricycle

;

the papers being carried in a bag conven-
iently attached to the crossbar. By this

arrangement he is able to save fully half
the time, and to easily increase his terri-

tory.

The first number of the American
Wheelmen, a St. Louis publication, devo-
ted exclusively to the wheel, will be issued

3 August.

S. G. Whittaker, of Cambridge, will

reside in St. Louis in future. He goes to

take charge of the cycle department of

the Simmons Hardware Company.

D. Edgar Hunter, of Salem, has
been engaged by Wm. Read & Son to

take charge of their bicycle department.

E. E. Sawtelle and Fred. Eldridge,
of Springfield, Mass., rode to Washing-
ton, D. C, iast week. They made the
trip from Springfield in seven days, making
daily runs of about sixty or seventy miles,

and stopping on their way to visit points
of interest. They say their hardestday's
work was from Baltimore to Wash-
ington, on account of the sandy co idi-

tion of the road. They started for home
last Thursday, taking the train to Balti-

more, and wheeling the rest of the way.

Harry T. Irwin, of Columbus, Ohio,
has taken the Ohio record for twenty-
four hours, having ridden 15S miles.

Fred Hughes and VVaid B. Perley started
with Irwin, and rolled up 140 miles to

their credit.

Harry Etherington, editor of Wheel
ing, will leave England for America on or
about 24 August, with a party of English
racing men. and wheel celebrities. They
will arrive here in time for the Hartford
race meet : visit Boston, Montreal, To-
ronto, and Niagara Falls; thence to New
York and to Springfield for the great
international meet.

It is reported that Wilmot and Sewell
will again travel in company.

A St. Louis ordinance requires a bell

by day and a lamp at night on cycles.

The l'ope Manufacturing Company
have made an Lxpert with round forks, to

fill a western order.

•' Si'OKES" will edit the cycling column
in the Chicago Spoiling Journal.

Sometime since 4 July, Mr. W W.
Stall has had stolen from his store a
48-inch new model Star bicycle. The
affair has been placed in the hands of

the police.

THE C. T. C. numbered 19,000 mem-
bers, within a lew, on the first ol the
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month, and on its eighth birthday, which
is 5 August, the round 20,000 will proba-

bly be reached.

Supt. Savage, of Clearfield, Pa.,

writes as follows : Mr. J. E. Harder, con-
sul L. A. W. for Clearfield, Pa , challenges
any rider of the United States to ride

from Clearfield to Lock Haven in a day,

distance by rail ninety-six miles, by near-

est route, seventy-two miles. It is a fair

road for probably one third of the way,
and bad sand and stone one third. The
other third is excellent For the benefit

of the bicycling fraternity, I will state that

Mr. Harder left Clearfield on his Ameri-
can Rudge 54-inch bicycle at 4.05 a. m..,

Tuesday, 26 June, 1884, and was in Lock
Haven at 10 p. m. The distance, sev-

enty two miles, is not great for a day's

ride, but looking at the roads, it is a

wonderful feat. Anybody wishing to try

it will receive all information necessary

at Clearfield, Pa.

The following is a full list of Mr.
Frank A. Elwell's Moosehead-Bar Har-
bor tourist party, that started from Bos-

ton last Friday: M. B. Breck, Sanford
Lawton, W. C. Marsh, D. E. Miller,

Springfield; S A. Butler, M. H Gilbert,

B. L. Marsh, E. J. Williams, Waltham
;

C. D. Batchelder, Lancaster, N. H. ; Fred
S. Clarke, L. J. Carney, Frank A. Elwell,

E. S. Kennard, Geo. B. Merrill, Fred S.

Palmer, W. R. Pitcher, C. C. Tewksbury,
Portland, Me.; S. W. Coe, Ware; Louis
Casper, T. S. Rust, Meriden, Ct. ; Chas.
Coster, W. A Macl trlan, G. S. Robert-
son, E. S. Turnbull, St. John, N. B.

;

Charles F. Fox, F. S. Lindsay, Lynn
;

C. A. Hazlett, Portsmouth, N. H.; F. H.
Johnson, Brockton ; F. H. Messer,
Stoneham

; J. W. & J. R. McAuslan,
Providence, R. I., and R. Q. Stewart,

Roselle, N. J.,
— a total of thirty-one.

EXOTICS

Mrs. Allen, of Birmingham, started

to beat her own twenty-four hour record,

6 July, and rode two hundred miles in

twenty-three hours fifty-four minutes.

She rode a Cripper, geared to fifty-six

and a half inches, and weighing sixty-five

pounds. She was accompanied by her
husband over the whole of the route, and
they climbed all the hills.

C. H. R. Gossett started on Wednes-
day, 1 July, to beat the twenty-four hour
record for the tricycle. He covered

23
1

1 miles, thus beating the previous
record by one and a half miles. He rode

a Cripper.

0\Fr<day, 26 June, Monsieur P. Rous-
set rode a Cripper tricycle 219 miles,

1.707 yards in twenty-four hours, and
continuing on, he rode 248 miles in

28I1. mi.

REPORT says that Lennox has broken
the John O'Groats record ; but last ad-

vices are indefinite though they indicate

that he has ridden the distance in six

days nineteen hours.

One day last week we strolled into

Messrs. Singer's Works at Coventry, and
there were shown a new "Traveller"
racer, built on somewhat new lines. Mr.
Singer had it placed on the scales in our
presence, and it recorded under thirty-six

and three-quarters pounds, without saddle
and pedals. The saddle was adjustable

some three inches for height, and it was
remarkably stiff and ri«id, bearings being
carried right out to the ends of the axle

close to the wheels, as well as the two in

the centre, whilst the backbone was sup-

ported in a head resting on two short bi-

cycle fork sides. Altogether a very tak-

ing machine, and about the lightest we
have yet seen.— The Cyclist.

R. H. English won the ten-mile cham-
pionship of the north at Wallsend, Eng-
land. 4 July, in 30m. 47fs., and the cup
now becomes his property.

Apropos to America, we have this

week had the pleasure of dining with Mr.

J. S. Dean, of the Bicycling World.
We did not discuss " coasting " with

him, as he announced his complete agree-

ment with our remarks, and we had been
regretting our temerity ever since an-
nouncing our intentions on the subject.

We are not going to pillory Mr. Dean by
describing him as if he were " wanted,"
but shall simply sum him up in the ex-

pression of our opinion that he is what
we know as " a very nice man," and any
friend of ours coming across him can
easily, cheaply, and to his own advantage
earn our blessing by being civil to a very
good fellow. Don't call him Sutton by
mistake, though.— Junius Junior in

Wheel Life.

The N. C. U. championship committee
has under consideration a race meeting,

in which the representative amateurs and
professionals shall compete. The meet-
ing will probably be held in October, in

order to allow the men to get back from
Springfield.

The English record for a mile has
dropped a peg. On Thursday evening,

9 July. M. V. Webber, of the Isle of

Wight, covered a mile in 2 39§. The
time by quarters was : Quarter, 42 ; half,

i.2i£; three quarters, 2m.; mile, 2.39'jj.

In a previous heat, this was in the final,

he beat Corn's' record, making the mile

in 2.4if.

RACING NEWS

Charlotte, N. C, 14 July. — Races
at the Fairgrounds. Half Mile,— B J.
Overcash (1). 2.05; R. L. Jones (2).

One Mile, — O. F. Asbury (1), 3.50; T.
B. Seigle (2) ; J. L. Gopp (3). Five Mile,
two in three. First heat, — Maxwell, of

Charlotte (1), 17.48; J. Polhill (2).

Second day, 15 July. Five Mile, two
in three, second heat, — Polhill (1), 16.-

50; Maxwell (2). This tied the riders.

Owing to a lack of enthusiasm and small
gate receipts, it was decided not to run
the tie off. It will probably be run in

Augusta or Macon, Ga. The race be-

tween Asbury, the bicyclist, and Gilmer
the tricyclist, was won by Asbury. Over-
cash having declined Jones's challenge to

repeat the half mile race, Jones ran against

Overcash's record, and lowered it by ten

seconds.

The Providence Bicycle Club will hold
a race meeting 22 September. Provi-
dence has lost somewhat the prestige it

had in cycling circles a few years ago, but
hopes soon to regain her old position.

The race meeting will be a big one.

The fourth annual races of the Troy
Club will be held at Island Park, 3 Sep-
tember.

Flandreau, Dak., 4 July.

—

Five Mile
race,— F. W. Perry (1), 24.4^; A. F.

Baldwin (2), 25.2.

Higham and Armaindo ride two races
at Washington, 1 and 3 August, the lady
riding a bike against Higham on a trike.

Salt Lake, 4 July. — One Mile cham-
pionship,— Wm. Wood (0,307; Jos.

Wood (2). Five Mile handicap,— F. W.
Taylor (1), 20.10.

The Newton Club is falling into line

and agitating the question of having a
road race during the latter part of August
or early in September.

The Pope Manufacturing Company
has offered one of its best machines,
valued at $150, as a prize to the winner
of the Dorchester Club's fifty mile road
race, on condition that he breaks the

record on a Columbia machine. W. B.

Everett & Co. offer an Apollo, light road-

ster, to the winner of the race if he wins
on that machine.

The inaugural race meeting of the

Chicago Bicycle Track Association will

be held at Chicago next Saturday, and
will include a two mile handicap, fifteen

mile L. A. W. championship, one mile,

five mile record, quarter mile in heats,

half mile without hands, mile heats,

Chicago Bicycle Track Association cham-
pionship, two mile, and mile consolation.

Gaskell of this city is to be one of the

participants.

In the races in Chicago, Prince has
agreed to give Dolph fifty yards in five

miles, and twenty yards in one mile.

The route of the tricycle road race of

the Boston Club has been decided on by
the committee, and will substantially be

the same as that of last year («. e.): The
start will be from a point quarter mile

back from the line of start last year
;

thence by direct and usual road to big sign

boards ; thence right, along Beacon street

to gate-house of reservoir, between the

basins to the main entrance : left Chest-

nut Hill and Winship street, right Cam-
bridge street, right Brighton avenue; left

Beacon street, finishing 01 this street at a
point between Brimmer and River streets.

This modification of route from last

year is believed to be better, as contes-

tants will not have to cross any horse-car

tracks, and the men can be seen coming
a long way from the finish ; the quarter
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mile put on to the South Natick end is

just the distance from Beacon to Boyl-

ston street, so that the distance travelled

will be exactly the same as last year.

The prizes will be gold medal to the win-

ner, silver medal to the second man
;

silver record medals to all other contes-

tants who beat the last year's record,

1. 14.40. The officers are : Starter, W.
H. Edmands ; timers, W. B. Everett and

C. W. Fourdrinier; judges, Eliott C. Lee

and C. R. Overman ; referee, Abbot
Bassett. Immediately after the regular

men get away, there will start from same
place, tricyclists, members of the club

only, who have never won in a tricycle

road race. The route will be the same
as above, and the winner will receive a

silver cup which will become his property.

The men in this event will start even,

while in the open race an interval of

three minutes will pass in starting the

men. The men will be numbered in the

order of starting.

The course for the Dorchester Club

fifty mile road race has been altered so

that the eastern turning point is at the

pump in the square at South Braintree,

instead of at Randolph. The revised

course is as follows : Start on River

street, Lower Mills, Central avenue,

White street, Centre, Adams to Quincy
town, Hancock, School, Franklin, Inde-

pendence avenue, Washington to turning

point. Return over same route as far as

Centre street, over Milton and Dorches-
ter hills to starting point. River street,

through Hyde Park and Dedham, Ded-
ham avenue, Great Plain avenue, Welles-

ley avenue, Washington and Eliot

streets, by Bailey's Hotel, South Natick

to turning point, about one-half mile be-

yond, then return to starting point. As
this change does away with the stiff hills

between South Braintree and Randolph,
it favors the changes for record breaking.

Referee and starter, Dr. W. G. Kendall
;

judges, Messrs. Frank W. Weston, chief

consul C. T. C, H. W. Hayes, president

Cambridge club, J. W. Vivian, captain

Charlestown club, and D. C. Pearce,

captain Brockton club.

Springfield Races and Prizes.

8 SEPTEMBER, FIRST DAY.

One Mile Professional Bicycle, Handi-
cap. — First prize, #50 cash

; second
prize. $30 cash ; third prize, $20.

Ten Mile Amateur Bicycle, Champion-
ship of United Slates. — First prize,

L. A. W. medal ; second prize, L. A. W.
medal; third prize. L. A. W. medal.
One Mile Amateur Tricycle. — First

prize, vase lamp silver hammered and
applique; second prize, candelabra
placque and clock, Persian chased and
applique ; third prize, Stevens' ten bicycle

rifle with case.

Three Mile Amateur Tricycle Tandem.
— First prize, two gold medals ; second
prize, two Venetian chased smoker sets,

gold lined ; third prize, two cigar boxes
holding fifty cigars, oxidized old silver.

Five Mile Professional, Safety Bicycle.

— First prize, $100 cash; second prize.

#60 cash ; third prize, $40 cash.

Half Mile Bicycle, Open.—First prize,

Lakin's cyclometer, gold plated ; second
prize, vase lamp, oxidized and silver ap-
plique ; third prize, vase, old silver.

One Mile Amateur Bicycle, Class 3.10.
— First prize, tea service, silver em-
bossed ; second prize, candelabra placque
and clock, Persian chased and applique

;

third prize, stop watch.
Three Mile Amateur Bicycle, Open. —

First prize, fishing set, bamboo fly rod,

basket, landing net, etc. ; second prize,

vase lamp, silver and oxidized ; third

prize, gold chain.

Three Mile Professional Bicyicle, Rec-
ord.— First prize, $75 cash; second
prize, $45 cash ; third prize, $30 cash.

Five Mile Amateur Bicycle, Record. —
First prize, Springfield prize cup ; second
prize, tea service, Indian chased and ap-

plique ; third prize, water set, Italian

chased.

9 SEPTEMBER, SECOND DAY.

One Mile Amateur Bicycle, Open.—
First prize, gold medal ; second prize,

nut bowl, Indian chased and applique;
third prize, Stevens bicycle rifle with
case.

One Mile Professional Bicycle, Sweep-
stake. — One prize, $300 in cash.

Three Mile Amateur Bicycle, Safety.—
First prize, gold watch ; second prize,

water set. Persian chased and Roman
gold inlaid ; third prize, diamond pin.

Half Mile Amateur Bicycle, 1 .30 Class.
— First prize, jardiniere, richly deco-
rated ; second prize, stop watch ; third

prize, card receiver, Venetian chased, old
gold.

Three Mile Amateur Bicycle, Record.
— First prize, tea service and water fluted

pearl finish ; second prize, gold chain
;

third prize, fishing set, fly rod, basket,
landing net, etc.

Ten Mile Professional Bicycle, Open.
— First prize, $150 cash; second prize,

#100; third prize, $75 ; fourth prize, $25.
Five Mile Amateur Tricycle, Rec-

ord. — First prize, Springfield prize cup
;

second prize, gold chain ; third prize, sil-

ver vase with richly decorated glass.

One Mile Amateur Tricycle, Tandem.
— First prize, 2 Stevens 15 inches bicy-

cle rifles with cases ; second prize, 2 stop
watches; third prize, 2 silver ink stands.
Five Mile Ajnateur Bicycle. 16 minute

class.— First prize, Springfield prize

cup; second prize, water set, Indian in-

taglio, chased, old silver and gold finish
;

third prize, plaque, gold variegated.

Three Mile Amateur Bicycle Handi-
cap. — First prize, gold watch; second
prize, gold chain ;

third prize, lemonade
set, gold finished and inlaid.

10 SEPTEMBER, THIRD DAY.

One Mile Professional Bicycle, Safety.— First prize, #50; second prize, #30;
third prize, $20.

Ten A file Amateur Bicycle, Record. —
First prize, Springfield prize cup ; second
prize, gold watch ; third prize, tilting ice

water set, hammered and pearl finish.

Three Mile Amateur Bicycle, 9.10
Class. — First prize, Springfield prize

cup; second prize, mantle vase, Venetian
chased and applique ; third prize, mirror,

gold and oxidized old silver.

Three Mile Amateur Tricycle, Record.
— First prize, gold watch ; second prize,

vase lamp, old silver Venetian chased and
embossed ; third prize, plaque and easel
complete, hammered silver.

One Mile Amateur Bicycle, Handicap.
— First prize, mantel vase, Venetian
chased and oxidized ; second prize, fruit

dish, gold and oxidized ; third prize,

smoking set, copper and silver hammered
and applique.

Five Mile Professional Bicycle, Han-
dicap. — First prize, $100 cash; second
prize, $60 ; third prize, $40.
Five Mile Amateur Tricycle, Tandem.

First prize, two umbrella stands, copper
with silver applique; second prize, two
sconces, gold and oxidized finish ; third

prize, two fruit dishes, silver and cut
glass.

Thtee Mile Professional, Open.— First

prize, $75 cash ; second prize, $45 ; third

prize, $30.
One Mile Amateur Bicycle, Safety. —

First prize, gold medal; second prize,

silver watch ; third prize, Lakin cyclome-
ter.

One Mile Amateur Bicycle Consola-
tion. — First prize, tea service, snow
flake and engraved; second prize, nut
dish, gold lined; third prize, water
pitcher, Venetian chased, old silver and
gold lined ; fourth prize, stop watch ; fifth

prize, cigar box holding fifty cigars.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

The Somerville Cycle Club held its

annual dinner at the Quincy House on
Wednesday evening. Before the dinner
a brief business meeting was held, during
which it was voted to hold a private ten-

mile race Saturday, 25 June. The race

will be open to members of the club only,

and the party is to start about 5.30 from
the " big tree " at the base of Winter Hill,

Somerville, riding thence to Arlington,

and going over part of the course twice.

Several prizes will be offered. Dinner
was served at 9.45 p. m. The design of

the menu card was beautiful. On the
outside of each was the name of the pos-
sessor, hand painted, and above was a

brilliant bird, worked in feathers by Mex-
ican artists, while the menu itself was
printed on ragged-edge paper. After
the coffee the various toasts were re-

sponded to by President Foote, Capt.

Worthen, Ellsworth Fisk, D. C. Theall
and others. In behalf of the committee,
Mr. Maxwell presented the club with a

rich silk flag, which was an exact copy of

the badge worn by the members.

The Boston Club has called a special

run to attend the Dorchester road rare

on Saturday. The start will be made
at 1.30 p. m.

A committee of the Missouri Club is

to visit the principal bicycle club houses
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"jT ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made."

GEO. M. HENDEE.
in the East, with the object of incorporat-

ing any desirable ideas in the new head-
quarters to be built by them.

Members of the Wakefield Bicycle
Club have hired a cottage at York Beach,
where they intend to enjoy themselves
during three weeks of August.

Niagara Falls, Ont.— International

Wanderers organized 8 July : President
and Captain, John Robinson; secretary

and treasurer, L. P. Dayton.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Brighton Club —
Officers elected 7 July : President, H. K.
Smith ; secretary, Edward Koerbitz

;

treasurer Edward Muhlhauser.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB
Frank W. Weston,

Chief Consul A nterican Division,

Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dues for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the State consul of the State in which the

pplicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as

appointed, is :
—

Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bif.inger, 608 Harrison avenue,

Learlville.

Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, Concord, Mass.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York. — Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W. V. Oilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio. — Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — K. S- Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.
hhode Island. — A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster

street. Providence.
Wisconsin. — B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.
Canadian Division:— Application blanks can be

obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed envelope
to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

In Slates where no State consul has been appointed,
such applications and leltersof inquiry should be sent to

this. H. Potter, R. C.| 99 Superior street, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Applications for Mbmbership. — (Unless protest

is received within ten daysfrom dateof this publication,

t ach of ilie following applicants are considered provision-

al elected : A.W.Douglas, Washington avenue, St.

I.ouis, Mo.; Gerry Jones, Bates Place, Binghamton,
N. V.

Appointment.— Consul for Binghamton, N. Y.,

W. ti. Jones.

TO CORRESPONDENTS
P. S. — The machine is not too light for you.

I R. Adkiancb. — Thanks. We have used.

II 1'. FULLER. — Many thanks for bulletins.

T. T. Gilmer. — Clipping received and made use of.

Thank,.

FIXTURES

25 |uly.

Dorchester Club road race.

Races at Chicago. Fifteen mile championship.
Races of Bay City Wheelmen at San Francisco,

Cal.
Koad race of Somerville Club.

27 July:
K aces of the New Jersey Wheelmen.

3 August

:

Tricycle road race by Boston Club.

3 August

:

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, England.

13 August

:

Tournament of B. C. W. at Pittsfield, Mass.

27 and 28 August :

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile
bicycle championship.

2 and 3 September

:

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

3 September:
Races of Troy Club, Island Park, N. Y.

8, 9, and 10 September

:

Tournament at Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-

cle championship.

22 September:
Races of Providence Club.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[A dvertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceeding four lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents,]

li'XCHANGE A fine Nautilus canoe, with sails,

Vj paddles, Hatches' rudder, etc.; the above was built

to order at $145, for a bicycle, American Star preferred.

Address Dr. J A K V I S, Oxford, Md.

F'OK SALE. — 56 inch Rudge, light roadster, 1885
pattern, enamelled and nickelled, ball pedals, Buffer

saddle ; has not been lidden fifty miles ;
guaranteed per-

fect ; cost $150; price $125. Address RUDGE, 152

Congress street, Boston.

FOR SALE.- sS-inch Rudge, light roadster, full-

nickelltd except wheels, and new last season ; cost

j$t6o, will sell for $100 cash. Address C. H. PAR-
SONS, Box 916, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. —52-inch full-nickelled Expert Colum-
bia, almost new, $105; 52-inch Hopper, Extra

Challenge, cheap, #50; 52-inch Harvard, good as new,
$80 Warranted as represented. CAPITAL CYCLE
COMPANY, 1406 New York avenue, Washington,
D. C.

GREAT SLAUGHTER. — Closing cut entire

stock, comprising: Standards, Experts, Club-=, — all

sizes, Victor tricvele, 52-inch Columbia, light loadster,

at lowest prices ever known ; 50-inch full-nickelled Ex-

pert, S75. Enclose stamp for list, stating wants. NEW
YORK BICYCLE AGENCY, Post Box 2434-

HICYCLVS AND TRICYCLES.— Stock con •

stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex-

amine our large stock ; machines not sold on instalment,

nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUR
large demard for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

We are prepared to furnish the

PERFECT HYGIENIC,
DURYEA,

Or LILLIBRIDCE

Bicycle * Saddle
With any of our Bicycles, allowing for

the difference between it and our regu-

lar Saddle and Spring.

THE POPE MFG. CO.
Boston, Hartford, New York, Chicago.

The customers of the late Cunning-

ham Company, or parties intending to

buy a Harvard, Yale, or Cornell, will

find it to their advantage to call at or

address MURRAY'S BICYCLE AGENCY,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass. I have

procured most of the Stock of the said

Company, and am ready to supply the

parts and fittings of the above machines.

I also keep a full line of Sundries on
hand. First-class Repairing at reason-

able rates. JOS. S. MURRAY.
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EDW. P. BURNHAM
Agent por

Roval Mdil, Victor and Premier Bicycles and Tri-

cycles, Royal Mail Tandem Tricycle (2 iracfc),

and KANGAROO, ibe only Real Safely.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hand Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,
and is much the best article for the purpose in

market j it is aho much the cheapest.
Price, SO Cents ft bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!
Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents ft bottle.

,85F* Notice.— Liquids are excluded by l»w from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having ihem. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, nr six or more of Oil,

expressage paid, to any part of the country easi of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. -=

®ft

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

, AViugR&eo.
23 So-'eFfEEj&ffcAGO

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of anv kind, send stamp to A. W. «VMP,
Dayton, Ohio, for large Illustrated Piice
JList of New and Skcokd -Band Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES taken in sxchance.

RECYCLES 1U-i>:tii-<Ml and Mckcl Plated.

* KOVFIi MOTIVE POWFE,- A machinist
/» of Pittsburg has invented a Circle Lever Propeller,
which was patented, 2 June, 1885. The same develops
a great power, and requires a slight motion only to be
set to work. It can be attached to vehicles and pleasure
boats, where the seat of the operator is in the form of a
rocking-chair, by which the whole is set in motion. A
four-wheel velocipede provided with this piopeller can
easily make fifteen or twenty miles an hour. Some
small arrang ments will enable the same to drive pumps
as well, as it is useful for any industrial purpose. The
patent is for sale. Any one interested may address the
inventor, HIPPOLYTE SCHNEIDER, ior 26th
streei, South Side, Pittsburgh, Pa.

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER.
EXAMINE ITS POINTS

Extreme Lightness, Resultant Spokes, Noiseless Spring Clip, Quad-
rant Flanges, L. L. D. Saddle, Detachable Cowhorn Handle

Bars, Safety Rake of Forks, Bolted Hollow Rims, Rigid
Leg Guard, Weldless Rear Forks, Powerful

Brake, Detent Pedals, Perfect Finish,

BEFORE YOU TAKE ANY OTHER.
" I am thoroughly satisfied that the Columhia Light Roadster, in material and work-

manship, is far superior to that of any other, either English or American. It is a genuine
pleasure to inspect work so thoroughly finished, even in the most minute details, as shown in

your machines." GEORGE H. JOHNSON,
Mechanical Expert, Hincks &Johnson,

Bridgeport, Conn.

CATALOGUE FREE.THE X^O^IEJ DVIIF'G-. C30.
BOSTON, HARTFORD, NEW YORK, CHICAGO.

JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PRESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES ill TRICYCLES
REPAIRED,

Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on Commission. The Bicy-
cle branch of our business is in charge of Will

S. Atwbll, telephone No. 193J.

holds the following Road Kecords of the world:

Ten miles in Oh. 33','m

Twenty miles in In. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 X—4 miles.

Seven days c vering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three 1i»ies broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7% hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, mid all-the-i/ear-rnuml,
nothing in market can approach it. 49" Get 1883 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney • 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

O.W. CO. DUPLEX,

DUPLEX WIIISTLK, WITH CHAIN.

ByWith Chain.

IT IS THE BEST.

Mail, 75 cents.

T BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN * WHEEL *CO
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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Hurrah for the Combination

!

New York, May 15, 18S5.

Zaciiarias & Smith, Newark, N. J. :

Never knew what solid comfort was before. Tf 1

could not get another Patton Cradle Spring", 1

would not sell mine for FIFTY DOLLARS.
Yours Irulv,

J. B. MARTINI.
Naval office.

For riding Rough Roads ihe Patton Spring is

grand. It lends a new charm to Coasting. If you
want comfort send for one, giving your weight.

Tree, $:j.50, Plain. $+.00, Nickel ltd.

Z\0HA.BIAS& SMITH - - S. la Agents,

NEWARK, N. J.

Sportsmen's Wear.

BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St., Chicago.

BICYCLES.-- EASY PAYMENTS.
BICYCLES $8 to $160. Tricycles $7.50. Velocipedes,

£3 and upwards. Columbia, Victor, Facile,

American Challenge, Otto, and other Bicycles

sold on the instalment plan without extra

1 charge except for interest. Send for large,

-new illustrated Catalogue of Wheel Goods.
including many novelties in sundries and particulars of

our instalment plan— of interest to every actual or

prospective wheelman. Many in the Atlantic states

are finding it to their interest to deal with us. Freights
equalized. Secvnd-hand wheels handled. OEO. W.
ROUSE S: SON, G St., Pe ria, II- X .

in Sundries.

MISCELLANEOUS
A A HVKY'a BICYCLE SHOP, IK i.V i> V. AY
\T corner 59th street, Central Park entrance, New
Yoik; repairing, nickelling, and japanning; sei

hand wheels of all kinds wanted and for sale.

postal for printed list. Agency of the Columbia bie

Manufacturer of the Duryea saddle. Kichard Gar-
vey, W. C. Hhrking.

QT. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
11 STONE, manager. 1121 Olive; agents for the

\ ii lor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling,

enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

I AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
II est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

Mav be put in pocket when not in use. Bymail.sev
live cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-

land, Me.

I EAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
\j — Gold L. A. \V. badce pins, <\.%r> to $10 each
Send for circular to C. 11. LAMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

I HE CRKSCENT BICYCLE HOSE SUP-
I PORTER, with patent aligator clasp; the
and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,

,nd blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of :5c.

cents by VV. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

T> ICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

1 ) Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the
side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

THE "ACME" TIKE HEATER. — Price
1 ?i.oo; the most convenient Heater for U'-e in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
expensive thin an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim ; full directions
[or cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to everv iider.

C. H. LAM ON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

For 1885.

HiNG TACKLE
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

— AT —

Appleton & Litiieft,

304 WASHINGTON ST.,

Second Door North of Old South Church.

AR DILL'S
LIQUID EXTAMBXJ

For touching up or entirely re-enamelling

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
TUPrJE I DID IT"
(, Cg^iviAMiiy

THE FIUDGE

Hard as Marble. Dries Instantly, without
any unpleasant smell, and produces a Jet Black
enamel surface in One Operation. It is

j lily impervious to wet, cold, or heat. Will
k, and is not liable to chip off. Any one

can apply it. A suitable Brush given with
each bottle.
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.
For sale by all Agents, and by

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO,,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.
Special terms to the trade.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

$5.00; Nickelled, $6.50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

" 1 have ridden over y.coo miles 011 the ' Expert'

Columbia."
" By far the most satisfactn'y wdieel made."

HENRY W. WILLIAMS,
' President Mass. Bicvcle Club, Kosmu, Mas-

« the; • p@pi .• miw© • e o> »

597 Washington St., Boston Mass.
12 WARREN ST.A BRANCH HOUSES / "5 WABASHAVE.
- NEW YORK • 7 BRANCHH0U5ES

V CHICAGO •
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Ike American, Pilot Roadster, Light batter, Safety, and Two-Track Tricycle

'£= : A.SBE 2*T©"W IKE
They are of the very highest grade every way. MANY NOVKIi AND PATENTED FEATURES ARE INTRODUCED

that are used in no other wheels. The Amerieaji Pilot Machines are the only ones containing THE LATEST AMERICAN
IMPROVEMENTS, combined with the best ENGLkH STEEL, WORKMANSHIP AND FINISH, and are conceded to be

the most original, scientific and desirable ever offered.

Section of new pattern Warwick hollow rim, used on the

PILOT LIGHT ROADSTER, and wire compressed and
cemented tire used on all Pilot Machines, the most elastic

and durable tire made, and the only one not loosened by
heat or cold.

Pilot Steering Head, with Handle Bar detached.

Brief of 50-incb American Express.

i-inch and J^-inch best red rubber tires; direct spokes;
Bown's ^Eolus ball bearings to both wheels; detachable
cranks; ^Eolus ball pedals ; elliptical front fork, semi-hollow
back fork ; 1 J^-inch perch ; Andrew's head, with long cen-
tres; dust shield, leg guard; 27-inch cow-horn handle bar;
large horn handles; grip lever brake; Harrington's latest

cradle spring, adjustable to rider's weight; suspension sad-
dle, bag and tools. 4 J^-inch hubs of burnished gun metal.
Forks and perch are of best weldless steel tube. The head,
neck, axle, cranks, bearings, rims, spokes, etc., are of best
steel. It is very rigid, thoroughly well-made, and warranted.
For strength, durability, and easy running power, it is equal
to any machine made.

It is finished in but one style of nickel and paint, as
shown in the cut, and at the low price offered, no variation
can be made.

Weight, 44 pounds.

Price, 50-inch, $100.
$2.50 rise.

Sizes 46 to 56 inch in stock.

This is positively the best value ever offered, and is un-
equalled by any wheel sold for less than $125.

Illustrated Price List mailed on request.

LATTA
NO. 16 WEST MAIN STREET -

AMERICAN EXPRESS.

BROS.,
- FRIENDSHIP, NEW YORK.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
+*- ENGLISH AND AMERICAN.-**~T~V a>

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylisr, Wheel Life,

Wheel Wofld, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book. — By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-
larged.

oontents.
PAGE.

Introductory Essay 5

ANALYSIS OF THE MACHINE.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
Bearings 34
Frame (Forks. Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91
Brakes 133
Foot-rests 142

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. .. 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made 1 75
Manumotive Machines 351
Chi'dr^n's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociables 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price 372
The Machine : Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 383
A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1883 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fastest Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Rides 402
fastest Professional Times 403
Sociable R cords 404
Diiectory of Manufacturers 405
Addendas to several Sections 407

Thbkr will be no edition of this work in 1885.
Seventy-five cents by mail.

Wk have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskinb.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Kr-kine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with sugge tions on dress,
riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." '1 wenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
wh ch no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to ihe Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,
Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
cleany printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side
and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also ihe
usual condition of the road bed for each street, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding
plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,
re'sumc' of events of the past year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-

taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.Bicycle Primer.—
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First

edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to IX., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history

of 'cycling in America, #2.00 each. The set, $11.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Photos of the Newport, Boston, and Chicago meets
of the L. A. W., fifty cents each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the
acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.50
per year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-
trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. $1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

4
Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown nut of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot he worked off whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment lor the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Ask your Dealer /or them, or send for Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCJKFORD, ILL.

THE£
Perfect Hygienic

BICYCLE SADDLE.
NOW ON THE MARKET.

(Patented March 17, 1885J

No metal frame or tree. Springs at both ends com-
pletely compensating all jar and jolt. No pressure on
pennseum, and no danger from bicycle riding with this

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle made. Thor-
oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Finest

mateti.il ever used in a bicycle accessory. Furnished
only in full nickel. KeUil price, #6.00. Liberal dis-

count to the trade. Ask your dealer to see it. Orders
filled promptly. Send for descriptive circul .r. Manu-
factured only by

T, J. K1RKPATBICK, SpringM, Ohio,

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 18

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE.

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landy, Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,
and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

is Low, Neat. Comfortable. Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Pricbs : Japanned, £3-00;
Nickelled, $3.75- Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada

Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

OARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

59th St. &. Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central Parh En1ran<e.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barleys ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. It 1
- so made

that when it becomes slack it can be easily And quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, 83.150; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. 0. BUISLEY, BOSTON. Brighton District, MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
We beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non -delivery of their orders for

THE AMERICAN

Long- Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our facili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and

soliciting a continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL <& BOWEN,
(Successors to Bull & Haynes)

587 &l 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Licensed by the Pope M'f'g. Co.

BOi^sHOL,

This shoe is not machine made, but strictlv hand-

made flexible shoe, of the best English, French, and
American stock. Warranted to last from A| ril to No-
vember for riding purposes. No rubber to come off, no

pegs nor nails to hurt the feet. Laced low to allow of

adjustment. Cut h gh, but nicely fitted to keep from
slipping. Made in any color to match uniform. Kacll

shoe made on a last specially modelled by us. Racing
Shoes, with soles one-eighth, quarter, three-eighth, one
half-inch thick, weighing not over ten or twelve ounces.
All shoes patented. Price list and rules for self m Rsure-

ment sent on application. Bask Ball Shoes a
Specialty.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
158 Summei street, Boston.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion Insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new jini stated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

a "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, ami roasting, (he Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering. and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and e7ery

machine are fully guaranteed,
For further particulars addit

II. It. SMITH !MA< HIM. CO.,
Smithvllle. Burlington Co.. N. i
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MORE THAN ONE HALF
OF THE BICYCLES IN THE RECENT PARADE OF THE

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN,
AT BUFFALO, N. Y., AND

Of the machines ridden to the finish on

THE BIG FOUR TOUR,
WERE

EXPERT COLUMBIA^
At Every League Meet the COLUMBIA BICYCLES have heen in the Majority.

FOR SEVEN YEARS!
THE OLDEST AND BEST RIDERS HAVE RIDDEN AT MEETS AND TOURS

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

BETTER THAN A RACING RECORD.
PRE-EMINENTLY PRACTICAL.

Office of

White Sewing Machine Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio, June 25, 1885.

The subscriber is Adjuster for the above Company, and in the discharge of his duties uses your

54 inch Expert Columbia. I have run the same something over 1 1,000 miles, in 14 months, over all kinds of

roads, and am glad to say not one cent have I spent for repairs, and my machine is in first-class condition.

C. D. KERSHAW.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SE1STT FREE.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Branch Houses : 12 Warren Street, New York ; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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LIGHT. STRONG. SPEEDY.

THE
Has more than vindicated all claims made for it

when it first appeared.

Having all best devices, and being built of

finest material, good results naturally follow.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
IT'O Tremont Street Boston.

The business of THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY will for the present be carried on by THE
WESTON SUPPLY CO., 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., to whom should be

addressed all requests for Catalogues, aud orders for HARVARD and YALE Bicycles, and AMERICAN
METEOR, AMERICAN SALVO, HARVARD, aud QUADRANT Tricycles, both Singles, Sociables, and

Tandems. As only a limited stock is available, prompt applications are desirable.
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SAFETY BICYCLE.
Former Records Completely Obliterated!

IROQUOIS CYCLE MEETING, AT LILL1E BRIDGE, JUNE 27.

One mile Safety Bicycle Handicap; winner, F. S. Bucking-ham. Time, am. 55 3-5S. One Mile Bicycle (ordinary) Challenge

Handicap; winner, F. S. Buckingham. Time, 2m. 45 3-5S.

LONG EATON ATHLETIC CLUB SPORTS, JUNE 27.

Two Mile Safety Bicycle Handicap. Winner, A. P. Engleheart (scratch) Time, 6m. 2 4-5S

CROYDON CYCLING CLUB, CRYSTAL PALACE, JULY 1, 1885.
One Mile Bicycle (ordinary) Handicap. Winner, A. P. Engleheart (scratch) Time, 3m. o 1-5S.

Sportsman (July 2) says: " Enjzlthcart tookjthe lead after covering a lap and a lialf, and won anyhow."

Three Miles Bicycle (ordinary) Handicap. Winner, A. P. Engleheart (scratch) Time, gm. 46s.

Sportsman (Jnly 2) says :
" Engleheart took the lead easily in the second mile, ar.d won by three quarters of a lap."

Ten Miles Championship (ordinary bicycle). Winner, A. P. Engleheart (scratch) Time, 32m. 39 2-5S.

Sportsman says : " Engleheart at half distance went to the front, and won by a couple of laps. Easily beating recordforprevious year , which was 36m. 7s."

Three Miles Inter-Club Race (ordinary bicycle). Winner, A. P. Engleheart (scratch) Time, 9m. 22 2-5S.

Sportsman says :
'* Engleheart made all the running, and won by a lap."

" The principal feature of the gathering was the riding of Engleheart, who, on a 'K ANGAltOO,' WON EVERY EVENT
for which he entered, including his own Club Championship, in brilliant fashion."— Sportsman, July z, 1885.

Also, " Eoyal Mail " just won three 1st and two 2d Prizes at the late Springfield, Ohio, Me?t, July 15 1 Stll in great d mand.

—_>> ^=>ADSBESS-V V*—

WM. READ & SONS, 107 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

holds the followiug Road Becords of the world:

Ten miles in Oh. 33';m
Twenty miles in lh. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fifly miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 X-4 miles.

SeveD days— covering 924 miles.
'1 he longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7H hours. It has
made more road records of 20* miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and nll-tlte-year-rvund,
nothing in market can approach it. BS~ Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient ur/ents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PRESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES ni TRICYCLES
REPAIRED,

Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on commissiim. The Bicy-

cle branch of our business is in charge of Will
S. Atwbll, telephone No. 1915.

O.W. CO. DUPLEX,

DUPLEX WHISTLE, WITH CHAIN.

With Chain. By Mail, 75 cents.

IT IS THE BEST. SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN* WHEEL ^CO
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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THEY HAVE

COME!
I have received a stock of

The Best,
The Fastest,

The Lightest,
The Strongest,

And the most scientifically constructed tr cycle yet
made; also the

Facile Bicycle,
For which the Undersigned is Boston Agent.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

HOME* EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

cinating Hume Gymnasium ever de-
vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

:hi-ap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

(om. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
I. -dies nr Youths of either sex, the

[ A hlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illu.uated circular. Address

Home School for Physical Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N Y. City.

The Butcher Cyclometer,

IMPROVED FOR 1885.

Can be read from the Saddle and

used uilli a Hub Lamp.

Price - - - - $10.00
It* form remains the same, but the works have been

entirely remodelled.
Its action is more positive, and the troublesome

•prings are done away with.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley St.,

BOSTON - - - MASS.

SPEED^ndIPOWER
WITHOUT COMPLEX GEARS

IN THE

"Genuine dumber" Tandem.

Ten miles in 39 minutes, 38 seconds, straightaway, J. W. SMITH and
Partner, Orange, Oct. 25, 1884. Head winds and hilly road.

"The 'Tandem' beats the Dutch! Climbed Ford Hill on it yesterday, — the

hill running from the river road to Chamouni Drive, West Park, — the one
THAT HAS NEVER BEFORE: BEEN RIDDEN. Quite as tough as Corey
Hill, in my opinion."

GEO. D. GIDEON, July 16, 1885.

Jfl^
3 The same machine and gearing— 58 inches— was used in both performances.

" Genuine Humber " Tandems and Crippers
now in Stock.

Beware of Imitations that are not Humber made. The suc-

cess of these Famous Machines depends largely on the exquisite

fitting and workmanship found only in the genuine.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Sole U. S. Agents for Humber & Co.

IEjSLIST OrLAJSTGWEJ, 3NT- T. ?

362 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
GEO. K. BIDWELL & CO.

2and 4 East 60th St., New York

,

COLUMBIA and RUDGE

Bioycles and Tricycles.

Hlirel UimmIn of nil Descriptions.

Send for our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

t.
Big Four,99

"DOWN EAST," and all other tourists should keep
a detailed account of their wheeling. Use the Cyclist's

Record Hook. Every detail in little space, with no
trouble. Pocket si/.e ; edges protected; road binding;
poeket for cards, ca>h, etc. Simple, neat, complete.

Fifty cenis.

C. D. BATCHELDER,
Lancaster, N. H.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-

cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one
can now obtain a Bicycle with a small

weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. G BIRD & CO,.
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLES.
DEALERS AND ISXDISIl^!

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH

AMERICAN
CHALLENGE

IDEAL
-*SAFETY.*- BICYCLES

^.BE UNEXCELLED E3"Z- .A-3>T^\

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from 874 to 8119.

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from 835 to 872.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and

PRICE.
Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GORMTJLLT & JEFFERY, 222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to tht 'Cyclistf Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

HARW00D5
SAFETY BICYCLE STEf

Harwoofl's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $1.00
Liberal discount to the trade-

Extra Clips ao

No. 1 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " " Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50

No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50

No. 3, for Harvard 50

No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HAHWOOl),

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

The sole Agency in Philadelphia, and vicinity for the
LIGHT ROADSTER .

RACER.
AMERICAN RUDGE.RUDGE

Harvard,

VICTOR.

YALE.

Club.

BICYCLES,
Tricycles.

THE BEST MAKE.
SEND
FOR

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race St., Philadelphia, P.

Double-
Driver

TRICYCLE.
Single and Tandem.

RUDGE

Safety
VICTOR

TRICYCLE.

HUMBER
TRICYCLE.

CLUB
TRICYCLE.

Facile.

BICYCLE RIFLES JLXTD SHOT CX71TS.
Just the thing for touring trips and sport along the road. 'Write for Catalogue

and Circulars, and say what you want. P. O. Box 1108.

A1IUAM G. POWELL MA1VAGER.
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THE NEW AND IMPROVED

4m 4—S3*

w
CONVERTS INTO

DISTINCT SINGLE TRICYCLES,
Viz: The "Sandringham Club"

J^TSJ 33

The 'Imperial Club" (Central Gear),

=T HI B :

f

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
"OOSTOKT-
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The following extract is taken from a letter written

by an old rider, who doubted the Safety and Efficiency

of the Ribbon Steering- After trying our New Improved

Steering, he writes:

"The Ribbon Steering forever! I believe the Problem is Solved."
June 20, 1885.

The Victor Tricycle, with the New Ribbon Steering,

is far and away the Steadiest Tricycle made.

TWO MILES IN 6.27.

Victor Tires are in to Stay. Tires which can be

Pulled Out are Not Safe to Ride.

Please call or Send for- Catalogue.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St., Boston.

THE STAR* WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,
The 15-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,
BX3SIDB TULA-N-Y MINOIl :E"\7".EJItf1"S.

THE ITE'W MODEL LISHT EOAD3TEE 13 THE a^T-A^CHIlTE FOH I30.A.E OXZ PATH.
Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel sent on application with 2 cent stamp. Five cents in stamps

must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. W. STALL, 509 Tremont St., 4 Warns k, Odd Fellows Hall,
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PvL'bllsla.eeL every Friday

E. C. HODGES & GO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON. MASS., U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates :
—

One year, in advance J2.00
Six months " i-oo

Three months .60

Special Ciub subscription received at $1.00 il sen to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4. East 60th St., New York.

Garvey's, corner 59th St. and Broadway.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 31 JULY, 1885.

There has been for some time a dis-

cussion carried on in the columns of the

C. '/'. C. Gazette, on safety bicycles.

Although the letters purported to discuss

the merits and demerits of a class of

cycles, and some of them did so, the

majority of them were simply narrations

of the experiences of so and so with such

and such a machine. And as is usual,

each man considered his selection the

best, and lauded with fulsome praise the

machine he rode. This discussion has

now been stopped by the editor, who
autocratically says it must cease. This is

a pity, for the principal value of the

opinions expressed and the experiences

detailed was their number. We cer-

tainly regret that editor Shipton should

have for any reason felt obliged to close

the columns of the Gazette to those who
can furnish any information, and that the

subject was an interesting one, was

shown by the large number of letters re-

ceived. No other cycling publication is

so independent of the dealers as the

Gazette, though our bright little contem-

porary, Wheel Life, seems inclined to

open its mouth and say what it thinks

proper, let the sentiments expressed

displease whom they will. For this rea-

son if for no other, it is a thousand pities

that the correspondence should not have

continued during the time when the ex-

perience in the use of safeties and dwarf

bicycles was daily increasing. The
opposers of geared machines of the Kan-

garoo type were strenuous in their argu-

ments that they would not stand, and

this discussion would have tended to

show whether they would or not. But

now that the Gazette has closed its col-

umns, and as no other paper is likely to

admit criticism adverse to their adver-

tiser's productions, it is quite clear that

if additional information re these ma-

chines, is to be obtained, one must look

elsewhere. All the indications are that

there is a field for safe machines, and

though many of the small bicycles were

sold on account of their novelty, the very

large number disposed of can only be the

result of a positive demand for some-

thing safer than the ordinary, and less

cumbersome than the tricycle. We still

maintain our first opinion, that there is a

good chance for a really safe bicycle.

A cut of the much discussed League

championship medal will be found in an-

other column. The medal has been crit-

icised in several of the cycling papers

because of its simplicity in design, and

for its small intrinsic value. The racing

board expected criticism when it put

forth the medal, for it was a departure

from the elaborate and costly medals that

have been given the League champions

in former years. The medal admirably

carries out the idea of the racing board of

1884-5, whose members believed that the

true amateur would find in the honor of

victory his greatest reward, and regard

the trophy not for its intrinsic value, but

for what it represents. The League is an

amateur organization, and the racing

board desire to conduct its racing affairs

strictly in accordance with the amateur

idea. They have taken a long step in

this direction in furnishing a medal such

as they have, and recommending that no

prize of greater value than $50 be given in

amateur events. The managers of tour-

naments are slow to carry out the ideas

of the board, but we believe they will

come to it in time. There is but one

championship trophy. It is in gold, and

bears the distance and year on the bars.

Second and third prizes are allowed in

championship races, but they must be

struck from the same die in silver and

gold, and bear the word " souvenir" on

the upper bar. The day for costly and

elaborate medals in amateur events is

gone by.

What America wants is a holiday on

general principles. We have holidays in

which we are expected to fast, to give

thanks, to fire off guns and things, to dec-

orate graves, to give presents, etc., etc.

Each has a specific purpose. We ought

to have a holiday in which every man can

follow the bent of his own inclinations

without the distraction which obtains on

the specific holidays.

" My horses agree beautifully," said

the driver of a matched team; "one is

willing to do all the work, and the other

is willing that he should." A few men in

League circles are willing to do a deal of

work; and a great many are willing they

should.

Our friend Stone, of St. Louis, gives

a few ideas on the amateur question in

another column. We think he will in-

dorse what we said on this question last

week.

At Springfield, Ohio, and at Scranton,

Penn., men were protested because., as it

was charged, their expenses were paid by

cycle dealers or manufacturers. The
matter will go before the racing board for

a decision, and it is to he hoped that

those who bring the charges will submit
evidence to prove them. A man is inno-

cent until he is proved guilty, and one
man's word is as good as another's. It

is charged that these men have become
professionals because their expenses have
been paid. We hope those who protest

will state under which clause of the ama-
teur rule this will make these men pro-

fessionals.

Should a judge at a race meeting
make a bet upon the result of a race?

This surprising question comes to us this

this week. It almost answers itself. A
judge should be unprejudiced. A man
who bet's on a race cannot be unpreju-

diced. We are surprised at the ques-
tion, but we are much more surprised that

any race official should act in a way to

cause it to arise.
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CORRESPONDENCE

{ Tits Jtfixrimml is *fm /.• c*mmxn£r*ti*HS mtiat-

:kr rM:**- Jaciarmmg all rtxfrmti-

met fertiims, *s m Jkis Jm(gwe*t

Sc eS.

./.•— Allow me
.inst the :

I understand it. It appears
my mind) rar Excuse my

em: ke it to heart ifyou
happen to think the other way : but sup-
pose

suppose it for the case is before me right

now. I - :nate (or as it no«
pears, unfortunate) enough to win a Vic-

tor bicycle at our race meet here in Ma
I am now riding it. It is a 5$-inch, and I

have discovered since getting it that I

can do better on a smaller wheel, and
therefore contemplate getting a 57-inch

:

but no, the bk - .von in a race, and
so I must ride the darn thing forever, or

keep it, and hand it down to my
heirs as a relic, and go in debt lo get an-
other. It's a great scheme, I'll admit:
but 10 its going to benefit

It certainly will not benefit amateurs who
are unfortunate enough to win such things

-

It will kill good race meetings. Rac-
ing men will <jo where the most valuable
pri."; You c « j'.ate

that and the club or association that has
the most get up about it, and offers the

s the one that will get the
best racing men to attend. If you shut
down on such competition between clubs
that s % race meetings, you imme-
dia racing man a premium
to stay at home, a - '

: in a few iso-

ses where men who are ir:

lis mav chance to meet) the races are
e to be tame and uninteresting, and

consequently a money-losing scheme.
Its all very well to talk about running
for a laurel wreath, and all that sort of

a straight poi

g en will not do it, and th :

suit will be that aal races will

take precedence of amateur, and the
now manifested in

amateur records and races will die out.
- -pose another case : I won an $3.oo
nickel timer some time ago : well. I had
no . 1 hare a stop watch, and
I didn't want the timer. What should I

have cone According to the
lastest rule. I should simply have stayed
out of the race, because it would not be
worth while to encumber myself with

.ruck that isn't pretty to look at.

In the case in point. 1 took the timer,

and carefully lost it about a week a

otherwise I should have so!

I think Mr. B that the rule will not
wo- vrong in principle. After a
man owns a thing he &tpms it, and its no-
body's darn business what he does with

iofessk>naI in spir

will crop out of him in other ways than in

this particular direction, and you can
easily find him out.

As I understand it, the rule is intended
for the benefit and protection of amateur

Well, now. wouldn't it be a good
plan to interview a few amateur
get their opinion on it

Generally before a law is : vern-

: men.— the men to

be governed have the saj sc but in this

ks very much to me as
of men ^amateurs simp <e they
never raced), men who lothing

whatever of the trials and hard «

,. men who are, as I s.v

simply because they never had a chance
to be anything else'), are sitting in judg-
ment over, and framing laws for a body
of men, who, being in the
minor"; :-.ot the slightest voice in

:
- e 7 c ;/ "i s

?

In conc!.:> say that this let-

ter is Hot personal, but is the outcome of

a spontaneous internal combustion, and
the natural feeling c:

- :can to put
in his oar. and ha . about the
framing of a law that is goiru
his actions. Stone.

-

L. A. W. MEDAL.

From a Feminine Point of View.

It is always well for a man to know
what he is talking about before he begins
to talk. The man who starts out with an
hypothesis which is a bare assumption
without the shadow of a foundation, will
find h nt falling to the ground

^ht.

I am not here for controversy, and I

do not care to banter words with those
who differ with me in any opinion I mav
put forth; but I do objectto misrepresent

and I protest that it is unfa
man to credit me with ideas that I never

cherished nor advanced, and proceed
forthwith to controvert the same.

I find the following in the World of

. written by one who signs him-

Count:" • Nothwithstand-
lisie's ' generally apt and intel-

nments and advice. I think her
unwise in trying so persistently to per-

suade her he s to adopt a
special and peculiar costume such as

-s reformers (?) are endeavoring to

introduce. The less we have of Dr.
Marv Walkers or. 5 the sooner
will the pastime become popular among

sex.*'

It is very evident that the writer does
not belor. g

r of all hi:

assumptions that I ever heard, this is the

I have never advis hesitating

sisters to adopt a peculiar costume such
as dress reformers are endeavoring to

introduce I have urged them not
to. I have said again and again "be
inconspicuous in your apparel." and I

have .0 avoid the cos-
tumes that have been modelled after the
Dr. Walker idea. " Noah Count'" has
not read what I

It is to the credit of the women of
England from whom I have quoted

have frowned upon the ridiculous

.me that Mrs. King designed and
mmended. This is the costume that

respondeat would have the world
think me to advocate. Here is what I»
said about it in your issue of 5 June

:

" I got a glimpse of a p a woman
on a tricycle a short time ago clad in Mrs.
King's propos d I was glad
that it has found little favor. Dr. Mary
Walker is the i d in America
that won rig, unless I mis-
take mi sex.

: wo-nen as Miss Erskine, Mrs.
Philpot and Jessie Choice are nc.
reformers " in the sense implied by vour
correspondent. They ride the tricycle
intelligently, and they have g
world the benefit of their valuable experi-
ence. I challenge your correspondent
to point to one - _ _ on made by
them and quoted by me. which would
lead to a costurr e ould attract
attention. Certain articles of ur.

clothing differ in make up from t

worn ordinarily by our sex : but the out-
ward garments as recommended are plain
and simple and not unlike the ordir
feminine -

. ir.

I am one of those who believe in a
.urne suited to the work in hand.

Woman's costume must be modified a
good deal if she would get the bes 1

suits from cycling, but if the modifica-
tions are made in the direction I hare in-
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dicated woman will not be as conspicuous
in her apparel as her brothers are.

From the same course of reasoning
adopted by your correspondent, I might
say that man should make himself attrac-

tive, and as he looks at his best in a silk

hat, white tie and dress coat, he should
thus appear on the cycle. Pshaw ! I

am filled with disgust.

I have great faith in the opinions and
the ideas advanced by the ladies from
whom I have quoted. I have seen many
of their ideas embraced and put to a
practical test with good results, and if I

have grown unduly warm in this discus-
sion, it is because I believe that my op-
ponent is on unfamiliar ground, and is

setting up certain dogmatic ideas with-
out knowledge to base them upon.

Woman can get upon a cycle, and ride

in her ordinary street clothes. No one
disputes that. Man can do the same.
But man finds it greatly to his advantage
to adapt his costume to the wgrk in hand,
and so will woman. I rode in company
with a clergyman pn one occasion, and
he wore his ordinary street dress, which
included a Prince Albert coat. I deeply
sympathized with him throughout the
whole ride.

And so I say to you, sisters, ride if

you can. Your ordinary dress can be
worn, but you will get better results if

you make changes such as experience
advises. These changes will not make
you conspicuous, for those who lead the
way are steering clear of this rock, and the

costume they will recommend will attract

less attention than your ordinary apparel.

I have said before that I am not one
of those who believe that ''any old thing
will do to ride in." Any old thing will

not do ; for ten chances to one the "old
thing "will make the rider look like a
guy-

I have no fear that those who have
read me carefully will dress unbecom-
ingly, or alter the mar.ner of the dress

reformers (?); but I fear that there may be
some who have not read me who will

think that I have said what your corre-

spondent says I have said, but which I

have never thought nor uttered. I beg
of you, Mr. Editor, not to let me be mis-

represented again. Daisie.

The Trade in England.

SINCE the Stanley and Speedwell
shows in the spring, trade has been very-

brisk, and the agents report a general

revival in the demand for bicycles, tricy-

cles rather tailing back by comparison
Indw.irf bicycles, an immense trade has
been done; but there are signs of a

diminution of popularity for this class of
wheel, the boom being evidently due
rather to novelty than to inherent merit.

I am given to understand that one of the

very largest firms at Coventry recently

discharged a hundred hands at once, the

accumulation of tricycles in the store-

rooms making it necessary to reduce the

output in this department. At the same
time. I do not regard this as indicative of

an actual decline in the popularity of the
pastime of tricycling, but rather as proof
that the public are dissatisfied with the

work turned out by the firm in question,

as well as convinced of the superiority of

tricycles of other patterns than the one
made a staple commodity of by this par-

ticular firm. Competition is keener than
at any time, and every manufacturer
seems not only satisfied that he makes
the very best machine in the world, but
that persistent advertising of the fact, and
decrying of his rivals, is the only way to

sell his goods.
Humber, Marriott & Cooper's dissolu-

tion of partnership, is the sensation of

the year. Mr. T. Humber was the

founder of the firm, and after a time Mr.
Marriott joined it, and the title became
' Humber & Marriott." Later on, Fred.

Cooper, then professional champion, was
taken into partnership, and the three

names were combined ; and for several

years Humber, Marriott & Cooper has
been a household word in the bicycling

world. Mr. T. R. Marriott, too, has
achieved individual fame by his exploits

on the tricycle, winning the fifty-miles

road-race for the tricycle championship in

1883, and holding for some time the

record for 24 hours on the road. For
some occult reason, the partnership has
been dissolved, Marriott and Cooper
starting afresh with a depot on Holborn
Viaduct, London, and having their ma-
chines built for them by Rudge & Co., at

Coventry, whilst Humber has taken a

Mr. Lambert, of Nottingham, into part-

nership as Humber & Co., carrying on
the business exactly as before the
dissolution. The result, as far as the

public is concerned, is rather favorable

than otherwise, the two firms being very

hostile towards each other ; and as both
have the right to manufacture all the pat-

terns of machines hitherto made only by
the old firm, competition is very keen,

and the public must gain the benefit in the

shape of greater punctuality and more
attention to orders than was possible

when " H umbers " were practically a

monopoly. Humber & Co. have regis-

tered the words 'Genuine Humber "as
their trade mark. Marriott & Cooper being

entitled to use the trade mark of " Hum-
ber" alone. The machines themselves

offer verv trifling points of divergence,

Marriott & Cooper's make, following the
'• Genuine " details as closely as possible,

the chief point of difference being that

Marriott & Cooper use Morgan's chain

on tricycles, instead of the usu.il close-

linked chain.

. have been upsetting (he

traditions formerly allied to their name.

For a longtime past, Singer and strength
were synonymous ; but Singer and weight
were also considered inseparable. Lat-
terly the old firm has made a fresh move
and taken to construct both bicycles and
tricycles as light as can be desired, a rac-

ing bicycle, and a racing "Traveller"
tricycle, being now procurable from the big
sewing-machine firm. I presume that this

is a sign of the times, and affords a proof
that this most conservative of manufac-
turing houses has come to recognize the
fact that, although extreme lightness may
not be imperative for the road, the ability

to make light racing tricycles brings with
it the capacity to do away with unneces-
sary weight in roadsters ; and that a
machine's speed for racing means easy
propulsion in ordinary riding.

Gimlet handles are very much more
useit than formerly, both for racing and
the road. For path riding, this kind of
handles may be preferable to the ordinary
"pear " handle, because it is not neces-
sary to shift the position when merely
riding around a level surface ; but tor

touring the pear-handle is to be preferred,
giving, as it does, a change of position to

suit the class of road being traversed,
the alternative of over-hand grasping,
under-hand gripping, and end-capping,
being very obviously advantageous on a
long journey with hilly roads of varying
quality.

Fewer fluted rubbers are in use than
formerly. The amount of mud and dust
thrown up by a fluted tire is so un-
pleas.nt as to counterbalance its non-
slipping property. But the combination
tires of Hancock's patent, having the
outside smooth and the inside finely fluted

to hold the cement, are very largely used.
In this connection, it is surprising to

note how very seldom I meet riders with
Sparrow's patent leather tire. As a pro-
tection for bicyclists, the strip of leather
which Sparrow attaches to the periphery
of the rubber is very valuable, affording
a secure hold on a muddy surface without
throwing up so much mud as a grooved
rubber would do. For dwarf bicycles,

which are particularly prone to slip side-

wise, the leathered tire would appear an
absolute necessity ; and it is also a capi-

tal means of prolonging the age of a
rubber that has got much cut about by
stones.

After all the fuss that has been made
in the Gazette, the Cyclists' Touring Club
announces that its sub-committee's labors
have resulted in nothing, the proposition
to issue a special form of warranty, to be
filled up by the trade, being thrown out
as unnecessary ; the common law of the
land already affording people a remedy
for bad material and workmanship. The
trade is rather amused at this verv mis-
erable little mouse being the result of
such a very large mountain's protracted
labor.

The St. Geor , neering Com-
pany have decidedly struck oil with their

r.ici:
j

le, whit h t I

rably reviewed when it was introd

at the Stanley show. They riglitlv
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particularly stress upon the tangent lacing

being a true tangent ; it certainly makes
a very rigid wheel at its weight. A Man-
chester rider is reported to have won
twenty-two prizes in five weeks on this

bicycle.

The Kangaroo dwarf bicycle has under-
gone some modifications in design, and
is now ridden by several very fast ama-
teurs; the racing pattern is at once
lighter and more rigid than as originally

made. The forks are very wide built,

instead of cutting close over the wheel

;

and a solid platform is built upon the

backbone to hold the saddle. Engle-
heart, Buckingham, and some other
riders now compete on this wheel with

considerable success, even in races for

ordinary bicycles, in which there is no
extra handicap allowance made in con-
sideration of the machine ridden.

The Rover safety bicycle has not been
seen about much; but its points have
been brought out in private trials by
Golder, Hebblethwaite, and other riders,

and Starley & Sutton are so confident of

the great speed of this machine, as well

as of its safety, that they announce a
loo-mile race, to take place shortly, in

order to publicly demonstrate its capa-
bilities.

Amongst tricycles, the Quadrant is

the one that has come forward most
prominently during 1885. For several

years, the earlier patterns of Quadrant
tricycles were not at all popular ; but with

the introduction of the No. 8 and No. 9,
the machine began to take immensely,
and its sterling good quality of construc-
tion has caused quite a run on the make
to such an extent, indeed, that I hear the

makers are busy doubling their works
and plant. Latterly, too, a distinct de-

parture has been made, by the introduc-

tion of the '" Racing Quadrant," in which
the effective points of the No. 8 are com-
bined with the slow and steady steering

of the No. 9 ; the bicycle pattern handle-

bar is retained ; but instead of steering a

la bicycle, the bar is rigid, and on its

right-hand extremity a rod is mounted,
which runs down to an ordinary combi-
nation of rack and pinion. Thus the

racing man on the Quadrant has exacily

the advantageous forward position of the

handle bar steering, without its sensitive

and erratic movements ; and the combi-
nation results in the Quadrant racer being
absolutely -safe on the path at top speed,
steering with beautiful steadiness and
prec sio:i. Of its speed I can personally

testily, inasmuch as I have for seven
years past hovered about the half-limit

mark, in bicycle and tricycle handicaps
;

but since taking to ride the Quadrant,
I have, in two months come back, from
one hundred and fifteen yards in a mile,

to scratch !

Amongst lamps, or lanterns, for cycling,

the " King of the Road " has long heid

a foremost position, and numerous imita-

tions of it have sprung up. Our patent
laws are still far lrom perfect, it seems ;

but in this case, Lucas, the inventor of

the King, has succeeded in gaining a

verdict in favor of his patent, and the

edict has gone forth that the King of the

Road must no longer be copied.

The Racoon is the name of a recent

introduction in dwarf bicycles. It has a

lever motion somewhat resembling that

of the Facile, but instead of acting direct,

it acts with a novel kind of sun-and-

planet motion to gear it up. I have not

yet had an opportunity of examining it.

One of Bown's novelties consists of

the Matchless sliding spring, designed to

enable tricyclist's to shift their saddles

and springs forward for hill-climbing, and
backward for descending. This is effected

by mounting the saddle and spring on a

platform containing a sort of tramway,
whereon the saddle runs forward or back-

ward by means of suitably grooved wheels

being held in any one of eight positions

by a spring catch.

On the lines of the Arab cradle spring,

a spring has been brought out, called the

Popular; but as the proof of the pudding
is in the eating, I cannot say whether it

has anything to recommend it. It ap-

pears to be less flexible than the Cradle,

and it is also cheaper in price. Doubts
are rife as to whether it does not infringe

Harrington's patent.

Some extraordinary inventions are dis-

played in our department of the Interna-

tional Inventions Exhibition, now open
at South Kensington. Some of the most
notable of these monstrosities I will

describe in full in another communication
to you. Meantime, among the regular

trade exhibitors, speculation is lively

concerning the probabilities of the jurors

awarding medals and commendations
with scant acumen ; those in high places

having overlooked the claims of several

most expert nominees, and appointed,

instead, some big-wig, but ignorant

people, to perform the task of judging the

cycle exhibits. Faed.
London, 16 July, 1885.

Ohio Division, L. A. W.

The annual meet and races of the Ohio
division of the L. A. W., took place

at Springfield, Ohio, 20 and 21 July.

The business meeting was held at the
Grand Opera House, on the first day.

From the reports of the officers the

division is in a flourishing condition.

Hereafter the offices of secretary and
treasurer will be combined. Mr. Paul
A. Staley, of Springfield, was elected to

the office, and a committee was appointed
to draft a new constiiution. The divis-

ion has now 550 members, with 92 new
applications.

Penn. Division, L. A. W.

The annual meeting of the Pennsylva-
nia Division of the League of American
Wheelmen, took place in Scranton, 23

July. There were over one hundred
bicyclers in line, under command of Chief
Counsel Aaron, of Philadelphia. The
business meeting was held at the Lacka-

wanna rink. T. Howard Wright was
re-elected secretary and treasurer. It

was reported that there were 924 mem-
bers in the division. A dark blue flag

was adopted for League parades.

Michigan Division, L. A. W.

The annual meet of the Michigan Di-
vision, L. A. W., was held at Coldwater,
16 July. During the forenoon the bicy-

clists rode out to A. C. Fisk's (Maple
Park) and took a spin around his track,

and while there were photographed by
Harry B.issett. On their return they
visited the Lewis Art Gallery, which had
been thrown open by Mrs. Lewis for their

benefit. While there they were pre-

sented with beautiful button-hole bou-
quets by the Nettleton sisters. Return-
ing to the St. James a business meeting
was held, F. A. Vernor acting as chair-

man, and F. T. Burnhan, secretary. Mr.
Burnham was also elected secretary and
treasurer of the State division. The
Western Cyclist, of Ovid, was made the

League paper. A committee, consisting

of Escott, Cathcart, and Warner, was
appointed to settle with the former sec-

retary and treasurer, W. C. Marvin.
Thanks were returned to Mrs. H. C. Lewis
for her kindness in opening the gallery.

In the evening a banquet was served at

the St. James. The meet will be held
at Grand Rapids next year.

A Canterbury Pilgrimage, by Jo-
seph and Elizabeth Robins Pennell: Lon-
don, Seeley & Co. This is the title of a
little book in which the authors tell of a
ride from London to Canterbury, in Au-
gust of 18S4, on a Coventry Rotary tan-

dem. The book has none of the flavor of

a guide book, and there is no mention of

roads or distances, but it is written in an
interesting and breezy style, and the

interest is kept up throughout. The
tourists take the route travelled by
Chaucer's pilgrims, but alas! they find

little to tell the tale of the former journey,

and arriving at the shrine of the saintly

Thomas, they find that departed as well.

The illustrations are no less interesting

than the text. Jo.'s pencil is seen at its

best in the sketches shown. The cover
is got up in mediaeval style, with a sug-

gestion of contrast between the travel

of ancient days, as represented by a
knight and lady riding on a pillion, and
that of modern days, wherein the lady

occupies the front seat of a tandem. The
book will be published in America by
Scribner & Co.

EXOTICS

Iliffe & Son, have published a little

pamphlet written by John A. Williamson,
solicitor, entitled ' The Rights and Lia-

bilities of Cyclists." It treats the sub-

ject under three neads : "In General,"
" As Tourists " and " As Regards the

Betting Law." It is an admirable woik,

and although it treats matters of law from
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P! LOOK! READ!
When You Buy,

Look more at the past reputa-

tion of the maker than at the

present appearance of the ma-

chine. Faint, enamel and nickel

covereth a multitude of flaws.

When You Buy,
Do not buy your machine on

paper. See either the machine,

or an exact counterpart of the

machine you think of purchas-

ing; then you know what you

are getting.

From the Bicycling World of July 17,

1885.

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co.
have received the following unanimous
testimonial from the members who used
their Rudges on the Big Four Tour :

—
Gentlemen, — We, the undersigned,

members of the Big Four Tour, de-

sire to express our appreciation and
satisfaction with the manner in which
the Rudge bicycles have stood the

rough road work throughout the tour.

As an all-round roadster, we believe

that it has no equal, and cordially

recommend it to road riders who desire

a roadster for general riding, touring,

and hill-climbing, which combines all

the essential points of strength, dura-

bility, and easy running. Fraternally

yours, W. S. Bull, Buffalo ; Fred Jen-
kins, New York ; Fred C. Hand,
Scranton, Pa. ; W. G. E. Peirce,

Chicago; H. S. Wood, Philadelphia;

F. W. Warner, Farmington, Mich.
;

J. W. Vivian, Boston ; A. D. Peck, Jr.,

Boston ; H. S. Wollison, Pittsfield,

Mass. ; G. L Sawyer, Faribault, Minn.

;

Geo. S. Morley, Clyde, N. Y. ; F. B.

Graves, Rochester, N. Y. ; F. G. King,
Corry, Pa.; W. L Gardener, Troy, N.Y.;
S. H. Monell, New York; F. C. Stokes,
Moorestown, N. Y. ; C. W. Wagner,
Ann Arbor, Mich. ; A. M. Scott, Wood-
stock, Ont. ; H. P. Simpson, Scranton,
Pa.; J. H. Johnson, Detroit, Mich.

When You Buy,

Buy the Best, and although you

find it perhaps a little higher in

price at the start, you will find

it the cheapest iu the end.

When You Buy,
Give us a show with our ma-

chine. All we ask is a chance

with the rest. If you are not sat-

isfied after placing our machine in

close comparison with others, we
will not urge their sale.

COMMENT IS NEEDLESS.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade,

-fe-S"

—

& -Hr

SINGER'S

*-*• \m^

CYCLES *

-^@9©^-'
4-3-

BCIFICATION.
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork— Front, new elliptic, hollow.
" Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Hubs— New pattern steel flanges.

Spokes— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

Felloes— Steel, hollow.

Tires— ^6-inch front and J^-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring— Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel— 17^ inch.

Finish— All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Kctsy Running, Well Constructed, Rigid, and Free from Vibration.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

PECK &. SNYDER, New York Agents, 126 Nassau St., New York.
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an English standpoint, it has much in it

of value to Americans.

The N. C. U. Tricycle Championship
for one and twenty-five miles were run in

London on the Crystal Palace track, Sat-
urday, 11 June. The one mile final re-

sulted in a dead heat between P. Furni-
val and P. T. Letchford. This was run
off at once, and Furnival took the cham-
pionship. In the second heat Sid Lee
made the best time on record, 2. 59A for

the mile ; but this was eclipsed in the
next heat which was taken by Furnival
in 2.58^. The quarters were run as fol-

lows : Quarter, 46, P. Leichford ; half,

l.2o£ P. Letchford . Three quarter,
2. I4f, P. Furnival ; mile 2.581 p. Furn-
ival. These are the best on record. The
twenty-five mile race was a struggle be-
tween Gatehouse and K. H. English,
nearly all the others having dropped out.

All previous records, from eleven to

twenty- ve miles, and the two and three
mile, were broken.

Previous

Record.

H. M. S. H. M. S.

i. .English o 3 8 . .0 2 58^
2.. J. Lee o 6 21* . .0 6 26§
3.. Cripps o 9 38|*..o 945°
4. .Cripps 013 4 ..013 3
5. -English.. o 16 24 ..o 16 19

S J. Lee & )

6} English \
••° J 9 Si ..0 1935

7. .Gatehouse. .. .0 23 18 ..o 22 54
8.. Gatehouse o 26 5 if . .0 26 9
9. .Gatehouse. .. .0 30 25! . .0 29 23
10. .Gatehouse. .. .0 33 59* . .0 32 33I
1 1.. Cripps o 37 26* . .0 37 44
12. .Gatehouse. .. .0 40 51* . .0 42 24
13.. English 44419* ..04554^
14. .Gatehouse. .. .0 47 45! . .0 49 21"

15. .Gatehouse. .. .0 51 4* ..o 52 53
16. .Gatehouse. .. .0 54 34* . .0 56 29
17. .Gatehouse. .. .0 57 5S* ..1 o of
18. .English 1 1 35* . . 1 3 30
19. .English 1 5 ii|*..i 7 15
20. .Gatehouse. ... 1 8 42* ..i 10 50
21. .English 1 12 20* . . 1 14 33
22. .Gatehouse. ... 1 16 3-f . .1 18 3
23. .Gatehouse. .. .1 19 4 1 r * . . 1 21 43
a^. .Gatehouse .. 1 23 19**.. 1 25 21

25. .Gatehouse. ... 1 26 29!*..! 28 58

Distance covered in the hour, seven-
teen miles nine hundred and eighty-six
yards, by Gatehouse, best on record.
English's time lor twenty-live miles was
lh. 26m. 32s. The others who completed
the distance were, Sharp, ih. 30m. 49s.

;

Cousins, ih.3om. 40s.

• Denotes fastest time on record.

Lennox made the run on a bicycle to

John O'Groat's in 6 days 16 hours, 10
minutes, thus beating the record by three
hours and five minutes.

Thomas Stevens thus writes to the
Cyclist : —

Constantinople, 6 July, 1885.
Dear Sir, — I arrived at Constantino-

ple on the morning of the 2d, having had
rather a tough time of it south ot the Bal-

kans, owing to the prevalence of daily

rainstorms, and the absence of anything

like decent roads in Turkey. I have
thoroughly enjoyed the trip through Eu-
rope as a whole, and although I have
found some difficulties in my dealings
with the people, and especially the Turk-
ish gendarmerie of interior villages, on
account of not knowing their language, I

have come through all right, with noth-
ing but English and pantomime, which I

feel confident will carry me anywhere.
Save for one or two trifling incidents, I

met with no trouble of any kind any-
where. The Turkish police bothered me
worse than all the others put together, in

one instance even hauling me up before a
pasha, who, after examining my passport,

and asking me if I was a " baron," or-

dered them to return my revolver, which
they had kindly relieved me of, and let

me go. Next to the French, I found the

Servian roads the best riding in Europe,
the German and Austro-Hungarian being
all right, save for too much new repara-

tion with flints, which made awkward go-
ing for the bicycle. I may remain here

until the heated term of July and August
is over, before venturing South, but don't

know yet for certain. T.Stevens.

One day last week Messrs. Rudge &
Co. showed us a new racing bicycle they

had just built for a well known professional

rider to use in the next Wolverhampton
handicap. We saw it scaled on a Salter's

spring balance, and it showed a shade
under eighteen pounds, with saddle and
pedals complete. — Cyclist.

The English record for a mile now
stands :

—
\ mile 39s. H. A. Speechly, Aug. 23,

1S84.

\ mile I.19I, A. Thompson, 3 July,

1SS4.

I mile 2.0, M. Webber, 9 July. 1885.

1 mile 2.39*, M. Webber, 9 July, 1SS5.

All made on the Crystal Palace track.

MANUFACTURE

The American Safety Bicycle.

MANUFACTURED BY GORMULLY & JEF-
FERY, CHICAGO, ILL.

The present season was well be called

the "Safety season," for it has seen the

birth of safety machines of every shape,

size, and description. The increase of

safeties indicates a demand for them, and
they present to the buyers a more ex-

tended held for selection than does the

ordinary bicycle, with its unvarying form.

Among the newer machines is the Ameri-
can Safety, shown above. Placed on the

market at the beginning of this season,

it is already exceeding in good qualities

and in demand, the expectations of its

manufacturers.
We give below a brief description of

it :
—
The frame is similar to that of the or-

dinary bicycle in construction, except that

it possesses a very large fork for the re.tr

wheel, and large elastic saddle spring.

The pedal mechanism consists of a

lever, pointed near its centre to a strong

crank ; its rear end is dropped, and is

providetl with corrugated rubber foot-

blocks. Its front end is furnished with a

ball joint, by which, through the medium
of a connecting rod, it is pivoted to the

upper end of the fork. The arrange-
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ments is such that the moving parts pro-

duce very little friction, and the power is

applied in such a way as to make it very

speedy and a good hill climber.

The front wheels have one inch tires,

and rear ones, which are twenty inches
in diameter, seven-eighths kich tires, fur-

nished with doubly butt-ended spokes,
every one capable of sustaining seven
hundred pounds weight, without breaking.

The rims are of crescent steel, of very
strong section.

The whole machine is designed for

rough usage, as well as ease of running,
and is meeting with a rapid sale. Its

manufacturers are highly pleased with the

unsolicited testimonials they are receiv-

ing concerning it.

Notes by the Way.

That undoubtedly is an excellent

thenry of government which declares the

right of each individual to enjoy every
liberty that is not inconsistent with every
other person's liberty.

But this theory must be taken at its

full meaning. It must be understood
to mean that, while government should
guarantee to every man the full meas-
ure of his liberty, it should also enforce

upon him a scrupulous regard for the lib-

erty of all the rest. Its restrictions

should be no less emphatic that its guar-

antees are ample.

Sidewalks exists for the pedestrian.

He should be unrestricted in his right to

them.

We, in America, have practically con-
sidered only one side of the proposition I

started with. We have given to every in-

dividual pretty nearly an entire right to

do as he elects, but have forgotten to

impose upon him the necessity of respect-

ing equal privileges for others.

It thus happens that liberty in Amer-
ica means the right to tread upon our
neighbors' toes indiscriminately ; to con-
sult our own pleasure and convenience,
with no regard to the convenience or

rights of other people. This sort of inde-

pendence is observed every hour.

The trader does not seem to have the
slightest idea that he is bound to receive

and deliver his merchandise with some
sort of regard to the convenience of the

people who are compelled to use the side-

walk before his premises. He enjoys his

liberty, with no regard for other people's
liberties, and the government winks at his

acts.

It is a queer sort of liberty which, in

giving one man the right to the sidewalk,
gives to another freedom in depriving
him 01 his right.

The man who holds the ribbons over a

horse enjoys his liberjy with the most
contemptuous notion of the privileges

possessed by pedestrians ; he demands
his right to come and go as he elects,

irrespective of the rights of anybody else

that he may impose upon.

The law gives to a funeral the right of
way on the highway. The carriages are

generally driven by stable loafers and
irresponsible Jehus. When you see a
funeral coming give it the whole road
or be run down. The law places too
great a liberty in unworthy hands in this

instance. I am talking from the latitude

of Boston.

The promenader is apt to claim both
sides of the foot-way, and is rather aston-
ished if some one disputes his right to

carry his cane and umbrella in that well-

known horizontal fashion so conducive to

the security of other people's eyes.

What is a man's liberty worth in this

boasted land of freedom if he cannot do
as he darned likes ?

All our guarantees are guarantees of

license, but very few are guarantees of

protection. We do go so far as to pro-

tect men against robbery and assault

;

but we make almost no attempt to pro-

tect them against nuisances and small

intrusions, against the hundred and one
minor infringements that prove so exas-

perating an element in one's encounters
with his rude fellow-men.

I do not lose faith, in the least, in that

grand principle of democracy which
claims for each man the full liberty pos-

sessed by every other man ; but I do
assert that, in order that each may enjoy
his inherent privileges, it may become
necessary to as rigidly protect as gener-

ously to guarantee ; for liberty means,
among other things, entire security from
encroachment; and the education of

every citizen should include, in addition

to a full disclosure of all his privileges,

an emphatic enforcement of all his re-

strictions.

Tins is a little essay I have evolved

for the benefit of wheelmen. If they can
draw a lesson from it, I shall be content.

There are many points which will come
home with striking force to them if they

will read between the lines as well as on
them. I will not particularize, but will only

say that I make a practice of riding in the

streets. Oiten I go along a soft or a

rocky piece of road, and I am tempted to

take the sidewalk; but I resist, for I say

to myself, I have a right in the streets
;

the pedestrian has a right upon the side-

walk. When I leave the streets I in-

fringe his rights, and do him an injury.

And so I keep to the street, and do not

even sigh for that hard and smooth path-

way which lies By the Way.

Gentlemen Cyclists.

The following letter from Capt. E. L.

Miller, of the Philadelphia Club, has a

bearing in other latitudes than that in

which it was written :

—

Mr. P. S. Attick, Proprietor Bryn
Mawr Hotel : — My Dear Sir, — I have
been informed that the guests at your
house have been complaining about
wheelmen presenting themselves for

meals, etc., in their shirt sleeves, and in

habits unbecoming gentlemen. As I was
chiefly instrumental in getting your re-

duced rates, and consent to having wheel-
man at your hotel, I feel it my privilege,

acting for the club of which I am captain,

as well as for the gentlemen wheelmen in

and around Philadelphia, to request that

you refuse entertainment to any wheel-
men who asks it, if he is not clothed as

befits a gentleman. By this, I mean that

?w gentleman will present himself at a
hotel table in his shirt sleeves. Or, if he
has a coat on, and a jersey underneath,
if he is not decent enough to button up
his coat and hide his nakedness, gentle-

men will thank you, if you refuse him
entertainment (unless he will eat at your
servants' tables). You are at perfect

liberty to show this letter to any objection-

able wheelmen you choose. The gentle-

men riders of Philadelphia cannot sacri-

fice their deserved comforts to the few
who do not know how to act as such.

Yours, sincerely,

Ewing L. Miller,
Captain Philadelphia Bicycle Club.

Philadelphia, 28 June, 1885.

Motive Power for Tricycles.

Several attempts have been made to

utilize electrical energy through the me-
dium of secondary batteries for propel-

ing tricycles and light vehicles, but so

far we have not seen anything beyond
the experimental stage. Many inventors

have also striven, with more or less sur>

cess, to produce a mechanical motor de-

pending for its movement upon the ex-

plosion of a gaseous mixture, composed
of petroleum and compressed air. The
most practical of these is. we think, that

of Mr. Eteve, which was introduced last

year into this country, but of which we
now hear nothing. This principle, says
the Electrical Review, has been applied

to the propulsion of tricycles, and such a

vehi-.le may be seen in the Inventors Ex-
hibition. It is stated that by the con-

sumption of from three to five pints of

common petroleum oil per hour, in the
" velocycle," as it is called, sufficient

power is generated to give to the vehicle

with its rider a speed of from ten to fif-

teen miles per hour. The generator con-
tains a supply of petroleum, enough for a
run of three or four hours, from which is

evolved, by the aid of two small com-
pressing pumps, the gaseous mixture for

consumption in the two engines, in com-
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bination with the compressing pumps af-

fixed to the frame of the vehicle in front

of the driving wheels and seat. The ig-

nition necessary for the expansion of the

gaseous mixture is effected by means of

sparks from a tiny electric machine, as in

the Eteve engine, at the early part of the

outgoing strokes of the pistons in con-

nection with cranks on driving wheels
shaft.— Scientific American.

CURRENTE CALAMO

The St. Louis Spectator prints a good
picture of Cola Stone.

A business meeting of the Massachu-
setts division L. A. W., will be held at

the Bay State House, Worcester, 5 Au-
gust, at 7.30 p M. The following busi-

ness will come before the meeting. Elec-

tion of secretary-treasurer; changing Stale

rules to conform with those of the national

body, and many other important matters.

Chief Consul Ducker will preside, and a

large attendance is expected

The Worcester wheelmen have ex-

tended an invitation to the Massachusetts
division, L. A. W., to hold its annual
meeting in their city on 24 September.

Some members of an Elmira (N. Y.)
congregation have presented their pastor

with a tiicycle.

George Thompson, of Maplewood,
has on exhibition, at the rooms of the

Pope Manufacturing Company, an electric

bell for a bicycle. The bell is attached

to the head of the machine, and con-

nected with a small battery located at the

back of the saddle. The bell is opera-

ted by a button on the handle bar.

Plans for another Big Four tour next
season are already being made. As now
decided upon, the party will be limited to

fifty, and the route will be through north-

ern Canada, barges down the Ottawa
River to Quebtc, then by boat up the

Saguenay River, to the ocean, and then
down to Boston.

The annual meeting of the Connecticut
division of the L. A. W. will be held in

ti.irttord, 31 July, at the rooms of the

local bicycle club.

The second annual meet of the Ver-
mont division, L A. W., will be held at

Brattleboro', Vt., 30 July.

J. S. Webber's book of Cape Ann will

be out 5 August.

C. F. Wood and W. S. Bagg, two
amateur bicyclists, who started out hist

Monday on a vacation trip, reached their

homes in West Springfield Frid.iy even-
ing, having made the ruii from Boston on
their machines in a single clay. The only-

mishap was that one of the boys, while
descending a hill near North Attleboio',

took a header, which stunned him and
cracked his upper jaw. but, fortunately,

two other tourists, on their way from
Reading, Pa, to Nantasket, happened
along, and one was a doctor armeii with

surgical appliances, who mended up the

young man so that he was able to con-

tinue the journey.

—

iipiingfield Repub-
lican.

On the 17th or June last, while Phil.

Hammill, of the Chicago Bicycle Club,

was riding leisurely down Michigan
avenue, opposite Twenty-second street,

he was run into by a man named Batch-

elor, who was driving a one-horse buggy,
and received a severe fall, beside buck-
ling and totally ruining his machine.
Hammel at once commenced suit for

damages, and the trial was set for Wednes-
day last, before Justice Lyon. After

lengthy arguments, in which Col. Albert

Pope, attorney for the prosecution,

seemed to have it all his own way, owing
to the gross recklessness of the man
Batchelor, the justice gave a decision in

favor of Hammel, for $70 and costs. —
Sporting Journal.

The Citizen's Club, of New York,
entertained the Big Four tourists at the

club house last Saturday evening.

The following will constitute the rac-

ing board for 1885-6 : Abbot Bassett,

chairman; F. T. Sholes, Cleveland;
Ewing L. Miller, Philadelphia; John O.

Blake, Chicago ; H. E. Ducker, Spring-

field.

The Springfield Club has issued a fine

lithographic group of pictures of promi-

nent racing men who will appear at the

tournament in September. The like-

nesses are all good, and the picture,

though an advertisement cf the tourna-

ment is well worth preserving in a

frame.

With August comes skeeters. We
will all be scratch men next month.

The following appeared in the English
Christian : " A Christian tricyclist de-

sires, through our columns, to suggest to

his many brother cyclists that they

should zealously utilize the many oppor-

tunities they have of scattering tracts

during their journeys in the rural dis-

tricts."

A clergyman and a professional

gambler had a bicycle race in Arizona.

The pastor's congregation brought a

charge of unseemly conduct a; ainst him,

and he has indignantly resigned He
says that it is folly to erect too high a

standard of dignity in a bolder commu-
nity ; and, moreover, he docs n't believe

that the brethren would have complained
but for the unfortunate fact that he lost

the race. — Record.

Ripley, England, is a great resort

for cyclists, and a special service for the

benefit of wheelmen takes place every
Sunday at one of the churcjies. Next
we shall hear of some of our Boston
Common preachers arranging for a ser-

vice at Chestnut Hill, on Sunday. He
would have a large audience of cyclists.

Powell and Gideon of Philadelphia,

have been riding up find Hill on a

H umber tandem. Both bicycle and tri-

cycle riders have tried the hill without
success.

Mr. Joseph L. Pinder, president of

the Lowell Bicycle Club, met with a

serious accident while riding his machine,
last Friday, in Lowell. Mr. Pinder was
going down Broadway, and when at the

School street crossing the backbone of

the bicycle suddenly broke and he went
over backward, striking on the small of

his back on the crossing. He was lamed
very much by the fall, and was carried

home with the broken machine in a

wagon. Dr. Rix, who attended him,

says no permanent injury will result, but
his patient will be obliged to remain
within doors for a few days.

" Faed's " article in another column
should be read by every wheelman who
is interested in the progress of the sport.

The article is the first of a series which
this well known writer will contribute to

our columns, arrangements having been
made with him to represent us in the

capacity of foreign correspondent.

One incident of the road race at Dor-
chester on Saturday, is not very credit-

able to those engaged in it. The friends

of Rowe, at one point in the route, came
out to him with a pail of water, and he
refreshed himself. Whiitaker, who was
close behind, was suffering for water, and
his pace maker asked the privilege of

dipping a sponge in the pail. This was
refused, and the water was thrown away.
Comment is unnecessary.

Mr. Lambert, of the well known firm

of Humber & Co., will sail for this coun-
try 1 1 August. His trip will be for both
business and pleasure, calling first upon
the United States agent for the firm,

Mr. L. H. Johnson, and then visiting

Springfield and Hartford to attend the

tournaments.

The League cleared $352 at the Buffalo

race meeting.

By an unfortunale error our stock of

papers run out last week, and that num-
ber is now out of print. We have not

enough for our files on hand. We will

1 e obliged if friends who have no further

use for the issue of 24 July, will mail

their copies to us. We need a great

many.

The following is the list of the ma-
chines in use on the Big four Tour, so

f.r as reported to the secretary: K\pert

Columbia 38; Columbia Light Roadster,

7 ; Kudge 20 ; Victor, 9 ; Star, 6 ; Apollo,

4; British Chalenge, 2; Extraordinary,

3; Royal Mail, ^ ; American Club. J;

Yale, 2.

John V. Stephens in, of Greensburg,
Penn., wiites us as follows: "Having
read the article from the pen of Supt.

Savage of Clearfield, Penn.. in your

issue of 24 July, I mu.t say lhat 1 do not

consider (he feat (,?) of Mr. Harder any-

thing to be wondered at. and 1 know a

number of wheelmen (among ihem a

young man who rides a .17-inch wheel)

who will be -lad to accept Mr, Hard
challenge, it he will otter some induce-
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ment other than "glory " (and they don't
ask money either), to the winner or win-
ners. As he has given you his feat (?), I

will give you one which goes him one
better, and yet is not considered wonder-
ful, notwithstanding the route lay over
the Allegheny Mountains, where the

roads are not "sand papered" by any
means.

'• Saturday, 20 June, I left Greensburg,
Penn., at 4 A. M., reaching Johnstown,

48.95 miles, at 1 p. M., and Cresson
Springs at 6.30 — 72.70 miles for the day.

"Sunday, 21st, left Cresson at 430
A. M. and rode through Altoona, Tyrone,
and Milesburg to Lock Haven, a distance

of 86.75 rri'les, reaching the latter place

at 9.30 p. m. This is some fourteen
miles farther than Mr. H., and about one
hour less time. It strikes me that his

challenge to '-any rider in the United
States," is rather broad, and, as I said

before, he will have no trouble getting

takers, if he has something of value to

wheelmen to offer as a slight induce-

ment.

RACING NEWS

Chicago, 25 July. — Races under the

auspices of the Chicago Bicycle Track
Association. Track heavy. Attendance
small.

One Mile, Handicap, Professional. —
A. Dolph, ioyards (1), 3-7f ; J. S. Prince

(2), by four inches.

Ten Mile, Professional.— John Brooks
(I); R. Neilson (2) ; J. S. Prince (3);
W. M. Woodside (4).

Two Mile. — H. W. Gaskell (1), 6.50 ;

Geo. Weber (2).

Fifteen Mile, L. A. W. Championship.
— Geo. Weber (1), 51.13.

One Mile. — Geo. Weber (1), 3.0^;
N. H. Van Sicklen (2); John Nichol-
son (3).

Five Mile, Professional. — W. M.
Woodside, 50 yards (1) ; J. S. Prince

scratch (2) ; John Brooks, 50 yards (3).

Five Mile lap. — W. W. Gaskell (1);
N. H. Van Sicklen (2).

Quarter Mile. — H. W. Gaskell (1).

We had made arrangements for a bet-

ter report of these races, but up to the

time of going to press our despatches
had not arrived.

Scranton, Pa. — Races under the
auspices of the Scranton Club at the
annual meet of the Pennsylvania Division,

L. A. W: —
Half Mile, Novice. — H. P. Simpson

(I), 1.35; M. J. Corbett (2) ; J. B. Rog-
eis (3).

One Mile. —Joe. Powell (1), 3.05 ; T.
R. Finley (2), 3.6^ ; H. IX Renton (3).
Half Mile, Boys. — Alex. Brown (1),

1.57; Chas. Raub (2).

One Mite, handicap, Club. — J. R.
Schlager(i), 3.03; G. S. Mott, one hun-
dred yards (2).

Three Mile, State Championship. —
J.

K. Schla^er (1), 9.53J ; Louis Kolb (2);
M. J. Bailey (31.

Mi e Run and Ride. — II. C. I Jersey,

Elmira (1), 4.29^ ; C. B. Ripley, Hartford,

(2).

Two Mile.—]. Powell (1), 6.29; T.
R. Finley (2).

Mile, State Championship. — J. R.
Schlager (1), 3.7^; Louis Kolb (2).

Five Mile, Handicap.—J. Powell (1);
D. H. Renton (2).

One Mile, Consolation. — L. Kolb (1),

3.17; M. J. Bailey (2).

Tug of War, One Mile — Scranton
Club(i); Binghamton Club (2).

In the evening there was fancy riding

by Finley and Powell at the Rink, and a

slow race, which Parrott won. A com-
petitive drill between the Scranton and
Binghamton Clubs resulted in a victory

for the former.

The prize for the one mile dash, won
by Powell, of Smithville, N. J., and the
second prize, won by Finley, as well as

the prize won by Powell for the five mile

handicap, were not awarded, such action

having been protested against on the

ground that the Smithville racers were
professionals.

Bangor, Me., 23 July, 1885.— The
second annual meeting of the Pine Tree
Wheel Club occurred here to-day. Mr.
F. A. Elwell's party of bicyclists on a
tour through Maine are here, and partici-

pated. The club championship race,

one-half mile, was won by W. F. Stone;
time, 3.8. The visitors' race, one-half
mile, was won by W. S. Coe, of Ware,
Mass. ; time, 139; George P. Morrill, of

Portland, second. The League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen State championship race,

two miles, was won by Charles S. May-
nard, of Bangor; time, 7.15. The race

for safety bicycles, one mile, was won by
George E. Cain, of Lynn, Mass.; time,

4.4; G. R. McAuslan, of Providence,
second. Tug-of-war, one-half mile, be-

tween teams from Bangor and from the

visitors, was won by the latter, composed
of George E. Cain, of Lynn, George P.

Morrill, of Portland, E. S. Turnbull, of

St. John; best time, 1.39. Consolation
race, one mile, was won by E. S. Turn-
bull, of St. John; G. E. Bord,of Bangor,
second; J. Henry Wharff, of Bangor,
third ; time, 350.

In a five-mile bicycle race at Green-
ville, between J. H. Polhill, champion of

Georgia, and William Maxwell, champion
of North Carolina, over a rough cpjarter

of a mile track, Polhill won by one-third

of a lap, in 18.10.

At its last meeting, the New Haven
Bicycle Club authorized its executive com-
mittee to secure ground for a quarter mile
track, to be used exclusively for cycling
purposes.

At Chicago, 18 July, John S. Prince
made an attempt to break the American
twenty mile bicycle record. Mile after

mile was reeled off in handsome style,

until he had accomplished seventeen
miles in fifty-five minutes, leaving him ten
m nutes twenty-eight seconds in which to

ride the remaining three miles. Here
C inkling, who acted as one of the pace
makers, misinformed Prince as to the

true time, and he slowed up, thinking it

useless to continue. — Exchange.

It is reported that John Brooks, of

Blossburg, Pa., rode against time to es-

stablish records, 18 June, at Blossburg.
The first mile was made in 3.03, five

miles in 15. 1 1, ten miles in 31.02, fifteen

miles in 46.34, twenty miles in 1.03. 16,

and twenty-five miles in 1.20 54 9-10. If

the facts in the case can be established,
the records for fifteen, twenty, and twenty-
five miles will be the best.

Coldwater, Mich., 16 July. — Races
at the meet of the Michigan Division.
One Mile.— Y. W. Warner (1), 3.i6f;

L. D. Munger (2). 3.24.

Half Mile Club Championship. — C.
Champion (1) 1.43 ; H. G. Parker (2).

One Mite. — F. W. Warner (1), 3. 42 \ ;

L. D. Munger (2).

Half Mile 2 in 3. — James Hedges,
two heats (1), 1.39, 1.40.

Five Mile. — F. W.Warner(i), 19.25;
I. H. Finch (2).

Stow Race.— M. Terry (1), 4.5^;
Weisinger (2).

Half Mile. — C. C. Smith (1), 1.40;
James Hedges (2), 1.45.

Half Mile, Consolation. — Geo. Bouer-
find (1), 1.46; Chas. Weisinger (2).

Skveral members of the Boston Club
rode over the course of the tricycle road
race, last Sunday, and carefully measured
the distance. The course is exactly six-

teen miles. The start will be made from
Bailey's Hotel, South Natick, at six

o'clock, and proceeding over the same
route as last year, the finish will be made
on Beacon street, opposite the statue of
Everett on the Public Garden.

The following is a l'st of the races to

be run at the tournament of the B. C. W.
at Pittsfield, 13 August : Half mile, fly-

ing start, open to all ; five-mile, B. C. VV.

only; two mile, open to all; one mile,

boys of eighteen years of age and under
;

three mile record, open to all ; five mile,

open to all : first, #50 silver tea service
;

one mile, tug of war, four men each ; one
mile, open to all. Entries close 6 Aug-
ust, to P. W. Jones. $1.00 each event.

Springfield, Ohio, 20 and 21 July.

Two clays races at the meet of the Ohio
Division, L. A. W.

FIRST DAY.

One Mile, Novice. — W. C. Conner,
Springfield (1), 3-2o| ; H. G. Wagner,
Cleveland (2), 3 25|.
tive Mile, State

t
Championship. — K.

A. Pardee, Akron' (1), 19-of ; W. C.

Conner (2), 19.02.

J wo Mile, 7 Minute Class. — L. M.
Wainwright, Noblesville, Ind. (i),644;
Clarence Howland, Akron (2) 6.4-if.

Halt Mile. — George Weber (1),

1.25 ; K. A. Pardee (2), 1.29$.

Ihree Mile. Record.—S. G. Whitaker
;

Boston (1) ; W. F. Knapp, Cleveland (2.)

One Mile, Tricycle. State Champion-
ship. — C. Howland Akron (1), 3.59I ;

E. G. Barnett, Springfield (2), 3.59J.

Mile, Hands Off. — J. D. Pugh," Jr.,
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Cleveland (1), 3.24^; W. H. Wetmore,
Cleveland (2), 3.24I.

SECOND DAY.

One Mile, 3 20 Class. — G. F. Snyder,
Cleveland (1), 3.16^; L. M. Wainwright

(2), 3.18.

One Mile, State Championship. — K.
A. Pardee (1), 3.18^ ; E. F. Landy (2),

3'9-
Half Mile, Tricycle. — Clarence How-

laiid (1), 1.56^; A. M. Crothers, Spring-
field (2).

Half Mile, L. A. IV. Championship.
— George Weber (1), 1.33^ ; P. N. My-
ers, Covington, Ky. (2) i-37f ; Clarence
Howland (3), 1 38.

Two Mile, State Championship.— K.
A. Pardee (1), 8.8$; VV. F. Knapp (2.)

Mile, Consolation. — S. P. Hollings-
worth, Russiaville (1), 3.22$. by Kep-
say (2).

S. G. Whittaker, of Boston, and Geo.
Weber, of Smithville, N. Y., were chal-

lenged on the ground that they were pro-

fessionals, or at least paid amateurs,
since they are each in the pay of bicycle

dealers at their respective homes.

Fred Wood, of Leicester, and R.
James, of Birmingham, will sail for

America on 25 August, to take part in

the Hartford and Springfield races. R.
H. English, the Newcastle flyer, and R.
Cripps, of "Cripper" fame, will be in

the party, and as all four ride the " Gen-
uine Humber," this machine will un-
doubtedly repeat its English successes.

Dorchester, 25 July.— Road races

by the Dorchester Bicycle Club.

Fifty Mile Race. — Course — River
street, Central avenue, White street,

Centre, Adams, to Quincy town, Hancock,
School, Franklin, Independence avenue,
Washington to turning point. Return
over the same course as far as Centre
street, then over Milton and Dorchester
Hills to starting point. River street,

through Hyde Park and Dedham, Ded-
ham avenue, Wellesley avenue, Wash-
ington and Eliot streets to turning point,

one halt mile beyond Bailey's, then
return to starting point. Prizes — First,

gold medal, value, $50 ; second, gold

medal, value, $30; third, Butcher cyclo-

meter, value, $10 ; W. A. Rowe, Lynn,
3h. 47m. 37s.; S. G. Whittaker, Cam-
bridge, 4h. 7m. ; H. C. Getchell, Cam-
bridge, 4h. 20m. ; Charles E. Whitten,
Lynn, time not taken.

A great deal of interest centred in

this race, from the fact that the most
prominent road racers in the country

were to be pitted against each other, and
an exciting struggle was expected.

Besides the men who have figured promi-

nently in this vicinity, there was Munger,
the second man in the Big Four race,

and White, the winner of the late Buffalo

road race, who came East to try their

endurance with our Eastern men.

Out of the eighteen entries, the follow-

ing fifteen men appeared as starters

:

Charles Whitten, Lynn ; W. A. Rowe,
Lynn ; W. A. Rhodes, Dorchester

;

F. W. White, Rome, N. Y. ; W. F. Whit-
comb, Cambridge ; S. G. Whittaker,
Cambridge; H. E. Lombard, Cam-
bridge ; F. W. Haartz, Cambridge ; G. B.

Graves, Cambridge ; H. C. Getchell,

Cambridge ; David Drummond, Cam-
bridge ; A. A. McCurdy, Salem ; W. P.

Hood. Danvers
; J. C. Clark, Massachu-

setts Club ; F. W. Westervelt, Spring-

field; L. B. Munger, Detroit.

The men were ranged in three lines

across the road, and when the word was
given they all started off well together,

Rhodes being slightly in the van.

After seventeen miles the men crossed

the starting line, and at this time only
nine men were in the race. They were
checked as follows :

—
Whittaker, 1. 14.50; Rowe, 1.15.19;

Whitten, 1.16 ; Munger, r.16.38 ; Rhodes,
1.18.5 ; White, 1. 19.27 ; Getchell, r. 19.35;

Hood, 1. 19.42; Drummond, 1.29.38.

At the twenty-five mile point the num-
ber was still further reduced.
Rowe, 1.53.45; Whittaker, 1.53.45^;

Whitten, 1. 56.10; Getchell, 1.59.

The history of the race is one of

headers and injuries. Rhodes, of whom
much was expec ed, fell early in the race,

and retired. Rowe went through without
a header or dismount, and finished in

good condition. Whittaker fell once or

twice, and rode under difficulties. Mun-
ger was taken sick and retired. Both
Whittaker and Whitten got off the course
and lost some time. Rowe rode a
Columbia Light Roadster and Whittaker
a Royal Mail.

Fifteen Mile Tricycle Race.— John
Williams (colored) Dorchester (1),

1. 14.10; W. H. Huntley, Newton (2),
1. 14.55 i

E. P- Burnham (3), 1. 15.30 ; A.

Lester (4) ; John Amee (5). Williams
rode a Quadrant, weighing about seventy

pounds. Huntley rode a Cripper, and
Burnham, a Victor Roadster. The latter

was looked upon as a winner, but he had
a machine weighing thirty pounds more
than that of the winner, and was thus

heavily handicapped. Huntley took one
header. He lost his handkerchief on the

road, and found it on his return wound
up in his differential gearing.

Fifteen Mile Club Race.— W.Emer-
son (t), 1.3.20; I. Swan (2), 1.8.27;

H. S. Kendall (3).

Six Ai He. — A. F. Walburg (1), 26.15;

R. W. Howe (2), 26.27.

Three Mile.— A. V. Wallburg (1),

10.4; I. Swan (2), 10 20.

One Mile. — W. Emerson (1), 3.38;

J. G. Greene (2) 4$.
Somerville, 25 July. — Road race

under the auspices of the Somerville

Club. Ten Mile.— Six started for the

ten miles from Broadway, shortly after

six o'clock, George Heals acting as

referee. The contestants started thirty

seconds apart, the riders being Ellsworth

Fiske, George F. Steele, F. B. Kimball,

Henry C. Brine, Harry S. Worthen and
George Shaw. Steele got the best start,

being in fine condition. Steele came in

ahead at the finish, his time being 45m.
23s. Fiske was second, coming in just

two minutes later. Brine was third and
Shaw fourth, their times being forty-

nine and fifty-three minutes, respectively.

Steele rode a Rudge.

Worcester, 25 July. — The races of

the Worcester Bicycle Club took place
on the half-mile track on the agricultural

fair grounds, the track being heavy on
account of a severe shower an hour before
the races began. In the one-mile club
race for a gold medal, there were four
contestants, and the winner was Walter
Weston, in 3m. 26|s. ; George Warren
second, in 3m. 30s. In the second race,

one mile, open to all comers, there were
three starters. L. I. Shaw was the win-
ner in 3m. i8^s., with G. S. Patterson
second, in 3m. 25|s. In the five-mile

race for members of the club there were
eight starters, and the winner was Walter
Roeston, in 17m. 30s., with George War-
ren second, in 18m. i^s. The fourth

race was three miles, open to all comers,
with five contestants, L. I. Shaw winning
in 10m. 31s., with Arthur Green second.
The others did not finish. In the fat

men's race of one mile, the contestants
were Frank H. Martin and Frank Eaton,
the former winning in 3m. 25s., Eaton's
time being 3m. 26£s.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

Lynn. A new bicycle club has been
formed in Lynn with the following offi-

cers : Captain, Robert J. Herow ; first

lieutenant, W. Lewis; second lieutenant,

T. Ray; color bearer, H. Fisher. The
club proposes to make a two weeks' trip

through New Hampshire, leaving Lynn,
9 August.

Augusta, Me. The Kennebec County
Wheelmen recently organized, with
these officers : G. E. Dunton, president

;

Harry E. Stone, captain ; Fred Hall and
Arthur Pinkham, lieutenants ; M. E.
Campbell, secretary and treasurer.

Hoosick. Falls, N. Y. 6 July, sev-

enteen bicyclists, of Hoosick Falls and
vicinity, formed a club, to be known as
The Hoosac Wheelmen, with the follow-

ing officers, for one year: President, Dan-
forth Geer ; captain, C. Jerome Stevens

;

secretary and treasurer, Charles C. Gib-
son.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB
Kkank VV. Wbston,

Chief Consul A tner i -an Division,

Savin Hill, Bos'.on, Mass.

Dun* for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
liter lirsi year seventy-five cents. Application blanks
an be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed

lope to the State consul of the State in which the

pplicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as

appointed, is: —
Conmclirut. — V. A. J.ickson, 60S Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. liit'.inger, 60S Harrison avenue,

Leadville.
Illinois. — L. \V. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — V. A. Pratt, Concord, Mass.
Maryland— S. T. Clark, a Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
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"jT ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made."

GEO. M. HENDEE.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W. V. Gilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio.— Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.

Pennsylvania. — r. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.
Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster

street, Providence.
Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.
Canadian Division:— Application blanks can be

obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed enve ope
to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

In States where no State consul has been appointed,

such applications and letiersof inquiry should be sent to

Chas. H. Putter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,

Ohio.

Applications for Membership. — (Unless protest

is received within ten days from date of this publication

each of the following applicants are considered provision

a.ly elected : Dr. W. D. Ball, 6745 Tremont street, Bos
ton: G. A. Darby, 219 River street, Troy, N. Y. ; A
P. King. 57 Main street, Painesville, Ohio; W. S
Upson, 798 Cass avenue, Cleveland. Ohio; W. J
Piatt, 61 Main street, Painesville, Ohio; L. B. Graves
408 Nicollet avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.

Appointment.— Consul for Pain.-ville, Ohio, W
Adams P. King, 57 Main street.

FIXTURES

3 August

:

Tricycle road race by Boston Club.

3 Augnst

:

Annual Cyclists' camp at Harrogate, England.

13 August:
Tournament of B. C. W. at Pittsfield, Mass.

27 and 28 August :

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile

bicycle championship.

2 and 3 September:
Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

3 September:
Races of Troy Club, Island Park, N. Y.

8, 9, and 10 September

:

Tournament ai Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-

cle championship.

22 September:
Races of Providence Club.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[A dvtrtisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

I'O li S U.K.— One52-inch Rudge Roadster, nearly
new, nickelled, except wheels, dropped handle bars,

ball b-arii gs to bi th wheels; price $75. Address C. J.
STEVENS, l.ock box 7, Hoosick Kails, N Y.

I.'OK >AI,K. — New model 48-inch Star, all nickel

but wl.eils, enameled, silent (two way) ratchet,

coiu d lever
,
power traps, rocking pedals, double ac-

tion lever break, Z. & S. patent lar siep, Kelly sad-

dle, loots And tool o.ig ; new two weeks ago; been run
filteen miles; condition of machine and finish warranted
equal to new; no use for it. Address Box 100, Glen-
da. e, Mass.

V'lCTOK THICYCLE, KJKW I.A.ST OCTO-
V ItKK, 1884 1 attern, excellent condition, with
MiDfimirll cvclomeier and bell, $125; offers con-

sid.red. E. N. BRISTOL, 29 West 23d street, New
Y.,rk.

FOR SALE. — 45-inch Star, with power attach-

ments and Duryea saddle, used but very Utile by
an experienced rider; Price £60. G. ERNEST
NEWMAN, Drawer 42, Canton, Pa.

FOR SALE. — One si-inch full-nicke led (except
b Hoe) Star, new this season, has only been used a

little am is in fine order; it has rocker pedals, Hill &
Tolman bell, tool-bag and tools; $75. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOK SALE —One 56-inch full-nickelled Sanspa-
riel, with drop bar ; must be sold at once, the best

offer over $70 will be accepted. GEO. W. HOWARD,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One 54-inch Columbia, light roadster,
with drop bar, enamelled wheels, balance nickelled;

this machine cost new $150. and has been used only a
very little, and is in excellent order; $100 ca<-h will buy
it. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Spring-
field, Mass.

FOR SALE.— One Victor tricycle, late pattern
used only a very little, just about as good as new

;

$115. CHARLES WHIPPLE, Springfield, Mass.

F'OR SALE.— One 52-inch Shadow, full-nickelled

except wheels, which are bronzed ; this machine has
ball bearings to both wheels, and cost new $135 ; has
been used only a very little ; $90. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

|-OR SALE.— One 53-inch new K. finish Colum-
T bia, light roadster. C. W. HUTCHINS, Spring-
field, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 52-inch Special Harvard, nick-
elled and enamelled as good as new; $100. AMER-

ICAN BICYCLE COMPANY Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — 54-inch Expert, full-nickelled, with
cow-horn handle-bar; new last season, and in fine

order; $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— so-inch Royal Canadian bicycle, ball

bearings to large wheel, plain to rear; bright and
painted; hollow forks; a bargain

; £50. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — 56-inch Harvard, full-nickelled ex-
cept painted wheels ; in fine order, and shows wear

only a very little; $80. AMERICAN BICYCLE
COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

|?OK SALE. — New Victor tricycle, latest pattern;
1/ has never been run ; $145 cash will buy it if ordered
at once. C. W. HUTCHINS, Springfield, Mass.

F'OR SALE. — 53-inch full-nickelled Columbia, light

roadster; been run only about 25 miles; $137.50.
AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,
Mass.

FOR SALE. — A nice lot of second-hand Acme bi-

cycle stands; expressed to any address on receipt of
Jno. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM PAN Y, Spring-
field, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 54-inch Matchless bicycle,

nicke led and enamelled, and in excellent order;
price $80. 1 HE AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

A LOT OF NEW SUSPENSION (»3 00)A hog-skin Saddles for sa e at $1.75 each. THE
AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

I'NGLTSH BICY<LE, 48-INCH, Fl»R SALE.
Ij — Double ball bearings to Iront wheel, p'ain 10

rear; backbone and fork enamelled, balance bright;

with tool bag and tools; in excellent order; only $60.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

FOR SALE. — 52-inch Harvard, painted bUck all

over; good order; $67.50. AMERICAN BICY-
CLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

LOR SALE. — Kangaroo bicycle, used only a very
I few times; $100. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

F'OR SALE.— Some forty pairs of second-hand
pedals, price from $1.50 to $3. AMERICAN BI-

CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — 50-inch full-nickelled Briiish Chal-
" lenge, excellent order; price $90. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

L"OR SALE.—52-inch full-nickelled American Club;
f cost new ? 152. 50; price $95. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — 54-inclCSanspareil, wheels enam-
elled, balance nickelled, dropped handle-bars; been

run about 100 miles; in fine order; $90. AMERICAN
BICYCLE CO mPANY, Springfield, Mass.

F'OR "ALE.— 54-inch Royal Mail, with direct
spokes, full-enamelled; new last season, and in ex-

cellent order; a bargain; $85. AMERICAN BICY-
CLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

tOR SALE. — 50-inch full-nickelled Harvard,
dropped handle-bars, ball bearings to both wheels,

and 111 good condition ; $67.50. AM fcRICAN BICY-
CLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

l?OR SALE.— 51-inch American Star Bicycle,
f plain finish, Stall & Burt saddle, wilh tool bag and
tools; in excellent order; price, $67.50. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — 54-inch Special Club, with ball bear-
ings to both wheels, nickelled and painted, and in

good order; price, $67.50. THE AMtRICAN BICY-
CLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

LOR 35 cents in postage stamps THE AMERICAN
I BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass., will

forward to any address a pa r of the Crescent Stocking
Supporters, which are the best.

1^'OR SALE.— 5o-inch nxkelled and enamelled
Spaulding Light Roadster; cost new in May,

$132.50; exactly as good as new, as it has not been run
5 miles;price$ii5. JOSEPH RAt 1 ER, Springfield,
Mass.

tOK SALE cheap, as I have no use for them, one
pair of good second hand pedals, Hill & Tolman

bell, Columbia hub lamp, and tool bag, all in good con-
dit on; will sell the lot for $7.50. RALPH DAVID-
SON, Springfield, Mass.

LOR SALE. — 52-inch British Mail, full-nickelled
r except felloes, ball bearings to both wheels, dropped
handle-bais, Hancock tires; been run about 25 miles;
cost $150 new; will sell for $120 ca»h. AMERICAN
BICYCI K COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

LOR SALE.— One 54-inch American Star, full-

f nickelled except felloes, power trap attachment,
rocker pedals, Hnl & Tolman bell; cost $116; new, and
has not been taken out of the crate; $90 will buy it.

FRANK LAGAN, Springfield, Mass.

ONE nickel Burley Adjustable Saddle, good pair of
pedals, and Hill & Tolman bell ; will sell all for $6.

FRANK LAGAN, Springfield, Mass.
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STOCKINGS. — A new pair regulation Stockings,

never used, post-paid for $1.25. J. W. McNARY,
Dayton, O.

SEND $1 00 to the AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Sprirgfield, Mass., and receive a box of

those L. A. W. cirds, which are the neatest card made.
Send full directions.

SEND $ioo to the AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass., and receive a pair of

heavv all-wool bicycle hose, sizes 95, ioj, 11 ; the blue

and black are ribbed, and the brown are plain.

FOR S^IiE. — 58-inch Royal Challenge, ball bear-

ings, hollow fork, tool bag and tools, and bell ; com-
paratively as good as new, having been run cnly about
fiftv miles; price $85. AMERICAN BICYCLE
COMPANY, Springfield, Mas*.

FOR SA1 E.— One Carver's Tricycle, made by
James Carver, Nottingham, England, selling there

for $115; price in this country, $180; has ball-bearings,

including nedaK and is a well made and very easy run-

ning machine; bought new last month, and has not

been run 35 miles; as good as new; price $140, or will

exchange it for a 50-inch or 52-inch crank machine.
E. B, FOTH, Springfield, Mass.

THE " TOURIST'S DELIGHT" DRINK-
ING TUBE sent by mail to anv address on receipt

of twentv-five cents. AMERICAN BICYCLE
COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

rPHOSE thinking of purchasing bicycles will find it

I for their interest to write to the AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass., and state

what sire and kind they require, and what they want
to pay.

I.XCHANGE — A fine Nautilus canoe, with sails,

i paddles, Hatches' rudder, etc. ; the above was built

to order at $145, for a bicvc'e, American Star preferred.

Address Dr. JAR VIS, Oxford, Md.

HICYCL.T8 AND TKICYCLE8. — Stock con-
stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex-

amine our large stock ; machines not sold on instalment,

nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

piCYCEES WANTED TO MEET OUR
1) large demat d for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

ASK FOR A

Victor Bicycle

A.3XJD

TAKE NO OTHER.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCXES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO,
152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

PP25CTS.

rvwHtcuteK
jT.?./\iij£R5.eo
123 SaJeffBSPH.f

£

AGO

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYGLE
of any kind, send stamp to A. W. GUMP,
Dayton. Ohio, for large Illustrated Price

IList of :Nkw nnn Second-Hand .Machines.
'Second-hnnd BICYCLES taken in exctianire.

nTOYCI.F.S Repaired and Nlchel Plated.

EDW. P. BURNHAM,
AGENT FOR

Royal Mail, Victor and Premier Bicycles and Tri-

cycles, Royal MdifTaodei Tricycle (2 iracio,

and KANGAROO, tie only Real Safely.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hand Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,
and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!
Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents a Dottle.

AS" Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having them. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or rmre of Oil,

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of ihe price. "®ft

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

The customers of the late Cunning-

ham Company, or parties intending to

buy a Harvard, Yale, or Cornell, will

find it to their advantage to call at or

address MURKAY'S BICYCLE AGENCY,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass. I have
procured most of the Stock of the said

Company, and am ready to supply the

parts and fittings of the above machines.

I also keep a full line of Sundries on
hand. First-class Repairing at reason-

able rates. JOS. S. MURRAY.

O-TtJ^lSTJD

T
Under the auspices of the

Providence Bicycle Club,

AT

tfarragansett Part, Providence, R, L,

Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1885.

Races called promptly at 2.30 P. M.

The Prizes will amount to $500,
a list of which will be

printed soon.

3E3 ~\T DEI 3>0"T S .

1. One Mile Open, Amateur.
2. Two Mile Open, Amateur, Tricycle.
8. For Boys under 12 Years of Age,

1-2 Mile.

4. Three Mile Lap Race Open, Ama-
teur.

The party winning the most laps in this

race is entitled to a prize, as well as

the winner of the race.

5. One Mile (Championship of R. I.),

Amateur.
6. Two Mile Open, Professional.

$50 to the first, $35 to the second, $15
to the third.

7. One Mile College Championship
for New England, Amateur.

8. Half MUe Open, Tricycle, Ama-
teur.

0. One Mile Championship of the
Prov. Bl. Club.

10. Hulf Mile Open (without hands),
Amateur.

11. One Mile (for " Stars " only), Ama-
teur.

12. One Mile (Consolation), Amateur.

All entries should be made with GEO. K.

McAuslan, P.O. Box 1046, Providence, K. I.

Entrance fee $1.00, except in b ys' race,

for which it is 50 cents.

Entries close Saturday, Sept. 12, 1885.

Races under the rules of the L. A \V.

N. B. — Should it stui in on the da] ap-

pointed, the races will be run the next fair day.
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RACERS VERY LOW!

One Humber, 55-inch, Semi-
racer, weight 32 lbs., just right
FOR TRAINING and Racing
on Common Tracks, Second-
hand, but Perfect as New, eost

$150, at .$5(>

One ditto, 56-inch, at •• 50

WIYI. READ & SONS,

107 Washi-gton Street, Boston,

1

s

BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St, Chicago.

BICYCLES. --EASY PAYMENTS.
BICYCLES $8 to $160. Tricycles &7.50. Velocipedes,

£3 and upwards. Columbia, Victor, Facile,

American Challenge, Otto, and other Bicycles
sold on the instalment plan without extra

I

charge except for interest. Send for large,

-new illustrated Catalogue of Wheel Goods,
including many novelties in sundries and particulars of
our instalment plan— of interest to every actual or
prospective wheelman. Many in the Atlantic states
are finding it to their interest to deal with us. Freights
equalized. Second-hand wheels handled. GEO. W.
ROUSE & SON, 9 G St., Peoria, III. Novelties
in Sundries.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GARVEV8 BICYCLE SHOP, BROADWAY,

corner 59th street, Central Park entrance, New
York; repairing, nickelling, and japanning; second-
hand wheels of all kinds wanted and for sale. Send
postal for printed list. Agency of the Columbia bicycles.

Manufacturer of the Duryea saddle. Richard Gar-
vbv, W. C. Herring.

VT. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
" STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the
victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done, b.-.ikrs In second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

I AMSON'S LUGGAGE GABBIER, the cheap-
ly est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.
Mav be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five esntl and tme dollar. C. H. I.AMSON, Port-
land, Me.

I BAG1 i; OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
\j — Gold I.. A. W. badge pins.fl3.50 10 $10 each
Send for circular to C. H. I.AMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

'IIIE CRESCENT BIOY< LE HOSE SUP-
I POBTEB, with patent aligator clasp; (he latest

ami bell .ill" le of tin' kind ; cyclers who ai

orterwill have no other; made in drab, white, pink,
and blur web; sample pair mailed on receipt of «c.
cents by W. J. WAI.TKRH, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68

and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, IU.

rpHE " ACME " TIRE HEATER. — Price
I $1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim; full directions

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMnON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

For 1885.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
— AT—

304 WASHINGTON ST,

Second Door North of Old South Church.

ARDILL'S
X.XQTJXS EXTAMBX.!

For touching up or entirely re-enamelling'

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
"AJPlit I DID 1TW

THE RUDGE

Ili»r<I as Marble. Dried Instantly, without
an; unpleai nut smell, and produces a Jet Black
I naim 1 surface in One Operation. It is

thoroughly impervious to wet, cold, or licat. Will
k, and is not liable to chip off. Any one

run apply it. A suitable Brush given 'with
<:icb bottle.
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.
Pur sale by all Agents, and by

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.
Special terms to the trade.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

$5.00; Nickelled, $6.50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

"
1 have nuu 11 uvci ';,o ,0 iinic.s o.i Ule ' txpeu

Job mbia."
" By far the most sitisfactoiy wheel made."

HKNKV W. WILLIAMS,
p.psifVnt Mn = c Ri'rvcV Cl"h. RrisT iv M,t

•THE>PQ>r?E«MJF§.eQ»
597 Washington St., Boston Mass.
12 warren st.a branch houses / "5 wabash ave.
- NEW YORK • /

°"*Nl.HrluU i.E5<
CHICAGO -
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Hb krieaBp Pilot Roadster^ Lijlit Roadster^ Safety, ani Two-Track Tricycle

£ 4-^ikje: 3sro"^r ke.a.d-2\*
They are of the very highest grade every way. MANY NOVEL AND PATENTED FEATURES ARE INTRODUCED

that are used in no other wheels. The American Pilot Machines are the only ones containing THE LATEST AMERICAN
IMPROVEMENTS, combined with the best ENGLISH STEEL, WORKMANSHIP AND FINISH, and are conceded to be

the most original, scientific and desirable ever offered.

Pilot Steering Head, with Handle Bar detached

Brief of 50-inch American Express.

i-irtch and J^-inch best red rubber tires ; direct spokes

;

Down's .flsolus ball bearings to both wheels; detachable
cranks; yiiolus ball pedals ; elliptical front fork, semi-hollow
back fork ; 1 jj^-inch perch ; Andrew's head, with long cen-
tres; dust shield, leg guard; 27-inch cow-horn handle bar;
large horn handles; grip lever brake; Harrington's latest

cradle spring, adjustable to rider's weight ; suspension sad-
dle, bag and tools. 4 f£-inch hubs of burnished gun metal.
Forks and perch are of best weldless steel tube. The head,
neck, axle, cranks, bearings, rims, spokes, etc., are of best
steel. It is very rigid, thoroughly well-made, and warranted.
For strength, durability, and easy running power, it is equal
to any machine made.

It is finished in but one style of nickel and paint, as
shown in the cut, and at the low price offered, no variation
can be made.

Weight, 44 pounds.

Price, 50-inch, $100.
$2.50 rise.

Sizes 46 to 56 inch in stock.

This is positively the best value ever offered, and is un-
equalled by any wheel sold for less than $125.

Section of new pattern Warwick hollow rim, used on the

PILOT LIGHT ROADSTER, and wire compressed and

cemented tire used on all Pilot Machines, the most elastic

and durable tire made, and the only one not loosened by

heat or cold.

Illustrated Price List mailed on request. American express.

LATTA 11ROS .

,

KO. 16 WEST MAIN STREET FRIENDSHIP, NEW YORK.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
*-*- ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,-**-*

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely

illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-

larged.

oontents.
PAGE.

Introductory Essay 5

ANALYSIS OF THE MACHINE.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
Bearings 3*
Frame (Forks. Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91
Brakes 133
Foot-rests 141

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. .. 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made 175
Mamimntive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociable-, 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price 372
The Machine : Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 383
A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1883 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fastest Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Rides 402
fastest Professional Times 403
Sociable R cords 404
Diiectory of Manufacturers 405
Addenda: to several Sections 407

Theke will be no edition of this work in 1885.

Fifty cents by mail.

Wh have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882

and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskinb.—
" For sunie lime past there has been a real need with

many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay fur it by

own experience. This want is now supplied, and
In Mi« F.rskinc's book will be found hints on the choice

,11. d Management of tricycles, with sugge tiuns on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." 'Twenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
wh ch no other book 011 training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to nde, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Whbils, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. "The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach Vege-
tables — Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives— Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clmrly printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side

and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the
usual condition of the road bed for each sireet, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads
crossed, the hotels, the special attractons, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen, cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of
the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding
plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,
rdsumi of events of the past year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of

the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-

taining reading matter. " Our Camp." the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882

and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.Bicycle Primer. -

Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First

edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of thb World. I. to X., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history

of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $12.

American Bicycling Journal.—The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, $1-00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist.— The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading

paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing ; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the

acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.50
per year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-

trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. $1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

I
Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00. .

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be "thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot he worked off whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Atk your Dealer /or thrm, or send for Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILL.

tzhtie:

Perfect Hygienic

BICYCLE SADDLE.
NOW ON THE MARKET.

(Patented March 17, 1885. J

No metal frame or tree. Springs at both ends com-
pletely compensating all jar aid jolt. No pressure on
perineum, and no danger from bicycle riding with tins

saddle. Only perfectly hygienic saddle made. Thor-
oughly tested last season and fully perfected. Kmcst
material ever used in a bicycle accessory. Varnished
only in full nickel. KeUil price, £6.00. Libor.il dis-

count 10 iIil- ir.ide. Ask your dealer iu« it. Order!

Riled promptly. Send for descriptive circul r. Manu-
factured only by

T. J. KIRKPATRICK, Springfield, Ohio.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1

Stylk A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE,

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, -Dolph, Landv. Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,
and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat. Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, $3.00;
Nickelled, $3.75- Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada

Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

59th St. & Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central Furh Etitranre.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barl.-j g AltfCSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. Iti so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfokt can afford to

l>r without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, #3.50; Nickel Plated, W4.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. 0. BtJELEY, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

AN APOLOGY.
We beg to express our sincere

regret that we have been compelled

to disappoint many of our customers

by non -delivery of their orders for

THE AMERICAN

Long- Distance Saddle.

We are happy to announce that

having greatly increased our facili-

ties, we trust to be able to fill all

orders without delay on and after

May 15.

Thanking our friends for their

forbearance, and also for their very

liberal patronage in the past, and
soliciting a continuance of the same,

we remain, very respectfully,

BULL <& BOWEN,
(Successors to Bull & Haynes)

587 & 589 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Licensed by the Pope il'f'g. Co.

This shoe is not machine made, but strictly hand-
made flexible shoe, of the best English, French, and
American stock. Warranted to last from April to No-
vember for riding purposes. No rubber to come off, no
pegs nor nails to hurt the feet. Laced low to allow of
adjustment. Cut lrgh, but nicely fitted to keep from
slipping. Made in any color to match uniform. Each.
shoe made on a last specially modelled by us. Racing
Shoes, with soles one-eighth, quarter, three-eighth, one
half-mcli thick, weighing not over ten or twelve ounces.
All shoes patented. Price list and rules for self measure*
ment sent on application. Hash Ball Shoes a
Specialty.

.STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
158 Summei street, Boston.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dtiui

centra, a requisite condition for both speed hihI power.
The new flat seated tires are a great Improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle,

a "Reformed Crank Rider" says:— "in Strength, safety. control,
driving leverage, ease Of motion, and coasting, the Slur leads all

positive action, quickness in steering, and ecouo-
Jlng are excluded from any other similar vehicle."

The workmanship and entire practicability of each and e.'ery

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. II. SMITH MACHINE CO..
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. 1.
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MORE THAN ONE HALF
OF THE BICYCLES IN THE RECENT PARADE OF THE

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN,
AT BUFFALO, N. Y., AND

Of the machines ridden to the finish on

THE BIG FOUR TOUR,
• WERE : —

EXPERT COLUMBUS.
At Every League Meet the COLUMBIA BICYCLES have been in the Majority.

FOR SEVEN YEARS:
THE OLDEST AND BEST RIDERS HAVE RIDDEN AT MEETS AND TOURS

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

BETTER THAN A RACING RECORD.
PRE-EMINENTLY PRACTICAL.

Office of

White Sewing Machine Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio, June 25, 1885.

The subscriber is Adjuster for the above Company, and in the discharge of his duties uses your

54 inch Expert Columbia. I have run the same something over 11,000 miles, in 14 months, over all kinds of

roads, and am glad to say not one cent have I spent for repairs, and my machine is in first-class condition.

C. D. KERSHAW.

ILLUSTRATED 0.A.T.A:L0Q-TTE SE3>TT FREE.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Branch Houses : 12 Warren Street, New York ; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUOGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.



Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

$2.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 7 AUGUST, 1885.
Volume XI.

Number 14.

The Annual Tricycle Race of the BOSTON
BICYCLE CLUB was won on a

VICTOR
By E. P. BURNHAM. Time, 1 h. 15m. 4s.

Three years in succession this race has been
won on the Victor.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
lVO Tremont Street - Boston.

The business of THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY will for the present be carried on by THE
WESTON SUPPLY CO., 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., to whom should be

addressed all requests for Catalogues, and orders for HARVARD and YALE Bicycles, and AMERICAN

METEOR, AMERICAN SALVO, HARVARD, and QUADRANT Tricycles, both Singles, Sociables, and

Tandems. As only a limited stock is available, prompt applications are desirable.
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"KANGAROO" SAFETY BICYCLE.
Former Records Completely Obliterated!

IROQUOIS CYCLE MEETING, AT LILL1E BRIDGE, JUNE 27.

One mile Safety Bicycle Handicap; winner, F. S. Buckingham. Time, 2m. 55 3-5S. One Mile Bicycle (ordinary) Challenge

Handicap; winner, F. S. Buckingham. Time, 2m. 45 3-5S.

LONG EATON ATHLETIC CLUB SPORTS, JUNE 27.

Two Mile Safety Bicycle Handicap. Winner, A. P. Engleheart (scratch) Time, 6m. 24-53.

CROYDON CYCLING CLUB, CRYSTAL PALACE, JULY 1, 1885.
One Mile Bicycle (ordinary) Handicap. Winner, A. P. Engleheart (scratch) Time, 3m. o 1-5S.

Sportsman (July 2) says: " Engleheart tookthe lead after covering a lap and a half, and won anyhow."

Three Miles Bicycle (ordinary) Handicap. Winner, A. P. Engleheart (scratch) Time, 9m. 46s.

Sportsman (July 2) says :
" Engleheart took the lead easily in the second mile, and won by three quarters 0/ a lap."

Ten Miles Championship (ordinary bicycle). Winner, A. P. Engleheart (scratch) Time, 32m. 39 2-5S.

Sportsman says: " Engleheart at half distance went to the front, and won by a couple of laps. Easily beating recordforprevious year, which was 36m. 7s."

Three Miles Inter-Club Race (ordinary bicycle). Winner, A. P. Engleheart (scratch) Time, gm. 22 2-5S.

Sportsman says :
" Engleheart made all the running, and won by a lap"

" The principal feature of the gathering was the riding of Engleheart, who, on a 'KANGAKOO,' WON EVERY EVENT
for which he entered, including his own Club Championship, in brilliant fashion."— Sportsman, July 2, 1885.

Also, " Royal Mail " just -won three 1st and two 2d Prizes at the late Springfield, Ohio, Me?t, July 15 1 Still in great demand.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

<-*=-

JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PBESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES l\i TRICYCLES
HKPAIREL),

Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on commission. The Bicy-

cle branch of our business is in charge of Will
S. Atwbli., telephone No. 1935.

holds the following Road Records of the world:

Ten miles in Oh. 33! 3'm
Twenty niiles in lh. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Filly miles in 3h. 15m (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 X—4 miles.
Seven days covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three thins broken the 24-hours' record. It has done too miles in 7'.< hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, ntnl nll-the-yenr-ruund,
nothing in market can approach it. <Kg* Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

DUPLKX WHISTLE, WITH CHAIN.

With Chain. By Mail, 75 cents.

IT IS THE BEST. SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN - WHEEL -CO.
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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PUT b Ik MR!
Dorchester, July 25.

15-Mile Tricycle Road Race.

The QUADRANT Won

!

Ridden by a comparative novice over a

strong field.

A NEW CONSIGNMENT JUST TO HAND.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER .... MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

HOME * EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

lcinating Home Gymnasium ever de-

1 vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

I cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. 8oor
room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,

j
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the

I Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physical Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

The Butcher Cyclometer,

IMPROVED FOR 1885.

Can be read from the Saddle and

used with a Hub Lamp.

Price - - - - $10.00
in remains the same, but the works have been

entirely remodelled.
Its a.i 1 positive, and the troublesome

springs are done away with.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. and 8 Berkeley St.,

BOSTON - - - MASS.

SPEEDIandIPOWER
WITHOUT COMPLEX GEARS

IN THE

"Genuine Humber" Tandem.
SPKE3D.

Ten miles in 39 minutes, 38 seconds, straightaway, J. W. SMITH and
Partner, Orange, Oct. 25, 1884. Head winds and hilly road.

" The ' Tandem ' beats the Dutch ! Climbed Ford HiU on it yesterday,— the

hill running from the river road to Chamouni Drive, West Park,— the one

THAT HAS NEVER BEFORE BEEN RIDDEN. Quite as tough as Corey
Hill, in my opinion."

GEO. D. GIDEON, July 16, 1885.

j@^*"The same machine and gearing— 58 inches— was used in both performances.

*' Genuine Humber " Tandems and Crippers
now in Stock.

Beware of Imitations that are not Humber made. The suc-

cess of these Famous Machines depends largely on the exquisite

fitting and workmanship found only in the genuine.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Sole U. S. Agents for Humber & Co.

EAST ORAJVGE, 3NT- T. ?

362 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
OKU. K. BIDWELL & CO.

2 and 4 East 60th St. , New York

,

COLUMBIA and RUDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Wheel <ioo.li of ill i»< -.iriptlonti.

Send lor our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

66
Big Four,99

" liliWN EAST," and all other tourists should
a detailed account of their wheeling. Use the C"y
Record Hook. Every detail in little Bpace, with DO
troul le. 1'ockct she ; edces protected; road binding;

1 for cards, cash, etc. Simple, neat, complete.
Fifty cents.

C. D. BATCHELDER,
Lancaster! N. H.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. Gh BIRD & CO.,
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLES
DEALERS AIVD RIDERS!

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH CHALLENGE
IDEAL

-*SAFETY &- BICYCLES
^.RE UIsTEXCELLED E3"2" -A.3ST "5T.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and
PRICE.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from S74 to S119.

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from $35 to $72.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY, 222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

B. SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclist? Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTONr

HARWOOfS
safety bicycle step

Harwood's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $1.00
Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20
No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " '" Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50

No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

$5.00; Nickelled, $6.50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

11
1 have ridden over 9,000 miles

Columbia
""

1 1 lie
l Expert

" By far the most satisfactory wheel made."
HENRY W. WILLIAMS,

rVnt ^* PJrvr'*» <"liib, R-'ston, Mass

597 Washington St., Boston Mass
12 warren st.a branch houses / " 5 wabashave
NEW TORK • / HK*NCH HOUSES

^ CH |CAGq .

MISCELLANEOUS.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP, BROADWAY ,

corner 59th street, Central Park entrance, New
York ; repairing, nickelling, and japanning ; second-
hand wheels of all kinds wanted and for sale. Send
postal for printed list. Agency of the Columbia bicycles.

Manufacturer of the Duryea saddle. Richard Gar-
vby, W. C. Herring.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-

land, Me.

T EAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
lv — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, J3.50 to #10 each
Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

'IHE CRESCENT BICY< LE HOSE SUP-
I HORTKK, with patent aligaior clasp; the latest

and best article i>f the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,

and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

cents by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

KICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicaeo, III.

M HE •• At ME
1 $1.00; th

TIKE HEATER. — Price
the most convenient heater lor use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used ; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim ; full directions

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMaON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.
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THE NEW AND IMPROVED»&=; »*§
&>?

!y.i *

CONVERTS INTO

DISTINCT SINGLE TRICYCLES,
Viz: The "Sandringham Club"

-A. INT ID

The "Imperial Club" (Central Gear).
~ T B B

f

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
-bostoist.
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ON THE ROAD! ON THE PATH!

ON THE HILLI

VICTOR IS KING.

Fifty Miles in 3h. 44m. IOs. : : W. A. Rhodes.

One-Half Mile in Im. I65S. : : Ceo. M. Hendee,

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., 179 Tremont St., Boston.

THE* STAR* WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,
The 15-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,
BESIDE MAKTY MIKTOR EVJ3NTS.

THE 2sTE"W 2^rOT>3ZXj LIGHT EOADSTEB IS THE IMI-A-CHXIfcTE POE K.O.A.T> o:r. path.
Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel sent on application with 2 cent stamp. Five cents in stamps

must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. W. STALL, 503 taut 1, 4 Warren k, Dii Fellows flail
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THE AMATEUR QUESTION.

Mr. Kirkpatrick speaks for Ohio

once more in our columns, and we are

glad to know that the State will be true

to her ideas on the amateur question.

Given the disposition to fight, and half

the battle is won.

Ohio commences her campaign, but

poorly, though, for her first gun is the

protest of certain alleged makers' ama-

teurs, who are charged with being pro-

fessionals. The action of the Ohio men
consists of a protest against Whittaker,

of Boston, and Weber, of Smithville,

who are said to have had their expenses

paid by certain manufacturers or dealers.

If they should prove their charges, these

men would not have violated the amateur

rule, for there is nothing in that rule

which prohibits a man receiving money
for his expenses.

But no proof is submitted. The pro-

test goes in to the Racing Board on the

bare statement of those who protest. To
offset this comes a written statement

from Whittaker, and one from his em-

ployers, denying the charges. A similar

protest, unfortified by evidence, has been

sent in from Scranton, Penn.

This is not the way to go to work, gen-

tlemen, and you will have your labor for

your pains so long as you follow this

course. A maker's amateur cannot be

made a professional for receiving his ex-

penses under any rule now on the books

of the League, or of the athletic associa-

tions.

The " maker's amateur" question has

been before the English cyclists for

many months. Every attempt to break

up the thing has been thwarted by the

riders, who are in the service of manufac.

turers, and no tangible results in the di-

rection of reform have yet been shown.

The victories of Furnival and Gate-

house in the one, and twenty five mile

tricycle championships, respectively, of

Great Britain, should gladden the hearts

of every true amateur the world over.

For the first time this year, riders who
are not subsidized by the dealers have

carried off national championship honors

It is stated that one champion received

$250.00 for winning a race, and that an-

other is paid $50 for every record broken.

It is very certain that something substan-

tial induced Webber, who has just low-

ered the English mile record to 2.39^ to

give up his "genuine Humber," and ride

one sold by Marriott & Cooper.

In America the evil is less only be-

cause the number of makers is smaller.

It exists with us in a smaller degree. We
do not believe our riders receive money
for winning races ; but we are well aware

that the best racing men never buy a

wheel, and never pa)- railroad and hotel

bills, and it is only a question of lime

when they will take money.

We can rid ourselves of this evil easily

enough if the race promoters will but

lend us their aid. The Racing Board has

put the remedy into the hands of those

who get up tournaments, and if there is

a disposition to crush out the evil it can

easily be done.

We will point the way. Let us see if

Ohio and Connecticut will follow it.

Among the racing rules is the follow-

ing :
—

Rule 22. Clubs may reserve the right

to reject any or all entries, except entries

to championships' run under their au-

spices.

The " makers' amateurs " are well

known, and no tournament need include

them if the managers will take advantage

of Rule 22. Philadelphia did it last year

and gave us a purely amateur race meet-

ing. Not one of the makers' men nor

the English visitors was allowed to enter

the races at Philadelphia.

If Ohio had rejected the entries of the

two men she protested they could not

have raced, and her object would have

been accomplished ; but she did not re-

ject them, in fact she received one of

them and accepted it a week after the

date set for closing: the entries.

The last clause of the rule may seem

to stand in the way of a complete employ,

ment of it in the interest of the amateur

idea. The clause is harmless, and was'

put there to prevent a club from shutting

out the champion of one- year from the

contest of the succeeding year for any

cause arising from sectional jealousy, or

the desire to limit the championship to

the racers of a locality. We believe the

Racing Board will sustain any club that

will refuse to accept the entry of a man

for a championship, on the ground that

he is a maker's amateur.

There are several large tournaments

to take place the coming fall. They can

rid their path from makers' amateurs if

they will employ Rule 22. Will they do

it ? Ohio is first in the line.

We are well aware that the barring of

"makers' amateurs" will take all the

' go " out of the tournaments, and the pro-

moters of them will have a very little

glory and a very large debt if they under-

take to pursue this course ; but they will

have a purely amateur affair, and that is

what the League desires to see. A few

months after these so-Called amateurs

find themselves shut out from amateur
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races, we will see them in the profes-

sional ranks where they belong. Then
let the League take the stigma away from

professionalism, regulate professional

races, admit professionals to the League,

and we will see races run as they should

be, and without the humbug that obtains

today.

CORRESPONDENCE

{ This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-
bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.]

Thomas Stevens.

Editor Bicycling World:— It is not
always the dignified course to notice un-
kindly slurs in newspapers made under
cover of a nom de plume; at times, how-
ever, when fact is wilfully perverted, and
the matter seems more of an attack than
a slur, it is necessary to correct misstate-

ment and error. " London W." in his

notes to the World, of 24 July, page
286. states that Thomas Stevens, the

Outing representative, who is mentioned
as " a cross between a cyclist and pedes-
trian," did not please Englishmen much,
and in fact only a few showed him any at-

tention at all." The writer, who con-

siders him personally not charming or at-

tractive, says, that "as an advertisement,

he received about as much attention as

the hand-bill you throw into the gut-

ter." etc.

Here is the very courteous opinion of

a late editor of an American cycling

journal concerning the representative of

an American magazine, published in the

same city ; the opinion of a man,
evidently, who has not the courage to pub-
lish his mean flings over his own name.
Now, per contra, let us see what a

whole-souled Englishman, and a widely-

known cycling authority, Mr. A. J Wil-
son (" Faed ") has to say upon this sub-
ject: In letters received at the time of

Mr. S.'s visit to Great Britain, this gen-
tleman (A. J. W.) writes that Stevens
made a very favorable impression, not

only with English wheelmen, but with

the cycling press generally, through his
" quiet and unpretentious bearing." He
had escort everywhere, some twenty-six
members of the Anfield Club, besides
Other clubs, accompanying him out of

Liverpool when he left that city.

At the annual meet of tricyclers, which
occured during his short stay in England,
Mr. Stevens ''was quite the centre of

attraction," so much so that a large num-
ber of prominent wheelmen came to Mr.
Wilson for introduction to him : and not

only had he escort to and from the larger

cities, but a number of tricyclers accom-
panied him to the coast, remaining with

him until the moment of departure by
steamer for Dieppe. Again Mr. Wilson
says: "Stevens's enterprise is looked

upon as very hazardous indeed in Eng-
land; but admiration is universal for the

pluck and determination which he evi-

dently possesses, and he has left behind
him here nothing but good will, and hopes
for the successful accomplishment of his

undertaking."
Stevens's private letters at the time

contained the pleasantest words for his

English friends, and the treatment he has

received at their hands. And with the

clippings from all the cycling journals,

available as matters of reference. " Lon-
don W.'s " unkind words have no force

whatever.
In simple justice to Mr. Stevens, whose

qualities, as a man, have compelled the

admiration and esteem of all who have
come in contact with him, and of which I

can speak personally, I trust you will give

this an early consideration in the columns
of the World.

Charles Richards Dodge.

Will the Law be Lived Up to ?

Editor Bicycling World: — This query

is raised, editorially, in last week's

World. Ohio is also singled out in such

a manner as to call on me for a reply.

As for our announcement that our

prizes at our State meet races were the

handsomest ever used in this country, we
continue the statement with pride. We
do not say they are the most expensive

ever used in this country. The fact is,

they were the cheapest set of forty-two

medals ever used in the West, at least.

They are the handsomest in design and
finish ever used in this country, and we
are proud to say that they were designed

and made by an Ohio man. I cannot see

that we are bidding for professionals or

paid amateurs because we dwell upon the

beauty of our prizes.

As for the Cleveland Club meet in Au-
gust, they say '• purses and prizes," be-

cause they have professional races, along

with races for amateurs. We cannot
understand why, because we introduce an

occasional professional race, we should

be regarded as untrue to our ideas of

amateurs only in the L. A. W. We
draw the line sharply and distinctly be-

tween the two classes of riders.

WeJ spoke clearly and positively for

Ohio, at Buff ilo, for a League for ama-
teurs only, and Ohio backs up her officers,

and means to enforce this law rigidly.

That we mean to do it, and have the

backbone to do it, is shown by the fact

that, at our meet here last week, we pro-

tested Whittaker, of Boston, and Web-
er, of Smithville, N. J., as makers'
amateurs. This protest is now in the

hands of the Racing Board, and we trust

they will have the backbone to live up to

the ruling, as well as Ohio.
We do not mean to let it rest here.

We propose to " lay for " every paid

racer who comes into the State, and pro-

test him, and if sufficient evidence is

drawn out, bounce him over the wall into

the professional gehenna. We are for a
League for amateurs only, first, last, and

always, and heartily indorse and support
the new rule in its every detail.

T. J. KlRKPATRICK,
Chief Consul, Ohio.

A Lady's Ride.

Editor Bicycling World:— Among the

wonderful feats connected with our
favorite sport, the one I am about to

relate is surely worthy of permanent
record in your paper. A young lady,

eighteen years old, who had never before

been on a crank wheel or a Star, mounted
a bicycle with assistance, and then rode

one mile and a sixteenth as shown by the

Butcher cyclometer attached, without a

dismount or accident of any kind. A
friend and myself saw the entire perform-

ance, and can vouch for the truth of the

statement.

What does the World think of this

as an instance of courage and skill in a

lady ? Smilax.
Philadelphia, Pa., i August, 1885.

Lanterns and Oils.

Editor Bicycling World : — I read

an editorial not long ago in your paper,

on the subject of lanterns, and thought

that perhaps some recent experiments of

mine with lanterns, and burning fluids for

same, might be of interest and value to

some of your readers. My experience

would prompt me to make one statement

in advance. A wheelman who wishes to

indulge in night riding, and has roads

that are fit to ride on at night, has no

time to fool away on a poor lantern.

The very best is none too good. A
friend of mine living eight miles from
town, some time ago, bought an ordi-

nary bicycle hub lantern, to use in riding

home after night. He ran over a cow
the first trip. Last fall I purchased one
of the Pope Manufacturing Company's
Evening Star hub lanterns, which I have
used on a number of occasions, with

safety. Being hung on nicely adjusted

springs, it has never yet jarred out or

blown out. In using it I have followed

the instructions of the makers, and until

yesterday have used only sperm oil,

avoiding (as per printed instructions)

the use of anything of the nature of coal

oil. My experience with sperm has not

been entirely satisfactory. It does not

give a very brilliant light, and seems to

soon char the wick so that a dismount
and trimming of the lamp is necessary at

short intervals. These objections led

me to make an experiment with what is

known as "signal oil ;
" though used on

locomotive headlights, it is not what is

kuown as "headlight" oil, and I will

give you the result of my experiment. I

lighted my lamp, and rode from Fort

Wayne to Maysville and return, a dis-

tance of thirty-one miles, without a dis-

mount, in three hours and ten minutes.

The light given was fully twice as

brilliant as that afforded by sperm,- and
when I dismounted at home, I found that
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my light was burning as brightly and as

clearly as when I started. The wick
had not charred in the least, and the

flame had not smoked the interior of the

lantern a particle.

I would now mi
to those who have had no experience as

yet in riding with a lantern.

1. Buy the best or none.
2. Don't attempt to ride on poor

roads, or roads that you are not thor-

oughly acquainted with.

3. Refrain from coasting anywhere.

4. Do not start out with stale oil or

an old wick ; both should be fresh.

5. Use " signal oil." It is the best,

and almost as cheap as water.

6. I do not believe there is a better

bicycle lantern than the " Evening Star."

It will burn fully four hours when filled

with " signal oil."

The last may sound like gratuitous

advertising, but I have no interest,

except to put riders on to a lantern and
an oil which my experience has led me
to believe, are excelled by none.

Don Quixote.
Fort Waynb, Ind., 29 July, 1885.

A Drink of Water.

Editor Bicycling World:— Will you
kindly find room in your columns for the

following statement of facts concerning
an article in yours of the 24th ultimo ?

The facts in the case are these : When
about twenty-five miles of the fifty-mile

road race of the Dorchester Bicycle Club
had been run, " One of Rowe's friends "

met him and handed him a tin pail of

water from which to wet his sponge.

Mr. Rowe did not drink from the pail.

Rowe's pace maker took a long drink

from the pail. Whittaker and his pace

maker wished some of the water. They
were refused, simply because the water
was needed for Whitten, who also was
under the care of Rowe's friends, and
who at this point was less than two min-
utes behind. None of the water was
thrown away, not a drop, all being used
upon Whitten. Whittaker and Hunter
were also told at the time the reason of

their being refused the water, and told

that but for this fact they might have the

water. The above are the facts in the

case, and your article in your issue of

the 24th, is entirely misleading in its

nature. The Person Accused.

ai i4 Miles in 24 Hours, by L. D. Munger
of Detroit, Mich.

The record put up by the Lawrence
boys in Oct. 1SS3, has at last been
topped. Every precaution was taken to

record the distance and check the rider.

Pace-makers accompanied him the whole
distance and he was never alone. L. D.
Munger is captain of the Detroit Bicycle
Club and lias won some lame lately by his

plucky riding in races and on the road.

He is 23 years of age and weighs 160
pounds. He had been in training for the

attempt several days before he started.

His training consisted of riding thirty or
forty miles a day and sleeping all he
could. Friday afternoon he considered
himself in condition, and at four o'clock
started from in front of W. B. Everett
& Co's store on Warren avenue.
A route of 192 miles had been laid out,

so that he would not ride more than twice
over the same roads, but recent repairs

of the roads about Brockton made them
unridable, and he was forced to repeat
his ride over the course of the Dorches-
ter club's fifty- mile race. Taken as a
whole, the roads he traversed were very
good; but in some places, especially

through Essex County, rough and sandy
stretches were found. Rain descended
during his ride from Lynn to Rowley,
which of course delayed him consid-
erably.

At the start he was accompanied by
Gideon Haynes, Jr., who rode with him
over the usual route by the reservoir and
through the Newtons to Framingham,
distance 21^ miles. They arrived there

at 6 05 p. m., and continuing on without
stop, reached South Natick at 6.40
o'clock. A stop of thirty minutes was
made at Bailey's Hotel for supper and a
rub down. Mounting again they rode to

Salem, reaching there at 11. 10, the cyclo-

meter registering 65}' miles. W. B.

Everett met them there and relieved

Haynes as pace-maker. Munger con-
sumed ten minutes there in disposing of

a large piece of cold beef and getting
rubbed down with sweet oil.

It was now raining hard, and so dark
that it was with difficulty they could see
the road, and a slow pace was necessa-
rily maintained. They once lost the

road and spent half an hour wandering
around in the sands of Wenham before
they found it again. Newburyport was
reached at 2.30 A. M., the cyclometer
registering 92] miles. A two-minute
stop was made there to mail a postal card
and then the return ride commenced for

Salem.
The Newburyport post card has on the

address side "Finder please mail." It

seems that there was no store open and
no box near and the card was put under
the door of a grocery store. The finder

mailed it.

Riding was even now harder than be-
fore, for a heavy white mist was rising

from the marshes, which soaked the
rider's clothing and made it impossible
to distinguish objects ten feet distant.

At about 5 o'clock, when a half a dozen
miles from Salem, Munger had some
trouble with his stomach, and badly
wanted something to eat. A visit to

several farmhouses was made without
success, but at last a house was found
where they obtained a quart of milk and
a couple of huge slices of graham bread.

Munger ate one of the slices of bread,
drank the milk, and taking the other slice

in his hand, munched it as he rode along.
Salem was reached at 5.40 o'clock and

a good beefsteak breaklast enjoyed.
Another rub down with sweet oil was

given him, and at 6.15 o'clock they
started off again, Haynes now setting

the pace.

Munger's intention at the start was
that he would endeavor to keep an aver-

age pace of ten miles an hour ; but the

riding had been so hard through the

night that a little less than nine miles had
been netted.

The same course as that of the night

before was followed back to South Natick
where they arrived at 9.40 with the cy-

clometer registering 153 miles. A fifteen-

minute stop was made there for a rub
down with alcohol, and then under the

guidance of W. F. Pope, he started off

for Brockton. The pace was now a rapid

one, nearly twelve miles an hour, Munger
riding with ease and feeling in splendid
condition. They rode over the course of

the Dorchester club and then 'headed
direct for Brockton, but at South Brain-

tree found the roads unridable and
retraced their course.

When they reached Milton Lower
Mills they had just thirty-five minutes to

spare before 4 o'clock; so they decided to

ride directly for the city. Munger set

out at a great pace, and soon left his

guide far behind. On Chester Park
extension he was met by W. B. Everett,

who rode with him to the finish, which
was on Harrison avenue, corner of New-
ton street.

The greatest care was taken regarding

the measurement of distances, and chec k
ing the time so that there might be no
controversy regarding the correctness of

the record made. The distance was
measured by a Butcher cyclometer, which

had previously been tested at the ma-
chine shop of the Butcher Cyclometer

Co., and over roads between points where
the distance is known. Postals were
mailed by Munger from all the towns

passed through to this office, and they

substantiate the presence of Munger in

each. He reached the starting point

at 4.09 in good condition and able to ride

much longer. There is little doubt but

that Munger rode farther than he is cred-

ited with, for the damp atmosphere
swelled the bearings to his cyclometer

and it was found to be turning over with-

out registering several times. He rode

the 54 Apollo bicycle which he used in

the Big Four road race.

From a Feminine Point of View.

One cannot expect to be a reservoir,

filled with the water of thought and ideas,

to give forth as it is required, for few can

attain so desirable a mental condition. 1

am content to be like the sponge. I will

yield liberally, but 1 must first be filled.

J HAVE been reading in an English

society paper, some excellent advii

hill-climbing, and I shall draw my inspi-

ration from this source for my letter this

week.
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Some few weeks ago. I gave a few

hints in the direction drawn from my own
experience. 1 don't know that they were

valuable. They serve me and may have

served others. In any event, a consider-

ation of the views of "another will not be

time spent in vain. Hill climbing is a

phase of tricycling, the difficulties of

which are greatly overrated. Still, there

is a great satisfaction on arriving at the

top of a hill on the machine, instead of

behind it.

The author divides the hills into three

classes. No. 1. the long, steep hills, with

a steeper bit at the top, like Corey Hill.

No 2, the short, steep rises, such as are

formed when the road is carried over a

railroad, as is often done in Cambridge
and Somerville. No. 3, the long, gradual

ascents, sometimes extending tor a mile

or more, like Milton or Wellesley Hills,

for instance. Each of these various hills

has to be taken in a different manner, in

order that it may be ascended with the

maximum of ease and the minimum of

labor. To try and take No. 1 in the same
way as No. 2 would be ridiculous ; mo-
mentum and rider would both be ex-

hausted.

(1) To ascend a hill steep all along and

steeper at the top, provision must be

made for the final severer rise. The
pace should be slow, keeping a straight

course and pulling slightly at the han-

dles, but reserving the strength for the

bit at the top. Position is a matter of

great dispute, some asserting that the

body should be bent forward over the

front wheel while others advocate sitting

in an erect position. A great deal de-

pends on the machine and the amount of

weight on the front wheel. In a per-

fectly vertical machine of the front steer-

ing tvpe. a slight bend forward places

sufficient weight on the wheel: but where

the weight is placed moreover the axle of

the driving wheels, and only just enough

to insure accurate steering on the front

wheel, then pulling at the front handles

has a tendency to lift the guiding wheel

off the ground. Assuming that a little

stooping is necessary, yet it is no help.

but positively injurious, to adopt the

doubled up style affected by some riders.

It is very unsightly, and checks the proper

exercise of the lungs, and if unsightly in

a mac. it is ten times more so in a

woman.

To take a short, steep rise, there

is nothing to be gained by going slowly.

The best way is to make a dash trom fall-

ing gi .: any, and pulling strongly

at the han les as a fulcrum for the

downward thrust of the leg. fly up as fast

as is possible. Bending forward may
give a little additional impetus, but it

looks very much better for a lady ruler to

go up with a straight back. The less

exertion perceptible the letter. The pre-

hensile powers of the foot should be

utilized, and the powerful muscles of the

calf employed, by free use of the ankle.

Thus the dead point, that bugbear of

novices, is overcome to a certain extent.

Besides, the continuous motion prevents
the sudden strains on chain and cranks
caused by a jerking action.

(3) FOR long, gradual hills, it is best to

sit upright, and without jerking, tread

evenly, but with as little exertion as pos-
sible. " Spirting *' should be avoided.

A steady up-and-down action will be
most effective, and it is best to reserve

the great ankle power till it is really

needed.

Often, in the case of a no%-ice riding a

hill, by the want of strength, or expe-
rience, the machine refuses to advance,
and runs backward. This is an un-
pleasant predicament, and can be met in

two ways.— either by applying the brake
and then getting off, or by turning the

steering handle and letting the machine
run back until it is at right angles to the

road. In using the brake it is necessary
to bend well forward, or else the ma-
chine will drop back on its tilt-rods, and
may capsize backward. In the other
method, also, the rider should counteract
the disposition of the machine to ••rear"

in the same way, inclining her body over
the inside wheel of the turn : that is,

supposing the steering wheel is turned
toward the left, the machine will run
back to the left side, and the body should
therefore be inclined over the lett-hand

wheel. This movement is most useful.

and should be practised by every rider

on the flat and on rising ground, so that

they may feel quite as much at home when
going backwards as forwards. I have
escaped danger many times by this back
turn.

Excuse me now. for I am in the midst
of preparations for a turn. I suggested
a ladies' tour some few weeks ago, and I

have not let the matter stop at a sugges-
tion, for the tour is all organized, and is

about to start. I will give you an account
ot what we have done up to the time of

writing next week. Daisik.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

In accordance with a motion passed
at the annual business meeting ot the

American division of the Cvclist's Tour-
ing Club, held at Cleveland, O , on j iS

May, 1885, Chief Consul Weston has
appointed the following gentlemen a
committee on amendment of the by-laws
of the C. T. C, as far as applicable to

this division: —
Messrs. \Y. Y. Gilman, C. H. Potter,

Abbot Basset;. F. A Jackson, Geo. E.
Bittinger, L. \Y. Conklini;, F. A. Pratt,

S. T. Clark. W M. Brewster. Dr. A. G.
Coleman, L. H. Johnson, Alfred Ely, F.
S. Harris, A. G. Carpenter, B. K. Miller,

Jr.. C. P. Wassung.
A meeting of this committee will be

held at the Massasoit House, Springfield,

Mass.. on Wednesday, 9 September, at

10 A. M.

The annual tour of the American
division will be held in the vicinity of

Philadelphia. Pa., some time in Septem-
ber. The details and date of this tour

will be announced in the next issue of the

Bicycling World, and all members of

the C. T. C. in this division are ear-

nestly requested to make an effort to join

us, as the occasion will be one of great

interest and pleasure.

The headquarters of the officials of this

division will be at the Massasoit House
during the Springfield tournament, where
they will be very happy to meet all the
members who may find it convenient to

call on them and renew old friendships.

League Committees 1885-6.

membership committee.

Chairman, Ed. F. Hill. Peekskill, N.Y.
G. Carleton Brown, Elizabeth, N. J.

J. R. Dunn, Massillon, O.

RACING BOARD.

Chairman, Abbot Bassett, Boston,
Mass.

Fred. T. Sholes, Cleveland, O.
Ewing L. Miller. Philadelphia, Pa.

J. O. Blake. Chicago, 111.

Henry E. Ducker, Springfield, Mass.

RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES.

Chairman, Charles E. Pratt, Boston,
Mass.
John C. Gulick. New York.
Stephen Terry, Hartford, Conn.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Chairman, E. M. Aaron, Philadelphia,

Pa.
\\". I. Harris. Boston, Mass.
C. K. Alley. Buffalo, N. Y.

TRANSPORTATION.

Chairman, B. B. Avers, Chicago, 111.

George R. Bidwell, New York.
W. S. Bull, Buffalo, N. Y.

Other appointments to be suggested
by chairman of this committee.

EXOTICS

The jo-mile English amateur cham-
pionship was run at the London Crystal

Palace, iS July, and won by R. H Eng-
lish, by forty yards, from G. Gatehouse,
in2.45.13l. The records from twenty-
nine to thirty-eight miles were broken.
Twenty miles were ridden by English in

1.2.47.;. -™d thirty-seven miles one hun-
dred and fifty-five yards in two hours.

The new records made are as follows :
—

29 miles. ... 1.3 1.05 ....English.

30 '• 1.35.21:; ...F.J.Nicolas.
31 " .... 1.38.47} English.

52 . ... 1.41.1 1 English.

33 " ....1. 45-43! •• --English.

34 '• 1.49.10 . . English.

...1 52 5- .English.
36 '• ....1.56.02 ....Gatehouse.

37 1-59-43 English.

38 " 2. 3.2if English.
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RACING CYCLES.
I ^m ^m I

We beg to inform racing men that we have in

stock and are prepared to ship immediately any of

the following celebrated Racing Cycles:—

the /Bicycle,

RUDGE™^ie,
Safety,

RACING 1Tandem.
WE

Are Headquarters for all kinds of

And have the Largest Stock in this country.

SOLE U. S. AGENTS.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
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APOLLO!
A Light Roadster of the Highest Grade,

*+ •S-3-

-+ SINGER'S

•£-¥—fe^—4-5-

11

1 \v\

*-* 4-3-

* CYCLES *

-JS-f. 4-^-

EOIFIOATION.
Bearings— Front, new single adjustable ball.

" Back, solid steel adjustable ball.

Fork— Front, new elliptic, hollow.

" Back, half hollow.

Backbone— Oval steel.

Hubs— New pattern steel flanges.

Spokes— New pattern steel tangent spokes (or direct).

Felloes— Steel, hollow.

Tires— J^-inch front and J^-inch back, red rubber.

Cranks— Detachable.

Handle-Bar— Steel, hollow, cowhorn.

Handles— Vulcanite, large.

Spring— Low, sliding.

Saddle— Long-distance " Eclipse."

Pedals— Ball bearing, non-slipping rubbers (or rat-trap, if pre-

ferred).

Back Wheel— 17^ inch.

Finish— All bright parts plated, the remainder enamelled.

PRICE, 50-INCH $140.00.

THE CHALLENGE SAFETY
The Model Safety Bicycle of the Day.

Easy RuLTtTttixg, Well Constrizcted., Rigid, artel Free from. Vibration.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 PATTERNS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES CARRIED IN STOCK.

W. B. EVERETT * CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

PECK & SNYDER, New York Agents, 1 25 Nassau St., New York.
.
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At the Ayleston Road Grounds, Lei-

cester, England, 18 July, the 25-mile pro-

fessional championship was run. The
trophy, a magnificent silver belt, valued
at ^30, must be won thrice to become
property. Battensby won it twice, and
in May last Wood secured it. Howell
cut a moderate pace for ten miles, and the

race was monotonous up to the twenty-

fourth mile. Entering the last mile,

Wood spurted to the front, with Howell
at his heels, and directly afterward the

last named rushed ahead in order to

secure the inside berth. Entering the

final lap, the champion was clearly in

front of Wood, Lees being third, Bat-

tensby fourth, and Birt and Hawker close

up. Ascending the hill, Howell, drew
away with a four lengths' advantage,
which he held until nearing the turn on
the straight, when Wood, by a splen-

did effort, began to close up. A mag-
nificent race along the straight followed,

Wood securing the verdict by a few
inches. Battensby was third, ten yards

in the rear, while Lees was three yards

in front of Birt for fourth position. Time,
1.26.18.

The employes of Iliffe & Son had a
" Wayzgoose," 18 July. A " Wayz-
goose," would appear to be a picnic.

A 48-iNCH Xtraordinary bicycle, silver-

plated, ivory handles, etc., has recently

been supplied to H. R. H. Prince Al-

phonso, of Portugal.

The Bohemian Cycling Club, confined

to the theatrical profession, has just been
formed in London, England, with a mem-
bership of thirty ladies and gentlemen.
Harry Etherington's party will sail

for America 18 August, per steamer
" City of Richmond," arriving at New
York in time to do Coney Island and see
the elephant; also to visit Niagara Falls

before the races at Hartford. Between
Hartford and Springfield dates the party
will visit Mount Washington. The re-

turn will be made 12 September. Those
who cannot leave 18 August, will sail

25 August.
Webber and English have been

downed by P. Furnival. At Alexandria
Park, 23 July, in a three-mile race the
men finished in the following order

:

P. Furnival (1), 8 34 ; R. H. English (2),

M. Webber (3), H. A. Speedily (4).

John Nicholson ran over a blind

mule while attending the Omaha (Neb.)
races . . . Bob Neilson's autograph
album contains the names of four of the

present champions of Canada. . . . The
members of the Chicago bicycle track

association are considerably out of pocket
by the late races, but we hope to see them
prove true blue and come up smiling for

another big meeting. . . . Orville Ander-
son, chief consul for Kentucky, is getting

up a new saddle. A combination of the
Club rubber spring, and the Duryea,
will form an important part of the saddle.

. . . Woodside, speaking of Brooks'
alleged records, says there is only one
stop watch in all Blossburg, the rest

being Waterburys. — Sporting Journal.

A One-Legged Bicycle Rider.

Erni Crockett passed through this

town on Tuesday, en route for Newbury-
port, by bicycle. Crockett has but one
leg, and is probably the only man in

the country with but one limb who has
mastered the bicycle. The writer is

well acquainted with him, as he was for

many years a resident of Newbury-
port, most of his boyhood and youth
having been spent in that city. He was
the son of William E. Crockett, once a
prosperous farmer, and he lost his leg
when quite young. This did not prevent
his engaging in the work of the farm, and
but very few men could work by his side
and keep up with him in the quantity of
labor performed. At one time he used
a wooden leg, but discarded it, preferring
a crutch. He was always prominent with
other young men in promoting athletic

sport of any kind, and so proficient did
he become upon the horizontal bar and
trapeze, that he was engaged by a circus
and made an extensive trip, under the
cognomen of Signor Erni. He is espe-
cially strong in the arms, and his remain-
ing leg has probably as much strength as
exists in the two of the ordinary man.
At the time of the roller skating craze,

Crockett took to that pastime, and is able
to give an excellent exhibition upon one
skate. This latest feat of riding a bicy-
cle thirty miles is only another proof of
the indomitable courage which has always
characterized him.

—

Ipswich Chronicle.

Notes by the Way.

Give me entertainment and blow the
expense. The average man likes to be
entertained. Without something to
drive him away from himself he grows
morbid and melancholy. That's why
they say " poor company is better than
none." Poor company diverts the mind.
I don't take much stock in the adage, and
I could preach a long sermon on the
other side of that question; but it suits

my convenience to remain on this side
just now, and so we will consider that

poor company is better than none.

Poor company diverts the mind and
entertains: it gives a man something to

do, if it be no more than inventing
epithets to employ against the bore.

I made a short tour into the country
the other day in company with an enter-

taining companion. I travelled all the

way from Boston to Salem in the society
of a fly.

I found him in the morning in my
coffee. I rescued him from a liquid

grave and laid him gently on the table-

cloth. I'll swear I saw him nod his

head as a " thank you," and he put on a
sort of an I'11-be-your-friend-for-life look.

I am aware that many men take their

liquid refreshment with a fly in it, but a

fly in coffee is not to my taste.

No man can be wholly solitary and
unfriended so long as the festive and
familiar fly is at liberty to call on him.
The fly is probably the most sociable and
genial of God's creatures. He is gifted
with a degree of assurance which would
put to blush the most energetic book can-
vasser, or the most voluble insurance
agent. He never waits for an introduc-
tion, and puts himself on the easiest
terms without having the advantage of a
previous acquaintance. The diffident
bug and the bustling ant will beat a hasty
retreat on the slightest intimation that
his presence is unwelcome; but the im-
pudent fly never knows when he is

snubbed.

My fly was an honor to his species.
He possessed all the vices and virtues of
his race, and he gave me diversion and
entertainment for many hours. He took
his station on the top of my brake spoon,
and when he was not actively a-wing, there
he sat, looking at me with loving smiles.

Going out over the milldam he was in
the air. I saw him dancing along the
telegraph wires, darting at a pedestrian
or a horse here and there and skilfully
avoiding the deadly blow of a fist and the
paralyzing flirt of a tail.

When I stopped at Allston to quench
my thirst, there sat Mr. Fly on the edge
of the dipper, as the cooling water found
my throat. That he felt a keen and a
lively interest in my doings, there was no
disputing.

The world does not like the average
fly. His familiarity may breed contempt;
but he seems entirely unconscious of the
fact that he is an object of dislike, and
persists in making himself at home, even
when his host shows a very ill-mannered
aversion to his company.

But the effect upon me was radically
different from that generally experienced.
I began to love my fly. Love begets
love, you know, and when I suv the
affection this little fellow had for me my
heart had to go out to him in return. I

couldn't stroke him on the back, nor
cuddle him; but I gave him a deal of en-
couragement and allowed him to light on
the back of my neck, or the tip of my nose
with impunity.

He was my constant companion to
my journey's end. He gave me no end
of diversion along the route by his antics
and his mischievous tricks upon travel-
lers. When I stopped for a draught 1

did n't have to call tor a fly in it, for
there was my especial rly on the upper
edge of the tumbler grinning and winking
at me like all possessed. There is more
fun stored up in one fly than in a 1

load of monkeys.
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A. Zeese <{ Co.. ',\ra /> Fno..

MAP SHOWING ROUTE OF CLERICAL WHEELMEN'S TRIP.

I don't believe we appreciate the fly.

Though he is generally unbeloved by the

human race, he has an imperishable

and indestructible regard for all its mem-
bers. He has no malice, and is only

possessed by an uncontrollable desire to

be on terms of friendly familiarity; but he

finds himself often turned out of doors,

and not unfrequently is an unkind blow
directed at him, which he escapes only by
his marvellous agility.

I dined at the Boscobel, and Ahas-
uerus dined with me. That's what I

called him. He deserved a name, and so
I gave him the first one that came to my
mind. He proved as lively at table as a
travelling companion. He went from
dish to dish with wonderful avidity, and
he tasted and sipped without a grumble
of criticism. Nothing was too good for

him, and nothing caused a revolt in his

stomach. I don't believe he ever suf-

fered from dyspepsia in his life.

But the best of friends must part, and
so was I forced to from my beloved
Ahasuerus. Pity it was that so delightful

an acquaintance should end with a
tragedy.

I doubt if flies ever die a natural

death. They are crushed and mutilated;
they are taken off by poison and a thou-
sand accidents, but they never fall by
wasting disease, and know not the tor-

tures of a fevered brow or the griping
pains of a pampered stomach.

My friend came to his death by acci-

dent. He was practising a back somer-
sault on my tire, when he fell to the
ground and was crushed.

Hapless fly ! Yours was but the fate

of all your fellows, for you are unappreci-
ated and unloved. In your short life you
have entered the palaces of the great
and the hovels of the humble

;
you have

visited the sick and the imprisoned ; the
sanctuaries of religion and the abodes of

vice and sin. Everywhere you have
sought to be a companion and a friend,

and everywhere your feelings have been
lacerated by rebuffs and insults and at

last you die by the roadside with only
myself to weep over your remains. Your
fellow flies will not miss you and your
loss will not put a stop to their pleasure
and traffic.

The world will say you have paid the
penalty of merciless assurance and odious
familiarity, combined with recklessness
and inordinate appetite. While I, who
knew you at your best, shed not a tear,

but ride on and leave you lying in the

dust. By the Way.

The Clerical Wheelmen's Tour.

The party of clergymen enlisted for

the clergymen's tour in Canada, started

on Wednesday from Niagara Falls. The
party was projected by Rev. Sylvanus
Stall, of Lancaster, Penn., who has put a
great deal of labor and enthusiasm into

the work of organizing the affair. The
following clergymen signified their inten-

tion to join the party. Rev. Horatio
Beavis, Presbyterian, Macomb, 111.

;

Rev. J. F. Cowan, Methodist Protestant,
Pittsburg, Pa. ; Rev. S. H. Day, Metho-
dist, East Greenwich, R. I.; Rev. Wil-
liam P. Evans, Lutheran, Columbia, Pa.

;

Rev. Charles E. Fessenden, Episcopal,
Summit Hill, Pa.; Rev. E. P. Johnson,
Presbyterian, Marshall, Mich.; Rev.
Louis A. Pope, Baptist, Warren, R. I.;

Rev. W. S. Winans, Methodist, Kato-
nah, N. Y. ; Rev. S. Stall, Lutheran,
Lancaster, Pa.; Rev. J. H. Harpster,

Lutheran, Canton, O. . Rev. L. M. Kum-
ler, Presbyterian, Berwick, Pa. ; Rev.
John Dewitt Miller, Reformed Episcopal,
Philadelphia; Rev. S. G. Barnes, pro-
fessor in Iowa College, Grinnell, la.

;

Rev. J. B. Haines, Methodist, Burling-
ton, la. ; Rev. Howard H. Russell, Con-
gregationalism Oberlin, O. ; Rev. L. H.
Schneider, Lutheran, Washington, D. C;
Rev. W. F. Taylor, Baptist, East Or-
ange, N. J. ; Rev. L. D. Temple, Bap-
tist, Aurora, 111; Rev. W. A. Keese,
Baptist, Chelsea, Mass. ; Rev. W. W.
Le Seur, Methodist, Boston, Mass.

;

Rev. C. O. Maltby, Baptist, Batavia, 111.

;

Rev. Garret Beekman, Methodist, Roslin-
dale, Mass. ; Rev. R. E. Campbell, Pres-
byterian. Florida, N. Y. ; Rev. H. Bald-
win Dean, Episcopal, Wampum, Wis.

;

Rev. G. T. Dowling, Baptist, Cleveland,
O. ; Rev. R. Dyer, Episcopal, Gambier,
O. ; Rev. G. K. Morris, D. D., Metho-
dist, Philadelphia; Rev. G. T. Le Bou-
tillier, Clifton Springs, N. Y.; Rev. W.
H. Clark, Needham, Mass.; Rev. W. H.
Fish, Unitarian, South Scituate, Mass.

;

Rev. S. L. Gracey, Methodist, Cam-
bridge, Mass.; Rev. P. M. Graif, Lu-
theran, Athens, N. Y. ; Rev. Frank
Heath, Wells Bridge, N. Y. ; Rev. R. E.
McDuff, Cleveland, O. ; Rev. Walter
Rice, Brandon, Vt. ; Rev. W. S. Stites,

Presbyterian, Wyoming, Pa. ; Rev. A.
L. Wilson, Methodist, Rockland Lake,
N. Y. One of the tourists, Rev. J. VV.

Harpster, of Canton, O., began to use
the bicycle twelve years ago, while a mis-
sionary in India. He is probably one of
the earliest bicycle riders now in the
United States. An interesting feature of
this party is that while a few of them are
under thirty years of age, the average
age is nearly forty years. On Wednesday
the party were to proceed from Niagara
Falls to Hamilton on Burlington Bay—
a distance of fifty miles. On Thursday,
but twenty-five miles were to be covered
to Gait, and on Friday the route will lead
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through the beautiful villages of Ayr,
Wolverton, Drumbo and Inneskip to

Woodstock. On Saturday the tour will

be through picturesque scenery, with the

Thames on the right and the Highlands
on the left, a distance of thirty-one miles

to London. Here the Detroit division

will join the party. The tourists will re-

main over Sunday, attending church in a

body. On Monday, 10 August, sixty

miles, over fine roads and amid beautiful

scenery will be covered. This is the fa-

vorite touring ground of Canada. Tues-
day will be devoted to rest, and on
Wednesday, Searforth will be visited and
Stapleton's salt works inspected. After

dinner, Stratford will be reached. On
Thursday Guelph will be the destination,

and on Friday the sixty miles to Toronto
will be covered if possible. Saturday
and Sunday will be spent in Toronto.
On Monday the party will leave for

Whitby for dinner, and after an eighteen

mile run will visit the Canadian fisheries

near Newcastle. Tuesday will see the

party at Coburg for dinner after a ride of

twenty-four miles. The day's ride will end
at Brighton. On Wednesday, the trip will

be through Belleville to Napance, about
fifty miles, thence on Thursday to Kings-
ton, twenty-two miles. The party will

then sail among the Thousand Islands to

Brockville and return, and will stnrt back
to Coburg on Saturday, and rest in Belle-

ville over Sunday. Tuesday morning,

25 August, the entire company will em-
bark on the steamer for Toronto, pro-

ceeding thence to Niagara Falls, where
the party will separate. The trip will

last in all just three weeks.

CURRENTE CALAMO
The Earth Primeval.

Now listen, good friends, while I tell you a story,

That will brighten your eyes and turn your cheek pale

;

For you will be old and your head will be hoary,

Ere you hear again what will equal this tale.

'T was a fair June day, with the air full of sweetness,

When birds sang their loudest with nature at best;

That I mounted my wheel and pedalled with fleetness,

To shades of the country for quiet and rest.

While riding along, with my thoughts widely ranging,

I checked not their flight, but to fancy, gave head

;

When I suddenly felt a shock and a changing,

And saw what was I lying quiet and dead.

It seemed that my wheel had struck some obstruction,

And quick as a flash it went over my head;

And then, as if bent on its total destruction,

It sank in the quicksands that formed a stream's bed.

The wheel being lost, my friends reached the conclusion

That I had been murdered, and left by some boor

!

And bicycling was, by this simple delusion,

Saved another gtave charge being laid at its door.

What were years to friends I had left here in sorrow,

Were seconds to me in my home in the sky;

And ages passed on as today and to-morrow,

Making changes on earth as they quickly rolled by.

So time onward flew till our civilization

Seemed barbarous limes in the light of new day ;

And many a noble and powerful nation

Rose, flourished, prospered, and fell by the way.

I saw our fair country grow colder and colder,

Till 't was iced and snow bound the whole of the year

;

And rivers and seas as the country grew colder,

Were frozen and locked, and of ice never clear.

I saw a brave people whom hope had made stronger,

Bear manfully up as against a sure fate;

But with days growing short and nights growing longer,

They saw they would have but a short time to wait.

In the north, great glaciers were rapidly forming,

And winds from their bodies were heavy and chill

;

While storms filled the air with a portentous warning,

And animate things became pulseless and still.

Ice rivers moved south with a grim exultation,

And those that were left fled before their cold breath,

Till the country was wrapped in a wild desolation,

And those who had conquered were conquered by

death.

Where once mighty mountains their summits uplifted,

With peaks rising heavenward piercing the sky,

Were desolate valleys whose rocks had been rifted

By the rivers of ice as they slowly moved by.

And valleys, once teeming with life and its pleasures,

Which blossomed and bloomed in the days that were

fled,—

Were buried beneath the great drift from the glaciers,

And a broad barren country stretched out in its stead.

So years onward passed in a ceaseless procession,

Till the sun once more shone on a storm-beaten land,

And snows slowly melted and changed the expression

Of earth till land showed through its icy ribbed bands.

In all the expanse of the earth's desolation,

Only sounds of the winds and waters were heard;

As if chanting a dirge to the sad devastation,

With which a fair land had been broken and stirred.

A flood of warm sunshine the waters releasing

From their night of silence and long frozen sleep,

Gave birth to low sea plants, which, slowly increasing,

Waved their long, leafless arms in the black rolling

deep.

Cephalopods large as a man were seen swarming

The waters, or diving to capture their prey
;

While millions of crinoids and mollusks were forming,

And large reefs of coral were rising each day.

The ganoids were next to be found in the waters,

And soon the pterichthys appeared on the scene

;

The asteiolepis then took up their quarters

With the holoptychinus in the sea waters green.

The reptiles at this time came into existence,

Marsupaloids o'er the earth drew their great length ;

While gigantic frogs and great birds had subsistence,

With monstrous large lizards of unbounded strengih.

Then mammals came on in numberless legions,

Quadrumana shared with bimana the land;

Carnivora flourished and roamed o 'er the regions,

Where were buried great cities once thriving and

grand.

The mastadon mammoth and other great creatures,

With megatheriums of terrible mien,

The scelidotheriun's horrible features,

And the dingo and glyplodon likewise were seen.

And as the new forms of life were seen swelling,

Came man of low form with scarcely a brain ;

Who in caves wiih the bearand the lion was dwelling,

Loosely garbed in the skins of the beasts he had si.tin.

He fought out his battles through long weary

With wild beasts and savages mighty and strong,

And slowly progressed, as in shoit, easy stages,

He passed o 'cr a way that was heavy and long.

And still he pressed onward till races and nations

Again had re-peopled the whole of the earth,

Whose customs and ways bore no kind of relation

To those who had flourished and died ere their birth.

In all the expanse that before me was lying,

Were seen neither horses or railways or roads;

But mighty great ships through the air were seen

flying

With incredible speed and bearing great loads.

The people were delving the earth for its treasures,

And shafts were sunk deep by the miners so bold ;

And from far lower down than the mighty coal measures,

Were bringing up riches of silver and gold.

Museums were filled with the relics of ages,

Which were taken from mines far down in the ground

;

And the people had chosen the wisest of sages,

To study the wonderful things that were found.

One day at a shaft there was great agitation ;

The miners were shouting as if they were crazed;

And soon was brought up for their wise cogitation,

A something so strange that their brains were nigh

dazed.

The savants were called, and in great consternation,

They gazed on the thing that was thus brought to

sight

;

And gathered together in wise consultation,

'er my trusty old wheel that once more saw the

light.

The saddle was gone, the paint had departed,

The tires were missing from off the wheels rim,

The handles were lost, and the nickel had started,

But still there were markings which time could not

dim.

For years these old sages with heads in confusion,

Sat and puzzled their brains as to what it could be

;

Until they arrived at a wondrous conclusion,

And had it " restored" for the people to see.

They had it set up, and with great delectation,

They told how the people in those ancient times

Used this as a means for the extermination

Of persons convicted of heinous crimes.

The wheel from the ceiling by straps was suspended,

And belted to pulleys that under it stood

;

Which drove a large buzz saw quite plainly intended

To be used for the purpose of sawing up wood.

The victim was tied on a seat, hot and burning,

His feet to the treadles were then firmly bound
;

And, — just at this time my senses returning,

1 mounted my wheel and my way homeward wound.

Worckstbr, Mass.
F. W. Blackbr.

Iliffe & Son have in press a handbook
especially treating of Safety Bicycles,

their varieties, construction ami use.

We have to thank numerous friends

who have sent us copies of the issue of 24

July to complete files.

Mr. J. II. POLHILL, of Macon, Ga.,

champion bicyclist of the South, Mr.

Wm. Maxwell, Jr., of Charlotte, N. C,
and Mr. Frank Steffner, of Asheville,

N. C, left the latter named city, 1 Au-
gust, for a road trip through Tennessee,
Virginia, Maryland, and on to Washing-
ton, I). C. From there lo the Spring-

field races in September.

On 27 July, F, W. Sherburne rode one

hundred and twelve miles, on Vermont
roads, covering ninety nine and one-hall

miles of different roads
; twelve and t»ne

half miles only were repeated. This is

the first century on Vermont roads. In
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the summer of 1883 two Rutland riders

rode one hundred and two miles, but it

was partly on New York roads. Total

time, 18I1. 45m.; riding time, 15b.

Mr. Burley B. Ayers has written the

following to Richard Garvey, of New
York: "You have thanks of the " Big
Four," for very practical kindness in

donating use of your establishment for

storage of our wheels. 'We were very

hard up for a place to put them in, and
your action was well timed and ve/y pat.

The refreshments, of course, struck a

similar spot just when needed. The boys
will remember you.

One of the amusements indulged in

by the St. Louis wheelmen who went up
to Clarksville last Saturday, was diving

from the hurricane deck of the steamer.

Floyd Jones and Cola Stone, however,
demonstrated their right to the cake
repository by diving off the pilot house, a

height of fifty-five feet. To successfully

accomplish this feat, it was necessary to

spring out eighteen feet, so as to clear

the railing below. — Critic.

C. E. Duryea, of St. Louis, has in-

vented an anti-header bicycle, the feature

of which is an open head, the handle-bars

being attached to the forks about a foot

below the saddle, curving backward round
the rider's leg, and then upward into an
almost perpendicular position, with a ten-

dency forward.

E. H. Wilcox, of Chicago, represent-

ing Gormully & Jeffery, have been in

Boston the past week. It is understood
that the firm will have a special agent in

Boston.

The World moves now, but it will

have to move out of its tracks next spring,

for Boston is going to put her court

house where we now are.

Burnham is having a forty-pound
Victor machine built lor him which he
will use in hte races.

Hunter will go to Cleveland and try

for the two-mile L. A. W. championship.

The Boston division of the Big Four
Tour will hold a reunion in Boston in

September. The programme will in-

clude a two days run.

Some one suggests that Burley Ayers
is like the Adirondacks, because he is a
Big Fourist. This joke will not please

Karl Kron.

A number of ladies keep their wheels
in the Massachusetts Club House, and
use them every night the weather per-

mits. They are doing a deal of riding.

Among the unwelcome visitors at the

Massachusetts Club, the members count
the lightning which visited them last

Saturday night, doing no further damage,
though, than frightening the members,
and melting some of the annunciator
wires.

Tin-: Pope Cup will be raced for in

Minneapolis in the fall.

CONKLING, of Chicago, has invented a
padlock that opens by a combination of

figures. No more little keys.

The East Cambridge Club is touring
through the White Mountains in a large

van, using it to travel, to dine and to

sleep in. As there is a huge advertise-

ment of a bicycle firm on the outside of

the van, it is suggested they may be
makers' amateurs.

President Beckwith has given us a

good committee on rights and privileges,

and we believe the department of League
work coming under its jurisdiction will

be well attended to in future.

We had laid on our table this week
what we thought to be a silver watch in

a hunter case; but on pressing the spring

we found a collapsing drinking cup in-

side. A very neat and handy thing for

a tourist. Though our gift was a failure

as a watch, we expect to have a high old
time with it.

W. W. Stall and wife are at Cottage
City.

Velocipedes of every kind have been
expelled from the streets of Berlin by an
ordinance of the police, the legality of

which has been upheld by the Prussian
court of common pleas, to which some
owners of bicycles and tricycles ap-
pealed.

We have received a very beautiful

programme of the meet of the Ohio
division. It is elegantly bound in plush.

Chas. E. Pratt, Esq , of Boston, has
been appointed a League representative

for Massachusetts.

Mason, of the Cambridge Club, is

about to get out a new saddle which
promises well. It will adjust easily for-

ward and back or up and down at either

end, and there are three places to take
up the stretch of the leather.

Geo. W. Baker, of St. Louis, who
started from that city to ride to Boston,
finished his journey on Tuesday evening
of last week. He started from St. Louis
1 July, and, riding over the turnpikes and
most direct roads, passed through the

States of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Penn-
sylvania and New York to Albany, where
he crossed the Hudson, and rode through
Massachusetts by way of Springfield.

Through Illinois the roads were good,
but in Ohio they were very bad, and he
was forced to do considerable walking.
He says that the hardest part of his rid-

ing was from Buffalo to Boston. His
route through New York was over the

same roads recently travelled by the " Big
Four" tourists. He is under 20 years of

age, is of a slight but wiry build, has a
smooth boyish face and weighs about 130
pounds. He is rather short, and rides a
48-inch Victor bicycle, on which he ac-

complished the whole trip without serious
accident.

Lindell Gordon, of St. Louis, was
the only one of the " Big Four" tourists

who rode the entire distance on a wheel.
The rainy weather led to the taking of
the train by the party from Amsterdam
to Albany, thirty-three miles ; but Gordon
rode between the tracks the whole dis-

tance.

It is rumored that Hamilton is not
riding as well this year as he did last. It

is announced that a few days before the

Springfield meet, he will attempt to ride

twenty miles within the hour. — Globe.

Hamilton is said to have beaten all

American records from five to fifteen

miles, while practising at Springfield.

—

Herald.

On 24 July, Karl F. Miller, proprietor

of Exchange street mills, undertook, on
a wager of $100, to ride a bicycle from
the Reed House, Navarre, to the Park
Hotel, Massillon, O., a distance of a lit-

tle more than five and a quarter miles, in

twenty-four minutes. He failed, his time
being 25.25. It was the local sport-

ing event of the season, opinions backed
by money being about equally divided as

to whether he could make it or not, and
the streets through which he passed were
crowded with people.

Moses Sheriff, of Manchester, N.H.,
recently wheeled to Boston and return,

in 13.45., exclusive of stops.

Prof. Sam Sterling created quite a
sensation at Seaside Park yesterday with
his bicycle, which he had rigged with a
sail to demonstrate his theory of a new
method of navigating these machines.
He waited patiently for a suitable breeze,

which came not, and he was obliged to

defer his trial until a more favorable time.
— Bridgeport farmer.

Secretary Fuller of the Big Four
tourists, furnishes the following statistics :

The youngest rider on the tour was
Harry Higinbotham, of Chicago, sixteen

years old. The oldest was President

Bates, of Detroit, who has passed fifty-

two years. The tallest man was Simeon
Ford, of New York. The shortest, J.

Bidmead Wright, of Brooklyn, just five

feet two inches. P. Harvard Reilly, of

New York, outweighed all, tipping the

beam at two hundred pounds, while

Harmon Wendell, weighing barely half

as much, was the light weight. The
largest wheel used was a 6o-inch, of which
there were several in the party. The
smallest was a 48-inch. In the style of

machine used the Expert Columbia took
the lead, there being at least forty of these

in use. On the trip excellent time was
made by the entire party, the average
rate being nine and a half miles an hour.

The greatest rate of speed for the com-
pany was twelve miles in fifty minutes.

On Monday evening, 27 July, at about

9 30, sixteen wheelmen of the Essex Bi-

cycle Club, of Newark, N. J., while re-

turning from a ride to Montclair, and in

Bloomfield, near Watsessing avenue, met
two loaded wagons. Turning to the right

to pass the wagons, they were met by two
men driving in a buggy. The leader of

the wheelmen had a bright light on his

bicycle, and warned the men not to run

into them. One of the men said, " Let's

run them off," and the driver urgeti his

horse into the midst of the wheels, throw-

ing several men down. As they under-

took to drive rapidly away, the wheelmen
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tried to stop them, and one of the wheel-

men was lashed with the driver's whip.

As soon as the wheelmen recovered from
their surprise, they telephoned to Mont-
clair to stop the men, and pursued them

;

but they were lost sight of, probably es-

caping through some by-road. A reward

of $25 has been offered, and the rowdies

will probably pay well for their escapade

if they are caught.

The final resting-place for Gen. Grant
on Riverside Drive, is probably better

known to New York wheelmen than any
other class of people in the city. The
very spot is the favorite resort of those

who like to make the run to the terminus

of the drive. — Wheel.

RACING NEWS
Tricycle Road Race.

The annual tricycle race of the Boston
Club took place on Monday morning last,

over the course published last week. The
start was made from a point a sixteenth of

a mile beyond Bailey's, at South Natick,

the first man being sent off by Starter

Edmands, at six o'clock.

The start was made in the following

order, three minutes intervening between
the riders: L. J. Martelle, 6 o'clock;

W. H. Huntley, 6.03 ; E. P. Burnham,
6.06; W. A. Rhodes, 6.09.

The first checking station was at the

reservoir, where Mr. George B. Wood-
ward timed the men as follows : Martelle

6.53; Huntley, 6.54.45; Burnham, 6.57 ;

Rhodes, 7 Here Rhodes turned too

short in coming out at the gate and fell

over, buckling his wheel, and bruising

himself badly.

Ai Allston, Mr. Freelon Morris timed
(he men, Martelle, 7.0.20; Huntley, 7.2;
Burnham, 7.5.20.

The finish was made in the order of

starting, and the men were credited with

the following times : E. P. Burnham,
(Victor), 1. 15.4; W. H. Huntley (Crip-

per), 1. 15. 36; L. J. Martelle (Victor)

r. 18.18; W. A. Rhodes (Quadrant),
1.20. f 1.

Rowe did not ride on account of sick-

ness. At the last moment he was obliged

to give up starting.

There was not much of a race till the
men left the reservoir, eleven and one
quarter miles from the start. The time
at the resorvoir was: Martelle, 53m.;
Huntley, 51.45; Burnham, 51; Rhodes,
51. By this it will be seen that Huntley
had gained 1.15 on Martelle, and that he
had lost 45s. on Burnham and Rhodes,
who were just then even. It was here
that Rhodes had his fall. Martelle walked
the hill entering the reservoir grounds.
The prizes were a gold medal to first,

and a silver medal to second man. The
officers of the race were : Referee, Abbot
Bassett ; starter and timer, W. P. Ed-
mands; timer at finish, C. VV. Fourdrinier;
judges, C. R. Overman and E. C. Lee.
The proposed race over the same course
for club members was postponed on
account of lack of entries.

The machines were weighed at Bailey's

and showed the following: Burnham's
Victor, 92 pounds ; Rhodes's Quadrant,

76 pounds ; Huntley's Cripper, 66 pounds;
Martelle's Victor, 65$ pounds.

Chicago, 24 and 25 July. Races un-
der the auspices of the Chicago Bicycle

Track Association, and the Illinois Divi-

sion L. A. W.
first day, 24 July.

One Mile Handicap , Professional, 2

in 3.— First heat, John Brooks, scratch

(1), 2.46I; Ralph Friedberg, forty yards

(2), 2.47I
; W. M. Woodside, scratch

(3) ; R. A. Neilson, ten yards (4) ; W.
j. Morgan, twenty yards (5). Second
heat, W. M. Woodside, scratch (1)

2.49$; John Brooks, scratch (2), 2.49I ;

Ralph Friedberg, forty yards (3). Third
heat, W. M. Woodside, scratch (1),

2.51$; Ralph Friedberg, forty yards (2),

2.52I : John Brooks, scratch (3) ; R. A.
Neilson, ten yards (4).

One Mile, 3.15 Class. — Phil Hammel
(1), 3.07$; F. B. Bradley (2), 3.09$; E.

Mehring (3).

Two Mile Handicap. — H. W. Gas-
ken, scratch (1), 6. iof ; John Nicholson,

twenty-five yards (2), 6.14; F. B. Brad-

ey, forty yards (3).

One Mile, Tricycle. — Phil Hammel
(1), 3 4o|. No competitor.

'Five Mile, Professional, Match Race.
— John S. Prince (1), 16.55$. Asa
Dolph, fifty yards (2). Withdrew at

three and three quarters miles on ac-

count of sickness.

One Mile Exhibition. — George Web-
ber in 2.57^.

SECOND DAY, 25 JULY.

One Mile, Professional Match. — A.
Dolph, ten yards (1), 3-7| ; John S.

Prince, scratch (2).

One Mile, Chicago Club Championship,
2 in 3. — First heat, N. H. Van Sicklen
(i), 3.09I; Phil Hammel (2), 3.10. Sec-
ond heat, Phil Hammel (i), ^.32 ; N.
H. Van Sicklen (2), 3.324. Third heat,

N. H. Van Sickien (1), 3.09; Phil Ham-
mel (2), 3.9J.
Five Mile, Handicap Professional. —

W. M. Woodside, fifty yards (1), 15.27!;
John S. Prince, scratch (2) ; John Brooks,
fifty yards (3).
Two Mile Handicap. — H. B. Hey-

wood, thirty seconds (1), 7-o6 ; John
Nicholson, scratch (2) ; F. B. Bradley,
3os. (3).

Two Mile. — H. W. Gaskell (1), 6.50 ;

George Weber (2), 6.51.

Quarter Mile, Boys. — Louis S. Ous-
ley (1), 50$ ; R. Creqier (2).

Fifteen Mile,!.. A. IV. Championship.
George Weber (1), 51.15; Grant Bell
withdrew at three miles

; John Nicholson,
withdrew at three and three fourths miles.

Ten Mile, Professional. — John Brooks
(0,32.49$; R. A. Neilson (2); J. S.

Prince (3 ; VV. M. Woodside (4).

One Mile. — George Weber (1), 3.0J ;

N. H. Van Sicklen (2) ; 3.06; John Nich-
olson (3); 3.10.

Half Mile, Hands Off.—F. B. Bradley

(1). 1.364 ; H. B. Heywood (2).

Five Mile, Lap. — H. W. Gaskell (1),
thirty-two points sixteen laps; N. H.
Van Sicklen (2).

Quarter Mile. 2 in 3. — H. W. Gaskell
(i),44; 461; p. B. Bradley (2).

Quarter Mile, Consolation. — John
Nicholson (1), 44* ! R- G. Surbridge (2).

Brooklyn, 22 July. Sports of the
Williamsburg Athletic Club. Two Mile
Pace,— A. B. Rich, scratch (1), 6.?2#;
H. J. Hall, Jr. fifty yards (2).

W. A. Illston, who finished a dead
heat with S. Sellers, and in second heat
was defeated by Sellers less than six
inches, leaves England for America, 11
August, to take part in the coming fall

tournament. Will make his first appear-
ance in Hartford.

Hendee has retired as a racing man.
His future efforts will be in the direction
of record breaking in runs against time,
but he will enter no more contests.

The Olympic Athletic Club, of New
York, will hold its fall meeting 3 October.
There will be a one mile novice race, and
a ten mile handicap for bicycle riders.

The Charlestown Bicycle Club will
probably give a ten mile road race the
middle of September. The course will
lay in Arlington and Medford way.

The Monson, Mass., Bicycle Club had
a road race Monday evening, 27 July,
from the post office in Monson to the
Weeks House in Palmer and return, a
distance of nine and one-fourth miles.
Captain A. L. Squier won in forty-three
and three-quarters minutes ; G. L. Kee-
ney and W. T. Buffinton tied for second
place, each making the run in fifty-one
minutes.

The second annual tournament of the
Weedsport Club will be held 12 August.
Entries close 1 1 August to W. R. Brock,
Weedsport. There will be a parade in

the morning. Races at 2.30 p. m.

Philadelphia Track. The follow-
ing has been issued :

—
Philadelphia, 27 July, 1S85.

Dear Sir, — An opportunity has been
offered by the officers of the Gentlemen's
Driving Park, of this city, to at last se-
cure a real bicycle track in Philadelphia.
These gentlemen will make room in their
park for the track, build the track in ac-
cordance with the suggestions of experi-
enced riders and men who know the
work, and will keep it in order after it is

built, provided they can obtain the names
of one hundred riders who will join the
organization at a membership fee of $10
per annum each, said cyclers to have all

the rights and privileges of the horsemen
connected with the track (and who pay
for their share of the park >25 each).
The p.irk is conveniently and beautifully
situated, and is, aside from racing inter-

ests, a good place for regular exercises
;

members have the right of access to the
park at all times, and to all races and ex-
hibitions held therein. It is extremely
desirable that an interest of this kind
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"jT ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made.'*

GEO. M. HENDEE.
should have a hold upon our riders, and
it is hoped that you will lend a hand in

building it up. If you will kindly advise

at once on the enclosed card, if you will

or will not join, I will report the result to

the park committee, and as soon as one
hundred names shall have been received,

they agree to go ahead and push the

work to a conclusion as rapidly as possi-

ble. Truly yours,

George D. Gideon,
Germantown Cycle Club.

Another race meeting is announced

by the Chicago Bicycle Track Associa-

tion, for 8 August. The programme will

include a one-mile novice, three mile

handicap, mile heats, half-mile ride and
run and five-mile dash, two-mile handi-

cap, and half-mile consolation.

The following is a list of the races to

be run at the tournament of the Berk-

shire County Wheelmen at Pittsfield, 13

August. Half mile, flying start, open to

all ; five mile, Berkshire County wheel-

men only ; two mile, open to all ; one

mile, boys of eighteen years of age and
under ; three mile record, open to all

;

five mile, open to all ; first, $50 silver tea

service ; one mile, tug of war, four men
each ; one mile, open to all. H. D. Corey
of Boston, will referee, and A. B. Gard-

ner of the Fort Schuyler Wheelmen of

Utica, A. H. Scattergood of Albany, and
Gideon Haynes, Jr., of Boston, will be

the judges.

Prince has decided to go to Spring-

field.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

Perth Amboy (N. J.) Club. — Offi-

cers : President, E. W. Barnes ; captain,

E. E. Hartshorne ; secretary, F. W.
Kitchell; treasurer, Geo. Foster, Jr.

Twelve members.

W. H. Putnam is secretary of the

Knockabout Wheel Club, of Gardner,

Mass.

At a meeting of the New Jersey

Wheelmen, held 23 July, J. C. Willever

was elected secretary, vice Mr. L. N.
Spinning, resigned.

FIXTURES
S August

:

Races at Chicago.

13 Augu-t

:

'lournamenl of B. C. W. at Pittsfield, Mass.

27 and 28 August

:

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile

bicycle championship.

2 and 3 September

:

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

3 September:
Races of Troy Club, Island Park, N. Y.

8, 9, and 10 September

:

Tournament at Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-

cle championship.

22 September

:

Races of Providence Club.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[Advertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.}

FOR SALE. — 50 inch American Club, with long

distance saddle, ball pedals. Don tool bag, rubber

handles, No. 1 King of Road Hub Lamp. Finish,

plain black enamel, nickel trimming. In perfect condi-

tion, ridden very little. Cost $164.00, will sell for

jSno.oocash. B. B. LYNCH, 105 South Street, Bal-

timore, Md.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.— Stock con-

stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex-

amine our large stock ; machines not sold on instalment,

nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OCR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BARGAINS FOR SALE.
54-inch Yale Bicycle, latest pattern, detachable bars,

etc., all nickelled but wheels, in excellent order. A
great bargain at $85.00.

54-inch Victor, new, of course, this season, and ex-

changed for larger size, same make, best order, $1 1
5.00.

58-inch Sanspareil, light, Columbia Ball Bearings, in

good order, $75.00.
58-inch Rudge Semi-Roadster, weighs 385 lbs.

(actual). Just the wheel for poor tracks or ordinary

roads. Best possible condition, $95.00.

52-inch Harvard Special, never been out of the shop,

full nickelled, and latest pattern, $100.00.

The following we are not anxious to sell (as we use

them ourselves), but want you to know that we 've got

them and can get more .*—
44-inch Humber Tandem Tricycle, in good order,

nickelfittings and ball pedals, $235.00.

44-inch Invincible Two Track Ladies' Tricycle, been

used verv little, has full inch tires, hollow rims, tangent

spokes, ball bearings all round, and including the inch

rubbers, is lighter than any two-track tricycle made.

An elegant, easy running machine, $165.00.

If further particulars desired, send to

GEO. D. G1DKON,
1539 Race Street, Philadelphia.

Machines sent C. O. D., with permission to examine,

on receipt of sum sufficient to cover expressage.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDiRD, LOVERIM & CO.,

PRicC25cTs. 123 So-JepTERs^ffcAGo

SEND
FOR

CATALOGUE

SUNDRIES.
Liberal Discount to the Trade.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

182 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

BICYCLES
J^JsTD

TRICYCLES
At the Lowest Possible Prices.

SEND FOR SPECIAL QUOTATIONS

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.

152 to 158 congress St., Boston.
| 23 ana 70 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111
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FOURTH ANNUAL

*

SPRINGFIELD BIGYGLE GLUB.

&

$5,000.00
j

yfc

<*^ffi@h^<*

in PRIZES!

B-^ejja^J-'e)

HAMPDEN PARK,

Springfield, Mass., September 8, 9, «? 10- 1885.

LIST OK RACES.
FIRST DAT-Tuesday, September 8.

1—One-mile Professional Bicycle Handicap Race.

2—Ten-mile Amateur Bicycle Race; Championship
of the United States.

3 -One-mile Amateur Tricycle Race.

4—Three-mile Amateur Tricycle Tandem Race.

5-Five-mile Professional Safety Bicycle Race;
wheels not over 40 inches.

6- Half-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Open.

7—One-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, 3.10 Class.

8—Three-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Open.

9—Three-mile Professional Bicycle Record Race.

10-Flve-mile Amateur Bicycle Record Race.

SECOND DAY— Wednesday, September 9.

1—One-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Open.

2—One-mile Professional Bicycle Race; Sweepstake
Championship of the World.

3—Three - mile Amateur Safety Bicycle Race
;

wheels not over 40 inches.

4—Half-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, 1.30 Class.

5—Three-mile Amateur Bicycle Record Race.

6—Ten-mile Professional Bicycle Race, Open.

7—Five-mile Amateur Tricycle Record Race.

8—One-mile Amateur Tricycle Tandem Race.

9—Five-mile Amateur Bicycle Rac\ 16.00 Class.

10—Three-mile Amateur Bicycle Handicap Race.

THIRD DAY— Thursday, September 10.

1—One - mile Professional Safety Bicycle Race
;

wheels not over 40 inches.

2—Ten-mile Amateur Bicycle Record Race.

3—Five-mile Amateur Tandem Tricycle Race.

4—Three-mile Professional Bicycle Race, Open.

5—One-mile Amateur Safety Bicycle Race ; wheelF
not over 40 inches.

6—Three-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, 9.10 Class.

7—Three-mile Amateur Tricycle Record Race.

8—One-mile Amateur Bicycle Handicap Rare.

9—Five-mile Professional Bicyole Handicap Race.

10—One-mile Amateur Bioycle Consolation Race.

ENTRA NCE K 1 C 1 vS.

Amatburs—All J-milc and i-milc evento, <•
ile events, tj Meh event ; .o-mile events, f$ each event. Profr«ionai s-i-mile

and 3-m.Ie events, *3 each event; 5-m.lc events, * 5 each event; .c-mile events, %,o each event Ml ...,, muit have M lets! tin .,,. 01 ,l„ nui
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GrttJUSTJD

Under the auspices of the

Providence Bicycle Club,

AT

Narragansett Part, Providence, B, I.,

Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1885.

Races called promptly at 2.30 P. M.

The Prizes will amount to $500,
a list of which will be

printed soon.

NOW READY.

EVENTS.
1. One Mile Open, Amateur.
2. Two Mile Open, Amateur, Tricycle.

3. For Boys under 12 Years of Age,
1-2 Mile.

4. Three Mile Lap Race Open, Ama-
teur.

The party winning the most laps in this

race is entitled to a prize, as well as

the winner of the race.

5. One Mile (Championship of R. 1.),

Amateur.
6. Two Mile Open, Professional.

$50 to the first, $35 to the second, $15

to the third.

7. One Mile College Championship
for New England, Amateur.

8. Half Mile Open, Tricycle, Ama-
teur.

9. One Mile Championship of the
Prov. Bi. Club.

10. Half Mile Open (without hands),

Amateur.
11. One Mile (for " Stars " only), Ama-

teur.

12. One Mile (Consolation), Amateur.

All entries should be made with Geo. R.

McAuslan, P. O. Box 1046, Providence, R. I.

Entrance fee $1.00, except in boys' race,

for which it is 50 cents.

Entries close Saturday, Sept. 12, 1$

Races under the rules of the L. A. W.

:

' In i Around Cape Ann"

A HANDBOOK OF

GLOUCESTER, MASS, AND VICINITY.

For the Wheelman Tourist.

BY

JOHN S. WEBBER, Jr.

Neatly bound in cloth and illustrated, with eleven

full-page engravings.

Address

PRICE, 75 CENTS EACH.

J. S. WEBBER, Jr.,

GLOUCESTER, MASS.

ARDILL'S
LIQUID E27.fl.MEL!

For touching up or entirely re-enamelling-

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

THE RUDGE

Hard as Marble. Dries Instantly, without
any unpleasant smell, and produces a Jet Black
enamel surface in One Operation. It is
thoroughly impervious to wet, cold, or heat. Will
not crack, and is not liable to chip off. Any one
can apply it. A suitable Brush given with
each bottle.
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Cannot be sent by

mail.
For sale by all Agents, and by

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.
Special terms to the trade.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,
and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sp-rm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

*S" Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having ihem. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil,
expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. ~®Ji

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St., Chicago.

BICYCLES.-- EASY PAYMENTS.
BICYCLES $i to $160. Tricycles $7.50. Velocipedes,

?3 and upwards. Columbia, Victor, Facile,
American Challenge, Otto, and other Bicycles
sold on the instalment plan without extra

charge except for interest. Send for large,

new illustrated Catalogue of Wheel Goods,
including many novelties in sundries and particulars of

our instalment plan— of interest to every actual or
prospective wheelman. Many in the Atlantic states

are finding it to their interest to deal with us. Freights
equalizt-d. Second-hand wheels handled. GEO. W.
ROUSE & SON, 9 G St., Peoria, III. Novbutibs
in Sundries.

N. B. — Should it storm on the day ap-

pointed, the races will be run the next fair day.

The customers of the late Cunning-:

ham Company, or parties intending to

buy a Harvard, Yale, or Cornell, will

find it to their advantage to call at or

address MURRAY'S BICYCLE AGENCY,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass. I have
procured most of the Stock of the said

Company, and am ready to supply the

parts and fittings of the above machines.
I also keep a full line of Sundries on
hand. First-class Repairing at reason-

able rates. JOS. S. MURRAY.
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The American, Pilot kister, Lijkl Roadster, Safety, anil Two-Track Tricycle

They are of the very highest grade every way. MANY NOVEL AND PATENTED FEATURES ARE INTRODUCED
that are used in no other wheels. The American Pilot Machines are the only ones containing THE LATEST AMERICAN
IMPROVEMENTS, combined with the best ENGLISH STEEL, WORKMANSHIP AND FINISH, and are conceded to be

the most original, scientific and desirable ever offered.

Section of new pattern Warwick hollow rim, used on the

PILOT LIGHT ROADSTER, and wire compressed and
cemented tire used on all Pilot Machines, the most elastic

and durable tire made, and the only one not loosened by
heat or cold.

Pilot Steering Head, with Handle Bar detached.

Brief of 50-inch American Express.

i-inch and 2^-inch best red rubber tires; direct spokes;
Bown's ./Bolus ball bearings to both wheels; detachable
cranks; jEolus ball pedals ; elliptical front fork, semi-hollow
back fork ; 1 J^-inch perch; Andrew's head, with long cen-
tres; dust shield, leg guard ;• 27-inch cow-horn handle bar;
large horn handles; grip lever brake; Harrington's latest

cradle spring, adjustable to rider's weight; suspension sad-
dle, bag and tools. 4 fjj-inch hubs of burnished gun metal.
Forks and perch are of best weldless steel tube. The head,
neck, axle, cranks, bearings, rims, spokes, etc., are of best
steel. It is very rigid, thoroughly well-made, and warranted.
For strength, durability, and easy running power, it is equal
to any machine made.

It is finished in but one style of nickel and paint, as
shown in the cut, and at the low price offered, no variation
can be made.

Weight, 44 pounds.

Price, 50-inch, $100.
$2.50 rise.

Sizes 46 to 56 inch in stock.

• This is positively the best value ever offered, and is un-
equalled by any wheel sold for less than $125.

Illustrated Price List mailed on request. AMerican express.

LATTA BROS.,
KO. 16 WEST MAIN STREET - - FRIENDSHIP, NEW YORK.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
-+v- ENGLISH AND AMERICAN.-^-*

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.*

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-

larged.

contents.
page.

Introductory Essay 5

ANALYSIS OF THE MACHINE.

Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
hearings 34
Frame (Forks. Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91
Brakes 133
Foot-rests 142

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. .. 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made 175
Manumotivc Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociables 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

pr'CL-
:

372
The Machine : Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 383
A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1S83 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fattest Amateur Times 401
R. ad Records and Remarkable Rides 402
Fastest Professional Times 403
Sociable Records 404
Directory of Manufacturers 405
Addend. is to several Sections 407

Tiirkr will be no edition of this work in 1885.
Fifty cents by mail.

Wh have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskinr. —
" lor some time past there has been a real need with
many ladiel who have had their interest awakened on
il subject of tricyc ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay fur it by
1 luu own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss F>skine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with sugge tions on dress,
riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
wh ch no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling. — By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to nde, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifiy cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,
M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling" class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach Vege-
tables — Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Haids. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to 1 he Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,
Fifiy cents.

Road Book op Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly printed book of convenient si/.e, contains forty-

eight pagsand forty-two distinct routes, with many side
and leturn routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the
usu il condition of the road bed for each street, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricyclb. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding
plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,
re'sume' of events of the past vear, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of

the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-

taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current

number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882

and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best

instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.— A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.

One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First

edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to X., omit-

ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history

of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $12.

American Bicycling Journal.—The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, Ji.oo.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing

the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.

Edited by Henry S'urmey and C. W. Nairn. #2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading

paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the

acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. #2.50
per year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-

trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. $1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot be worked off whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, #10.00.

Ask your Dialer /or them, or sendfor Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILL.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE,

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landy, Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,

and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comforlable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, S3 .00;

Nickelled, 53.75. Sent express free on receipt of

price to any part of the United States or Canada
Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

59th St. & Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central Parle Entranre.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barleys ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. Iti so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly

tightened. No rider who values comfokt can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, S3.50; Nickel Plated, IS4.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

P. 0. BU2LEY, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

The American

Adjustable Long Distance Saddle

Spring Frame, Perfect Adjustment, Light, Strong,
Elastic, Easy. Weight, 18 ounces.

Star Saddle, 19 ounces

MAMJF'D OJDER LICENSE FROM TBE POPE MFG. CO,

PRICE, $4.00.

BULL & BOWEIf,

Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries.
Agents for all leading makes. Send stamp for

Road Book of Western New York.

587 and 589 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, N. Y.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BIGYGLE
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. OUMP,
Dayton, Ohio, for large Illustrated Price
JList of New and Second-Hand .Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES taken in exchange.

BICYCE.FS Benairert and Nickel Plated.

EDW, P. BURNHAM,
agent for

Royal Mail, Victor and Premier Bicycles aid Tri-

cycles, Royal Mail Tandem Tricycle (2 iradO,

and KANGAROO, me only Real Safety.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hand Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

B05<V1

MADE ONLY BY

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,

158 Summer St., Boston.

HAND MADE THROUGHOUT.

Price-list and rules for self-measurement sent on

application. Our slice has been imitated by makers of

machine goods. Get the right one. Patent mark and
" Boston" on the sole of every shoe.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion Insure a continuous million without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
rhe new flat-seated tires arc a greai Improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel thai will notbuckle.

A "Reformed (rank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control.

driving leverage, rase <ii motion, and coasting, the star leads all

Bicycles; while Its positive action, quickness In steering, and econo-

my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."

Tin' workmanship and entire praottcabllitj of each and
machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. II. smith MACHINE CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. J.
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MORE THAN ONE HALF
OF THE BICYCLES IN THE RECENT PARADE OF THE

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN,
AT BUFFALO, N. Y., AND

Of the machines ridden to the finish on

THE BIG FOUR TOUR,
-WERE

EXPERT COLUMBUS.
At Everv League Meet the COLUMBIA BICYCLES have been in the Majority.

FOR SEVEN YEARS!
THE OLDEST AND BEST RIDERS HAVE RIDDEN AT MEETS AND TOURS

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

BETTER THAN A RACING RECORD,
PRE-EMINENTLY PRACTICAL.

Office of

White Sewing Machine Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio, June 25, 1885.

The subscriber is Adjuster for the above Company, and in the discharge of his duties uses your

54 inch Expert Columbia. I have run the same something over 1 1,000 miles, in 14 months, over all kinds of

roads, and am glad to say not one cent have I spent for repairs, and my machine is in first-class condition.

C. D. KERSHAW.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SEISTT FREE.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Branch Houses: 12 Warren Street, New York; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.



Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

$2.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 14 AUGUST, 1885.
Volume XI.

Number 15.

The Annual Tricycle Race of the BOSTON.
BICYCLE CLUB was won on a

VICTOR
By E. P. BURNHAM. Time, 1 h, 15m. 4s

Three years in succession this race has been
won on the Victor.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
179 Tremont Ntreet - - - - Boston.

The business of THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY will for the present be carried on by THE
WESTON SUPPLY CO., 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., to whom should he

addressed all requests for Catalogues, and orders for HARVARD and YALE Bicycles, and AMERICAN
METEOR, AMERICAN SALVO, HARVARD, and QUADRANT Tricycles, both Singles, Sociahles, and

Tandems. As only a limited stock is available, prompt applications are desirable.
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WHAT IS A SAFETY BICYCLE?
The intent in their manufacture was to preTent the liability of

headers. The mere fact that a wheel is *})iall does not mate it a

Safety. A header can he taken from a small wheel as well as a larsre,

in fact easier, as a >mall obstacle, which a large wheel would pass

over, will cause a header from a small wheel. The Safety feature is

in having the rider back from the axle, and the Kangaroo's patent

of Safety consist* in having its forks 3 1-2 inches in rear of axle,

and not pivoted on it. making it Impossible to take a Header.

WHICH IS THE SUCCESSFUL SAFETY?
One hundred KANGAROOS shipped every week from factory

!

We have had difficulty ia keeping op with orders ! The KANGABOO
holds the Safetv record*.

I Mile. 2m. 45is. 2 Miles. 6m. 2ts. 3 Miles, 9m. 46s.

10 Miles Championship. 32m. 39s. 100 Miles. 7h. Ilm. 10s.

All records completely abliterated ! In selecting a Safety, take

gp a Safe Safety, and not be misled by the fact that a wheel is merely
mall in <ize.

Agents for KANGAROO,
TO, READ & EDN5, 1D7 "Washington Street, BD5TDN.

JAS. S. SEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston.

Jajmufacturers of PRESSES AKD DIES
Hew Machinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES ni TRICYCLES
REPAIRED,

Fainted. Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Bicycle* a»aTricy<fc»»cM— r ill" i The Bkr-

holds the following Road Records of the world

:

7t- ^;lr; in Oh. 33 -.m
Twenty miles in lh. 15m. (21 miles actaally)-
Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. f51 miles actually;
TwvulgSmr ham boi axing 266 1-4 — iles.

Seven days covering 924 miles.
The longest continuous ride covering 1,332 miles in 12 days, 20 hours.

It has three time* broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 — hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, attH all-the-year-round,
nothing in market can approach it. t&~ Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thorouyhii efficient agents tcantert ererytchere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE. NEW YORK.

O. W. CO. DUPLEX,
o.w.co.

DUPLEX WHI-TLE. WITH CHATS.

.With Chain.

IT IS THE BEST.

By Mail, 75 cents.

SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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lie American, Pilot Roadster, Light Roadstsr, Safety, ni Twj-Trask Tricyele

They are of the very highest grade every way. MANY NOVEL AND PATENTED FEATURES ARE INTRODUCED
that are used in no other wheels. The American Pilot Machines are the only ones containing THE LATEST AMERICAN
IMPROVEMENTS, combined with the best ENGLISH STEEL, WORKMANSHIP AND FINISH, and are conceded to be

the most original, scientific and desirable ever offered.

Pilot Steering Head, with Handle Bar detached

Brief of 50-inch American Express.

i-inch and J+'-inch best red rubber tires; direct spokes;
Down's /V'.olus ball bearings to both wheels; detachable
cranks; .V'.nlus ball pedals; elliptical front fork, semi-hollow
back fork; 1 Jg-inch perch; Andrew's head, with long cen-
ires; dust shield, leg guard; 27-inch cow-horn handle bar;
large horn handles; grip lever brake; Harrington's latest

cradle spring, adjustable to rider's weight; suspension sad-
dle, bag and tools. 4 ^-inch hubs of burnished gun metal.
forks and perch are of best weldless steel tube. The head,
neck, axle, cranks, bearings, linis, spokes, etc., ate of lies'

Steel. It is very rigid, thoroughly well-made, and warranted
I- or strength, durability, and easy 1 mining power, it is equal
to any machine made.

It is Gnished in but one style of nickel and paint, as

shown in the cut, and at the low pike offered, no variation
e.,n be made.

Weight, 44 pounds.

Price, 50-inch, $100.
$2.50 rise.

is 46 to 56 inch in stock.

This is positively the best value ever offered, and is un-
equalled by any wheel sold foi less than $ 125.

Illustrated Price List mailed on request.

Section of new pattern Warwick hollow rim, used on the

PILOT LIGHT ROADSTER, and wire compressed and
cemented tire used on all Pilot Machines, the most elastic

and durable tire made, and the only one not loosened by
heat or cold.

AMERICAN EXPRESS.

Jl^TTA. BROS.,
M. 16 WEST MAIN STREET - FRIENDSHIP, NEW YORK.
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLES.
DEALERS A1X13 RIDERS!

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH

VTHE* AMERICAN
CHALLENGE

IDEAL
^SAFETYB^ BICYCLES

AEE UNEXCELLED B "X" -A-IbT "3T.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from $74 to SI 19.

THE IDEAL HICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from 835 to 872.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and
PRICE.

Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GOKMULLY & JEFFERY, 222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to tfu 'Cyclist* Taurine Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

HARWOOD'S
"""""

SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwoofl's Detachable Safely Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering stale whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $1.00
Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20
No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " " Kudgc 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

O. F. HARWOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mnss.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

$5.00; Nickelled, $6.50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

The Voice of the Multitude.

Notwithstanding the claims made for all other

machines, and the favoring statements

of those who are directly in-

terested in their sale,

Wis „:

I'll IT Kit

ftlllK

OMUHO ias.

WHEEE WHEELS ABE TO FOUND ?0U WILL FIND

COLUMBIAS.

More than one half of all the fine bicycles in

America are Columbias.

THR MAJORITY KNOWS WHAT IS BEST.

MISCELLANEOUS.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP, BROADWAY,
corner 50th street. Central Park entrance, New

York; repairing, nickelling, and japanning; second-
hand wheels ol all kinds wanted and for sale. Send
postal for printed list. Agency of the Club bicycles.
Manufacturer of the Duryea saddle. Kichakd Gar-
vey, W. C. Hbkring.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

Mav be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
laud, Me.

I EAGUE OK AMERICAN WHEELMEN
I J — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each
Send for citcular to C. H. LAMSON, Portlaud, Me.
the only authorized maker.

THE CRESCENT BICYl LE HOSE SCP-
I PORTER, wilh patent aligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this
supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.
cents by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.
Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for
Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, III.

HE "ACME" TIKE HEATER. — Price'PHI
1 $1
and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of
heal, and does not smoke up the rim; full directions
fur Cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-
pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every nder.
C. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.
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a
CLUB RACER

THE

MOST RIGID

AND

SPOK ES MA.I>E.

RECORDS.
The Two and Five Miles Records of America

were won on a "Club" RACER.

NO PAID RACING MEN.
TUB

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO
COLUMBUS AVENUE,

BOSTON.
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ON THE ROAD! ON THE PATH!

ON THE HILLI

THE TOR IS KING.

Fifty Miles in 3h. 44m. IOs. :

One-Half Mile in Im. I6J>s. :

W. A. Rhodes.

Ceo. M. Hendee.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St, Boston.

THE STAR* WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,
The 15-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,
BSSISB 3S/tA.Tnr MINOR E"\7_

^33NTTfi|.
THE XTETXT MODEL LI&HT EOADSTEE IS THE MACHINE FOB IFiOAD OE 2P.A.TH.

Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel sent on application with 2 cent stamp. Five cents in stamps
must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. W. STALL, 503 Tremont 1, 4 Warren Ave., Oil Fellows Hall,
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Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates: —
One year, in advance $2.00

Six months " i-oo

Three months 60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 1 1 sen to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D. Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 7 AUG., 1885.

The Record gives its views on the Pro-

fessional v. Amateur question, and shows

the' tendency of things across the water,

as shown in the recent action in football

circles. The English journals are lament-

ing the creeping in of professionalism,

which has changed the football outlook in

that country. Until now, any football

team which did not disguise the fact that

it had professionals among its members,

was excluded from cup competitions.

A late decision, however, makes football

a business, as well as a pastime, and the

professional is given a chance at the cup.

The Record says :
" This change was

scarcely avoidable. English football

matches far exceed cricket matches in

profit to the management, and the money

argument has carried the day. The best

playing, other things being equal, is apt

to be done by men who get their bread

and butter by being kickers. There is,

furthermore, professionalism and profes-

sionalism. When an amateur is a bully,

and a professional acts like a gentleman,

as is sometimes the case, certain fine

theories about professionalism go to the

wall.

We have received a telegram from Mr.

Ducker, saying that Hendee will posi-

tively race at Springfield, reports to the

contrary notwithstanding. We are glad

to hear this for, with Hamilton disabled

we should not be able to make much of a

showing against the English visitors, oth-

Corey tells us that he finished in much
better condition than he was when he

made his record of one hundred and

ninety miles, two years ago. Then he

rode an ordinary. The slow motion of

the safety, and the rest obtained in coast-

ing with his feet on the rests, were impor-

tant elements in bringing him through so

well. Several of the postals sent us

were written while riding.

The Cyclist and Athlete is very anx-

ious to be the organ of somebody or

something. We hope our contemporary

will be able to stand alone some day. It

now speaks for three different organiza-

tions, and it would be unfortunate if a

question should arise which would antag-

onize the three.

A number of dark horses are in train-

ing for Springfield. We have little faith

in the so-called raven-hued steeds, for we

have in the past seen too many of them

turn pale under trial. We still pin our

faith to the old and well-known racing

men at Springfield and Hartford, and shall

take what we can get from the dark horses.

So desirable is the prevention of the

jar of a rough road, the comfort only of

a rider being considered, that the damage

done to the machine and the loss of me-

chanical motion in driving the wheel, are

entirely lost sight of. Especially in the

case of wheels of recent years, the rigidity

and stiffness is so great that the spokes

themselves can give little elasticity to the

machine. The injury done the various

parts of the bicycle, from the increased

jar communicated by stiffer wheels, may
be considered of little account, or as more

than counterbalanced by other advan.

tages. Still the practice has been to

make the whole driving mechanism as

rigid as possible. It has been proved by

experiment that by the placing of an elas-

tic cushion (one of thick elastic rubber,

for instance), the actual energy expended

in driving has been reduced about 25

per cent. Rat-trap, or inelastic rubber

pedals, are so commonly used, that the

question arises, could not riders in

many cases save power by taking ac-

count of this principle ?

For many years attempts have been

made to obtain metallic aluminum for the

abundant ores of that metal. While, how-

ever, it exists in combination in vast

quantities in many sections,— in clay,

and the mineral corundum, — its separa-

tion is so expensive that it costs nearly

as much as silver. Claims have been put

forward by reputable parties that they

would produce the metal at as low a price

as .25 per lb. When we consider that

aluminum weighs about one third as

much as iron or steel, bulk for bulk, the

reduction in weight of bicycles and tri-

cycles would be well worth considering.

By its use racing machines, 12 lbs., road-

sters, 20 lbs., tricycles of 40 lbs., could be

easily made.

From a Feminine Point of View.

I said, last week, that I would write

you about a little tour that four of us
were about to undertake ; but now that

the trip is over, and we are back again, I

hardly know what to say. The little trip

was crowded with interest for us all, but
there was little in it worthy of note in the

columns of a newspaper, for I must con-

fess that it was a most prosaic affair.

There were four of us. We rode a
few miles over a hundred, and were gone
a week. I cannot tell of being received

as we entered the towns by deputations
of citizens, nor brass bands. Neither
had we receptions in the evenings, balls

or concerts. I cannot tell of fun at the

hotels for we went to none, nor give you
queer experiences with train conductors
nor baggage men, for we went the whole
distance awheel.

And yet we had a deal of pleasure.

THERE were four of us. I will call the
names Uattie and Maud and Mrs,
sides myself. Our route lay down into

Essex County, to Lynn, Salem, Marble-
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head Neck, Hamilton Camp Ground and
Rowley. Our baggage went on before by

express, and we lodged with friends. It

was a most prosaic affair so far as the

outside world goes, for we met with no
exciting adventure, no assault, no acci-

dent. In the free open air, the exhilara-

tion of the ride and the social intercourse,

we found the hours delightful. These
things bring happiness. '1 hey cannot be

transferred to paper.

The nearest approach to an exciting

incident was a runaway. We were going
down a long, rocky hill when our atten-

tion was attracted to a remarkable pace
that Maud was taking. We soon saw
that she had lost control of her machine,
and though she had her hand on the

brake, it was flying down the hill at a
break-neck pace. But Maud has a cool

bead, and she got to the bottom safely,

though somewhat faster than she in-

tended, for the hill was not one to be
coasted recklessly. On examination, we
tound that her brake band had been
oiled.

I shall refrain from setting down the

extravagant language used at the ex-

pense of the man who oiled that brake.

The machine was just out of the repair

shop and pronounced all right to ride. I

have heard that gentlemen often oil the

band of a brake, and perhaps it may be

safe to do so in their case, for they have
strength more than sufficient to step a
machine; but no lady should ride with a

smooth brake. It is almost suicidal.

At the next town we visited an apoth-
ecary who powdered some rosin for us,

and we applied it to the brake, not failing

to put a little on the brakes of the other
machines. We had no more trouble with

runaway machines, but we had no end of

fun on the next hill, for as brake after

brake went on, there came forth a noise
not unlike that which comes from a / w-
mill when the busy saw is plying

work. I was prepared for this, for

'

used rosin before ; but it was a /AD.o
see the amazed look which sprei ;er

the features of the girls at first,/ _^ .nil

they understood what was the flatter.

But once understood, I think they en-

joyed the noise, for in a spirit of fun
they kept the brakes on as long as possi-

ble, and there was a buzzing in the air till

the rosin had worn smooth, and there

was no more music to be had.

Going through Salem we had a com-
panion. A wheelman joined us in a mys-
terious way, coming from where we
knew not, and attaching himself to Hat-
tie. 1 am inclined to think there was
method in this transaction, else why
should Hattie have shot ahead at a par-

ticular place just before meeting the

young man, and why did he ride on
ahead with her completely oblivious of

the presence of the rest of us? Hattie

told us afterwards that it was a friend of

hers, and she dismissed him kindly at the

Beverly Bridge, intimating that the party

was complete as a quartette.

But these things have no interest for

the average reader. I might fill your col-

umns with our delightful experiences, but
they would be dull and insipid reading.

1 might speak of our route, the natural

beauties and the historical places which
we passed, but others have done this bet-

ter than I can. Out of a quiet tour we
extracted no end of pleasure. We added
nothing to history, for there was nothing
noteworthy on our trip. We stored up
health and strength for future uses, and
in the storehouses of our memories there
have been gathered scenes, sights and
experiences of no value to the world, but
filled with interest for us. Daisie.

Bicycle Record, 203 1-8 Miles. Tricycle,

191 Miles.

Talking with Harry D. Corey in our
office the other day, we asked him*why
he didn't go out and lift the American
tricycle record a peg, and also establish

a record for the safety machine. We re-

marked that it was not at all to the credit

of America, that the tricycle record
should remain at one hundred and twenty-
seven miles for twenty-four hours, and
we thought it just possible that Corey on
a safety machine might add a few figures

to the bicycle record. Corey took up our
suggestion at once, and immediately
made preparations to take both records
at the same time. He would ride the
safety, and W. H. Huntley, of Newton,
would ride the Cripper. The attempt
was set down for Saturday last, and at a
little after midnight both, men were on
hand at the Newton depot. Corey was
mounted on a Kudge Safety, 36-inch
geared to 56 inch. Huntley rode a
Cripper, made by Rudge, 44-inch geared
to 52-inch.

The start was made at 1 a. m., and the

men started in the direction of Boston.
A. A. Glines, F. W. Pratt and the night
officer, acted as starters. On account
of darkness, they took the roads with
which they were most familiar and over
which there could be no doubt of measure
ment. A smart pace was taken of about
twelve miles an hour, which forced Kirk
Corey, who accompanied them on a bicy-

cle, to drop behind, he not being able to

see his way clearly. Arrived at Charles
street, Boston, and bidding night post-
man No. 179 "good morning," they re-

turned to Newton, arriving at 2. 12 A. M
The cyclometer registered thirteen miles,

and was checked by the policeman on
duty.

After taking a cup of tea they pro-
ceeded to Waltham, arriving at 2 45, dis-

tance seventeen miles. Officer Bent
acted here as checker. From Waltham
they rode to West Newton, thence to the
great signboards at Newton Lower Falls.

From the great signboards they rode to

Needham, via Newton Centre, arriving
at 3.55 ; distance twenty-nine miles.

Continuing on they arrived at Bailey's
Hotel, South Natick, at 4.30 a.m. Dis-
tance, thirty-seven miles. Here the
cyclometer was checked by (Hazier, the
night watchman. The air was quite
cool, and heavy banks of white fog were
passed through quite often. Retracing
their cours- back through Needham and
Newton Centre, they reached the great
sign boards at exactly six o'clock. Go-
ing down the hill, the spring on their
cyclometer broke, and hastily dismount-
ing, they saw it registered exactly fifty-

four and a half miles. Nothing remained
but to go to Boston and obtain another,
and they at once headed toward the city.

They arrived at Brighton at 6.30, feeling
tired and hungry, having taken no solid
food for six hours. After a bath, rub
down and a substantial breakfast they
left at 7.30 for the city, and found the
Butcher Cyclometer Company closed.
Arriving at the Massachusetts Club rooms
at eight o'clock, they found Lieut. Peck
on the point of starting for Gloucester,
who immediately offered to ride with
them to Salem. The distance from the
great sign boards to Boston is ten and
a half miles, but they went over a mile
farther hunting for a cyclometer, which
added to the fifty-four and a half miles,
made a trifle over sixty-five and a half
miles. At 8.20 they left for Salem,
Feck's cyclometer being checked by
President Williams and other members
of the club. Under the care of Messrs.
Peck and Graves theyarrived in Salem at

the Essex House at 11 a.m. Distance
twenty-four and a half miles ; total dis-

tance ninety miles. They expected to
meet a pace maker here, but he not show-
ing up, they rode back toward Boston.

Just a mile out of Salem, A. McCurdy,
of the Hawthorne Bicycle Club, dashed
up, and they turned round and rode back
through Salem, Beverly, Hamilton to

Rowley, just nineteen and a half miles,

arriving at 1.35 p. m. Total distance,

one hundred and nine and a half

miles. A cold lunch was obtained at

Hamilton. Both Corey and Huntley
were feeling first-rate, and it was thought
possible that the record of two hun-
dred and eleven and a half miles for

twenty four hours would have to go.
The roads, as a general rule, were very
fair, the chief obstruction being a strong
wind blowing directly against them. At
Hamilton they met Capt. Vivian and a
friend of the Charlestown Club. Return-
ing to Salem from Rowley a somewhat
quicker pace was taken. Salem was
reached at 3.15. Total distance, one
hundred and twenty-seven miles. Corey
and Huntley separated at Salem, Huntley
riding to Brighton in company with Ar-
thur Sidwell, making his distance so far

one hundred and forty-seven miles. Mc-
Curdy and Abbott of the Hawthorne
Club, took Corey over through Swamp-
scott and Nahant, arriving at the Bosco-
bel, in Lynn at 5.15. Distance, one hun-
dred and forty-two miles. The proprie-
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tor, Mr. Comee, kindly cared for him,

and at 5.20 he left with McCurdy for

Brighton, arriving at 7.05. Distance, one
hundred and fifty-four miles. Corey
took a bath and a rub down, and, after

eating supper, once more mounted his

machine.
Huntley had arrived about an hour be-

fore, and was feeling much better; so he
decided to keep on. Brighton was left

at 7.30, and the riders proceeded toward
Boston to the Halfway House on Beacon
street, then back through Brighton to

Waltham, which was reached at 8 45.
Distance for Corey

;
one hundred and

sixty-four miles ; for Huntley, one hun-
dred and fifty-seven. Retracing their

course over part of the same route which
was taken in the morning via great sign-

boards and Newton Centre, the party
reached Needham at 10.15. Distance
for Corey, one hundred and eighty miles

;

for Huntley, one hundred and seventy-
three. In company with McCurdy,
Corey left Needham at 10.30 p. M. and
proceeded to Wellesley and then to the
great signboards, where the riders were
met by Arthur Sidwell. From there a
quick run was made to the reservoir, ar-

riving at 1 1.50 ; distance one hundred and
ninety-two and a half miles. After Corey
left Needham, Huntley rode direct to the
reservoir, arriving at n o'clock, his dis-

tance then being one hundred and
seventy-seven miles. After a few min-
utes' rest they both started to ride as far

as possible in the remaining hour, Mc-
Curdy keeping in company all the way.
While Corey was getting a little rest,

Huntley had gone three times around the
reservoir, being checked by Sidwell and
Page, making his total riding up to

twelve o'clock a trifle over one hundred
and eighty miles. At twelve o'clock the
wheels were set in motion, and at 12.53
Sidwell, who had the watch, stopped and
turned toward Brighton.
At precisely one o'clock Corey dashed

down Chestnut Hill avenue, and landed
right in front of the Faneuil House, wiih
McCurdy, Page, Huntley and Sidwell
close at his heels. Four policemen who
were on the corner checked McCurdy's
cyclometer. Total distance for Corey for

twenty-four hours, two hundred and
three and one eighth miles, and for
Huntley one hundred and ninety-one.
Both men and machines were in good
condition, no break having occurred
throughout the day. We have a large
batch of postal cards sent to us from the
different places by the riders, and these
are certified in many cases by policemen
and other disinterested persons who
checked the riders.

Handles and Steering Wheels.

i; It might have been thought that the
march of events had quite convinced
everybody of the absurdity of putting
handles so far back as they regularly are
on loop-frame tricycles. Years ago, in
The Tiicyclist, I called attention to the
advantages of putting spade-handles

more forward than was then the case
;

and the London Editor of The Cyclist

has since dwelt upon the importance of

making spade-steering handles laterally

adjustable ; but notwithstanding the con-

stant proofs afforded us by such machines
as the " Humber," "' Cripper," " Cruiser,"
•' Quadrant," " Cumber," etc., the manu-
facturing interest is still blind to the
truth that the speed of these machines is

mainly due to the position of the rider,

and that without forward handles the

rider cannot assume the most advan-
tageous position. So we are still asked
to buy tricycles with spade handles
alongside or even behind the saddles,

and the single-front-steerer of the age is

voted slow because it has not handle-bar
steering. A very exemplary instance of
the truth of my theory that speed is de-
pendent mainly upon position, is afforded

by the " Quadrant" racer, which steers

by rack-and-pinion action, but with its

handles in the same advantageous for-

ward position as they would be if it

steered by the bar proper. I recently

persuaded the Centaur Company to make
me a tandem with the front spade hand-
les placed in aline six inches forward of

the crankshaft, and the result is admitted
by the makers to be very successful in-

deed ; this is an actual experiment with a
side-geared loop-framed single-steerer,

and there is no reason why every tricycle

should not have its handles placed for-

ward, whether it steers by bar action or
rack-and-pinion. So convinced am I of

the correctness of this, indeed, that I am
having the bar of my racer altered, so as
to place the ends still more forward than
they at present are, my roadster " Quad-
rant " having handles farther forward
than my racer ; I find that with the hand-
les of the racer in their present position

I cannot pull at them so effectually, for a

finishing spurt, as I can pull at the han-
dles of the roadster, and it is the same, of

course, up-hill on the road.

Here is another feature which no
amount of hammering at seems to rem-
edy. I know a maker who recently con-
structed a tandem to special order, but
calmly ignored the cu tomer's particular

wish for a 20-inch steering wheel, sending
the machine — otherwise capitally made— out with a miserable little 17-inch steer-

er. A more suicidal policy than this spoil-

ing-the-ship for-a-hapoi th-o'-tar cannot be
imagined. — Faed in Tricyclist.

Clerical Wheelmen's Tour.

The Clerical Wheelmen's tour started
from Niagara Falls on Tuesday, 4 August.
A heavy rain, which prevailed'in Western
New York and Canada, put a damper on
the i pirits of many who intended to start,

and the number was reduced to about
twenty-five wheelmen. The start was
made from the International Hotel (Amer-
ican side) on Tuesday morning, and the
new suspension bridge crossed by the
small body of wheelmen. What the
weather could not do the customs offi-

cers could and did do. The sins of the
' v Big Four" tour were visited upon the
next body of wheelmen who crossed into

the Dominion. They were not allowed to

proceed, the inspector of customs having
given orders accordingly, and were
brought to a halt at St Catherines. In
the meantime the commander of the ex-
pedition. Rev. Sylvanus Stall, of Lancas-
ter, exerted himself with commendable
diligence, and through the kindly interest

of a member of Parliament, the bond was
accepted and the party allowed to proceed
ad libitum. The rear guard came up on
Wednesday morning, and the scattered
members of the tour were united on the
Grand Trunk railroad train going toward
Hamilton.
The first active wheeling of the tour—

not to speak of the run across the bridge
and from place to place on the Canada
side looking up the proper authorities —
took place when the wheels were disem-
barked on Thursday at 9 o'clock A. M. at

Grimsby, the run being made to Hamilton,
sixteen miles. The roads were fair, the
day clear and cool, and the pedals were
pushed with a zest which betokened
pleasure in the apparent work. Hamil-
ton was reached at about 11 a. m. by the
advance, and the rear guard joined the
main column some time after. The
party at this time consisted of fifteen,

and all kinds of machines were rep-

resented, as well as all denominations
and all types of men. They were not
wholly exempt from the common experi-

ence of the devotees of the wheel. The
country lying between the falls and Ham-
ilton is an excellent agricultural country.
Hamilton, a city of 40,000 population, on
Burlington Bay, has many points of in-

terest, and the visiting wheelmen were
escorted by members of the Hamilton
Bicycle Club through the principal

streets of the place. The entertainment
at the St Nicholas Hotel was good and
the proprietor very hospitable. The
printed programme called for a ride on
the wheel to Gait. It also called for a
reception at that place at an hour which
made wheeling an impossibility, and re-

sort was had to the cars.

No language can do justice to the su-

perb view of the valley stretching along
toward Hamilton to be had from the rail-

road train on the way to Gait; but the
chief interest of the town centred at the
latter place. It was indeed a gala day to

the people, and they turned out en masse,
t) welcome their expected guests. Their
only disappointment was in seeing so few,

when they had expected more than fifty,

and had made preparations as if to accom-
m -date more than double that number.
The line of procession was formed, and a

march was made through the principal

st eets.

The Knox Presbyterian Church ten-

dered the tourists a complimentary dinner
in the lecture room of the commodious
building. Right royally did they provide

for the hungry cyclers, and very thank-
fully was the bounty partaken of. The
rooms were gayly trimmed with ever-
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greens, and flags of both nations; the

tables fairly groaned under the weight of

substantial hospitality ; and the ladies,

dressed in white and wearing the Ameri-
can flag in honor of their guests, made a
beautiful sight. When an enormous
quantity of the abundant provisions was
disposed of, according to each man's ca-

pacity (and that is not small), the speech

making began in the audience room of

the church, which was also decorated

with the emblems of the United States

and England. The Rev. Mr. Swett,

pastor of the First Presbyterian Church,
made the welcoming address, which was
responded to in a most happy manner by
ths commander of the Eastern division,

Rev. Mr. Stall. Other addresses were
succeeded by other clergymen of the

town, interspersed with music.

Cycling Clergymen.

No better illustration of the change
that has taken place in public opinion is

wanted than the fact that several dozen
of the smartest and most eloquent young
clergymen in America are now doing the

country astride of bicycles. These men
are not city hoodlums nor college boys
out on a lark. They are cultured men,
fully impressed with the responsibility

that their chosen vocation imposes At
the : r different churches they are con-

sulted as guides in all questions relating

to moral duty; they assist the weak, re-

prove the wayward, kneel by the dying
and console the afflicted. And these men
do not think it beneath their dignity nor
degrading to their character to get on
straddle o£ bicycles and roam over the

country in short trowsers and flannel

shirts.

This is a good sign, and shows that

these young divines appreciate the spirit

of the times and participate in the joys of

mankind because they are human and full

of warm sympathy. Casting aside the

cold, austre formality of their predeces-
sors in the pulpit, they not only point to-

ward a better life but lead the way in

person.

If Cotton Mather had been in the

habit of n'ding a bicycle and taking a

"header" or two every morning he
would never have made such foolish talk

as he did about witchcraft. — Globe.

Massachusetts Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the

Massachusetts Bicycle Club was held
last week. The motion of Mr. E. W.
Pope to raise the annual dues from gt2
to $16 was deferred until the October
meeting. A racing committee was
elected, consisting of Messrs. A. D.
Peck, Jr., A. L. Atkins, R. P. Ahl. It

was voted to hold a road race immedi-
ately after the Springfield races. Messrs.
Lew'is, A. D. Peck, Jr., Patterson, G. E.
Chandler, F. A. Pratt, E. W. Pope,
Myers, Ethier, Lavelle and A. D. Sal-

keld, were appointed a committee on en-
tertainment, and entertainments will be

given every Saturday evening, commenc-
ing with the first Saturday in October.
Messrs. Dodge, Patterson and Lewis
were appointed a committee to arrange
for the entertainment of the Capital Bicy-

cle Club of Washington, and it was voted
to extend the hospitalities of the club to

the visiting wheelmen. The race com-
mittee held a meeting Thursday evening,

and outlined the following as a pro-

gramme for the race meeting: A fifty-

mile road race, open, for a gold medal
and other prizes ; a sixteen mile open
tricycle race, for three valuable prizes ; a

fifteen mile bicycle race for club mem-
bers only, and a twelve mile tricycle

race, also open to club members only.

Several prizes have already been donated
by the cycle dealers of the city. Every
effort will be made to have the races

prove an enjoyable affair. The course
will probably be from the club house to

points at or near the reservoir and return.

Tandem Road Record.

Messrs. Geo. D. Gideon, and A. G.
Powell, have been making fast time on a

Humber tandem. On the 2nd of August,
they rode ten miles over a portion of the

Lancaster pike that has been twice care-

fully measured, making the distance in

forty six minutes, including two stops for

toll and refreshments. The return was
made in thirty-nine minutes, and the

twenty miles in one hour and twenty-
five minutes.

Massachusetts Division.

A meeting of the Massachusetts di-

vision, League of American Wheelmen,
was held at the Bay State House, Wor-
cester, 5 August. The secretary's report

showed an increase in membership of

two hundred and eighty-nine, and the

treasurer's a cash balance of $183 19 on
hand. Sanford Lawton, of Springfield,

was elected secretary and treasurer. The
invitation of the Wore ster Aeolus Club
to hold the annual fall meet in Worcester
was discussed and accepted, the date be-

ing left open for the decision of the board
of officers. It is probable a satisfactory

arrangement regarding full control of the

track can he made with the Worcester
County Agricultural Society, and that

the meet will be held 24 September, the

first day of the annual fair. It was voted
that the hoard of officers of the State di-

vision extend an invitation to the League
of American Wheelmen to hold its next
meet in Massachusetts. After the ap-

pointment of various committees the
meeting adjourned.

Notes by the Way.

A cheat deal of trouble comes to us
in this world by our unskilfulness in

drawing lines. When we know how to

draw lines correctly, success will attend
us.

My first experience in drawing lines

was when, in my youthful career, I

essayed to draw a straight line from one
side of my copy book to the other.
" Learn to cut a straight line," said my
preceptor, "and you will soon learn to

write.'' I tried to follow my copy closely,

but I was not altogether successful at

first, and my pen went often astray. I

have tried to follow the lines which the
world has drawn for me in after life, and
I have not always been successful in my
undertaking.

The story is told of a fiddler who was
expected to play at a country dance at

one time. The party was assembled,
when the remark went around that the
player would not come that evening, for

his wife had died that day. But the hour
brought the fiddler, and he took his place
and played jig and reel as merrily as ever.
When asked how he could play at so
melancholy a time, he remarked :

" Yes,
she's dead, but then you know she was
not a blood relation, and I can bear her
loss better than if she were." The fid-

dler drew the line of his grief with his
blood relations on one side and the world
on the other.

My friend Lothario is a gay fellow
with the girls, and he changes his love
with every moon; but he is a fellow of
excellent taste, and he draws the line be-
tween the beautiful and the homely in

woman. He regards not beauty of char-
acter or of mind, but draws his line with
regard to personal charms altogether.
Per contra, my friend Crcesus hires a
great many young ladies to write in his
books, and he always selects the homely
ones, for, says he, " Your pretty girl ex-
pects to get married some day, and
she has no interest in her business ; but
your homely girl seldom sees a good out-
look ahead, and as she feels that she
must earn her bread through life, she
strives to make herself useful." Here
are two lines drawn, and there is reason
in the drawing of each.

But there are some lines drawn which
confound me. I have been brought up in

America, where we regard a man for
what he is, not for what his father or his

ancestors were, and when I go abroad
and see a line drawn clearly and closely

between the man who is in honorable
trade and the man who loafs through life,

spending money earned by the sweated
brows of others, I cannot but feel that

the line is better drawn over here than
there.

I have been somewhat interested, of
late, between certain lines drawn by
those interested in the rivalry of sport-
ing life.

There is a clean cut line drawn be-
tween the amateur and the professional
in athletics. The amateur is a gentle-
man ; the professional is a rascal. Every
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RUDGE SAFETY
* COMBINES-

HEALTH,

PLEASURE,

WEALTH.

Note what the Boston Herald of Aug. 10th says in regard to this wonderful performance:

" The machine ridden was a 36-inch Rudge Safety of the improved Kangaroo type, geared to

56 inches. These little machines are used very extensively all over Europe by persons who are

afraid to run the risk of riding a bicycle, and where the roads are unfit for a tricycle, and to a

great extent they are taking the place of the tricycle, being lighter and easier of propulsion, beside

being just as safe and much less expensive."

SEE IT. TRY_IT\_ RIDE IT.
SOLE U. S. AGENTS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
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The 24-Hour Record

Broken by L. D. MDNGER, of Detroit.

Mr. Munger broke the record. It was not the wheel he rode, but

the man, who did it. Nevertheless, we are glad to say he rode from

start to finish on an

APOLLO!
A 54-INCH WHEEL WEIGHING THIRTY-NINE POUNDS.

This is the same wheel on which Mr. Munger took second place in

the Big Four Century Road Race.

FOR RIGIDITY, LIGHTNESS AND EASE OF RUNNING, NO RETTER WHEEL WAS EVER MADE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 STYLES OF BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, SOCIABLES AND TANDEMS.

A High Grade of Miniature Machines for Boys and Girls.

W. B. EVERETT & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.
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professional is a scoundrel ; every ama-
teur is a walking symbol of purity. Sell-

ing labor for a price is degrading. The
professional sells his labor for a money
prize, and he is a degraded object.

Charley is a millionaire. He keeps
his yacht and his racing stud. He en-

gages in yacht races for money prizes; he

races his horses for purses. He is still

a gentleman. Harry owns a bicycle. He
rides in a race with a professional, and
he is thereafter a scoundrel. The best

avenues of intercourse with his fellow-

wheelmen are closed to him, and he is

an outcast. 1 can't follow this line. It

confuses me.

Sarah Snelling makes shirts for

Jordan, White & Co. They pay her fifty

cents a dozen, and sell them lor a dollar

a piece. Prince Morgan wins ar^ce and
takes a money prize. Each plies his

trade and takes money. The one is a

gentleman, the other is a rascal.

My friend, the editor, makes his living

out of cycling. If it were not for cycling

his paper would not exist, and his new
baby would starve, unless he looked else-

where for bread and butter. My friend,

the colonel, has made a fortune out of

cycling, and he is building a house on
the Back Bay. As riders of bicycles

neither of these men are eminent suc-

cesses, but they are respected as gentle-

men. My friend Prince makes his living

astride the wheel. I never knew of his

selling a race, or doing a dishonorable

thing. And yet the cold, unmoving
finger of scorn points at him, for he is a

professional.

There are lines to be drawn between
the amateur and professional, but they

should not be social ones. The proper
lines are based on skill and experience

;

but the athletic world has endeavored to

twist a strand of the social line about the

proper one, and has made an egregious
blunder. Society draws a very clean

cut line. We cannot improve it.

When I was a schoolboy my teacher
used to have the class repeat the words:
'" Straight is the line of duty, curved is

the line of beauty ; follow the first, and
you will see the other ever following

thee." In my travels through life I have
always tried to keep the straight line of

duty, and when I have been successful, I

have never failed to see the line of beauty
By the Way.

Wheels for Ladies.

That the number of wheel women is

being largely aug mented is beyond ques-
tion. In England it is not an uncommon
si^ht to see lady cvclists on the road,
mounted either on sin les or accompa-
nied by a male companion on tandems.
Though I have seen many ladies riding,

I have never seen one on a sociable- I

can only gather from this that the socia-

ble has met proportionately with as little

favor in England as in America, and it

will be entirely superseded by the lighter,

faster, and in every respect more practi-

cable tandem. But the tandem question

has been pretty well threshed out in your
columns, so I will not devote my time and
your space to discussing what would be a

divergence from what I had in mind
when I took up my pen. Next to preju-

dice and the novelty of it, cycling for

women has been hampered more by the

unsuitableness of available machines
than anything else. There is not the

slightest use of expecting ladies to be-
come very enthusiastic over cycling, so

long as they are compelled to push about
machines weighing nearly as much as they
do themselves. As most ladies going in

for a tricycle will probably consult some
cycling friend, I wish to call the atten-

tion of all to the obvious gain to be de-
rived from securing light, easy-running
machines for lady riders, and to urge all

who may be asked to give advice on this

subject, to insist on their lady friends pur-

chasing light mounts. Fortunately, light

tricycles are now obtainable, and no lady

of ordinary weight need mount a machine
weighing over sixty-five pounds. Such
machines can be obtained without sacri-

ficing any thing essential to safety and
comfort. Though I once doubted the

central geared machine for ladies, I now
have no hesitancy in saying that it is bet-

ter adapted for their use than the loop
frame side geared tricycle. The bicycle

crank does not seem to knock the skirts

about so much as the long continuous
shaft. I will not mention any particular

make of cycle as combining the features

essential to a ladies machine, as it is very

easy for intending purchasers to ascertain

what ones do so. To summarize briefly

to features, I should demand in a leading

machine. I. Lightness (about sixty-

five pounds). 2. Wheels not over forty-

four inches. 3. Front steering central

gear. 4. Side handle with rack and
pinion. 5- All parts liable to catch
clothing to be securely covered in.

LCNDON W.

The Little Four in England.

We have descended on England, and
the little island is ours. Quietly but very
effectually we have taken possession, and
we have a notion to move the country
across the water, which we shall carry

out unless we meet with opposition.

We arrived at Liverpool, it July, and
went thence to London. Spent five

days in sight seeing, and then on to

Paris. Didn't see any dynamiters, and
did n't get blown up. We think London
has not felt the loss of Jumbo, for we
were taken to see the elephant several

linns, and we can testify that London has
,1 good many left. Left London for

Paris, where we spent three days in

sight seeing. Then back to London via

Brighton. Spent two days more in Lon-
don, then went to Coventry. The home
of Lady Godiva and Peeping Tom was
filled with interest for us. It is the

Mecca of cycling pilgrims, and a cyclist

is not altogether fit for the kingdom
until he worships at the cycling shrine.

Dean joined us at Coventry. One of our
pleasantest trips was a run to Kenilworth.
It was a delightful day, and the party was
congenial. Henry Sturmey went with

us and occupied a seat on a Humber
tandem with A. H. Overman. Hodges
and Harrison were mounted on a Quad-
rant tandem, built expressly for them by
the makers, and the first of a new pat-

tern which they are about to bring out.

Their old tandem had four wheels and
the rear rider had a lever action to control.

In the new machine, which weighs but
eighty-five pounds, both riders use the

rotary action, and there are but three

wheels. Tombs and Dean rode their

new machines which are central

geared and bicycle-steering Quadrants.
We had with us also a Mr. S. Golder, who
has won some fame as a racer over here.

He rode a Humber racer. We dined at

Kenilworth and did the castle and we
are prepared to give the whole story on
our return. To those who are in a hurry
to know about the old ruin we can only
say, read Sir Walter Scott's admirable
novel. On starting for home the fun

commenced. Sturmey and Overman
started for the lead, with Dean after

them, then Golder, then the Quadrant
pair. The quadrant tandem came in

three and a half minutes ahead. Golder
was first picked up and left behind, then
the Humber tandem, and then Joe and
Dick were laid out All were but wrecks
in the path of the tandem ridden by the

Boston terrors. Golder is a fast man, and
he did not have a fair show, as he had a

strange mount.
Leaving Coventry we went to Wales,

taking a road through Kenilworth, War-
wick. Stratford, Eversham, Tewksbury,
Chirk, Llangollen, to Bettws Y. Coed,
where we are at this writing. You can
tell the boys that they can have the latter

place if they can pronounce it. In com-
ing in here to-night we ran down a valley

thirteen and a half miles. The tandem
made it in forty minutes. Dean in forty-

five minutes, and Tombs in fifty. It was
for most of the way down hill, but there

were a few rises. This is probably the

finest as well as the roughest part of

Great Britain.

We go to Harrogate on Saturday, and
after that to the English lakes and to

Scotland, and shall sail for home in the
" Etruria" for New York, 15 August.

1'iiok.

Wat. Ri.00 Hothl, Hrttw; Y. Cord, Walus, 39
July, 1865.

The American Touring Party.

As previously announced in these col-

umns, five members of the Boston Bicy-

cle Club, of Boston, U. S., arc now in
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England. They consist of Messrs. J. S.

Dean, E. C. Hodges, and L. Harrison, all

of whose names are well known in con-
nection with the Bicycling World—
the Cyclist of America. The other two
are Mr. A. H. Overman, president of the

Overman Wheel Company, and Mr. R. J.

Tombs. Mr. Overman is riding a Victor
bicycle made by his own firm ; Messrs.
Hodges and Harrison bestride the new
Quadrant tandem, with rotary action for

both riders, and three wheels only in

place of four, the identical machine rid-

den being the first of the new pattern
turned out ; Messrs. Dean and Tombs
are riding central-geared bicycle-steering

Quadrants. Mr. Dean has been in Eng-
land some little time ; but the others have
but recently arrived, and after doing
London and Paris, thev are now on their

way through England. For three or four

days last week the party remained in

Coventry, and we had the pleasure of

escorting them through Stoneleigh Park
and Kenilworth and back on Friday
evening, when they proved themselves
to be as good men as we could wish to

meet on the road, a sprint over the five

miles from Kenilworth to Coventry, land-

ing the tandem couple home three and a
half minutes before the rest of the party.

On Saturday they were present at the
championship meeting at Leicester, and
are now on their way to the English
lakes. They propose seeing the roads of
South Wales, and will all be present and
occupy a tent at Harrogate. They are
an extremely pkasant lot, and as good
and enthusiastic riders as one could wish
to meet ; and we feel certain they will

take back with them many pleasant remi-
niscences of their visit to England in

1885.— Cyclist.

CURRENTE CALAMO

THE MOONLIGHT RUN.

1 lie moon shines bright!

What a lovely sight

To mount the wheel for a quiet spin,

After the cares, the loil and din

Of a busy day.

To swiftly wheel

Or silently steal

Through the phantom shadows which bend and sway
'Neath the rattling trees in this midnight day.

Hark lo the tinkle!

The pretty stars twinkle

And wink at the moon as t|, e wheels glide In .

For they love the quick stroke

Of the glittering spoke,

And sigh when they consider tin- growing popularity of

the enamel finish !

C. S. VVadv.

It would help along matters if race
officials and race committees would read
the racing rules. There is a lamentable
ignorance regarding them.

Whekf. a man expects little he cannot
suffer great disappointment, but he can
hurrah a good deal if he gets much. We
are in a condition not to lie disappointed
if England carries off all the prizes the

coming fall, but we shall crow lustily if

America comes out ahead.

The QuadrimerrfDal party from Boston,
now in England, have taken unanimously
to the Quadrant. The duplication of this

machine by an American manufacturer is

the next thing to look for.

A racing Cyclone tricycle is in process
of manufacture and will be seen at Spring-
field.

We have unwelcome news from Frank
W. Weston. His wife writes us that he is

very ill with nervous fever, and it will be
many days before he gets about again.

The doctor says he must have perfect

quiet and rest in order to recover. This
will account to correspondents for any
failure to answer letters on his part.

The official editor says the New York
Division should do something tangible

before spending its money to supply its

members with a newspaper.

Buffalo shows us a novelty. Never
before has there been any trouble about
spending the money made out of a League
meet. It has generally been the other
way. The Buffalo Club does n't exactly
know what to do with its wealth.

The League made $357.83 a't the race
meeting. Extra money came to light

after our previous announcement.

London W. will write up the Harro-
gate meet for Wheel Life.

Would it be a bad idea to give the
Englishmen a try at Corey Hill ? Stone,
of St. Louis, must go to the top when
East. He would not dare face Arthur
Young on his return if he left the top of
Corey Hill behind him.

Corey is the great American record
breaker. At Springfield, in 1883, he
broke every American record from one
to ten miles, inclusive, with the exception
of the two and five mile records, which
escaped him by the fraction of a second.
Earlier in the season he broke the record
around the Chestnut Hill reservoir, which
had been standing for four years, and
shortly after he also broke the record
down Mt. Washington on a bicycle by
over to minutes. Later in the year he
also broke the 24-hour record, riding 190
miles in that time. He also rode up
Corey Hill on both bicycle and tricycle,

being the first man to do this. And now
he has established the long-distance record
on a safety.

Now that a St. Louis man has invented
an anti-header bicycle, it will be in order
for a Chicago man to invent an attachable
linimenter that shall work on a man's
legs while he is riding. Nothing short
of this will restore Chicago's supremacy.— Globe.

Hamilton's accident will send more of
the Springfield prizes to England. Re-
garding his ability to cover twenty miles
within the hour, the Springfield Republi-
can says that there may be others who

have it in them to make such an achieve-

ment, but with Hamilton it was not merely
a possibility, but as near a certainty as

anything can be in racing. The accident

leaves only Hunter and Rowe to repre-

sent New England at long distances.

W. A. Rhodes circled the Reservoir
last week, in 3.43, on a Quadrant.

The medal presented to L. D. Munger
by the Big Four tourists, was forwarded
to him this week. It was made by Eu-
gene E. Merrill, of this city, and is of an
unexceptionally handsome design in

gold.

A. H. Overman, Esq., who has been
in England for the past month, with the

"little four tour," sailed for home Wednes-
day, 5 August. The three other mem-
bers of the party will sail on the 15th.

W. A. Rowe, winner of the Dorches-
ter Club's 50-mile road race, has received
a 54-inch Columbia racer, weighing
twenty-two and a quarter pounds.

The editor of the Western Cyclist an-

nounces that his bicycle will be named
" Daisie," in compliment to our corre-

spondent.

A trip was made from Helena, Mon-
tana, to Fort Ellis, and back, about two
hundred and fifty miles, by F. H. Sharpe
and P. B. Bird, of Helena. They met
several wheelmen, as they passed through
Bozeman, who were enthusiastic of the
future prospects of wheeling in Montana.
The roads are hard and smooth, but a
wheelman finds it rather monotonous to

ride all day long and not see a sign of

human habitation.

A Brockton correspondent writes

:

" As the English have shortened the
names bicycle and tricycle, how would it

do for the Americans to call the tandem
aT. D.?

The Capital Club, of Washington,
D. C.,will reach Boston on Sunday next.

They left Baltimore for Boston on Thurs-
day, spending a day, en route, in Norfolk,
Va. Arriving in Boston, on Sunday even-
ing, they will, on the next day, ride to

New Bedford and take the steamer for

Cottage City, where, until 5 September,
they will enjoy the hospitality of Mr.
H. S. Owen. Early in September, they
will go by steamer to Portland, and wheel
from there to Boston ; thence via Wor-
cester to Springfield, for the meet.
Thence to New Haven, and by boat to

New York, where, after a trip to Coney
Island, and other runs and excursions,
they will take the train home.

At an auction sale of the effects of the
Cunningham Company, the parts of ma-
chines were purchased by J. S. Murray,
of 100 Sudbury street. Mr. Murray has
secured the Eastern agency for Gormully
& Jeffery, and will carry a full line of their

goods.

The Pope Manufacturing Company
and Wm. Read & Sons draped their build-
ings last week, in honor of Grant.
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How many of the frequenters of Bai-

ley's, at South Natick, know that where
the fountain stands in the square, in front

of the hotel, is where John Eliot, the

apostle to the Indians, used to stand,

under a magnificent oak, and preach the

gospel in the Indian tongue.

Our local racing men are getting into

trim. Burnham, Neilson, Gaskell, and
Hunter train on the reservoir every after-

noon. Hunter and Rhodes are both a
little stiff and lame from recent falls.

Gaskell is ten seconds better this year
than last. Men who know, say that

Neilson will astonish his friends at

Springfield. Rowe and Rhoades will be
at Springfield.

Messrs. Gilligan, Holden, Williams,
and Graves, of the Massachusetts Club,
attended the funeral of Gen. Grant.

The Pope 20-mile cup, having been
won twice by D. E. Hunter, on a Royal
Mail, has been transferred to the head-
quarters of this favorite wheel, and is

now adorning the windows of Wm. Read
& Sons.

In the account of the wheels used on
the Big Four Tour, a mistake was made
in the number of Royal Mails, there hav-
ing been fifteen of that make in the party
instead of five.

Boston has been flooded with tourists

for the last month. There were six of

the Florence Club, being escorted and
entertained by the Massachusetts men.
Messrs. Hannaford and Hamilton, of the

Morisania wheelmen, of New Jersey,
were riding over our sandpapered drives
the first of the week, while some of the
remnants of the Big Four are still with
us.

Three members of the Florence,
Mass., Club, wheeled from that town to

Boston last week, io2f- miles, stopping at

Worcester en route. They were : W. H.
Wyman, on a tricycle, and Messrs. Wm.
Haden and C. E. Davis, on bicycles.

Two members of the club, A. Hill and
H. Haven, joined them at Worcester.
The party went at once to Nantasket,
where they are sojourning for a short
time.

Lewis B. Hamilton, of Waterbury,
Conn., met with a serious accident while
training at Hampden Park, Springfield,
last week, which will not only prevent his

making the attempt to ride twenty miles
within the hour, but will also make it im-
possible for him to participate in the
tournament. He was riding with William
A. Kowe, and while going at a 2.50 rate,

attempted to pass him. The handle-
bars of the two machines came in con-
tact, and the shock threw Hamilton vio-
lently to the ground. His left arm was
fractured below the elbow, and his wrist
was dislocated. The injuries were at-

tended to by Dr. Rice. Rowe retained
his seat and was not injured.

Engleheart, the Kangarooster, will

be at Springfield, and show us the way
to ride the Kangaroo.

The Missouri Club entertained Fred
Russ Cook, last week. He stopped over
at St. Louis on his way to Springfield.

Sellers has announced his intention

to race at a meeting under athletic rules.

If he does it means suspension from the

track.

Mr. W. B. Page, of Philadelphia, has
ridden 5,775 miles in three seasons. He
rides the roughest roads and frequently

crosses mountains, but his repairs have
been very light. His tour of 1882 cov-

ered 1,040 miles. His riding in 1883
amounted to 2,784 miles, of which 713
was done on that year's tour, the greatest

distance covered on any one day of it

being 102 miles. In 1884 he covered on
his tour 1,415 miles, and beside that 546
miles. He rides a Columbia.

The tricycle record has been hanging
very low ; but Huntley has lifted it up a

bit, and we believe it will hang where it

is unless Johnson on a Cripper, or one of

the Quadrant men, push it a little higher.

The Invincible machines will be rep-

resented in America once more. Gideon,
of Philadelphia, has the agency. The
Invincible tricycle is one of the best
made.

For several years tourists into Canada
have been greatly bothered by the cus-

tom house officials requiring them to give
bonds for the safe return of the machines.
Burley B. Ayers, chairman of the
League's transportation committee, has
for three years past labored to have the

rules changed, and at last the custom
house has ruled free admission to bicy-

cles which have been used. We pub-

lished the official order a few since.

CORRESPONDENCE
{This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-
bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.]

Mrs. Allen's Record.

Editor Bicycling World

:

—One would
think from London W.'s remarks in the

World of '24 ult., that there was some
trade mark on breaking records, that be-

longed wholly to men. If there is any
peculiarity about it that belongs to men
alone, I, in all my riding, have never
been able to find it. I do not think much
of riding just for the sake of breaking a

record, for either sex, myself; but still if

any one wants to do it, I for one would
not hinder him in it. I fail to see where
it can be more disgusting for a woman
than for a man. I rejoice that Mrs. Al-

len has the strength to ride such a dis-

tance, and am glad that Mr. A. docs not

take the same view of it that London W.
does. If there were more of such men
there would lie more wives able to take

such long jaunts, and very many less doc-

tor's bills to be paid, which would be no
small item. Think ot the broader, freer

life this out-door riding is opening to

women in the way of taking them from
the sewing machine and carrying them
out into nature's free air. I rejoice in

the bright future that is before them.
Brockton.

Chicago, 3 August, 1885.

Chicago Branch House,

Pope Manufacturing Co. :

Gentlemen,— I consider the Columbia
Racer to be the best machine I have
ever owned. I have given it a most se-

vere trial, —in fact other machines re-

ceiving the same use, have broken, spoke
after spoke, while not one has been
broken or even loosened in mine, and my
racer is from two to seven pounds lighter

than any other machine used on our
track.

It was upon this machine that I won
our club championship, 25 July.

Last Saturday atternoon, while spurting

at full speed, I slipped my pedal and
took a terrible header, but the machin •

did not receive the slightest injury.

I believe it is the strongest and easiest

running machine built.

Respectfully,

(Signed) N. H. Van Sicklen.

EXOTICS

At the Alexandra Park races, 23 Jul),

in a superb three mile scratch tricycle race

P. Furnivall defeated R. H. English after

a tremendous tussle by six inches, in 8111.

34s,, but two seconds behind the record.

Webber made the first mile in 2.527

and the two miles in 5.47-g. Speechlev
and Thompson also competed.

The 25 mile English amateur cham-
pionship was run at Ayleston road
grounds, 25 July, — English, Cripps,
Webber, and Terry starting. English
won by a foot from Cripps in 1.20. 13
Terry eight and Webber ten yards in the

rear.

Messrs. Engleheart, Webber, Sinclair,

English, Cripps, James and Wood will

come over in Etherington's party.

When Webber broke the mile record
in 2.39I, he started from scratch.

Engleheart, who won the race, started

from the 120 yards mark and made the

distance in 2.35';;.

Under the title of " The Badminton
Library of Sports and Pastimes,'' Messrs
Longman & Co., of London, propose
issuing a series of half-guinea volumes,
dealing with field sports, national games
and pastimes. The Duke of Beaufort,

assisted by Mr. Alfred E. T. Watson,
will edit the series. Each volume will be
written by • writers possessing special

qualification in their respective depart-

ments, and where necessary, the various

volumes will be illustrated by colored

illustrations, or engravings by competent
artists. Viscount llury, assisted by G.
Lacy Hillier, will write the volume on
" 'Cycling."

'
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RACING NEWS

Washington, i August. — Profes-

sional and amateur races. One Mile,
Bi. v Tri.,— H. Higham, tri. (1), 3 37§ ;

Louise Armaindo (2). HalfMile,— Wm.
E. Crist made an attempt the record, but
fell after going twenty yards. A second
attempt resulted in a fall, and then Crist

retired. Two Mile, handicap, — Brown,
6s. (1), 6 22

J. Half Mile, Unicycle,—
Run for a record. Horace Snodderly,

3.35. Five Mile, Bi. v. Tri., — Louise
Armaindo, bi. (1), 20. 15-jj-; H. Higham,
tri (2). One Mile, — Dead heat between
Barber and Snodderly. Run off later,

when Snodderly won in 3 26|.

Second Day, 5 August. — Twenty
Mile,— H. W. Higham (1) 1. 18.30;
Mile. Armaindo (2). Two Mile,— H.
Snodderly (1), 6 Sy. Half Mile, against
time, — P. Seufferle, i.2S|. One Mile,
against time. — Tom Eck. 305. Half
Mile, Unicycle. — H. Snodderly, 2.57.

Twelve members of the Montreal
(Can.) Bicycle Club participated in the

annual handicap road-race of that organ-
ization Aug. 1. Result: George Darling
7m., first, in 1.9. 32.; J. T. Gnaedinger,
5m., second, in 1. 10.23.; W. A. Murray,
4m., third, in 1.1045.; G. S. Low,
scratch, fourth, in 1.7.23. L. J. Smith
and W. T. Rodden went over the dis-

tance in a sociable in 1.31.32.

The Ramblers' fall race meeting is at

last taking definite shape. Originally it

was intended to give a three-days' meet,
but it is now deemed advisable to limit

the tournament to two days. At present
the dates spoken of are Friday and Sat-
urday, Oct. 2 and 3— the week imme-
diately preceding Fair week — but it is

not at all improbable that these dates
may be changed until the Saturday after

the Chicago races, which take place
early in October. By the latter plan it is

thoughtSt. Louis can induce the Eastern
men who attend Chicago's tournament to

come as far west as St. Louis, and thus
help to swell the entries.— St. Louis
Critic.

The East Hartford, Conn., wheelmen
have formed an association for the purpose
of constructing a bicycle track, and have
elected the following to serve as directors;

E.J. McKnight, M. D., H. E. Bidwell,
L. S. Forbes, J. O. Goodwin, C. B.
Ripley, D. D Bidwell and S. A. Pratt.

Work has already been commenced on
the track, and promises to be a speedy
one.

Prince is training on the Cleveland
athletic track. He had a bad fall last

Friday, but was not seriously hurt. He
intends to try to break the records up to

50 miles on this track.

The second annual tournament of the

Omaha Wheel Club will be held 9 and 10

Oct. .

The third annual meet of Minnesota
wheelmen will be held in Minneapolis,

22 September. The parade and business
meeting of the State division will occur
in the forenoon, and the races in the

afternoon. The races will include a con-
test for the Pope cup. The following is

a list of the contests already arranged

:

One mile, open ; one half mile, L. A. W.
State championship; five mile, North-
western championship ; three mile, tug-

of-vvar for clubs; two-mile, State cham-
pionship; one mile, 3.30 class; twenty
mile, for Pope cup ; one half mile, novice
race ; one fourth mile, consolation race.

Harry Higham, the professional, and
Wm. E. Crist, the amateur flier, have
formed a copartnership, and have opened
a store for the sale of wheels in Wash-
ington.

Programme of events at the tourna-
ment of the Troy Club, 3 September
next: One mile, novice; one half mile,

Troy Bicycle Club; one mile, tricycle;

five mile, club championship ; one mile,

bicycle amateur ; two mile, Renssalaer
County championship ; one mile, without
hands ; three mile, record race ; slow
race, fifty yards; consolation race, one
mile. Entries close 29 August, to L. J.

Thiessen, 280 River street, Troy, N. Y.

Arrangements have just been com-
pleted for a great international handicap
bicycle race, open to professional riders,

to begin at the Athletic Park, Washing-
ton, on Monday. 21 September, for a
purse of $500 in gold, divided into five

prizes, mile heats. The entries will be
limited to twelve men. Twelve heats
will be run each day, the winner of the
greatest number of heats to receive first

prize.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

Star Club, St. Louis. Officers

elected : President, Newton Crane
;

vice-president, E. H. Gorse ; secretary
a?d treasurer, W. W. Carpenter ; cap-
tain, H. W. Greenwood.

Helena (Montana) Club. Organized
21 July. Officers : President, S. Car 'ti-

ter ; secretary and treasurer, NewfaMi
Holter ; captain, T. H. Sharpe.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

Frank W. Weston, </

Chief Consul Ameri?*,'. l/ivision,

Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dues for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year seventy -five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the Stale consul of the State in which the
applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as
appointed, is :—

Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bittinger, 60S Harrison avenue,

Leadville.

Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago,
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, Concord, Ma".
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Haiti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Lotus.

New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.

New Hampshire.— W. V. Gilman, Nashua.
Neiv Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio. — Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — F. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee:
IVyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.
Canadian Division:— Application blanks can be

obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed envelope

to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

In States where no State consul has been appointed,

such applications and letters of inquiry should be sent to

Chas. H. Potter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,

Ohio.

Applications for Membership. — (Unless protest

is received within ten days from date of this publication,

each of the following applicants are considered provision-

a.lv elected : Clarence Howland, Akron Paper Co.,
Ak on, O. ; and Bert Wo.k, 10S Park Place, Akron, U.

TO CORRESPONDENTS
Subscriber.— It is Coca, not Cocoa. It can be had

in liquid form or in leaf Many chew the leaves. You
can also get wine of coca. We can give you no advice
as to its use, for everything depends on your condition

and what you wish to do. We do not believe a man
gains much by the use of stimulants, and we do not ad-
vise their use. (2 ) The original form is the most pop-
ular, and we think the b;st.

C. E. Johnson.—We want full statistics or none.
The time in which a race was run, without the names of

contestants, is unsalislactory.

W. W. Carpenter.—Very neat and tasty.

FIXTURES

27 and 2S August

:

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile
bicycle championship.

2 and 3 September

:

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

3 September

:

Races of Troy Club, Island Park, N. Y.

8, 9, and 10 September

:

Tournament a" Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-

cle championship.

22 September:
Races of Providence Club.

9 and io October

:

Tournament of Omaha (Neb.) Wheel Club.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[Advertisements inserted under this head, not ix-

ceeding four lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

SLACGHTER !— 51-inch nickelled " Star," $55,
54-inch dropped bars and every accessory, cost $145 ,

$75 J
52-inch Columbia, £45; S3 full nickelled " Club,"

balls all round, lamp, est S170, $So; ''Columbia"
and 'Victor" Tricycles, lamps, etc., run one hundred
miles, $no each; 42 special Facile; 50. 52 and 54-inch
Am. Clubs; 50 to 56 Standards; 52 Columbia Light
Road ters; 52 and 54-inch " Experts"; 20 others, all

sizes, dirt che p. to close. Send stamp for list.

N. Y. BICYCLE AGENCY, P. O. Box 2434.

WANTED. - "Tandem Tricyle " Give full details

and bottom price. Must be a bargain.

N. Y. BICYCLE AGF.NCY, P. O. Box 2434.
1

I^OR SALE.— Victor Tricycle, 1883 pattern. Wilt
be sold vety cheap. R. J. HUl'MAN, 74 Tremon

street.

BICYCLES TRICYCLES, Sundries and Parts,

new and second-hand. Having bought the entire

stuck of Parts and Sundries of late Cunningham Co., I

ain ready to fill all orders at reasonable rales. Discount
to the trade. Large stock of machines on hand. Great
bargains. Open evenings. MURRAY'S BICYCLE
AGENCY, 100 Sudbury street.

HICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Stock con-
st.tntly changing, all sues and makes; call and ex-

amine our large slock ; machines not sold on instalment,
nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.
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"jT ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made."

CEO. M. HENDEE.
BICYCLES WANTKD TO MEET OUR

large deinard for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERINi & CO,
152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

66
Big Four,99

" DOWN EAS 1," and all other touiists should keep
a detailed account of their wheeling. Use the Cyclist's
Record Book. Every detail in little space, with no
trouble. Pocket size ; edges protected ; read binding

;

pocket for cards, cash, etc. Simple, neat, complete.
Fiity cenis.

C. D. BATCHELDER,
Lancaster, M. H.

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
SEND FOR

64-Page CATALOGUE

BICYCLES,

Lawn Tennis,
ETC.

New York Agent for Victor and Columbia Bicycles

and Tricycles. Special Horsman, American, Challenge,
and Safety Bicycles. Headquarters for Sundries of all

kinds. Repairing and Nickel Plating a specialty.

E. I. HORSMAN,
80 and 82 William Street, New York.

PW0B25CTS-

/«*WHKWW
, S0JeFFE%|J3fcAGO

BARGAINS FOR SALE.
54-inch Yale Bic\cle, latest pattern, detachable bars,

etc., all nickelled but wheels, in excellent order. A
great bargain at $85.00.

54-inch Victor, new, of course, this season, and ex-

changed for larger size, same make, best orderji 15.00.

5S-inch Sanspareil, light, Columbia Ball Bearings, in

good order, $75.00.
58-inch Rudee Semi-Roadster, weighs 381 lbs.

(actual). Just the wheel for poor tracks or ordinary
roads. Best possible condition, $95.00.

52-inch Harvard Special, never been out of the shop,
full nickelled, and latest pattern, $100.00.

The following we are not anxious to sell (as we use
them ourselves), but want you to know that we 've got
them and can get more :

—
44-inch H umber Tandem Tricycle, in good order,

nickelfittings and ball pedals, $235.00.
44-iixh Invincible Two Track Ladies' Tricycle, been

used verv little, has full inch tires, hollow rims, tangent
spokes, ball bearings all round, and including the inch
rubbers, is lighter than any two-track tricycle made.
An elegant, easy running machine, $165.00.

If further particulars desired, send to

GEO. D. GIDEON,
1539 Race Street, Philadelphia.

Machines sent C. O. D., with permission to examine,
on receipt of sum sufficient to cover expressage.

[$2,000 !] THE SECOND LSQ.OOO !]

Annual Race Meeting^ Connecticut Bicycle Club
WILL BE HELD AT •

CHARTER OAK PARK, Hartford, Wednesday and Thursday, September 2 and 3,1885.

TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS IN PRIZES !

This Track is Unsurpassed, holding the World's One-Mile Record of 2.39. All the Fliers will be there.

PROGRAMME
2—1-

SECOND DAY -3 September.

I

—

i-Mile Race, 3.00 Class. Prizes : ist, Gold Medal, $40;

Prize: Gold

FIRST DAY— 2 September.
-Mile Novice Race. Prizes: ist, Gold Medal, $20;

.2d, Silver Medal, $15.
-Mile Tricycle Race. Prizes : ist, Colt's Repeating Rifle

15 shots, 550 ; 2d, Silk Umbrella, $12.

3 — 5-M1LE Professional Race. Prizes: ist. $85 cash ; 2d,

#25; 3d, JM5-

4 — i-Milk Amateur Race, Open. Prizes : ist, Two-Track
Columbia Tricycle, $160; 2d, Picture, $20.

5 — Fancy Riding hy D. J. Canary.
6— s-Mile Connecticut State Championship Race. Prize,

Gold Medal, $50.
7— i-Mile, Ride-and-Run Race. Prizes: ist, Gold Medal,

#30; 2d, Silver Medal, $15.
8— io-Mile Amateur Record Race, Open. Prizes: ist,

Columbia Light Roadster (given by the Weed Sewing-
Machine Company), #155; 2d, Engraving, #50; 3d,

Clock, $15.

9— 3-Mile Race, 9.45 Class. Prizes: 1st, Gold Medal, #45;
2d, Silver Medal, $15.

10— i-Mile Tug-of-War Race. Prizes: ist, Picture #35;
2d, Rug, #20.

ELEGANT SPECIAL MEDALS WILL BE GIVEN FOR ALL RECORDS BROKEN.
WHEELMEN, plan your vacation so ;is 10 be present at the Two Greatest Racing Events •( the Year, — Hartford, September 2 .md ). and the following week at Springfield,

tNTRANCK FEES ! Amateurs, jfi.oo for eacli Kvcnt ; Professionals, i-m.le, #3.001 j-mile, (5.00; lO-mile, S10.00.

«ff- ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 27.^1 Address R. F. WAY, Box 1025, Hartford, Ct.

2d, Silver Medal, $20.

2— 5-M1LE L. A. W. Championship Race.
Medal, $50.

3— io-Mile Professional Race. Prizes : ist, $125 cash
;

2d, $50; 3d, $25.

4 — 3-M1LE Amateur Race, open. Prizes: ist, Bali-Bear-

ing Sewing Machine, $65 ; 2d, Field Glasses, $25.

5 — 3-M1LE Tricycle Race. Prizes: ist, Stop Watch, $45 ;

2d, Clock, $25.
6— 3-Mile Connecticut State Championship Race.

Prizes : Gold Medal, set with Garnet, $40.

-Mile Safety Bicycle Race. Prizes:

Medal, $25 ; 2d, Silver Medal, #io.
8

—

i-Mile Professional race.
2d, #50; 3d, 525.

9— 5-M1LE Amateur Race, Open.
Gun, $100; 2d, Picture, #45.

10

—

i-Milic Consolation Race.
tons, $20.

7—1-

Prizes

Prizes

ist, Gold

J 1 25 cash
;

Prize

ist,

: ist, Colt Shot

Gold Sleeve But-
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Under the auspices of the

Providence Bicycle Club,

AT

Narragansett Part, Providence, R, L,

Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1885.

Races called promptly at 2.30 P. M.

The Prizes trill amount to $,100,

a list of which will be
printed soon.

8.

J).

1<>.

II.

12.

DE3v :e 3\TT s

.

One I\lilc Open, Amateur.
Two Mile Open, Amateur, Tricycle.

For Hoys under 12 Years of Age,
1-2 Mile.

Three Mile Lap Race Open, Ama-
teur.

The party winning the most laps in this

race is entitled to a prize, as well as

the winner of the race.

One Mile (Championship of R. I.),

Amateur.
Two Mile Open, Professional.

$50 to the first, #35 to the second, $ 15

to the third.

One Mile College Championship
for New England, Amateur.

Half Mile Open, Tricycle, Ama-
teur.

One Mile Championship of the

Prov. Ui. Club.

Half MUe Open (without hands).

Amateur.
One Mile (for " Stars " only), Ama-

teur.

One >Iilc (Consolation), Amateur.

BINGHAMTON.

All entries should he made with Geo. R.

ian, P.O. Box 1046, Providence, R. I.

Entrance fee (1.00, except in boys' race,

foi which it is 50 cents.

Entries close Saturday, Sept. 12, 1885.

K;ues under the rules of the L. A. \V.

N. h. — Should it storm on the day ap-

pointed, the races will be run the next fair day.

The <Bing. cBi. Irack Asso-

ciation has just completed its

new five-lap track on the Base

Ball Grounds, and it will, un-

doubtedly, be the fastest track in

this vicinity.

The Binghamlon Club have

decided to hold their Third ?V

nual Race Meet, Sept. 15$$8£

an interesting programme is now

being prepared. A. liberal amount

will be expended for prizes, and

no doubt a large number of crack

riders will enter. The N. Y.

Stale division lias assigned us

one Stale championship bicycle

race, the distance not yet de-

cided.

The Butcher Cyclometer,

IMPROVED FOR 1885.

Can be read from the Saddle and

used with a Hub Lamp.

Price - - - - $10.00
Its form remains the same, but tile works have been

entirely remodelled.
Us action is more positive, and the troublesome

springi are done away with.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. (i and 8 Berkeley St.,

BOSTON - - - MASS.

Dorchester, July 25.

15-Mile Tricycle Road Race.

The QUADRANT Won!
Ridden by a comparative novice over a

strong field.

A NEW CONSIGNMENT JUST TO HAND.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER .... MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

HOME* EXERCISER.
The most complete and most f'as-

Icinating Home Gymnasium ever de-
ied. I titrable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor
room. Kitted for use by Gentlemen,
lulus or Youths of either sex, the
Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illustrated circular. Address

Home Sohool for Physical Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For genera! use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,
and is much the best article for the purpose in
market; it is also much the cheapest.

Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for
bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff
in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

ti&F Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Knamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having them. If he does not keep them, 1 will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or mire of Oil,
expressaee paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. "8d

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

GEO. K. BIDWKLL A 00.

2 and 4 EaBt 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and RDDQE

Bicycles and Tricycles,

lVlied flOOdfl Of nil Descriptions.

Send lor our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.
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NOW READY.

"In 1 Around Cape Ann"
A HANDBOOK OF

GLOUCESTER, MASS, AND VICINITY.

For the Wheelman Tourist.

BY

JOHN S. WEBBER, Jr.

Neatly bound in cloth and illustrated, with eleven

full-page engravings.

PRICE, 75 GENTS EACH.
Address

J. S. WEBBER, Jr.,

GLOUCESTER, MASS.

SEND
FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

SUNDRIES.
Liberal Discount to the Trade.

STODDARD, LOVERING 4 CO,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

s wear.

BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-

nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St., Chicago.

BICYCLES
AND

TRICYCLES
A1 the Lowest Possible Prices.

SEND FOK SPECIAL QUOTATIONS

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.

68 and 70 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

The customers of the late Cunning-
ham Company, or parties intending to

buy a Harvard, Yale, or Cornell, will

find it to their advantage to call at or

address MURRAY'S BICYCLE AGENCY,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass. I have
procured most of the Stock of the said

Company, and am ready to supply the

parts and fittings of the above machines.
I also keep a full line of Sundries on
hand. First-class Repairing at reason-

able rates. JOS. S. MURRAY.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
•weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. Gr. BIRD & CO.,
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.

THE "HUMBER TANDEM.
Send Stamp (or Pril

THE DUMBER TANDKM. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)
THE HUMBKIt AUTOMATIC STEERER. (Patented in V. S. and Europe.)

THE IIUMBER TRICYCLE. THE HUMBEB BICYCLE.
ROADSTER TANDEM, Weighs :>s pounds.

ROADSTER AUTOMATIC STEERER, Weighs <JJ pounds.
STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY GUARANTEED. FINISH AND BEAUTY OF DESIGN UNEQUA1

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Sole United States Agent,

3 A-TlTJX2XmC3rT02<r PLACE - - EAST <DTZ^\.2<TC3r^Z, £T.
BKAACil OH'FK'K, S0Jt It l(<) i l> II I I . \ Ml FORK.

T.

Ginttitu Humhcrs are stamped " KuMBU & Co., Maker*, ReOttOH, N.'ii ," on
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
(2 A. ENGLISH AND AMERICAN, V a)

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book. — By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all (lie various parts,
principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-
larged.

CONTENTS.
PAGE.

Introductory Essay 5

ANALYSIS OF Tim MACHINE.
Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
Hearings 34
Fiame (Forks. Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing A r augements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91
Brakes 133
toot-rests 142

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. .. 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made
1 75

Mamimotivc Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociable* 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

price • 372
The Machine : Selection, Management, Keeping in

<»"'« 383
A Chapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1883 394
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There will be no edition of this work in 1885.
Fifty cents by mail.

W11 have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 18S3, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

Tun Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling for I.adirs, by Miss F. J. Erskinb. —
" For some tune past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
ihe subject of Iricyc ing for some small book which
ihould put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay lor it by
iheir own experience. 'This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with suggc tions on drew,
riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Iwenty-five cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special

regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
wh ch no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical^ it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty cents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of

practical information in small compass. Third edition.

Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. 'The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side

Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Phvsician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good 'Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the

Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abu-e of Drugs. Best New Mediciies. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives— Nervousness— Sleeplessness
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Bock of Bo-ton, by A. L. Atkins. A
cleany piloted bonk of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and foity-lwo distinct routes, with many side

and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also ihe

usual condition of the road bed for each street, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of

interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Filteen cents.

Trbatisb on the Theoretical and Practical
CONSTRUCTION op the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding
plans of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sluimey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,

me* of events of the past year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers. —The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-

taining reading matter. " Our Camp." the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling. — This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.Bicycle Primer. -

Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica. — New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First

edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to X., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history

of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $12.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Common Sense Bindrrs.— The best binder made.
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tact tcs, — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-
tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Mtirmcy and C. W. Nairn. £2.50 per
year, including postage-

Tim Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.
Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,
on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions
of the men of the day, and keens its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the "

acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.50
per year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-

trait of a Cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. $ 1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

Bifurcated & Universally Adjustable Sadd'o

Improved for lswn.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Oreatly Improved, Simplifiod and Strongthoaod,

The Luck cannot be thrown ;>ut of adjustment by
dent, even though the liar be he.it or broken. It

cannot he- winked off whether in proper adjustment <>r

not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Ask your Dealer/or ihtm % or send /or Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKPORD, ILL.

BICYCLES X TRICYCLES M

' V BROADWAY &
N.Y. .

>oX 108 MADISON ST. x&\

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all machines.
-Kg)

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendec, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dol])h, Landy, Jenkins, llrooks, Kck, Morgan,
Hicham, Yates; also Miles, Annaindo, and Sylvester,
and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Kits any Machine, (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other ; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japannbd, $3.00;
NiCKtiLi.HD, $3.75. Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United states or Canada

Reliable agents wanted.
Keinil by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

59th St. & Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central I'url; Ifntranre.

Patented in England and the United States.

Bnrley'i AH.IIiKTAIILK NKKI,liT(l\ 8AIHILK, With Guarded 8id«i

Tint Bust and most Comfortable. It 1 so made
that when it becomes slack it can he tasiiy tm&eruirkly

tightened. No rider who values COMPORT can afford to
-. iilimil One. Send for Circular with testimonials.

I'i lee, .f:J.50; Nickel Plated, »4.7S. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. 0. DUELE7, BOSTON. Brighton District, MASS.

The American

Adjustable LongDistance Saddle

Spring Frame, Porfoot Adjustmont, Light, Strong,
Elastlo, Easy. Weight, 18 ounoos.

Ktni- s.u iii I,-. 19 ounoos

KARUF'D DOT LICK1NSE FROM Tllii POPS MtU 00.

PRICE, $4.00.

BULL «» BOWEN,
Dealers in Bicycles, Trieycleii Parta and Sundries.

Agents for all leading makes. Send stamp for
Road Hook of Western New York.

B87 and G89 MAIM 3TEEET - BUFFALO, M. Y.

BEFOKb YOU BUY a BICYCLE
(if iinv kiarl, semi stamp to A. w. until-.
>ii.vi<>». <»•>. rot large Illustrated Pries

[1,1st of Nnw and Second-Hand MAoniNRB.
'Serond-hnnd BICYCLES taken In exchange.

iiKvti.is it,,, ..ii,, i iin.i Nipfcel Plated.

EDW, P. BURNHAM,
aOBNT POR

Royal Mail, Victor and Premier Bicycles and Tri-

cycles, Royal Mail Tandem Tricycle (2 track:).

and KANGAROO, the only Real Safety.

Kull line of Sundries. Second hand Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

MADK ONLY IV

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,

158 Summer St., Boston.

HAND MADE THROUGHOUT.

Price-list anil rules for isll measurement sent on

ipplii atlon. i 'in hoe sn Imitated by makers ol

machine goods. Gel the light one. Patenl mark and
'• Boston*1 on (ha -

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
Tii.-. - propule II.-. in.- a continuous motion wtthout dtad

centri i
ti condition tor both peed and pov

The new not-seated im-s are a greal improvement, and the am
aquare

i

a w heel thai « ill not buckle.

a "Reformed Crank Rider" Bays; "In B-rength, safctj , control.

driving ic\ ei I
i ooaal In i leada nil

utiiiii, quickness in Bteerlng.and eoono-
1 1

1
> in pedaling are excluded from an] other similar vehicle,"
The workmanship and entire practicability of each uml every

machine are I

- mteed.
I'm lm llni | mi In-iilin- address,

ii. it. ismi II HAOUIIfB CO..
Smlthville. Burlington Co., N. J.
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MORE THAN ONE HALF
OF THE BICYCLES IN THE RECENT PARADE OF THE

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN,
AT BUFFALO, N. Y., AND

Of the machines ridden to the finish on

THE BIG FOUR TOUR,
WERE

EXPERT COLUMBUS.
At Everv League Meet the COLUMBIA BICYCLES have been in the Majority.

FOR SEVEN YEARS=
THE OLDEST AND BEST RIDERS HAVE RIDDEN AT MEETS AND TOURS

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

BETTER THAN A RACING RECORD.
PRE-EMINENTLY PRACTICAL.

Office of v

White Sewing Machine Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio, June 25, 1885.

The subscriber is Adjuster for the above Company, and in the discharge of his duties uses your

54 inch Expert Columbia. I have run the same something over 11,000 miles, in 14 months, over all kinds of

roads, and am glad to say not one cent have I spent for repairs, and my machine is in first-class condition.

C. D. KERSHAW.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SE3STT FREE.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Branch Houses: 12 Warren Street, New York; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFREO MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS. BOSTON



Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

$2.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 2i AUGUST, 1885.
Volume XI.

Number 16.

The Annual Tricycle Race of the BOSTON
BICYCLE CLUB was won on a

VICTOR
By E. P. BURNHAM. Time, 1 h. 15m. 4s.

Three years in succession this race has been
won on the Victor.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
lT^O Tremont Street Boston.

The business of THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY will for the present be carried on by THE
WESTON SUPPLY CO., 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., to whom should be

addressed all requests for Catalogues, and orders for HARVARD and YALE Bicycles, and AMERICAN
METEOR, AMERICAN SALVO, HARVARD, and QUADRANT Tricycles, both Singles, Sociables, and

Tandems. As only a limited stock is available, prompt applications are desirable.
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WHAT IS A SAFETY BICYCLE?
The intent in their manufacture was to prevent the liability ot

headers. The mere fact that a wheel is svrmU does not make it a

Safety. A header can be taken from a small wheel as well as a large,

in fact easier, as a small obstacle, which a large wheel would pass

oyer, will cause a header from a small wheel. The Safety feature is

in having the rider back from the axle, and the Kangaroo's patent

of Safety consists in having its forks 2 1-2 inches in rear of axle,

and not pivoted on it, making it Impossible to take a Header.

WHICH IS THE SUCCESSFUL SAFETY?
One hundred KANGAROOS shipped every week from factory

!

We have had difficulty in keeping up with orders ! The KANGAROO
holds the Safety records.

I Mile, 2m. 451s, 2 Miles, 6m. 2£s. 3 Miles, 9m. 46s.

10 Miles Championship, 32m. 39s. 100 Miles, 7h. 11m, 10s.

All records completely obliterated ! In selecting a Safety, take a

jp Safe Safety, and do not be misled by the fact that a wheel is merely

HP small in size.

Agents for KANGAEOO,
WM. REAH & 5DN5, 1D7 Washington Street, BDBTDN.

holds the following Road Records of the world

:

Ten miles in Oh. 33^m
Twenty miles in lh. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 X-4: miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles

.

The longest continuous ride covering 2,050 miles in 19 days.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7!^ hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, rind all-the-year-round,
nothing in market can approach it. 4SF" Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

O.W. CO. DUPLEX,JAS. S, NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PRESSES AND DIES
New Maohinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES aM TRICYCLES
REPAIRED,

Painted, Enamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on commission. The Bicy-

cle branch of our business is in charge of Will
S. Atwell, telephone No. 1935.

DUPLEX WHISTLE, WITH CHAIN.

With Chain,

IT IS THE BEST.

By Mail, 75 cents.

SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN* WHEEL * CO.
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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Ike American^ Pilot Roadster, Light Roadster, Safety, d Mask Tricycle

'C= : ABE UTO'W :E3E-£wP-g-. : =3 *

They are of the very highest grade every way. MANY NOVEL AND PATENTED FEATURES ARE INTRODUCED
that are used in no other wheels. The American Pilot Machines are the only ones containing THE LATEST AMERICAN
IMPROVEMENTS, combined with the best ENGLIsH STEEL, WORKMANSHIP AND FINISH, and are conceded to be

the most original, scientific and desirable ever offered.

Pilot Steering Head, with Handle Bar detached.

Brief of 50-inch American Express.

i-inch and J^-inch best red rubber tires ; direct spokes

;

Bown's iEolus ball bearings to both wheels; detachable
cranks; ^Eolus ball pedals ; elliptical front fork, semi-hollow
back fork; 1 ^jj-inch perch; Andrew's head, with long cen-
tres; dust shield, leg guard; 27-inch cow-horn handle bar;
large horn handles; grip lever brake; Harrington's latest

cradle spring, adjustable to rider's weight; suspension sad-
dle, bag and tools. 4 fjj-inch hubs of burnished gun metal.
Forks and perch are of best weldless steel tube. The head,
neck, axle, cranks, bearings, rims, spokes, etc., are of best
steel. It is very rigid, thoroughly well-made, and warranted.
For strength, durability, and easy running power, it is equal
to any machine made.

It is finished in but one style of nickel and paint, as
shown in the cut, and at the low price offered, no variation
can be made.

Weight, 44 pounds.

Price, 50-inch, $100.
$2.50 rise.

Sizes 46 to 56 inch in stock.

This is positively the best value ever offered, and is un-
equalled by any wheel sold for less than $125.

Section of new pattern Warwick hollow rim, used on the

PILOT LIGHT ROADSTER, and wire compressed and
cemented tire used on all Pilot Machines, the most elastic

and durable tire made, and the only one not loosened by
heat or cold.

AMERICAN EXPRESS.
Illustrated Price List mailed on request.

LATTA BROS .

,

NO. 16 WEST MAIN STREET - - - FRIENDSHIP, NEW YORK.
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLES.
DEALERS AIVD RXDEP1S!

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following* facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH CHALLENGE
IDEAL

-*SAFETY*- BICYCLES
-A. :E3 IE UNEXCELLEE B"3T ^0>T "ST.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and
PRICE.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from S74 to 8119.

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from S35 to S72.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GOKMULLY & JEFFERY, 222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclist? Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

HARWOOD'S
SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwood's Detachable Safely Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled jfi.oo

Liberal discount to the trade.
Extra Clips 20
No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " " Kudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. I, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HAKWOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

#5.00; Nickelled, $6.50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

The Voice of the Multitude.

Notwithstanding the claims made for all other

machines, and the favoring statements

of those who are directly in-

terested in their sale,

PREFER
RIDE

RECOMMEND

WHEKE WHEELS ASE TO BE FOUND YOTJ WILL FIND

COLUMBIAS.

More than one half of all the fine bicycles in

America are Columbias.

THE MAJORITY KNOWS WHAT IS BEST.

MISCELLANEOUS.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP, BROADWAY,
corner 59th street, Central Park entrance, New

York; repairing, nickel ling, and japanning; second-
hand wheels of all kinds wanted and for sale. Send
postal for printed list. Agency of the Club bicycles.

Manufacturer of the Duryea saddle. Richard Gar-
vbv, W. C. Herring.

ST. LOCIS AVHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

Mav be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

TEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
\j — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, £3.50 to $10 each
Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

'IHE CRESCENT BICYf LE HOSE SUP-
I PORTER, with patent alligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other ; made in drab, white, pink,

and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for #1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, III.

THE "ACME" TIKE HEATER. — Price
1 $1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used ; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim ; full directions
for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.
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ii

CLUB RACER
BUILT

WITH

TANGENT
OR

DIRECT

THE

MOST RIGID

AND

MAI>E.

RECORDS.
The Two and Five Miles Records of America

were won on a "Club" RACER.

NO PAID RACING MEN.
"JL" -Ei _trJ

E9

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
"OO SJTO 3NT .
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ON THE ROAD! ON THE PATH!

ON THE HILLI

THE VICTOR IS KING.

Fifty Wiles in 3h. 44m. IOs. : : W. A- Rhodes.

One-Half Mile in Im. I6^s. : : Geo. M. Hendee.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St, Boston.

THE STAR WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,
The 15-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,
BESIDE JZ/LA.N1T JVIIUXTOEt. HSyjESlSTTIS.

THE NEW MODEL LIGHT BOAB8TB8 IS THE MACHINE POB KOAE OXS I=ATH.
Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel, sent on application with 2 cent stamp. Five cents in stamps

must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. W. STALL, SOS tail St., 4 Vum h„ Hi Fellows Hall,
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Fta.'bllsla.ecL eireiy rrSdaiy

E. C. HOX)C3-^]S & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates :
—

One year, in advance.
Six months "
Three months

.$2.00

. 1.00

. .60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 if sent to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D. Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

Garvey's, corner 59th St. and Broadway.

ABBOT BASSETT . Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 21 AUG., 1885.

VIEWS AND IDEAS.

The Springfield Gazette advances ideas

on the amateur question which read very

strangely.

" ' TO THE TRUE AMATEUR A RIBBON IS PRIZE
enough,' is to say the least, not business. To contend
for honor alone, is nothing. Honor is a hollow mock-
ery, calculated to please dudes and silly young girls,

and the wheelman who is content to race for honor,
pure and simple, without any other reward, is too good
for ths world, and should transfer his scene of opera-
tions to the land of wings."

Friend Ducker is preaching a very

strange doctrine, and his views are, to

say the least, widely different from those

generally held.

" Can any one tell us what the Bicy-
cling World would like to see on the

path ? It wants neither Americans, ama-
teurs, nor professionals ; Englishmen,
ditto."— Gazette.

The World would like to see ama-

teurs and professionals on the track, and

each rider in his proper class. The man
who rides for a silver service with the

idea of getting it, and with no regard for

the honor of victory is as much a profes-

sional at heart as though he contested for

a purse. We want to see those who
ride for gain, whether it be purse or tro-

phy, on one side, and those who ride for

honor on the other. We wish to educate

the world to believe that it is no disgrace

to race for gain, and we desire to see the

classes on a social level.

Just here we are at variance with the

League, and with most of our contempo-

raries. We believe it within the bounds

of possibility to establish an order of

professionalism which shall entail no

disgrace upon those who embrace it.

The League and others view profession-

alism with abhorrence, and encourage

men who are professionals in spirit to

masquerade as amateurs.

The League has taken a view of the

amateur question, which we believe to be

correct in theory, but it stops half way in

the work of reform.

The views of the Gazette are not cor-

rect in theory, and they breathe the

spirit of professionalism under the cloak

of amateurship.

" We cannot vouch for Hartford, but
we hope that no tournament committee
will have the audacity to ask a wheelman
to race, say a ten-mile race, for a prize

whose only value is $50, and expect the
said amateur to devote a month's time
and thought to getting into shape ; and
we contend that no man should race ten
miles without a thorough preparation. It

is for this that we would have the prizes
large enough to furnish an adequate
compensation for time and money spent
in preparing for the path. Our endeavor
is to have races that shall prove an object
lesson in cycling,— a pleasure to witness,
and that shall be the means of reaching
the public at large, and thus be a benefit

to cycling."

We have given the Gazette's view on

the amateur question, and now let us con-

sider another. This is what Secretary

Aaron, the official editor says in the /bul-

letin of the new amateur rule :
—

11 According to that rule, ;i r.icing in in can
machine as a gift from a manufacturer; can promise

'i iill his

travelling and kindrei i > that manufac-
turer and yet retain hit amateur Btauding,

1.ue of affai] disgrace to the
well-known rai in

still great
1

hi board "i ofE

1

good time to influence them to neglect important work,
the proper transaction of which was their main motive
in coming together from all quarters."

Mr. Aaron might have added that the

amateur can go to church and sing in the

choir.

Disgrace is a very hard word, and

there is a want of calm and considerate

judgment behind it. The "well-known

authority " who offered the rule said of it

that it was in harmony with the athletic

rules, and with those of the N. C. U. If

the rule is deficient, so are the rules of

our sister associations. The new rule is

stronger and stricter than that under

which the League has been living for

years, and the only change is in that di-

rection.

There is a limit beyond which an as-

sociation cannot go with safety in con-

trolling the action of its members. The
racing board provides a remedy for the

evil suggested by the above criticism on

the amateur rule, but it has little power to

carry out its good intent without the co-

operation of wheelmen. This it does not

get.

An amateur rule, such as the secretary

editor would like, could not be enforced.

It would be a dead letter on the books,

and bring ridicule upon the League. The
racing board has no power to get at the

private transactions of individuals.

Editor Aaron has advertised his ig-

norance of the amateur law. He has

suddenly waked up to the fact that the

law is not what he thought it was, and

because the board of officers did not

make an impracticable rule, he tells them

that they have disgraced themselves.

We have faith to believe that the officers

knew just what they were doing, and we

have no idea that they would put upon

their books the law which editor Aaron

would like to see.

One more view of the question has

been put forth. The editor of the Wheel

gives his views at length, and we com-

mend them to the secretary. He pre-

sents a clear and logical view of the sub-

ject, and presents the matter in a proper

light. He suggests the same solution to

the question that we have outlined, \

the rejection of entries, but thinks this

power should not be used at important

meetings.

" In an article some months ago, the
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World took the stand that the officers

of clubs, tournaments, etc., had honors,

but no prizes, and advocated the giving
of something substantial as a reward.
Now, if in one case, why not in another ?

"

— Gazette.

We did nothing of the kind. Quoting

some ideas from an English exchange re-

garding the establishment of an " Order

of Me7-if'1

for the reward of those earnest

workers in cycling who give their time

and attention to the cause, and bring

about tangible results in the progress of

our sport, we intimated that it might not

be a bad idea for the League to do some-

thing of this kind. We advocated no

such thing as our contemporary avers.

Such performances as that of Mr.

Corey on the Rudge Safety, are called

" records," by courtesy, and the L. A. W.
racing board does not consider them.

Until the work of providing for and

supervising road records can be done in

a systematic manner, we doubt if the

League will take them up. In England

the roads are surveyed and marked by

mile posts, and it is an easy matter to

reckon the distance run if the route be

substantiated. Here we have to depend

upon cyclometer measurement, which is

not always correct. All our road per-

formances, however, have been taken

from cyclometer measurement, and it is

fair enough to contrast one with the

other; but they can never be called " rec-

ords ' in the full signification of the

word. They are notable events only, not

records. The road taken by Corey was

run over again last Sunday, and some

of the distances claimed were found to be

under-estimated.

Notes by the Way.

Oceans of ink and mountains of paper
have been expended over a discussion of

the amateur question. And yet the world
does not understand it. Don't be afraid,

my friend, I am not going to discuss it.

If the amateur rule were wiped off the
books, the sun would rise to-morrow
morning, the earth would spin around,
and the cycle would flourish. Society
would not be disturbed, nor would gov-
ernments tremble on their thrones. Ath-
letes are worshipping a thing of straw.

Mv friend Growzer is a strict moralist.
He knows how the world ought to be
governed, and he does not hesitate to say
so. He was expounding a question of
ethics to me the other day, and fell back
upon the Bible as his authority. " Hut,"
said I, ''the Bible says no such thing."
" I don't care if it doesn't," said he, " it

ought to say it, and that settles it." I

have talked with athletes on the amateur
question, and have been surprised to find

that they have taken a leaf from Grow-
zer's book.

Growzer is a tourist. He goes to

Paris every year. In that whirlwind of

pleasure and fashion, he finds delight.
•' But why don't you go somewhere else

once in a while " ? said I, the other day.
" There is n't anywhere else," said he.
" I am satisfied with Paris, and I don't

wish to go elsewhere." Poor Growzer,
within the walls of the French capital, is

all that he can wish for, and the great big

world outside has no charms for him. It

would seem that the modern cycle tourists

find good roads nowhere else but in

Canada, and although America has a few
highways of her own, our wheelmen prefer

to travel over ground well worn by the

spider-wheel of former times. I am in-

formed that next year's big tour is to

Canada.

Who has not coasted adown a hill?

Adown is a good word. We don't coast

down a hill, we climb down it. The
word " down," is from the Saxon, " dun,"
a hill. Its opposite is a-dun, i. e. y a low-

land, a descent. Our ancestors used to

say," going adown," and the word is now
used in poetry, and by old people. And
yet, I firmly believe that cyclers will

think they can coast down hill, even after

this elaborate explanation.

The eccentricities of the female char-

acter are past finding out. Daisie would
have us believe that the four lone females
on their tour enjoyed themselves, and I

really think she believes they did. But
they didn't. True happiness never goes
to goose or gander parties.

My friend Chris Wheeler hails from
the Quaker City, and like all wheelmen
from that city of strict morals, he hates a
maker's amateur. And yet he speaks of
" Harry Etherington and his crowd of
jolly good fellows " who are coming over.
Now be it known, that this "crowd of
jolly good fellows" is every one a maker's
amateur, and not one of them would be
invited to a Philadelphia meeting.

If I were to go into a tricycle race, I

should want to get the lightest possible
machine, and then I should want to be
pushed off the mark. Good authorities
pretend to compare the speed of bike and
trike, but no fair comparison can be in-

stituted till both machines start in the
same way. Let us push the trike, pr
start the biker from a stool. [Under the
new rules the tricycle will be pushed off,

Mr. By. — Ed.]

I read in the World, the other day,
about an arrangement of sails for the pro-
pulsion of a bicycle, and it was stated

that the first trial was a failure for want
of wind. A great many men do not ride

a machine, because they cannot " raise

the wind" to get one.

I can imagine from all that I can hear,
that the "Cyclone" will create a breeze
on the race track. Cyclones generally
sweep everything in their path.

It seems to me that we might make
more of Chestnut Hill than we do. Ev-
ery Sunday sees a gathering of wheel-
men at the rendezvous, and every evening
the boys are to be seen spinning about
the lower basin. A roadside inn there-

abouts would coin money. Of course it

should be a temperance inn. It has
been said that the poorest rum is kept
at the temperance houses. Shandygaff,
when well prepared, is a drink fit for the

gods.

Speaking of rum, I am reminded that

the Maine Sportsman has suspended.
Sporting papers find their best field of

news in the professional sports. I don't

think professional sports will ever flourish

under the prohibitory law.

Talking with a pretty young lady at

the beach, last week, I noticed that she
wore a League badge. " Do you belong
to the League?" queried I. " Oh no,"
said she, " but they do " '• They ? " said

I, "who may 'they' refer to?" "My
three summer conquests ;

" said she
;

" they all belong to the bicycle League,
and each one of them gave me a badge for

a keepsake. Are n'l they pretty? This
one has a diamond, the others have ru-

bies."

I don't know that these were prizes

won in a contest. If they were so ob-
tained, here we have a good case for the

racing board ; for these men sold their

badges for the glance of a lady's black
eye. I am inclined to think that the

men were sold as well as the badges.

And so do we go through the world,
leaving our marks as evidences of our
passage, and casting aside our best
thoughts and our best jewels

By the Way.

He was a cyclist and an American, and
from the game manner in which he raced
every one admired him, and universal
sympathy was felt when he fell off his

machine and sprained his ankle, and one
enthusiast rushed into the dressing tent

where he was writhing in agony, and
offered him all sorts of remedies, to which
the American turned a deaf ear, until

at last, worn out with the man's cackle, he
looked up at him and said solemnly,
" Look here, stranger, air you, or air I,

boss over this here sprain?" and they
removed the would-be medical on a
stretcher. — WheelLife.
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MANUFACTURE

The Ranelagh Club Tricycle.

MANUFACTURED BY THE COVENTRY MA-
CHINISTS' COMPANY, LONDON, ENG-
LAND, AND 239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTON.

The Ranelagh Tricycle was seen by
the public for the first time, at the Spring-
field tournament of 1884. The manufac-
turers made an effort to get it finished for

Mr. Gaskell to ride during the tourna-
ment, and succeeded in getting it ready
all but a coat of enamel. It was brought
over to America by Messrs. Bale and
Gaskell, who represented the Coventry
Machinists' Company, at Springfield, and
was placed on inspection in the office of
the Massasoit House, in company with
the new club tandem, which was also the
first machine of its kind seen in Amer-
ica. The little Ranelagh in its coat of

lead-colored paint attracted much atten-

tion from wheelmen, and many were the
comments made upon the novel machine.
It was the first bicycle steerer our wheel-
men had seen. The hemmed-in position
of the rider was the first thing noticed
and objected to ; but when the many good
points were gone over, the first objection
was dismissed as of minor importance.
Now that the handle bar steerers have
multiplied, a chance is given to compare
them one with the other, and it is only
fair to say that the Ranelagh does not
suffer by comparison. The machine was
named the Ranelagh in compliment to the
Ranelagh Harriers, the club to which
Mr. Gaskell belongs. The Ranelagh is

to all intents and purposes an Imperial
Club with a new steering arrangement.
It is centrally geared, according to the

most approved pattern, and is provided
with the simple and useful means of
tightening the chain used by the com-
pany. The band brake is applied by
pressing down a lever with the foot, as it

was a matter of difficulty to fit a grip
handle to the handle bar. The brackets
holding the side handles in the Imperial
Club are dispensed with, and in place of

these the frame is made to rise vertically

from the central tube to the level of the
saddle, where it carries a broad bicycle
handle bar, adjustable for height. From
the lower part of this vertical frame two
rods extend side by side to the head of
the front wheel, somewhat like reins, and
every movement of the handles is thus
directly communicated to the steering
wheel without any of the loss of rigidity

incidental to the rack and pinion method
of steering. Of course the machine has
to be mounted from behind, and this is a
little awkward at first; but with low
wheels, low axle and a little practice it is

easy enough. The weight is carried,
upon a saddle provided with a series of
coiled springs, and is as nearly as possi-
ble poised over the driving wheels,
whereby much of the jolting usually in-

separable from the small wheel of a front
steerer is avoided. The steering is er-

ratic at first, but is soon mastered, and
when under control is perfect in its ac-
tion. The Ranelagh has taken well in

Boston, as it also has in London. The
first invoice was taken up at once, and a
second lot was cabled for. We have taken
pains to make inquiries of those in this

vicinity who use this wheel, regarding its

merit, and we find them enthusiastic in

its praises.

President Henry W. Williams' Twelve
Suggestions for Safe Riding.

President Henry W. Williams, of
the Massachusetts Bic>cle Club, has
compiled the following rules, which will

be read with interest :
—

I.

Select a bicycle that is

a. Small enough to avoid the neces-
sity of stretching for the pedals.

b. A full weight roadster.
c. One which has a full inch tire on its

driving wheel.
d. One which has a good brake.
e. Without a cradle spring or any spring

capable of a sidewise movement.

II.

Set the saddle well forward.

III.

Do not use rubber soles, unless you in-

tend never to mount a wheel without
them.

IV.

Sit erect. Do not lean forward.

After you have once acquired the art
of riding with " hands off," leave it and
similar accomplishments to " trick rid-

ers."

VI.

back
Learn thoroughly the art of " treading
ck."

VII.

Cultivate quick pedalling.

Do not coast.

VIII.

IX.

Ride down hills, feet on pedals, at a
good, but not a reckless, pace. Do not
crawl down slowly.

X.

Take rough, rutty, and sandy places at
a good speed.

XI.

When you are in a bad place, don't
lose your head, but stick to your wheel.
It will almost invariably take you
through.

XII.

Learn to spring back and grasp the
backbone, and you are prepared for
almost any emergency.

notes.

i<7, 8. Have special reference to the
danger of the feet slipping the pedals.

if, 7. Have special reference to the
danger.of the feet flying off.

i<r, 6, 7, 8, 9. Have special reference
to the danger of falls going down hill.

\b, id, le, 2, 4, 9, 10, 12. Have spe-
cial reference to the danger of headers.
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From a Feminine Point of View.

I supposed that no one would arise to

controvert the position taken by '' London
W.," anent the performance of Mrs. Allen;

but I find there is one of your readers
who glories in her triumph, and would
have other women follow her example.
Heaven forbid

!

Does not the whole thing hinge upon
the manner of doing, rather than upon
the thing done? If Mrs. Allen, in the
pursuit of a worthy object, was called

upon to ride two hundred miles, and
proved herself equal to the task, we would
throw up our caps in laudatory praise of
her achievement, and would say, see what
woman can do! But when the feat is

undertaken merely for the sake of making
a record and getting her name into print,

I, for one, cannot applaud it.

We all admire the strength and endu-
rance shown by our English sisters in

walking. Your average daughter of

Albion walks with a strong, firm step, and
is equal to a much severer task than her
American sisters. They walk more and
to greater distances over there, and when
they come among us we cannot but admire
their ability in this direction.

I was sojourning at an inland hotel last

fall, and there was an English family with
us, including two daughters, aged, respect-

ively, eighteen and twenty. 1 used to see
them from my window, starting off at day-
break for a walk of ten or fifteen miles,

and when they came back with roses in

their cheeks and bright smiles lighting

up their faces, I used to envy them their

robust health and strength. We rarely

hear of American girls in connection with
long walks.

I used to enjoy my English acquain-
tances, and I was glad for them that they
were able to do what they did; but 1 think
the charm would have been taken away
had they given public exhibitions of what
they could do. Let us be womanly by all

means.

I say, let us be womanly. There is a
good, wholesome sound to that word
woman, and I like it. I fly to it when I

hear of " lady " bicyclists, who are no
more than circus dames, sporting a plu-

mage not their own. Pray, Mr. Editor,
talk no more of this "lady" bicyclist, or
that " lady " bicyclist. When you use
the name in that way, you leave no title

for the noble women who have earned the
right to be called ladies. No lady rides
a bicycle.

One would infer that " London W."
would have women give up riding if they
cannot get a machine that weighs as little

as sixty-five pounds. And yet I get a
good deal of enjoyment out of a machine
that weighs a hundred, and among all my

lady friends who ride, I know of no one
that rides a wheel weighing less than
eighty-five pounds.

If you cannot live in a palace, do not
commit suicide, for there is such a thing

as love in a cottage.

I do not wish to be understood to rec-

ommend heavy machines, for I believe

they can be and will be made much lighter;

but I think we should be foolish to wait
until we can get just what we want before
riding. Let us keep to our machines till

we find the right one, for I think it just

possible that makers may get to making
them too light, and we shall get weakness
combined with our lightness.

London W. says, get a machine that
weighs sixty-five pounds. I see that he
rides a Quadrant, and the World of 7
August, says the Quadrant weighs 76 lbs.,

and a racing tricycle, built as light as pos-
sible, is said to weigh sixty-five and one
half pounds. I get these figures from the
account of the road race, and, I suppose,
the racing men have as light machines as
can be had.

I am often called upon to give advice
about the purchase of a machine. If I

were to follow the counsels of " London
W.," I think I should be able to get fe'w

converts, for of those who come to me,
very few can get just what they want, or
should have. The purse has its limita-

tions. But I think I can say this. The
perfect tricycle should be just as light as
is compatible with strength. When these
two are in harmony, we shall get the ideal
wheel. You will get enjoyment out of
tricycle proportionate to the nearness of
your approach to the ideal.

And so I say, ride if you can. Get the
best machine, if you can ; but do not give
up riding because you can't get the best.

The Western editor who has selected
my pseudonym for a name to his tricycle
has my thanks for the compliment. I

hope that it may serve him as well as it

has served me. Daisie.

Second Annual Meet of the New York
State Division, L. A. W.

It has been our pleasure to see the pro-
grammes of many meets, but none that
contained more promising features than
that of the second annual meet of the
New York State Division, L. A. W., to
be held at Brooklyn, Saturday, 12 Sep-
tember, under the auspices of the Kings
County Wheelmen.

It includes a grand parade at 9 a. m.,
where six hundred wheelmen are ex-
pected to be in line, followed by a run to
Coney Island, by way of Prospect Park
and the far-famed Ocean Parkway.

After a dip in old ocean and luncheon
at Brighton, the return to Brooklyn will

be made in time for the races to be held
at the grounds of the Williamsburg Ath-
letic Club, at 3.45 p. M. They comprise
a one and five mile New York State
championship, one mile New York State
tricycle championship, one mile novice,
one mile record, one mile scratch, and
two and three mile handicap. Many of
our most noted flyers have signified their

intention to compete.
Elegant and costly medals, of chaste

design and workmanship, will be pre-
sented, well worthy of the division and
Kings County Wheelmen.
The annual will be held at 8 p. m., fol-

lowed by " a feast of reason and flow of
soul," at Knickerbocker Hall.

For those remaining over Sunday,
many pleasant runs have been arranged.
The beautiful cathedral at Garden City
will be visited, when, returning to Ja-
maica, train may be taken to Long Beach,
acknowledged the finest on the coast.

A second party will run out to Orange,
N. J., where are the best roads in the
vicinity of New York, and views well
worth a long journey to enjoy.

Not the least pleasant will be that to
Yonkers, up the historic Hudson, passing
en route the spot where at present are
centred the eyes of the nation,— the
burial-place of Gen. Grant.
With a club of such well-known enter-

prise and energy in charge as the Kings
County Wheelmen, seconded by the many
national advantages offered by Brooklyn,
the meet cannot fail, to be a success in

every particular.

Capital Club Tour.

The tour of the Capital Club has been
carried out as per schedule, published
by us last week. They left Washington,
under command of Capt. Seeley, 12 Au-
gust, for Baltimore, and there took the
steamer for Boston. President Henry
W. Williams, who happened to be in

Washington in the exercise of his pro-
fession, met them at the Capital club-
house at their start, and tendered the
hospitalities of the Massachusetts Bicy-
cle Club, while in Boston. The stay-at-

home members of the club gave the
tourists a rousing send-off, and promised
a bigger time when they returned. The
party consisted of Capt. L. W. Seeley,
H. S. Owen, J. M. Borden, F. M. Boteler,
Charles A. Burnett, Fred. T. Church,
W. F. Crossman, P. T. Dodge, W. B.
Hibbs, Rudolph Kauffman, John M.
Killits, J. R. Littell, J. F. Loomis, and
C. C. Tyler. Six others will join the
party at the Vineyard.

Early Friday morning the party reached
Norfolk, where the steamer was to remain
the whole day loading with watermelons
and peaches. A delegation from the Sea-
side Bicycle Club, of that city, took the
visitors in charge and showed them what
there was to be seen in the quiet old
town, and then took them to Virginia
beach, where the day was passed very

"
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RUDGE SAFETY
* combine:©*

HEALTH,

PLEASURE,

WEALTH.

Note what the Boston Herald of Aug. 10, says in regard to this wonderful performance:

*' The machine ridden was a 36-inch Rudge Safety of the improved Kangaroo type, geared to

56 inches. These little machines are used very extensively all over Europe by persons who are

afraid to run the risk of riding a bicycle, and where the roads are unfit for a tricycle, and to a

great extent they are taking the place of the tricycle, being lighter and easier of propulsion, beside

being just as safe and much less expensive."

IT. TRY IT. RIDE IT.
SOLE U. S. AGENTS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
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The 24-Hour Record

Broken by L. D. HUNGER, of Detroit.

Mr. Munger broke the record. It was not the wheel he rode, but

the man, who did it. Nevertheless, we are glad to say he rode from

start to finish on an

APOLLO!
1

A 54-INCH WHEEL WEIGHING THIRTY-NINE POUNDS.

This is the same wheel on tohich Mr, Munger took second place in

the Big Four Century Boad Bace.

FOR RIGIDITY, LIGHTNESS AND EASE OF RUNNING, NO RETTER WHEEL WAS EVER MADE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 STYLES OF BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, SOCIABLES AND TANDEMS.

A High Grade of Miniature Machines for Boys and Girls.

W. B. EVERETT & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.
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pleasantly in bathing and other seashore
enjoyment.
They were expected to arrive in Bos-

ton Sunday afternoon at four o'clock, and
the Massachusetts Club had made prepa-
ration for entertaining them; but the boat
was late, and it was near eleven o'clock

when the men finally did arrive, and it

was thought best to remain on the boat
over night.

ThE members were taken in charge by
the Massachusetts club members, on
Monday. All the cycle dealers were vis-

ited. Some of the wheelmen have friends

residing in and near the city, and they
took the opportunity of visiting them.
Bunker Hill Monument, and other places

of historical interest were visited. After
dinner a short time was passed at the
Massachusetts clubhouse on Newbury
street, and then wheels were mounted,
and the cyclists sped away to Cambridge
to visit Harvard College and other points

in that city. From thence they rode to

Chestnut Hill reservoir.

Then they rode to Quincy for supper.
After tea they wheeled to Nantasket
beach, remaining there until a late hour
and then returning to Quincy, where the

night was passed. The next morning,
Tuesday, the wheelmen rode to Brock-
ton, trained to New Bedford and took a
steamer for Cottage City.

Clerical Wheelmen's Tour.

Good news comes from the clergy-

men's tour, and although the number of
participants is much smaller than antici-

pated, the reverend gentlemen seem to be
enjoying themselves.

Nearly fifty had promised to go, but of

these only eighteen started. Of this

number nine are ministers and nine are
laymen. The personnel of the party is

as follows: Rev. Sylvanus Stall, A. M
,

Lancaster, Pa.; Rev. Prof. S. G. Barnes,
Iowa College. Grinnell, Iowa; Rev. J. F.
Cowan, Pittsburg, Pa. ; Rev. N. P.
Evans, Columbia, Pa. ; Rev. Charles E.
Fessenden, Summit Hill, Pa.; Rev. E.
P. Johnson, Marshall, Mich. ; Rev. R.
E. Macduff, Cleveland, Ohio : Rev. L.
A. Pope, Warren. K. I. ; Prof. G. F.
Nicholassen, Ph. D., Clarksville, Tenn.,
professor of ancient languages in South-
western Presbyterian University ; Prof.
C. P. Hoffman, Bordentown, N. J., pro-
fessor of instrumental music in Borden-
town Female College ; Prof. A. B. Ham-
bright, Millersville, Pa., superintendent
of modelling school in Pennsylvania State
Normal School ; Prof. W. J. Lansing, Mil-
lersville.professorof vocal musicand gram-
mar in Pennsylvania State Normal School;
Mr. J. R. Foster, Lancaster, Pa.; Mr. B.

J. Holcomb, Detroit, Mich., photographer
of party; Mr. Elliot Mason, New York
City; Mr. E. VV. Barnes, Perth Amboy,
N. J.; Mr. S. H. Townsend, Toronto,
Ont. ; Mr. George F. Zeh, Washington.
D. C. ; Mr. John S. Musser, Columbia,
Pa.; Rev. P. J. Maveety, Michigan.
The projector of the tour miscalcu-

lated the riding ability of the party, and
it has been impossible for them to keep
up to schedule time.

The party reached Exeter, Ont , 10
August, having ridden the thirty-one
miles from London in a little more than
four hours. The roads were gravel, and,
for the most part, excellent, enabling the
tourists for the first time to enjoy the
scenery, which was very fine. Some dis-

appointment was felt at the condition of
the roads after leaving the Falls, but the
prospect of better travelling was then en-
couraging. In the evening the village

band serenaded the party at their hotel.

Goderich was reached at 3 p. m. on
Tuesday, the nth. The party was re-

ceived by Mayor Reeve and the local
clergy. In the evening the largest church
in the village proved too small to accom-
modate the people at the public recep-
tion, where a formal address of welcome
was delivered by Rev. Thomas M. Camp-
bell, of the Methodist Church. After
the reception the party was invited to a
reception in the basement of the church.
The wheelmen left Goderich Wednes-

day morning, at 9.30, and arrived at Sea-
forth at about noon. Here they were
dined by the local wheelmen. Continu-
ing their journey, they were met when
approaching Mitchell by a deputation
headed by a band, who escorted them to
the Town Hall, where refreshments were
provided and speeches of welcome made
and responded to. Again proceeding on
their way, the party were met, a few miles
distant, by the Stratford Bicycle Club,
and were escorted to Stratford, where
they arrived at 8.30 p. m. They were
conducted to Knox*Church, where the
various congregations of the city united
to give them a grand reception.

Reached Toronto on Saturday, 15th.
Mr. Evans, of Columbia, Pa., took a
severe header on the way from Guelph,
and fell out of the party. Mr. Lansing,
of Millersville, Pa., Mr. Musser, of Co-
lumbia, Pa. , and Mr. Cowan, of Pittsburg,
Pa., left the party at Toronto. The vis-

itors were met by members of the To-
ronto Bicycle Club, who showed them the
various points of interest in and around
the city.

" London W." at Harrogate.

" London W." has been writing up
Harrogate for Wheel Life. Here is

what he says about the procession :
—

Some time ago I rode in a cycling pro-
cession, and solemnly swore I never
would do so again; but I broke my oath,
and for the honor of my club and country
took my place in line. Jo Pennell was
the only other American who appeared in

the show. He rode by side Long Bry-
son, who, mounted on a diminutive safety,

furnished the long and short of it, and
was a fair example of the inharmonious
arrangement of the whole. I don't know
that I can say much about the parade.
It was a motley crowd, with banners fly-

ing like a temperance procession or the

Salvation Army march. . . .

Compared with an American parade,

with its brass band and mounted police

corps, it was a poor affair. There was a

painful lack of uniformity, each man and
woman seemed to be on his or her own
hook. Some of the get-ups were not

only ridiculous but silly, while the man
who towed the little child on the nickel-

plated machine was, to put it mildly, a

fool, not to say a cycling advertisement.

It is all very well for people to laugh and
say it is funny, but it strikes me as brutal

and ill-advised to rig up a child like a

circus dwarf and drag her about the

streets on a tricycle.

The Americans gave a little dinner at

the Commercial to Rucker, Letchford,
Lambert Furnivall, Sturmey, and Var-
ley, of York. President Tanner was
invited, but, a slave to duty, he could not

desert his post.

Compound Rubber Tires.

Notwithstanding the improved
qualities of the cement used nowadays
for sticking rubber tires into the steel

rims of cycle wheels, we are a long way
off perfection in this respect, and the
process of vulcanizing the rubber into the

rim is too troublesome a monopoly to

find general favor. Mechanical methods
of fastening the two substances togethe'r

have likewise been unsuccessful for vari-

ous reasons. The latest idea is patented

by David Moseley & Sons, and consists in

making the tires of the two separate

kinds of rubber, the bulk of the tire be-

ing composed of the ordinary soft rub-

ber, but the inner side being of the hard
rubber, known as "ebonite," or "vul-
canite." This substance may be so made
as to become soft, flexible, and elastic at

any desired degree of heat, and to be
comparatively rigid and inflexible at ordi-

nary temperatures. The inventors have
taken advantage of this fact, and con-
struct their tires of such vulcanite or

ebonite in combination with the ordinary

soft rubber mixtures ; the hard constitu-

ent forms the seating, and the soft part,

cushion or wearing surface. A tire

made in this manner, when immersed ior

a short time in hot water, or otherwise
suitably heated, becomes perfectly soft,

and may be extended or compressed to

any reasonable extent so as to be placed
in position in the rim of a wheel. The
tire will retain its softness and flexibilty

for a considerable period, so that the

work of fixing it may be done very delib-

erately. When cold the vulcanite a^ain

becomes comparatively hard and inflexi-

ble, and the tire must be cut completely
through in one or more places, or be re-

heated, before it can be displaced. Even
in cases where the tire is stretched simi-

larly to an ordinary tire, the union be-

tween the soft and hard rubbers being

absolute, no cut can spread farther than

the hard rubber, and such tires may, as

we have seen on the steering wheel ot a

tricycle, still be used with safety, even if
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cut through to the rim in a dozen places.

With such a tire placed on a forty-eight

inch tricycle wheel in the simple man-
ner described, we have employed the
utmost force, short of such violence as
would ruin the wheel, in a vain attempt to

dislodge it. Should occasion arise, the

tire may be removed from and be re-

placed in position as often as desired,

the only trouble involved being that re-

quired to warm it. This simple operation
maybe carried out by any one, the only
precaution to be observed being to take
care not to burn the india-rubber. —
Wheel World.

CURRENTE CALAMO
In Memoriam.

Raised to the mem'ry of a cyclist bold,

Who in this life o'er many a " Century "rolled.

He took a header while his wheel was bowling,

And now the Centuries will do the rolling.

C. S. Wady.

It is not generally understood that in

placing men in class races their abilities

as well as their records must be consid-

ered. This is the League rule.

The Pope Manufacturing Company
have sold a two track tricycle to be taken
to and used in London.

Dr. N. P. Tyler, now of New Ha-
ven, but soon to be located in New Jer-

sey, has been elected official handicapper
by the racing board.

A select party of wheelmen took S.

G. Whittaker, the Boston rider, out for an
early morning run to Manchester and
back last Sunday, and report that Mr.
Whittaker acquitted himself as a stanch
road rider, taking all the hills except Son-
of-a Gun. To-morrow a number of the

boys will pilot the same gentleman to

Bull Town, a run noted for its long, steep

and dangerous hills, and The Critic offers

friendly advice when it recommends Mr.
Whittaker to put a brake on his machine
before starling. — Critic.

Mr. Frank Edgar Drullard, of

Buffalo, was married 12 August, to Miss
Martha Owen, of that city. The couple

have our congratulations.

The Denver Bicycle Club headed a

Grant funeral procession, 8 August, turn-

ing out forty wheels, and presenting a

very fine appearance.

E. H. Corson, the Star rider, pro-

poses to ride from Manchester, N. H., to

Springfield, a distance of two hundred
miles, in two days.

J.J. Gilligan, of the Massachusetts
Club, ran into a hearse, Saturday even-
ing, while riding his bicycle over slippery

cobble stones, and, as a result, now
limps around bearing many bruises.

The Boston division of the Big Four
tour will hold next Sunday a Sun lay run

to Spot Pond, starting early in the morn-
ing and spending the day at the pond.

C. D. Holbrook, of Abington, was
thrown from a bicycle, Sunday evening,

while returning home from Nantasket.
He was struck on the head, causing con-
cussion of the brain, but he is expected
to recover.

A party of bicyclists in Erie, Pa.,

overtook a team between Girard and
Fairview, last Saturday, and gave the
frightened horses a race. The animals
became frantic and threw their driver,

August Guelcher, from his seat, and ran
over, crushed and killed him almost in-

stantly. The bicyclists, frightened at the

result of their sport, stopped and rendered
all the assistance in their power to resus-

citate the man, thinking he was not dead.

John Brooks has decided to surrender
that medal. The racing board gave him
two weeks to deliver it, or, failing to do
so, he would be suspended from the race

track. He sent the medal.

The Metz case is being investigated

by the racing board.

Percy Stone, of St. Louis, recently

rode a quarter of a mile with a flying

start, on a board track, in 37fs.

Fred Russ Cook and C. J. McCul-
loch, of San Francisco, arrived at Spring-

field last week. They are to at once
begin training on the Hampton Park
track to get themselves in trim for the

fall races. They were both considerably
exhausted by their long journey and by
the change of climate. Cook has lost

six pounds since he left San Francisco.

I am given to understand that a party

of cyclists will leave London in the mid-
dle of August, to ^tend the Hartford and
Springfield tournaments. It is being or-

ganized by Mr. H. Etherington. who —
it will be remembered — was the pro-

moter of the gang of professional bicy-

clists who visited America some years

ago, and who is now ostensibly the editor

of Wheeling newpaper. You may have
been perplexed by sundry dark allusions,

in some of our papers, to this project,

in connection with "label-licking" and
" bill-sticking" expeditions; so it may be

as well for me to explain that these mys-
terious terms have reference to an adver-

tising system which Mr. Etherington
carries out; he has had a number of

circular labels, each about three inches in

diameter, gummed on the backs, printed

with announcements of Wheeling in red

ink ; these labels he carries about in his

pocket, and gets his staff to do the same
;

any cyclist who is fool enough to be
duped into the thing is also supplied with

the labels ; and this band of • bill-sticking

label-lickers " lose no opportunity of

attaching their labels to walls and posts,

windows, doors, railway-carriages, stran-

gers' bicycles, hotel furniture, steam-
boats, and every imaginable species of

other people's property. This may be
enterprising from one point of view, but
it is a confounded nuisance from the

standpoint of victims who have to scrape
the defacing labels off their belongings.

—

Lor. Gazette.

A Harvard boy, who recently made a
bicycle trip to Portsmouth, wore, for com-
fort's sake, a jersey, which, natura'ly

enough, was of a bright, crimson hue.

As he wore no jacket, the jersey was
somewhat conspicuous. " This," he
writes, " caused me much vexation by
reason of people taking me for a member
of the Salvation Army, and talking to me
as such"; and he adds, "It is strange
what fools some people make of them-
selves." We should say so ! Just think

how embarrassing it must be for a Har-
vard student to be taken for a Salvation

soldier !

The New York division of the L. A. W.
has accepted the invitation of the Kings
County Wheelmen to hold its annual
meet in Brooklyn, and active preparations
are now being made for a big meet.

E. W. Pope, secretary of the Pope
Manufacturing Company, who has been
in England for the past few months, sailed

for home 12 August.

Weber made a 20-mile run on Hamp-
den Park, Saturday morning, on his Star,

and it was given out that his time was
only 50s. more than the one hour which
the wheelmen are trying to capture. Not
satisfied with this, he wheeled about ten

miles at a lively gait, in the afternoon,
Powell going about five miles. Rowe
took a ten-mile flight, and the other
racers indulged in their usual exercise.

There is a defective piece of track on
the home stretch, which needs relaying

with new material.

Wheelmen who travel in France
know how carefully the distances are

registered on the roadside, and how the

name of every village is painted in plain

letters at both entrances. This excellent

plan is now being imitated in England,
and in due time will no doubt spread
throughout the entire country, steps hav-
ing been taken by the Postmaster Gene-
ral to " fix in front of all village post
offices the name of the village in plain

letters."

That tremendous * No " didn't change
our mind, Brother C. & A. The minority

is generally right, you know.

Dr. N. P. Tyler has been unanimously
elected official handicapper by the racing
board.

The racing rules are undergoing a
slight revision. Few changes will be
made. The most important one thus far,

is the push-off for tricycles. The board
has voted unanimously to allow this.

A Rushville, Ind., correspondent,
writes: On 2 August, Mr. L. Keck, of

this city, made the run from Rushville to

Noblesville and return, a distance of one
hundred and fifteen miles in ten hours
fifteen minutes, riding time. Postals
(certifying as to the time of arrival and
departure) were mailed at each town
passed through. There has been but one
other century run made in Indiana this

year.

Messrs. H. E. Haxford, Douglass
Hamilton and William Fales, three mem-
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bers of the Morrisania Wheelmen's Club,

of New York city, started from New
York, on 3 August, at six o'clock in the

morning, all mounted on Expert bicy-

cles, intending to reach Boston by the

end of the week. Throughout the trip no
accident happened except a huge header
taken by Mr. Hanford, marks of which
that gentleman still bears. Their route

was along Long Island Sound to Staf-

ford, where their first day's journey
ended. The next morning they continued
on, and by nightfall arrived at a farm
house four miles from Hartford, where
they decided to pass the night. Wednes-
day morning they found many hospitable

members of the Connecticut Bicycle

Club, to entertain them. They received

such a warm welcome that they decided

to remain in Hartford for the day. A
spin around Charter Oak Park was
among their day's enjoyments. Thursday
they started on again, and pursuing their

same easy pace, reached Boston Satur-

day evening, and at once repaired to the

Massachusetts club house. They report

that the roads from New York to Hart-

ford are good, but from Hartford to

Worcester very poor, and they were fre-

quently forced to ride between the rail-

road tracks. The total distance covered

was two hundred and seventeen miles.

The number of cycling publications is

altogether too many, and it is an outrage
on the cycle dealers to have to support
them, and in order to reduce the number,
the Springfield Wheelmens Gazette offers

to buy, at a reasonable price, any paper
that wishes to close up its business.

—

Gazette.

Why don't you say what you'll give by
the dozen and gross, brother.

The fall meeting of the board of offi-

cers L. A. W. will be held at Springfield,

9 September, at 9.30 A. M.

We seldom complain of our contempo-
raries taking news items from our columns
without credit, and we said nothing when
the Canadian Wheelmen took the article

from our novice's column, which won the
first prize in our contest last year, giv-

ing us no credit, but we draw the line

at the second prize article which it takes
as though it were its own.

The Springfield Club has engaged the
City hall for the three nights during the

tournament. What are they going to

give us?

The Buffalo picture is a success We
have received a copy fcrom the Buffalo
Club, and can heartily recommend it to

those who wish a souvenir of the meet.
It very much resembles the New York
picture, but the figures are larger and
more distinct. There is no trouble what-
ever in picking out friends. It is sold for

$1.50. Write to C. K. Alley.

As a bit of dog day philosophy, the ad-

vice of the Sun to the clerical bicyclists

is particularly breezy. The heat is good
for them, it says, " There is no greater
mistake," it declares, "than that of

stopping all exertion because the ther-

mometer rises above the temperate.
Horses trot best on the hottest day, and
men who have occupation for their

bodies and minds fare better in warm
weather than those who fold their hands
and think of nothing but the temper-
ature."

The Hampden Park association esti-

mate that the reconstruction of the mile

track during the last year has cost them
$7,000. and the Springfield Bicycle Club
say they cannot tell just how much the

betterments on the half-mile track will

take from their treasury, but say that they
expect to spend $1,000 more on it before

the tournament. '' We will gladly give

that sum," remarks Mr. Ducker, '' to

make the track two seconds faster."

The contrast between the make-up of the

two tracks is, of course, as marked as

possible. The bed of the half-mile is

formed of gravel and clay, and having
been packed down by the late rains, has
an adamantine hardness. The mile

track is simply a belt of sods set up end-

wise, under the Griffin patent, which
gives a yielding, springing surface that is

the one thing to be desired in a trotting

track. Both tracks are inclosed by rail-

ings, being separated on the home-stretch
for the mutual convenience of horsemen
and bicyclists while exercising. The
half-mile track is four inches lower than
the mile. After the circuit meeting, the

fence which divides the tracks opposite

the judges stand will be taken away, so

as to give the boys more room under the

wire for starting. The track will be
graded up to the mile track, the present
level at the pole being kept as it is. Men
will be put at work at once on the half-

mile track to bring about various im-
provements.

The clerical gentlemen who started on
a cycle tour through Canada, carried

their doctrine into their sport by laying

out a programme altogether too much for

human endurance. Their bodies can't

do half what their brains laid out for

them. They may well remember this

lesson when they go back into their pul-

pits. - Globe.

EXOTICS

The sixth race for the fifty miles pro-

fessional bicycling championship of the

world, was decided at the Aylestone Park
Ground, Leicester, England, on the first

inst. There were six starters, Howell
being absent. Duncan, of Montpellier,

won by a half yard from Wood, of Leices-

ter, in 3.5.42$. Previous winners :

Date. Name of winner. Time.

1883. 11. m. s.

24 March. .DeCivry, Paris. . . .3 13 14

4 Aug . . . Wood, Leicester. . . 2 48 10

1884.

1 2 April. . . Battensby, Newcastle, 3 3 26$

5 July. . . .Wood. Leicester. . ..2 47 20

1885.

4 April. ... Duncan, Montpellier, 3 17 14J
1 August. .Duncan, Montpellier, 3 5 42I

The race for the ten mile professional

championship was run on the same
grounds the following Monday. Even
more interest was excited by this race

than had been by the fifty mile. Howell
had remained out of the latter, preferring

to save himself for the ten mile, but after

the brilliant performance of Duncan it

was considered by no means a certainty

that either he or Wood would win. More-
over, the occasion was the last that the

old rivals would meet before sailing for

America, and the number of interested

spectators assembled was about 5,000.

Five starters appeared. Of these, Tyre
set the going at the start, and registered

the mile in two minutes fifty-six seconds.

The second mile was accounted for in

6m. ; third, 9m. 12s. ; fourth, 12m. 55s.
;

fifth, 15m. 28s. Tyre still led, and the

others were content to remain behind
until a lap and a half from home, when
Wood forced his way up from fourth

place and made for the lead. Entering
the last lap, Duncan came up with How-
ell, and the three had a hot fight for the

prizes, the race finally resulting as fol-

lows : R. Howell, 1 ; F. Wood, 2; H.
O. Duncan, 3.; A. Hawkes, 4; J. Tyre,

o. Time, 3 1. 1 1.

The twenty-five miles championship
race completed the championship series

for this year. The list of English ama-
teur champions now is :

—
13 June, 1885 — One mile bicycle, S.

Sellers. Preston B. C, 2. 471., Aston
Grounds.

13 June— Five mile tricycle, R
Cripps, Notts B. C, 16.53^., Aston
Grounds.

27 June— Five mile bicycle, M. V. J.

Webber, Surrey B. C, 14.23!., Jar-

row track.

II July — One mile tricycle, P. Furni-

val, Berretta C. C.,3.5§. Crystal Palace.

11 July — Twenty-five mile tricycle,

G. Gatehouse, Stanley C. C, 1.26.

29|s., Crystal Palace.

18 July— Fifty mile bicycle, R. H.
English, North Shields B. C, 2.45.

I3|s., Crystal Palace.

25 July— Twenty-five mile bicycle, R.
H. English, North Shields B. C, 1.

20.13., Aylestone Grounds.

H. J. Webb is about to try tricycling

three hundred miles in twenty-four hours

on the Crystal Palace track.

Duncan will not go to America. With
the best men away, he hopes to win all

the races at home.

RACING NEWS

Pittsfield, 13 August. — The third

annual tournament of the Berkshire

County Wheelmen was hold at Pittsfield

on Thursday last. The weather was un-

favorable, and the attendance, therefore,

lighter than would otherwise have been.

Rain began falling just as the races

opened, and in consequence, three of the

races were left to be finished the next
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"I ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made.'*

GEO. M. HENDEE.
day. The track was in good condition,

and the prospect of record breaking was
good until the rain fell.

Half Mile, Flying Start. — Geo. E.
Weber (1), I.17J; H. E. Bidwell (2),

I.l7f ; C. P. Adams (3).

Five Mile, Club. — H. S. Wollison
(i), 16.48 ; W. H. Sherridan (2).

Two Mile.—E. P. Burnham (1), 5.55^;
Geo. E. Weber (2), 5 56 ; H. E. Bidwell

(3).

One Mile, Boys. — Chas. P. Adams (1),

3. ; Robert Dewey (2) ; Wm. M. Hara-
don (3).

Three Mile, Record. — E. P. Burn-
ham, five laps; Wm. Rowe, one lap.

Burnham finished in 9. 1 5^, and Rowe in

9.16. The races were stopped by the

rain at this point, and postponed till the

following day.

Second Day. — Five Mile. — E. P.

Burnham (1), 1 5-35^ ; Wm. A. Rowe,
(2), 15.36^; Geo. E. Weber (3), 15.38.

One Mile. — Wm. A. Rowe (1), 2.57I.
Joseph Powell (2), 2.581 ; H. W. Gas-
kell (3), 3.01.

One Mile, Tricycle. — E. P. Burnham
(0. 3-45i 5 W. N. Winans (2).

Chicago, 15 August. Races under the

auspices of the Chicago Track Associa-
tion. Track in fair condition. Attend-
ance good.
One Mile Novice. — W. C. Thorne

Oh 3- 27i ; F. W. Perkins (2).

Hundred Yards, Runner v. Bicyclist.

— First heat, L. Loser, sprinter, flying

start (1) io|s.; W. J. Morgan (2). Second
heat, W. J. Morgan (1), \o\ ; L. Loser
(2). Loser won final in 9J.
Mite Exhibition on Star. — N. H. Van

Sicklen, 3.8^.

Two Mile Handicap. — W. S . Webs-
ter, scratch (1), 6.45I; A. G. Bennett,
scratch (2).

One Mile, Unicycle Professional, to

beat record of Prince Wells, 6.45^ ; G.
H. Ley, one quarter mile, i.o8£; one
half mile, 2.17; three quarter mile,

3 vj\ ; mile, 4.38^.

Half Mile, Run and Ride. — W. C.

Thorne (1), 2.nf ; A. G. Bennett (2).

Mile, Tricycle Exhibition. — W. J.
Morgan, 3.39}.

Three Mile, Handicap . — E. Mehring,
scratch (1), 10.24

J ; W. S. Webster,
scratch (2).

Half Mile Exhibition, Professional. —
Ralph Friedberg, 1.24].

Twenty-five Miles, to break record
of 1.23.4!. The track had been pre-

viously surveyed and found correct, and

the watches had been examined and cer-

tified. N. H. Van Sicklen and L. W.
Conkling were the starters. The former
led and made the following times, those
marked with a star (*) being best on
record :

—
MILES TIME. MILES TIME.

I 3-°3i H 45-591
2 6 I2| 15 48.21$

3 9.21 16 51-38

4 12.27^ 17 55.04

5 '5-34f 18 *58.22
6 18.51 19 *i.oi.37i

7 21.58* 20 *i.04 47f
8 25-15? 2[ *i. 08.05!

9 28.49 22 *i. 11.24

10 31-591 23 *i. 14.44
[i 35-19* 24 *i. 18.02

12 39- 2I 4 25 *I.2I.I4*

13 42.40}

Conkling's time for each five miles was
as follows: Five miles, 16.22^ ; ten miles,

32.55^; fifteen miles, 49. u£; twenty
miles, 1.05.45^; twenty-five miles, 1.25.

Van Sicklen rode a 57-inch Columbia
Racer, twenty-two pounds ; Conkling a

60-inch Spalding, twenty-seven pounds.

Memphis wheelmen will hold another
race meeting this fall. Two days' racing
will be given, and most of the events will

be handicaps.

It has been decided by the Chicago
Bicycle Track Association to give a big
two-days' meet in October just following

the conclusion of the ball-playing season.

As announced last week, arrangements
have been completed for a professional

international handicap one-mile heat race,

to take place at Athletic Park, Washing-
ton, D. C, commencing Monday, 21

September. Prizes to the amount of

$500 in gold will be given as follows :

$300 to first, $ 100 to second, $60 to third,

$30 to fourth and $10 to fifth. Should
the entries be twelve or more, each man
will run two heats each day, and against

a different competitor each heat, until he
has competed against each man entered

;

the winner of the most heats to receive

first prize, etc.

H. W. Higham, in his twenty-mile

race against Louise Armaindo, rode the

last five miles on his tricycle in 16.23,

being the fastest five miles ever done on a
tricycle. He is stated to have completed
twenty miles in 1.17.28. — Clipper.

The race at the Cleveland tournament
will be timed by electricity. It will be the

first time that this method has been tried.

The Binghamton, N. Y., races of 15
September, will be run on a new five-lap

track.

On 22 August the East Hartford Bicy-

cle Club will have a run and three races,

one mile, one mile 3.20 class, and one-
mile handicap, open to local wheelmen.

Bicycle races took place at Woodbury
N. J., 8 August, with this result: Half
mile, best two in three heats : Schaffer

won two straight heats in 2. 11 and 2.15;

W. J. Atkinson second. One mile —
C. Leisen, 4.30; G. H. Atkinson, 4.3 r^.

At a meeting of the trustees of the

Worcester (Mass.) Agricultural Society,

the subject of building a bicycle track

was introduced by the New England
Agricultural Society. There has been a

constant demand for better track facilities

among the bicyclists, the half-mile ring

used for horse trotting not being adapted
for the uses of the wheelmen. It is pro-

posed to have the new bicycle track

inside the trotting course, where it is

thought there is ample room to allow the

entire track to be constructed in view of

the grand stand the entire distance.

The Herald says of Fred Russ Cook:
Cook, the San Francisco flier, arrived a

few days ago, and has just begun to get
down to work. He is very powerfully

built, his calves and thighs being particu-

larly large, and he looks better adapted
to a Star or a geared-up machine than to

a crank machine. He is not built near
as gracefully as Hendee, and his style of

riding is not very much admired, and
though it is possible he may be a danger-
ous man, he does not look like one, and
he will astonish many people if he gets a
first place in any of the scratch races.

Hendee takesadaily spin over the track,

but it is noticeable that he will not ride

with any other man, as he does not be-

lieve in doing any donkey work. The
moment a man tries to hang on to his

wheel and have him pull him round, he
gets awfully left, for Hendee stops short,

and the man has to make his own pace.

Hendee is riding this year faster than
ever, and, if the Englishmen beat him,

they will have to beat every record that

has yet been made.

A firemen's band and bicycle tour-

nament will be held in Goshen, Ind., 26

and 27 August.

The second annual tournament of the

Seaforth Club, of Toronto, will be held

on Wednesday, 26 August.
The Farmington (Mich.) Club holds
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races on the Fair Grounds, 20 August.

One mile, for championship of Oakland
County; one half mile, for Star riders

only ; one mile, 3.20 class ; one half mile,

for those who never won a first prize

;

five mile dash.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS
Suffolk Wheel Club, Boston. Or-

ganized 5 August. Officers : Captain,

W. B. Webber; lieutenant, F. Charnock
;

secretary and treasurer, A. G. Collins.

Lynn has a club called the Wash-tub
Club. Eccentricity is not always funny.

A bicycle Club was formed in Glouces-

ter Friday evening, with H. A. Burnham
as president, and A. P. Parkhurst, treas-

urer.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

Frank W. Weston,

Chief Consul A merican Division,

Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

Dubs for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues

after first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks

can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed

envelope to the State consul of the State in which the

applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as

appointed, is." —
Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bittinger, 608 Harrison avenue,

Leadville.
Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, Concord, Mass.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York. — Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W. V. Gilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio. — Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.

Pennsylvania. — F. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.
Canadian Division:— Application blanks can be

obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed envelope
to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Xibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

In States where no State consul has been appointed,
such applications and lettersof inquiry should be sent to

Chas. H. Potter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Applications for Membership. — Unless protest

is received within ten days from date of this publication,

each of the following applicants are considered provision-

al elected: H. B. Hart, 811 Arch street, Philadel-

phia, l'enn.

Appointments. — Consul for Springfield, Mass.,
Chas. A. Fisk, 22 Sheldon street, Springfield, Mass. ;

consul for Brattleboro, Vt., J. W. Drown, Brattleboro,
Vt.

FIXTURES

37 and 28 August :

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile
bicycle championship.

2 and 3 September

:

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at
Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

3 September

:

Races of Troy Club, Island Park, N. Y-.

8, 9, and 10 September :

Tournament .11 Springfield, Mass. Ten mile bicy-
cle championship.

13 September:
Races of Keystone Club, Pittsburg, Penn.
Meet and races of N. Y. Division at Brooklyn.

15 September:
Races at Bmghamton, N. Y.

17 September :

Races of Genesse Club at Rochester, N. Y.

21 September

:

Professional races at Washington, D. C.

22 September

:

Races of Providence Club.

Minnesota Division meet at Mineapolis, Minn.

2 and 3 October

:

Races of Ramblers Club, St. Louis.

9 and 10 October :

Tournament of Omaha (Neb.) Wheel Club.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[Advertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceeding/our lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

F'OR SALE.— A Victor tricycle, pattern 83, nearly

new; price $100; or will exchange for B. L. shot

gun, double barrel. C. F. DAVIS, Bethlehem, N. H.

FOR SALE.— A 48-inch special improved Star,

lists, fine order, $85.75, sell $65; 42-inch St. Facile,

newly painted; A 1 order; lists $122 ; sell #70. G. O.
CLAYTON, Aurora. 111.

FOR SALE. — One 44-inch Special Facile, one
52-inch Standard Columbia, one Challenge Safety,

one 50-inch Special Columbia; all bai gains; write for

particulars. T. B. RAYL & CO., Detroit, Mich.

FOR SALE. — Victor Tricycle, 1S83 pattern. Will

be sold very cheap. R. J. BUTMAN, 74 Tremont
street.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.— Stock con-
stantly changing, all sizes and makes ; call and ex-

amine our large stock ; machines not sold on instalment,
nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

til l) ,,UW..,.,& IU..,

COMMENCING

D.C.

Monday, Sept. 21st,

PROFESSIONAL
International Handicap.

ONE MILE HEATS.

PURSE $500 IN COLD.
1st Prize
2d "

3d "

4th "

5th "

$250.00
100.00
75.00
50.00
25.00

Entries limited to Twelve Men.

RTJLTCS and REGULATIONS.
ist. E;.ch man to run two heats each day, each heat

against a different rider, until he has competed against

all the men entered.
2d. The winner of the greatest number of heats to

receive first prize ; second number of heats, second
prize, etc.

3d. All entries to close on Monday, Sept. 7, at 12 M.
An entrance fee of $1.1x1 must accompany each entry,

and should be addressed to

L. MOXLEY,
608 10th St., Washington, D. C.

GrlR^LItsro

Under the auspices of the

Providence Bicycle Club,

AT

Narragansett Part, ProvidencB
s

R, L,

Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1885.

Races called promptly at 2.30 P. M.

The Prizes will amount to $500,
a list of which will be

printed soon.

EVENTS.
1. One Mile Open, Amateur.
2. Two Mile Open, Amateur, Tricycle.

3. For Boys under 12 Years of Age,
1-2 Mile.

4. Three Mile Lap Race Open, Ama-
teur.

The party winning the most laps in this

race is entitled to a prize, as well as

the winner of the race.

5. One Mile (Championship of R. I.),

Amateur.
6. Two Mile Open, Professional.

$50 to the first, $35 to the second, $15

to the third.

7. One Mile College Championship
for New England, Amateur.

8. Half Mile Open, Tricycle, Ama-
teur.

9. One Mile Championship of the

Prov. Bi. Club.

10. Half Mile Open (without hands),

Amateur.
11. One Mile (for " Stars " only), Ama-

teur.

12. One Mile (Consolation;, Amateur.

All entries should be made with Geo. R.

McAuslan, P. O. Box 1046, Providence, R. I.

Entrance fee $1.00, except in boys' race

for which it is 50 cents.

Entries close Saturday, Sept. 12, il

Races under the rules of the L. A. W.

N. B. — Should it storm on the day ap-

pointed, the races will be run the next fair day.
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BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO,
152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

Dorchester, July 25.

15-MHb Tricycle Road Race.

The QUADRANT Won!
Ridden by a comparative novice over a

strong field.

A NEW CONSIGNMENT JUST TO HAND.

J. A. E. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

The Butcher Cyclometer,

IMPROVED FOR 1885.

Can be read from the Saddle and

used with a Huh Lamp.

Price - - - - $10.00
Its form remains the same, but the works have been

entirely remodelled.
Its action is more positive, and the troublesome

springs are done away with.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER 00.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley St.,

BOSTON - - - MASS.

foRWHttl£\£-M

SO-JeFFEfSpfifcAGQ

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not

sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

^®" Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having them. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil,

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. *=®R

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

[$2,000 !] THE SECOND [$2,000 !]

Annual Race Meeting ™l Connecticut Bicycle Club
WILL BE HELD AT •

CHARTER OAK PARK, Hartford, Wednesday and Thursday, September 2 and 3,1885.

TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS IN PRIZES !

This Track is Unsurpassed, holding the World's One-Mile Record of 2.39. All the Fliers will he there.

FIRST DAY— 2 September.

I — i-Mile Novice Race. Prizes: 1st, Gold Medal, $20;
2d, Silver Medal, $15.

2— i-Mile Tricycle Race. Prizes : 1st. Colt's Repeating Rifle

15 shots, $50 ; 2d, Silk Umbrella, $12.

3 — 5-M1LE Professional Race. Prizes: 1st. $85 cash ; 2d,

$25; 3d, $15.
4 — i-Mile Amateur Race, Open. Prizes : 1st, Two-Track

Columbia Tricycle, $160; 2d, Picture, $20.

5 — Fancy Riding by D. J. Canary.
6 — 5-Mile Connecticut State Championship Race. Prize,

Gold Medal, $50.
7

—

i-Mile, Ride-and-Run Race. Prizes: 1st, Gold Medal,
$30; 2d, Silver Medal, $15.

8

—

io-Mile Amateur Record Race, Open. Prizes: 1st,

Columbia Light Roadster (given by the Weed Sewing-
Machine Company), $155; 2d, Engraving, $50; 3d,

Clock, $15.

9 — 3-M1LE Race, 9.45 Class. Prizes: 1st, Gold Medal, $45;
2d, Silver Medal, $15.

10

—

i-Mile, Tug-of-War Race. Prizes: 1st, Picture, $35 ;

2d, Rug, $20.

ELEGANT SPECIAL MEDALS WILL BE GIVEN FOR ALL RECORDS BROKEN.
WHEELMEN, plan your vacation so as to be present at the Two Greatest Racing Events of the Year,— Hartford, September 2 and 3, and the following week at Springfield.

ENTRANCE FEES : Amateurs, jSi.oo for each Event; Professionals, i-mile, £3.00; 5-mile, J5.00; 10-mile, $10.00.

4»- ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 27.^^1 Address R. F. WAY, Box 1025, Hartford, Ct.

SECOND DAY— 3 September.

!_ i-Mile Race, 3.00 Class. Prizes : 1st, Gold Medal, $40;
2d, Silver Medal, $20.

2— 5-M1LE L. A. W. Championship Race. Prize: Gold
Medal, $50.

3

—

io-Mile Professional Race. Prizes: 1st, $125 cash ;

2d, $50; 3d, $25.

4 — 3-M1LE Amateur Race, open. Prizes: 1st, Bail-Bear-

ing Sewing Machine, $65; 2d, Field Glasses, $25.

5— 3-Mile Tricycle Race. Prizes : 1st, Stop Watch, $45 ;

2d, Clock, $25.
6— 3-M1LE Connecticut State Championship Race.

Prizes : Gold Medal, set with Garnet, $40.

7

—

i-Mile Safety Bicycle Race. Prizes: 1st, Gold
Medal, $25 ; 2d, Silver Medal, $10.

8— i-Mile Professional Race. Prizes: 1st, $125 cash;

2d, $50; 3d, $25.

g— 5-M1LE Amateur Race, Open. Prizes: 1st, Colt Shot
Gun, $100; 2d, Picture, $45.

10— i-Mile Consolation Race. Prize: Gold Sleeve But-

tons, $20.



HENRY E. DUCKER, President.

SANFORD LAWTON, Secretary.

Organized May 6, 1881.

Incorporated January 23, 1884.

W. H. JORDAN, Vice-President.

CHARLES A. FISK, Treasurer.

FOURTH ANNUAL

*
*XSm \sS^ ^Ss^ TOSS^Kv W^ W »«» <HSM^^\ Wiil W«\W \\W\m\

OK THE

SPRINGFIELD BIGYGLE CLUB.

"Eota Terras Circumvolat." <

3)K

$5,000.00 in PRIZES I

SI!

HAMPDEN PARK,

Springfield, Mass., September 8
5
9, & 10- 1885.

LIST OF RACES.
FIRST DAY— Tuesday, September 8.

1—One-mile Professional Bicycle Handicap Race.

2—Ten-mile Amateur Bicycle Bace ; Championship
of the United States.

3—One-mile Amateur Tricycle Race.

4—Three-mile Amateur Tricycle Tandem Race.

5—Five -mile Professional Safety Bicycle Race;
wheels not over 40 inches.

6—Half-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Open.

7—One-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, 3.10 Class.

8—Three-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Open.

9—Three-mile Professional Bicycle Record Race.

10—Five-mile Amateur Bicycle Record Race.

SECOND DAT-Wednesday, September 9.

1—One-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, Open.

2—One-mile Professional Bicycle Race; Sweepstake
Championship of the World.

3—Three - mile Amateur Safety Bicycle Race
;

wheels not over 40 inches.

4—Half-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, 1.30 Class.

6—Three-mile Amateur Bicycle Record Race.

6—Ten-mile Professional Bicycle Race, Open.

7—Five-mile Amateur Tricycle Record Race.

8—One-mile Amateur Tricycle Tandem Race.

9—Five-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, 16.00 Class.

10—Three-mile Amateur Bicycle Handicap Race.

ENTRANCE PEES.

THIRD DAY—Thursday, September 10.

1—One - mile Professional Safety Bicycle Race ;

wheels not over 40 inches.

2—Ten-mile Amateur Bicycle Record Race.

3—Five-mile Amateur Tandem Tricycle Race.

4—Three-mile Professional Bicycle Race, Open.

5—One-mile Amateur Safety Bicycle Race ; wheels

not over 40 inches.

6—Three-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, 9.10 Class.

7—Three-mile Amateur Tricycle Record Raoe.

8—One-mile Amateur Bicyele Handicap Race.

9—Five-mile Professional Bioyole Handicap Raoe.

10—One-mile Amateur Bioyole Consolation Race.

Amateurs—All J-mile and i-milc events, $i each event; 2-milc events, fa each event; 3-mile and 5-mile events, $3 each event; iomile events, f5 each event. Professionals— i-mile

and 3-mile events, $3 each event; 5-mile events, $5 each event; 10-mile events, $10 each event. All races must have at least three men to start, or the number of prizes will be reduced.

innMtl GIOS6 S<i>t< mlnr 3, 188li.JEi
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NOW READY.

;

' In I Around Cape Ann
A HANDBOOK OF

GLOUCESTER, MASS, AND VICINITY.

For the Wheelman Tourist.

BY

JOHN S. WEBBER, Jr.

Neatly bound in cloth and illustrated, with eleven

full-page engravings.

PBIOE, 75 CENTS EACH.
Address

J. S. WEBBER, Jr.,

GLOUCESTER, MASS.

SEND
FOR

CATALOGUE

SUNDRIES.
Liberal Discount to the Trade.

STODDARD, LOVERING k CO,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

5 wear.

BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-

nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St., Chicago.

HOME * EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

I cinating Home Gymnasium ever de-
vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

I
room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the

I Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physical Culture

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

GEO. R. BIDWELI & CO.

2 and 4 East 60th St., NewYork,

COLUMBIA and KUDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles,

Wheel Goods of all Descriptions.

Send for our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

The customers of the late Cunning-
ham Company, or parties intending to

buy a Harvard, Yale, or Cornell, will

find it to their advantage to call at or

address MURRAY'S BICYCLE AGENCY,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass. I have
procured most of the Stock of the said

Company, and am ready to supply the

parts and fittings of the above machines.
I also keep a full line of Sundries on
hand. First-class Repairing at reason-

able rates. JOS. S. MURRAY.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. Gh BIRD & CO.,
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.

THE HUMBEE TANDEM. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)
THE HUMBER AUTOMATIC STEERER. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE. THE HUMBER BICYCLE.
ROADSTER TANDEM, Weighs 98 pounds.

ROADSTER AUTOMATIC STEERER, Weighs 62 pounds.

STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY GUARANTEED. FINISH AND BEAUTY OF DESIGN UNEQUALLED.

THE "HUMBER
Send Stamp for ]

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Sole United States Agent,

3 -A.I3.:r_.IlrTGrTOiT PLACE - - EAST OI^-A-iTO-E, 3ST. J.

BRANCH OFFICE, 363 11ROADWA.T, NEW YORK.

Genuine Humbers are stamped " Humbkr & Co., Makers, Beestou, Notts," on the neck. All others are inferior imitations.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

&
Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot be worked off whether in proper adjustment or

not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Ask your Dealer for them, or sendfor Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILIi.

XI LED FRE?ft

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all machines-

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE.

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landy, Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,

and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, $3.00;
Nickelled, $3.75. Sent express free on receipt of
price to any part of the United States or Canada.

Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Liceusees and Manufacturers,

59th St. & Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central Park Entrance.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barley'* ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Guarded Sidea

The Best and most Comfortable. I 1 is so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and out'cAly

tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to
be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.
Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, 94.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. 0. BUSLEY, BOSTON, Brighton Dlstriot, MASS.

The American

Adjustable LongDistance Saddle

Spring Frame, Perfect Adjustment, Light, Strong,
Elastic, Easy. Weight, 18 ounces.

Star Saddle, 19 ounces

HAKDF'D DSDER LICES8E FROM TBE POPE MFG. CO.

PRICE, $4.00.

BULL & BOWEN,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries.

Agents for all leading makes. Send stamp for
Road Book of Western New York.

5S7 and 589 MAIN STEEET - - - BUFFALO, IT. 7.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. GOIP,
Dayton, Onto, for large Illustrated Price
IList of New and Second -Hand -Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES taken in <ixchan(!e.

ItlOl'CJ.FS Repaired and Nickel Plated.

EDW. P. BURNHAM,
AGENT FOR

Royal Mail, Victor ana Premier Bicycles and Tri-

cycles, Royal Mail Tandem Tricycle (2 traclO,

and kangaroo, the only Real Safety.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hand Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

MADE ONLY BY

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,

158 Summer St., Boston.

HAND MADE THROUGHOUT.

Price-list and rules for self-measurement sent on
application. Our shoe has been imitated by makers of

machine goods. Get the right one. Patent mark and
" Boston " on the sole of every shoe.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion wit/iout dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

I. It. Mil I II MACHINE CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. J.
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MORE THAN ONE HALF
OF THE BICYCLES IN THE RECENT PARADE OF THE

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN,
AT BUFFALO, IM. Y., AND

Of the maclxiTLes ridden, to the finish on,

THE BIG FOUR TOUR,
WERE

EXPERT COLUMBUS.
At Every League Meet the COLUMBIA BICYCLES have heen in the Majority.

FOR SEVEN YEARS:
THE OLDEST AND BEST RIDERS HAVE RIDDEN AT MEETS AND TOURS

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

BETTER THAN A RACING RECORD.
PRE-EMINENTLY PRACTICAL.

Office of

White Sewing Machine Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio, June 25, 1885.

The subscriber is Adjuster for the above Company, and in the discharge of his duties uses your

54 inch Expert Columbia. I have run the same something over 11,000 miles, in 14 months, over all kinds of

roads, and am glad to say not one cent have I spent for repairs, and my machine is in first-class condition.

C. D. KERSHAW.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE S3B3STT FREE.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Branch Houses: 12 Warren Street, New York; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUOGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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Number 17.

VICTOR BICYCLES
Have more than, vindicated all claims made for

them at the beginning of the season-
Approved by the oldest and most critical riders,

their fine construction and special features have
placed them at the head in the estimation of the
riding public.

You will make a mistake if you buy without
seeing the VICTOR.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
lT^O Tremont Street Boston.

The business of THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY will for the present be carried on by THE
WESTON SUPPLY CO., 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., to whom should be

addressed all requests for Catalogues, and orders for HARVARD and YALE Bicycles, and AMERICAN
METEOR, AMERICAN SALVO, HARVARD, and QUADRANT Tricycles, both Singles, Sociables, and

Tandems. As only a limited stock is availsible, prompt applications are desirable.
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j±GJ^ITS !

!

ROYAL MAILS
STILL AT THE FRONT.

Almost Clean Sweeps last week at Pittsfield.

Royal Mails won four first prizes, and at Weedsport, N. Y., last week,

Royal Mails won four out of five races the first day, and three out of five

the second day. Won, too, on Light Roadsters, NOT RACERS.
Royal Mails never stood as high as to-day, and gaining in favor wher-

ever shown, resulting from their splendid work and great strength.

Mf l ll i

E xtractfrom Bicycling: World, June 12.— " Royal Mails have proved thoroughly reliable,

and we doubi if repairers see them as often as some other wheels."

Don't fail to examine and try one of the 1885 model Royal Mails.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.

SOLE AMERICAN AG-FAINTS.

holds the following Road Records of the world:

Ten miles in h. 33*m
Twenty miles jn lh. 15m. (21 miles actually).
Fifty miles ^ 3n . ism (51 miles actually)
Twenty-four hours.'. covering 266 X—i miles.
Seven days c veriDg 924 miles.
The longest continuous ride covering 2.050 miles in 19 days.

It has thfee titties broken the 24-hours' record. It has done too miles in 7
1
; hours. It has

made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, ami all-tlw-year-ruutitl,
nothing in market can approach it. 4S» Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

TiioroitijUlij efficient agents wanted erenjtrliere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

JAS. S. NEWELL & CO.

302 Federal Street, Boston,

Manufacturers of PKESSES AND DIES
New Machinery Designed and Built.

BICYCLES ni TRICYCLES
REPAIRED,

Painted, Fnamelled, Nickel Plated

Repairing a Specialty.

Kicycles and Tricyclts fold on c< mirissinn. The Bicy-

c'e b-nnch of our business is in charge of Will
S. Atwell, telephone No 1935.

O.W. CO. DUPLEX.

DUPLEX WHISTLE, WITH CHAIN.

With Chain.

IT IS THE BEST."

By Mail, 75 cents.

IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN* WHEEL *CO
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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ft American^ Pilot Roadster, Light Roadstsr
P
Mi], ail Mask Tricycle

^ -A-IBB ISTOTTvT BBADT^
They are of the very highest grade'every way. MANY NOVEL AND PATENTED FEATURES ARE INTRODUCED

that are used in no other wheels. ThejAmerican Pilot Machines are the only ones containing THE LATEST AMERICAN
IMPROVEMENTS, combined with the best ENGLISH STEEL, WORKMANSHIP AND FINISH, and are conceded to be

the most original, scientific and?desirable ever offered.

Pilot Steering Head, with Handle Bar detached

Brief of Sfl-inch American Express.

i-inch and J^-inch best red rubber tires; direct spokes;
ISown's .flLolus ball bearings to both wheels; detachable
cranks; /Eolus ball pedals ; elliptical front fork, semi-hollow
back fork; 1 ^-inch perch ; Andrew's head, with long cen-
tres; dust shield, leg guard; 27-inch cow-horn handle bar;
large horn handles; grip lever brake; Harrington's latest

cradle spring, adjustable to rider's weight; suspension sad-
dle, bag and tools. 4 f^-inch hubs of burnished gun metal.
Folks and perch are of best weldless steel tube. The head,
neck, axle, cranks, bearings, rims, spokes, etc., are of best
steel. It is very rigid, thoroughly well-made, and warranted.
For strength, durability, and easy running power, it is equal
to any machine made.

It is finished in but one style of nickel and paint, as
shown in the cut, and at the low price offered, no variation
can be made.

Weight, 44 pounds.

Price, 50-inch, $100.
$2.50 rise.

Sizes 46 to 56 inch in stock.

This is positively the be*t value ever offered, and is un-
equalled by any wheel sold for less than $125.

Illustrated Price List mailed on request.

Section of new pattern Warwick hollow rim, used on the

PILOT LIGHT ROADSTER, and wire compressed and
cemented tire used on all Pilot Machines, the most elastic

and durable tire made, and the only one not loosened by
heat or cold.

AMERICAN EXPRESS.

LATTA BROS.,
NO. 16 WEST MAIN STREET FRIENDSHIP, NEW YORK.
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLES.
DEALERS AND RIDERS!

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH*

AMERICAN
CHALLENGE

IDEAL
^SAFETYB^ BICYCLES

ARE UNEXCELLED B "ST .A. 2tf TT-

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from 874 to S119.

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from $35 to S72.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and
PRICE.

Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY, 222& 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclittf Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

HARWOOD'S
SAimf BICYCLE STEP

HarwooA's Detachable Safety Ster

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $t .00

Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20

No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " " Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50

No. i, for Standard Columbia 50

No. 3, for Harvard 50

No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

$5.00; Nickelled, $6. 50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

The Voice of the Multitude.

Notwithstanding the claims made for all other

machines, and the favoring statements

of those who are directly in-

terested in their sale,

, PREFER )

) RIDE
[

' REC0H3IEND )

WHEKE WHEELS ARE TO BE FOUND YOU WILL FIND

COLUMBIAS.

More than one half of all the fine bicycles in

America are Columbias.

THE MAJORITY KNOWS WHAT IS BEST.

MISCELLANEOUS.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP, BROADWAY,
corner 59th street, Central Park entrance, New

York; repairing, nickelling, and japanning; second-
hand wheels of all kinds wanted and for sale. Send
postal for printed list. Agency of the Club bicycles.

Manufacturer of the Duryea saddle. Kichakd Gar-
vev, W. C. Herring.

CT. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
O STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the
Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Kacile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

IAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
J est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

Mav be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

T EAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN
Ij — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each
Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.
the only authorized maker.

'|\HE CRESCENT BICY( LE HOSE SU "-
I PORTER, with patent alligator clasp; the laiest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,

and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. V.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1. 25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

TIKE HEATER. — Price
$1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim; full directions

for Cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

'IHE
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a
CLUB RACER

THE

MOST RIGID

AND

NPOKES. MADE.

RECORDS
The Two and Five Miles Records of America

were won on a "Club" RACER.

NO PAID RACING MEN.
THE!

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
130STOPJ.
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ON ROAD! ON THE PATH!

ON THE HILL!

THE VICTOR IS KING.

Fifty Miles in 3h. 44m. IOs. :

One-Half Mile in Im. I65S. :

: W. A. Rhodes.

: Ceo. M. Hendee.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St, Boston.

THE* STAR* WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,
The 15-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,
BESIDE IVEATXT-E- MISJOH EVENTS.

THE NEW MODEL LIGHT E.O-A.ESXE EB 13 THE MACHIITE POB IEeO-&.XJ OE. E.A.TH.

Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel, sent on application with 2 cent stamp. Five cents in stamps
must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. W. STALL, 50S Tremont 1, 4 Warren k, HI Fellows Hall,
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FvlTsII sT-i.ecL e-rrery 3?rIcLa.y

IE. C. HODGES & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A,

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates: —
One year, in advance $2.00
Six months " 1.00

Three months .60

Special Ciub subscription received at $1.00 ii sent to

headquarters-

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, is Park PI., New York.

Geo. D Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

Garvey's, corner 59th St. and Broadway.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 28 AUG., 1885.

A correspondent of the Bulletin

brings up the Sunday question once

again, and calls a halt to the desecration

of the sacred day by touring wheelmen.

We cannot believe that a man who rides

with decorum on Sunday desecrates the

day. If we shou d proceed on the as-

sumption that no man should do on Sun-

d.iy anything that it is not lawful and

proper to do on any other day of the

week, would it not much simplify this

question of Sabbath observance ? Time
is lost in discussing nice distinctions be-

tween the things that may be permitted

on week days, but are not to be tolerated

on Sundays, whereas the measure by

which all acts ought to be measured

should cover all days of the week. Let

the reformers then set out with the prop-

osition th it what is indecent and im-

moral at one time is indecent and im-

moral at all times, and see if it will not

brin to pass definite and wholesome

results.

Last year our English friends mistook

Springfield's announcement of a tandem

race, and brought over tandem tricycles

for the contests. We had little acquaint-

ance with the tandem, three-wheeler then,

but the year that has gone by has shown

it to us to great advantage, and our

wheelmen have taken to it with a great

deal of enthusiasm. Per contra, the tan.

dem bicycle has made no headway, and

in fact it has been practically abandoned.

Outing advocates the metric system,

and urges cyclists to help towards bring-

ing about the reform. It wants the road

books to give distances in kilometers and

the cyclometers to register kilometers

instead of miles. There is no disputing

the advantages of the decimal idea, but

there will be slow progress towards an

adoption of the metric system until the

distances, weights and measuies are sig-

nified by shorter words. Americans like

words of one syllable, and they will be

slow to give up the short terms mile,

quart and pound, and take up kilometer,

dekaliter, and hectogram.

The Genesee Club, of Rochester

N. Y., lately advertised a race for League

members, with prizes valued at $150,

$roo, and $50. The chairman of the ra-

cing board immediately protested against

the offering of prizes valued at more than

$50 in distinctively League races, or

League championships. The club has

recognized the force of the protest, and

made a change in the prizes. The racing

board is determined that the spirit of the

amateur idea, as well as the letter of the

amateur law, shall be lived up to in all

League races.

A decision rendered by the referee in

the amateur boating contests in Boston

has brought to notice a peculiar provision

of the boating rules relating to racing.

One section of the rules reads thus :
—

If any foul, or accident occasioned by a foul, renders
it doubtful whether a boat retarded by such accident,

and which is not at fault, might not h.ive been a winner,
it should be allowed to compete again with the leading
boat, as being the only means of ascertaining which is

the better.

When men go to see a race, they want

to find out what party to the contest is

the better man, and this rule looks to the

accomplishment of that end; but it must

work unjustly in m my c.ises, and the

Boston case is certainly one of them.

We do not care to see such a rule in the

cycling code.

CORRESPONDENCE
[ This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-
bility for ofiinions expressed, aid reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or ob/ectionable phraseology.]

Wanted, a Street.

Editor Bicycling World:— Out in

the Highlands of Roxbury, lies a now
somewhat famous locality known as West
Roxbury Park; within easy riding dis-

tance of Boston, skirted on one side by
that most delightful of woodland roads—
Walnut avenue, with its firm macadam
and cool arcades, and gentle rise and fall

of grades just stern enough to wake the
circulation. The park itself is a beauty
of unspoiled innocence. The hand of
the French gardener has not touched it

in a decade, and the thickets and noble
trees are as nature made them, — a joy
forever on a summer's day. Picnics about
there, and base ball and tennis, and as
hinted, the roads by and beyond beguile
the wheelman on and on until he is ap-
palled .at the distance to be retraced.

As the park grows older, it becomes
better known ; for it is as yet in its infancy
as a park ; and the more that it is known,
the more maledictions are daily hurled at

the destinies which have failed to give a
road to reach it.

Up Walnut avenue teams by thousands
pass daily. Hacks and landaus, dog-cart
and co ;l-cart, phaeton and brewster, and
groups of shining cycles. $20,000,000
would not measure the wealth repre-

sented by the users of this highway on
an autumn day. And how do they reach
it? Through a mud hjle.

From Northampton street to Dudley,
Harrison avenue is a street of mud. Its

block pavement is gouged in hollows, and
the dirt rarely sees the hoe. The water
carts make paste of it, and ragged chil-

dren utilize it for mud pies. Yet no one
dares lift up a voice in protest lest a
worse thing befall and find the street

paved with the curse of wheelmen—
granite blocks.

Yet, north of Northampton is a beauti-

ful roadway of asphaltum, crossing by
West Springfield or Chester park, a fair

macadam connects with the concrete of

Columbus avenue. Dartmouth, again,

leads over to Arlington and Beacon, anil

the West end, and the connecting link

between (lie Stale House and the beautiful

Boston Highlands is complete, a smooth,
hard surface, delightful to horse lovers as
well as to cyclists, — all save that stony
waste of granite at the Shawmut and
Washington street crossings, and the
mud of Harrison avenue.
Who will set the ball a rolling ; who

will open the rolls of petition in every
consul's office, in every repair shop,
salesroom, livery stable, hotel, and c,n 1 \
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it to every owner of good horses in the

city ? Wanted, a street with a civilized

pavement, graded as it should be, paved
with concrete, to connect the Highlands
with the city. Pass the word along.

J. Parke Street.

Rochester League Race.

Editor Bicycling World: — In compli-
ance with the recommendation of Rule
" G " of the racing rules of the L. A. W.,
we have this day reduced the value of

the prizes offered by us in the " Five
mile bicycle, L. A. W. members only,"

race, from $150, $100, and $50, to com-
ply with that rule. The prizes for that

event, as they now stand, and as they will

be run for on 17 September, are as fol-

lows : First prize, gold medal, valued at

$50 ; second, gold medal, valued at $35 ;

third prize, gold medal, valued at 20.

Fraternally yours,

A. B. Rapalje,
Sec. Tourn. Com.

Rochester, N. Y., 22 August, 1885.

Mrs. Allen Again.

Editor Bicycling World:— Evidently
" Daisie " has either misunderstood the

position taken by the undersigned, or else

she has not read thoroughly the article

concerning Mrs. Allen's riding. The
writer did not intend to convey the

idea that he thought it should be the

height of any one's ambition to ride for

the sake of bringing his name into print.

He was only glad that a woman could
ride such a distance if she chose. As to

unwomanliness, "London W." has not
reported a single unwomanly act on the

whole trip. The low, mean, cowardly
acts are the unwomanly or the unmanly
ones done in this world. I do not sup-
pose "Daisie" thinks of unmanliness
when she reads of one of her gentlemen
friends breaking a record. It seems to

me that what applies to a woman ought
in justice to apply to a man. She must
remember the old French copy, "Evil to

him who evil thinks." Brockton.

Recent Patents.

The following list of patents, recently

issued, relating to bicycles and tricycles,

is furnished by Henry W. Williams, Esq.,
Solicitor of American and Foreign Pat-

ents, 258 Washington Street, Boston :
—

No. 322,426. Tricycle. D. M. Bab-
cock, Worcester, Mass.
No. 322,543. Velocipede. John

Knous, Hartford, Conn., assignor to

Pope Manufacturing Co. Handle-bar
and steering-head.

No. 322,733. Velocipede. E. G.
Latta, Friendship, N. Y., assignor to

Pope Manufacturing Co.
No. 322,052. Tricycle. J. W. Matte-

son, Hebron, Penn.
No. 322,066. Bicycle. Frederick D.

Owen, Washington, D. C.

No. 323,162. Velocipede. E. G. Latta,

Friendship, N. Y., assignor to Pope
Manufacturing Co. Pedal and pedal
frame.

No. 322,974. Bicycle. Martin D.
Rucker, London, Eng. For carrying two
extra seat and pedals in front'of the fork.

No. 323,289. Bicycle. John G. Blount,

Boston, Mass., assignor of one half to

Harry M. Clark, New York City. An
auxiliary safety wheel held from the fork

at a point in front of the driving wheel,

and adapted to be supported at different

heights from the ground.
No. 323,640. Velocipede. Daniel

Crowley, Boston, Mass. A tricycle.

No. 323,695. Velocipede. E. G. Latta,

assignor of one half to A. C. Latta,

Friendship, N. Y. A safety bicycle.

No. 323,693. Saddle. James A. Lam-
plugh, Birmingham, Eng.

No. 324,264. Bicycle. E. G. Latta,

Friendship, N. Y. , assignor to Pope
Manufacturing Co.
No. 324,317. Velocipede. J. Harring-

ton, Coventry, Eng. A tandem tricycle

provided with an auxiliary frame which
rises and falls with the inequalities of the

ground.
No. 324,536. Velocipede. Wm. Clem-

son, Middletown, N. Y. A safety bicycle.

No. 324,568. Velocipede. E.G. Latta,

Friendship, N. Y., assignor to Pope
Manufacturing Co.
No. 324,605. Velocipede. Chas. F.

Stillman, New York City.

No. 324749. Velocipede. John W.
Borroughs, Salt Lake City, Utah. Self-

propelling.

No. 322,057. Bicycle Stand. H. B.

Hart, Philadelphia, Penn.
No. 322,113. Velocipede. E. G. and

A. C. Latta, Friendship, N. Y.

No. 322,221. Bicycle. Geo. T. War-
wick, Springfield, Mass.

reissue.

No. 10,624. Tricycle. Franz Baron
Von Palstring Kolitz, Saxony, Germany.

Alleged Records.

The following despatches indicate

claims that will be made for„ records.

Corning, N. Y., 22 August.— This
evening, on the grounds of the Corning
Bicycle Association, there was a five-mile

bicycle race between John Brooks
and W. M. Woodside. Woodside won
by a few feet, in 15-of, owering the best
American record by over i£s. At the

end of the fourth mile, Brooks led in

11.59, lowering the best American record
over 7s. T. W. Eck ran one mile on a

tricycle in 3.37, lowering the best Amer
ican record. A bicycle track was opened
here this season, and is pronounced one
of the fastest tracks in the country.

Washington, D. C, 24 August, 1885.— Only a small audience was assembled
at Athletic park to-night to witness a

lively contested and record-breaking se-

ries of bicycle and tricycle races. The
first race was for twenty miles, between
John Brooks and W. M. Woodside.
Brooks, by one of his wonderful spurts,

led for eleven miles, which were made in

34.14!, beating the American record for

that distance. Fifteen miles were com-

pleted in 46.44. After this Woodside
did his best work, and led Brooks, finish-

ing nineteen miles in 59.15, the American
record again being broken. In one hour
nineteen and one quarter miles were com-
pleted. Woodside keep the lead until

the last half of the last lap, when Brooks,

by another brilliant dash, took the lead

and held it to the finish, winning the race

by about five feet, in 1.2.21, and beating

the best previousAmerican record by 5.2.

H. W. Higham, on a tricycle, and T.
W. Eck, on a bicycle, then contested in

a five-mile race, the former endeavoring

to beat the tricycle record. Eck led for

the first mile by a few feet, the time for

the tricycle being 3.24, thus beating the

best American record for that distance.

On. the second mile the tricycle chain

broke, precipitating Higham to the ground.

He was shaken up, but not badly hurt.

There will be quite a strong party of

English riders at Hartford and Spring-

field this year. At the last moment Mr.
Furnivall has decided to go, and, indeed,

he left yesterday. Mr. Furnivall may
truly be said to represent to the fullest

extent the English amateur, being un-

connected in anyway — by suspicion or

otherwise — with any manufacturer, and
riding solely and purely for the love of

the sport. As a rider he has a reputa-

tion which we think no other competitor

at present on the path can boast of—
namely, he has never yet been I eaten by
any man on the same mark or behind

him, and on both occasions when he has

met Webber he has beaten him, whilst

on the last occasion he also succeeded in

beating R. H. English. Mr. Furnivall is

not yet nineteen years of age, and has

competed in comparatively few races,

though his style and status are un-

doubted, and we trust he will not only re-

ceive a good reception in the States, but

give all who meet him on the path a hard

race, which we do not for a moment doubt.

Mr. Furnivall travels quite distinct from
the other party who are going out, and
which consists of Howell, Wood, James,
Chambers, English, Cripps, lllslon,

Webber and several others, and, as a

collection of fast men, is certainly the

best that has yet been sent to America
from this country; the party also, so far

as professional element goes, is thor-

oughly representative ; for Howell, Wood
and James are undoubtedly the three

fastest pros. England can produce at a

mile; the element of makers' amateur-

ism, however, is rather too strongly pres-

ent in the other section of which the

party is composed to render it so thor-

oughly representative of English racing

amateurs as we could have wished,

though they will carry with them our

best wishes for success, and our hopes
that they will uphold the honor of their

country on the path — Cyclist.

The new Quadrant tandem ridden by
the Little Four in England, is at the

Boston clubhouse.
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Records.

Below we furnish a table of the rec-

ords which are expected to fall at Hart-
ford and Springfield. The longest race

at either place is ten miles; but as there

is talk of an attempt to get twenty miles

within the hour during the Springfield

tournament, we append the bicycle fig-

ures to twenty miles: —
QUARTER MILE.

37| sec, Bicycle, American Amateur.

39 sec, " English ''

4o| sec, " American Prof.

41 sec, " English "

1.09^
" Run and Ride Am.

Amateur.

48f sec, Tricycle, American Amateur.
46$ sec, " English "

54 sec, " English Prof.

41 sec, Tandem, English Amateur.

HALF MILE.

I.i6|, Bicycle, American Amateur.

I.19I, " English *

1.2 1, " American Prof.

1.20, " English "
2 o£, " Run and Ride Am. Am-

ateur.

1.35, Tricycle, American Amateur.
1.29^, " English "

1.43, " English Prof.

1. 21, Tandem, English Amateur.

THREE QUARTER MILE

1.55I, Bicycle, American Amateur.
2.0,

" English "

1.59I, " American Prof.

1.59!, " English "

3-37fj " Run and Ride Am. Am-
ateur.

2.244, Tricycle, American Amateur.

2.14I, " English "

2.33,
" English Prof.

2.4, Tandem, English, Amateur.

ONE MILE.

2.30,, Bicycle, American Amateur.

2.39I, " English Amateur.
2.39, " American Prof.

2.40*, " English "

4.31^, " Run and Ride Am.
Amateur.

3.13^, Tricycle, American Amateur.
2.58^, " English "

3.20, " English Prof.

2.47^, Tandem, English Amateur.

TWO MILE.

5.42!, Bicycle, American Amateur.
5.30*, " English "

5 45* , " American Prof.

536§, " English "
6.27, Tricycle, American Amateur.
6.21, " English "

6.35,
M English Prof.

5.48, Tandem, English Amateur,

THREE MILE.

8 sof , Bicycle, American Amateur.
8.32, " English "

8.36f, " American Prof.

8.39 " English Prof.

10.7, Tricycle, American Amateur.
9.38-|, " English "

9.55,
" English Prof.

8.39, Tandem, English Amateur.

FOUR MILE.

il.55f, Bicycle, American Amateur.
11.24, '' English "

12 6|, " American Prof.

11.39, " English "
14.8, Tricycle, American Amateur.

13.3,
" English "

13.19, " English Prof.

11.30, Tandem English Amateur.

FIVE MILE.

14.51, Bicycle, American Amateur.
14 18, " English "

15.2I, " American Prof.

14.28, " English "
17.14!, Tricycle, American Amateur.
16.19, '' English "

16.45, " English Prof.

14 22|, Tandem English Amateur.

SIX MILE.

18.33!, Bicycle, American Amateur.
I 7-33f, "' English "

18. I4f, " American Prof.

17.34, " English "

SEVEN MILE.

2i.44f, Bicycle, American Amateur.
20.30, " English "

21.17I, " American Prof.

20.30, " English "

EIGHT MILE.

24.45, Bicycle, American Amateur.
23 28J, " English "

24.21I, " American Prof.

23.29, " English "

NINE MILE.

28.6|, Bicycle, American Amateur.

26.22I, " English "

27.21I, " American Prof.

26.28, " English "

TEN MILE.

31.4I, Bicycle, American Amateur.
29.19!, " English "

30.7I, " American Prof.

29.20, *' English "

11 Miles. English Am. 32.19!.
American " 35.16.
English Prof. 32.19.

American '" 35.25^.

12 Miles. English Am. 35.15.
American " 38 24.

English Prof. 35 17.

American " 38.52!.

13 Miles. English Am. 38. 16.

American " 41.29.
English Prof. 38.14.

American " 42.19!.

14 Miles. English Am. 41.26.
American " 45.00.
English Prof. 41.16.

American " 45.494.

15 Miles. English Am. 44. 29$
American " 4S.1 1

.

English Prof. 44.12.
American " 49.15.

16 miles. English Am. 47.26.
American " 51375.
English Prof. 47.10.

American " 52.43^.

17 Miles. English Am. 50.22.

American " 55-2|.
English Prof. 50.6.

American " 56.12.

18 Miles. English Am. 53.20.

American " 58.22.

English Prof. 52.56.
American " 59.45.

19 Miles. English Am. 56. 15.

American " 1.1.37I.

English Prof. 55.47.
American " 1.3.26.

20 Miles. English Am. 59-6|.
American " 1.4.47^.
English Prof. 58.34.
American " 1.6.30.

The quarter mile time given above is

that of Fred Russ Cook. Papers to

substantiate this record have been ex-
amined by the racing board and accepted.
The bicycle records from eighteen to

twenty miles are those made at Chicago
recently, by Van Sicklen. These are
now being examined by the racing board.
If they fail to stand the test the records
will be: 18 miles, 58.27!; 19 miles, 1.1.

SS\ ; 20 miles, 1.5.22.

The twenty-mile amateur English rec-

ord is held by R. H. English. The pro-
fessional record is held by Fred Lees.

Both Howell and Wood of the Eng-
lish contingent have put twenty miles
inside of an hour. In the race for the
twenty-mile professional championship,
25 August, 1883, Wood finished in 5941!,
and Howell and Lees, who were close
behind, finished within the hour. Wes-
ton, a Northampton rider, would have
got in on time, but was shut out by the
crowd. It was in this race that Wood
covered the last mile in 2.3 if, the fastest

mile ever ridden.

Notes by the Way.

There are tours and tours. Big and
little, short and extended, of the clericity

and the laicality. I have been on a tour
unlike any that have preceded. I will

tell you all about it.

I started from the City of Destruc-
tion, and travelled to the Celestial City.

Having learned that there was a good
road all the way, and that many places of

historic interest lay along the route, I

determined to set out upon the journey,
carrying my burden with me on a luggage
carrier. I ascertained that the best guide
book was one written by a Mr. John
Bunyan, who gives the experiences of a
gentleman who went to the Celestial City
when much of the road was a howling
wilderness ; when science had not
smoothed the pathway nor filled up the
pitfalls, and when one's burden had to

DC carried on the back in a very primi-
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tive and uncomfortable way. We learn

much by the experience of others. The
experience of the first explorer was very

valuable to me, and as all good wheel-

men will one day make a tour to the

Celestial City, I hope they may profit by
what I shall tell them of my trip.

I started bright and early one morn-
ing. That's what they all do. Every-
body starts bright and early, for if it

isn't bright they don't start early, but

wait till the clouds roll by. Well, as I

was saying, I started bright and early on
my wheel. Every nut was screwed home
and ever bearing oiled. I had not gone
far on my journey when I fell in with a

rider, who joined me and travelled in my
company. He told me that his name
was Mr. Smooth-it-away, and I recog-

nized him at once as one of the guides

referred to by Mr. Bunyan. He proved

to be well posted regarding the route,

knew all the hard hills, the dangerous
coasts, the sandy stretches and the

places where the sidewalk must be taken.

He knew which towns required light at

night and bell by day, and where the

horsemen were sure to give trouble. He
told me that he was a native of the City

of Destruction, and gave me much valu-

able information concerning tha*t muni-
cipality. He also told me that he
was a League consul and bound to

help touring wheelmen on their way.
His breast was decorated with badges to

such an extent that I at first thought he
was clad in gilded armor; but when I

looked closer I saw that he had L. A. W.
badges, C. T. C. badges, club badges
without number, and two or three bright

ribbons indicating that he had served as

committee on reception at many gather-

ings of wheelmen. Mr. Smooth-it-away
was a much honored-man, and he wanted
the world to know it. There are some
great men that the world would never

discover if they were not placarded.

Shortly after leaving the city we
crossed a mystic bridge, beautiful in out-

line and decoration, but extremely fragile,

lor it trembled under the weight of our

wheels and their burdens.

The bridge crossed a deep and filthy

slough that sent forth disagreeable odors
and offended the nostrils and the sight.

" This," said Mr. Smooth-it-away, " is the

famous Slough of Despond, a disgrace

to the neighborhood and to the highway
committee who might fill it up if they

would." I looked up my guide-book
and found that Mr. Bunyan said that

efforts had been made to fill the slough

from time immemorial, twenty thousand
cartloads of good intentions having been
thrown in at one time. I called the

attention of Mr. Smooth-it-away to this,

and it aroused his indignation at once.
" Pshaw," said he, " there 's nothing
substantial in good intentions ; they

won't fill up places like this. Why, our
League has tons and tons of good inten-

tions; but they don't pan out much when
you come to weigh them in the scale of

action. Just look at this bridge, now.
The city wouldn't build it, and the

League had to. We obtained a sufficient

foundation for it by throwing into the

slough the report of the transportation

committee, the new amateur rule and the

circular giving the court decisions in

favor of wheelmen. Now we've got a

good bridge to cross on. The whole
slough might be filled up in the same
way if the League would only stir itself

and mix a few tons of good intentions

with the cementing sand of action." We
crossed the bridge in safety, and soon
came to a turnpike gate that my friend

told me stood in the place of Bunyan's
little Wicket Gate. In Bunyan's day
the little narrow gate stood right across

the pathway, and by its inconvenient
narrowness it was a great obstruction to

the traveller of liberal mind and expan-

sive stomach. I found now a broad and
liberal highway, and though it was
crossed by a turnpike gate, there was no
difficulty in getting through after we
had obtained our League tickets, for this

was a League turnpike, and like all

League privileges, it was for League mem-
bers only. Looking up my guide-book
I found that in early days a man named
Evangelist was stationed at this gate, and
it was his duty to supply travellers with

a mystic roll. I found him still on duty,

his long white hair and beard looking all

the whiter and brighter in contrast with

the brown League uniform he wore. It

was his duty to inspect the tickets of

those who had them and supply them to

those who were deficient. I received my
ticket and deposited my fee. I found
out afterwards that the ticket was much
more convenient and useful along the

road than the antique roll of parchment
given to former travellers; but I will

leave my reader in ignorance of the

comparative value of the two at the gate

of the Celestial City until the develop-

ment of my story brings me to that place.

I noticed that the number on my ticket

was a very large one, 7.842. " Does this

number represent the total of all those

who have joined the League?" said I to

Mr. Smooth-it-away. "Oh no," said

he; " that was the idea in giving num-
bers at first, but we had a secretary

named John Kins, and he broke up the

continuity by giving to the new-comers
numbers that had been abandoned. We
don't know just how much of this thing

he did, and so we are at sea regarding

the total number of persons who have
joined us." We asked Mr. Evangelist

about some of our friends, and we were
glad to know that he was acquainted

with all of them. He told us that Karl
Kron was not in a condition to go to the

Celestial City just yet,., because he had
showed a covetous disposition regarding

subscribers to his book. Burley Ayers,

he told us, was organizinga tour to travel

to the city by rail, and he had understood
that Kirkpatrick had written on to find

whether there were any professionals in

the city, before making up his mind to

go there. We asked Mr. Evangelist

about the ancient feud between Prince

Beelzebub and the keeper of the Wicket
Gate; for it will be remembered that the

adherents of the prince used to shoot
deadly arrows at pilgrims who knocked
at the gate. He told us that the feud

was over and the war at an end. The
prince's subjects are now numerously
employed about the turnpike gate; for,

while they are peacable, they are not yet

ready to go to the Celestial City, every

one of them being a maker's amateur.
" We like them very much," said Mr.
Evangelist ;

" but they can't pass along

till they are pure amateurs."

We left our friend at his post and rode

along. " But where is Mr. Greatheart ?

"

inquired I.
:

' We ought to meet him at

this point. Is he not employed as guide

and convoy by the League"? "Oh,
no ;

" said' Mr. Smooth-it-away. " He
was offered a chance by the League, but

he would n't accept it. The fact is, he
has guided so many pilgrims on foot,

that he had become used to that way of

travelling, and he had no patience with

those who rode bicycles ; for he said that

was no way to travel with dignity. Be-

sides, the old fellow had entered so

heartily into the ancient feud with Prince

Beelzebub, that he would have been in

perpetual trouble with the prince's sub-

jects, now the maker's amateurs, and, I

believe he would protest them every time

he got a chance, proof or no proof. He
has gone on to the Celestial City.

Our attention was attracted, at this

moment, by a coal black steed, driven at

headlong speed, and coming directly

towards us. I felt some fear at first that

he would run us down ; but as he ap-

proached us, he veered to the right, and
gave us the better part of the roadway,

nodding to us cheerfully as he passed us

by. " Who is that " ? asked I. " That ?

why don't you know him?" said Mr.
Smooth-it-away. " That 's Mr. Apollyon,

Christian's old enemy, with whom he
fought so fierce a battle in the Valley of

Humiliation. We have civilized him, you
see. At first, he gave us no end of

trouble, for he would run down the wheel-

men or s'rike them with his whip as he
passed. He ran down Dalton, of the

Boston Club, once, and the League had
him arrested ; but the jury decided that

the community suffered no loss when a

cycling poet is killed or injured, and
therefore there was no offence. But we
caught him afterwards on several occa-

sions, and made him feel the heavy
hand of the law. He has paid enough
in fines and costs to supply an extra fur-

pace for his establishment and run it a

century. He gives us all the roadway
we want now." " Bravo, bravo !

" ex-

claimed I, with irrepressible enthusiasm.
" How glad Christian will be to hear of

this. I promise myself much pleasure

in telling him, when we reach the Celes-

tial City."
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RUDGE
SPECIAL NOTICE.

We beg to notify ozzr Argents and the JBicycling JPablic that we have
now the Sole United States Jlgency of Messrs. Marriott & Cooper's Cele-

brated.

qEficycles, Tricycles, and Tandems, and shall handle the above Machines
next year, in connection, -with the celebrated

Cycles. Further details will soon appear in the columns of the Cycling
JPress ; mean-while,

WATCH FOR RECORDS

HARTFORD AND SPRINGFIELD
ON THE

RUDGE AND HUMBER.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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The 24-Hour Record

Broken by L. D. MONGER, of Detroit.

Mr. Munger broke the record. It was not the wheel he rode, but

the man, who did it. Nevertheless, we are glad to say he rode from

start to finish on an

APOLLO!
A 54-INCH WHEEL WEIGHING THIRTY-NINE POUNDS.

This is the same wheel on which Mr. Munger took second place in

the Big Four Century Road Race.

FOR RIGIDITY, LIGHTNESS AND EASE OF RUNNING, NO DETTER WHEEL WAS EVER MADE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 STYLES OF BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, SOCIABLES AND TANDEMS.

A High Grade of Miniature Machines for Boys and Girls.

W. B. EVERETT & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.
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Our road now lay through pleasant

vales and mountain passes, and we found
no lack of interest on the way. Occasion-
ally we would overtake and pass dusty
and travel-stained foot-travellers, in the

old pilgrim guise, with cockle shell and
staff, their mystic rolls of parchment in

their hands, and their intolerable bur-

dens on their backs. They were behind-
the-age old fellows, who looked with dis-

dain on all modern improvements. We
quickly left them behind. We met and
overtook riders on safety machines, on
tricycles, on tandems, on sociables. One
poor wheelmen was seen sitting by the

roadside, with a disconsolate look upon
his countenance. " That," said Mr.
Smooth-it-away, " is a western flyer. He
beat everybody and everything in his part

of the country, and he went East to scoop
in all |the races there. But the eastern

men were afraid of him, and they
would n't let him keep up with them. In

every race he went into they ran away
from him, and he didn't get a chance to

win anything. He tells me that the east-

ern men lose all the enjoyment of racing

by riding so fast, and he thinks he has
the best fun at the tail end, with no one
behind to worry him. He is now reflect-

ing on the unapproachableness of the

unattainable. He has got no medal nor
honor, and no manufacturer will pay his

expenses to his home.

At some distance from the road, Mr.
Smooth-it-away showed me an ancient
looking tavern. "That," said he, " is the

interpreter's house. Bunyan mentions
it as a noted stopping-place, but the in-

terpreter does n't make a discount to

League members, and they don't go
there. " Now," said Mr. Smooth-it away,
" we are coming to the place where Chris-

tian lost his bundle." We were joined
at this point by Mr. Live-for-the-world,
Mr. Hide-sin-in-the-heart, Mr. Scaly-con-
science, Mr. Ride-lor-ducats, Mr. Sell-

his-prizes, Mr. Delinquent-subscriber,
and Mr. Club-beat, who entered into a dis-

cussion with us upon the relative value of

luggage carriers and M. I. P. bags. We
congratulated ourselves that we were in

no danger of losing our hurdles, for we
had in them a lot of favorite Habits, and
not a few Prejudices, wh ; ch we trusted
would not be out of fashion, even in the
polite circles of the Celestial City. We
passed the place in safety, and not a
bundle fell.

Now rose up before us the Hill of Dif-
ficulty but stop ! It is a good plan
to pause at the foot of a hill and take
breath for the journey. I beg your indul-

gence for a week, and meanwhile we will

take breath By the Way.

Cuius Wheeler announces his
" Rhymes of the Road and River," for

18 November next. The price is to be
#2.00. Published by E. Stanley Hart,
321 Chestnut street, Philadelphia.

CURRENTE CALAMO

Now for it.

Hartford, then Springfield.

The world never before saw such a

congregation of racing men as we shall

see.

The clerk of the weather has always
smiled on these affairs. We hope he
will be happy this year.

The mayor and ex-mayor of Mankato,
Minn., are bicycle riders.

The League Bulletin publishes the

constitution and a list of officers.

Springfield will give us some tandem
records, without doubt. Among the
competitors will be Gaskell and Burnham,
on a Club, and Corey and Hitchcock on a

Rudge, and we shouldn't be surprised to

see Gideon and Powell on a Humber.

We ran out to the C. T. C. consulate

last week to look up our old friend Papa
Weston, and we were glad to find him
in improved health. It is a case of

nervous prostration brought on by over-

work and it will be many weeks before

the patient gets into harness again. His
physician orders perfect rest and freedom
from the cares of business. As soon as

he is able he will go to a summer resort

on the coast of Maine, and after that will

take a cruise in a pilot boat. He will

resign his consulship at once, and until

his successor is appointed, Mr. C. H.
Potter, of Cleveland, will be acting chief

consul of the C. T. C. We shall miss
the worthy consul, and we feel that the

sport has met with a loss in his forced re-

tirement ; but we hope to soon see him
about again with renewed health and
strength.

The bicycle has been making itself

felt on the road lately. A local carpenter
was driving along one of the back streets,

this week, when a wheelman shot out of

a cross street. Such was his velocity

that his wheel, striking on the wagon
steps, was thrown between the shafts in

front of the dashboard. Here it stuck,
with the rider still in the saddle, while the
frightened horse tore along the street. In

a few seconds the wheelman went into the
mud and the horse broke loose. No
one was hurt much, but the story is

enlarging as it travels. James H. Ferre,
of Agawam, was knocked down yester-

day, by a bicycle bearing G. P. West, a
scalp wound being the result. These
things show the necessity of putting
wheelmen under the same restrictions as

horse-drivers, as regards fast travel on
the streets. — Springfield Republican.

The John Wilkinson Company shipped
a bicycle to Jerusalem, the other day.

We have received a copy of " In and
Around Cape Ann," by John S. Webber,
Jr., of Gloucester, Mass., and have found
it to be an entertaining little volume, as
well as a valuable guide and handbook
for those who visit Cape Ann. The
book illustrates and describes Gloucester,

Magnolia, Chebacco Pond, Manchester-
by-the-Sea, and points out places of

interest, and tells the best way to get to

and see them. Other places on the

Cape are also described, and there are

chapters giving reminiscences of the

past relating to wheels and wheelmen.
The illustrations help the text, and are

well drawn. The book is a valuable

addition to cycling literature. 97 pp.

John S. Webber, Jr., Gloucester, Mass.,

75 cents.

The score card which was gotten up
by Henry Goodman & Bro., of Hartford,

Conn., several years ago, has proved to

be so useful that several of the bicycle

clubs, and other parties, have used the

card without regard to the fact that it

was copyrighted, and Messrs. Goodman
& Bro., have placed the matter into the

hands of lawyers to secure damages
already suffered, and to prevent any
further unlawful use of their score card.

Chief Consul Huntington has

called a meet of the Connecticut division

of the L. A. W., to be held at Hartford,

2 September, in connection with the

Connecticut Club's tournament. All

the League clubs in the State, to-

gether with the unattached riders, will

meet at the Capitol at 10 A. m., and form

a parade through the principal streets.

An elegant prize will be awarded to the

out-of-town club having the greatest

number of men in line. The parade will

be followed by a business meeting, and
in the afternoon the wheelmen will unite

in a run to Charter Oak Park to witness

the first day's races. During the fore-

noon of the second day parties will be

organized at the Capitol for short runs to

various points of interest about the city.

Excursion rates will be obtained on all

the railroads, and a big crowd is ex-

pected.

J. C. Garrood, superintendent of

W. W. Stall's repair department, sailed

Saturday, for England. Mr. Garrood
has been unwell for some time past, and
the trip is made partly for the benefit of

his health and partly for business. He
will be away about two months.

On Saturday Gideon Haynes and
E. G. Frost will start from Boston for

the purpose of attempting to ride to

Portsmouth and return within twenty-four

hours. The trip has been made within

the day by Portsmouth riders several

times, but we know of no rider from
Boston that has tried it.

An exchange says a well-known rider

will soo.i attempt to kt lower " the twenty-

four hour record. Lots of us can do
that.

J. E. Gibson, of San Jose, Cal., is

credited with a run of 211 miles in

twenty-four hours, made 29 July. We
do not learn that he took any method to

verify his route and distances.

The Southern wheelmen who are

wheeling to Springfield have arrived at

Philadelphia, having ridden 1,000 miles.

The party is composed of J. H. Pol-
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hill, of Macon, Ga., William Maxwell, of
Charlotte, N. C, and Frank Steffner of
Asheville, N. C. :

" We had the honor,"
said Maxwell, " of riding the first bicycle
that ever crossed the Allegheny and Blue
Ridge Mountains. We rode on the soil

of four States in one day. We crossed
the two States, West Virginia and Mary-
land, at their narrowest points. We rode
from Staunton to Winchester in nine
hours and fifteen minutes, and the roads
were rough, too. The distance was
ninety-eight miles. That was our hard-
est day's work. We are now on our way
to Springfield. Mass., where we shall

take part in the World's bicycle tour-

nament which opens there 8 September."

The Clerical Wheelmen's tour ended
at Niagara Falls, 21 August, where the
party disbanded. There were twenty in

the party, and their average weight at

starting was 142 pounds; at the end, (45
pounds. Six were Lutherans, one Con-
gregationalist, three Methodists, one Bap-
tist, one Reform, three Episcopalians,
five Presbyterians. The tourists passed
a resolution declaring the tour an unqual-
ified success, and hoping to meet again
next year on a similar undertaking.

When amateurism becomes a bit more
purified there will arise an era when
medals will resume popularity. A mere
trophy of victory, without any intrinsic

commercial value, is already acceptable
to the genuine amateur, and the sport
will benefit by the transference of valu-

able prize-hunting cyclists to the profes-

sional ranks. — Tricyclist.

W. G. Ross, ex-amateur champion
five-mile rider, of Montreal, Can., has re-

tired from the cinder path. He was one
of the fastest of Canadian riders, and at

the time of his retirement was speedier
than at any time during his career.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club has
received an invitation from the Citizens'

Bicycle Club, of New York to visit

New York some time in October, and be
the guests of the club for a number of

days. The invitation will undoubtedly
be accepted.

The Cunard steamer Etruria, which
brought over the Little Four party, made
the fastest western trip on record, her
time of passage from Fastnet light to Fire
Island, being six clays and two hours.
The passengers adopted resolutions con-
gratulating the captain on the speed of
his vessel.

A narrow escape from a severe acci-
dent occurred on the track, at Spring-
field, on Saturday, when Rowe, Cook,
Wtber and Powell turned the upper
curve in a bunch, and the inside man
swinging out to far, Weber was thrown
against the fence, two or three of the
others taking headers. Beyond head-
aches and minor scratches, no injuries

resulted. — A. B. Rich of New York has
begun training. — Neilson is doing better
work this year than last. — The accident
cmses the determination to remove the

whole dividing fence on the homestretch

between the tracks, instead of only the

part below the wire.

E. W. Pope, secretary of the Pope
Manufacturing Company, returned home
from England, Saturday.

The Wakefield Bicycle Club left Mon-
day for a three weeks' vacation at York
beach. Me.
The Little Four party is now at home

once more. Mr. Overman arrived on
Saturday, the 15th, and Messrs. Hodges,
Harrison and Tombs came one week
later. They were duly received by the
Boston Club, and entertained at Hotel
Pemberton, on Thursday evening.

Zacharias and Smith have sent us a

roll of their adhesive tire tape. We have
not tested it yet, but if it will do all that

they claim, it will find a place in every
wheelman's tool bag. It is to be wound
about rim and tire, to hold a loose tire in

place, and the makers tell us it is a great

improvement over the metallic tire bind-

ers.

The outline of the Clerical Wheelmen's
tour provided for a century run for all

those who desired to make it on the road
between Cobourg and Kingston. Several
tourists accomplished the run. the Rev.
E. P. Johnson, of Marshall, Mich.; Rev.

J. P. Maveety, of Homer, Mich., and
Mr. B. J. Holcomb, of Detroit, riding

from Port Hope, one hundred and two
miles ; Rev. Louis A. Pope, of Warren,
R. I. ; Mr. Eliot Mason, of New York,
and George Zeh, of Washington, rode
from Cobourg, covering ninety-six miles.

Rev. Charles E. Fessenden, of Summit
Hill, Pa., covered seventy miles on a

tricycle. Rev. Dr. Barnes and brother
covered fifty miles on their tandem tricy-

cle. Rev. Sylvanus Stall, of Lancaster,

and Prof. C. P. Hoffman, of Bordentown,
arrived at Kingston at 4.30, having rid-

den seventy miles in the last twenty-three
without a dismount.

Messrs. Howell and Chambers,
representatives of Messrs. Rudge & Co.,
arrived Saturday in the steamship Sama-
ria in good health and spirits. Howell
is looking much better than last year.

The racing men are gathered at Hart-
ford and Springfield, waiting for us to go
up and see them.

E. G. Whitney, of the Boston Bicycle

Club, who was captain of the Boston di-

vision of the " Big Four " tourists on
their recent excursion through Canada, is

making arrangements for a reunion of the

members of the division in September,
which is to consist of a Saturday after-

noon run to Salem, to be followed Sun-
day by a run to and dinner at Nahant,
the party wheeling from there to Boston
in the cool of the evening. It is ex-
pected that all the Eastern members of

the division will be present, and possibly

Munger, of Detroit, and Cola Stone, of

St. Louis, who were the Western boys
assigned to the Boston party. The dates

fixed are Saturday and Sunday, 12 and 13

September.
As a sort of preliminary meeting, Mr.

Whitney organized a picnic run of the

members of the tour residing in and near
Boston. The affair took place Sunday
last at Spot pond, Stoneham, the party

and a few guests starting from the Mas-
sachusetts club house, at 9.30 o'clock, un-
der command of Capt. Whitney. The
'• Big Four" tourists present were A. D.
Peck, Jr., John W. Vivian, W. W. White,
C. A. Joslin, Gideon Haynes, Jr., and
W, I. Harris. Chase of the Leominster
Club, Nelson, of the Charlestown and
Regestein, of the Massachusetts Club,

were with the party.

At Medford the picnickers were met by
E. P. J. Morton, of Meirose, a member of

the Massachusetts Club, who acted as

convoy to Spot pond, where the tourists

remained until two o'clock, enjoying
themselves boating and bathing. The
party then wheeled to the Medford
House, where dinner was taken, and
from whence the return was made to

Boston. During the run the final ar-

rangements for the coming reunion were
discussed and agreed upon,

London W. will sail for home 12 Sep-
tember.

London W. writes us: '' As I was on
my way to Liverpool by train, a few davs
since, I saw in one of the railroad stalls

a little book called "The Tricycle."

which I immediately recognized as Ben-
jamin Ward Richardson's contribution to

cycling literature. A shilling made me
the possessor of a copy, and the next

hour was spent in perusing what a man
occupying a place of honor, responsibility

and trust had to say about a sport and
pastime I was as familiar with as he. Such
a book is a grand thing for the cause.

There is no doubt about its value as a

book ; but as this matter has been pretty

well gone into " By the Way," I will only

add the recommendation that " The Tri-

cycle, in Relation to Health and Recrea-

tion," find a place in every wheelman's
library."

We have just received a supply of this

work, but cannot fix a price, for lack of

invoice.

Continental wheelmen are rejoicing

over the abolition of the tax on cycles

going into Italy. It has been customary
to require a deposit on taking a machine
into the country, but this bond is now no
longer demanded.

Young Illston. the English flier, his

trainer, Robert James, P. Furnival, the

crack cyclist, with several others, ar-

rived at Springfield Friday night, and
were welcomed at the depot by the local

wheelmen. They will go into training

without delay. Furnivall is tall, measur-
ing for a 60-inch wheel, but riding a 58.

He is a student and an amateur in every

sense of the word.

Going out to the track last Friday

week, Cola Stone said, " now, see us do
up Mr. Fred Russ Cook ;" but when Mr.
Cook jumped on his wheel and flew around
a quarter mile in 3S seconds, Cola said:

"Great Scott, see him go;" and when
later he tried it and could make it no
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faster, he said : "All I want to know now
is, is Cook in condition?" Cook has
certainly got some excellent stuff in him,

and will be heard from in the Springfield

races.— St. Louis Post Dispatch.

The City Bicycle Club, of Brockton,

took a run to Canton Sunday to enjoy

one of Cobb's famous dinners. There
were seven in the party. Only one of

the number exerted himself to vary the

monotony of the trip ; but his perform-

ance was rather tame, and fell flat to the

ground. Just this side of Stoughton, Free
took a header. No bones were dislo-

dislocated, either in his machine or in

himself. The party arrived home at

about five o'clock, ready for another run.

There is to be a big meeting at Leip-

zig on 6 September, when the open events

comprise a 10 000 metre race, the first

prize in which is worth 500 marks, with a

medal thrown in, and a gold medal if the

record of 19.58! is beaten ; a 2,000 metre

tricycle race, and a tandem race over the

same distance.

W. H. Huntley is said to have rid-

den from Newton Centre to Newbury-
port, 103 miles, in 9 hours 59

1
, minutes,

on his Cripper tricycle last Sunday.

Under the revised racing rules the

intermediate time of three watches will be
taken when a record is broken instead of

*

the average time.

Fred Russ Cook's quarter mile

record has been accepted by the racing

board, proper certificates having been
submitted.

Messrs. T. H. Lambert, of Humber&
Co., and Percy Furnivall, one mile ama-
teur tricycle champion of England, paid a

flying visit to Mr. L. H. Johnson, Hum-
ber's United States agent, last week.
Furnivall essayed a ride on the Star,

which resented British rule by pitching

him off backwards. With his host's

59-inch Victor he expressed himself

much pleased. A run on a Humber
tandem over the smooth macadams of

Orange was enjoyed by both visitors.

Brooklyn Park Regulations.

Bicyclers in Brooklyn and their com-
rades of New York are discussing the

recent manifesto of the commissioners
who control Prospect Park, and the going
and coming of those who wish to enjoy

the beauties of" that pleasure ground.
Ever since the unfortunate accident which
resulted in the death of a child, the

unhappy wheelmen who roll over the
asphalt streets of the City of Churches,
and down the Boulevard to Coney Island,

have been in daily expectation of having
the park gates shut upon them. Though
why such a fate should overtake them,
any more than that a decree of banish-

ment against all carriages should follow

when a child is run over in the streets, is

a difficult question for a just and righteous

man to answer. Still, this is a matter of

tact and not of justice, and the fact was,

fhat more than one wheelman did all the

park riding that he could lest the ex-

pected degree of banishment should fall

upon him.
Last week, however, the commissioners

issued a set of rules, based on those in use
in Central Park, and prepared by them in

joint action with a committee of the city

clubs. They provide that no one shall

ride in the Park, Eastern Parkway, or
Boulevard, without wearing a numbered
badge, issued by the commissioners, after

the applicant has registered his name and
address, and proved his ability to ride

well. Even those wearing badges cannot
ride over the park walks, except in cer-

tain localities, between the hours of 10

A. m. and 7 p. m., from 1 May to 1 De-
cember.
The Brooklyn wheelmen in general are

inclined to rejoice that they have gotten
off so easily, in the face of prejudice, and
to eat the bread of humbleness in silence,

waiting for the bicycle millenium, when
they shall enjoy their road rights in the
park, as elsewhere, instead of being com-
pelled to pick their way along winding
walks, among spooning couples and baby
carriages. It seems a little hard to the

free and enlightened riders that they
must be registered and adorned with
badges and numbers before they can
enter the parks, as dogs must be licensed

before they can be permitted to run in

the streets. • " Reckless and incompetent
driving is as destructive to life and limb
as reckless and incompetent bicycle rid-

ing," said a wheelmen yesterday. " Why
should n't the men who whirl through the
park behind fast trotters, be compelled to

register and wear a badge and number
after they have proved their horsey quali-

fications before a committee of jockeys ?

But this is one of those rules that does n't

seem to work both ways, and therefore,

according to the old saying, we are cer-

tainly justified in calling it a bad rule."— Tribune.

RACING NEWS

Montreal, 15 August. Race at Mon-
treal Lacrosse Grounds. Two Mile;
Handicap. — G. S. Low, scratch. 7.25I

,

J. T. Gnaedinger, 25s. (2); A. J. Dar-
ling, 50s. (3).

Mr. John V. Stevenson, of Greens
burg, Pa., is promoting a road race, which
he calls a " Royal Rollicking Road
Race," from Uniontown, Pa., to Wheel-
ing, W. Va. The distance is seventy
miles, over a hilly, but smooth road.
The date is 14 September, and there will

be five prizes.

The half-mile and five-mile New York
State championship for the bicycle, and
the one-mile tricycle State championship
will be run at the meet of the New York
Division in Brooklyn, 12 September.

The first annual race meeting of the
New Jersey division will be held at Mill-

ville, N. J., on Saturday next. The
events include one and five-mile State
championships.

The third annual race meeting of the
League of Essex County Wheelmen will

be held at the trotting park, Danvers, on
Saturday afternoon, 19 September. There
will be two races, for League members
only — a one-mile championship for a
gold medal, and a three-mile race for two
suitable prizes ; also, the following races,

open to wheelmen generally: One half

mile, one mile, two-mile handicap, and
five-mile, two prizes to be awarded in

each race. There will also be a tug-of-

war race of one mile for a set of colors to

the winning club. Entries may be made
to M. F. Emilio, 287 Essex Street, Salem,
up to Tuesday, 15 September. List of
prizes and further particulars will be an-
nounced later.

The Canton (Ohio) Bicycle Club will

hold its annual race meeting in connec-
tion with the Stark Company Fair, 30
September, next. The five mile race
will be open to all amateur wheelmen.
Handsome medals will be furnished, as
the club will put twice the amount of
money into them that they did last year.

The occasion is designed merely for local

interest, but a considerable attendance is

looked for from Akron, Canal, Dover,
and other neighboring towns.

The Binghamton Club offers an at-

tractive programme for its meet of 15
September. They have just finished a
new five lap track at Riverside Base Ball

Park, for bicycling exclusively, and it will

be in fine condition for fast time.

There will be a parade of visiting

wheelmen at 1 1 o'clock a. m., and an en-
tertainment at the Pioneer Rink at eight
o'clock in the evening. Entries close 13
September to F. J. Bayless, Bingham-
ton, N. Y. See advertisement for list of
races.

The Providence Bicycle Club h. s

completed arrangements for its annual
tournament, which is to be held at Nar-
ragansett Park, 22 September, in connec-
tion with the State Agricultural Fair.

Entries from many of the leading racing
men of the country have already been re-

ceived, and the races promise to be a suc-
cess in every way. The prizes will be of

unusual elegance, and will attract a big
field of starters. The programme has
just been completed, and is as follows :

—
One Mile, Amateur. — First prize,

silver cup ; second prize, silver goblet.

Half Mile, for boys under fourteen
years of age.— First prize, gold medal

;

second prize, silver medal.
One Mile, Lhampionsliip of Rhode Isl-

and. — First prize, gold medal, second
prize, silver medal.

Two Mile, Tticyclc.— First prize, suit

of clothes ; second silver cup.

Half Mile -without hands. — First

prize, gold medal ; second prize silver

medal.
One Mile, C 'allege Championship of'

New England. — First prize, gold medal

;

second prize, Butcher cyclometer.
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"jT ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made."

GEO. M. HENDEE.
Two Mile, Professional Race.— Purse

of $100, divided, $50, $35 and $15.

Half Mile Tricycle. — First prize, sil-

ver cup ; second prize- silver vase.

One Mile, Club Championship.—First

prize, gold medal; second prize, silver

medal ; third prize, hygienic saddle.

Three Mile Lap Race. — First prize,

silver cup, $40 ; second prize, brass cigar

case, $18.50.

One Mile for Star Bicycles only. —
First prize, good medal ; second prize,

silver medal.

One mile consolation race for five

prizes.

Entries

George R
dence.

close 12 September, with
McAuslan, box 1046, Provi-

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

C. H. Potter,

A Cting Chief Consul.

99 Superior street, Cleveland, Ohio.

Dues for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the State consul of the State in which the
applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as
appointed, is :

—
Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bittinger, 608 Harrison avenue,

Leadville.

Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, Concord, Mass.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri.— W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W . V. Oilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio.— Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — K. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.
Khode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster

street, Providence.
iVisconsin. — B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.
Canadian Division:— Application blanks can be

obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed envelope
to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

In States where no State consul has been appointed,

such applications and lettersof inquiry should be sent to

Chas. H. Potter, K. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,

Ohio.

Applications for Membership. — Unless protest

is received within ten days from date of this publication,

eich of the following applicants are considered provision-

ally elected : Chas. B. Ellis, 1033 Broadway, Kansas
City, Mo.; Taylor Boggis, 279 Prospect street, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Appointments. — The following gentlemen are

hereby appointed consuls for the cities and towns des-

ignated : East Orange, L. H. Porter ; Jersey City, W.
Uic.imera; Moorestown, F. C. Stokes; Paterso A ,

W. (J. Norwood; Perth Amboy, K. W. Barnes ; West-
field, K. A. Kench, Jr.

L. H. Johnson, N. y. State Consul.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

Burt Lucas. Our author is behindhand. Can't

account for it. It is undoubtedly the best.

A. C. D. L. Article was published last week.

FIXTURES

27 and 28 August

:

Cleveland (Ohio) Club, annual races. Two mile
bicycle championship.

29 August:
Races and meet of New Jersey Division at Mill-

ville, N. J.

2 and 3 September

:

Tournament of the Connecticut Bicycle Club at

Hartford. Five mile bicycle championship.

3 September

:

Races of Troy Club, Island Park, N. Y.

9 and 10 September

:

Meet of Iowa Division at Des Moines.

8, 9, and 10 September

:

Tournament ai Springfield, Mass.. Ten mile bicy-

cle championship.

12 September

:

Races of Keystone Club, Pittsburg, Penn.
Meet and races of N. Y. Division at Brooklyn.

14 September:
Royal Rollicking Road Race to Wheeling, W. Va.

15 September :

Races at Bmghamton, N. Y.

17 September :

Races of Genesse Club at Rochester, N. Y.

2t September:
Professional races at Washington, D. C.

22 September

:

Races of Providence Club.

Minnesota Division meet at Mineapolis, Minn.

30 September

:

Races at Canton, Ohio.

2 and 3 October

:

Races of Ramblers Club, St. Louis.

9 and 10 October

:

Tournament of Omaha (Neb.) Wheel Club.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[Advertisements inserted under this head, not fjr-

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

fOK SALE. — One 54-inch Royal Mail Light Road-
ie ster, 1885 pattern; never taken from crate ; price

$120. ROYAL MAIL, Box 103, Providence, R. I.

i^OR SALE. —Victor tricycle, 1883 pattern, with
lamps, bell and cyclometer. Good condition, $75.

54-inch nickelled and enamelled British Challenge,
with K. R. hub lamp and bell; good as new; $100;
will send either of the above on approval to responsible

party. Address, ROGERS, Yale Box 205, Hudson,
N. Y.

/ 1ME 54-inch Royal Mail Racer in fine order; $100.
\> AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Spring-
field, Mass.

L'OK SALE,— Victor tricycle, 1885 pattern; in
" good condition. For particulars apply 10 H. W.
HAYE.>, 91 State street, Boston.

1^
OR SALE. — 40-inch Standard Facile bicycle in

good order; new last year; cost #117. Will sell

for #75. GEO. H. SHATTUCK, Pepperell, Mass.

F'OR SALE. — A 48-inch special improved Star,

lists, fine order, $85.75, sell $65; 42-inch St. Facile,

newly painted; Ai order; lists #122 ; sell $70. G. O.

CLAYTON, Aurora, 111.

FOR SALE. — One 44-inch Special Facile, one
52-inch Standard Columbia, one Challenge Safety,

one 50-inch Special Columbia; all bargains; write for

particulars. T. B. RAYL & CO., Detroit, Mich.

FOR SALE.— Victor Tricycle, 1883 pattern. Will

be sold very cheap. R. J. BUTMAN, 74 Tremont
street.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Stock con
stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex

amine our large stock; machines not sold on instalment

nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

THIRD ANNUAL MEET
OF THE

Nbw York Stale Division LAW.
At BROOKLYN", N. Y.,

SATURDAY, SEPT. 12, 1885,

Under Auspices of the

KING'S COUNTY WHEELMEN.

RA.CJES A.T AV.A..C. OROTJUSTD.

PROGRAMME.
1-2, 5 Mile N. T. State Championship.

1 Mile ff. T. State Tricycle Cbamp'nsbip.

1 Mile Scratch.

1 Mile Record.

1 Mile Novice.

2-3 Mile Handicap.

Entrance Fee, $1.00 each event.

Entries close Sept. 5, to

CHAS. SCHWALBACH,
133 Penn Street - - BROOKLYN.

SOMETHING YOU WANT.
Don't wait, but send twenty-five cents at once for a

package of our' ADHESIVE TIRE TAPE.
Fastens a loosened tire without heat. Weighs less

than an ounce. Smaller than an oil can.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

PfyCe25CTs£
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THIRD ANNUAL RACES

B B
RIVERSIDE PARK,

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

TUESDAY - - SEPT. 15, 1885.

PROGRAMME AND LIST OF PRIZES.

Distance, i mile ; description, novice, open ; ist prize,

gold medal; 2d prize, silver medal.

Distance, 2 miles; description, dash, open; ist prize,

gold medal ; 2d prize, silver head cane.

Distance, 1 mile; description, B. B. Club, 3.20 class;

ist prize, gold medal.

Distance, 3 miles; description, lap, open; ist prize,

gold medal ; 2d prize, silk umbrella.

Distance, 1 mile ; description, N. Y. State champion-
ship ; isi prize, gold medal.

Distance, 1 mile; description, ride and run, open; ist

prize, gold medal ; 2d prize, gold watch charm.

Distance, 5 miles ; description, handicap, open ; ist

prize, gold medal ; 2d prize, gold-head cane.

Distance, 1 mile; description, consolation; ist prize,

gold medal.

Distance, 1 mile; description, tug of war, three men
from each club ; ist prize, steel engraving.

Entrance Fee, 50 Cents for each event.

Entries close Sept. 13, and should be sent to

F. J. BAYLESS, Binghamton, N. Y.

Entertainment at Pioneer Kink
in the Evening.

, Washineton. D. C
COMMENCING

Monday, Sept. 21st,

PROFESSIONAL
International Handicap.

ONE MILE HEATS.

PURSE $500 IN COLD.
1st Prize . • $250.00
2d M . 100.00
3d « • 75.00
4th " . 50.00
5th ft

Entries lim ited to Twel

25.00

ve Men.

BULKS and KBGULATIONS.
ist. Ench man to run two heats each day, each heat

against a different rider, until he has competed against
all the men entered.

2d. The winner of the greatest number of heats to
receive 6rst prize; second Dumber of heats, second
prize, etc.

3d. All entries to close on Monday, Sept. 7, at 12 M.
An entrance fee of f, 1.00 must accompany each entry,
and should be addressed to

L. MOXLEY,
608 10th St., Washington, D. C.

GrlR^lSriD

T

Under the auspices of the

Providence Bicycle Club,

AT

Narragansett Part, Provence. R. I.,

Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1885.

Races called promptly at 2.30 P. M.

The Prizes will amount to $500,
a list of tvMch will he

printed soon.

BVE3STTS.
1. One Mile Open, Amateur.
2. Two Mile Open, Aninteur, Tricycle.

3. For Boys under 12 Years of Age,
1-2 Mile.

4. Three Mile Lap Race Open, Ama-
teur.

The party winning the most laps in this

race is entitled to a prize, as well as

the winner of the race.

5. One Mile (Championship of R. I.),

Amateur.
6. Two Mile Open, Professional.

$50 to the first, #35 to the second, $15
to the third.

7. One Mile College Championship
for New England, Amateur.

8. Half Mile Open, Tricycle, Ama-
teur.

9. One Mile Championship of the
Prov. Bi. Club.

10. Half Mile Open (without hands),
Amateur.

11. One Mile (for " Stars " only), Ama-
teur.

12. One Mile (Consolation), Amateur.

All entries should be made with Geo. R.

McAuslan, P. O. Box 1046, Providence, R. I.

Entrance fee #1.00, except in boys' race

for which it is 50 cents.

Entries close Saturday, Sept. 12, 1885.

Races under the rules of the L. A. W.

N. B. — Should it storm on the day ap-

pointed, the races will be run the next fair day.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCI.ES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

The Butcher Cyclometer,

IMPROVED FOR 1885.

Can he read from the Saddle and

used with a Huh Lamp.

Price - - - - $10.00
Its form remains the same, but the works have been

entirely remodelled.
Its action is more positive, and the troublesome

springs are done away with.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley St.,

BOSTON - - - MASS.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,
and is much the best article for the purpose in

market ; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sp. rat, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stutl

in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

*S~ Notich.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having them. If he docs not keep theiDi 1 will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or in ire of Oil,

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price, "S3JI

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.
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[$2,000 !] THE SECOND [$3,000 !]

Annual Race Meeting ,l\ Connecticut Bicycle Club
WILL BE HELD AT

SECOND DAY-:? September.

1— i-Mile Race, 3.00 Class. Prizes: 1st, Gold Medal, $40;
2d, Silver Medal, $20.

2— 5-M1LE L. A. W. Championship Race. Prize: Gold
Medal, $50.

3

—

io-Mile Professional Race. Prizes: 1st, $125 cash ;

2d, $50; 3d, $25.

4— 3-M1LE Amateur Race, open. Prizes: ist, Ball-Bear-

ing Sewing Machine, $65 ; 2d, Field Glasses, $25.

5 — 3-M1LE Tricycle Race. Prizes : 1st, Stop Watch, $45 ;

2d, Clock, $25.
6— 3-M1LE Connecticut State Championship Race.

Prizes : Gold Medal, set with Garnet, $40.

7

—

i-Mile Safety Bicycle Rack. Prizes: 1st, Gold
Medal, $25 ; 2d, Silver Medal, $10.

8— i-Mile Professional Race. Prizes: 1st, $125 cash;
2d, $50; 3d, $25.

9— 5-M1LE Amateur Race, Open. Prizes: 1st, Colt Shot
Gun, $100; 2d, Picture, $45.

10

—

i-Mile Consolation Race. Prize: Gold Sleeve But-

tons, $29.

CHARTER OAK PARK, Hartford, Wednesday and Thursday, September 2 and 3,1885.

TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS IN PRIZES !

This Track is Unsurpassed, holding the World's One-Mile Record of 2.39. All the Fliers will be there.

PROa'RAMME.
FIRST DAY— 2 September.

i — i-Mile Novice Race. Prizes: ist, Gold Medal, $20;
2d, Silver Medal, $15.

2— i-Mile Tricycle Race. Prizes : 1st. Colt's Repeating Rifle

15 shots, $50 ; 2d, Silk Umbrella, $12.

3 — 5-M1LE Professional Race. Prizes: 1st. $85 cish ; 2d,

$25; 3d, $15.

4— i-Mile Amateur Race, Open. Prizes : ist, Two-Track
Columbia Tricycle, $160; 2d, Picture, $20.

5 — Fancy Riding by D. J. Canary.
6— 5-M1LE Connecticut State Championship Race. Prize,

Gold Medal, $50.
7 — i-Mile, Ride-and-Run Race. Prizes: ist, Gold Medal,

$30; 2d, Silver Medal, $15.
8

—

io-Mile Amateur Record Race, Open. Piizes: ist,

Columbia Light Roadster (given by the Weed Sewing-
Machine Company), $155; 2d, Engraving, $50; 3d,

Clock, $15.

9— 3-M1LE Race, 9.45 Class. Prizes: ist, Gold Medal, $45;
2d, Silver Medal, $15.

10

—

i-Mile. Tug-of-War Race. Prizes: ist, Picture, $35 ;

2d, Rug, $20.

ELEGANT SPECIAL MEDALS WILL BE GIVEN FOR ALL RECORDS BROKEN.
WHEELMEN, plan your vacation so as to be present at the Two Greatest Racing Events of the Year,— Hartford, September 2 and 3, and the following week at Springfield.

ENTRANCE FEES : Amateurs, $1.00 for each Event; Professionals, i-mile, #3.00; 5-mile, $5.00; 10-mile, $10.00.

«®=- ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 2y.^J£% Address R. F. WAY, Box 1025, Hartford, Ct.

DOUBLE SPLIT * SECOND + TIMERST
We have secured a few Double Split Second Timers, by which two

men's time can be taken independently. Divided

to eighths of seconds.

]>jioxs.Eaij cases. r-A-TEN"]? ^vsriisriDESiFis.

PRICE, $25.00 EACH.

Obtain one of these beautiful instruments for use in the fall races.

Sent by mail on receipt of price, or C. O. D., with privilege of

examination, on receipt of amount sufficient to cover
express charges both ways.

W. W. STALL, 509 Tremont St., BOSTON.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,
<2

—

rfV- ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,^-
ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricylist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists Indispensable, Tricylists Indispensable, Etc., Etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,
principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-
larged.

contents.
page.

Introductory Essay 5

ANALYSIS OF THE MACHINE.
Wheels (Tires, Felloes, etc.) 20
Hearings 34
Frame (Forks. Head, etc.) 48
Narrowing Arrangements 50
Spring 63
Seats and Saddles 72
Steering Gear 83
Driving Gear 91
Brakes 133
Foot-rests 142

ACCESSORIES.

Wrenches, Bells, Luggage Carriers, Lamps, etc. . . 144
A Glance at the Tricycle Trade 175
Complete descriptions of 350 Tricycles, all at present

made 17c

Manumotive Machines 351
Children's Tricycles 354
Children's Sociable-. 366
Comparative Table of all machines according to

P r,ce 372
The Mathine : Selection, Management, Keeping in

Order 383
A I hapter on Accidents 391
European Racing in 1 883 394
Index to Prize Winners 400
Fa-test Amateur Times 401
Road Records and Remarkable Rides 402
V astest Professional Times 403
Sociable R cords

4o+
Directory of Manufacturers 405
Addendas to several Sections 407

There will be no edition of this work in 1885.
Fifty cents by mail.

We have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskinb.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
1 heir own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with sugge tions on dress,
riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-
quirements." 1 weiity-live cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special
regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
wheh no other book on training possesses. As its hints
and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty ents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.
Fifty cents.

Health Upon Whbels, by W. Gordon Stables,
M. D. Contents : What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Kaths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Phvsician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Siomach. Vege-
tables—Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
tu ihe Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abu^e of Drugs. Rest New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives— Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,
Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly printed book of convenient size, contains forty-
eight pagsand forty-two distinct routes, with many side
and letum routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-
tinct points. 1 he road distances are given, and also the
usual condition of the road bed for each sueet, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads
crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-
ples which should govern the design and construction of
the Tncvcle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding
plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Whhel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Slunney. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,
resume' of events of the 1 ast year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will
close out at twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter
taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.— A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-
lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to X., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history
of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, {12.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made
We have a special sire for the World, $1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com-
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New tdi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in sue,
but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel

1 aper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. #2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trat'r.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leadn g
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely print, d,
on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner ami actions

of the men of the day, anil keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money
1

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the
acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2 '5°

per year, including postage.

Tun U'linu, World. — Companion maguine to

the Cyclist. Kach mouth is included a full-page por-

trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto* 1 1.7S per year, including postage.
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!

Dorchester, July 25.

15-lile Tri

The QUADEANT Won

!

Ridden by a comparative novice over a

strong field.

A NEW CONSIGNMENT JUST TO HAND.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
"Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

SEND
FOR

CATALOGUE

SUNDRIES.
Liberal Discount to the Trade.

STODDARD, L0YER1NG & CO,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

BICYCLE SUITS made from
Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel and Jersey Cloth.

Catalogue and Samples
free to any address.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.

108 Madison St, Chicago.

HOME* EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

J

cinating Hume Gymnasium ever de-
vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the
Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physical Culture

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

GEO. R. ill ItWELL & CO.

2 and4 East 60th. St.,NewYork,

COLUMBIA and EUDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles,

Wheel Goods of all Descriptions.

Send for our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars-

MURRAY'S, 100 SUDBURY STREET,
boston, m^ss.,

Is the Eastern Headquarters for the AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
AMERICAN SAFETY and IDEAL Machines. Do not waste your

money on a second-hand wheel when you can get a new one for the

same price. Every machine warranted.

I also make a specialty of YOUTHS' MACHINES, and keep a

large stock on hand.

A few more Harvards, Yales, Cornells and Shadows left.

A good stock of Parts for the above Machines always on hand.

Be sure and call. Discount to the Trade.

XOO SUDBUHY STREET.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
ON INSTALMENTS.

We have made arrangements to sell the Columbia Bicy-
cle on weekly or monthly payments. Any one

can now obtain a Bicycle with a small
weekly outlay.

Send for full terms and particulars to

WM. Gh BIRD & CO.,
216 WASHINGTON STREET (Corner of State), BOSTON.

THE HUMBER TANDEM. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)
THE HUMBER AUTOMATIC STEERER. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE. THE HUMBER BICYCLE.
ROADSTKR TANDEM, Weighs 98 pounds.

ROADSTER AUTOMATIC STEKRER, AVeighs 62 pounds.

STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY GUARANTEED. FINISH AND BEAUTY OF DESIGN UNEQUALLED.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Sole United States Agent,

3 ^.^XjIiTO-TOiT ^I-i-A-CIE - - EAST OBA3STGE, 2>T. T.

BRANCH OFFICE, 362 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
THE "HUMBER TANDEM."

Send Stamp for Price List. Genuine Humbers are stamped " Humbbr & Co., Makers, Beeston, Notts," on the neck. All others are inferior imitations.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

&
Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly" Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot be worked off whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelled, with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Ash your Dealer /or iltem, or sendfor Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILIj.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE.

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landy, Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates ; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,

and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Pricbs : Japanned, $3.00;
Nickelled, S3. 75. Sent express free on receipt of

price to any part of the United States or Canada.
Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

59th St. & Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central Park Entrance.

Patented in England and the United States.

Hurley's ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Gnarded Sidei

The Best and most Comfortable. It is so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. 0. BUELEY, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

The American

Adjustable LongDistance Saddle

Spring Frame, PerfectAdjustment, Light, Strong,
Elastic, Easy. Weight, 18 ounceB.

Star Saddle, 19 ounces

MAMTD DSDEE LICENSE FROM THE POPE MFfi. CO.

PRICE, $4.00.

BULL & BOWEN,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries.

Agents for all leading makes. Send stamp for
Road Book of Western New York.

687 and 689 MAIN STBEET - - - BUFFALO, M. I.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. ©UMP,
Dayton, Ohio, for large Illustrated Price
List of New ana Second -Hand Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES taken in exchange.

BICYCLES Repaired and Nickel Plated.

EDW. P. BURNHAM,
AGENT FOR

Royal Mail, Victor ana Premier Bicycles and Tri-

cycles, Royal Mail Tandem Tricycle (2 track),

and KANGAROO, ine only Real Safely.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hand Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

MADE ONLY BY

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,

158 Summer St., Boston.

HAND MADE THROUGHOUT.

Price-list and rules for self-measurement sent on
application. Our shoe has been imitated by makers of

machine goods. Get the right one. Patent mark and
" Boston" on the sole of every shoe.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion Insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition lor both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A " Keformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guarantied.
For further particulars address,

II. 15. SMITH MACIIINK CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. J.
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MORE THAN ONE HALF
OF THE BICYCLES IN THE RECENT PARADE OF THE

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN,
AT BUFFALO, N. Y., AND

Of the machines ridden to the finish on

THE BIG FOUR TOUR,
-WERE

EXPERT COLUMBIAS.
At Every League Meet the COLUMBIA BICYCLES have heen in the Majority.

FOB SEVEN YEARS:
THE OLDEST AND BEST RIDERS HAVE RIDDEN AT MEETS AND TOURS

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

BETTER THAN A RACING RECORD,
PRE-EMINENTLY PRACTICAL.

Office of

White Sewing Machine Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio, June 25, 1885.

The subscriber is Adjuster for the above Company, and in the discharge of his duties uses your

54 inch Expert Columbia. I have run the same something over 1 1,000 miles, in 14 months, over all kinds of

roads, and am glad to say not one cent have I spent for repairs, and my machine is in first-class condition.

C. D. KERSHAW.

ILLUSTRATED CA.TAT_.OG-TXE SE3STT FREE.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Branch Houses : 12 Warren Street, New York ; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFREO MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.



Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

$2.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 5 SEPTEMBER, 1884.
Volume IX.

Number 18.

\

0. W. CO.

LAMPS.
»

i Brass-Nictelled.

Deep Reflectors.

HUB and HEAD-

BETTER GOODS

FOR

Lower Prices.

isriaicEL

AND

BLACK.
SEE THEM BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
CHICOPEE, MASS.

THE YALE BICYCLE FOR 1884,

V

We are now in a position to supply this machine in all sizes within one week of receipt of order. The TRIPLE BALL BEAR-
INGS now applied by us to the front wheels of the YALE have already achieved success beyond our most sanguine expectations.

Among the expressions of commendation which we have received, a well-known rider coins a new word, and says :
" No one can wholly

understand what is meant by a free-running bearing until he mounts a stiff hill on *A TRIPLE BALL BEARING'D YALE,' "

The "YALE," "HARVARD," "CORNELL," and "TANDEM" Bicycles are described and illustrated in our Bicycle

Catalogue, while in our Tricycle Catalogue will be found full descriptions of the "AMERICAN SALVO," "AMERICAN
METEOR," and " DUAL " SOCIABLES and SINGLES, as well as two most interesting articles on Tricycling, from the pons

of eminent writers. Either Catalogue sent, post free, for a two-cent stamp.

THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY,
ESTABLISHED 1877,

Onn FELLOWS' HALL - BOSTON, MASS.
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For Bicycles and Tricycles.

FRONT BACK

Acknowledged to be the BEST. Easily Operated.

Automatic and Instantaneous. For sale by all leading

dealers.

G. B. BIDWELL, Maiinfacinrer,

4 E. 60th Street, NEW YORK.
ALSO, DEALER IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES.
WHEEL GOODS OF ALL KINDS.

Bicycles on Easy Terms.

SEITE POS Ci:RC-Crij.A.K,S.

Opbn Evenings.

RUDGE,

-AND-

ROYAL MAIL

BICYCLE

8 anil 10 Church Street,

BDSTDN, MASS.
We keep a large Stock of parts con-

stantly on hand for the above machines.

HARRY D. HEDGER & CO.

BELLS! BELLS ! BELLS!

" When thro' the park we gracefully glide,

The ubiquitous boy still by our side

Sends out a shout which touches our pride,

'Say! Mister! ring your Bell!
'"

Poets have rung their changes on the subject of bells,

but it remained for the originator of the above lines to

improve the article itself.
v

Ms "Stamtif Bells

Have become well and favorably known in the vicinity

of Philadelphia, and it is now my intention to introduce

them generally.

HART'S "STANDARD" BELL

Will be made in five styles. Prices from 75c. to % 1.2 5.

Its advantages are small cost, neatness, and it is the most

substantial bell in the market. It is impossible for the

bowl to jar loose from the base to which it is attached

when clamped to the bicycle, an obvious advantage

which all bicyclers will appreciate; fastens to either

handle-bar or brake.

HART'S "STANDARD" BELL,

Patented April 10, 1883.

ILLUSTRATION SHOWING CONSTRUCTION.

PRICES.
No. 1, small size $0
No. 2, medium size, flat spring clapper

No. 3, small size, closed base '

No. 4, medium size, open base 1

No. 5, " " closed base 1

Nos. 1 and 4 now ready.

Liberal discounts to agents.

H. B. HART,
811 Arch Slreet - • PMMeljbla. Pa.

PRIZE

OFFER.
We will give a first 'prize of

$15.00 and a second prize of $10.00

for the best articles sent in for our

Novices' Column on or before Oct.

1, 1884.

Articles must be written on one

side of the paper, and contain about

1500 words.

The title of the column explains

its purpose. We intend that it

shall contain hints, suggestions,

tips, in fact anything and every-

thing that will be of practical

use to beginners after they have

learned to ride the wheel.

In judging the article we shall

consider the subject chcsen and

the manner of its treatment.

The articles will be published

from week to week, with or with-

out the names of the writers, as

they may choose. Such articles as

we may deem especially worthy,

after selecting the two prize con-

tributions, we shall recognize by

complimentary subscriptions to

the "World."
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.AT PHILADELPHIA!
Seven 1st Prizes. Two 2d Prizes.

The following races were won on tfee " Royal Mail

Burnham won £ mile race.

2 " " lowering the record.

Powell

Prince

Philadelphia Championship.

5 mile race, lowering record.

10 versus horse " Scotland."

Also at Boston, July 4, three 1st prizes won by Royal Mail.

Five-Mile Amateur Championship of England, won on

Saturday, June 28, 1884, by R. Chambers, on a Royal Mail.
The Great Midland Amateur Prize Ten-Mile Scratch Race

for the Speedwell Challenge Cup, won on Saturday, June 28,

1884, at Aston, Birmingham, on a Royal Mail, being the

third successive year the Royal Mail has been ridden by the

winners of this great amateur race.

WM. READ & SONS - - 1 07 Washington Street,
SOLE AMEEICA1T AGENTS

HARWOOD S
SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwood's Detachable Safety Step,

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. In
ordering give diameter where step is to be placed.
Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,
Box 381. 'Worcester, Mass.

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM
Meets all the requirements
of the perfect bicycle-bell,

and gives complete satis-

faction.

IT IS EFFECTIVE;
OUT OF THE WAY;

NOT EASILY BROKEN ;

HIGHLY ORNAMEN-
TAL.

The alarm is sounded by
bringing a projecting roll

against the moving rubber
tire, when the roll is rotated

rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell.

EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.

With your orders, please give names of machines

on which alarms are to be attached.

Alarm for the "American Star" now ready.

These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated

all over. Sent by mail upon receipt of $3.00.

Send for circular.

HILL & TOLMAN, Worcester, Mass.

The Butcher Cyclometer
IS

ALWAYS RELIABLE,

Can be Read from the Saddle.

It registers to ten thousand miles and then returns

to zero. It weighs less than twenty ounces. The
weight which holds the dial always upward can be

easily removed and a lamp substituted in its stead.

In ordering, mention size and make of wheel. Price,

$10.00. Send P. O. Money Order or N. Y. Bank
Draft, payable to the

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.,

338 Washington St., Boston.

THE LILLIBRIDGESAFETY
Handle Bar.

[From an Instantaneous Photograph.

J

We have recently developed a method

of attaching our SAFETY BAR to all

the leading makes of machines without

changing or marring them in the least.

It can be attached by the rider himself

in one minute, is fully guaranteed, and

will be sent C. O. D. on three days' trial.

Send for Circulars.

LILLIBRIDGE BROS, Rockforfl, 111.
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TRICYCLE RIDERS
SAY OIF THIS HsT:E"W VICTOR

"The new ' Victor' goes like the wind, up
hill and down and over all sorts of roads,

as I never saw a tricycle go before. I like it

better every time I ride it."

ELLIOT C. LEE,
Boston, Mass.

(Mr. Lee is one of our most experienced

riders.)

" I would not have ' Victor ' disabled for

5.00 a day."

A. L. FISHER,
New Brunswick, N. J.

" I must say in the eighty or ninety miles I

have ridden it that it is ' elegant,' that 's the

best word with which to express myself. The

machine is staunch and reliable at all times,

and I have enjoyed its use more than I had

any idea I could."

EWING L. MILLER,
Philadelphia, Pa.

" The tricycle works finely. There are

everal parties who say they want one. Ours

seems^indispi-sable to me, at all events two

prices would not buy it from me if I could no1

have another."

Rev. WALTER RICE,
Brandon, Vt.

" After using the ' Victor ' tricycle for nine

months, and riding hundreds of miles upon it,

and having some parochial experience with

other tricycles. I feel warranted in saying that

the ' Victor ' is the best possible tricycle for

the money."

Rev. FRANK S. DOBBINS,
Allentown, Pa.

THE AMEIUCAN.
A New Adjustable Saddle. Light, Strong, Klastic,

Easy. A good article at a reasonable price. Send

r C rcular.

SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

OVERMAN WHEEL GO.

Chicopee, Mass.

E. N, BOWEN - FREDONIA, N. Y.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of anv kind, send stump toOUMP BROS.,
Dnyion, Ohio, for large Illustrated Prin-

I
List of New hi, ! Skcond - Haxii Machines.

'Second-hand BICYCLES tj im in exehaniri'.

Itll'V* l.i;s Repaired and Nickel Plated.

BAILEY'S HOTEL,
SO. NATICK, mass.

Fifteen miles from Boston. Good roads through a

delightful country all the way.

#2.50 per day. Dinner, 75 cents Lodging, 75 cents

Special attention to the comfort and acoommodation

of Wheelmen.
A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,
Club Tailors to the 'Cyclists' Touring Club.

BICYCLE UNIFORMS A SPECIALTY

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

THE PRACTICAL LAMPLIGHTER.
Simple inconstruction, readily attached, affords

convenient and efficient manner for lighting a
lamp out of doors, regardless of the wind.
By its use the vexatious delay and difficulty

'of lighting a lamp is obviated. The match is

lighted in a space protected from the wind by
two metal discs, from which the match is

passed to the wick. No cutting off of matches.

Pat.applied N° caPs or percussion tapes. Will not rattle.

for. Price, 50 Cents, mailed on receipt of price.

Liberal discount to the trade. Address J. C. McNAB
& CO., Box 350, Kochester, N. Y.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barley's ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, Witt Guarded Sidei

The Best and most Comfortable. It 1 so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly

tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, $3.50 ; Nickel Plated, $4.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. Q. BUBLEY, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.
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THE AMATEUR QUESTION.

We regret the present discussion on

the well-worn subject of amateurs, and

their separation from professionals. We
should not have given currency to the

letter which provoked it, but for its an-

tagonism to our well known and oft

expressed opinions. Fairness demanded
its publication, though ' Mordecai " is

singularly wrong in his estimate of the

matter he discusses so wordily, and pro-

fesses to be so familiar with. He seeks

in common with others to bring about a

reform where none is demanded and

none is needed. The amateur rule in

its present state is generally accepted

and acquiesced in. Its abandonment
would immediately result in bringing

about just the state of affairs this re-

former wishes to avoid. With the ex-

purgation of the artisan-laborer clause, all

social distinction was done away with,

and the rule was allowed to rest on its in-

herent qualities of expediency. Our
correspondents do not seem to discuss

the question as if they thoroughly un-

derstood the objects of the rule. They
do not consider at all the effects of its

abolishment. Dr. Blackham makes a

mistake in discussing what he terms
" the strict British standard," because

the strict British standard does not exist

here, and if we are to do away with our

rule as being opposed to our peculiar

circumstances, let us confine ourselves to

the American rule and its effect on
American 'cyclists. Do away with the

rule entirely, and the social distinction

would be the governing .one. The abol-

ishment of the rule which puts all on an

equality so far as social position goes,

would be a serious blow to the principles

of democracy. The same correspondent

shows his ignorance of the question, in

saying, " I should have felt in honor

bound to resign my League membership

or refuse to enter the competition had

the Pope Company offered their prizes in

cash instead of in articles of value."

The rule does not touch, and is not

intended to, those who engage in the

various business pursuits nor a person

who writes on 'cycling matters for a

money prize. " Mordecai " says that

" the underlying idea of the amateur rule

is that it is degrading to ride for a

purse." Our friend is in error. The
underlying idea is that a man who races

for a purse, for the value of the prize, for

what he can make, has that object in

view, desires the gain, and does not race

to show his prowess, to gain an honor-

able victory. The underlying idea is

that when men get to racing for money
they are apt to resort to methods that

even " Mordecai " and Dr. Blackham

would condemn. Our correspondents if

they make any attempt to do away with

the amateur rule, will do an incalculable

injury to 'cycling.

The true solution of the matter lies in

diminishing the value of the prizes. It

is the spirit of gain that offends the ama-

teur rule. It is successful attempts to be

an amateur in name with all the spirit and

some of the gains of a professional. Re-
duce the value of the prizes, and the

problem will be solved.

"PARADING HAS OUTLIVED ITS
USEFULNESS."

In a recent personal interview with the

captain of the Boston Club, he stated

that he should not call a run upon the

occasion of the L. A. W. parade, 5 Sep-

tember, because the sentiment of the

club was against parades on the wheel.

He said further, "The day of parades is

past in cities where bicycling is well

established. When the League of Amer-
ican Wheelmen met in Boston no club

displayed greater zeal in making the

parade a success than the Boston Club.

At that time bicycling needed some such

display to make it known and recognized

;

but now it is well established here, as in

many other Eastern cities, and parading

has outlived its usefulness. There is an

impression prevailing among our best

classes of athletic and business men
that bicycling is somewhat juvenile, and
nothing will tend more to strengthen this

impression than a parade of miscella-

neous riders on wheels. I think the men
of the Boston Club wish to cultivate bi-

cycling as a manly sport, or as a health-

ful recreation, with as little display as

possible."

The complimentary remarks of the

Boston Herald and the Spirit of the

Times, cannot but be extremely gratifying

to us. It should also be gratifying to

our readers as indicating that the 'cycling

press is recognized as filling a place

among the journals of the day.

The Spirit of the Times has twice

given notice that it will not accept as an

authority the League's racing board, nor

in any way be governed by its action or

its rules. We regret that it should feel

compelled to openly declare itself in the

way it has. However, there is this

much to be said, that a record is a record,

and whether a performance shall be con-

sidered such, depends not on any rules,

but on a mere question of fact. The

facts necessary to constitute, a record

being proved, the record must be allowed
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so tar as we are concerned, no matter

who says nay.

The meet and parade of Massachu-

setts wheelmen will, we fear, not accom-

plish any very good results so far as the

public is concerned. We are heartily in

favor of the meet of wheelmen for a dis-

cussion of topics of interest and legisla-

tive action, but the parade we consider a

great mistake for a city like Boston. We
print in another column an interview with

Capt. Harrison of the Boston Club, which

indicates how the older riders in this

vicinity feel. If there is a large turnout

to-day, we will be greatly surprised.

We have been riding for the past week

or two a Traveller tricycle (Humber
pattern) with forty-four inch wheels,

geared up to fifty-two inches. Having

tried nearly all gears from thirty-three

inches up to fifty-two, we find the high

gear preferable. Any hill that a man
ought to ride can be ridden, and a good

pace on the levels is much more easily

attained and maintained. We have not

yet fully decided what gear is the best

for our personal use, but we feel certain

nothing lower than fifty-two inches will

suit, while we fancy we would be better

satisfied with even a higher gear.

CORRESPONDENCE
{This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-
bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.]

League Elections.

Editor Bicycling World:— Thanking
you for your courtesy in publishing my
letter, which was unconsciously a criti-

cism of your own action, I have come to beg
a little more space in which to disagree
with the comments that you make on it.

That the president of the League should
sit in the board of officers is perfectly

true, but my idea is that he should do so
as an ex-officio member, and that the
League at large should not only have the
privilege of designating theirchief official,

but should not be restricted in their

choice to a list of consuls and represent-
atives that may easily exclude the most
efficient man. What you say of corpora-
tions does not forbid this plan, for
many of them follow it, it being the
universal practice, for instance, in those
with which I am most familiar— the
business exchange — to elect the presi-

dent, vice-president and treasurer, to-

gether with the board of managers by
popular vote, and at the same time ; the
three officers all being members of the
board ex-officio. With the League, there

is an additional reason why a similar cus-

tom should prevail, in the fact that our
consuls and representatives are elected

only by districts, and not by the full

body. The reason why it has not been
adopted in banks, railroads, etc., is plain;

that in these corporations it is considered
important to sacrifice everything else to

unaminity, and so tolerate nothing like

opposition among the stockholders.

The objection you make in regard to

the treasurer and secretary may have
weight, but I doubt it, being inclined to

think that the choice would be as well

made by the members as the officers, if*

not better. That these officers receive

salaries, I do think is of more weight
than in the case of the chairman of the

New York Stock Exchange, who is a

salaried officer, but is elected by the

members of the Exchange. An effort to

change this to appointment by the govern-

ing committee, was recently defeated by a

large vote. If our treasurer and secre-

tary were merely salaried employees, who
need not be members of the League, it

is possible that an intelligent choice

could only be made by a committee or

board, but this is a conditition hardly

likely to occur while the salaries paid
are little more than nominal.

Yours truly,

Edward J. Shriver.
New York, 30 August, 1884.

Kron's Colossus of Roads.

Editor Bicycling World: — You are

quite right in saying that " a proper road-

book of America would make the una-
bridged dictionary shrink into very minute
proportions by its side "

; and you cannot
be too emphatic in insisting that the pub-
lication of my own "Ten Thousand Miles
on a Bicycle " will in no way lessen the

duty resting upon each division of the

League to prepare a road book for its own
State, after the excellent example set

by Massachusetts. One great aim of my
book is to encourage the publication of

these local guides, and there is no doubt
that its wide circulation will have a great

influence in that way. The Canadian
guide, the Massachusetts guide, and the
Essex County guide will be warmly re-

commended by me to all tourists who
intend to visit the regions described ; and
the production of each one of those books
is certain to encourage the production of

many similar books. The first step is the

difficult one.

As to the scope of "X. M. Miles"
itself, the fact that the six thousand miles

of roadway which I therein describe from
personal observation represents only a
small fraction of the rideable roads of

America is undoubted
;
but the fact that

it also represents sections of "twenty-
four States'and Provinces," might seem
to give me a tolerably good claim to the
use of the adjective "American." I

hope, however, by presenting abstracts of

road reports, which have, been printed in

the Bicycling World and other journ-

als, and which I can persuade touring
subscribers to prepare for me, to give

some sort of an account of the roads in

every State and Territory of the Union.
Mr. Thomas Stevens, for example, who
is my 1968th subscriber, has given me
a general sketch of the 3,700 miles of
road traversed by him between San
Francisco and Boston; and it is not im-
probable that the total "mileage" which
I shall present on the authority of other

people will go as high as 10,000 or even
15,000. I can only tell as to the amount
when the time arrives for actually com-
piling the facts. The degree of fulness

with which I shall present these abstracts

of other tourists' road reports will depend
upon the amount of space which I think

I can afford to give; and my decision
will depend upon the size of my subsciip-

tion list. If it should be my luck to have
$3,500 or $4,000 pledged to my scheme in

advance, instead simply of $3,000, which
is the limit that I am struggling for, I

should be tempted, in just that propor-
tion, to let my volume approximate in

size to "the unabridged." In the Sep-
tember issue of the Springfield Wheel-
man's Gazette, I hope to print a revised
prospectus, exhibiting the exact nature of

the material represented by my thirty-

three titles.

Independently, however, of the en-
couragement which a large subscription
list will give me for increasing the size

of the book, the scope of this as ' a guide
to roads," will be increased by the addi-

tion of each new town to that list. Thus,
when a glance at the heading, " Oregon,"
in my appendix shows that a dozen towns
of that distant region have helped to

swell my list to 3,000, it also shows that

the roads around those dozen towns are

practicable for the bicycle ; and it enables
any one who plans a tour there to put him-
self into communication with the men who
can supply him with the facts. Hence, I

take special pains to secure supporters in

out-of-the-way places, — especially in the
West and South ; because, even though
they may not write me anything definite

about the roads round them, the mere pub-
lication of their names and addresses
forms a certain sort of " road report."

Hence, too, I insist, that though the body
of the book, which I myself prepare, be
discarded as utterly worthless, this double
list of 3,000 subscribers' names, classified

both alphabetically and geographically,

must, in itself, be worth a dollar to any
one who cares at all about wheeling.

There were 309 towns represented by the

first 1065 subscribers enrolled. I have
not made any summary of the residences
of the 643 latest at hand, but presume
they represent at least 100 additional

towns. If my complete list of 3,000 sub-
scribers shall show a distribution through
800 or 1,000 towns, that part of the guide
can surely claim to be, in a broad sense,
" American." Karl Kron.
Washington Square, N. Y., 18 August, 1884. '

The Bicycling World, of Boston,
is one of the neatest, most interesting,

and best printed bicycle papers that come
to our table. — Saturday Union, Lynn.
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THE TRADE
DDRTEA STAR SADDLE.

PAT. Feb. 19, 84

The Missouri Wheel Company have
just placed on the market the Duryea
saddle for the Star bicycles. We should
suppose that the Star would offer unlim-

ited facilities for attaching easy seats,

but the makers seem to have been con-
tent with the ordinary flat spring. The
new Duryea should, and doubtless will

meet any want in this respect, forming
saddle and spring in addition to the flat

spring already in the machine. It has
the same side wires as style B of the

Duryea of the ordinary pattern. We
have not tried this saddle on the Star, but
the sales of it are reported to be very
large, and several have spoken to us in

commendation of it.

We expect to be able to recommend to

our readers the new luggage carrier in-

vented by Zacharias & Smith for the

ordinary machine. We have sent for a
sample, and will, as soon as we have
tried it, give our readers the benefit of
our experiments.

Mr. Lamson has made for us a lug-

gage carrier, especially adapted for the

Victor tricycle, according to the plan
suggested by us in a recent number. The
only change from the ordinary carrier is

the increased size of the wire base. So
made, the carrier can be used to great
advantage on the Victor, or upon any of

the three wheelers where the saddle post
goes through the cross tube. Mr. Lam-
son will soon put the carrier on the

market.

The Columbia tricycle is now fitted

with a solid rubber bulb on top of the

head. The idea is to prevent a repeti-

tion of the accident which befel the
Western rider, who lost his eye by fall-

ing on the head of his wheel.

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co.
are doing a very large business in Rudge
Racers. Of the large invoices recently

received, nearly every one has been sold.

Among them was a 55-inch for G. M.
Hendee, and a 59-inch for W. M. Wood-
side, which were built to their special

order.

Bicycle Patents.

Mr. Amos W. Hart, of Washington,
D. C, contributes the following facts rel-

ative to bicycle patents to the Wheel-
man''s Gazette:—
The number of patents for velocipedes

of all sorts, including saddles, is about
nine hundred. Of these, tricycles con-
stitute the great majority, or nearly two
thirds of the whole. The bicycles, hav-
ing the wheels arranged tandem (in dis-

tinction from the comparatively small
number whose wheels are side by side,

like the Otto), attain to about two hun-

dred and ten. The single wheels, or

monocycles, number twenty-three; the

saddles and saddle springs, thirty-five

;

and water or marine velocipedes, about
twenty.
The monocycles are least known, but

constitute a most interesting class. I

find the striking fact that, of the twenty-
three patents, fifteen were issued in 1869,
and the remainder since 1879. More
than half are constructed on what maybe
termed the annular principle ; that is to

say, the body of the wheel is a ring (of a
foot or more in radial thickness) on which
the rider sits astride, within the central

opening. His saddle is mounted on fric-

tion rollers, and he usually employs hand
cranks for propulsion, the axis of the

same being provided with a pinion which
meshes with an internal rack on the inner
periphery of the wheel. The crank axis

being secured to the saddle, of course its

rotation tends to carry the rider up the

curve in front of him, and thus effects

the propulsion of the wheel.
Another plan of construction, adopted

in at least seven cases, may be termed
the skeleton cage — the wheel being a
very oblate spheroid, composed of stout

wires, within which the rider sits on a
seat pendent from the axis. How the
rider is to escape uninjured in case the
poise of the cage is destroyed, we are not
informed. Possibly, he is expected to

always ride on soft roads ! There are
two patents for saucer-shaped, or con-
cave-convex wheels. In these, the rider

sits in the centre of the circle, on a seat
swinging from the short axis. The cen-

tral portion of the body is made of wire
gauge, which protects the rider more or
less if he falls to that side. If he falls

in the opposite direction, he may, per-

haps, alight in safety on his feet. Three
or four other monocycles greatly resemble
the fork and front wheel of a " vertical

"

machine (when the backbone and rear

wheel have been detached) ; one of these

(Scuri's) has weights pendent from the
axle, and made adjustable vertically on
rigid vertical bars. It is on this kind of

wheel two lads, Seely and Dinwiddie,
have lately astonished the inhabitants of

Washington by riding without a dismount
one and one-half mile, through the streets,

over car tracks, etc. The pioneer here
was, however, Mr. Rex Smith, the famous
fancy rider, who rode short distances on
one wheel, in exhibitions at the rink,

some three years ago.

Chicago.

The Chicago Club seems to have
tours on the brain this season. Its mem-
bers are scouring the West pretty thor-

oughly on wheel ; the secretary is now
touring from Chicago to Washington, Pa.,

via Lafayette, Springfield and Columbus,
reporting regularly that the roads are

splendid. When Mr. Vowell says roads
are good they must be remarkable, for he
is not of a sanguine temperament. It is a

fact that Indiana and Ohio have some
remarkably fine touring, and wheelmen
of the East who desire to come to Chi-

cago in a leisurely way, on wheel, can
do no better than to start from Pittsburg
or Buffalo and wheel down through the

States, the trip having been made, for the

greater part, at the rate of ninety miles

a day, by Mr. Paul Staley, of Spring-

field, Ohio, and Mr. Mead, of Chicago.
Bennett and Haywood, of Chicago, have
been doing Wisconsin, wheeling from
Chicago to Milwaukee along the Lake
shore, through Highland Park, Kenosha
and Racine. This is the first time wheel-

men have made the trip along the lake

shore, and the roads are reported to be
not at all bad. From Chicago to Evans-
ton it is second class ; Evanston to Wau-
kegan, average first class ; Waukegan to

Kenosha, second and third class ; Keno-
sha to Racine, second class ; Racine to

Milwaukee, first class. Van Sicklen and
Mead have just finished touring down
through Illinois and Indiana to Cincin-
nati, via Indianapolis, and report good
roads all the way. The club had quite

an extensive tour out into the middle of

the State last week, leaving Chicago by
train Saturday afternoon, arrived at Cort-
land, fifty-five miles out, in time to wheel
fifteen miles to Genoa for the evening.

Mr. E. M. Wilcox entertained the club
over night, and very acceptably, as he has
a fine old country house with broad lawn
laid out in concrete walks, music of all

kinds, and a way to make one feel at home.
Next morning we wheeled eastward to

Elgin, twenty-four miles, for dinner,

through famous Illinois cornfields, where
one could lose himself were it not for the

road. Some of this corn grows ten feet

high for miles, with ears as long as your
arm. Elgin is where they make those

famous watches, the operatives in the

factory comprising, for most part, the

Elgin Bicycle Club, a very live organiza-

tion, and the oldest in the West. Elgin
is located on Fox River, that flows down
through this part of Illinois, and forms
a beautiful valley, on which are located

some elegant towns. Along the ridge of

this valley leads a very fine road of the

first class, crossing the river occasionally

by fine iron bridges, making a splendid

bicycle run. We left Elgin after dinner

and wheeled down the valley to Dun-
ham's famous stock farm, and admired
some five ten thousand dollar studs, and
other rare stock, in barns fine enough
for mansions, covering acres, the interiors

being frescoed and fitted up in fine style.

The afternoon run St. Charles, Geneva,
and Batavia, was twenty miles, to Aurora,

and there we put up for the night at the

Hotel Evans, a reasonably good house,

with one side opening on the river, which
flows over a dam at this point, very

soothing for the sleepless. The Elgin

Bicycle Club accompanied us during the

afternoon, performing the office of convoy
down the valley. Next morning's early

train carried us over the forty miles to

Chicago. These over-Sunday tours seem
to be wanted for a regular thing, as the

sensation of being long away from home
is obtained, without interruption of busi-

ness or actual long absence. Sunday
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touring has not been practised by the

club heretofore, but a square backdown
is made from this position, through pop-

ular demand.
Next trip is among the lakes of Wis-

consin, leaving Chicago on Sunday morn-
ing train, 31 August, to Kenosha, Wis.,

fifty-one miles. Wheel thence back into

the country to Burlington, Wis., twenty-

seven miles, for dinner, over fine wheel-

ing, somewhat hilly, but quite pictur-

esque. Burlington is on the Fox River

and located in a wildly luxuriant spot,

the Mecca of Chicago and Milwaukee
fishers who love a quiet nook to retire

to, for Sunday or other fishing, without

being too much seen. After dinner we
wheel fifteen miles to Lake Geneva, the

chief summer resort of Chicago. Next
morning, early train for home, seventy

miles by rail. Then the following week
comes the ladies' event. Certain maids
and dames of Chicago have ventured

upon the tricycle. — at first privately in

the parks early in the morning, — then

upon the pavement in front of their

houses, and finally on the road. The
performances of some, and one in par-

ticular, a very light weight and graceful

young lady, are good. The prodigy in

question makes forty miles a day on a

country road. Accompanied by her

brother and some other gentlemen, she

actually toured for a week, just before

the Chicagos started off on the Niagara-

to-Boston trip, making thirty and forty

miles per day with great gain in weight

and spirits. The whole family are now
a-wheel ; the brother, one of the toughest

tourists on the Chicago tour, and a Ken-
nebecker ; the sister, sturdy tricycler

;

the mother, sedate but jolly, an open
admirer and rider of the tricycle in pri-

vate ; the father has ridden the tricycle
;

the colored butler, footman-on-tricycle,

to the sister on lone spins ; the cook
borrows the butler's trike and rides in the

barn, and the others likewise. The
North Side asphalt streets, and conven-
ience of Lincoln Park, tend to increase

this new element of wheeling in Chicago,

and great is the anticipation of Chicago
wheelmen in that they will soon have
something better to ride with than the

old club members. The ladies' event

spoken of consists of a ladies' tour, with

bicycle escorts, through the famous hills

and lakes of Waukesha county, thirty

miles out of Milwaukee. Leave Chicago
Saturday afternoon in size enough to

monopolize the greater part of a drawing-

room car, and run through to Waukesha,
picturesque, hilly and expensive, and one
hundred miles away, arriving at seven
o'clock in time for a jolly supper. An
evening in Waukesha means all the hur-

rah and buzz of an elegant and popular
summer resort. Next morning rise rea-

sonably early, and start off for Ocono-
mowoc to dinner, and Lakeside for

supper, thirty-five miles in all, of the

most delightful and wild country. Forty
blue lakes within a square mile, set like

gems deep in emerald hills, each height

crowned with some Chicago or Milwau-

kee man's summer house, each valley and
shore with a splendid hotel at which the

bicycler findeth much joy in bills of
b
fare a

yard long, and swallow-tailed waiters who
will fetch you the earth for a quarter fee.

This is the wonderful county that has
been the scene of the most gorgeous
bicycle tours, both in poinl of numbers,
reception and programme, that have
actually occurred in this country, when
the Milwaukee Bicycle Club was in its

grand days, the largest club in the coun-
try, and the finest people on its rolls.

Those days were several years ago, when
the entire West would journey to Mil-

waukee in July, and join in those annual
tours, and for three days and nights

revel in grand balls and banquets, whose
floral decorations were marvels, scenery
sublime, receptions magnificent. Mil-

waukee does not do this any more, and
western wheelmen wonder at it. The
reason is, the old leaders are gone ; it

was Angus Hibbard, Andrew Hathaway,
Frank Stark, Haskins, Birkhaeuser,

Nash, Friese, and the noble sixty who
composed the gallant Milwaukee Bicycle

Club, that made Rome howl then. The
leaders are nearly all married now and
listening to something else howl. Even
the inimitable and versatile Hibbard,
whose bicycle songs are sung all over
America, will soon be linked for life, and
then good-by to the brightest light in

wheeldom, for a year or two at least.

That the ladies will stand the tour is

beyond question. At Lakeside some of

the gentlemen will leave on the next

morning's train for Chicago, and the

tricyclers will linger another day.

Prince, Armaindo and Anderson
closed a very successful tournament
Saturday evening, in which the two for-

mer rode bicycles against the latter's

horsemanship, and lost. The people

rushed to see it in crowds, and big money
is no doubt made. Chicago is to have a

fine bicycle track at last, on the North
Side. The Legrand Roller Skating Rink
Company was chartered to build an im-

mense rink solely for roller skating, but

was induced by our wheelmen to include

also a fine bicycle track of about seven
laps to the mile, of lengthened flooring

finely matched, all under cover in an
elegant building. Once a week, after

nine o'clock, the floor is to be cleared

and a bicycle race indulged in. Wheel-
men can practise all they desire during
the day. Strictly amateur. The West
Side is building an establishment almost
similar. b. b. a.

Chicago, 25 August, 1884.

CURRENTE CALAMO

Over the Handles.

Time, — " Over the Garden Wall."

One day I was riding my wheel so free,

Toward the garden wall

;

A charmer was standing and looking at me,

From over the garden wall.

Her face was fair,

So saucy her air,

I was rattled completely,

And right then and there

I took a bad header,

And flew through the air

Over the garden wall.

Chorus : Over the garden wall,

A terrible, terrible fall

;

I never did yet

A header get

That filled my soul

With such regret,

As the time I struck

Head-first in the wet,

Over the garden wall.

I picked myself up and said, " How do you do ?"

Over the garden wall.

She said, " I 'm certainly better than you,"

Over the garden wall

;

" But much I should like,

To know why you strike,

And get so hot, and muddy, and dusty like,

And take such a header from off your bike,"

Over the garden wall.

Chorus : Over the garden wall, etc.

" My dear," said I, " I can sorely explain,"

Over the garden wall

;

" The case in a moment, if I may remain,"

Over the garden wall

;

" Your glance was so shy,

I wished to be nigh,

So over the handles I went with a fly !

But now f beware of a saucy black eye,"

Over the garden wall.

A. S. Hibbard.

The music is about to commence.
Our wheelmen will be swinging round

the circle this month.

Mr. Hillman, of Hillman, Herbert
& Cooper, Coventry, England, is ex-
pected daily to pay Boston a visit.

The Bicycling World is getting
brighter with each succeeding issue. —
Herald.

Do we understand that the Wheel
challenges the World to a race ? If

so, we shall put our staff immediately
into training.

The recording secretary of the League
announces that there have been 2,207
renewals of membership to the League.

A good bag for carrying one or two
articles of clothing for change on long
trips is made like a lady's shawl-bag, and
is strapped on to the handle-bar in the fol-

lowing manner: On each side of opening
in the bag, sew a thick, stout strap, with
buckle on one to strap the bag together.

Leave a loop at the sewed-on end of each
strap. Then, when fastened on to ma-
chine, use small straps and fasten to

spring on one side, and under brake on
the other side. By the use of such a bag,
in case of a header, your handle-bar is

saved, in a great measure, from those dis-

agreeable bends, and, at the same time,

the bag makes a comfortable cushion in

coasting. Should any one wish to carry
more luggage than such a bag will accom-
modate, a similar bag may be made to

strap around the axle of front wheel (in-

side), but the first mentioned will hold a
flannel shirt, part of pants and stockings,
with one or two small articles.
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THE RUDGE RACER
At LOUISVILLE, ET., Aug. 14-15, and at PITTSFIELD, MASS., Aug. U, the following races

were won on the RUDGE RACER :
—

AT LOUISVILLE. A rF PITTSFIELD.
DOLPH won 1 mile, 2.501 (hest on record).

" " 10 " Inter-State.
u a 1 u

BETTISON won f mile dash.
WOODSIDE " 10 " Professional.

HAMILTON won 2 mile.

WOLLISON " 5 " Special
" " 2 " County Championship.

SPRINGFIELD CLUB won Relay Bace.

The CHAMPIONSHIPS OF ENGLAND, FRANCE, GERMANY, AMERICA, and SPAIN have all

been won on the RUDGE RACER.
These facts prove most conclusively that the RUDGE is both strong and fast, and its success on the

road and path remains unequalled.

THE ©STILTS-

FIRST-CLASS ROADSTER
at a Reasonable Price.

Rudge's Unequalled Ball Bearings to

both wheels.

Hollow Forks and Backbone.
Direct Spokes (eighty to front wheel).

Curved Handle-Bars.
Parallel Pedals, nickelled.

Weight, 44 pounds.

One Mile Record of the World,

2 Min., 40i Sec.

Net Weight 53-in. Rudge Racer,

23 Pounds.

STRENGTH, LIGHTNESS, SPEED.

The first Bicycle ever ridden
up Corey Hill.

Hollow Rims, Tangent Spokes, crossing

twice and covered at rim, Hollow Front
Forks, Semi-Tubular Rear, Hollow Han-
dle-Bar, Harwood Step, BALL PEDALS.

Weight, 36 pounds.

Price, 50-in, Painted and Nickelled, $105. Price, 50-in, Enamelled and Nickelled, $140. Price, 50-in, Enamelled I Nickelled, $140

SOLE A.C3-E3STTS FOE. THE TJ3STITEID STATE?,

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
10 Milk Street, BOSTON, MASS.

SEND FOR THE LARGEST CATALOGUE YET PUBLISHED, BEFORE ORDERING.
RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
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COLTJMBIA
BICYCLES m**> TRICYCLES.

*

THE POPE MFG. CO. would respectfully announce that after long and careful experiments with

five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different forms, they have completed one which
seems to them satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient num hers to supply it on their new machines,

and to any Columbia tricycle.

TIKIS COX-TT-JkCBX-A. FO'WEIEB-Q-Ei.A.Xe
Is of simple construction ; is applied to the crank-shaft ; is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at

the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle; is certain and effective in its operation; reduces

the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made of the finest

material, and with the finest workmanship, and 80 as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use.

~tt~

Price of Columbia Tricycle -«---- $160.00
"V*7"itlx I"o-c^r©r-C3r©a.r ---• $180.00

The COLUM.HIA POWER-GEAR will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle, at our factory at Hartford, Conn., for $25.00

SEND STAMP FOR 36-PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
~*-

THIIE POPE MFG. CO.,
Principal Office 597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Branch House ... 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

OORMULLY & JEFFERY,
222-224 Jforih Franklin Street - - - - Chicago, III.

-MANUFACTTJREKS OF-

The Light Running, Strong, Well Finished

EDESAL BICTCLj=j.
SIZES FROM 38 TO 50 INCHES. PRICES FROM S35.00 TO 873.00.

Price of

Flag-Staff,

complete,

with fasten-

ings, $100.

Silk Ban-

ners, with

Gold letters

and Gold

Fringes,

$8.00.

Fivo floors exclusively devoted to the manufacture of Bicycles

and Bicycle Sundries.

The bicycles are neatly gold striped and nickelled. This in absolutely the best bicycle for the price in the

market. Special facilities for exporting. Manufacturers of a complete line of sundries, bells, flag-staffs, rubber
adjustable steps, long distance saddles, tool bags, etc.

Price of Step, $1.50.

Can be attached to

any bicycle without
drilling or otherwise
weakening backbone.
It is furnished with a

rubber cap, giving it

a firm and elastic foot-

ing, and preventing
slipping.

Our No, 5 bell,

" The Superb,"

Price, $2.00, has a
continuous chiming
sound and of superior
finish.
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Albert E. Purdy, a Warsaw, N. Y.,

bicyclist, was refused admission to the

baggage car of Erie train No. 1, at Por-

tage Bridge, Thursday evening, because
he was accompanied by his wheel. The
baggage master stated in explanation

that this was a new order from headquar-
ters. No machine could be admitted
without an order. This will be interest-

ing news to a large number of bicyclists

who have been wont to patronize the

Erie. It is thought this move is made
in the interest of the express company.

A new danger threatens society, and
i

it comes in the shape of the bicycle. The
bicycle is almost noiseless on a good
road, and young men driving their

sweethearts would do well to keep a
sharp eye to the rear, as some very funny
things have been witnessed by wheelmen
riding behind buggies. I heard how one
wheelman rode behind a buggy for some
distance, quite undecided as to whether
the pretty girl in the buggy, all dressed
in white, had a black sash on or not.

He tried the experiment of riding close

up and blowing his whistle, and the black

girdle disappeared as if by magic. She
was wearing a coat sleeve with an arm in

it. — St. Lout's Spectator.

The third 'cycling and coaching party

of the Boston Club will be given 13 Sep-
tember. The club will start from 87
Boylston street, at 3 p. M., and attended
by two coaches, in charge of R. J.

Toombs and Geo. A. Doane, proceed to

Massapoag Lake, Sharon, where boat
races and club games will be given. The
success of the new feature of 'cycling is

so well established, that this run is looked
forward to as the event of the autumn
season.

A minister in Cleveland rode to

church last Sabbath, on a bicycle. As
he swept up to the sacred edifice, a large

Newfoundland dog, belonging to the

senior deacon, came lumbering out to

greet the pastor. The bicycle struck the
canine head on, under a full head of

steam, and ran him down with a shock
that could be plainly felt with the naked
eye. The reverend took a header, and
jammed his high silk hat down over his

ears so tight, that he had to crawl
clear through it to get out of it. The
scattered leaves of a seven-head sermon
flew around the avenue like a theological

snow storm. The dog made Rome howl
with his wails, and attracted a crowd of

300 people. The parson's coat was split

down the back and his trousers ripped
across the knees. He pinned up the

knees, and he had to wear a pepper and
salt sack coat the sexton loaned him.
When 'he appeared in the pulpit in this

garb, the congregation smiled, and when
he announced his text, 2 Kings xii, 6,
" But it is so . . . the priests had not

repaired the breaches " — there was n't at

dry eye in the conventicle. — Burlington
Hawkeyc.

Wm. Read & Son has just received a
light racer Royal Mail tricycle of the

open front pattern. It has a central

gear and scales at fifty-five pounds. We
shall have a look at the machine the com-
ing week.

" Tricycling for Ladies " is now in

press across the water. We have booked
an order for a supply of the work, and
will receive orders, though we cannot at

present fix a price.

The Overman Wheel Company has re-

ceived a patent in England for its excel-

lent saddle, seat spring, and ribbon
steering, now used on the 1884 pattern

of Victor tricycle.

English 'cyclists are showing a pref-

erence for loose knickerbockers over the

tight knee breeches.

It will be interesting to find out who
the " Higham, of England " was, that

competed with Westbrook, at Seaforth,

Canada. It was not our Harry.

H. B. Donly, secretary of the Cana-
dian Wheelmen's Association, while

riding at a fast pace in the dark a few
weeks ago, fell and dislocated his left

shoulder and sprained his right wrist.

The board of officers L. A. W. will

hold their fall meeting on the occasion
of the Philadelphia tournament in that

city.

Mr. Geo. C. Oeters has been chosen
president of the Missouri Wheel Com-
pany, in place of Richard Garvey, re-

signed. Mr. Garvey will locate in New
York, and superintend the manufacture
of the Duryea saddles.

It is reported that Chicago wheelmen
have gone into mourning because they
couldn't get up Corey Hill and a St.

Louis fellow could. It was a young fel-

low, too.

Some weeks ago we announced that

Mr. A. T. Lane, of Montreal, had loaned
a tricycle to a fellow named Speechley,
and that the borrower had failed to return

it. The machine has been found in the
hands of a firm of pawnbrokers and re-

covered.

Volume 2 of the World is entirely

out of print, and we cannot fill orders for

full sets. We have but very few copies
of Vol. 1.

A Massachusetts consul recently

addressed a letter, asking for sanction for

a race meeting, to Mr. Jenkins, "secre-
tary of the racing board." Where can
he have been since last February. Wake
up.

We have been waiting to hear some
bold spirit come forward and announce
that he will attempt to break all records
to twenty-five miles, at Springfield. Such
an attempt, if set down for the forenoon
of one of the days, would have an inter-

est for 'cyclers, though we do not believe

it would be the right thing on a pro-

gramme of races. Prince or Howell
might capture some of the professional

records, and Brooks or Dolph would, we
do not doubt, be glad to try for the ama-
teur numbers.

Lillibridge Bros, have their new
saddle ready for the market. It looks
well in the picture, and is capable of

being adjusted in height, width and ten-

sion.

RACING NEWS
Buffalo Tournament.

The fourth annual tournament of the

Buffalo Bicycle Club was held to-day, at

the driving park, and was a splendid
success in every sense of the word. A
large crowd, beautiful weather, and a
track that was in perfect condition, left

but little to be wished for.

A parade was given by the local club

and their guests through the principal

streets and parks of the city immedi-
ately before the races, and the wheelmen
were frequently applauded. There were
one hundred and twenty men in line.

Officers of the day, — Referee , Presi-

dent J. E. Danelson
;

judges. F. B.

Graves, Rochester, Capt. A. F. Webster,
Toronto ; clerk of the course, Sec'y C. F.

Butler, Buffalo ; starter and scorer, Capt.
George Dakin, Buffalo Bicycle Club;
time-keepers, J. H. Addington and J. H.
Isham, Buffalo Bicycle Club, C. H. Hip-
install, S . Thomas, Ont. ; recorder, C.

K. Alley, Buffalo Bicycle Club.
The single fancy riding was the first

on the programme. The entries were

:

W. B. Barber, M. F. Shafer, C. J. Con-
oily, W. A. Turpin, W. E. Kaufman,
Rochester; W. M. Hurst, Toronto; Neil
Campbell, Niagara Falls. It was ar-

ranged that the exhibitions of the differ-

ent competitors should be given between
the other, events. Each was limited to

eight minutes. W. A. Turpin, of Roch-
ester, was the first, and gave a good ex-

hibition. He was followed by W. M.
Hurst, of Toronto, who certainly could
give all the rest many valuable pointers.

He was applauded again and again, and
again, and some of his work was really

remarkable. He did the " handkerchief"
and "spider" acts with as much grace
and skill as Canary, and apparently had
a few tricks to spare when his time was
up. W. E. Kaufman, of Rochester, was
the third competitor for the fancy riding.

He did not attempt as many movements
as his predecessors. His principal feat

was riding on one wheel, and was very

neatly done. Neil Campbell, of Niagara
Falls, concluded the single fancy riding

in good style. He ended by riding one
wheel with backbone detached, which
was ruled out as not being a bicycle trick.

The first prize, a #20 gold medal, was
awarded W. M. Hurst, and the second
prize, a $15 gold medal, to W. E. Kauf-
man.

Messrs. Turpin and Kaufman, of Roch-
ester, gave a fine exhibition of double

fancy riding, and, as they were the only

entries, had a very easy time winning the

medals.
races.

One-mile club championship, first heat,

best two in three, for the A. M. Edwards
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medal. J. H. Hedge, H. B. Smith,
C. F. Hotchkiss, and C. E. Troop started.

Troop took a header at the start, and the

three went around as far as the third

quarter in the following order: Smith,
Hedge, and Hotchkiss, where Smith and
Hedge changed places. Time for Hedge,
3m. 8|s.; Smith, 3m. 10.

One-mile green race, open to club
members who never won a prize. The
entries were : H. C. Drullard, A. C. Rich-
ardson, A. E. Hoddick, W. J. Plummer,
C. W. Adams, W. E. Donaldson, G. W.
Chase, T. A. Russell, and R. A. G. Ault.

In starting, Adams opened up the fun
by taking a tumble, and he had hardly re-

mounted when he went over again. He
wheeled a splendid race, though, and
passed all the tail-enders before the three-

quarter pole was reached, where Drullard

was first, Russell second, and Chase
third. They finished in the order named,
and Adams was just passing the fourth

man, when the two collided and went
down with a smash, completely wrecking
Adams' wheel. First prize, $20 gold

medal; second prize, road lamp; third

prize, club monogram pin.

One-mile club championship, second
heat. Won by Hedge in 3m, 2ojjs., Smith
second, Hedge third ; Hedge thereby win-

ning the medal for the second year.

Smith received a $20 gold medal as sec-

ond prize, and Hotchkiss a McDonald
cyclometer as third prize.

Slow race, one hundred yards. There
were seven entries, and was won by Neil

Campbell, of Niagara Falls, in 4m. 7^s.,

who secured a Duryea saddle.

Two-mile dash, open to all. C. F.
Lavender, Toronto; D. N. Millev, Buf-
falo; C. J. Conolly, C. A. Smith, "Albert
Shirck and George Meyer, of Rochester;
H. P. Davies, Toronto

; J. Edington and
W. A. Turpin, Rochester; John V. Bar-

ross, Attica ; M. F. Schafer, Rochester

;

G. H. Camehl, Angelica; G. H. Terry,

Batavia. A fine start was made, and
Milley, Barross, Terry and Lavender rap-

idly left the others behind. Milley cov-

ered the first mile in 3m. 3f-s., with the

three behind him in the order named.
Upon the first quarter of the second
mile, Milley dropped back to fourth place.

Passing the three quarter pole Barross

was first, with Terry and Lavender close

behind, and Milley not a score of feet

further back. Here, in some way, Bar-

ross, Terry and Lavender were mixed up,

and a terrible fall was the result. It was
a most unfortunate collision for Laven-
der, for when he was picked up it was
found that his left arm was badly broken,
both bones of the forearm being frac-

tured. His wheel was also broken ; in

fact, is a complete wreck. Milley, in

some way. escaped, and came in first, in

6m. 20s. Terry, who remounted, secured
second place, and Schafer third. First

prize. Bull & Haynes gold medal, valued

at $30; second prize, pair of ball pedals.

One-mile tricycle race, open to all.

Won by Neil Campbell, of Niagara Falls,

in 4m. 7s. ; Geo. Dakin second in 4m.
io^s. Prize, $20 gold medal.

Three-mile club championship. Won
by D. N. Milley, in 10m. 16s. ; C. F.

Hotchkiss, second, in 10m I9|s. ; H. L.

Drullard third. W. E. Donaldson dropped
out on second mile. First mile, 3m. 22|s.

Second, 6m. 44fs. First prize. Riegel &
Robinson $100 badge. Won this time by
Milley the third time, thereby becoming
his personal property; second prize,

L. A. W. pin and bar; third prize, Buffalo

Bicycle Club pin.

The Buffalo Drill Corps here gave a

fine exhibition drill, and won admiration
and applause. Capt. Geo. Dakin com-
manded, with Messrs. F. Drullard, New-
man, Choate, Cant, Hayford, Addington
and H. Drullard.

One-mile dash, open to all. First prize,

gold medal, $20; second prize,|gold medal,

$10. There were thirteen entries for this

race, but only six started. Milley took

the lead on the start, and at the quarter

he still led, with Barross second and
Smith third. Rounding the upper turn

Barross and Milley exchanged places

with Smith, a good third. The race

home was very exciting, and was won by
Barross in 3m. i|s., with Milley and
Smith right behind.

Time race, open to club members.
Twenty-two men started. The time

drawn was 4m. 5s., and would have been
won by the first man in if he had crossed

the line, but instead of crossing, he
turned around within a foot of the wire

and allowed C. B. Graves, the second
man, to secure it. Mr. Graves declined

the prize, a $3,000 accident insurance

policy of the Fidelity Company in favor

of R. H. James, the first man, who made
the mistake of not crossing the wire.

Five-mile dash, open to all. Prizes

were : $40 gold medal, $20 gold medal,

and a cradle spring. This was an excit-

ing and close race throughout and was
won by Barross in 16m. 39s., with Robert
Barker, of Lockport, second, and M. F.

Schafer, of Rochester, third.

In the evening a banquet was given

the visitors at the " Genesee," and one
hundred and twenty sat down. After the

covers had been removed, the venerable

president of the club, Dr. Danelson,
welcomed the visitors, and proposed the

following toasts :
—

"The Steeds of Steel," —the Bicycle

and Tricycle." Responded to by Dr.

Geo. E. Blackham, of Dunkirk.
|

" The League of American Wheel-
men." Responded to by Sec'y C. K.
Alley, of the L. A. W.

" Our Guests." Responded to by J. O.

Munroe, of Buffalo.
" The Canadian Wheelmen's Associa-

tion." Responded to by C. E. Lailey,

of Toronto.
"The 'Cyclists Touring Club." Re-

sponded to by Dr. A. G. Coleman, of

Canandaigua.
After a short smoke and talk, the

fourth annual meeting and banquet of the

Buffalo Bicycle Club was declared over

and done for.

Buffalo, 27 August, 1884.

Springfield Prizes.

The detailed list of prizes of the

Springfield Bicycle Club for the coming
tournament, are announced, a summary
having already been published. In addi-

tion to the prizes for the record races,

the winners will receive other prizes if

they break records. These rewards are

in a three-mile race a $50 watch, in a
five-mile race a $75 gold watch, and in a

ten-mile race, a $150 gold watch. There
are also to be prizes for the best-appear-

ing clubs, etc., some of which rewards
are not yet announced. The race prizes

are as follows :
—

1

6

September— First Day.

1. One-mile professional, bicycle ; first

prize, $50 cash ; second, $30 cash; third,

$20 cash.

2. Ten-mile amateur, bicycle ; first

prize, Springfield prize cup; second, tea-

set, chased, gold inlaid and gold-lined,

value $90, third, ice water set— ice urn,

two goblets and slop, value $62.50.

3. One-mile, 3 20 class ; first prize,

gold medal, value $50 ; second, gold
medal, value, $30; third, silver stop-

watch, value $20.

4. Two-mile tricycle ; first prize, prize

cup, chased, etc., gold inlaid, value $62;
second, silver stop-watch, value $37 ;

third, toilet set, three bottles, chased and
gilt, value $25.

5. Three-mile tandem ; two first prizes,

two umbrella racks extra fine and gilt,

value $75 ; second, two berry dishes, one
special and gilt, one silver, value $45,
third, two stop watches, value $30.

6. One-mile, 3.16 class; first prize;

statuette— Mars, old copper, value $50 ;

second, epergne, silver, glass dishes and
two vases, value $30 ; third, vase lamp,
gold and silver, value $20.

7. Three-mile professional; first

prize, $75 cash ; second, $45 cash ; third,

$30 cash.

8. Three-mile tug of war; three first

prizes, statuettes, " Buffalo Hunt," old

silver, value $75 ; three second prizes,

three cigar boxes, bicycle tip, old copper
(holding fifty cigars), value $45.

9. Two-mile, 6.25 class ; first prize,

Stevens rifle, value $62 ; second, jewel
stand, gold inlaid, enamelled glass, value

$40; third, statuette, " Dying Gladiator,"

old silver, value $25.

1

7

September— Second Day.

1. Ten-mile professional; first prize,

$250 cash; second, $150 cash; third,

$100 cash.

2. Two-mile open ; first prize, tea ser-

vice, embossed, chased, s^ilt, S. & C,
six pieces, value $62; second, toilet

vases, silver and gold inlaid, value $27 >

third, silver stop-watch, value $30.

3. One-mile without hands ; first

prize, gold watch chain, value $50 ; sec-

ond, epergne, silver, three glass dishes,

value $30 ; third, bicycle rifle, value $20.

4. Three-mile, 9.50 class ; first prize,

gold watch, value $75 ; second, gold

medal, value $45 ; third, diamond pin,

value $30.
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5. Five-mile Victor tricycle ; first

prize, Victor rotary tricycle (presented
by the Overman Wheel Company) value

$160; second, tea service, chased, six

pieces, gold lined S. & C, value $60
;

third, ice urn, three quart, chased and
gilt, value $40.

6. Half-mile dash ; first prize, um-
brella rack, terra cotta, silver and gold
mounted, value $25 ; second, cigar box,
old box copper with dogs on cover, value

$15; third, toilet set, value $10.50.

7. One-mile professional; first, $50
cash ; second, $30 cash ; third, $20 cash.

8. Five-mile record ; first prize,

Springfield prize cup ; second, smoking
set, stand and lamp, smoking table, old
copper and hammered, value $65 ; third,

Stevens rifle, value $40.

9. Two-mile tandem ; two first prizes,

gold medals, value $75; two second, two
vase lamps, hammered, old copper, value

$50.

18 September— Third Day.
1. Three-mile professional record

race; first prize, $75 cash; second, $45
cash ; third, $30 cash.

2. Half-mile, 1,40 class; first prize,

gold medal, value $25 ; second, berry
dish, fine cut-glass, gold and silver inlaid,

value $15 ; third, toilet set, silver, three
bottles, value $10.50.

3. One-mile ride and run ; first prize,

folding triplicate mirror, mounted, silver

and gold, value $50 ; second, ice-water
tilting set, chased, value $30; third,

diamond pin, value $20.

4. Five-mile, 16.40 class; first prize,

gold watch, value $100; second, prize
cup, special design, silver and gold finish,

value $60; third, prize cup, special
design, silver and gold finish, value $40.

5. Five-mile professional ; first prize,

$100 cash ; second, $60 cash.
6. One-mile tandem ; two first prizes,

two epergnes, one silver, 1 gold inlaid,

value $64; two second, two desert sets
(each set berry dish, sugar and cream),
value $40.

7. Ten-mile record ; first prize, Spring-
field prize cup; second, tea service, hand-
somely chased, gold inlaid, six pieces,
value $90 ; third, gold watch chain, value
$60.

8. One-mile tricycle ; first prize,

plaques, hammered, copper and gold
finish, value $50 ; second, tea urn, chased,
value $30 ; third, flower vase stand, silver
and gold inlaid standard, fine engraved
glass, value $20.

9. One mile open ; first prize, French
marble clock, value $50; second, gold
medal, value $30 ; third, cigar box, hold-
ing one hundred cigars, dog tip, old cop-
per, $20.

19 September— Fourth Day.
1. Five-mile open ; first prize, Spring-

field prize cup; second, smoker's set,
smoking table, hammered, old copper,
value $65; third, tea service, silver, gold-
lined slop and cream, value $40.

2. Five-mile professional ; first prize,

$100 cash; second, $60 cash; third, $40
cash.

3. Half-mile, 1.32 class; first prize,

India chased, Russian gold inlaid vase,

value $25 ; second, stop-watch, valued

$15 ; third, gold ring, value $ ro.

4. One-mile tug-of-war; three first

prizes, three jewel stands, gold inlaid,

satin lined, value $59 50; three second,
three flower vases, gold inlaid standard,

decorated vases, value $30 ; three third,

three individual sets, silver, value $21.

5. Three-mile record race ; first prize,

Stevens rifle, Lord model ; second,
Stevens rifle, hunter's pet; third, Stevens
bicycle rifle. Presented by J. Stevens &
Co.

6. Five-mile professional record race

;

first prize, $100 cash ; second, $60 cash
;

third, $40 cash.

7. Three-mile tricycle ; first prize,

gold watch, value $75 ; second, ice-water

set, embossed, chased, five pieces, value

$47.50; third, prize cup, special, silver,

chased, gold lined, value $30.
8. Three-mile open ; first prize, gold

watch chain and charm, value $75; second,
art piece, Cleopatra figure, finished in

silver and gold, value $45; third,

epergne, value $30.

9. One-mile consolation ; first prize,

tea service, chased, gold lined, S. and
C, value $50; second, umbrella rack,

terra cotta, silver and gold standard,
value $25; third, toilet set, three bottles,

value $20; fourth, jewel stand, jewel-

table, engraved, gold inlaid, value $16;
fifth, cigar box holding twenty five cigars,

dog tips, old copper, value $10.

The Springfdjld Tournament.— The parade at

Springfield is expected to be one of the most attractive

features of the tournament. It will occur 17 Septem-

ber. The clubs taking part will meet on Hampden
Park at 8.30 a. m. and be ready to start at 9.30. Di-

vision No. 1 will form on the east side of the mile track,

with the head resting at the south end gate ; division

No. 2 will form on the west side of the mill track,

with the head resting in front of the grand stand, and

Division No. 3 in the rear. Leaving the park, the pro-

cession will pass through Clinton, Main, Carew, Chest-

nut and Worthington streets, to and down Main street,

and countermarch up Main street to the park.

The programme for the exhibition of fireworks on

Thursday evening, is very attractive, and includes ninety

pieces. One piece called " Our Greeting to Our Visit-

ors," will contain 4,500 square feet. The " Kaleido-

scope " will give a representation of the color changes

and combinations of the kaleidoscope in brilliantly

colored fires. " Our Badge " will be an immense rep-

resentation in appropriate colors of the local club's

badge. " The Bicycle Wheel " will have in ornamental

letters *' L. A. W." The " Sun of Glory " will contain

a number of heavily charged cases arranged in consecu-

tive rings and interspersed with jeweled points. Great

sprays of diamond light surround the piece, which ter-

minates with heavy explosions. " The C T, C.

Badge " will be outlined in highly colored lance fires

bearing the above letters and is dedicated to the Cyclists'

Touring Club. The device called "Taking a Dive " will

be appreciated by all wheelmen without description.

The last piece on the programme will be " The Falls of

Niagara," consisting of an immense body of Maine sixty

feet long, falling to the earth from a great height, fol-

lowed by a grand "Bouquet Aerial" of five hundred

rockets.

The same rates will be charged this year as last, ex-

cept that the prices of boxes, fao and $25, may be

raised somewhat. Several checks have been received

with requests to reserve boxes, but these will be dis-

posed of at a general sale a few days before the tourna-

ment. The admission to the park will cost only fifty

cents. It is designed to provide seats for 6,000 persons,

besides the 4,000 seated on the grand stand, by erecting

an open stand, probably along the southern curve of the

new track. These seats will either be free or cost but a

small sum, perhaps ten cents. For the tug-of-war the com-

petitors so far promised against the local club's team are

the Newton and Pittsfield clubs and the Boston Ram-
blers. Over sixty individual entries for the races have

been received to date.

Next week comes Hartford, Albany, and Philadel-

phia.

Programme at Hartford, 7 September.— One-

mile (3 .20 class) race, first prize, $25 gold medal; second

prize, $15 silver medal. Two-mile tricycle race, first

prize, Hartford ball-bearing sewing machine, a gift of

the Weed Sewing Machine Company, $70; second

prize, imported porcelain vase lamp, $25. One-mile,

open to all, first prize, diamond stud, $100; second

prize, engraving of " Schreyer's Imperial Courier,"$4o,

framed in bronze and gilt. Five-mile State champion-

ship, prize, diamond and gold medal, $80. One-mile

club race, prize, gold medal, $50. Half-mile, boys

race, under sixteen years, silver medal, $15. One-mile

ride and run race, first prize, gold medal, valued at $25 ;

second prize, Stevens' bicycle rifle valued at $13. Five-

mile race, first prize, Colt's double-barrel, breech-loading

shotgun, valued at $100; second prize, " Schreyer's Cav-

alry Charge," $50. One-mile tug-of-war, first prize, ele-

gant silver cup, chased with gold, $40; second prize,

engraving by Bougereau, " Nymph and Satyr " ; third

prize, a group of Florentine statuary, entitled " Tug-of-

War." Ten-mile race, first prize, a full-nickelled Ex-

pert bicycle, presented by the Pope Manufacturing

Company, $150; second prizes, French marble clock,

$40 ; third prize, French marble clock, $40; third prize,

crystal travelling clock, $1.00. One-mile consolation

race, gentleman's intaglio seal ring.

Programme at Albany, 10 and ii September :—
First day.

Novice's race, one-mile, Albany Club. Prizes, gold

and silver medals.

Slow race, one hundred yards, open. Prize, stop

watch.

Tricycle race, two-miles, open. Prizes, tilting water

set, set of nickelled lamps.

Amateur fancy riding contest, open. Prizes, {.old-

lined cake basket, pair gold toothpicks.

Club championship, five-mile. Prize, gold medal.

Without hands, one mile, open. Prizes, brass lamp,

racing suit.

Dash, half-mile, open. Gold medals.

Three-minute twenty class, one-mile. Prizes, silver

fruit dish, set of sconces.

New York Division L. A. W. championship, five

miles. Prize, gold medal.

Second day.

New York Division L. A. W. championship, one-

mile. Prize, gold medal.

One-mile, Albany Club. First and second heats.

New York Division L. A. W. tricycle championship,

one-mile. Prize, gold medal.

One-mile, Albany Club, final heat. Prizes, gold

medals.

Handicap, three miles, open. Prizes, clock, worsted

touring suit.

Ride and run, one-mile. Prizes, gold and silver

medals.

Handicap, ten miles, open. Prizes, silver tea set, —
seven pieces, ice pitcher.

Consolation, half-mile. Prize, diamond League pin.

The second annual race meeting of the Alleghany

County Wheelmen will take place at Angelica, N. Y.,

10 September.

The races set down for the fair of the North Ksse\

Agricultural Society at Haverhill last week did not

come off. The secretary of the association asked Mi.
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J. F. Adams, of Haverhill, to assist him to get up the

races and he consented to do so. Mr. Adams writes us

under date 26 August :
" You were kind enough to

mention it to some of your Boston flyers and they re-

sponded. Messrs. Burnham, Clark, and others came

here to-day for the purpose of contesting. The weather

was not fit, and the opening of the affair was postponed

until to-morrow. This p. M. I went with Mr B. and

the others to the secretary's office to make necessary

arrangements for to-morrow, and found that he, the

secretary, was decidedly off in his ideas and would make

no satisfactory arrangements about the races or the

prizes,— in fact would say nothing more than that he

would have our races run tomorrow; what it would be,

or what the prizes were to be, he would not say. Un-

der the circumstances, and very properly, those that

came, gave up the whole thing and returned home. I

feel very badly that I should be mixed up in the affair

as much or little is I am, for I had no interest in the

matter, beyond giving the cause a lift here and having

the races run in good shape."

Brantf rd, Ont., 27 August. — A bicycle race of

ten miles for the championship of Canada and $500 a

side, between Westbrook and Morgan, which took place

here to-day^resulted in favor of Westbrook by two feet;

time, 33m. 15s.

Cottage City, 30 August. — Two-mile race, How-

ard Hart (1) ; T. C. Tobey (2). One-mile, boys,

Eddie Fennessy(i); Jesse Trumbull (2). Half-mile

tricycle, professional, John W. Wilson (1) ; David H.

Mitchell (2).

Frbdonia, N. Y., 20 August.— One-mile, E. P.

Cochrane (1), 3m. 36s.

Woodstock, Ont., 26 August. — Games of the

Woodstock American Athletic Association. One-mile

open: C. F. Lavender (1), time 3m. 05s.; H. Davies,

Toronto Wanderers (2). Two miles (green) : Martin

(1), Biette (2), both of Woodstock. Half-mile, ^avies

(1), Lavender (2); time im. 29 2-5S. Three miles,

Lavender, barred, Davies (1), McKay, of Seaforth,

(2); time 10m. 29 1-5S. Five miles (Davies not start-

ing) : Lavender (1), Lambe, of London, (2), Clarke, of

Woodstock (3) ; time 17m. 39s. Fancy riding: Hurst,

of Toronto Wanderers, won. Oxford County challenge

cup: Clark (1), Martin (2). Half-mile, without hands:

Lavender (1), Doyle, of Finegal, (2).

A seven-day horse v. bicycle races begins at St.

Louis on Monday. Anderson will ride the horses and

Armaindo will ride the bicycle, alternating with an
14 unknown."

Chambers was in town last Saturday. He has gone

to Springfield to train. He will enter the bicycle races

and also the tricycle contests, riding a Royal Mail of

the Humber pattern.

Richard Howell won the one-mile championship of

the world, 16 August, at Wolverhampton, defeating

Fred. Wood; time 2m. 47 4-5S.

Alfred Nixon and H. J. Webb have started on a

tricycle run from Land's End to John O' Groat's to beat

the record. Nixon started first and twenty hours after-

wards Webb followed, and it is thought that a very in-

teresting road race will ensue. Webb rides a Humber
and Nixon an Imperial Club. The present record is

fourteen days.

The second annual one hundred mile road race will

be held by the Boston Club, Saturday, 4 October, over

the same route as used last year. The race will be

open for bicycles and tricycles. A gold medal will be

awarded to the winner and a silver medal to the second

man. Time medals will be given to the first three bicy-

clers who cover the distance in ten hours and to the first

three tricyclers who cover the distance in eleven and a

half hours.

Mr. Harry W. Hicham denies that he was beaten

by Westbrook, and says the contest must have been with

another person of the same name.

Point of Pines, 25 August.— Three mile race at

the Caledonian picnic. Theie were four entries, as fol-

lows : Ed. P. Burnham, of Newton, George Cain, of

Lynn, A. Anderson and J. Hughes, of South Boston.

Burnham allowed the others a handicap of one lap.

Burnham had a slight advantage at the send-off, and

soon made up his lap. He crossed the line alone, the

remaining contestants dropping out as they were over-

lapped by Burnham. Time, 11m. 52fs. The prize was

a solid silver cup valued at $225.

The Worcester ./Eolus wheelmen are arranging for a

tournament at the Worcester Driving Park, 9 Septem-

ber. The programme will include half, one, two and

five-mile races for club members and others for the out-

siders.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

At a meeting of the Greenfield (Mass.) Wheel Club

the following officers were elected: President, H. O.

Edgerton; captain, F. R. Hollister; secretary and

treasurer, G. H. Kaulback; first lieutenant, B. F. But-

ler; second lieutenant, C. H. Field; bugler, F. L.

Gaines.

'CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB
American Division.

Dues for the first year $1.00 in advance ; annual dues
after first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the United States chief consul, Frank W.
Weston, Savin Hill, Boston, Mass.

The first annual autumn tour of the American Di-
vision will be held in Boston 22-23 September, when
the famous "wheel around the Hub" will be re-

peated. Full particulars will be announced in due
course, and meantime every member is asked to keep
the above date free from other engagements.

Applications for Membership. — (Unless protest

is received within ten days from date of this publication,

each of the following applicants are considered provision-

ally elected) : S. Burrows, 19 Columbus street, Fort
Wayne, Ind. ; C. S. Byington, 31 North Pearl street,

Albany, N. Y.; A. L. Garford, Elyria, Ohio; W.I.
Harris, 357 Columbus avenue, Boston, Mass.; Theo.
Rothe, 623 Washington street Boston, Mass. ; C. F.
Smith, Columbus, Ind.; Theo. Stevens, 231 Bank
street, Cleveland, Ohio.

Appointments.— Consul for Coplay, Pa., C. J.
Schaadt; consul for Slatington, Pa.

; J. F. Custard;
consul for Columbus, Ind., C. F. Smith; consul for

Elyria, Ohio, A. L. Garford; consul for the State of
Wisconsin, B. K. Miller, Jr. Hotel for Slatington,

Pa., the Slatington House, E. B. Neft, proprietor.

Canadian Division.

Application blanks can be obtained by forwarding
a stamped addressed envelope to the Canadian chief

consul, Horace S Tibbs, 26 Union avenue, Montreal.
N. B.— Consuls wanted in every city and town in

Canada.

FIXTURES
5 September, Friday

:

Meet and parade under auspices of Massachu-
setts Division at Boston.

Races of Boston Ramblers.

6 September, Saturday.:

Road race of Cincinnati (Ohio) Wanderers.
Races at Montreal.
Races at Toronto.

9 September, Tuesday :

Races of Connecticut Bicycle Club, Hartford.
Races at Pittsfield, Mass.

10 September, Wednesday

:

Races at Montgomery, Ala.
Business meeting N. Y. Division at Albany.
Five mile championship N. Y. Division.
Races of Albany Club, first day.
Races at Weedsport, N. Y.
Races at Angelica, N. Y.

1

1

September, Thursday

:

Parade of N. Y. Division at Albany.
One mile bicycle and one mile tricycle cham-

pionships of N. Y. Division.
Races of Albany Club, second day.
Races at Weedsport, N. Y.

13 September, Saturday

:

Races of Philadelphia, Germantown, and
Pennsylvania clubs at Philadelphia.
Coaching and Cycling Run of Boston Club.

16 September, Tuesday

:

First day of Springfield Tournament. Races
at 2.30 p. m.

17 September, Wednesday:
Second day of Springfield Tournament. Pa-

rade at 9 a. m. Races at 2.30 p. m.

18 September, Thursday:
Third day of Springfield Tournament. Run to

Holoyke at 9 a. m. Races at 2.30 p. m. Fire-

works in the evening.

19 September, Friday

:

Fourth day of Springfield Tournament. Races
at 2.30 p. m.

22 September, Monday

:

First day of Wheel Around the Hub.

23 September, Tuesday

:

First day of New Haven Tournament.
Second day of Wheel Around the Hub.

24 September, Wednesday

:

Second day of New Haven Tournament.

27 September, Saturday :

Championship races of N. A. A. A. A. and
L. A. W. at Brooklyn, N. Y. Two and five mile

bicycle.

4 October, Saturday

:

100 mile Road Race Boston Club.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[A dvertisements inserted under this head, not ex

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forJifty cents.]

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.— Send to the

American Bicycle Company for list of sixty second-

hand bicycles and tricycles, American Kicycle Company,
Spiingfield, Mass. M. D. GILLhTT.

F'OR SALE.— Expert Columbia, 56-inch, full-

nickelled, swinging spring, bent bars, ball pedals,

used but little, $130; Expert Columbia, 52-inch, full-

nickelled, ball pedals, bent bars, ridden once, good as

new, $120; British Challenge, 54-inch, full-mckelled

except felloes, ball pedals, in first-class condition, $110.

Address G. R. BIDWELL, 4 E. 60th street, New-

York.

FOR SALE.—A 52-inch British Challenge Bicycle,

full nickel, except rims; in first-class condition, with

a nickelled lamp and H. and T. Alarm Bell. $«io.

J. H. TAYLOR, 1924 Green Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

pUDfJE FOR SALE. -A 52-inch Rudge Light

II Roadster, nickelled, except wheels, balls every-

where; never has been used; owner lately died; cost

$152.50, will sell for $142.50; everything complete. H.
D. HEDGER & CO., 8 Church street, Boston.

FOR SALE.— A 54-inch Star, enamelled, rocking

pedals, power traps, $80, cost $115, new this spring.

ARTHUR H. BALL, Millford, Mass.

FOR SALE. — A 56-inch Astley, hollow forks,

solus balls both wheels, direct spokes, adjustable

step; never been used, $70; cost $110; a baigain.

HENRY BALL, Hopedale, Mass.

FOR SALE.— Victor Tricycle, pattern of 1884.

Used but little, good as new. Address X, care of

Bicvcliing World.

MILLER & POST,
AGENTS FOR THE

British CMenp,

Mge Light Roadster,

and. American Rip.
A large stock of sundries on hand. Second-hand

wheels bought and sold.

Catalogues furnished on Application.

55 East Second St. - OSWEGO, N.Y.

_
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BICYCLE SUITS MADE TO ORDER
From the best rephyr worsted, at $7.50; Tights, $3.00;
Knee Pants, $2.50; Trunks, $«-5o; Jerseys, $4.50;
Stockings, $1.50 pair.

JAMES WALDIE,
B. & A. R. R. Highlandville, Mass.

iTICE TO WHEELMEN.

HARVEY & HARRISON, having enlarged their

premises, are prepared to repair Bicycles and Tricycles

at short notice. First-class work. Terms reasonable-

P. S. — Painting and Nickel Plating a specialty.

48 anfl 50 WINCHESTER ST,

Near Providence Depot.

BOSTOIT, MASS.

DURYEA SADDLE & SPRING.

Patented, February 19, 1884.

Used by Hendee, Prince, Woodside, Corey, Landy,
Jenkins, of Louisville, Eck, Morgan, Higham, Yates;
also Miles. Armaindo, and Sylvester, and all the flyers.

Can be used also on Star bicycles.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comforlable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Why Suffer on the Road any Longer? Try it once,
and You will Use no other; it Makes Road Riding
a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, $3.00; Nickelled,
S3.75. Special Terms to Dealers.

MISSOURI WHEEL CO.,

210 and 212 N. 12th Street - . ST. LOUIS, MO.

Send postal for list of New and 2d-hand Machines.

Sentimental and Humorous Poems of
Bicycling by

S. CONANT FOSTER.
Containing nearly fifty illustrations. Quarto, attract-

ive design in white and gold on pale blue cover.
Price, #1.75.

WHITE, STOKES & ALLEN,
129 6th Ave., New York.

ORGANIZED MAY 6, 1881. INCORPORATED JAN. 23, 1884.

HENRY E. DUCKER, Pres.

SANFORD LAWTON, See.

C. T. HIGGINBOTHAM, Vice Pres.

A. L. FENNESSY, Treas.

JtotfSMBte fr-

fflmmmBmmmm
epfenjW 4§, 47, V 18, arjj 49, 488%.

GBANB INTERNATIONALMM TOURNAMENT,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., SEPT. 16, 17, 18, 19, 1884.

On which occasion upwards of $20,000.00 will be expended. 36 Crand
Races, no two aliKe: Eight 1-mile; four 2-mile; five 3-mile; four 5-mile;

two 10-mile; three i-2-mile; one each, I, 2, 3-mile Tandem; one each, I,

2, 3, 5-mile Tricycle. All Races run on a new and fast 1-2 mile track
well fenced, and with a fixed pole. Crand Parade Wednesday, Sept. 17.

Crand Display of Fire-works Thursday, Sept. 18. Full particulars in
" Springfield Wheelmen's Gazette" for August; sample copy to all ap-
plicants. Entries close Sept. IO, to A. L. FENNESSY. Entry Forms fur-

nished upon application. For further particulars, address

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE CLUB,
Springfield, Mass.

HATS AND CAPS
FOR

Bicycle and Lawn Tennis.

The Hat is made of White Duck, and the Cap is a

Hook-down, made of White Flannel. We will send a

sample of either on receipt of SIXTY CENTS, fully

prepaid.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO,

68 and 70 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

FOB SALE -BICYCLES.

50-inch BRITISH CHALLENGE (painted and

nickelled) with Excelsior Cyclometer, J115.

52-lnoh HARVARD (full nickelled), $110. Both

are guaranteed in perfect order, and have

been used very little. Address,

H. R. BRYAN, Hudson, N. Y.

RACING MEN, ATTENTION !

Send for List of SHOP-WORN and SECOND.
HAND RACING MACHINES. Prices low.

STODDARD, L0VER1NG & CO.

IO Milk Street - - BOSTON.

THE BOSTON SHOE.
(PATENTED.)

MADE BY

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
158 Summer Street - - BOSTON, MASS.
Approved by the leading riders, and worn by Hendee,

Corey, Frazier, Woodside, and other well-known wheel-

men. Price, $5.00; to measure, £6. 00. Racing Shoes
a specialty.

The 8 r^R L, AMP,
LUGGAGE CARRIER and TOOL BAG.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Mention this paper

ZACHAR1AS & SMITH, Makers, Newark, N. J.



Second Day, Sept. 11.

1-mile State Champ. 1-mile Albany Club (in heats).

1 " Tricycle State Champ. 3 " Handicap, open.

1 " Ride and Run, open. 10 " Handicap, open.

1-2-mile Consolation.
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$1,000 IN PRIZES.
Third Annual k Meeting of lie tlta; Bicycle CM, Albany, 1. 1.

ISLAND PARK, SEPT. 10-11, 1884.
IN CONNECTION THEREWITH WILL BE HELD A

Meet of the New York State Division of the L.A.W.
First Day, Sept. 10.

I -Mile Novices. 100-yds. Slow Race, open.

2 " Trinjele, open. Amateur Fancy Riding, open.

5 " Club Champ. 1-mile without hands, open.

1-2 " Dash, open. 1 " 3.20 Class, open.

5-mile State Championship.

Prizes for State Championships to be valuable Gold Medals, given by the Albany Club. Entries for State Championships close Sept. i, to the Div. Secretary, B. G.
Sanford, Box 2425, New York City. Fees for each event, $1.00. Entries for all open events close Sept. 5, to J. G. Burch, Jr., Albany, N. Y. Entrance fees for open

events, 50 cents. The officers' meeting will be held at Club House, evening of first day. Parade, morning of second day.

THE FIRST ANNUAL MEET
OF THE

Hew York State Division, L+ A.W.
Will be held at and in conjunction with the Race Meeting of the Albany Bicycle Club, at

^-n-iB^-isr'^r, on s:s:F>:r- 10 a,n.a. 11, 1884.
The Meet will embrace a Business Meeting, called for the evening of the 10th, at the rooms of the Albany Club, a Parade of the Divis-

ion Members and invited guests on the morning of the nth, and Races at Island Park for the one and five-mile Bicycle and
One-mile Tricycle Championships Of the State, the prizes for which are elegant gold medals, gifts from the Albany Club to

the Division, and which are to become the property of the winner. Entrance fee to each event, $1.00; entries closing Sept. 1.

A cordial invitation is extended to the Wheelmen of the other Divisions to be present. All correspondence relative to the Meet and

entrance fees for the. Championships should be sent to the undersigned, Secretary of the Division.

P. O. Box 2425, New York City. BENJ. G. SANFORD, Secretary.

PHILADELPHIA,
Saturday, September 13th7 1884*

RACE MEBTIUO-
OF THE

p MBiiirinniviin mm mini win » mini imvivhiiim vaimwp

At the Gentlemen's Driving Park (near Belmont Mansion).
BICYCLE, TRICYCLE, AND TANDEM RACES. POLO ON BICYCLES A FEATURE.

GRAND STAND accommodates 1,500 people. No discomfort from the afternoon sun. Music engaged for the occasion.

DRIVING PARK reached by Walnut, Market, Vine, and Girard Avenue street-car lines to Belmont and Elm Avenues, where coaches will convey passengers direct to

grounds. Trains from Hroad Street Station stop at Girard Avenue Station (beyond Belmont Avenue), convenient to coach stand.

SECOND .AJN3VUA.U MEET, FElVmSYLVJUVIA. DIVISION JLi. JL. W.,
Will take place on the morning of same day.

PARADE of Division and invited guests will start about 10 A. M. and pass through some of the most attractive parts of Fairmount Park.

Board of Officers, L. A. W., meet at 8 P. M.
Parties contemplating a visit to State Fair or International Electrical Exhibition can arrange trip to include above Meet.
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A. 'WHEELMAN'S
Autograph Album!

MY 'CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

For Collection of Autographs.

It is H^lsomely bound in c'oth with gold and black
markings.

It has one hundred pages, gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard to

the wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of

'cycling fnends.
Three h tndred engravings, illustrating each quotation.

Price, One Dollar, Postpaid.

Will C. Marvin,
CVIID, MICH.,

Sole Agent for the United States and Canada^

For 1884

Every Machine Described.

Every Improvement Explained.

TREATS OF

All the Varieties of Parts,

Actions and Novelties.

430 "Pages. 308 Illustrations.

$1.00. Post-paid, $1.12.

E. C. HODGES & CO.,

Boston, Moss.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISSOURI WHEEL COMPANY, St. Louis,
Mo., Kichard Garvey, president; L. Lueders,

secretary ; exclusive agency of the Mandard and Expert
Columbia Bicycles, Harvard, Yale, Cornell, Star, Rudge,
Challenge, Facile, and all high-class imported bicycles;

also for the Victor, Nation.il, Rudge. Premier, Salvo,

Apollo, Coventry and Coventry Convertible Tricycles.

Repairing, nickelling and japanning. 210 and 212 N,
12th street.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CABB1KK, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

Mav be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-

five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-

land, Me.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, No. 1121,
1 'live street, C. E. STONE, manager, I ol

agents for the Pope Manufacturing Company's Expert
and Standard bicycles and tncycies; also for new pat-

tern Sanspareil, American 1 lub, and -ill high 1

wheels. Fine machine work. Nickelling and enamel-
ing a specialty. Send for second-hand list.

R. V. R. SCHUYLER,
17 BARCLAY, NEW YORK,

AGENT FOR

The "American Club" and "Club" Bicycles,

The " Cheylesmore," " Imperial," and " Club Sociable" Tricycles,

Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "American Sanspareil" Roadster,

Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And The "American" Roadster.

A FDLL LINE OF BICYCLE HELMETS, SHOES AND ENGLISH SUNDRIES.

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

CATALOGUES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
I

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both spe»d and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will -not buckle.
A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all
Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville. Burlington Co., N. J.

BICYCLE LEGGfNS. Good shape, durable, neat.
Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1. 25. Agent for
Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

T EAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN-
I J — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, #3.50 to $10 each'
Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.

•

(he only authorized maker.

HB. HART, No. 813 Arch street, Philadelphia.
• Pa. American and English Bicycles, and a full

line of Second-hand Machines on hand. Send for price
lists.

I YKA BICYCLICA. — FORTY POETS ON
L the Wheel, by J. G. DAl.TON. Very amusing
raid on the sentimental poets, and the most peculiai and
audacious humorous verse of the century, by the oldea
of the earliest wheelmen in America. Cloth, uopp
Sent post paid for forty cents. E. C. HODGES & CO

YOUNG MEN,
READ THIS!

THE VOLTAIC BELT CO., of Marshall,

Mich , offer to send their celebrated ELKl'TRO-
VOIXVIC BELT and other ELECTRIC AP-
PLIANCES on trial for thirty days, to men (young

or old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of vitality and

manhood, and all kindred troubles, llso fbi rheumatism^

ilgia, paralysis, arid many other diseases. Cpm
plete restoration to health, vigor, and manhood guar-

anteed. No risk is incurred, as thirtj days' trial is

da Write them at once for illustrated pamphlet

free.
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SAFETY, SPEED AND COMFORT.

The celebrated FACILE ^as been amply proved by experience in both England and America

to be the Perfection Of Roadsters, being Safe, Swift, Comfortable, and Incomparable as a

Hill-climber. Its best record in 1883 was 242^ miles in 21*4 hours. Its latest performance, May 17-24,

1884, was across England from south to north, 924 miles, inside of 7 days, averaging 132 miles a day, and

closing with a ruu of 190 miles on the last day. This is three days ahead of the best re^d, and

beats the world.

The Facile is neither "Boy's Machine" nor toy. It claims and holds no second place, but in

EVERY material respect is SUPERIOR to any Bicycle made.

EASY

by Name,

by Nature.

Every way.

Everywhere.

Call and see it, or write for full descriptive

Price List to the Sole American Agency,

15 Park Place, New York.

J. WILCOX, Attorney and Agent.

to Mount,

to Learn,

to Guide,

to Drive.

EASY

THE!

"AMERICAN SANSPAREIL" ROADSTER,
Constructed for the ROUGH AMERICAN ROADS by WM. ANDREWS, at his celebrated works, Birmingham, England, and fitted with Andrews improved head
with 5-inch centres, is

The Strongest, The Most Rigid, and The Handsomest Bicycle

NOW ON THE AMERICAN MARKET.
See what Henry Sturmey, H. Hewitt Griffin, the " Midland Athlete," the " Bazaar and Mart," and others say of it. " The most elegant and scientific design." " The

best of workmanship and materials." " The finest finish," etc., etc., etc.

Head, Dust Shield, Handle Bar, Brake, Leg Guard, Spring Spokes, Bearing Boxes, Cranks and Pedals

5TA l^T D A. R. D FI !N I S H . heavily nickelled on copper. Backbone nd forks finely coach painted and lined in color and gold

Crated and fitted with handy tool bag containing spanner, spoke wrench and oiler. so-inch, <t 1 C t\C\

r U J—1 J—1 JN 1 O K. E I_( l—i E D . Every part on copper, except felloes, which are painted and striped as above . . Of |0"1 Cfl

DUPLICATE PARTS IN STOCK. SEND FIVE 3-CENT STAMPS FOR CABINET PHOTO, OR 3-CENT STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE CONTAINING SPECIFICATIONS OF THIS AND OTHER ENGLISH MACHINES AND IMPORTED SUNDRIES, TO

SAMUEL T. CLARK & CO., Importers. Franklin Building, Baltimore, Md.
Photo, of American Sanspareil and Sturmey's Indispensable, giving description of upwards of 400 machines, mailed on receipt of 60 cents.

THE STALL & BURT STAR SADDLE.

Comfort attained at last with this splendid saddle which is

taking the mass of Star riders by storm. The combination of

the S. <§ B. Saddle makes the Star a different machine, and brings

it to perfection. We are now making up a large quantity to

supply the demand, and hope to be able to deliver promptly.

PRICES: $4.00 PLAIN and $5.00 NICKELLED.
Sent only on receipt of Check or P. O. O.

509 Tremont Street - BOSTON, MASS,

ALFREO MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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VICTOR BICYCLES
Have more than vindicated all claims made for

them at the beginning of the season.
Approved by the oldest and most critical riders,

their fine construction and special features have
pteced them at the head in the estimation of the
riding public.

You will make a mistake if you buy without
seeing the VICTOR.

SE2STID UrOIES a-A-T-AJLiOa-TTB.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
lT^O Tremont Street Boston.

The business of THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY will for the preseut be carried on by TH E
WESTON SUPPLY CO., 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., to whom should be

addressed all requests for Catalogues, and orders for HARVARD and YALE Bicycles, and AMERICAN
METEOR, AMERICAN SALVO, HARVARD, and QUADRANT Tricycles, both Singles, Sociablos, and

Tandems. As only a limited stock is available, prompt applications are desirable.
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ROYAL MAIL TWO-TRACK TRICYCLE.
In Great Demand, and we offer it as the Most COMMON-SENSE Tricycle Made.

Light and Easy Running. Friction Saved. No Front Frame to Tip Oyer. Very Handsome.

It probably has been

noticed, as is the fact,

that we have scarcely

advertised the Royal
Mail Tricycles at all, the

reason being that they

have been taken up as

quickly as received, and

we have not been able

to get them out fast

enough. Large orders

have been placed, and

production increased.

Just received by Steam-

er Catalonia an invoice

of these Splendid Ma-

chines. Examine them.

TWO-TRACK SYSTEM, ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR
COUNTRY ROADS, EASILY PASSING OVER ALL
OBSTACLES.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington Street, Boston, Sole American Agents.

ROYAL MAIL TWO-TRACK TANDEM, VERY
POPULAR.

holds the following Road Records of the world

:

Ten miles in Oh. 33him
Twenty miles in In. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 X—4= miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles

.

The longest continuous ride covering 2,050 miles in 19 days.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done too miles in 7% hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and all-the-year-round,
nothing in market can approach it. /8ES" Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

O.W. CO. DUPLEX,HOME * EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

cinating Home Gymnasium ever de-
vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the
Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physioal Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

CEO. K. BIDWELL & CO.

2and 4 East 60th St.,New York,

COLUMBIA and BUDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles,

Wheel Goods of All DoacrlptloDH.

Send for our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

DUPLEX WHISTLE, WITH CHAIN.

With Chain.

IT IS THE BEST.

By Mail, 75 cents.

SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN* WHEEL* CO.
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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The krhn, Pilot Roadster^ Light taktor, Safely, and Two-Track Tricycle

& 4-A.RE 1STOT77" ISIE-^ID-Sr.
They are of the very highest grade every way. MANY NOVEL AND PATENTED FEATURES ABE INTRODUCED

that are used in no other wheels. The American Pilot Machines are the only ones containing THE LATEST AMERICAN
IMPROVEMENTS, combined with the best ENGLISH STEEL, WORKMANSHIP AND FINISH, and are conceded to be

the most original, scientific and desirable ever offered.

Section of new pattern Warwick hollow rim, used on the

PILOT LIGHT ROADSTER, and wire compressed and
cemented tire used on all Pilot Machines, the most elastic

and durable tire made, and the only one not loosened by
heat or cold.

Pilot Steering Head, with Handle Bar detached

Brief of SO-inch American Express.

i-inch and J^-inch best red rubber tires ; direct spokes

;

Bown's jEoIus ball bearings to both wheels; detachable
cranks ; jEolus ball pedals ; elliptical front fork, semi-hollow
back fork; I J^-inch perch; Andrew's head, with long cen-

tres; dust shield, leg guard; 27-inch cow-horn handle bar;
large horn handles; grip lever brake; Harrington's latest

cradle spring, adjustable to rider's weight; suspension sad-
dle, bag and tools. 4 ^5-inch hubs of burnished gun metal.
Forks and perch are of best weldless steel tube. The head,
neck, axle, cranks, bearings, rims, spokes, etc., are of best
steel. It is very rigid, thoroughly well-made, and warranted.
For strength, durability, and easy running power, it is equal
to any machine made.

It is finished in but one style of nickel and paint, as
shown in the cut, and at the low price offered, no variation
can be made.

Weight, 44 pounds.

Price, 50-inch, $100.
$2.50 rise.

Sizes 46 to 56 inch in stock.

This is positively the best value ever offered, and is un-
equalled by any wheel sold for less than $125.

Illustrated Price List mailed on request. AMERICAN EXPRESS.

LATTA BROS.,
BO. 16 WEST MAIN STREET - - - FRIENDSHIP, NEW YORK.
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLES.

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH

VTHE^ AMERICAN
CHALLENGE

IDEAL
^SAFETY 9*- BICYCLES

AEE UNEXCELLED B"5T ^.XT^T.
THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,

In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from $74 to $119.

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from $35 to $72.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and

PRICE.
Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY, 222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Chti Tailors to the 'Cyclistf Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

HAHWOODS
SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwood's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $1.00
Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips
No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert
No. 5 " " Rudge
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to.

No. 1, for Standard Columbia
No. 3, for Harvard
No. 4, for British Challenge

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

$5.00; Nickelled, $6. 50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

The Voice of the Multitude.

Notwithstanding the claims made for all other

machines, and the favoring statements

of those who are directly in-

terested in their sale,

TkMajoritjLHIJ ColnMas.

WHERE WHEELS AEE TO BE FOUND YOU WILL FIND

COLUMBIAS.

More than one half of all the fine bicycles in

America are Columbias.

THE MAJORITY KNOWS WHAT IS BEST.

MISCELLANEOUS.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP, BROADWAY,
corner 59th street, Central Park entrance, New

York; repairing, nickelling, and japanning; second-
hand wheels of all kinds wanted and for sale. Send
postal for printed list. Agency of the Club bicycles.

Manufacturer of the Duryea saddle. Richard Gar-
vby, W. C. Herring.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

IEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.
J — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each.

Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.,
the only authorized maker.

'PHE ORESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SCP-
I PORTER, with patent alligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the
side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68

and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

THE " ACME " TIRE HEATER. — Price
$1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim ; full directions

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMSON, 20i Middle street, Portland, Me.
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ii

CLUB" RACER
BUILT

WITH

TANGENT
OR

DIRECT

HI*OK EH.

THE

MOST RIGID

AND

MADE.

RECORDS.
The Two and Five Miles Records of America

were won on a "Club" RACER.

NO PAID RACING MEN.
THE

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTON.
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ON THE ROAD! ON THE PATH!

ON THE HILLI

THE VICTOR IS KING
Fifty Miles in 3h. 44m. 10s. :

One-Half Mile in Im. I65S. :

: W. A. Rhodes.

: Ceo. M. Hendee,

OYERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St, Boston.

THE STAR* WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,
The 15-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP,
BESIDE 3VC-A.Pa3r MIJVOH lETVIBJXrTJS.

THE ITE-WT MOEEXj XiICS-HI" BOASSTBB IS THE KACHIWE FOB XaO^.33 OE E.A.TH.

Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel, sent on application with 2 cent stamp. Five cents in stamps

must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. I. STALL, 508 taut SL, 4 Warn k, 1 Fellows' U,
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ZF-u.'bllsls.ea. o-very X^xlcLa-y

DE. C. HODGBS & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates: —
One year, in advance $2.00

Six months " 1.00

Threemonths . •&>

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 if sent to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D. Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

Garvey's, corner 59th St. and Broadway.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 11 SEPT., 1885.

We are out early this week, and like

all good cyclists our eyes are turned to

the wheelman's Mecca,— Springfield.

We shall give as good a report of our-

selves as possible.

A great deal of comment has been

made upon the rule adopted by the racing

board under which positions in handicaps

and class races shall be judged by the

abilities as well as the records of a con-

testant. The justice of this rule can best

be considered when we look to the object

that is aimed at. Handicaps and classifi-

cations are brought in to equalize the rid-

ers, and to give the slower men a chance.

If this is not done, the object of the rule

is defeated. Former rules which took

reco.ds alone to handicap and classify

men were non-effective, because racing

men could easily get around them and

render them a farce. We need not go

into the details of this matter. It is well

known that racing men have kept down
their records to save themselves for the

class races. At Springfield on the 30th

of May last, five men entered the five-mile

race, 16.30 class, all of whom had rec-

ords for the mile below 2.50, and who are

well known as among the best of our rac-

ing men. They entered the race simply

because they had never happened to be in

a five-mile race where the pace was

forced. The experience of Springfield

last year is well known. Men went to

Hartford, and made extraordinary rec-

ords, and afterwards entered the class

races at Springfield. The object of the

class races at Springfield was defeated

for the 3.10 men, and the 16.30 men had

no sign of a chance against the fliers that

came into their races. The new rule will

leave much to the judgment of the han-

dicapper, but we believe it will work bet-

ter than the old. In establishing the handi-

cap system, and the classification of men,

a certain object is aimed at, and the rule

that will best carry out that object is the

one to be desired. We think the new rule

will give us nearer to what we want.

At Hartford the official handicapper

protested such men as William A. Rowe,

Fred Russ Cook, F. F. Ives, D. E.

Hunter, and William E. Crist, who en-

tered for the three-minute class. These

men and a few more are among the best

racing men we have got. Their place is

among the fliers. America looks to

them to pull victories from our English

visitors. In a race with them the slow

men can have no hope of getting a place.

Any rule that lets these men into races

set apart for the slow men is a bad one.

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch publishes

an article on " Flying Starts," and asks

that some attention be given to the idea

of a change in the present rules, which

will allow bicycles to be started in that

way. If the writer will turn to the files

of the cycling papers he will find the sub-

ject discussed threadbare. It is no new

idea. Until the advocates of the flying

start demonstrate the advantages of their

favored method the present rule will not

be abandoned. For ourselves we can

see little to be gained and much to be

lost by a change. We have been to a

horserace, and seen the judges call the

men back time after time in order to get

a fair start. On one occasion forty-five

minutes were spent in getting off a field

for a mile race. To get a large field of

riders over the mark at the same instant

is no easy task, and if they do not get

over at the same instant an advantage is

gained by the leaders no less than that

which they get by the difference in the

powers of the pushers-off. The intro-

duction of the flying start will delay

races ; it will lead to jockeying and trick-

ery, and nothing of importance will be

gained. If, however, the advocates of

this measure will demonstrate the advan-

tages of the proposed change, we shall

be ready to depart from an opinion that

we share with the leading racing experts

in this country and the Old World. Our
experience has shown us that where one

man tries to get a lead at the start,

twenty will hold back and trail behind

;

and the rider is more apt to tell his starter

to hold him back rather than push him

ahead.

The Springfield Wheebneti's Gazette

remarked last April, that when the proper

time came Brooks would deliver up the

ten-mile medal. It is now waiting for

the winner at Springfield. — Gazette.

We believe the remark of the Gazette

was to effect that " Brooks is a gentle-

man, and will give the medal up when the

time comes." The fact is, Brooks re-

fused to give it up, and only yielded to

force.

CORRESPONDENCE

[This departmtnt is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-
bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving t/te rig/it

to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology. ]

" The Amateur must go."

Editor Bicycling World, — I must say
I am glad to see the stand that is being
taken in regard to amateurs. The only
way to separate amateurs from profession-

als is to draw the line between them;
not in the midst of the professionals.

Strictly speaking, who is an amateur ?

As I understand it, an amateur is a relic

of aristocracy who deems it disgraceful

to so use his athletic powers and skill as

to obtain from them any money value.

He must use them only for love and
glory. If this is cornet, how many of us

are amateurs? 1 ride to my work because
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it saves car-fare; I do errands a-wheel

because it saves time ; I pleasure-ride on
the wheel because it saves horse hire ; I

save rent and restaurant bills by living in

the suburbs and going home to my meals.

Are not these money values ? Is not a
penny saved a penny earned ? Then are

not those who use a wheel for business,

professionals just as truly as those who
get their living from it ? Certainly they
are; the difference is only in degree.

Who then are the amateurs ? Under this

definition, they are what we call " dudes,"
and form a very small portion of Ameri-
can wheelmen. Then this ousts the

majority of us from the L. A. W., since

we are professionals? Not at all. Being
in the majority, let us drop entirely the

word " amateur " and all its belongings
and make the L. A. W., no longer a

league of amateurs, but a league of

wheelmen banded together to promote
and defend the interests of our glorious

wheel.

Promotion and defence was the idea

which gave birth to the League, and we
ought not to lose sight of it. Fifty

thousand men want this idea carried for-

ward ; not a tenth of that number know
or care anything about an amateur. What
then is our proper course ? Just what we
have started on, viz., draw a strict line

;

and draw it so strict that no one but a

dude will care to be called an amateur.

Then, we who use the wheel for the

good we derive from it, will stand forth in

our proper place and the wheel will no
longer be a toy in the hands of boys and
pleasure-seekers ; but a practical valuable

vehicle in the hands of earnest men who
are not ashamed to own that they work
for a living and that the wheel takes

many a drop of sweat from their busy
brows.
When the wheel is thus championed

we can expect it to make greater progress

and have greater power, and that is what
every true wheelman wishes.

C. E. Duyrea.

London W. to C. R. D.

Editor Bicycling World :— From the

sources of my information, I believe that

my remarks regarding Thomas Stevens

were substantially correct. I do not in-

tend to enter into a discussion with Mr.
Dodge, as I feel entirely indifferent

whether he has a good opinion of me or

not. Nearly every one who is acquainted

with me knows who London W. is, and
no one doubts my courage to sign my
name to any statement I think it advis-

able to make. I had read all the quota-

tions Mr. Dodge makes, and was well

aware that " Faed " and a few others took

up Mr. Stevens, but I see no reason to

retract anything I have said.

J. S. Dean.

Flying Starts.

Mr. Abbot Bassett, of Boston, chair-

man of the L. A. W. Racing Board, can

devote his attention very earnestly to one

thing with a great deal of profit. Within

the past three or four months of riding

and racing, questions of considerable
importance have come up, but none press

more vigorously for immediate action

than that of the flying start. Mr. Bassett
and other officials of the League may not
know it, but there is a strong sentiment
in the city of St. Louis in favor of the

flying start, and this sentiment is no
Utopian idea that has for its supporters
packracers or fogies; but it is a demand
made by men of the widest experience in

racing, men who do not believe in a
thing simply because it is old and has an
English flavor, but who hold to a thing

as it best suits the requirements of the

day. Such men are Cola E. Stone, cham-
pion 100-mile road rider of America, and
S. G. Whittaker, ex-champion, who is

known throughout the East as one of the

best road riders of that region. These
two are in a peculiar sense representative

racers. One. up to a few weeks ago, led

the Eastern amateurs ; the other has
always been the champion of the West.
Stone is large and heavy ; the other is of

light frame. It could hardly be expected
that both men so distinctly different in

physique should agree in their wishes as

to a change of start. It would be fair to

presume that Whittaker, being so light,

would not care much about a flying start,

and would be content to have the old

plan continued as long as there was
the least show of advantage in it. But
it is not so, and the unaminity of ideas

entertained by these two men is a suffi-

cient testimonial to the practicability, if

not the necessity, of the flying start.

Mr. Whittaker, speaking to a Post-
Dispatch reporter, voiced a vigorous pro-

test against the clumsy standing start,

saying ;
" It is one of the most senseless

things in racing, and it is strange to me
that the matter has not long ago received

the consideration it deserves. There can
be no logical reason advanced for its

continuance ; at least I have never seen
any. As has been said, it introduces a

third factor into the races that cuts a
most prominent figure, as I have found
to my sorrow in contests. How many
times I have heard starters say at the

conclusion of a race ;
' Look at the start

I gave that fellow. He would never have
won in the world if I hadn't given him
that send-off.' Now, what does that

mean if not that the racer now depends
on a third man who, if he be so inclined,

can throw a race. Again, no two starers

are of equal strength, so it must be true

that the starts are unequal. This is very
plain after considering one case. Sup-
pose John L. Sullivan starts me and a

140-pound man starts my opponent.
Won't I have an immense advantage?
Can there be any question that the same
advantage would be mine even in a large

field of starters ? Further, I want to tell

you that it is unfair in every way in that

it puts a most severe strain on both
rider and wheel. I know it myself from
actual experience in starts; but I want
to tell you what I have seen Cola Stone
do at the Fair Grounds track in practice.

I have seen Lindell Gordo*start him, and
then I have seen Cola turn his wheel round
twice in almost the same spot before
getting a start ; and so violently did he
drive the pedals on those two turns the
tire wore its mark into the wood. Now,
I insist that such a strain is a painful one
and should not be endured when there
is a remedy for it, and there is one
in the flying start. Why, can't anybody
see that with such a wrench a heavy man
is at any time liable to ruin a light racer?
Why, even as light a man as I am, I

have bent the cranks of my machine in

getting a start from a weak push. The
reason I talk so strongly is because I

know Mr. Bassett and feel certain that if

the matter is presented properly to him
he will use his influence to support the

reasonable change."
Cola Stone has already, in the Post-

Dispatch, given expression of his reasons
for favoring the flying start, and it is but
necessary to refer to them now in order
to emphasize Mr. Whittaker's statements

by declarations from the man who is

known to be the most feared by the

Eastern champions of any contestant
at Springfield. The subject of a change
in the manner of starting is never broached
that Mr. Stone does not give it his

heartiest support. He has repeatedly
said that the standing start is the worst
arrangement in bicycle racing and that not
a single sensible reason stands back of its

existence to-day. He said only a few

days before leaving for the East :
" No-

body can tell how a racer has to wrench
himself to get a start. For 200 feet or

more after the start, we tire ourselves

more than in the remainder of the dis-

tance. And why? Simply because we
must get up such a terrific spurt in such
a short distance. The flying start must
be adopted. It is the only practicable

plan."

Percy Stone, not unknown to Western
fame as something of a racer, though
opposed to any change, unconsciously
gave evidence of the need of it in a con-

versation yesterday. He was speaking
about his participation in the Ramblers'
coming meet, when he casually said

;

"And you can depend on one thing, I

am going to have somebody start me who
will just shove me right ahead of the

rest."

It is difficult to see how men who claim

to be progressive can be indifferent to

such statements, clear and unequivocal as

they are, and fail to see the need of rem-
edying the ills referred to. When the

Post-Dispatch, immediately after the race

meet in this city last May, calltd atten-

tion to the defects of the present system
of starting, some quiet ridicule was in-

dulged in until it was discovered that

Cola Stone held exactly the same position,

and then the ridicule changed to serious

thought, which has resulted in open
avowal of the clearness of the position

or in silence. It seems hardly necessary

to go over the objections again ; but it

should be pointed out that if jockeying
in the start can be prevented in horse
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races, a few#fines will stop it among bi-

cyclists. No judge need be deceived
by the excuse offered by a driver,

that his horse is unruly; that will

not do with a wheelman, for the judge
will know well enough that he can bring

his wheel to a standstill whenever he
wants to. Again, who ever saw anything
like an even standing start? Whoever
saw a judge willing to call the racers back
from a bad start after seeing them tear

themselves almost apart to get the lead

in the first few feet? Even if the start is

a miserable one, he and the audience
would prefer to let it pass rather than see
repeated the tedious process of mounting
getting into line and pushing off. Will
anybody have the nerve to say that it

adds anything to the dignity of wheeling
for the audience to behold a line of

athletic men held in position as if they
would fall off their machines ? Why can-
not some start be used that will enable
the public to make a comparison with the
time made by horses ? As it stands today
the relative speed of bicyclists, as com-
pared with horses, is unknown to the

public, simply because there can be no
comparison as long as wheelmen take the
standing start.

Now, these questions are all pertinent.

It will not do for the League to avoid
them. The change is coming as sure as

fate, but they can hasten its coming.
Discussion of this question has been
called for, but nobody dares come forward
to advance a single reason for the stand-

ing start. It would delight the advocates
of the flying start if somebody in all this

broad country would just rise to his feet

and give his reasons for opposing such a

start. The weakness of the position of

those defending the old system is so
patent that no wheeling journal cares

to come forward to support it. If there

is one it cannot raise its voice too soon
;

and if there is a League official that wants
to say anything, now is his chance :

— St.

Louis Post-Dispatch.

From Papa Weston.

Chief Consul Weston writes us from
the Senter House, Centre Harbor, N. H.,

1 September: "We got here safely

Wednesday, 26 August, and much to my
surprise, I stood the journey very well.

Since we have been here I have been
gaining steadily, but my strength seems to

return very slowly. We leave here to-

morrow (Wednesday, 2 September), for a
week at Littleton, and then return here
for a day's rest before going home,
where we are due on the night of the nth.
On the morning of the 14th, I join pilot

boat No. 3, at Lewis Wharf, for an outside
cruise, in which I hope, at least, to touch
the latitude of Halifax. I don't know
how long I shall be gone, and I don't

care, so long as I land in my old health

and strength, or more so. They have
got splendid tennis courts here, and it is

a little provoking to see the play, and feel

too weak to play yourself, especially when
any one is so fond of the game as I am.
But that will be all right some day."

Connecticut Division Meet.

Incidental to the Hartford tourna-
ment, was the meet of the Connecticut
Division, which included a parade. The
officers of the parade were Chief Consul
Huntington, of Hartford ; Capt. William
H. Hale, of New Haven ; T. W. Williams,
of Yantic ; C. E. Chase, of Hartford ; T.

J. Rust, of Meriden. The clubs formed
in the following order : Connecticut Bi-

cycle Club, New Haven, Meriden, Stam-
ford, Middletown, East Hartford, Rock-
ville, New Britain, New London County,
Danbury, non-division clubs, unattached
riders. The last named were commanded
by Mr. E. T. Harrington.
The parade was preceded by an Irish

jaunting car, in which were the First Regi-
ment buglers. Messrs. J. G. Calhoun and
George H. Burt acted as pace makers.
Nearly every rider in Hartford joined the
parade.

Notes by the Way.

The City of Vanity of John Bunyan
is, in effect, the Vanity of to-day. Dif-

ferent in the matter of architecture, dif-

ferent in its people, different in some of

its ideas, but the same spirit pervades
the whole city that was with it when
worthy Christian entered its gates.

The citizens no longer trouble pilgrims

on their toilsome marches, and each man
is allowed to think as he pleases and go
his own way. I was in no danger of the
persecution that Christian underwent,
nor was I liable to the fiery martyrdom
of Faithful. I made this one of the stop-

ping places on my route, and spent seve-
ral days in looking about the city. I

found a good system of League consuls,

and every hotel had special rates for

wheelmen, but I noticed that the land-

lords gave one less potato to wheelmen,
and allowed only one piece of pie at a

meal. I found that when a man asked
for the reduced rates, he got a room in

the attic, had to carry up his own water,

and was furnished with no mallet to

smash the bed bugs. I talked with one
of the landlords about this and he told

me that they kept their prices well down,
and when a man asked for a reduction he
got it all around. ' We have got one
wheelman," said the worthy Boniface,
"who comes here, and insists on paying us

our price, and asks us for increased privi-

leges. These he gets, and we send him
away happy. Wheelmen are great eaters.

Why, before we made this rule, a bicycler

took dinner with us one day, who called

himself Mr. Attleboro-Fiasco, and he ate

seven ears of corn and eight pieces of

custard pie, on top of a hearty dinner.

Now we cut down on the pie." I went
away, and asked myself if, after all, this

reduction in rates was the best plan to

work upon.

I walked into a large bazaar, and
found them selling wheels at extravagant
prices, and at prices so low that I won-

dered if they could be made of metal.
On looking closely, I found that the back-
bones of the cheap machines were made
of rattan, and rims were of bamboo rods
split in halves ; the spokes were of fish

lines, and the tires were made of cork.
" Do men ride these machines ? " inquired
I of the dealer. " I don't know whether
they do or not, but I know they buy them.
I can sell anything in the shape of a

wheel, if I can put the price low enough,"
said he.

I rather liked this dealer, and I saw
that-he was under the humanizing influ-

ences of the wheel, and so I talked with
him. " Why do you charge so much for

the best wheels ? " said I. " We have to

do it," said he. " You see they cut a good
slice off it before it gets to the rider.

This wheel, for instance, we sell

for $280. We buy it of the manufac-
turer for $10. We have to pay $4 duty
on it and $5 freight. We have to give the
custom-house officer a dollar, the consul
gets a dollar. We pay $5 to the collec-

tor of the port, $3 to the ship captain,

and ten cents to the man who takes the
crate off, who must have a drink. Then
we have to give a discount to agents of

$100, and on top of this comes the roy-
alties. We pay $10 for the privilege of
importing, $10 for the right to sell it,

$10 royalty on the wheel, $10 on the

hub, and $15 on the step. Then it' costs
us $25 on every machine we sell for

advertising, rent, etc., etc., and we esti-

mate that our kept amateur system costs
us $25 more. Then we have to give
away one machine in every three we sell

in order to get distinguished men on our
wheels. We always take a purchaser to

the Vanity Hotel to dinner, and this

stands us about $5. So you see the ex-
pense runs up. We calculate it costs us

$10 for the wheel, $260 to sell it, and we
make $10 profit, a very good margin,
you see. It isn't every business that can
show a net profit of one hundred per
cent." I saw the force of his argument,
and I wondered why some of the mer-
chant princes of Vanity did not take to

the business.

Looking about me as I went along, I

was surprised at the wonderful array of
accessories on sale. I found tool bags of
new design, and of all sizes, luggage car-
riers without number, and wrenches of
every conceivable shape and size. I was
shown a crowbar which, the salesman told

me, wheelmen used in prying stones from
the road, and he also called my attention

to a machine that could be ridden as a bicy-

cle, tricycle, and could easily be converted
into a bath-tub, a tent, a boat or a cylinder

stove. He showed me a piano that could
be folded up and carried in the tool bag, a
wrench that could be converted into a
hammer, corkscrew, bootjack, and hair-

brush. 1 noticed a tackle among his

goods and asked about it. " That,"
said he, " is to help you up the hills.

You take this block and carry it to top of
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the hill, where you hitch it to a tree. Then
you get a hitch* on to the machine and
pull yourself up."

Noticing the citizens rushing towards
Vanity Fair, I joined the crowd and hur-

ried along. Mr. Smooth-it-Away jo'ned

me once more, and we went to see the

great show. I found that it was race

day at the fair, and the wheelmen were
getting ready to try their skill. Mr.
Smooth-it-away kindly pointed out the

prominent men to me. " That," said my
companion, " is Mr. Soft-Snap. He goes
into the races which he is sure to win,

and he never ventures when there is

danger of getting beaten. That one
riding along in tights is Mr. Squeeze-Em.
He rides for the man that will pay him
the largest price, and he changes his

machine every week. That little fellow

over there is Mr. Pudding-Hunter. He
goes to all the little race meetings and
avoids the big ones. The tall man is

Mr. Slow-Coach. He never wins a race,

and just why he races at all, is a thing

no fellow can find out."

We spent a delightful day at the track,

and enjoyed the races. I was astonished,

however, to notice that they did n't give

the names of the winners, but only of

the machines. The Triumpher won sev-

eral races, and so did the Grudge, the

Masculine, and the Columbine, but I

can't, for the life of me, tell who the

riders were. Mr. Smooth-it-Away told

me that great interests were involved in

the races, and that the makers of the ma-
chines that won nothing always commit-
ted suicide the next day.

Finally, after a long visit at Vanity,

I resumed my journey towards the Celes-

tial City. Mr. Smooth-it-Away left with

me, but I must wait for another week to

tell you all that befell us

By the Way.

From a Feminine Point of View.

The English ladies are earnestly dis-

cussing whether or no a lady shall ride a

bicycle. It seems that one enterprising

maker has constructed a bicycle that will

stand alone, and which can be ridden by
a lady. She who writes " Occasional

Trebles " for the Tricycltst, would like

to see her lady friends on this contrivance,

for she argues that " it does not necessa-

rily imply a childish and weak-minded
idea to copy a man on his own ground,

any more than the riding of a tricycle or

a horse. So long as a machine is con-

structed in a manner suited to the riding

of a lady in ordinary costume, it does hot

matter how many wheels it has ; and if we
are to be frightened away from such ex-

periments by lugubrious warnings of be-

ing laughed at for copying a man on his

own ground, good-bye to central-geared

tricycles, to equestrianism, to boating,

to lawn-tennis, and in fact, to every mod-
ern innovation that used to be exclusively

the prerogative of the male sex."

Violet Lorne, of Wheel Life, by no
means agrees with Miss O. T., and she
asks to be enlightened regarding the par-

ticular benefit the k
' Bicyclette " is sup-

posed to confer upon its lady rider, or in

what special degree it possesses advan-
tages which are of so pronounced a char-

acter as to make it worth a woman's
while to master the art of riding it?*

Since it is not a mere desire to emulate
manly amusements which allures a
woman to the apparently still somewhat
perilous joys of the " Bicyclette," it must
possess solid virtues unknown to the tri-

cycle if any one is to resign for its sake
the latter machine.

I am inclined to agree with my friend

Violet. She is on the safest ground at

least. Could we ride the ordinary bicy-

cle we should be able to go much faster,

but it would be at the expense of safety

and comfort. I hope to see no move-
ment towards the bicycle by my lady

friends.

What a deal of trouble and heartaches
we of the gentler sex are saved in being
rid of the vexing questions that keep our
brothers of the wheel in a continual tur-

moil of discussion. We do not know
whether we are professionals or amateurs,
and we little care. We ride our wheels'

for pleasure, tour a little, and once in a

while we go to the races, but we do not
race ourselves, and we don't trouble our-

selves to regulate the movements of those

who do. Would n't it be better to have
an association of racing men only, and
let them conduct their own affairs, and
make laws about the racing?

Excuse me, I do not wish to enter

into a discussion concerning a matter of

which I know so little as I do of racing,

but I have thought that some of the gen-

tlemen who care very little about racing

themselves, are very much concerned
about how the racing men act.

I want to tell you about a little con-

test we had last week. You must know
that Maud prides herself on her hill-

climbing ablilities, and never walks up a

declivity until she is obliged to get off

from sheer exhaustion. There is one hill

which troubles us beyond measure, and
we have to encounter it frequently in our
runs; for it lies between us and a very

pretty woodland retreat that we pay fre-

quent visits to.

It has conquered us all more than

once, but as we grow stronger from our

experience, we are able to get further up,

and once in a while when the surface is

good we can get to the summit. When
any of us are alone we never think of

riding the hill, but when we go in com-
pany the spirit of rivalry with which
humanity is imbued, leads us to attempt

the difficult feat, and pay for it by a

weariness that calls for a long rest at the

summit.

But we have all been to the top, fairly

and squarely, as the urchins say. Maud
won the first victory over our bete ?ioir,

and then I was successful. Mrs. and
Hattie were longer about it, but they
finally conquered. A more puffed-up set

you never saw. We felt that we had
achieved wonders. Maud crowed over
us a little at first, just after she had been
crowned with success, and while we were
still in the toils, but when we were on
equal footing she was less boastful.

Do you think we did not sound the

notes of our victory ? You little know
the female mind if you think we did n't.

All our friends had it dinned into their

ears for weeks after. But poor Maud
talked to a doubter. She has a friend

who rides the bicycle, to whom she told

the story, but he would not believe her.

She protested strongly, and called upon
us to testify to the truth of her story.

We came to her support with enthusiasm,
but "the young man was obdurate, and
remained an unbeliever.

All this led to a challenge and a very

singular wager. Hector said he would
go out with us and allow us to demon-
strate to him whether or not we could

climb the hill. If all got up we were to

be invited to an ice cream at his expense.

We were to go to the saloon, and he was
to eat a cream in any event, but of the

ladies only those who got to the top of

the hill were to have creams, and the

vanquished ones were to sit and see the

others eat.

The day of fate came. We joined

company to conquer the hill, and rode

out in fine spirits. But alas for our
hope. We went out with exuberance ; we
came back crushed. The hill favored

the gentleman for it was in a most
wretched condition, but I think we could

have reached the top had it not been for

our absurd wager. On the way out we
discussed the pros and cons of the thing,

and got into a gale of laughter over it.

Maud's clear musical laugh was the loud-

est, and it awakened the echoes of the

hills time and again. But we all did our
part, and when we got to the foot of the

hill our strength was gone, and we felt

that we were conquered.

Shall I confess it? We never did so

poorly with that hill, in our lives. And
there sat our doubting friend all the while

storing up ammunition to use against us

when next we broached the subject of

our previous exploits. Maud gave up
last, and there were tears in her eyes

when she succumbed.

We carried out the wager to the letter,

and the patrons of a certain ice cream
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RUDGE
SPECIAL NOTICE.

We beg to notify ovur A.gents and the Bicycling Public that we have
now the Sole United. States Jlgency of Messrs. Marriott & Cooper's Cele-
brated

(Bicycles, Tricycles, and. Tandems, and shall handle the above"Machines
Tte^t yexxT, ire connection -with the celebrated

Cycles. Farther details -will soon appear in the columns of the Cycling
Press ; meanwhile,

WATCH FOR RECORDS
--A.T

HARTFORD AND SPRINGFIELD
-ON TJSCE-

RUDGE AND HUMBER.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO
152 to 158 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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The 24-Hour Record

Broken by L. D. MUNGER, of Detroit.

211 12 ACXXjESS*.

Mr. Munger broke the record. It was not the wheel he rode, but

the man, who did it. Nevertheless, we are glad to say he rode from

start to finish on an

APOLLO!
A 54-INCH WHEEL WEIGHING THIRTY-NINE POUNDS.

This is the same wheel on which Mr. Munger took second place in

the Big Four Century Road Race.

FOR RIGIDITY, LIGHTNESS AND EASE OF RUNNING, NO BETTER WEEEL WAS EVER MADE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 STYLES OF BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, SOCIABLES AND TANDEMS.

A High Grade of Miniature Machines for Boys and Girls.

W. B. EVERETT & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.
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saloon must have been surprised to see
a gentleman walk in with four young
ladies, call for the largest sized ice cream,
and eat it without so much as suggesting
that they join him.

And now Maud is on the war path.

She threatens vengeance, and I believe

she will get even with Hector yet. When
she does I will tell you. Daisie.

Safety Indispensable.

We have received an advance copy of

Henry Sturmey's latest work, the " Indis-

pensable Handbook to the Safety Bi-

cycle." As in his other books on the

bicycle and tricycle, Mr. Sturmey goes
into an analysis of the Safety and
describes in detail the various tires, rims,

wheels, cranks, driving gear, levers etc.,

used on the different makes. Many new
accessories are also illustrated and
described. The body of the .work is

given to a description in detail of each
machine, and cuts are shown of the great
majority. The book follows in sequence
the former works of Mr. Sturmey, and
fills a place of importance in bicycling

literature. As representatives of Iliffe

& Son in this country, we shall have these
in stock.

CURRENTE CALAMO
Wheels of Fate.

BESSIE CHANDLEE.

We met within a tent and at a fair,

Where for a dime (her price was far from great),

And in a dress which gypsies never wear,

She told my fortune on a wheel of fate.

Oh, little wheel, be kind to me,

And make my future fair to see I

Thinking of her while riding on my wheel,

And wond'ring should I never see her more,

Musing how strange and queer she made me feel,

I "took a header" at her very door.

Oh, big, bright wheel it was not meet
To lay me thus before her feet

!

They helped me in, for I was stunned and dazed,

My poor bumped head they kindly tried to nurse,

And on my dear one's form again I gazed —
My head grew better and'my heart grew worse.

I thanked you for your shabby trick,

O, shameless wheel, so bright and quick 1

And after that, as I rode by each day,

I used to bow, to stop and then to wait,

Till finally, I always rode that way
And never farther than the little gate.

Oh, how you leaned against that gate,

In those bright days, big wheel of fate !

The rest — how can I ever tell the rest ?

One day, the gladdest day of all my life,

With daisies in her hand and on her breast,

The " gipsey girl " became my own dear wife.

For orange flowers are out of date,

But daisies look like wheels of fate.

The professionals are asking why they
never get a consolation race. They say
they need consolation as well as the
amateurs.

Ralph Friedburg, the Chicago pro-

fessional, in an attempt to beat the 100-

mile road record of the amateurs, and
create a professional record, is credited

with fifty miles in 3.28.

Thursday, 24 September, is set aside
for the meet of the Massachusetts Divi-

sion, at Worcester. The visitors will be
entertained by the Worcester ^Eolus
Wheelmen.

Mr. F. P. Priall, of the Wheel, has
compiled a very convenient book of rec-

ords, both English and American, which
he distributed a Hartford and Springfield.

At twelve o'clock Friday morning, 28
August, Messrs. A. M. Crothers and
John Deaton started from Springfield,

Ohio, to make a twenty-four hour run and
try to beat the State record, which was
one hundred and fifty-eight miles, made
by the Buckeye Club, on the fourth of

July last. They covered 174J miles in

half an hour less than the twenty-four.

The American Bicycle Company, of
Springfield, Mass., of which Mr. M. D.
Gillett is manager, is having a closing
out sale of its entire stock of second-hand
bicycles, and now intend to close busi-
ness as early as 1 October. Any one
who thinks of buying a second-hand ma-
chine will do well to write them, stating

size and kind they want, and the price

they would like to pay. From the large

and varied stock carried by the company,
it will be easy to select a machine to meet
the wants of any one.

The Massachusetts division L. A. W.
will hold its annual field day at Worces-
ter, Mass., Thursday, 24 September, and
the division will set the example of not
holding any races in connection, but will

devote the day to having a general good
time, a pleasant but short run, a picnic

in the woods, and such a time as the
older wheelmen can well remember, and
one not met with elsewhere. Worcester
yEolus Wheelmen know how to entertain

wheelmen so that in after years only
pleasant memories exist towards a Wor-
cester wheelman.

The Boston Club ran to Cobb's on
Sunday, having Chief Consul Kirkpatrick,
of Ohio, as guest.

A Question of Etiquette.

Wheelmen salute. It is one of our
cherished illusions that in this sport at
least we do not stop to inquire " who is

your grandfather ? " and " How many
holes has your purse ? " before bowing,
and perhaps entering on a pleasant chat.

Some of the happiest of my riding hours
have been passed with wayside compan-
ions, at night, who joined me for a space
from a side road, and vanished into space
up another, without either of us knowing
more than our ear and eyesight could in-

form us. It is pleasant to salute your
possible companion when you meet.
Some time he may be going the other
way. Old wheelmen get in the habit of
saluting, and the hand flies up and the
smile comes as instinctively as breathing.

But a new element has come in,

—

the ladies. Some nights ago, while walk-
ing with a sister kindly loaned me by
another fellow, two ladies passed me on
a sociable. Unthinkingly my hand flew

to my cap.
" Why ! do you know them ? " queried

the " sister," in surprise.

"Not a bit!
"

" But you lifted your hat to them !

"

she persisted.
" Oh, all cyclists do that ; it's an under-

stood thing, like a masonic grip, you
know !

" I answered oracularly, alas !

forgetting the feminine sixth sense of

instantaneous sight.
" But they did n't bow ; and they

looked as stern and forbidding as though
they had been insulted. You should n't

have done it !

"

Now, "Daisie," will you rise and
explain ? If I really " should n't," 1

won't again. I solemnly promise, if I

bust in trying ! Yea, I '11 turn my back
and gaze the other way, or abstractedly

count the fly specs on the world's blue

ceiling. J. Parke Street.

A Mile on a Bicycle equivalent to one-

sixth of a Mile on foot.

The muscular exertion in bicycling is

small when the enormous results are

taken into consideration. In the first

place, the position of the rider is that of

partial support and partial bestowal of

the weight of the body as a means of

progression ; and this balance can be
varied at the will of the rider and the

character of the road travelled. The
whole or part of the weight may be sup-

ported by the saddle, or the whole or part

of the weight may be bestowed on the

treadles as a means of progression. The
enormous wheels now used compel the

rider to be almost in the perpendicular

position, thus affording a minimum
amount of exertion to the lower extrem-
ities, and utilizing the bodily weight as a

means of progression. Take, for ex-

ample, a bicycle with a wheel of sixty

inches diameter; every stroke with the

foot causes the wheel to travel half its

circumference, or nearly seven and one-

half feet— i. e., ninety inches. This is

equivalent to three regulation walking
steps of thirty inches ; and not only so,

but the impetus given to the bicycle by

one stroke would carry it much farther,

whereas a step in walking gives no further
" way " on the body. Hence each stroke

becomes lighter after the first, and less

and less exertion is required to keep the

machine in motion. From all these

reasons, then, and from actual observa-

tion of the effect of comparative distances

travelled, it is plain that to travel a mile

on a bicycle is equivalent in muscular ex-

penditure to about one-sixth of that ex-

pended in walking a like distance. The
exertion spent in travelling a mile on the
" level"" on a bicycle is not more than

four foot-tons, so that as 300 foot-tons is

the calculated amount of daily exertion
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necessary to expend to keep a man in

health, an eighty-mile ride can be under-
taken by a man without danger of over-

doing it. No road, however, is level or
smooth ; hence it is nearer the truth when
the exertion expended is considered to

be six foot-tons a mile ; limiting the dis-

tance which ought to be travelled to less

than sixty miles a day, if one is to keep
within the bounds in regard to the energy
expended. Of course, a healthy man can
do much more than 300 foot-tons a.day;
but an exertion greatly over that amount
cannot be continued day after day with-

out injury to health. — Book of Health.

Pedal Clip, Saddles, and Shifting Spring.

Since Garrood introduced the first pair

of "grip pedals," several attempts have
been made to provide a pedal which
would prevent the rider's foot slipping off

it ; but all have failed in practice by rea-

son of their dangerous propensity to grip
the shoe so as to prevent instantaneous
releasing when a dismount is being
made. The " Insertus " pedal clip is

designed to overcome this drawback, and
does so very fully, keeping the shoe in

one precise position on the pedal even if

the rubbers are so loose as to revolve on
their pins ; and yet not in any way pre-

venting the foot releasing itself instanta-

neously. The clip itself is a small, thin

strip of brass or other suitable metal,
turned up at each end, and furnished with
two projecting knobs, one of which forms
a tiny thumb-screw. This strip is to be
fastened firmly across the shoe sole, so
that the knots project on either side of

the shoe In the side plates of the rub-
ber or rat-trap pedals, depressions are
cut into which the knobs fit ; so that the
foot automatically clips itself into posi-

tion by the action of finding the treadles,

and cannot slip either forward or back-
ward ; and yet there is no grip whatever
to prevent the foot being lifted off at any
moment.
One of the merits of the " New Buf-

fer " saddle, which we omitted to make
mention of last month, consists in its

having a rocking or rolling motion,
whereby the discomforts oi a long jour-

ney are still further decrfc—=d. Jones's
patent rolling saddle wasJ.Hoduced sev-
eral years ago, but speed V^st whatever
popularity it had attain/Y by reason of
the working parts so soon wearing loose
and ricketty ; but in the " Buffer " the
action is quite different ; the tubular T
frame which supports the leather lending
itself naturally to the object, the junction
of the two tubes forming the hinge, and
the leather itself being the stop which
prevents excessive rolling or rocking.
Thus, without additional complication,
the " New Buffer " is at once a rolling,

collapsible, rubber cushioned saddle,
with ample adjustment for tension.

Upon all well balanced front steering
tricycles, especially of the type known as
the "Premier" or Salvo," the rider's

main difficulty in riding up steep hills is

to prevent his front wheel lifting when
he pulls at the handles. The *' Match-

less Sliding Spring," invented by N.
Salaman, is designed to prevent this, by
enabling the rider to shift his weight for-

ward in accordance with the severity of
the gradient. This is accomplished by
means of a spring carrying any saddle,

which is mounted on four grooved pulleys

or rollers, which in turn take their seats

upon a species oftramway that forms the
horizontal portion of a T pillar, replacing
the ordinary F pin. A spring catch en-

gages in holes drilled on the tramway
bed, by which means the moving spring
and saddle can be locked in any desired
one out of eight positions.— Wheel
World.

RACING NEWS.
Hartford Tournament, 2 and 3 Sep-

tember.

CONNECTICUT BICYCLE CLUB.

FIRST DAY.

The tournament of the Connecticut
Club was opened with a strong wind
blowing down the homestretch, and with
little prospect of fast riding. Some 5,-

000 people thronged the grand stand,

and the track border. The large field en-

tered for the one mile amateur race de-
termined the officials to run trial heats at

1.30, and take the first five men in each
heat for the final. R. H. English won the

first heat with George Weber second,
and E. P. Burnham third. Time, 39,
1.38, 2.26, 2. s8|.

In the second heat Webber, of Eng-
land, led to the turn with Hendee second.

At the quarter the men had bunched so
as to be almost indistinguishable, but
Furnival of England was a trifle ahead.
This was the order all the way to the

three-quarters, where Hendee and Furni-
val were side by side and the rest right

upon them. There was some tremendous
pedalling on the home stretch, and Hen-
dee fell back, the English contingent
coming to the front. Furnival finished

first, Powell of Smithville, N. J., second,
and W. A. Illston, of England third.

Time, 41^, 1.35, 2.23*, 2.56^; Powell's
time, 2.s6|.
The men to compete in the final race in

the one mile amateur open race having
been thus selected, the regular programme
ot races was begun.

One Mile, Novice.— D. W; Rowlston,
Worcester (1), 3.8^ ; E. E. Smith, East
Hartford (2), 3-iof ; F. G. Warner, New
York (3) ; J. A. Lounsbury, Hartford

(4). A fall on the home stretch, threw H.
B. Wadsworth, of Springfield, out of the

race, and also George B. Buxton, of

Meriden, who were the leaders at the

time.

One Mile, Tricycle. — This brought
out W. A. Rhodes, of Dorchester, on a

new racing Quadrant with the combined
bicycle handle and rack and pinion steer-

ing, W. N. Winans, of Springfield, and
F. F. Ives, of Meriden, on Columbia
racers, Robert Cripps, of Nottingham,
England, on a genuine Humber Cripper,

Reuben Chambers on a Marriott and

Cooper Cripper, and E. P. Burnham on
a Victor racer.

i mile, F. F. Ives, 45^.

I mile, F. F. Ives, 1.36J.

•f
mile, E. P. Burnham, 2.31^.

1 mile, R. Chambers, *3.oc>.

R. Cripps (2), 3.9I ; W. N. Winans
(3); F. F. Ives (4), E. P. Burnham (5).
Best on record. The quarter equals
the best, but does not exceed it.

Five Mile, Professional. — A very fine

race. Woodside was up to his old trick

of leading at a cracking pace, leading the

field during the first four miles in 2.59 ;

6.08; 9.27^; I2.42f. The last mile saw
a terrible spurt on the last quarter.

Woodside led to near the distance, when
Howell and Wood set a terrible pace and
shot ahead.

R. Howell (1 ), 15.44; Fred Wood (2),

15.44^; W. M. Woodside (3); John
Brooks (4).

One Mile, Amateur.— This was set

down as the important race of the tour-

nament. The field was limited to the

winners of the trial heats. The race was
a hot one from the start, the whole party

staying together as if roped in. At the

quarter Furnival led, with English second
and Hendee third. At the half the

bunch was so thick that the men couldn't

be distinguished. At the three-quarter

Hendee led, but couldn't hold the pace,
and Furnival won, Burnham second
The quarters were timed 46I; 1.35,

2. 15, 2.48^. P. Furnival (1), 2.48^; E.
P. Burnham (2), 2.48! ; Joe Powell (3)

;

George E.Weber (o) ; H. W. Gaskell
(o) ; M. V. J. Webber (o) ; George M.
Hendee (o) ; R. H. English (o) ; W. A.
Illston (o).

Canary's Exhibition.— D. J. Canary
gave an exhibition of fancy riding, that

gave much pleasure. He has introduced
many new tricks this season, including

the riding on a wheel without forks, and
with hands off. The exhibition was
keenly enjoyed by the English visitors.

Five Mile, Conn. Championship.—
Lewis A. Miller (1), 16.40! ; F. F. Ives

(2), 16.41^ ;H. E. Bidwell(3).

One Mile Run and Ride.— Miscalled

ride and run, on the programme.

\ mile, W. I. Foster, *i.o7.

I " "
2.13f

! " "
*3-37i-

1 " C. B. Ripley, *4.23.

W. I. Foster (2), T. R. Finley (3). Best
on record.

Ten Mile Record. — The winner of the

greatest number of firsts to win, and an
extra prize, if a record be broken.

1 mile, P. Furnival, 2.59^.
6.00.

9.06.

R. H. English, 12.17*.
" 15.28."

3

4

6 " " 18.36.

7
" " *2I.4l£.

S " "
24.51.

9
" " *28.oo.

10 " " *3i.i£.

R. H. English (1), 7 firsts; P. Furni-
val (2), 3 firsts ; M. V. J. Webber (3),

3 seconds. The men finished in the fol-
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"I ride the RUDCE because I KNOW it is the fast-

est bicycle made."

CHAMPION BICYCLIST OF THE WORLD.

lowing order : English, Webber, Weber.
Furnival, won his firsts, and then loafed

around till called off by the referee.

Three Miles, 9 45 class.—The following

men were protested by the official handi-

capper, Dr. Tyler, as ineligible to this

race, on account of records and ability.

Fred Russ Cook, Geo. H. Illston, Wm.
E. Crist, Wm. A. Rowe, H. E. Bidwell,

H. S. Kavanaugh, F. F. Ives, Joe Powell.
All stayed out but Rowe and Cook.
Both of these men had their wheels dis-

abled during the race. Cook retired, but
Rowe took a new wheel and tried to make
up his lost ground, but failed to do so.

He finished fourth. C. P. Adams (1),

9-3f i J- Ulston (2), 9.4! ; Chas. E. Titch-
ener (3); Rowe (4).

Team Race, 1 mile. — Miscalled tug-

of-war on the programme. Meriden
Wheel Club (1), 11 points; East Hart-
ford (2), 10 points. There were six

starters. The first man, therefore,

scored six points. One of the Meriden
men did not finish, and this tied the race.

It was necessary to have the point of the

man who retired, to decide the race, and
he was called on to the track and allowed
to finish. The defeated club protested
against this, but the protest was not
allowed.

SECOND DAY.

The second day promised well in the

morning, but at two o'clock nearly as
heavy a wind was blowing as on the day
before, and it was evident that few records
would be lowered.
There was such a large field of entries

for the one mile three minute class that

two trial heats were run to decide who
should compete in the final.

The first trial heat had twelve starters,

and was won easily by W. A. Rowe, of

Lynn, in 2.53$. The second heat had
eight starters, and was as easily won by
F. F. Ives, of Meriden, in 2.51.

Five Mile, Championship, L. A. W.—
The miles were run off as follows :

—
1 mile Rich 3-ioJ
2 " Rich 6.14

3 " Weber 9-33?
4 " Rowe 1 2. 56

J

5 " Rowe 15.58!

Rowe (1) 15,58$; Weber (2), 15.59$;
L. A. Miller (3) ; D. H. Renton (4). In

the fourth mile, Renton struck D. E.
Hunter's wheel, and threw him over on
to A. B. Rich. Renton, who was re-

sponsible for the mischief, escaped, but
Hunter and Rich were thrown, and badly
shaken up.

One Mile, Professional.— Ten feet

from the tape, Wood made a spurt and
crossed one-fifth second in advance of

Howell. The summary :
—

I mile James 45^
I " James 1.28

£ " James 2.12$
1

fi Wood 2.50

Fred Wood (1), 2.50; R. Howell (2),

2.50J ; Robert James (3); R. A. Neilson

(4); John Brooks (5).

Three Mile. — Geo. Weber was the

only American who came out to meet the

Englishmen in this race, unless we count
Gaskell on our side, and he was loudly

applauded on his appearance. The miles

were run off as follows :
—

1 mile M. V. J. Webber 3-05$
2 " George Weber 6.07.J

3 " P. Furnival 9-°o|

P. Furnival <i), 9.0I
; M. V. J. Web-

ber (2), 9.1; H. W. Gaskell (3); Geo.
Weber (4). The last quarter run in 36|s.

Three Mile, Tricycle. — A good race

spoiled by an accident on the last quarter,

when the machines of Ives, of Meriden,

of Rhodes, of Dorchester, and Winans,
of Springfield, collided, throwing all to

the ground. All were able to compete in

subsequent races.

1 mile Robert Cripps 3.17
2 " Robert Cripps 6.5 1 ^

3 " Reuben Chambers.. . .*io.o4

Chambers (1) 10.04; Cripps (2), 10.4IJ,

*Best on record.

One Mile. — A special race, put on to

attack the record, the one mile race of

the preceding day, having been run at a

disadvantage. Neither Hendee nor Fur-

nival went in, however.

\ mile E. P. Burnham 42*
I ;< E. P. Burnham 1.21$

I " E. P. Burnham 2.o6f
1 " R. H. English 2.44$

R. H. English (1), 2.44^ ; E. P. Burn-
ham (2), 2.45I ; R. Cripps (3); Geo.
Weber (4); Joe Powell (5); M. V. J.
Webber (6).

One Mile, Three Minute Class. — The
entries in this were confined to the first

five in each of the trial heats. The offi-

cial handicapper protested Wm. A.

Rowe, A. O. McGarrett, F. F. Ives,

D. E. Hunter, Fred Russ Cook, and Wm.
E. Crist, some on their abilities, others

on records. The men finished as follows :

Wm. A. Rowe (1), 2.47 ; F. F. Ives (2),

2.47J ; F. R. Cook (3); C. P. Adams (4);

A. O. McGarrett (5) ; C. E. Titchener

(6) ; T. R. Finley (7); H. S. Kavanaugh
(8). The executive board considered
the protest, and as it was shown that

Rowe and Ives had records below three

minutes, they were thrown out. Cook
was protested on his abilities, and the
board decided to dismiss this protest.

They awarded the prizes to Cook and
Adams.

Three Mile State Championsip.— The
miles were run off as follows :

—

1 mile. H. E. Bidwell, 3.12^.
2 miles. H. E. Bidwell, 6.35$.

3 " L. A. Miller, 9.50.

L. A. Miller, Meriden (1), 9.50; F. F.

Ives, Meriden (2), 9.50^; H. E. Bidwell,

East Hartford (3).

One Mile Safety, 40-inch wheels. —
A closely-contested race was settled by a

splendid spurt of Chambers, who came in

first, beating the best American record.

The quarters were run off :
—

\ mile. Engleheart, 0.46$.

I " Engleheart, *i.28L

£ '• Engleheart, *2.I4*.

1 " Chambers, *2.$j\.

R. Chambers, Rudge (1), *2.S7\; A. P.

Engleheart, Kangaroo (2), 2.58; T. R.
Finley, Star (3). *Best on record.

Ten Mile, Professional. — Enteringthe
straight Howell was seen to have a good
lead on Wood, who was drawing away
from the field. The latter gained slightly,

but it was evident that Howell had the

race well in hand, and so it proved ; for

he crossed the tape a good length ahead.

Thus Howell turned the tables on Wood.
The fight for third money was almost as

good a one as was that for the first, and
resulted in favor of Neilson.

1 mile. W. M. Woodside, 2.54.

2 miles. R. A. Neilson, 6m.

3 " R. A. Neilson, 9.15.

4 " W. M. Woodside, 12.21 \.

5 " W. M. Woodside, 1539.
6 " R. A. Neilson, 19.06.

7 " W. M. Woodside, 22.24.

8 " W. M. Woodside, 25.40.

9 " W. M. Woodside, 28.58.

10 " Howell, 31.59$.

R. Howell (1), 31.59.$; Fred Wood (2).

32.00 ; R. A. Neilson (3); W. M. Wood-
side (4) ;

John Brooks (5). James with-

drew on the second mile. Last quarter

in 35i-

Five-Mil? Amateur. — When the bell

rang, English spurted for the lead, and
captured it at the first turn. Burnham.
Cripps, and I liston riding abreast behind

him. Entering the straight the men
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"I ride the Victor\ because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made**

GEO. M. HENDEE.
were seen to be in a bunch, with Burn-

ham having a slight advantage. The
advantage was maintained by Burnham,
amid immense enthusiasm, who won the

race, with English thirty feet "behind.

Engleheart went into this race on his

Kangaroo, and was easily distanced in the

first mile. He finished and established

records from two to five miles. The
miles were finished as follows :

—
1 mile. English, 2.52.

2 miles. Cripps, 5.56.

3 " English, 9.07.

4 " Burnham, 12.20.

5 " Burnham, 15.18^.

E. P. Burnham (1), 15. \S\ ; R. H. Eng-
lish (2), 15.19^ ; R. Cripps (3); Geo.
Weber (4) ; Engleheart (5) ; Engleheart
made his miles as follows : 2 miles, 6.20;

3 miles, 9.36^54 miles, 12.55; smiles,

16.04. IQ the absence of any American
record these stand as the best.

One Mile Consolation. — A. O.
McGarrett (1), 3.0^ ; D. H. Renton (2),

3.4; P. S. Brown (3).

The officers were as follows : Referee,

Stephen Terry; judges, T. J. Kirkpat-

rick, N. P. Tyler, A. E. Pattison, E. M.
Aaron. Timers, T. J. Vail, F. G. Whit-
temore, Henry Kennedy ; starter, Geo.
H. Burt.

Cottage City, 3 September. This
was the bicyclers day at Cottage City,

and a large audience assembled to see

the sport.

Ring Tilting. — This contest consisted

of the riders, while going at full speed,

catching on the end of a wooden wand,
eight feet long, an iron ring, one and a

half inches in diameter, hung below a

suspended strip of wood. It was in-

tended to give the riders five trials ; but

the difficulty of the feat caused the com-
mttee to make a change in this respect,

and after all had made one effort, the

successful ones tilted for the prizes.

E. H. Fennessy, Newton (1) ; W. O.
Hutchins, Providence (2).

Handkerchief Race.— The contest con-

sisted of a standing start, and a dismount
four times to pick up as many handker-

chiefs in a distance slightly exceeding

one hundred yards. Each competitor

was given a single trial. The first four

entries were Geo. Mason, A. T. Green,

Charles E. Brownell, of New Bedford,

and H. S. Hart. Hart won the silver

medal, the only prize given. He covered

the distance in 24^., Brownell second, in

31I. Mason's time was 31JS, Green's'

46|s.

Slow Race. — D. C. Mowry (1), H. S.

Hart (2).

Half Mile, Hands Off. — E. H. Fen-
nessy (1) i-39f ; H. S. Hart (2).

One mile. — H. S. Hart (1); E. H.
Fcunessy (2).

Seaforth, Can.,— Tournament of

the Seaforth Bicycle Club. Half Mile
Dash,— S. L. McKay (1), 1.35JJ ; P. B.

Smith (2) ; J. Lamb (3). Half Mile
Hands Off,— Williams (i), 1.48I ;

Clarke (2) ; Armitage (3). Two Mile,

Lap, — Foster (1), 6.53 ; Lamb (2).

Two Mile, Handicap,— Lamb, 10s.

(1), 7.18; Smith (2). Two Mile Novice,
— A. B. Parmenter (1) ; J. Robb (2)

Ten Mile,— ¥. Biette (0,37.14; J. G-
Dorrance (2). One Mile, — Clarke (i)-

4.84, Foster (2). Two Mile Club, —

,

Armitage (1), 7-331? Coleman, (2).

Five Miles, — Clarke (1), 18.42; Fos-

ter (2).

In former years the races given at At-

tleboro, Mass., used to attract the fliers,

and everybody used to go to the race

meetings held there. But in 1881, there

was a little friction between the local

club and the Farmers and Mechanics
Association, and the Columbia Club was
expelled from the track, and no races

have been held since. But now the Co-
lumbia Club has been reinstated, and a

tournament is announced for 16 Septem-
ber next, under the auspices of the club.

The list of events will be. 1. Drill.

2. Slow race. 3 One mile, 2 in 3. 4.

Half mile, hands off. 5. Two mile. 6.

Five miles, Prizes, gold and silver med-
als. Entries, $1, to C. E. Sandland, North
Attleboro, Mass. Close 15 September,
smile comes as instinctively as breath-

ing- ___^
CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

C. H. Potter,
A Cting Chief Consul.

99 Superior street, Cleveland, Ohio.

Dubs for the first year $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year seventy-five cents. Application blanks

can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed

envelope to the State consul of the State in which the

applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as

appointed, is:—
Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bittinger, 608 Harrison avenue,

Leadville.

Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, Concord, Mass.

Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W. V. Gilman, Nashua.

New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio.— Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — F. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street.

Milwaukee.
Iowa.— S. B. Wright, Oskaloosa.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.
Canadian Division:— Application blanks can be

obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed enve ope
to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

In States where no State consul has been appointed,
such applications and lettersof inquiry should be sent to
Chas. H. Potter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Appointments.— State consul for Vermont, J. W.
Drown, Brattleboro, Vt.; consul for Kansas City, Mo.,
Chas. B. Ellis, Kansas City, Mo. ; consul for Akron,
Ohio, Clarence Howland, Akron, O.

FIXTURES

11 September:
Races of Cheyenne (Wyo.) Bicycle Club.

12 September

:

Races of Keystone Club, Pittsburg, Penn.
Meet and races of N. Y. Division at Brooklyn.
Club championship at Chicago.

15 September

:

Races at Binghamton, N. Y.
Royal Rollicking Road Race to Wheeling, W. Va.
Races at Attleboro, Mass.

17 September :

Races ofGenesse Club at Rochester, N. Y.

19 September:
Races at Toronto, Canada.
Races of L. E. C. W., at Danvers, Mass.

21 September:
Professional races at Washington, D. C.

22 September:
Races of Providence Club.
Minnesota Division meet at Mineapolis, Minn.

23 September:
Annual meet of the Albany Club at Island Park.

24 September

:

Meet of Massachusetts Division at Worcester. .

25 September:
Races of Colorado Wheel Club.

25 and 26 September

:

Tournament of Ramblers, St. Louis, Mo.

26 September:
Road race of Massachusetts Club.

30 September

:

Races at Canton, Ohio.

6 October:
Races at New Castle, Penn.

9 and 10 October :

Tournament of Omaha (Neb.) Wheel Club.

16 and 17 October :

Division races at Chicago, 111.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

W. F. Extra lantern oil, J. F. Jones & Co., 75
Haverhill street, Boston.

Friend. Excuse delay, and charge all such things

to Hartford and Springfield.

E. F. Mr. Dean sails in the " Catalonia," on the

8th.
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FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[Advertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,/orfifty cents.}

FOR SALE.— One 56-inch, full-nickelled, Expert
bicycle; ball pedals; used but little ; has never had

a fall or a scratch in any way ; good as new ; $90.
F. P. SCEARCE, Lexington, Ky.

FOR SALE. — One 48-inch Special Star; full-nick-

elled; ball bearing; hollow levers; bent bars 7-8

tire, Hygienic saddle and other improvements ; cost

$144 last May j price $110. Address, H., BOX 3,

Cohoes, N. Y.

FOR SALE.— One No. 5 Royal Mail racing tri-

cycle; cost new, $175 ; in fine order; price $100.
AMERICAN BICYCLE CO., Springfield, Mass.

I.'OR SALE. — One 54-inch Royal Mail racing
. bicycle, in fine order; price $100. AMERICAN
BICYCLE CO., Springneld, Mass.

fjlOR SALE.— One tandem backbone full nickelled,
1 and in fine order; *3o. AMERICAN BICYCLE

CO., Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. — One 54-inch New American Chal-
lenge ; $67.50. RALPH DAVISON, Springfield,

Mass.

tOR SALE.— Lithographs 14 x 17 of Geo. M.
Hendee ; sent to any address via mail, on receipt of

fifteen cents. AMERICAN BICYCLE CO., Spring-
field, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.— Stock con-

stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex-
amine our large stock; machines not sold on instalment,
nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

I,

"'OR SALE. — A 48-inch special improved Star,

lists, fine order, $85.75, se" $(>$', 42-inch St. Facile,
newly painted; At order; lists $122 ; sell $70. G. O.
CLAYTON, Aurora, 111.

1?OR SALE. — One 44-inch Special Facile, one
. 52-inch Standard Columbia, one Challenge Safety,

one 50-inch Special Columbia ; all bargains ; write for

particulars. T. B. RAYL & CO., Detroit, Mich.

THIRD ANNUAL MEET

.illilli

At BEOOKLYN, N. Y.,

SATURDAY, SEPT. 12, 1885,

Under Auspices of thb

KINO'S COUNTY WHEELMEN.

RA.CJES A.T W.A.C. GROUND
PROGRAMME.

1-2, 5 Mile \. Y. State Championship.
1 Mile N. Y. State Tricycle Chainp'nsblp.

1 Mile Scratch.

1 Mile Record.

1 Mile Novice.

2-3 Mile Handicap.

Entrance Fee, $1.00 each event.

Entries close Sept. 5, to

CHAS. SCHWALBACH.

132 Penn Street - - BROOKLYN.

G-T^JLJSTJD

T

Under the auspiees of the

Providence Bicycle Club,

AT

Narragausett Part, Providence, R, I.,

Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1885.

Races called promptly at 2.30 P. M.

The Prizes will amount to $500,
a list of which will be

printed soon.

EVENTS.
1. One Mile Open, Amateur.
2. Two Mile Open, Amateur, Tricycle.
3. For Boys under 12 Years of Age,

1-2 Mile.

4. Three Mile Lap Race Open, Ama-
teur.

The party winning the most laps in this

race is entitled to a prize, as well as

the winner of the race.

5. One Mile (Championship of R. I.),

Amateur.
6. Two Mile Open, Professional.

$50 to the first, $35 to the second, $15

to the third.

7. One Mile College Championship
for New England, Amateur.

8. Half Mile Open, Tricycle, Ama-
teur.

9. One Mile Championship of the
Prov. Bi. Cluh.

10. Half Mile Open (without hands),
Amateur.

11. One Mile (for " Stars " only), Ama-
teur.

12. One Mile (Consolation;, Amateur.

All entries should be made with Geo. R.

McAuslan, P. O. Box 1046, Providence, R. I.

Entrance fee $1.00, except in boys' race,

for which it is 50 cents.

Entries close Saturday, Sept. 12, 1885.

Races under the rules of the L. A. W.

N. B. — Should it storm on the day ap-

pointed, the races will be run the next fair day.

COMMENCING

O.C.

Monday, Sept. 21st,

PROFESSIONAL
International Handicap.

ONE MILE HEATS.

PURSE $500 IN COLD.
1st Prize
2d "
3d "
4th "
5th "

$250.00
100.00
75.00
50.00
25.00

Entries limited to Twelve Men,

RULES and REGULATION'S.
ist. Each man to run two heats each day, each heat

against a different rider, until he has competed against
all the men entered.

2d. The winner of the greatest number of heats to
receive first prize; second number of heats, second
prize, etc.

3d. All entries to close on Monday, Sept. 7, at 12 M.
An entrance fee of $1.00 must accompany each entry,
and should be addressed to

L. MOXLEY,
608 10th St., Washington, D. C.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,
and is much the best article for the purpose in

market ; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

4®* Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the malls. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having ihem. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or m >re of Oil,

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. "S3Qi

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TKICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO,

152 to 15S Congress St., Boston.
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FOR SALE. — Victor Tricvcle, 1S83 pattern. Will
be sold very cheap. R. J. iiUXMAN, 74 Tremont

street.

PRKS25CTS'

/•rWHKW'
jT.^.yvviugR^eo
23 SftJcffS^fSago

MURRAY'S, 100 SUDBURY STREET,
BOSTON, ]VE^.SS.

,

Is the Eastern Headquarters for the AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
AMERICAN SAFETY and IDEAL Machines. Do not waste your

money on a second-hand wheel when you can get a new one for the

same price. Every machine warranted.

I also make a specialty of YOUTHS' MACHINES, and keep a

large stock on hand.

A few more Harvards, Yales, Cornells and Shadows left.

A good stock of Parts for the above Machines always on hand.

Be sure and call. Discount to the Trade.

XOO JSXTT333XTH"ST STRSBT.

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
Four well-known Cyclists lately visited

England for a Tricycle tour. They all

wanted " the hest tricycle in England."

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
With the most satisfactory results.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washingtoa St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER ... - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

THE HUMBER TANDEM. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)
THE HUMBER AUTOMATIC STEERER. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE. THE HUMBER BICYCLE.
ROADSTER TANDEM, Weighs 98 pounds.

ROADSTER AUTOMATIC STEERER, Weighs 62 pounds.

STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY GUARANTEED. FINISH AND BEAUTY OF DESIGN UNEQUALLED.

THE "HUMBER TANDEM."
Send Stamp'for Price List.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Sole United States Agent,

3 j&.TlT-,T2TGr1?0±T PLiLCE - - EAST ©R.A.lTa-E, 3lT. T.

BRANCH OFFICE, 362 BROADWAY, NEW TORE.

Genuine Humbers are stamped " Humber & Co., Makers, Beestou, Notts," on the neck. All others are inferior imitations.

LOST or STOLEN!!
On 12 Aug., a young man, giving name of Frank T.

Edwards, hired 52-inch Expert Columbia Bicycle, No.
7,194, for use till 14 Aug., at 9 a. m. Machine has not
been returned. Description : Finish, black enamel
and mckelled spokes, straight handle bars, vulcanite

hmdles; numbered on neck as usual, and also on top
of handle bar lug in smaller figures '* 7,194." In case
you discover the machine, telegraph at once at our
expense, and hold the party. A liberal reward is

offered for information concerning said Edwards, and
leading to return of the machine.
Boston, Aug. 24, 18S5. W. W. STALL.

SOMETHING YOU WANT.
Don't wait, but send twenty-five cents at once for a

package of our ADHESIVE TIRE TAPE.
Fastens a loosened tire without heat. Weighs less

than an ounce. Smaller than an oil can.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

THE "PARADOX" OILER
-A- EJOOiT

'"TO Wheelmen, Skaters and Sportsmen
A also made for Sewing Machines. It:

Hinged Screw Stopper (undetachable-de
tachable) cannot get mislaid or lost

Sent Postpaid on receipt 0/price.

Nickeled, 25 c. Gilt, 30 c.

H. 33. HART,
No 811 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART, 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 page catalogue (free),
and price list of second-hand Machines.

Dill ICt'I.T KKPAIRINC A SPECIALTY.

SEND
FOR

CATALOGUE

SUNDRIES.
liberal Viscount to the Trade.

STODDARD, LOVERING 4 CO,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

The Butcher Cyclometer,

IMPROVED FOR 1885.

Can be read from the Saddle and

used with a Hub Lamp.

Price - - - - $10.00
Its form remains the same, but the works have been

entirely remodelled.
Its action is more positive, and the troublesome

springs are done away with.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.

Nos. 6 and 8 Berkeley St.,

BOSTON - - - MASS.
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FALL RACE MEETING.

Fair Grounds, St. Louis, Mo., 25* 26 Sept.

2.

3.

FIBST DAY— September 25, 1885.

1. One Mile -Bicycle Novice
First Prize -Fruit Dish, richly engraved Crystal, in Silver Frame'Second Prize- Diamond Scarf Pin, "descent and Star?Third Prize— Solid Silver Napkin Ring.

Five Mile- lap Race. Bicycle. Professional.
#75-°o. #3°-oo, $15.00, Cash.

Two Mile -Tricycle Amateur.
First PRiZE-Nut Bowl, Venetian Inlaid Gold Work on Silver
o ^ Ground.
Second Prize- Card Receiver, Gold Repousse Work, with BicycleOrnament in Oxidized Silver.

y
Third Prize -Butter Dish in Silver Repousse Work.

4. Three Mile -Bicycle Amatenr.

,RST

^-^.^cSasMa.6^™
Third Prize— Individual Silver Table Set

6. One Mile -Bicycle. Handicap. Professional.
$60.00, $25.00, $10.00 in Cash.

7. One Mile -Bicycle. Open . . . Amatenr.
First Pr.ze- After-dinner Coffee Service, in Venetian Illuminated

Second Prize -Nut Bowl in Rich Applique" Work.Third Prize- Pair Ball Pedals.
8. Three Mile -9.30 Class .... Amatenr .

First Prize- Water Set, Silver Applique!

Th.rd pX PR
s
Z
f~W C^Go,d and olffid Silver.Ihird Prize -Silver Goblet, ,n Gold Decorated Repousse Work.

9. One Mile -Handicap Amateur
First Prize -Epergne, Silver Ornamented with Gold and Neillo

c ^ Work.
Second Prize -Set Silver Nut Picks and Nut Cracker.Third Prize— Silk Umbrella.

ENTRIES.— Amateur, $1.00 for each event
start, or number of prizes will be reduced. Entries close

1.

SECOND DAY- September 26, 1885.

One Mile— Open . A f

Third Prize- Set Silver Fruit Knives.

2. Two Mile-Open
Professional.

$60, $25, $10, in Cash.

3. Half Mile- Heat Bace Amatenr

Silver Goblet in Raised Applique Work.

tST

°"eMiIe- TriCyCle Amatenr.

^SeSn^^C SSSft- fel»e Gold Work.
PR.ZE_S.lver Napkin Ring and Bouquet Holder!

5. One Mile -3.10 class Amateur

6. Five Mile -Lap Bace Amateur
First Prize— Silver Water Service in RiVh r„M t i -a »

Work. Second P.«-l£aSc2a? ,i P̂a_Wd
Solid Silver Match Box, Inlaid with Gold

7. One Mile -Open
Professional.

#75> #30, $15, in Cash.

8. Three Mile -Handicap Amateur.
First Prize - Double Barrelled Shot Gun. Second Prim I ar„»Mantel Clock. Th.rd Pr.ze - Silver Headed Cane"^
9. One Mile -Consolation Amateur

. 1 hird fkizE— Set Silver Dessert Knives.

Professional, $3.00*for each event. Four men must
20 September.

WJ3ERGER - - Main and Market Streets - - ST. LOUIS, MO.
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GrttJ±2<T2D

I
AT THE

Fifteenth Annual Exhibition and Fair

OF THE

ATTLEBORO

Ff

—
'

""J M"""" :""'

ASSOCIATION,
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

THE COLUMBIA BICYCLE CLUB,

OF NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.,

WEDNESDAY, SEPT, 16, 1885.
Open to Amateurs only.

Prizes aggregating in value $175.

Entrance Fee, $1.00,
which will be returned to all starters.

All entries should be made to C. E. SANDLAND,
Secretary of the Columbia Bicycle Club, North Attle-

boro, Mass., and be accompanied by entrance fee.

Entries close Sept. 15, 1885. Races under the rules
of the L. A. W.
Trains leave Boston (B. & P. R. R.) connecting with

train for Fair Grounds (Attleboro Falls) at 8, 9.25 a.m.
Return, 2.50, 4.30 p.m. Leave Providence, 9-20, 10.50
a.m. Return, 2.50, 4.15, 4.30, 5.05 p.m.
The facilities for racing are unsurpassed, the Associa-

tion having the best and fastest half-mile track in New
England, and have taken especial pains to put the track
in express condition for this occasion.

The Columbia Bicycle Club

will use their utmost endeavors to make this
the most successful tournament ever

held in this vicinity.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 16,1885.

EVENTS.
11.30 .A. 3VH.

I. COMPETITIVE DRILL.
Prize— winner to select Value, $15.00

II. SLOW RACE. (100 Yards.)
First Prize, Silver Medal Value, $6.00
Second Prize, Gold Chain " 4.00

III. ONE MILE.
Best 2 in 3.

First Prize, Gold Medal Value, $ 15.00
Second Prize, Silver Medal " 10.00
Third Prize, " " " 5.00

IV. HALF-MILE DASH.
(Without Hands.)

First Prize, Gold Medal Value, $15.00
Second Prize, Silver Medal " 10.00

V. TWO-MILE DASH.
First Prize, Gold Medal Value, $20.00
Second Prize, Gold Medal " 15.00
Third Prize, Silver Medal " 10.00

VI. FIVE MILE DASH.
First Prize, Gold Medal. Value, $25.00
Second Prize, Gold Medal " 15.00
Third Prize, Silver Medal " 10.00

The entire management of these Races has been placed
in the hands of the Columbia Bicycle Cluhafe

who will also entertain all visiting
Wheelmen.

C. E. HAYWARO, President,

L. F. BENDELL, Secretary, Attleboro, Mass.

Plainville, Mass.

CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,
ON SALE BY

E.C.Hodges&Co.,Boslon,Mass.
American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers

of the Cyclist, Tricydist, Wheel Life, Wheel World, Bicyclists' Indispensable,

Tricyclists' Indispensable, etc., etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,
principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-
larged.

There will be no edition of this work in 1885.
Fifty cents by mail.

We have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special

regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
which no other book on training possesses. As its hints

and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty '.ents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-

mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of

practical information in small compass. Third edition.

Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly- printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side

and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the

usual condition of the road bed for each street, the

important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of

interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding

plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,

resume
1

of events of the past year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskinb.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricycling for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with suggestions on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-
taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 1882
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.— A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to X., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history

of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $12.

American Bicycling Journal.—The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com-
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading

paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing ; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the

acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.50
per year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-

trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. $1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

&
Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.
Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.
Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

THE NEW SAFETY BAR.

Greatly Improved, Simplified and Strengthened,

The Lock cannot be thrown out of adjustment by
accident, even though the Bar be bent or broken. It

cannot be worked off whether in proper adjustment or
not. New safety-rod attachment for the thumb.

Price, Nickelledi with Brake and Lever, $10.00.

Atk your Dealer /or them, or sendfor Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE
ROCKFORD, ILL.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style A.

Fits all machines.

DURYEA
STAR SADDLE.

Prince's Record of 2.39 was made on a Duryea.

Used also by Hendee, Sellers, Howell, Woodside, Co-
rey, Dolph, Landy, Jenkins, Brooks, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates ; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester,
and all the flyers and long-distance riders.

Pits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.)

Is Low, Neat, Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once, and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices: Japanned, $3.00;
Nickelled, $3.75. Sent express free on receipt of

price to any part of the United States or Canada.
Reliable agents wanted.
Remit by check, P. O. order, N. Y. Ex., or stamps.

GARVEY'S BICYCLE SHOP,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

59th St. & Broadway, NEW YORK.
Central Park Entrance.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barley's ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, Witt Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. It is so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.
Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, $4.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

P. &. BUELEY, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

The American

Adjustable LongDistance Saddle

Spring Frame, Perfect Adjustment, Light, Strong,
Elastic, Easy. Weight, 18 ounces.

Star Saddle, 19 ounces

BAMJF'D USDER LICENSE PROM THE POPE MFG. CO.

PRICE, $4.00.

BULL & BOWEJST,

Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries.
Agents for all leading makes. Send stamp for

Road Book of Western New York.

587 and 589 MAIN STEEET - - - BUFFALO, H. 7.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. GUMP,
.Dayton, Ohio, for large Illustrated Price
SList of New find Second -Hand Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES taken in exchange;BICYCXES Renaii r«l and Nichel Plated.

EDW. P. BURNHAM,
agent for

Royal Mail, Victor ana Premier Bicycles and Tri-

cycles, Royal Mail Tandem Tricycle (2 track),

and KAN&AROO, the only Real Safety.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hand Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

b?_S??*h£

MADE ONLY BY

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,

158 Summer St., Boston.

HAND MADE THROUGHOUT.

Price-list and rules for self-measurement sent on
application. Our shoe has been imitated by makers of

machine goods. Get the right one. Patent mark and
" Boston" on the sole of every shoe.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a Continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new nat'Seated tires arc a great Improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.
a "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"in strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and ooasting, the star leads all

Bicycles; while Its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. It. smi i ii MACHINE CO..
Smithvllle, Burlington Co., N. J.
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BROKEN RECORDS
ouxr

COLUMBIAS.
18 to 25 Mile Records Broken by N. H. VAN SICKLEN.

HARTFORD, CONN, SEPT. 2-3, 1885.

3 and 5 Mile Connecticut State
Championship.

By L. A. MILLER, of MER1DEN, CONN.

3 Mile, 9.45 Class.

By CHAS. P. ADAMS, of SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

5 Mile L. A. W. Championship.
By WM. A. ROWE, of LYNN, MASS.

CLEVELAND, OBIO, AUG. 28, 1885.

I, 2, % Mile, Amer. Tricycle Record.

X, 2 Mile, World's Record.

Broken by CLARENCE HOWLAND.

PITTSFIELD, MASS, AUG. 13, 1885.

One Mile Open.

By WM. A. ROWE, of LYNN, MASS.

But of More Practical Value to the 90 and 9 Wheelmen, is the fact that

the MAJORITY OF THE AMERICAN WHEELMEN Purchase COLUMBIA
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES, because they are

PRE-EMINENTLY ROAD MACHINES,

With an EASE OF RUNNING AND DURABILITY which have Faithfully

STOOD THE TEST OF SEVEN YEARS
Upon Every Grade of Road, and under all Supposable Conditions.

CATALOGUE FR.EE

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Branch Houses: 12 Warren Street, New York; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFREO MUOGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.



Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

$2.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 18 SEPT., 1885.
Volume XI.

Number 20.

VICTOR BICYCLES
Have more than vindicated all claims made for

them at the beginning of the season.
Approved by the oldest and most critical riders,

their fine construction and special features have
placed them at the head in the estimation of the
riding public.

You will make a mistake if you buy without
seeing the VICTOR.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
l^O Tremont Street Boston.

The business of THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY will for the present be carried on by THE
WESTON SUPPLY CO., 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., to whom should be

addressed all requests for Catalogues, and orders for HARVARD and YALE Bicycles, and AMERICAN

METEOR, AMERICAN SALVO, HARVARD, and QUADRANT Tricycles, both Singles, Sociables, and

Tandems. As only a limited stock is available, prompt applications are desirable.
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ROYAL MA
At SPRINGFIELD and HARTFORD Still at the Front.

Springfield 10 Mile L. A. W. Championship, won by E. P.

Bnrnham on a Royal Mail.

Also 3-Mile Record Race, won on a Royal Mail.

Best 2-Mile American Amateur Record, 5.34 2-5, won by
Burnham on a Royal Mail.

Also, Burnham rode 20 Miles and 135 Yards in 1 hour on a

Royal Mail.

At Hartford, 5- Mile Record Race was won by Burnham on
a Royal Mail.

Also Buruham was second to Furnivallin the 1-Mile Race by
1-5 Second only.

Crist at Springfield, 1-2 Mile, 1.16 on a Royal Mail.

Not a SINGLE ROYAL MAIL at either tournament had any break-

age, or needed the slightest repair. We have received many testimonials

from wheelmen, who saw these wheels at these meetings, in high praise

of their quality and strength, and have, as a result, received many orders,

and the Royal Mail is now receiving a renewed great demand for the fall

riding. A MAGNIFICENT WHEEL, as fully proved. Now on hand a

few in second-hand condition, but good as new, which we have exchanged

for different sizes only.

ROYAL MAIL TWO-TRACK TRICYCLE

On Saturday, Sept. 12, won the N. Y. State Tricycle Championship.

An easy running Tricycle, easily passing over al obstacles in the country

roads, and less friction than three-track machines.

107 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLES.
DEALERS AIVD PM33ER,H!

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH

AMERICAN
CHALLENGE

IDEAL
-*SAFETY &- BICYCLES

ARE UNEXCELLED B "X
-

.A.:fcT"Z".

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from S74 to 9119.

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from $35 to $72.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and
PRICE.

Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GOKMULLY & JEFFERY,222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch

Prices from $76 to $111.

HOME* EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

I cinating Home Gymnasium ever de-
I vised. Durable, noiseless, scienti ic,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

room. Fitted for use by Gentleman,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the
Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illustiated circular. Address

Home Sohool for Physioal Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N Y. City.

GEO. R. BIDWELL,

3 and 4 East 60th St., Now York,

COLUMBIA and EDDQE

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Wlircl Uoodl of all Ilp.crlpllonfi.

Eend for our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

holds the following Road Records of the world

:

Ten miles in Oh. 33Km
Twenty miles in In. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fil'ty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 X-4= miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 2,050 miles in 19 days.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done too miles in 7^ hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, nml oll-tlie-year-riiiind

,

nothing in market can approach it. <ifi)" Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient uycnts wanted everywhere-

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK,

O.W. CO. DUPLEX,

DUPLEX WHISTLK, WITH CHAIN.

With Chain.

IT IS THE BEST.

By Mail, 75 cents.

SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN* WHEEL * CO
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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The 24-Hour Record

Broken by L. D. MUNGER, of Detroit.

211 1-2 MJXjEIS.

Mr. Munger broke the record. It was not the wheel he rode, but

the man, who did it. Nevertheless, we are glad to say he rode from

start to finish on an

APOLLO!
A 54-INCH WHEEL WEIGHING THIRTY-NINE POUNDS.

This is the same wheel on which Mr. Munger took second place in

tlfa. Big Four Century Road Race.

FOR RIGIDITY, LIGHTNESS ADD EASE OF RUNNING, NO BETTER WHEEL WAS EVER MADE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 STYLES OF BICYCLES, TRICYCLES. SOCIABLES AND TANDEMS.

A High Grade of Miniature Machines for Boys and Girls.

W. B. EVERETT & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.

Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.

Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00 ; Japanned, 4.0O.

A COILED SPRING at the front end that fur-

nishes additional elasticity and greater width.
Please bear in mind that this is the ONLY sad-

dle that has any of the following points, except tension :

ADJUSTMENT IN HEIGHT IN FRONT.
ADJUSTMENT IN HEIGHT IN EEAB.
ADJUSTMENT IN WIDTH.
ADJUSTMENT IN LENGTH.
ADJUSTMENT IN TENSION.
A COMFORTABLE COASTING PLATE.

Ask your Dealer for them, or send for Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE,
ROCKFORD, ILL.

PERFECTED AT LAST

!

The Cockling Combination Safety Lock.

For Bicyclists, Travellers, and all who desire a lock
that cannot be picked, or get out of order.

The Handsomest , Lightest, and Most Secure
Lock Ever Made.

No Key used. Every lock perfect, or money refunded.
$1.35 each ; mailed free on receipt of price.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
109 Madison Street - - CHICAGO,

241 Broadway, NEW YORK.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to tfu 'Cyclists' Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN'
— Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each.

Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.,
the only authorized maker.

rfHE CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SCP-
1 PORTER, with patent alligator clasp ; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the
side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

THE " ACME " TIRE HEATER. — Price
$1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp ; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim ; full directions
for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barley*! ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortablb. It is so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.
Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. a. SUBLET, BOSTON. Brighton District, MACS.

The American

Adjustable LongDistance Saddle

Spring Frame, Perfect Adjustment, Light, Strong,
Elastic, Easy. 'Weight, 18 ounces.

Star Saddle, 19 ounces

MAMJI'D [MR LICEi\8E PROM THE POPE 1HFG. CO.

PRICE, $4.00.

BULL, & BOWEN,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries.

Agents for all leading makes. Send stamp for

Road Book of Western New York,

587 and 589 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, N. Y.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. «UMI»,

, Dayton, Ohio, for large Illustrated Price
iList of Nkw and Second-Hand Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES taken In exchanee.

ItlCTCLES Repaired and Nickel Plated.

EDW. P. BURNHAM,
AGENT FOR

Royal Mail, Victor anl Premier BlcFdes aid Tri-

cycles, Royal Mail Tandem Tricycle (2 initio,

and KANGAROO, the only Real Safety.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hand Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

MADE ONLY BY

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,

158 Summer St., Boston.

HAND MADE THROUGHOUT.

Price-list and rules for self-measurement sent on
application. Our shoe has been imitated by makers of

machine goods. Get the right one. Patent mark and
" Boston" on the sole of every shoe.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL. ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power,
The new flat-seated tires are a great Improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In s, length, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness In steering, and econo-
my in pedaling arc excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and erery

machine are fully guaranteed.
For liiiiiuT particulars address,

II. It. smith MACHINE CO..
Smithvillc. Burlington Co., N. '•.
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ON THE ROAD! ON THE PATH!

ON THE HILLI

THE VICTOR IS KING.

Fifty Miles in 3h. 44m. IOs. :

One-Half Mile in Im. I6^s. :

: W. A. Rhodes.

s Ceo. M. Hendee.

OVERMAN WHEEL GO, 179 Tremont St., Boston.

THE STAR* WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE, The 15-MILE, and .

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIPS,
JVI«<ri3 ALSO M-A-IDEJ

20 MILES, 290 YARDS WITHIN the HOUR,
Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel, sent on application with 2-cent stamp. Five cents in stamps

must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. W. SHU, 509 but 1, 4 Warn k, 1 Fellows' 111,
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X'-ia/blJ.ela.eia. ©very FxiA.a.y

IE. C. HODGES & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A,

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates :
—

One year, in advance J2.00
Six months " i.oo

Threemonths .60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 il sent to

headquarters-

Single copies are for sale at the following places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D. Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

Garvey's, corner 59th St. and Broadway.

ABBOT BASSETT . Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 18 SEPT., 1885.

SPRINGFIELD.

Springfield counts one more best on

record. As the record table comes down
so does the record of Springfield go up.

She has shown us the grandest race

meeting the world ever saw. We print

the story to-day. It needs no comment
from us ; it speaks for itself. Read it.

The first thought that comes to us

when we scan the record table is one of

humiliation to think that nearly all our

good records are held by Englishmen
;

but a second thought tells us that it will

work no injury to our riders to give them

large game to shoot at, and it assures us

that in America is found the best track

and the best atmosphere for racing. Our
visitors cannot do in England what they

do in America. It will not do for our

English contemporaries to attack our

timing. They must look somewhere else

for a solution to the problem which meets

them when America shows them better

time than they can make at home. Our

clear and dry atmosphere favors fast time,

and this, taken in connection with our

track at Springfield, enables us to lead

the world.

There was a rumor to the effect that

the two leading professional riders were

taking turns at the tape, under an agree-

ment made between them, and there is no

doubt but the wiseacres could tell before

the start just which race Wood was to

win, and which Howell could take. Just

how much of a trade was made, we can-

not say ; but certain it is, the men did not

give us a good exhibition of what they

could do as competitors for supremacy.

If they had run each other as hard as

possible the first day, they would have

used themselves up for the remaining

days of the tournament, and James,

Neilson, and Prince might take first

places. They had no trouble in winning

the races from the field that was against

them, and they determined to do it as

easily as possible. This is our theory,

based on what we have observed. We
have come to the conclusion that it is rare

to see competition in sport decided on the

merits of thecontestants. It will not do to

say that we see these things only in profes-

sional ranks. It is not so ; for within our

memory dwells many a story of bargains

and trades made by amateurs in good

standing, many of which are as question-

able as that which we saw at Springfield.

We cannot commend the position which

Mr. Pratt has taken in re his lapsed

membership. Through fault of no one

but himself, he has failed to renew his

membership in the League, and his name

has been dropped from the roll. He pro-

poses to maintain that he is still a mem-

ber, and refuses to pay the initiation fee

which is necessary before he can regain

his lost membership. We are not learned

in the law, but we know enough about

things of this kind to know that an or-

ganization like the League is a law unto

itself, and if it chooses to make a rule

that all memberships shall expire on a

certain date, that rule is binding on the

members so long as they remain with it.

It was fortunate that a lawyer was in the

chair at the time the claim was made by

Mr. Pratt, for he could, and did, remind

the gentleman that he stood on untenable

ground. Outside the question of the

justice of Mr. Pratt's claim, there comes

the very important point that Mr. Pratt

is trying to establish a precedent that will

work great injury to the League, and we

are glad to know that the officers have

put themselves fairly and squarely upon

the rules, and are determined to enforce

them.

Speaking of precedents, we are sorry

to record the one established by the Mas-

sachusetts division, in remitting half the

League fee to the Massachusetts Club.

The club faced the problem of expense

presented when they were asked to pay a

full fee for a half year, and they met it

boldly by deciding to pay the bill and

remain with the League. In paying back

money to them, the Massachusetts divis-

ion has done an injustice to every mem-
ber in the State outside of the favored

club, and has established a precedent that

may work a deal of harm in other States.

We are not a little surprised that the

division has voted as it has, and we shall

be no less surprised to hear that the club

has taken the money.

The League will come to Boston next

year. Good ! Boston will be ready for

it, and we do not doubt the old Boston

Club will join in acting a generous host

to the visitors.

SPRINGFIELD.
THE TOURNAMENT OF 1885.

The interest in the races at Springfield

increases with each year, and the past
always sinks into insignificance when
compared with the present. Such a field

of riders as were gathered at Spring-

field this year was never seen before.

England has sent us her best men, and
America has been developing riders to

meet them. It was unfortunate that our
best men, notably Hendee, Hamilton, and
Stone, were forced to forego a meeting
with the visitors, on account of acci-

dents; but in Burnham, Rowe, Weber,
and Crist, we have shown them foemen
worthy of their steel.

The first day was auspicious. Fully

8,000 persons were on the grand stand,

in carriages and in the field. The light

clouds obscured the sun, making the park
cool and comfortable. The music by the

Fitchburg band was excellent and did
much to enliven the sport and add to the

pleasure of the spectators.
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The large number of entries made it

necessary to run trial heats. These were
run in the forenoon at 9.30.

Asterisks used in our report below
denote best on record, and a dagger de-
notes time identical with the record.

TRIAL HEATS.

One Mile, 3.10 Class. — First heat,

D. H. Renton (1), 2.45^ ; H. C. Hersey
(2), 2.46 ; C. E. Kluge (3), 2.47 ; A. O.

McGarrett (4) ; Lindell Gorden (5). A.
P. Engleheart entered this heat on a

Safely, and was timed in *2.48^, which is

the best on record. Second heat, C. P.

Adams (1), 2.51^; W. F. Knapp (2), 2.52;

E. B. Smith (3); P. M. Harris (4) ; T. R.

Finley (5). The four leaders in the first,

and three in the second, were taken for

the race.

One Mile, Tricycle.— First heat, R.

Cripps(i), *3.2^; R. Chambers (2), 3.2J;
W. N. Winans (3), 3.3J ; W. A. Rhodes
(4). Second heat, F. F. Ives (1), 3.3^;
E. P. Burnham (2), 3.7^ ; Joe Powell

(3), 3.7^ ; Clarence Howland (4). The
quarters in the first heat were timed, as

follows: Quarter, W. A. Rhodes, *45l;
half, W. A. Rhodes, i-32-f; three-quar-

ters, R. Cripps, *2.2i ; 1 mile, R. Cripps,

*32^. Three taken from first heat, two
from second.

Three Mile, Amateur. — First heat,

M. V. J. Webber (1), *8.34| ; R. Cripps

(2), 8.35 ; W. F. Knapp (3), 8.35? ; W.
A. Illston (4). Cripps led at the first

mile, in 2.54, and Webber, of England,
was ahead on the second mile, which was
made in 5.58^. Second heat, R. H. Eng-
lish (1), 9.11 ; W. A. Rowe (2) ; Geo.
M. Hendee(3); L. A. Miller (4); Geo.
E. Weber (5). Four men taken from
the first heat and three from the second.

RACES FIRST DAY.

One Mile, Professional Handicap. —
Prizes: first, $50 cash; second, $30;
third, $20. Fred Wood, scratch (1),

*2.3S| ; R. Howell, scratch (2), 2.361
;

R. A. Neilson, 45 yards (3), 2.36I; R.

James, scratch (4) ; J. S. Prince, scratch,

(5) ;
John Brooks, 40 yards (6) ; W. M.

Woodside, 40 yards (7); H. W. Higham,
50 yards (8). Prince was timed, unoffi-

cially, for 2.37.

imile R. Howell *36f

\ mile R. Howell *i.i7

I mile.

1 mile.

.R. Howell *i-52f

.F. Wood *2-3Sl

Ten Mile, Championship of the

L. A. W.-~ First prize, L. A. W. gold

medal, value $300 ; second prize, L. A.W.
gold medal ; third prize, L. A. W. silver

medal. A good race spoiled by an acci-

dent on the last half. Stone was leading,

and was out from the curb. Hendee
wished to take the lead, and tried to cut

in between Stone and the curb, but in

doing so he struck Stone, and both went
over. Hunter, who was close behind,

also fell, but had time to save himself by
throwing his feet over the handles. Hen-
dee struck on the curb, and was badly
bruised. Stone broke a bone in the back
of his hand, and will have to forego racing

for a month. The miles were timed as

follows :
—

1 mile Cola E. Stone 2 -5 Ii
2 miles Cola E. Stone 5-5 Tf
3 miles E. P. Burnham 8.58I
4 miles E. P. Burnham I2-4|

5 miles Cola E. Stone I 5- I0 I

6 miles E. P. Burnham. . . .*i8. i8|

7 miles E. P. Burnham . . . .*2i.28|

8 miles E. P. Burnham. . .*244o
9 miles Cola E. Stone *2743|
10 miles E. P. Burnham . . . .*3o.24|

E. P. Burnham (1), *3o.24f ; Wm. A.
Rowe (2), 30.25 ; A. B. Rich (3), 30.25!

;

G. E. Weber (4).

' One Mile, Tricycle.— Prizes: first, vase

lamp, silver hammered and applique

;

second, candelabra, plaque and clock,

chased and applique ; third, Stephens
10-inch bicycle rifle, with case. The
quarters were timed as follows :

\ mile R. Chambers 1 -4°|

I mile R. Cripps 225i
1 mile R. Cripps 307
R. Cripps (1) 3.07; R. Chambers (2),

3.07!; W. N. Winans (3), 3.7$.

Five Mile Professional, Safety. —
Prizes : $100, $60 and $40. In this race

Howell easily led after the quarters.

Brooks's machine broke on the journey,

and he exchanged it for Engleheart's

Kangaroo, at the tent, Howell kindly

waiting till he caught up. Brooks passed
him on the last turn, but Howell ran by
on the straight, winning by a rod.

The quarters and miles were timed as

follows. In the absence of any record

these stand as the best.

\ mile W. M. Woodside *45|
1 mile W. M. Woodside. . . .*i.32f

J mile W. M. Woodside *2.i8f
1 mile R. Howell *3- Jf
2 miles R. Howell *5-55f
3 miles R. Howell *9.i 1

4 miles R. Howell *I2.22

5 miles R. Howell * , S-36-|

R. Howell (1), *i5-36f ; John Brooks

(2), 15.36! ; W. M. Woodside(3), 17.11-$.

Half Mile, Amateur. — Prizes : First,

Lakin cyclometer, gold plated ; second,

vase lamp, oxydized and silver applique
;

third, vase, old silver. R. H. English

(1), *i.I5|; Wm. E. Crist (2), 1 16;

L. A. Miller (3), 1.16J ; D. E. Hunter
(4). The quarter was made in 38^, by
Crist. This is inside the English record.

This race was easily Crist's, but he sat

up to see where his follower was, and
English jumped in ahead.

One Mile, 3. 10 Class. — Prizes : First,

tea service, silver, embossed ; second,
candelabra, plaque and clock, chased and
applique ; third, stop-watch. C. E. Kluge

(1), 2.41I; C. P. Adams (2), 2.42 ; W. F.

Knapp (3), 2.42-J ; A O. McGarrett (4) ;

E. B. Smith (5);' P. M. Harris (6); Lin-

dell Gordon (7) ; H. C. Hersey (8); D. II.

Renton (9). P. M. Harris protested.

C. P. Adams claiming that he had a rec-

ord of three minutes, made at Pittsfield.

The record was admitted by Adams, and
the judges allowed the protest.

Three Mile Tandem, Tricycle.—Prizes

:

First, two gold medals ; second, two
Venetian chased smokers' sets, gold
lined ; third, two cigar boxes (hold fifty),

oxidized old silver. A beautiful and a
notable race for the winners, succeeded
in beating the best bicycle record of 8.32,
made by Hillier of London.
\ mile. . . .English & Cripps 44^
I mile ... . English & Cripps 1 .26

f mile ... . English & Cripps 2.05\
1 mile. . . .English & Cripps *2.46
2 miles. . .English & Cripps *5.34s
3 miles. . .English & Cripps *8.23|
Robert Cripps and R. H. English (1),

*8.23f ; M. V. J. Webber and R. Cham-
bers (2), 8.41 ; Geo. H. Illston and P.

Furnivall (3), 9.42.

Three Mile Amateur.— Prizes : First,

fishing set, fly, rod, basket, landing net,

etc.; second, vase lamp, silver and oxi-

dized ; third, gold chain. Timed as fol-

lows :
—

\ mile W. A. Illston 47
\ mile W. A. Illston 1.31

I mile W. A. Illston 2.13
1 mile W. A. Illston 2-57i
2 mile W. A. Illston 6.01

3 mile M. V. J. Webber 8.46J
M. V. J. Webber (1), 8.46* ; R. H. Eng-
lish (2), 8.46I ; W. A. Illston (3), 8.46I ;

L. A. Miller (4) ; W. A. Rowe (5) ;

W. F. Knapp (6) ; R. Cripps (7).

Three Mile Professional Record. —
Prizes : $75, $45 and $30. Run as a

record race ; the winner of the greatest

number of firsts to take first prize.

\ mile R. James fi.2i
R. Howell (2).

1 mile F. Wood 2.46I
R. Howell (2).

1 \ miles . . . . F. Wood
R. Howell (2).

2 miles R. Howell *542 §

F. Wood (2).

2\ miles . . . . F. Wood
R. Howell (2).

3 miles F. Wood

.

8-57]*

R.Howell (2) 8.57I
R. A. Neilson (3). ...8.58J
John Brooks (4).

Fred Wood, first prize, 3 firsts ; R.
Howell, second prize, 1 first, 5 seconds;
R. James, third prize, 1 first. "Had this

race been run as a lap race the men
would have scored as follows ; Wood, 33 ;

Howell, 31; Neilson, 22: Brooks, 18;

James, 13 ; Woodside, 7.

Five Mile Record, Amateur. — Prizes :

First, Springfield prize cup ; second, tea

service, Indian chased and applique;

third, water set, Italian chased. The lead-

ers were :
—

\ mile P. Furnivall l -2&\
F. F. Ives (2).

1 mile P. Furnivall .. 2.52

F. F. Ives (2).

\\ mile Geo. E. Weber
E. P. Burnham (2).

2 mile P. Furnivall S-42 !
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E. P. Burnham (2).

z\ miles. . . .H. W. Gaskell
E. P. Burnham (2).

3 miles Geo. E. Weber 8.34I
P. Furnivall (2).

3^ miles .... E. P. Burnham
P. Furnivall (2).

4 miles Geo. E. Weber *i 1.34I
P. Furnivall (2).

4^ miles .... P. Furnivall

Geo. E. Weber (2).

5 miles P. Furnivall *\\.if)\

Geo. E. Weber (2) . . . 14.39
H. W. Gaskell (3) . . . . 14.44^

P. Furnivall (1), 5 firsts; Geo. E. Weber
(2), 3 firsts ; E. P. Burnham (3), 1 first

3 seconds ; H. W. Gaskell (4), 1 first.

In a lap race the men would have counted
as follows : P. Furnivall, 73 points

;

E. P. Burnham, 58 points; Geo. E.
Weber, 53 points; H. W. Gaskell, 41
points.

SECOND DAY.

A heavy rain during the night made
the prospects anything but bright.

Everything looked bad for the club. The
weather bureau put out all its unfavorable
signals, and Old Probabilities said rain

;

but Springfield luck came in and gave
the club a beautiful day, though the track

was heavy. The stands were full, and it

is estimated that 14,000 people saw the

races. Trial heats were run off at 1.30

P. M.

TRIAL HEATS.

One Mile, Amateur. — First heat : P.
Furnivall (1), 2.50^ : W. F. Knapp (2) ;

G. E. Weber (3). These taken for final.

Second heat: W. A. Illston (1), 2.47;
A. B. Rich (2) ; E. P. Burnham (3) ; L.

A. Miller (4). These taken for final.

Half Mile, 1 .30 Class.— First heat

:

C.E. Kluge (1), i.zig ; R. Schlager(2);
C. E. Titchener (3) ; D. W. Rowlston
(4). These taken for final. Second
heat: A. O. McGarrett (1), i.2of ; J.
Illston (2) ; C. P. Adams (3) ; D. H.
Renton (4); T. R. Finley (5). These
taken for final.

RACES, SECOND DAY.

One Mile.— Prizes : First, gold medal

;

second, nut bowl ; third, Stevens rifle.

P. Furnivall (1), 2.45*; W. A. Illston (2),

2.46; F. F. Ives (3), 2.46* ; L. A. Miller

(4); G. E. Weber (5); W. F. Knapp
(6) ; A. B. Rich (7) ; E. P. Burnham (8).

One Mile, Professional. — Prizes, $300
cash, and sweepstakes $250.

i mile R. James 46J
i mile R. James 1.35

J mile R. Howell 2.15
1 mile R. Howell 2.49J?

Fred Wood (2) 2.49J
R. James (3) 2.51 J

R. A. Neilson (4).

J. S. Prince (5).

Three Mile, Amateur Safety. — Prizes :

First, .gold watch ; second, water set

;

third, diamond pin.

^mile A. P. Engleheart. . . . *4i£
mile A. P. Engleheart. . .*i.27?

mile A. P. Engleheart. . .*2.i i\

1 mile R. Chambers 2.55
2 miles A. P. Engleheart. . .*6.o$

3 miles R. Chambers *8.59§.

F. Allard(2.) 8.59*

A. P. Engleheart (3), 9.00

J. Powell (4).

Half Mile Amateur, 1.30 Class. —
Prizes : First, jardiniere ; second, stop
watch ; third, card receiver. C. E'
Kluge (1), 1.18J; John Illston (2), i.i8|;

R. Schlager (3) ; C. E. Titchener (4); A.
O. McGarrett (5); T. R. Finley (6); D.
H. Renton (7); D. W. Rowlston (8); C.

P. Adams (9). Illston's starter ran over
the line, and the rider was disqualified by
the referee.

Three Mile, Record. — Prizes : First,

tea service and waiter; second, gold chain

;

third fishing set.

£ mile Wm. E. Crist 1.20

R. H. English (2).

1 mile W. A. Rowe 2.42^
R. H. English (2).

1 \ miles.... E. P. Burnham.
R. H. English (2).

2 miles E. P. Burnham. *5-34§
W. A. Rowe (2).

E. P. Burnham.
W. A. Rowe (2).

3 miles M. V. J. Webber *8.22*

W. A. Rowe (2), 8.23 ; E. P. Burnham
(3), 8.252 ; W. E. Crist (4). First prize,

Burnham; second, Rowe; third, Web-
ber, who also takes a record prize.

Counting points, as in a lap race, this

would have been decided as follows

:

W. A, Rowe, 47 points ; E. P. Burnham,
46 points ; M. V. J. Webber, 40 points

;

Wm. E. Crist, 37 points. Thus Rowe
beat Burnham on an average computa-
tion.

Ten Mile, Professional. — Prizes, $150,
$100, $75, and $25. A waiting race, of

little interest except on the last quarter,

i mile R. James 3-°5l
2 miles W. M. Woodside. . .6.o2§

3 miles W. M. Woodside. . .9.03

4 miles W. M. Woodside. . i2.o8jj

5 miles R. James ^S-^S
6 miles R. A. Neilson 1 8.23^

7 miles John Brooks 21.22

8 miles R. Howell 24.28

9 miles R. Howell 28.01 a

10 miles Fred Wood 30.54JS

R. Howell (2) by a foot ; R. A. Neilson

(3); R. James (4); J. S. Prince (5); John
Brooks (6); W. M. Woodside (7).

Five Mile, Tricycle, Record.— Prizes:
First, Springfield cup ; second, gold
chain ; third, silver vase.

\ mile R. Cripps *i-3o

F. F. Ives (2).

\ mile. .F. F. Ives *2.i5J
R. Cripps (2)

1 mile P. Furnivall *2-s8|
F. F. Ives (2).

\\ miles P. Furnivall.

F. F. Ives (2}

2 miles P. Furnivall ........ *6.03 \

F. F. Ives (2).

i\ miles P. Furnivall.

F. F. Ives (2).

3 miles P. Furnivall *9>o8g
F. F. Ives.

3| miles P. Furnivall.

F. F. Ives (2).

4miles P. Furnivall *\z.\e
) \

F. F. Ives (2).

4^ miles P. Furnivall.

F. F. Ives (2).

5 miles P. Furnivall *i5.i8§

R. Cripps (2), 15.52; F. F. Ives (3), 15.55;
W. A. Rhodes (4). First prize, Furnivall

;

second, Cripps; third, Ives. Counting as
in a lap race, the men would have scored
points as follows: Furnivall, 48; Ives,

31 ; Cripps, 30 ; Chambers (16) ; Rhodes,
IS-

Five Mile, 16 Minutes 'Class.— Prizes :

First, Springfield cup; second, water set;

third, plaque.

1 mile C. E. Kluge 3.0

2 miles D . H. Renton 5.56I
3 miles .. ..W. A. Rowe 8.49JJ

4 miles C. E. Kluge n-55§
5 miles W. A. Rowe 14.41

jj

D. H. Renton (2), 14.422; C. P. Adams
(3), 14.42! ; W. F. Knapp (4) ; L. M. Wain-
wright (5); C. E. Kluge (6) ; W. E. Crist

(7) ; J. Illston (8) ; H. B. Wadsworth (9).

One Mile Unicycle, Professional, for a
record. — W. N. Kaufmann, \ mile,

*53i: £mile,*i.5ijj
; f mile, *2.52 ; 1 mile,

*4. 10. He fell and broke a spoke on the

last quarter, but remounted and finished.

One Mile Tandem. — Prizes: First,

two rifles; second, two stop watches ;

third, two silver inkstands. The tandem
races proved the most interesting of the
tournament, and this was one of the pret-

tiest.

J

mile English and Cripps 46$
mile English and Cripps. . . . i.26|

I mile English and Cripps 2.10^

1 mile English and Cripps .... 2.48 \

Furnivall and Illston (2), 2.50; Webber
and Cha"rnbers (3), 2.51.

Three Mile Handicap.— Prizes : First,

gold watch ; second, gold chain ; third,

lemonade set. One of the prettiest races

of the tournament. Webber, of England,
nearly made up his handicap, and showed
a pretty burst of speed, taking the record

for the world. A. B. Rich, 50 yards (1),

8.i6 2
; C. P. Adams, 120 yards (2), 8.17 ;

M. V. J. Webber, scratch (3), *8.I7|
;

C. E. Titchener, 120 yards (4); D. E.
Hunter, 50 yards (5); F. Allard, 120
yards (6); H. J. Hall, 50 yards (7); J. R.
Schlager, 120 yards (8); P. M. Harris,

150 yards (9); W. A. Illston, scratch

(10) ; Gaskell led the scratch men at the

end of the second mile, in 5.39I, but did
not finish.

THIRD DAY.

The third day opened with little prom-
ise, but once more the rain-god smiled,

and Springfield's record for pleasant

weather remains unbroken. During the
morning, trial heats were run on the park
to weed out the slower riders trom the

three-mile race, for which there were some
thirty entries. The only spectators were
several hundred wheelmen, whose enthu-
siasm kept them from shivering in the

grand stand. No fast time was made, nor
was any expected ; and for the afternoon's

races the cyclists gave themselves up to
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thoughts of disappointment, as it seemed
impossible that any records could be

broken. The management of the tour-

nament also felt disappointed, for it

seemed probable that but few persons
would care to attend the races during

such cold weather. But all were wrong,
for the enthusiasm awakened by the two
days of splendid racing, sent nearly 6,000

people to the park, and more records

were broken than on any day of the meet.

TRIAL HEATS.

Three Mile, 9.10 Class. — First heat.

W. A. Rowe (1), 8.49! ; C. E. Kluge (2),

9.7! ; A. P. Engleheart (3), 9.8?; D. E.

Hunter (4) ; W. F. Knapp (5). Engle-
heart went into this heat with an idea to

break the record for the Safety machine.

He was timed at quarter mile, 47 ; half

mile, 1.29?; three-quarters, 2.15; one
mile, 3 ; two miles, *d.\\ ; three miles,

9-8|. Second heat. A. B. Rich (1),

9.-3; W. E. Crist (2),; Joe Powell (3);

F. F. Ives (4). The above gained position

in the final.

THIRD DAY'S RACES.

One Mile, Professional, Safety.—Prizes:

$50. $30 and §20. The race was won
easily by Howell, Wocdside second,
Higham third. Brooks came walking in

a couple of minutes later, holding the lit-

tle wheel of his bicycle in one hand, and
pushing along the rest of his machine,
which a fall had separated, by his other

hand.
\ mile W. M. Woodside 46?

I mile W. M. Woodside *i.28

4 mile W. M. Woodside *2.i3|

1 mile R. Howell .-.. -*2.55
W. M. Woodside (2), 2.59 ; H. W. Hig-
ham (3).

One Mile, Tricycle, to beat record 2.58?.

— Robert Cripps was introduced to at-

tempt to break the mile tricycle record,

which was held by Percy Furnivall, 2.58?.

He got a splendid start, the pace being
sei by W. A. Illston, on a bicycle.

\ mile Robert Cripps *43|

\ mile Robert Cripps *i.25

\ mile Robert Cripps *2.io§

1 mile Robert Cripps *2-53|
Ten Mile Record. — The prizes were :

First, Springfield prize cup ; second, gold

watch; third, tilting ice water set. This
race may be set down as one of the red
letter events in American cycling, for it

gave us twenty miles within the hour, by
three men, and the best amateur perform-
ance for the hour, on record. The heats

in the record race were as follows :
—
I.MJ

W. A. Illston (2).

1 mile P. Furnivall 2.46^
E. P. Burnham (2).

\\ miles. . . .E. P. Burnham
P. Furnivall (2).

2 miles Geo. E. Weber 5-365
R. H. English (2).

P. Furnivall

R. H.English (2).

W. A. Illston 8.251

R. H. English (2).

i mile P. Furnivall

2.\ miles.

3 miles.

3^ miles . . . . R. H. English
W. A. Illston (2).

4 miles M. V. J. Webber. . .*i 1. 16|
R. H. English (2).

4^ miles. . . .Geo. E. Weber
M. V. J. Webber (2).

5 miles M. V. J. Webber *i4.S*

Geo E. Weber (2).

l\ miles. . . . M. V. J. Webber
Geo. E. Weber (2).

6 miles M. V. J. Webber. *I7-2|
Geo. E. Weber (2).

6\ miles . . M. V. J. Webber
Geo. E. Weber (2).

7 miles M. V. J. Webber *I9-5S1

Geo. E. Weber (2).

7\ miles M. V. J. Webber
Geo. E. Weber (2).

8 miles M. V. J Webber *22.53
Geo. E. Weber (2).

S\ miles. . . .M. V. J. Webber
P. Furnivall (2).

9 miles. . . . M. V. J. Webber *25-48
P. Furnivall (2).

9^ miles M. V. J. Webber
P. Furnivall (2).

10 miles. ...M. V. J. Webber. .. .*2S.44?

P. Furnivall (2) 29.20

Geo. E. Weber (3). . .29.20*

E. P. Burnham (4)1

The prizes were awarded as follows

:

M. V. J. Webber. 12 firsts: P. Furnivall,

3 firsts ; Geo. E. Weber, 2 firsts. Counted
as in a lap race by taking the best aver-

age the four men who finished would
count as follows : Webber, 109 points

;

Weber, 100 points ; Furnivall, 99 points
;

Burnham, 84 points.

TWENTY MILES IN THE HOUR.

Webber had made such havoc with the

records to ten miles, that he was urged
to continue and attempt twenty miles

within the hour. Geo. Weber and Burn-
ham also concluded to keep on, but the

late notice rendered it a very hard task

for them, and we can believe them capa-
ble of much better work than that which
they gave us, creditable as it was. At
thirteen and a half miles, Knapp under-

took to set the pace, but was unequal
to it, as Webber, even then.was too much
for him, rolling off the miles with an
average of less than 3m. In the middle
of the thirteenth mile Chambers came in

and was astonished to find what a hot

race his countryman was making. At
fifteen miles Weber passed Burnham,
Chambers dropped a mile as pace maker
at sixteen and a half miles, but resumed,
and at seventeen miles Powell put in his

appearance as pace maker for Weber,
who was well ahead. Knapp made pace
for Burnham. All the men — Webber.
Weber and Burnham— were all well in-

side of all American records, and counted
upon as sure, within the hour.

Amid immense enthusiasm Webber
finished his twentieth mile within the

hour, and having gone on to cover the

greatest distance ever made in the hour.

the band played " God Save the Queen.''

The Americans, Weber and Burnham,
received plenty of encouragement for

their pluck and skill, and were repeatedly

cheered and applauded. When Burn-
ham came around for the last time, the
band played "Yankee Doodle." Webber
scored time, as follows :

—
Best previous.

American. English

35-i6

38.24

41.29

45.00
48.11

5i-37l

55-02%
58.22

61.37J

64-471

3219s
35-15
38.16

41.26

44-291
47.26
50.22

53.20

56.15

59.00?

11 miles *3i-4i

12 miles *34.4ijj

13 miles *374i
14 miles *4o-42?

15 miles *43-36
16 miles *46-35|
17 miles *49-33s
iS miles *52.44§
19 miles *55-5 2f
20 miles *5S-56|

The timers had their watches on Web-
ber, and did not catch the times of Weber
and Burnham, as it was uncertain, at the
conclusion of the ten miles, whether they
would go on or not; but all were taken
for a performance within the hour. M.
V.J. Weber ran*20 miles, 635.834- yards,
within the hour, and made 20^ miles

in ih.2osec. Geo. E. Weber ran 20 miles,

290 yards. E. P. Burnham ran 20 miles.

135 yards. The best previous amateur
performance within the hour was that of

R. H. English, who made 20 miles, 566
yards, on the Crystal Palace track, 1

1

September, 1884.

Ihrce Mile, Professional.— Prizes :

$75, S45, $30. As it was a straightaway

contest, no record-breaking time was an-

ticipated, although, as a special induce-

ment, a gold watch was offered to the

man who should break the record.

j mile R. Howell 43j
\ mile J. Brooks 1.26

I mile J. Brooks 2.09

1 mile J. Brooks 2.52?

2 miles F. Wood 5.59^

3 miles R. Howell S.46

Fred Wood (2). S.46* : R. James (3), 8.4S:

R. A. Neilson (4); J. S. Prince (5); John
Brooks (6) ; W. M. Woodside
One Mile, Safety, Amateur.— Prizes :

First, gold medal ; second, silver watch :

third, Lakin cyclometer.

\ mile T. R. Finley 46!

I mile F. Allard *i-25?

J-
mile F. Allard *2.o8|

1 mile A. P. Engleheart 2.4S*

F. Allard (2), 2.49I
; R. Chambers

2.54? ; T. R. Finley (4).

Five Mile, Amateur, Tandem. — First,

two umbrella stands; second, two sconces:

third, two fruit dishes. This brought

out young Webber en the front seat, with

Chambers behind. They finished in the

rear : but when they came in President

Ducker presented Webber with a beau-

tiful bouquet, in acknowledgment of his

twenty mile performance. This captured

the grand stand, and the young fellow

was loudly applauded.

1 mile. . . .English and Lambert. . . .3.34*

2 miles. . .Furnivall and Cripps. . . .7.07 \

3 miles. . .English and Lambert. . . 10.21

1

4 miles. . .Dead heat *I3-39b
Furnivall and Cripps.

English and Lambert.

5 miles. . .Furnivall and Cripps. .*i6.49|
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World's Records!
I'OH.

IRTTJOGrlE &> OO.
Experience is the Best Teacher, Facts are the Best Arguments.

20 Miles

INSIDE

THE HOUR

20 Miles

INSIDE

THE HOUR

1-4 mile
3-4
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

M. S.

36 4-5
. 1.52 2-5

8.17 3-5
.11.16 1-5

.14.08 2-5
17.02 3-5
19.58 3-5

22.53
25.48
.28.44 2-5

M. S.

11 miles 31.41

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

34.41 3-

37.41
40.42 3-

43.36
46.35 2-

49.33 1-

52.44 2-

55.52 2-

58.56 1-

WHEN YOU BUY, look at the past reputation of the maker and buy
the best, although you find it, perhaps, a little higher in price

at the start, you will find it the cheapest in the end.

SEND FOB CATALOGUE. SOLE U. S. AGENTS. RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

152 TO 158 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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a.o:

Springfield, Ma^., September Otli, XSS£>.

RECORDS.
HALF MILE,

JL • ,-W «!> «r»

THREE FOURTHS MILE,

^•^59

% t
CT 'o^,

MILES,

6.05.

The Strongest, Fastest, and Most Perfect Safety Made.

(LIZMLITEID)

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,BOSTON.
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|T " C3-E 3ST TJ ITSTE " "*|

WORLD'S O 351 REC0RD -

Made by F, WOOD at Springfield, 8 Sept.

ON J*.

GENUINE HUMBER
ATT the Principal Events, both at Hartford and
XIJJJJ Springfield, whether Bicycle, Tricycle, or

Tandem, were won by Messrs. Furnnall, English,

Cripps, Illston, James and Fred Wood, all of

whom rode

GENUINE HUMBERS.
NOTE. --See that you handle the right ticket. Every Genuine Humber bears the

trade-mark "Genuine Humber," and the inventor's and maker's name,

HUMBER & CO., BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM.

Grenxxine Humbers can

Be obtained from

L H. JOHNSON - - - EAST ORANGE, N. J,
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2.331 1

1

The World's Record on a Genuine Humber Bicycle.

2.331 1

1

The World's Record on a Genuine Humber Tricycle-

2.46 1

1

The World's Record on a Genuine Humber Tandem,

A CLEAN SWEEP AT SPRINGFIELD OVER ILL COMPETITORS.

The Fastest Machine must be the Easiest to Ride.

The GENUINE HUMBER BICYCLES and TRICYCLES are made
ONLY by Humber & Co., at Beeston, England, and can ONLY be

obtained in the UNITED STATES from their U. S. Agent,

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,

3 ARLINOTON FLAOE, EAST ORANOE, IV. JT.

New York Office, 362 Broadway, H. C. DOUGLAS, Manager.

SPECIAL NOTICE. — A limited number of Tandems, Crippers, and
Bicycles, both roadsters and racers, in stock. Order early to avoid dis-

appointment.

[^ Close imitations are on the market. See that your "Humber" is

stamped Humber & Co., Beeston, Notts, on the neck.
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English and Lambert (2), 16.50 2
,; Webber

and Chambers (3), 17.40JJ.

Three Mile, 9.10 Class. — Prizes : First,

Springfield cup; second, mantel vase;
third, mirror.

1 mile A. B. Rich 2.48

2 miles C. E. Kluge 5-46|

3 miles W. A. Rowe 8.30

Joe Powell (2), 8.31 >; A. B. Rich (3)'

8.31 1 ; W. F. Knapp (4) ; C E. Kluge (5);

F. F. Ives (6) ; C. E. Titchener (7) ; A. P.

Engleheart (8) ; D. E. Hunter (9); W. E.

Crist (10). In this race Engleheart made
one more effort to capture the records on
a Safety. He was timed as follows

:

\ mile, 43| ; \ mile, *i.24§
; \ mile, *2.o7;

1 mile, 2.49! ; 2 miles, *546| ; 3 miles,

*8-3Sf-

Three Mile, Tricycle. — First, gold

watch ; second, vase lamp ; third, plaque
and easel. P. Furnivall (1), 9.37 ; R.
Cripps (2), 9.372 . R . h. English (3), 9.41 \;

A. G. Powell (4); W. A. Rhodes (5);
W. N. Winans (6).

One Mile Handicap. — Prizes : First,

mantel vase, Venetian chased and oxi-

dized; second, fruit dish, gold and oxi-

dized; third, smoking set, copper and
silver, hammered and applique. Rowe
was allowed a handicap of 8s., but refused

to accept it, preferring to start from the

scratch and try for a record. Cook, of

San Francisco, much to every one's sur-

prise, appeared on the track, and was
placed on the scratch. It was not sup-
posed that he had sufficiently recovered
from his recent accident. The starters

and handicaps were as follows : J. R.
Schlager, 30 yards; C. P. Adams, 25 yards;

T. R. Finley, 30 yards ; W. F. Knapp, 20
yards; A. B. Rich, 10 yards; P. M. Har-
ris, 20 yards ; F. R. Cook, scratch ; H.
E. Bidwell, 15 yards; W. A. Illston,

scratch ; W. A. Rowe, scratch ; P. D.
Brown, 50 yards ; C. E. Kluge, 30 yards

;

L. J. Barber, 50 yards; H. B. Wads-
worth, 40 yards; F. Allard, 20 yards;
L. M. Wainwright, 40 yards ; A. E.
Schaaf, 50 yards. The scratch men were
Rowe, Rich, Illston, and Cook.
Rowe overtook the leaders and led at

the three-quarter pole in 2.12, and finished

in 2.41, the fastest mile in the three days'
racing credited to an amateur. W. A.
Rowe (1), 2.41 ; A. B. Rich (2), 2.41 \ ; W.
F. Knapp, 20 yards (3), 2.41 \; W. A.
Illston (4). It was impossible to catch
the positions of the rest of the riders,

they were in such a bunch at the tape.

Five Mile, Professional Handicap.—
Prizes, $100, #60, $40. Some record break-
ing time was surely expected in this race,

which had the following starters: J. H.
Polhill, 400 yards; Neilson, 200 yards;
Woodside, 180 yards ; Brooks, 180 yards;
Higham, 275 yards; Wood, Howell, and
James, scratch. The time of the scratch-
men was taken as follows: —
\ mile R. Howell 42
\ mile R. Howell ti.21

f mile R. Howell 2.01

1 mile F. Wood 2.39

2 miles F. Wood *5-29
3 miles R. Howell *8.2o

4 miles F. Wood *n.32|
5 miles F. Wood *i4-34s

R. Howell (2), 14.34? ; R. A. Neilson'

200 yards (3), 14.34$ ; R. James (4) ; John
Brooks, 180 yards (5); W. M. Woodside

(6); J. H. Polhill (o).

One Mile, Consolation. — Prizes : First,

tea service ; second, nut dish ; third, wa-
ter pitcher. There were twelve starters.

Cook, of San Francisco, held a long lead

of the field until the home stretch, when
he was passed by John Illston and Barber.

John Illston (1), 2.48^; L. J. Barber (2),

2.49; F. Russ Cook (2), 2.49! ; **. J. Hall

(4) ; P. M. Harris (5).

The officers of the tournament were :

General director, Henry E. Ducker;
referee, Abbot Bassett ; judges, C. H.
Potter, C. A. Hazlett, N. M. Beckwith,
F. A. Elwell, Stephen Terry ; starter,

Charles E. Whipple; clerk of course, D.
E. Miller ; scorer, George S. Miller

;

timer, O. N. Whipple
;

police, W. H.
Jordan.

The Records.

Below we give a table of the records

as they stand up to time of going to

press. Later in the season we shall pub-
lish a full table of records with names
of holders, dates, places, etc. Those
marked with an asterisk, are records left

untouched by Springfield. All American
records unmarked by an asterisk, were
made at Springfield, this year.

AMATEUR BICYCLE RECORDS.

AMERICAN. ENGLISH.

i mile *37| 39

I
mile 1. 15* 1. 19*

I mile *r.55| 2.00

1 mile *2-39 2-39§
2 miles 5.34! 5.30*

3 miles 8.17I 8.32

4 miles H.16J 11.24

Smiles 14.8! 14.18

6 miles 17.2I I7-33|

7 miles .... 19.58^ 20.30
8 miles 22.53 23.28!

9 miles 25.48 26.22?.

10 miles 28.44! 29- I 9s
11 miles 31.41 32.19!
12 miles 34-4't 35-15

13 miles 37.41 38.16

14 miles 40.42! 41.26

15 miles 43.36 44-29f
16 miles 46.35! 47-26

17 miles 49-33! 50.22

18 miles 52.44f 53-20

19 miles 55-5 2! 56. 1

5

20 miles 58.56! 59-oojj

PROFESSIONAL BICYCLE.

i mile 36! 39
\ mile 1.17 t.174

I mile 1.52! 1-59*
1 mile 2. 35! 2.40$
2 miles 5.29 5.36^

3 miles 8.20 8.39

4 miles 1 1-3 2 6 "-39
5 miles 14.34I 14.28

AMATEUR TRICYCLE.

itnile 43* 46f
I mile 1.25 1.29J

I mile 2.iof 2.14!
1 mile 2.53$ 2.581

2 miles 6.3* 6.21

3 miles 9.8f 9.38!

4 miles J 2.i5! 13 03

5 miles i5-i8f 16.19

AMATEUR TANDEM TRICYCLE.
American. English.

i mile 44| 41

\ mile I.26 1.2

1

I mile 2 -°5i 2.04

1 mile 2.46 2.47!

2 miles 5.34I 5-4«

3 miles 8.23? 8.39

4 miles 13-391 JI -3°

5 miles 16.49! I4-22|

AMATEUR SAFETY.
(Neither the racing board nor the N. C. U. recog-

nize " Safety " records, but class all records made on
any kind of bicycle under one head. We find no Eng-
lish record for the Safety that is recognized as such.

Below we give the amateur and professional times made
at Springfield.)

Amateur. Profes'l.

I mile 41! 45!
\ mile 1.24! 1.28

I mile 2.07 2.13!
1 mile 2.48! 2.55

2 miles 5.46! 5-551

3 miles 8.35! 9-"
4 miles *i2-55 12.22

5 miles *i6.04 i5-36f

ONE HOUR RECORD.

English Professional, 20 \ miles, 25
yards. Fred Lees, Leicester, 18 August,

1883.

American Amateur, 20 miles, 635. 83+
yards. M. V. J. Webber, Springfield, 10

August, 1885. Resident record, 20 miles,

2co yards, Geo. E. Weber, Springfield,

TO August, 1885.

English Amateur, 20 miles, 566 yards,

R. H. English, Crystal Palace, 11 Sep-

tember, 1884.

Unicycle Record, Professional. —W. N.
Kauffmann, quarter, 53!; half, 1

.
5

1 1 ;

three quarters, 2.52 ; mile, 4.10.

The following will show the positions

gained at the finish of the races by the

principal wheelmen. It does not repre-

sent the prizes taken, because, in the

record races, the prizes did not necessa-

sarily go those who finished first and
second. We have credited both riders

with positions in tandem races. Furni-

vall's 3 represents his position in the tan-

dem race when he had G. H. Illston for

a partner. Adams, C. P., 2, 9, 3, 2 ; Al-

lard, 2, 6. 2 ; Barber, 2 ; Brooks, 6, 2, 4,

6, 6, 5 ; Burnharo, 1, 8,3, 4 ; Crist, 2, 4, 7,

10; Chambers, 2,1,1,3,3,3; Cook, 3;
Cripps, 1, 1,7, 2, 1, I, 2; Engleheart, 3,

i,S; English, 1, 1,2, 1, 2, 3; Furnivall,

3, 1, 1, 1,2, 2, 1, 1 ; Finley, 6, 4; Gas-
kell, 3 ; Gordon, 7 ; Harris, 6, 9, 5 ; Her-
sey, 8; Higham, 8, 3; Howell, 2, 1, 2,

1, 2, 1, 1, 2; Hunter, 4, 5,9; Hall, 7, 4 :

Illston, Ceo. II
, 3, z\ Illston, John, 2, 8,

1; Illston, \V. A., 3, 2, 10, 4; Ives, 3,3,
6; James, 4, 4, 3, 4; Kluge, 1, 1, 6
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Knapp, 3, 6, 6, 4, 4, 3 ; Lambert, 2

;

McGarrett, 4, 5 ; Miller, 3, 4, 4 ; Neilson,

3. 3. 4, 3. 4. 3 5
Powell, A. G., 4 ; Powell,

Joe, 4, 2 ; Prince, 5, 5, 5, 5 ; Renton, 9,

7, 2 ; Rhodes, 4, 5 ; Rich, 3, 7, 1, 3, 2;

Rowe, 2, 5, 2, 1, 1, 1 ; Rowlston,

8; Smith, 5 ; Schlager, 3, 8; Titchener,

4, 4, 7; Wadsworth, 9; Wainwright, 5;
Weber, Geo., 4, 2, 5, 3 ; Webber, M. V.

J., 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 1,3; Winans. 3, 6; Wood,
1, 1, 2, 1, 2,1 ; Woodside, 7 3, 7, 2, 7, 6.

In five of the races there were none of

the English visitors. Of the first places,

America got 8, England 27 ; of the sec-

onds, America got 14, England 17; of

the thirds, America got 21, England if.

Thus we have but three firsts won from
from the English. Rich took one of

these in a handicap race from the fifty-

yard mark. Rowe ran away from Engle-
heart in the three-mile 9.10 class race, and
also beat W. A. Illston, who started from
scratch with him in the mile handicap.

At the Hartford tournament the men
were placed at the finish, as follows

:

Adams, 1,4 ; Bidwell,3, 3 ; Brooks, 4, 5, 5;

Burnham, 5, 2, 2, 1 ; Chambers, 1, 1, 1
;

Cook, 3 ; Cripps, 2, 2, 3, 3 ; Engleheart,

2, 5 ; English, 8, 1, 1, 2 ; Finley, 3, 7, 3 ;

Foster, 2; Furnivall, 1, 1, 4 ; Gaskell, 5,3;

Hendee, 7; Howell, 1, 2, 1 ; Illston, John,

2; Illston, W. A., 9; Ives, 4, 2, 2,2;
James, 3 ; Kavanaugh, 8 ; Lounsbury, 4 ;

McGarrett, 5, 1 ; Miller, 1, 3, 1 ; Neilson,

4, 3 ; Powell, 3, 5 ; Renton, 4, 2 ; Ripley,

1 ; Rowe, 4, 1, 1 ; Rowlston, 1 ; Smith,

2 ; Titchener, 3, 6 ; Warner, 3 ; Weber,
Geo., 4, 3, 2, 4, 4, 4 ; Webber, M. V. J.,

6, 2, 2,6; Winans, 3; Wood, 2, 1, 2
;

Woodside, 3, 4. The English won ten

firsts out of a possible eleven, and nine

seconds out of a possible eleven, Burn-
ham being the man in every instance, to

prevent them making a clean score. The
fastest miles were, English, 2.44^ ; Fur-
nivall, 2.48 1 ; Wood, 2.50.

Springfield tournaments give us about
everything except a phenomenal mile, by
an amateur. Last year the best time made
was 2.42^, by Miller, of Meriden, and this

year Rowe, of Lynn, has shown us 2.41.

The following were the only miles below
three minutes: Wood, 2.35J?, 2.39, 2.46I,
2.49* ; Howell, 2.361, 2.49J?, 2.55 ; Rowe,
2.41. 2.42I ; Rich, 2.41I, 248; Kluge,
2 41 1; Adams, 2.42; Knapp, 2.42J ; Fur-
nivall, 2.45I, 2.46J, 2.52; W. A. Illston,

2.46, 2-571; Ives, 2.46^; Engleheart,

2.48I ; Allard, 2.49I ; Cola Stone, 2.51 1 ;

Brooks, 2.525; Chambers, 2.54!, 2.55.

Englishmen, 16 ; Americans, 10.

The following fast miles were made in

the trial heats: Renton, 2.45I; Hersey,

2.46 ; Kluge, 2.47 ; W. A. Illston, 2.47 ;

Furnivall, 2.50$; Adams, 2.51^; Knapp,
2.52 ; Cripps, 2.54

Crist and Miller made the fastest half

mile for American riders, in 1.16 and
n6£, respectively. Crist being beaten by
English, by \ second.

The following shows the machines
ridden by the more prominent racing

men: Columbia bicycle, Prince, Neilson,

Rowe, Bidwell, Ives, Rich ; Columbia

tricycle, Winans, Ives ; Rudge, Howell,
Chambers, Brooks, Woodside, Miller,

etc. ; Marriott & Cooper Humber, M. V.

J. Webber ; Genuine Humber, Wood,
James, Furnivall, English, Cripps, and
W. A. Illston ; Club Safety, Allard.

Kangaroo, Engleheart; Royal Mail, Burn-
ham, Hunter, McGarrett, and Crist ; Vic-
tor, Hendee, Cook, Stone; Victor tricycle,

Burnham ; Star, Webber, Powell ; In-

vincible tricycle, A. G. Powell ; Apollo
bicycle, Rhodes, Schaaf; Quadrant
tricycle, Rhodes ; Genuine Humber tan-

dem, Furnivall, English, Cripps, Lam-
bert, Illston; Marriott & Cooper tandem,
Chambers and Webber.

NOTES.

It was the glorious climate of Amer-
ica that knocked the records.

Burnham made the best record as a
competitor with the Englishmen.

John S. Prince was out of form. Only
a few days before the tournament he had
an abcess removed from his back, and
he went to Springfield in a very weak
condition.

Victor C. Place, formerly one of our
noted fliers, was present at the races.

The Overman Wheel Company held

open house under its tent once more, and
welcomed all wheelmen to rest and re-

fresh themselves.

The Cyclist, the Bicycling World
of England, also had a tent open to all

who desired to enjoy its hospitality.

W. B. Everett & Co., had a large tent

in which they had an exhibit of their

machines.

It rained everywhere in New England
except Springfield, on Wednesday.
Springfield luck.

With the accident to Hendee and Stone,

went nearly all hope of a good fight with

our visitors, for it threw out of the field

two of the best men we have.

Hendee's fall resulted in breaking one
of the bones in his left shoulder. It is

feared that it will be a long time before

he will be able to ride again.

The English racing men made a prac-

tice of taking their racing machines to

their sleeping rooms each night, to guard
against the possibility of any one tamper-
ing with them.

The project to time by electricity fell

through on account of the confusion likely

to arise from the register made by the

little wheel. It was found an easy mat-
ter to get a register when the wheel first

touched the tape; but the little wheel
would also make its mark, and in a

close field of riders it would be impossi-

ble to tell which registers would be by the

large, and which by the small wheels.

Webber will receive a commemorative
medal from the Springfield Club for rid-

ing twenty miles within the hour.

Neither fireworks nor parade this year.

They were little missed.

C. W. Reed was on hand with his pen-
cil, and made many sketches.

Furnivall retires from the track on his

return, and settles down as a hard working
medical student, at St. Bartholomew's
College, London. Webber, we under-
stand, will also do no more racing.

In our report of the record races, we
have gone to the trouble to figure out the

standing of the men, had the races been
run as lap races. In nearly every in-

stance a different result would have
been reached. This goes to show that in

a lap race a man cannot take one lap and
loaf the rest of the way in safety, but he
must keep on and make a good average.
There has evidently been a mistake

made in locating Burnham, at the con-
clusion of the hour, in the twenty-mile
run. We were engaged in locating M.
V. J. Webber, and when the bell rang
we fixed his position, which was after-

wards marked by one of the judges. The
positions of the other men, Burnham and
Weber, we took on the word of parties

on the stand. They located Geo. Weber
135 yards ahead of the twenty-mile mark,
and Burnham 590 yards behind it. This
position was simply impossible, for if it

were the correct one, Webber, of Eng-
land, must have lapped Burnham, and
Weber, of America, must have been
close behind him, nearly a lap ahead.
Webber, of England, did not lap Burn-
ham, and therefore the latter must have
been on the course somewhere else than
on the home stretch when the bell rang.

He was not between the tape and Webber,
and must been over the line. We have
looked into this thing, and we find that

every one we have asked tells us that

Geo. Weber was about 150 yards ahead of

Burnham on the last mile. We are con-
vinced that a mistake was made, and that

Weber and Burnham were confounded.
So sure are we of this, that we do not
hesitate to credit Weber with 20 miles

290 yards in the hour, and Burnham with

20 miles 135 yards. We are positive

that Webber never lapped Burnham, and
we know that Weber was only a short
distance ahead of him.

League Champions for 1885.

\ mile, — Geo. E. Weber, Springfield,

Ohio, 21, July. 1.33I.

1 mile. — Geo. M. Hendee, Buffalo, N.
Y., 3 July. 2.44.

2 miles, — W. F. Knapp, Cleveland, O.,
28 Aug. 7.10.

3 miles, — A. B. Rich, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

20 June. 9.41.

5 miles, — Wm. A. Rowe, Hartford, 3
Sept. I5.58f

10 miles, — E. P. Burnham, Springfield, 8

Sept. 30.24?.

15 miles, — Geo. E. Weber, Chicago, 111.,

25 July. 51.13.

25 miles, — Geo. E. Weber, New Haven,
Conn., 8 June. 123.4^.

1 miie, Tricycle, — E. P. Burnham, Buf-
falo, 3 July. 3.45.
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CURRENTE CALAMO

Chas. H. Metz, of Utica, N. Y., has

been reinstated as an amateur by the

Racing Board.

Frank Leslie's Sunday Magazine
for November will contain a handsomely
illustrated article by Rev. Prof. S. G.
Barnes, Ph. D., of Iowa College, upon
the recent clerical tour through Canada.
It will be illustrated from photographs
taken by B. J. Holcombe, the official

photographer of the party.

The Capital Bicycle Club, of Wash-
ington, made some great preparations and
promises for their cycling tour East, but
the affair, from a cyclist's point of view,

has sadly weakened. All went well until

they reached Cottage City, where they
were to remain a couple of weeks ; but
there the young ladies proved so agree-

able that the wheelmen decided to aban-
don all their proposed plans for visiting

Portland, wheeling about Boston and
Cape Ann, and to Springfield, deciding

to remain in the city of pretty girls and
quaint cottages during their whole vaca
tion. What excuses they will make to

their friends at home, it is hard to say.

—

Globe.

The Canadian Wheelman has gone
back from its semi-monthly to the monthly
form. With the advent of another sea-

son, it is hoped to make the fornightly

form permanent.

The first annual tour of Kansas City

wheelmen will start Tuesday, Sept. 22,
for Mound City, Kan. The boys will be
out five days, and will take in Linn County
fair, en route, on the 24th. the managers
having offered a special prize for them to

run for.

At 3 p. m., Tuesday, Sept. 3, Wheel
Life was selling in London, with results

of first day's Hartford races. This was
the earliest English paper giving results.

The Tricyclist also had the news on Fri-

day, the 4th. Wheeling announced a
special edition for Saturday, the 5th.

The Cyclist came out with an extra,

giving the races of both days.

Now that the Hartford and Springfield

race meetings are over, let us all make
our arrangements to be in Worcester at

the meet of the Massachusetts division

of the L. A. W., the 24th of September.

A picnic on the shores of Lake Quin-
sigamond, under the management of the

Worcester-/Eolus wheelmen, is bound to

be a success. Let us make it the largest

meet of Massachusetts wheelmen that was
ever held.

The Boston Club entertained Percy
Furnivall, the English flier, and Mr T. H.
Lambert, of the London firm of 1 1 umber
& Co., at their club house, on Friday
evening of last week. They came to

Boston direct from Springfield, arriving

about 7 o'clock, and were met at the

depot by President Hodges and Secretary
Hodgkins, and escorted to the club

house, where some fifty other members

were waiting to give them a cordial wel-

come. The affair was of an informal

nature. During the evening, a repast

was served in the billiard room, under
the direction of Caterer Cook, who pre-

pared a fine array of eatables, well set off

by artistic and beautiful floral decorations.

The affair was wholly informal. On Sat-

urday, the visitors were shown about the

city by President Hodges and Captain

Harrison, and in the afternoon they joined

an informal run of the club.

The annual tour of the American Di-

vision of the Cyclists' Touring Club for

this year is from Philadelphia to Gettys-

burg, on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes-
day, Sept. 21, 22, and 23.

The route selected for the tour, which
will be united with runs of the Philadel-

phia, Germantown, and Pennsylvania
'Cycling Clubs and Penn City Wheelmen,
is one of the most interesting in the

country, taking in as it does many his-

toric points, and ending at the famous
battle grounds of Gettysburg.

At Gettysburg the tour ends, but quite

a number have signified their intention of

riding down the Shenandoah Valley to

Staunton, Va., a distance of one hundred
and seventy-four miles.

W. L. Wright, of Wheeling, W. Va.i

writes us: "You will perhaps remember
that, only a short time since, it was
against the law for a bicycle to be ridden
on streets, alleys or pavements of the

city. The law now reads just the op-
posite. The council, by proper persua-

sion, passed an ordinance giving us more
than we asked for."

CORRESPONDENCE
[This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-
bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.]

Thomas Stevens and " London W."

Editor Bicycling World : In justice to

me I trust you will print the enclosed clip-

pings. They so completely defend me
that comment is needless. The Tricy-

clist, with which Mr. Wilson is connected,
says, in speaking of Thomas Stevens:—
This rider's absurd exploit having fallen rather flat as

an advertising scheme, a gentleman with the appropriate
appellation of "Dodge" has fallen upon "London
W.," who very fairly described the " hero of a hundred
hairbreadth 'scapes" from the noble red man, wild
beasts, and other Kennimore Cooperish surrounding?,
as a " cross between a bicyclist and a pedestrian."
Mr. Dodge quotes Mr. A. J. Wilson to controvert
" London W.'s " remarks. Mr. Wilson certain-

ly did lionize the cyclist to a certain extent —
he would naturally seize upon him as an " inci-

dent ;
" but, putting aside Mr. Wilson, there cannot be

named any leading cyclist, much less anybody of cy-
clists, who took the slightest notice of a doubtless very
estimable young man who is making a circular tour, and
carrying along with him, at some discomfort to himself,

a bicycle, presumably to advertise it. *' Walking Stew-
art " pedestrianized all over Europe and well into Asia,

and Mr. Thomas Stevens may at this late period do like-

wise when he reaches the impassable deserts, the fero-

cious kurds who have such nasly ways (hem ! joke ob-
vious) ; when cataracts of vast dimensions throw cold
water upon his movements; when he encounters the

Arab in a rabid stale ; n hen lie gets near Teheran and
lii u 1 s the Persian ready to cast I.eichford-like aspersions

upon his rides, and the Shah ready to say "pshaw I"

to his claims; when he seems likely to encounter a cer-

tain Russian general who may say, in broken English,
" komar-off that machine," then we opine that T. S.

will do well to crate his trusty wheel, and, with the aid

of the oldest inhabitant and a map, cook up a nice ac-

count of his perils, with a few natural touches as to the

slaying of poultry, pigs, snakes, and babies by accident,

and then pass on to the next port. To ride round the

world on a bicycle, is an impossible feat. To tour round
the world with a bicycle as part of one's impedimenta is

not only a possible but a somewhat stupid proceeding.

No, Mr. Dodge, most cyclists this side will agree with
the eminently reasonable sentiments expressed by
" London W.," despite the fact that Mr. Wilson, with
an eye to that unconventionality he so dearly loves,

once again was unconventional, and enthused about
Thomas Stevens, who will doubtless carry out his task

without encountering any more serious misfortunes than

an occasional cropper.

The " Octopus," in Wheel Life, after

quoting Mr. Dodge's letter, remarks :
—

As it was chiefly upon remarks made by me that
" London W." founded his observations, I have just

a word or two to say on this subject. I saw Stevens
several times, and can safely say that a more solemn,
gloomy, taciturn man, I never came across, and this

was the opinion of the large majority of men who met
him. He certainly had a "quiet and unpretentious
bearing "

; but then, « hen you come to think of it, so has
a kitchen poker, and he was nearly as hilarious as that

harmless and necessary article of commerce. A large

number of men were certainly introduced to him ; but I

think " Faed " was the only representative man who
showed him any attention, which, of course, is much to

his credit, as the ordinary man found that he would
sooner hob-nob with a walking funeral than with Thos.
Stevens. That this was the fault of the man, and not
of the English, is, I think, evidenced by the fact that

the present American visitors, being good company, and
gentlemen, have been received with open arms by the
English, who feel that they would like to see more of

them ; but the fact remains that we did not take to

Thos. Stevens— to any great extent— though we be-
lieve him to be a good fellow in his way. The fault lies

with those who dubbed him genial.

Trusting that these opinions of Eng-
lishmen will show my reliability as a
pressman, I am,

Your obedient servant,

J. S. Dean,
(" London W.")

This correspondence must now cease.

It is of little moment how Mr. Stevens
was received in England, and the fact re-

mains that he is engaged in a hazardous
and plucky undertaking that will redound
greatly to his credit should he succeed.
It detracts in no way from his perform-
ance, that his expenses are paid by a firm

who hope to get an advertisement out of

the thing, and it is no more discredit to

the firm to send Stevens around the

world, than it was for Bennett to send
Stanley to Africa, or fit out the Arctic
expedition, or for the English manufac-
turers to send over the racing men that

are now with us.— Ed.]

Cola's Accident.

Editor Bicycling World : As I don't

seem to be getting a square deal in

regard to the collision between Hendee
and myself, at Springfield, I am going
to ask the favor of a little of your
space to elucidate matters. The papers

of Springfield all assert that " the reck-

less riding of Stone caused the mishap;"
that Hendee had passed me and I ran in-

to him, and that Stone, no doubt, fouled

Hendee on purpose; and a lot more of

such rot. Now I am generally quiet and
peaceable, and can stand being knocked
over in a race and having my chances of

racing in any more tournaments indefi-

nitely postponed with a calm. Christian

resignation, beautiful to witness ; but,

when, after having wind (or rather sand
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from the track) piled onto me and
even into me in this manner, I do most
decidedly kick at the attempt to "rub it

in," at my expense, in the almost dirty

way that the Springfield Republican and
Union, and other Springfield papers have
done.

The collision was first, last and entirely

the fault of George M. Hendee, as every-

one who saw it will testify; Weber, Burn-
ham, Rich, Rowe, Hunter and any other
witnesses who are competent to judge,

will agree with me in this ; that I was
leading, and had the pole, and that Hen-
dee tried to pass me on the inside, and
that the header was taken simply because
there wasn't room enough to pass. Hen-
dee had not passed me. His handle bar
struck me as he attempted to do so.

Now I am not malicious, and I have not
even in my own heart accused " George"
(as the Springfield papers have accused
me) of causing the accident on purpose,
although I would have more grounds to

do so than the aforesaid Springfield pa-

pers have. I know that a man is liable

to do things in the heat and excitement
of a race that he would never do if he
had his thoughts about him, and I think

I have enough of Christian charity

about me to have taken the accident as it

came and said nothing about it, but hoped
for better luck next time. But when, in-

stead of offering apologies to me for the

direct and inexcusable foul, I am called a
" reckless rider," dare-devil, convicted
pirate, horse thief, and the Lord only
knows what, I humbly beg to announce
that 1 have a different opinion to express,
and I think 1 am safe in saying that if Mr.
Hendee should come out to St. Louis, we
will get even with Springfield by return-
ing good for evil; by giving him a square
deal throughout ; by not trying to pass
him on the inside: even if we are in a
pocket, and last but not least, by not
casting slurs at him through the daily

papers. Cola E. Stone.
St. Louis, ii Sept., 1885.

Big Four Tour for 1886.

The tour for 1886 is outlined as fol-

lows : Centre at Niagara Falls. Rail to

Rochester, N. Y., thence wheel down
through Western New York, via Canan
daigua, Seneca Lake and Watkins Glen,
to the Susquehanna Valley and Southern
New York. Rail into New York city.

Thence up Hudson River by day boat to

Albany and Troy. Wheel from Troy to

Saratoga Thence rail to Lake George.
Down Lakes George and Champlain by
steamer to Plattsburg, N. Y. Evening
train to Ogdensburg. Next morning em-
bark on steamer down rapids of the St.
Lawrence to Montreal. Thence by rail

to Quebec. Thence down through Maine,
along the Kennebec River, over route of

the Down-East tour of 1S84, to Portland.
Steamer to Boston, and disperse.

About two weeks will suffice to cover
this magnificent territory, and the ex-
pense will be very low.

Recent Patents.

The following list of patents, recently

issued, relating to bicycles and tricycles,

is furnished by Henry W. Williams, Esq.,

Solicitor of American and Foreign Pat-

ents, 258 Washington Street, Boston :
—

No. 324,826. A. Fritz, Chicago, 111.

Velocipede. For children.

No. 425,014. R. Rhodes, Jr., Nash-
ville, Tenn. Bicycle handle. A safety

handle.

No. 325,019. Thomas Shakespear,
Birmingham, England. Tricycle.

No. 325,338. T. P. & I. B. Hall,

Toronto, Canada. Tricycle. Rider stands.

No. 325,420. E. G. & A. C. Latta,

assignees to Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany. Velocipede. A bicycle.

No. 325,548. J. O. Lase, Paterson,

N. J. One-wheeled vehicle. Has no
spokes nor hub. Rider sits inside.

Fall Meeting of the L. A. W. Officers.

The fall meeting of the board of offi-

cers was held at the Haynes House,
Springfield, on Wednesday, at 9 30 A. M.

President N. M. Beckwith called the

meeting to order at ten o'clock and, hav-

ing a cold, invited Vice-President Terry

to preside, thirty-five officers, including

nine consuls, being present. Secretary

E. M. Aaron stated that nine names had
not been read because of failure to make a

renewal of membership threw them off

the list. Ex-President C. E. Pratt, of

Boston, who was one of the members,
made a statement of his case. By mis-

take, his 81.00 annual fee had not been
sent in with that of the Massachusetts

club. Not being fully posted on the new
rules, he had sent it in turn to the secre-

tary of the League, only to be told that

the treasurer was the man who should

receive it. In view of these facts, Secre-

tary-Editor Aaron, of the L. A. W. Bul-
letin, was empowered to send annual slips

to each member, stating the amount of

his dues, when and to whom they were
payable. Treasurer F. P. Kendall re-

ported a balance from 1884 of $947.85;
other receipts, $3,310.73 ; total, $4318.68;
expenditures, $1,860.02; balance, $2,458.

66. Secretary-Editor Aaron read a suc-

cinct, suggestive report. He said that

eighty letters a day on League business

was hi-s average mail, which was daily

increased to no by letters foreign to

his regular League work, some of which
was due to the negligence of state consuls.

The volume of this correspondence was
so great that, taken in connection with

his other work, he was conducting his

office at a loss to himself, having to use

his salary for expenses. He did not ask

for an increased compensation, but would
suggest that his successor be a competent
and well-paid servant of the League.

The work of editing the League Bulletin

has been very arduous, as much of the

correspondence has to be rewritten be-

fore it is fit to use. He suggested the

adoption of a scheme for life membership
as a means toward getting a sinking fund.

Some state divisions have neglected to

hold their regular annual meetings, and
thus failed to appoint a secretary-treas-

urer in accordance with the new rules.

It is impossible now for the League secre-

tary to settle with the division officers

while they are two men. The mem-
bership roll nows shows a total of 7,11

1

names. The delinquents who have set-

tled since April r, are 1,697. The
renewals are 3,008 ; there are 297 appli-

cants whose names are still pending. So
that there are 5,002 members now in good
standing. Taking into account all re-

newals and expirations under course of

consideration, the total membership is

about 5,200.

The treasurer, F. P. Kendall, sub-

mit ed a partial report showing the con-
dition of the League treasury at the

present time. He mentioned the case of

the New York division, with whom it is

impossible to get a settlement, and asked
the League to instruct him as to the

disposition of funds in his hands due the

division pending the reception of money
due from them. This subject produced
some discussion.

It was stated that the whole matter
would be fixed at the meeting of the

State division the following Saturday.
Mr. Terry thought no further delay

should be made. He had held the office

of treasurer for two years, and during
that time it had been impossible to get

a settlement with the New York division.

The Board doe> not meet for six months
and we cannot afford to go longer with-

out adjusting tins thing.

Mr. Aaron called the attention of the

Board to the fact that, an investigating

committee had inquired into this thing

and had recommended that the secretary

of the division be asked to resign. This
he has not done and consequently, no
change has been made in the manage-
ment of affairs.

It was voted to give the New York
division fifteen days in which to settle

their accounts, and in default thereof, the

treasurer was authorized to balance the

books of the League with money due the

New York division.

The secretary read a communication
from the Massachusetts division, stating

its belief that the time alter the spring

meeting before the day of the annual

tournament was not enough for a state

division to arrange thoroughly a success-

ful tournament, and requesting that if the

League thought of holding its tournament
in this State, it make its intention known
now, that preparations may be perfected.

After considerable discussion, it was de-

cided by a vote of thirteen to eight, to

accept the invitation of the Massachu-
setts division to hold the annual meet in

this State next year.

Considerable discussion arose over a

proposition to extend the time for delin-

quent members. Mr. Terry decided that

the Board had no power to change rules

or constitution without due notice had
been given. Mr. Pratt said he still con-

sidered himself a member of the League.
The rules allow till next March before a
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"I ride the Victor\ because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made."

GEO. M. HENDEE.
member is dropped. A member does
not cease to be a member by failing to

pay his dues. The dues become a debt
which can be recovered at law.

Mr. Terry ruled that according to the
rules of the League, Mr. Pratt was no
longer a member. Going back to the
adoption of the new rules in February,
their consequent publication in April and
the later publication in the Bulletin of
the old rules, he contended that the con-
stitution did not declare in any rule that

he had ceased to be a member. The new
rules said that he was not called to pay
this fee until January, 1886, and could
not be dropped as a delinquent before
March of next year, assuming all the
time that the new rules applied to the
short year. By the testimony of several
officers, it was shown that the Board re-

corded by their vote last February, the
fact that in changing the opening of the
official year, the old rules were made to

apply to the intervening short year.

President Beckwith courteously assured
Mr. Pratt that he would be given his old
League number on returning to member-
ship.

Mr. Pratt said he considered himself as
a member and should not apply for re-

admission. Mr. Terry said he was glad
that this case was one in which was inter-

ested a man who was in past years very
active in the League and an ex-president,
because the action of the body would be
all the more forcible.

Consul Kirkpatrick said he wished
once more to bring up the maker's ama-
teur question. It had been talked to
death in the papers, and he was convinced
that they could not be put into the profes-
sional ranks. He suggested the adoption
of a good system of classification. No
racing meet should be held without the
consent of the racing board. At each
meet sanctioned in this way, the official

scorers should send to the racing board
complete scores made. From these the
official handicapper should class each
man in the field on the scale of a mile
record and that all races should be run as
class races. Thus the maker's amateur
should be kept Irom swooping down on a
meeting and taking everything. We can-
not get rid of the maker's amateur, but we
can take the advertising value out of him.

Chairman Bassett, of the racing board,
said that the Board had been considering
this question for some time. Dr. N. P.
Tyler had been selected as official handi-
capper, and at Mr. Bassett's request, he
had promised to report at an early date

some system of handicapping which
would cover all points at issue. We
shall do what we can to arrange a system-
atic classification of men. The plan of
sanctioned races was tried several years
by the Board and it was given up as a
needless piece of red tape. To carry out
such a system as Mr. Kirkpatrick sug-
gests will take all the time of one or two
men. and salaried officers will have to be
employed. The scheme is practicable,

but it will take a deal of time.

It was voted that Consul Kirkpatrick's
suggestions be submitted to the racing
board.

This amend-nent to Article 3, of the

constitution, proposed by Secretary Aaron,
will be submitted to a mail vote of the

League before the spring meet in Febru-
ary :

—
If the applicant or any other person

desires to become a life member of the

League of American Wheelmen, he shall,

with the approval of the membership
committee and the payment of $10, be-

come such a member, entitled to all the

privileges, and subject to all liabilities of

other members.
The officers decided that the list of re-

newals should be published in the L. A.
W. Bulletin; that the consuls of the state

divisions which had not held their annual
meeting this year should appoint a secre-

tary-treasurer, in place of the two officers

who now exist and make a settlement

with the League secretary a difficult

matter.

Adjourned.

Headquarters, Worcester - .dSolus

Wheelmen.

The Massachusetts division of the L.

A. W. will hold its fall meet at Worces-
ter, 24 September, under the management
of the Worcester-/Eolus Wheelmen.
The members of your club, whether

League men or not, are cordially invited

to be present and participate in the fes-

tivities of the occasion.

The general plan of entertainment will

be the same as followed in the meets at

Worcester in 1880-1-2, with the impor-
tant exception that there will be no pa-

rade, races or show. It is hoped that

this opportunity for social good fellow-

ship will be sufficient to attract you to

respond fully and unanimously.
The Union Station will be headquarters,

ani members of the reception committee
will be in attendance until 12.15 p - M -» t0

escort visitors to Lincoln Park at Lake
Quinsigamond.
Come with your wheels, as special rail-

road facilities for their transportation are

assured.

Dinner will be served at 1 p. m., and
extra good fare may be expected, after

which the company will enjoy every op-

portunity for wheeling, rowing, sailing,

and all out-door sports, until it may be
necessary for a reluctant parting, home-
ward bound. (Full moon on the 24th.)

To meet the expenses of dinner and
general outlay, the division officers of the

L. A. W. will assess each participant 75
cents.

Please inform the secretary at your
earliest convenience of the number from
your club (other than Massachusetts Di-

vision League men. who have already

received invitations from the division

officers), expecting to be present.

Yours very truly,

F. W. Blacker, President.

E. F. Tolman, Captain.

E. F. Bisco,

H. P. Murray,
Lincoln Holland, Secy,

195 Front St.,

Club Committee.

The Worcester-yEolus Wheelmen have
sent out the above invitation to all the

clubs in Massachusetts, so far as they

have been able to obtain their names.
Should any club have failed to receive an
invitation, let them consider this as one,

and advise the secretary of the Worces-
ter ^Eolus Wheelmen of the number they

will probably bring. A first-class caterer

has been secured, and the dinner will be

fully equal to those served at Worcester
in past years. A grand good time is

expected.

Worcester, 14 September, 18S5.

Down East Reunion.

Those who had joined in the three

Down East cycling tours, " Down East"
tour, 1883, Kennebec tour, 1884. and
Moosehead-Bar Harbor, this year, twenty-

five cyclists in all, had their first reunion,

and sat down to a choice supper at Barr's,

Springfield, on Wednesday night, and
with story, reminiscence and joke lived

over again those much-enjoyed days.

The reunion was pleasant and delightful,

and the toast-master had witty speeches

from these willing victims :
—

F. A. Elwell, "Our Parly." J. L.

Crosby, " What Bangor thinks of our

party." F. P. Kendall, " Raymond ex-
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"I ride the RUDCE because I KNOW it is the fast-

est bicycle made."
IE?,. HOWELL,

CHAMPIOlf BICYCLIST OF THE WORLD.

cursionists at Moosehead." C. A. Haz-
lett, " What I know about pioneer bicy-

cling." W. C. Marsh," What I learned
about amateur photography." J. G. Car-

ney, "The ladies of Dexter." F. H.
Johnson, " My pipe and I." R. L. Stew-
art, " Our moonlight sail on the Penob-
scot." G. R. McAuslan, " My experience
with a cow-bell." F. H. Messer, " Why
are we noisy?" J. W. McAuslan, " Our
patron saint, G. W." D. E. Miller,

"Headers vs. Accident insurance com-
pany." H. E. Ducker, " The Massachu-
setts division L. A. W." C. A. Fisk,
' What we missed who didn't go." F. E.

Hawkes, " Where we did go instead."

Sanford Lawton, " The ladies of Bangor."

MANUFACTURE.
The Cyclone tricycle, in two forms, was

shown at Springfield. It was not put on
the track, but wheelmen were allowed to

use it on the road. The Boston Wheel
Company will commence to manufacture
the machines at once, and they hope to

have them on the market next season.
The machine works with clutch and lever,

and can be geared up or down with ease.

The Overman Wheel Company showed
an improved Victor tricycle at Springfield.

It is built on the same lines as the present
Victor, but has Warwick rims, tangent
spokes, a new push-lever brake, Bown's
differential gear, and the swing spring
saddle, such as is used on the Victor bi-

cycle. A new ball-bearing pedal, with
square rubbers, caught our eye, and struck

us as being one of the prettiest tricycle

pedals we ever saw.

The coming machine is said to be a
tandem bicycle. It is made on the lines

of the Kangaroo ; but the fork, instead of
going up straight from the axle, is

branched like a Y, and there is a seat

for a rider at the top of each branch.
Each rider has cranks, connecting by a
chain with the sprocket wheel on the axle.

In this way, there can be had a machine
but seven pounds heavier than the single

;

and under the driving power of two men,
it is expected that a great speed can be
obtained.

A new bicycle was ridden at the Spring-

field meeting, which excited no little

attention. It was invented by Messrs.
Yost and McCune of Chicopee. The
principle feature of the bicycle is the

clutch mechanism working with a lever

back of the centre, and directly under the

rider's body, carrying him so far back

from the centre, that he really rides a
Safety machine. It will admit of any
gearing that the rider may desire, and the
change can be made without any trouble.

The motion in propulsion is the same as
in the Star. The wheel can be moved
with one or both feet. The bicycle differs

little in appearance from the crank ma-
chine, retaining the beauty of the latter,

with the movement of the Star. The
spokes are fastened with a newly patented
nipple that cannot loosen, being locked
in position. One of the handle bars is

squared, and the other is clamped on to

the head. The tire is flat and the spokes
are tangent laced. The hind wheel of
the road machine will be larger than the
ordinary small wheel, to facilitate easier

riding. The backbone is therefore
shorter and stiffer than the ordinary crank
backbone. The weight will be about i\

pounds greater than the crank machine
of a corresponding size. The inventors
claim greater ease and more speed for

their new idea.

Freeman Lillibridge has made im-
portant changes in his saddle, which are
fully shown in the cut used in his adver-

tisement. This saddle has always been
popular, and as it is now made, it will un-
doubtedly gain favor from new riders.

Mr. R. P. Scott, of the Scott Manu-
facturing Company, Baltimore, U. S. A.,
has, with the assistance of his brother,

C. S. Scott, just finished and put on ex-

hibition in High Street, Coventry, one of

their " Safeties," having completed the
" Roadster " some time since. They claim
the following; points of superiority in

brief: 1. The rider is directly over the
work. 2. No dead centres. 3. Complete
rest of legs on down grade. 4. Least
unnecessary motion of legs at all times.

5. Weight on front wheel when at work.
6. Weight more on hind wheel when rest-

ing entirely in the saddle. 7. Increased
safety. 8. Ease of learning. 9. Ease of
mounting. 10. Ease of dismounting.
11. No danger of feet being thrown from
pedals on fast motion. 12. Very narrow
tread. 13. No tendency to slip sideways
more than in a crank. 14. Adjustment
to any speed or power by shifting chain
hook from one hole to another on the

treadle. 15. Adjustment to any length
of leg by simply shifting chain on drum.
16. Increased steering power. 17. No
possibility of slack chains. 18. Less
weight for equal strength (in safety). 19.

Less strain on the arms in steering, as

pressure is " vertical." 20. Less weight
on saddle, hence less discomforture from

that quarter. As a result, they claim
much less waste of power than ordinarily

;

hence they say they have been enabled to

mount Hill Top, Coventry, Stoneleigh
Abbey Hill, and others with comparative
ease, and at the same time make good
speed on the track.— Cyclist.

T. J. Kirkpatrick has sold his rights

in the hygienic saddle to the Pope Manu-
facturing Company.

RACING NEWS.

Troy, N. Y., 3 September. — Races
under the auspices of the Troy Club, at

Island Park.

One Mile, Novice. — Geo. B. Darling

(1), 3.35; H. P. Cole (2), 4.35^5 Paul
Bigelow (3); J. R. Knowlson (4).

Half Mile, Club.— A. P. Dunn (1),

1.36; A. F. Edmans (2), i.36f.

One Mile, Tricycle. — Clarence How-
land (1). 3.54; R. Bestle (2), 4.47! ; J- G.
Burch, Jr. (o).

Five Mile, Club.— A. P. Dunn (1),

19.12; James O. Wood (2), 19.25.

One Mile.—}. H. Rhuebottom (1),

3.09; H. L. Burdick (2), 3.10'f; C. How-
land (3), 3.20.

Two Mile, County Championship. —
T. B. Collins (1), 7.1 1; W. J. Wyley (2),

7.1 S| ; Geo. B. Friday (3), 7.16.

One Mile, Hands Off. — J. R. Rhue-
bottom (1), 3.25; A. F. Edmans (2),

3.25!; H. L. Burdick (3), 3.27.

Three Mile, Record. — J. R. Rhuebot-
tom (1), ii.oi£; H. L. Burdick (2), 11.02;

C. Howland (3).

Slow Race. — A. F. Edmans (1); J. G.
Burch (2).

One Mile, Consolation.— W. J. Wyley
(1), 3.24; J. A. Wood (2), 3.25f.

Brooklyn, N. Y., 12 September.

—

The third annual meeting of the New
York State division, took place this day.

The names of neatly 400 visitors were
registered on the visitors' book, at the

rooms of the Kings County Club, in Cly-

mer street. At 10 A. M. fully 300 men
were ranged beside their wheels in Bed-
ford avenue at Division street. They
were made up in three divisions, all in

command of Chief Consul Edward F.

Hill, of Peekskill. In the first division,

commanded by Edward Pertier and
Thomas Crichton, were the clubs whose
members are members of the League.
The second division, commanded by
Charles Schwalbach and F. N. Douglas,
was composed of clubs which do not be-
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"We Ride COLUMBIAS because
they have withstood the Severe
Test of 8 years upon the Roads.»

OVER ONE HALF OF THE WHEELMEN IN AMERICA.

long to the League, and the third division,

commanded by F. B. Jones and F. L.

Donaldson, consisted of those who do not

belong to any club.

The races took place at the grounds of

the Williamsburgh Athletic Club at 3

P. M.

One Mile, Novice. — W. D. Edwards

(1), 3.i6£; Geo. S. McDonald (2), by 50

yards.

One Mile.— First heat won by C. F.

Haven, in 3.3 ; second heat won by A. B.

Rich, in 3.7. Final : W. A. Illston (1),

3.3 ; A. B. Rich (2).

One Mile, Tricycle, State Champion-
ship.— H. H. Stutts (1), 3-451 5 H - J-

Hall, Jr. (2); W. R. Pitman (3).

Half Mile, State Championship. —
A. B. Rich (1), 1.31 ; P. M. Harris (2).

Two Mile Handicap. — C. E. Kluge,

20 yards (1), 6.13^; D. H. Renton, 30
yards (2).

One Mile.— A. B. Rich (1), 3.20^;
D. H. Renton (2).

Three Mile Handicap. — C. E. Kluge,

50 yards (1) 9.48! ; P. M. Harris, 7$
yards (2).

Five Mile, State Championship. —
A. B. Rich (1), 17.10%; D. H. Renton (2).

After the races, supper was served in

the rooms of the Kings County Wheel-
men, in Clymer street, Williamsburg.

A tricycle race at the reservoir, be-
tween Messrs. H. R. Robinson, T. H.
Lambert, and " Papa," Huston, of the

Boston Club, is now on the tapis. If it

comes off it will be the affair of the season.

The Pentucket Wheel Club, of Haver-
hill, will hold its first annual race meet-
ing on Saturday, Sept. 26, at Kenoza
Park, Haverhill. The programme com-
prises two-mile novice, three-mile lap,

one-mile club, one-mile open, one-mile
tricycle. Entries close at 10 A. M., Sept.

26. Races called at 3 p. m.

The Wanderers' Bicycle Club, of

Toronto, Ont, has been presented by
Harry W. Beatty with a silver cup, stand-
ing twenty-six inches high, and valued at

$50. It is offered as a challenge prize in

a five-mile handicap for members only,

and must be won three times before be-

coming personal property.

T. Fane & Co., of Toronto, Ont,
announce a fifty-mile bicycle race, at the

Rosedale Athletic Grounds, Wednesday,
16 September, 1885, open to riders of the

Invincible, Club and Comet bicycles.

The prizes will be: First, $120 bicycle

and $20 medal ; second, $40 silver watch
;

third, $20 silver cup ; fourth, pair ball

pedals; fifth, multum in parvo bag;
sixth, long distance saddle.

The sixteenth meet and third annual
race meeting of the League of Essex
County Wheelmen, to be held at the Dan-
vers Trotting Park. 19 September, prom-
ises to be very largely attended. The
events and prizes are as follows : Mile
race, $15 stop watch and $5 cyclometer;
three-mile race, members only, $15 opera
glass, $5 pair of cycling shoes ; half mile,

$10 Butcher cyclometer, $5 bicycle lamp

;

two-mile handicap, $15 smoking set, $5
Lamson cyclometer ; mile league cham-
pionship, members only, $25 gold medal

;

five miles, $25 silver cup, $10 pair ball

pedals, $5 saddle ; tug-of-war race, open
to county clubs, three men from each
club; prize, set of colors.

The Monmouth wheelmen of Red
Bank, N. J., held a fifty-mile road race, on
3 September, a straight stretch of six and
a quarter miles being ridden over eight

times. The prizes consisted of three gold

medals. The riders started at minute
intervals, so as not to interfere with each
other. Coleman passed Rockwell, Wil-

liam Mount and McDermott on the first

round, and held the lead for thirty miles,

when he was taken with cramps from
drinking too much cold water, and was
forced to withdraw. John Mount then

took the lead and held it until the last

round, when Bergen, who had started last,

but who had been steadily gaining, made
an extra effort, took the lead, and won
the race ; John Mount second, Frick,

third. Time, 3.51.45.

If the St. Louis Ramblers carry out

their race meeting in the style that they
goto work on their programme, it will be
a grand affair. The programme is a gem
in itself, and gives, besides all particulars

of the meeting, a short sketch of St.

Louis. Full particulars of the meet will

be found in our advertising columns.

The Canton (Ohio) Club will hold
races 30 September, in connection with

the Stark County Fair. The programme
will consist of a grand parade of bicycles

and tricycles through the city to the fair

grounds in the morning. The races will

be contested in the afternoon, on a half

mile clay track. They will be No. 1

half mile novice race. No. 2, one mile

dash ; No. 3, five mile race, open to all

amateurs ; No. 4, three mile race ; No. 5,

boys' race, open to boys under sixteen

years of age. The entry fee will be fifty

cents for each event. Entries to be made
to Jos. A. Meyer, Jr., No. 37 North Mar-
ket street, Canton, Ohio, before 11 a.m.
on the day of the meet.

At the Brockton Agricultural Fair, to

be held the 7, 8, and 9 October, there
will be two bicycle races. At 11.15 A - M -

of the 7th, there will be a one-mile race,

two in three, for prizes valued at $15 and
$10. At 11. 15 a. m. of the 9th, the

Plymouth County championship bicycle

race will take place, for the gold medal
valued at $75, now held by Herbert Carr.

Carr is debarred from riding this race

again, being a professional.

The Ramblers' Bicycle Club, of New
Haven, will hold a tournament 23 Sep-
tember. The members are making ex-

tensive preparations for the meet, and
expect a big success. The programme is

as follows : Half mile, amateur, bicycle

(open) ; one mile, tricycle (open); one
mile, exhibition, by R. Howell; one mile,

amateur, bicycle (open) ; one mile, ama-
teur, Safety (open) ; three mile amateur,
bicycle (open) ; one mile exhibition, tri-

cycle, R. Howell ; five mile; amateur,
bicycle (open) ; one mile, amateur, bicy-

cle, Ramblers only.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

The members of the Peabody Bicycle

Club expect a good time at their annual

dance and entertainment at the skating

rink, Thursday evening, 24 September.
A special invitation is extended wheel-

men to attend.

The Maverick Wheel Club, of East
Boston, has accepted the invitation of the

Nonantum Cycling Club, of Newtonville,

to attend the first anniversary of the lat-

ter, to be held Thursday evening, 17

September.

The Orange Wanderers will give an
invitation Chinese lantern parade, on 17

September, for which some five hundred
invitations have been extended. They
will also hold their annual ten-mile handi-

cap on 19 September.

Nashville (Tenn.) Club. — Election

of officers, 8 September. Ed. D. Fisher,

president
;
James S. Ross, vice-president

;
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J. P. Osborn, secretary and treasurer; A.

J. Dyas, captain
; J. Gibson, first lieuten-

ant ; R. Vanderford, second lieutenant

;

E. A. Coles, bugler; J. B. Burdette,

standard bearer ; A. E. Howell, Thos.
Murrah, on club committee.

FIXTURES
19 September:

Races at Toronto, Canada.
Kaces of L. E. C. W., at Danvers, Mass.

21 September

:

Professional races at Washington, D. C.

22 September:
Kaces of Providence Club.
Minnesota Division meet at Mineapolis, Minn.

23 September

:

Annua) meet of the Albany Club at Island Park.
Races of K amblers of New Haven.

24 September :

Meet of Massachusetts Division at Worcester.

25 September

:

Races of (. olorado Wheel Club.

25 and 26 September:
Tournament of Kamblers, St. Louis, Mo.

26 September:
Road race of Massachusetts Club.
Races at Haverhill, Mass.

30 September

:

Kaces at Canton, Ohio.

6 October ."

Races at New Castle, Penn.

9 and 10 Ocn ber :

Tournament of Omaha (Neb.) Wheel Club.

16 and 17 October :

Division races at Chicago, 111.

TO CORRESPONDENTS
Polly. Newburyport turnpike near Everett. Sign

your name next time.

S. A. Bovlb. See issue 7 August, page 328.

J. S. Saunders. Received report. Thanks. Your
name should have been signed.

H. E. C. Road races do not give records.

M. N. F. It does not make him a professional. It

was not an athletic contest.

F. E. If he has a record of 3.10, he has no right in a
3 20 class, even if it has been made since his eutry.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[Advertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceeding four lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

FOK SALE.— One 50-inch nickelU d, ball b. aring
Standard Columbia ; in fine order ; cost $125; will

sell for $50. AddrejsB., Lock Box 16, North Allle-
boro, Mass.

I'OB SALE,— One 54-inch Rudge Lght Roadster;
1 good as new; spokes and felloes enamelled, balance
nickelled ; Kirkpatrick saddle ; rubber handles; Butcher
cyclometer; Overman hub lamp; other extras; $125;
owner wants tricycle. Address A., care Letter Carrier
No. 31, Cleveland, Ohio.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.— Stock con-
stantly changing, all sires and makes; call and ex-

amine our large slock ; machines not sold on instalment,
nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremom street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OCR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

FOR SALE. — $100 will buy a 51-inch 2-3 nickel
Special Star; new in July; has silent ra'chet,

dropped bars, and all latest features ; good as new;
lists $117. Also J 122, 42 inch Facile, in Ai order, for

$70. Address, BICYCLE, Lock Box 216, Aurora, 111.

FOR SALE.- One 56-inch, full-nickelled, Expert
bicycle; ball pedals; used but little ; has never had

» fall or a «cra'ch in anv wav ; good as new; $90.
F. P. SCEARCE, Lexington, Ky.

GrZR^HSTID

T

Under the auspices of the

Providence Bicycle Club,

AT

Narrapnsett Park, Providence, E, I.,

Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1885.

Races called promptly at 2.30 P. M.

The Prizes will amount to $500,
a list of tvhich tvill be

printed soon.

EVENTS.
1. One Mile Open, Amateur.
2. Two Mile Open, Amnteur, Tricycle.

3. For Boys under 12 Years of Age,
1-2 Mile.

4. Three Mile Lap Race Open, Ama-
teur.

The party winning the most laps in this

race is entitled to a prize, as well as

the winner of the race.

5. One Mile (Championship of R. I.),

Amateur.
6. Two Mile Open, Professional.

$50 to the first, #35 to the second, $15

to the third.

7. One Mile College Championship
for New Kngland, Amateur.

8. Half Mile Open, Tricycle, Ama-
teur.

9. One Mile Championship of the

Prov. Bi. Club.
10. Half Mile Open (without hands),

Amateur.
11. One Mile (for " Stars " only), Ama-

teur.

12. One Mile (Consolation;, Amateur.

All entries should be made with Geo. R.

McAuslan, P. O. Box 1046, Providence, R. I.

Entrance fee $r.oo, except in boys' race,

for which it is 50 cents.

Entries close Saturday, Sept. 12, 1885.

Races under the rules of the L. A. \T.

thletii lj '>uv bl«U,

COMMENCING

D.C.

Monday, Sept. 21st,

PROFESSIONAL
International Handicap.

ONE MILE HEATS.

PURSE $500 IN COLD.
1st Prize - - - $250.00
2d " ... 100.(H)

3d " ... 75.00
4th " - - - 50.00
5th " ... 25.00

Entries limited to Twelve Men.

N. B.— Should it storm on the day ap-

pointed, the races will be run the next fair day.

RTJIVHIS and REGULATIONS.
ist. Each man to run two heats eacli day, each heat

against a different nder, until he has competed against

ail the men entered,

2d. The winner of the greatest number of heats to

receive first prize ; second number of heats, second
prize, etc.

3d. All entries to close on Monday, Sept. 7, at 12 M.
An entrance fee of $1.00 must accompany each entry,

and should be addressed to

L. MOXLEY,
608 10th St., Washington, I). C.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is aUo much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not

sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

tfg=" Noticb.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having 'hem. If he does not keep lliem, 1 will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil,

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the

Rocky Mom tains, on receipt of the price, "^ft

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

BICYCLES!
Send for Price List of Shop-worn and Second-hand

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Prices low.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO,

152 to 15S Congress St., Boston.
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FALL RACE MEETING.

Fair Grounds, St. Louis, Mo., 25 26 Sept.
The Track is the same on which a record of 2.46 3-4 was made this spring, since which time it has

been greatly improved, and now presents a surface excelled by no track in the country.

FIRST DAY— September 25, 1885.

1. One Mile— Bicycle Novice.
First Prize— Fruit Dish, richly engraved Crystal, in Silver Frame-

Second Prize— Diarrond Scarf Pin, "Crescent and Star."

Third Prize— Solid Silver Napkin King.

2. Five Mile — Lap Race. Bicycle. Professional.

$75.00. $3000, $15.00, Cash.

3. Two Mile — Tricycle Amateur.
First Prize— Nut Bowl, Venetian Inlaid Gold Work on Silver

Ground.
Second Prize— Card Receiver, Gold Repousse Work, with Bicycle

Ornament in Oxidized Silver.

Third Prize— Butter Dish in Silver Repousse Work.

4. Three Mile — Bicycle Amateur.
First Prize— Silver Tea Service, in Elaborate Arabesque Chasing.

Second Prize— Silver Ice Pitcher, Japanese Chased.
Third Prize— Watch Charm, Gold Mounted Compass.

5. Two Mile— 6.20 Class Amateur.
First Prize — Jewel Case, Silver, with Gold Chasing, representing

"The Old Oaken Bucket."
Second Prize— Plaque Clock, in Antique Brass.

Third Prize— Individual Silver Table Set.

6. One Mile— Bicycle. Handicap. Professional.

$6000, $2500, $1000 in Cash.

7. One Mile— Bicycle. Open . . . Amateur.
First Prize— After-dinner Coffee Service, in Venetian Illuminated

Gold.
Second Prize— Nut Bowl in Rich Applique Work.

Third Prize — Pair Ball Pedals.

8. Three Mile -9.30 Class Amateur.
First Prize— Wa'er Set, Silver Applique\

Second Prize— Jewel Case, Gold and Oxidized Silver.

Third Prize— Silver Goblet, in Gold Decorated Repousse Work.

9. One Mile— Handicap Amateur.
First Prize— Epergne, Silver, Ornamented with Gold and Neillo

Woik.
Second Prize— Set Silver Nut Picks and Nut Cracker.

Third Prize— Silk Umbrella.

SECOND DAY— September 26, 1885.

1. One Mile— Open Amateur.
First Prize— Ramblers' Prize Cup (specially designed, and very

Second Prize— Diamond Collar Button.elegant).

Third Prize- Set Silver Fruit Knives.

2. Two Mile— Open Professional.

3, $25, $10, in Cash.

3. Half Mile— Heat Race Amateur.
First Prize— Coffee Service in Pearl Satin Silver Work. Second

Prize— Pearl and Gold Opera Glass Third Prize—
Silver Goblet in Raised Appliqfte Work.

4. One Mile— Tricycle Amateur.
First Prize — Ice Pail, in Vari-Colored Byzantine Gold Work.

Second Prize— Silver Handled Silk Umbrella. Third
Prize— Silver Napkin Ring and Bouquet Holder.

5. One Mile— 3.10 class Amateur.
First Prize— Oxidized Silver Cigar Box. Second Prize— Silver

Card Stand. Third Prize— Pearl Handled Pocket Knife.

6. Five Mile — Lap Race Amateur.
First Prize— Silver Water Service, in Rich Gold Inlaid Repousse

Work. Second Prize— Diamond Scarf Pin. Third Prize—
Solid Silver Match Box, Inlaid with Gold.

7. One Mile— Open Professional.

$75. $3°. $15, 'n Cash.

8. Three Mile— Handicap Amateur.
First Prize— Double Barrelled Slv>t Gun. Second Prize— Large

Mantel Clock. Third Prize — Silver Headed Cane.

9. One Mile — Consolation Amateur.
First Prize —Cake Stand, Decorated Silver Eiching on Gold Ground.

Second Prize — Gentleman's Dressing and Shaving Case.
Third Prize— Set Silver Dessert Knives.

Four men mustENTRIES. —Amateur, $1.00 for each event. Professional, $3.00 for each event,

start, or number of prizes will be reduced. Entries close 20 September.

L. J. BERGER - - Main and Market Streets - - ST. LOUIS, M0.
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FOK SAMS.— Victor Tricycle, 1SS3 pattern. Will
be sold very cheap. R. J. BUTMAN, 74 Tremont

street.

P¥e25 CT5 -

/^WffiCW

MURRAY'S, 100 SUDBURY STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.,

Is the Eastern Headquarters for the AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
AMERICAN SAFETY and IDEAL Machines. Do not waste your
money on a second-hand wheel when you can get a new one for the

same price. Every machine warranted.

I also make a specialty of YOUTHS' MACHINES, and keep a

large stock on hand.

A few more Harvards, Yales, Cornells and Shadows left.

A good stock of Parts for the above Machines always on hand.

Be sure and call. Discount to the Trade.

XOO SXJID33XJJFl.Te- STREET.

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
Four well-known Cyclists lately visited

England for a Tricycle tour. They all

wanted " the best tricycle in England."

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
With the most satisfactory results.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - . MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

THE HUMBER TANDEM. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)
THE HUMBER AUTOMATIC STEERER. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE. THE HUMBER BICYCLE.
ROADSTER TANDEM, Weighs 98 pounds.

ROADSTER AUTOMATIC STEERER, Weighs 62 pounds.
STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY GUARANTEED. FINISH AND BEAUTY OF DESIGN UNEQUALLED.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
\w£S> Sole United. States Agent,
%
f) 3 -A.^31iI£TGrT02Nr PLiLCE - - EAST OIEl-A-lfl-GKEI, 2>T. 3".

THE "HUMBER TANDEIvT.

Send Stamp for Price List.

BRANCH OFFICE, 362 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Genuine Humbers are stamped " Humbbr & Co., Makers, Beestou, Notts," on the neck. All others are inferior imitations.

LOST or STOLEN!!
On 12 Aug., a young man, giving name of Frank T.

Edwards, hired 52-inch Expert Columbia Bicycle, No.
7,194, for use till 14 Aug., at 9 A. m. Machine has not
been returned. Description : Finish, black enamel
and nickelled spokes, straight handle bars, vulcanite
handles ; numbered on neck as usual, and also on top
of handle bar lug in smaller figures "7,194." In case
you discover the machine, telegraph at once at our
expense, and hold the party. A liberal reward is

offered for information concerning said Edwards, and
leading to return of the machine.
Boston, Aug. 24, 1885. W. W. STALL.

SOMETHING YOU WANT.
Don't wait, but send twenty-five cents at once for a

package of our ADHESIVE TIRE TAPE.
Fastens a loosened tire without heat. Weighs less

than an ounce. Smaller than an oil can.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

THE "PARADOX " OILER
-A- BOOIbT

'"TO Wheelmen, Skaters find Sportsmen
-1 also made for Sewing Machines. It.

Hinged Screw Stopper (undetachable-de
tachable) cannot gut mislaid or lost

Sent Postpaid on receipt 0/price.

Nickeled, 25 c. Gilt, 30 c
H. B. HART,

Hi 811 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART, 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 page catalogue (free),
and price list of second-hand Machines.
DIFFICULT REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.'

SEND
FOR

CATALOGUE

SUNDRIES.
liberal Discount to the Trade.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

2 Mile Dash,

5 Mile Handicap,

3 Mile Lap,

TAKEN AT BIHGHAMPTON, N. Y,

Sept. 1^5, Joy

WM. A. ROWE,
oisr ^a.

m
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The Voice of the Multitude,

Notwithstanding the claims made for all other

machines, and the favoring statements

of those who are directly in-

terested in their sale,

The Majority!

PREFER
RIDE

RECOHJIEXD CoMias.

WEEEE WHEELS AEE TO BE FOUND YOU WILL TINE

COLUMBIAS.

More than one half of all the fine bicycles in

America are Columbias.

THE MAJORITY KNOWS WHAT IS BEST.

HAKWOODS
SAHTY BICYCLE STEP

Harwoofl's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch

.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled gi.oo
Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20
No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " " Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Standard, Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

$5.00; Nickelled, $6. 50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,

Newark, N. J.

SAFETY INDISPENSABLE

By HENRY STURMEY.

Orders Now Received.

CYCLING PUBLICATIONS,

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,
ON SALE BY

E.C.Hodges&Co.,Boston,Mass.
American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers

of the Cyclist, Tricydist, Wheel Life, Wheel World, Bicyclists' Indispensable,

Tricyclists' Indispensable, etc., etc.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-
larged.

There will be no edition of this work in 1885.
Fifty cents by mail.

We have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special

regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
which no other book on training possesses. As its hints

and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty '.ents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to nde, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone'
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of

practical information in small compass. Third edition.

Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. "The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the /Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Tim/is Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly- printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side

and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the

usual condition of the road bed for each street, the

important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of

interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practica-l
Construction of the Tricycle.— By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricvcle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding

plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,

resumd of events of the past year, aud much other

cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskink.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc'ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with suggestions on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.—The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter
taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Fifty cents. Editions of 18S2
and 1883, twenty-five cents each.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.— A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in clo,h. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $i\". First

edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to X., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history

of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $12.

American Bicycling Journal.—The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made
We have a special size for the World, #i.oo.

Bugle Calls.— Adapted from the U. S. army calls

for the use of wheelmen, five cents.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com.
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being

given at second-hand. Nootherpapercoversthe ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.

Edited by Henry Sturmey and C W. Nairn. J2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading

paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage,

WimBL Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited

by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing ; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prucs

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the

acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. #2.50
per year, including postage.

The Whhbl World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist- Kach month is included a full-page por-

trait of cycling celebrity, besides oilier smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. #1.75 per year, including postage
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BROKEN RECORDS— 2XT

COLUMBIAS.
18 to 25 Mile Bicycle Records Broken by N. H. VAN SICKLEN.

Hartford, Conn., Sept. 3-3.

6 First

3 Second
4 Third

3 and 5 Mile Connecticut State
Championship.

By L. A. MILLER, of MERIDEN, CONN.

3 Mile, 9.45 Class.
By CHAS. P. ADAMS, of SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

5 Mile L. A. W. Championship.
By WM. A. ROWE, of LYNN, MASS.

IN t2?£5J£Z£
m

First Three Men Rode Columbias.

Spring-field, Sept. 8-9-1C

4 First

5 Second
8 Third
In one mile Amateur Handicap, Wm. A. Rowe, upon 55 inch

Columbia Racer (weight, 22 1-2 pounds), won from scratch, defeating

the best men in England and America, and making the best amateur

record ever made upon the Springfield track, and the best record ever

covered by an American Amateur. Mr. Rowe, also, made a better

average, taking more prizes and positions at Springfield, than any

other American rider.

Pittsfield, Mass., Aug. 13, 1885.

One Mile Open.
By WM. A. ROWE, of LYNN, MASS.

Notwithstanding the above excellent result of " Good Men upon Good Bicycles," of more practical value to the

90 and 9 Wheelmen, is the fact that the MAJORITY OF THE AMERICAN WHEELMEN
Purchase COLUMBIA BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES, because they are

PRE-EMINENTLY ROAD MACHINES,
With an EASE OF RUNNING AND DURABILITY which have Faithfully

STOOD THE TEST OF EIGHT YEAHS
Upon Every Grade of Road, and under all Supposable Conditions.

CATALOGUE FREE.
THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Branch Houses: 12 Warren Street, New York; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFREO MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.



Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

$2.00 a Year.

5 centa a copy. BOSTON, 25 SEPT., 1885.
Volume XI.

Number 21.

VICTOR BICYCLES
Have more than vindicated all claims made for

them at the beginning of the season-
Approved by the oldest and most critical riders,

their fine construction and special features have
placed them at the head in the estimation of the
riding public.

You will make a mistake if you buy without
seeing the viotoh.

SEIfcTID FOE C^T-^X-OO-TTIE..

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
lT^O Tremont Street Boston,

The business of THE CUNNINGHAM COMPANY will for the present be carried on by THE
WESTON SUPPLY CO., 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., to whom should be

addressed all requests for Catalogues, and orders for HARVARD and YALE Bicycles, and AMERICAN
METEOR, AMERICAN SALVO, HARVARD, and QUADRANT Tricycles, both Singles, Sociables, and

Tandems. As only a limited stock is available, prompt applications are desirable.
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ROYAL MAIL
At SPRINGFIELD and HARTFORD New Laurels.

READ THIS! A COMPETENT JUDGE!!

FRED IfcTTSS COOK:,
The Noted Califomian Wheelman,

Decides in favor of Royal Mail O VER ALL
OTHERS for his own mount, and for orders
which his friends ashed him to fill with the

best tvheel he found while East, he selects

Royal Mails!!

Messrs. Wm. Read & Sons

:

Gentlemen, after a careful examination
of the different makes at the late meetings,

I consider the Royal Mail superior to any
other in the market. Please forward at once
these orders intrusted to my selection by friends,

for the best wheel I found, and send me
a 56-inch for myself and also a Racer.

Yours truly,

San Francisco. FRED RUSS COOK.

A SUPERBLY BUILT WHEEL, RIGID, TRUE RUNNING.

From N. Y. Cyclist and Athlete, September 18.

"One of our staff rides a Royal Mail, and expresses the following

opinion of it : 'Asa first-class Light Roadster it has no superior ; it is

wonderfully rigid, and I feel no hesitancy in putting it to as hard usage as
the heaviest roadster in the market.' "

Frtm Bicycling World.
" The Royal Mails have proved thoroughly reliable, and I doubt if the

repairers see them as often as some others."

Aim WE BEAD & SONS
-

Springfield 10-Mile L. A. W. Championship, won by E. P.
Bnrnham on a Royal Mail.

Also 3-Mile Record Race, won on a Royal Mail.

Best 2-Mile American Amateur Record, 5.34 2-5, won by
Bnrnham on a Royal Mail.

Also, Burnham rode 20 Miles and 135 Yards in 1 hour on a

Royal Mail.

At Hartford, 5-Mile Record Race was won on a Royal
Mail.

Also, Burnham was second to Furnivall in the 1-Mile Race by
1-5 Second only.

Crist at Springfield, 1-2 Mile, 1.16 on a Royal Mail.

Burnham, on Royal Mail, won more races in competition

with the English riders, than any other American.

Not a SINGLE ROYAL MAIL at either tournament had any break-

age, or needed the slightest repair. We have received many testimonials

from wheelmen, who saw these wheels at these meetings, in high praise

of their quality and strength, and have, as a result, received many orders,

and the Royal Mail is now receiving a renewed great demand for the fall

riding. A MAGNIFICENT WHEEL, as fully proved. Now on hand a

few in second-hand condition, but good as new, which we have exchanged
for different sizes only.

At Kings County Meet at Brooklyn, 3-mile race won on Royal Mail.
At Woodstock, Canada, July 1st, 1-mile race won on Royal Mail.

At Woodstock, Canada, July 1st, 5-mile race won on Royal Mail.

At Buffalo, July 3d, 2-mile race won on Royal Mail.

At Holyoke, July 4th, 1-2 mile race won on Royal Mail.

At Boston, July 4th, 2-mile race won on Royal Mail.

Bight of twelve races at Memphis, in May, won on Royal Mail.

At Springfield, Hunter won the 1 and 5-mile on Royal Mail.

At New Haven, the Pope Cup won by Hunter, for the second time,

on Royal Mail.

At Baltimore, Crist won on Royal Mail.

At Brooklyn, Haven won 3-mile handicap on Royal Mail.

At Troy, EVERY open race won on Royal Mail.

At Weedsport, N. Y., eight lsts on Royal Mail.

At Pittsfield, four out of seven races won on Royal Mail.

At Scranton, Fa., five races won on Royal Mail.

At Greenfield, Ga., Southern 5-mile championship won on Royal Mail
At Springfield, O., three lsts and two 2ds on Royal Mail.

At Attleboro', September, two lsts and one 2d on Royal Mail.

At Danvers, September 19, Hunter won mile county championship
and 3 miles.

At Brooklyn, September 15, N. T. State Tricycle Championship,
won on a Royal Mail Tricycle.

- - 107 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLES
DEALERS AND IfcliDEJE^!

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH

AMERICAN
CHALLENGE

IDEAL
^SAFETY 9*- BICYCLES

-A.EE UNEZCELLED E3"X" -A»I>T"2\

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from 874 to 8119.

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from 83S to 872.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and
PRICE.

Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY, 222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

holds the following Road Records of the world:

Ten miles in Oh. 33j,'m

Twenty miles in lh. 15m. (21 miles actually )-

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 X-4: miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 2,050 miles in 19 days.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7% hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and all-the-year-roiintl,
nothing in market can approach it. 49* Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YO K.

O. W. CO. DUPLEX.HOME* EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

I cinating Home Gymnasium ever de-
vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the

I Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illustrated circular. Address

Homo Sohool for Physioal Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

GEO. R. BIDWELL,

2 and 4 East 60th St., Mew York,

COLUMBIA and BUDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles.

WI100I Good, of all lir.rrlpUons.

Send for our INSTALMENT FLAN and Ciroulars.

DUPLEX WHISTLE, WITH CHAIN.

With Chain.

IT IS THE BEST.

By Mail, 75 cents.

SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN- WHEEL* CO
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,

ON SALE BY

R C. Hodges & Co. - - Boston, Mass.
•

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricydist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists' Indispensable, Tricyclists* Indispensable, etc., etc. ,

LATEST BOOKS.

Safety Bicycles

:

Their Varieties, Construction,

and Use.

An Indispensable Hand-Book,

By HENRY STURMEY.

CONTENTS.
Analysis of the Safety Bicycle. WHEELS
— Tires, Rims, Spokes, Hub, Cranks,

Pedals. DRIVING GEAR- Levers, Chains,

GearWheels. BEARINGS- Varieties of

Each, Back Wheel Bearings, Crank
Wheel Bearings. FRAMEWORK- Forks,

Heads, Steering Gear, Handles, Back-

bone, Springs, Saddles, Steps, Brakes.

Full description of all the Safety Ma-

chines made.

30 CENTS BY MAIL.

The Tricycle, in Relation

Health and Recreation.

to

By B. W. RICHARDSON, M.D., F.R.S.

CONTENTS.
Exceptional Uses, Tricycling for the Healthy,
Some Objections to, First Lessons, Breath-
ing, Rules as to Bodily Work, Rules as to

Food and Drink, Dress, Choice of Machine,
Notes, Women as Tricyclists.

30 CENTS BY MAIL.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-
larged. Fifty cents by mail.

There will be no edition of this work in 1885.

We have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special

regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
which no other book on training possesses. As its hints

and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty ents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stuf-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.

Fifty cents.

Health Upon Whbbls, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents : What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. "The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abu <e of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side
and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also ihe
usual condition of the road bed for each street, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of
the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding
plates of diagrams. Fifty cents. .

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,
resume of events of the past year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

• A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskinb.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information wiihout having to pay for it by
lheir own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with suggestions on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbbrs.— The Christmas numbers of

the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter
taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Twenty-five cents.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer. -
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First

edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to X., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history

of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $12.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com-
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Naim. £2-50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist.— The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading

paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the

acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.50
per year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-

trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. J1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

iUi
Improved for 1885

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.

Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.

Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Nickelled, $5.00; Japanned, $4.00.

A COILED SPRING at the front end that fur-

nishes additional elasticity and greater width.
Please bear in mind that this is the ONLY sad-

dle that has any of the following points, except tension :

ADJUSTMENT IN HEIGHT IN FEONT.
ADJUSTMENT IN HEIGHT IN EEAE.
ADJUSTMENT IN WIDTH.
ADJUSTMENT IN LENGTH.
ADJUSTMENT IN TENSION.
A OOMFOETABLE COASTING PLATE.

Ask your Dealer for them, or send for Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE,
ROCKFORD, ILIi.

PERFECTED AT LAST!

The Conkling Combination Safety Lock.

For Bicyclists, Travellers, and all who desire a lock
that cannot be picked, or get out of order.

The Handsomest, Lightest, and Most Secure
Lock Ever Made.

No Key used. Every lock perfect, or money refunded.
$1.25 each; mailed free on receipt of price.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
108 Madison Street - - CHICAGO,

241 Broadway, NEW YORK.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclists' Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

TEAGVE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN'
J — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each.

Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.,
the only authorized maker.

rpHE CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SUP-
1 PORTER, with patent alligator clasp ; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other ; made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the
side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

THE •« ACME " TIRE HEATER. — Price
$(.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used ; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of
heat, and does not smoke up the rim ; full directions

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

Patented in England and the United States.

Borlej'i ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Bbst and most Comfortable. It is so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and Quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. a. BUBLEY, BOSTON. Brighton District, MASS.

The American

Adjustable LongDistance Saddle

Spring Frame, Perfect Adjustment, Light, Strong,
Elastic, Easy. Weight, 18 ounces.

Star Saddle, 19 ounces

MAMJFD DA'DER LICENSE FR01 TRE P0FE MFG. CO.

PRICE, $4.00.

BULL & BOWEN,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries-

Agents for all leading makes. Send stamp for
Road Book of Western New York.

S87 and 589 MAIN STEEET - - - BUFFALO, N. 7.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BIGYGLE
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. GUMP,
Dayton, Ohio, for large Illustrated Price
iList of New ana Second -Hand Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES tnken in exchanee.RICYCXES Repaired and Bilokel Plated.

EDW. P. BURNHAM,
AGENT FOR

Royal Mail, Victor and Premier Bicycles anil Tri-

cycles, Royal M ii Tandem Tricycle (2 irack),

and "KANGAROO, lie only Real Safety.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hand Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

MADE ONLY BY

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,

158 Summer St., Boston.

HAND MADE THROUGHOUT.

Price-list and rules for self-measurement sent on
application. Our shoe has been imitated by makers of

machine goods. Get the right on*. Patent mark and
" Boston " on the sole of every shoe.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new jlat-scated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steerinpr.and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. II. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithvllle. Burlington Co., N. J.
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RECORDS. RECORDS.

One-Fourth Mile on a Roadster, 37is*, F. Russ Cook.
Three-Fourths Mile Im. 55gs. . . Ceo. M. Hendee.
Fifty Miles in 3h. 44m. 10s. : . W. A. Rhodes.

ON THE ROAD! ON THE PATH!

ON the HillI

OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St, Boston.

THE* STAR WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE, The 15-MILE, and

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIPS,
-AJMI5 ALSO ]VC-a.I>E!

20 MILES, 290 YARDS WITHIN the HOUR
Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel, sent on application with 2-cent stamp. Five cents in stamps

must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. W. STALL, W taut SI, 4 Wn k, 1 Mws' Ml,
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The hour record of E. P. Burnham, at

Springfield, is still in doubt. We gave

him the record last week on the strength

of measurements made at the conclusion

of the races, when the place where Burn-

ham was located was pointed out to us at

a point some one hundred and fifty yards

ahead of the place where Weber stopped.

When we looked at the matter after-

wards, in the light of our knowledge of

the relative positions of Weber and

Burnham during the latter part of the

race, we saw that the condition of things

was impossible, for it placed Burnham
one hundred and fifty yards ahead of

Weber, and we knew that he was about

that much behind. Now come the same

men who told us that Burnham was two

hundred and ninety yards ahead of the

mark and say that he was behind it, on

the opposite side of the track. The new
theory is as follows : After the twenty

miles were up, English Webber rode an-

other lap by mistake, and the other con-

testants also continued. The officials

tried to stop them, and American Weber
was the only one that understood it, and

dismounted opposite his dressing tent

so that Burnham passed him while he was

slowing up. The mistake was, therefore,

not of placing men at finish, but of their

riding too much, and when they were

stopped, they had ridden over their time,

and nearly twenty-one miles. As we
stated last week, we were engaged in

locating English Webber, and we have

not the remotest idea where Burnham or

American Weber were. We have, how-

ever, set on foot an investigation, and we

propose to find out just where Mr. Burn-

ham was. With no prejudice for or

against the theory we have set up, we
shall stand by the decision of the race

officials, who are the authority in this

matter.

Our contemporaries are making loud

claims for credit, which they ask for en-

terprise shown in getting out early reports

of the Springfield and Hartford races.

We make no claim to speed, at the ex-

pense of accuracy. For an accurate pres-

entation of the facts, we are willing to

place our report by the side of those that

were gotten out in a hurry. It is sheer

folly for a weekly to endeavor to beat the

metropolitan daily press in getting out

reports of race meetings. Equipped, as

this paper is, with all necessary machinery

for getting out a weekly paper, it is sim-

ply impossible to outdo the Herald and

Glebe in the matter of speedy work.

Readers do not look to the weekly press

for the first news. It is the province of

such papers as ours to give accurate re-

ports of permanent value. The Bulletin

claims that it had its account of the

Springfield races in circulation twenty-

four hours alter the last race. So far as

Boston is concerned, there is little enter-

prise in that, for at that time the news

might as well have been a week old. The
Boston Globe had its account of the races

on the street ten hours after the close of

the races each day, and the report was

fuller, and as accurate as that published

by the Bulletin.

The protest against Weber and Whit-

taker has been dismissed by the Ra-

cing Board. Those who protested the

riders said, in effect, to the Racing

Board, " These men are guilty, and we
want you to prove them so." They
simply protested the men, and laid be-

fore the board not a scrap of evidence of

any kind. Some people have very queer

ideas regarding the powers and duties of

the board.

Talking with one of the English

riders the other day, we were told that he

was surprised to see so many protests

entered to the officials. "We seldom

protest a man on our side of the water,"

said he; "we ride as fairly as we can,

and in case a man fouls us, we lay it to

accident and let it go." This little bit of

criticism is not altogether undeserved.

A curious feature of these heats was, that instead of

allowing so many of the leading men to ride in final,

they had it, four first, and the fifth man in the fastest

heat. If this arrangement has any special virtue, we
would be happy to make it known to an interrogating

world.— Cyclist and Athlete.

The writer of the above claims to have

studied bicycle racing from its birth,

and yet he is ignorant of the fact that in

all heat racing the fastest heat is allowed

an extra man. When riders are drawn for

heats, it often happens that the best men
get into one heat, and that heat will surely

be the fastest. The object of the heat

system is to weed out the poor riders.

In nine cases in ten, where four men are

taken from the heats, the fifth man in the

fastest will make better time than the

fourth man in the slowest. Where the

leader only is taken, the second man in

the fastest heat always enters the final.

We hope that our friend will benefit by

this lesson, and if he ever has charge of a

race meeting, we shall expect to see him

give an advantage to the fastest heat, not

only as a reward of merit, but with the

idea of getting the fastest men for the

final. We make no charge for the

lesson.

The Trade in England.

{From our Regular Correspondent.}

Business continues good with houses

that keep up to the times, although sev-

eral firms complain of the badness of

trade. When a maker sends out tricy-

cles with unturned axles, which give a

perceptible wobble to their wheels, and

with other similar bits of scamped work,

he cannot be surprised if trade does fall

off.

" Records " continue to be the chief

point upon which advertisers rely for

recommendation of their wares. One
firm, whose machines never are known to

win races in this country, have taken to
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giving forth the startling announcement
that a rider of their tricycle won prizes to

the value of ^72 ! To do this, he had to

go to Holland, where cycle racing is

practically an unknown art. The rec-

ords committee of the National Cyclists

Union has published a table of the best

accredited performances claimed by cy-

clists up to the present ; but there is some
dissatisfaction expressed at the presence
of a maker's employe"— namely, M. D.
Rucker, who is now Humber & Co.'s,

London manager— on this committee;
inasmuch as Humber & Co. are the

widest advertisers of the records made on
their machines — said advertisements
being actually drawn up by the hand of

M. D. Rucker, it is justly considered
that Mr. Rucker cannot be an unbiased
critic, however unimpeachable his integ-

rity may be.

The awards of the jurors in the cycling

department of the invention's exhibition,

are published, and have created pleasur-

able surprise, being vastly more discrimi-

nating than had been expected. Gold
medals go to the Coventry Machinists
Company, Hillman, Herbert & Cooper,
Humber & Co., and the Surrey Machin-
ists Co., for cycles generally, and to the

Crypto Cycle Company for the " Crypto
Dynamic" two-speed gear; also to the

St. George's Engineering Company, for

bicycles only, the New Rapid being the

machine, and its rigid wheel the specialty.

Silver medals are given to Ellis & Co.. for

the Facile safety bicycle, the Otto Compa-
ny for the Otto bicycle ; Starren & Co. for

telescopic tricycles, and to Marriott &
Cooper, and Rudge & Co., for cycles

generally. Bronze medals are awarded
to the Birmingham Small Arms Com-
pany, in respect of the " B. S. A." Safety

bicycle; to Madame Brownjohn for a

lady's tricycling dress ; Challis Bros, for

belts
; J. Harrison for fittings, generally

;

Hickling & Co. for cycles generally ; H.
Tandy for a tricycle ; Rev. J. M. G. Tay-
lor for the Oarsman tricycle

; J. Sals-

bury for lamps ; Starley & Sutton for

the Coventry Chair; D. G. Weston (the

originator or the central-geared front

steerers) for the central-geared tricycle,

and to R. Winder for a saddle. Singer
& Co. withdrew their exhibit from com-
petition for medals, and with the excep-
tion of Tandy and Taylor, the recipients

of medals are very wisely selected.

Tandy s machine is a mere fad of no
practical value, and Taylor's Oarsman
is altogether wrong-headed, having less

speed than a foot tricycle, and less com-
fort than a boat.

The hundred miles road-race on Rover
safety bicycles has been deferred to an
unspecified date at the end of this month,
in preparation for which a number of fast

riders are training. George Smith, who
won the Kangaroo race last year, is re-

ported to have beaten his own record by
a long way, on the Rover, although the

roads are not in such good condition.

Since it was first introduced the machine
has undergone some material alterations,

the most noticeable being the front fork;

which is now very much raked back so
that the original vertical steering-post

and bridle rods are not now required, the

forks going direct to the rear handles.

The front wheel of this machine— speak-
ing from memory— is about thirty-six

inches in diameter, and the rear wheel is

about thirty inches,— possibly less. The
rear wheel is driven by a single chain

which gears it up to any extent, and the

rider is seated nearly over the rear

wheel, so that it is impossible for him to

go a header. The treadles are close to

the rear wheel, so that the action is very

vertical, and in fact the rider can if he
likes, adjust his saddle so as to be in

front of his work, and yet not endanger
his stability. It is a wonderfully fast

machine up hill and down, and can be
safely let fly, because the break cannot
cause a header. Having no very small

wheel, there is no jolting ; and the Rover
shows less tendency to slip sidewise, on
greasy roads, than any other Safety,

doubtless owing to its having but one
chain and no very small wheel. Under
these circumstances, fast performances
may be looked for in the coming race,

with the resulting popularity for the ma-
chine during next year. There are sev-

eral combination tires in the market ; but

they appear not to be in the hands of

people who understand the cycling trade,

the factors apparently expecting riders

to go to them and buy tires, without any
guarantee of their value, and without

being asked. One of these patented

tires is composed of part vulcanite and
part soft rubber ; and another is moulded
with slits to fit ,into a specially turned-

over felloe ; but of all such things we re-

main in total ignorance.

Lamplugh & Brown's latest saddle is

indeed a triumph. It combines the good
points of the rubber-cushioned "Buffer"
saddle, with tension adjustment, and the

capacity of being stripped off in a mo-
ment. In place of an iron plate, the

frame is formed of two tubes, one running
fore-and-aft, the other curved round at

the back. The leather part is bifurcated,

and hooked over the tubular frame so
that the rider can in a moment unhook it

and fold the leather up for his pocket,

when leaving the machine. By joining

the two tubes with a hinge instead of

a fixed joint, too, a rolling or rocking
motion is imparted, which assists in

decreasing the pressure on the rider's

thighs. Unlike many other novel sad-

dles, the new buffer is a popular success,

and big business is being done with it.

In connection with the attachment of

saddles to springs, two little patents are

being placed on the market. One is

Starley's saddle tilt, the other Snell &
Brown's saddle tip. The former is de-

signed to enable a rider to rigidly fix his

saddle on the spring at any desired pitch,

forward or backward,— a good but rath-

er too highly-priced an idea. The latter

is practically a hinge, which enables a bi-

cyclist to tip his saddle backward when
mounting or a tricyclist to tip his saddle

forward when getting on from the front

;

it will be useful, perhaps, to riders of
very high bicycles, and also to lady tricy-

clists.

Your Mr. Hodges and his friends pre-

vailed upon Lloyd Brothers to make them
a fine tandem tricycle ; but the Quadrant
firm are too busy as yet to place the ma-
chine fairly on the market ; so that your
countrymen have the unique pleasure of

possessing an English made tricycle, of

which there is no counterpart in this

country. The machine will be brought
out during the coming winter, when the

Quadrant factory has been en arged suffi-

ciently to accommodate the increased

plant.

Humber & Co. are about to manu-
facture the double-dwarf bicycle, patented

here and in America by M. D. Rucker.
It is still undergoing experimental alter-

ations in detail, I understand.

Mr. Henry Sturmey has brought out

another of his practical handbooks,
entitled, " Safety bicycles, their varieties,

construction, and use." It is to the

"safety" rider what Sturmey's hand-
books always are, to wit, " indispensa-

ble." In this connection I note that

The Wheel World magazine this month
offers two prizes for the best and second

best essays, entitled " My experiences of

Safety Cycling," which should produce
some interesting data and opinions con-

cerning this class of velocipede.

The latest thing in bells is being sold

by W. Bown, of ball-bearing celebrity.

It consists of a gong, to be fastened on
the spade-handle of a tricycle. The
grip part of the said handle is not rigidly

riveted to the bow part, but turns therein

on pivots, and in so turning moves a
small pinion on its front end ; this pinion

gears in with the projecting lever of the

gong, and so causes it to ring whenever
the handle-grip is turned. This necessi-

tates a specially constructed spade-han-

dle.

Under the name of" Psycho," Starley

Brothers have produced an excellent

copy of the Lripper tricycle, suitable for

either sex. In this, the handles are

turned back at almost aright angle to the

steering bar. Faed.

London, 3 September, 1885.

CORRESPONDENCE

[ This department is open to communications rclat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-

bilityfor opinions expressed, and reserving the right

to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason oj gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology..]

Mr. Pratt's Dues.

Editor Bicycling World:— Will you,
injustice to Mr. Chas. E. Pratt, an hon-
orary member of the Massachusetts Bicy-

cle Club, insert this communication in

your next issue.

I have on my file of correspondence at

the club, a letter from the secretary of

the League of American Wheelmen,
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which is a receipt for $1.00 as payment
for Mr. C. E. Pratt's dues for this year,

paid by the Massachusetts Bicycle Club.
I fail to see how there can be any doubt
about Mr. Pratt's dues, as Mr. Aaron's
receipt, above mentioned, is dated 4
July, 1885. F. Alcott Pratt,

Sec. Mass. Bi. Club.

Boston, 21 September, 1885.

Notes by the Way.

I turned my back upon Vanity and its

Fair with many regrets. It is hard to

leave the scenes of pleasure and take up
the sober realities of life. The next morn-
ing follows the night of revelry. I en-

joyed Vanity Fair. I would have staid

there forever, but Mr. Smooth-it-away
hurried me away, and I took up again
my journey.

quently walks at night in the old castle,

and that keeper alter keeper has been
killed by Giant Despair while they have
been waiting for wicked cyclists.

A few miles out we passed the silver

mine of which Demas was the first dis-

coverer, and which is now worked to great

advantage in supplying metal to line the
clouds that hover over the League. A
little farther onward was the spot where
Lot's wife is standing under the sem-
blance of a pillar of salt. I asked Mr.
Smooth-it-away if he liked chestnuts, and
on getting a reply in the affirmative, I

told him that if my wife should ever turn
to salt, 1 would get a fresh one. He told

me he preferred chestnuts that were not
wormy.

Passing by a field soon after this, we
spied a strange looking beast. " What
kind of an animal is that?" said I, filled

with curiosity. " That," said Mr. Smooth-
it-away, " is the League donkey. Every
member has the right to use him, and he
has been so abused that it is time to turn
him out to grass and give him a rest."

The next object that came to view was
a grand castle. It proved to be the for-

mer residence of the redoubted Giant
Despair. The old fellow died years ago,
and it is now fitted up as a jail for the
especial accommodation of cyclists. The
League succeeded in getting the State to

start this special house of detention, and
the judge is pledged to take ten per cent,

off the sentence, if it can be shown that

the offender is a League member. Mr.
Smooth it-away told me that the League
had also established a poor-house, an
orphan asylum and a cemetery. The
privileges of these institutions go to

League members only. But the jail at

which we were looking is empty. The
cyclists are a well behaved lot and never
get to prison. Riding on the path is pun-
ishable by a fine, and as everybody who
rides on a sidewalk is obliged to pay a
large fine, an immense fund has been
created. This money has been used to

build the special prison, to pay the na-
tional debt, and a very large portion went
to pay the secretary s hotel bill at the
last League meet. Mr. Smooth-it-away
tells me that the ghost of the giant fre-

We passed, in turn, the Delectable
Mountain, the field where blind men wan-
dered and stumbled among the tombs,
and soon we arrived in the land of Beu-
lah. How can I write of the delights of

this beautiful country. Roads as smooth
and hard as a billiard table, no dust, no
mud, no watering carts. It was Paradise
reconstructed upon plans furnished by
the League.

But between the land of Beulah and
the Celestial City lies the Dark River,

that must be crossed before we can step

upon the Enchanted Ground. How to

get across was now the problem that con-

fronted me. Mr. Smooth-it-away quickly

came to my assistance and told me that

Hazlett would fix me out. " For," said

he, '" Hazlett has got the marine bicycle

running as a sort of ferry boat on the

river. Many men dislike to pay his price

and they make boats of their own to cross

with. Let's stand here and see some of

them get over."

We stood by the side of the river and
marvelled at the sight stretched out
before us. There was Lamson paddling
himself over on a craft made from a
League badge. Miller, of Ohio, was
floating peacefully over astride a weiner
wurst. Pit, the Vet., had built a raft of

medals to cross on. Aaron was sitting

complacently on a Bulletin which was
being propelled by a bug. Weber was
linked to a Star, which was not at all

cranky, and he said he should be glad to

lev-er. Beckwith was buoyed up by an
inflated bag, which I saw was made from
a League uniform. Joe Dean was on a
little craft with a long name. I struggled

hard to make it out, and finally I read:
" Anglomaniac." "It's English, quite

English, you know." said he, as he pad-
dled off. Charlie Pratt was trying to get
over on an elapsed membership, but it

needed caulking sadly, and for want of

half a dollar's worth of oakum, it sank.

Tyler was swimming the League donkey
across. Many men were floating along
on their cheek, and several were travel-

ling on their chin. Ducker was sailing

on his nerve ; but as he had a printing

office, a bindery, a base ball nine, a con-
sulship, a racing board and a newspaper
on his back, I thought he would sink;

but he didn't, and I heard him shout to a
fellow traveller, " I'm getting tired of this

lazy life." Dr. Blackham was working
earnestly along on a new amateur rule,

and he came near sinking once when he
got run into by Bassett, who was also on
a rule. The doctor's rule sank, but he
didn't go down with it, for he quickly
made a new raft from the inconsisten-

cies of League members, and I think he
will have a craft now that will last a life

time. Burley Ayers was standing on the

bank. He came over and told us that he
couldn't get over, for it was always hard
for a Chicago man to get to the Celestial

City. He hoped to see a railroad started
soon, and then he would work it for free

bicycle transportation and a pass. Jack
Rogers was in the water trying to push
himself along on his shape, and Clapp
was travelling on his beauty But to tell

all that I saw would take a volume, and I

soon came away after taking a hasty
glance at Aaron, Terry, Dodge, Ely,
Kirkpatrick, and a lot of others who were
struggling in the Overflow.

We looked up Hazlett and got our
water vehicle. It promised great things.

Mounted on it I felt that I could make
the trip with ease, and I started to pedal
across. The first stroke of the paddles
splashed a volume of water over me, so
cold, so dreadfully cold, that with a shiver
I awoke. Thank heaven, it was a dream.
I had started on a journey and fallen

asleep By the Way.

One for his Nob.

While returning from Bailey's last

week, on their tandem tricycle, Mr. and
Mrs. Stall were annoyed by a couple of

drunken fellows in a buggy, who, after

running down one of the bicyclers in the
party, attempted to play the same game
on the Vet.; but on meeting the muzzle
of a 32-inch cal. dog exterminator, they
decided not to proceed with the experi-

ment, although annoying the party by
various profane remarks, dogging them
as far as Wellesley. Here the Vet.'s

patience found its limit, and he dismount-
ed, and picking up a large cart spoke,
gave each of the offenders such a sound
whack over the head that they retired

in bad order instanter. The treatment is

recommended in all similar cases as very
efficacious, and we imagine that drunken
fellows will soon cease to practise a here-
tofore favorite amusement, at the expense
of unoffending cyclers, if it is carried

out a few more times.

Sociable Record.

Messrs. Hansmann and Killits, of

the Capital Club, Washington, returned
Sunday from a week's trip to the Nat-
ural Bridge, Virginia, upon a Sociable
tricycle. The start was made Sunday, 6
September, by train to Luray, from
which place the one hundred and ten

miles to the bridge, via Staunton and
Lexington, were made in three days. But
one wheelman, besides these tricyclists,

has succeeded in riding from Lexington
to the bridge this season. The return
was made by rail to Staunton, wheel to

Martinsburg, VV. Va., and rail to Washing-
ton. Staunton was left at S.45 p, m. Friday;

Mount Jackson, til ty miles, was reached
for breakfast at 6.50 a m Saturday; Win-
chester, ninety-two miles, at 5.34 l'. M.J
and Martinsburg. one hundred and four-

teen miles, at 9. 19 P. M., or 24I1. 34m. from
the start. From Staunton to Harrison-
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burg, twenty-five miles, the road was
muddy, and as the night was very
dark, considerable difficulty was expe-

rienced in keeping the track. From the

latter place to Strasburg. forty-nine miles,

the pike was in excellent condition, and
good time was made. From Strasburg

to Winchester, eighteen miles, the road

had recently been newly metalled, and
was, in consequence, very rough, and
practically unridable for a bicycle. Over
an hour was consumed in making the

first three miles out of Strasburg, while

of the six miles to Middletown, scarcely

two hundred yards were ridden. The
Martinsburg pike, out of Winchester,
was in good shape for day riding, but

as extensive preparations had been made
for repairs, in the shape of piles of large

stones in the middle of the road, at fre-

quent intervals, awaiting the crusher,

rapid progress after dark was impossible.

In consequence, the riders were unable

to reach their objective point within the

twenty-four hours. The hundred miles

were made in 2ih. 58m., the last mile hav-

ing been covered in 5£m., and the records

for twenty -four hours is one hundred and
eleven miles. The machine was a Meteor,
46-inch, geared to 42-inch, and carried,

besides the riders, forty pouuds of bag-

gage, the whole outfit weighing four hun-

dred and eighty-five pounds. The previous

sociable record was eighty miles for the

twenty-four hours.

P. W. B.

A largely attended and enthusiastic

meeting of the above-named society was
held at the Evans House, Springfield,

during the great tournament. The busi-

ness meeting commenced with the elec-

tion of officers, as follows : Hi-muck-a-

muck, L. W. Seely, of Washington;
Lo-muck-a-muck, Yates Penniman, of

Baltimore ; Muck, Harold R. Lewis, of

Philadelphia ; Head Devil, E. F. Hayden,
of Baltimore ; By-gum-gum, W. B. Ever-
ett, of Boston ; Whang-whang, J. D.
Chesney, or Baltimore. Samual T. Clark,

of Baltimore, becomes Past Hi-muck-a-

muck.
A number of members were initiated

into the order, with the usual solemn
rites ; among them being H. S. Owen,
of Washington; C. K. Alley, of Buffalo

;

and Dr. N. M. Beckwith, of New York.

After the business meeting, the Hi-muck-
a-muck was invested with the robes and in-

signia of his office,the former being of pure

white, richly embroidered with red, reach-

ing belowthe knees, and having collar and
pocket. Thus attired, the Hi-muck was
escorted to Barr's restaurant, where an

elaborate supper had been prepared. The
festivities were continued until a late hour,

with speech, song, and story, until the

party separated.

The P. W. B. was organized at the

Springfield meet of 1883, and has held

yearly meetings since. The charter mem-
bers were ten in number, and were from

the Maryland, Philadelphia, Boston and
Capital Clubs. Cole Day.
Washington, D. C, 16 September, 1885.

Orange Wanderers.

On 17 Sept. the Orange Wanderers
gave a Chinese-Lantern parade, and had

165 wheels in line. Ten or twelve were
tandems with ladies on the front seat, and
six or eight other tandems carried two
gentlemen each. The clubs represented

were the Orange Wanderers, Hudson
County Wheelmen, Elizabeth Wheelmen,
Rutherford Wheelmen, New Jersey
Wheelmen, Montclair Wheelmen, Essex
Bicycle Club and Newark City Wheel-
men. Several clubs invited were unable

to send representatives. The clubs were
arranged in four divisions, and the un-

attached wheelmen of the Oranges, about

fifty strong, formed the fifth division.

The route was seven and one-fourth miles,

through the principal streets of the

Oranges. Refreshments were served at

the club rooms after the march. The
streets were generally well filled, and in

places crowded, to watch the parade.

No serious accident occurred ; the

weather was perfect, and the affair very

enjoyable.

On Saturday afternoon the Wanderers
held their annual ten-mile handicap road

race. The starters were C. Hening,
54-inch Victor, ten minutes ; R. M.
Sanger, 48-inch Star, eight minutes ; L.

H. Porter, 54-inch Rudge, six minutes;

W. A. Belcher, Rudge (safety), five min-

utes, L. H. Johnson and H. C. Douglas,
Humber Tandem, scratch. The course

was a circular one, over macadam roads,

with several sharp hills to climb. All

the handicap men were novices. The
finish was as follows : C. Hening, first,

45:4^; R. M. Sanger, second, 46:36; the

Tandem third, 39:2^ ; L. H. Porter,

fourth, 45:18. W. A. Belcher did not

finish. The tandem record last year was

39:38^, so this year shows a good gain.

Hening and Sanger take the two club

medals.

From a Feminine Point of View.

That little city on the banks of the

Connecticut is now the theme of conver-

sation in all the places where wheelmen
most do congregate. I have had it for

breakfast, dinner and supper, for a week,
and it has even invaded my dreams by
night and my thoughts by day. It is

a topic of never-failing interest, a load-

stone that attracts our attention, our in-

terest, and our enthusiasm.

You will see by this I have been to

Springfield. From a position on the

grand stand I have viewed the contests.

1 have been carried away by my enthu-
siasm. I have flirted my handkerchief at

the victors, and, if the truth must be

told, I think I shouted just a little when
all others were shouting, and when not to

shout would have marked me as cold and
unenthusiastic.

Are you surprised my dear friends,

that 1 should enter into the spirit of

racing, and be led into demonstrative

enthusiasm at the sight of a bicycle race ?

If you are, charge it to humanity, for I

am human. There is firmly implanted
in every human breast an inordinate desire

to see a contest for supremacy, and the
desire increases as we are familiar with
the particular from which the contest
takes. It is inborn. We can't help it,

let us try never so hard.

Other pens than mine will tell you of

all that was seen and all that was done at

Springfield. tThey will tell you of the
time made around the course, and com-
pare it with what has been done in former
years on this course and at other places,

by these men and by others. They will

figure out, to the fraction of a second,
the time it took to go a certain distance,

and then they will tell you how much bet-

ter or worse the same thing has been
done in England.

I don't enjoy racing in cold blood.

That is a very awkward and clumsy ex-
pression. Let me explain myself before
you are chilled by my metaphor. I can
throw my cap in aif and cheer lustily

when I see two men approaching the
finish mark fairly and squarely abreast

;

and then, when no one can imagine which
will win, it is seen that one makes a last

determined effort and reaches the line

first. The man or woman who would not
be carried away then, must be of marble
or dross. But the race does not end
here.

Figures are wonderful things, and
wonderful are the things that men can do
with them. When a man enters a race
at Springfield he looks at his side and
sees one, two, or three competitors, and
thinks he has seen all. Never was he
more mistaken. He is racing with the
world. He will go around the track and
reach the winning post first, and as he
takes his prize, so dearly and so bravely
won, he will say to himself, " It is fin-

ished." Again, he is mistaken. The
editors are not done with him yet. They
will race him, on paper, with every man
in the world. They will conduct a series

of race meetings in cold blood.

See the patient editor at his desk,
busily scanning long columns of figures.

He has taken your record, young man,
and he is putting you in competition with
the best men in England and America.
He is trying to find out whether Hector,
of Boston, can beat Launcelot, of Eng-
land. It does not take him long, and
with a scratch of the pen be has placed
the fastest man at the head. Every cy-
cling editor is a promoter of paper racing,
and up and down the line go the racing
men of the world, under the supervision
of these enthusiasts. They call this

work compiling records ; but it is only
one form of racing, after all.

But I am getting away from Spring-
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FACTS ARE THE BEST ARGUMENTS,

RECORD OF THE

2.35
BY

RICHARD HOWELL,
At Springfield, September 21, 1885,

ON A 58-INCH

RUDGE RACER.
Gentlemen, there IS something in it.

L ,— «,!««.. - - —^ n ,. , „ , ...
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THE e^«
*&

J^L

^pringfielcl, Mass., September Otli9 1S8S.

ECORDS.
HALF MILE,

JL • ^ *!> ^«

THREE FOURTHS MILE;

£5 ^ 4

Ml

6.05.

The Strongest, Fastest, and Most Perfect Safety Made.

(LIZMLITEID)

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,BOSTON.
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The 24-Hour Record

Broken by L. D. MONGER, of Detroit.

ail 1-Q MILES.

Mr. Munger broke the record. It was not the wheel he rode, but

the man, who did it. Nevertheless, we are glad to say he rode from

start to finish on an

APOLLO!
A 54-INCH WHEEL WEIGHING THIRTY-NINE POUNDS.

This is the same wheel on which Mr. Munger took second place in

the Big Four Century Road Race,

FOR BIGIBITT, LIGHTNESS AND EASE OF RUNNING, NO BETTER WHEEL WAS E7ER MADE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF 18 STYLES OF BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, SOCIABLES AND TANDEMS.

A High Grade of Miniature Machines for Boys and Girls.

W. B. EVERETT & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.
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The World's Record on a Genuine Humber Bicycle.

2.531 1

1

The World's Record on a Genuine Humber Tricycle,

2.46 ! !

The World's Record on a Genuine Humber Tandem,

A CLEAN SWEEP AT SPRINGFIELD OVER ALL COMPETITORS.

The Fastest Machine must be the Easiest to Ride.

The GENUINE HUMBER BICYCLES and TRICYCLES are made
ONLY by Humber & Co., at Beeston, England, and can ONLY be

obtained in the UNITED STATES from their U. S. Agent,

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,

3 ARLINGTON PLACE, EAST ORANGE, IV. J.

New York Office, 362 Broadway, H. C. DOUGLAS, Manager.

SPECIAL NOTICE. — A limited number of Tandems, Crippers, and
Bicycles, both roadsters and racers, in stock. Order early to avoid dis-

appointment.

Enclose imitations are on the market. See that your "Humber" is

stamped Humber & Co., Beeston, Notts, on the neck.

f
/
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field, and I don't wish to do that, for I

would linger over the pleasant memories
of the meet for a long time yet, but I

doubt if you, my dear friend, would have
the patience to follow me in my enthu-

siasm. Above all things at the meet, I

was impressed with the idea that no great

thing is done in this life without the

guidance and direction of an inspired

leader. History is full of this teaching,

and Springfield adds but another page to

the record. Without the controlling spirit

of these meets, they would never have
existed. They have been born of the

enthusiasm, the energy, the persistency,

and the efficiency of one man. I need
not name him. You know him well.

Springfield should be proud of her citi-

zen, the club should feel honored by his

leadership, and all wheeldom should con-
fer upon him the laurel wreath of their

highest esteem.

I am appealed to by one of your cor-

respondents on a question of etiquette.

It seems needless for me to reply, tor the
writer tells what a lady friend said to him
regarding the point at issue, and her re-

marks were well judged. Mr. S. was
beyond the pale of wheel etiquette.

He was in citizen's garb and without his

wheel. He was under society's laws,
which are not so elastic as those of wheel-
dom. If he asks me why the same eti-

quette should not be observed under both
conditions, I will say that I do not know.
If Mr. S. should go to Berlin, and should
there meet Miss B., whom he recognizes
as a resident of the town in which he
himself lives, he would, no doubt, address
her. Why ? He would not do so at

home, and yet there would be no impro-
priety in his conduct abroad. Wheel-
dom is a little community of itself, apart
from the great big world. Its denizens
are united by a common thought and a
common interest, and the strict laws of
etiquette which bind society are loosened
until wheeldom absorbs the whole world,
and with it all the laws and customs that
have been found effective. Daisie.

CURRENTE CALAMO

A Tricyclienne.

BY PRESIDENT BATES.

The quality of cycling is not strained.

It moves as gently as the stars in heaven

Roll on their quiet paths : it is twice blessed :

It blesseth him that rides and him that sees:

'Tig mightiest in the mighty, yet becomes

The daintiest damsel, better than all charms

Of witching exercise, wherein she makes

Slaves of our admiration ; mildest force

With modest daring mixed her breezy poise,

Floating air-borne between her shining wheels,

Life in each flutter of her drapery,

Her every motion a dissolving grace

;

Melting from charm to charm, she glides along,

With sparkling eyes, and cheeks that woo the wind,

Which dances with the feather in her hat,

A flying vision of enchantment, set

In infinite variety of pose.

This is the season when races most
abound.

Our English visitors are leaving us.

Engleheart, Wood, and Leeming are on
the water with Harry Etherington. Lam-
bert and Furnival sail 3 October, while

Howell and Chambers sail 26 Septem-
ber.

Can it be that we are to look upon
Neilson as the leading professional ? He
is certainly looking up.

Expect great things from St. Louis,

but a St. Louis race meeting without
Cola, is Hamlet without the moody
Dane.

A Chicago man is one of the last to

be added to the list of those who have
been downed by Corey Hill. St. Louis
will have to show Chicago how to do it

yet.

Chicago is to give us a six-day race

meeting. Pray give us something we
want.

Mr. W. V. Gilman, of Nashua, N. H.,
ex-secretary of the L. A. W., is receiving

congratulations upon the advent of a ten-

pound cyclist.

This is a great year for babies. How
would it do to publish a list of the babies
at the end of the year ?

Harry Etherington thought his in-

fluence with the English fliers, and the

efforts he put forth to get them to come
over, was worth $200 to the Springfield

Club. They differed with him. He got
a free passage over on the strength of a
claim similar to this made to the steam-
ship company.

And now doth the autumn leaf by day,

and the moon by night, make glad the

heart of the cycler.

The second annual meet of the Iowa
Division, L. A. W., held at Des Moines,

9 September, was not as largely attended
as was anticipated, owing to the unset-

tled condition of the weather. The fol-

lowing officers were elected : Vice-con-
sul, A. L. Eaton, Ottumwa; secretary and
treasurer, Walstein Seymour, Des
Moines.

The Victor tricycle for 1886 is slowly
approaching the form to be adopted. We
described the machine in its present
state last week, and since that time we
have ridden it some little distance. Sev-
eral changes are yet to be made. The
makers have brought the weight down
to eighty pounds already, and expect to

still further reduce it without sacrifice of

strength. It is just possible that the

company may make two forms next year,

one for those who want a safe and com-
fortable machine, and one for the scorch-

ers.

A good story is told at the expense of

one of Dorchester's fairest daughters,
who took up tricycling during a stay at

Cottage City this summer. While out
riding one afternoon, she had almost re-

solved to give up trying to learn in dis-

gust, at the hard work necessary to

propel the machine up a slight grade,
when a gentleman, who was passing, in-

formed her that she had been riding all

the afternoon with the brake on.

Harry Tufts, the well-known East-

ern trick bicyclist, was booked to appear
at a Coney Island rink, some week or two
ago, and owing to his child's sickness he
wired the manager to cancel his engage-
ment. The unfeeling monarch of the
rink replied to the request by stating that

if he broke his contract he would make
it warm for him. In fear of the rink

man, the bicyclist was forced to appear,
and the crowded rink applauded the

efforts of the poor fellow whose heart was
bowed down with sorrow. At the con-
clusion of the performance a telegram
was handed him :

" Your child died at

nine o'clock. Come home." Nine
o'clock was the exact hour he gave his

exhibition. Mr. Tufts married a wealthy
contractor's daughter, last summer, the

affair creating somewhat of a sensation

at the time, being, as people stated, a run-

away match. Tufts is well known by
nearly all bicyclists. His misfortune will

be felt by his many friends throughout
the country. — Sporting Journal.

Will Carleton is out with a poem,
in which he makes a young man run
away with his lady-love in the true Loch-
invar style. Very pretty poetry, but it is

a very large poetical license, when the

author makes the hero take the young
lady behind him on a bicycle, and, thus

burdened, run away from an irate parent

in a wagon.

H. D. Corey, the manager of Messrs.
Stoddard, Lovering & Co.'s bicycle de-

partment, sails for England Saturday,

September 26, on the Etruria. He will

make a study of the wheel interests

while in England, and give special atten-

tion to the manufacture of the Rudge bi-

cycles and tricycles, returning towards
the middle of November.

Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Johnson, of

Orange, N. J., sailed for England on
Wednesday last, on the " City of Rome."
Mr. Johnson goes over to arrange for

next season's trade with Humber & Co.,

and incidental to business will be a tour

through England with his wife. They
will ride a Humber tandem.

St. Louis takes the decision of the

League to go to Boston, with a great deal

of philosophy. Here is what the Spec-

tator says: "No complaint is made,
but we are treated to a disagreeable

surprise."

A well-known manufacturer of bi-

cycles, who likes his table spread wfth

eatables of his own raising, is now up
country hunting for bears. In starting

out he determined to have some of his

own pork in camp, and he accordingly

had a barrel shipped by rail some six

hundred miles, and carted to the camping
ground some fifty miles more. Dreams
of crispy rashers, etc., were dispelled

when the barrel wis opened and it was
found that .1 barrel ot lard had been sent
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by mistake. They do say that the party
used the lard to grease the trees so that

the bears could not climb them.

Among the recent additions to the list

of Massachusetts corporations is the

Worcester Bicycle Club, of Worcester,
for the encouragement of athletic exer-

cises ; Francis W. Blacker, president

;

Lincoln Holland, treasurer. This step

was taken to protect the club from the

organization which has taken its name
and refused to adopt any other. The
members have offered to pay all the
expenses of the change, but the fraudulent
Worcester Club has refused to budge.
Now it will have to budge and pay all

the bills incurred in the budging.

As Colonel Albert A. Pope was driv-

ing his span of sorrels through Brookline
last Sunday his horses became fright-

ened and ran at a furious gait, turning a
short angle from Park street into Wash-
ington street. One wheel of the buggy
gave way, precipitating the colonel, his

little daughter, and Chief Consul Wain-
right, of Indiana, into the road. Mr.
Wainright and the child were uninjured,

but Col. Pope sustained a fracture of the
collar-bone, which accident, though not

serious, will probably confine him to the

house for several weeks.

Mr. J. S. Dean arrived in Boston on
the Catalonia on Monday last, well

browned and full of experience.

The address of Dr. N. P. Tyler, the

official handicapper, is No. 561 Bergen
ave., Jersey City, N. J. Wheelmen will

sympathize with the doctor in the loss of
his child.

We have received from Herman Bu-
cholz, of Springfield, a very fine cabinet
photograph of Percy Furnivall.

Providence has come to the front

once more as a wheel centre, and there is

a good prospect that she will stay there.

The Providence Club has taken on a new
life and renewed energy, and we may ex-

pect to hear from it in the future.

The work of the official handicapper
thus far has been very satisfactory. The
Springfield handicaps brought the men to

the finish line well grouped, and gave us
the fastest amateur mile made, 2.41, and
a record for three miles that will not be
touched for many a day.

Myers, Fleming and Matthews, of

the Pennsylvania City wheelmen, have
just returned from a tour which they
commenced on July 1. On the trip they
covered nearly 2,000 miles, and went
through Pennsylvania, Maryland, the

Virginias, Ohio, Canada, New York,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecti-
cut and New Jersey.

Riding on the sidewalk in Lynn has
been forbidden, and a penalty or $20 af-

fixed.

The Philadelphia Club will start on its

annual tour on Friday. It will go to

Woodstown, Vineland, Bridgeton and
Salem.

The Hawthorn Club, of Salem, will

have a ioo-mile run on 8 October.

A telegram to London 22 Sept. an-

nounces the arrival at Tabreez, Persia, of

Thomas Stevens. He writes me that the

natives are astonished beyond measure at

his bicycle, and thinks only an English-

man able to ride one. He is requested to

ride before all the prominent men in the

cities he passes through. At Angora,
Yuzgot and Sivas, Asiatic Turkey, a

guard of Zaptiehs was necessary to protect

him from the crush of people pressing

forward to see him. He travels alone,

and has been attacked by robbers only

once. He says he managed to turn the

tables on them.

At the Boston Bicycle Club house on
7 Oct. will be inaugurated a handicap
tournament in billiards and pool for first,

second and third prizes. There will be

in each a senior and junior class, the for-

mer discounting the latter at billiards and
playing four pockets to six at pool. En-
trance fee $2, and entries close on the

6th. One game of 100 points at billiards

and two games of pyramid pool will be

allowed with each contestant. Games to

be arranged to suit players after all entries

are in. The absence of one member for-

feits the game to another. The absence
of both forfeits the right to play the game.
Prizes to the one winning the largest num-
ber of games.

Whoever says that the bicycle is not

practical and has not come to stay, should

interview Dr. Kendall, of the Boston
Club, who rides his machine from his

home at the Lower Mills to his office in

Boston on every pleasant day in the

week except Fridays, when he rides it to

Randolph and return. He has not rid-

den one hundred miles in the cars since

early in the spring, but has ridden his

bicycle over 2,600 miles this season, and
expects to increase the record to over

3,500 miles on a bicycle, and 500 miles

on a tricycle before the snow flies.

RACING NEWS.
Providence Races.

The races at Narragansett Park, Prov-
idence, 22 September, were witnessed by
some 6,000 people. The track, an ordi-

nary horse track, is considered one of

the fastest in America, and good time

was made in the races. As it is meas-
ured three feet from the pole, the time
made cannot be called record time.

Rowe's time, 2.39I, was made from mark
to mark, and this was found to be nine

feet five inches short of a mile. The sub-
sequent races were started from a line

behind the mark which corrected the
distance.

One Mile. — W. A. Rowe (1). 2.39I

;

E. P. Burnham (2), 2.40; C. E. Kluge

(3) ; W. A. Rhodes (4). Burnham pro-

tested Rowe for turning in too soon, and
the protest was allowed. Quarters, 44^,
i.iof, 2.1I, 2.398.

Half Mile, Boys. — Arthur W. Porter,

Newton (1), i.38|; C. F. Townsend (2),

1.54*.

One Mile R. I. Championship. — Ed-
ward Buffum, Newport, R. I. (1),

2.59A
;

B. S. Webb (2), 3.10^; Ralph A. Wilber

(3). 3-i6J.
Tricycle Events.— Only one starter

appeared for the tricycle races,— John
Williams, of Dorchester. He was allowed
to give an exhibition run. Little Arthur
Porter, of Newton, made pace for him in

the two miles, which he made in 7.1 iL
Mile time, 3.39. In the half mile event,

Williams was timed for i-4if.

Half Mile, Hands Off.— F. B. Brig-

ham (1), 1.35 ; C. £. Kluge (2), 1.37; M.
Scott (3); C. H. Townsend (4).

One Mile, College Championship. —
Frank L. Dean, Harvard (1), 2.56; WE.
Keach, Brown (2), 3.5!; C. D. Cooke,
Brown (3).

Two Mile, Professional. — R. A. Neil-

son (1), 5.53^; F. J. McLane (2), 6.26^.

One Mile, Club. — J. W. Auslan (1),

3.47; Geo. R. McAuslan (2), 3.59 ; V.
W. Mason, Jr. (o). Mason and Geo. R.
McAuslan fell on back stretch. Mason
was unable to resume riding.

Three Mile, Lap.— W. A. Rowe (1),

8.57f, 22 points ; E. P. Burnham (2),

9.0^, 21 points; C. E. Kluge (3), 20
points.

One Mile, Stars. — Geo. R. McAuslan
(1). 3.28I ; C. H. Townsend (2), 3.33.
One Mile, Consolation. — D. W. Rouls-

ton (1), 3.i6£; W. W. Kelly (2), 3.32^;
W. A. McAuslan (3) ; G. W. White-
head (4) ; M. Scott (s).

Binghamton, 15 September. — Races
by the Binghamton Club.

One Mile Novice Race. — W. A. Piatt,

Binghamton (1), 3.10^; Geo. S. Mott,

Scranton(2), 3.13 ; U. S. Whitney, Camp-
ville (3); J. B. Nallin, Scranton (o)

;

A. W. Clark, Binghamton (o).

Two Mile Dash. — W. A. Rowe,
Lynn, Mass. (1), 6.06; Geo. Weber,
Smithville, N. J. (2), 6.o6£ ; C. E. Titch-
ener, Binghamton (3); J. R. Schlager,

Scranton, Pa. (4) ; J. R. Rheubottom,
Jr., Weedsport, N. Y. (5).

Titchener broke his racer in this race,

and had to use a fifty-pound road machine
in the other races, thereby losing his

chance for the State championship, which
he held for 1884.

One Mile Dash, Binghamton Bicycle
Club, i.ioclass. — W. A. Piatt (1), 3 22§;
W. H. Stone (2), (a good second) ; Chas.
Craver (3).

Five Mile Handicap. — W. A. Rowe,
scratch (1), 16.14; J- R- Schlager, 25
seconds (2) ; Geo. Weber, scratch,

stopped
; J. R. Rheubottom, 25 seconds,

stopped.

One Mile Run and Ride. — H. C. Her-
sey, Elmira, N. Y. (1), 4.16; W. H.
Stone, Binghamton, N. Y., a good sec-

ond. This is the best time on record for

a ride and run race.

Three Mile Lap Race. — W. A. Rowe
(1), 9.25 ; Geo. Weber (2). Rowe took
every lap, although Weber pressed him
quite close.
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One Mile New York State Champion-
ship.— YL.Q. Hersey (1), 2.58; C. E.

Titchener (2); J. B. Rheubottom (3). A
very close and exciting finish.

One Mile Consolation.— J. R. Rheu-
bottom (0,3.24; Chas. Craver (2). A
walk-over for Rheubottom.

One Mile Team Race between the

Scranton and Binghamton Clubs. Scran-

ton team : Schlager, Mott and Parrott.

Binghamton team: Titchener, Piatt and
Stone. Order of finish : Schlager (1),

2.51; Titchener (2); Piatt (3); Parrott

(4) ; Stone (5) ; Mott (6). The Bingham-
ton team won, scoring eleven points to

Scranton's ten.

One hundred wheelmen paraded in the

morning, and in the evening there was a

competitive drill at the Pioneer Rink
the prize being won by the Scranton drill

team.

Rochester, N. Y., 17 September.

—

The third annual meeting of the Genesee
Club was held this day. The day was
perfect, and the track of the Rochester
Driving Park was in excellent condition.

W. Sheldon Bull, of Buffalo, was chosen
referee of the day, and A. E. Pattison, of

Boston, George Dakin, of Buffalo, and
Martin F. Shaffer, of Rochester, were
judges.

One Mile Novice. — J. G. Elbs (1),

3.08 ; A. Pratt (2) ; P. J. Dukelow (3).

Time by quarters, 45, 1.30, 2.19I, 3.08.

One Mile Professional.— R. A. Neil-

son (1), 2.46J ; John S. Prince (2) ; W. M.
Woodside (3) ; Robert James (4) ; John
Brooks (6). Time by quarters, 43I, 1.25,

2.06, 2.46I.
One Mile Amateur. — W. F. Knapp

(1), 2.53 ; W. A. Illston (2) ; Geo. E.
Weber (3) ; Robert Cripps (4).

One Mile Tricycle.— Robert Cripps

0)' 3-472 ! Clarence Howland (2).

Three Mile Club. — C. A. Smith (1),

9.50; C. J. Connolly (2) ; R. P. Searle

(3).

One Mile Safety. — F. Allard ( 1), 3 8
;

A. P. Engleheart (2) ; J. G. Elbs (3)

;

C. J. Connolly (4).

One Mile, 3.10 class.— A. Schaaf (1),

2.58^ ; Chas. A. Smith (2) ; J. K. Rheu-
bottam (3) ; C. J. Lund (4).

One Mile Handicap. — W. F. Knapp,
15 yards (1), 2.5 if ; VV. A. Illston, scratch

(2) ; R. Cripps, scratch (3) ; E. A. Gam-
ble, 60 yards (4).

One Mile Professional Unicycle. —
W. N. Kauffman (1), *4m. ; W. H. Bar-

ker (2). Kauffman's time takes record.
Five Mile Amateur. — W. A. Rowe (1),

16.5 ; W. F. Knapp (2) ; Geo. E. Weber
(3) ; E. A. Gamble (4).

One Mile Consolation. — H. C. Hersey

Wi 3-3| ; C.J. Connolly (2).

Attleboro', 16, 17 September.

—

Races under the auspices of the Farmers
and Mechanics' Association. The club
drill was won by the Columbia Club.
The one-mile race was won by F. G.
Gibbs of Boston ; time, 323^, 3.26^. The
half-mile dash, without hands, by F. 13.

Brigham, of North Attleboro' ; time, 1.46.

Two-mile dash, by O. W. Clifford, of

North Attleboro'; time, 6.51^. Five-
mile dash, by H. C. Briggs, of Brockton

;

time, 18.22^. Races were run the sec-

ond day, as follows :
—

One Mile. — Wm. Eames (1), 3.37 ;

H. A. Hall (2) ; A. W. Rickett (3).

Slow Race.— C. E. Sandland (1).

Three Mile.—T. W. Northrup (1),

C. E. Sandland (2).

Half Mile.— O. W. Clifford (1)

,

F. B. Brigham (2).

Rockford, III., ii September.

—

Two Mile Handicap. — Will Wise,
scratch ()); E. H. Wilcox, scratch (2) ;

Jesse Lillibridge, 60s. (3). One Mile
Club,— E. H. Wilcox (1), 4m. ; G. S.
Hart (2). One Third Mile, — Frank
Ashton, scratch (1), 1.26^; Will New-
ton, 5s., unicycle (2).

Blossburgh, Pa., 14 September.
Twenty Miles. — John Brooks (1) : J. S.
Prince (2) left the track at seven miles.

Danvers, 19 September. — The third
annual race meeting of the League of
Essex County Wheelmen was held at

Danvers Riding Park this (Saturday)
afternoon, there being an audience of
about five hundred spectators present.

One Mile, Open.—W. A. Rhodes (1),
3- 1 6.

Three Miles, L. E. C. IV. — D. E.
Hunter (1), 10.44; C. W. Whitten (2),

1047; A. A. McCurdy (3), 10.50J.
HalfMile.— C. E. Whitten (1), 1.322.

Two Mile Handicap. — W. A. Rhodes,
scratch, (1), 6.23J; Robert Burns (2);
L. H. Frost (3) ; Henry McBrien (4).
One Mile, Championship.— D. E.

Hunter (1), 3.18.

Five Mile.—W. A. Rhodes (1), 16.33^;
F. G. Gibbs (2), 17.12 ; Robert Burn(3s

;)

A. A. McCasely (4).

Team Race.— Rowe, Whitten, and Por-
ter, of Lynn Club (1).

Pittsburg, Penn., 12 Sept.—Com-
bination meeting held by the Keystone
Athletic and Keystone Bicycle Clubs, at

Athletic Park.

One Mile Novice.—W. H. Buechner
('). 3- 23 2 ! W. D. Banker (2), 323J.
Half Mile.— K. A. Pardee (1), 1.30I;

W. D. Buechner (2).

Half Mile Tricycle.—H. E. Bidwell

(1), 2.o£; C. M. Clarke (2).

Half Mile Championship. — J. W.
Pears (1), 1 35I; A. P. Murdock (2).

One Mile.— K. A. Pardee (1), 3.13; F.
McCoy (2) ; J. V. Stephenson (3).

Half Mile, Boys.—F. C. Harris (1),

I.55J; R. Walker (2)

Two Mile..—K. A. Pardee (1), 8.05
;

F. McCoy (2).

Five Mile.—K. A. Pardee (1), 18.25 ;

F. A. Iddings (2).

Half Mile Consolation.— C. M. Clarke

(0.1-371; H. J. Files (2).

Cheyenne.— Races by the Cheyenne
Club. Half Mile,— Hebard (1), 1.28J ;

Kennedy (2) ; Hopkins (3). One Mile,
Club, — Gillespie (1). 3.1(4; Rice (2);
Clark (3). Five Mile,— Donaldson (1);

17.40 ; Kennedy (2). One Mile. — Hop-

kins (0)3- r3; Kennedy (2). One Mile,
— Hopkins (1), 3.13; Kennedy (2); Han-
nam (3).

The road race from Uniontown, Pa.,

to Wheeling, W. Va., 15 September, was
eminently successful. There were six

starters. E. W. Beck, of Greensburg,
Pa., arrived first at the winning post,

having ridden the seventy miles in io.8f.
C. T. Cramer was second, in 10. 16.38!

;

W. T. Beesom, third. Mr. Beck, the

winner, received the gold medal given by
the Wheeling Wheelmen. C. T. Cramer,
who came in second, was given a fine

hub lamp, the contribution of Manager
Stephenson; and W. T. Beason, fell heir

to the League pin given by the McClel-
land House, of Uniontown. The Stamm
House prize was awarded to No. 4, J. M.
Kritchlow, of Beaver Falls. When the
applause and congratulations attendant

upon these presentations had somewhat
subsided, Mr. Will Wright slipped quietly

into the centre of the room, and presented
to Manager John V. Stephenson, a
handsome silver-headed cane donated by
Henry Sonneborn. It appears that the
winner, Mr. Beck, nearly gave out on the
road, and Cramer stayed with him and
encouraged him to go on instead of going
ahead as he might have done. Mr. Beck
turned the first prize over to Cramer, in

acknowledgment of this courtesy.

For the fifteen-mile championship race
of the Chicago Bicycle Clnb, run at the

Ball Park, 12 September, the only entries

were Bennett and Webster. The track

was heavy from recent rains, and wheel-
ing was very hard work. Bennett won
in 1.0.16.

Montgomery, Ala. — The second
annual races of the Montgomery, Ala.,

Club came off 16 September. About
twenty-five wheelmen were present. Pol-

hill, of Georgia, won the five-mile profes-

sional race in 17.51. Horton, of Macon,
Ga., won the mile race for the champion-
ship of the South in 3.21. Ingram, of
Columbus, Ga., lowered the southern
amateur record form 3.12 to 3.08.

At Newport, 17 September, a five-mile

race between Ed. Buffum on a bicycle,

and H. Bullyers's trotter, Brunette, was
contested. Buffum had two minutes' al-

lowance and the mare was started under
the wire without scoring. T he mare
made the first mile in 2.55^, the second
in 2.55, the third in 2.55, the fourth

in 2.55, and the fifth and last in 2.56J,
the distance, therefore, being made in

14. 1 "]\. The mare in passing the bicycle

on the third mile made up the handicap.
She beat the bicycle half a mile. Mr.
Buffum did not finish and his time was
not taken.

At the race meeting at Pontiac,
Mich., on 14 Oct., C. D. Ceyes and F.

N. Warner, of Farmington, attempted in

a five-mile race to defeat L. D. Munger,
of Detroit. The effort was, however, a

failure, for the well-known long-distance

rider easily sized up his rivals, and won
with ease in 16.59, which broke the
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We copy the Overman Wheel Co.'s advertising, because

we think it is the best.

SEVERAL WHEEL DEALERS.
NOTE. — A. change "will be made in our method of advertising the coming week. Dealers

"will please "be ready 'to copy.

Michigan record. Keyes was second in

17.10. In the 3.20 class, one mile, L.

Goodman, of Birmingham, was winner in

3.31^, while T. S. Slade, of Birmingham,
won the reen grace in 3.25.

Richard Howell, who has been at

Springfield since the tournament, at-

tempted, Thursday afternoon of last

week, to bring down Wood's mile record
of 2-35f. He made the trial at about five

o'clock, in the presence of some fifty

people. He made the first quarter in

40s., the half in 1. 15^, the three quarters

in i.57f, and the mile in 2.38f. Better

time would probably have been made had
it not been for the exceedingly cold

weather and the lack of suitable pace-
makers.

On Monday another attempt was
made. At 5:45 the pistol was fired, but
as Howell's foot did not quite fit into the

pedal, he slowed up before going 100
yards. The second time was successful,

and he at once settled down to work.
He shot up the backstretch at a rapid

pace, the quarter-mile being registered in

39 2-5S. Rounding the turn he flew

down the homestretch, where Brooks
was waiting to take him the last lap. The
half showed *im. 16s. The spectators

cheered as they saw that the record was
going, and Howell, in response, went for

all he was worth. Up the backstretch
they went for the last time, the three-

quarter being made in im. 54 4-5S, and
coming down the homestretch he put all

in finishing in *2in. 35 2-5S., which
breaks the record by one-fifth of a sec-

ond. Howell complained of the cold air,

which impeded quick breathing, and
should he get a warm day before his re-

turn to England, he will make another
attempt, as he rode a half mile a few
days ago with a flying start in im.
1 1 4-5S. He rode his 58 Rudge racer,

weighing 22 pounds-. Every precaution
was taken to verify the record, the of-

ficials being: Referee, Dr. H. E. Rice;
judges, Sanford Lawton, Andrew McGar-
rett, F. R. Brown ; timers, the official

timers of the Springfield tournaments,
George Robinson, W. C. Marsh, O. N.
Whipple; starter, H. W. Collins. Sev-
eral of the spectators made the time as

2.35 dead.

The hundred mile road race of the

Boston Club is set down for 3 October
next. The officers of the club have
arranged a route of fifty miles and re-

peated, over a course that is considered

excellent, and upon which fast riding is

assured. As determined upon, the pro-

gramme is as follows : Meet at 87 Boylston
street (the club house) at 6 A. m. on Sat-

urday, Oct. 3. Start at 6:30 A. M. on
Arlington street, Commonwealth avenue,
turning to the left, Chester park and ex-

tension to Five Corners, turn to right

through Boston street to Upham's Cor-
ner, Hancock street (following horse car
tracks), to Meeting House Hill, turning

to left ; Adams street to Milton Lower
Mills, River street, through Mattapan to

Hyde Park, cross River bridge, turning

to right ; run a quarter of a mile to the
junction of the roads; take right road up
short hill and down the other side ; turn

to the left into High street to Dedham
;

Dedham avenue to Needham, Centre
street to Newton Centre; turn to left,

Beacon street to checker at Great Sign-

boards ; return to Newton Centre, Centre
street to Newton, cross right and turn

sharp left, Washington street to West
Newton ; cross railroad to checker at

Auburndale street, Watertown avenue to

Watertown ; turn to left, cross bridge

;

turn to right, Main street (two blocks),

Arsenal street to Brighton (passing arse-

nal and over bridge). Western avenue to

Central square, Cambridge, turning sharp
to the right, Cambridge street back to

Brighton, Brighton avenue, Beacon
street to Chester square, when fifty miles

will have been accomplished ; repeat over
the same route and finish at the club

house on Boylston street. The contests

are for both bicycles and tricycles, and
separate prizes are offered for each, con-
sisting of very handsome gold and silver

medals, which are struck from the die of

the club. In addition, it is probable that

record medals will be awarded, and
several manufacturers have already

offered special inducements for the win-

ners upon their machines. The route will

be fixed by white arrows, and competent
checkers will be at all necessary places.

Breakfast may be obtained at the club
house by the competitors and officials on
the morning of the race. After the race

a chop supper will be served.
Entries, accompanied by a fee of $1,

should be sent to Captain L. R. Harrison,

87 Boylston street, Boston.

There is a great interest centred in

the road race of the Massachusetts Club
on Saturday next. The start will be
made at some point a short distance

beyond Chestnut Hill reservoir, and

from thence by Washington street

through West Newton, Watertown
avenue through Watertown, Common
street up over the big hill and through
Belmont ; then by Pleasant street to

Arlington, Medford street to West Med-
ford and then Medford, and from there

over the usual course down Tower Hill

and direct to the Boscobel House in

Lynn. From there, past the Lynn Com-
mon, and by Essex street through
Swampscott to the turning point, which
will be at the ice-house about four miles
this side of Salem. The return will be
over the same route to Medford by
Mystic Park, and under the famous
bridge for headers. Then by Elm street

through West Somerville, Day street

to North avenue, to Harvard square,
Brighton street to Beacon park, Cam-
bridge street, Linden street, Brighton
avenue to Beacon street, and by Here-
ford street direct to the club house on
Newbury street, in front of which the

race will end. Checkers are to be sta-

tioned at the great signboards, Newton
;

Watertown square, Belmont, Medford,
Tower hill, Salem, turning point a few
miles beyond Salem, West Somerville,

Harvard square, and Allston. The route

of the sixteen-mile races will probably be
by the great signboards, beyond the res-

ervoir, and through the Newtons direct

to the club house.

At the great Deutsche Radfahrer-
Bundes-Rennen (German Bicyclists'

Union Races) on 16 August, at Nurem-
burg, the 2000 Meter Safety race was
won by Mr. Hermann Haase, on a

"Club" Safety.

There will be a road race under the

auspices of the Citizens' Bicycle Club of

New York, on Saturday, 26 Septem-
ber, at 3 p. m., gold medals to first and
second. The route will be from the
junction of 59th street and the Boulevard
to Yonkers, and return, as follows:

Boulevard to 145th street, 145th street

to St. Nicholas ave., St. Nicholas ave.

to Kingsbridge road, Kingsbridge road
to Broadway, Broadway to Getty House
square, Yonkers, turning the lamp-post
in centre of square and returning to

starting point by same route. Competi-
tion open only to the members of New
York city cycling clubs. Entries close

23 September, and should be made
with Simeon Ford, Citizens' Bicycle

Club, 313 W. 58th street, or Geo. R.
Bidwell, No. 4 East 60th street.
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"T ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made?

GEO. M. HENDEE.
WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

A new club has just been formed in

Waltham, which is named the Waltham
Cycle Club, with thirty-three members.
Several members have advanced money
for furnishing a club room, a piano has
been secured, and there is every promise
for a wide-awake and enterprising club.

George F. Walters is secretary pro (em.,

but a meeting will soon be held for an
election of a full board.

The Nonantum Cycling Club, of New-
tonville, observed its first anniversary
Thursday evening of last week. In re-

sponse to an invitation, about twenty
members of the Maverick Wheel Club,

of East Boston, were present. A boun-
tiful supper was enjoyed, after which re-

marks were made by Capt. Brewster, of

the Maverick Club, President Aubin, of

the Newton Club, and others. The as-

sembly was favored with fine music on
the piano by Mr. Moore, of the Maverick
Club. Edward P. Burnham, who is a
member of Nonantum Club, was present,

and a resolution complimentary to him
was passed.

The Berkshire County Wheelmen gave
an entertainment 15 September, at which
there was an attendance of 1,000. Mr.
Geo. Nash gave an exhibition of fancy
riding, and there was a skating race of

five miles between W. Smith, of Pitts-

field, and A. Nichols, of North Adams,
in which the former easily won. The
entertainment was a great success finan-

cially, and the debt incurred at the tour-

nament will be cancelled.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB
C. H. Potter,

Acting Chief Consul.
99 Superior street, Cleveland, Ohio.

Dubs for the first year, $i .00 in advance ; annual dues
after first year, seventy-five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the State consul of the State in which the
applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as
appointed, is:—

Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bit'.inger, 608 Harrison avenue,

Leadville.

Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,
Chicago.
Matsachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, 3 Somerset street,

Boston.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W . V. Oilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio— Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania.— F. S.Harris, 71 8 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Iowa. — S. B. Wright, Oskaloosa.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.

Canadian Division:— Application blanks can be
obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed envelope
to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

In States where no State consul has been appointed,
such applications and letters of inquiry should be sent to
Chas. H. Potter, R. C, 99 Superior street, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Applications for Membership. — Unless protest
is received within ten days from date of this publication,
each of the following applicants are considered provision-
ally elected: Irwin B. Kidson, 1,430 Dolman street,

St. Louis, Mo.; Edwin D. Fisher, 28 Public square,
Nashville, Tenn. ; Chas. Pack, 674 Euclid avenue,
Cleveland, O. ; A. F. Peck, N. W. Trans. Company,
Detroit, Mich.

Appointments.— Consul for Mauch Chunk, Pa.,
O. O. Jarrord, Mauch Chunk, Pa. ; consul at Cleve-
land, O., B. F. Wade, 17 Cheshire street; consul for

Minneapolis, Minn., Louis B. Graves, 408 Nicollet
avenue ; consul for Calumet, Mich., T. Wills, Jr.,
Calumet, Mich. ; consul for Detroit, Mich., Albert F.
Peck, Northwestern Transportation Company, De-
troit, Mich.

Hotel Appointments. — Binghamton, N. Y.,
Hotel Bennett ; Painesville, O., Stockwell House.

FIXTURES
25 September :

Races of Colorado Wheel Club.

25 and 26 September :

Tournament of Ramblers, St. Louis, Mo.
26 September:

Road race of Massachusetts Club.
Races at Haverhill, Mass.

30 September

:

Paces at Canton, Ohio-

Races of Albany, N. Y. Club.

3 October

:

100-mile road race, Boston Club.

6 October

:

Races at New Castle, Penn.

6, 7, 8 October

:

Races at Brockton, Mass.

9 and 10 October :

Tournament of Omaha (Neb.) Wheel Club.

16 and 17 October :

Division races at Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[Advertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceeding/our lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents,]

FOR SALE. — Victor tricycle, 1883 pattern ; in

first-class condition ; price, $80; reasons for selling,

roads not suited to tricycle. Address F. B. PARSH-
LEY, East Rochester, N. H.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Stock con-
stantly changing, all sizes and makes ; call and ex-

amine our large stock ; machines not sold on instalment,

nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

FOR SALE. — $100 will buy a 51-inch 2-3 nickel

Special Star; new in July; has silent ratchet,

dropped bars, and all latest features ; good as new

;

lists $117. Also $122, 42-inch Facile, in Ai order, for

$70. Address, BICYCLE, Lock Box 216, Aurora, HI.

FOR SALE.— One 56-inch, full-nickelled, Expert
bicycle ; ball pedals ; used but little ; has never had

a fall or a scratch in any way ; good as new ; $90.
F. P. SCEARCE, Lexington, Ky.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market ; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not

sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents a Dottle.

*S" Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having them. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil.

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. "£&

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

The Voice of the Multitude.

Notwithstanding the claims made for all other

machines, and the favoring statements

of those who are directly in-

terested in their sale,

, PREFER 1

) KUIK
( RKCOMHENU )

WHERE WHEELS ABE TO BE FOUND YOU WILL FIND

COLUMBIAS.
More than one half of all the fine bicycles in

America are Columbiaa.

THE MAJORITY KNOWS WHAT IS BEST.
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"I ride the RUDGE because I KNOW it is the fast-

est bicycle made."

CHAMPION BICYCLIST OF THE WORLD.

MORE RECORDS

COLUMBIAS.
Providence, Sept. 23.

PRIZES AND POSITIONS.
WM. A. ROWE won first place in all the open events, making a mile in 2.393-4.

One and three mile Amateur Records for the Providence Track.

R. A. NEILSON, 1st, two mile bicycle, professional, making professional
record for the track.

Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 17.

^^K2n
5SSXfei"i«.i Mile Bicycle, Professioaal.

Best Mile Ever Made on Rochester Track.

W. F. KNAPP, 1st. One Mild Bicycle Amateur.
C. HOWLAND, 2d. One Mile Amateur Tricycle.

W. F. KNAPP, 1st. One Mile Bicycle Handicap, Amateur.

3NT. 3E5. K-A.UFMAJV, 1st.WILFORD H. SAFSJB£3Il, Q<3..

ON EXPERT FRONT WHEELS.

me, Froiessi

W. -A-. ROWE, 1st.
XV. F*. XS.3NT-A-I*!3 , S<3. . } FiFB-Milfi Bicycle Amatenr.

Binghamton, N. Y., Sept. 15.

EVERY OPEN EVENT taken on COLUMBIA RACERS.
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FOR SAI/E.— Victor Tricycle, 1S83 pattern. Will

be sold very cheap. R. J. BUTMAN, 74 Tremont
street.

PtoG625CTS.

/^WHCCWH
123 SoJeFm^H,f£AGO

MURRAY'S, 100 SUDBURY STREET,
BOSTON, 2VI.£k.£f €>.

,

Is the Eastern Headquarters for the AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
AMERICAN SAFETY and IDEAL Machines. Do not waste your

money on a second-hand wheel when you can get a new one for the

same price. Every machine warranted.

I also make a specialty of YOUTHS' MACHINES, and keep a

large stock on hand.

A few more Harvards, Yales, Cornells and Shadows left.

A good stock of Parts for the above Machines always on hand.

Be sure and call. Discount to the Trade.

IOO STTJOHQTTPrST STREET.

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
Four well-known Cyclists lately visited

England for a Tricycle tour. They all

wanted " the best tricycle in England."

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
With the most satisfactory results.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Enclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

THE HUMBER TANDEM. (Patented in Ui S. and Europe.)
THE HUMBER AUTOMATIC STEERER. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE. THE HUMBER BICYCLE.
ROADSTER TANDEM, Weighs 98 pounds.

ROADSTER AUTOMATIC STEERER, Weighs 62 pounds.

STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY GUARANTEED. FINISH AND BEAUTY OF DESIGN UNEQUALLED.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Sole United. States Agent,

3 -A.T^XjIIlTGi-T'OIfcT PLACE - - EAST OIRAiTGKE:, IfcT. T.

BRANCH OFFICE, 362 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
THE "HUMBER TANDEM."

Send Stamp for Price List. Genuine Humbers are stamped " Humbbr & Co., Makers, Beeston, Notts," on the neck. AU others are inferior imitations.

LOST or STOLEN!!
On 12 Aug., a young man, giving name of Frank T.

Edwards, hired 52-mch Expe;t Columbia Bicycle, No.
7,194, for use till 14 Aug., at 9 A. m. Machine has not
been returned. Description : Finish, black enamel
and nickelled spokes, straight handle bars, vulcanite
handles; numbered on neck as usual, and also on top
of handle bar !ug in smaller figures " 7,194." In case
you discover the machine, telegraph at once at our
expense, and hold the party. A liberal reward is

offered for information concerning said Kdwards, and
leading to return of the machine.
Boston, Aug. 24, 1885. W. W. STALL.

SOMETHING YOU WANT.
Don't wait, but send twenty-five cents at once for a

package of our ADHESIVE TIRE TAPE.
Fastens a loosened tire without heat. Weighs less

than an ounce. Smaller than an oil can.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

THE "PARADOX" OILER
A. BOOIT

TX) Wheelmen, Skaters and Sportsmen;
*• also made for Sewing Machines. Its

Hinged Screw Stopper (undetaehable-de-
tachable) cannot gel mislaid or lost.

Sent Postpaid on receipt 0/price.

Nickeled, 25 c. Gilt, SO c.

No 811 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART, 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for Illustrated 6o page catalogue (free),
and price lisi of second-hand Machines.

Dll'I'K Ul.T RKPAIKINO A SI'l-l I A I IV.

SEND
FOR

CATALOGUE

SUNDRIES.
Liberal T)inrount to the Trade.

STODDARD, L0VER1NG&C0.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

HARWOOD'S
SAFTrY BICYCLE STEP

Harwooi's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sites, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled • $ i .oo

Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips

No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert
No. 5 " " Rudge
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to

Noi i, for Standard Columbia
No. 3, for Harvard.....
No. 4, for British Challenge

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HAKlVOOlt,

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

f$.oo; Nickelled, $6.30.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,

Newark, N.J.
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BROK RECORDS
onxr

COLUMBIAS.
18 to 25 Mile Bicycle Records Broken by N. H. VAN SICKLEN,

Hartford, Conn., Sept. 3-3.

6 First

3 Second
4 Third

3 and 5 Mile Connecticut State
Championship.

By L. A. MILLER, of MERIDEN, CONN.

3 Mile, 9.45 Class.
By CHAS. P. ADAMS, of SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

5 Mile L. A. W. Championship.
By WM. A. ROWE, of LYNN, MASS.

IN STC^fSA™ First Three Men Rode Columbias.

Spring-field, Sept. 8-9-10.

4 First

5 Second
8 Third

In one mile Amateur Handicap, Wm. A. Rowe, upon 55 inch

Columbia Racer (weight, 22 1-2 pounds), won from scratch, defeating

the best men in England and America, and making the best amateur
record ever made upon the Springfield track, and the best record ever

covered by an American Amateur. Mr. Rowe, also, made a better

average, taking more prizes and positions at Springfield, than any
other American rider.

Pittsfield, Mass., Aug. 13, 1885.

One Mile Open.
By WM. A. ROWE, of LYNN, MASS.

Notwithstanding the above excellent result of " Good Men upon Good Bicycles," of more practical value to the

90and9 Wheelmen, is the fact that the MAJORITY OF THE AMERICAN WHEELMEN
Purchase COLUMBIA BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES, because they are

PRE-EMINENTLY ROAD MACHINES,
With an EASE OF BUNKING AND DURABILITY

, which have Faithfully

STOOD THE TEST OP EIGHT YEAKS
Upon Every Grade of Road, and under all Supposable Conditions.

CATALOGUE FREE.
THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Branch Houses : 12 Warren Street, New York ; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFREO MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.



Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.
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You will find there is something in it

WE COPY THE OVERMAN WHEEL CO.'S

ADVERTISING.

Several Boston Wheel Dealers.
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ROYAL MAIL
At SPRINGFIELD and

READ THIS! A COMPETENT JUDGE!!

FRED UTJSS COOKI,
The Noted Galifornian Wheelman,

HARTFORD New Laurels.

Decides in favor of Royal Mail O VER ALL
OTHERS for his own mount, and for orders
which his friends ashed him to fill with the

best wheel he found while East, he selects

Royal Mails!!

Messrs. Wm. Read & Sons

:

Gentlemen, after a careful examination
of the different makes at the late meetings,

I consider the Royal Mail superior to any
other in the market. Please forward at once
these orders intrusted to my selection by friends,

for the best wheel I found, and send me
a 56-inch for myself and also a Racer.

Yours truly,

San Francisco. FRED RUSS COOK.

A SUPERBLY BUILT WHEEL, RIGID, TRUE RUNNING.

From N. Y. Cyclist and Athlete, September 18.

"One of our staff rides a Rnyal Mail, and expresses the following

opinion of it: ' As a first-class Light Roadster it has no superior; it is

wonderfully rigid, and I feel no hesitancy in putting it to as hard usage as

the heaviest roadster in the market.' "

Frtm Bicycling World.
"The Royal Mails have proved thoroughly reliable, and I doubt if the

repairers see diem as often as some others."

Mfltw. WE READ k

Springfield 10 Mile L. A. W. Championship, won by E. P.

Bnrnham on a Royal Mail.

Also 3-Mile Record Race, won on a Royal Mail.

Best 2-Mile American Amateur Record, 5.34 2-5, won by
Bnrnham on a Royal Mail.

Also, Burnham rode 20 Miles and 135 Yards in 1 hour on a

Royal Mail.

At Hartford, 5-Mile Record Race was won on a Royal
Mail.

Also, Burnham was second to Furnivall in the 1-Mile Race by
1-5 Second only.

Crist at Springfield, 1-2 Mile, 1.16 on a Royal Mail.

Burnham, on Royal Mail, won more races in competition
with the English riders, than any other American.

Not a SINGLE ROYAL MAIL at either tournament had any break-

age, or needed the slightest repair. We have received many testimonials

from wheelmen, who saw these wheels at these meetings, in high praise

of their quality and strength, and have, as a result, received many orders,

and the Royal Mail is now receiving a renewed great demand for the fall

riding. A MAGNIFICENT WHEEL, as fully proved. Now on hand a

few in second-hand condition, but good as new, which we have exchanged
for different sizes only.

At Kings County Meet at Brooklyn, 3-mile race won on Royal Mail.
At Woodstock, Canada, July 1st, 1-mile race won on Royal Mail.

At Woodstock, Canada, July 1st, 5-mile race won on Royal Mail.
At Buffalo, July 3d, 2-mile race won on Royal Mail.

At Holyoke, July 4th, 1-2 mile race won on Royal Mail.

At Boston, July 4th, 2-mile race won on Royal Mail.

Eight of twelve races at Memphis, in May, won on Royal Mail.
At Springfield, Hunter won the 1 and 5-mile on Royal Mail.

At New Haven, the Pope Cup won by Hunter, for the second time,

on Royal Mail.

At Baltimore, Crist won on Royal Mail.

At Brooklyn, Haven won 3-mile handicap on Royal Mail.

At Troy, EVERY open race won on Royal Mail.

At Weedsport, N. Y., eight lsts on Royal Mail.

At Pittsfield, four out of seven races won on Royal Mail.

At Scranton, Pa., five races won on Royal Mail.

At Greenfield, Ga., Southern 5-mile championship won on Royal Mail
At Springfield, O., three lsts and two 2ds on Royal Mail.

At Attleboro', September, two lsts and one 2d on Royal Mail.

At Danvers, September 19, Hunter won mile county championship
and 3 miles.

At Brooklyn, September 15, N. Y. State Tricycle Championship,
won on a Royal Mail Tricycle.

- - 107 WASHINGTON STREET. BOSTON.
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLES
DEALERS AJXJO RIDERS!

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH

AMERICAN
CHALLENGE

IDEAL
-*SAFETY *~ BICYCLES

iLRE UNEXCELLED B"5T ^.^T"5r.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from 874 to 8119.

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from 835 to 872.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and
PRICE.

Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GOKMULLY & JEFFERY, 222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

HOME* EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

I cinating Home Gymnasium ever de-
vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

I

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the

I Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp lor illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physioal Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N Y. City.

GEO. R. BIDWELL,

a and 4 East 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and RUDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Wheel Goode of sit Descriptions.

Sena lor our INSTALMENT FLAN and Circulars.

holds the following Road Records of the world

:

Ten miles in Oh. 33^m
Twenty miles in lb. 15m. (21 miles actually)-

Fil'ty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 X—4 miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 2,050 miles in 19 days.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done too miles in 1% hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and all-thc-year-round,
nothing in market can approach it. 4®- Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

O.W. CO. DUPLEX

DUPLEX WHISTLE, WITH C1IJ.1N.

With Chain . By Ma il, 75 cents.

IT IS THE BEST. SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN* WHEEL* CO.
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. - - Boston, Mass.
•

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricyclist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists' Indispensable, Tricyclists' Indispensable, etc., etc.

LATEST BOOKS.

I
Their Varieties, Construction,

and Use.

An Indispensable Hand-Book,

By HENRY STURMEY.

CONTENTS.
Analysis of the Safety Bicycle. WHEELS
— Tires, Rims, Spokes, Hub, Cranks,

Pedals. DRIVING GEAR-Lc vers, Chains,

Gear Wheels. BEARINGS- V-Heties of

Each, Back Wheel Bearings, Crank

Wheel Bearings. FRAMEWORK -Fc ' s,

Heads, Steering Gear, Handles, Back-

bone, Springs, Saddles, Steps, Brakes.

Full description of all the Safety Ma-

chines made.

30 CENTS BY MAIL.

The Tricycle, in Relation to

Health and Recreation.

By B. W. RICHARDSON, M.D., F.R.S.

CONTENTS.
Exceptional Uses, Tricycling for the Healthy,

Some Objections to, First Lessons, Breath-

ing, Rules as to Bodily Work, Rules as to

Food and Drink, Dress, Choice of Machine,

Notes, Women as Tricyclists.

30 CENTS BY MAIL.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely

illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-

larged. Fifty cents by mail.

There will be no edition of this work in 1885.

We have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882

and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special

regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority

which no other book on training possesses. As its hints

and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty ents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-

mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to nde, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of

practical information in small compass. Third edition.

Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents : What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side

Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.

Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Ride. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the

TIands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
:o 'he Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abu e of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet

Requ ci:es. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.

Minera. Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly-printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side

and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the

usual condition of the road bed for each street, the

important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of

interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Thborbtical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding

plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,

resume of events of the past year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskins.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc'ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with suggestions on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers. —The Christmas numbers of

the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-

taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a- furore in the wheel world. We
have a few cdpies left. Twenty-five cents.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best

instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.
Illustrated, ten cents.

A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.

Lyra Bicyclica.—New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First

edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to X., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history

of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, %iz.

Ambrican Bicycling Journal.—The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made
We have a special sire for the World, $1.00.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com-
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist.—The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Whbel Life.— The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the
acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.50
per year, including postage.

The Whhbl World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-
trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. $1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.

Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.

Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Melled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

A COIfcED SPRING at the front end that fur-

nishes additional elasticity and greater -width.
Please bear in mind that this is the ONLY sad-

dle that has any of the following points, except tension :

ADJUSTMENT IN HEIGHT IN PEONT.
ADJUSTMENT IN HEIGHT IN BEAR.
ADJUSTMENT IN WIDTH.
ADJUSTMENT IN LENGTH.
ADJUSTMENT IN TENSION.
A COMFOBTABLE COASTING PLATE.

Ask your Dealer for them, or send for Circulars.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE,
ROCKFORD, ILIi.

PERFECTED AT LAST!

The Coiling Combination Safety Lock.

For Bicyclists, Travellers, and all who desire a lock
that cannot be picked, or get out of order.

The Handsomest, Lightest, and Most Secure
Lock Ever Made.

No Key used. Every lock perfect, or money refunded.
fi.JS each; mailed free on receipt of price.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
108 Madison Street - - CHICAGO,

241 Broadway, NEW YORK.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILCRS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclists' Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARBIEB, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

IEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN*
J — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each.

Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.,
the only authorized maker.

'PHE CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SUP-
I PORTER, with patent alligator clasp ; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other ; made in drab, white, pink,

and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1. 25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68

and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

THE " ACME " TIRE HEATER. — Price
$1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used ; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim; full directions

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMbON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barle/s ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE. With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. It is so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly

tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. a. BUELEY, BOSTON. Brighton District, MASS.

The American

Adjustable LongDistance Saddle

Spring Frame, Perfect Adjustment, Light, Strong,
Elastic, Easy. 'Weight, 18 ounces.

Star Saddle, 19 ounces

MAMIF'D D.VDEE LICEA8E FROM TBE POPE MFG. CO.

PRICE, $4.00.

BULL & BO WEN,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries

Agents for all leading makes. Send stamp for
Road Book of Western New York.

587 and 589 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, N. 7.

BEFORL YOU BUY & BICYCLE
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. eClHP,

,
Dayton^ Oblo, for large Illustrated Price

JList of Ivkw .-ind Second-Hand Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES taken in exchange.

IHOYCT.F.S ¥Cer>nire<l and Nickel Plated.

EDW. P. BURNHAM,
AGENT FOR

Royal Mail, Victor and Premier Bicycles and Tri-

cycles, Royal Mail Tandem Tricycle (2 tract),

and KANGAROO, lie only Real Safely.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hand Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

MADE ONLY BY

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,

158 Summer St., Boston.

HAND MADE THROUGHOUT.

Price-list and rules for self-measurement sent on
application. Our shoe has been imitated by makers of

machine goods. Get the right on*. Patent mark and
" Boston on the sole of every shoe.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a gTeat improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. II. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. J.
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RECORDS.—= RECORD^
One-Fourth Mile on a Roadster, 37|s<5 F. Russ Cook.
Three-Fourths Mile Im. 55£s. . . Ceo. M. Hendee.

Fifty Miles on the Road in 3h.32m.20§s. W. A. Rhodes.

ON THE ROAD! ON THE PATH!

On the Hill!

THE VICTOR IS KING.
OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St, Boston.

THE STAR* WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE, The 15-MILE, and

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIPS;
Xt lias also been ridclon Toy G-SO. 33. "W7":E3B:E!:Ft.

20 MILES, 135 YARDS WITHIN the HOUR,
AND IS THE ONLY AMERICAN MACHINE OR AMERICAN RIDER HOLDING SUCH A RECORD.

Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel, sent on application with 2-cent stamp. Five cents in stamps

must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. W. STALL. 509 taut 1, 4 Winn k, 1 Fellows' Hill,
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IE. O. HODO-ES & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates :
—

One year, in advance $2.00

Six months " 1.00

Three months • 60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 if sent to

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the ollowing places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

Garvey's, corner 59th St. and Broadway.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 2 OCT., 1885.

DOUBT.

We print elsewhere the comments of

the Cyclist upon the records at Spring-

field. We can well afford to laugh at the

arguments raised, for they are childish in

their nature, and stand for little beside the

proofs which can be brought on the other

side. It would be a remarkable coinci-

dence if all the watches at Springfield

were running just ten seconds slow in

three minutes, for on no other theory can

their agreement be accounted for. The
timers who held the watches have no

superiors in this country nor in England,

and we do not hesitate to say that no

race meeting was ever timed in that

country so carefully as was that of Spring-

field this year. Were we to depend upon

one watch, as does England, our country-

men would have little faith in the records.

It is safe to say that one hundred

watches were held on the races, and if

there had been a disagreement of a sec-

ond we should have heard of it. We had

always one watch and sometimes two

watches on the men; we were out of

sight and hearing of the timekeepers,

and in no one instance did our time and

the official time vary a second. Mr.

Engleheart joined our timers in the stand

on the second day, and he must have had

his watch slowed down, for it harmonized

with the others. No, gentlemen, it will

not do. It is unfair and unjust to throw

a doubt upon the records, because there

was no "English-held" watch, except

those of Mr. Etherington and Mr. En-

gleheart. As well might we refuse to

accept English records because no Amer-

ican-held watch verified them. The
Cyclist takes a great deal upon itself

when it gives out the impression that the

Americans " cooked " the records, and

that Mr. Etherington entered into the

conspiracy. Comparisons with Hartford

will not avail. At Hartford there was a

very strong wind blowing. At Spring-,

field the track is many seconds faster,

and there was little wind. One thing

more,— the Cyclist and other papers

depreciate our records, because they are

made on a track measured eighteen

inches from the pole. They claim that

riders can and do ride closer to the pole

than this, and they stand by the English

standard of twelve inches. We do not

doubt that riders can run within twelve

inches of the pole on English tracks, but

at Hartford and Springfield it is impossi-

ble to ride within eighteen inches, and

the wheel rarely goes inside of a three

foot line. If English riders can ride

within twelve inches of the pole at home,

the records made in America are more

creditable, for the distance run is much
greater.

After a most searching investigation,

we have come to the conclusion that Mr.

Burnham's claim for a record of twenty

miles within the hour cannot be allowed.

We have testimony from the judges, the

scorers, timers, and from a number of

disinterested parties on the press stand,

and a careful weighing of the whole leads

us to decide that the record is not proven.

There is a great deal of evidence to

support the claim of Mr. Burnham, but

it is not positive evidence. In no one

instance does a man say that he knows
that Mr. Burnham was over the line, and
nearly all the witnesses are under an im-

pression that he was, or think he had

time to get over. Per contra, those who
come forward to dispute the record offer

evidence of the most positive character,

and place the rider about a hundred yards

behind the mark, with a remarkable de-

gree of unanimity. We should hesitate

to allow the record if there was an even

balance of testimony, but with so strong

a case against him, Mr. Burnham cannot

hope to press his claims with success.

We have succeeded in establishing Mr.

Weber at a point 135 yards beyond the

mark, and this record we shall allow.

It is to be regretted that Mr. Hendee
decided not to meet Mr. Furnivall in a

special race before the latter returned to

England. Furnivall came over here on

purpose to meet our representative

American, and he was not altogether sat-

isfied with the two victories at Hartford,

He wanted to meet Hendee on his own
ground. The accident to the champion

was a disappointment not only to Hen-

dee's friends, but to every member of the

English party. They wanted to try their

powers with the leading American wheel-

man. After the tournament an attempt

was made to get up a special race be-

tween Furnivall and Hendee. Furnivall

was willing, and agreed to wait till such

a time as a physician could certify that

George had fully recovered, even if he

had to remain over a month. The
Springfield Club offered to put up a valu-

able trophy, and tried to persuade Hen-

dee to meet Furnivall, but he preferred

to go to St. Louis, not to enter the races,

but to run against time. Mr. Furnivall

returns to England with a clean score of

victories over our champion, and he has

been beaten by every one of the visitors.

No record that he can make against time

can compensate for the record of the

tournaments.

CORRESPONDENCE

[This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-

bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right

to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.]

Graphite.

Editor Bicycling World:— Here is a

point about graphite, which some of your
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readers may perhaps like to try. Clean

out the bearings thoroughly. Put in as

much powdered graphite as they will

easily carry, then add a very little oil, —
not enough to soak through and show
outside. The bearing will then run a

very long time smoothly, and will not

catch dust. This is the only lubricant

which I have found successful for ball

pedals, but, in spite of neglect and much
dusty weather, mine run perfectly, and
it is many weeks since I have given

them any attention. They are also

clean, the dust does not adhere.

Graphite alone is not satisfactory, as it

will not prevent rust in damp weather.

M. D.

Novice Race.

Editor Bicycling World: =— Is it fair,

and has a club the right to announce that

it will run its races under League rules,

and then to say that entries to a Novice's

race shall be confined to those who never

rode in a race ? Westerner.

Decidedly not. If races, as defined by
the League, are run, they must be run un-

der the definition laid down in the rules.

— Ed.

Championships.

Editor Bicycling World :— Under Mr.
Kirkpatrick's idea of having none but

class races, how would the championships
be run ? Would it be fair to take the

champions from any one class ?

F. S. H.

it would hardly be fair to make class

races of the championships. — Ed.

The Amateur Question.

Editor Bicycling World:— I have
read Mr. Kirkpatrick's ideas on the

maker's amateur questioh, and I am not

surprised that he has come down from
the high horse he has been riding. Any
man that goes into that question deeply

comes out with the idea that it cannot be

handled on the strict amateur idea. He
proposes to recognize what he calls the

evil* of the thing and classify the riders.

Why not go the whole figure ? The only

real difference that exists between our

amateur and professional is on a question

of ability. The man who makes racing

a business can ride faster than he who
rides as a diversion. In carrying out

Mr. K.'s idea, the League will recognize

just this difference between the amateur

and the maker's amateur. Why not in-

clude all riders in the classification ? Let

us throw over the amateur law, and let

all wheelmen come under one fold, but as

one wheelman can do better than another,

let each and all be classified.

Spectator.

Etiquette.

J: ditor Bicycling World: — Read with

interest" J. Parke Street's " letter on ' A
Question of Etiquette." It is a subject

on which I have thought a great deal

lately. He must remember that it is not
the fault of these women that they do
not acknowledge his presence, but of the
conservative atmosphere in which they

have been bred. The tricycle is opening
up an entirely new world to them. It is

bringing them more into contact with

strangers, and will eventually, I believe,

rub off this outer layer of reserve that is

quite natural to them at present. But as

"continual dropping weareth away the

rock," let him not despair, but keep on lift-

ing his cap, soberly and politely, and soon
they will acknowledge the act as one of

simple politeness and not of freedom.
Why two strangers should ever pass with-

out noticing each other, more than they
would a rock or a tree, I never could ex-

plain. Of coure it is impracticable in a

thickly crowded street ; still, if any one
nods to you, I say return it, whether you
know the person or not, and afterwards
you will not have to reproach yourself for

having slighted a friend, whom you did

not recognize at the time.

Brockton.

They Doubt the Record.

In turning our attention to the races,

we must express emphatically the very

general impression that something must
have been wrong with the watches, the

watch-holders, or the path at Springfield,

for the times recorded there, as compared
with the public form of the men, and with

the times at Hartford and elsewhere, are

so much in advance, that we must wait

further details before we give them cre-

dence. We have no desire to withhold

from any of the competitors the praise

which is his due. If the distances were
really run in the times stated, the winners

deserve, and should receive, the hearti-

est commendation. Our difficulty, how-
ever, lies in the fact that we cannot con-

ceive why everybody should be able to

run quicker at Springfield than anywhere
else. It is a mystery that requires ex-

planation ; and until that explanation is

given, or some confirmatory evidence is

offered, we are unable unreservedly to

accept the quoted times. The only Eng-
lish-held watch we know of at Springfield

is in the hands of Mr. Etherington, who
is on the official list, and whose vagaries

when he visited America as "boss "of
a troupe of professional English and
French riders will be fresh in the mem-
ory of most of our readers, and we there-

fore do not anticipate that any independ-

ent testimony will be forthcoming to sup-

port the marvellous times which have
been recorded as having been accom-
plished at Springfield. We will take but

one instance to explain our position. We
have heard from time to time of George
M. Hendee's attempts to take down Sel-

lers's time at the mile, and the reporters

have waxed enthusiastic over his 2m. 42s.,

or something like it. Yet on the first day
at Springfield, in a race confined to riders

of the 3.10 class, Kluge, of the United

States, wins in 2.41$, or, roughly speak-

ing, Kluge improves something like 290
yards in the mile upon his public form.
The thing is an obvious impossibility, and
demostrates most clearly the fact that for

some reason, atmospheric or otherwise (?),

the watches at Springfield were running
some 10s. in 3m. slower than they do else-

where. As a proof of the error we have
only to glance at the times made at Hart-
ford to show clearly that there is a
screw loose somewhere. The times there,

though good, are not phenomenal, and, in

the face of a strong wind, they deserve
every praise. But when we come to

Springfield we find at once a vast differ-

ence, an improvement of ever so many
seconds per mile, and this accomplished
by men who have had two hot days'
racing at Hartford, and who were strange
to the path ; and in the face of the
fact that the latter was heavy and the
wind strong. The sudden development
of one man, the accomplishment of a re-

markable time by Gaskell, or George III-

ston, acclimatized as they are, would not
have astonished us. But that men should
universally improve ten seconds or soy
that 3.10 duffers should suddenly make
the mile inside 2m. 42s., is a little bit too
thick. The important amateur event was
a one mile amateur bicycle race, in which,
for the first time, Furnivall, the represen-
tative English amateur, met G. M. Hen-
dee, about whom more gas has been ex-

pended than about any other wheelman.
Under Springfield conditions this rider

has done records of various degrees ot

merit ; but he failed utterly to beat the
Englishman, who won very easily in 2m.
48^s., this being his time according to

the officials of the Connecticut B. C. In

this connection we are pleased to print

part of a letter received from Mr. Lacy
Hillier, editor of The Tricyclist, on this

subject. Mr. Hillier says : " Whether
or no the miraculous times recorded at

Springfield are correct I am, of course,
unable to divine; but the defeat of Hen-
dee at Hartford in the comparatively slow
time of 2m. 48^s. would rather point to

it, seeing that when he went inside 2m.
42s., according to the reports, wind and
weather were alike against him."

—

Cyclist.

McCurdy Claims Record.—233 1-6 Miles.

Mr. A. A. McCurdy, of Lynn, Mass.,
has assisted several of those who have,
in the past, made long-distance records,

and now he has made an effort of his

own. Due notice of his intended run
was sent to this office last week, and
every preparation was made to substan-

tiate the record. At no time was the
rider alone, pace-makers accompanying
him all the way. The following postal

cards were received at this office :
—

Started from Lynn Cycle club-rooms at

10.03 p. M. for Nahant. Left Marblehead
for Salem at 11.03 ! cyclometer registering

I if miles. Left Salem 11.22 for Rowley;
cyclometer, 15 miles. Left Rowley for

Salem 1.05 a. m. ; cyclometer, 31^ miles.

Left Salem for Marblehead at 2.35 A. M.;
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cyclometer, 48 miles. Left Marblehead
for Lynn, 2 55 A. M.; cyclometer, 51 miles.

Left Lynn for Brighton at 3.35 A m. ; cy-

clometer, 57 miles. Left Brighton for

Hyde Park, 5.50 A. M. ; cyclometer, 73
miles. Left Hyde Park for Dedham,
7.05 ; cyclometer, 87 miles. Left Dedham
for Needham at 8 a.m.; cyclometer, 100

miles. After leaving Needham McCurdy
had some difficulty in deciphering his cy-

clometer, and made no further attempts

at recording his distance at the different

points.

The following account of his journey

was furnished the daily papers by Mr.
McCurdy :

—
" He left Hotel Boscobel, Lynn, at 10.03

o'clock, Thursday evening, and went to

Salem, where he lunched, and then con-

tinued to Rowley and Marblehead, whence
he returned to Lynn, and then started for

Brighton, where he arrived at the Faneuil

House at 5.15 A. M., and his cyclometer,

which had been previously tested, showed
a distance of 83^ miles covered. Having
been rubbed down and eaten a breakfast

of steak, tea, and toast, he set out again

at 5.48 A. M., accompanied by Theodore
Rothe, of the Boston Club. The road

was then taken to and through this city,

by way ot Brighton avenue, Chester
park, Hancock street, and Adams street,

from which place a circuitous route was
made through Milton, Wellesley, Need-
ham, Dedham, and back to the Faneuil
House, which he reached at 11.44 A. At.,

with a cyclometer credit of I4sf miles.

A rest of ten minutes was here taken,

during which a lunch of rare beef, tea, and
bread was eaten. At precisely 12.30 p. m.

McCurdy again set out, with C. R. Over-
man, of the Boston club, as pace-maker,
and Cambridge and other towns were
passed through, until East Saugus was
reached, where W. A. Bond, of the Lynn
Bicycle Club, made the speed. From
East Saugus the men went to the Bos-
cobel House, where a five-minute rest

was taken. Swampscott, Marblehead,
Salem, Beverly, Wenham, Ipswich, and
Rowley were the next towns passed
through. At this latter place a hospitable

reception was accorded at the Eagle
House, after which the duo commenced
their homeward journey. Arriving at

Ipswich, a team was encountered, ob-
structing the way. In endeavoring to get
round it, McCurdy was knocked off his

machine by the horse, and sustained a
sprain of the wrist, and scraped his leg

with the handle bar. Pluckily remount-
ing, Wenham, Beverly, Salem, and Lynn
were again passed through, and at the

latter place an ovation was accorded the

riders by the members of the Lynn Club.

At 7.30 p. m. he was credited with 218
miles. East Saugus and Maiden were
next visited, and in the latter place both
men had a fall. Medl'ord and Cambridge
were next traversed, and at 9.20 p. M. he
once more arrived at the Faneuil House,
having been delayed beyond the expected
time of arrival by the accidents, and a

strong wind, which he encountered be-

tween Brighton and Lynn. Waiting only

sufficiently long to take some beef tea,

be rubbed down, and have his cyclometer
read for 230 miles, Messrs. A. H. Over-
man, C. R. Overman, and F. F. Ives

took him in charge, and, having piloted

him around the reservoir, got back to

the Faneuil House at exactly 9.54 p. M.,

having made 233 1-6 miles in 23b. 51m.,
including all stops, beating the previous
record of L. D. Munger, of Detroit, of

2ii£ miles."

Mr. McCurdy was born in Salem,
Mass., and is nineteen years old. He -is

now a resident of Lynn, and a member
of the Lynn Cycle Club, and also the

Hawthorne Club, of Salem. He rode a

Victor bicycle, which stood the test well.

We have had no proof of the record

and shall not accept it till we do. Our
.postal cards cover 100 miles only, and
there are some discrepancies which must
be cleared up.

Fall Field Day.

The Massachusetts Division, L. A. W.,
held its fall field day at Worcester, on
Thursday, 24 September. The threaten-

ing weather of the morning kept many
wheelmen at home, and there was a small
attendance. Lincoln Park, at Lake Quin-
sigamond, was the meeting place, and the

Worcester Bicycle Club were the hosts.

The day was spent in field sports, base-

ball, tug-of-war, boating, etc., and the
programme included a sail down the lake

to Quinsigamond Park in the afternoon.

Great interest centered in a tug-of-war

between the Worcester Club and the

visitors, in which the visitors won. Din-
ner was served in the dancing pavilion.

It was a pleasant occasion for all who
attended.

From a Feminine Point of View.

I was talking with Mrs. , the other

day, when she brought up a subject that

I discussed at length in these columns a
short time since. She thought the idea

of naming our machines was a very good
one, but said there would be little satis-

faction in carrying it out, because, for-

sooth, the average wheelman changes his

machine so many times.

" I no sooner get attached to'a cycle,"

said she, " than my husband tells me that

it is all out of date, and that I ought to

have such and such a machine, which he
then proceeds to extol. The fashion in

machines changes more often than the

fashion in dress, and the woman who has
a cycling husband can retaliate upon him
when he inveighs about the many
changes in bonnets." Mrs. is a
very positive woman. She is slow to ex-

press an opinion, but when she takes a

position, she can generally maintain it

with credit.

" I have tried about everything," said

she, "for my husband always wants the

latest, and I never express surprise now-
adays when he tells me that he has
exchanged my wheel for a better one
and paid so much • to boot,' as he ex-

presses it. Oh, no ; I can't think of

naming a wheel, for I don't have one
long enough to get well acquainted with
it, and I never like to be familiar on short
acquaintance, not even with a wheel."

The weak point in the argument of
Mrs. is, that it is a case of special

pleading. Not all of us are situated as
Mrs. is, with a husband who can
provide us with machines ad lib. and fol-

low the improvements as closely as my
lady of fashion does the changes in dress.

I am not prepared to give up my ideas

yet awhile

I notice with fear and trembling a
tendency on the part of makers to depart
from the types of machines suitable for

ladies. It was only a few years ago that

makers were bidding for lady patronage,
and claims were made that this machine
or that machine was suitable for. a lady
to ride. Very loud claims were made for

the open front machines, and makers of

these were wont to say that no other form
was suitable for a lady. I find the bath
chair pattern very comfortable neverthe-
less.

But now, I am told, the bath chair

pattern is going out, and the bicycle
steerer is coming in. They tell me that

the old familiar form is not good for

speed, and that its want of success on the

race track will lead to its abandonment.

I took a good look at the machines at

Springfield, which I thought to be types
of those to be made in future. I did not
see one that could be ridden by a lady.

The Cripper, the Humber, the new
racers built by the Pope Manufacturing
Company, all were the same. Must we
read our fate in the desire on the part of

the gentlemen for speed ? I am afraid so.

I do not think that we shall have to

give up the wheel, for we are numerous
enough to call for some attention from
the makers ; but I do think that if the

ladies and the gentlemen ride different:

types, that of the latter will receive more
attention and will be built more carefully

than that of the former. The maker
always caters to his best customers, and
"anything i> good enough" for those
who buy in small quantities.

It would be very convenient if Mr.
Stall were ubiquitous, for I doubt not
every lady rider has been in a position

where his heroic method of correcting the
manners of young men would be welcome.
It is unfortunate that we have to play the

target for rude remarks from boys and
men, and it speaks not well for the breed-
ing of mankind that this is so.
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It is not a little annoying to hear, " Go
it, Sissy !

" and it does not improve one's

temper to hear " I'll bet on the green
jacket ! " These remarks are innocent

enough in themselves, but there is a line

beyond which innocence becomes im-

pertinence. The public wants a deal of

educating yet. Any community in which
ladies were annoyed on the sidewalk as

ladies are now annoyed on the wheel,
would be corrected by the law. I hope
to see the time when tricyclists shall

enjoy the same immunity from insult that

pedestrians now have.

I have had it whispered in my ear that

there is to be a run, or a picnic, or some-
thing of the kind, in which all the ladies

of Boston and vicinity will be invited to

join. I predict a grand time, but I fear

that the great city itself will be a bar to a
large gathering, for the lady riders are for

the most part in the suburbs, and those

on either side will hardly face the diffi-

culty of getting across the city.

The joy of cycling is never emphasized
as it is^t this season. Nature has been
laying brilliant colors on the foliage, and
the cool air invites us to exercise. Let us
ride while we can, for the winter is not

far distant, when our machines will be
housed and we shall take delight only in

the memory of the past associated with

hope for the future. Daisie.

Amateurism and " Makers' Amateurs."

Frem Sfortin% Life.

Sir,— It is impossible to allow the

present position of our sport to remain
in comparative oblivion as regards ama-
teurism and " makers' amateurs," and
having personally " tackled " many of the

leading amateurs on the question in

numerous parts of England during my
visit to that country, I can speak with

some authority on the subject. From a
manufacturer's point of view, it is im-

portant that the prominent and principal

amateurs bestride their machines, and so

soon as a moderate man has accom-
plished a fair performance, he is offered

machines as presents ; they are lent, or

otherwise promised to become his own
property, after he has scored certain vic-

tories, etc. He is persuaded to train

under experienced hands, and a fixed

sum is offered as his weekly salary, and
besides his expenses are paid. There
are dozens of men on the path who have
given up their former professions to be-

come " makers' amateurs," and openly
accept a situation in the manufacturers'

agencies, or at their works. Ir justice

to the genuine amateurs and the profes-

sional fraternity, it would be as well to

sift some of the affairs of the " makers'
amateurs " and amateurs. Can any one
inform the cycling world who is paying
the passage and expenses of the ma-
jority of those amateurs who have recently

sailed to America ? Have they paid for

their machines? Are they not in the

employ of manufacturers? Have they
gone without the assistance from their

several manufacturers — from a financial

and trade point of view ? Personally, I

am confident several have gone solely in

the interest of the manufacturers for

whom they are engaged to ride, and their

passage and expenses are paid. I can
remember when one of our amateur cham-
pions was employed on the banks of the

coaly Tyne, but when his cycling powers
became apparent, and his plucky and fine

riding brought him prominent amongst
Northern amateurs, he found wheeling a

better " game " than hard toil, and now
does little else but amateur bicycling.

Another of our prominent wheelmen,
who used to indulge in very hard work,
has since given his whole attention to

amateur cycling, and appears to find the
,

sport sufficiently attractive. Again, a
manufacturer's son, who used to bring
his father's name prominent amongst
makers of " feather-weight " wheels, has
left for the United States, representing
another firm. Would it not be more
praiseworthy, on the part of these distin-

guished "amateurs," to ride openly for

money, and throw off the cloak of ama-
teurism? The N. C. U. are either

"asleep," or prefer to wink at the busi-

ness. What a proof of the absurd law
ot amateurism is the pending quarrel be-

tween the M. C. U., the N. C. A., and
A. A. A., which shows clearly to all

cyclists that amateurism, in respect to

wheeling, is bosh. The deeper one goes
into the humbug of amateurism, in con-
nection with wheeling, the worse the
aspect of affairs appears.

Amateurism in England, so far as
cycling is concerned, is a complete " com-
edy in numberless acts," and experi-

ence has shown not a few that it would
be far better were the existing difference

of definition between amateurs and pro-
fessionals "knocked on the head" alto-

gether, and the more sensible laws of

France and Italy followed, where every
man is free to ride for money prizes,

objects of art, medals, and every descrip-

tion of prize he may think proper to

compete for. Wheeling— as a sport—
should be compared to horse-racing, row-
ing, etc., where amateurs and profession-

als are allowed to compete in any event,

or against each other, according to

the occasion. What youth would refuse

a ^5 note in place of a clock ?— by the

way, R. H. English won his fifteenth at

Leicester. The practice of giving value
prizes on tradesmen is usual in many
towns — and not half a bad idea; still,

what is a clock, a cruet stand, or cup to

the amateurs on the path at the present
day ? The majority would be far better off

with a £5 note. Amateurism in many parts

of London may be all genuine enough,
but take the state of affairs all over Eng-
land ; mix amongst the supposed ama-
teurs, and you '11 find some that are a
disgrace to such adesignation. I found,
on recently visiting the North, an ama-
teur event was on the tapis, and it was
really amusing to witness the amateurs

who assembled there. The majority

were pitmen, coalheavers, or men em-
ployed at iron-works and factories, and
their racing "costumes" were mostly
tied up in an old red handkerchief. They
were one and all surrounded with their
" clique of pals " waiting anxiously to get

their "bobs and half-dollars" on. Of
course we are fully aware that these men
are our " honest sons of toil," and when
these men compete for cups and other

objects of amateurism one cannot help

remarking that it would be far better if

the winners had their prizes in money,
as it might go towards helping many a
man out of small difficulties. However,
such is thefallacy of amateurism, and the

sooner a big stir takes place in official

quarters the better for the sport of

cycling in this country. Yours, etc.,

H. O. Duncan,
(Fifty Miles Professional Champion of

the World.)
Montpkllier, France.

Notes by the Way.

I have been asked, " Why don't you
give us your impressions of Springfield ?

"

and I have replied, that I like to be odd.
When all others are talking about the
weather, I like to discuss theology; and
when theology is broached, I like to talk

about morality ; so that I may be as far

away from the point as possible. Every-
body is talking about Springfield, and I

think the subject will be well covered.

Yes, I was there, and saw it all. I

condensed a fortnight of fun into three

days of twenty-four hours each. I shall

be glad when the twenty-four o'clock idea
comes in, for the ordinary day is not long
enough for such occasions. We have no
use for the night then. As a sleep pro-

moter, night is a great success, but we
have no use for it at Springfield.

I think I might write to advantage on
the great meet, for, with my love for

oddity, I should lift the veil upon a great
many scenes that the ordinary reporter

skips. They have told us about the meet-
ing of the P. W. B. and the D. E. T.,

but they have not told all. I have failed

to read about the dinner held by the Bos-
ton Club, and while the success of cer-

tain machines has been heralded, we have
heard nothing of the why and wherefore
of certain breakages. 1 might write a
whole essay to prove that the ordinary
herdic of commerce cannot carry eleven
men without a breakdown, and I could
dilate for hours upon etiquette at the
theatre, but I forbear. It will not do.

Mine host Taft, of Boston, was once
asked the secret of his success as a land-
lord, and he replied : " I hear nothing,
see little, remember nothing." Your
average reporter has taken a leaf from
Mr. Taft's book.
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RUDGE RECORDS.
ANY BICYCLE CAN WIN A RACE.

Every Bicycle CANNOT make a Record.

ONE MILE.

RUDGE

HAGER,

2.3h.

ONE MILE.

RUDGE

SAFETY.

2.43
We regret to say that we have not space to insert

all of our other records; suffice it to say
that we have every record inclusive from

3 TO 20 IMIIILfES-
SOLE U. S. AGENTS.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
152 TO 158 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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Spriiigfielcl, Mass., September Otli, 1SS£>.

RECORDS.
HALF MILE,

JL • /W «^ «;•

THREE FOURTHS MILE,

^•^5?

Ml

6.05.

The Strongest, Fastest, and Most Perfect Safety Made.

(LIIMLITIEID)

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,BOSTON.
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One little incident has not yet got into

the papers. One of our English friends,

who was unfamiliar with our luggage
checking system (1 say " luggage," be-

cause that is English, you know) told me
his experience with the railroad people.
" When I went to the train, they took my
luggage from me, you know, and gave
me some brasses, and when I 'd got here

I 'd lost the bloody, blooming brasses,

you know, and I could n't get my traps,

you know."

Tommy Lambert was a conspicuous
figure on the track, and the local papers
did not fail to notice him. They said he
used his monocle in a way to excite tbjB
envy of all American dudes, and Tommy
wondered which one of his cycles they
referred to.

But I must let Springfield alone, lest

I meet the fate of the man that Stockton
tells about in one of his latest tales. The
story goes that a young author fell deeply
in love and married the object of his

affections. In the enthusiasm of the
honeymoon, he wrote a story that
" caught the grand stand." It was talked

over in the clubs, read in my lady's

boudoir, discussed on the street corner,

and sold by thousands. It brought the
author into prominence, and placed him
among the leading writers of the day.

He was the idol of the hour, the model
for all literary aspirants.

His next story appeared after he had
been married a year. It fell flat. The
proverbial pancake was not flatter than
its fall. There was no heaven-inspired
genius behind it. People read it and
said, " Can the same man have written

the two stories?" He tried again, and
again the public would not read him. His
genius was gone. He became a hack-
writer on a weekly paper at a modest
salary. Want drove him to this, for the
publishers refused to buy stories that

the public would not read, and a very
large wolf was sitting on the doorstep of

the author's house.

Then came to them a baby. It was
only an ordinary baby- to the cold and
heartless world, but to the author it was
a white-winged messenger from the skies

sent to bless and to cheer them. Again
came a fit of enthusiasm, and in the full

glow of it our hero sat down to write a
story. He finished it and read it to his

wife. At the conclusion of his reading
they looked into one another's eyes and
read the same thought. It was a story

from the pen of heaven-inspired genius
;

better than the former success, in that it

showed maturer and better digested
thoughts. It would not do. They saw
a brilliant success staring them in the
face, but they looked beyond and saw the

drop. There is no enthusiasm inspired
by the second baby. They talked the
matter over, and finally decided that it

would not do. They buried the story in

the depths of their biggest trunk, and
the author made provisions in his will

for the publication of it after his death.
He had no dread of its success then.

If I should let myself out on Spring-
field, I have a fear that no future effort

of mine would be read, but I should
expect to be left by the mass of my
friends among the literary wrecks that

strew the sands of time

By the Way.

CURRENTE CALAMO

On Corey Hill.

Full many moons shall pass away,

Before our good friend Captain A.

Will mount a bike

;

When next he craves for cycling fun,

We '11 find him entered in the run

Upon a trike.

'T was that much " tipped-up" Corey Hill

That made the captain feel bo ill.

He took a book one pleasant day,

" I '11 coast and read," we heard him say.

But gravely stood upon h s head

Instead,

And has more leisure than he 'd like,

To " tinker '' on that twisted bike,—
Great head ! C. S. Wady.

The latest novelty in lamp wicks is

made of asbestos. It will not burn, and
will therefore last for months.

A grand reception awaits the English
wheelmen upon their arrival. A dinner
has been arranged at the Holborn Res-
taurant, for 10 October.

Our bicycle record for twenty-four
hours now exceeds the English tricycle

record. We shall soon be even with
them.

After looking at our record sheet, we
like to think about the " Puritan."

The great hundred mile road race will

bring out some strong riders this year.

We should be glad to know that two
American riders had made twenty miles
in the hour, but we can't fly in the face

of facts. We are certain, however, that
Burnham could have done it had he
made up his mind earlier.

The Cyclist report of the Springfield
meet was cabled on the day of the meet-
ing. Wheeling^ representative waited
till the next morning and got left.

The racing season is about over.

Now take your dress-coat out of pawn.

Rudge & Co. will hold a twenty-four
hour tricycle road race this week. En-
tries will be confined to riders of the
Rotary tricycle, and a gold chronometer
will go to the winner, with smaller prizes

to those who beat the record.

Corey is a great fellow to take away a
man's glory. In 1883 he waited till the

Springfield tournament was over and then
took nearly all the records. This year he
let Humber & Co. take everything, and
then put Webber on to beat all previous

records. And now he has taken away
Fred Wood's grand record. We wonder
if Corey ever read the tenth command-
ment.

Our correspondent Daisie is a little in

error regarding the Cripper. The ordi-

nary machine is not like the racer, and it

can be ridden by a lady.

Wheeling, in its report of the Hartford
races, tells of a contest in fancy riding in

which Mr. Canary was the winner.

Mr. Ducker tell us that he is done
with the tournament business, but he
said this last year. We are afraid that

there is as much temptation in the word
" tournament " to Mr. Ducker, as there
is in whiskey to a dipsomanic.

The visit of the English wheelmen has
been a most pleasant one on all sides.

They have left a good impression behind
them, and there is no unsavory odor con-
nected with their stay among us. The
experience of past years has not been
repeated.

Harry Etherington, Leeming, and
Dan Canary were in the " Republic " en
route for England. The '• Republic

"

was run into by the " Aurania," in New
York harbor, and had to put back. Dan
came ashore, and now he says he will

wait till they build a bridge before he
goes over.

It was with no little surprise that we
read the Sunday despatches announcing
the sudden death of Cola E. Stone. We
had just received a letter from St. Louis,
in which it was stated that one of the

broken bones in his hand refused to knit,

and he was suffering a great deal of pain.

We have received no direct advices from
St. Louis, but the press despatches state

that it was a case of suicide. In the

death of Stone, cycling has met with

a great loss. He was the recognized
leader in everything pertaining to the

wheel in St. Louis, and his influence was
widely felt in the West. With no great

polish in his manners, he had a big heart

and a generous nature, and he drew
around him a circle of warm friends.

Over the signature '* Eph " he has bright-

ened our columns with letters from St.

Louis that have been enjoyed for their

quaintness and outspoken opinions. He
was a member of the St. Louis Ramblers'
Bicycle Club, and prominently identified

with the organization's success.

Is this another dog story ? " Sammy
Smug," the canine destroyer of the Can-
ton road, was out on Joe Dean's Quadrant
yclept the " Anglomaniac," and declares,

with his hand on his chest, that he rode

up Codman Hill with one leg.

Thk pool and billiard tournament of

the Boston Bicycle Club begins 8 Octo-

ber. One game of 100 points and two
games of pyramid pool will be allowed

each contestant. Entrance fee $2, and
entries close 6 October. There are three

prizes for each. The three prizes are

ten, eight, and six chop suppers with the

Chop Club.
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Wheelmen will appreciate the fine

piece of macadam the city is laying down
on the hill approaching Pemberton
Square.

Martin F. Schlefer, Chas. B. Reese,
and John J. Mosher, members of the

Genesee Bicycle Club, made a run from
Rochester to Buffalo and back 27 Sep-
tember. The distance covered was 147^
miles by a cyclometer, and the time, in-

cluding all stops, 21 hours and 20 min-
utes.

Gideon Haynes, Jr., with W. B.

Everett & Co., sails for England next
Saturday, where he is to remain for about
three months. He will make a tour of

all the cycle factories, and return home
with many new ideas and some new styles

of machines for the 1886 market.

Both of the Boston clubs are viewing
with dismay the rapid accumulation of

tricycles in their wheel rooms.

We understand that Lewis T. Frye
would like to go into wheeling once more,
but will not do so as a pre fessional.

We would like to know what will sat-

isfy our English friends that our records
are correct. We have time and again
begged of representatives of the wheeling
interests of that country to check our
timers, and when they have done so they
have acknowledged our correctness. Our
records are not recorded behind a fence.

New league headquarters, 506 Walnut
street, Philadelphia. Call on the editor

at any time, and make yourself free with
the exchanges.

For a club with little expe/ience in

racing, the Massachusetts captured a
good many bests.

Probably the crowd Howelled when
he broke the record.

Mr. John S. Rogers gracefully retires

as a candidate for representative from
Missouri. He does n't want it enough to

make a fight for it.

Papa Weston came to town this

week. He is not yet fully recovered, and
is still in pursuit of health and strength.

Mr. Alfred Nixon, captain of the
Crystal Palace Tricycle Club, on Wed-
nesday, 16 Sept., left the Land's End
Hotel, Cornwall, to ride by the usual
route to John o' Groats, in the extreme
north of Scotland. His object is to beat
the record at present held by Fletcher, of
Liverpool, and he expects to be able to

accomplish the journey within seven
days. He made 122 miles the first and
195 miles the second day.

The Springfield Bicycle Club has for-

warded to Mr. Abbot Bassett, referee of

the tournaments of 1884 and 1885, a val-

uable gold watch chain and charm, as a
mark of their appreciation of his services,

and also a token of regard and esteem.
It seems unnecessary to say that the gift

is appreciated, and that it is valued as a
souvenir of two very pleasant occasions,
and a reminder of the generous donors,
who never do things save in a liberal

and whole-souled manner. Mr. Bassett

also carries a silver-headed cane as a
souvenir of the Providence Club races.

Who would not be a referee ?

Thanksgiving Day, 28 November,
will occur the third annual Hare and
Hounds chase, under the auspices of the

Chicago Bicycle Club. On this occasion

each of the city clubs will be invited to

appoint one or two men to represent them
as Hares, and the entire club to partici-

pate as Hounds. The course will be
twenty-five miles, and will be from the

club-house to South Chicago and return.

A great nuisance is caused by a num-
ber of so-called amateurs around Boston,
who will go around to every manufac-
turer to borrow a machine to break a

record. Nine times out of ten, he will

get a machine, ride it for a while, and
then return it, expecting the manufac-
turer to thank him for trying it. One of

these so-called amateurs called on a man-
ufacturer the other day, expecting the

loan of a machine, and was politely in-

formed that if he wished a machine he

must.pay for it, as he was tired of lend-

ing his wheels to every Tom, Dick, and
Harry. The manufacturers should stop

it before it becomes worse.— Exchange.

Wednesday, of last week, as Mr.
Joseph Powell, of Smith ville, N. J., was
riding on Hamilton Park, New Haven,
he met with an accident, which resulted

in bruising him considerably, smashing
his little front wheel, and breaking the

big wheel. A stone or stick on the track

turned the little wheel at right angles

with the other, and threw him and the

bicycle against the fence with great force.

Mr. H. B. Smith, of the Smith Ma-
chine Company, returned Friday from a

seven weeks' outing on the banks of the

Charlat river. He brought with him a

live moose, which he will take to his home
in New Jersey, and have trained for

driving.

Mr. and Mrs. Stall recently rode sev-

enty-five and three quarter miles in 48h.,

and made four miles in 17 minutes, on a

tandem tricycle, and this without any
attempt at special speeding.

From a St. Louis exchange of 27 Sept.

we gather the following concerning the

death of Cola E. Stone:—
" At 8.30 o'clock last evening Cola

breathed his last, congestion of the stom-

ach being the malady which conquered
his powerful constitution. Friday after-

noon he was in attendance at the races,

apparently in the enjoyment of as good
health as anybody, except that his wrist

which he hurt at Springfield he was carry-

ing in a sling.

He was taken sick yesterday morning,
but his condition was not considered dan-

gerous, and all the family attended the

races yesterday afternoon, Percy, his

next brother, taking part in some of the

events. Last evening when the family

came home he got up and took supper
with them, and said he was feeling all

right, except that his head was hurting

him. Shortly afterwards he was taken

with a congestive chill, and Dr. Kershaw
who was immediately summoned, was
unable to do anything for him, the young
man expiring in a short time. His broth-
er Percy was at Pope's theatre at the
time with the other members of the Ram-
blers' Club and their guests, enjoying the
performance, when a messenger called

him out and broke to him the news of his

brother's sudden death. The other mem-
bers of the club did not learn of the sad
occurrence until after the theatre per-

formance, and while they were enjoying
a sociable at the Ramblers' club-house.

J. S. Rogers, one of the members who
had learned of it, made the announce-

f*tent, and it created so much surprise
that none of those present could believe

he was in earnest. When they were
finally assured of the fact, expressions of
regret were universal, and the gathering
broke up immediately.

Stone was a native of this city, and
was twenty-two years and six months old.

He was the oldest child of Prof. Charles
H. Stone, of the Smith academy, Wash-
ington university. There are four other
children, — two boys and two girls. The
whole family,— father, mother, girls, and
boys,— are strong advocates of bicycle
and tricycle riding, and all of them ride

machines. Cola was educated at the
Washington university, and commenced
riding a bicycle five or six years ago.
He was believed by many to be the best
amateur in America, and if he had lived,

there is very little question that he would
have won the amateur championship be-
fore another year had passed. At the
recent Springfield, Mass., meeting he was
winning the ten-mile League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen race, when on the last

quarter of the last mile, George M. Hen-
dee, the present champion, collided with
him in trying to pass him, and both were
thrown violently to the ground, Stone
breaking two bones in his left wrist. It

should be stated here that Dr. Kershaw
gives it as his opinion, that this accident
had nothing, whatever, to do with the
young man's death. Cola had had simi-

lar attacks on previous occasions to the
one which in this instance proved fatal.

At the last spring meeting of the Ram-
blers, held here, Stone rode the fastest

mile ever made on a dirt or cinder track
west of the Hudson river, defeating
Weber, the "Star" man, in 2.46I-. A
couple of months ago Stone won the

one hundred-mile road championship, and
holds the road record for that distance,

—

8 hours and 26 minutes. He made this,

too, on a very heavy track. At the Ohio
meeting at Akron, on 4 July, and at

Omaha, in 1884, he swept everything be-

fore him.
His funeral took place Monday after-

noon, and was attended by all the noted
wheelmen of both this country and Eng-
land who took part in the tournament
that closed Saturday."

Attorney J. S. Dean— he is a full-

fledged lawyer now—left his heart behind
him in England, and expects to go back
soon and reclaim it.
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Arthur H. MacOwen (Ninon
Neckar) was in town this week.

RACING NEWS.
C. O. Danforth, of the Cambridge

Bicycle Club, and Gideon Haynes, jr., of

the Massachusetts Club, started last

Tuesday evening to break A. A. McCur-
dy's twenty-four-hour record.

W. A. Rowe was down for an attempt

to break the amateur one-mile bicycle

record at St. Louis, Mo., on Wednesday.
He is in good condition, and in a private

trial went considerably below the record.

On Tuesday last Richard HowelH
made another and a very successful

attack on the mile record. Over 500
people wtre on Hampden Park, includ-

ing a number of turfmen who had come
on purpose to see if he could do as fast

time as he was reported to have done.

At exactly 5.15 p. M., Howell appeared on
the track, followed by Brooks, who was
to ride the last half mile with him, and
at the flash of the pistol at 5.20, H. U.
Corey pushed him off. Bending over

his machine, he rounded the turn and
shot up the backstretch, reaching the

quarter pole in 39JS. ; continuing on, he
came down the homestretch at a rattling

pace, doing the half mile in 1.15$. Just
before he reached the half mile, Corey
started Brooks and Howell after him
for the last lap. Up the backstretch

they went for the last time, reaching

the three quarter pole in 1.53. Coming
down the final homestretch, Howell
put all in and flew across the tape in

the unequalled time of 2.31 §. The
day was perfect, not a breath of wind
stirring, and everything was in his

favor. Every precaution was taken re-

garding the timing, and beside the offi-

cial timekeepers of the Springfield Club,

a number of prominent turfmen were in-

vited into the judges' stand to clock him
and compare with the official timekeepers.
All three timers agreed exactly, except
one, who made it one fifth less, but the
slowest time was given as official. If

this is beaten before his return to Eng-
land, he feels confident he can put it still

lower. The officials were as follows

:

Referee, Dr. H. E. Rice
;
judges, San-

ford Lawton, F. R. Brown, C. A. Fisk;
starter, D. A. Miller ; timers (official),

O. N. Whipple, W. C. Marsh, A. O.
McGarrett, G. M. Stearns. Howell rode
a 59-inch Rudge machine which weighed
twenty-two pounds.

St. Louis Tournament.

St. Louis, 25 and 26 September.

—

Fine weather, an excellent programme,
and the presentation of the leading repre-

sentatives of the wheel from all parts of

the world were not attractive enough to

make the St. Louis Ramblers' meeting a
success financially. The track was in

good condition, and the racing was all

that men in fine form, and with moder-
ately cool, bracing weather could make

it. The contests, in the main, were close

and exciting.

FIRST DAY.

One Mile, Novice.— A. A. Hart (1),

3.15J; J. A. Lewis (2).

Five Mile Lap, Professional. — W. M.
Woodside (1), 16.54! ; R. A. Neilson (2).

John S. Prince entered, but retired early.

Two Mile Tricycle.— S. G Whittaker

(1), 9.56; R. Cripps (2), by half a length.

Three Mile.— W. A. Rowe (1), 9.45J? ;

E. P. Burnham (2); W. F. Knapp (3).

Two Mile, 6.20 Class. — S. G. Whit-
taker (1), 6.25I ; P. W. Stone (2) ; A. A.
Hart (3).

One Mile Professional. — W. M.Wood-
side (1), 2.58; J. S. Prince (2); R. A.
Neilson (3).

One Mile. — Geo. E. Weber (1), 3.30^;
W. A. Rowe (2) ; W. F. Knapp (3).

Three Mile, 9 30 Class. — S. G. Whit-
taker (1), 9.53 ; G. T. Snyder (2).

SECOND DAY.

One Mile. — Robert Cripps (1), 2.54 s
,;

W. F. Knapp (2) ; Geo. E. Weber (3).

Two Mile Professional. — J. S. Prince

(1), 6.14; W. M. Woodside (2); R. A.
Neilson (3).

Half Mile. - C. E. Kluge (1), i.26f

;

Geo. E. Weber (2) ; W. F. Knapp (3).

One Mile Tricycle. — S. G. Whittaker

(1), 3.20; R. Cripps (2).

One Mile. — S. G. Whittaker (1), 3.6;

G. T. Synder (2) ; A. A. Hart (3).

Five Mile. — W. F. Knapp (1), 15.59 >

E. P. Burnham (2) ; Geo. E. Weber (3).
One Mile Professional. — J. S. Prince

(1), 3. if; R. James (2); R. A. Neilson

(3)-

Three Mile. — W. A. Rowe (1), 9.15 ;

R. Cripps (2) ; E. P. Burnham (3).

Buffalo, N. Y., 17 September. Ram-
blers' Club. — One Mile, best two in

three heals. — J. S. Hedge won first and
third heats in 3.18 and 3. 10 ; A Drumme
won second heat in 3.56; W. H. Berg-

hold (o) ; P. M. Thorne (p) ; W. J. Cur-

tiss (o).

Batavia, N. Y., 19 September. —
One Mile, best two in three heats. — G.
Weber won two straight heats in 3.16 and

3.12, J. S. Hedge (2), C. A. Smith (3),

P. Cochrane (4), C. J. Lund (5), R. P.

Brail (6), E. H. Gamble (7).

Toledo, O., 16 September.— One
Mile. — N. Waite, 3.45.

Half Mile, Boys. — E. Thomas, 2.6f
Slow Race, 50 yards. — W. Morgan,

2.12.

One Mile Record Race.— A. Taylor,

3-5°-

One Mile, Consolation. — H. Waite,

471- *

Cleveland, 19 September. — The
Cleveland Club held races for the two
and five mile championship of the club,

19 September. The two-mile race was
won by W. S. Upson in 6.i8f. The five-

mile race had two contestants, Geo. T.

Snyder and W. S. Upson. Snyder led

all the way round, and lapped Upson at

the end of the fourth mile. He rode the

first mile very fast. The time was : 2.47,

6.06, 9.21, 12.36. 15.45. This beats the
State record for three, four,and five miles.

Snyder also holds the mile State record,

2.44! , and C. E. Stone and W. F. Knapp
jointly the two mile, 5-54§. Between the
two races W. F. Knapp rode an exhibi-

tion mile, making it in the quarter time of

41, i.2of, 2.031.246*.

Pontiac, Mich., 15 September.

—

One Mile, 3.20 Class. — L. Goodman,
Birmingham, 3.31^ ; F. X. Spranger, Jr.,

Detroit, 3.33^.
Half Mile. Boys underfif'teen years.—

Bigelow, Birmingham, 1.52.

One Mile, Novices. — S. I. Slade,
Birmingham, 3.25 ; J. Hanley, Detroit,

3-35-

One Mile, Star Machines.— J. H.
Davis, 3.39^ ; Campbell, 3.41.

Five Miles. — L. D. Munger, 16.59;
C. D. Keyes, Farmington, 17.10; F. N.
Warner, Farmington (3). Fancy riding

by C. E. Dudley, Detroit.

The Leipsic Meet. — The inter-

national bicycle meet at Leipsic, Ger-
many, during the early part of the current
month, was largely attended. In the
Haupt-Rennen race, the event of the
programme, distance 10,000 metres, six

and a quarter miles, the following were
the results : George Lacy Hillier, Lon-
don, Stanley C. C. (1), by ten metres, in

19.14!, best on record for Germany; the
previous record was 1957. Johann
Pundt, Berlin, Berliner B. C. (2); Josef
Schwarz, Muncheon (3); Fritz Emberg,
Berlin (4) ; Peter Kohout, Prague (o).

Minneapolis, Minn., 22 September.
— Third annual meet of the Minnesota
Division L. A. W. Races at the Fair
Grounds :

—

One Mile Novice.— C. A. Morrison

(1), 3 J 34 ! Wesley Wing (2), 3.14J.
One Mile, Open. — N. H. Van Sicklen

(1), 2.57I; Grant Bell (2). 3 .6f.
Half Mile, State Championship. — E.

L. Savage (1), 1.36^ ; Frank Gutter (2),

1.38.

Three Mile, Team Race. — St. Paul

team (1), 33 points.

Five Mile.— N. H. Van Sicklen (1),

17.46^; Grant Bell (2), 17.50.

Twenty Mile, Pope Cup. — 'N. H.
Van Sicklen (1), 1 8.25. Only one starter.

Quarter Mile Unicycle. —R. H. Spear,

53JS. Run against time.

One Mile, 3.30 Class. — Grant Bell

(1). 3-12.

Toronto, Canada, 17 September.

—

The fifty mile bicycle race for the Invin-

cible trophy came off 17 September, on
the Rosedale grounds. Out of twenty or

more entries, eleven riders came to the

scratch. H. Clarke, Woodstock (1),

3.7.22 ; H. Davies (2), by a lap and a

half. The leaders were timed, as per the

table below. Above twenty-five miles,

the times are ahead of the American
record :

—
Leader. Distance. Time.

Johnson 5 miles 1 743
Johnson 10 " 36.04

Davies 15 " 54"
Davies 20 " i-u-53
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Davies 25 miles 1.30.02

Davies 30 " 1.48. 13
Davies 35 " 2.07.36

Davies 40 " 2.27.16

Clarke 45 " 2.43.55
Clarke 50 " 3.07.22

Haverhill, 26 September, 1885. —
Races at Kenosha Park, under the au-

spices of the Pentucket Wheel Club.

Two Mile, Novice. — Lewis H. Harri-

man (1), 6.30 ; Arthur Howes (2), 6.35.

Three Mile, Lap. — W. T. Burns (1),

10.52.

One Mile, Club. — F. H. Fernald (1),

3.19; H. E. Guptill (2), 3.20; C. E.

Dole (3), 3.21.

One Mile. — L. H. Harriman (1), 3.9;

R. Burns (2), 3.13.

One Mile, Tricycle. — H. E. Guptill

(1), 4 40 ; G. A. Burnham (2), 4 52.

Boston, 26 September.— Road races

of the Massachusetts Club.

Fifty Mile Race. — Route : Beacon
street to Great sign boards, Washington
street to West Newton, Watertown
street, Galen street to Watertown, then

Main street, Spring street, over the hill

to Common street, to Belmont station,

then by Leonard street to Moore street,

to Pleasont street, to Arlington, thence

along Arlington avenue, Medford street,

to West Medford and Medford, Pleasant

street to Maiden square, Salem street,

over Tower Hill, Boston street, Federal

street, past Boscobel Hotel, at Lynn,
North Common street, left by Essex
street, to Swampscott, to turning point

beyond the Salem and Swampscott line
;

return over the same route to Med-
ford square, and then by Main street

past Mystic Park and under bridge, to

Elm street, to Davis square, West Som-
erville station, Day street, North avenue,

to Harvard Square, Cambridge, Boylston

street, North Harvard street, Cambridge
street, Linden street, Brighton avenue,

Beacon street, Hereford street, left New-
bury street, to the finish at club-house.

W. A. Rhodes (1), 3.32.20!; W. H.
Huntly (2), 3.36.9^ F. F. Ives (3), 3-46-54I;
L. A. Peabody (4) ; C. E. Tracy (5); H.
C. Getchell, A. D. Grover, C. E. Whit-

ten, did not finish.

Sixteen Mile Tricycle. — Route : Start-

ing from above reservoir, Beacon street

to Great sign boards, Washington street

to West Newton, Watertown street to

Watertown, Galen street, over hill to

Newton, Centre street, over railroad

tracks, Elmwood street, Park street, Tre-

mont street to Oak square, Washington
street to Brighton, Cambridge street,

Brighton avenue, Beacon street, Chester

park, Huntington avenue, Trinity square,

Boylston street, Arlington street, New-
bury street to club-house. John Williams

(1), 1.9.10; C. O. Danforth (2), 1:9.15;

J. A. R. Underwood did not finish.

Fifteen Mile Bicycle, Club. — Route :

Beacon street to Great sign boards, right

on to Washington street, to West New-
ton, left by Watertown street to Water-
town, right Galen street over hill into

Newton, Centre street over railroad

tracks, left by Elmwood street, right by
Park street, left by Tremont street, right

by Washington street, to Brighton, and
thence along Cambridge street, Brighton
avenue, Beacon street, Chester park, left

Huntington avenue, left Dartmouth street.

H. M. Sabin (1), 58.10; J. C. Clark (2),

58.15; Leonard Ahl (3), 1.2.8; W. E.
Webber (4) ; H. L. Hiscock (5) ; J. A.
Kennedy (6).

Thirteen Mile Tricycle, Club. — Route:
Beacon street to Chestnut street, left

Fuller street, right Washington street to

West Newton, Newtonville and Newton,
right to Centre street, over railroad

tracks, then left on to Elmwood street,

right Park street, left Tremont street,

right Washington street direct to Brigh-

ton, and then by Cambridge street, Brigh-

ton avenue, Beacon street, right Fairfield

street, left Newbury street to the club-

house. S. C. Miller (1), 59.20; Gideon
Haynes, Jr. (2), 59.50; J. Wood (3),

1.7.40.

During the afternoon a collation was
served at the cluh-house, and the prizes

were presented by President Williams,
after the races.

New Haven, 23 September.— The
races of the Ramblers' Bicycle Club, at

Hamilton Park, were very slimly attended,

about two hundred people being present;

but those who braved the cold weather
saw some good racing, although poor
time was made. The track was in good
condition, but the northwest wind was so

strong that it nearly stopped the riders on
the upper turn.

Half Mile. — A. B. Rich (1), 1.282 .

R. Chambers (2), 1.29J?.
One Mile Safety.— The next race was

to have been a one mile amateur tricycle

contest, but as there were no starters,

Richard Howell, the world's champion,
rode an exhibition mile on a safety bicy-

cle, with John Brooks, of Pennsylvania,
to set a pace for him on the last half.

Howell's time was 3.1 1.

One Mile. — C. E. Kluge (1), 3.17;
R. Chambers (2), 3.17! ; A. B. Rich fell

on the home stretch.

In place of a race on safety machines,

R. Chambers rode a quarter mile on a

safety in 44s.

Edward Leopold, the fancy rider, then
attempted to make a half mile record for

a unicycle, but failed to do it on account
of the wind. His time was 2.28.

Three Mile.— C. E. Kluge (1), 9-5of;
A. B. Rich (3), 9.52.

John Brooks rode an exhibition mile

in 3.2J.
Five Mile. — R. Chambers (1) 17m.

;

C. E. Kluge (2), 1 7. of.
One Mile Club. — Edward Kelly (1),

3-356 > C. M. Furguson, his only com-
petitor, fell and broke his arm.
One Mile Championship of Club.—

Wm. Wait (1), 3.29 ; C. E. Minor (2).

Oakland, Cal., 9 September.— Pa-

cific Coast A. A. A. games. One Mile
Bicycle Race.— D. F. Booth (3). 3.7^. ; F.

E. Johnstone (2); M. Berolthime (3).

Five Mile — Wm. Davis (1), 17.10; T.

L. Hill (2).

It was down on the programme for

Howell to attempt to break the record
for one mile on the Springfield track, last

Saturday. The Hampden Park Associ-
ation offered him $50 to try it, but Fred
Wood suddenly and unexpectedly made
his appearance, and Howell refused to

ride, on the ground that there was too
much wind. Wood offers to meet How-
ell and settle the question of who is the

better man. He asserts that if Howell
goes a mile in 2.35, he will try his utmost
to make it in 2.30.

The third annual road race of the Bos-
ton Bicycle Club will be run next Satur-

day, as announced. All the arrange-

ments have now been perfected. The
officials thus far appointed are as follows :

Starters and timers, E. C. Hodges, A. D.
Peck, Jr., and C. S. Howard. Checkers,
at the half-way point and at the finish,

E. C. Hodges, A. D. Peck, Jr., and
C. S. Howard ; at Mattapan, J. A. R.
Underwood, W. G. Kendall, and M.
Heath ; at Needham, L. R. Harrison and
E. G. Whitney ; at Great Sign Boards,
Newton, D. N. C. Hyams, and R. J.

Tombs ; at Newton, C. P. Donahoe and
W. E. Jones; at Central square, Cam-
bridge, Abbot Bassett and C. H. Bar-
nard ; Brighton avenue and Cambridge
street, H. R. Robinson and T. E. Lam-
bert. The route has been found to be
about as perfect a course as it is possible

to select hereabouts. There are many
miles of perfectly smooth stretches of

road over which the racers can make
tremendous time, and that all the pres-

ent records will be badly broken there

seems not the slightest doubt.

The following programme has been
decided upon for the Capital Bicycle

Club races, to take place at Athletic

Park, 9 October : Five mile, Flint cup,

club; two mile, open, record ; half mile,

open ; one mile, open ; two mile, club,

Woodward and Lothropcup; one mile,

safety, open; three mile, open, record;
one mile, tandem, open ; one mile, novice.

The date of the great race between the

1885 crop of members of the Boston
Club has been set for 10 October. The
race will be on tricycles and over a three-

mile— a test — course. The officials of

the race have been appointed as follows :

Judges, A. H. Overman, E. C. Hodges,
and D. N. C. Hyams. Messrs. Fourdri-

nier, Hodgkins, and Donahoe have been
appointed a committee of arrangements.
As it will be necessary that there be four

starters in order that the three prizes be
given, it is probable that either Mr.
Jones or Mr. Mann will start.

The half-mile bicycle record of the
world was made Monday night on Hamp-
den Park by R. Howell, on his fifty-eight

Rudge racer, in i.i3f. The day was per-

fect, not a breath of wind stirring, and he
had everything in his favor. The first

quarter was ridden in 37 seconds. The
officials were : referee, E. A. Carter

;

judge, C. Shaffer ; starter, H. W. Col-
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"I ride the Victor\ because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made."

GEO. M. HENDEE.
lins ; timers (official), C. E. Whipple,
G. E. Robinson, and H. W. Robinson.

Robert James, of Birmingham, Eng-
land, not satisfied with his defeats since

the Springfield, Mass., tournament, offers

to ride John S. Prince, or give any other
professional rider in America twenty-five

yards start in a mile race for $125 to $250
a side, the race to be run within three

weeks, at Springfield, Mass. Articles

and deposit sent to President Ducker, of

Springfield, will ensure the match. Busi-

ness only is meant.

Richard Howell made a special

effort, on the Hampden Park bicycle

track, Friday, 25 September, to break the

mile record for safety bicycles. His
time was as follows : Quarter, 43s.

;

half, 1.22; three quarters, 2.i|; mile,

2.43.

George M. Hendee lowered the am-
ateur record for one mile, at St. Louis,

23 September. The first quarter was
made in 38s., the half in 1.15, lowering
the record, the three quarters in 1.55^,
and the mile in 2.38I.

In our report of the Wheeling road
race, we stated that Mr. Beck turned the

first prize over to the second man,
Cramer, in acknowledgment of Cramer's
kindness in waiting with him after he was
done up. Both the second and third

men lost a half hour with the winner.
We have, however, been informed that

Beck has changed his mind, and will

keep the medal. Another race will be
run 20 October.

One of the most interesting features

connected with the Pennsylvania State

Agricultural Society's Fair, will be the
bicycle and tricycle races to occur upon
Tuesday evening, 13 October. There
will be ten different events, the entries

for which close 6 October, and should be
sent to Victor M. Haldeman, Manager
State Fair Bicycle Races, N. E. corner
Thirteenth and Market streets, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

The Norristown Bicycle Club has its

second annual meet at Globe Park, Sat-

urday, 10 October. The programme,
which contains a number of interesting

events, includes an open half mile, one
mile and three mile race, a mile club

championship, a half-mile tricycle and
half-mile unicycle exhibition, a halt mile

for two minute class, one mile for four

minute class, a club handicap of three

miles, 100 and 220 yards foot races and
other events.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

C. J. KebnS. Any Boston dealer in wheel goods.

Jas. E. Hall. We don't recommend it. It had a
short life, and we do not think it of much practical
value.

H. C. There will be no tricycle indispensable this

year.

B. Lucas. Have extended three months. We are
puzzled ourselves regarding the artic'es, having been
disappointed.

Racer. Send us full particulars, few comments.

C. J. S. Received. Next week.

H. F. Records made under cover will stand. Many
now on our books were made indoors.

R. Short. You are entitled to the discount on name
sent.

James. Will write.

B. F. Hall. The record will not stand.

Judge. A man is a professional as soon as he vio-

lates the rule. The declaration is made only to warn
and protect amateurs.

FIXTURES

3 October

:

ico-mile road race, Boston Club.

6 October

:

Races at New Castle, Penn.
Races at Philadelphia.

6, 7, 8 October

:

Races at Brockton, Mass.

9 October

:

Capital Club races, Washington.

9 and 10 October :

Tournament of Omaha (Neb.) Wheel Club.

10 October

:

Races at Norristown, Penn.
Boston Race.

16 and 17 October :

Division races at Chicago, 111.

20 October

:

Road race, Wheeling, Va., toTJniontown, Penn.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

[Advertisements inserted under this head, not ex-
ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

FOB SALE.— One 40-inch Special Facile, almost
new ; must be sold at once ; cost $143. Write A. E.

BARS, W. Randolph, Vt.

FOB SALE. — A 53-inch Rudge Light Roadster,
all nickelled except wheels; ball pedals; in good

condition, only used a short time ; reason for sell-

ing, I wish to buy a tandem trike; price $100. Address
CHARLES R. HARRINGTON, Norwich, Conn.

FOB SALE. — Victor tricycle, 1883 pattern; in

first-class condition
;

price, $80; reasons for selling,

roads not suited to tricycle. Address F. B. PARSH-
LEY, East Rochester, N. H.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUB
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES AND TBICYCLES.— Stock con-
stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex-

amine our large stock; machines not sold on instalment,
nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

FOB SALE.— One 56-inch, full-nickelled, Expert
bicycle; ball pedals; used but little; has never had

a fall or a scratch in any wav ; good as new ; $90.
F. P. SCEARCE, Lexington, Ky.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,
and is much the best article for the purpose in

market ; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for
bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

4®* Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having ihem. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil,

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. *®(i

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

The Voice of the Multitude.

Notwithstanding the claims made for all other

machines, and the favoring statements

of those who are directly in-

terested in their sale,

PREFER
RIDE

KKCOHJIKND Colnlias.

WEEEE WHEELS ABE TO BE FOUND TOtf WILL FIND

COLUMBIAS.
More than one half of all the fine bicycles in

America are Columbias.

THE MAJORITY KNOWS WHAT IS BEST.
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THE APOLLO'S RECORD
OF

2lli MILES IN 24 HOURS
HAS ZOEEHNT BEATEN, BUT NOT THE

APOLLO
Itself, as it Remains Unsurpassed by any Wheel

on the Market.

At Providence, Sept. 22, W. A, RHODES, of Dorchester, rode a 57-inch

APOLLO ROADSTER, making a mile in 2 minutes 41 seconds.

New Invoice of Apollos Just Received.

SAMPLE SPRINGFIELD TANDEM
IS NOW ON EXHIBITION.

CAT1I1 j^.JStt> IPJSFECT. Send For Seoondt-Sand List.

W. B. EVERETT &, CO.,
O audi ® Berkeley Street - - - BOSTON,

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS.
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F)K SAtE.— Victor Tricycle, 1S83 pattern. Will
be sold very cheap. R. J. BUTMAN, 74 Tremont

PWCB25CTS'

;
orWH(cW
\T.?./\\ll£R&QO

MURRAY'S, 100 SUDBURY STREET,
BOSTON, M^.SS.

,

Is the Eastern Headquarters for the AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
AMERICAN SAFETY and IDEAL Machines. Do not waste your
money on a second-hand wheel when you can get a new one for the

same price. Every machine warranted.

I also make a specialty of YOUTHS' MACHINES, and keep a

large stock on hand.

A few more Harvards, Yales, Cornells and Shadows left.

A good stock of Parts for the above Machines always on hand.

Be sure and call. Discount to the Trade.

XOO SUDBURY STB.BBT.

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
Four well-known Cyclists lately visited

England for a Tricycle tour. They all

wanted " the best tricycle in England."

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
With the most satisfactory results.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.
Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

GrjEivrtJiivrES 3eitti\>j::b;e3«.s2
THE HUMBER TANDEM. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)

THE HUMBER AUTOMATIC STEERER. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)
THE HUMUKR TRICYCLE. THE HUMBER BICYCLE.

ROADSTER TANDEM, Weighs 98 pounds.
ROADSTER AUTOMATIC STEERER, Weighs 62 pounds.

STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY GUARANTEED. FINISH AND BEAUTY OF DESIGN UNEQUALLED.

THE "HUMBER TANDEM."
Send Stamp for Price List.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Sole United States Agent,

-A-IRXjIiTGrTOIfcT Z=XjA.CE - - EiLST OEA1TGE,
BRANCH OFFICE, 362 BROADWAY, NEW TORS.

£T. J.

Genuine Humbers are stamped " Humbbr & Co., Makers, Beeston, Notts," on the neck. All others are inferior imitations.

LOST or STOLEN!!
On 12 Aug., a young man, giving name of Frank T.

Edwards, hired 52-inch Expeit Columbia Bicycle, No.
7,194, for use till 14 Aug., at 9 a. m. Machine has not
been returned. Description : Finish, black enamel
and nickelled spokes, straight handle bats, vulcanite
handles; numbered on neck as usual, and „)so on top
of handle bar lug in smaller figures " 7,194." In case
you discover the machine, telegraph at once at our
expense, and hold the party. A liberal reward is
offered for information concerning said Edwards, and
leading to return of the machine.
Boston, Aug. 24, 1885. W. W. STALL.

SOMETHING YOU WANT.
Don't wait, but send twenty-five cents at once for a

package of our ADHESIVE TIRE TAPE.
Fastens a loosened tire without heat. Weighs less

than an ounce. Smaller than an oil can.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

THE "PARADOX" OILER
-A. BOOIT

""TO Wheelmen, Skaters and Sportsmen
* also made for Sewing Machines. Its

Hinged Screw Stopper (undetachable-de-
tachable) cannot get mislaid or lost.

Sent Pnstpaid on receipt 0/price.

Nickeled, 25 c. Gilt, 30 c.

H- B. MART.
Ns 811 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART, 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 page catalogue (free),
and price list of second-hand Machines.
DIFFICULT REPAIRING A SPKCIALTV.

SEND
FOR

CATALOGUE

SUNDRIES.
Liberal Discount to the Trade.

STODDARD, L0VER1NG & CO.,

152 (0 158 Congress St., Boston.

""I

_ ^m»l»i,mii.ft
HARWOOD S

SAFtlY BICYCLE STEP

HarwoOu's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $ i.o*

Liberal discount to the trade-

Extra Clips 10
No. a Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. s " '• Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. 1, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge jo

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mam.

Improved Star Lamp
now ready for the market. Price reduced. Japanned,

J5.00; Nickelled, $6.50.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,

Newark, N. J.
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COLUMBIA RECORDS!

21 to 25 Mile Bicycle Records Broken by N. H. VAN SICKLEN.

Spring-field, Sept. S-9-lO.

4 First

5 Second
8 Third

CO

In one mile Amateur Handicap, Wm. A. Rowe, upon 55-ineh

Columbia Racer (weight, 22 1-2 pounds), won from scratch, defeating

the best men in England and America, and making the best amateur

record ever made upon the Springfield track. Mr. Rowe, also, made

a better average, taking more prizes and positions at Springfield than

any other American rider, and ahead of all English riders except one.

Providence, Sept. 33.

PRIZES AND POSITIONS,

First Place in All Open Bicycle Events Won on Columbias.

St. Louis, Sept. 35-36.

4 FIRST
3 SECOND

12 FIRST
4 SECOND
5 THIRD Prizes and Positions.

The Great Majority of Open Events Won on CoMiias.

Hartford, Conn., Sept. 3-3.

6 First

3 Second
4 Third

3 and 5 Mile Connecticut State
Championship.

By L. A. MILLER, of MERIDEN, CONN.

3 Mile, 9.45 Class.
By CHAS. P. ADAMS, of SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

5 Mile L. A. W. Championship.
By WM. A. ROWE, of LYNN, MASS.

Iy yffc^f&ff" First Three Men Rode Columbias .

Binghamton, Pf. "ST.? Sept. 115.

EVERY OPEN EVENT TAKEN ON
COLUMBIA RACERS.

Rochester, IV. ~Y.9 Sept. IT.

5 FIRST
4 SECOND PRIZES AID POSITIONS.

Notwithstanding the above excellent result of " Good Men upon Good Bicycles," of more practical value to the 90 and 9 Wheelmen is

the fact that the majority of the American Wheelmen purchase Columbia Bicycles and Tricycles, because they are pre-eminently road machines,

with an ease of running and durability which have faithfully stood the test of eight years upon every grade of road, and under all supposable

conditions. CATALOGUE E E. E E _

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Branch Houses : 12 Warren Street, New York ; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
——

-

.—.

—

<r »

ALFRED MUOGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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233 k Miles in 23 Hours 51 Minutes.

A. A. McCURDY

VICTOR BICYCLE,

•EPTEMBER

24 and 25,

Is is tie Best American Record for 24 Hours

Lynn, Mass., Sept. 28, 1885.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.:

GENTLEMEN, — In riding your Victor Bicycle 233 ,'6 miles in

23 hours 51 minutes (total time, including all stops), I am convinced

that it is the Easiest Running Bicycle I have ever ridden.

Very truly yours, A. A. McCURDY.
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ROYAL MAIL
RECORD OF THIS WEEK!

Royal Mail Won 4 out of 6 Races

at Washington, Oct. 5 !

!

Wheelmen are invited to inspect at our store the $500 Challenge Cup
won by Hunter at Lewiston, Me., Sept. 15, on a Royal Mail.

THE HANDSOMEST PRIZE OF THE YEAR.
ON ^EXHIBITION IN OUIt WINDOW.

Just received, another lot of the Royal Mail
Two-track Tricycles. Don't fail to examine
them. These Tricycles are taken up about as
quickly as landed.

WI. READ k SONS, 107 Wasltto 8!., Boston,

SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS FOR ROYAL MAIL.

LOST or STOLEN!!
On 12 Aug., a young man, giving name of Frank T.

Edwards, hired 52-inch Expert Columbia Bicycle, No.
7,194, for use till 14 Aug., at 9 A. m. Machine has not
been returned. Description : Finish, black enamel
and nickelled spokes, straight handle bars, vulcanite
handles; numbered on neck as usual, and also on top
of handle bar lug in smaller figures " 7,194." In case
you discover the machine, telegraph at once at our
expense, and hold the party. A liberal reward is

offered for information concerning said Edwards, and
leading to return of the machine.
Boston, Aug. 24, 1885. W. W. STALL.

SOMETHING YOU WANT.
Don't wait, but send twenty-five cents at once for a

package of our ADHESIVE TIRE TAPE.
Fastens a loosened tire without heat. Weighs less

than an ounce. Smaller than an oil can.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

THE "PARADOX" OILER
j$- BOON"

'"TO Wheelmen, Skaters and Sportsmen;
* also made for Sewing Machines. Its

Hinged Screw Stopper (undetachable-de-
tachable) cannot get mislaid or lost.

Sent Postpaid on receipt 0/price.

Nickeled, 25 c. Gilt, 30 c.

H- B. HART,
m 811 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART, 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 page catalogue (free),
and price list of second-hand Machines.
DIFFICULT REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

SEND
FOR

CATALOGUE

SUNDRIES.
Liberal Discount to the Trade.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

HARWOOD"S
SAFttY BICYCLE STEP

HarwooA's Detachable Safely Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $ 1 .00

Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips

No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert
No. 5 " " Rudge
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to

No. i, for Standard Columbia
No. 3, for Harvard
No. 4, for British Challenge

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

MURRAY'S, 100 SUDBURY, ST.,
BOSTON, MASS.,

Eastern Agency for

AMERICAN CHALLENGE, AMERICAN SAFETY, and

IDEAL MACHINES.

Harvards, Tales, Cornells and Shadows in stook,

Parts for the above machines in stock.
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLES.
DEALERS ^LlVI> ISJGDEIIS!

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH

VTHE* AMERICAN
CHALLENGE

IDEAL
-*SAFETY*- BICYCLES

^.RE UNEXCELLED B"5r ^IKST.
THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,

In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from $74 to $119.

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from $35 to $73.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and
PRICE.

Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY, 222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

HOME* EXERCISER.
The most complete and most fas-

I cinating Home Gymnasium ever de-

] vised. Durable, noiseless, scientific,

cheap. Takes up but 6 in. sq. floor

I room. Fitted for use by Gentlemen,
Ladies or Youths of either sex, the

I Athlete or the Invalid.

Send stamp for illustrated circular. Address

Home School for Physioal Culture,

Mention this Paper. 19 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

GEO. K. BIDWELL,

2 and 4 East 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and RUDQE

Bicycles and Tricycles,

Wheel Goode of all Description!.

Bend for our INSTALMENT FLAN and Ciroulara.

holds the following Road Records of the world:

Ten miles in Oh. 33Km
Twenty miles in lh. 15m. (21 miles actually)

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 X—4 miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles

.

The longest continuous ride covering 2,050 miles in 19 days.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7^ hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, atxl all-the-year-round,
nothing in market can approach it. &S~ Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

O.W. CO. DUPLEX

DUPLEX WHISTXK, WITH CHAIN.

With Chain.

IT IS THE BEST.

By Mail, 75 cents.

SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.

OVERMAN- WHEEL * CO
179 Tremont Street, Boston.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. - - Boston, Mass.

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the \Cyclist, Tricydist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists' Indispensable, Tricyclists' Indispensable, etc., etc.

LATEST BOOKS.

I
Their Varieties, Construction,

and Use.

An Indispensable Hand-Book,

By HENRY STURMEY.

C ONTENTS.
Analysis of the Safety Bicycle. WHEELS
— Tires, Rims, Spokes, Hub, Cranks,

Pedals. DRIVING GEAR-Levers, Chains,

Gear Wheels. BEARINGS-Varieties of

Each, Back Wheel Bearings, Crank

Wheel Bearings. FRAMEWORK -Forks,

Heads, Steering Gear, Handles, Back-

bone, Springs, Saddles, Steps, Brakes.

Full description of all the Safety Ma-

chines made.

30 CENTS BY MAIL.

The Tricycle, in Relation to

Health and Recreation.

By B. W. RICHARDSON, M.D., F.R.S.

CONTENTS.
Exceptional Uses, Tricycling for the Healthy,

Some Objections to, First Lessons, Breath-

ing, Rules as to Bodily Work, Rules as to

Food and Drink, Dress, Choice of Machine,

Notes, Women as Tricyclists.

30 .CENTS BY MAIL.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely

illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-

larged. Fifty cents by mail.

There will be no edition of this work in 1885.

We have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882

and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special

regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority

which no other book on training possesses. As its hints

and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty ents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-

mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of

practical information in small compass. Third edition.

Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents : What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side

Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.

Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.

How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Keet. Care of the

Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet

Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.

Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly-printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side

and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the

usual condition of the road bed for each street, the

important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By.mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding

plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,

resume^ of events of the past year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskine.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricycling for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine' s book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with suggestions on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-
taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Twenty-five cents.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.— A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to X., omit-
ting Voj. II. which is out of print. A complete history
of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $12.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4-50 each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made
We have a special size for the World, $1.00.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com-
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-
tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist. — The sport, pastime, and trade.
Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,
on superior paper. #3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life. — The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions
of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the
acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.50
per year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to
the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-
trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. $1.75 per year, including postage.
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THE LILLIBRIDGE

& Universally Adjustable S

Improved for 1885.

Is adjustable in height, width, and tension.

Is bifurcated to remove pressure from the

perineum, and afford adjustment in width.

Positively the most perfect and easiest saddle

ever made.
Removes all vibration and jolting.

Price, Moiled, $5.00 ; Japanned, $4.00.

A COILEU SPRING at the front end that fur-

nishes additional elasticity and greater width.
Please bear in mind that this is the ONLY sad-

dle that has any of the following points, except tension :

ADJUSTMENT IN HEIGHT IN FRONT.
ADJUSTMENT IN HEIGHT IN BEAE.
ADJUSTMENT IN WIDTH.
ADJU:TMENT IN LENGTH.
ADJUSTMENT! IN TENSION.
A COMFORTABLE COASTING PLATE.

Ask your Dealer for them, or send^for Circulars

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE,
ROCKFORD, ILL.

PERFECTED AT LAST!

The (Mling Combination Safety Look.

For Bicyclists, Travellers, and all who desire a lock
that cannot be picked, or get out of order.

The Handsomest, Lightest, and Most Secure
Lock Ever Made.

No Key used. Every lnck perfect, or money refunded.
>i.»5 each; mailed free on receipt of price.

A. 6. SPALDING & BROS.,
108 Madison Street - - CHICAGO,

241 Broadway, NEW YORK.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclists' Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

I AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
ly est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.
May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

f EAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN'
lj — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, #3.50 to $10 each.
Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.,
the only authorized maker.

'PHE CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SU"-
1 PORTER, with patent alligator clasp; the latest

and best article uf the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,

and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

by W.J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1. 25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

rpHE " ACME " TIRE HEATER. — Price
1 $1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim; full directions

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAM.-ON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

Patented in England and the United States

Hurley's ADJUSTABLE 8KtLET0.\ 8ADDLK, With Gurdtd 8idei

The Best and most Comfortable. It is so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and ouicltly

tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to
be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, S3.50; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

r. a. BUELEY, BOSTON. Brighton District, MASS.

The American

Adjustable LongDistance Saddle

Spring Frame, Perfect Adjustment, Light, Strong,
Elastic, Easy. Weight, 18 ounces.

Star Saddle, 19 ounces

MARUFD DAD1R L1CERSE FROM THE POPE MFC. CO

PRICE, $4.00.

BULL & BO WEN,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries.

Agents for all leading makes. Send stamp for
Road Book of Western New York.

587 and 589 MAIN STEEET - - - BUFFALO, N. Y

BEFORt YOU BUY a BIGYGLE
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. GUMP,
Dayton, Ohio, for large Illustrated Price
JList of Nkw nmt Second- Hand Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES taken in exchange.

RICTCI.FS Ttei>nirr<l and Nickel Plated.

EDW. P. BURNHAM,
AGENT FOR

Royal Mail, Victor and Premier Bicycles and Tri-

cycles, Royal Moil Tandem tricycle (2 iracio,

and KANGAROO, ine only Real Safely.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hand Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

MADE ONLY BY

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,

158 Summer St., Boston.

HAND MADE THROUGHOUT.

Price-list and rules for self-measurement sent on
application. Our shoe lias been imitated by makers of

machine goods. Get the right one. Patent mark and
" Boston" on the sole of every shoe.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCZ.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-tcalcd tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. It. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville. Burlington Co., N. I.

T*
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RECORDS. RECORDS.

One-Fourth Mile 36&s. . . . .

Three-Fourths Mile Im. 55§s. . .

. Geo. M. Hendee.
. Ceo. M. Hendee.

Fifty Miles on the Road in 3h.32m. 20§s. W. A. Rhodes.

ON THE ROAD! ON THE PATH!

On the Hill!

THE VI S KING.
OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St., Boston.

THE STAR WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE, The 15-MILE, and

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIPS;
Xt lias also been ricldlen Toy G-330. 33. "TCT3333.fci.L-L

20 MILES, 135 YARDS WITHIN the HOUR,
AND IS THE ONLY AMERICAN MACHINE OR AMERICAN RIDER HOLDING SUCH A RECORD.

Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel, sent on application with 2-cent stamp. Five cents in stamps

must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. W. STALL, 503 Tni St., 4 Warn k, M Mini' Ml,
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X'-o.Tsllsls.oa. every Frl.cle.3r

IE. O. HIOIDQ-rES & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS.. U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates :
—

One year, in advance • $2.00

Six months " i-oo

Three months 60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 if sent to

headquarters-

Single copies are for sale at the ollowing places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

Garvey's, corner 59th St. and Broadway.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 9 OCT., 1885.

The Cyclist has an editorial on " Mak-

ers' Amateurs," in which it follows the

World in pointing out the way for clubs

to remedy the evil by rejecting the entries

of all such. Speaking of the English

visitors, it says :
" But one man out of

the baker's dozen who have crossed the

water can claim that purity of amateur

status which was at one time the rule,

but which is now the exception in cycle

racing." Can it be that Sinclair was the

only true amateur? We know little of

this young gentleman, and certainly his

record in America was not such as to at-

tract the attention of the makers. It may
be that he paid his own bills. Of the

other visitors, not one but came over at

the expense of manufacturers ; and when

we say this, we do not except the young

man whom the Tricyclist calls " Eng-

land's representative amateur," and whom
we were glad to welcome.

The Cyclist refuses to accept as a rec-

ord the time given for a last quarter made

by Furnivall at Hartford, with a strong

wind at his back. Nobody on this side

ever dreamed of calling it a record.

Mr. A. Kennedy-Child is out with

a letter sustaining the Cyclist in its doubt

of the Springfield records, and citing the

case of the half-mile record made by

Hendee at Springfield last May, when he

officiated as a judge. It would have been

in better taste if Mr. Kennedy-Child had

raised his objections at Springfield when
it was his official duty to see that the rec-

ord was made fairly and correctly. He
did nothing of the kind. By his silence

he endorsed what he now calls a crooked

record, and he is the last man who should

question it. On the eve of his departure,

he wrote a letter to the writer of this, in

which he attacked the record ; and, on

the strength of that letter, we instituted

an inquiry, the conclusion of which was

that the charges were not sustained in

any particular. Mr. Kennedy -Child

charged that the timers were members of

the same club with Mr. Hendee. This

was true ; but, in order that all should be

fair, the management placed on the board

of judges our English friend, and Mr.

Corey, of Boston, the representative of a

rival make of machine. No complaint

was made by either of these, at the time,

regarding the timekeepers or the manage-

ment. By their silence then, they have

forfeited all right to object later. Among
other things charged by Mr. Kennedy-

Child was this. He said: "The timer

said, 'Is he off?' and, being replied to

in the affirmative, he started his watch."

If such a conversation had occurred, Mr.

Kennedy-Child could not have heard it

;

for he was on the track and the timer was

in the stand above, far removed from his

hearing. If such a statement should be

made concerning Mr. Coleman, all Eng-

land would laugh at the absurdity of the

idea, but it is no less absurd when such a

charge is brought against Mr. Whipple.

Mr. Whipple is a practical jeweller, and

he has held the watch on horses, boats,

and bicycles for years. No timer in

America has the confidence of the sport-

ing press more than he does ; and few

timers, if subjected to the severe test

that he is put to every year at Spring-

field, would come out of it so grandly.

But, this year, Mr. Duckerwas not satis-

fied to let Mr. Whipple do the work

alone. He engaged the services of Mr.

Robinson, an old and experienced timer

of the National Trotting Association

;

and he directed the timing, and was

checked by Mr. Whipple. We challenge

England to show an arrangement, at any

race meeting, calculated to secure results

such as this assured. No class of men
doubt bicycle records as do the horse

fanciers. They were on hand at Spring-

field to see if the records were square,

and they went away satisfied. A number
of horse-owners were present when How-
ell made his mile record last week. They
expressed doubts of the times accredited

to bicyclers. They were invited to go into

the stand and time Howell. They de-

parted convinced. One man, who held an

expensive timer, said: "By George! I

did n't stop her till he got over the line,

and I hit the time exactly with the timers."

The evidence of these men is worth ten-

fold more than the tardy evidence of

Kennedy-Child. The correspondent of

Sporting Life says: "I was accommo-

dated with a special seat, in company

with the four official ' timers ' (all old and

well-tried hands), and, upon comparing,

all five watches registered 2 min. 35^ sec,

two being inside."

We have been looking up the recoid

for twenty-four hours, claimed by Mr.

McCurdy, and we are convinced that it

is as well authenticated as any previous

record of the kind. All of them are de-

pendent, more or less, on unsupported

statements and the register made by cy-

clometers. We shall place Mr. McCur.

dy's record on our books, but we here and

now notify would-be record breakers

that we must have better evidence in

future. The figures have now arrived at

an altitude when it is no easy task to

increase them, and the temptation to do

so in an underhand way is very great.

We have no measured highways on which

records can be made, and we must depend

on cyclometer measurement. We must,

in future, have a certificate of the cor-

rectness of the cyclometer used, from a

competent person, who has subjected it

to tests. We must have a certificate to

show that the cyclometer is adjusted cor-

rectly to the size of wheel ridden, for

many manufacturers make wheels of
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uneven inches, while the cyclometers

usually run on even inches. The rider

must establish his presence at particular

points, either by postal cards or certifi-

cates. A postal card will establish his

presence in Lynn, but Lynn covers miles

of territory. We should know what part

of Lynn the man was in, at what time,

and his cyclometer register. It is easy

to get certificates during the day from

hotel-keepers and shop-men. It would be

no great trouble to get certificates from

policemen during the night. A postal

card or telegram to the chief of police of

any city in eastern Massachusetts, noti-

fying him of the intention of a record

breaker to pass through the city at

about such a time at night, would

insure the attendance of a patrolman

to certify his presence and take his

cyclometer. A little diversion of this

kind would not be unwelcome to the

average policeman, and we believe he

would enter into the thing with great

interest. We must have a certificate

of the register of the cyclometer at

both start and finish by disinterested

parties. Makers of or agents for the

wheel ridden are not disinterested par-

ties. We must have certificates from

every pacemaker, stating the distance

ridden with the record breaker, and the

places visited. The value of these cer-

tificates will depend upon the interest

which the pacemaker has in the wheel

ridden. A record thus established will

be worth having, and it cannot be taken

away until a better record is subjected to

equal tests. Riders who wish to have

records on the books of the World,
will take note of the above.

Mr. Smith, of the Brooklyn Park

Commission, in discussing the question

of park regulations, said he thought any

man who was near to years of discretion

and rode a bicycle, was close to being an

ass ; but there were such, and it was a

serious question whetherthey would have

to be examined as to their skill before

admission to the park. A correspondent

asks us to publish and answer the remark.

To our mind no answer is needed, for an

appropriate answer will arise in every

man's mind as he reads it.

In the twenty-four hour tricycle race

between riders of the Rudge Rotary tri-

cycle, Mr. J. H. Adams covered 232^-

miles, beating the record.

CORRESPONDENCE

[ This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-
bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology'•]

Road Races.

Editor Bicycling World :— I notice by
items in your paper, that a Pennsylva-
nia rider rode in and won a road race

one week, and the next week entered a
novice race. Had he a right to enter as

a novice, having previously won a race ?

Harris.

[The League rules cover track racing
only, and no account whatever is made
of road racing. Ed.]

In Camera.

Editor Bicycling World : — The Eng-
lish club men are using the term, " In
camera," to denote privacy. When a
club dines "in camera," it excludes out-

siders. If we are to use a like term, I

hope we will improve upon this, for

••camera" does not indicate privacy.

Let us employ "in camarilla." The
camarilla was the private audience cham-
ber of the king, and it has come to mean
a secret or a private chamber, and secon-
dary a private or secret gathering in a
room with closed doors. Take warning,
all- clubs, who wish to dine in private,

and if you want to be correct, speak the

last / in the word as though it were a y,
for it comes from the Spanish.

A. H. D.

English Records.

Editor Bicycling World: — Is n't it

about time for Americans to refuse to

accept English records taken by only
one watch ? Mr. Coleman may have all

the qualities of an angel in the eyes of

our friends across the water, but I am
inclined to think he is human, and liable

to error. Our board will not accept
American records taken with but one
watch, why do we swallow the English
records? Then again, the vagaries of

the cycling press over there are past find-

ing out, for no two tables of records pub-
lished by them are ever alike, and even
the tables compiled by Coleman vary
from year to year. American timing
may be all wrong, but if it is, English
timing is much more questionable, and
English compiling is simply horrible. If

you want instances, I can give you scores
of them. Yankeemaniac.

Graphite.

Editor Bicycling World:— Will your
correspondent "M. D." tell us, in your
columns, where to get, and how to use
graphite ? The use of this article as a
lubricant is no new thing, but I had sup-
posed that it had been found impracticable
for ball bearings, for while I have heard
of a number of manufacturers who have

been experimenting with the article, I

have yet to hear of one who has pro-
nounced it a success. If it is all that

"M. D." claims for it, why do not the
wheel-builders use and recommend it?

A. R. Ider.

Massachusetts Division.

Editor Bicycling World; — There
must be something radically wrong in the
conduct of the League in this State, if

we can form any kind of an opinion from
the outcome of the fall field day at Worces-
ter. Less than fifty men, out of a mem-
bership of nearly a thousand, gathered
on that occasion. One would think that

Worcester alone would turn out more
than that number. Is it that the mem-
bers cannot afford the time or the ex-

pense ? If this is so, their objections
should be met by the organization of dis-

trict gatherings at places where all can
ride to and from the meet. Is it that

there is a lack of interest? If so, steps
should be taken to awaken an interest.

The bald fact of the attendance at

Worcester should set League officers

to thinking. I received a circular from
the committee on meetings, which con-
tained a very pressing invitation to be
present, and urging me to do all I could
to make the thing a success. The circu-

lar was signed by the full committee, not
one of whom was present.

Let All Work.

Road Races.

Editor Bicycling World:— The popu-
larity of the road race is to me unac-
countable. When I read of the number-
less accidents that occur, I wonder that

riders enter, and when I see the finish I

wonder where can be the fun to the spec-

tators. Whoever saw anything like com-
petition at the finish ? I have seen the
close of several races of this kind, and in

about: all of them the riders were not in

sight of each other. I have waited hours
to see the men come in, and have been
rewarded by the sight of the men, travel-

stained and bruised, arriving one at a
time. Where does the fun come in ?

Brutus.

Etiquette.

Editor Bicycling World:— " Daisie,"
in her last letter, treats very gently your
correspondent who wanted to know
whether he had a right to speak to a lady
he did not know, because she happened
to be a cyclist ; but I think she made a
mistake not to seize the opportunity for

preaching a sermon on this absurd habit
of indiscriminate " saluting." In the
" old days " of a few years ago, when
wheelmen were a species of pariah and an
object of wonder to the outside public,

it was not only excusable but had its

uses ; but it has outlived any such use-
fulness, and had much better be aban-
doned, along with parades, bugles, colors,

and all the rest of the display business
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that only the schoolboy element delight

in now. Of course, there is every reason
why one rider should stop to assist an-

other in distress, even if a stranger ; and
when touring in the country, there is the

usual country habit of saluting strangers,

to warrant the same thing among wheel-
men ; but when riding in or near cities,

where most of us do ride, there is no
more reason why I should even bow to a

man merely passing me on a bicycle

whom I do not know, than there is for all

horsemen to greet each other whenever
they meet. The whole thing is, that the

sport has grown and become an every-

day thing too much to demand or even
warrant indiscriminate intercourse.

As between men, however, the habit is

only unnecessary and in bad taste, but
when it comes to including ladies in

such an exaggerated brotherhood, it only
falls short of an insult because the per-

petrators do not really mean to do wrong
;

and in its best aspect, if widespread,
would be enough to keep any self-respect-

ing women from even mounting a tricy-

cle saddle. How any one can even
speculate as to whether he has a right to

upset all established conventional rules

because he uses the same mode of loco-

motion as a passing lady seems almost
incomprehensible; and yet the foolish

"saluting" custom seems to have re-

tained sufficient life to raise the question,

as your correspondent was apparently

surprised that the stranger ladies to whom
he bowed " did not seem to like it."

No wonder ; for he had committed a very

grave breach of courtesy, even though
doing it unthinkingly ; and if he had done
the same thing with deliberate intention,

would have been absolutely without any
excuse. Edward J. Shriver.
New York, 27 September.

Power Exerted.

Editor Bicycling World : — While
Springfield is yet fresh in the minds of

your readers, a calculation as to the

power required to break a record may be
.of interest. The power exerted is ex-

pended in two ways : first, in overcoming
the resistance of the air ; and, second, in

overcoming the friction of the machine
on the road and in its bearings.

The area exposed to the wind by the

rider and machine is about five square

feet. In making twenty miles within the

hour, the pressure produced by the air is

about two pounds per square foot, so that

there is a constant resistance of ten

pounds to the motion of the rider. This
resistance is overcome through 5280 + 3= 1760 feet per minute, giving 17,600

foot pounds per minute. Now we must
allow about ten per cent of the total

power exerted for friction, which gives a

total of 19,550 foot-pounds, or 33,000-5-

19,550= 6 of a horse-power. But since

an average horse can exert only about £

of a " horse-power " for any length of

time, we see that the rider is almost lit-

erally " as strong as a horse."

In making a mile in 2.35, the result is

still more astonishing; for, by a similar

calculation, we find the power exerted to

be 32,640 foot-pounds per minute, or al-

most exactly a horse-power.
Mr. Hendee, in making the quarter in

32 seconds, as credited to him by Mr.
Furnivall, exerted something like if
horse-power.

Objection may be made to the 10 per
cent allowed for friction ; but this is a
low estimate, and, even if left out, would
not make much difference.

C. H. Veeder.

A. A. McCurdy's Record.

Our refusal to accept the record of

Mr. McCurdy until it was proven, brought
that gentleman to our office the past

week with his proofs. Our objections
were well taken, for the route given us is

unlike that which appeared in any of the
papers. The route run over is given
below. From Lynn to Brighton Mc-
Curdy rode alone. At all other times he
was accompanied by pacemakers.

Left rooms of Lynn Cycle Club, corner
of Market and Liberty streets, at 10.03.

Time certified and cyclometer taken by
James Travers and C. E. Whitten. Cy-
clometer register, ten miles.

Rode to Nahant, Tremont House, 2\
miles. Pacemaker, Charles Abbott.
Rode to Marblehead, 1 1 £ miles ; to

Salem, 15 miles; to Rowley, 31 ^ miles;
to Salem, 48 miles; to Marblehead, 51
miles; to Lynn, 57 miles. Pacemaktr,
Charles Abbott.

Started from Lynn to go to Brighton.
Abbott took a header in Saugus, and
turned back.
Rode alone to Faneuil House, Brigh-

ton, 73^ miles.

Rode over course laid out for Boston
road race, fifty miles in length. Detour
at Wellesley to Needham and back, 8
miles. Detour at West Newton to Wal-
tham and back, 4 miles. Total, 62 miles.

Pacemaker, Theodore Rothe. Cyclo-
meter register 145^ at Brighton. Cor-
rected register, I35f. Time 12.29 noon.
The cyclometer was not taken after this

till Brighton was again reached.
Rode to Cambridge. C. R. Overman,

pacemaker.
Rode to Lynn. F. C. Graves, pace-

maker.
To Marblehead, Salem, Rowley, Salem,

Lynn, Saugus, Cambridge, Brighton.
W. A. Bond, pacemaker, 230 miles.

To Chestnut Hill reservoir and around
the basin, to make 3^ miles. Total
miles ridden, 233^ miles. Machine,
Victor bicycle. Time, 9.54; riding time,

23I1. 51m.

Cola E. Stone's Death.

The facts regarding the death of Cola
Stone are now public property. It had
been a matter of wonder that such a
large, powerful man as Stone should die

so suddenly, alter only a few hours of

illness, and the question went round that

there was something back of it. This

theory proved true when undertakers
Smithers and Waggoners were refused a
burial certificate by Dr. Martine Ker-
shaw, the attending physician, who turned
the whole matter over to the coroner,

feeling that Stone died from poisoning.

Accordingly an inquest was ordered,
which took place just before the funeral.

Dr. J. Martine Kershaw testified that

Saturday evening he was called to attend
Cola Stone. On entering the room,
Stone motioned to his grandmother and
father to leave the room, then said

:

" Well, doctor, I have taken arsenic."

When asked why, he simply shrugged
his shoulders, and said he wanted to
" shuffle off." The doctor at once pro-

ceeded with the usual antidotes. His
pulse was then 168 and he was tossing
around in great agony. He was asked
by the doctor if he wanted to take any
medicine to counteract the poison, and
said: "Yes; I am disgusted with the
arsenic route." This, the doctor thinks,

was not meant as a desire to return to

life, but simply as the expression of a
wish to be relieved of the terrible pain
that was sapping his life. He was at

this time in the greatest agony, vomiting
every minute. When the doctor called

later, at ten o'clock, Stone was in an un-
conscious condition, and never rallied.

Dr. Kershaw believes that the arsenic
was taken at breakfast on Saturday, and
that he had been suffering several hours
when he was called.

The*cause of the suicide is found in

his friendship with a young lady named
Laura Browning, who gained some little

notoriety by sitting to the artist, John H.
Fry, for Delilah in his painting called
" Samson." She is a handsome young
woman, with a Grecian type of beauty,

and had captivated Cola, who continued
his addresses with ardent persistency that

would brook no coolness, or take notice

of any disfavor that was shown regarding
his attention. When at last she rejected

him, his determined spirit could not

endure the pain, and, setting his jaws, he
went to his death. He was as firm and
decided in his love-making as he was in

everything else he undertook, and was con-
stantly in the young lady's company, and
was worried beyond all measure when
anything was said that led him to believe

his suit was not looked upon with favor.

He appeared at the Tower Grove saloon

Friday night about midnight, and in an
excited way drank a glass of ginger ale.

Between six o'clock in the evening and
that time, he was " with friends in town,"
his father said. That was the last seen
of him out-doors.

The funeral took place Monday, 28

September, from his father's residence,

Dr. Truman Post preaching the sermon.
The following were the pall-bearers : Ed.
Stetinenus, Ed Sensenny, Arthur Young,
Lindell Gordon, J. S. Rogers, George
Peters, L. J. Berger, and A. K. Stewart.

Messrs. Woodside, Prince, James, Cripps,

Hendee, and other visiting wheelmen,
with the Ramblers' and Missouri Clubs,

were present. The Ramblers sent a
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beautiful floral emblem, consisting of a

broken column with a wheel resting

against it. The visiting wheelmen met
at the Lindell Hotel, and passed appro-

priate resolutions of respect. Miss
Browning attended the funeral, and oc-

cupied a place with the mourners.
The Spectator has the following from

a correspondent :
—

As a wheelman I am satisfied no man
living was his equal. He was good for

long distances and short distances; he
was great on rough roads and smooth
roads. He could climb any hill that a

horse could climb, and he could ride

hands off where good riders were fain to

dismount. The story of Cola's exploits

on the wheel would fill a volume, and
they ought to be collected, put on paper,

and treasured by the club of which he
was the foremost member and special

pride. His mastery over the wheel was
absolute. It was under his feet a per-

fectly natural and certain mode of loco-

motion, and as obedient as the best

trained horse. The certainty and ease

with which he performed difficult feats

were marvellous. I was present the

afternoon when the first Victor bicycle

that came to the city was unshipped.

Cola had been appointed agent for it.

Having put it together, he rolled it out
on the sidewalk, glanced it all over, shook
it to see how it felt, and with an easy
spring vaulted into the seat. There was
no swinging or uncertainty about the

movement when he landed in tWfe seat.

A rock would not have been steadier.

Cola put his feet on the pedals, felt the

machine, rode down the sidewalk to near

Eleventh street, rode off the curb,

crossed the car tracks, back again,

mounted the curb, and came easily dcwn
to where we were standing. Dismount-
ing, he looked approvingly at the wheel
again, said with a satisfied air, in re-

sponse to my query, " That 's a good
bike," and rolled it into the store again.

To see him take that little ride was a

liberal education in wheeling. There
never was a man more absolutely devoid

of fear than Cola. He did not know the

meaning of the word. He received in

the course of his career in racing and road

riding his share of the falls and head-

ers which are unfortunately an incident

of wheeling, but this, singular to relate,

came almost entirely from sheer careless-

ness, where there was absolutely no
excuse for them. Cola, riding at nigl t

without a light, has repeatedly ran into

excavations, over stones and bricks, rid-

ing at full speed ; but in riding stony or

difficult roads, or coasting steep hills at

tremendous speed, where care was re-

quired, his ri.ding was daring but safe.

Cola believed in upholding his rights

with his good right hand, and if they

were to be maintained, he would
" tackle " any number of men without the

least hesitation, confident in his own
prowess or reckless of consequences.

The last fight Cola was in was thoroughly

characteristic. While up in North St.

Louis one day with a fellow-wheelman

taking lunch at a restaurant, he heard the

noise of a disturbance in the alley ad-
joining. They went out to see what the
trouble was, and found a man beating a
woman brutally. Cola was not in the

habit of seeing that sort of treatment of
women, and instantly sailed in. He
knocked the man down, another rushed
at him, and he felt the weight of Cola's

fist. The first and another came at him
with a club, axe handle, and whatever else

they could lay hands on, and I believe

the woman also joined in to beat him
down. There was an exceedingly lively

and fierce scrimmage for five minutes,
when some people interfered before any
fatal results attended. Cola came down
town next day with a very black eye a
bruised chin, and evidences of having
been in a tough place. I asked him how
the other parties looked. He simply
said, " Well, you should have seen
them."

From a Feminine Point of View.

I think I could make an interesting

book if I were to jot down and compile
all the conversations I have held upon
the subject of wheels and wheeling. The
first question asked by the interested

observer is, " Does it go hard ? " I

think I have answered that question a
thousand times. I have waxed eloquent
over the ease of propulsion. I have told

what 1 have done and what it was possi-

ble for me to do. And yet in nine cases
in ten the interested observer goes away
in doubt.

I have a good reputation for veracity

among my friends, and yet few of them
will believe me when I tell them it is not

hard work to propel a tricycle. The
average man has great faith in what his

eyes tell him, and there is little doubt but
a rider of the three-wheeler looks to be
working hard. In this case appearances
are deceitful.

One of the most annoying questions I

have to meet is this, " Do you ride it

around Boston streets ? " When I an-

swer in the negative, the remark is as

sure to follow as night the day, " Then
it is not a practical vehicle." 1 hereafter

follows a long defence of my favorite, and
an attempt to convince my friend that I

ride for pleasure, and that there is no
pleasure in bumping over cobble-stones,

and that the machine can be ridden about
the streets of Boston, but no one winds
his way through the labyrinth of cars and
drays, over filthy cobbles and slippery

tracks, unless he is compelled to by force

of circumstances. How many select the

streets of Boston when they drive for

pleasure in carriages ?

I was obliged to ride through the

business portion of the city, and down
through the North End the other day.

Excuse me from trying it again. If I had

not had a gentleman with me, I doubt if

I could have gone through. I think I

should have been murdered. At least

four thousand ragamuffins followed us,

crying to their companions to come on,

taking hold of my wheel, getting in front

and endangering themselves no less than
me,— and all this in a busy thoroughfare

where 1 had to keep all my wits about me
to keep from being run down by the drays.

I doubt if grand old Jumbo himself could
have drawn a greater crowd than we did.

Residents of the country are now
well informed regarding cycles, and the

sight of one on the road does not bring
out the cottagers. It is the city gamin
that looks upon a cycle as a nine day's

wonder, and I am not disposed to do the
missionary work of enlightening him.

I have been reading with a great deal

of interest Dr. Richardson's work on the

tricycle, and you need not be surprised
if you find me quoting from him in the
future. I want to take one little note
this week respecting moderation of effort

by women of all ages who venture the

tricycle.

" For women to try to compete with
men, or even with each other, is to spoil

all the value which tricycling, reasonably
conducted, would confer on them. With
much respect, I should suggest that wo-
men, even when they are young, should
be content to ride fifty miles in one day
as their maximum effort on such roads
as at present exist. For ordinary prac-

tice, from fifteen to twenty-five miles a
day is quite sufficient."

I wish the Dr. had brought in the

question of speed as well as distance, for

where one lady rides too far, five ride

too fast, and lose all the pleasure and
benefit of the exercise. Daisie.

London W. Interviewed.

J. S. Dean, Esq., has accorded the

following interview to a Herald re-

porter :
—

"Although I did not see more than
half a dozen tracks, and these were so-

called provincial because outside of Lon-
don, they were, I suppose, among the

best in the country, because the champi
onship races were held thereon. The
surface was fine cinder, and fully as good
as ours ; but the tracks were smaller, and
some of them had bad corners, and on
none of them did I see records cut. Re-
garding the non-professional riders, it is

generally admitted by every one that nine
out of ten of the leading amateurs are

supported or financially aided by makers
in one way or another, and are thus to

be classified as ' makers' amateurs.' Of
all the men who recently came here, but
one, Furnivall, is above suspicion. It is

a remarkable fact that, as soon as an am-
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RUDGE RECORDS.
ANY BICYCLE CAN WIN A RACE.

Every Bicycle CANNOT make a Record.

ONE MILE.

RUDGE

EAGER,

2.31 5.

One Mile

ONE MILE.

RUDGE

SAFETY.

2.43
Tricycle, 2.491.

We regret to say that we have not space to insert
all of our other records; suffice it to say
that we have every record inclusive from

3 TO 20 IMIIXjIES.
SOLE U. S. AGENTS.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
152 TO 158 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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THE s^V.

SpriiigfleldL, 31ass., September Otli, 1885.

RECORDS.
HALF MILE,

JL • ^W «3 %r<

THREE FOURTHS MILE

^•^5?

»*CT/
0>V

Ml

6.05.

The Strongest, Fastest, and Most Perfect Safety Made.THE

(IjI^LITEIID)

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,BOSTON.
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ateur becoTies fast, some relative oomes
forward who is willing to take care cf

him, and allow him to lead a life of indo-

lence, save when engaged in racing.

And. by the way, does it not seem worth
noticing that England sends her men to

America for what they can gain, while

this country's contribution abroad con-

sists of people who are alone bent on
pleasure? The question of the 'makers'
amateurs ' is one of the great ones of the

day. In England some attempt has been
made to establish their position ; but the

trouble is, the N. C. U. either does not

dare to meet the question fairly and
squarely, or else they cannot find any
way out of the difficulty. The N. C. U.
is principally an association of clubs, al-

though individuals can join ; and, if this

body attempted to prohibit ' makers' ama-
teurs ' taking part, the clubs would very

likely leave, as even with them it is a

question of money, and they are unwill-

ing to conduct a meeting with a loss;

that is, anything which keeps out the best

racing men reduces the public intere^

and lessens the gate-money. The idea

of having the makers combine and agree

not to support the races is a good one
;

but I should doubt if it could be done in

England, owing to the strong impossibil-

ity of the dealers giving their consent to

such an arrangement. English amateurs

are of much the same grade as ours, but

there are a great many more good men
who, however, have no chance beside the

maker's protege. Touring is more and
more being indulged in each year, and
one meets a good many riders on the

road, no matter where he may go. The
machines ridden are about equally di-

vided between the bicycle and tricycle,

for the latter have astonishingly increased

in favor. The tandem is becoming very

popular, and a pleasant companion ren-

ders this form of travelling the height

of cycling travels. The roads, on an
average, are better than ours, although

some stretches around Boston are per-

fect. The beauty of travelling in Eng-
land, however, is that you can go out

from almost any place, and travel for

three hundred or four hundred miles over

good roads, and see fine scenery and an

interesting country. Except for very

high hills, there is no need of dismount-

ing, and I never ran across a road that

was not ridable. One great advantage

the tourist gets there, which is only par-

tially obtained here, is the large number
of inns, which are abundantly provided,

and where one can always find something
to eat and drink. It is considered poor

form for a man to wear a badge ; b.it. if

one is insisted upon, the left breast is the

only place for it, and it is rarely seen upon
the hat. In fact, in a parade, I saw a

number of felt hats. The C. T. C. uni-

form is everywhere to be met, and some
do not wear it because it is so common.
Uniforms, except of the quietest descrip-

tion, are going out of fashion among gen-

tlemen. The clubs do not have much
opportunity for sociability like Boston
clubs, owing to their lack of suitable ac-

commodations, due largely to the fact that

the dues are too small to support the
same elegant club-houses some of our
clubs inhabit. Most clubs have their

headquarters in some hotel, which fur-

nishes them with a gathering-place with-

out the responsibilities of a regular estab-

lishment. During the winter, parties,

smoking concerts, etc., are organized.

Regarding the press, I would say that the

dally papers do not pretend to pay any
particular attention to bicycling, although
all of them give the results of champion-
ship and other important events. A col-

umn of the extent and character of the

Herald \s unknown, so far as my obser-

vation goes. The sporting papers give

fuller summaries, but they do not cover
the field ; and it is only when one comes
to the large number of special journals

that an adequate representation can be
found. Of these, there are seven week-
lies and two monthlies. One of the prin-

cipal troubles with these English papers
is the great amount of personalities in-

dulged in, but this has now been reme-
died to some extent. Each paper has
supposedly a special policy, which it at-

tempts to carry out, but they all stand in

awe of the dealers ; and the C. T. C. Ga-
zette, which has the largest circulation,

reaching over 20,000, is the only one
which is independent of the makers, and
the only one where criticism of a particu-

lar machine can be admitted. As a rule,

the cycling press compares very favor-

ably with ours ; but it is only fair to say
that the field they have to cover is so
much smaller that the news can be gath-

ered more rapidly and completely than in

this country, and the larger circulation

^ind advertising patronage places at their

disposal more money which can be ex-

pended in furthering this end. American
news is not usually touched upon by the

English journals, and what little they do
contain is generally clippings."

An Owlish Admonition.

Night riding is fun: there 's no mis-

take about it ! Given a hard road and a

good wheel, and even a companion may
be dispensed with; nor is moonlight a

necessary adjunct. Some most enjoyable

rides of mine have been in the blackest

of nights, my trike and I, with no beam
save the occasional glimmer of a kero-

sene street light, and beneath me, the

cheery companionship of my King-o'-the-

road, as it swings its round moon-face

from the brake-rod. I love to see the

crescent glitter athwart my drivers as the

light swings up and falls upon the nickel.

I never tire of watching the changes of

light and shadow ; of testing by feeling

whether the road is level or up grade, of

wondering as I run some gentle coast,

whether it is endless, as the wheels glide

on and on, as though indeed disinclined

to stop. Then here 's a steeper coast !

I know it well ; have shot it like a salmon

down a rapid, many a time, and know it

to be hard and smooth. Brace the feet

and loose the brake — Houp-la ! ! and

down we glide, my trike and I, across
the well-remembered riffles, secure in

mind, and blessing old McAdam. Was
ever joy like this ? The air rushes
keenly past; the street lights flash by
like the rush of the train at night, and—
heavens ! Up flies my starboard wheel,
once, twice, as though a whale had
hoisted us. Out goes the light, and
swift brakes alone prevent a ditching.

What under the canopy! I go back to

investigate. (?)

Oh, nothing much. A thrifty coal-cart

man had trigged his wheels with twelve-
pound junks of puddingstone, and provi-
dently left them there against the time of
need ! I coast no more on moonlight
nights, no matter how smooth the road.
Thanks, Brockton, for your etiquette
sustainer ! J. Parke Street.

CURRENTE CALAMO
There is talk of a hill-climbing con-

test at Corey Hill. Chicago will please
send on a man.
The record breakers are waiting for

the next moon.
The Globe has been interviewing

wheelmen anent the classification of rec-

ords, by which it is proposed to place the
records made in competition in one class
and those made against time in another.
Opinions are divided.

A Danvers paper says it is a curious
fact that the Danvers man who proposed
a by-law at a town-meeting a few years
ago, making it a crime to ride a bicycle
on the sidewalks, now monopolizes the

whole walk by riding a tricycle thereon.

Karl Kron is after the age of his

subscribers now.
Messrs. Lambert and Furnivall

sailed for England in the " City of Chi-
cago," on Saturday last.

English exchanges are printing tele-

grams from the racing men, dated from
Queenstown. Old Albion has received
them with open arms by this time.

America made a decided bob upwards
when they left us. The weight of the
silver they carried with them was keep-
ing us down.

We are promised that the articles on
fancy riding will be soon forthcoming.
Sickness has caused the delay.

A racing man told us the other day
that his wheel was a very fast one, — for

a mile. We never before appreciated
the claim of makers, that the machine
does it all. We congratulate our friend

on the ability of his machine, limited

though it was to a single mile.

Ckipps has a peculiar tricycle motion.
At every stroke he nods his head very
decidedly, as though saying, in dumb
motion, "Yes! Yes! Yes!" to some
one immediately ahead of him. — Ameri-
can Wheelman.

In the St. Louis races during the tricy-

cle event Whittaker's pedal came loose,

and he stopped to fix it. Cripps waited
for him, and let him take the lead.
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And now St. Louis asks for the

L. A. W. Meet of 1887. It is well to be
early in the field.

An English writer suggests that it

would not be a bad idea for tandem riders

when they are touring to pin a map on
the back of the leading rider. The rear

man would then have something to look

at.

The timing at St. Louis was done by
electricity, and the little wheel objection

was overcome. We hope to see an ex-

planation of the working of the thing.

The Coventry Machinists Company
have two locking devices for the tricycle.

One is T shaped, and the long end is

thrust through links in the chain and a
padlock secures it at the other end. The
other is smaller, aud goes through a link

ot the upper chain to be padlocked below.

Either will fasten the machine so that it

can be moved but a short distance, and
they are small enough to be easily carried

in the tool bag. They are called " Stop
Thief."

Messrs. Haynes and Danforth, who
started out to beat the twenty-four hour
record, last week, stopped after going
H2 miles, and finding themselves behind
the record.

The Wheel has once more changed its

size, and appears on better paper. It

alternates reading matter and advertising

in its make-up.

A number of Boston wheelmen were
out on the road the other day, when they

met two yoang ladies driving. Their
horse took fright at the wheels and
backed the carriage against a stone wall.

An overset would have taken place had
not one of the wheelmen seized the

horse by the bridle and checked him.
The ladies were terribly frightened and
dared go no farther with the horse,

whereupon their gallant rescuer arranged
to have his wheel sent home by express,

and drove them home. Dime novelists

take notice.

Under date 1 October, Mr. F. P.

Priall publishes a fourth edition of his

book of records. It is a convenient little

book, and has been prepared with care.

We wish, however, before he had cred-

ited Woodside with the records from
twenty-one to fifty miles, he had read the

following from the Wheel of 19 Decem-
ber, 1884, in relation to these records:
" We must decline to accept these rec-

ords under the above condition (the only
curb was a chalk line on the floor), and
trust that wheelmen will some time have
it drummed through their heads that a
solid curb is necessary for accurate rec-

ords as far as the Wheel is concerned."
Mr. Priall is the only one that has
accepted the records.

EXOTICS

The employes of Humber & Co. sub-

scribed for and presented Thos. Humber
with a painting of himself, and an illumi-

nated address. It was formally presented

12 September, at a dinner held at the
Victoria Hotel, Nottingham. A large
company assembled, including all the
heads of the various departments, and a
number of guests specially invited by the

committee for the occasion. The por-
trait, in a massive gilt frame, was hung
over the platform with a curtain before it.

This was removed amid deafening ap-
plause. The picture is a half-length life-

size in oil, and may justly be described as
a magnificent work of art. Mr. Humber
is represented leaning upon one of his

celebrated tandem tricycles. The like-

ness is perfect, and, by a clever adjust-

ment of light and shade, the artist has
succeeded in producing a picture of un-
common excellence and fidelity. It was
painted by A. W. Cox. Mr. Humber re-

sponded feelingly to the presentation
speech, addressing the men as "fellow-
workmen."

Mr. T. R. Marriott started 21 Sep-
tember to break the John O'Groat's rec-

ord on a tricycle.

Alfred Nixon had to abandon his

John O'Groat's trip in consequence of an
accident to his machine. He will try it

again.

Has it ever occurred, we fancy, to those
who admit the "Humber" type of tri-

cycle to be facile princeps uphill, to give

a reason why it should be so? Our the-

ory is this : Whichever way the machine
is going, both wheels are driving straight,

whereas, on a front or rear steerer, turn-

ing by means of the small wheel is more
gradual, and, during the operation, one of

the large wheels is doing less work, how-
ever little less, than the other. The turn-

ing of the " Humber " type is done mor%
suddenly, and consequently less of the
double driving is lost. — Cyclist.

On Tuesday, 22 September, Messrs.
Harry Etherington and M. V. J. Webber,
Vectis B. C, reached St. Pancras Station,

London, at twenty minutes to six. They
were welcomed by a numerous body of

wheelmen. Amongst them were Messrs.
Fred. Cooper (Marriott and Cooper), C. J.

Fox, T. Moore, H. A. Barrow, J. B.

Marsh, T. A. Edge, and Tom Lamb.

Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Smith, of the

South London, T. C, recently rode ten

miles on their " Invincible Tandem " in

38m. 1 8s., — an average of 331^ for each
mile.

Wheel Life for 25 September has a
group of portraits of " English Heroes,"
the heroes being the wheelmen who vis-

ited America.

Kennedy-Child is out with a defence
of Hendee from the attacks of the cycling

press.

RACING NEWS
Boston Century Race.

100 miles in 6h. 57M.

The third annual hundred-mile road
race of the Boston Club, was run on Mon-
day last, over the following route :

—

Starting from corner of Arlington and
Boylston streets, down Arlington street
to Commonwealth avenue, to Chester
park, and across Chester park extension
to Boston street, to Hancock street.

Follow car tracks to Meeting House Hill,

and then by Adams street to Milton
Lower Mills, thence by River street to
checker at Mattapan. Continuing on
River street, cross the river bridge, and
turn right for one one-quarter of a mile
to the forks, take right up short hill and
down other side to High street, through
Mill village to Dedham. Dedham avenue
to Needham Plaims. At this point
checker will indicate course to be taken
to make up two miles. Yxoxa. Needham
Plains follow Highland avenue and Cen-
tre street to checker at Newton Centre ;

turn sharp left on Beacon street to great
sign boards, and then return to checker
at Newton fCentre via Beacon street,

Walnnt street, Lake avenue and Beacon
street again. Then turn sharp left to

Centre street, continuing to checker at

Newton. Cross railroad tracks, and turn
left on to Washington street to checker
at Auburn street, West Newton. Around
triangle formed by Washington, Auburn-
dale and Auburn streets, and thence by
Watertown avenue to Watertown. Fol-
low Main street for two blocks and then
take Arsenal street, passing the arsenal
and crossing the bridge to Western
avenue. Then to Cambridgeport, to Cen-
tral square, Cambridge. Turn right and
follow River street, crossing bridge, and
straight on by Cambridge street to

checker at Union square, Allston, cor-
ner of Brighton avenue. Brighton avenue
and Beacon street to Chester park. Re-
peat route to Commonwealth avenue,
down the avenue to Arlington street, to

the finish, in front of the club-house on
Boylston street.

The start was made at 8 11, with the
following field of entrants : George
Weber, Smithville, N. J. ; F. F. Ives,

Meriden, Conn. ; Theodore Rothe, Bos-
ton ; A. A. McCurdy, Lynn ; W. A.
Rhodes, Dorchester.
The men were checked as follows:—
Milton Lower Mills: Rhodes (1), We-

ber (2), Ives (3), McCurdy (4), Rothe
(5)-

Dedham, 9.14: Weber, Ives, Rhodes .

McCurdy, 9.21, Rothe.
Needham, 930: Weber, Ives, Rhodes,

McCurdy.
Newton Centre: Weber, 9.44; Ives,

9.44I
; Rhodes and McCurdy, 9.46^ ;

Rothe, 10.01.

Newton Centre, second time : Weber,
io.8£ ; Ives, io.io^; McCurdy, 10.12;
Rhodes, 10.16; Rothe, 10.31.

West Newton: Weber, 10.30; Ives,

10.32; McCurdy, 10.33!; Rhodes; 10.42!

;

Rothe 10.56.

Allston: Weber, 11. 10; Ives, 11. 12;
McCurdy, 11. 16: Rhodes, 11.30; Rothe,
time not taken.

Finish line. Completion of 50 miles

:

Weber, i\.i\\\ Ives, 11.22^; McCurdy,
11.26; Rhodes, 11.47; Rothe, 11.52-1.
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Anybody with a Better Record may copy
this Page.

Yon Bet lour Life toe J Something ia pors!

jVLILEj
6 Hours, 57 Minutes.

50 MILES
3 Hours, IO2 Minutes.

DONE ON THE MUCH-ABUSED

STAR BICYCLE
BY CEO. E. WEBER,

IN THE

Boston Bicycle Club's Third Annual Race,

WON FOR THE SECOND TIME.
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THE APOLLO'S RECORD
OF

2lli MILES IN 24 HOURS
X3LA.23 iOESESIST ZOE3-A.T3E33X-, 33XJT KTOT THE3

APOLLO
Itself, as it Remains Unsurpassed by any Wheel

on the Market.

At Providence, Sept. 22, W. A, RHODES, of Dorchester, rode a 57-inch

APOLLO ROADSTER, making a mile in 2 minutes 41 seconds.

New Invoice of Apollos Just Received.

SAMPLE SPRINGFIELD TANDEM
IS NOW ON EXHIBITION.

O a t ,t . _a.:n-:I3 INSPECT. Scsxxci. For Sccoud-Hand List.

W. B. EVERETT &, CO.,
<> and 8 Berkeley Street - - - BOSTON;

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS.
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FIFTY-MILE TIME.

Weber 3h. 10m. 30s.

Ives 3h. 11m. 15s.

McCurdy 3h. 15m.

Rhodes 3h. 36m.
Rothe 3h. 41m. ios.

SECOND ROUND.

Milton Lower Mills : McCurdy, 11.56 ;

Rhodes (2); Rothe (3); Ives (4); Weber
(5). Weber and Ives got off the route,

and the other riders got the lead.

Dedham: McCurdy, Ives, Weber, at

12.30; Rhodes, 1.00; Rothe, 1.14.

Needham : Weber, Ives, McCurdy,
12.52; Rhodes, 1.20; Rothe, 1.37.

Newton Centre : McCurdy, 1.20^ ; Ives,

i.2o£; Weber, 1.23^; Rhodes (4); Rothe,

Newton Centre, return: Weber, 1.46;

Ives and McCurdy, 1.48; Rhodes (4)

;

Rothe (5).
West Newton: Weber, 2.06; Mc-

Curdy and Ives, 2.12^; Rhodes, 2.47^;
Rothe, 3.1 1.

Allston : Weber, 2.52; McCurdy, 3.00;

Rhodes (4); Rothe (5).

Finish, 100 miles: Weber", 3.08 ; Ives,

3.16^ ; McCurdy, 3.16^; Rhodes, 4.00;

Rothe, 4.26.

The following table shows the result of

the race, and the time made by each

rider:—
H. M. S.

George Weber 6 57 00
F.F.Ives 7 05 10

A. A. McCurdy 7 05 15

W.A.Rhodes 7 47 00

Theodore Rothe 8 15 00

Notes.

The previous best American record for

100 miles was 8 hours 28 minutes, made
by Cola E. Stone, from Coburg to Kings-

ton, Can., July 10, 1885. The English
100-mile record is 7 hours 11 minutes 10

seconds, made by George Smith, Sept.

27, 1884, on a Kangaroo.
George Weber, the winner of first

prize, was born in Burlington, N. J., and
is nineteen years of age. His weight
is one hundred and fifty-eight pounds,

and his height five feet ten inches. He
is well known on the racing field as the

rider of a Star, and his recent achieve-

ment of making twenty miles within the

hour at Springfield is still fresh in the

public mind. He has been a rider about

a year and a half, and out of forty races

ridden this year has gained a prize in

thirty-six.

The tricycle race was not started, as

the two men failed to come to lime, Dan-
forth being laid up with a bruised leg,

and the chain of Williams' tricycle break-

ing made it impossible for him to start.

The officials were : Referee, L. R. Har-
rison

;
judges and timers and checkers at

fifty-mile point, E. C. Hodges, A. D.
Peck, Jr., and Charles S. Howard.
As careful checkers were stationed all

along the route at all the turnings, and
several watches were held upon the re-

sult, the only apparent question which
can be raised is upon the distance, and
regarding this Capt. Harrison stated

that it had been gone over by a number
of persons with cyclometers, and had
carefully been measured upon the map.
There would seem to be no doubt of its

correctness, and, had records not been
broken, it would not again be gone over
for verification, but, in order to do away
with even the slightest doubt, a party of

wheelmen, carrying cyclometers, will on
Sunday next carefully go over the entire

route.

As the journey was taken from the

Newton Centre checker to the big sign

boards, Rhodes' leg, which had been in-

jured previous to the race, gave out, and
he soon found himself obliged to pedal

almost entirely with one foot.

Theodore Rothe met with a singular

accident at Newton Centre. While go-
ing at a terrific pace he suddenly came in

contact with the shaft of a wagon. Im-
mediately he found himself riding on the

shaft, the frightened horse going at full

speed, and his bicycle moving along be-

side him. After going some twenty or

thirty yards the animal was stopped, and
Rothe, resuming his machine, proceeded
uninjured.

Dashing round the corner into Wash-
ington Street, Mr. Stall, pacemaker for

Weber, ran over a youngster who was
standing in the centre of the road. The
boy and the rider were both sent flying in

all directions over the road, but fortu-

nately without seriously hurting either.

The bicycle was smashed, however, and
another had to be secured.

The machines ridden by the men were:

Weber, Star; Ives, Victor; McCurdy,
Columbia ; Rhodes, Victor ; Rothe, Vic-

tor.

Montreal, 19 September. — Sports

of Young Irishmen's Literary Associa-

tion. Three Mile Bicycle Race. — F. S.

Crispo (1), 11. 15; H. M. Ramsay (2),

11.20.

Pullman, III., 26 September.

—

Sports of the P. A. C. One Mile Bicycle

Race. — F. B. Bradley, 20s. (1), 30.28^ ;

W. S. Webster, ios. (2) ; Phil Hammel,
scratch (3). Three Mile. — W. S. Web-
ster (1), 1 1. 16; F. B. Bradley, 20s. (2);
Phil Hammel, scratch (3).

East Hartford, Conn., 30 Septem-
ber.— A large crowd attended the races

of the East Hartford Bicycle Club. The
races took place on the new quarter-mile

track of the club about a mile east of

East Hartford Main street The track

is a new one, and the club had not had
time to put it in the best possible shape,

but the surface is good, and the track

well laid out. No grand stand has yet

been put up, but a row of settees had
been placed near the judge's stand.

One Mile, Handicap. — H. E. Bidwell,

scratch (1), 3.25 ; E. S. Horton, 25 yards

(2) ; W. L. Prior, 50 yards (3).

One Mile, Novice.— F. Beaumont (1),

3.51 ; F. Fuller (2); L. Brasch (3).

Half Mile Run and Ride. — H. E.

Bidwell (1), 2.05 ; C. B. Ripley (2).

One Mile, 3.25 Class. — E. Arnold (i),

3.51 ; H. Welles (2), F. Fuller (3).

Two Mile, Lap. — H. E. Bidwell (1),

7.22^ ; F. C. Jackson (2) ; J. A. Louns-
bury (3).

Two Mile. — DeBlois (1), 7.25 ; Forbes
(2); Prior (3).

Three Mile, Handicap. — H. E. Bid-
well, scratch (1), 11.25 ; C. B. Ripley,
20 sec. (2) ; W. B. Ford (3).

Quarter Mile, Boys. — D. L. Burnham
(1), 58 sec; W. James (2).

Slow Race, 150 feet. — Dr. McKnight
(1); Mr. Forbes (2).

Team Race, Cranh vs. Star.— J. A.
Lounsbury, crank, finished first in 3.33.
The committee could not have been

familiar with the rules of the L. A. W.,
for we are told that the officials nearly all

participated in the races.

Record- Breaking.

Springfield, i October. — R. Howell
against time on a tricycle. Quarter, 44J?

;

half, *i. 24!; three quarters, *2. 07; mile,

*2.49 |.

Springfield, i October.— F. Wood
against time on a bicycle. Quarter, 38 ;

half, 1.17I; three quarters, 1.59I ; mile,

2.41. No record broken.

St. Louis, 30 September.— W. A.
Rowe, of Lynn, on a bicycle against time.

Quarter, 37I; half, 1.16; three quarters,

1.57; mile, *2.38|. Rowe got a bad start

and lost fully halt a second, and he made
a second attempt. A good start was ef-

fected. Quarter, 4o| ; half, i.i8|; three

quarters, 1.595; mile, 2.40.

St. Louis, 30 September. — Geo. M;
Hendee against time on a bicycle. Quar.
ter mile, 36^. Two watches had it 36^ -

the other recorded 36 seconds. Hendee
was out of condition, and would ride only
for the quarter record.

Albany, 30 September. — The fourth

annual races of the Albany Bicycle Club
took place at Island Park, before a large

number of spectators, of whom many
were ladies.

One Mile, Novice. — S. G. Smith (1),

3.38; W. C. Hickox (2), 3 .38f ; H. Rich-
mond (3).

Half Mile, — H. S. Kavanaugh (1),

1.27I; H. L. Burdock (2), 1.29$.

One Mile, Club. — A. P, Dunn (1),

3.12J; S. G. Smith (2).

Five Mile. — H. S. Kavanaugh (1),

18.35! ; J- G. Burch, Jr. (2).

One Mile, Team.— Trojan Wheelmen
(1), 20 points : Albany Club (2), 16 points.

A. P. Dunn finished first in 3.65 ; Wyley
(2), 3-7-

Slow Race, 50 Yards. — E. Ellenwood

(0. i-55-

One Mile, Hands Off. — H. L. Burdick

(2), 3.5.1 . A- l, Edmuns (2), 3.6.

Sid Nicholson, of Utica, gave an exhi-

bition of fancy riding.

Five Mile, Club.— A. P. Dunn (1),

16.25 ; A. H. Scattergood (2), 19 10.

One Mile, 'Time 3.34. — J. G. Burch,

Jr., 5.34! ; W. C. Hickox (2), 3.37; A.

J. Gallien (3), 3.30.

One Mile Consolaion.— W. E. Pagfl

(1), 3.6 ; A. L. Edmuns (2), 3.6J.
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"I ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made."

GEO. M. HENDEE.
Colorado Wheel Club Races. —

These were run off at Denver, 25 and 26
September. Results: Half Mile,— H.
G. Kennedy (1), 1.30. Two Mile,— F.

Wurtzeback (1), 6.36I. Mile Club, —
C. C. Hopkins (1), 3.09. Five Mile,
Handicap,— W. L. Van Horn, 10s. (1),

17.21, which is now the State record.

Hundred Yards Slow Race,—Won by B.

M. Kennedy. Three Mile, Handicap,—
H. G. Kennedy, scratch (1), 10.08. Half
Mile, Boys', — B. M. Kennedy (1), 1.45.

Mile, 3.30 Class,— J. J. Alter (1), 3.27I.
Two Mile, Open,— H. G. Kennedy (1),

6.32^. Half Mile, Without Hands,—
W. L. Van Horn (1), 1.43^. Half Mile,
1.40 Class, — F.J. Chamard (1), I.41J.
Five Mile State Championship, — W. L.

Van Horn (1), 18.38. A series of special

races were run off on the 27th. Results
are appended: Mile Novices',— Pfeffer

(1), 3.27^. Two Mile Open, — Kennedy
(1), 6.37. Mile Boys'' Handicap,— Brown,
20s. (1), 4m. Half Mile,— Van Horn
(1), 1.37. Consolation, Hannam (1),

3-30.

The following is a programme of the

Chicago races :
—

FIRST DAY — FRIDAY, l6 OCTOBER.

i. One mile novice: 1st prize, silver

handle silk umbrella; 2d, bicycle rifle.

2. Five mile, Illinois division cham-
pionship : division medal.

3. One mile, open to all amateurs: 1st

prize, gold watch ; 2d, pearl opera glass.

4. One mile, professional: 1st prize,

$100; 2d, #30; 3d, $15; $50 added if

record is beaten.

5. Two mile, open to all amateurs : 1st

prize, a bicycle; 2d, gold cuff buttons.

6. One mile, safety, wheels not over

40 inches: 1st prize, bronze clock; 2d,

dressing case.

7. Three miles, open to all amateurs :

1st prize, diamond ring ; 2d, scarf pin.

8. One mile, tricycle, Illinois division

championship : division medal.

9. One hundred yards, slow, Illinois

division championship : division medal.

9^. Two mile handicap.

10. Ten mile, professional: 1st prize,

$75; 2d, $30; 3d, $15 ; $50 added if

record is beaten.

SECOND DAY — SATURDAY, 17 OCTOBER.

11. Twenty mile : Columbia cup.
12. Two mile, professional : 1st prize,

$75 ; 2d, $30; ,3d, $15; $50 added if

record is beaten.

13. Five mile, open to all amateurs: 1st

prize, gold watch; 2d, bicycle photo-
graphic outfit.

14. Fancy riding, Illinois division

championship : division medal.

15. One mile, Illinois division cham-
pionship : division medal.

16. One mile, open to all amateurs : 1st

prize, bicycle ; 2d, complete outfit of silk

tights.

17. Five mile, professional : 1st prize,

$35; 2d, $70; 3d, $15; $50 added if

record is beaten.

18. Three mile, tug-of-war : special

prize.

19. One mile, tricycle: 1st prize, fine

music box ; 2d, gold watch chain.

ig\. One mile, 3.20 class.

20. One mile, consolation: 1st prize,

bronze clock ; 2d, silver chronograph; 3d,

L. A. W. pin; 4th, silk umbrella.

Open to all amateurs, except Nos. 2,

8, 9, 14, and 15, which are open to Illinois

L. A. W. members only, and Nos. 9^
and ig\, which are open to members of

the Illinois division only.

R. P. Gormully, of the firm of Gor-
mully and Jeffery, has contributed a gold
medal to the Chicago Bicycle Club for the

winner of the twenty-five mile road wheel
race on the track of the C. B. T. Asso-
ciation. The race will be run in the near
future, the club racing board having the

matter in charge.

Next Saturday will be run the much-
talked-of tricycle race between the 1885
crop of Boston Club members. The en-

tries thus far are : Messrs. Robinson,
Huston, Lambert, and Mann.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

The trip of the Massachusetts Club to

visit the Citizens' Club, of New York,
has been arranged so as to leave Boston
Monday, 12 October, probably by the

Fall River line. Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday they will be entertained

by their hosts, and on the latter evening
they will start for home, probably by rail.

At the semiannual entertainment of

the Lynn Cycle Club on the 16th, there

will be an exhibition of double and sin-

gle fancy bicycle riding, obstacle races,

and dancing.

The second sociable of the Massachu-
setts Club on next Saturday will consist

of an athletic entertainment; the third,

on the following week, will be of a literary

nature ; and the fourth, on the 24th, will

be of a general nature.

The season of chop suppers was
opened at the Boston Club on Saturday
evening last.

J. E. Alden has resigned his steward-
ship of the Massachusetts Club.

Vice-president, captain, and lieuten-

ant of the Hudson, N. Y., Bi Club have
returned from a very enjoyable two-weeks
tour along the coast of Massachusetts,
taking back an increase of animal tissue

almost incredible.

A proposition to join the League in a

body will come before the Boston Club
on Friday night.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

C. H. Potter,
Acting Chief Consul.

99 Superior street, Cleveland, Ohio.

Dues for the first year, $r.oo in advance; annual dues
after first year, seventy-five cents. Application blanks

can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed

envelope to the State consul of the State in which the

applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as

appointed, is .* —
Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bittinger, 608 Harrison avenue,

Leadville.
Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, 3 Somerset street,

Boston.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W. V. Gilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio.— Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.

Pennsylvania. — F. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

IVisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.
Iowa.— S. B. Wright, Oskaloosa.
Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock

Springs.

Canadian Division:— Application blanks can be

obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed envelope

to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

Applications.— Dr. George A. Gorgas, 6 Market
square, Harrisburg, Pa.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

W. Elliott. If there was no competition there

would be no offence.

F. M. G. 3.08$, by W. S. Clark, 31 January, 1879.

H. S. M. The Quadrant front wheel is twenty-six

inches.

R. H. S. We don't know that they can be had over

here. Our item was based upon .an article in use in

England.
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S. F. M. The horse " Capt. McGowan " trotted

twenty miles in 58.25 at Boston, 31 October, 1865. It

was his second successful attempt to put twenty miles
within the hour. The h' rse " Controller " ran twenty
miles in 58.57, at San Francisco. 20 April, 1878. The
hundred rmle trotting record in 8.55.53, made by
" Conqueror," L. I., 12 Novemb-r, 1853, fifty-mile

trotting record, 3.55.40X, by " Ariel," at Albany, in

1846.

New York. We send club-rate circular.

FIXTURES

9 and 10 October

:

Tournament of Omaha (Neb.) Wheel Club.

10 October :

Races at Norristown, Pftnn.

Boston Race.

16 and 17 October :

Division races at Chicago, 111.

20 October

:

Road race, Wheeling, Va., to Uniontown, Penn.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[Advertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

FOB SAIiE.— One 56-inch Humber Racer, ridden
by Webber twenty miles inside the hour ; only used

at Springfield ; price $100. Address H. M. S., Box
5,319, Boston, Mass.

FOB SALE.— One 52-inch American Club ball
pedals hollow rim and cyclometer, new in July; 52-

inch American Rudge, ball pedals, bell and cyclome-
ter; fine condition ; $85 ; 52-inch American Challenge,
balls to front wheel, new, $75 ; 50-inch Ideal ball

to front wheel, new, #60. Box 1525, Fitchburg, Mass.

FOB SALE.— One new 1885 Victor tricycle ; S125.
C. W. HUTCHINS, Springfield, Mass.

FOB SALE.— One Victor tricycle, used only a
very little; $100 cash. AMERICAN BICYCLE

COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOE SALE. — Our entire stock of second hand
machines some forty in all. Now is the time, and

the AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Spring-
field, Mass., is the place.

FOB SALE. — One 51 -inch new nickelled and
enamelled Special Star; cost $117; price $00.

CHARLES G. BRECK, Springfield, Mass.

FOB SALE.— One 54-inch Royal Mail Racer;
weight, twenty-three pounds; fine'order, $75. AM ER-

ICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOB SALE. — One 52-inch nickel and enamelled
Oxfnrd ; been run about sixty-five miles

; just about
as good as ne«-; $65. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOB SALE.— One 56-inch full nickel Sanspariel,
in fine order ; only $70. AMERICAN BICYCLE

COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOB SALE. — One 54-inch Special Club, nickel
and painted; fine order; $65. AMERICAN BICY.

CLE COMPANY Springfield, Mass.

I70B SALE. — One 54-inch American Star; been
JF run about twenty-five miles ; just about as good as
new; $55. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

T?OB SALE.— One 54-inch Matchless; nickelled

_E and painted; good order; onlv $70. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOB SALE.— One 50-inch Rudge Light Roadster;
wheels enamelled, and the balance nickelled; used

only a very little; $95. AMERICAN BICYCLE
COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOB SALE. —One 58-inch Rudge Light Roadster;
wheels enamelled, balance nickelled; in fine order

;

$90. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Spring-
field, Mass.

FOE SALE. —One 58-inch Royal Challenge; has
been run only about 150 miles ;

good order; $67.50;
cash will buy it if ordered at cnce. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOB SALE. — One 52-inch full nickelled British

Challenge; been run a very little; S85. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE. —One 54-inch Royal Mail with cow
horn bar, and in excellent order ; only $80. AMER-

ICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOB SALE. — One 54-inch Sanspariel; wheels
enamelled, balance nickelled ; excellent order

; $80.
AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

FOE SALE. — One 56-inch Harvard; good order;

$65. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

F'OB SALE. — One 54-inch nickelled and enam-
elled Standard Columbia, in good order; $65.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,

Mass.

F'OB SALE. — Complete Wheel House; large

enough to walk about in ; will accommodate a tricy-

cle and two bicycles easily; fitted with shelves, hooks,
two windows, and wide locking doors J is tight, painted,

and has tinned roof; can be taken apart to move ; cost

$28; will sell as it stands for $14. HENRY W.
WILLIAMS, 258 Washington street, Boston.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.— Stock con-
stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex-

amine our large stock; machines not sold on instalment,
nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

FOB SALE. — A 53-inch Rudge Light Roadster,
all nickelled except wheels; ball pedals; in good

condition, only used a short time ; reason for sell-

ing, I wish to buy a tandem trike; price £100. Address
CHARLES K. HARRINGTON, Norwich, Conn.

LOB SALE. — One 56-inch, full-nickelled, Expert
T bicycle; ball pedals; used but little ; has never had
a fall or a scratch 111 any way ; good as new ; $90.
F. P. SCEARCE, Lexington, Ky.

FOB SALE. — Victor Tricycle, 1S83 pattern. Will

be sold very cheap. R. J. BUTMAN, 74 Tremont
street.

. /\HJ£f\&<20

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
Four well-known Cyclists lately visited

England for a Tricycle tour. They all

wanted " the best tricycle in England."

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS

"

With the most satisfactory results.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.

- Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not

sperm, and is sold at about the puce of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

4S* Noticb.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having ihem. If he does not keep them, I will send

four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil,

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the

Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. "S*

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

THE HUMBER TANDEM. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)
THE HUMBER AUTOMATIC STEERER. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE. THE HUMBER BICYCLE.
ROADSTER TANDEM, Weighs 98 pounds.

ROADSTER AUTOMATIC STEERER, Weighs 62 pounds.

STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY GUARANTEED. FINISH AND BEAUTY OF DESIGN UNEQUALLED.

THE "HUMBER TANDEM."
Send Stamp for Price List.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Solo United States Agent,

3 -A.^IjIlsrO-TOa>T PLACE - - IBAST O^A.3STO-E:, 2ST. J.

BRANCH OFFICE, 362 MtOAOWAY, NEW YORK.

Genuine Humbers are stamped " Humbbr & Co., Makers, Heeston, Notts," on the neck. All others are inferior imitations.
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COLUMBIA RECORDS.
The Amateur Bicycle Record of the World. One Mile in 2.38 3-5

WILLIAM A. RQWE, at St. Lords, Sept. 30.

FASTEST MILE EVER MADE UPON AN AMERICAN MADE BICYCLE.

2.37 by JOHN S. PRINCE, in Mile Handicap, at Springfield, Sept. 8.

CHICAGO,

August 15.

HARTFORD,
September 2, 3,

SPRINGFIELD,

September 8, 9, 10.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.,

September 15.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

September 17.

PROVIDENCE,
September 23.

ST. LOUIS,

September 25, 26.

£21 to £215 Mile Bicycle Records Broken t>y

N. H. VAN SICKLEN.

& Mile Tu. -A.. W. Championship.
By WM. A. ROWE.

3 and £> Mile Connecticut State Championships.

By L. A. MILLER.
€5 First )3 Second \PRIZES and POSITIONS.
4 Third. )

1 Mile Amateur Handicap Won by WM. A. ROWE from scratch, in 2.41.

BEST AMATEUR RECORD ON SPRINGFIELD TRACK.
Mr. ROWE, on his Columbia Racer, also made a better average than, any

other American rider, and ahead of all English riders except one.

4 First
5 Second ±PRIZES and POSITIONS.
8 Third

Every Open Event Taken on Oolnm-
hia Racers.

Four out of Six Open Events Won on COLUMBIAS,
45 Second
4 Eirst PRIZES and POSITIONS.

Premier Positions in All Open Bicycle Events Won on COLUMBIAS.

2.39 3-4 by WM, A. ROWE in the Mile Open.

f Second }
PRIZES and POSITIONS.

The COLUMBIAS Won as Many Prizes as all other Makes ol Machines

±2 Eirst )

4 Second
J-
PRIZES.

5 Third. )

Notwithstanding the above excellent result of " Good Men upon Good Bicycles," of more practical value to the 90 and 9 Wheelmen is

the fact that the majority of the American Wheelmen purchase Columbia Bicycles and Tricycles, because they are pre-eminently road machines,
with an ease of running and durability which have faithfully stood the test of eight years upon every grade of road, and under all supposable
conditions. CATALOGUE E E. E E .

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Branch Houses : 12 Warren Street, New York ; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.



$2.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy.

Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling and Tricycling.

Published Weekly. 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 16 OCT., 1885.
Volume XI.

Number 24.

233 Miles in 23 Hours 51 Minutes.

A. A. McCURDY

VICTOR BICYCLE,

•EPTEMBER

24 and 25.

Tlis is tie Hitat Afflerican Record for Ik Hours.

Lynn, Mass., Sept. 28, 1885.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.:

GENTLEMEN, — In riding your Victor Bicycle 233 ,'6 miles in

23 hours 51 minutes (total time, including all stops), I am convinced

that it is the Easiest Running Bicycle I have ever ridden.

Very truly yours, A. A. McCURDY.

THE WESTON SUPPLY CO.
Will on Saturday, the 31st of Oct., remove

their Boston Office to their Works, 95 Putnam Avenue, Cambriflceport, Mass.
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FLO
BICYCLE.

READ THIS! A COMPETENT JUDGE!!

FRED RUSS COOKI,
The Noted Californian Wheelman,

Decides in favor of Royal Mail O VER ALL
OTHERS for his oivn mount, and for orders
which his friends asJced him to fill with the
best tvheel he found while Ea*t, he selects

Royal Mails!!

Messrs. Wm. Read & Sons

:

Gentlemen, after a careful examination .^

of the different makes at the late meetings,
I consider the Royal Mail superior to any
other in the market. Please forward at once
these orders intrusted to my selection by friends,

for the best -wheel I found, and send me
a 54-inch for myself and also a Racer.

i^f Yours truly,

San Francisco. FRED RUSS COOK.

Meriden, Conn., Oct. 3.

Messrs. Wm. Read & Sons:
Gentlemen, I consider the Royal Mail received

from you first-class in every respect, aud it gives
perfect satisfaction. You can use the above if

you wish. Yours truly,
T. S. RUST.

TS/L IL
TRICYCLE. Light, Easy Running.
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TWO-TRACK SYSTEM, ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR COUNTRY ROADS,
EASILY PASSING OVER ALL OBSTACLES. A LOT JUST RECEIVED
BY STEAMER "CATALONIA."

WI. READ & SONS, 107 WasIiltflD St., Boston,

SOLE AMEBICAN AGENTS.

LOST or STOLEN!!
On 12 Aug., a young man, giving name of Frank T.

Edwards, hired 52-inch Expert Columbia Bicycle, No.
7,194, for use till 14 Aug., at 9 a. m. Machine has not
been returned. Description : Finish, black enamel
and nickelled spokes, straight handle bars, vulcanite
handles; numbered on neck as usual, and also on top
of handle bar !ug in smaller figures " 7,194." In case
you discover the machiue, telegraph at once at our
expense, and hold the party. A liberal reward is

offered for information concerning said Edwards, and
leading to return of the machine.
Boston, Aug. 24, 1885. W. W. STALL.

SOMETHING YOU WANT.
Don't wait, but send twenty-five cents at once for a

package of our ADHESIVE TIBE TAPE.
Fastens a loosened tire without heat. Weighs less

than an ounce. Smaller than an oil can.

ZACHARJAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

THE "PARADOX" OILEli
-A. BOOIT

'"TO Wheelmen, Skaters and Sportsmen
*• also made for Sewing Machines. Its

Hinged Screw Stopper (undetaehable-de-
tachable) cannot get mislaid or lost.

Sent Postpaid on receipt 0/price.

Nickeled, 25 c. Gilt, 30 c.

H. B. HART.
No 811 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART, 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 6o page catalogue (free),
and price list of second-hand Machines.

Dll KICUI.T REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

SEND
FOR

CATALOGUE

SUNDRIES.
Liberal Discount to the Trade.

STODDARD, L0YER1NG & CO,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

HARWOOD'S
SAFETY BICYCLE STEP

Harwoou's Detachable Safety Step

Fits any machine. No screw holes on backbone. Clips

of various sizes, varying by one sixteenth of an inch.

In ordering state whether the backbone is round or

oval, and give diameter where step is to be placed.

Price, Nickelled $ i.oo

Liberal discount to the trade.

Extra Clips 20

No. 2 Nickelled Safety for Expert 75
No. 5 " " Rudge 75
Prices of remaining numbers reduced to 50
No. :, for Standard Columbia 50
No. 3, for Harvard 50
No. 4, for British Challenge 50

Stamp for circular.

G. F. HARWOOD,

Box 385. Worcester, Mass.

MURRAY'S, 100 SUDBURY. ST.,
BOSTON, MASS.,

Eastern Agency for

AMERICAN CHALLENGE, AMERICAN SAFETY, and

IDEAL MACHINES.

Harvard*, Tales, Cornells and Shadows in stock,

Parts for the above machines in stock.
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLES.

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH

VTHE^
CHALLENGE

IDEAL
-*SAFETY &-

AKE UNEXCELLED B IT *£±±T "ST.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from 874 to 8119.

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from 835 to 872.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and

PRICE.
Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY, 222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

III. frVMB'T'Tff'n

holds the foliowing Road Records of the world

:

Ten miles in Oh. 33 ^m
Twenty miles in In. 15m. (21 miles actually)

Fifty miles in 8h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 1>4: miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 2,050 miles in 19 days

It has throe times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7K hours. It has
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and all-thc-year-ronnd

,

nothing in market can approach it. SSS~ Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thorouyhly efficient ayents wanted everywhere.

J. WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

C3rE23>JXJIIS3"3ES IBCTTlVaEBES^S
THE HUMBER TANDEM. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)

THE HUMBER AUTOMATIC STEEREK. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE. THE HUMBER BICYCLE.
ROADSTKR TANDEM, Weighs 98 pounds.

ROADSTER AUTOMATIC STKEIiEU, Weighs 62 pounds.

STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY GUARANTEED. FINISH AND BEAUTY OF DESIGN UNEQUALLED.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,
Sole United States Agent,

3 ^.i?,xJi2sro-i,02sr place - - east ORA.iraE, isr.

BRANCH OFFICE, 362 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Genuine Humbers are stamped "Humbbr Si Co., Makers .Reeston, Notts," on the neck. All others are inferior imitations.

THE "HUMBEK
Send Stamp for ]
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. - - Boston, Mass.
*

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the 'Cyclist, Tricyrtist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists' Indispensable, Tricyclists' Indispensable, etc., etc.

LATEST BOOKS.

Their Varieties, Construction,

and Use.

An Indispensable Hand-Book,

By HENRY STURMEY.

CONTENTS.
Analysis of the Safety Bicycle. WHEELS
— Tires, Rims, Spokes, Hub, Cranks,

Pedals. DRIVING GEAR—Levers, Chains,

GearWheels. BEARINGS— Varieties of

Each, Back Wheel Bearings, Crank

Wheel Bearings. FRAMEWORK -Fo-ks,

Heads, Steering Gear, Handles, Back-

bone, Springs, Saddles, Steps, Brakes.

Full description of all the Safety Ma-

chines made.

30 CENTS BY MAIL.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-

larged. Fifty cents by mail.

There will be no edition of this work in 1885.

We have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special

regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
which no other book on training possesses. As its hints

and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty ents.

Complete Guidb to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-

mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to nde, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.

Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents : What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side

Enjoyment. Diary of aft* Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road,
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Ride. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.

Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly-printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side

and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the

usual condition of the road bed for each street, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Treatise on the Theoretical and Practical
Construction of the Tricycle. — By F. Warner
Jones. Devoted solely to a consideration of the princi-

ples which should govern the design and construction of

the Tricycle as a machine. Illustrated with two folding

plates of diagrams. Fifty cents.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,

re'sume' of events of the past year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskine.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc'ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine' s book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with suggestions on dress,

riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter
taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Twenty-five cents.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer. -

Illustrated, ten cents.

A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton, $1.00. First

edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to X., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history

of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $12.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made
We have a special sire for the World, $1.00.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com-
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-

tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Tricyclist.— The sport, pastime, and trade.

Edited by George Lacy Hillier. The high-class leading
paper devoted solely to tricycling. Handsomely printed,

on superior paper. $3.00 per year, including postage.

Wheel Life.— The cyclists' society paper. Edited
by W. McCandlish. Smart, chatty, scathing, instruc-

tive and amusing; it takes off the manner and actions

of the men of the day, and keeps its readers alive to all

that is passing in the wheel world. Large money prizes

are periodically offered to its readers, and it is the
acknowledged smartest cycling paper of the day. $2.50
per year, including postage.

The Whebl World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-
trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. #1.75 per year, including postage.
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P!\icS25cts;

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
Four well-known Cyclists lately visited

England for a Tricycle tour. They all

wanted " the best tricycle in England."

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
With the most satisfactory results.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER ... - MASS.

Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

GEO. R. BIDWELL,

2 and 4 East 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and RTJDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles,

Wheel Goods of all Descriptions.

Send for our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

PERFECTED AT LAST

!

The Conkling Combination Safety Loci,

For Bicyclists, Travellers, and all who desire a lock
that cannot be picked, or get out of order.

The Handsomest, Lightest, and Most Secure
Lock Ever Made.

No Key used. Every lock perfect, or money refunded.
$1.25 each ; mailed free on receipt of price.

A. G. SPAIiDING & BROS.,
108 Madison Street - - CHICAGO,

241 Broadway, NEW YORK.

B. SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclists' Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

TEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN-
lj — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each.
Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.,
the only authorized maker.

rpHE CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SUP-
1 PORTER, with patent alligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other ; made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

by W.J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the
side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68

and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

rpHE " ACME " TIRE HEATER. — Price
-I $1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used ; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim ; full directions

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMbON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barley's ADJUSTABLE SKELETOJi SADDLE, Willi Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. It is so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, 93.50; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. 3. BUELEY, BOSTON, Brighton District, MAGS.

The American

Adjustable LongDistance Saddle

Spring Frame, Perfect Adjustment, Light, Strong,
Elastic, Easy. Weight, 18 ounces.

Star Saddle, 19 ounces

BAKUF'D DiDER LICENSE FROM TBE POPE MF6. CO

PRICE, $4.00.

BULL & BOWEN,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries-

Agents for all leading makes. Send stamp for
Road Book of Western New York.

E87 and 589 MAIN STEEET - - - BUFFALO, H. Y

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. OV1VP,
Dayton, Ohio, for large Illustrated Price
JList of New and Second -Hand Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES taken in exchange.

BICYCLES Rcnnirerf and Nickel Plated.

EDW. P. BURNHAM,
agent for

Royal Mail, Victor and Premier Bicycles and Tri-

cycles, Royal Mail Tandem Tricycle (2 track),

and KANGAROO, the only Real Safety.

Full line of Sundries. Second-hand Machines bought,
sold, or taken in exchange.

Residence, Fayette St., Newton.

bosto? H q£

MADE ONLY BY

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,

158 Summer St., Boston.

HAND MADE THROUGHOUT.

Price-list and rules for self-measurement sent on
application. Our shoe has been imitated by makers of

machine goods. Get the right one. Patent mark and
" Huston" on the sole of every shoe.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion Insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new fiat-seated tires are a great Improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In s. length, safety, control.
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while it.s positive action, quickness in steering, and ecouo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and eyery

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. IE. SMITH M V4TIIM. CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. J.
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RECORDS. RECORDS.

One-Fourth Mile 36sS. ..... Geo. ML Hendee.
Three-Fourths Mile Im. 55gs. . . . Geo. M. Hendee.

Fifty Miles on the Road in 3h.32m. 20|s. W. A. Rhodes.

ON THE ROAD! ON THE PATH!

ON THE HILL!

OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St., Boston.

THE* STAR WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE, The 15-MILE, and

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIPS;
It b.as also been ricldexi Toy GrlUO. 33. "WEBJJJrt.

20 MILES, 135 YARDS WITHIN the HOUR,
AND IS THE ONLY AMERICAN MACHINE OR AMERICAN RIDER HOLDING SUCH A RECORD.

Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel, sent on application with 2-cent stamp. Five cents in stamps

must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. W. STALL, SOS Tremont 1, 4 Wn k, 1 Fifes' Ball
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BOSTON, 16 OCT., 1885.

The English papers are still trying to

talk our records out of existence, and

have settled upon " fixed " watches. The
"fixing" of every watch held at Spring-

field would be a miracle indeed. If our

friends will bring forward one man out of

the hundred or more who held watches at

Springfield, and he will say that the tim-

ing was poor, we will commence to argue.

In the present aspect of the case, we can

only laugh at the contortions of the

doubters.

Our English critics cannot understand

how a man who enters a 3.10 class race,

can go to the finish in 2.42. It would be

more to the purpose for them to attack

the system, than to dispute the record.

When the men faced the starter at Hart-

ford and at Springfield, it was well known

that the great majority of them could go

way inside of the limit, but as they had

no public record, they could not be barred.

The men were not classed by their abili-

ties, but by their records. If our Eng-

lish friends will say it is a poor system

that lets fliers into the races set aside for

the " duffers " (as they call the slow men),

simply because they do not happen to

have a public record for the distance, we
will say the criticism is a just one. We
have all along said our system defeats the

object of the class races, and our racing

men have not yet developed that keen

sense of honor that will lead them not to

seize a " pudding " when they can do it

on a technicality.

The course of the hundred-mile road

race was measured on Sunday last by

Capt. Harrison and C. S. Howard, and it

was found to be three miles short. It

transpires that the course has never been

properly measured before this, but in

laying it out a cyclometer measurement

was taken for part of the distance, and

the rest was measured on a map with a

string. The road records stand now just

as they did before this race was started.

CORRESPONDENCE
[This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi'
bilUyfor opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason 0/ gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.]

Road Races.

Editor Bicycling World: — I cannot
agree with " Brutus " in his remarks
about road racing. To me this is the

very best kind of competition, for it

brings out the capabilities of the ma-
chines. To my mind a good road record

is far more valuable than a good path

record, for in the one a machine is used
not unlike the ones the dealers sell us,

but the path-racing bicycle is not a prac-

tical machine on the highway. I place

no importance on seeing a road race. It

is as unsatisfactory to me as to Brutus,

but I think the results are satisfactory

and instructive. I do not ride the Star,

nor is that machine a favorite of mine

;

but if I were the makers, I should value

the hundred-mile, the one-hour, and the

Corey Hill records far above any suc-

cesses in short races on the path.

Cassius.

Etiquette.

Editor Bicycling World ;— I have lit-

tle or no sympathy with Mr. Shriver's

ideas on etiquette. Were all the world

kin, it would make it a place more worth
the while to live in. The hard and fast

rules of etiquette are destructive to fellow
feeling and sympathy. I like the good old-

fashioned customs of the New England
towns, where everybody nods pleasantly
to everybody in passing. I detest the

stiffness of city etiquette. The so-called

freemasonry of the wheel I heartily

enjoy and shall continue to observe. It

never hurts a man to be a gentleman.
It does no injury to you or to me, if we
bow, in passing, to a fellow wheelman, be
he the veriest chump. I shall regret to

see the icy coldness set in among wheel-
men that will obtain when Mr. Shriver's

worldly etiquette is introduced.

H. A. Schall.

Reinstatement.

Editor Bicycling World:— A friend

of mine desires to join the wheel club
to which I belong, but he cannot do so
because he is a professional, and we do
not admit any but amateurs. Now I

would like to know why the League can-
not reinstate him. He is an amateur
wheelman to all intents and purposes, and
intends to remain so, but a few years ago
he rowed in a race for money, and be-

came a professional oarsman thereby.

The League can certainly make him an
amateur if they vote to do so. If not,

why not ? H. S. K.

[A professional in one sport cannot be
an amateur in another. Suppose the

League should vote to reinstate your
friend, and next year he should try to

enter the races of the National Associa-

tion of Amateur Oarsmen. He is down
on their books as a professional. What
answer do you think they would make to

him if he should say in answer to a pro-

test that he had been reinstated by the

League? Would the League recognize

Mr. Prince as an amateur, if the N. A.
A. O. should make him such ? Your
friend must go to the N. A. A. O. for re-

instatement. — Ed.]

His Other Leg.

Editor Bicycling World; — In a re-

cent issue of the Bicycling World
was the following item :

—
" ' Sammy Smug,' the canine destroyer of the Cm-

ton road, was out on Joe Dean's Quadrant yclept the
' Anglomaniac,' and declares, with his hand en his

chest, that he rode up Lodmau Hill with one leg."

After a spirited discussion, at the last

meeting of Detroit Bicycle Club, it was,

on motion of Mr. Podwinkle, —
Resolved, That our president be re-

quested to inquire of the editor of the

Bicycling World : What become of

Mr. " Smug's " other leg ?

L. "J.
Bates, President.

Drtroit, Mich., 7 October, 1885.

[We have investigated the thing, and
find that his other leg went on foot.— En.

J

The Question in a Nutshell.

Editor Bicycling World:— Your cor-

respondents have failed to strilu- the

keynote of the etiquette question.
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There can be no barm in the action of a

gentleman who respectfully touches his

hat to a lady, but how is she to know
the difference between the respectful

salute of a gentleman, and the imperti-

nent bow of a " masher." If ladies

could tell when the gentlemanly act ends
and the " mash " begins, there might be
some excuse for the promiscuous sa-

lute. Sense.

Distance Records.

Editor Bicycling World;— If long-

distance road riders or promoters of

long-distance races desire to know the

length of any course they may lay out, it

is an easy matter to get at the right fig-

ures by application to the city and town
authorities. Every foot of the course
over which the men ran in the Boston
race has been accurately measured, and
there is a record of the distances on file.

This will involve some trouble, and here
lies the reason why cyclometer measure-
ments have been used. Engineer.

Etiquette.

Editor Bicycling World:— I hope
Mr. Shriver will have no influence among
wheelmen in his attempt to destroy the

freemasonry of the wheel. Let the

etiquette he advises be observed in New
York, but let New England go in for the
interchange of courtesies among wheel-
men, that has been a feature since the
bicycle came in. Every wheelman is

my friend. He can be that without being
my associate. If I thought there was a
wheelman inside the League that was
unworthy a nod of the head from me, I

would not belong to it. A nod of the
head costs nothing. It means much.

Courtesy.

Hard Hills.

Editor Bicycling World:— Can you
tell me if the hills running to the top of
Beacon Hill are ridable? I refer par-

ticularly to Mt. Vernon street and the
streets running out of Cambridge street.

Why go out to Corey Hill when we have
such ascents right in the city ? I should
like to see a hill-climbing contest on
Mt. Vernon street, and I doubt if many
could climb it. Will any rider who has
climbed this street or the others let me
know in these columns ?

A. B. Towne.

Etiquette.

Editor Bicycling World: -- Is there
any civilized country where a gentleman
bows to ladies whom he does not know
and who do not know him ?

Does any form of locomotion relieve a
man of the restraints of good breeding ?

And if not, why should he do, when rid-

ing a bicycle or tricycle, a thing he knows
he would not do under any other circum-
stances ?

Of course, giving assistance to any one,

man or woman, who is in need of it, is

purely a question of right feeling, not of

manners, and is always proper— pro-

vided the one proffering it is not intru-

sive or forthputting.

A lady has the privilege of bowing or

not, as she chooses, to men whom she
knows— but who ever heard of any man
assuming it? The more I think of it,

the more curious it seems that the ques-
tion ever came up. We all know why
and how the " saluting " custom came in

vogue among men,— but those reasons
never in any way applied to ladies. They
did not join the ranks of cyclists until

after the "days of darkness " were over
— consequently they never entered the
" brotherhood " of the early martyrs, and
there is now no reason why they should

be treated differently when riding than
they would be when walking.

Suburban.
Boston, 9 October, 1885.

Record Classification.

Editor Bicycling World : — I notice

that a contemporary has been getting the

ideas of leading wheelmen regarding the

proposed classification of records, and
while one man says he will " kick like a

steer if any change is made," I do not

find that he or any of the other men show
a well-grounded objection to the plan.

There are two ways of making records

:

in competition, and against time. Judg-
ing from what we have seen the past
month, the racing men prefer to get
records in runs against time. Why?
They all claim that it is harder to get
records in this way. This may be so, or

it may not. Let us study the thing.

A makes a mile in competition in 2.40
;

B makes a mile against time in 2.40.

Which is the better record ? At present
they would stand the same. When we
institute comparisons we should take
things under the same conditions. Are
the conditions of a run against time and
a race the same ? If they are, the records

should not be classified. If they are

not, let us separate the records and com-
pare those made under similar conditions,

one with the other. The idea behind the

racing rules is the establishment of like

conditions in all racing. When this is ob-

tained, we get records that can be com-
pared. Of the two classes of records

proposed, it does not follow that one will

be subordinate to the other. Where
there is no comparison, there is no sub-

ordination. I hope the records will be
divided, that we may know just what may
be expected of a man in competition, and
what we may look for in runs against

time. Boston.

Novice Race.

Editor Bicycling World:— As I be-

lieve " Westerner's " inquiry in last

week's World originated in this county,

and had reference to the races of our
club 30 September, I will say that we did

not announce a novice race, and then say

that entries shall be confined to those

who had never raced. We announced

primarily a race for those who had never
raced, and for want of a better term,
called it a novice race. Entries were
invited and made under the condition
imposed, and I still believe we had
a right to make just the kind of a race

we wished, provided we kept faith with

the wheeling public. " Westerner "

means all right, but in his inquiry omits
to bring out the vital fact of the case.

The race in question was never men-
tioned in print without fully explaining,

each time, that it was intended for those
only who had never raced. I was fully

aware of the definition of novice given by
the racing board, and for that reason was
careful to make our proposition perfectly

clear on all occasions.

Chas. S. Cock,
Sec. Canton Bicycle Club.

Canton, Ohio, 5 October, 1885.

[The error was in adopting the League
nomenclature and making a new rule.

If it was a novice race, the rule should
govern it. If it was not a novice race,

it should not have been called so. When
a race meeting is governed by League
rules, they are the highest authority, and
no committee has a right to change them.
If a novice race is announced, a contest-

ant has a right to appeal from any rule

made by a committee to the racing rules.

If committees desire to arrange irregular

races, they should give them new names.
— Ed.]

Notes by the Way.

I have just made a record. Every-

body is making a record nowadays, but

most of them are done on paper, and
will not bear investigation. I invite the

most searching inquiry regarding my
record, for I know that it is impregnable.

Five hundred and seventy-three miles

in twenty-four hours, and machine and
rider in good condition at the finish.

Don't open your eyes in wonder, for it 's

all there. It was the machine, not the

rider.

I have been reading, with no little

interest, the accounts of the records

which have been made, and I have been
surprised to find that it was all in the ma-
chine. The rider has generally gone
along as a sort of companion to the ma-
chine, but it is the wheel that does the

work every time."

With this idea in mind, I resolved to

give all of my attention to the machine
to be ridden, for, be it known, I had de-

termined to have a hack at the twenty-

four hour record. Ofwhat use is it to train

and diet, said I to myself. Give all your
time to the machine. And so I went and
saw Growzer. Growzer is a thorough

mechanic, as well as a genius. He can

make anything. Why it was only the

other day that he made a machine guar-

anteed to peel four bushels of pototoes
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in two minutes, but when he came to sell

it, he could n't find anybody that wanted
to peel potatoes so fast, and he had to

throw his machine on the scrap heap. I

knew that Growzer could help me out,

and so I looked him up.

" Easy enough !
" said he, when I told

him what I wanted. " I can make an
attachment to the ordinary bicycle that

will send it along at twenty, thirty, or

forty miles an hour, and it will be light

and compact." In five minutes I had
closed a contract with him for a machine
guaranteed to run twenty five miles an
hour. In ten days the completed machine
stood in my front entry.

I had expected to see a strange-look-

ing object, composed of levers and cranks
and things, but I got nothing of the
kind. It differed in appearance from the

ordinary bicycle only in the addition of a

large drum attached to the axle. This
drum was about forty inches in diameter,

and two inches wide. Inside this lay the

secret of the new machine, for a large

and powerful steel spring was there ready

to do its work of propulsion silently, but
surely. Growzer had but to vary the

strength of this spring, and he would
have a machine of any power from ten to

fifty miles an hour. This machine was
stamped twenty-five miles by the maker,
and this mark I took as a guarantee of

its power.

It was unfortunate that the spring
would have to be wound up every
hour, but Growzer told us that springs

would run down, and that we must not
expect everything of them. He had,
however, brought his genius to bear
upon the thing, and gained a decided
advantage by reducing the number of

windings by one half. By an ingenious
clip connected with the handle bar, and
moved at will, the wheel was made to

wind up the spring when running down
the hills, and on the average road there

are enough hills to give one complete
winding during the hour. For the rest,

the handle bar was easily detachable,

and when off, could be used as a power-
ful crank to wind up the spring. That
is all there was to the machine. It was
simplicity itself.

I started on my ride last week, choos-
ing a night when the moon was doing its

prettiest shine. The machine did all that

Growzer promised, and not a bolt loos-

ened nor spoke broke. I averaged
twenty-five miles an hour, and glided

along so silently, so securely, and so surely

that I spent the time in one continued

state of amazement. There was no need
for work on my part. The spring was
there to do the work, and I was on deck
only as a sort of pilot. I kept my
feet on the pedals, to be sure, but in

doing so I retarded the wheel about as

much as I propelled it, and so brought

things out even.

I rode first to Newburyport, 50 miles
;

then back again, roo miles ; then to New-
buryport, 150 miles ; then back again, 200
miles ; then to Newburyport, 250 miles

;

then back again, 300 miles ; then to New-
buryport, 350 miles ; then back again, 400
miles ; then to Newburyport, 450 miles;

then back again, 500 miles ; then to

Salem, 525 miles ; then back again,

550 ; then sixteen times around the reser-

voir, 573 miles. I had four minutes to

spare.

I sent postal cards from places along
the route, and have established the record

beyond a doubt. Growzer is immensely
pleased with my success. He wants to

build a number of such wheels, but he
lacks capital, and he cannot get a license.

I do not doubt he could sell every ma-
chine that he could make similar to the
one I have described, and yet, for want
of capital, he must plod along, while the

rich manufacturers speed over the road
to success, and leave him

By the Way.

Classification.

Below we give a letter from the official

handicapper to the chairmen of the racing

board. It presents the views of that

officer on the subject of classification,

and is given place in our columns in

order to let wheelmen know how the

racing board is meeting the question of

classification, and with an idea of getting

suggestions and ideas from racing men,
and those interested in racing.

Mr. Abbot Bassett, Chairman L.A .W.
Racing Board

;

Dear Sir,— In answer to your queries?

I will give you the result of my observa-
tions on handicap and class racing.

First. I do not believe any material

good can be effected by returning to the

endless red tape of the ''sanction " sys-

tem. Let it alone. We have succeeded
admirably without it. Its absence has
not been abused, has simplified the
board's work materially, and I doubt
very much if the end desired by Mr.
Kirkpatrick could be forced by a return

to it.

The present rule regarding handicap-
ping does not need any especial change
at present. The object of a handicap
race is to insure a close finish ; to push
the scratch men to fast time and record

breaking, and to bring out the new men
by giving them the inspiration of fin-

ishing close up with the best of them.
This form of racing meets with particular

favor in English bicycle races, and with

foot races in our own country. The
judgment of the handicapper is put to the

severest test in handicapping bicycle

races, for the weather and track, at the

time a certain form is shown, has all to

do with the time made. For instance,

Kluge wins 3. 10 class at Springfield, on a

superb bicycle track, no wind, 8 Septem-
ber, in 2.41 1, and defeats R. Chambers at

New Haven trotting track, 23 Septem-

ber, in 3.17, against a heavy wind. The
effort was probably the same in both in-

stances, and it is a racer's relative riding,

and not his best time, that must guide the
handicapper in placing him. Some of

the tracks on which our bicycle races are

held are not equal to the average country
road in England, while one or two are the
perfection of hardness and smoothness,
with easiest possible curves. The pres-

ent rules give the handicapper ample
freedom, and the success or non-success
of handicap races devolves upon the suc-

cess of the board in finding the right

men.
Mr. Kirkpatrick's idea of more class

races and classification on a mile basis is

worthy of consideration. Class races

thus far have heen merely a farce, an
2asy prey for pot hunters, and I refer

you to the class races of the past two
months as my argument.
We are not obliged to have all class

races, as some of the readers of the

World understand Mr. Kirkpatrick to

mean, but, instead of one mile, two mile,

three mile, five mile, ten mile, and twenty
mile open scratch races on the same
afternoon, in whichjFurnivall, Rowe, and
English divide up the eighteen prizes be-

tween them, although there may be thirty

entries in a single race, he would have,

say: One mile and ten mile open, scratch;

five mile, handicap ; one mile, 2.45 class
;

one mile, 2.50 class ; one mile, three min-
ute class; one mile, 3.10 class.

In this way he would give you a fine

afternoon's sport. Fast time would be
made in the open and handicap races.

New men would be encouraged and
brought out by the class races, and closer

finishes would be attained, and a more
interested and satisfied audience sent

home, to come again at the first opportu-
nity. For if riders are properly classed,

they will generally give you a close finish,

which always adds to the interest of the

spectators. A close race among slow
men is almost as exciting as if faster

time was made ; and oftentimes the local

riders, who may be slow men, have a
larger field of acquaintance and sympa-
thizers among the local audience. In our
present form of racing, these men are

entirely in the background. At Spring-

field and Hartford, this fall, thirty-seven

first prizes were given to amateurs.
Twenty-five of these were won by five

men, although some events contained as

many as forty entries. When such men
as G. H. I lis ton and F. Russ Cook are

forced into a consolation race, there is

need of a more thoroughly systematized
mode of classing.

Our present racing rules do not cover
the point. I would strike out from rule
" F " the words " and positions in class

races, excepting a novice's race," and
then, under the definition of the different

races, I would insert a rule, something
like the form suggested below, defining

clearly what a class race was. In this

rule, let us break away from any neces-

sary precedent in horse racing, which is

run for the purpose of betting and jock-
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eying, as much as for any pleasure it may
afford the spectators. Anything that is

really good, let us imitate, not from pre-

cedent, but because it is substantial com-
mon sense.

As the first three places in a race

usually mean a prize, and always include

honorable mention, I would suggest that

winning such a place in any race, in

better time than the class under con-

sideration, prior to the closing of the

entries for said class race, should be suf-

ficient to bar a racer out of said class for-

ever. If the fourth, fifth, or even sixth

man should make from one to twenty
seconds better than the class time, in con-

sideration of their failure to win a place,

they should not be barred until they have
won a place under the time mentioned;
on the same principle that we allow a

racer to enter a novice race, until he has

won a prize, however fast his time may be.

Class races should preferably be for a

mile, and the official handicapper should

keep a list (as far as lies in his power) of

every amateur racer, and his best time for

a mile, or reckoned from some longer dis-

tance if he has no mile record. Let a
schedule be fixed for one, two, three, and
five miles respectively, on a basis of 2.45,

2.50,3, 3.10, and 320. For we have a

difficulty here to contend with that is

absent in horse racing, and that is multi-

plicity of distances. If the longer dis-

tances could be confined to scratch races,

championships, and handicaps, and all the

class races kept at one mile, I think it

would be better and less danger of proces-

sions. The board mightpublish in the Bul-

letin a list of all the racers who have made
under 3.20, and their respective classes,

at the beginning of the season, and the

official handicapper note the changes and
additions weekly in the same organ.

The first list would be less than two hun-
dred, the changes weekly would not

be numerous, and the projector of a race

meet, by referring to the file of Bulletins,

could readily classify a race. A racer,

finding his position published, would not

try to enter a slower class than he was
entitied to; and if he was unjustly classed,

he would have time to lay his case before

the official handicapper and have it

righted ; whereas, if his first notice is

given him on the track, it engenders hard
feelings in several ways. You see I do
not approve of classing a man on his abil-

ity. But I do say, if he has won a prize

in a class, he should be satisfied, and
pass on to the next class. Some injus-

tice must be done somebody, and what
we are striving after is to reduce the

injustice to the minimum. I would sug-

gest a rule something like the follow-

ing:—

Rule 245.—A class race is open only to those, who up
to date of the closing of entries, have not won one of

the first three positions in a public event, in the same,
or better time, than the class under consideration ; or

in relative time, judeed from other distances according

to the appended table.

One Mile. Two Mile- Three Mile. Five Mile.

2.45 5.40 8.30 14.30

2.50 5.50 8.45 15.

3. 6.10 9.15 16.

3,10 6.30 9.45 17.

3.20 6.50 10.30 18.30

It is suggested that in order to simplify the class-

ing, and render the races more interesting, the pro-
moters of race meets confine themselves to one mile
classes.

I find there is data enough in the cy-

cling papers and otherwheres, if we only

had a rule to back us up in our position

when taken. And I think suggestions
from the racing board to promoters of

race meets published in the Bulletin
from time to time, followed up by occa-

sional articles, would be all that is neces-

sary to bring them into line, as has been
shown in several instances in the past.

If the board should get up a blank,

with a duplicate attached, ready to tear

off and forward, and this blank contain

spaces for all the information in detail

that they desire, they would soon be uni-

versally adopted, if properly advertised in

the league organ, and would furnish

most, if not all, the information and data
wanted by O. H., unless in case of some
obscure meet that would not probably
have much bearing on the case. Handi-
cap races should be fully reported, es-

pecially the picking up of limit men, and
their relative positions at finish.

I am, fraternally yours,

N. P. Tyler, M. D.,

Official Handicapper.
561 Bergen Ave., Jersey City, 30 October, 1885.

Recent Patents.

The following list of patents, recently

issued, relating to bicycles and tricycles,

is furnished by Henry W. Williams, Esq.,

solicitor of American and Foreign Pat-

ents, 258 Washington Street, Boston :
—

No. 323,823. Velocipede, James M.
Dillon, Birmingham, Ala. A three track

tricycle.

No. 325.944. Velocipede, E. G. Latta,

Friendship, N. Y. Assignor to the Pope
Manufacturing Co.

No. 326,244. Tricycle, D. H. Rice,

Lowell, Mass. A two track tricycle.

No. 326,245. Tricycle, D. H. Rice,

Lowell, Mass- A two track tricycle.

No. 326,752. Velocipede, E. G. Latta,

Friendship, N. Y., assignor of one half

to A. G. Latta, same place. Relates to

the handle-bar and adjacent parts of a

bicycle.

No. 326,946. Bicycle saddle, F. G.
Burley, Boston, Mass. A flexible seat

attached to the frame by a lacing cord.

No. 327,084. Velocipede, Thos. F.

Hennesy, South Kaukanna, Wis., assig-

nor of one half to Louis Gantter, same
place. Has an ordinary carriage body.

No. 327,397. Velocipede, Homer A.

King, Springfield, Mass. Propelled by
a rocking-chair in which are combined
levers and connection to propelling boxed
and driving-wheel, each movement of the

rocking-chair forward or backward caus-

ing a rotation of the driving-wheel in one
direction.

No. 327,399. Velocipede, E. G.

Latta, Friendship, N. Y., assignor of

one half to A. C. Latta, same place. A
safety bicycle.

No. 327,408. Ball bearing for veloci-

pede, Olaf Pihlfeldt, Cooksey Road,

Small Heath, near Birmingham, Eng.

The Boston Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the

Boston Club was held on Friday evening
last. Among other questions that came
before the meeting was the proposition to

join the League, which was introduced by
the reception of the following commu-
nication :

—
To the Officers and Members of the Bos-

ton Bicycle Club

:

Gentlemen, — The Massachusetts
division of the L. A. W. begs the privi-

lege of extending you an earnest, cordial

invitation to return to membership in the

L. A. W. We realize the feeling of ani-

mosity that, for reasons we are not at

liberty and have no desire to criticise,

has existed in matters pertaining to

League affairs. We appreciate the diffi-

culty of thoroughly overcoming and lay-

ing aside for all time prejudices that have
been the outgrowth of thoughtlessness,

or misunderstanding, or gross injustice.

We can also appreciate any reluctance on
your part to make changes, especially

after a fair and possibly satisfactory trial

of a new departure. Notwithstanding
all this, we feel that, granting the Boston
Club can and does get along without the

L. A. W., the Massachusetts division

cannot afford to have so large and pow-
erful an organization as the Boston Bicy-

cle Club numbered among the unattain-

able possibilities. We recognize in

your club one of the pioneer cycling

bodies of America, and have in mind the

influence you have always exerted in

your vicinity, in the State, and wherever
your members have had cause to go. It

is with regret that we recall your with-

drawal from the L. A. W., and of your
withheld support and co-operation as a

body. We firmly believe the L. A. W.
to be worthy of your espousal, and assure

you that the Massachusetts division

would heartily welcome your return to

her ranks. To that end, gentlemen, we
do most respectfully, yet earnestly, urge

your careful consideration of the question.

The advantage and final outcome may
seem little or nothing at present, though
they cannot fail to be other than benefi-

cial eventually, and thereby lend your
support and influence and numbers to the

Massachusetts division of the L. A. W.
Very respectfully,

Henry E. Ducker, Chief Consul.

Sanford Lawton, Secretary- Treasurer.

The question was earnestly debated,

and the step was advocated by President
Hodges and others. As an outcome of

the debate, the club voted unanimously to

join the League, with the beginning of

the year, in January.

Route to Providence.

Rev. S. H. Day, of East Greenwich,
R. 1., sends us the following route to

Providence :
—

Boston, Dedham, Norwood, Walpole,
South Walpole, Foxboro' Centre, Attle-

boro', Dodgeville, Hebronville, Paw-
tucket, take East avenue to Providence.
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RUDGE RECORDS
ANY BICYCLE CAN WIN A RACE.

Every Bicycle CANNOT make a Record.

ONE MILE.

RUDGE

EAGER,

2.015.

ONE MILE.

RUDGE

SAFETY.

2.43
One Mile IFLtTDGrE Tricycle, 2.491-

We regret to say that we have not space to insert
all of our other records; suffice it to say
that we have every record inclusive from

3 TO 20 IMIIIliIES-
SOLE U. S. AGENTS.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
152 TO 158 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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.A.T

^pringfielcl, 3JEas^. 5 September Otli, 1885.

RECORDS.
HALF MILE,

JL • ,-W «I> %!•

THREE FOURTHS MILE,

^ »® S?

c,*°JI °4,

Ml

6.05.

The Strongest, Fastest, and Most Perfect Safety Made.
=TH ^s

(LI3VLITE3D)

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,BOSTON.
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This is far better than the route in the

hand-book, and there is but one stretch

of poor riding for a tricycle, and that is

between Foxboro' and Attleboro'. Stop
at Foxboro' for dinner, at hotel near
Green. Don't go by way of Mansfield.
It is harder and farther. Don't go to

Providence from Pawtucket by Swan
Point road. East avenue is not only more
direct, but it is an easier grade. Take
the Swan Point road going from Provi-
dence and get the coast. Distance forty-

seven miles, by cyclometer.

CURRENTE CALAMO

3 O'clock A. M.

It was night upon the ocean,

And the waves had gone to sleep;

Vanished was the late commotion,

On the bosom of the deep.

And the land was hushed and silent,

As the moonbeams softly fell,

Where I stood with foot on pedal,

Waiting for the midnight bell.

I had finished " Cyclists' Lanciers,"

And " must get home by One,"

So I left the jolly dancers,

The music, mirth, and fun.

I held her hand in a warm embrace,

As I listened for my knell,

—

A solemn sound floats out to us :

Is it the midnight bell ?

One, Two, Three ! I had lost the earlier warning,

And there I stood, X miles from home, at three o'clock

in the morning \ C. S. Wady.

The Boston Club has voted to rejoin

the League.

Thos. R. Finley, of Smithville, N. J.,
has been declared a professional by the
racing board.

It is said that Engleheart will try for
the American twenty-four hour record on
his Kangaroo soon.

Faed has christened the Rudge Safety
the " Kangarudge."

Chicago will give us some new records
this week. See if she does n't.

We used to hear of " drawing the long
bow," then came " fish story." Shall we
look for " bicycle story" soon?

They call it a silent steed, and yet it

is always making rim marks on the road.

Copeland's steam bicycle has turned
up in Newark, N. J., and may soon be
seen in Boston.

Mr. E. J. Chamberlain, editor of the
Evening Record, has joined the ranks of
the tricyclers.

President E. C. Hodges, of the
Boston Club, is the lucky winner of a
bicycle that was raffled for last Friday
evening at the club-house.

No mention of the Star is made in the

Safety Indispensable. Perhaps Mr.
Sturmey thinks the machine not a safety.

Read the communication from the
official handicapper.

The young man of the Wheel thinks
we should not accept presents. Ought
to send in a bill for a hundred dollars,

eh?

The Weston Supply Company have
established works at 95 Putnam avenue,
Cambridgeport, Mass., where they will

remove on the 31st inst.

Wonder if that Pope Cup won't have
to go at Chicago. Twenty miles in the
hour takes it.

Hill climbers are invited to interview
Corey Hill under the auspices of the
Boston Club.

A young son of William Hawthorne,
who resides at the Fells, Maiden, was
run over by a bicycle 6 October while
on his way home from school. The bi-

cycle rider is an employe
-

at the Boston
rubber works, and was on his way home
to dinner. He saw the little fellow ahead
of him and turned to the right, supposing
that the boy would turn to the opposite
side, but the boy also stepped to the
right, and the bicycle struck him in the
back and knocked him down. He was
removed to his home, where he suffered

from some internal rupture until five

o'clock, when he died.

" What bicycle is it that is named
after a fish?" said she. " Do you mean
the Kangaroo ? " said he. And she said,
" yes."

The Springfield Gazette, for October,
is out, with a most complete statistical

account of the tournament and a list of

Springfield records. Get a copy by all

means,

The Gazette announces that it has
purchased Cycling, the Cleveland wheel
paper.

The Gazette allows Burnham a record
of twenty miles less forty-nine and one-
half feet in the hour. A correspondent
of ours says he lost the hour record by
9^s.

The Boston Club has in contempla-
tion for Saturday, Oct. 24, a hill-climb-

ing contest at Corey Hill for both bicycles

and tricycles. The contestants will be
started at intervals, and will be allowed
but one trial. There will be three ele-

gant medals offered, valued $50, $35,
and $25, and two for tricyclists, valued
at $50 and $35 respectively. Prece-
dence will be determined by the time
elapsed from the start to the top. If

more than the prize winners succeed in

accomplishing the feat, commemorative
medals will be awarded. An entrance
fee of $2 will be charged. Dr. W. G.
Kendall has full charge of the contest.

A correspondent is informed that

the Boston race, of Saturday last, was
not limited to men with no vices, but was
a novices' race. The spacing makes a

difference.

At the last meeting of the Massachu-
setts Club it was voted not to accept the

ebate on its League dues, extended by
lhe Massachusetts division. We are glad
to note the action of the club. Any
other course would be open to criticism.

L. D. Munger will not come East to

try and regain the record for twenty-four
hours, as has been stated. Instead, he
will lay out a course about Detroit, and
try to put the record up among the two
hundred and forties.

President Ducker has received a
letter from Harry Etherington, express-
ing, in behalf of the English "boys,"
their heartfelt thanks and appreciation of

the extreme courtesy, kindness, and hos-
pitality experienced by them during their

short but eventful visit to the States.

Mr. Charles B. Goldthwait has
presented the Massachusetts Bicycle
Club, for its gymnasium, with a pulling

machine.

An English tricyclist coming in from a
ride on a tandem with his wife said, if

they had gone a step farther, his children
would have a step mother.

Edward P. Burnham had a narrow
escape from a serious accident Sunday
afternoon. He was riding on Tremont
street, Brighton, when the backbone of
his bicycle broke, throwing him to the
ground with considerable force. He was
considerably bruised.

D. N. C. Hyams, of the Boston Club,
was riding in Dedham on Sunday, and
passing a buggy, he saw a hack coming
towards him at full speed. To save him-
self he jumped from his wheel, and the
next moment the hack went over it, leav-

ing a ruined machine behind.

Wednesday evening, 6 instant, an
enamelled, 52-inch Rudge, belonging to

Walter Brown, of Brockton, was stolen
from its usual resting-place behind
Washburn's block. The owner, who is

clerk in Tolman's clothing store, on the

same block, saw the person ride off with

»

the machine, and called to him, but with
no effect. He does not know the num-
ber of his wheel, consequently the diffi-

culty of tracing it will be so much
greater.

One of the most amusing sights to be
seen in the streets of Brockton is a cler-

gyman of one of the prominent churches,
riding a Kangaroo. He is six feet tall,

and very slender limbed, so that his ap-

pearance when mounted on his machine
is, to say the least, very amusing. His
dress, which is a dark suit, long dress
coat, white cuffs, and a tall hat, does not
in any way tend to decrease the gro-

tesqueness of the situation. It is fortu-

nate that there are foot-rests on the ma-
chine, as it would be an impossibility for

the reverend gentleman to coast in the
ordinary way. When he meets with an
accident, which would compel any other
rider to take a header, all that is necessary
for him to do is to stand up and allow his

machine to glide from under. It is be-

lieved that he has learned to ride without
half the accidents that usually befal!

other beginners.
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Editor Aaron advises all who intend
to join the League to wait till 1 De-
cember.

Of local doings there is little to chron-
icle. Hendee and Westervelt are still

here enjoying festival week. They were
both at the V. P.'s ball. Last Sunday
some of the " toughs " took them out to

Manchester to see the " son-of-a-gun "

bill. Not one of the party climbed it.

Hendee came more nearly making it than
any new man who ever tried. He made
five trials and almost succeeded. Strange
to say, he was not at all " blown " by his

repeated attempts, and coming back to

the city, Hendee and Beckers " lit out "

at a pace that gradually left all others
behind. Hendee tore up hill at about a
ten-mile gait, and down hill, brakes off, in

the most approved Cola Stone fashion.

Hendee came in just a little ahead of

Beckers, a sufficient proof of his road-
riding capacity. After Stone, Beckers
was probably the best road-rider in St.

Louis. — Spectator.

Corey, Chambers, and Howell sailed

for home yesterday on the " Gallia," of

the Cunard line. Leeming and Wood
sailed Thursday.

Weather permitting, Miss Minna C.

Smith and her party, were to start on the
North Shore trip Thursday. Some
twenty ladies and gentlemen will ride to

Magnolia and return on Friday.

Scope for Inventive Genius.

The bicycle has admittedly reached a
point of perfection in simplicity which
leaves no apparent room for improvement

;

tricycles are rapidly approaching a sim-
ilar condition, and require improving
rather in minute points of detail than by
radically new patterns. Safety bicycles

^re being over-produced, and the inventor
can find no market for mere fads in this

line. Two-speed gearings are a drug in

the matter. There is plenty of dormant
genius of an inventive kind latent in the
wheel world, which only requires direct-

ing into a correct channel to develop suc-

cessfully. A few departments of ma-
chine construction still offer fields for re-

munerative patents, and the inventor who
wishes to make money will do well to

turn his attention to the wants of the

time. Par exemple — a perfect tandem
tricycle has yet to be devised, the ad
mittedly fastest type — the " Humber "

— being faulty by reason of its tendency
to tip forward ; four-wheeled types being
condemned as subject to excessive "cling-

ing " to the ground ; front-steerers with
loop-frames suffering from ill-balanced

side strains on the frame and consequent
binding of bearings; and lear-steerers

being — like all rear-steering tricycles—
tricky at speed downhill. Something
might be done to produce an effective

anti-vibration handle-bar for safeties, and
spade-handles with a spring motion for

tricycles. Steering racks and pinions

are open to improvement in the matter of
taking up wear. The great problem of
tyre cement remains unsolved. An ad-
justable lamp-bracket to fit different

lamps was promised us last winter, but
is not yet forthcoming. By searching out
for things, such as these, that are really

wanted, the inventor can find plenty of
occupation for his ingenuity.— Wheel
World.

From a Feminine Point of View.

I have been enjoying a delightful

day's outing in the woods, and I sit down
filled with enthusiasm for this delightful

method of spending one's leisure time.

The brilliant autumn foliage invites us all

to come and enjoy the feast of beauty,
and yet how few there are who accept the
invitation.

I cannot begin to record the number
of days my little coterie of wheel-women
have spent in the woods this summer,
and to give an idea of the enjoyment we
have stored up would be a task that

appals me.

I have been out upon my annual quest
for autumn leaves, and as I write, the
floor beside me is strewn with glittering

bundles of frost-painted leaves, in which
the brilliant colors of the maple vie with
the deep red of the woodbine and the
gilded tassels of the golden rod. Soon
will they lie imprisoned within the leaves

of the dictionary, the encyclopedia, and
any and every large book that will afford

ample surface to preserve and to press.

Later, my room will be adorned, and I

shall spend the long winter evenings in an
environment of natural beauty.

I wonder if our good friends south
of Boston have such a great natural
pleasure-house as we enjoy in the Mid-
dlesex Fells ? I doubt if they do, for I

know of no such grand stretch of woods on
the Eastern coast. The Fells have some-
what the shape of a truncated cone, with
its smaller end in Middlesex county.
From there they expand, till they find

their base among the mountains and hills

of New Hampshire. They do not boast
the extent of the Adirondacks, but they
are laid down at our very doors, and we
can all enjoy them without the trouble
and expense of a journey beyond the
borders of civilization.

We have one delightful spot that we
have enjoyed time and again the past sum-
mer, and we have not yet bade good-
by to it for the season, though there is a
" nipping and an eager air." It is called
" Castle Rock," and it is reached by
taking the Newburyport turnpike to
Saugus, and leaving it there for the direct
road to Wakefield. It is not difficult to

find, for it stands out above the sur-

rounding woods and hills like a huge sen-
tinel keeping guard over the place. It

is well named " Castle Rock," for, like a

huge castle, it stands there, and from
its summit one can obtain a view of the

inland country and the ocean, that well
repays the effort of the ascent. If any
of my good friends should go to Castle

Rock, I hope they will not fail to visit an
estate near by, which, though never per-

fected on the plan of the designer, pre-

sents an interesting study. It was
designed to cover a broad estate with
court yards and inner courts, surrounded
and defined by closely planted trees of

the evergreen variety. These are all

there, but with the courts completed the

work has stopped, and the grand estate

that was planned is not to be. I don't
know the story of the place, but as one
stands within the courts he cannot but
feel an air of mystery, and involuntarily

he frames the plot of some romantic
tale, and connects it with his surround-
ings. It is entirely English, you know,
but like many another English idea, it

has not flourished on our soil.

I like this way of taking an outing
better than any plan that takes one to a
city and a hotel. We carry our lunch in

baskets, and we never fail, especially at

this season, to take a shawl or a gossa-
mer waterproof along with us. Sitting

on the damp ground invites a cold, to say
nothing of rheumatism.

I am a convert to light machines. I

do not know that I was ever opposed to

them, but I suppose I have been like

many another who has been in blissful

ignorance for want of experience. So
long as I found enjoyment in my hundred-
pound machine I was content with that,

but having been on a machine that weighs
but eighty pounds, I look on my old
familiar friend with dissatisfaction. I

tried a machine with 44-inch wheels and
central gear the other day, and I surprised
myself at the results I secured, for I could
climb hills with less exertion, and my
speed on the road was materially in-

creased. By experiment I find that I

can ride a very high-geared machine, if it

weigh not over eighty pounds, but with
the heavy machine I must gear level or

down. 1 am promised the use of a ma-
chine weighing less than seventy pounds,
and I can believe that, with certain limi-

tations, the pleasure of riding ascends as
the weight of the machine goes down.

When this reaches my readers, Miss
Minna Smith's party will be on the road.

So far as I can gather, it is intended to

run from Maiden to Magnolia (thirty

miles), and return the next day. Dinner
will be taken at Salem, and the party
will go by easy stages. It was at first

intended to make the party entirely femi-
nine, but the projector foresaw the need
for the strength and mechanical ability

of the gentlemen in case of accident, and
room has been made for them in the
party. I predict a pleasant run and hope
to be of the company. Daisie.
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The STAR liefore the Curtain.

THE TRACK.
Best Records from 4 to 20 Miles Made by an American Rider, viz

,

RECORDS.
- - 35.22 i

38.25
- 41.26
- 44.24

47.22
- - 50.26
- - 53.321
- - 56.38

4 MILES
5 *t

6 it

7
t«

8 ft*

9 (*

10 a

11
t«

20 Miles

11.171 12 MILES
14.12 £ 13 («

17.16i 14 t«

20.161 15 it

23.151 16 (i

26.17 17
(6

29.20! 18 it

o2.21& 19 it

20 MILES - - 59.46.
BESIDES WHICH WE OFFER

13£> "\^arcls T^itliin the Hour,
A FEAT PERFORMED BY NO OTHER AMERICAN RIDER.

IN ADDITION TO THESE THE STAR HOLDS

The 1-2 Mile, 15 Mile, and 25 Mile L. A. W. Championship for the Year.

THE WORLD'S RECORD FOR 50 AND 100 MILES,

50 miles, 3 hours, 102 minutes. 100 miles, 6 hours, 57 minutes.

The Star is the only Machine which has ever succeeded in climbing Corey Hill in a legitimate contest,

being the only wheel which successfully surmounted the obstacle in the

Boston Club's Hill Climbing Contest in 1883.

Considering the fact that the STAR is in direct competition with over five hundred other makes of wheels, and that its constituency of

riders is in proportion of one to fifty in America and one to five hundred as opposed to the entire crank army of the world ;
also tint in races

the STAR machines ridden have weighed, in cases, double the weight of the crank wheels opposed to them, we consider our showing a good one

THE H. B. SMITE MACHINE 00. - - Smithville, IT. J.

W. W. STALL, Sole Agent for Boston and Vicinity.
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THE APOLLO'S RECORD
OF

2\U MILES IN 24 HOURS
h^js :^E3Esr^r zbie-A-Tesiv, ibttt not the

APOLLO
Itself, as it Remains Unsurpassed by any Wheel

on the Market.

At Providence, Sept. 22, W. A, RHODES, of Dorchester, rode a 57-inch

APOLLO ROADSTER, making a mile in 2 minutes 41 seconds.

New Invoice of Apollos Just Received.

SAMPLE SPRINGFIELD TANDEM
IS NOW ON EXHIBITION.

r~i at.T. j^JNtti IPO'SWF'ISOT. Send I"or Sccoucl-Haud List.

W. B. EVERETT & CO.,
O ancl ® Berkeley Street - - - BO^TOIV.

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS.
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EXOTICS

M. V. J. Webber entered a five mile

race at the Keen testimonial 26 Septem-
ber, and was defeated by Hillier in 16.

log.

Wheel Life for 2 October follows up
its cartoon of " English Heroes " by one
entitled "American Heroes," in which
are given portraits of Ducker, Hendee,
Burnham, Stone, Woodside, Cook, Mil-

ler, and Prince. The question arises,

why not Rowe, Kluge, Weber, or

Neilson ?

The number of English cycling papers
has been reduced by the union of three
in one. Wheel Life, the Tricyclist, and
the News have been consolidated under
the title " The Bicycling News and Tri-

cycling Gazette." Geo. Lacy Hillier,

F. Percy Low, H. H. Griffin, and W.
McCandlish will be on the staff of ed-
itorial writers.

The latest invention of Mr. Bown, of
ball-bearing fame, is a novel alarm. At a
first glance it looks as though it was only a
trifling departure in pattern from the well

known " Big Ben " alarm, but when exam-
ined closer, it appears that there is no
thumb-piece or " trigger," the striking

apparatus having a direct connection with
the horn grip of a " spade " tricycle

handle. This spade handle is of the now
general pattern, but instead of the grip
portion being rigidly riveted to the metal
bow, it is pivoted thereon, so that it

can be twisted round vertically. Out-
side the bow a pinion is mounted on the
end of the pivot, this pinion engaging its

teeth in the striking gear of the gong,
so that when the tricyclist wishes to sound
the alarm, he need not remove so
much as a finger from the handle, but can
give either a short stroke or continuous
tintinnabulation by twisting round the
grip of his handle.

Tracks of the world: Springfield, 1
;

Hartford, 2 ; Cambridge, 3 ; C. P., 4 ;

Lillie Bridge, 5 ; A. P., 6, and Aston, 7,
but the last four are but garden walks
when compared to Springfield and Hart-
ford. — Wheeling.

The long-distance race promoted by
Rudge & Co., to be run on Coventry
Rotary tricycles, was contested 24 Sep-
tember. The result was not altogether
unsatisfactory. The winner, J. H.
Adams, accomplished a marvellous per-

formance by covering 232^ miles, and
thus beat by a mile the record of 231^
miles, made by C. H. R. Gossett for the
same time during last July; T. A. Edge
rode 224 miles in the specified time,
while the third man, R. Billson, finished

after covering 2o6£ miles.

The hundred-mile road race for riders
of the Rover Safety, was run 26 Septem-
ber. The course was from Norman
Cross to the thirty-fifth mile stone from
London, on the Bath road. Geo. Smith
won the race, and beat his previous rec-

ord on the Kangaroo, which was the best.

The leaders finished as follows:—
H. M. S.

G.Smith.... 7 5 16
E.Hale 7 17 3
D. Belding 7 28 25
P. T. Letchford 7 30 55
O.G.Duncan 7 55 3
P. J. Hebblethwaite 8 3 50
S. Golder 8 n 35
The half-distance was made by S.

Golder, who took the record in 3.5. 34.

A novelty has been executed at the

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Com-
pany's carriage works, in a form of a
railway tricycle, with four seats in front,

with springs, etc., like an ordinary tricy-

cle, so as to allow four drivers to work
with their feet the two large driving

wheels. It is estimated to attain a speed
of twenty miles an hour, and being fitted

with a handy brake, can be stopped at

any point required by the engineers of

the railway company in their tours of

inspection. There are also two benches,
with boxes for tools, etc., underneath,
made to seat half a dozen plate layers

when required. Handles are affixed at

both ends,' so that three or four men
could easily lift it off the rails. Hitherto
this work has often had to be done with

a plate-layer's bogie, propelled by feet

touching the road. It has been made for

the Preston and Wyre Railway.

M. V. J. Webber reached his home
in Ryde, 28 September. He was met on
arrival by the members of the Vectis
Cycling Club, by whom he was warmly
greeted, and was then escorted to his

home, amid the cheers of the populace
and the inspiriting strains of "See the

Conquering Hero Comes," by the Vol-
unteer band. His father thanked the

people on his behalf, and remarked that

his son's victory was a national honor.

Wheeling and the Coventy papers are

now comparing reports of the Springfield

races, and trying to determine which had
the least number of errors. The former
offers to forfeit ^ioo to any wheel
society if it cannot be proved that they

had the most correct report.

The annual Kangaroo road race of

one hundred miles was down for 10 Oc-
tober.

In the autumn race meeting of the

North Shields Club, Bob English was
badly beaten from scratch, by T. D.
Oliver, at one hundred yards. English
fainted away after the race, and the medi-
cal man who attended him, said he suf-

fered from "internal spasm," brought on
by his sea voyage.

English was given a reception supper
by the North Shields Club, 22 Septem-
ber.

T. R. Marriott made the John-o'-
Groats trip in six days, fifteen hours,

twenty-five minutes, thus beating all

previous records over the course, both
bicycle and tricycle. He rode a M. & C.

Humber tricycle.

F. B. Bale, of the Coventry Machin-
ists' Company, who was in America last

year, has bade adieu to single blessed-

ness.

RACING NEWS
Brockton, Mass. — Races at the

Brockton Fair. Second day : One Mile,— Randall, of Brockton (1), 3.18;
Briggs. of Bridgewater (2), 3.18. Third
day : Five Mile Championship of Ply-
mouth County,— Pierce, of Brockton
(1), 17.10. One Mile, Randall (1),
3.28; Pierce (2).

Washington, 5 October. — Races of

the Capital Club. The races were con-
tested in a spirited manner, but fast time
was not made in any of them. W. E.
Crist, of Washington, was entered in five

races, and won them all. He made the
three-mile lap race in 9.27I, with Kluge,
of New Jersey (2); the five-mile race for

the Flint Challenge Cup in 16.35!, w ' tn

B. W. Hanna (2), and Howell Stewart

(3) ; the two-mile race in 6.22$, with
Hanna (2); the two-mile lap race in 6.17,

with L. J. Barber (2), and the one-mile
Safety race, with J. C. Smith (2). No
time was taken in the Safety race. The
two other principal events were won by
Kluge. In the one-mile race he defeated
P. S. Brown in 2.55^, and in the half-

mile race defeated Hanna and others in

i-27|-

More Record Breaking.

Springfield, 8 October. Richard
Howell attacked the two-mile tricycle

record this day, and covered the distance

in 6.12|, beating the world's professional

record. The mile was made in 3.01 \.

There is no American professional two-
mile tricycle record. The English record

is 6.35, made by Fred Lees at Leicester,

May 30, 1884.

The officials were as follows : Referee,

J. B. McCune
;

judge, C. D. Allen
;

timers, George Warwick, W. C. Marsh,
R. Chambers ; starter, H. D. Corey.

Springfield, 9 October. F. F. Ives,

of Meriden, Ct., and W. A. Rhodes, of

Dorchester, Mass., in an attempt to

lower the 25-mile amateur bicycle record

on Hampden Park to-day, made these

records :

—

20 miles F. F. Ives. . . . 1 . 3.4
21.." ...." '«. «..*!. 6. 25K
22.." " "— *i. 9. 50
27. ." "... "....*i. 13. 2

2|..'" " M .... *I. 16. 4{
25.." " "....*!. 19.

25. ." W. A. Rhodes. .1. 24. 3o.\

Previous best 25 miles, 1.21.14}.

Springfield, 10 October. Ives and
Rhodes made a run for the records to

100 miles. A company of 40 or 50 were
present most of the time, and the officers

of the race stood to their long work man-
fully. E. H. Little acted as referee

i
lv.

S. Hitchcock, C. B. Patch, and J. E.

Luther as judges; C. 1'. Shaffer .is

starter ; W. G. McGarrett, H. W. Col-

lins, M. D. Gillett, H. N. Winans. and
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Robert James as timers. There was a
wind from the northwest blowing down
the track which hindered the up course,

but the sun and air were warm for this

season of the year. The start was made
at 11.20 a. m., and Ives soon proved him-
self the better man for the long run.

Rhodes dropped out at the end of 25
miles, but Ives kept at the work, with
Rhodes, Cripps, McGarrett, and Rowe as

pacemakers. Taking a rest at the close

of the &2d mile and another after the 79th,

he finished the 100 miles in 6 hours 25
minutes and 30 seconds.
The times are best on record above

twenty-five miles, and are as follows :
—

25 miles.. .1.24. 18 63 miles. . 4.01.42 \

26.." £.27. 52^ 64. ." .... 4.05.32
27.." .... I.3I-24I 65.." 4-09-075
28..".... 1.35.121 66.." .... 4.12.48I
29.." 1.39.141 67.." 4.16.24

30. ." . . . . i-43-37| 68. .".... 4.20.16*

31- 1.40.22? 69.." 4.24.1 ig

32. ." .... 1. 52.41 J 70. .".... 4.28.19!

33. ." 1.56.39! 71. ." 4.32.22!

34.." .... 2.00.18! 72.." .... 4-36.35i
35.." 2.03.40 s

,
73..'' .... 4.40.24

36. ." . . . . 2.07.03! 74. .".... 443-57!
37.." .... 2.10.40! 75.." .... 4-47-33

38. ."
. . . . 2.14.27! 76. .".... 4.51. 14

39.." .... 2.18.29I 77..'- ....4.55.131
40.." ....2.22.318 78.." ....4.58.50!
41. ." .... 2.26.26^ 79. ." 5.02.22!
42.." 2.30,13! 80.." 5-o9-oi

6

43..".... 2.34.30! 81.." .... 5.12.54

44. ."
. . . . 2.38.18! 82. .'• 5.16.30!

45. ." 2.42.27! 83. ." 5.19.06!
46.." .... 2.46.40! 84.."... 5.23.33
47..".... 2.50.48 85.." .... 5-27-14
48..".... 2.54.50 86..".... 5.30.57!

49. .".... 2.58.49* 87. ."
. . . . 5-34-351

50.. "....3.03.30 88.." .... 5.38.13!
51.." .... 3-07-47! 89.." .... 5-41-53!
52.." .... 3.11.32! 90.." .... 545-35
53.." .... 3-15-26! 91.." .... 5-49-31!
54.." ... 3. 19.21 92.." .... 5.5345
55..".... 3-23-13! 93- •" •••• 5-5741!
56. ." 3-27.03! 94. ." 6.01.47!
57..''.... 3.31.22! 95.." ....6.05.443

58. ." 3-35-29 96. ." 6.09.32!

59. ." .... 3.39.21! 97.." .... 6.13.391
60. ." 343-31 98. ." ... 6.17.42*

61..". . 347-37 6 99- •" 6.21.50

62. ." . . . . 3. 51. 51! 100. ." 6.25.30

Boston, 10 October. — Road race of

the Boston Bicycle Club novices. The
1885 crop of tricyclers belonging to the

Boston Club had a friendly trial of speed
from the Hawthorne to the club house,
three and a half miles. The occasion

drew a large crowd of club men to both
start and finish. T. H. Lambert (1),

19.; Harry Mann (2), 20.30; H. R.
Robinson (3), 20.45. This was the first

novices' race ever given by the club, and
it is intended to repeat it each season.

Among the prizes were a cyclometer,
offered by the Overman Wheel Company,
and a box of cigars by Mr. D. N. C.

Hyams.

New York, 3 October.— Games of

the Olympic Athletic Club. One Mile,
— W. H. McCormack (0,3-36^ ; F. G.
Warner (2) ; J. D. Witson (3). Two

Mile, — H. D. Edwards, 150 yards (1),

6.54I; D. H. Renton, scratch (2).

Staten Island, N. Y., 26 September.
— Games of S. I. A. C. Three Mile, —
A. B. Rich (1), 10.7 ; D. H Renton (2).

Dartmouth College, 30 September.
— College games. One Mile,— N. K.
Noyes (1), 3.55 ; S. C. Kennard (2), 3.57.

Toronto, Canada, 2 October.

—

Toronto Institute games. One Mile, —
A. McDonald (1), 4.31 ; A. Smart (2),

4.32.

Winnipeg, Manitoba, 26 September.
— Annual tournament of the Winnipeg
Club at Dufferin Park. Five Mile
Cha?npio?tship, — K. J. Johnson (1). 22;
W. E. Slater (2). One Mile, Novice,—
Griffin (1), 4.56 ; Suckling (2). Quarter
Mile, — Westbrook (1), 57; Osborne

(2) ; Anderson (3). One Mile Cha?n-
pions/iip, — W. E. Slater (1), 4.8; F.

Westbrook (2). Half Mile, — Osborne
(1), 2.4; Anderson (2).

In a recent bicycle race at an agricul-

tural fair not many miles from Plymouth
county, $20 was put in the hands of an
outside party, with which he was sup-

posed to buy the two prizes for the win-

ners. The medals were procured and
sent to the winners, who were not satis-

fied with them, and were informed by
experts that the cost could not have been
over $ 5.00 for the two. When the win-

ner of the first prize refused to retain

his medal as the prize he had won, the

party, whose money-making scheme was
liable to exposure, took him to a jeweler's

and bought him a fine silver watch and
chain. — Globe.

Prince writes from Chicago, under
date of 7 October, in reference to the

challenge of James to race on Hampden
Park, that it reached him while they

were both at St. Louis through one of

the city papers, and was immediately
answered through the same paper.

This answer stated that Prince would
race James any distance or for any
amount, but that he could not see why the

track at Springfield should be selected,

as long as there were plenty of tracks

in the vicinity. He stated, however,
that if none but the Hampden Park
track would do, and James would pay
his expenses to Springfield, he would
go on and give him all the racing he
wanted. He is willing to bet James
$ioo that he can beat him in any race in

which they meet at Chicago, on the 16th,

and he hopes that James will answer this

offer in a sportsmanlike way.

The Wakefield Club will hold a ten-

mile championship road race Saturday,

the 17th, for which an elegant gold medal
is the prize, to become the winner's

property after being won three consecu-
tive times. The medal will be presented

at a banquet after the race. The follow-

ing will start : E. D. Albee, W. J. Hall,

H. R. Emerson, F. C. Patch, E. A.
Wilkins, E. A. Atherton.

The Chicago Bicycle Track Associa-
tion has published a neatly printed

pamphlet, giving full particulars of the

race meeting.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS
Colorado Wheel Club, Denver.

Officers elected : President, C. B. Kim-
ball; captain, L. B. Johnson; secretary,

Jno. F. Pfeiffer ; treasurer, A. Doerner.
Waterbury Wheel Club, Conn.

Officers elected: President, Dr. Charles
B. Upson ; secretary and treasurer, N. C.

Oviatt; captain, L. A. White; lieu-

tenant, R. R. Bird. Messrs. Upson,
Acheson, and Bird were appointed to ar-

range for a bicycle track the coming year.

The Pilot Wheel Club, of Lancas-
ter, N. H., recently chose H. H. Jones,
president; Hazo Woodward, vice-presi-

dent; C. D. Batchelder, secretary and
treasurer ; H. H. Larkin, captain. A
bicycle tour through the most interesting

portions of northern N. H. is proposed
for next season.

Leominster. At a recent meeting of

the Leominster Bicycle Club, it was
voted to hold a " Whist Tournament"
for the championship of the club, and
suitable prizes, two firsts, two seconds,
for which the following pairs entered :

Lockey and Nickerson, Bates and Tyler,

Putnam and Burdett, Joslin and Tenney,
Chase and Cook, Nixon and Munsie.
The tournament is well under way now,
and is creating a lively interest among
the club members. On whist evenings

the billiard table is forsaken and all inter-

est centres in the card-room. Later on
it is proposed to hold a handicap billiard

tournament.

A new club was formed at Salem last

Thursday evening, under the name of the

Puritan Bicycle Club. It is limited to a

membership of ten, and the ranks are

already filled. The officers are: Presi-

dent, John Chamberlain ; secretary and
treasurer, Henry T. Conant ; captain,

Edward Bassett : and first lieutenant,

Samuel Chamberlain. The club has pur-

chased a house at the foot of Winthrop
street, which will be fitted up as a club-

house.

The Massachusetts Club is in New
York this week enjoying the hospitality

of the Citizens Club. Some dozen of

the club left for New York on Monday
night, and the programme included a trip

to Coney Island on Tuesday, supper at

the Grand Union, and a visit to the

Bijou, to see "Adonis" in the evening.

On Wednesday, a trip to Orange, N. j.,

was in order, and an entertainment at the

club-house in the evening. On Thurs-
day, visitors and hosts were to run to

Tarrytown via Yonkers, and return to

Boston by train the same night.

The Maverick Wheel Club, of East
Boston, will hold an entertainment in the

Paris Rink on Thursday evening, 29 Oc-
tober.

The annual meeting of the alleged

Worcester Bicycle Club, was held last

Thursday evening, and the following

officers were elected : President, Charles
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"jT ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made."

GEO. M. HENDEE.
S. Park ; secretary and treasurer, Harry
A. Adams ; captain, G. F. Warren ; first

lieutenant, F. H. Knight; second lieu-

tenant, W. B. Weston ; bugler, Geo. H.
Linton. The real Worcester Bicycle

Club hold their annual meeting in No-
vember.

One of a series of entertainments
which the Massachusetts Club is con-
ducting on Saturday evenings, was given
on the 10th inst. The evening was devoted
to athletic features. The first event was
the club swinging by Mr. E. J. Ethier,

who accompanied himself with a harmon-
ica. Then came a sparring bout between
N. E. Ethier and W. C. Stahl. Both
were well matched, and gave a very in-

teresting bout. Then followed a dumb
bell drill by eight members of the Y. M.
C. A. gymnasium, led by Prof. Chadwick,
and tumbling by Prof. Chadwick, Messrs.
Fisher and Raymond. Next was broad-
sword fencing by Sergt. Ambler and
Vice-President Slocum. Succeeding this

number was single stick fencing by W.
S. Slocum and E. F. Myers. N. E.

Ethier and H. L. Taggard proved to be
a well-mated pair with the gloves, and
their bout was very spirited. Sergt.

Ambler and W. S. Slocum faced each
other with French foils, and then Messrs.
Roach and Russell, heavy weights, gave
an exhibition of sparring. The enter-

tainment closed with a single stick bout
between the sergeant and Myers. Next
Saturday there will be a literary enter-

tainment.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

C. H. Potter,
Acting Chief Consul.

99 Superior street, Cleveland, Ohio.

Dues for the first year, $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year, seventy-five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed
envelope to the State consul of the State in which the
applicant resides. The list of State consuls, as far as
appointed, is :

—
Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Geo. E. Bittinger, 608 Harrison avenue,

Leadville.
Illinois. — L. W. Conkling, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, 3 Somerset street,

Boston.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. — W. V. Oilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. II. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio. — Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — F. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.

Iowa. — S. B. Wright, Oskaloosa.

Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock
Springs.

Canadian Division :— Application blanks can be
obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed envelope
to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

Appointments. — Consul for Harrisburg, Pa.,

Charles H. Small, Harrisburg, Pa. ; hotel for Na h-

ville, Tenn., the Nicholson ; hotel for Brattleboro', Vt.,

the Brooks House.

TO CORRESPONDENTS
Thanks, but the season is too far

No

S. H. Day
advanced.

R. F. The records have not yet been accepted,
claim has been made for them.

You cannot coast on the machine.

W. The League cloth is made in three

The lighter is for ladies' use.

We cannot supply the name of our corre-

R. B.

L. A.
weights.

Fact.
spondent.

F. U. S. The T frame has not proved to be too

weak. If well made it is strong enough.

Champion. Mr. Hendee has held the one-mile

championship since 1882. He was two-mile champion
in 1883, and ten-mile champion the same year. L. H.
Johnson was our first champion.

S. H. Write to E. M. Aaron, Box 916, Philadel-

phia, Penn.

G. N. Use powdered rosin on the brake.

Sociable. The sociable is sold for less than the

tandem.

Duty. You can bring over two machines free of

duty, if you have used them.

John O. Blake. The temptation is great, but we
must resist. Thanks for invitation.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
[Advertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

FOR SALE. — One new Victor bicycle, 52-inch;

used very little; price $100. Also^ay'2-inch Co-
BURN-

Also a

lumbia bicycle; price S45. Apply to E.

HAM, Fayette street, Newton.

BICYCLES AT AUCTION. — Will offer at auc-

tion forty-seven bicycles and tricycles. Bids can be

male by mail. Now is the chance to get a wheel at

your own price. Send stamp for paiticulars to A. W.
GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

FOR EXCHANGE.- A 48-inch American Star,

in good condition ; long handle bars, improved col-

let, direct spokes in fini gun metal hubs, Duryea's sad-

dle, and machines as good as new, for a 50-inch

Ordinary ball bearing, of any good make and condition ;

or for a 50-inch Extraordinary. Address Dk. H.
JARV1S, Oxford. Talbot County, Maryland.

IT'OR SALE.— One 56-inch Humber Racer, ridden

by Webber twenty miles inside the hour ; only used

at Springfield ; price $100.

5,319, Boston, Mass.
Address H. M. S., Box

POK SALE.— Victor Tricycle, 1S83 pattern. Will

r be sold very cheap. R. J. BUTMAN, 74 Trcmont
street.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.— Stock con-
stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex-

amine our large stock; machines not sold on instalment,

nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

F'OR SALE. — A 53 -inch Rudge Light Roadster,
all nickelled except wheels; ball pedals; in good

condition, only used a short time; reason for sell-

ing, I wish to buy a tandem trike; price $100. Address
CHARLES K. HARRINGTON, Norwich, Conn.

I^OR SALE. — One 56-inch, full-nickelled, Expeu
bicycle; ball pedals; used but little ; has never had

a fall or a scratch in any wav ; good as ne,w ; §90.
F. P. SCEARCK, Lexington, Ky.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY A BICYCLE CHEAP.

The largest sale of Shopworn and Second-hand in

Boston. One hundred ai:d twenty-five wheels, com-
prising The Victor, Rudge, Royal Mail, Expert, Hum-
ber, Sanspareils, Harvard, Yale, Standard, Columbia,
British Challenge, Extraordinary, Star, Safely, etc., etc.

Sizes, 42 to 60. Call early and secure a bargain.
Rinks and agents supplied.

BUTMAN & CO. - - 74 Tremont Street.

"Home Exerciser"
I

For brain-worfcers and sedantary peopl%

Gentlemen, Ladies and Youths ; the

Athlete or Invalid. A complete gym-

I nasium. Takes up but 6 inch square

[
lloor-room, something new, scientific,

durable, comprehensive, cheap. Send for circular.

" Home School for Physical Culture," 16 East 14th

Street, N. Y. City. Prof. D. L. Dowd.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up. spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator [01

bicycles and tricvcles, and absolutely warranted. Is 1
01

sperm, and is told at sboui the price <>l the poorest stufl

ii ..1. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

*3~ Notice.— liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile (hi and Enamel cannut ba
sent by mail. Ask your dealer toi them, and insist .10

having 1 lii-iii . 11 he does not keep them, 1 will semi

four 01 more bottles of Enamel, ni si\ 01 ni.ro ol Oil,

expreasage paid, 10 any pan of the country east ol the

ilou tains, on receipt of the price, "t*

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.
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COLUMBIA RECORDS.
The Amateur Bicycle Record of the World. One Mile in 2.38 3-5

WTLLUM A. ROWK, at St. Louis, Sept. 30.

FASTEST MILE EVER MADE UPON AN AMERICAN MADE BICYCLE.

2.37 by JOHN S. PRINCE, in Mile Handicap, at Springfield, Sept. 8.

CHICAGO,
August 15.

££1 to 2i!i Mile Bicycle Records Broken lay

N. H. VAN SICKLEN.

HARTFORD,
September 2, 3.

S Mile Jl<. -A.. ~W. Championship.
By WM. A. ROWE.

3 ancl £5 Mile Connecticut State Championships.

By L. A. MILLER.
6 First )

3 Second }PRIZES and POSITIONS.
4 Third. )

SPRINGFIELD,

September 8, 9, 10.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.,

September 15.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

September 17.

PROVIDENCE,
September 23.

ST. LOUIS,

September 25, 26.

1 Mile Amateur Handicap Won by WM. A. ROWE from scratch, in 2.41.

BEST AMATEUR RECORD ON SPRINGFIELD TRACK.
Mr. ROWE, on his Columbia Racrr, also made a better average than any

other American, rider, and ahead of all English riders except one.

4 First )

5 Second [PRIZES and POSITIONS.
S Third )

Every Open Event Taken on Colum-
bia Racers.

Four out of Six Open Events Won on COLUMBIAS.

2 Eirst
1^

}
I>:RIZES and POSITIONS.

Premier Positions in All Open Bicycle Events Won on COLUMBIAS.

2.39 3-4 by WM. A. ROWE in the Mile Open.

t Second }
PRIZES ancl POSITIONS.

The COLUMBIAS Won as Many Prizes as all other Makes of Machines

12 Eirst )

4 Second } PRIZES.
5 Third )

Notwithstanding the above excellent result of " Good Men upon Good Bicycles," of more practical value to the 90 and 9 Wheelmen is

the fact that the majority of the American Wheelmen purchase Columbia Bicycles and Tricycles, because they are pre-eminently road machines,
with an ease of running and durability which have faithfully stood the test of eight years upon every grade of road, and under all supposable
conditions. .

C A.T J± L O GTJE FREE.
THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

597 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Branch Houses : 12 Warren Street, New York ; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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2334 Miles in 23 Hours 51 Minutes.

A. A. McCURDY,

VICTOR BICYCLE,

EPTEMBER

24 AND 25.

Is is tie llest American Record fer % Heirs.

Lynn, Mass., Sept. 28, 1885.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.:

GENTLEMEN, — In riding your Victor Bicycle 233 ,'e miles in

23 hours 51 minutes (total time, including all stops), I am convinced

that it is the Easiest Running Bicycle I have ever ridden.

Very truly yours, A. A. McCURDY.

THE WESTON SUPPLY CO.
Will t»n Saturday, the 31st of Oct., remove

their Boston Office to their Works, 95 Putnam Avenue, Cairiflport, Mass.
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RO
BICYCLE.

READ THIS! A COMPETENT JUDGE!!

FRED RUSS COOK,
The Noted Californian Wheelman,

Decides in favor of Royal Mail O VER ALL
OTHERS for his own mount, and for orders
which his friends asked him to fill tvith the

best wheel he found while East, he selects

Royal Mails!!

Messrs. Wm. Read & Sons:
Gentlemen, after a careful examination

of the different makes at the late meetings,

I consider the Royal Mail superior to any
other in the market. Please forward at once
these orders intrusted to my selection by friends,

for the best wheel I found, and send me
a 54-inch for myself and also a Racer.

fM$f Yours truly,

San Francisco. FRED RUSS COOK.

Meriden, Conn., Oct. 3.

Messrs. Wm. Read & Sons:
Gentlemen, I consider the Royal Mail received

from you first-class in every respect, aud it gives
perfect satisfaction. You can use the above if

you vrish. Yours truly,
T. S. RUST.

3VCA.I
TRICYCLE. Light, Easy Running.
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TWO-TRACK SYSTEM, ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR COUNTRY ROADS,
EASILY PASSING OVER ALL OBSTACLES. A LOT JUST RECEIVED
BY STEAMER "CATALONIA."

WM. READ & SONS, 107 WasMngton St., BflStOD,

SOLE AMEBICAN AGENTS.

LOST or STLOEN!!
On 12 Aug., a young man, giving name of Frank T.

Edwards, hired 52-mch Expert Columbia Bicycle, No.
7,194, for use till 14 Aug., at 9 A. m. Machine has not
been returned. Description : Finish, black enamel
and nickellcd spokes, straight handle bars, vulcanite
handles ; numbered on neck as usual, and also on top
of handle bar !ug in smaller figures " 7,194." In case
you discover the machine, telegraph at once at our
expense, and hold the party. A liberal reward is

offered for information concerning said Edwards, and
leading to return of the machine.
Boston, Arc 24, 1885. W. W. STALL.

SOMETHING YOU WANT.
Don't wait, but send twenty-five cents at once for a

package of our ADHESIVE TIKE TAPE.
Fastens a loosened tire without heat. Weighs less

than an ounce. Smaller than an oilcan.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

THE "PARADOX" OILER
-A- BOOIT

TX) Wheelmen, Skaters and Sportsmen;
* also made for Sewing Machines. Its

Hinged Screw Stopper (undetachable-de-
tachable) cannot get mislaid or lost.

Sent Postpaid on receipt ofprice.

Nickeled, 25 c. Gilt, 30 c.

XX. 13 TTART
Ik 811 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART, 8.11 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 6o page catalogue (free),
and price list of second-hand Machines.
DIFFICULT REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

'

SEND
FOR

CATALOGUE

SUNDRIES.
Liberal Discount to the Trade.

STODDARD, L0YER1NG & CO.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market ; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for
bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

K3~ Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having them. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil,

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. "gJH

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York.

MURRAY'S, 100 SUDBURY. ST.,
BOSTON, MASS.,

Eastern Agency for

AMERICAN CHALLENGE, AMERICAN SAFETY, and

IDEAL MACHINES.

Harvard*, Tales, Cornell! and Shadows in stock.

Parts for the above machines in stock.
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THE AMERCIAN BICYCLES.
DEAJLJER^ AND RIDERS!

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

[>OINTS IN WHICH

AMERICAN
CHALLENGE

IDEAL
~>eSAFETY 8«- BICYCLES

A.RE "CJNEXCELLED B"X" .A.£T"X\

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,
In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from JS74 to SI 19.

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from S35 to S72.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING, •

QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and
PRICE.

Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY, 222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

holds the following Road Records of the world :

Ten miles in Oh. 33Km
Twenty miles in lh. 15m. (21 miles actually)-
Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)
Twenty-four hours covering 286 1-4 miles.
Seven days covering 924 miles.
The longest continuous ride covering 2,050 miles in 19 days.

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in 7% hours. It haB
made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, ami rill-t/ic-i/enr-roiiml,
nothing in market can approach it. flSf Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient uyeiits wanted everywhere.

J.WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

GrTEJNTTJIJXTJH IITTlVirBEIFIS

!

THE HUMBEK TANDEM. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)
THE HUMBER AUTOMATIC STEERER. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE. THE HUMBER BICYCLE.
ROADSTER TANDEM, Weighs 98 pounds.

ROADSTER AUTOMATIC STEERER, Weighs 62 pounds.

STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY GUARANTEED. FINISH AND BEAUTY OF DESIGN UNEQUALLED.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON
Sole United States Agent,

3 -A.PJ,3LiI2iTC3-T02Sr PLACE - - EAST O^AInTGKB, £T.

BRANCH OFFICE, 899 BROADWAY, JVRW YORK.

Genuine Humbers are stamped "IIumhur & Co., Makers .liceston, Notts," on the neck. All others are inferior imi/atio

THE "HUMBER TANDEM.
Send Stamp for Price List.
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. - - Boston, Mass.
«,

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricydist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists' Indispensable, Tricyclists' Indispensable, etc., etc.

LATEST BOOKS.

Their Varieties, Construction,

and Use.

An Indispensable Hand-Book,

By HENRY STURMEY.

CONTENTS.
Analysis of the Safety Bicycle. WHEELS
— Tires, Rims, Spokes, Hub, Cranks,

Pedals. DRIVING GEAR—Levers, Chains,

GearWheels. BEARINGS-Varieties of

Each, Back Wheel Bearings, Crank

Wheel Bearings. FRAMEWORK -Fo ks,

Heads, Steering Gear, Handles, Back-

bone, Springs, Saddles, Steps, Brakes.

Full description of all the SafetylMa-

chines made.

30 CENTS BY HAIL.

I
NEW PAPER.

2.SO sk, Ye>«,r,

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en
larged. Fifty cents by mail.

There will be no edition of this work in 1885

We have on hand a few copies of this work for 188;

and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special

regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
which no other book on training possesses. As its hints

and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty ents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— Bv Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to ride, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of
practical information in small compass. Third edition.

Fifty cents.

Health Upon Wheels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side
Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables— Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Ride. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet
Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly-printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side
and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the
usual condition of the road bed for each street, the
important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of
interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Bicycling News, including the three papers,
News, Tricydist, and Wheel Life. Edited by Geo.
l.acy Hillier, W. McCandlish, H. H. Griffin, and a
staff of writers of great ability. Cartoons every week.
Bright, breezy, newsy. A good thing to have. $2.50,
including postage.

Cyclistand Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,
resume' of events of the past year, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskine.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricycling for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine' s book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with suggestions on dress,
riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-
quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-
taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Twenty-five cents.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer.— A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.
Illustrated, ten cents.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-
lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to X., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history
of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, {12.

American Bicycling Journal.—The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made
We have a special size for the World, $ 1.00.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com-
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-
tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to
the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-
trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. $1.75 per year, including postage.
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THEY ALL CHOSE

" QUADRANTS

"

Four well-known Cyclists lately visited

England for a Tricycle tour. They all

wanted " the best tricycle in England."

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
With the most satisfactory results.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER .... MASS.

Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

GEO. R. BIDWELI,

2 and 4 East 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and RUDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles,

Wheel Goods of all Descriptions.

Send for our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

PERFECTED AT LAST

!

The Cockling Combination Safety Lock,

For Bicyclists, Travellers, and all who desire a lock
that cannot be picked, or get out of order.

The Handsomest, Lightest, and Most Secure
Lock Ever Made.

No Key used. Every lock perfect, or money refunded.
$1.25 each ; mailed free on receipt of price.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
108 Madison Street - - CHICAGO,

241 Broadway, NEW YORK.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclists' Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CABBIEK, the cheap-
est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

May be put in pocket when not in use . By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-
land, Me.

T EAGUE OF AMEBICAN WHEELMEN'
1J — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each.
Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.,
the only authorized maker.

THE CBESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SUP-
1 POBTEB, with patent alligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other ; made in drab, white, pink,
and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68
and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, IU.

THE " ACME " TIBE HEATEB. — Price
$1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim ; full directions

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barley's ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. It is so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly
tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, 83.50; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

F. a. BUBLEY, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

TtiB American

Adjustable LongDistance Saddle

Spring Frame, PerfectAdjustment, Light, Strong,
Elastic, Easy. Weight, 18 ounces.

Star Saddle, 19 ounces

HA.\0F'D DMR LICENSE FROM THE POPB MFC. CO.

PRICE, $4.00.

BULL & BOWEN,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries

Agents for all leading makes. Send stamp for.
Road Book of Western New York.

SS7 and 589 MAIN STEEET - - - BUFFALO, H. 7.

BEFORE VOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. eVIHP,
.Dayton, Ohio, for large Illustrated Price
JList of Nbw and Second -Hand Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES taken in exchange.BICYCLES Rennireri and Nickel Plated.

Home Exerciser"
I
For brain- workers and sedentary peopb,

Gentlemen, Ladies and Youths ; the

I Athlete or Invalid. A complete gym-
Inasium. Takes up but 6 inch sqn.ve

|floor-room, something new, scientific,

durable, comprehensive, cheap. Send for circular.

" Home School for Physical Culture," 16 East 14th

Street, N. Y. City. Prof. D. L. Dowd.

BOSTON

BICYCLE

MADE ONLY BY

STRICKLAND L PIERCE,

158 Summer St., Boston.

HAND MADE THROUGHOUT.

Price-list and rules for self-measurement «ent on
application. Our shoe has been imitated by in ikera ol

machine goods. Get the right one. Patent mark and
" Boston" on the sole of every shoe.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion Insure a continuous motion witliout dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A " Reformed Crank Ruler" says:—"In s*rength, safety, control.

driving leverage, case of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering. and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."

The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every
machine arc fully guaranteed,
For further particulars address,

11. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville. Burlington Co., N. J.
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RECORDS.—= RECORDS.

One-Fourth Mile 36i>s. ..... Ceo. M. Hendee.
Three-Fourths Mile Im. 55gs. . . . Ceo. M. Hendee.
Fifty Miles on the Road in 3h.32m. 20|s. W. A. Rhodes.

ON THE ROAD! ON THE PATH!

On the Hill!

THE VICTOR IS KING.
OYERMAN WHEEL CO., 179 Tremont St, Boston.

THE STAR WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE, The 15-MILE, and

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIPS;
It lias also laccii ridcloxi Toy GOEO. 33. T^7"Tm=t *! i*

20 MILES, 135 YARDS WITHIN the HOUR,
AND IS THE ONLY AMERICAN MACHINE OR AMERICAN RIDER HOLDING SUCH A RECORD.

Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel, sent on application with 2-cent stamp. Five cents in stamps

must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. W. STALL, 509 Tremont St., 4 Warm k, Oil Mows'
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IE. C. HODO-BS & CO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates :
—

One year, in advance #2.00
Six months " 1.00

Three months 60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 ii sent t

headquarters-

Single copies are for sale at the ollowing places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Geo. R. Bidwell, 4 East 60th St., New York.

Garvey's, corner 59th St. and Broadway.

ABBOT BASSETT . Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 23 OCT., 1885.

The criticisms of the English papers

on the Springfield records reveal to us

what was already known, — the inade-

quacy of our system of handicapping and

classifying. It is no news to us that we

do not get good results in handicapping

at present; but if our friends will give us

time, we will show them something bet-

ter.

We are called upon to explain to the

English press the meaning of the state-

ment which has occurred in several pa-

pers over here to the effect that Mr. O.

N. Whipple caredfor the watches before

the Springfield meet. This mare's nest

is easily exposed. Mr. Whipple is con-

nected with the large jewelry establish-

ment of E. A. Whipple. He is a practi-

cal watchmaker, and his knowledge of

watches led him into his avocation as

timekeeper. Mr. Whipple's reputation

as a watch-holder is more to him than

any false record could possibly be ; and

the idea that he wouldfix the watches to

make them run slower is simply absurd.

It may seem to our readers that we
are giving too much space to a correction

of what the English papers say, but

where we give inches they give columns.

The Bulletin thus exposes the nonsense

of the doubts :
—

" Does Kennedy-Child mean to imply
that fifty thousand people, among whom
there were literally hundreds holding
stop-watches, were gulled and bemuddled
by the times set forth by a few dishonest
men on the judges' stand ? Does he
mean us to understand that these thou-
sands of Americans, who were naturally

so anxious to have all their records

owned by Americans, allowed the 'busi-

ness interests ' of one club to inveigle

them into believing a lie ? Does he for

a moment suppose that Messrs. Lambert
and L.»H. Johnson would fail to detect

errors in timing that was giving so many
world records to their cordially hated
' imitation ' rival ? Were not men repre-

senting the Columbia and Victor and
H umber and Rudge and Royal Mail, and
all the other makes, watching each other
with hawks' eyes, and could any one of

these machines have obtained a record

by fraudulent means without all of the

others at once exposing the deceit ? Or
could over fifty newspaper representa-

tives, some of whom represented inter-

ests quite inimical to those of the Spring-
field Club, and many of whom held stop-

watches on all the races, have been
bought over to this ' business ' transac-

tion ?
"

"A great injustice has been done J. H. Polhill in his

expulsion by the racing board from the amateur ranks

;

the League thereby loses a gentlemanly member, who,
through ignorance of the law, did ride against W. J.
Morgan, but who is a thorough amateur at heart. We
regret Mr. Polhill's expulsion, and think it would be a
wise move to reinstate him."— Gazette.

If the writer of the above will look at

the question from a point of view outside

of any statement Mr. Polhill may make,

he will change his ideas regarding the

injustice of the expulsion. We will quote

a single sentence from a letter written by

Mr. Polhill at the time he was in a satis-

factory condition of mind regarding his

professional status : " I was sorry to

leave the amateur ranks, but there was

no money in medals." Is this the idea

of one " who is a true amateur at heart " ?

CORRESPONDENCE

[ This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; the editor disclaiming all responsi-

bilityfor opinions expressed, and reserving the right
to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising
or objectionable phraseology.

\

Abilities.

Editor Bicycling World:—

W

e have
drawn down upon ourselves the criti-

cism of England, because we have
always insisted on handicapping.men by
their records alone. The official handi-

capper is no more than a gatherer up of

records from which to base positions.

Judgment is allowed no play whatever.

Under this system the condition of things

that surprises England is easily possible.

Our men do not keep in form as do Eng-
lishmen, and their records are no test of

their abilities. At Hartford the judges

excluded Rowe and Ives from a class

race because they had records, but they

let Cook in because he had not. And
yet Cook held the quarter-mile record for

the world, and it was patent to all that he

could go much faster than the limit. The
handicapper advocates handicapping and
classification on the basis of public

records for various distances. He takes

a step in the right direction, but does not

go far enough. H. I. N.

The ladies' run was eminently suc-

cessful. The ladies covered between
thirty and forty miles with no undue
fatigue.

Distance Racing.

Editor Bicycling World:— If to

"bring out the capabilities of the ma-

chine" were the object of road-racing,

the remarks of "Cassius " might n mount
to something, but that is not the object

sought. If you will notice, the best roads

are always selected, and the projectors

of the contests strive for records. If the

races were gotten up to test the ma-
chines, why not send the men over such

roads as a man has to take in touring?

Let the course laid out be a straightaway

one to a given point. Why not Boston
to Providence and return? They might

as well lay out a course around Chest-

nut Hill as to run over the roads selected

And why not Chestnut Hill ? Returned
tourists tell me that the roads in England
are as good as those around the reser-

voir. If this is so, then our road records

are fifty per cent better than theirs at the

same figure. Brutus.

Record Classification.

Editor Bicycling World:— The prob-

able appearance of our record-sheet in a

few weeks, seems to call for the classifi-

cation that has been suggested, for it

will not be at all to our credit, I think, to

show to the world a list of records not

one of which were made in a race. As
it is now, every record from eleven to .t

hundred miles has been made in runs

against time, and the only ones that are

upon our books, that have been made in

races, are those from two to ten miles.

Does n't this show that racing should he
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given up, and that our men should go
in against the man with a scythe and
hour-glass only ? R. F. G.

[The three mile record is now the only

one that has been made in a race. — Ed.]

Graphite as a Lubricator.

Editor Bicycling World:—Having ob-
served one or two letters in your columns
lately, about the use of graphite for lu-

bricating purposes in bicycles, I have
thought that possibly an account of
my own experience with it might be
useful to somebody. I had long been
of the opinion that, if it could be
made to answer the purpose, it would
be much better than oil, owing to

its superior cleanliness and freedom
from disagreeable odors ; and so I gave
it a pretty thorough trial on my 50-inch
Expert this spring, but the results, I am
sorry to say, were not satisfactory. The
trial lasted some weeks. I cleaned all

the bearings thoroughly, — front wheel,
rear wheel, pedals, and steering head,

—

and then lubricated all with dry graphite,
using no oil, because I reasoned that if

oil must be used, there is no particular
advantage in using graphite.

In the rear-wheel bearings, I found
that the graphite immediately rattledout,
so that in a day or two there would not
be a trace of it in the bearing ! To pre-
vent this, I put on an extra felt washer
at each end, but this made the wheel run
very hard, and when I put in a little oil I
found that soon the oil, graphite, and
steel balls were caked into an almost
solid mass so that the balls would not
turn. I concluded, therefore, that graph-
ite would n't do for an Expert rear-wheel
bearing, anyhow.

In the front-wheel bearings it staid

better, but did not appear to lubricate as
well as oil. In my pedals, which are of
the adjustable dust-proof, cone-bearing
sort, not much used now, I got very good
results from graphite when mixed with
oil, but not when dry. In the latter case
the pedals seemed to run easily enough,
but could not be prevented from squeak-
ing. When, however, I put in graphite
and then a drop or two of oil, they ap-
peared to run very easily, and did not
need attention again for a long while, a
month or two I think. I have the com-
bination in the pedals still.

How it would work in parallel or ball

pedals I cannot say, as I have never tried

it. But I got the best results from using
the graphite in the steering head. Even
here, however, it did not work well
alone, but only in combination with oil.

I took the backbone out, cleaned the
spindle, step, and head thoroughly, then
put a quantity of graphite into the lower
recess only, put a drop or two of oil on
it, and again put the machine together.
No graphite should be used on the upper
end of the spindle, as it will clog up the
oil-hole in the bolt. But if you use oil

and graphite together, you can " set up "

the head-bearing much tighter and still

have it run easily, than if you use oil

alone.

On the whole, then, I conclude that
graphite should not be used at all for
ball-bearings, but that in combination
with oil it is very useful in pedals and
steering-head. I used that which is sold
by the Overman Wheel Company, and
applied it with an ordinary oil can, using
one which had a rather large passage
through the nozzle, and was perfectly dry
inside, having never been used for oil.

I should be very glad to hear the ex-
perience of others on this subject. Pos-
sibly they may have had better success
with graphite than I did.

A. C. Richardson.
Buffalo, 13 Oct., 1885.

Plumbago.

Editor Bicycling World:— Regard-
ing the use of plumbago as a lubricant,
my experience has been this: One of
our manufacturers sends his wheels out
with all the bearings filled with plumbago,
and when I get a wheel of this kind, I

always devote a day to cleaning out the
plumbago. I don't believe in "gurry."
Oil is good enough for me. Oh III.

Reservoirs.

Editor Bicycling World:— Why do
not American manufacturers give us a
good oil reservoir ? They have followed
English ideas to a large extent, but they
are still behind the mother country. If

there is anything I detest, it is the flat

steel spring curved around the shaft,

which one has to shove around to expose
the hole. In four times out of ten the
thing can't be moved except it is pried
off. The watch spring cover is just as
bad. It does not stay where it belongs,
and is a poor dust protector. The spring
plug reservoir is not satisfactory, for the
spring weakens and lets the plug drop
down. The best lubricating device I

have seen is the cup with a spring lid.

The lid can easily be lifted, and it is held
down by a spring. When the lid is up
the whole cup is exposed, and oiling is

an easy matter. If any man can tell of a
better device than this, I wish he would
do so. When we find out the best, let us
get the makers to put them on.

L. M. Hart.

Etiquette.

Editor Bicycling World : — Your cor-
respondent " Suburban ' propounds the
following conundrum :

" Is there any
civilized country where a gentleman bows
to ladies whom he does not know, and
who do not know him?" I will answer
in the affirmative. If I am walking with
Mr. Suburban, and we pass a lady ac-
quaintance of his, etiquette prescribes
that I should join him in acknowledging
her bow of recognition, even though we
are total strangers. It is a little act of
courtesy that harms neither. If I am
riding along and lift my cap as a lady
passes, I do her no harm. I shall dis-

continue the practice when it is evident
that the ladies do not like it. Urban.

Wrench Wanted.

Editor Bicycling World:— I never
knew, till yesterday, what wheelmen
were suffering for. Now I know. It

is an adjustable socket wrench. I had
a lot of tinkering to do on my ma-
chine, and a friend who saw me asked
me why I did n't use a socket wrench
to get the nuts off. The want of
such an article was my excuse. He
loaned me his, and I went to work. The
ease with which I pulled off the particu-

lar nuts which the wrench fitted, surprised
me, and by contrast, the nuts which it did
not fit came off surprisingly hard. Now,
why cannot manufacturers give us a
wrench of this kind that will fit all nuts ?

If nuts can be made of two sizes only
on a machine, two wrenches would not
be too cumbersome to carry. It is te-

dious work to adjust the ordinary monkey
wrench on the nut at every turn. Why
not a socket wrench with a crank handle ?

Why not a small bit brace with socket
wrenches to insert like an auger bit ? I

don't ask for these things for the tool-

bag, but for home use. I can get along
with the monkey wrench on the road, but
for cleaning and adjusting at home, I

want a good tool, regardless of weight
and size. My home oil can holds a
quart, and has a spout a foot long.

After we get the socket wrench, I am
going to ask for a pocket oiler with a
locking device. The nose of my oiler

would shake out and soak my bag with
oil till I got one of Overman's little bags
for carrying the oiler. Now I am all

right, but I think a locking device would
improve upon even the special bag.

H. N. Smith.

Some More " Ettiket."

Editor Bicycling World;—Behold how
great a matter a little nod kindleth ! How
the heads have started up in "ten little-

Injun " order, pro and con ! What a quaint
character this deponent could make for
himself by judicious scissoring and par-
allel lines ! Fortunately, it matters little

to the public what he may be, so no revo-
lution other than tired will follow the dis-

cussion of what you maybe tired of. But
one little word. It seems to be settled

that I intentionally bowed to a lady to

whom I had not been introduced. Fib

!

First, I bowed to the wheel. Second,
I stated quite plainly, or intended to, that

the act was instinctive, not intentional,

and no thought of forcing an acquaintance
entered my cranium, and doubtless, if the
rencontre had been less sudden, had not
bowed at all. Enough of that. " Who
excuses accuses," which I don't intend
to. But to think of being called a
" masher," even by implication ! Ye
gods !

By the way, does n't a lady know when
to recognize, etc. ? What is instantane-

ous sight given her for ?
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Once, while with a lady, a counter-

jumper bowed elaborately, and remarked,
" Good-evening, Maria !

" She started as

though struck, and I mashed him. Same
right, some one bowed and she promptly
returned it, though she apparently didn't

know him from Adam. " He thought he
knew me, and he was a gentleman ; so,

not to hurt his feelings, I responded,"

she explained : and verily virtue had its

own reward, when it turned out to be an

old friend from another city, to whom
she was greatly indebted, changed by a

hat and cut of whisker
But let us rest. "Daisie" answered

quite convincingly as to the ladies. Per
aspera ad astra we get knowledge.

But with our fellow-men ! Shall we,

then, wrap ourselves in our togas and
self-pride, and stalk onward like stiff-

necked unbelievers in the brotherhood of

man and common ancestry, and look on
all we meet with the truly British feeling

that there were other men than Adam,
else where did Cain get his wife? Must
we pass as we would a tree some individ-

ual proud in his descent, even as Lucifer

was in his (and whose family, like a

potato -hill, has the best part under-

ground), lest perchance we shock him
by a nod ?

Be of good cheer, dear friend. Doubt-
less we shall never meet. Your neck will

not be weary from much bowing ; and if

perchance you take a header in a puddle,

and the writer findeth you, he will pick

you out and set you on your feet, and
allow all privileges of non-recognition de-

sired, and will wheel away whistling, be-

lieving, though a pagan to your creed,

that Abou Ben Adhem was a true gentle-

man, and that, with gentlemen and wheel-

men , noblesse oblige.

J. Parke Street.

Says it Can be Done.

Editor Bicycling World : — In answer
to Mr. Towne in your last issue. I would
say that Mount Vernon street has been
ridden on a Quadrant tricycle. I shall be

pleased to have Mr. Towne and anyone
interested witness the ascent at any rea-

sonable time he may like to name.

J. A. R. Underwood.

The 100-Mile Course.

Editor Bicycling World ; — In the last

number of the World is a statement that

the course of the hundred-mile road race

had never been properly measured be-

fore. I wish to state that Capt. Harrison

and myself laid out the course from the

maps (this to get the plan of the route

only). I afterwards made sectional trips,

with a Butcher cyclometer attached to

my wheel, and found the route to meas-
ure 50 3-16 miles. Then, in company of

Mr. McCurdy, rode over the whole
course, his cyclomen r giving over 50
miles. The shortage did not come from
lack of proper measurement, but because
the two miles at Needham were not rid-

den over on the first trip.

Theo. Rothe.

The Ladies' Run.

One of the most enjoyable events of
the season was the ladies' run from Mai-
den square to Manchester-by-the-Sea,
projected and directed by Miss Minna
Caroline Smith, and starting on Thurs-
day last, the 15th inst. The violent
storm of the two preceding days made a
very discouraging outlook for the party,
and fear of heavy roads kept many in-

tending participants at home.
At ten o'clock a goodly company was

assembled in Maiden square, and twenty
minutes afterwards the start was made.
T ie company consisted of the follow-
ing :

—
Miss Minna C. Smith on a Columbia

tricycle.

Chas. Richards Dodge on an Expert

;

Mrs. Dodge on a Columbia tricycle.

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Stall on a Hum-
ber tandem.

Mr. and Mrs. Gideon Haynes, Jr., on
a Springfield tandem.

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hopkins on Victor
tricycles.

Mr. Abbot Bassett on a M. and C.
Cripper ; Mrs. Bassett on an Apollo.

Mrs. Nellie Davis on a Columbia.
Mr. Wm. E. Gilman, Victor ; Mr.

E. W. Pope, Columbia ; Mr. A. S. Par-
sons, Coventry Rotary ; Mr. W. Schum-
acher, Expert bicycle.

Miss Susie Hall joined the party later,

on a Columbia three-track tricycle.

The pace through Saugus and to

Lynn was a leisurely one, the faster

riders making frequent pauses for the

weaker riders to catch up. The hills

were taken in good shape by some of the
ladies, though some of them besides the
tandem riders had to be helped up. The
roads were fair. Many fine stretches

were enjoyed, but through the town cen-
tres mud prevailed. Lynn was reached
at about twelve o'clock, and then the
party pushed on to Salem. After leaving
Lynn there was a little scorching, for

the ladies are human, and there was just

a little bit of rivalry. The tandems
arrived first at the Essex House, at

12.45. Mrs. Bassett, Mrs. Davis, Mr.
Gilman, and Mr. Bassett drew up at one
o'clock. Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins put in

an appearance at 1.15, and Mrs. Dodge
and Mrs. Smith dismounted at the door
at 1 .40.

We like to give the whole story in

these things, and it must go down that

one of the ladies took a header, and two
of them were taken in tow before getting

to Salem.
The company dined at two o'clock,

and while at dinner they were joined by
Miss Hall, who had arrived at the start-

ing-point a little late, and followed on,
with little knowledge of the road. After
losing her way several times she brought
up in Peabody, from which place she
easily found her way to the Essex
House. She made a very plucky per-

formance.
After dinner the party was photo-

graphed on Salem Common.

At this point those who were down for
a single day's run left the main party and
turned their faces homeward. The main
party then continued on to Manchester-
by-the-Sea, where the night was spent.
The ladies' record for the day was as fol-

lows : Mrs. Stall, on a tandem, 35^ miles

;

Mrs. Haynes, on a tandem, 30 miles;
Mrs. Hopkins, 25 miles ; Mrs. Dodge,
23 miles; Miss Smith, 23 miles; Mrs.
Davis, 35 miles ; Mrs. Bassett, 35 miles.

The riders who returned from Salem
were Mrs. Davis, Mr. E. W. Pope, Mr.
Parsons, Mr. Gilman, and Mr. and Mrs.
Abbot Bassett. The eleven who fin-

ished the trip were Mr. and Mrs.
C. R. Dodge, Mr. and Mrs. Haynes,
Mr. and Mrs. Stall, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hopkins, Mr. W. Schumacher,
Miss Smith, and Miss Hall.

Friday morning the main party en-
joyed a run to Magnolia and Gloucester,
and in the afternoon the tandems and
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins started homeward.
Miss Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Dodge
returned home by boat from Gloucester.
At Salem an accident happened to Mrs.
Hopkins' machine, and the journey was
discontinued for the day.
The third day reduced the party to Mr.

and Mrs. StaH and Mr. Schumacher and
Miss Hall. The latter couple mounted
the Springfield tandem, and started to

ride home from Salem with the Stalls,

but proceeded no farther than Cam-
bridge. The record made by the ladies

who continued on from Salem is as fol-

lows: Mrs. Stall, on a tandem, 32, 27,
22 = 81 miles; Mrs. Hopkins, on a sin-

gle, 23, 27 = 50 miles ; Mrs. Haynes, on
a tandem, 30, 27= 57 miles; Miss Hall,

on a single two days and a tandem one
day, 23, 27, i8 = 6S miles; Miss Smith
and Mrs. Dodge, on singles, 23, 10 = 33
miles.

The ride was a great success. The
ladies went through with little fatigue,

and at a pace that made the ride for the

gentlemen not at all disagreeable.

Intended Tricycle Tour, to be known as

the Cape Ann Tricycle Run.

This run is intended to bring out the
capabilities of our lady riders, and form a

guide for future events of the kind. It

was suggested by the success of Minna
Smith's run of the past week, which was
largely enjoyed by all who participated.

Short runs will be the daily order, and
enjoyment the main object. Lady riders

may participate if desired, without escort,

with no fear, as the management of the

party will be in the hands of responsible
parties, who will use every effort to fur-

ther their safety and comfort.

As it is not desirable to add too many
bicycles to the party, they will be tabooed
except in case of gentlemen acting as es-

cort to some particular lady

All lady riders are invited ; the only
qualification or restriction being th.it

they shall be able to ride well, and
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be competent to ride over ordinary roads
twenty miles in a day. As none of the

ladies in the last run failed to do this, as

will be seen by the report in this issue,

we think no lady with any experience in

tricvcle riding Will be deterred.

ROUTE AND PROGRAMME.
Wednesday, 28 October.— Take

boat for Gloucester at— p. M., with ma-
chines. A pretty sail of three hours
brings us to Gloucester, where supper is

to be partaken of at the Pavilion. Music,
singing, and general good time for the

evening.
Thursday, 29 October. — Start at 9

A. m., and make a run around the Cape, a

distance of — miles, at a leisurely pace,

taking time to enjoy the beautiful scenery
to be found there. Lunch on the way,
and dinner on return to Pavilion. Even-
ing will be spent as enjoyably as possible.

It will be noted that we sup, lodge, and
breakfast at the Pavilion two consecu-
tive days, and members of the party are

requested to bring down their music, in-

struments, etc., to aid in entertaining the

party.

Friday, 30 October. — Start at eight

o'clock for Newburyport, twenty miles,

and, dining at the Merrimac House, view
the town, on or off the wheel, as may be
elected by the company. The Merrimac
House will be the headquarters here.

Saturday, 31 October.— The start on
return journey will be made soon after

breakfast, and the run will depend on the

capabilities of the riders. The next day
being Sunday, we shall be enabled to con-
tinue to Boston, stopping on the way over
night, or machines may be shipped from
any way-point, and the return made by
boat or rail.

As has been said before, all are asked
to go. Everybody is expected to enjoy
the trip and help the rest enjoy it. No
" scorching" will be allowed. The pace
will be made to suit the majority, and the

party will be kept together.

From a Feminine Point of View.

I AM reading, with no little interest,

the discussion on " Etiquette " which is

going on in your columns. The gentle-

men are treating the question with a great

deal of spirit, and there is a warmth to

the argument which generally pervades
the debates of the sterner sex. The
ladies will await patiently the outcome.

It seems to me, however, that the key-

note has not yet been struck, although
•' Sense" asserts that it is under his

finger. " Suburban " has this to say :
—

" We all know why and how the salut-

ingcustomcame in vogue among men, but

those reasons never in any way applied to

ladies. They did not join the ranks of

cyclists until after the ' days of darkness '

were over, consequently they never en-

tered the 'brotherhood' of the early

martyrs."

Is it not just possible that, although

the gentlemen are riding in the sunlight,

the ladies are still in the "days of dark-

ness"? The world has not yet accepted
the woman who rides, and the public

needs a deal of educating yet. The
remarks from street gamins, ill-mannered

street loafers, and men in vehicles, are

not a little cutting to a sensitive lady,

and the ranks of lady riders are now
filled by only a few bold spirits who are
willing to bear a great deal for the pleas-

ure they get out of the wheel. I am
speaking now from the standpoint of those
who live in the large cities, and I can
believe that they have to suffer much
that the suburbans are free from.

If the " days of darkness " spoken of

by " Suburban " were fraught with more
annoyance to the rider than these days of

sunlight bring to the ladies, the lot of
the cycler was a most unhappy one.
He goes on to say, " There is now no
reason why they should be treated differ-

ently when riding than they would be when
walking." Granted ; and when the time
comes that this condition of things exists,

I will be the first to say, let us give up
the freemasonry of the wheel.

I DO not desire to be considered an
advocate of " promiscuous saluting," and
I am here only to present the question
from a point of view that possibly may
escape the attention of the gentlemen. I

have had a long and varied experience
on the road, and I know of no instance

in my own case, and I can speak for many
friends, too, where the custom has been
abused. I have been treated with uni-

form great respect by wheelmen, and I

do not hesitate to put my gratitude on
record when I contrast their treatment
with what the world at large has given
me.

Let me turn the leaves of the volume
back a little, and quote from a previous

article. Oct. 2 I said this: " It is not a

little annoying to hear, ' Go it, Sissy !

'

and it does not improve one's temper to

hear, ' I '11 bet on the green jacket
!

'

These remaiks are innocent enough in

themselves, but there is a line beyond
which innocence becomes impertinence.

Any community in which ladies were
annoyed on the sidewalk as ladies are

now annoyed on the wheel, would be cor-

rected by the law. I hope to see the

time when tricyclists shall enjoy the same
immunity from insult that pedestrians

now have."

Now I don't know that the " promis-
cuous salute," as it is called, will remedy
this state of things, but the salute is only
one item in the freemasonry of the wheel
which joins cyclers for mutual defence
and protection, all for one, one for all.

I think your correspondents fall into

error in thinking that when a lady and

gentlemen meet, an elaborate bow is inter-

changed. As I find it, this is not the

case. I seldom bow. A cyclist passes,
and respectfully lifts his hat without
looking in my direction. The act is no
more than what I am accustomed to in

social life under many circumstances. If

I am in a hotel parlor or a reception

room, the gentlemen remove their hats

when they enter.

My remarks then can be summed up
as follows :

" Suburban's " argument that

the salute must be discontinued because
the dark days have passed, is weak, be-

cause the ladies do not yet ride in the

sun. Those who attack the custom
are fighting a thing that they magnify
before they strike. On the part of the

cycler it is not a bow. He expects no
return of his salute beyond a possible

nod. I do not believe the bounds of

courtesy have been passed. If those

who object to the custom will deal with it

as it exists, and not build a man of straw
to knockdown, we shall get more satis-

factory results. If the rules of etiquette

are to be framed by the ladies, I believe

they will discourage the promiscuous bow
spoken of by your correspondents, and
will not strongly object to a respectful

lifting of the cap by gentlemen in pass-

ing, which leaves the lady free to acknowl-
edge or not, as she pleases. Daisie.

I Wish Some One Would Tell Me

If it is true that the dealers are afraid

to let their tricycles compete in the Corey
Hill climb?

If there is not one who says his ma-
chine can be ridden up?

If it can be?

Why the makers stick to large wheels
for tricycles ?

What is the use of such a lot of officers

as they have at Springfield, when one
man tries to break a record ?

If they are afraid he will jump the

fence, and cut across lots ?

Why Wheel Life calls Ducker one of

the "American heroes"? If it is be-

cause he looks like " Nap"?
If Capt. Harrison did go on the Boston

Club's course ?

If he did not, why not ?

If the ladies like to have every chump
who rides a wheel lift his hat to them
when on the road ?

If any gentleman would do so unless

acquainted?

If Boston wheelmen want the League
meet ?

If it is not the dealers who wish it in

this city ?

What the best tricycle is?

If the Westerners will blow so much
about their roads now that Munger has
to come East to ride for a record ?
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RUDG RECORDS
ANY BICYCLE CAN WIN A RACE.

Every Bicycle CANNOT make a Record.

ONE MILE.

RUDGE

EAGER,

2.OI5.
One Mile

ONE MILE.

RUDGE

SAFETY.

2.43
Tricycls, 2.491.

We regret to say that we have not space to insert
all of our other records; suffice it to say
that we have every record inclusive from

3 TO 20 ZMIIXjIES-
SOLE U. S. AGENTS.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
152 TO 158 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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THE uz

SAFET7!
j^T

Springfield, 3££M3&. 9 September Otli, XSS£>.

RECORDS.
HALF MILE,

JL • /-W C> %;•

1)i

THREE FOURTHS MILE,

^•^53

Ml

6.05.

The Strongest, Fastest, and Most Perfect Safety Made.
= rrs ^

(LIIMLITIEID)

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTON".
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Whether Thomas Stevens rode his bi-

cycle, or carried it around the world ?

What made Fred Russ Cook change
mounts ?

Where the Bicycling World will go
to when turned out of Pemberton Square ?

What Papa Weston is going to do out

in Cambridge ?

If the Englishmen will accept the

records ?

If any one cares whether they do or

not?

Why we can't send some one to Eng-
land to represent America next year ?

If there is any one who is fast enough
to do so ?

If we are not getting tired of letting all

the good things go across the pond ?

What outsiders think of torchlight

parades on bicycles ?

If they don't think it boyish ?

If it isn't?

Makeis' Amateurs.

The question of Springfield naturally

brings to mind the above subject. Now,
what we think is this,— that it is quite a
different thing for a man to be kept
wholly and solely for the purpose of

racing as an amateur, — paid a weekly
wage, in fact, in addition to his expenses,
— and for one who undoubtedly gains his

living by other means, to be subsidized,

as regards his expenses, to a distant gath-

ering like Springfield. It is utter non-
sense to suppose that more than perhaps
one stray fortunate racing man can be
found who possesses the necessary funds
to undertake any such journey, and it is

equally ridiculous to say that makers
shall not be allowed to invite other riders

to be their guests for a trip abroad. Of
course it is an interested iuvitation, but
so is every invitation made socially or
otherwise. People do not invite per-

sons to a dinner, a ball, or a party be-

cause they simply happen to be their

fellow-creatures. They ask them because,
perchance, they are amusing, give good
dinners in return, or can dance well or
sing suitably. If this, then, is the rule,

and it is, which governs life in general,

why should cycle manufacturers be de-
barred from making their hospitality take

a form which benefits their own business,

and certainly promotes cycling sport in

general ? Of all the utter rubbish to be
Found in print, commend us to the lucu-

brations of the would-be purist in sport,

— they are, invariably, the outpourings of

men whose own chance -of crossing the

Atlantic gratuitously is, practically, nil.

The makers' amateur, pure and simple,

to whom we alluded at the beginning of

this paragraph, is quite another thing.

With regard to him we have at present
no desire to deal. — Wheel World.

CURRENTE CALAMO
Saturday will give us enough to do.

First, to the finish of the Worcester race

at the Faneuil House, then to Corey
Hill.

Midgley rode from Worcester to the

Faneuil House in 3.27, without a dis-

mount. This time will be beaten Sat-

urday.

The medals for the hill-climbing con-

test are very fine in design and finish.

And now the Worcester Club should
return to the League.

Zacharias & Smith, of Newark, N.J.,

have opened the Roseville rink for the

season.

Copeland is exhibiting the steam bi-

cycle in Newark, N. J., and gets twelve

miles an hour out of it in a rink.

Expert Columbia No. 987 was stolen

from W. A. Hoyt, of Ancram, N. Y., 14
October last. A reward will be offered

for its recovery.

We are having a regular Thomas con-
cert over the records, and the doubting
Thomases of England are in the orches-

tra.

The consolidation of the three Eng-
lish wheel papers should give us one very

fine one. In this case we believe in the

trinity.

John Williams climbed Corey Hill

on a quadrant tricycle last Saturday.

This is the first tricycle that has ever

been up the hill, under the conditions

laid down in the rules for the contests.

Mr. Willis Farrington, of Lowell,

tells us that he has climbed Mt. Vernon
street on a Cripper.

The Boston Club enjoyed one of Mr.
Comee's dinners at the Boscobel, Lynn,
last Sunday.

That new list of records willjbe a hard

Rowe to hoe.

William Hammond, a member of the

Gloucester Cycle Club, went to Marble-

head Sunday, and while returning

through Beverly, fell off his machine and
broke his wrist in two places.

E. P. Burnham is still confined to his

bed from the injuries received in the re-

cent accident. The unfortunate affair

will prevent his intended demonstration

of his ability to put twenty miles inside

the hour.

Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Johnson, on
their arrival at Liverpool, found a new
genuine Humber Tanden, made expressly

for them, with crypto gear and other

improvements, awaiting them at the rail-

road station, and started immediately on

their tour through England and Wales,

stopping a few days at the Humber
works, at Beeston, Notts, for Mr. John-

son to arrange for a full supply of genu-

ine Humber Tandems and "Crip "tri-

cycles, for his increasing trade, for next

season's business. They wil! probably

return by the last of November.

There will be a ladies' and gentle-

men's run to Bailey's, Sunday, Oct. 25.

This will be a general run ; ladies and
gentlemen are invited, particularly ladies,

for whom it is gotten up. The start will

be made from the residence of W. W.
Stall, Warren street, off Cambridge
street, between Allston and Brighton, at

10 o'clock A. M., and dinner partaken of

at Bailey's Hotel, So. Natick, at 1.30

o'clock. The distance is 12^ miles, and
the return will be made as the party may
suggest after dinner. All wishing to par-

ticipate are requested to communicate
immediately with W. H. Schumacher,
Outing office, 175 Tremont street, or W.
W. Stall, 509 Tremont street.

It is becoming recognized that the

ordinary spring fitted to tall bicycles is far

from being sufficient to secure ease to the

riders of dwarf safety bicycles, and to

afford the needful additional elasticity,

the Brighton spring has been designed.

This consists of a flat steel spring resem-
bling the letter Y in shape, or rather, a

cross between a Y and a T ; but instead

of the flat spring being the only means
of imparting elasticity, this YorT spring

is mounted on the tops of three vertically-

coiled spiral springs, which are attached to

the backbone of the bicycle (or Humber-
type tricycle) by suitable clips. The result

can be easily imagined, and it is difficult

to conceive any arrangement which would
be an improvement upon this combina-
tion. — Wheel World.

We wonder if Hal has ever "met"
our Mr. Sullivan?

A correspondent of the Bulletin

has made the following figures :
—

A 56-inch wheel makes three hundred
and sixty revolutions per mile (to be exact,

36°fo\)- Sixty revolutions per minute
equal ten miles an hour. Fifty-four revo-

lutions per minute equal nine miles an
hour. Forty-eight revolutions per minute

equal eight miles an hour. Or to put it

in a different way, every variation of six

revolutions per minute makes a difference

ot one mile in the hour. On a good road

it is thus very easy to calculate closely

the rate at which you are going. Other

wheels can, of course, be figured, but

above is easily remembered and quite

exact.

The Puritan record is all right.

"Karl Kron's " book will be out in

time to make of it a Christmas present.

We do not expect to get it— for the

present.

Hugh J. High, who started from
Pottstown, 4 May, to ride from there to

Seward, Neb., and return, on a bicycle,

completed his journey last week. He
consumed about a month on his outward

trip, and travelled about 1,700 miles, the

entire distance being done on a bicycle.

The return trip was begun 27 August.

During the early part of his journey he

encountered much bad weather and bad

roads, oftentimes being compelled to take

to the railroad bed and ride between

the tracks. His last day's ride was the

longest of the trip, eighty-one miles,

making his total distance 3,409 miles.
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His return was celebrated by a street

parade of the local cyclists, headed by a
brass band.

Col. Albert A. Pope has, after a
four weeks' confinement to the house,
sufficiently recovered from his accident
to be able to attend to business. He is,

however, still forced to support his arm
in a sling.

Chief Consul Ducker is about to

entablish a system by which he will re-

ceive weekly communications from the
State representatives, containing reports
and suggestions as to the management of
the Massachusetts Division.

Mr. Charles R. Overman, while
riding on Columbus avenue, Saturday
morning, got the umbrella he was carry-
ing confused among the spokes of his

wheel. A bruised head and an ugly gash
on the chin were the result.

President Ducker, of the Spring-
field Bicycle Club, has received a letter

from Hendee, dated St. Louis, in which
the ex-champion announces his intention
to try for the records from one to five

miles.

The Citizens Club did nobly by their

Boston friends.

There is much dissatisfaction among
Chicago wheelmen at the selfish course of
some of the manufacturers in refusing to

send to the Chicago meet certain racing
men under their control. The feeling is

that something more in the shape of co-
operation is due from the manufacturing
element, which is, after all, the chief
financial beneficiary of every successful
development of cycling interest.

—

Am.
Sports.

Wm, Read & Sons request us to say
that Mr. Burnham was not riding a
Royal Mail machine when he met with
his accident.

EXOTICS

The Bicycling News and Tricycling
Gazette is out, and promises to take the
lead of the English cycling press. It

has points in its appearance resembling
all three of its parents.

H. O. Duncan has established a
French tricycle road record for 100 kilo-

meters (62 miles, 243 yards). He rode
the distance, 20 September, in 5I1. 6m.,
on a Cripper.

The Cyclist gives the time made by T-
R. Marriott, from Land's End to John
O'Groat's, as 6 days 15 h. 22 min.
The Tricyclist makes 25 the figure for

the minutes. Probably there was an
" English-held watch " in this case. The
last twenty miles was ridden in 1 h. 30
min. He rode a M. and C. Humber
tricycle, with 40 in. wheels geared to 56
in., and weighing with lamp, luggage rest,

and fittings complete, sixty pounds. The
previous records were that of James
Lenox on a bicycle, in 6 days 16 h. 10 m.,

and Lawrence Fletcher on a tricycle in

8 days, 5 h. 25 m.

In a recent 24 hours' ride by Facile

riders, H. R. Goodwin rode 212 miles;

Watts, 212 miles; J. Neyround, 180

miles, and W. Dannatt, 170 miles. All

took medals.

By cable we get results of a 100 mile
Kangaroo race ; 6 hours, 39 min. 5 sec.

Winner's name not given.

The Bicycling News was started in

1876, by James Inwards. Now it goes
to Iliffe & Sturmey, by purchase.

Mr. Hausmann, of Copenhagen, has
made two good records over Danish
roads. 16' Aug. he rode 215 miles, and
on the 30th he rode 230 miles.

The welcome supper to the English
cyclists was due for 17 Oct., at the Hol-
born restaurant.

The Cyclist has a supplement, showing
the leading lights of the Springfield tour-

nament.

Boston Wheelmen in New York.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club dele-

gation that visited New York, 13, 14, and
15 October, returned to this city Friday
morning, highly enthusiastic over their

reception, treatment, and stay in Gotham.
The party was in charge of President
Henry W. Williams. The other mem-
bers were Messrs. W. C. Lewis, F. Alcott

Pratt, L. Dahl, George W. Pope, Jr.,

T. F. Salkeld, E. F. Myers, C. D. V.
Graves, F. P. Martin, C. A. Martin, H.
M. Parkhurst, and George B. Main.
They left by the Fall River line Monday,
and arrived in New York one and one
half hours late, during a northeast storm.

At the pier, they were met by fifteen or

twenty members of the Citizens' Bicycle

Club, who escorted them to breakfast.

From first to last they were royally en-

tertained, not even once being allowed to

display their pocketbooks. It rained

hard all day Tuesday, and the company
spent it at the Grand Union, in in-door

enjoyment. After lunch, the party was
taken to the Eden Muse"e, and enjoyed it

greatly. Thence they visited the Hoff-

man House. Forty to fifty participated

in the dinner at the Grand Union in the

evening. After dinner, the party visited

the Bijou, where Harry Dixey put in no
end of gags for the Boston boys' benefit,

and gave a special verse in the well-

known song, " It's English, You Know,"
on Boston cyclists. Harry sent word to

"shout the whole crowd " between the

acts, desiring to do his part in adding to

the fun. Wednesday opened finely. In

the morning, the Citizens' and Massa-
chusetts Clubs went to Orange, N. J.,

where they were met by the Hudson
County wheelmen of Jersey City, under
command of C. W. Johnson, captain.

The Citizens were under the command of

Simeon W. Ford. The whole party
numbered about fifty, and rode from
Orange along the border of Llewellyn
Park to Montclair Caldwell (refresh-

ments), back to Bloomfield (dinner,

American House). The dinner was pro-

vided by the Hudson County wheelmen.
President Williams and Captains Graves

and Ford here made addresses. After
dinner, the party remounted, and, trav-

ersing some of the finest wheeling roads
in the country, visited the Orange towns.
Returning to New York by train, the
party found an invitation to dine at the
New York Athletic clubhouse, and the
Massachusetts club received the freedom
of the clubhouse for two weeks. At 9
p. m., the Citizens provided a fine enter-

tainment at the clubhouse on West Fifty-

eighth street. The clubhouse was
crowded. The programme included mu-
sic, humorous selections by Mr. R. J.

Burdette, ventriloquism, etc., with re-

freshments in the intermissions, speeches,
etc. At 12.15 o'clock Messrs. Harry
Dixey and E. E. Rice joined the party.

The next morning, the party was photo-
graphed, rode through Central Park,
Grant's tomb, Tarrytown via High
Bridge, and Yonkers. A ride of two
miles was taken on the asphalt on the
cable railway, the pathway being about
two feet wide. The ride is twenty-seven
miles long, and is perfectly superb. Din-
ner was served at the Franklin House.
After dinner, a small portion rode the
whole distance to New York, and the

body of the party spent the afternoon
riding between Tarrytown and Yonkers.
The ride between the two places is as

fine as could be desired, the only draw-
back being long and gradually rising

hills. Jay Gould's and several other
places were visited. The train was taken
from Yonkers to New York, arriving at

7.30, and the party was dined at the Citi-

zens' Club, leaving at 10.30 o'clock for

home. The impression of every Massa-
chusetts member was that their hosts

simply outdid them in the way of enter-

tainment. Every possible attention was
shown, and every one had a fine time. —
Herald.

RACING NEWS
Chicago Tournament.

Chicago, 16 October. — The attend-

ance at the first day's races of the Chica-

go Club was only fair, but the races

were of exceeding interest.

One Mile, Novice.— First heat : G. M.
Orton (1), 3.12^; R. J. Surbridge (2)

;

C. H. Munger (3) ; L. Heyworth (4).

Second heat: C. B. Pierce (1), 3.18^;
F. C. Avery (2); W. J. Phillips (3).

Final : R. J. Surbridge (1), 4.23* ; G. M.
Orton (2) : O. B. Pierce (3).

Five Mile State Championship. —
N. H. Van Sicklen (1), 16.15J ; W. G. E.
Pierce (2) ; E. Mehring (3).

1 mile W. H. Van Sicklen 2.59J
2 miles. . . " "

6.25I
3 miles. . . W. G. E. Pierce 9.52

4 miles. .

.

'' " 13.21

5 miles.. .N. H. Van Sicklen 16. 15J
One Mile. — W. F. Knapp (1), 2.49^ ;

Geo. E. Weber (2) ; C. E. Kluge (3)

;

S.J. Whittaker (4); H. W. Clarke (5);
L. D. Munger (6).

One Mile Professional.— R. A. Neil-

son (1); John Brooks (2); J. S. Prince
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The STAR before the Curtain.

mTHE TRACK.
Best Records from 4 to 20 Miles Made by an American Eider, viz.,

RECORDS.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

MILES

tt

t*

a

it

i(

it

11.17 1

14.12!
17.161

20.161
23.151
26.17
29.20!
32.211

12 MILES
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

tt

tt

it

it

it

it

tt

35.22!
- 38.25

41.26
- 44.24

47.22
50.26

- 53.32 §

56.38
20 MILES 59.46.

BESIDES WHICH WE OFFER

2<y Mlle^, 13^ Yards within the Hour,
A FEAT PERFORMED BY NO OTHER AMERICAN RIDER.

IN ADDITION TO THESE THE STAR HOLDS

The 1-2 Mile, 15 Mile, and 25 Mile L. A. W. Championship for the Year.

97 MILES IN 6 HOURS 57 MINUTES.

THE HILIi,
The Star is the only Machine which has ever succeeded in climbing Corey Hill in a legitimate contest,

being the only wheel which successfully surmounted the obstacle in the

Boston Club's Hill Climbing Contest in 1883.

Considering the fact that the STAR is in direct competition with over five hundred other makes of wheels, and that its constituency of
riders is in proportion of one to fifty in America and one to five hundred as opposed to the entire crank army of the world ; also that in races

the STAR machines ridden have weighed, in cases, double the weight of the crank wheels opposed to them, we consider our showing a good one.

THE H. B. SMITH MACHINE 00. - - Smithville, N. J.

W. W. STALL, Sole Agent for Boston and Vicinity.
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THE APOLLO'S RECORD
OF

2111 MILES IN 24 HOURS
XXAS BBE33NT IOE!^LT?E33X", BTJT NOT THB

APOLLO
Itself, as it Remains Unsurpassed by any Wheel

on the Market.

At Providence, Sept. 22, W. A, RHODES, of Dorchester, rode a 57-inch

APOLLO ROADSTER, making a mile in 2 minutes 41 seconds.

New Invoice of Apollos Just Received.

SAMPLE SPRINGFIELD TANDEM
IS NOW ON EXHIBITION.

«-! at.T. .^.CTX) INSPECT. Send For Second-Hand List.

W. B. EVERETT &, CO.,
O aixd S Berkeley Street - - - BOSTON,

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS.
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(3) ; W. M. Woodside (4). The referee

gave second money to Prince on account
of foul riding by Brooks.
Two Mile. — W'. F. Knapp (1), 5.48^;

N. H. Van Sicklen (2) ; G. E. Weber
(3) ; S. J. Whittaker (4).

One Mile Safety.— S. J. Whittaker

(0. 319J; N. H. Van Sicklen (2).

Two Mile Handicap.— F. B. Bradley,
scratch (1), 6.1 1 ; W. S. Webster, scratch

(2) ; E. Mehring, 10 sec. (3) ; W. G. E.
Pierce, scratch (4) ; H. B. Heywood, 10

sec. (5).

Three Mile. — A very close race, re-

sulting in a dead heat
1 mile S. J. Whittaker 3.23
2 miles H. W. Clark 6.40

3 miles G. E. Weber 9-4o|

W. F. Knapp 9-4o|

N. H. Vau Sicklen (3); S. J. Whitta-
ker (4) ; H. W. Clark (5).

Ten Mile Professional. — A close race

in which several records were broken.
1 mile W. M. Woodside 2.52
2 miles R. A. Neilson 5.48^

3 miles W. M. Woodside 8.51

4 miles W. M. Woodside 11.52

5 miles R. A. Neilson 14-53^
6 miles W. M. Woodside. . .*i7-53

7 miles " " . . .*20.56£
Smiles " " •••*23.57f
9 miles.... " " ...*27.o5
10 miles R. A. Neilson *3o.o2^

J. S. Prince (2) ;
John Brooks (3) ;

W. M. Woodside (4).

* Be»t on record.

One Mile Tricycle, Championship of
State.— N. H. Van Sicklen (w. o.) 3.54.

SECOND DAY.

Twenty Mile, Pope Cup.— N. H. Van
Sicklen (w. o.) ; 1 h. 9 m.
Two Mile Professional.— R. A'. Neil-

son (I), 5.54! ; W. M. Woodside (2) : J.

S. Prince (3) ; J. Brooks (4).
FiveMile. — W. F. Knapp (1), 15.10!

;

G. E. Weber (2); L. D. Munger (3).

One Mile State Chatnpionship.— W. S.

Webster (1), 3.4^; F. B. Bradley (2); N.
H. Van Sicklen (3).

One Mile, 3.20 Class. — F. B. Bradley

(1), 2.58; W. G. E. Pierce (2) ; W. C.
Wise (3); E. H. Wilcox (4).

One Mile.— H. W. Clark (1), 3.14;
W. F. Knapp (2) ; L. D. Munger (3).

Five Mile Professional.— R. A. Neil-

son (l); J. S. Prince (2); John Brooks

(3)-
Three Mile Team Race. —Chicago team

(1), 32 points ; Kishwaukees (2), 4
points.

One Mile Tricycle. — S. G. Whittaker
(i), 4.26; C. E. Klage (2), 4-39i-
One Mile Consolation. — Wise (1).

Weber refused to race with Knapp to

decide Friday's dead heat. Knapp went
over the course in 2.23J.

Rowe's Recent Records.

Springfield, 19 October. — Run of

Wm. A. Rowe, of Lynn, for a twenty-

mile record. Pacemakers, C. P. Adams,
John Illston, A. O. McGarrett, and F. R.

Brown. The timing and measurement

were vouched for as strictly accurate by
the full board of officers, which was as

follows : Referee, George M. Hendee

;

judges, H. P. Merrill, Frank W. Wester-
velt, E. M. Wilkins ; timers, W. N. Wi-
nans, C. H. Parsons, H. W. Collins

;

scorer, W. G. McGarrett; starter, A. L.

Atkins.

The following table shows the times of

the intermediate miles made, and the

previous best of record. Above two
miles, all the previous best amateur rec-

ords were held by M. V. J. Webber, of

England, who scored them on the Spring-
field track, 10 September, 1885.

Present record. Previous best.
Miles. m. s. m. s.

1 2 44* 2 36J
2 5 33l 5 34§
3 8 2of 8 17I
4 " "I 11 i6£

5 ....14 07! 14 o8|
6 16 55» 17 02|

7 19 471 19 S&\
8 22 41

1

22 53
9 25 4i| 25 48
10 28 37| 28 44!
11 3i 371 3i 4i

12 34 32| 34 4i|

13 37 248 37 4i

14 40 25 40 428

IS 43 26J 43 36
16 46 29I 46 352

17 ••49 25 49 331
18 52 25^ 52 442

19 55 22| 55 52!
20 58 20 58 56^

Except one and three miles, the above
times take the record. At the finish of the

twenty miles, he had a few minutes to

spare, and was told to ride till the hour
was finished ; and when the bell sounded
the hour, he had ridden 20^ miles 132
yards 4 inches. His total time on the

2o£ miles was 59 minutes 46^ seconds.

Rowe rode a Columbia racer.

More Records.

The whole country must have grown
tired of hearing about broken records on
the Springfield track. Yet it is safe to

claim that if the local bicycle club were
to announce another tournament next

week, they would draw bigger crowds
than ever before, even without Howell,
Wood, Furnivall and Webber. The fact

is, thanks to the Springfield Bicycle

Club, the American amateurs have waked
up to find their legs as staunch and nim-
ble as those which are nourished on
British beef and beer. The best riders

in the country have become familiar with

every inch of the peerless Springfield

track, and they have started — late,

it is true — to show their mettle. The
prizes are all gone, — mainly to Eng-
land, — but there is plenty of pat-

riotism in the American blood, and
no end of good cheer among the re-

sources of the Springfield bicycle boys

for all comers who have an honest pur-

pose to do " big things on wheels." It is

not altogether to be regretted, by the

\yay, that American-made wheels are

showing up well in the record-breaking
this fall. The Columbia came to the
front yesterday, being ridden by all the
contestants.

If these events could be predicted,
there would be a crowd on Hampden
Park every day that any riding was going
on. But the events are not noised
abroad till they have taken place, so it

happened that a handful of enthusiasts,
and a sprinkling of curious spectators
assembled yesterday afternoon. The
weather was perfect. It happened that
A. O. McGarrett of this city opened the
ball. He rode two miles without hands,
just to vary the monotony of record
smashing, and here is his record : \ mile,

*43I •i.25 5 1 T mile, *2.io| ; 1

mile, *2.$&\ ; 2 miles, *6-9f . These are
all world records, since England has not
aspired to excel in this sort of thing, and
the Springfield track heretofore held the
best above the quarter mile. Chickering,
on a Star, in the 1884 tournament, made
the best one half and three quarter mile
records, and Wollison, of Pittsfield, at

the same time, made a mile record in
3JJ.

Fred R. Brown, also of this city, took his

turn. He will be remembered as the
hero of the tandem bicycle race, at the

1884 tournament, when, astride of a

clumsy gas-pipe contrivance, he and
Miller cut out a record for two and three

miles. Last May this team made over
their records for one mile and under, and
now hold world records up to three miles.

Brown has been called a good man for a
short distance, although many in the
local club wish he might be tried on long-

distance riding. His mount yesterday,

as heretofore, was a Columbia, and he
tried only for the quarter-mile record,

which stood to the credit of George M.
Hendee on the St. Louis track, and was
37. Brown shaved this down to *36|
yesterday, without great effort, thus

establishing a world record. W. A.

Rowe, of Lynn, who was noted earlier

in the season as a good class-race man,
and a dangerous rider in an amateur
handicap, then did the big event of the

afternoon in taking the one-mile honors
from Hendee, Sellers, and all other

aspiring amateurs. Rowe touched noth-

ing till he reached the mile record, as fol-

lows : \ mile, 39J ; \ mile, 1.17 ; J mile,

1.56!; 1 mile, *2.36f . Having shattered

the mile record, Rowe made a bold dash
for the half. His splendid success is

thus shown : \ mile, 36?, ; ^ mile, *i.i2j.

Let wheelmen reflect that this is a 2.25I
gait, and made by a green rider at that.

Heretofore the best world record for the

quarter was held by the professional

Wood, 36% ; and Howell, the king of the

professionals, held the half, at 1.13J.
But Brown, after all, holds the profes-

sionals at bay for a quarter-mile with his

365 record.

The scoring and timing were accurate

beyond doubt. The officials for Mc-
Garrett's ride, for Rowe's one-mile, and

for Brown's quarter, wore as follows :

referee, J. B. McCune ; judges, E. M.
Wilkins, J. E. O. Daniels, and H. 1'.
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Merrill ; timers, W. N. Winans, H, W.
Collins, and L. E. Zuchtmann ; scorer,

H. W. Collins; starter, A. L. Atkins.

For Rowe's half mile : referee, J. B.

McCune
;

judges, J. E. O. Daniels,

L E. Zuchtmann, and M. W. Colburn;
timers, W. N. Winans, H. W. Collins,

and C. H. Parsons ; starter, A. L.

Atkins ; scorer, H. W. Collins.— Spring-

field Republican, 18 October.

Omaha, 9 and 10 October. — Tourna-
ment of the Omaha Wheel Club, 9
October. One Mile, Novice,— W. D.
Townsend (1), 3.244 ; S. P. Shears (2) ;

A. C. Joliffe (3). Three Mile, Open,—
J. G. Hitchcock (1), 9.52 ; C. H. Cowan
(2) ; J. Clawson (3). Half Mile, Open,
— T. F. Blackmore (1), 1.32* ; O. H.
Gordon (2) ; W. H. Morford (3); C. H.
Cowan (4) . One Mile, Tricycle,— E. S.

Raff (1), 4.22! ; J. G. Hitchcock (2).

Five Mile, Lap,— J. G. Hitchcock (1),

15.27 ; J. Clawson (2), C. H. Cowan (3).
Two Mile, Club Handicap,— T. H. Mer-
riam, 350 yards (1), 6.50 ; O. H. Gordon,
400 yards (2) ; T. F. Blackman, scratch

(3); Perry Badollet,400 yards (4) ; C. H.
Cowan, 200 yards (5).

10 October. — Quarter Mile, — T.

F. Blackmore (1), 43 ; W. D. Townsend
(2) ; Two Mile, Nebraska State Cham-
pionship?— T. F. Blackmore (i),6.56§; T.
H. Merriam (2). One Mile, Open,— J.

G. Hitchcock (1), 2.56 ; C. H. Cowing (2)

;

J. Clawson (3). Half Mile, Tricycle,—
E. S. Raff (1), 1.52 ; J. G. Hitchcock (2).

One Mile, Bicycle, 3.30 Class, — W. D.
Townsend (1), 3.18I ; O. H. Gordon (2).

Half Mile, Boys,— S. P. Shears (1), 1.17;

Townsend (2). Five Mile, — J. G. Hitch-

cock (1), 16.18JJ ; C. H. Cowan (2). One
Mile,— 0. H. Gordon (1), 3.08 ; T. F.

Blackmore (2); Merriam (3). Consola-

tion,— Harry Badollett (1) ; J. Claw-
son (2).

Danbury, Conn., 14 October.

—

Races at the Agricultural Fair. HalfMile
Dash,— 0. B. Jackson (1), 1.34J; W.
T. Olmstead (2) ; W. E. Matthews (3).

One Mile, 2 in 3,— O. W. Swift (0,3.25;

3.57I; Geo. Coburn (2). One Mile, 3.45
Class, — Rudge G. Larkin (1), 3.32J

;

W. E. Matthews (2) ; Three Mile, — Ed.
DeBlois (1), 11.27 ; W. T. Olmstead (2);

L. A. White (3). Two Mile, — Ed.
De Blois (1), 7.19 ; Swift (2) ; Matthews
(3). Half Mile, Boys, — A. A. Jackson

(1), 1.42; D. Baman (2).

Montgomery, Ala., 16 September.
— Races under the auspices of the Mont-
gomery Club. One Mile, Time Race,—
C. H. Freyer (1), 4.17; R. H. Polk (2),

4.16A. Quarter Mile, Handicap, Boys
Under \$ Yeats. — D. Troy, scratch (1),

1.23; W. Clay, scratch, (2); 1.25. One
Mile, Best 2 in 3 Heats,— T.-L. Ingram

(1), 3-29! C. B. Freyer (2), 3.43 ; T L.

1 ngram (3), 3.12. Five Mile Handicap,
Professional,— J. H. Polhill, scratch (1),

17 51 ; J. M. Horton, 100 yards (2).

Hundred Yards Slow Race,— C. H

.

Freyer (1), 3.16; Master Reeves, five

years old (2). Half Mile, Novice, — C.

Clark (1), 1.49 ; J. Gilmore (2). One Mile,
Handicap, Club,— F. X. Mudd (1),

scratch, 3.29 ;
Jackson (2). One Mile,

Professional, — J. M. Horton (1), 3.21;

J. H. Polhill (1).

Chicago, III., 9 October. — Races
under the auspices of the Chicago Club.

Twenty-five Miles,— N. H. Van Sicklen

(1), 1.31.26; J. Pierce (2), 1.34. 37.

Cleveland, Ohio, 10 October. —
Races under the auspices of the Cleve-

land Club. Quarter Mile, — First heat,

C. B. Shannon (1), 49; M. Black (2);
W. C. Baker (3). Second heat, H. Her-
rick (1), 49I; G. Upson (2). Final heat,

Black (1), 50I; Herrick (2); Shannon
(3); Baker (4). Five Mile, — R. Whit-
tlesey (1), 24.7 ; E. Adams (2); M. Wade
(3). Half Mile, — G. Valliant (1), 1.43

;

M. Black (2). Half Mile, Handicap,—
C. B. Shannon, (1), 15. 1.50; H. Her-
rick, (2). 10; Hundred Yards, Slow
Race.— R. Sheridan (1), 3; F. White
(2). Two Mile, Lap Race, — H. Her-
rick (1); M. Wade (1); R. Whittlesey (3);

E. Adams (4).

Canton, Ohio, 30 September.—Races
under the auspices of the Canton Club.

Half Mile, Boys,—T. Wales (1); G. Mey-
ers (2); E. C. Bachert (3) ; F. Poorman (4).

One Mile, County Championship,— W.
H. Bachert (1), 3.31 \ ; C. M. Atwater (2);

G. Eyster (3). Three Mile,— W. H.
Bachert (1), 11.52I; G. Eyster (2),

Half Mile, Novice,— G. W. Parsons (1),

i.43f ; T. Clark (2); S. Eakis (3); H. El-

bell (4). Five Mile, — C. E. Kluge, (1).

16.22^; W. H. Bachert (2); J. Kerch (3).

Kingston, Ont., i October.— Races
under the auspices of the Kingston Club.

Half Mile, in Heats, — First heat, J.

Minnes(i); M.F.Johnston (2). Second
heat. Minnes(i) ; Skinner (2). Third heat,

Minnes (1) ;
Johnston (2). One Mile,

— M. T. Johnston (1) ; L. B. Cooper (2)

;

W. Skinner (3). Two Mile, — !.. B.

Cooper (1) ; M. F. Johnston (2) ; W.
Skinner (3).

Brattleboro', Vt., 7 October.

—

Races under the auspices of the Brattle-

boro' Club. One Mile, Novice,— G.J. Reed
(1); F. Cressy (2). Three Mile, — W.
Shuster (1). Half Mile,— W. Shuster

(1) ; C. R. Crosby (2) ; F. M. Harlow (3).

Three Mile, Lap Race, — F. T .Reed (1);

W. Shuster (2). Half Mile, Ride and
Run,— 0. R. Howe (1); J. W. Drown (2).

Two Mile,— C. R. Crosby (1); G. J.

Reed (2); F. Cressy (3). One Mile,

Club,— C. R. Crosby (1). One Mile,

Consolation, — S. W. Kirklnnd (1).

North Haven, Mass., 8 October.

—

Races under the auspiees of the North
Haven Club. One Mile, — C. P. Adams
(i),2.5o£; C. Shearns (2). Two Mile,
— W. Hovern (1), 7.10; C. P. Adams
(2). One Mile, Tricycle,— C. E. Davis

(0.4-35-

Mott Haven, N. Y., 9 October.

—

Sports under the auspices of the N. Y.
Athletic Club. Two Mile, Bicycle Han-
d/cap, — D. H. Renton (1), 6.46* ; W. D.
Edwards (2); P. M. Harris (3).

Chester, Pa., 10 October.— Sports
under the auspices of the Cricket Club.
One Mile Run,— R. Faries (1), 5.17A;

J. K. Shell (2). One Mile,— A. Rice (1),

3.31J; G. C. de Lannoy (2). Quarter
Mile Run,—]. V. Honan (1), 1.1; J.
Street (2). Two Mile,— G. A. E. Koh-
ler (1), 7-31? ; G. B. Hancock (2).

Bethlehem, Pa., 10 October.

—

Sports under the auspices of the Lehigh
University. One Mile,— W. S. Ramsey
( 1), 4.40; D. Emery (2) ; E. M.French
(3). Slow Race, Hundred Yards,—
J. H. Milholland (1), .55.

North Adams, Mass., 10 October.

—

Sports under the auspices of the Williams
College. One Mile,— Vermilyea (1),
3-30-

Wilmington, Del., 5 October.

—

Races under the auspices of the Warren
Athletic Club. One Mile,—E. A. Koh-
ler (1), 4 55 ; G. C. de Lannoy (2). Two
Mile,— H. H. Curtis (1), 11.52$.

The Worcester Club, of which F. W.
Blacker is president, and E. F. Tolman,
secretary, have offered three valuable
prizes for a road race next Saturday,
open to members of the club. The start

will be made from Salem square, Wor-
cester, at 9 a.m., and the finish will be at
the Faneuil House, Brighton, a distance
of 41 miles. Checkers will be stationed
at points along the road. The prizes are :

1st, French clock, value $25; 2d, silver

ice pitcher, $15 ;
3d, fruit dish. $10. It

is confidently expected that, with a good
day, Midgeley's record of three hours
and 27 minutes will be beaten.

An exciting and closely contested bi-

cycle race took place in Wakefield Satur-
day afternoon, under the auspices of the
Wakefield Athletic Club. It was a ten-

mile road race, for a handsome gold
medal offered by the bicycle club. There
were five contestants, Messrs. E. A. Wil-
kins, F. C. Patch, William J. Hall, E.
D. Albee, and E. A. Atherton. The
start was made from the " Rookery " at

about 4 o'clock. Wilkins dropped out
before he had covered five miles. At the
finish F. C. Patch led, with William J.

Hall second. The time of the winner was
39.9, and that of Hall 39. 14. F. W.
Bailey was referee.

The Kings County Wheelmen, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., have inaugurated a
road race for teams of four men from the
local clubs. The course is from Prospect
Park to Coney Island and return, and the

date selected is election day, 3 Nov.

H. W. Clark, champion bicycle rider

of Canada, rode a mile in 2.58I, at Wood-
stock, 10 Oct., lowering the best previ-

ous record for Canada.

The interest in the Corey Hill contest,

of Saturday, is at a white heat, and the

hill has been the scene of numerous pri-

vate trials the past week. Flying starts

will be allowed, but no competitor can
have more than one trial, and no one
will be allowed to stop and then start
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"jT ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made."

GEO. M. HENDEE.
again. The prizes will be awarded to

those getting to the top of the hill the

quickest, but special prizes will be given
to any who ride to the top, but not quick
enough to obtain a regular prize. The
officers will be : Abbot Bassett, referee

;

E. C. Hodges, L. R. Harrison, D. N. C.

Hyams, judges ; J. S. Dean, C. W.
Fourdrinier, timers ; Messrs. Tombs,
Robinson, Dodge, Morris, Southard,

Lambert, Houston, and Peck of the club,

will be umpires ; Dr. W. G. Kendall
and C. S. Howard, committee of arrange-

ments. The prizes will consist of gold
medals designed by Mr. B. J. Hanlon,
of 433 Washington street. Entries,

accompanied by an entrance fee of S2.00,

can be made in person or by mail, with

Dr. W. G. K., 176 Tremont street.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

Tecumseh, Mich.— The Tecumseh
Bicycle Club was organized the latter

part of June, with the following officers :

President, William H. Hayden ; secre-

tary and treasurer, Percival Fitzsimmons
;

captain, Levi C. Hayden.

Toledo, Ohio. —The annual election

of officers of the Toledo Wheel Club
occurred 30 September, with the following
result : President, Dud. S. Watson ; sec-

retary and treasurer, Art. A. Taylor;
captain, F. H. Chapman; lieutenant, D.
S. Watson.

New Orleans.— At the annual meet-
ing of the New Orleans Bicycle Club,

the following officers were elected for the
ensuing year: President, L. E. Tyler;
vice-president, J. M. Gore ; secretary-

treasurer, G. A. Miller; captain, C. M.
Fairchild.

The Long Island Wheelmen have
extended a cordial invitation to the Citi-

zens' Club for a run to Coney Island on
election day. On Decoration Day
the former were entertained by the Cits,

and the good time then experienced will

doubtless be repeated on this occasion.

Until recently, the Somerville Bicy-

cle Club had quarters in a church. But
as the weather grew colder the place be-
came uncomfortable, and consequently
rooms have been obtained in the new
Odd Fellows building on Broadway.

The Lynn Cycle Club gave 4 very-

enjoyable entartainment Friday evening,
delegations from nearly all the local clubs
being present.

An effort is being made to verge the
Albany Bicycle Club into a social organ-
ization.

An enjoyable literary entertainment
was held at the Massachusetts Bicycle
Club's house last Saturday exening. The
programme included a series of recitations

by Prof. Fobes. President Williams told

the experiences of the members on their

visit last week to New York, and of the

royal hospitality of the Citizens' Club.

The Orange Wanderers use the follow-

ing wheels: Four Light Rudges, six Vic-

tors, one Harvard, one Yale, one Club,
one Sanspareil, one Star, one Rudge
Safety, one Kangaroo, four Humber Tan-
dems, one Cripper one lever-steering (or

lady's) Humber, two two-track Colum-
bias, one three-track Columbia ; one
Rucker, and one Sociable.

Last Monday evening, the Technology
Bicycle Club held a meeting, at which a

constitution was adopted and these offi-

cers elected: President, W. J Barnes:
vice president, F. H. Adams, '88

; secre-

tary and treasurer, M. Hatch. '88 ; bugler,

W. H. Brett ; captain, Fred J.Wood, '88
;

first lieutenant, Edward O. Goss, '87
;

second lieutenant, Montgomery Rollins,

'89. A code of signals was adopted, and
a committee appointed to consider the

advisability of having a uniform. It was
voted to have a club run Saturday to

Corey Hill, to witness the hill-climbing

contest. The club voted unanimously
not to have Sunday runs.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

C. R. Brown, The portraits were issued when the

paper was first started, but have long since been discon-

tinued. The neglect to ch nige the advertisement is

probably only neglect.

J. A. S. It was made from a stand still, or it would
not be a record.

W. Farrington. Am trying the oil. Will let you
know.

G. J. The-machine is a good one. Try the first.

Hill. You can get the grade at City Hall.

CoRRBSPONDRNT. Confine yourse'.f to a statement of

facts. Don't pad.

E. P. B. The track is ten and a half incites over ; not
feet. Don't know how they settled your position.

L. L. Hubbard. Thanks for paper.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

[A dvertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceedingfour lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents,]

FOR SALE. — Victor tricycles of the 1885 pattern.

Two machines for sale at a bargain. Address H.,

care of Bicycling World.

FOR SAJLE.— Victor Tricycle, 18S3 pattern. Will

be sold very cheap. R. J. BUTMAN, 74 Tremont
street.

BICYCLES AT AUCTION.— Will offer at auc-

tion forty-seven bicycles and tricycles. Bids can be

ma 'e by mail. Now is the chance to get a wheel at

your own price. Send stamp for paiticulars to A. W.
GUMP, Dayton, uhio.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Stock con-

stantly changing, all size* and makes; call and ex-

amine our large stock; machines not sold on instalment,

nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OCR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

FOR SALE. — A 53-inch Kudge Light Roadster,

all nickelled except wheels; ball pedals; in good
condition, only used a short time : reason for sell-

ing, I wish to buy a tandem trikc; price £100. Address
CHARLES R. HARRINGTON, Norwich, Conn.

FOR S\LE. — One 56-inch, full-nickelled, Expert
bicycle; ball pedals; used bin little ; has never h.id

a fall or a scratch in any way i
guod as new; #90.

F. P. SCEARCE, Lexington, Ky.

POLO GOODS,
Adopted by all Leading Polo Leagues,

CAGE AND POST GOALS,
REGULATION STICKS AND BALLS,

POLO UNIFORMS,

AND KINK SUPPLIES.
SEND FOR CATA-

LOGUE OF POLO
GOODS.

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.,
108 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO. 241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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Adclitionail Records on Colijml)ias.
THE GREATEST DISTANCE EVER MADE INSIDE THE HOUR,

201 Miles 396 Feet, by WM. A. ROWE at Springfeld, Oct. 19.

Springfield, October 17.

WORLD'S RECORD 1-4 Mile F. R. BROWN, .36 2-5

WORLD'S RECORD 1-2 Mile

Springfield, October

WM. A.

19

ROWE, 1.12 4-5

WORLD'S RECORD
AMATFIIR

.
- - 1 Mile WM. A. ROWE, 2.36 2-5

AMERICAN RECORD - - 2 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 6.33 1-5

WORLD'S RECORD 4 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 11.11 4-5

WORLD'S RECORD - - 5 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 14.07 2-5

WORLD'S RECORD 6 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 16.55 3-5

WORLD'S RECORD 7 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 19.47 2-5

WORLD'S RECORD 8 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 22.41 4-5

WORLD'S RECORD 9 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 25.41 4-5

WORLD'S RECORD 10 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 28.37 4-5

WORLD'S RECORD 11 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 31,37 1-5

WORLD'S RECORD 12 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 34.32 3-5

WORLD'S RECORD - « - 13 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 37.24 3-5

WORLD'S RECORD - - 14 Miles WM. A. R0WF, 40.25

WORLD'S RECORD - - 15 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 43,26 1-5

WORLD'S RECORD - - 16 Miles WM, A. ROWE, 46.29 2-5

WORLD'S RECORD 17 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 49.25

WORLD'S RECORD 18 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 52.25 1-5

WORLD'S RECORD 19 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 55.22 2-5

WORLD'S RECORD 20 Miles WM. A. ROWE, 58.20

Chicago, October IB, 17. .

10 MILE AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL, BICYCLE, 30.21-2 - " By NEILS0N.

19 out of 22 First Prizes, 30 out of the entire 40 Prizes, taken on COLUMBIAN>.

Notwithstanding the above excellent result of " Good Men upon Good Bicycles," of more practical value

the fact that the majority of the American Wheelmen purchase Columbia Bicycles and Tricycles, because they are

with an ease of running and durability which have faithfully stood the test of eight years upon every grade of re

to the 90 and
pre-eminently

ad, and undei

9 Wheelmen is

road machines,
all supposable

conditions. C A T .A L O G-TT E E E, E E _

THE POPE IVEIF'G-. CO., 597 'Washington St., Boston.
Branch Houses: 12 Warren Street, New York; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUOGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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^Blood -will tell,"

A

2411 Miles in 24 Hours!
INOLUDUSTQ ALT, STOPS, OVER COMMON ROADS.

Every inch of the distance verified and witnessed

!

IDOIDTIE B"2"

F. F. IVES and W. A. RHODES
without ozija^rax: oi- iwiua-OHiaNrE,

FINISHED NECK AND NECK.

VICTOR BICYCLES RUN EASILY. BUY THE BEST.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO
179 Tremont Street
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WE GET THERE, TOO!COREY HILL!
EVEN BOYS RIDE COREY HILL ON ROYAL MAILS.

In the Hill-Climbing Contest of 24 October, Master W. M.
HARADON, Only 14 Years Old, rode his 48-inch ROYAL
MAIL, with 5-inch Crank, to the top of Corey Hill in 3 minutes
40 1-5 seconds, and was awarded Third Prize, there being but
TWO OLD RIDERS out of the ELEVEN entered who made better
time than Master Haradon. The fact of Master Haradon's age,
and the wonderfully fast time made, show conclusively that there
is 'SOMETHING IN IT."

Again the KANGAROO holds the ONE-HUNDRED-MILE
ROAD RECORD. In the Second Annual One-Hundred-Mile Road
Race for Kangaroos in England, the winner's time was 6 Hours, 39
Minutes, 5 Seconds. Come and see them.

WM. READ & SONS 107 Washington St., Boston.

LOST or STLOEN!!
On 12 Aug., a young man, giving name of Frank T.

Edwards, hired 52-inch Expert Columbia Bicycle, No.
7,194, for use till 14 Aug., at 9 A. M. Machine has not
been returned. Description : Finish, black enamel
and nickelled spokes, straight handle bars, vulcanite
handles; numbered on neck as usual, and also on top
of handle bar lug in smaller figures "7,194." In case
you . discover the machine, telegraph at once at our
expense, and hold the party. A liberal reward is

offered for information concerning said Edwards, and
leading to return of the machine.
Boston, Aug. 24, 1885. W. W. STALL.

SOMETHING YOU WANT.
Don't wait, but send twenty-five cents at once for a

package of our ADHESIVE TIRE TAPE.
Fastens a loosened tire without heat. Weighs less

than an ounce. Smaller than an oil can.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
Newark, N. J.

THE "PARADOX" OILER
-&- BOON1

'"TO Wheelmen, Skaters and Sportsmen;
1 also made for Sewing Machines. Its

Hinged Screw Stopper (undetachable-de-
tachable) cannot get mislaid or lost.

Sent Postpaid on receipt ofprice.

Nickeled, 25 c. Gilt, 30 c.

XX B HART
NO 811 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.

SEND
FOR

CATALOGUE

SUNDRIES.
JHberal Discount to the Trade.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART, 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 6o page catalogue (free),
and price list of second-hand Machines.
DIFFICULT REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.'

STODDARD, L0VER1NG&C0.,

152 to 158 Congress St., Boston.

FACILE

LIQUID ENAMEL!
For general use on bicycles, tricycles, and other articles.

Smooth, black, lustrous, wears well, dries quickly,

and is much the best article for the purpose in

market ; it is also much the cheapest.
Price, 50 cents a bottle, with camel hair brush.

FACILE

LUBRICATING OIL!

Will never thicken, dry up, spoil, or change. The
freest, finest, clearest, and most perfect lubricator for

bicycles and tricycles, and absolutely warranted. Is not
sperm, and is sold at about the price of the poorest stuff

in market. Price, 25 cents a bottle.

&g~ Notice.— Liquids are excluded by law from
the mails. Hence Facile Oil and Enamel cannot be
sent by mail. Ask your dealer for them, and insist on
having them. If he does not keep them, I will send
four or more bottles of Enamel, or six or more of Oil.

expressage paid, to any part of the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, on receipt of the price. "Cft

JULIUS WILCOX, 15 Park Place, New York."

MURRAY'S, 100 SUDBURY ST.,
BOSTON, MASS.,

Eastern Agency for

AMERICAN CHALLENGE, AMERICAN SAFETY, and

IDEAL MACHINES.

Harvard's, Tales, Cornells and Shadows in stook,

Parts for the above machines in stock.
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THE AMERCIAN BICYCLES.
I>E^LEiPlS AND HXDEJEfc^!

It will pay you to charge your memory with the following facts.

pOINTS IN WHICH

VTHE^ AMERICAN
CHALLENGE

IDEAL
^SAFETY &- BICYCLES

ARE -O-NEXCELLED E3"2T ^IST"^.
THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE,

In sizes from 52 to 60 inch.

Prices from $74 to $119. ,

THE IDEAL BICYCLES,
In sizes from 38 to 50 inch.

Prices from 835 to $72.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY,
In sizes 44, 44, and 46 inch.

Prices from $76 to $111.

DURABILITY,
EASY RUNNING,
EASY STEERING,
QUALITY of MATERIAL,
FINISH and

PRICE.
Send for Illustrated 32 page Catalogue to the Manufacturers.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY, 222 & 224 No. Franklin St., Chicago, III.

holds the following Road Records of the world

:

Ten miles in Oh. 33Mm
Twenty miles in In. 15m. (21 miles actually)

Fifty miles in 3h. 15m. (51 miles actually)

Twenty-four hours covering 266 1-4 miles.

Seven days covering 924 miles.

The longest continuous ride covering 2,050 miles in 19 days

It has three times broken the 24-hours' record. It has done 100 miles in y
l< hours. It has

made more road records of 200 miles and over in one day than any other machine whatever;
and for universal availability for all roads, weather, and purposes, and all-the-year-routltl,
nothing in market can approach it. STjf Get 1885 Price-List, and read all about it.

Thoroughly efficient agents wanted everywhere.

J.WILCOX, Agent and Attorney - - - 15 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

THE HUMBKR TANDEM. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)

THE HUMBER AUTOMATIC STEERER. (Patented in U. S. and Europe.)

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE. THE HUMBER BICYCLE.
ROADSTER TANDEM, Weighs 98 pounds.

ROADSTER AUTOMATIC STEERER, Weighs (52 pounds.

STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY GUARANTEED. FINISH AND BEAUTY OF DESIGN UNEQUALLED.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON
Sole United States Agent,

3 ^.oej.IjIIsto-'toist pla.ce - - east oPi-evisro-E:, asr. t.

HKASCU OFFICE, 369 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Genuine Humbers are stamped "Humdbr & Co., Makers .Heeston, Notts," on the neck. All others are inferior imit.it'urns.

THE "HUMDER T
Send Stamp for Pr
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CYCLING PUBLICATIONS
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN,

ON SALE BY

E. C. Hodges & Co. - - Boston, Mass.
«

American Agents for Iliffe & Son, Coventry, England, Publishers of the Cyclist, Tricyclist, Wheel Life,

Wheel World, Bicyclists' Indispensable, Tricyclists' Indispensable, etc., etc.

LATEST BOOKS.

Their Varieties, Construction,

and Use.

An Indispensable Hand-Book,

By HENRY STURMEY.

CONTENTS.
Analysis of the Safety Bicycle. WHEELS
— Tires, Rims, Spokes, Hub, Cranks,

Pedals. DRIVING GEAR-Levers, Chains,

GearWheels. BEARINGS-Varieties of

Each, Back Wheel Bearings, Crank
Wheel Bearings. FRAMEWORK -Forks,
Heads, Steering Gear, Handles, Back-

bone, Springs, Saddles, Steps, Brakes.

Full description of all the Safety! Ma-

chines made.

30 CENTS BY MAIL.

NEW PAPER.

2.30 a Year,

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-
book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine
made, with detailed analysis of all the various parts,

principles, or novelties in present use, etc. Profusely
illustrated. New edition for 1884, revised and en-
larged. Fifty cents by mail.

There will be no edition of this work in 1885.

We have on hand a few copies of this work for 1882
and 1883, which we will mail for twenty-five cents each.

The Bicyclists' Indispensable for 1885 is now
in press.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with special

regard to bicyclists. By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author
of this work being at once a responsible medical man
and a rider of world-wide renown, it has an authority
which no other book on training possesses. As its hints

and directions are in every way practical, it can be
strongly indorsed as giving all the information that a
book can give on this important subject. Second
edition. Fifty ents.

Complete Guide to Bicycling.— By Henry Stur-
mey. Treats of the sport itself as distinct from ma-
chines. Learning to nde, touring, training, choice and
care of machines, clubs, and literature are all fully gone
into. To the recently joined it gives a quantity of

practical information in small compass. Third edition.

Fifty cents.

Health Upon Whbels, by W. Gordon Stables,

M. D. Contents: What is meant by Health. Health
of the Skin. Baths and Bathing. " The only Mid-
dling " class. The Morning Tub. Rules for Sea-side

Enjoyment. Diary of an Old Physician. Dyspepsia.
Errors in Diet. The Man and the Stomach. Vege-
tables — Salads. Remarks on Diet. Alcoholic Stimu-
lants and Temperance. A Comparison. The England
of the Future. Drunkenness. Drinks on the Road.
Advice on Training and Exercise. Sleep. Tobacco.
Medicines in Training. Pure Air. Good Times Com-
ing for Cyclists. Choice of a Cycle. Road Comforts.
How to Kide. Clothing. Care of the Feet. Care of the
Hands. Corns. Some Hints on Riding. A Chapter
to the Fair Sex. Useful Books for Cyclists. The
Abuse of Drugs. Best New Medicines. Soap— Toilet

Requisites. Calmatives—Nervousness— Sleeplessness.
Mineral Waters. A Tourist's Filter. Price by mail,

Fifty cents.

Road Book of Boston, by A. L. Atkins. A
clearly' printed book of convenient size, contains forty-

eight pags and forty-two distinct routes, with many side

and return routes, reaching fully one hundred dis-

tinct points. The road distances are given, and also the

usual condition of the road bed for each street, the

important hills and coasts, the rivers and railroads

crossed, the hotels, the special attractions, the points of

interest, and the turnings are designated as right or left.

By mail Fifteen cents.

Bicycling News, including the three papers,
A'ews, Tricyclist, and Wheel Life. Edited by Geo.
Lacy Hillier, W. McCandlish, H. H. Griffin, and a
staff of writers of great ability. Cartoons every week.
Bright, breezy, newsy. A good thing to have. $2.50,
including postage.

Cyclist and Wheel World Annual. — Edited by
C. W. Nairn and Henry Sturmey. Published in Jan-
uary. Contains a diary, club directory, racing records,

r^sumd of events of the past ^ear, and much other
cycling information. Last edition for 1884. We will

close out at twenty-five cents.

Tricycling for Ladies, by Miss F. J. Erskine.—
" For some time past there has been a real need with
many ladies who have had their interest awakened on
the subject of tricyc'ing for some small book which
should put them in possession of the most useful and
necessary information without having to pay for it by
their own experience. This want is now supplied, and
in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints on the choice
and management of tricycles, with suggestions on dress,
riding and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special re-

quirements." Twenty-five cents.

Christmas Numbers.— The Christmas numbers of
the Cyclist are profusely illustrated and filled with enter-
taining reading matter. " Our Camp," the current
number, has made a furore in the wheel world. We
have a few copies left. Twenty-five cents.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.— This little book is the best
instructor for beginners yet published, twelve cents.

Bicycle Primer. -

Illustrated, ten cents.

A bicycle alphabet in rhyme.

Lyra Bicyclica.— New edition. Just published.
One hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A col-

lection of wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1.00. First
edition. Twenty cents.

Bound Volumes of the World, I. to X., omit-
ting Vol. II. which is out of print. A complete history
of 'cycling in America, $2.00 each. The set, $12.

American Bicycling Journal.— The first Ameri-
can 'cycling journal. Very rare. A few copies left,

$4.50 each.

Common Sense Binders.— The best binder made
We have a special size for the World, #1.00.

Bicycle Tactics. — By Capt. T. S. Miller. A com-
plete Manual for Drill by Clubs. 20 cents. New edi-
tion now ready.

The Cyclist is a well-filled newspaper, containing
the earliest, the best, and fullest reports of all wheel
matters, by its own special correspondents— none being
given at second-hand. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size,

but has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per
year, including postage.

The Wheel World. — Companion magazine to

the Cyclist. Each month is included a full-page por-
trait of a cycling celebrity, besides other smaller illus-

trations. Quarto. #1.75 per year, including postage.
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Priq?25cts;

/•rWHKWN

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
Four well-known Cyclists lately visited

England for a Tricycle tour. They all

wanted " the best tricycle in England."

THEY ALL CHOSE

"QUADRANTS"
With the most satisfactory results.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD,
Washington St., near Euclid,

DORCHESTER - - - - MASS.

Call and see them, or send stamp for Catalogue.

GEO. R. BIDWELI,

2 and 4 East 60th St., New York,

COLUMBIA and RUDGE

Bicycles and Tricycles,

Wheel Goods of all Descriptions.

Send for our INSTALMENT PLAN and Circulars.

PERFECTED AT LAST !

The Conkling Combination Safety Lock,

Kor Bicyclists, Travellers, and all who desire a lock
that cannot he picked, or get out of order.

The Handsomest, Lightest, and Most Secure
Lock Ever Made.

No Key used. Every lock perfect, or money refunded.
#1.25 each; mailed free on receipt of price.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
109 Madison Street - - CHICAGO,

24,1 Broadway, NEW YORK.

B, SCHULENKORF & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Club Tailors to the 'Cyclists' Touring Club.

1141 WASHINGTON STREET,

Near Dover Street, BOSTON.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL COMPANY, C. E.
STONE, manager, 1121 Olive; agents for the

Victor bicycles, Sanspareil, Facile, Victor Tricycle, and
all high-class machines; repairing, nickelling, and
enamelling promptly done. Dealers in second-hand
wheels. Send for printed list.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheap-

est, lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.

May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail, seventy-
five cents and one dollar. C. H. LAMSON, Port-

land, Me.

TEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN'
J — Gold L. A. W. badge pins, $3.50 to $10 each.

Send for circular to C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me.,
the only authorized maker.

CRESCENT BICYCLE HOSE SUP-
PORTER, with patent alligator clasp; the latest

and best article of the kind ; cyclers who are using this

supporter will have no other; made in drab, white, pink,

and blue web; sample pair mailed on receipt of 35c.

by W. J. WALTERS, Prospect, N. Y.

'pHE

BICYCLE LEGGINS. Good shape, durable, neat.

Made of brown canvas, lined. Gilt buttons on the

side. Sample pair sent, postpaid, for $1.25. Agent for

Columbia. JOHN WILKINSON, manufacturer, 68

and 70 Wabash ave., Chicago, 111.

rpHE " ACME " TIRE HEATER. — Price
1 $1.00; the most convenient Heater for use in cities

and towns where illuminating gas is used; handier and
less expensive than an alcohol lamp; gives plenty of

heat, and does not smoke up the rim ; full directions

for cementing on tires accompany every Heater; indis-

pensable in a repair shop and a necessity to every rider.

C. H. LAMbON, 201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

Patented in England and the United States.

Barley's ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE, With Guarded Sides

The Best and most Comfortable. It is so made
that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly

tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to

be without one. Send for Circular with testimonials.

Price, $3.50; Nickel Plated, 84.75. Send
money order or registered letter.

P. 0. BUBLE7, BOSTON, Brighton District, MASS.

The American

Adjustable LongDistance Saddle

Spring Frame, Perfect Adjustment, Light, Strong,
Elastic, Easy. Weight, 18 ounces.

Star Saddle,^19 ounces

BANUF'D UJSDER L1CEXSE FROM THE POPE MFG. CO.

PRICE, $4.00.

BULL & BO WEN,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries.

Agents for all leading makes. Send stamp for
Road Book of Western New York.

587 and 589 MAIN STREET - - - BUFFALO, N. Y.

BEFORE YOU BUY h BIGYGLE
Of anv kind, send stamp to A. W. GllillP,
Dayton, Ohio, for large Illustrated Price
SList of Kkw una Skcond-Hand Machines.
'Second-hand BICYCLES taken in exchange.

I»CY*T.E.S Remii 1 and Nichel Plated.

"Home Exerciser"
I

For brain-workers and sedentary people,

Gentlemen, Ladies and Youths ; the

I Athlete or I nvalid. A complete gym-
nasium. Takes up but 6 inch square

I

floor-room, something new, scientific,

durable, comprehensive, cheap. Send for circular.

" Home School for Physical Culture," 16 East 14th

Street, N. Y. City. Prof. D. L. Down.

B°ST?S SH^

MADE ONLY BY

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,

158 Summer St., Boston.

HAND MADE THROUGHOUT.

Price-list and rules for self-measurement sent on

application. Our shoe has been imitated by makers of

machine goods. Get the right one. Patent mark and
" Boston" on the sole of every shoe.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new jliii-Moted tires are a great Improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:- "In Strength, safety, control.

driving leverage, case of motion, and 00 le Star lead

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-

my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vein.

The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every
machine are fully guaranteed.
Kor further particulars address,

II. it. smi 1 11 MACHINE CO.,
Smithvillc, Burlington Co., N. I.
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NOT A BUCKLED WHEEL DURING

SEASON OF '85

!

RECORDS. RECORDS.

One-Fourth Mile 36sS Ceo. M. Hendec,

Three-Fourths Mile Im. 55gs. - - - Ceo. M. Hendee.

Fifty Miles on the Road in 3h.32m. 20|s. W. A. Rhodes

OVERMAN WHEEL CO, 179 Tremont St, Boston.

THE* STAR* WINS!
The STAR has Won During the Present Season,

The HALF-MILE, The 15-MILE, and

The 25-MILE L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIPS;
It lias also been :ri<a.ca.e>n Toy C3r330. 33. "WlDBJJirl

20 MILES, 135 YARDS WITHIN the HOU
AND IS THE ONLY AMERICAN MACHINE OR AMERICAN RIDER HOLDING SUCH A RECORD.

Catalogues with cuts and descriptions of this splendid Wheel, sent on application with 2-cent stamp. Five cents in stamps

must accompany all applications from outside of New England.

W. W. STALL, 1 taul Si.. 4 Warren k, U Miffs' Sail, 11
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X*Ta."bllsla.eia. every FricLaiy

IE. C. HODG-E1S & GO.

8 Pemberton Square, Room 12,

BOSTON, MASS.. U. S. A.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

Subscribers may receive the Bicycling World, post-

paid, at the following rates :
—

One year, in advance J2.00

Six months " 1.00

Three months 60

Special Club subscription received at $1.00 if sent t

headquarters.

Single copies are for sale at the ollowing places :
—

New England News Co., Franklin St., Boston.

Cupples, Upham & Co., corner Washington and

School Streets.

Julius Wilcox, 15 Park PI., New York.

Geo. D. Gideon, 1539 Race St., Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 813 Arch St., Philadelphia.

John Wilkinson Co., 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sam'l T. Clark & Co., 4 Hanover St., Baltimore.

Garvey's, corner 59th St. and Broadway.

ABBOT BASSETT Editor.

All communications should be sent in by Monday
morning, and addressed to Editor Bicycling World,
8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

BOSTON, 30 OCT., 1885.

AMERICAN MACHINES.

When the cycling historian comes to

record the doings of this year of grace,

he may say truthfully that so far as pub-

lic performances on bicycles show the

capabilities of a particular make of ma-

chine, it was conclusively proven that

bicycles of American manufacture are

equal in every respect to those imported

from England. We do not believe that

any importer will take issue with us on

this statement, because all the dealers

have relied to a very great extent upon

the performances of riders on their ma-

chines to convince customers that they

are superior to rival makes. We do not

wish to be understood as giving an

undue importance to the machine that

carries its rider across the tape in unpre-

cedented time or to victory in any con-

test, or to lessen the credit due the rider.

As a matter of fact, we think that as a

general rule it is the rider and not the

machine, especially in the case of the

ordinary bicycle, that brings about a par-

ticular result. We have maintained, and

still do so, that among the leading makes

of bicycles one machine is as good as

another. And it is to this very state of

affairs that we desire to call attention,

because it affects the trade and the

cycling public. It has hitherto been

argued, and with some foundation, that

foreign-made bicycles were faster than

those of home construction. But now
Americans on American bicycles have

shown, so far as records can show, that

they and their machines are equally

good to ride as imported ones. This is

gratifying, not for to-day alone, but to

one who contemplates the future of

cycling, as it convinces us that the time

is rapidly approaching when we shall be

in no way dependent upon the output of

foreign works. We allude to the future,

because the causes which have, to a

great extent, limited the number of

makers and importers, will no longer

exist. The market will be thrown open,

and keen competition will doubtless re-

duce the price of cycles. When such a

state of affairs arises, the importers will,

unless a very material reduction in the

duties on cycles is made, find that they

can illy compete with the dealers in home-

made machines. This is a matter that

must some day be met by the importers.

We are no longer in doubt regarding

the measurement of the course over

which the hundred-mile road race was

run. In the first place, we were assured

before the race that the course had been

carefully gone over and^measured by relia-

ble cyclometers, but after the race was

finished we were unable to find that this

was the case. We were referred to Mr.

Rothe as the man who measured it,

but, on application to him, he told us that

he had not been all over the course. In

a letter to the World last week, Mr.

Rothe tells us that he went over the

course in sections, at different times, and

that he carefully measured it by Mr.

McCurdy's cyclometer when he made

his twenty-four hour run, and took this

route. A measurement by sections is, to

say the least, an unsatisfactory way to

treat a course over which such an impor-

tant race as this was to be run. Mr.

McCurdy left the course twice, and ran

twelve miles, in addition to the alleged

fifty which was claimed as the length.

This cannot be accepted as an ideal meas-

urement. The surprising time made in

the race directed everybody's attention

to the length of the course, and doubts

immediately arose in the minds of many.

Again we were assured that a careful

measurement of the course would be

made the following Sunday. We con-

templated sending a man over the route

in our own interest, with an attested

cyclometer, but, upon inquiry, we found

that Capt. Harrison and Mr. Howard
were to go over, and that it was probable

that some ten or a dozen men would

accompany them. The two gentlemen

did go over, but they went alone, and we
do not learn that anybody but themselves

saw their cyclometers at start or finish.

They reported that the course was two

and three quarter miles short, and Mr.

Rothe says that the shortage can be

accounted for by the fact that at one

point the whole party went off the course

and cut off that distance. Again we

were not satisfied. We have got a record

now that we invite a thorough inspection

of. During the week a party of five rode

over the course, and we give below the

names and the registers of their cyclom-

eters :
—

W. A. Rhodes, Butcher cyclometer.

Register, 47^, making the route 94^
miles.

F. F. Ives, Butcher cyclometer. Reg-

ister, 47^j, making the route 94$ miles.

W. S. Doane, Lakin cyclometer. Reg-

ister, 47^§, making the route 94J miles.

C. I. Swan, Lakin cyclometer. Regis-

ter, 47|$, making the route 94! miles.

C. R. Overman, Lakin cyclometer.

Register, 47^, making the route 94,",,

miles.

The distance lost by the men in going

from the course was found to be if

miles.

Here are five cyclometers, with much

less than a mile variation between the

highest and lowest, in a fifty-mile run,

and two kinds are represented. The

cyclometers were taken at points where

the checkers stood during the race, and

every precaution was used to get an

accurate measurement. We do not know

that Mr. Webi-r wants any but the hun-

dred-mile record, and we certainly shall
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not give him ninety-five. Ninety-four

and a half miles is the very best he can

expect. Meanwhile, he and his friends

have just cause to condemn the officials

who managed affairs in such a careless

manner, putting the contestants to great

expense of time and money, and giving

them an empty honor in return.

Corey Hill.

Corey Hill is no longer formidable.

Machines and riders have improved, and
the result of Saturday's contest tells us
that in future it will be a question of time
only among those who mount the hill.

Without any disparagement to the riders,

who did nobly, if must be confessed that

the hill gave them a good chance. It

was in most excellent condition, and
presented a far better surface than it

did two years ago, when failure was the

order of the day.

The interest of the public in the affair

was evinced by the number of those who
went out to witness the contest. The
affair was announced to begin at three

o'clock, and for an hour before that time

a steady stream of cycles of every de-

scription rolled over Beacon and Har-
vard streets to the base of the hill.

There was every variety of the genus
cycle, — the huge sixty-incher, the small

safety, the sedate sociable tricycle, its

more speedy sister the tandem, and sin-

gle tricycles without number. Every
club in Boston and vicinity had called

special runs to the hill, and their mem-
bers were out in force. Cyclists, how-
ever, did not wholly compose the audi-

ence. Carriages lined both sides of

Beacon street and the cross streets upon
the hill. Many extra cars were run, and
each was loaded to overflowing.

We have given the statistics of the hill

many times, but it may not be out of

place at this time to repeat them.
Corey Hill is situated in Brookline, lead-

ing off of Beacon street, about three

miles from the State House. Total length,

2,300 feet; height, 199 feet; average, 1

foot in 11.41 ; horizontal length from
Prospect street, 1,4643 feet; height,

129.3 feet; average rise, 1 in 11.32 feet.

On the last 158 feet the average rise is 1

in 7.85 feet, and for the next 470 feet

lower down the rise is 1 in 7.87 feet. In

the contest of 25 August, 1883, Burt
Pressey was the only successful climber,

and his time was 4-4if.
The first man sent off on Saturday,

was Arthur Young, of St. Louis, and he
managed to pull a great deal of applause
out of his effort, since the spectators

were not prepared to see every man get

up.

The successful riders and their ma-
chines, were :

—
Arthur Young, St. Louis, 46-inch Vic-

tor bicycle, s^-inch crank ; time, 3.42.

Fred White. Boston, 46-inch Cyclone
tricycle, geared to 48-inch ; 6.1 1£.

R. E. Burnett, Chelsea, 48-inch Victor
bicycle

; 3.45^.

W. W. Stall, Boston Bicycle Club,

54 inch Star roadster; 3.24L
W. M. Haradon, Springfield, 48-inch

Royal Mail bicycle, 5-inch crank; 3 40L
C. E. Whitten, Lynn, 51-inch Colum-

bia roadster, 5^-inch crank
; 3.34^.

C. H. Townsend, Willimantic, Ct.,

42-in. Star Roadster, 4-54|.
Horace Crocker, Newton, Mass., 46-

inch Victor tricvcle, geared to 40-inch
;

4-i3i-
F. Eldred, Springfield Bicycle Club,

54-inch Lever bicycle, 4.21 §.

C. O. Danforth, Cambridge Bicycle
Club, 46-inch Cyclone tricycle, geared to

48-inch
; 5.23!

.

J. W. Williams (colored), Dorchester
Bicycle Club, 40-inch Quadrant, geared
up to 48-inch

; 3-46f.
Separate prizes were offered to bicy-

clists and tricyclists ; $50, $40, and $25
gold medals to the bicyclists who made
the distance in the quickest time, and
$50 and $40 gold medals to the fastest

tricyclists, while commemorative medals
were offered to all others who accom-
plished the task.

The officials were as follows : Referee,

Abbot Bassett, Boston Club
;
judges,

E. C. Hodges, L. R. Harrison, D. N. C.

Hyams, all of the Boston Club; timers,

J. S. Dean and Freelon Morris, of the
Boston Club, H. M. Sabin and J. E.
Savell, Massachusetts Club ; W. G.
Smith : committee of arrangements, Dr.
W. G. Kendall and C. S. Howard.

Recent Patents.

The following list of patents, recently

issued, relating to bicycles and tricycles,

is furnished by Henry W. Williams, Esq.,
solicitor of American and Foreign Pat-

ents, 258 Washington 'street, Boston.
No. 327,669. Bicycle. Leo Eerlich,

St. Louis, Mo. Of the Safety pattern.

No. 327,770. Bicycle saddle. Luther
S. Copper, Cleveland, Ohio.
No. 327,786. Pedal. Charles H.

Gates, Worcester, Mass. The foot sup-
porting bars are provided with annular
rows of projections.

No. 327,922. Velocipede. Frederick
Junge, Chicago, 111.

No. 327,954. Velocipede. Homer A.
King, Springfield, Mass. A bicycle pro-

pelled by levers, and having two or more
seats for riders.

No. 327,979. Velocipede. Henry
La Casse, Auburn, N. Y. A three-track

tricycle.

No. 328,235. Velocipede. E. G. Latta,

assignor of one half to A G. Latta,

Friendship, N. Y. Relates to the hub,
spokes, and bearing.

No. 328,280. Bicycle wheel. E. N.
Howen, assignor of one half to W. S.

Bull, Buffalo, N. Y. Tangential spokes
attached with their outer ends to the

rim, and having their inner ends con-

nected by a nipple attached to the hub.

No. 328,355. Bicycle. Henry M.
Starr, Rockford, 111., assignor to Robert
P. Scott, Baltimore, Md. Of the Safety

type-

No. 328,499. Tricycle. Geo. W,
Marble, Chicago, 111. Of the Star type.

No. 328,682. Bicycle saddle. Robert
E. Humphreys, Irwin, Pa.

No. 328,709. Vehicle. T. H. Paess-
ler, Malvern, Ohio. A device for utilizing

the jar in wheeled vehicles ; adapted
especially for the bicycle.

No. 328,761. Tricycle. John H. Cil-

ley, Lebanon, Pa.

No. 328,863. Bicycle saddle. Calvin
T. Starbuck, Wilmington, Ohio.

I Would Like to Know

If Rowe would not be a good man to

send to England next spring?

If the Colonel would n't chip in ?

If a good many others would not ?

What the English cavillers will have to

say about the Chicago records ?

If they think all American watches are

wrong ?

If all our tracks are short ?

If all our timers are " fixed " ?

If it is strange that the Faneuil is an
attractive place ?

If she is not as nice as pie ?

Why Hendee did not try Corey Hill ?

Why Ives did not?

If it is not a boom for best machines ?

If the Quadrant's time will be beaten

on any other tricycle ?

If Stall can't climb hills ?

If he always carries a pistol?

If it is loaded?

Where there is a hill fit for a contest ?

What Kennedy Child knows about

timing?

If the Worcester Club will return to

the League ?

If there is not a difference between eat-

ing dirt and burying the hatchet?

If Willis Farrington has climbed Mt.
Vernon street ?

If Charley Overman leaves his um-
brella at home when he goes riding ?

What road records are genuine ?

If Wheeling don't lie when it says

Ducker and Pope run the cycling pas-

time in this country ?

If they would not like to ?

If " Brutus " thinks a man picks out

the worst roads to go touring ?

If it is not sarcastic to say that the

ladies on their recent run went "at a

pace that made the ride for the gentlemen
not at all disagreeable " ?

Why the League does not take charge
of the road records?

What you thought of the torchlight

medley ?

If it were not a circus ?

If it is not a pity the hoodlums should

control the streets of Boston?

What the Boston police force is good
for?
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If it is good for anything ?

If a scratch between Stall and John L.

Sullivan would n't fill a hall ?

If London W. did get into the parade
by mistake ? a

Where he got the yaller stockings?

If they are English ?

If it is true that the Boston Club
machines insist on stopping at Perkins' ?

If Bob Huston can beat Tommy Lam-
bert ?

If Tommy will retire'on his reputation?

If that would n't be a wise thing to do?

If the makers' amateurs want the
earth ?

If they want it fenced in ?

If the dealers are not tired of amateurs
who are on the make?

If Baird did write that account all by
his little lone ?

If he still lives ?

If Hermes has not given Henry Stur-
mey some conundrums to answer ?

If he can answer them ?

If he will try?

What Karl Kron thinks of the new-old
Bicycling News f

What the Bicycling News thinks of
K. K. ?

When that book is coming out ?

If it really is ?

If Charley Howard was asleep when
he wrote the Globe's account of the hill

climb ?

If he ever saw a Quadrant with 48-inch
driver?

If he ever will ?

If he ever saw one geared to 40
inches ?

If he ever will ?

How the ladies enjoyed their Sunday
run ?

If they did not like the tandems?

Where the Nemo Club was ?

If it will succeed without admitting
tandems ?

If it don't need reorganizing ?

If Dr. Kendall can ride up Corey Hill ?

On what authority the Herald calls

Rowe the " Champion of America"?

If records alone make a man " the

champion" ?

If they do, why the Herald did not say
champion of the world ?

Lantern Parade.

The lantern parade of the Massachu-
setts Club, on Thursday evening, was
witnessed by a very large crowd of per-

sons, who lined the streets to witness the

novel display. Though there was much
of the picturesque in the appearance of

the wheelmen, there were many draw-

backs to the affair. The Chinese lan-

terns give no more light than is necessary
to show themselves, and the costuming
of the men was not visible save when
they were under the brilliant rays of an
electric light or a street lamp. Again, it

is impossible for wheelmen to ride in

solid lines in darkened streets, and this

took away from the good effect that

could have been produced had the lan-

tern bearers been on foot. Then there

was constant annoyance from the hood-
lum element, and no police protection

whatever. The action of the young
scoundrels, and old scoundrels, too, re-

flected little credit upon the police

authorities of the city.

All along the route the cyclists were
subject to rough treatment, but they
quietly submitted to be knocked off their

machines and " slugged " until near the

end of the parade, when patience ceased

to be a virtue, aid then a wheelman
would occasionally dismount and attempt

to inflict punishment on the hoodlum
but the urchin usually escaped by running

in the crowd, where the cyclists could

of course, not easily follow. It was not

only urchins, however, whom the wheel-

men had to contend against, for many a

full-grown man, was noticed casting some
missile at the riders.

The start was made from the club

house, on Newbury street, and represen-

tatives from every club in Boston and
vicinity were in the line. Every bicycle

carried two lanterns suspended from the

handle-bars. In addition to this, some
had two arranged so that they hung from
both sides of the hind wheel. Some
even went further than this, and had lan-

terns suspended on all sides of them.
Among the features of the parade

were these :
—

John Williams personated a policeman.

He wore a regulation coat, which was
fastened about his waist with a nickel-

plated buckle of huge proportions.

Around his neck he wore a leather collar.

This was fastened in front with a pad-

lock. On the back of the collar, painted

in white letters, were the words " Boston
police." On his cap were the figures,

4- 1 1 -44.

Mr. Hitchcock rode a bicycle. This
was tastefully decorated with a canopy of

Chinese lanterns.

A double bicycle by Messrs. Ethier

and Smith was adorned with a huge Jap-
anese umbrella, from which suspended
about fifteen lanterns.

Mr. Black was mounted on a bicycle,

which was a small procession in itself.

Above him was a canopy made up of

Chinese lanterns, and surmounting all

was the club silk flag. Lanterns were
also suspended from the handle bars,

pedals, and from the small rear wheel.

Capt. Salkeld had on his three-wheeler

the framework of an umbrella. The
end of every rib held a Chinese lantern.

In the rear were two other lanterns, sus-

pended from the saddle, while the front

was illuminated by two smaller lan-

terns on each side of tho small forwaid

wheel.

President H. W. Williams's tricycle

was adorned with an arch, from which
were suspended five fancy lanterns,

while behind the seat were arranged as
many more.

Mr. John Wood rode a tricycle which
had been transformed into a bower, and
exhibited twenty lanterns of all sizes and
shapes.
The Charlestown Club wore illumi-

nated boxes on their heads. Each man
had one letter of the name Charlestown
on four sides of his hat. In the proces-

sion, " C " took the lead, and was fol-

lowed by the men representing the other
letters of the name in their regular

order.

Sabin and Wilson, of Newton, rode a

tandem bicycle, on which were arranged
twenty-five lanterns.

Messrs. Wright and Amee had per-

haps the largest number of lanterns on
their tandem, the number being seventy-
two.

Mr. McKay, of Cambridge, rode a
bicycle, on which was built the outline

form of a yacht. From a flag floating at

the masthead, the spectators saw at a
glance that it was the famous sloop
" Puritan." This was a novel get-up,

and was cheered all along the route. The
hull was outlined with lanterns, while the

sail, which, by the way, was a movable
one, was outlined by strings of smaller

lanterns.

Mr. G. B. Adams, of Cambridge, had
his tricycle transformed with lanterns

into a butcher wagon.
The Waltham Club brought out eigh-

teen men. They wore metal helmets,

and carried at their head a clock, whose
face bore the name " Waltham."
Among the costumes was a white full

dress suit, and a young man in female

garb.

Lieut. A. D. Peck was marshal of the

procession, and he was assisted by a full

corps of aids. A careful estimate gives

the number in line as 200.

The greatest disturbance took place on
Newton street. Mr. W. W. Stall organ-

ized a tricycle division that joined the

Republican torchlight parade last fall,

and he had experience enough with the

hoodlum element at that time to keep
him out of the line on this occasion. He
was standing on Newton street, near

Columbus avenue, looking at the pro-

cession pass. Near him were a number
of boys and young men, who repeatedly

interfered with the riders. There was
one youth, about eighteen years of age,

who made himself particularly conspicu-

ous by striking the'paper lanterns as they

passed, and once upsetting a rider by
putting a stick between the spokes of the

bicycle wheel.

Mr. Stall repeatedly warned the fellow

to stop, but he would not. When he

caused a second rider to fall to the

ground, Mr. Stall lost all patience, and

rushed for the youth, grabbing him by
the coat-collar, and started to march him

off to the station-house. A rescue wis

the cry at once set up by the crowd, who
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closed about the cyclist and tried to take

his prize away. They made a slight mis
calculation, however, for Stall had his
" dander " up, and was bound to give

that youth over to the police.

The disturbance soon reached such
proportions as to block the street and
cause a break in the parade.
Having to take care of their machines,

the cyclists could not very well go to the
assistance of Mr. Stall. Four or five,

however, threw their machines down and
forced their way through the crowd to

the side of Mr. Stall. The cyclists acted
wholly on the defensive, and made no
attempt at aggressiveness, until the mob
began to belabor them with canes and
sticks.

By this time the crowd was as excited

and regardless of what they were doing,

as any mob could well be. Cries of
" He 's choking him !

" '' Don't you see
he 's turning white !

" were answered by
shouts of " Down with him ! " " He 's a
dude !

" " Knock him on the head !
" etc.

This state of affairs had continued for

nearly ten minutes before a policeman
put in an appearance. Then Officer

A. H. McCarty, of Station 5, came run-
ning up Newton street, and was soon in

the centre of the fracas. Just before the
officer's arrival some one yelled that
Stall had drawn a revolver, and then
everybody shouted, " Look out ! He 's

goin' to shoot !
"

Then the officer began to take a hand
in the proceedings. Not fully under-
standing the case, and hearing that Stall

was going to shoot, he naturally grabbed
him. Stall would, of course, not attempt
to resist the officer, and in trying to ex-

plain matters, the captured hoodlum,who
had so long been gallantly held in cus-
tody, managed to escape. Officer Mc-
Carty would of course listen to no
explanation just then, but insisted upon
Mr. Stall accompanying him to Station

5. The mob seemed as much opposed to

Mr. Stall being taken in as they had been
regarding the ruffian, and made an on-
slaught upon the policeman.

By this time McCarty was reinforced
by Officer Lawrence Lucas, who came
on horseback, and soon had the crowd
scattering right and left. The bicyclists,

of course, lent their assistance to the
police, and by the time Tremont street

was reached, the crowd had been suffi

ciently forced back to allow the mounted
policeman to get between the other offi-

cer and the mob.

The ardor of the mob was beginning
to cool down considerably, and Lucas
was able by skilful manoeuvring to keep
them at a distance from McCarty and the
bicyclists, who hurried to Station 5.

There matters were easily explained, and
Mr. Stall and his friends departed, ac-
companied by the regrets of the officers

that the wrong man had been taken in.

During the evening Mr. Gilligan, of
the Massachusetts Club, brought in a boy
whom he saw cause the fall of a cyclist.

The boy was locked up.

Banquet to the English Webber.

By courtesy of Mr. C. J. Fox, of the
Bicycling Times, we have received ad-
vance sheets of his account of the dinner
to Mr. Webber, and a cut of the locket
presented.

On Friday last (9 October) the town of
Ryde. the native place of Mr. Mowbray
V. J. Webber, gave a grand complimen-
tary banquet to that gentleman, in recog-
nition of his prowess when racing, in

September last, at Hartford and Spring-
field, United States of America. The
banquet, which was held at the Royal
Pier Hotel, was attended by nearly all the
leading gentlemen of the town, to the
number of about eighty, including his

worship the mayor, who, however, was
unable to join the gathering until late in

the evening, owing to an important pre-

vious engagement.
The chair was occupied by Col. Ma-

lone (Royal Marines), whilst the vice

chairs were ably filled, respectively, by
Gen. Harris (Royal Marines) and F.

Davis, Esq.
After the usual loyal and patriotic toasts

had been done justice to, Mr. Bennett
proposed the" Mayor and Corporation."
Mr. Hammond Raddett, the deputy

mayor, replied in a humorous speech,
regretting that the mayor had not arrived

in time to reply.

The chairman, who, on rising to pro-

pose the guest [of the evening, was
greeted with prolonged applause, said he
felt, and was sure those present would
feel, that this was distinctly the toast of

the evening. They had as their honored
guest that evening a gallant young gen-
tleman, upon whom the weight of years
was certainly not oppressive [laughter],

but who had, despite the fact of his youth,
conspicuously distinguished himself in a
manner of which they, as his townsmen,
had a right to feel proud. His gigantic

achievements lately, in America, were
now matter of history. They were gath-

ered together, that night, not only to do
him honor, but also to present him with a
lasting token of the estimation in which
he was held by the inhabitants of Ryde,
and with this view, it gave him unalloyed
satisfaction to present to him a gold locket,

subscribed for, not only by his fellow-

clubmen, but by his admirers in Ryde.
Mr. Webber had, he remarked, only to

look around him and note those present,

for him to see at a glance that it was a

representative gathering, in every way, of

the leading men in Ryde, and therefore

he could accept the locket as evidence of

how much those gentlemen esteemed his

pluck, and congratulated him for his

success. Handing Mr. Webber the

locket, the chairman continued : Mr. Web-
ber, I am convinced that you will, what-

ever your after career may be, do honor
and be an ornament to the town to which
you belong. [Loud cheering.]

Mr. Webber, who, on rising to respond,

was received by a tremendous outburst of

enthusiastic cheering, said he hardly knew
how to thank them all for the kind way
they had treated him since his return

from America. The locket with which
he had that evening been presented,

would ever remind him of one of the

pleasantest evenings of his life, and he
should remember with pride and satisfac-

tion the kindly remarks of Col. Malone.
He should like to say one word as to the

records. Some persons had seen fit to

throw doubt upon them ; it showed that

they could know nothing of the matter.

The tracks were a surprise, indeed, to

him ; they were rolled as hard and level

as billiard tables, and he felt when he got

on them that something must go, either

his machine (a Marriott & Cooper) or the

record ; and the machine stood and the

record went. [Cheers.] He must also

crave permission to render a slight tribute

to American hospitality. Nothing could

exceed it, and the kindnesses he had
experienced on all hands when there,

would never be forgotten by him. He
would ask them to drink, with him, suc-

cess to the Springfield and Connecticut

Bicycle Clubs. [Hear, hear.] He was
deeply obliged to them for their great

kindness to him, as he was to the gentle-

men present for their splendid reception

of him that evening.

The health of the American clubs was
then given, the chairman calling for full

glasses and three cheers, the toast being

drunk in true British fashion, the entire

company singing, " For they are Jolly

Good Fellows," and afterwards, " Yan-
kee Doodle," three extra cheers being
given before the company resumed their

seats.

Other toasts were proposed and re-

sponded to by the company.

CORRESPONDENCE

[This department is open to communications relat-

ing to bicycling ; tht editor disclaiming all responsi-

bility/or opinions expressed, and reserving the right

to reject such, or such portions, as in his judgment
are improper, by reason of gratuitous advertising

or objectionable phraseology.]

Tricycle Springs.

Editor Bicycling World: — It has

become the custom of most makers of

tricycles to fit their machines with cradle

springs. This, I think, was largely to

meet the demands of riders who felt that

an easy spring necessarily gave the most
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RUDGE RECORDS.
ANY BICYCLE CAN WIN A RACE.

Every Bicycle CANNOT make a Record.

ONE WILE.

RUDGE

RACER,

2.015.
One Mile

ONE MILE.

RUDGE

SAFETY.

2.43.
Tricycle, 2.49 i-

We regret to say that we have not space to insert
all of our other records; suffice it to say
that we have every record inclusive from

3 TO 20 HVEILES.
SOLE U. S. AGENTS.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
152 TO 158 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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A
Hpringfielcl, Mass., September Otli, 1885.

HALF MILE,

JL • /^ ^> «;•

THREE FOURTHS MILE,

/-W • ^$ es«

MILES,

6.05.

The Strongest, Fastest, and Most Perfect Safety Made.
=T K: E

ACHINISTS' CO
(LIH^ITIEID)

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
13 <dsto axr -
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comfort. I have tried nearly all the

springs and saddles used on tricycles,

and have come to this conclusion : That
for actually sitting on, as in coasting,

there is nothing comes up to the yielding,

swaying cradle for comfort But when
one is riding and bearing a large part of

his weight on the pedals, using his saddle

as much for a rest as a seat, the cradle

yields too much to every sway of the ma-
chine to give the best results. Unless
riding a machine of the Humber pat-

tern, where a bicycle spring can be used,

I have found, for my own use, that the

saddle and spring combined adopted by
the makers of the Club machines to be
the best, steadiest, and most comfortable.
Very much the same result can be ob-
tained by using a cradle spring adjusted
to a weight heavier than your own. I

believe, as the result of long practice,

that the best and easiest pedaling can be
obtained from a saddle as steady and firm

as is consistent with a fair amount of

comfort. H. L. N.

Etiquette.

Editor of Bicycling World: — Edi-
tors usually dread a prolonged discussion

so much, that I am afraid you will not
be greatly pleased to get another letter

from me on the much vexed subject of

cycling etiquette ; but the few letters

published by you last week tempt me to

ask your indulgence again. " Sense " and
" Suburban " so nearly agree with my
ideas that I need not reiterate their ar-

gument, or put my lance in rest again, to

defend ladies riding wheels from being
annoyed by strangers ; and indeed it is

very gratifying to find your other corre-

spondents practically indorse the position

I have already taken. Mr. Schall thinks

that "it never hurts a man to be a gen-
tleman." Why, of course not, and one
of the conventionalisms which gentlemen
are expected to observe, is that they do
not speak to persons to whom they have
not been introduced, unless there is some
definite reason for so doing ; and that

even when a chance meeting occurs,

neither party is under any obligation to

continue the acquaintance. We may not

like the "hard and fast rules of eti-

quette," but still custom has laid them
down very distinctly for our observance,
and rarely without good cause. In this

case, there is the obvious reason that

every one has a right to choo>e his own
associates, not merely according to their

class in life, but often for their purely

personal attributes.

I was not one of the actual pioneers in

bicycling, but yet rank among the earlier

riders, and in the old days fully believed

in this freemasonry that is being preached
at us now ; but as Mr. Schall says, it is

an old-fashioned custom, proper enough
when wheels were few, but out of date

when they are more commonplace than
saddle-horses. I have just been in the

country for a week, and there found it

natural to nod to the few strangers I met
on the roads, even although neither

they nor I were mounted on wheels. If

I were to do the same thing as I walked
down Broadway, the policemen would
probably be nervous as to my state of

mind. Four or five years ago, it was
rare indeed to meet half a dozen wheel-

men in a day's trip. Last Sunday, I

must have passed fifty or sixty in a run

of thirty miles. My critics may think

that it makes little difference whether or

not the sport has grown ; but the differ-

ence is that cycling is now an every-day
sort of thing, and that cyclers are there-

fore subject to the ordinary conventions

of civilized society. If there were any-

thing to be gained by 'saluting," it

might be worth while to keep it up ; but

to talk of encouraging fellowship by
bowing to all strangers who happen to be
astride a wheel instead of a horse, is the

veriest nonsense. I feel sorry for

"Courtesy's" ftiends who are not his as-

sociates. If all the world were kin, it

might be a much better place than it is,

though I doubt it; but when we give a

military salute, or even a simple nod to

men with whom we expect no further in-

tercourse.we make no kinship, but simply

keep up what is in these days a silly

habit.

Yours truly,

Edward J. Shriver.

Abilities.

Editor Bicycling World:— A racing

man has some rights that even a handi-

capper is bound to respect, and one of

these rights is to be judged by what he

has done, and not by what he may be

able to do. When it comes to placing a

man by his abilities, you open the door to

favoritism and prejudice. Racing men
have a right to go into class races in

their first season, just as they have a

right to go into a novice race in their

debut. It matters not what a man can do

in practice. Public performances should

be the only basis for handicapping and

classifying. Springfield has laid our 1885

fast men on the shelf, so far as the slow

class races go, but the men who come
forward next season should be allowed

one taste of pudding. Racer.

seat ofhonor to a distinguised guest at our
table. I would like to see fewer claims
of foul riding in cases where the fouling

is accidental. I would like to see men
refuse to take advantage of an accident

to a competitor. In fact, I would like

to see the riders on a race track inspired

by the same ideas that obtain in society,

where each and every one strives to make
others happy and comfortable. I be-
lieve this can be done with no sacrifice

of the true spirit of rivalry. Harry.

Race Etiquette.

Editor Bicycling World : — Your cor-

respondents are discussing etiquette on

the road, and it may not be out of place to

say a word in favor of etiquette on the

path. I shall be glad to see the time

when our racing men are inspired by an

idea which will lead to more courtesy on

the track. Perhaps it may be argued

that courtesy is out of place here, but 1 be-

lieve there is room for a good deal. I

would, for instance, like to see such men
as Hendee, Rowe, and Burnham surren-

der the pole to the weaklings in a scratch

race. I would like to see them start

behind if the entrants were numerous. I

would like to see the courtesy of the

pole given to a man who may come from

a long distance, just as we would give the

Record Classification.

Editor Bicycling World : — I believe

thoroughly in the idea of record classifi-

cation, for I believe it will give us more
exciting racing. Wheelmen now ride

races to win, and do not care for the pace.

The racing is done on the last quarter.

This makes a stupid race, and to an out-

sider a bicycle race is a slow thing.

Walkers, runners, rowers, and trotters

go from start to finish. Until bicyclers

do this we cannot get up an outside in-

terest in bicycle racing. When records

made in competition are put above records

made against time, we shall see better

racing, for men will go for all they are

worth, from the scratch to the wire. The
kind of racing we have now may be the

best for racing men, but it is an impo-
sition upon those who pay to see it.

w. F.

Reservoirs.

Editor Bicycling World:— In reply

to Mr. Hart, 1 will say that my tricycle, an
Apollo, has oil reservoirs, consisting of

little cups, which have a spring cover

which is easily pulled off and replaced.

They are a great improvement over

the spring plug reservoir, though not so

good as the spring lid, for there is danger

of losing the cover. My last machine
had screws in the hoks, and these had

to be drawn with a screw-driver. I can-

not imagine a more beastly arrangement.

Why cannot makers make oil holes of

uniform size and with uniform threads ?

Then one could buy and insert any kind

of reservoir he pleases. h. 1. s.

Why Not More ?

Editor Bicycling World:— I see in

your answers to correspondents you say

that two machines can be imported if

they have been used. Why not three or

four as well as two, or has the depart-

ment established a rule limiting the num-
ber? I should much like to receive in-

formation as to the exact rights of those

coming from a foreign country, and

bringing cycles that have been in use

abroad. Perhaps some of your many
readers will oblige me by giving the

desired answer. CUSTOMS.

A Competition — Not a Show.

Editor Bicycling World: — Your cor-

respondent " Brutus " certainly mistakes

the object of a road race if he re

the actual visible competition as ot any'
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value. In the original road races the

contestants were started some distance

apart to avoid the probability of the con-

testants running together. It would be
one of the worst things that could hap-
pen to cycling if anything were done to

make road races interesting to specta-

tors ; and here I think that the League is

making a mistake to ignore this branch of

the sport, which needs regulating full as

much as contests on the path. The
number of clubs who, following in the

wake of the Boston Club, in the promo-
tion of road races, is increasing to such
an extent that one cannot but regard the

probable outcome witli dismay, as the

distances are being lessened, and with the

riders starting together the chances of

interference with the legitimate and legal

use of highways are being multiplied.

The importance of these competitions to

the trade and the sport is so invaluable

that every precaution should be taken to

guard against anything that might bring

about the interference of the police.

Road racing should be kept as clear of

show as is possible. Road Rider.

K. K.'s Left for Write.

Editor Bicycling World : — As re-

gards your suggestion of to-day, that my
book may be ready to "present" on
Christmas eve, I fear there 's slim chance
of its realization. Though I myself shall

be thirty-nine years old then, my hand
which writes the final quarter of the book
will be only a dozen weeks old in its ex-

perience as a pen-pusher. In other
words, my right hand, resenting the in-

dignity of " two years' solitary confine-

ment at hard labor," has refused to do
any more pushing of that sort, and so I

have no option but to " limp left-hand-

edly towards the finish." If my left

hand also wears out, I may "try my
toes," as the L. A. W. Bulletin 's editor

suggested, when called upon to decipher

my earliest scrawl ; and if my toes

finally "kick " against making anymore
direct contribution to literature than that

implied in helping push my bicycle " ten

thousand miles," I shall resort to my
teeth as a pen-holder. As these form
the only part of my anatomy which I

have reason to be proud of, and as 425
pages of book are now in type, my 3,224
one-dollar subscribers can rest assured
that the volume will reach them some-
time

!

Karl Kron.
Washington Square, N. Y., 23 October, 1885.

241 9-32 Miles in 24 Hours.

The twenty-four hour record is grad-
ually creeping upwards, and before the
season closes it may exchange courtesies

with the English record. The latest at-

tempt to ouild upon the figures was made
by F. F. Ives, of Meriden, Conn., and
W. A. Rhodes, of Dorchester, Mass.
At the request of the contestants, Mr.
Bassett, of this paper, supervised the
arrangements, and the details of the run
were conducted by Mr. C. R. Overman.
A course was selected for the men to run

over, very similar to that adopted for the

Boston road race. It was as follows :

Starting from the Faneuil House, Brigh-

ton, it led through Cambridge street to

Union square, Brighton avenue, Beacon
street, Chester park and extension to

Boston street and Hancock street to

Meeting House hill, thence by Adams
street to Milton Lower Mills, Rivei
street to Mattapan. Then River street,

across the river bridge and on to the
forks, up the short hill and down the

other side to High street, through Mill

Village to Dedham, Dedham avenue to

Needham Plains, Highland avenue, Cen-
tre street, Newton Centre to Beacon
street and great signboards, and return to

Newton Centre via Beacon street, Wal-
nut street, Lake avenue and Beacon
street again. Then to Centre street,

continuing to Newton, crossing the rail-

road tracks and turning to Washington
street, and on to Auburn street, West
Newton. Next, the course lay around
the triangle formed by Washington,
Auburndale and Auburn streets, by
Watertown avenue to Watertown. The
riders then followed Main street for two
blocks, Arsenal street, passing the arse-

nal and crossing the bridge, to Western
avenue, Cambridgeport, to Central
square, turning right through River street

across the bridge, straight through Cam-
bridge street to the Faneuil House. The
total distance is forty-eight and a quarter
miles, about.

The start was made at 5 p. m. on
Thursday, after an inspection of both
cyclometers by Mr. Bassett. The men
were accompanied by pacemakers all

the way, and these have certified to their

going over the course. Lieut. W. S.

Doane was the first pacemaker, and the

first round was made in 4.10. The other
pacemakers were H. S. Kendall, of the
Dorchester Club, second round ; Fred
A. Pierce, Dorchester Club, third round;
C. I. Swan and A. V. Walburg, of

the Dorchester Club, fourth round
;

Theo. Rothe, Boston Club, and W. P.

Hood, of Danvers Club, fifth round.
The men were never alone, save once,
when they got a little frisky near the end
of a round, and ran away from their

pacemaker, beating him by three min-
utes. The following is a schedule of the

P.M. P.M.

First round 481-4 5°° 9-io 4.10 26m.
A.M.

Second round 97 17-32 9.36 1.56 4.20 29m.
A.M.

Third round 14517-32 2.25 7.12 4.47 38m.
p. M.

Fourth round 19322-32 7.12 12.07 4-'7 24m -

p. M.
Fifth round 2419-32 12.31 4.58 427 ....

Total distance, 241 9-32 miles ; total

elapsed time, 23.58 ; total riding time,

22.1 ; total resting time, 1.57. One cy-

clometer registered 242^ miles.

The cyclometers worked admirably.

It will be seen that the scoring for the laps

varied only by a small fraction. Both

men rode 58-inch Victor bicycles. The
proprietor of the Faneuil House, and the

employees, showed the greatest interest

in the affair, and did everything in their

power for the comfort of the riders and

their attendants

There was a large company to see the

finish, and the men were received with

cheers as they entered the yard. The

men finished in good condition and spent

the evening in playing pool.

Rhymes of the Road and River.

We are in receipt of advance sheets of

Chris Wheeler's volume of poems, and

we have read them with great profit and

enjoyment. The work will embrace four

departments, which have been entitled

" Lays of Lancaster Pike ;
" " Songs of

the Schuylkill River ;
" " Bent Oars and

Broken Spokes,'* and "Cycling Bab Bal-

lads." Many of the poems have seen

the light before in the columns of the

World and in other cycling papers, but

there are several which are born with the

book, and these are among the best. The
poems have a delicious flavor and the

ring of true poetry. It is no easy task to

made a successful volume of poems lim-

ited to as few subjects as these must
necessarily be, but we think our author

has succeeded, and given us a book that

will be of great value to those who appre-

ciate the poetical side of wheel life. The
book will issue this week, and we do not

hesitate to recommend it. Published by
E. Stanley Hart, 321 Chestnut street,

Philadelphia. Price, $2.00.

Chicago and the Racing Men.

Chicago doesn't mince matters on
the amateur question. On one side we
hear that the makers' amateurs are a

curse to the sport. This, from the

American Sports, gives another view of

the case. We like to present all sides of

a question. Speaking of the late race

meeting, the paper says :
—

"It was earnestly hoped that the East-

ern makers controlling the movements
of Richard Howell would give Chicago

the benefit of his presence here, and in

that way help to make the meeting a suc-

cess, and give cycling sports in this city a

boom that would enable the promoters

of the meeting to excite public interest

and give the track a record. Chicago
must have something sensational if it is

going to turn out in large numbers, and
it needed Howell, with his world-beating

record of 2.31 f,
to furnish the sensation.

Messrs. Stoddard & Lovering, of Boston,

were appealed to by letter and by tele-

graph to send on the fast Englishman as

the only means of insuring a successful

meeting, but the appeals produced no
other response than that Howell would
probably sail 10 October. They could

see no reason for putting themselves out

of the way to help inaugurate the Chicago
meet, although makers are the ones
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chiefly benefited by the growth of the

cycling interest. Another firm of makers
cruelly took away from Chicago the only

amateur whose name would have served

to excite public interest, and ordered him
back to the East to make additional rec-

ords for their benefit. This was not the

treatment expected by the local wheel-

men who had already submitted to two
or three assessments to provide for

deficits caused by the most stubborn bad
luck in the matter of weather earlier in

the season. One thing is certain — if

cycling is to be developed in Chicago, the

parties who make the most money out of

the demand for machines thereby stimu-

lated, will have to show more liberality

and consideration. The home wheel-

men, who are only interested as ama-
teurs, and who have nothing to gain but

a medal now and then, cannot afford to

bear an unfair proportion of the burdens.

At an expense of over $2,500, Chicago
has prepared a very fine bicycle track,

and those interested in wheel sport are

willing to do all the work and take all

the trouble necessary to bring cycling to

the front as a popular pastime, but it is

rather discouraging to have all their

efforts frustrated by selfish business in-

terests. We do not think Messrs.
Stoddard & Lovering would enjoy hear-

ing some of the comments of which they

have lately been the subject in Chicago.

J. A. R. Umderwood wishes to correspond with any
one desiring to take the agency of the Quadrant tricy-

cle. I he extraordinary success of this machine in

every lit d, makes its outlook for next season very
favorabc.

CURRENTE CALAMO

A Tandem Tale.

I oft was told in childhood,

Quaint tales of long ago,

When babes slept in the wildwood,

Quite safe from pain and woe.

No harm could e'er befall them,

No grief could make them m an

:

They were good little children,

And the gods protect their own.

Of -times I 've sat and pondered

If true this tale could be,

And just as often wondered

If the gods protected me.

But when in cycle riding,

I oft was harshly thrown

;

I soon gave up confiding

In " the gods protect their own."

Nor 'gain did I accept it,

Though years rolled swiftly by

;

Till Jove's dire anger taug -t it,

As I rode > tandem tri.

I learned that cycler, sses

(The loveliest ladies known)

Are safe from base caresses,

For the gods protect their own.

One evening in the spring-time,

With first tan-tri in town,

I took a lady wheeling

O'er smooth roads up and down.

We climbed the hills so lightly,

No grade would leave us blown :

The coasts were just delightful,

" How the gods do bless their own."

As swift we coasted downward,

My heart was full of bliss,

I threw my arms around her,

And tried to steal a kiss.

Oh, Jove 1 why this convulsion?

That thunderbolt why thrown ?

No doubt to teach the lesson

That the gods protect their own.

Some say the steering faltered

When left to watch itself;

I say it was the immortals

Who laid me on the shelf.

So now when tandem riding,

I fear a modest throne,

And oft tepeat the maxim,
" The gods protect their own." C. E. D.

Make your records now, for soon will

the moon depart.

Does n't the hoodlum outbreak sug-
gest that we had better not try to amuse
the populace ?

When we make two hundred miles in

the day, we shall go to bed. Pool will

have no temptation for us.

Arthur Young, the cycle poet of the
West, has been spending a few days in

Boston. He has been at the Faneuil
House, and on his trips to the city he has
climbed Corey Hill some dozen or more
times. He s>ems to prefer the route
which leads over the hill. Mr. Young
wants to get up a coasting match with
President Williams, to demonstrate
whether one had better coast with legs
over or keep the feet on the pedals.

Even in Boston.it appears, the bicycle
has n't wholly overcome the hoodlums'
prejudice. A chance to assault riders

with sticks and stones, under the protec-
tion of night, couldn't be resisted.

—

Herald.

Hoodlums are not all in the "rowdy
West."

Boston has her share, and, like all

Boston institutions, they lead the world.

Can it be that the hoodlums associate

Chinese lanterns with the Chinamen, and
think them fair targets for shots ?

Are we not in a hurry to say that the
" dark days " are gone ?

Stall stayed out of the parade to

avoid a fight, and got into the biggest
one of all.

The Ranelagh Club is now made with

handle-bar a trifle in advance of the posi-

tion it had formerly. This is an improve-
ment, and makes the machine much
easier on the hills.

The Boston Club enjoyed the final

run of the season to Faneuil Hotel,
Brighton, Thursday, 22 inst. Lieut.

Hyams was in charge of the party.

Twenty members sat down to supper,

and at seven o'clock the party returned

to this city. An entertainment and
smoker was held at the clubhouse in the
evening. Several vocal selections were
rendered by the Hawthorne Quartet and
Mr. B. L. Knapp.

Rowe will stay at Springfield till the
snow flies, in order to keep his name
on the record sheet. After winter sets
in, and it is no longer possible to practice,
Rowe will come to Boston and place
himself under Dr. Sargent's care for

thorough gymnasium training. He will

return in May, and make Springfield his
home for good.

Some arithmetician has been figuring
the points made by the racing men at
Springfield. The number of points is

based on a reckoning of five for first,

three for second, and one for third.

Howell made 45 ; Furnivall, 40^ ; Wood,
37 ; Rowe, 31 ; English. 28.^ ; Chambers,
id\ ; Cripps, 26J ; Webber, 21, and Burn-
ham, 20. We have not verified the fig-

ures.

Rowe, Hendee, and Brown will be the
Springfield team next year, so rumor
.says.

Mr. John Read, of Wm. Read &
Sons, is now in England.

Stall rose superior to a racing cos-
tume, and climbed the hill with a " biled

shirt" and collar."

The entertainment committee of the
Boston Club is arranging for a course of

entertainments at the clubhouse. It is

not improbable that a public entertain-

ment in some large hall will be given
during the winter. The Club has suffi-

cient talent among its members to success-

fully carry through anything that may
be undertaken.

Burnham and Hendee climbed Corey
Hill on Saturday, the former in a buggy,
the latter in a hack.

The mounted policeman did excellent

service at the hill, and but for him the

contest could not have been carried out

successfully.

Rhodes and Ives were sufficiently re-

covered from their long ride to be about
on Saturday, and make pace for the

Worcester men at the finish.

The Bicycle, of Montgomery, Ala.,

published and edited by Mr. Robert H.
Polk, has been discontinued.

The Waltham Cycle Club has voted

to become a L. A. W. Club, and has

adopted the uniform of that body.

An exchange gives the following pointer

to subscribers: "If each subscriber

sending stamps will rub the gummed s'de

of them rapidly over the hair at the back

of the head a few times, they will not

stick together. It is probably the natural

oil in the hair that produces this desirable

effect." We have always licked our own
stamps, but the office boy shall do it alter

this.

Bicyiling News, of 16 October, has a

cartoon, in which Duckcr and Ethering-
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ton are bolstering up a clock, which reg-

isters sixty-two seconds to the minute.
These fellows will be awful sick when
they have to take back all that they are

now saying.

In order to show that his Corey Hill

machine was not geared up, Stall rode
a mile on it in 3.6 on Sunday. Stall is

in the habit of winning his races.

In the ladies' run to Bailey's, at Natick,
on Sunday, there were eleven bikes,

seven trikes, and five tandems. On the

tandems were Mr. and Mrs. Stall, Mr. H.
M. Sabin and lady, Mr. Harry Wilson and
lady, Mr. and Mrs Gideon Haynes, Jr.,

and Messrs. Dean and Smith. The party

made Bailey's in good time, and found
some hundred wheelmen there waiting
for dinner.

One of the ladies who went on the

recent ladies -' run is an invalid, and una-
ble to walk a mile. She cannot ride in a
carriage in an erect position, and cannot
walk up-stairs without assistance. She
rode twenty-three miles on her tricycle

tha1 day> and her physician said that the

effort had greatly benefited her.

We doubt if " Hal " will care to meet

again the men he is describing in " Men I

Have Met." There is little wit in ridicul-

ing the personal appearance of individ-

uals, and on this point many men are

sensitive.

England must have been represented

at Corey Hill, for one of the papers got

it " Orris " Crocker.

John Brooks was married to a Bloss-

burg lady recently.

The head of the firm of Singer & Co.

is expected in America in a few days.

Mr. Frank White, representing A.

G. Spalding & Bro., has sailed for Eng-
land.

It was ladies' night at the Massachu-
setts Bicycle Clubhouse last Saturday

night. A very pleasant entertainment

was provided.

And now we should try the other side

of Corey Hill.

A bicycle and tricycle riding school

is to be opened at the Olympian Club's

skating rink this week. The track about

the gallery will be appreciated by wheel-

men for winter practice. Mr. Frank
Hentz will be in charge.

George Weber is at Chicago, and
will shortly attempt to break the 100-mile

track record.

The special delivery messengers of

the post-office at Springfield are to be
mounted on bicycles.

The movements of the "Nemo's " are

not often public property, but it is pretty

generally understood that the runs of

this unique and very exclusive club are

of the most delightful and the most fre-

quent. From a very direct source the

information now comes that the last

Nemo run of the season is to take place

on the 1st of next month, the meeting

place being Dedham, where breakfast
will be partaken of at 7.30 a. m. From
there the attending members will proceed
to Foxboro' to dinner, returning to Bos-
ton in the afternoon. The whole run
is to be made in the most leisurely and
enjoyable manner.

This from the Bicycle South, of New
Orleans, makes us just a little envious:
"September opens our fall season, and
with the return of cooler weather the roads
are always found in good condition. Win-
ter presents no drawbacks to pleasant rid-

ing, and we cannot imagine either better

weather or more agreeable temperature
for cycling than that found in New Or-
leans during the winter. Why not a
winter tour to New Orleans ? If not, why
not?

"Mother! mother!" she exclaimed,
and swooned away, holding firmly in her
outstretched hand a small piece of pink-

colored paper. What had gone wrong ?

Ah me ! the telegram she clutched so
tightly explained all. Her wooer, out
some distance for a spin, had come down,
and, unable to keep the appointment he
had made, wired to apprise her of the

fact. Recovering, she commenced, in a
tremulous tone, to read the •• horrible

message": "Sorry can't possibly
fulfil engagement ; had a spill ; back-
bone broken— " " Nor it had been his

neck !
" ejaculated the enraged old wo-

man. " But, oh ! mother." rejoined the

pale-as-death lady, " it is his neck !
" as

she pointed to the remaining words of

the telegram — "right away from the

neck."

Bull and Bicycle.

There is an old half-mile racing track

on the Fry farm, two miles from Elkton,
Pa. It has been used but little for sev-

eral years, but last summer a number of

young men who owned good road horses
had the track put in order to exercise

their horses on, the roads in the vicinity

not being in good condition. During the

past week Farmer Fry has had a three-

year-old blooded bull lied in the lot

where the track is situated. The bull

had never manifested an ugly disposition,

and never took any notice of the driving

or noises around the track, although he
stood near it. On Friday last a young
man named Stephen Pickens, a nephew
of Fry, who lived in a neighboring vil-

lage, went to visit his uncle. He recently

purchased a bicycle, and rode to Fry's

on his machine. The same afternoon he
went on the race track for a spin. He
hid gone but twice around the track

when he heard the bull bellowing behind
him. Looking back over his shoulder
he saw the bull following him at the top
of his speed, and only a few feet behind
him. Pickens ran his bicycle as fast as

he could, supposing that he could easily

distance the pursuing bull, but he had
not yet become an expert on the wheel,

and he found that the best he could do
was to keep only just so far ahead of the

animal. The bull kept his position until

he had chased the bicyclist twice around
the track, when he began to fall behind.
Pickens had been shouting at the top of

his lungs for help, but the farmhouse is

nearly a mile from the track, and no one
heard him. When he saw the bull begin
to weaken as he supposed, he thought
he had escaped all danger and could get
far enough out of the way to permit his

making his way out of the lot with safety.

On looking back, however, he saw the
bull bearing down on him by a cross cut
from the track, and the next moment the
animal struck the bicycle with his head
lowered, and machine, rider and all, were
hurled into the grass at the side of the
track. Pickens does not remember how
he extricated himself from his wheel, but
when he recovered himself he was on the
opposite side of the fence, three rods
from the track. The bull had evidently
been dazed also by the shock, for he was
turning around' and around in a circle

near the spot, and shaking his head in a
curious manner. A few moments after-

wards he seemed to recover himself, and
walked slowly away as if nothing had
happened. Pickens had received some
bad bruises and scratches, but no serious
injury. He hurried back to the farm-
house, and his uncle went to the rescue
of the bicycle, which was badly wrecked.
The bull, which had never seen a bicycle

before, had evidently become enraged at

its strange appearance in his domain, and
had broken the rope by which he was
tied to a stake, and started in pursuit of

it. — Exchange.

Bicycle or Tricycle.

The Cyclist sums up a discussion on
the merits of the two machines as fol-

lows :
—

The correspondence which has been
going on in our columns for many weeks
past has produced a great variety of opin-

ions, but the majority of writers appear
to have been content with extolling the

particular style of machine which they at

present ride. Thus, one who has never
mounted a bicvcle, or one, perhaps, who
has abandoned that machine, thinks there

is nothing better than a tricycle ; whilst

bicyclists, pure and simple, contend that

they would not have a tricycle as a gift.

Others, too, have placed the desideratum
at one of the many safeties now on the
market ; but we think no writer has given
any sound reasons why either of these
particular types of velocipede should
supersede all others for all purposes and
all persons, neither, indeed, do we think

any one could do so. In speaking on
this question, we do so with a thorough
knowledge of each class, having ridden
each variety for long periods, and, after

our experiences with them all, we can
only arrive at the conclusion that there is

no type that will suit the wants of every

one, and that in deciding on a mount
there are many things to be considered,

such as quality of roads over which the

machine would mostlv travel, household
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TH^STAR
The STAR has done some remarkable work on the Traek this year, including

TWENTY MILES WITHIN THE HOUR, capturing THREE of the NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS,

but owing to the recent smashing of the records, ive withdraw our lesser claims for

the present.

Our Road Records stand at the head, however,

and were made in regular contest.

The annual 100-Mile Road Race of the Boston Club in 1884 was won by Geo.

E. Weber in 9 hours 20 minutes, and in 1885 in 6 hours 57 minutes. The last

race was run over a new course, which proved three miles short. The time, how-

ever, is considerably more than two hours shorter, showing vast improvement of

machine and rider.

In hill climbing we beat the world. The only important open hill-climbing

contests in this country were those given by the Boston Club in 1883 and 1885 at

Corey Hill.

In the first contest some nine riders competed, but Burt Pressey was the only

one who succeeded in reaching the top, being mounted on a 51-inch STAR. His

time was 4 minutes 41 i seconds.

The last contest took place on Saturday, Oct. 24, ctnd resulted in a victory for

the STAR in 3 minutes %4\ seconds; Mr. Stall, mounted on a 54-inch STAR, beat-

ing the next man by 10% seconds. The leading makes were all represented in this

trial, and competitors were present from all parts of the country, the winner being

the only Boston man in the contest.

The immense cuts made in the time show to what perfection our road machines

have attained; and as Cycles are generally used on roads and hills, we consider

our best Road and Hill records as proof of the value of the STAR as a practical

Road Machine, —fast, being easily propelled, and safe, while decidedly comfortable.

THE H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO. -
#
- Smithville, N. J.

W. W. STALL, Sole Agent for Boston and vicinity.
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THE APOLLO'S RECORD
OF

2li; MILES IN 24 HOURS
XIAS B'Fi'Fire BEATEN, BXJT NOT THE

APOLLO
Itself, as it Remains Unsurpassed by any Wheel

on the Market.

At Providence, Sept. 22, W. A, RHODES, of Dorchester, rode a 57-inch

APOLLO ROADSTER, making a mile in 2 minutes 41 seconds.

New Invoice of Apollos Just Received.

SAMPLE SPRINGFIELD TANDEM
IS NOW ON EXHIBITION.

O AT.T. .AJjtfD INSPECT. Send For Scconcl-Hand List.

W. B. EVERETT & CO.,
O and S Berkeley Street - - - BOSTON

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS.
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accommodation, and purposes for which
required, to say nothing of individual

ideas and peculiarities. A considerable

amount of abuse has been heaped upon
the head of the ordinary bicycle, which
to our mind is totally out of place, though
there has certainly been a reason for the

charges of danger, etc. etc., that have
been brought against it. As a matter of

fact, a " vaulting ambition hath o'erleaped

itself " in the matter of the bicycle, and—
doubtless to suit the the wishes of large

numbers of riders, who were continually

clamoring for close build and high

position, to enable them to ride as big

a wheel as they could possibly stretch—
machines have been built too generally

on pretty but unsafe lines. Thus, we
find nine bicycles out of ten sent out

with forks nearly upright, scarcely any
clearance between the wheel and fork

top, small light back wheels and close-

cut unsuitable springs. For our own
riding our machines have always been
built with plenty of clearance between
wheel and fork, a good two and a half

inches rake, a free spring, a fairly large

back wheel, and a powerful brake, and
have selected the size of wheel some
three or four inches below what we could

ride at a stretch. Of late, we have been
riding our ordinary bicycle a great deal,

and we think that were these lines more
generally carried out, there would be few
machines that would surpass it even in

the matter of safety, with a careful rider.

With the bicycle as now commonly
built, and an incautious rider who climbs

to the very highest size wheel he can
reach, it is impossible to obtain either en-

joyment or safety, and as a consequence,
the machine gets the blame. The bicy-

cle proper has the advantage of a high

position, by which the surrounding
country, as well as dangers ahead, can
be seen, and a good appearance, besides
lightness, for even the small-wheeled
safeties have not cut it out in that re-

spect. Of course it has to be learnt, and
with the vast majority of the community
" there 's the rub." For such the tricycle

comes in, or the safety bicycle, which has
the advantage of being easier to learn.

The safety is likewise easier to mount
and dismount, especially when tired, and
the low position and small wheel enables
one to go very much slower when occa-

sion requires, as amongst traffic, and to

be off in an instant should a dead stop be
requisite. It is even easier stowed away
than the bicycle proper, but against it is

the fact that in the majority of geared-up
machines, the side slip on greasy roads
introduces an element of danger that is

totally absent with both the other classes.

The tricycle is heavy and cumbersome
compared with its confrires, but there is

no learning required, that is to say, no
series of tumbles to be gone through,
before the balance and full confidence can
be obtained, but that it requires a con-
siderable amount of learning is well

known to every tricyclist. The speed
that has been obtained on the road by
noted riders has in some cases surpassed

that of riders on the bicycle, but it must
be remembered that the riders in all cases
have been exceptional ones, and the ma-
chines highly geared and very different

in weight from those supplied to the

ordinary customer, so we can safely say
it is a slower vehicle. Luggage can be
carried on it to any extent, and its gen-
eral adjustability makes it suitable for

the whole family if it is so desired, though
it necessitates more household accom-
modation. The use of the tricycle is not

by any means so free from danger as

some would make it though with care it

is as safe as a horse and trap, and per-

haps safer. All things considered, we
believe that the bicycle proper, when
sensibly built, is no more dangerous than
any other form of velocipede in the

hands of a careful and experienced rider,

and that for general, what might be
termed, light riding, that is, without lug-

gage, it will never be wrested from pop-
ular favor. The safety (so called) is

more suitable for traffic riding, such, for

instance, as short, quick business calls.

As an all-weather vehicle, the tricycle,

perhaps, stands best, and for use where
parcels have to be carried, as well as

for traffic riding, it stands to the fore.

In short, each particular type is the right

thing when in the right place, but just as

much the wrong thing when out of place.

McCurdy's Attempt.

Mr. A. A. McCurdy started on Mon-
day afternoon last to recover the twenty-
four hour record which was wrested from
him by Messrs. Ives and Rhodes. A
course was laid out, measuring 475 miles

in length, and this was followed through-
out. He was started at six o'clock from
the Faneuil House, Brighton, and his

cyclometer was checked by Mr. Freelon
Morris, of the Boston Club, and C. S.

Howard of the same club, and represen-

tative of the Globe. During the early

part of the run, and while at West New-
ton, an accident occurred. McCurdy
and his pacemakers were riding abreast,

when two other bicyclers came upon
them from the other direction. Every
effort was made by the riders to avoid

each other, but McCurdy's wheel was
struck, and he was thrown into the gut-

ter. His companions were unhurt and
quickly came to his assistance. They
found him comparatively uninjured,

though he complained of his leg. He
was completely covered with dirt. The
big wheel of the machine was so buckled

that it would not go through the forks,

and the left pedal was bent so that it

would n't whirl. The five wheelmen
jumped on the wheel and brought it

back into position, and the pedal was
knocked back into shape. McCurdy then

mounted, and Mr. Frost returned for an-

other machine, which met him at Charles

River Hotel, as he was going to Central

square, Cambridge. McCurdy mounted
the new machine and continued.

At the conclusion of the twenty-four

hours, Mr. McCurdy's cyclometer regis-

tered 255^ miles. The following is a
summary :

—
Elapsed

Distance. Started. Finished. Time.
First round 47 6 p.m. 10.18 p.m. 4.1S
Second round...46 15-16 10.34 2.37 A.M. 4.03
Third round. .. .47 3.02 A.M. 7.12 4.10
Fourth round... 47 7.34 ".37 4-03
Fifth round 605-16 n-59 5.21 p. M. 5,22
Additional 67-8 5.21 p. m. 5.59-30 37.30

Total 2551-8 22.33.30
Total time rested 1.26

Total time 23.59.30

McCurdy rode a Columbia bicycle.

RACING NEWS

Records Again Beaten.

Springfield, 23 October. — Rowe
added another to his long list of bicycle

records on Hampden Park this afternoon,

breaking the two and three mile records.

He had a glorious afternoon, the weather
being almost perfect, there not being
enough wind to be mentioned. Charles
P. Adams and John Illston were pace-

makers, and alternated at each half-mile.

The first quarter was made in 41 1, the

half in i.2o|, the three quarters in I.s8|,

and the mile in 2.38. He then began to

go for the records, and reversed the du-
ties of pacemaker, pushing them so hard
that he practically set the pace for them.

His two miles was made in *5.2il|, the

previous record being 5.29. When told

that be was breaking records, he shook
his head and gave a satisfied shout, and
then pitched into the three mile at a ter-

rific pace. As he rounded the upper*- -j

turn for the homestretch he scooted by

Adams, his pacemaker, and flew under
the wire in *.8o7§. Following are the

officers : Referee, W. N. Winans

;

judges, J. H. Foulds, Jr., E. M. Wilkins,

Charles Clark ; timers, A. O. McGarrett,

C. H. Parsons, H. W. Collins ; scorer,

W. N. Winans; starter, A. L. Atkins.

Rowe then made an attempt for the

three quarters, and made the quarter in

39, the half in i.i7§,the three quarters

1.56. As he had forty seconds to spare,

a signal was given him to keep on for the

mile, and the way in which his wheel re-

volved sent him spinning in in *2.35jj.

He failed to break the three quarters,

that being 1.55^. Following are the offi-

cials in the second race: W.J. McGar-
rett, referee; H. P. Merrill, Charles

Clark, E. M. Wilkins, judges ; H. W.
Collins, W. N. Winans, A. O. McGar-
rett, timers ; starter, A. L. Atkins

;

scorer, E. M. Wilkins.

Saturday, 24 October. — Rowe made
another assault on the records to-day.

The sun shone out brightly, but the air

was rather raw, and a pretty strong

breeze blew down from the north. At

1.45 Rowe appeared, and, after rubbing

his calves awhile, mounted his machine
and waited for tlie signal. A. E. Worth-
ington acted as referee ; the fudges were

II. P. Merrill, E. M. Wilkins, and F. E.

Ripley; timers, G. A. Rockwood, W. N.
Winans, and J. H. Foulds; scorer, K.

M. Wilkins; starter, Atkins. At the
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crack of the pistol Rowe was shoved off

and m.ide a fine start, but as he swung
round to Ihe up-stretch, the wind caught
him and pushed hard against his body.
However, he passed his pacemaker,
Charles Adams, and started for the sec-

ond lap behind J. Ilston. But the wind
was too much for him, and on the third

quarter he was left way behind by Ilston.

The time was: £, 38$; £,
1.17I;

f,
I-S71-

At 4 p. m. the weather was no warmer,
but the wind had died out, giving W. M.
Woodside a good chance to break the
records in a five-mile spin. He got a
good start and went around the half-mile

track in fine shape. Gradually warming
to the work, he smashed the records for

four and five miles by several seconds
Time was as follows: One mile, 2.46;
two miles, 5.38I ; three miles, 8.34I ;

four mfles, *ii.2gf; five miles, *I4.23§.
That there may be no doubt of the re-

liability of the timing of the records, the
watches with which the timing was done
were daily placed in Whipple's jewelry
store, and notice given in the papers that

they could be inspected by any parties so
desiring. The timing was done by a
number of experienced and reliable

timers.

Springfield, 26 October.— Rowe
made an attack on the three-quarter-mile
record this afternoon (Monday), at 5
o'clock. The time for the quarters was as
follows: Quarter. 38.; half, 1.17; three
quarters, 1.55J. The previous record
was 1.55J, made by Hendee at St. Louis.
The following gentleman had charge of
the meeting: Referee, Arthur Yonng,
St. Louis; j idges, H. P. Merrill, Spring-
field Unions Chas. Power, Springfield
Republican; F. W. Westervelt, Spring-
field ; timers, W. C. Marsh, Springfield

;

W. N. Wirans, Springfield ; C. H. Par-
sons, Springfield ; scorer, W. J. McGar-
rett, Springfield ; starter, A. L. Atkins,
Boston.

Springfield, 26 October.— W. M.
Woodside made a run against time this

afternoon (Monday), starting at 4.30
o'clock. He rode a Columbia racer, and
scored time as follows :

—
Miles.

I

2. . .

3--
4..,

5-
6..,

7...

9-

10.

Time.

• 2-45

1

• 5-391
• 8-36|

•n-34i
14-32^

*20.25|
23.23*
*26.io4

29-121

Best
Previous.

'7-53
20.561

23-57f
27.05

30.02^

Rowe,Springfield, 26 October,
in an attempt to lower Hendee's quarter-

mile record of 36m. \s. to-day, made the
distance in exactly the same time.

Springfield, 26 October. — W. M.
Woodside took a fifty-mile spin to-day to

try for the records. He scored time as
follows :

—

Miles.

I . .

3-

4-

5-

6.

7-

8.

9
10.

11

.

12

13-

14.

15-

16.

17-

18.

19.

20.

21.

22

23-

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29
3o-

3i-

32-

33-

34-

35-
36.

37-
38.

39-
40.

41.

42.

43
44
45-
46.

47-

49
50.

2

5

8

1

1

14
17

20

23
26

29
32

35
38
4i

44
47
50

53
56

59
2

15
18

22

25

29
32
36
40
44
'47

5i

55

59
3

7
1

1

15

20

24
29

33
38

43
48
52

56

55

471
4^1

37?
33

29I

27f
24|

231
2I|

19
i8|

1 91
2I|

24l

28I
31

33!
33!
29f
38
52

59l
I3i

33!
56f
21

49s

22I
565

45

43
25!

28i

!9f
155
22r

46|
52

4
5

i8J

22|

48|
24!
23!
2

9!
The above times take the record above

ten miles. Woodside also established

an American professional record for one
hour, covering 20 miles 285 yards. Wood-
side rode the 50 miles without a pace-

maker.

New Records.

The following records have been made
since our last issue :

—
. . I

ccl
(l

I " .
(i

11 .2 " .
a ••5-2l|

(1
•3 " •

.4 miles.

a ..8.07?

Professional .Woodside .11.29!
u - a

3
ci

• 14-23!
u 6 " .

u •17-282
(1

7 " •

u .20.25!
CI 8 " .

a •23-23!
(1

9 " •

a .26.19*
(. 10 " .

a ..29.12!

Also records to fifty miles, and the

professional one-hour record.

Twenty-four hour bicycle road recordi

241^. by W. A. Ives and W. A. Rhodes,
22-23 October.
Twenty-four tricycle road record, 255^

miles, 26-27 October. A. A. McCurdy.
Fifty-milej tricycle road record, 4.27 ;

twenty-five miles, 1.45 ; John Williams,
26 October.

In announcing records, such as the
above, we do not! wish to be understood
to accept them finally. Subsequent de-
velopments may lead us to reject any or
all of the above. We give these things
now, as we do any news item.

Tuesday evening at 6 o'clock, Mr. L. D.
Munger, of Detroit, started on a quest
for the twenty-four hour record. If he
takes it others will follow, and before
snow flies we shall see^,a record equal to
the English, we do not doubt.

Boston, 26 October— John- Williams,
of Dorchester, started to-day, at 12.53
p. M., from the corner of Chester park and
Columbus avenue, with the double inten-
tion of trying to make a 50-mile tricycle

record, and to lay out a course for L. D.
Munger to try breaking the 24-hour
bicycle record. He was accompanied by
Munger and Gideon Haynes, Jr., both
of whom had Butcher cyclometers attached
to their wheels. A course was laid out
somewhat similar to that used by the other
record breakers. When near the end of

the course Munger and, Haynes rode in

advance of Williams, and when their

cyclometers marked fifty miles, dismount-
ed and took his time as he passed. The
time for fifty miles was checked as 4.27.
Williams rode the first twenty-five miles
in 1.45, and was then going to stop, but
his companions urged him on. He rode
a Quadrant.

Worcester Road Race.

The Worcester Club inaugurated, on
Saturday last, what they hope to make an
annual event, — a straightaway race to

Boston. The road is an extremely diffi-

cult one, and it is alleged that not so

much as a single sheet of sandpaper has
been used on it west of Framingham.
Some two or three years ago, Thomas
Midgley rode over the route in 3.27,
without a dismount, and to beat this time
was one of the objects of the riders in

the race of Saturday. None of the men
rode without a dismount, and in this par-

ticular their performance is behind Midg-
ley's. The course was said to be forty-

one miles, and one of the cyclometers
made it forty-two miles. It finished just

inside the reservoir gate. The route

was from Worcester, through Foster,

Bridge, Sumner, Asylum, Mulberry, East
Central and Shrewsbury streets, through
Shrewsbury, Northboro', Southboro',

Framingham, South Framingham, Na-
tick, Wellesley, Newton and Brighton

to the reservoir.

The first man to arrive was G. D. Put-

nam, and his time recorded was 3.20.20.
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"I ride the Victor, because I think it

is the fastest bicycle made.'*

GEO. M. HENDEE.
The following is the time, and the

order of finish :
—

G. D. Putnam, Expert.. >3h. 20m. 2osec.

G. A. Peele, Victor 3I1. 22m. 2osec.

O. J. Wakefield, Rudge. .3I1. 36m. I5sec.

H. H. Sibley, Victor 3I1. 39m. osec.

H. B. Fairbanks, Victor. -3h. 49m. 45sec.

The men were checked at a point in

South Framingham, between that place

and Natick, by F. W. Blacker ; distance,

twenty-seven miles: Putnam, 2h. ; Peel,

2.5^; Wakefield, 2.12; Arnold, 2.14^;
Sibley, 2.16; Fairfield, 2.16. Arnold
and Holland did not finish, and Fairbanks
lost two miles by losing his way.
Going through Shrewsbury, the men

had to climb a hill two miles long, and
there were other upward journeys that

are sufficient to make the average rider

very weary.
Holland was looked upon as a winner,

but he was taken with cramps and had to

retire.

The prizes were : First, wall clock

;

second, silver ice pitcher; third, silver

berry dish. Mr. E. F. Tolman was the

judge at the start, and W. A. Pickett and
F. P. Kendall judges at the finish, with

Abbot Bassett as referee.

The club dined at the Faneuil House
after the race.

The second road race of the Royal
Rollicking Wheelmen, was run 20 Oct.,

from Washington, Penn., to Uniontown,
Penn., 36 miles. The men finished in

the following order: John Kerch, Canal
Dover, Ohio (1), at 3.56; W. T. Bee-
son, Uniontown (2), at 4.01 ; H. M. Bee-
son, Uniontown (3), at 4.40 ; Jean Mich-
ener, Brownsville (4), at 5.30. The start

was at 11 A. M. Several riders gave out
on the way. Kerch the winner. Both
Beesons and Chamberlain ride Experts,
Michener a Star. Kerch is an old rider,

has riden 3,000 miles this season, says he
can beat any man coasting, etc. Beeson,
who came in only five minutes later, is a

new rider this season.

Chas. T. Cramer, of Uniontown, was
as good as a whole club in his treatment
of the boys, and will not soon be forgot-

ten. He seemed everywhere at once,

and fitted out some half dozen of the boys
with dry clothes.

Mr. Snatterly, of Uniontown, made the

presentations in a very happy manner,
and was enthusiastically applauded by
the boys.

The affair was under the direction of

Mr. J. V. Stephenson, of Greenville.

West Philadelphia, 16 Oct. —
Sports under the auspices of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania: Two Mile,— G.
B. Hancock (1), 45; A. D. Whittaker

(2), 50; G. A. E. Kohler (3).

Philadelphia Club. One Mile Cham-
pionship,— T. A. Schaeffer (1), 327*;
G. A. E. Kohler (2).

New York, Madison Square Garden,
17 Oct.— Sports at the Myers Testi-

monial. Two Mile, — D. H. Renton,

(1), 7.41 ; F. B. Hawkins (2).

Mott Haven, 16 Oct. — Sports under
the auspices of the Columbia College.
Two Mile,— D. H. Renton (1), 6.35.

Worcester, 16 Oct. — Sports under
the auspices of the Technical Institute.

One Mile, — Weston (1), 3.32^.

North Adams, Mass., 22 Oct. — Un-
der the auspices of the North Adams
Club, a tournament was held this day.

These races were run :
—

Half Mile. — A. P. Dunn (1), 1.38;

A. L. Dewey (2), W. Sheridan (3).

Three Mile Lounty Championship. —
R. Dewey (1), 10.50J ; C. P. Heath (2),
W. Sheridan (2).

Two Hundredand Twenty-five Yards.
— A. P. Dunn (1), 2 ; A. F. Edmans
(2), A. L. Dewey (3).
One Mile Championship. — J. M.

Darby (1), 3.26; H. Pierce (2).

One Mile. — R. Dewey (1), 3.22J; C.

P. Heath (2), P. Dunn (3).
One Mile Novice. — Homer Grans (1),

3.37 ; H. Richmond (2).

Three Mile.— R. Dewey (1), 11.26;

C. P. Heath (2), P. Dunn (3).

Two Mile. — Pierce (1), 5.1 1.

Consolation Race. — H.- Richmond (1),

3-55-

Manchester, N. H., 23 Oct.— The
bicycle races on High street to day, re-

sulted as follows :
—

One Hundred Yards Dash. — F. O.
Moulton (1), 13; Moses Sheriff (2).

Fifty Yards Run. — F. O. Moulton
(1), 15; E. S. Sturgis(2).
Slow Race, 100 Yards. — Moses Sheriff

(1), 2.26.

Sprint Race, 100 Yards. — E. Sturgis

(1), 11^; Thomas H. Powers (2).

Safety Race, 100 Yards. — Will N.
Upham (1), 14 ; Moses Sheriff (2).

Consolation Race, 1 00 Yards. — Clar-

ence Remple, 14.

Handicap Race, 100 Yards. — Bicycle

ridden by F. O. Moulton, and tricycle by
W. H. Upham ; tricycle allowed ten

yards start. Upham won in 13 J.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

A new bicycle club has been started

at Hartford, Conn. There have been
two clubs there at different times, — the

Hartford Wheel Club and the Hartford
Bicycle Club, which finally consolidated
under the name of the Connecticut Bicy-

cle Club, the present successful organi-
zation. The Connecticut Club is a
representive Hartford organization, num-
bering among its members many men who
have never learned to ride a wheel. There
are in the club nearly the full number
allowed, forty active and sixty associate
members. Up to the present time there

has been room for wheelmen whom the
club would have been ready to welcome,
but now there must be a pause. To-day
the bicycling interest of the city is far

greater than it was even three months
ago, and one sees half a dozen wheelmen
where one was seen before. The nat-

ural result of this state of affairs is the

formation of the new club. It will

differ from the Connecticut Club chiefly

in the fact that every member is a wheel-
man who uses his wheel at every oppor-
tunity. In the list of members are a

number of racing men who have shown
themselves hard road riders, and have,

besides, done something on the track.

There is plenty of room for the new club,

and it starts out with a very fair prospect
for making a track reputation for the city

for which the older organization has never
pushed. The new club, like the older

one, will be a L. A. W. organization, and
it seems probable that the peace will be
kept, and the two clubs, though both com-
posed of wheelmen having different aims,

will act harmoniously.

Next Thursday evening, the Maryland
Bicycle Club, of Baltimore, will " warm "

its new clubhouse on Mount Royal
avenue.

CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB

C. H. Potter,
Acting Chit/ Consul.

99 Superior street, Cleveland, Ohio.

Dubs (or the first year, $1.00 in advance; annual dues
after first year, seventy five cents. Application blanks
can be obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed

envelope to the State consul of the Slate in which the

applicant resides. The list of Stat- consuls, as far as

appointed, is: —
Connecticut. — F. A. Jackson, 608 Chapel Street,

New Haven.
Colorado. — Oto. E. Bittinger, 60S Harrison avenue,

Leadvilla.
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Illinois. — L. W. Conkliiig, 108 Madison street,

Chicago.
Massachusetts. — F. A. Pratt, 3 Somerset street,

Boston.
Maryland.— S. T. Clark, 2 Hanover street, Balti-

more.
Missouri. — W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive street, St.

Louis.
New York.— Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua.
New Hampshire. —W. V. Gilman, Nashua.
New Jersey.— L. H. Johnson, Orange.
Ohio.— Alfred Ely, 873 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Pennsylvania. — F. S. Harris, 718 Arch street, Phila-

delphia.

Rhode Island.— A. G. Carpenter, 2 Westminster
street, Providence.

Wisconsin.— B. K. Miller, 102 Wisconsin street,

Milwaukee.

Iowa. — S. B. Wright, Oskaloosa.

Wyoming Territory. — C. P. Wassung, Rock
Springs.

Canadian Division:— Application blanks can be
obtained by forwarding a stamped addressed envelope
to the Canadian chief consul, Horace S.Tibbs, 26 Union
avenue, Montreal

Applications for Membership. — Unless protest
is received within ten days from date of this publication,
each of the following applicants are considered provision-
ally elected: George S. Atwater, 3 Exchange street,

Massillon, Ohio.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

K. K. Will publish records when the riders let

them rest. The Clipper Almanac was our authority.

W. H. Wyman. Shall be glad of anything you can
send. Give facts without comment.

H. S. G. The word Quadrant comes from the steer
ing which runs on a quarter circle. You are thinking
of quadricle.

J. J. We can't say when the book will be published.

It was promised months ago, but it seems no nearer

the end now than it was then. You get the Gazette

by joining the club, and in no other way. See
C. T. C. column.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
{Advertisements inserted under this head, not ex-

ceeding/our lines, nonpareil,forfifty cents.]

FOR SALE. — Coventry Rotary tricycle, in tip-

top condition ; or will exchange for two-track Co-
lumbia tr cycle. KENTUCKY BICYCLE AGENCY,
Louisville, Ky.

FOR SAL.E. — Victor tricycles of the 1885 pattern.

Two machines for sale at a bargain. Address H.,
care of Bicycling World.

FOR SALE. — Victor Tricycle, 1S83 pattern. Will
be sold very cheap. R. J. BUTMAN, 74 Tremont

street.

BICYCLES AT AUCTION.— Will offer at auc-
tion forty-seven bicycles and tricycles. Bids can be

made by mail. Now is the chance to get a wheel at

your own price. Send stamp for particulars to A. W.
GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Stock con-
stantly changing, all sizes and makes; call and ex-

amine our large stock; machines not sold on instalment,
nor rented. Machines received on consignment. BUT-
MAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

BICYCLES WANTED TO MEET OUR
large demand for second-hand ; new machines in ex-

change. BUTMAN & CO., 74 Tremont street.

FOR SALE. — A 53-inch Rudge Light Roadster,
all nickelled except wheels; ball pedals; in good

condition, only used a short time ; reason for sell-

ing, I wish to buy a tandem trike
; price $100. Address

CHARLES R. HARRINGTON, Norwich, Conn.

FOR SALE. —One 56-inch, full-nickelled, Expert
bicycle; ball pedals; used buc little ; has never had

a fall or a scratch in any way ; good as new
; $ao.

F. P. SCEARCE, Lexington, Ky.

POLO GOODS,
Adopted by all Leading Polo Leagues,

CAGE AND POST GOALS,
REGULATION STICKS AND BALLS,

POLO UNIFORMS,

AND RINK SUPPLIES."
SEND FOR CATA-

LOGUE OF POLO
GOODS.

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.,
108 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO. 241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

THE 24 HOURS ROAD RECORD FOR AMERICA,

Won Oct. 26-27, by ALFRED A. McCURDY,

03V A. 55 IIVCH

COLUMBIAKROADSTER
(WEIGHT 32 POUNDS).

Monday night was not a particularly desirable one
for cycling twenty-four hours as it was cold, and in the
early morning hours a heavy fog arose, which made
respiration difficult, and riding anything but pleasant.

—

Boston Globe-

McCurdy's weight is about 150 pounds, and he rides

a Columbia Light roadster bicycle, weighing 32 pounds.
That such a light-weight bicycle will safely carry so

heavy a rider for such a long distance, shows the per-

fection that the manufacture of bicycles has attained.

—

Boston Globe.
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Corey H ill.

The Quadrant Tricycle, the Hill Climber!

At the Hill Contest of the Boston Clob on Corey Hill, October 24, 1885,

THE QUADRANT WON FIRST PRIZE. -^

S&AD.'.E Y

Compare the TIMES and GEARS.

WILLIAMS on a 40-in. QUADRANT, Geared to 48 1-2, 1st,

I3NT 3.46 1-2.

CROCKER on a 46-in. TRICYCLE, Geared to 40, 2d,

iisr 4.13 1-5.

DANFORTH on a 46-in. TRICYCLE, Geared to 40,

I3NT 5.23 3-5.

WHITE on a 46-in. TRICYCLE, Geared to 40, 3d,

in 6.11 1-2.

The QUADRANT'S time was but 22 4-5 seconds less than that of the Winning Bicycle.

The QUADRANT was the First Tricycle ever ridden up Corey Hill.

50-MILE ROAD RECORD.
The QUADRANT takes the 50-MILE ROAD RECORD.

JOHN WILLIAMS on a QUADRANT rode 50 MILES in 4 Hours 27 Minutes,

Heating Previous Mecord by 1 Hour 59 l->2 Minutes.

25 MILES RIDDEN IN - - - I HOUR 45 MINUTES.
AGENTS WANTED IN AL.L CYCLING CENTRES.

J. A. R. UNDERWOOD - - Washington St. - - DORCHESTER,

stoist, hveas^s-



6o8 THE BICYCLING WORLD [30 Oct., 1885.

WAR o
w RECORDS.

UNQUESTIONABLE AND ACCEPTED RECORDS MADE ON COLUMBIAS.

THE GREATEST DISTANCE EVER MADE INSIDE THE HOUR,

201 Miles 396 1 Feet by WM. A. ROWE at Springfield, Oct. 19.

WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S
WORLD'S

RECORD 1-2 M
RECORD 3-4 M
RECORD (Amateur) 1 M
RECORD 2 M
RECORD 3 M
RECORD 4 M
RECORD 5 M
RECORD 6 M
RECORD 7 M
RECORD 8 M:
RECORD 9 M
RECORD 10 M
RECORD 11 M
RECORD 12 M
RECORD 13 M
RECORD 14 M
RECORD 15 M
RECORD 16 M
RECORD 17 M
RECORD 18 M
RECORD 19 M
RECORD 20 M

le WM. A.
le WM.
le WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.
les WM.

A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE.
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE.
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,
ROWE,

1.12 4-5
1.55 1-5
2.35 2- "J

5.21 ? 5
8.07 - 5

11.11 4 5
14.07 2-5
16.55 3-5
19.47 2-5
22.41 4-5
25.41 4-5
28.37 4-5
C 1 .37 4-5
34.32 3-5
37.24
40.25
43.26
46.29
49.25
52.25
55.22 2-5
58.20

3-5

1-5
2-5

15

Cliicago, October 13, 17-

19 out of 22 First Prizes, 30 out of the entire 40 Prizes, taken on COLUMBIAS.

4 MILES PROFESSIONAL RECORD 11.29 2-5
5 MILES PROFESSIONAL RECORD 14.23 3-5
6 MILES PROFESSIONAL RECORD 1728 2-5
7 MILES PROFESSIONAL RECORD 20.25 3-5
8 MILES PROFESSIONAL RECORD 23.23 4-5
9 MILES PROFESSIONAL RECORD 26.19 4-5

10 MILES PROFESSIONAL RECORD 29.12 2-5

By W. M. WOODSIDE, at Springfit >uctober 24 and 26.

Notwithstanding the above excellent result of " Good Men upon Good Bicycles," of more practical value to the 90 and 9 Wheelmen is

the fact that the majority of the American Wheelmen purchase Columbia Bicycles and Tricycles, because they are pre-eminently road machines,

with an ease of running and durability which have faithfully stood the teit of eight years upon every grade of road, and under all supposable

conditions. CATALOGUE FREE.
THE POPE T&FGr. OO., 507 ^V^asliingtoii St., IQoste»-r»

Branch Houses: 12 .Warren Street, New York; 115 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
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